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ACCESSORIES 

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side 
and one tail. Never been used. Box L. ROD AND GUN, 
Woodstock, Ontario. TF 

ANTIQUE FIREARMS 

ANTIQUE pistols. blunderbus- 
ses, cross bows, fine perfect. 
Armour, swords, daggers. No 
catalog. Good photos. State 

=a reguirements. Allen, The Fa- 
ae cade, Charing Cross, London, 

Eng. 12 2T 

BOATS AND CANOES. 

FOR SALE—16 foot, 30 inch beam, 12 inch depth canoe, 
close rib, metallic joint, basswood, half-round ribs 1 1-8 in- 
ches apart. Copper fastened, varnished inside and out. 
All oak gunwales. Weight about 65 lbs. This canoe is 
absolutely new. For price, etc., write box E. Rod and Gun, 
Woodstock, Ont. tf 
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Nelson Waldron, Tyne Valley, Prince 
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Portage Wild Animal Co., Portage la Prairie, Man. 5 2T 
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aller Mike ex Lady Venus she litter sister to Hooker Oak 
H What 

Guaranteed. H. R. 
ogan, winner at the last San Francisco Show. 

betier do you want. Get busy. 
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FOR SALE—Airedale Terrier (dog) ‘‘Colne Matchmaker’ - 
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use as owner has enlisted for overseas. Also 1 22 Hi Power 

_ Savage rifle in perfect condition. For particulars apply 
_ A. Welstead, R. R. No. 1, St. Catharines, Ont. 
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And How to Feed 

Mailed free to any address by 
the Author 

H. CLAY GLOVER, V. S. 
118 West 31st Street, New York 
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Dog Remedies 

MANGE Eczema, ear canker, goitre, 
money refunded: Prepaid $1.25. 

Remedy Co., Hot Springs, Ark., U.S.A. 
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Eezema 
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TRAINED HOUNDS—Norwegian bearhounds- 
Irish wolf hounds . Blood hounds, Foxhounds: 
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antee, trial allowed, purchaser alone to judge, no 
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Kennels, Lexington, Ky. 12tf 

AIREDALES FOR. SALE eee high class 
puppies ready for delivery, sire, Stormy-Weather, dam, 
Topsy-Turvy. Write for booklet if interested. B Wel- 
bank, Quill Lake, Sask. 

The Blue Grass Farm Kennels of Berry, Ky., offer for 
sale setters and pointers, fox and cat hounds, wolf and deer 
hounds, coon and opossum hounds, varmint and rabbit 
hounds, bear and lion hounds. Also Airedale terriers. 
Ali dogs shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge the 
quality. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded. 
56 page illustrated, instructive and interesting catalogue for 
ten cents in stamps or coin. 7tf 

POINTERS—English, very best, Eligible. 
Robinson, Kingston, Ont. 

Mel. W 
517 

FOR SALE—Two young coon hound pups, three months 
old, from very best hunting stock. One dog pup $10.00 
2 Female $5.00 each. One young Beagle bitch ten months 
old $8.00. Beagle pups ready for shipment, males $8.00 
females $5.00, nicely marked. One number one bear dog 
will tree every bear he meets. Can be used for&coon 
hunting—a dandy, not cross to people. Good watch dog 
by night. Cash price $50.00 for this dandy. F. W- 
Probst, Box 60, Linwood, Ont. oT 4 

ENGINES AND LAUNCHES. 
SS = . 

FOR SALE—Marine Engines, two cycle, two, three aad 
four cylinder, also 2 cylinder 4 cycle. All new, Write for 
further particulars stating horse power required, to box L. 
ROD AND GUN, Woodstock, Ont. TF 

FOR SALE—23ft. Semispeed launch, beam 4 feet 
3 inches, finished ready for engine. This is a new launch, 
now ready for delivery. For further particulars, etce., . 
write Box F. Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. tf 

FOR SALE—Semi Speed Square, or Round Transom 
and Compromise stern Hulls, finished ready for engine, u 
t» 30 ft. length. New. Will sell cheap. Box A. Rod an 
Gun in Canada. Woodstock, Ont. 

FISHING TACKLE. 

FOR SALE—Frog and Minnow Bait, Weedless Hooks, 
Line Drying Reels, Landing Nets, etc., etc. Write for free 
fist. Box L. ROD AND GUN, Woodstock, Ont. 

FOR SALE—Several Fly and Trollin 
tity of Reels, absolutely new. Will se 
ROD-AND GUN, Woodstock, Ont. 
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WOODSTOCK, ONT., JUNE, 1915 Ment 

THE Gell TERING LURE 
BONNYCASTLE DALE 

wonder if, when the spirits of 
I the disciples of old Izaac Walton 

leave this sphere, will they sigh 
in vain for the delights of rippling 
brook, rushing rapid and tumbling 
wave? 
How anxiously we awaited the open- 
ing day many years ago, how boylike 
we wanted to try the new bait in the 
calm waters, just to see if it spins well. 
Now I want to confess that in this 
case I was the boy; and from a neigh- 
bouring town had arrived some new 
tackle; among it one bait in particular 
appealed to me, a double spinner 
made by Heron of Peterboro, silver 
above and copper below. The silver 
had been originally the outer case of 
a watch, but now it revolved cleverly 
around the shank. I took the shiny 
thing down to the wharf and trolled it 
along in the water, 
to spin all right. I guessed I would 
just step into the canoe and see how it 
worked. Now, I want to warn you, 
my fellow fishermen, against temp- 
tation. Here we were, a Natural 
History camp that of all others 
should and did keep the law care- 
fully. Well! you know, a_ fellow 
never intended to troll. In fact I 
only went until the line was well 
straightened out, about 100 yards 
distance—and then! Oh then! it 
was straightened out all right and to 
my astonishment I was fast in an 
Immense maskinonge. My heart 
gave the right flutter, my nerves were 
a-kindle with delight—and just then 
I remembered—I was out of season 

Yes! it seemed - 

and the huge thing tugging behind me 
was not my lawful prey. Now how 
to get rid of it without injuring it was 
a problem. 

SPntzi-:» I~ called ..to the “camp 
up on the bank. “Fritz, come and 
help me to lose a fish’’. 
Now had it been open season that 

fish would have risen and shaken the 
bait out of his mouth like a flash. As 
it was not he worked low, low down, 
and just’tugged and pulled the canoe 
along with him. I well knew it was 
the largest “‘lunge”’ of my fishing life 
and I longed to see it before it broke 
away. Broke away? It had no in- 
tention of it. Plainly it intended to 
keep fast onto that hook until an 
inspector came along and nabbed me. 
Fritz came running down the path 
and I paddled the canoe towards 
him. Now the great silvery thing 
felt the pull. Up! up! he went, out 
into the air in a shower of spray, fully 
a twenty-five pounder and unlawful 
at that. Up! he went again in a mass 
of foam and sparkling waterdrops. 

“Take care! you'll lose him” 
screamed Fritz. 

“I’m trying my best to,”’ I laughed 

back, but such obstinacy! That fish 

was bound to convict me of illegal 

fishing and let go he would not. 
‘Run the canoe ashore ‘til 

him” called the lad and I pulled and 

paddled and pushed in until the bow 

grated on the rocks. Then I stepped 

out and very carefully pulled th | 

tugging thing in hand over hand unt! 

it was in three feet of water and on! 

| SCC 
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a canoe length away from us. Do 
you think the bally thing would shake 
loose—not a bit of it. Just backed 
as a horse on the end of a line and 
tugged for all it was worth. Back- 
wards and forwards it swung at the 
end of a long circle. Suddenly the 
line and that bait came in—spinning. 
Why it spun like fury all the way in— 
we stood and watched the big dark 
body of the once captive fish swim 
out into deeper water—and many a 
a good fish have we taken since on 
that double bait, but never one nearly 
as large as that unlawful fish. 

Thirty-seven Maskinonge was our 
score for 1914. Now just a word 
about the selling of these fish. White 
men should keep the law and do pretty 
well but how about our treaty brother 
the Mississaugas? It takes fully 
twenty-five miles trolling to capture a 
Maskinonge which will average about 
six pounds and is worth ten cents a 
pound. Now we all know that like 
us, who are lovers of the rod and reel 
and gun, all Indians dearly love the 
sports of fishing and shooting, I 
think, according to a strict inter- 
pretation of the treaties, they have a 
wee bit more right than we have to 
the fish and fowl, so why not close an 
eye if you see, or an ear if you hear, 
that one of these men did take a fish. 
Remember they live very strictly and 
carefully under the game law all the 
year. Why I know of valuable 
beaver feeding within three miles of a 
large Indian village, and living quite 
unmolested. I would hate to be that 
beaver and live within three miles of 
some white villages I could name. 
I tell you gentlemen these men are 
law abiding citizens (notwithstanding 
I think we often make a bit too much 
law for them.) I know of hundreds 
of black ducks raising their broods 
within a five mile circle about a vil- 
lage without being shot at before the 
first of September. Give our Indian 
brother a good fair show. 
What an accommodating thing the 

black bass is in many Ontario lakes. 
When I was a boy we had to break 
our backs digging for worms and now 
we find the bass so full of them that 
we cannot eat the bass. This is a 
fact for the small mouth black bass 
‘in certain waters is literally full of a ‘ 

' 
ols 

ty = 

parasitical worm, while the big mouth 
bass that lives in the muddy marshes 
is almost, if not altogether, free of 
them. We are very sorry to say that 
this parasite is to be found now ina 
few of the maskinonge. Pity ’tis ’tis 
true as what finer fish is there to catch 
than the hard fighting black bass if 
we except the Steelhead Trout. We 
have not yet to report the capture of 

1. ASLEEP AT HIS POST. 

2. eee MASKINONGE AND A HAPPY 
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a Carp in Rice Lake but a Pickerel 
evidently No. 94, Yellow Pickerel or 
Pike-perch was taken here. As I 
have never fished for these I would be 
glad if some one acquainted with them 
can tell us if the pupil of the eye is 
usually glassy and colourless. In 
fact the pupil and the iris of the one 
caught here blended into one another 
like a “glassy marble’ of boyhood 
days, one of the lightly clouded ones. 

- We regret to say that maskinonge 
are still afflicted with that open sore 
on the flanks. This cannot often be 
a spear wound, for spearing is almost 
never done here. Nor can it often 
be a fish bite, as the wound is too far 
up in the fleshy parts. The fish 
bites are inflicted during spawning 
time. I have often seen a male sal- 
mon savagely bite its unoffending 
mate, a female, and I have seen these 
maskinonge attack one another in the 
marshes during spawning time but 
the sediment stirred up prevented the 
bite being seen. 

Oh, those gladsome days when the 
“Junge” were biting well and we fell 
asleep in the canoe and let it drift 
ashore, even though the fish frizzled 
in the heat. We just couldn’t keep 
our eyes open any longer. But there 
was an eye waiting on the shore—a 
camera eye—and look at what it saw. 

Change the scene to Campbell 
River Falls, three thousand miles 
west. I spoke a moment ago of the 
Steelhead Trout, that fighter of fight- 
ers. One day, one of those dull 
weepy fall days when the raindrops 
hang like tears upon the foliage, when 
the air is still and the current of the 
river only shown by drifting yellow 
leaves, we were paddling up Camp- 
bell River below the Falls on Van- 
couver Island. We had passed safely 
through the estuary—TI say safely as 
regards fish, as there were ten or 
twenty thousand coho salmon swim- 
ming at the mouth of the river and we 
feared they might take our bait. No, 
these fish, starving though they were 
were not feeding, but merely awaiting 
the first flood to ascend the river and 
spawn on the upper bars, living 
meanwhile on the fatty portions of 
the body by absorption. We dipped 
our heads here as a native log bridge 
spanned the stream—spanned it so 

low that “‘Daisy’® our Gordon setter 
sat upon it with her tail dipping into 
the water. Now was the time and 
this the spot for a Cut-throat trout, 
as we had often dislodged one from 
under this old logbridge and hooked 
it further up the river. 

“Say”! yelled Fritz “I’ve got a 
Blackfish!—or bottom!—or—some- 
thing!—that—pulls—awful—hard!”’ 

I watched my long salmon rod 
bending until it made almost a cap- 
ital U. 

“Give him line’ I shouted fearing 
a break, and “Bur-r-r-rr’’ sang the 
reel. 

“T’ve got to stand up,” panted the 
boy. He really was working hard as 
the fish was now downstream and 
pulling very heavily. 

*“Kneel up, don’t stand’ I urged 
and slowly he got upon his knees. I 
had taken my watch out and noted 
the time, as I fancied it was a Steel- 
head—just 4 P. M. and the October 
sun was even now dropping behind 
the mountains. Back up the river 
the noble prey swam keeping closely 
along the bottom. Up river and 
down the fish went, never once show- 
ing. At 4.30 I asked Fritz what he 
had on. 

“T caught a snapping turtle once on 
a lake trout line?’ he laughed back 
and instantly gained five yards on the 
turning fish. In and out went that 
line. Backwards and forwards went 
the canoe. The reel sang in spiteful 
snaps and again purred warmly like a 
kitten on the hearth and thirty feet 
below us fought that unseen fish. 

‘Better take it’! Fritz burst out 
at last. ‘‘See it’s getting dark.”’ 

So I faced about and took the rod 
and squatted on the middle thwart 

and Fritz seized the paddle. Now 

you would think that after forty 

minutes’ struggle I should have been 

able to reel that fish right in. It was 

fully ten minutes before I got it to 

the top and then it started to circle 

that canoe until I was tired passing 

my rod over my head. 
“A fifteen pound 

queried? eet 0a 

“Grab the line and pull it in,” said 

the weary boy, but I valued my tip 

too much for that. Five minutes 

later the noble fish turned over on its 

Steelhead’? | 
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side and Fritz stuck his fingers in its 
gills and hoisted it into the canoe— 
almost a full hour had elapsed since 
it snapped up my delicate Tacomo bait 
which was strong enough for a three 
pounder. This fish, the Real Salmon 
of the Pacific is classified Salmo Gaird- 
neri, Richardson, and called The Steel- 
head Trout. It closely resembles 
Salmo Salar of the Atlantic, although 
the caudal fin is more truncate and 
forked in the latter. Personally I 
cannot see the resemblance to a 
salmon of the five varieties of the so- 
called Pacific Salmon, a fish that 
matures in a short time, say four 
years, and dies, over ripe, while 
spawning, at that age. 

dark spots on his coat showing in- 
distinctly in the rapidly gathering 
dusk. We lay close by the shore with 
only our eyes peering over the gun- 
wale. We both knew enough to 
always close the eyes save just a 
glimmer between the lashes, for we 
find that most animals and birds 
mistake our heads and bright eyes for 
some bird or animal of prey, com- 
pletely ignoring the motionless body. 
The seal flopped into the pool and 
swam, swiftly towards the retreating 
salmon, its skull-like face and big 
protruding eyes plainly visible at 
fifty feet. The fish crowded about 
our loglike craft in dozens. Now the 
seal caught the first salmon and took 

A WESTERN SALMON STREAM 

Well! we turned the nose of the 
craft downstream and passed through 
the now shallowing pools, as the tide 
was going out. The water was liter- 
ally alive with fish. In a pool one 
hundred feet long by fifty wide many 
hundred fully grown Cohoes, weighing 
as much as five to seven pounds apiece 
started circling as our canoe entered 
the pool, until the surface was as white 
as cream with their plunging and 
leaping. Fully fifty fish were in the 
air all the time. 

“Stop!’ whispered Fritz from the 
bow, as he gently drew the craft on to 
the pebbles and laid his head down on 
the front deck combing. “See, a 

Flopping over the shallow 
_ water on the pebbles that led to the 

ee seal’! 

“a came a big Harbour Seal, the 

a bite out of the fat part of the 
shoulders and tossed the maimed fish 
aside, biting the next and next in 
quick succession. 

“Oh! the hog!” cried Fritz, starting 
up. The seal drew back to dive, but 
as the water was scarce two feet deep 
he simply sat down on the bottom and 
stared at the fat brown looking 
animal in the bow. 
““Wish I had my gun old fellow, 

quoth the lad. 
“Try the rod at him.’ I laughed 

back, and before I could tell him I was 
joking Fritz was air trolling for seal. 
This was too much for the inquisitive 
animal’s patience and it flopped and 
swam off down the pool. After it we 
went full speed and it led us swiftly 
down stream, portaging the pebbly 

33 
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stretches with many a flop and wrig- 
gle laughable to see. At last it struck 
the deeper water of the river and was 
lost to sight in the gloom of the fast 
fading light. We passed a_ native 
tribe portaging their canoes up the 
rocky shallows of this island stream. 
As it was impossible to picture them 
I send you a photograph taken in day- 
light on another stream. This is not 
our work. 

If any of the readers of Rod and 
Gun wish to know where the best 
salmon trolling, in any waters, is to 
be found, it is off the Queen Charlotte 
Islands in May and June. Take the 
C. P: R. Steamers from Vancouver. 
It seems as if the Spring salmon first 
strike these outer exposed coasts, and 
as this is the outermost group of 
islands in the Canadian waters of the 
Northern -Pacific it is well to get 
native Haidas to paddle you, or row 
you, as the sentiment against the 
motor boat here makes it unwelcome, 
if fishing, in these waters. Many 
Indians of other tribes, as well as 
white fishermen will be found here. 
It was the third week in May when 
we arrived there and, after seeing 
many things of interest in Masset, the 
Haida village, we set out for Virago 
Sound. All the way from Naden to 
Shag Rocks the fairly smooth sea was 
spattered with rowboats, rude looking 
things of native Indian manufacture, 
highprowed Indian canoes and white 
mens’ boats of many designs; and 
everyone was busily engaged in pul- 
ling in FISH—and such struggling 
silvery monsters as they were. We 
were getting our lines ready when a 
native rowed slowly. past. We 
noticed him baiting with herring so 
we beckoned him over to us. 

“Say he’s got a regular fishmarket”’ 
burst out the irrepressible Fritz. 
No wonder the boy said so. In the 
bottom of that rude craft lay nine 
great Spring salmon, one of the lower 
ones fully sixty pounds in weight. 
The boat was stern down with the 

weight of fish. I should estimate the 
total at over three hundred pounds. 
These men had been fishing but four 
hours. We interviewed many a 
boatman. Nearly every boat had 
over five fish. One old, very old, 
native had a single fish that must 
have gone fully eighty pounds. How 
this ancient one ever slipped that 
silvery giant over the gunwale is a 
mystery to me. I should estimate 
the number of fishing boats and 
canoes off the northern part of 
Graham Island at three hundred, and 
the weight of fish in them at sixty 
thousand pounds. We could always 
tell where the greatest number of 
salmon were by the gulls hovering 
over the schools of finny feed they 
were living on. We passed motor 
boats with so many lines drawing 
hard on lashed poles that they re- 
minded us of a great spider with a 
long net out. The day was Saturday 
and the close hours of the week—all 
Sunday—prompted many of the boats 
to head for home about twelve o’clock. 
In fact the only ones to break the 
Sunday close season were the white 
men. All through the immense fleet 
motor boats “‘put-putted”’ buying the 
catch. Today the price was five 
cents a pound. And at this early 
season the fish were larger than the 
run in June. We caught three big 
hard fighting chaps on the run home- 
ward, and over three hundred pounds 
in a two days trip, so if any of my 
readers want Indian lore and mag- 
nificent sport with huge salmon, and 

a chance to see, and perhaps buy, or 

take up a bit of land on these northern 
Pacific islands, and also try a hand at 

deep sea cod and halibut fishing I 

advise them to go to the Queen 

Charlotte Islands and if they should 
wish to fish for the sport alone they can 

choose from anyone of the hundreds 

of bays which intersect and cut into 

Graham Island and there be Monarch 

of all they survey with not anothe: 

fishing boat in sight. 

a ae 



HONEST WEIGHT 

‘ E. RUSSELL 

is VER dere, m’sieu, on nodder 
side dat beeg log, dat’s good 
for de gros—de beeg wan. 

“Dat’s it: jus’ leetle more farder 
in shore, m’sieu. We stop here two 
tree meen-ute. Hah! Dat was 
beeg rise. Try heem again—dere, 
you got heem! Doucement, douce- 
ment—go h’easy! Let heem run, 
m’sieu; dat’s good for hees healt’. 
Now bring heem in. Easy easy! 
Hah! I got heem! Que c’est un 
gros!’ and he ran off into French 
too rapid for my feeblecomprehension. 

It was indeed a beauty, and needed 
all the skill of my old French-Cana- 
dian guide in that crafty scoop of the 
landing net that seldom failed to 
imprison its victim. It was not often 
that he indulged in undue compli- 
ments, having landed fish of all sizes 
for many mighty sportsmen during 
his long life, and the fact that this 
capture caused him to lapse into his 
native tongue to give adequate ex- 
pression to his admiration I took as 
the highest praise that could be 
bestowed on it. 

“M’sieu wait few meen-ute, an’ den 
try dat hole encore. Dat tak leetle 
w ile for de odder beeg wans to forget 
*bout all dat splash. Dis be good 
hole: we offen catch de _ beeg-es’ 
wans right dere. 

“I ‘member wan tam, dat’s feef- 
teen year ago. Dere be two m’sieurs 

_in campe, an’ Emile Leroux he be 
guide for wan m’sieu, an’ I be guide 
for de odder. I never see so fonny 
man, me; dey have moche good tam, 
an’ dey mak de fonne alway. Dat’s 
lak de small boy come home from 
school—alway dey play de joke on 
de odder wan so offen dey can. 

“Me an’ Emile Leroux we have 
hard tam for unnerstan’ dem de firs’ 
day we be see dem wit’ deir joke. 
Dat’s come din-ner w’en de m’sieu of 

ile he commence for put du sel— 
dat’s salt you call heem?—in de tea of 
ma m’sieu wen he’s don’ be look, 
an wen ma m’sieu he’s commence 

_ for drink de tea, he’s mak de bad face 

PATTERSON 

an’ he’s t’row dat tea h’all over de 
pork an’ bean of de m’sieu of Emile, 
an’ den dey commence for fight wit’ 
each odder jus’ lak small boy w’ile de 
din-ner come all col’. But dey jus’ 
laugh all de tam, dem m/’sieurs, an’ 
me an’ Emile fin’ out de bes’ t’ing for 
be laugh al-so, an’ we h’all mak moche 
de noise dere in dat campe. 

“Dat’s sam’ ting all "deetane 
m’sieu—mak de fonne an’ play de 
joke. Dere be wan night ma m’sieu 
he’s get out of hees_ blan-quette so 
easy he can, an’ get de black steeck 
from de fire. an’ he’s draw all over de 
face of de odder m’sieu w’ile he’s be 
sleep dere. Oh que c’est drole— 
dat’s fonny—in de mornin’, m’sieu, 
wen he’s get up! So we laugh— 
maudit, dat’s terrible! An’ nex’ day 
of de m’sieu Emile he’s fin’ de bottes 
sauvages—de beeg boot for hunt— 
he’s of ma m’sieu an’ put waterin dem, 
so wen ma m’sieu he’s put dem on, 
he’s come all wet on hees feet an’ 
he’s yell lak diab—pardon, m/’sieu, 
he’s yell so loud he can, an’ den we 
laugh some more. Oh dey be de 
fonny man for sure! 

“But dey be de good man for 
feesh. Dat’s not manny trout come 
on deir fly dat get off again! An’ we 
have so moche feesh we can eat, all 
de tam. Me an’ Emile Leroux we 
have good tam wit’ dem, *cause we 
lak for go wit’ man dat know how to 
feesh good. 

‘“‘Dem two m’sieurs dey talk lot 
*bout wich wan be go for catch de 
beeg-es’ trout. Dey mak arrange- 
ment dat de m’sieu w’at don’ catch 
de beeg-es’ feesh he have for eat piece 
of soap before dey leave de campe. 
Me an’ Emile we tink dey mus’ be 
craz-ay Man w’en dey say dat, but dey 
be jus’ lak small boy an’ mus’ have 
deir fonne, s’pose. 

“De m/’sieu of Emile he have 
caught de beeg-es’ feesh up to las’ 
day—dat’s t’ree poun’ an’ half in 
Lac Croche—but ma m’sieu he say 
for sure he be go for beat dat. So 
ma m’sieu he mak arrangement wit’ 
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me for mak portage wit’ can-oe over 
here to dis Lac for las’ day, for see if 
he can get more beeg trout dan dat. 

*T *member dat day she’s kin’ of 
dark an’ fine for de feesh. We go 
"long de shore verra quiet an’ easy, 
an’ ma m’sieu he’s t’row hees line 
jus’ in de good place lak dat, an’ he’s 
catch de manny. But he’s don’ be 
get de beeg wan lak he want. So we 
commence for come near de tam for 
go back to de campe. 

“Den we come doucement—easy— 
up on dis place, an’ ma m’sieu he’s 
row on nodder side dat log jus’ lak 
you t’row, m’sieu, an’ swish! up 
come beeg rise. Ma m’sieu he’s come 
scare leetle bit dat rise she’s so beeg, 
an’ he’s not strike good, so he’s miss. 
Den he’s say bad word in Eng-leesh 
queeck, an’ he’s t’row again. Den 
dere’s beeg swish! encore, an’ dis 
tam she’s tak de fly an’ ma m’sieu 
he’s strike jus’ right, an’ he’s hook 
heem. 

“Den he’s commence for play de 
feesh, an’ maudit, but he’s have hard 
fight! Dat trout she’s run an’ run an’ 
run, an’ try hard for get dat line 
aroun’ de branch of dat log dere. 
But ma m’sieu he’s know how for use 
hees rod, an’ affer wile he’s bring 
heem in to de can-oe, an’ I catch 
heem in net. Ba gosh she’s beeg 
trout, an’ I tell dat to ma m’sieu jus’ 
lak I tell dat to you! 

“I see ma m’sieu he’s verra glad 
for catch dat beeg wan, but he’s only 
say wan ting, he’s say, ‘Poleon, dat 
feesh she’s mean soap for me or soap 
for de odder m’sieu?’ Den I ’mem- 
ber dat craz-ay arrangement dem two 
m’sieurs mak wit’ each odder. But 
I’m not sure, me, dat feesh she’s 
weigh more dan t’ree poun’ an’ half, 
an’ I tell ma m’sieu I’m scare p’rap 
she mean soap for heem encore—I 
can’ say for sure. He say, ‘Poleon, 
dat feesh mus’ weigh more dan t’ree 
poun’ an’ half, you hear?’ So I say, 
‘Oui, m’sieu’, but I don’ unnerstan’. 

“Den he’s tol’ me go on in can-oe 
ontil we come to leetle place on shore 
were dey’s lot of sand, an’ he’s get 
out of can-oe an’ tak dat feesh an’ 
get leetle steeck, an’ he’s commence 
for put de sand in she’s -mout’ an’ 
push dat down wit’ de steeck. An’ 
he’s put in more sand an’ more sand 

ontil dat feesh she’s belly steeck out 
lak belly of grenouille—boul-frog you 
call heem. 

“Den ma m’sieu he say to me, 
‘Poleon, you tink dat feesh mean 
soap forme now?’ An’ I say, ‘Non, 
m’sieu, I t’ink dat trout weigh four 
poun’ an’ half.’ So he say, ‘Correc’, 
Poleon, wash off de sand from hees 
mout’.’ 

““We don’ feesh no more dat day, 
an’ *bout five o’clock we commence 
for mak portage back to de campe. 
Ma m’sieu he’s tak moche care of dat 
beeg feesh, an’ carry heem on steeck 
so de sand she’s don’ fall out. He’s 
laugh wit’ heemse’f all de way back, 
al-so. 

‘““Wal, so soon de m’sieu of Emile he 
see us come to de campe he say, 
“W’at luck?’ An’ ma m’sieu he’s 
hol’ up de beeg feesh on steeck an’ 
say noting. Den de odder m’sieu he 
say, ‘Ba George!’ an’ he’s ronne over 
an’ tak de steeck an’ say again lak 
dat, ‘Ba George!’ Den he’s fetch de 
ting for weigh de feesh—w’at you 
call heem, scale!—an’ ma m’sieu he’s 
put de feesh, an’ maudit, but he’s 
weigh four poun’ an’ t’ree quar-ter! 

“Den de m’sieu of Emile he say 
again, ‘Ba George!’ an’ ma m’sieu he 
say, ‘Ow ’bout de soap now?’ an’ 
de odder m’sieu he’s look lak he can’ 
unnerstan’. Den he say, ‘But dat 
feesh she ain’t so long?’ an’ ma 
m’sieu he say, ‘Oh no, but dey grow 
verra fat in dat odder Lac!’ an’ he 
tak de feesh off de scale queek for fear 
de sand she come out. 

“Den ma m/’sieu he say, ‘W’at 
luck wit’ you?’ an’ de odder m’sieu he 
call, ‘Emile, fetch ma beeg feesh!’ 
So Emile Leroux he’s come wit’ nod- 
der trout, an’ wen ma m’sieu see 
heem he say lak de odder, ‘Ba George!’ 
he say. Dat feesh she look jus’ sam 
lak de wan we bring; jus’ *bout long 
de sam an’ verra fat. So de odder 
m’sieu he place heem on scale, an’ 
"ow moche you tink he’s weigh, 
m’sieu? Dat jus’ five poun’! 

“So ma m’sieu he say again lak 
dat, ‘Ba George!’ an’ he’s look at de 
odder m’sieu an’ don’ say no more. 
But de odder m’sieu commence tor 
mak fonne wit’ ma m’sieu “bout d 

soap, an’ ma m’sieu he’s look not so 
hap-py. So we place de two feesh in 
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de water on steeck for clean dem affer 
sup-per. 

“So ma m’sieu he walk over to de 
place for fire. An’ den he’s ben’ 
down an’ peek up some shell of 
ca’tridge, an’ he say to de m’sieu of 
Emile, “‘W’at you be shoot?’ An’ de 
odder m’sieu he say, ‘Oh I jus’ mak 
de practice wit’ de gun?’ But ma 
m’sieu he look at de shell again, an’ 
he say, ‘But dem shell dey don’ be 
fire’ Den he look at de odder 
m’sieu queeck, an’ he’s turn roun’ 
an’ ronne so fas’ he can to de shore of 
de Lac, an’ de odder m’sieu he’s ronne 
affer heem. So ma m’sieu grab up 
de steeck wit’ de feesh of de m’sieu of 
Emile, an’ he’s catch hol’ of de belly 
an’ squeeze hard, an’ w’at you tink 
happen? Out de mout’ of dat feesh 
dey come whole lot of shot from de 
ca tridge shell! 

‘De odder m’sieu he’s grab de feesh 
of ma m’sieu at sam tam, an’ he’s 
squeeze on de belly al-so, an’ de sand 
come out jus’ de sam. Den dem two 
m’sieurs dey stan’ an’ look at each 
odder in eye an’ hol’ de trout in deir 
han’. An’ den de m’sieu of Emile he 
commence for shake hees side leetle 
bit, an’ ma m’sieu he’s commence 
for shake leetle bit, too, an’ in 
meen-ute dey start for mak fonny 
noise in de t’roat. Den dey come 
laugh, an’ dey laugh more hard an’ 
more loud, an’ me an’ Emile we 

commence for laugh al-so. W’en wan 
of dem stop laugh for meen-ute, he 
squeeze de feesh leetle more, an’ more 
shot or sand she’s come out, an’ dat 
start heem laugh encore. Ba gosh, I 
never laugh so moche in ma life, an’ 
dat’s long tam before we commence 
eat de sup-per dat night! 

“De m’sieu of Emile he’s tol’ ma 
m’sieu he’s scare for sure ma m’sieu 
he’s come back wit’ trout more beeg 
dan hees odder wan. He’s catch de 
beeg wan dat day heemse’f w’ile we be 
away, but he’s want for mak sure he 
don’ have for eat de soap, so he’s 
feex it up wit’ de shot. Den ma 
m’sieu he’s tol’ heem *bout push de 
sand down wit’ steeck, an’ dat com- 
mence dem for laugh encore. 

*“‘Affer sup-per we clean all de sand 
an’ de shot out of dem feesh, an’ we 
weigh dem encore, an’ wat you 
Vink, m’sieu? Dey bot’ weigh jus’ 
t’ree poun’ an’ t’ree quar-ter exac’! 
Dat’s more beeg dan de odder wan 
of de m’sieu of Emile. But dey bot’ 
de sam, so no wan have to eat soap 
affer all. 

““W’en we pack up de campe nex’ 
day, dey tak home dem two beeg 
trout an’ say dey be goin’ have dem 
stuff for souvenir. But me an’ 
Emile Leroux we t’ink dey mus’ be 
leetle bit craz-ay *boutgdat soap. 
W’at you tink, m’sieu?”’ 



THREE SWEDES THERE WERE 

A vulgar, rambling story of a vulgar rambling trio, showing how everything turns to 
ashes to those without a purpose 

JEAN STEVINSON 

HEY had blown .in from the 
prairie the day before, and had 
put up in a rather lively bed- 

room in a cheap hotel at Nelson. 
Now, having migrated twenty miles 
up the Slocan Valley, they hadshaken, 
not exactly the dust from their shoes, 
but any suspicions of that Nelson 
bed-room from their shirts, coats and 
trousers. To be sure, these suspic- 
ions were not a new thing to the three 
Swedes, but life was a little more to be 
desired without them. Once, indeed, 
they had worked in a lumber camp on 
the B. C. coast where there were not 
merely suspicions, but stern realities 
—thousands of them—for the naked 
eye to see. A man took off his shirt, 
soused it, and put in on-again wet to 
get amomentary relief. 

“TI put my hand in my shirt, tak 
wan off anny time,’’ explained Tin- 
Pan to an admirer later on. 
“What did you do with it?’”’ was 

the vacuous question. 
_ “Ah, I put him back,” was the 
answer, “‘no use to tak wan off.”’ 

Life had been varied for the three 
Swedes since then. Now, being out at 
elbows after a prodigal summer on 
the prairies, they had come back into 
B. C. to apply for work on a road con- 
struction gang which was operating 
along the side of the mountain above 
the twisted Slocan river. The boss 
was in need of men, and the pre- 
liminaries were short. 

“Names?” he asked crisply. 
The men gave them. 

Piffle!’”’ he snorted, ‘‘they’re 
heathen names.” Then he gave them 

. In their nearest English equivalent, 
_ according to sound, and down they 
went on the pay-roll—‘‘ Long-handle- 
shovelson,”’ “Tin-pan-kettleson, ”’ 
and ‘‘Three-quart-bottleson,”’ ab- 
breviated to ‘“‘Long-handle,”’ ‘‘Tin- 
pan” and ‘‘Three-quart,’’ since time 
was valuable to the construction boss. 

“Long-handle”’ was really not ap- 
propriate to its owner, as he had the 
tip of his nose missing. Once he had 
carried ‘“Twenty-two shorts” loose 
in the pocket with his tobacco, and 
had got one in his pipe by mistake. 
When he lit up, off went the cartridge, 
bursting the pipe to smithereens and 
taking off the end of his nose. He, not 
knowing that his chief point of beauty 
had been carried off, had burst into a 
loud guffaw of laughter. Every time 
he looked at himself now the laughter 
smote upon his ears like some never- 
to-be-forgotten discord. 

“To be sure,’ he would console 
himself, “‘I could not have got dat end 
even if I knew, for it was novhere to 
be found.” . 

Still, he resented the levity in the 
presence of his tragedy, Tragedy it 
had proved for him, for now the boot 
was on the other foot, and everyone 
else laughed on first beholding him— 
except the ladies. They would not 
even look at him. Gad 

Three-quart was perhaps better 
named. A number of people who used 
the Fraser Avenue electric cars in 
Vancouver remembered him and Tin- 
pan, and could testify to the state- 
ment with varying emotions. For 
three months the two had shacked on 
a lot running off of Twenty-fifth 
Avenue in South Vancouver, Twenty- 
fifth being then the city limits. If 
they allowed the conductor to take 
them one block past the limits each 
was charged an extra five cents, or 
bullied into giving up another white 
ticket. In spite of that, their interest 
in Vancouver real estate held out for 
three months, and frequently they 

celebrated. When they finally 

traded off their grounds and mansion 

for five acres of land in the Winder- 

mere district, they swore ever to be 

true to each other. They were finally 

to be swindled out of the land 
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Windermere, since the man who sold 
it to them had never owned it, but 
this they did not know as yet. In the 
Fraser Avenue car, coming home at 
six o'clock, each sat with his arm 
tight round the other’s waist, and 
each wore the look of a man who 
jumps to certain death to save a 
brother. 

“S-sit up!’? admonished Tin-pan, 
though Three-quart had not slipped 
down. 

“*S-sit down!’ commanded Three- 
quart, though Tin-pan had made no 
attempt to rise. 

The car stopped at Eighth Avenue, 
and a lady alighted. 

“Go on to Twenny-fifth!’’ com- 
manded Three-quart, waving his 
hand in a lordly manner at the con- 
ductor. The car went on, to stop at 
Ninth. 

““T wanna get off at Twenny-/ifth!”’ 
said Tin-pan indignantly to the con- 
ductor. “Go on to Twenny-fifth!”’ 
The car started again. 

““S-sit up!’? commanded Tin-pan, 
grasping Three-quart tighter. 

“*S-sit down!’? commanded Three- 
quart, holding harder to Tin-pan. 

Thus it went all the way out to the 
city limits. Every time the car 
stopped one of the two ordered it in 
an aggrieved tone on to ‘“‘Twenny- 
fifth.*’ When it finally arrived each 
took charge of the other, and went 
home to swear eternal fealty. 

Thus between Three-quart and 
Tin-pan was there a special bond, and 
in so far as Tin-pan could accom- 
modate three quarts was his name, 
too, appropriate. 

Where they had picked up Long-' 
handle, Tin-pan and Three-quart 
themselves did not know; suffice it to 
say they had come to themselves one 
drizzly morning out at Mission with 
Long-handle tacked on to them, and 
had never since been able to shake 
hm off. 

- Together the three had acquired 
the Dago system of pick and shovel 
work, and could work from morning 
till night with comparatively no wear 
and tear on their mental or physical 
conditions. Lifting the pick slowly 
to an upright position they would let 
it balance as long as it would, then 
fall with its own weight to the clay, 

gravel or hard-pan, there to rest a 
moment till it got its breath. On the 
hard-pan, it is true, their work had 
little effect, but as long as they went 
through the motions they themselves 
were Satisfied. 

Now, however, they had a boss who 
was worthy of the name. Ms 

“Dig!” he ordered, lurching sho- 
vels at them, ‘‘and mind, none of 
your “Yaas, I bane a-coming,’ when 
I tell you to jump, but jump.” 
“What for we bane a-yumping?” 

asked Three-quart. 
“What for we bane a-digging?’’ 

enquired Tin-pan. 
*“Diamonds!”’ 

“Get to work!”’ 
The Swedes started in, slowly and 

steadily, getting about two cupfuls 
of earth on their shovels at each move 
and swinging it slowly over to roll 
down the mountainside. They did not 
tire themselves, but went through the 
motions. Ahead of them was a huge 
boulder that would have to be remov- 
ed by blasting. 

‘“‘Ever done any drilling?”’ asked 
the boss. 

““Ya,’’ answered Three-quart and 
Tin-pan, remembering youthful 
years in volunteer army work. 

‘Double drilling?”’ 
They looked puzzled. ‘‘Double 

time,’’ Three-quart vouchsafed. 
The boss snorted. ‘“‘Never mind 

that here,’’ he said. 
The work went on. 
‘“When bane we a-getting dinner?”’ 

asked Tin-pan of Three-quart. 
**Ya, an’ where bane we a-sleeping? 

asked Three-quart of Tin-pan. 
“If we bunk wid dose brown creep- 

ers I bane a-yumping my yob.”’ 
**An I bane a-yumping my yob.”’ 
At last dinner time came. 
‘*While the gang is at dinner,”’ said 

the boss, ‘‘you two, Tin-pan and 
Three-quart, can drill this rock here 
to about two feet. You can take your 
hour afterward. Here’s your bunch 
of drills and two hammers. Come 
alongs 

The men came up and took the 
drills. 

‘*How bane we a-using dese?”’ they 
enquired willingly. Tin-pan took the 
longest drill between thumb and 
finger, set its chisel edge on a point 

roared the _ boss. 
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of rock, and gave it a smart rap with 
the hammer. The drill flew out of his 
fingers and slipped along the rock 
down the side of the mountain. 

“‘Fool!’’? exploded the boss, “‘you 
said you drilled.” 

‘Drill in United States army,”’ ex- 
plained Three-quart. 

*‘Tdiots!’’ again exploded the boss, 
‘now go after the drill, and make 

time.’ 
Tin-pan slipped and slid down the 

loose earth until he discovered the 
drill in the middle of a three-foot 
thistle, then made his way as best he 
could up again. The men had started 
toward a farm house a mile away, 
where they had dinner, and only 
Three-quart awaited him. 

“I vork no more for dat boss—von 
day,’’ grouched Tin-pan. 

**And I vork no more,”’ grouched 
Three -quart. 

That afternoon two drillers from 
Slocan City set to work. Four two- 
foot bores were made in record time, 
and the fuses laid. 

“Fire!”’ called the boss, ‘“‘fire!”’ 
and the men ran to cover behind 
stumps and rocks. 

Four deafening reports were 
heard, rock flew in every direction, 

: 
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and the workmen returned. 
Long-handle, Three-quart and Tin- 

pan eyed the mass of debris, then 
furtively stuck bits of rock in their 
pockets. 

That night they demanded their 
pay, which the boss was going to give 
them in any case, stole a ride on an up- 
freight, and got off at Slocan City. 

gmee datl”  exulted — Tin-pan, 
“silver!” 

“See dat!’ triumphed Three- 
quart, “rubies an’ garnets.” 

Long-handle had cherished sam- 
ples in his pockets, too. The three 
felt like millionaires. Stalking into 
the drug-store they laid their samples 
on the glass case. ‘“‘How much you 
give? they asked with shining eyes. 

Why”, said the druggist, who had 
been through the boom days in Slocan 
and knew his quartz as a second-class 
boy knows his A B C, “I’m afraid 

_ you'll be disappointed in these.”” He 
picked up one sample. ‘‘These veins 
that look like silver are only mica, 
and these, lifting a large bit of rock 

studded with broken red stones, ‘‘are 
garnets of a poor quality. You could 
get them large as marbles, and perfect 
in shape, for ten cents each down at 
the Seattle exposition. They were 
from Alaska, of course. These sam- 
ples look like the rock down the val- 
ley. Go up into the hills and you'll 
have a chance at good ore.” > 

With crestfallen faces the three 
went out, dropping their samples 
along the road as they went back to- 
ward ‘the station. A saloon door 
stood open, and they went in. When 
they came out they saw an empty 
handcar on the track and climbed 
aboard. 

“Ve go in our own car,” Long- 
handle said haughtily as they started 
up the truck. It was not quite dark, 
and lake and river were duskily beau- 
tiful. The grass and trees were 
stimulating in their fresh greenness, 
and the cool air on their faces revived 
the spirits of the disappointed Swedes. 
No one had come after the car, and it 
was getting up speed. Harder they 
pumped, and harder, and began to 
enjoy themselves hugely. Now they 
had sped over the level and were on 
the down grade, lickety-split toward 
Perry’s. Faster they went, aid faster, 
and the darkness fell about them 
steadily; past log house and farm 
house, past the marshy pond where a 
flock of wild duck rose to meet them, 
and on toward a cut where a sharp 
curve was hidden from view. 

They were going about eighteen 
miles an hour, which, for a handcar, 
is a breakneck pace. 

““We bane a-going some,” 
Tin-pan. 

They entered the cut. B-r-r-r! Crash! 
The handcar jerked up into the air 
and smashed sidewise. Long-handle, 
Tin-pan and Three-quart flew in all 

directions. Stars and sparks seemed 
to rain around them, and what teeth 

Long-handle had left were left him 

no more, but strewed the ties for two 

square yards. He sat up in a light- 

headed manner, straddling a rail. 

panted 

“Vo”? he answered, ““we bane a- 

going some.”’ satin . 
“Tin-pan was feeling round in the 

now total darkness. 
“It’s a cow,” he whispered, “dead” 

I bane a-loading it on my car for Pat 
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Burns in de Nelson town, but not a- 
stopping dere all night.’’ The three 
were knocked almost sober. 

The cow, still warm and limp after 
its sudden knock on the head, was 
with difficulty loaded onto the car. 
Its body on the back part and its 
legs sticking forward round the sup- 
port for the lever, it was finally lashed 
securely. Then Long-handle dis- 
covered there was no place for him to 
stand. Since he had worked the lever 
alone on the side where the cow. was, 
and Three-quart and Tin-pan on the 
opposite side, the two latter decided 
they could manage without him. 
Long-handle, however, realizing that 
if he were left behind in the dark at 
Perry’s he would also be left behind in 
the deal with Pat Burns; and feeling 
that the loss of his remaining teeth 
was worth at least a third of the cow, 
demurred. Far be it from him, he 
said in broken English, to doubt 
them; but he could sit on the cow and 
scare away anything else that ven- 
tured to come near. It was pointed 
out to him that if he sat on the mid- 
dle of the cow the handle of the car 
would not work, and if he sat on either 
end he would slip off. There were 
still thirty-five miles to go, and in the 
dark the run was no picnic. To 
clinch their argument ‘Three-quart 
and Tin-pan each put out a foot and 
pulled one of Long-handle’s legs out 
from under him. Then while Long- 
handle was sprawling on the track his 
countrymen started up the car. It 
was hard work, and so slow that 
Long-handle had picked himself up 
and made a grab at them, only to be 
knocked down again by a backward 
kick in the stomach. The car then 
gained speed, and went buzzing down 
the track toward Nelson, while Long- 
handle, again picking himself up, 
emitted a few vituperative foreign 
words, and went shambling along in 
the wake of the hand-car. 
Now it happened that it was 

Saturday night, and that a meeting of 
the farmers’ institute was being held 
some twenty miles down the valley, 
nearly every rancher in the district 
being in attendance. The Saturday 
special, or ‘‘Hayseed Limited,”’ as it 
was called by the blase at Slocan City, 
was leaving Nelson at ten o’clock to 

pick them up and drop them at the 
various trails and ranches along the 
homeward way. This, of course, 
Three-quart and Tin-pan did not 
know, and for nearly an hour they 
pumped laboriously along, the per- 
spiration dripping from their faces 
and their breath coming in heavy 
draughts. In the rattle and din of the 
old hand-car they could not hear the 
chug-chug of the train as it neared 
them, and it was not until they were 
within half a mile of the engine that 
they rounded a hill and saw its light 
ahead. 

“Da! Olie! Olie! ’ gasped Tin-pan. 
“Oh, Mutter Mary! What bane 

we a-doing?’’ squawked Three-quart. 
““Yump!’’ commanded Tin-pan. 
And jump they did, rolling down 

into the ditch over and over, while the 
hand-car slid a little way along the 
track and stopped, the red and white 
cow showing up clearly in the glare 
of the strong headlight. 

Three-quart and Tin-pan scram- 
bled up the opposite side of the ditch, 
through the prickly wild rose bushes, — 
and, bending almost double, disap- 
peared into the brush. As they en- 
tered the woods a warning whistle 
blew from the engine. The engineer 
had just caught sight of the ob- 
struction ahead. Another © shrill 
whistle sounded, but the red and white 
cow could not hear. Now the engine 
was on to the abandoned car, and with 
a concussion and a crunching slide, ~ 
was brought to a dead stop. 

The passengers waited five, ten 
minutes for the train to start up, then 
strung along the track to see what was 
up. 
cae Jehosaphat!’’ gasped one, 

‘*here’s blood all along the track, and 
pieces of flesh. Someone’s killed.” 

They peered along the trucks. 
The brakeman and engineer :were 
stooping down in front with a lantern. 

We’ve run over a handcar,”’ said a ~ 
rancher, paling. ‘‘The lineman, I 
fear. I’ve been afraid of this before. 
We couldn’t very well spare “Old 
Watt,” ‘“‘but those we can’t spare are 
the ones who go.” 

“No, it can’t be!”’ gasped another, 
running excitedly along to the engine, 
‘“‘he had a gasoline speeder.” 

“It’s broken,’’ said a man from 
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Slocan City. ‘‘He was using a hand- 
car to-day.” 

Everyone remembered a good turn 
the lineman had done him—a letter 
carried down to Koch’s Siding, a lift 
to the Junction, a present of a wild 
duck, or a good, earnest word at a 
time of need. Now they could never 
tell him they cared. 

“Blood all along, and more flesh, 
but no one on the car,” said a Park 
man, awed for once. 

The brakeman and several ranchers 
were searching along the track and 
ditches with the aid of the lantern. 
Suddenly they stopped. 

“Well, if I’m not horn-swiggled!’’ 
gasped the brakeman. They burst 
into loud laughter. One picked up a 
cow’s leg, another a bloody horn. 

**Here’s your lineman,” exulted the 
Park man. . 

The crowd joined in nervous laugh- 
ter. ‘‘The coyotes’ll have a fresh 
meal for once, then,”’ they said, but 
suddenly sobered. 

‘“Who was responsible for this car, 
anyway?” one asked. . 

“It gets me,’’ asnwered another, 
““and how the cow and the handcar 
came to be so close together. The 
cow must have been alive, or only 
freshly killed, or all that blood would 
not be smeared along the track.” 
Now that they knew he was alive, 

they had forgotten about the line- 
man’s good qualities, and spoke no 
more about them. 

“Away,” joined in the conductor, 
“vou won’t get home till morning. 
That blooming handcar is wedged so 
hard under the front trucks that 
we ll have to walk to the Junction and 
wire to Nelson for men to come and 
help get her out.” 

In the edge of the woods, fifty 
yards away, two wild-eyed men were 

‘turned Three-quart as 

shivering. One, two, three hours they 
waited, hoping for the train to start. 
A handcar had come in from Nelson, 
and men were working at the truck 
under the engine. Another hour 
passed, and the men in the woods grew 
colder. Their teeth began to chatter 
so loud they were afraid of being 
heard. 
‘I bane a-getting sick,’’ whispered 

Tin-pan miserably. “‘‘I vant a house 
I vish I marry my girl long time ago 
She fine big girl—veigh hundred and 
fifty pound. I tink I have to vork too 
hard—too many kids maybe. Now I 
bane a-vishing I had vife and kids. I 
vork all day and all night—glad to 
vork all day and all night if I had vife 
and kids. 

It was the primal cry of a lonely 
man growing old, but it came too late. 

““And J bane a-vishing dat.’ re- 
miserably, 

“but no good now. My girl vant me - 
vonce, but not now.” 

They heard a whistle from the en- 
gine, and peered through the trees in 
time to see the brakeman wave his 
lantern and shout “All aboard.” 

The Hayseed Limited pulled ahead, 
and the handcar took its burden back 
to town. 

From the edge of the wood two 
wretched men crept, made their way 
over bits of the stolen handcar be- 
side the track, and crawled through the 
window of a deserted shack Here 
they got what sleep they could until 
the sun peered through at them in the 
morning. It was still early, but they 
thought they had better be moving. 

Unkept, they shambled dejectedly 
to the track. In front of them, walk- 
ing with head bent, as though count- 
ing the ties, they saw a familiar form. 

**Hi,’’ they called cautiously, “you 
vait, Long-handle, ve bane a-coming. 



SPORT IN AND AROUND THE ROCKY 

MOUNTAINS 
Don MATHESON 

itself, there is only one sport allowed 

and that is Angling, but in close prox- 

imity, as hunting distances go, there is an 

abundance of all the mountain game to be 

found, with abundant facilities for getting 

there. 
The angling season starts so far as Lake 

Trout is concerned, on the Ist of May and is 

open till the 31st day of August, while angling 

is entirely open on the streams from Dominion 

day, which is the big day of the whole season, 
until the end of October. 

The places to go for good fishing in the 

Park are so numerous that it is hopeless to try 

to give full details of them and the routes to 

take, but for easy getatable places, Banff 

would probably be the headquarters. There 

are numerous hotels of the very highest class, 

in the Town; there are any number of con- 

cerns which will provide horses and all the 

paraphernalia needed, and there are experi- 

enced guides who have unsurpassed roaming 
knowledge of the trails, lakes and streams 
where the fish are the most numerous and 

lively. a 

The Bow River, itself, provides fine angling 

at many places, a trip which provides no 
difficulty except the transportation of a canoe 
from Banff to Castle by rail, being that from 

Castle down the Bow to Banff, fishing the 
holes on the way down. This trip was made 
by the Duke of Connaught and his party on 
his visit last year, just before the declaration 
of War and good catches are commonly made 
by the Inspector of Fisheries, (S. V. Vick). 

Minnewanka, or Devil’s Lake, situated 

about ten miles from the town and easily 

reached by ordinary rig over a fine road, is 

famed for the size of the fish got by trolling, 

30 to 40 Ibs, being by no means common; and 

there is usually to be had good fly fishing 
both from the edge and from boat fairly early 
in the season. At Minnewanka there is a 
comfortable Chalet and steam launches run on 
the big sheet, which is picturesquely situated 
in the heart of great mountains, and gives a 
cues run of about ten miles from end to 
end. 

The Spray River, which joins the Bow at 
Banff, has a fine record for good catches, both 
at the mouth and at various camps for nearly 
twenty miles up its course, while the Spray 
Lakes, easily reached from either Banff or 

~ Canmore are famous throughout the west. 

At Lake Louise (formerly Laggan) where 

the C. P. R. conduct a huge Chalet for the 

convenience of tourists, there is good fishing 

in* almost every direction, in places where 
guides will take one to good sporting water in 

short order. In Lake Louise, a fine broad 

sheet lying below a string of frowning glaciers, 

there is very little fishing, though guests of the 

hotel amuse themselves on bright days after 
luncheon in whipping the water. Moraine 

[ the Rocky Mountains National Park 
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Lake ten miles further on by the tally-ho, is 
practically in like circumstance, but three 
miles over a pony train from Moraine brings 
one ‘to Consolation Lake where there is a 
fairly large sheet of water teeming with a 
finely eatable speckled trout running from 
1.to 11% lbs, which readily take a bright fly, 
without discrimination. 
~ There are dozens of other lakes contained 
in the thousands of square miles which com- 
prise, the Park, all .well stocked, and those 
that -are not so productive as they might be 

A REDEARTH CREEK CUT THROAT 

are getting attention from the Manager of the 
Dominion Hatchery situated at Banff. bv 
whom experiments are to be carried out in the 
way of introducing species not formerly 
known, or rather, not natives of the district. 
_ In any and every case the keen angler com- 
ing into the Rocky Mountains Park need 
never be at a loss to find new streams and 
lakes for his pleasure. 
_ The regulations regarding fur and feather 
in the ‘Park are extremely strict, even to the 
carrying of an unsealed fire-arm; but this 

THROAT 

A SPRING LAKE CUT 



LAKE MINNEWANKA, EIGHT MILES FROM BANFF, ROCKY MOUNTAINS PARK 

Big-horn will perhaps present a decently try- 
ing shot after a day’s stalking and where man 
rests at night in a dreamless slumber broken, 
if he be not too deeply sound, only by the 
grumph of the bear or the passing of a grizzly 
making for a fastness far from the camp. 

very strictness in the great National preserve 
is the reason for the great variety and number 
of all kinds of game without its borders. 
Here too, the Packer or Guide, comes to the 
rescue and takes parties into the wilderness, 
where sheep and goat abound; where deer are 
to be found in thousands; where the lordly 
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CAMPING IN NORTHERN ONTARIO 

K. A. McMILiLan 

more through people’s minds, the canoe 
trip, a form of sport unique and divert- 

ing, which is every year becoming more 
national in the scope of its appeal, provides a 
timely subject for consideration. 

There are in Northern Ontario two dis- 
tricts to which campers commonly resort, 
Algonquin National Park, the well known 

W trove holiday plans are flitting once 

- governmental game preserve, 175 miles north 
of Toronto, and the Temagami Forest Re- 
serve, a more extensive region, situated 100 
miles farther north. These stretches of 
country, of a type of scenery similar to the 
Muskoka regions, present in general the ap- 
pearance of a wilderness of peculiar beauty. 
They are rugged, high-hilled forest-land, 
broken by innumerable lakes of irregular 
shape, which range in size from diminutive 
lakelets to bodies ten miles long. The geo- 
logical formation is of solid rock almost to the 
surface. None the less evergreens, silver- 
birches, maples, and scrubby oaks spring up 
thick and hardy, nourished almost solely by 
the thin layer of their own leaf-mould. Large 
areas have more than once been swept by fire, 
but a second and third growth has covered the 
desolation with rich green, leaving as the only 
trace of former destruction a few gaunt, 
scarred, towering pine-trunks. The larger 
lakes are joined by rivers and creeks, whereby 
the camper is enabled to travel from 100 to 
200 miles in a canoe, without retracing any 
part of his route, or being compelled to portage 
over-land a greater distance than three miles. 

July, August and the first half of September 
are the camping months. Later the nights are 
too cool; earlier, the bush-flies are unbearable. 
In August there is apt to be some rain, too 
much of which is rather unpleasant. But 
eeerever is sure to be fine. 

ince all the camping paraphernalia must 
be carried over each portage on one’s own back 
the outfit is selected for lightness. A party of 
two require one canoe with paddles; one silk 
tent 6’ x 9’ (weight about 12 pounds), toget- 
her with six jointed bamboo poles for same; 
four tin pots which fit compactly inside one 
another, aluminum forks and spoons, enamel 
plates, and other culinary articles. Blankets 
are an important item. They should weigh 
from 8 to 12 pounds each. In August two, in 
September three are needed. The chief re- 
maining things required are two waterproof 
ground-cloths and some simple medical sup- 
lies, such as bandages and disinfectants. 
ith regard to wearing apparel, an old coat, 

grey flannel shirts, kahki trousers, and rubber 
soled shoes are very serviceable. Woollen 
sweaters and underwear are indispensable. 
Tump lines, maps, a lantern and camera just 
about complete the list. The most of these 
articles are packed convenient for travelling, 
into two dunnage bags. The tent poles, 
lantern, and camera are carried in the bow of 
the canoe; the two dunnage bags, in the mid- 
dle; and a third dunnage tao containing pro- 

visions, lies crossways before the person who 
paddles in the stern. As for food, 125 pounds 
will meet the needs of two people for two 
weeks. One’s diet is chiefly bacon, pork and 
beans, canned meats and vegetables, fresh fish, 
desiccated potatoes, soups made from soup 
squares, dried fruits, wild raspberries and blue 
berries, cheese, hardtack (an excellent sub- 
stitute for bread, which will not keep), 
evaporated milk, tea, coffee, cocoa, sugar, jam, 
rice, and some milk puddings. 

From two to four weeks is the usual extent 
of an outing. In one week a party of good 
paddlers can cover 100 miles without over- 
exertion. It is not an uncommon practice to 
keep headquarters all summer at some central 
point, and to strike out thence on numerous 
side-trips. 

In order to give some idea of the life which 
one leads, I have re-constructed from the 
diary a fairly typical day, merely adding here 
and there a word of explanation, or a de- 
scriptive passage intended to make the 
pleasure of camping more evident. Here it 
iss— 

Roused at 7 a.m. by the song-sparrow, we 
went out for an half hour’s trolling, which re- 
sulted in some lake trout for breakfast. By 
10 o’clock the dishes were washed, the fire was 
put out, the tent taken down, the dunnage 
bags packed, and we were paddling leisurely 
down the lake. At its outlet there was an old 
lumber shoot. This let down to a lakelet, 
which from a point of eminence we could see 
sparkling in its setting of dark firs. To port- 
age into it took fifteen minutes. Next we 
paddled down a mile of creek, during the 
course of which we suddenly came upon a doe 
and fawn. Three more lakes, connected by the 
creek, brought us toa point on the map knownas 
114 miles portage. Here we stopped and took 
a cool plunge, and some lunch. 

Then we struck into the woods, and trotted 
along the trail for half an hour, carrying the 
canoe. Arrived at the end of the portage we 
went back for the dunnage bags. For us, 
whose muscles were not yet steeled to the 
game, they seemed an intolerable burden. We 
struggle forward for ashort time; but our deter- 
mination to bear the bodily discomfort with 
Spartan indifference soon gave way. We 
ignominiously lay on our backs and surrender- 
ed to the charm of the shady woodland. 
August is the drowsy month and it would have 
been easy enough for us to fall into a reverie 
there. But somehow we reached the end of 

the portage and put in at a_ small creek. 

It passed down a long, deep ravine, meander- 

ing interminably through low flat marshy 

ground. On all sides rose utterly bare tree 

trunks from the ooze, making what is known 

as a deadland. In many places the creek was 

so shallow that we were compelled to wade. 

Beaver dams began to obstruct the way. 

The creek divided, and the map gave no in- 

formation for our guidance. For over an hour 

we went on in silence, growing thoroughly 
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WADING DOWN A CREEK. 
TAKING LUNCH ON A PORTAGE. 
A VIEW OF THE LAKE FROM THE FRONT 

THERE IS OCCASIONALLY SOME MENDING 
TO DO. 

tired of the endless turns in the stream. 
Evening was approaching, and there was as 
yet no sign of a lake ahead. The remem- 
brance of a previous harrowing night, once 
spent in a similar marsh, caused us some 
anxiety. We were speculating on the pos- 
sibility of having taken the wrong branch 
farther back, when the sound of a small rapid 
fell upon our ears. We hurried down it and 
some others. To gain time was our aim, for 
the sun was about to set, and night falls 
quickly. The stream widened, and on ahead 
there arose an unmistakable and increasing 
roar of a big rapid. Soon we had come to a 
dam beyond which the water was pouring 
down between walls of rock and pine. Broken 
by one or two pools, it was a perfect place for 
trout-fishing. We promised ourselves some 
snort there on the morrow. 

The dam and rapid apparently marked our 
last portage. We stepped out and rushed 
across the trail, a short one which ended in an 
open space. Before us lay a large lake, with 
deep bays, surrounded by lofty banks. To 
the west the tips of the dark pines, which 
crested the surrounding hills, were trans- 
figured by livid gold. The sky shaded off 
through every hue from delicate pink below to 
rich purple high above. The gently moving 
water reflected the deeper colors of the sunset. 
The impression fell on us quite suddenly, and 
it will never be forgotten. 

We hastily put up our tent, built a rough 
fire-place of stones, and cooked dinner in the 
dark. Later, while the fire burnt low, we la 
gazing up at a brilliant firmament. The full 
moon cast a broad reflection on the now per- 
fectly smooth water. Occasionally the grating 
yelp of wolves would break out. After a while 
we lit the lantern, and entered up the diary. 
Rolled up in our blankets we breathed the 
fragrance of the bed of balsam boughs, which 
a few minutes had sufficed for us to cut down; 
and listened to the many voices of the rapid— 
the surging, the noisy rattle, the gurgling un- 
dertones, all of which merge in one deep, con- 
stant roar. The roar softened down to a 
murmur, and finally died away altogether. 
That day had ended. 

It will be seen that there is nothing exactly 
like a camping-trip. In comparison with it, 
ordinary camping is a life of monotony and 
ease. A closer analogy is presented by the 
European walking tour. There is this dif- 
ference, however, that the youthful Canadian 
voyageur does not have the ministering com-- 
forts of the cafe champetre. He is all for 
roughing it. He rather enjoys a fifteen hour 
paddle through rain, night, and a strange 
country." 

Among the attractions of camping, healthy 
exercise, leisure, and solitude deserve mention. 
But above all is the close communion which 
one is enabled to hold with nature. The music 
of the rapid; the lure of the trout stream, 
whose unexplored mysteries are still the secret 
of the king fisher and heron; the impressive 
silence of the pines, as they stand guard over 
hidden lakes; these are charms which appeal 
strongly_to all but the most insensate of men. 



CAREFREE DAYS IN COLONIAL 
NEWFOUNDLAND 

MABEL Dixon 

madding crowds’ ignoble strife’ and 
incidentally from news of the war and the high cost of living, I sit in the tent door, 

watching the evanescent pictures, which 
gleam and glisten, fade and die into shadow on the drowsy surface of the lake. Such an interesting lake it is. Creeping into sur- prising curves and bends and nestling close to the low bushes on its shores, it is curiously like the softly outlined clouds that reveal themselves low within its depths. Such a lovable lake it is; how coolly refreshing to our 
heated hands and faces, how buoyant to the boat which carries us over its foam, how charmingly receptive to the stars of evening, how full of lullabies when ‘good-night sounds 
over our tents. 
Camping in the heart of Newfoundland! 

Lazily I finger the buttons of our tent flap, watch the camp baby, cooing on the mossy stones and review the events of the past week, 
We trooped off the train in the early morn- ing. There were’nt very many of us to troop 

after all but the hills, the woods and the bar- 
rens were so dewy, moist and silent that we felt like a German army treading ruthlessly over the fair remoteness of a Belgian village. 

Noise enough we made and to spare. There 
were three groups of us; the chaperons, such 
splendid ones, ‘‘We Girls” and “Us Boys.” Then last but not least there was Dad. 

ever mind whose Dad! He was “Dad” to e whole Camp and in “camping language,” he was the real thing. It was he who caught the finest trout, picked the largest berries, piloted us to the fox traps over the hills. It was he, whose feet plainly expressed the dis- gusted thought, “Girls aren’t a bit of good” as he trudged away to find work while “we 
girls” found instead a cozy spot on the berry plains and pulled out the cookie box. But it was he who outdid “us boys” in piling up our beds of fir boughs and who saw that our tent Was not built upon the sand when the winds blew and the rains descended. 
On that early morning by the shore, we first put up our tents. Under the direction of Dad ‘us boys” stuck down all the edges of the boughs so that the beds were soft and springy. “We girls” te on the pillows and the blankets and held up the poles while the tents were being tied. Then there were rocks to € carried to keep down the nice, flappy sides and finally when those tents stood up securely they looked just like an old world gypsy 

camp in the wilds. 
In and out the flaps we glided, sniffing the delicious “‘firry” smell. Down came our hair into gypsy braids off came coats and vests and out came the fryin pan and the kettle. Then came other smells and we were really “camping out.” 

@ is our Quiet Hour. “Far from the In Newfoundland every one goes into the country just to “‘boil the kettle” over a fire- place of stones and a fire of dried boughs. The flavor, the atmosphere and the scenery are unique and indescribable. Wild, pic- turesque and rugged, Newfoundland has a beauty all its own. Rocky hills, barrens covered with green moss and flowers, glassy ponds with floating lillies make a picture that dwells forever in the art gallery of our brain. At first we could only taste, smell, touch, look and listen and enjoy to the uttermost with our five senses. But soon there were countless things that simply must be done. The important duty which lay first within our Way was the taking of “snaps” that in the long days to come, with all their burdens of civilization, with all their anxieties over friends at the front, we might remember the more vividly this little flight into Arcady. 
What is Camping without a Camera! How 

“we girls” posed! ‘Us boys” did likewise. 
many acold and classic rock, many a waving 
bush, many a bushed beauty spot by the 
shore could tell tales of our vanity. There 
were snaps of us performing ablutions in the 
lake, snaps of us in our gaily painted boat, 
snaps of our entranced camp baby in the tent 
door, snaps of us with our first trout. In 
fact we never got “too much camera” and in 
the words of “us boys” they were “some” 
snaps,—those. 

Then there were amusements to plan and 
games to invent for “‘shut in” times, as even 
in the lives of campers, 

“Some rain must fall 
Some days be dark and dreary.” 
The latter line, however, was only true of 

the weather for inside the tents it was always 
warm and cozy. Sometimes the rain and 
sunshine came to-gether. The wind swept 
the mist across the lake so that each drop was 
a miniature rainbow and a beautiful arch ‘of 
promise spanned the entire heaven. Sun- 
time and shadow—both were one to us there 
for “every common sight was apparelled in 
celestial light, the glory and the freshness of 
a dream.” 

Each morning said Dad of the stern voice 
and twinkling eye, ‘‘No laziness in these days 
of war, get out now and work for your living. 
That meant fishing baskets and canvas bags 
for “us boys.” How “we girls” hustled to 
get lunches ready and to wave Goodbyes! 
Girls were of little importance to ‘‘us boys 
with trouting in view. Girls were so sorry to 
hurt the little worms, you know, and so loath 
to kill the little trout. They were cheerful 
“Goodbyes” on the part of “tus boys.”” True 
to them were the words: 

“Dropping down the current in a leaky b 
Dressed in faded flannels and an ancient ce 

. j / r feetA Luncheon in a basket, pipe between your | 
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Watching sun and shadow_slipping under- 
neath; 

Sunfish, minnows, bullheads, redfins too in 
schools, 

Yanking speckled beauties from the pebbled 
pools: 

Later in the twilight frying pans of trout— 
That's the fun of camping—camping out.” 
““Now girls,” said the sweet faced chaperon, 

“Divide up your work and take turns.” So 
first we chose our “Camp Queen,’ what 
romance those two little words ever bring to 
a youthful heart! And here we had “the 
time, the place and the girl’’ tall and dark 
eyed, of a slender grace and with a proud, 
sweet way that made the choice of her 
unanimous. A _ real sport# shea was—our 
Queen. Cook, row and fish she could, play 
softly on the mouth organ and the mandolin 
and sing funny little bits of ragtime all without 
losing her royal dignity. A real Queen she 
was—of sprightly mien and gay laughter, but 
a Queen of gentle voice and tender hands when 
cuts and bruises came or when “we girls” 
grew tired and weary; a Queen, who when 
darkness fell, gathered the curly headed 
Camp Baby into caressing arms and drew us 
all within her magic circle—a real girl—our 
comrade. | 
We could not all be ‘‘maids’’ at once so 

some of us were maids at breakfast, some at 
dinner and some at tea. Thus we were all 
of us “‘ladies’’ at certain portions of the day. 
Accidentally there weren’t enough table 
napkins to go around. These were given to 
“the ladies’ so “‘we girls’ were sure ofja 
napkin for at least one meal a day. > ae 

Nine o’clock, all our work done, our tents 
spick and span,—we were just girls then, our 
berry baskets on our arms. Who could 
describe the tang of those ramblers or the 
taste of those berries, fresh from_those_New- 
foundiand barrens. 

We reached first the}Bake Apple plain—a 
wide stretch of deep green moss with large 
curious yellow berries springing up separately 
from their soft bed. Then up the stony hills 
were berries and more berries; blueberries, 
pmboys, wild raspberries, cracker berries, 
lack berries and the delicate capillaire hidden 

away in their feathery ferns, that cling to the 
hard grey stone like the vine to the oak. 

By way of diversion some of us usually got 
lost. That was part of the day’s programme. 
But as we scrambled from summit to summit, 
sinking waist deep in bramble and briar, there 
was always the view from the hilltop which 
inspired us with “the joy of elevated thought”’’. 
Far away to the east lay Conception Bay and 
to the west the shining waters of Trinity, 
while below shimmered innumerable little 
ponds and lakes, each a bit of reflected blue 
SKy. na 
What matter then, the scratches, the torn 

clothes, the aching feet, the weariness of 
evening! We knew only the joy of the seek- 
ing. And what gladness at last to spy our 
wind blown tents rising fairy like in the rays 
of setting sun, our own lake with its familiar, 
friendly trees in the back ground and looming 
up in the distance the big tired forms of “‘us 
boys” with their heavily laden trout baskets. 

Then followed supper. Literally we took 
no thought .for the morrow when we were 
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“Camping Out.” Each one felt himself a 
companion to the little girl who said, 

“Oh how I love good things to eat. 
I hope it is not wrong, 
For I could eat and eat and eat 
And eat the whole day long.” 
The first week it was—breakfast and candy 

and cookies, lunch and cookies and candy, 
supper and candy and bedtime. How we did 
pay up for it afterwards! Fer later we sub- 
sisted mainly on trout, berries and New- 
foundland hard bread, which by the way is 
very delectable. E 

“What a fine string of trout,” said Dad,¥as 
after supper the remaining baskets were 
emptied. ‘“‘We’ll flag the train and throw 
them in to the conductor. Then up at day- 
light, boys, and we'll start out again with our 

CAMP SCENES IN NEWFOUNDLAND 
oy 
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poles. The ponds are splendid at sunrise.” 
As we sat there, in the descending dark- 

ness, a glowing thing of fire shot down the 
hillside towards us. 

“Glimmer, gleam’? waved our feeble little 
lantern backward and forward across the 
track. But the thing of fire calmed crept 
slowly by, “Flash” flew the shining string 
of fish. 

“Thanks, boys,’ called the conductor 
“‘Here’s to you, Campers!” . 
The thing of fire, of power, of moving life, 

sped away into the night and left us alone,— 
a little group,—on the wide barrens of New- 
foundland—England’s oldest colony. 
We turned backward to the warmth, the 

rest, the world old mystery of the camp fire— 
confidences, low laughter, good for the soul. 

“Goodnight,” rippled the slumberous lake. 

“Goodnight,” whispered the wind in the 
friendly trees. 

“Goodnight,” said Dad of the twinkling 
eyes. 

Softly swing the lamps in our tents. 
was falling over the barrens. 

“Goodnight,” thrilled the loved voice of our 
Queen. And silence, sweet as a mind at rest, 
falls over Camp Pastime. 

“Looking through the tent-flap at the march- 
ing stars, 

Getting well acquainted with Jupiter and Mars 
Listening to the crickets piping from the sod, 
Feeling somewhat nearer all the time to God, 
Seeing how the woodlands’ every growing limb 
Through the storm and sunshine reaches up 

to Him, 
Taking time for thinking what it’s all about— 
That’s the best of Camping—Camping out!’ 

Dew 

VACATION DAYS 
F. V. WILLIAMS 

hands and weary feet! Yep. It’s all 
here, the season for all the above—and 

now for those fortunate ones who will get 
their two or four weeks to spend tramping, 
canoeing, fishing and what not all in the 
lorious out-of-doors, and you “‘folkses’’ who 
ave been inside four walls doing your part 

in the big scheme of business the last eight 
or ten months, whether you think you need it 
or not, if you’ve never been you’d better get 
busy. Life is short and you don’t realize 
what you’re missing. No need to say ‘“‘go”’ 
to the oldtimers. They’ve been dreaming 
about it for weeks past. Am I right? 

Mr. Fisherman and Camper, a word wi’ 
you. We'll admit for argument’s sake that 
you are the best fisherman that ever tried to 
hook a musky or play a fighting black bass or 
bring to the net ye gamey trout. But did it 
ever occur to you that perhaps the ladies of 
your household might enjoy a trip camping 
and fishing? And did it ever occur to you 
to give the aforesaid ladies a chance to prove 
what good fishers they were and are, perhaps 
better than yourself? 

Here is a little incident that occured at a 
certain camp in the North woods. Two 
city “‘fellers’ made the aforementioned camp 
their headquarters for vacation trips for four 
years. Their wives became interested and 
the fifth season the ladies came along. ‘The 
first two days passed off quietly enough as 
everybody was inne putting this and that to 
rights in the way of tackle, etc. Then things 
began to happen. As regards the ladies we 
will call one Mrs. Angel and the other Mrs. 
Nonsense for purposes of identification. Mrs. 
Angel was a decided brunette and did not 
take kindly to the wood mice which delighted 
in scampering over the floor of the big cabin 
at night while Mrs. Nonsense’s great objection 
to camp life was the fact that she had no 

GQ irands anc mosquito bites, _ blistered woods outfit, a close fitting auto cap with no 
brim, for the sun and a pair of street shoes, 
*“‘*henskins” the guide called them, for tramping 
through the woods being part of her unsuitable 
equipment. Mrs. Nonsense was of the 
blonde type, all of which was duly noted for 
discussion by the old time fishers and campers 
(both ladies and gentlemen) at the resort. 
It was lots of fun to laugh at the “greenies.” 
Mrs. Angel even wore low shoes to start out 
one morning to walk across country to a 
certain lake. We met the party at a certain 
little swamp and a perspiring guide was 
endeavoring to carry Mrs. Angel across the 
bog as the low shoes had become useless. The 
guide was saying nothing, not a word, but 
oh, such eloquent looks. Honest that guide’s 
expression was so warm that it was wonderful 
to us it hadn’t evaporated all the moisture 
from the swamp before we were half way 
across. 

The next day the ladies stayed in camp. 
The day following Angel discovered a drowned 
wood-mouse in the water pitcher and the 
shrieks that issued forth from that little log 
cabin caused the roof to leak (the shingles 
cracking as a result of them). 

Then a canoe trip was planned. One of 

the gentlemen, Mr. Nonsense decided to stay 

in camp to try his luck nearer headquarters, 

he said. The canoe trip was to last about 

one week, Angel and Mr. Angel taking one 

canoe while Nonsense was to paddle in the 

bow of the guide's canoe. 

Poor guide! at the last minute he appear 

with a heavy pair of shoes, two sizes too lal 

and a very broad brimemd straw hat bedeck« d 

with a large pink rose that he had | ro ved 

from the cook’s daughter. You shi 1 have 

seen Nonsense grapple with thos id 

that hat. Itdid us good tosees 

And when the convert ret 

cheerfully made the remark that 

ed 
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gal was better’n a lot of men with a paddle.” 
The last day’s fishing had arrived—Mr. 

Nonsense who had fished from headquarters 
had got nothing but a few small bass in a 
week’s fishing—and all four, along with the 
guide, were to put in the day at a small lake 
a short distance from camp. Dusk came and 
with it four hungry and two very jubilant 
fishers. We went down to the landing to 
meet them. The guide passed us with a 
smile on his face that would have made the 
top of his head an island had it not been for 
the back of his neck. He jerked his thumb 
in the direction of the canoe and said, ““Can 
ou beat that?’ ‘That’ being the two 
adies who were proudly displaying two 
“‘muskies’” twelve and fourteen pounds re- 

spectively, five bass, and two pike as against 
two bass and one small pike secured by the 
men. 

Fishermen’s luck, hey? Take the ladies 
along this time Mr. Lucky Fellow with a 
vacation coming. Most of you have a wife 
or sister or sweetheart that would be delighted 
to go. Give them a tip what to wear, etc., a 
fair sportsman’s chance and perhaps your 
head will come nearer fitting your hat about 
the fishing and ‘camping stuff after you see 
what the ladies can do. And if they are 
outfitted right they will enjoy it so much that 
you will be thinking what a fine fellow you are 
until next season comes round by which time 
you'll not need to be advised to “give the 
ladies a chance.” 

PRAIRIE HENS 
SEL. J. WIGLEY 

Prairie hens are undoubtedly a most valu- 
able asset to the settlers and without them 
many a time a settler would go supperless to 
bed. The muscles on the breast are highly 
developed and four of these birds would 
easily weigh ten pounds. In most parts of 
Alberta they are very plentiful and in 1913 
the Government was able to extend the open 
season for an additional month. Like the 
English Grouse and Black Cock these birds 
have their “dancing” grounds. Here they 
congregate in the early mornings and the 
males with much clucking and chucking 
perform the most amazing antics in order to 
display their plumage and attract the eye of 
the watching female. 

The males however take no part in the 

hatching or rearing! of ,the young but con- 
pregate during the summer months in’shady 

uffs. 
The female will fight boldly to defend her 

young, springing up to meet the swoop of the 
lazy buzzard hawk or feigning lameness to 
draw wolf or dog from the tender brood. 

While sitting on her eggs the female must 
give out no scent from her body for highly 
trained bird dogs often fail to locate a sitting 
bird. During the winter the birds become 
exceedingly tame and mingle with the farmer’s 
poultry to obtain food. A little handful of 
wheat scattered on the snow will soon make 
them become tame enough to stand many 
*‘shots”’ from the camera. 
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CONCERNING. FISHING 
: Trout Streams I Have Known 

(ARTICLE 6) 

NEAL BRown 

with trout, that stream will always seem 
a. happily, you have stocked a stream 

a little different to you from dil other 
Originally I stocked Plover River, 

and year by year added to its store. This 
makes me feel a proprietary interest in its 

population—a sense of attachment not evok- 
able by the trout of any other stream. I 
regard these Plover trout as mine own—a bon 

Not that I am jealous of the regard 
borne by others, but no others can make up 
the sum of my affection. It is paternal and 
seigniorial. 
When I fish for the trout of other streams 

_ I feel as though I were accosting gentlemen 
without an introduction and liable to meet 
cool aloofness. The Embarrass was always 
one of these stranger streams; it is a neighbor- 
ing principality and I have lately been trying 
to establish diplomatic relations with it. On 
one glorious day, although new to its myster- 
ies, I caught a 31% pound brook trout with a 
Reuben Wood fly mounted on a No. 10 hook, 
etc. (Here fill in descriptive details from 
forms found in any book of angling experi- 
ences. ) . 

This monster was resting just above a big 
rock at the foot of a rapids down which the 
stream fell into a darksome pool below. He 
had doubtless refused the advances of many 
down-stream fishermen who came at him from 
above with awkward splashings. Educated 
to meet these frontal attacks, he did not look 

_ for danger from below. 
I waded up to him from the silent pool and 

dropped my fly over the rock. I am sure this 
unlooked-for approach was his undoing, for 
he struck the fly like a leaping tiger, and 
roared down upon me with the roaring torrent 
that split upon the rock. 

For the moment it seemed as though he was 
the hunter and I the hunted, and I could see 
oe a friendly or complaisant in his broad 
ack. 
He was as a giant that had lured me to his 

lair and would show me no mercy. He in- 
voked the aid of a hundred snags and over- 
hanging boughs and subjected me to hair- 
breadth escapes that chilled my blood. Dur- 
ing this fearful struggle I thought of my own 
kindly Plover trout and of how old acquain- 
_tance had softened their asperities, and wished 
that I might have had a longer friendship 
with this giant, so that he could accord me 
more courtesy. 

Such is the subconscious strangeness of new 
streams. 

This feeling also affects me when I journey 
across the boundary of my own state into 
another—say, Illinois. I have a feeling that 
the inhabitants and local institutions must be 
a little different from those of my own state. 

And I cannot be made to feel entirely at home 
in this new environment, even after I learn 
that a jury has just freed an admitted homi- 
cide, or that the county treasurer has just 
absconded with the county funds, or that the 
mayor has been arrested for graft, or that they 
are about to dedicate a Carnegie library— 
although events of this kind place a common 
likeness on all parts of our great country. 

But even as one star differeth from another 
star in glory, so does one stream differ from 
another in trout. It may be imagination, 
but the trout in some streams seem to have 
more fight and ferocity than those in other 
streams. While there are goodly numbers of 
large trout in the Evergreen, there are myriads 
of small ones. The angler who takes pride in 
numbers can have his fill in this stream. 

The Embarrass trout run larger -in size 
than those in the Evergreen, and the same 
with the Plover trout. In Red River and the 
Wolf the trout run fairly well in size. Large 
streams do not always have the largest trout. 
Big trout seem to love a small stream—per- 
haps because of the colder water. The food 
supply of a stream has much to do with the 
size and number of its trout. 

Trout vary in color according to their 
habitat. In dark waters, or on dark stream 
beds, the trout are apt to be darker colored, 
although this does not obtain as to recent 
arrivals from a lighter colored dwelling place. 
It is a mistake to suppose that trout favor 
swift waters, for water may be too swift for 
them. They don’t like to be at constant 
effort to maintain themselves against a swift, 
tumultuous current. Even in a rapids the 
trout will be found lurking in still nooks, 
behind rocks, or in eddies, and not in the 
swiftest water. It is hard for big trout to 

maintain themselves in very swift waters. 
Trout do not go into such water in the 

early spring. They wait until warm weather, 

and then seek swift water to some extent, 

because it is aerated better and is more com- 
fortable than the still places. 

I think that the trout below a rapids or fall 

run into the tumbling water now and then 

just as people on a hot day will hunt for a 

place where there is a breeze. 

These are the habits of the brook trout, but 

the rainbow trout loves rapid water, and is 

generally found in such water. 

Brook trout are at home in long, sluggish 

bavous of cold water, or in cold spring ponds. 

They like muddy beds as well as those that 

are clean. In fact, stream beds in places are 

too clean to be attractive to them. 

Trout streams have a common likeness, 

and yet each is different from every other. 

Plover River is almost on the divide be- 

tween the waters that flow into the St. 
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Lawrence and those that reach the tropic 
Gulf. In places these waters are not over a 
mile apart. 

This stream is one of big springs, some of 
them an acre or two in extent. These lie 
near the shore of the river. 

Within a distance of three miles north of 
the east and west road to Birnamwood there 
are five of these springs. Four of them are 
in places from six to eight feet in depth. 
Apparently the trout run in and out of them 
during the entire year, but do most con- 
gregate there in the winter time. In these 
sprigs the water seems to come mostly from 
the bottom in many jets, but usually around 
the edge of each spring is also a circle of 
smaller oozing springs that flow into the 
central basin. The volume of water that 
proceeds from some of these springs is enough 
to be navigable for an ordinary skiff. 

In ordinary winter weather some of 
these springs remain open in whole or in part, 
but a tew inches of ice will form in the coldest 
weather, thawing out quickly from below 

. when the weather moderates. 
In the spring at the head of Long Bayou 

there is always a large school of trout lying 
on the bottom, the water, clear as crystal, 
being about seven feet deep. It is not usual 
to find so many large springs so close together, 
but there are many notable springs of the 
trout streams of Wisconsin and Michigan. 

Some of these are almost large enough to 
be called lakes. There are some noted springs 
on Red River, on the Embarrass and on 
Prairie River. Sometimes one of these 
springs is like a cup or bowl lying in the hills, 
the head reservoir of a winding stream. Then 
again, a spring will be a deep, black gulf ina 
cedar swamp, overhung with century old 
trees. 

There is a charm and fascination about 
one of these springs impossible of description 
or analysis. It has a mysterious and subtle 
life and vitality—‘‘ageless and immortal.” 

What causes it, where does it come from, 
where is it born? One longs to be able to 
trace it to its sources in some far-off surface 
pane or lake, or swamp, or under mighty 

ills, or high elevated plateaus. 
In some of these springs you cannot see 

the place of the incoming waters, but in others 
ou can look down to the bottom and see a 
undred fountains pushing up from unknown 

depths. 
Midway between the Eau Claire River and 

the Plover, on the Birnamwood road, there 
is a range of high hills. At the foot of these 
hills, on the western slope, Mow Brook rushes 
out and flows westward to the Eau Claire, 
crossing and recrossing the road. Many 
years ago I stocked it with brook trout, and 
have never replenished the supply, yet they 
have multiplied exceedingly in this cold, 
abundant water, that never changes with any 
drought. 

On the eastern slope of this dividing ridge, 
and only a mile distant and directly east 
from the sources of Mow Brook, another 
stream gushes out of these hills and flows into 
the Plover close to my shack. Somewhere 
under these hills is the common ancestry of 
these two brooks. 
have made early intercession and had Mow 
Brook diverted to the eastern slope so that 
it could have joined its volume to my own 
brook. The Eau Claire would not have 
missed it, and it would have made my brook 
a little king among brooks. / 

In all generations springs have been loved 
of men. The Bible chroniclers often dwell 
upon them in terms of endearment, and they 
are worshipped in the desert places of the earth. 
A land without springs is lonely indeed. In 

many sections of Wisconsin there is a dearth 
of springs, yet here in the north we have a 
wilderness of them. Our riches in springs 
becomes a commonplace with us. To ap- 
preciate springs one must cross the vast arid 
plains farther west, where springs are not. 

The American pioneer often built his cabin 
near a spring. Sometimes this was remote 
from a highway, being abandoned later for 
a more accessible site. The ruins of these 
ancient homes still linger around many 
springs. 

East of Star Lake there is a wonderful 
spring of about two acres in extent, lying in 
the hills, its waters so transparent that far 
below can be seen enormous broad-backed 
trout. For the lumbermen stocked all the 
waters far and near with trout. 

Constancy is the virtue of a spring; if it 
dries up, or withers to almost nothingness, 
it forfeits all esteem. Many of the smaller 
springs in the shaly rock near the Wisconsin 
river are of this character. With abundant 
rains they burst from every hillside, but when 
the summer droughts come they disappear. 

Eastward a different formation makes 
every spring a perennial fountain, and where 
you once drank you may drink again. 

I only wish that I could . 
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THE SPECKLED BROOK TROUT 

(ARTICLE 17) 

ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN 

Tue Trout’s BEAUTY 

You may sing of the glory of jewels, 
Of the flash of the diamond's ray; 

Of the lights that glow in the western sky 
At the close of a perfect day; 

You may sing of the splendours of daybreak, 
Of the tint of the tropic skies, 

Of the morning glow o’er some distant sea 
Where the drift of the cloud-bank lies. 

But for me there’s a richer beauty 
With a wealth of color more rare, 

Than the play of the fairest earth-won gem,— 
Or the lights of the ’lumined air. 

A rich beauty, the rarest in Nature, 
Or the wealth of an artist's dream— 

That is found in the glory of color 
Of a trout from some crystal stream. 

— Buckland. 

HERE is no doubt but that the speckled 
trout (salvelinus fontinalis) is one of the 
most beautiful fishes that swim the 

waters of this world. From time immemorial 
the trout has been chanted of and putinto meter 
by poets, while those writers whose penchant has 
been prose have made the fish immortal. 
Away back in the early centuries we find 
angling associated with the pastimes of the 
day, even as it is now, to asomewhat greater 
extent associated with the most popular pas- 
times of our day. Who knows not the witch- 
eries of Walton’s pen, dealing out his meed 
of truthfulness and sweetness of temperament, 
as a standard by which our own lives might 
well be fashioned. Four centuries ago Dame 
Juliana Berners wrote her immortal treatise, 
“Fysshe and Fyssheynge,’ and who today 
cannot find pleasure and profit from going 

ough her writings? This exquisite prioress 

of that Benedictine nunnery of Topwell 
wrote: “In the beginning of Maye a good 
flye, the body of reddyd wull and lappid 
abowte wyth blacke silke; they wynges of the 
drake of the redde capons hakyll.”” The red 
hackle is used just as much and with just as 
much pleasure now as in the days of the old 
prioress. And the love for the trout has 
remained with undiminished fervor in the 
hearts of mankind; and who can name the 
day when men shall cease to love to follow the 
cool brook by-ways and trail their flies for 
salvelinus fontinalis? Never will that day 
come; not at least as long as trout live in cool 
brooks, sunshine-silvered and musically chat- 
tering out an endless song of enravishment. 
Listen to the words of De Garmo: 

“Brother, did you ever think of it, the 
immensity, the kindness of it? The Great 
God said, “‘Let there be a Universe,” and 
there was. In that universe He made an 
earth, and on that earth He caused the sun 
to shine by day, and the moon to shine by 
night. On that earth He caused mountains 

to be placed to relieve the monotony of the 

p'ain, and He carpeted thatearth with velvety- 

green, into which with his own hands He 

scattered wild flowers. On that earth He 

caused the trees to grow so that they would 

cast their cooling shadows over the creatures 

which took shelter therein. He caused a 

river to be created to run in beautiful and 

graceful windings between those mountains 

and through the plains and under the tree 

of the forest. In the clear, cool and spark ing 

waters of that river He placed a TROUT. 

When it has been said that trout live or 

in the purest of water a 

truth has been revealed. It 

any water that trout | 

Vi 
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and has no harmful qualities detrimental to 
the system. Two thirds of the time it may 
be said that trout are generally discovered as 
habitants of streams wherein the water is 
very pure; the other third of the time trout 
may be found in water not so clear, but of a 
drinkable purity. It is from realizing that 
they live among such satisfying associations 
that our attention is most closely directed to 
their presence; and where they are found in 
the eternal silences of the mountain regions 
even more of their charming witchery and 
aloofness will impress itself upon the con- 
sciousness. Nor can it be said that trout 
are found entirely in streams for in the small 
wilderness and mountain lakes, tiny, trans- 
parent eyes of the earth, one will find them 
also. Some of these lakes are of an almost 
startling transparency. Journeying in the 
mountainous regions one is struck by their 
limpid clearness; their wordless beauty; and 
in just these waters, if in any lakes at all, will 
be found the trout, (salvelinus fontinalis.) 
There is some existing confusion entertained 
in regard to the identification of the speckled 
brook trout and the salmon trouts. It may 
be said authoritatively however that the so- 
called brook trout is not in reality a trout 
but is what may be termed a “charr.”” The 
salmon trout are the original trout; the others 
of the brook trout family being named “‘charr.”’ 
There are upon this continent upwards of 
fifteen individuals belonging to the charr 
family. The mackinaw trout, the great 
commercial fish of the north, is more closely 
related to the charr than any other individual. 
Our Eastern Brook Trout, the western Dolly 
Varden Trout, the Sunapee Trout of the New 
Hampshire region sometimes known as the 
Saibling, and the Blueback Trout or Rangeley 
Trout of Maine are gathered under the term 
*“charr.’’ The brook trout is a distinguished 
aristocrat among its kind. Its presence is 
hailed with delight; it is the prime fish; the 
most interesting and most persistently pur- 
sued of its kind. 

In the matter of the brook trout’s color- 
ation there exists considerable confusion; for 
it seems that one color is not rigidly adhered 
to, this on account of the peculiar influence of 
the water they live in (I refer to mineral 
influences) or the shifting of coloration—a 
process, merely, of growth, usually a dark- 
ening with age. Ordinarily the trout has 
however one peculiarly distinguishing color- 
ation: the golden yellow side spots; and the 
scattering vermilion spots that occur both 
above and below on the back and sides, which 
are delicately traced around with blue; then 
also, the olive shadowed back with its easily 
distinguishable back and dorsal fin reticula- 
tions. These generally are the distinguishing 
features of the brook trout’s coloring. But 
they cannot be said to be universal. Far from 
it. Says one entertaining writer upon the 
subject: 

“Within the same variety the color and 
markings may vary to a considerable extent. 
In a certain stream supplying a pond in a 
certain locality every trout I caught pre- 
sented the familiar yellow and golden color 
with crimson and blue markings, while in the 
ond itself the trout were of a uniform silver- 
ike color, resembling the salmon. This 

difference could not be attributed to their 
food, as both have access to pond and stream 
alike, neither could it be charged to the water 
or the soil underlying or surrounding it, these 
being exactly the same in stream and pond. 
On investigation I found that the change in 
color was coincident with the trout’s growth. 
But I met with a more remarkable variation 
in color markings when on a fishing trip some 
years ago in the Province of Quebec. I was 
camped on a small lake where I caught many 
hundreds of trout. all presenting the well 
known markings of the ordinary speckled 
trout. The lake was connected with another 
about a mile distant by a large stream, which, 
with the exception of the ruins of an old beaver 
dam, offered no obstruction to the passage of 
a canoe, much less the migration of fish, yet 
in the other lake all the trout taken were of 
different markings from those in my lake; 
they were at the same time the most beauti- 
fully marked trout that I had ever seen. 
While their colors resembled those of the 
ordinary speckled trout their markings dif- 
fered in a peculiar manner, the peculiarity 
consisting in the display of a collection of 
bright blue rings, about a quarter of an inch 
in diameter, each surrounded by a narrower 
ring of brilliant carmine and filled in the 
center with a golden yellow. These tri- 
colored spots were distributed along the sides 
of the fish, becoming smaller and less distant 
as they approached the median line.” 
Remarks O. Warren Smith of present day 

angling fame: 
“T have noticed that slow-moving, sluggish 

streams, such as make their way through mucky 
soil are almost certain to turn out fish as black 
as Erebus, with brilliant red spots and highly 
colored under-parts. Fishing a confluent of 
a certain trout stream last summer I took 
several fish, all so dark that one might be 
pardoned for thinking them members of 
another family from those of the main stream. 
I have also noticed that fish from rapid 
streams, water-broken by many rocks, and 
falls, are apt to be of a washed-out color, 
sometimes almost silvery. The deeply col- 
ored charrs are of aldermanic proportions, 
short and thick-set; while usually the silvery 
fish are slim and attenuated.” 

In the following paragraph I offer the 
exposition of another American writer, taking 
into due consideration the trout’s enveloping 
coat and its markings. Says this writer: 

“One spring a farmer friend who used to 
receive trout fingerlings from the state fish 
hatchery, secretly put about fifty of them in 
an old deserted mine ore shaft. I angled 
therein, in that black hole, until I had ten fish 
basketed and felt that I had enouee to take 
out of my “preserve” which was fully one and 
one half miles from any known trout water, ~ 
or even a brook of any kind. Now these 
trout, reared in that old deserted mine, with 
its iron rusted side walls were almost black in 
coloration in conformity with their singular 
abode. Their bellies, however, were of the 
most brilliant gold-red shade and the spots 
showed out beautifully. Their flesh was 
deep red and they were in splendid condition.” 

Present day knowledge of the trout and his 
coloring rests on the conclusion that it is 
unquestionably quixotic; that its changeable 
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ness varies with growth, temperatures, clim- 
atic conditions and mineral influences. That 
the latter influence is a notable factor is 
demonstrated by the condition which prevails 
in the King’s River Canon in the State of 
California. Here in a mountain stream, a 
tributary of the famous King’s River, are 
found the most beautiful trout in the world— 
the golden trout. The golden trout, scien- 
tifically known to the world as Salmo mykiss 
aquahonita, and named so by David Starr 
Jordan, is truly, as its scientific interpretation 
admits, ‘‘a beautiful trout of beautiful waters.” 
The golden trout which is not a charr but of 
the salmo species when seen in those sparkling 
transparent waters is a picture that will 
never vanish from the films of the brain. It 
is of a pure, molten, satiny, velvety gold; 
that shimmers and takes on added lights of 

_harmonious richness as the sun searches out 
the depths of the pool. This singularly 
pleasing coloration however lasts only when 
the fish is in the water; taken from the water 
it fades and is gone forever. For a time it 
was thought that the golden trout was a 
distinct species, but this has been proven 
without bottom. Brought out to live in 
other waters the golden shade is lost and it 
takes on a lighter shade as distinguishable in 
the ordinary charr salvelinus fontinalis. The 
mineral lava subtances, of volcanic origin, are 
the cause of the beautiful coloring of the 
golden trout. It is the only stream in the 
world holding them. 

William C. Harris, author of “Salmon and 
Trout of America’ states in his book his 
belief that coloration in the brook trout, or 
charr, is controlled by the nerves of the eyes; 
he states that when fish become blind their 
coloration invariably turns to a dingy hue, 
or deep black and that they may be taken 
without the well-known red spots upon their 
sides. He says in part: 

“Through our eyes we receive perceptions 
of color, shades or tints, whick are trans- 
mitted to the brain; in fishes, through the 
same medium, the nerve of the eye, these 
impressions act upon the color glands and are 
of course involuntarily and entirely beyond 
the control of the fish. Certain nerve fibres 
produce the red spots on the trout and the 
diseased condition in others results in albinos.” 
_Whether or no the above writer is true in 

his estimate we leave to the imagination, and 
to individual experienced opinion in the 
matter. That the eye-nerves can have such 
a drastic control over the sensitive pigment 
cells would indeed seem well nigh impossible, 
and for my own part I am much inclined to 
doubt it. Trout, I believe, shift in coloration 
in accordance with the stream they abide in; 
I believe that trout taken out of streams where 
the bottom is pure, clean gravel and where 
constant sunshine pours down, making the 
fish bright and silvery in coloration—I believe 
if that trout were put in a stream where only 
stray shafts of Sr aatigiit came down and where 
the bottom was of a dark or clay formation, 
that trout would gradually change his color. 

It is a well known fact that trout are very 
susceptible to drastic changes in this respect, 
the cells directly under the minute scales 
being the first to act; the deeper cells in the 
skin work slower but produce the deeper, 

al 

richer coloration. That the nature of the 
food of the trout has a great deal to do with 
the coloration of the trout, the richness, or 
the subdued tone of it, is granted. Go any- 
where where trout are held in captivity and 
where food in the nature of liver and various 
meats of this order are served to them and you 
will note straightway that their color is dark, 
the pigments very rich in tone. Various flies 
and larvae such as are found close to the 
streams and which the trout feed upon, also 
the various crustacea, often serve to bring 
out a light coloration, but this is also gov- 
erned by the nature of the streams’ founda- 
tion, whether of clay, gravel, sand or muddy 
formation, also its invironments. Many ele- 
ments govern the coloration of the trout it 
can be seen. At the outset of the breeding 
season, the fish then being in a nervous, giddy 
state the nerves have a direct action upon 
the pigment cells all of which work in harmony 
bringing out the often intense lustre then 
witnessed, and which is the most beautiful 
seen in the charr at any season of the year. 
The pigment cells have then proffered up 
their most elaborate productions, and even 
those cells, ordinarily least active, are now 
striving in collaboration with the usual cells 
to produce a winning nuptial garb. 

Trout it may be said shift their coloration 
four times in the year in keeping with the 
seasons. Naturally in winter when they are 
more or less dormant their color is the least 
beautiful. It is a dingy, mottled olive with 
sometimes the red spots hardly showing. The 
cells are now in an inferior state of activity; and 
the fact that the fish move but little and eat less 
serves to give them a dull coloration to match 
their dormant condition. The coloration 
in the trout naturally begins to shift and 
change as soon as the ice breaks up and flows 
out in the spring and the fish again become 
a-stir. And yet such a firm hold has dorm- 
ancy had upon them that it is a long time 
before the subdued or lighter colors are 
brought out. It is notable, at the opening 
of the trout season, for instance, usually in 
April and May that the fish are yet lying close 
to the bottom, and some, as in Canada, have 
not yet come out of the mud bed into which 
they have sunk themselves during the winter. 

Activity becomes a rule however when the sun 

shines bright and penetrating; then the fish 

move into other waters. As long as these 

waters are murky and discolored, from the 

running into the streams of countless millions 

of rivulets, the coloration and the action of the 

pigment cells is nil. When the water is clear, 

and they again come in contact with the sun 

and the bright sands the veil is lifted and they 

radually, very gradually, change. Then the 

ark becomes a lighter olive; the vermilion 

spots come again and gradually the blue 

circlings that have, in the winter, been blotted 

out, reappear. By early summer, say, June, 

we find the richer tints being brought out. 

The suspicion of a silvery tint takes its place 

The spottings become more defined. [1 

trout are now very aclive. eed 

minnows and crustacea, the ! 

tones come out. The vermicul 
the back and the dorsal fin 

In September the fall « 

its own. At first thi 
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normal. As the nervous energy assails them 
the action centers upon the pigment cells and 
the coloration becomes wonderfully brilliant. 
The rosy coloration along the sides is well- 
defined; the spottings of a rare color, and 
especially are the dark wormtrack reticula- 
tions of the dorsal and adipose fin prominent. 

Distinctions between the salmon trout and 
the brook trout are marked; the brook trout 
having practically what one might term a 
skin-enveloped form, while in others of the 
trout, scales are noticeable. However, put 
under the microscope, it will be noted that 
the brook trout also has scales, but they are 
so diminutive that they pass to the naked eye 
as nothing at all. Brook trout are also dis- 
tinguished by the so-called vermiculations 
upon the back, while the salmon trouts are 
devoid of these singular markings, their 
markings being spots. The brook trout can 
therefore be told, quite readily by the dis- 
tinguishing vermiculations. 

In weight the brook trout averages any- 
thing but an appreciable standard. Small 
fish abound, and nine small ones will be taken 
toonebig one. One half pound, three quarters 
of a pound, and one pound and a half fish are 
most generally taken. Those specimens 
weighing as high as four pounds and up to six 
and even eight belong in the lists ot the very 
exceptional. To capture a large brook trout, 
say of six pounds is an epoch-marking event; 
and such a fish should instantly be photo- 
graphed, weighed and sworn to for among 
scoffers there is a great aggregation of those 
who scoff at the brook trout’s weight. 

Unlike other fish that spawn in the spring 
season the spawning time of the brook trout 
is in the hallowed days of autumn when the 
leaves are reddening, and the maples are one 
shimmering array of loveliness. Then it is 
that the strong impelling force of reproduction 
overcomes the poetic fish. If these fish be in 
the lakes they leave the lakes and make for 
the water-ways there to enact their duty of 
continuation of their kind. Like the Pacific 
Salmon, the male of which, in the spawning 
season is dressed in his brightest garb, the 
trout, also at this season is most scintillatingly 
beautiful. He swims now with force and an 
animated determination, as though to thus 
more conclusively overcome the yearning 
tendencies of the females with his spiritual 
magnetism. The fish hatcheries, when they 
take the eggs from the fish have their nets 
strung across these spawning streams, and 
when the fish enter they cannot get out. 
These fish are then successfully netted and 
when the time for stripping comes a female 
fish is seized, though with careful hands, one 
hand holding the tail the other the head. To 
hold the fish with dry fingers pressing the 
sides will remove the precious slime that 
curtains the body and when the fish is re- 
leased, parasites will attack these injured 
spots and the death warrant of the fish is 
signed. However, grasped systematically as 
is done by the hatchery men, this injurious 
effect is escaped. The female is relieved of 
her eggs by an insistent pressing upon the 
stomach and the eggs come out through the 
vent into its pan; the female is then released 
and instantly a male fish is grasped and the 
milt is pressed from his appendage to cover 

the waiting eggs. Countless thousands of 
inconspicuous animated mites compose this 
milt; they are called spermatazoa, having the 
same tendencies of course as the semen of the 
human male. The wriggling mites, worm- 
like are readily attracted to the expanding 
eggs and enter into them through what is 
scientifically known as the micropyle. Enter- 
ing the micropyle they are communicated to 
the vitallus, or the protoplasm. Instantly 
upon forming a _ collaboration with the 
vitallus, Nature’s great wonder of conception 
is under way, just as it happens in the human 
being, or any of the creatures inhabiting this 
planet. 

The life of the fish in the egg is now en- 
thusiastically conceived and before very many 
weeks can be seen faint lines, or streaks, the 
tiny blood veins, and time still adding to 
itself, there will come into view, within that 
egg, two black dots which are the eyes of the 
finny fellow we love so well. One of the most 
important features within this egg noted at 
this time, is the so-called yolk-sack. This 
yolk sack forms a considerable portion of the 
little creature within. But gradually the 
head and tail will remove themselves from 
this vital section and when this happens it is 
soon time for the individual to burst its shell. 
The little mites now depend wholly for their 
food supply, upon the yolk-sacks. Upon 
these they draw for sustinence. But they 
also grow fast and the yolk-sack becomes 
smaller and smaller until finally it shrinks and 
isgone. Then the fish must search out from 
the water its food, and this they do, sucking in 
prec in the water that can only be seen 
y the human eye through the medium of the 

revealing microscope. In the hatcheries they 
must be fed, which is done by attendants who 
go from pen to pen distributing the delicate 
food. But in wild stream environments the 
fish must necessarily depend upon the par- 
asites in the water for means of support. 
Also they are preyed upon by fish, from which 
the hatchery bred inhabitants are absolutely 
protected. 

Wild spawning is done after the fish have 
ascended the stream of their choice to smooth- 
sanded bottoms, or gravelly places that are 
not detrimental to a successful breeding. 
Small hollows are scooped out by rubbing the 
belly forth and back, also aided by the tail and 
the fins. Thus is formed what may be termed 
the nest. Directly this nest is completed the 
female throws her spawn and the male 
instantly drawing in at her side covers them: 
with the milt. The eggs, coming into the 
water begin to draw in through the micropyle 
the life-giving mites and the work of repro- 
duction has seen its inception. The eggs, 
having been milted, with tail and belly and 
fins the hollow is covered with sand and the 
incubation is allowed to take itscourse. When 
the fish has reached a stage where it must 
search its living it rises out of the hollow and 
faces existence unaided, save by the ingenious. 
resoursefulness with which Nature has en- 
dowed it. With senses skillfully sharpened 
they live their days, watchfully alert, coming 
out of their retreats only with an eye open to 
approaching danger. The wild bred trout 
and the hatchery bred trout are two different 
individuals. The hatchery bred denizens are. 
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not so thoroughly imbued with caution; they 
have not the swiftness of flight, the animation 

that the wild trout has, for the simple reason 
_ that they have found these factors unnecessary 

as mediums conducive to keeping their places 
among the living. The young trout early 
learns to distinguish, through the medium of 

sight, the falling of a succulent insect upon 
the water; it learns through its hearing to 

ead any disturbance that shakes the 
_ ground; and by tasting, or mouthing an object, 
can tell if it is worthy to be put into the 
stomach. Its sense of sight is sometimes 
phenomenal. Flies, of midge type, are often 

_ risen for while yet they are in the air, from a 
stream bottom depth of three feet. By a use 
of all the senses the life of the trout is made 
what it is—one of poetic caution. 

_ The propagation of brook trout will more 
and more come into favor on this continent 
as we realize their wonderful worth from the 
standpoint of the angler. There are ideal 
streams today where trout might be inserted 
with every possibility of success, only for the 
fact that there are no anglers enthusiastic 
enough to follow out a system of planting. 
The various fish hatcheries of the country, 
ascertaining your willingness and industry in 
this line will help you in your endeavours, 
and at the same time you will help them 
immeasurably by calling their attention to 
streams that have not been stocked. In such 

a country as this, where the streams always 
hold an appreciable standard of depth, stock- 

_ Ing is an easy matter compared to streams in 
more arid parts of the country. Allow me to 
bring your attention to the fact that in the 
state of California, in August, there is hardly 
a trout waterway that can hold its own. The 
lower reaches, if they do not dry out, are so 
heightened in temperature, that the fish 

_ cannot stay in them, for if there is one thing 
_ atrout demands it is pure, cold water. There- 

fore we find that these trout make for the 
headwater pools in the mountains, and even 

_ these are so shrunken that anglers take all the 
fish they contain. A newstock must therefore 
be put in every fall. These grow to a suffi- 
cient length (?) for capture the coming season. 
At the end of the season none remain and the 

the Worth, the Takapart and the Meek 
reels, some of the best specimens on the 

market by the way. But they are certainly 
not the only ones. A reel that I have had 

and used for a great many years and expect 
to use many more is the Standard Professional 
Shakespeare reel, made at Kalamazoo, Michi- 
gan. ‘This reel at five dollars is one of the 
most worthy in the country. In fact at the 

ae it cannot be equalled. It runs like a 
igher-priced reel, and certainly acts and 

a. my former article I spoke regarding 

streams have to be re-stocked. Different 
indeed, are our streams, in their natural 
system of balance and even proportion. Here 
heat and cold collaborate, the waters are 
preserved; the intricate, over-canopying foli- 
age, close-netted, umbrageous, shuts out the 
absorbing sunlight and in the retreats below 
the trout,shielded from the revealing eyes of 
man, live their unobtrusive lives. Thanks 
to the fact that we have vine-locked, under- 
growth-environed streams the protection of 
the fish, even with the intrusion of civilization 
and its unmistakable, levelling influences, 
will be accomplished. 

Small streams present immense possibilities 
and probabilities to the angler with an eye out 
for stocking purposes. Presuming that some 
land-holder owns land along a certain stream, 
interest him and others along that same 
stream, and you will soon have a preserve 
that cannot be excelled. Anglers can get 
together and form associations and realize 
many wonderful days, unmolested, in the days 
of summer trouting. Funds should be sub- 
scribed by the various members, and by stay- 
ing at the homes of the inhabitants along the 
course their good-will is gained; and at the 
same time comfort will be doubly assured with 
easy access to thecourse. These smallstreams 
the trout love. I have taken trout of ap- 
preciable length out of streams that were 
mere rivulets. There is in the very nature of 
the brook trout a desire to go on a quest, 
and passing up these tributaries, even to their 
source forms one of their singular pastimes. 
Remember this in your angling; that large, 
deep streams may hold their wealth of the 
salvelinus fontinalis, but also so the seem- 
ingly insignificant water routes. And if, in 
truth, you can stock such streams, that will 
not be in danger of freezing to the bottom, in 
winter, do so, with the trout fingerlings that 
may be poured from the hatcheries, and then 
find out for yourself the valuable point I have 
brought out. Such streams, covered with 
interlacing, interwoven branches hide the 
trout from those who might prove a menace 
and then again only one in a hundred will 
believe that trout are in them. 

THE BASS, PISCATORIALLY SPEAKING 

ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN 

(Continued from the May issue) 

looks like a higher-priced winch. However 

it sells for five dollars, if I remember rightly. 

This reel is smooth-working and durable. 

It casts almost soundlessly and is wholly 

efficient; in fact such beautiful spinning 

have never seen equalled. This is not 

heaping flattery upon the manufacturers but 

is a condensed fact. In taking tl reel 

apart they have a very efficient syst 

hand thus: The front and the bac! 

or cross-bars of the reels are roughly } 

You simply twirl these around, an 1 (the 
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cap being removed), the plates come off. 
The reel has jewels in the end-caps, which 
promote superior revolving capacity. The 
click and drag appliances are not on the sides 
of the plates, another revolutionizing feature. 
On either edge of the two plates are inserted 
the upright, milled thumb-buttons, and you 
push them forward or backward to regulate 
the mechanism to either click or drag as 
desired. The Standard Professional reel is 
a very good reel. 

In the five dollar class of perfectly worthy 
reels I would mention the Kelso Quick-apart 
reel, put out by the H. J. Frost company of 
New York City; they also make the Kelso 
Automatic trout reel and a beautiful reel it is. 
The Kelso quick-apart is a take-down reel 
of such mechanical simplicity that it wins 
favor from first glance a favor which is con- 
firmed by experiment. I have said of this 
reel in a former article in Rod and Gun: “It 
is simplicity personified. Its utter lack of 
inconvenient screws, bolts, rivets, click and 
drag buttons put it essentially in a class by 
itself. A few turns of the jewelled end-cap, 
screw the disc plate a few times, and your reel 
is apart. Its°mechanism is intact with the 
plates, and is so very simple that it is quite 
impossible to know how it can do the work it 
is put to do. It is made of German Silver of 
excellent grade, and is satin finished; thus 
the highly detested glitter, which often scares 
away the fish in your neighborhood, is done 
away ‘with. This reel is not too highly 
speeded, nor is it too slow; it works at medium, 
and the jewels.at the end-caps improve its 
smooth-working and its noiselessness, when 
spinning.” 

At six dollars we have also a reel in the 
Open Spool type that is more than worthy 
of consideration. ‘That reel is the Stockford, 
manufactured in Chicago, Illinois. The 
Stockford reel solves conclusively a problem 
that has always beset the angling brethren: 
the need of a reel having no cross-bars, or 
pillars, or stay-rods as they are sometimes 
called. This feature is one of the main ones 
identified with the Stockford. It is an open 
spool reel; the supporting pillars are done 
away with and the line has full play right on 
straight from the spool. There is but one bar 
really, not of course counting the two under- 
neath which are really the foundation of any 
winch and upon which the framework must 
necessarily rest. The bearings of this reel 
are placed two points back from the outer 
extremities of the axle instead of as the 
manufacturers allow, on the extreme end of 
the axle, as in other constructions. As- 
suredly this reel is a relief to the man who 
feels he will have to puzzle over backlashes; 
you can get at the tangles without prying in 
and around among the bars. I doubt if there 
is a fisherman whom these bars have not at 
some time thoroughly exasperated. There 
is hardly an angler who has not hoped for 
just this reel. To find it among us is more or 
less of a God-send. In construction this 
reel is eminently simple. The plates are 
solid and comparatively thin. The gearing 
is inclosed in a round box on the front plate, 
thus doing away with such fittings being 
inclosed between the plates. Also, to minim- 
ize backlashing, or the over-running of the 
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line, the flashes, or the inner plates, or sides 
of the spool, are rounded twice. Let me 
point out the value of this. Ordinarily, in‘ 
reels the flanges are very steep. The line 
packs upon the line under it in great quantity, 
without any relief. Here, with a double, 
rounded flange the packing of the line is not 
so deep, and criss-crossing and snappy bindin 
is done awaywith. This reel comes in nickele 
brass, satin-finished. It is a very good reel; 
one that will last a long time and will always 
give good service. 
We have now considered those reels, un- 

provided with safeguarding backlash applian- 
ces; we are now to consider a class of reels so 
protected. 

First on this list comes the Redifor reel 
with a reputation behind it like a Washington 
Monument. People will somehow or another 
discover the merits of the Redifor reel and 
they will eventually, perhaps, be persuaded 
to purchase it. As a non-backlasher this 
reel has an iron-clad reputation; and it is so 
very unique in automatic construction that it 
is worthy of more than a passing glance. 
The Redifor reel, as to mechanism, is inter- 
nally aided to great efficiency by what is 
known as. centrifugal governors. These 
governors are concealed in one of the flanges 
of the spool and mechanically act upon this 
spool, providing against an overflow of force. 
In other words it evens out the momentum, 
so that when the bait slopes to water, the 
energy of the cast having fulfilled its purpose, 
the spool slows up in accord, and finally, by 
an easy light pressure of the thumb to the 
cored line upon the spool it ceases revolving. 
The centrifugal force system is identified 
exclusively in this reel and is surprisingly 
efficient; needless to say it is almost imposs— 
ible to get a backlash with this reel. With 
jewelled caps this reel will cost you seven 
dollars and a half. I refer to their ModelF. 
It is a wholly efficient, durable winch, well 
worth the money asked. The featherlight 
aluminum tournament reel put out by this 
company at twenty and twenty-two dollars 
is one of the best winches I have ever cast 
with. First is noted its incomparable light- 
ness, and its noiselessness when casting. 
Surprisingly long casts may be made with it. 
But the Model F reel spoken of before, 
embodies to a great degree all of the points. 
identified with this winch. I trust many will 
look over these reels. 

The second reel in this class of winches is. 
the famous South Bend, a reel as delicate in 
construction as a watch and yet which has. 
to its credit an iron durability, the quality, 
to be exact, of standing wear and tear without 
showing any signs of weakening. Its action 
is excellent; and it is more or less perfectly 
noiseless, lacking the jarring vibration identi- 
fied so unpleasantly with jim-crack winches. 
The Anti-Backlash reel is constructed out of 
well-turned German Silver, and is certainly 
a-credit to the manufacturers. The best 
recommendation of any reel is how consis- 
tently you use that reel. The fact that I use 
mine regularly is enough to recommend it. 
For night fishing the Redifor reel and the South. 
Bend, Anti-Backlash reel are institutions; 
night fishing is quite impossible without 
them, and that night fishing is as prolific of 
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_ results as day?fishing is proven by thes fact 
_ that more and more anglers are going out 
nights instead of daytimes. The use _ of 

hosphorescent baits has come to stay. The 
oath Bend reel has over one of the front 

pillars, or cross-bars of the reel, a bale-wire, 
under which the line is inserted. This bale 
wire is automatically regulated internally. 
When the line is running out the wire lightly 
lifts, and when the cast has lost its force and 
the bait and line fall toward the water, the 
wire in accord lowers gradually down and 

_ finally, with the drop of the line, rests com- 
pletely on the line. Thus it is made imposs- 
ible for the line to over-run, a circumstance 
known as the—backlash. A neater reel than 

_the South Bend it would be hard to discover. 
Your eye will rest long and lovingly upon it; 
it is a treasure. With it anyone, however 
inexperienced, may become proficient in 
bait-casting without the rigorous learning 
that is so often in demand. It is just the 
thing for the man who has not the time to 
learn, but desires good fishing, with the right 
appliance; just the thing for the wife, the boy, 
the girl. And as for night fishing—I have 
already mentioned its merits there. The 
South Bend costs seven dollars and a half. 

I have now spoken of two varieties of reels. 
I shall now mention a class of reels known 
as free-spools. These belong undoubtedly 
in a class by themselves. It may be asked 
just what is a free-spool reel. The name is 
self explanatory: a reel in which the spool is 
free from the handle. Thus it will be noted 
that when a cast is made and the line is run- 
ning out, the spool revolves, but the handle 
is stationary. But when the bait is fallen to 
water and you want to reel in, the handle in 
the Freespoo! Takapart reel, at least, autom- 
atically connects with the spool and the line 
is reeled in asin any commonreel. Just what 
are the good points in the favor of the free- 
spool reel? Particularly this: the revolving 
handle, however well balanced, connected as 
it is, on the common reel, with the spool, 
revolves with the spool naturally slowing 
up its momentum. Doing away with this, 
as in the freespool, a double-distance cast can 
easily be made, while the handle remains still. 
The use of the freespool also promotes noise- 
lessness, and lack of jarring vibration 

I have already spoken of the innate worth 
of the Freespool Takapart. But there re- 
mains one reel of great worth, in many points. 
That is the Thumezsy reel, put out_by the 
Benjamin-Sellars company, in Chicago, 
Illinois. When I first used the Thumezsy 
reel I thought it was a fake and a bamboozle; 
and yet lo and behold, I had barely experi- 
mented thoughtfully with it before I got the 
knack to it, and found out that it was one of 
the best low-priced reels on the market. This 
is a freespool reel regulated by a thumbing 
lever, hollowed out to perfectly fit the thumb. 
You cast your line. The light aluminum 
a oun revolves soundlessly. When your bait 
shows signs of dropping to water all you do is 
to press down on the handy, convenient 
thumb lever and the momentum of the reel 
is slowed down, or may be completely stopped 
by pressing finally down on the lever. In 
this way you can easily regulate your reel, 
and backlashing is made next to impossible. 

Here,f you! may say,t youkhavejat your finger 
tips a fit and perfect solution to the back- 
lashing problem. 
_ Your bait, having fallen to water, you push 
in on the handle and the handle annexes with 
the spool and you reel in as with any other 
bait. When you wish to cast again, the 
pushing upon the thumb lever disconnects 
the spool from the handle and you are ready 
to cast it out simultaneously with the dis- 
connecting process. This move, seeming 
intricate, is simplicity personified. More than 
that, it is wholly efficient. Here you have 
in one reel an anti-backlashing feature, and 
also the freespool. This reel is constructed 
of German Silver as to plates and thumbing 
lever; the spool is of aluminum. One of the 
most noticable things about this reel aside 
from its many new features, is its improved 
flanges. The flanges are the reel sides, or 
sides of the spool. In most reels these 
flanges come to an angle of ninety degrees, 
and make for tight quarters wherein line will 
pack upon line to no end. On this reel the 
flanges come to just about the right angle, 
that of sixty degrees, and pinching of the line 
is therefore made more or less a thing im- 
possible. 

Taken all in all this reel is a very good one. 
The price is seven dollars and a half; a staunch 
durable affair that I would never allow out 
of my jurisdiction for very good reasons. 

PARP If. 

CONCERNING ARTIFICIAL BAITS. 

With the practice of bait-casting becoming 
more and more of an institution throughout 
the land so also is the use of the artificial bait 
more and more coming into the lead as the 
lure par excellence. In the early days of the 
artificial bait, when phantom minnows, 
rubber frogs and whatnots were in use it 
looked as though the process would languish 
and die an early death. But such has not 
been the case. Every nook and cranny of 
artificial bait inventiveness has been scouted, 
and we have today, as a consequence, a modern 
output that defies improvement. 

The artificial minnow of many hooks, or 
fairly bristling with hooks has been roundly 
condemned by some sportsmen, for the 
reason that it is not fair. It gives the fish 
no chance at freeing himself, when hung up 
on these barbs. The day of the many-hooked 
artificial minnow is passing, or minnows may 
be had in which one may screw out as many 
gangs as he likes leaving only one gang 
intact, if he so desires. Thus, with one gang 
a minnow is a more all-round sportsmanlike 
contrivance. Many baits are made today 
with two gangs of hooks on their body, with 
one trailer gang. This is modifying it vastly. 
Other baits are made with a trailer gang 
only, as in the small-bodied baits. ‘These 

hooks are now being placed on the belly of the 

minnow, more and more, in all of the baits, 

instead of on the sides, it being proven that 

bass hit from up under, and amid-ships 

Then there comes that equally debatable 

question, shall we fish with a trailer gang 

only or shall we discard the trailer and leave 

the one gang on duty—the one in question 

on the stomach. I have tried both ways and 
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I find them both good. On the small-bodied 
baits with one trailer gang concealed in the 
buckhair I have noted, in transparent water 
that the bass hits the tail instead of the body, 
especially if that hair, or tail, is dyed red. 
If you are thinking of cutting down on hooks, 
by unscrewing them from the minnow, leave 
a trailer gang and a belly gang, or a side-gang, 
if the belly gang is wanting. 

An artificial minnow to be of practical 
usefulness must have in its make-up some 
absolute qualities of worth, and especially 
must its attractiveness be rather unusual. 
Just why a black bass will strike a bait is open 
to conjecture, as it always has been, and 
always will be. Sometimes it will seem 
curiosity, another time anger, and at other 
times hunger. Anger and curiosity seem to 
be the foremost for I have personally caught 
any number of bass in which a full stomach 
has been revealed. When a bass strikes out 
of curiosity he will show it, for he will follow 
it up, inspect it, investigate it. When a bass 
strikes quick, sharp, and with a rush, you may 
be sure his ire has been aroused. But rarely, 
in my opinion will a bass strike out of hunger. 
The two aforementioned promptings would 
appeal to him first. 

An artificial minnow should be more or 
less life-like; it should swim like a minnow, 
or make a ripple or disturbance on the surface 
like a swimming frog. Those who most 
consistently follow these attributes have had 
the greatest success with their wares. Slip- 
shod work in artificial minnow production 
is noted here and there in cheap outputs, 
which should be avoided. Poor minnows, 
to be had in dry-goods stores for ten and 
fifteen cents each, can give little or no’service, 
and rapidly go to pietes. Good artificial 
minnows are enameled a great many times, 
and are durable and will last a long time. 
Remember always the leaders among the 
baits. They have attained their reputation 
only by giving the best service: 

he spinners, often noted before and behind 
on artificials have their merits, in that they 
add to the conclusive attractiveness of the 
specimen. However, more modern _pro- 
ductions are being made without the spinners, 
as noted in some of our best kinds. 

Artificial minnows may be had in two 
- distinct types, the underwater, or submerged 

bait, which, when trolled stays under the 
water, being heavier than the water. Second, 
the surface, or top-water bait, being light, 
stays on the top of the water, and, making 
a sort of a commotion, purports to imitate 
some disabled creature, struggling to get out 
of the water to safety, as a frog, minnow, 
mouse, or some other thing. There is also 
a minnow, or plug-bait, known to some as a 
semi-surface bait, for half of the bait stays 
under the surface, while the part above 
creates a ripple, or commotion; such a bait 
however is to be judged as a surface bait, for 
the main part of its attraction occurs above 
water. Therefore, I believe there are strictly 
two types of baits, the surface lure and the 
underwater lure. 

Various baits have various uses, various 
means of attraction, to be used at various 
times. Were one able to select one artificial 
minnow for all sorts of fishing, at all times of 
the day, the matter would be simple indeed. 
But such is not the case. One should have 
in his possession from six to eight variously 
well-recommended present-day lures to be 
perfectly equipped. If these minnows are 
used sanely, with consideration for the hour 
of the day, the state of the weather, and the 
surroundings fished, there is absolutely no 
reason why one should fail to have success. 
The one bait, used at all times, cannot prove 
a winner. There are baits for various times 
of the day, anda study of the black bass will 
prove this. With from six to eight good, 
true and tried baits in his possession, sanely 
constructed or denuded as to more than three: 
gangs each (a five-ganged artificial minnow 
should absolutely have no place in the tackle 
box or on the line)—then the angler can say 
he has a good outlay. Caution and care 
must be used, as in every other sort of fishing. 
Row your boat silently into the especial nook 
you wish to fish, and then cast carefully 
without making a great noise. If failure has 
visited you, perhaps the reason lies in the fact 
that you made too much noise. Bass, or any 
fish, in civilized waters are more keenly alert 
than fish in wild waters. Self-preservation 
has taught them to be careful, and if they 
have a sharpened instinct (sometimes mis- 
taken for intelligence) there is a reason for it. 

To be continued. 

EE 
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ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN 

The Editor of this department welcomes questions in regard to angling, tackle, baits, etc., anything practically 
pertaining to fishing and fish. 
same under “Angling Queries and Answers.” 

No. 13.—Personally I am_ very much 
against the use of an artificial minnow having 
on its body more than one gang of hooks. I 
note some time ago the writer, naming him- 
self “Fair Play’? also condemned the use of 
them, especially where they have more than 
one gang of hooks. Can you suggest three 
or four baits having few hooks on their person 
and which would be sufficiently killing baits- 
to include in the tackle box. If you will 
answer through your department it will be 
all right. Thanking you for an answer. 

Harry Brown, Ontario. 

Ans.—I noted the letter from “‘Fair Play”’ 
in the Letter Box Department, and since you 
have brought it-up I might as well make a few 
points clear. Editing a department such as 
this one must naturally cater to the needs and 
whims of all anglers—if one is to be of all- 
around use, and an actual benefactor. Were 
I to suddenly become partial, cramped and 
narrow such a department would _ soon 
languish and die a complete death. As it is 
I am trying to make this the best fishing 
department in any magazine printed in North 

No. 14.—I have heard much in regard to 
the use of pork rind, on a weedless hook for 
bait-casting. Now a friend of mine has 
caught many bass on this lure, but I am out 
of touch with him and so I do not know what 

He will answer these to the best of his ability as soon as space can be found for 

America. Try to do this and you will find 
out that you need experience and learning in 
no little measure. Now, refering to artificial 
baits for instance. There may be a number 
who are against the use of many hooks, or 
against artificial minnows altogether. But 
two thirds of the bass fishermen give them 
great countenance, and there you are. Now 
it is a pleasant fact that baits are now made 
so that you can unscrew most of these gangs 
leaving only one on duty. One leaves then 
upon his bait the tail gang, or even sacrifices 
the tail gang leaving alone a belly gang to do 
the good work. For this reason I cannot 
name any special baits in this line, for so 
many of them can be denuded of hooks to 
suit your especial needs. I have already 
mentioned those small-bodied baits, having 
alone the back gang, or trailer gang attach- 
ment. The Coaxer bait by the way is an 
ideal single-hook bait andis a weedless wonder. 
Those who have followed my writings know 
how I value it. In the June number I shall 
begin my article on artificial baits. 

R. P. L. 

this bait is like, or hcw it is constructed. Can 

you give me any insight into the making and 

use of the pork-rind bait. _ 
Raymond Kinsmith—Wisconsin. 
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Ans.—The pork rind bait is indeed a good 
jure, a lure that all should try out, for it is 
successful where other means sometimes 
return a no-catch. .I might exhaust many 
words in telling just how this is done, but I 
can do no better than insert herewith a draw- 
ing of this process clipping from the fishing 
department head of the Hunter-Trader-Trap- 
per magazine. This readily illustrates how it 
is done, also shows the use of the spinner 
spoon on the weedless bait, which, as I have 
afore-mentioned, increases the value of the 
contrivance. 

A piece of pork rind with some fat adhere- 
ing, is cut somewhat in the shape of a frog and 
is ffastened to the hook shaft so that it will 
remain in position. Such a bait can be used 
a great many times without putting on a new 
one, and to catch a hundred fish on one bait 
will not damage it to any great extent. I 
cannot help but remark upon the great 
attraction you will add to your bait by putting 
on strips of red flannel. If anything attracts 
and maddens a fish it is red; it acts on him just 
as the waving of a red shawl acts upon a bull. 
By no means fail to add these red bits of cloth 
and surely do not fail to have pork baits along 
with you. 

BeGP.L; 

No. 15.—Just what is the value of having 
a bait with a revolving head, as shown in the 
Nemo bait, by Jamison, and the Decker bait, 
put out by Decker. I have not yet purchased 
any of this sort, and thinking of you, I have 
decided to ask you before making my pur- 
chase to be doubly sure. An answer will be 
greatly appreciated. 

A. F.—Ontario. 

Ans.—In line with this it may be interes- 
ting to note that I found revolving head baits 
in use all over the northlast summer. In 
fact natives seemed to prefer it to others. 
They told me great stories of catches made 
with these baits. The revolving head device 
is useful in creating a boiling disturbance in 
the water, thus attracting the fish. This 
commotion in the water by the bait means to 
represent the actions of some water being, 
frog or mouse, etc., trying to get away, or 
which is wounded. A fish naturally kills 
suyLhing that is hurt and is trying to get 
away. It is an odd fact, but nevertheless 
true, though they do not do it through 
humanitarian reasons by along shot. There- 
fore is a revolving bait a bait to conjure with. 
I always have four or five specimens on hand. 
I especially like to use them at the opening of 
the bass season when the fish are in the 
shallows. Then they are exceptionally pro- 
lific of catches. 

Re Pik 

No. 16—I recently ran across a weedless- 
hook put out by the South Bend Bait com- 
pany which looks as though it ought to be a 
dandy, and certainly just what I have been 
looking for. I have been bothered with these 
weedless hooks having too strong wire weed- 
guards, and they do not properly yield to the 
snap of a bass. What do you think of the 
South Bend Weedless hooks. 
— Henry Townsend, Kalamazoo, Mich. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Ans.—The hook ‘you mention and inclose 
is an exceptionally good one and I may add 
that all of the new weedless hooks by this 
company are worthy of careful attention. I 
have also been bothered by too highly ten- 
sioned weed wire-guards on hooks; in the 
South Bend Baits this point has been care- 
fully remedied by the admittance of light 
piano wire that will not hinder landing 
strikes. The nickel plated spinner is on the 
body of the bait. A glance at the reproduced 
Cane will show what I mean when saying 
this. 

This spinner and hook make for special 
weedlessness. I have used it in the thickest 
of weeds successfully. I suggest that you 
try it out at your convenience. Herein it 
may be noted that weedless hooks should 
have wire guards that readily yield to the 
strike of a bass. I have had some hooks on 
which a single wire guard with a silver knob 
on the end of it purported to save it from 
getting in contact with the weeds. However 
it did just that. 
was quite impossible (?) to bend that wire- 
guard down. As a weedless hook it could 
not be equalled. But then it specialized in 
just that! BR. 

No. 17.—Is it a good idea to oil your bait- 
casting line. I have heard of this being done 
and I am going to try it next year if I find it 
will save the line from wear and tear. That 
is the one trouble with our lines. They wear 
out so fast. Is there not some preventative 
for this. 

Win. St. Clair—Three Rivers, Quebec 

Ans.—The viling of the line is a good idea, 
though I certainly would not suggest a too 
promiscuous oiling. Use light, good oil, such 
as Three in One, and others of like mixture, 
and worth. You speak in your letter about 
your lines wearing and fraying out; and I 
judge from what you say that you are losing 
good lines rather too often. Remember that 
the rod has a great deal to do with this wearing 
of the line. The tip guide and the reel guide, 
or the guide nearest the reel, should be lined 
with agate, or imitation agate, thus to safe- 
uard against friction, and so prevent the line 
rom fraying. This saves you many lines 
through the season. I cannot a but 
mention that you try drying your line better. 
Perhaps you do not always dry it. Drying 
the line should be an institution by the way. 
Simply, after your hour or day of fishing, 
string it up between some trees and let it 
remain there a short time. It is not nese” 
to use a great deal of real line on the reel. 
Make a core with linen line; or if you use all 
your line, in great quantity, on the reel 
barrel, then when you have used up one end, 
turn it around and use the good end. In this 
way you save line and expense. But by all 
means dry your line; never let line remain, 
soaked and packed, upon the reel. It means 
the gradual decay and end of that line. 

No. 18.—I have heard of large-mouth bass 
being taken on artificial flies, in fly-casting. 
Can you tell me anything in regard to this and 
what flies to use, also what size hook. 

MacGiven,—Ontario. 

Even by thumb pressure it" 
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Ans.—Large-mouths will take the fly read- 
ily enough at times, especially when they are 
rising for insects that come to water. Hook 
sizes is a question of great importance in this 
respect. After some amount of study con- 
cerning this I have decided that size No. 4 and 
No. 6 are the best all-round hooks for the 

purpose. Appreciable flies tied to these 
should register many kills. Try the Coach- 
man, Henshall, Oriole, Silver Doctor, Fer- 
guson, Montreal and Grizzly King. Make 
your cast, let the flies sink four or six inches 
and then draw them in the water. 

Bae. 

_.WHAT IS THE BEST SEASON FOR BASS 
One correspondent asks me what is‘really 

the best time in which to catch bass, that is 
the best time of the year, in bait-casting. 
Personally I always try to avoid too early 
fishing at the opening of the season, if the fish 
have not spawned out. There are some years 
when the season is backward, and, being cold, 
the fish will not spawn till the water attains 
the right temperature. Therefore it is that 
I have often caught bass unspawned way up in 
June, and one time in the early part of July. 
Fishing for the bass in the shallows, along 
in June makes for excellent sport, and it is 
then that the surface baits, the wobblers, 
come in for special mention. Later on, in 
more temperate waters, the thermometer 
rising, the fish retire irom the warmed out 
shores and seek the deeper, cooler places in 
the lakes. But in the morning and in the 
evening they will be found again along the 
shores, feeding, way up to twelve o'clock 
midnight. When the bass are in the deeper 
water they may be taken by trolling for them 
with an under-water bait such as the Jamison 
underwa‘er Coaxer which has been excellent 
for this special purpose. But with the frogs 
you will get them in and among the pads in the 
middle summer. In August | care little or 
nothing about fishing for the bass—that is, 
in the warmed out waters. For my part I 
believe there is one black bass season that 

season being the best of them all—in the 
autumnal months. September and October 
are months to conjure with. Then either 
muskies, pickerel, pike or bass will take the 
bait with avidity, and there is fish for all, who 
know a little something about the game. One 
thing I have discovered after many years of 
ersistent using of artificial minnows and that 

is that the bass will: take them best in these 
months. This is not a chance suggestion or 
intimation on my part; it is a discovery that 
has worked well in more than one variety of 
water. Therefore it is given at its worth. 
I believe much in giving the better part of my 
time, my available fishing time, in the early 
part of the season, springandsummer, to trout, 
and making the autumnal months the special 
bass months. That is the reason I am writ- 
ing on reels and bass tackle during the summer 
so that beginners may be ready for the fall 
fishing. I have yet to find a season of charm 
to equal that of autumn. It has its gorgeous 
finery, tranquil. days, when the waters are 
exceptionally possessed of the intrinsic pisca- 
torial lure. ‘Then it is that the fish are in the 
shallows again picking up the insects, fallen 
to water, for the early frosts begin to nip them 
in the bud. Take then a good artificial 
minnow and cast it into the pads, or around 
the channel mouths of some lakes, and you 
will be greatly rewarded. RB. Pob 

THE CANADIAN SOCIETY FOR THE PRO- 

TECTION 

It will probably interest the readers of Rod 
and Gun in Canada to learn that at last an 
association known as ‘““The Canadian Society 
for the Protection of Birds’? has been formed 
to which a charter has been granted by the 
Ontario Government. The objects of the 
society as set forth in its constitution are “To 
interest the public regarding the importance 
of protecting bird life in the interests of the 
country by holding meetings, lectures and 
exhibitions. To publish and distribute litera- 
ture relating to birds and to co-operate with 
the Federal and Provincial Governments and 
regularly organized national history societies 
throughout Canada in this respect, also to 
acquire and maintain a library. To secure 
legislation on behalf of bird protection in ad- 
dition to existing legislation, and to assist in 

OF BIRDS 

enforcing the same. To forward. the study 
of migration and all other matters relating to 
the nature of birds.” Fr 

A large number of members have_ been 
enrolled and at the rate they are coming in the 
society bids fair to become of considerable 
importance. Lovers of birds are invited to 
form branches throughout Canada and those 
desiring to do so can either join a branch or 
become a member of the parent society. The 
annual subscription is only fifty cents. Much 
credit is due Miss H. M. Merrill, President 
and Miss Laura B. Dinard, secretary, the 
founders of the society, who have been most 
energetic in its formation. All communica- 
tions should be addressed to the secretary of 
the society at the Royal Canadian Institute, 
198 College Street, Toronto. 
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THE DIRECTOR’S ADDRESS ON THE NINTH 
ANNIVERSARY OF THE CLUB 

* The Ninth anniversary of the Club occurs 
at?a time when the British Empire is in the 
‘midst of a life and death struggle. It is 
needless to say that Canada, one of the fairest 
ofgall the fair Dominions that make this 
wonderful British Empire of ours, is at one 
with the Mother-land and will fight with her 
tojthe death, if need be. Canadian loyalty 
and sympathy have been eagerly shown by 
the‘large contributions of men, money and 
supplies that are being sent to help wage war 
on.the common enemy, and we Canadians feel 
proud and happy that the heart of the Empire 
has responded to the appeal for justice and the 
right of existence by the weaker states of the 
civilized world. 
In the great wave of loyalty and patriotism 
that is now absorbing all our energies, the 
splendid work that is being done by the 
women stands out conspiciously. Not only 
have they willingly given their men for the 
Empire’s cause but. in addition to home 
duties, spend all possible time in the creation 
of necessaries for the needs of the wounded and 
the comfort of soldiers on active service. 
Many, also, are busily engaged in executive 
work and, when capable and the opportunity 
has come, have gone to the scene of activities 
as nurses. 

The above applies to both the men and 
women of the Alpine Club of Canada. Of 
the former fifty, of the latter two, are now on 
military duty, a number are on active service 
and several have already been wounded in the 
Empire’s cause. 

Some three months ago a suggestion was 
submitted to the eight sections of the Club by 
which individual action as a body could be 
taken, and thereby express our wholehearted 
sympathy and desire for co-operation. The 
plan took the form of a fund to purchase and 
present a Motor Ambulance. It was ascer- 
tained that such an ambulance could be 
purchased for the sum of $2000. The fund 

closed with a net proceeds of $2149, which 
amount was sent on March 15th to the 
Executive Chairman of the Central Com- 
mittee of the Canadian Red Cross Society at 
Toronto, to be forwarded to the Canadian 
Red Cross Commissioner in London by whom 
the ambulance will be purchased. It was ear- 
marked for the Canadian Expeditionary 
Force, but by the advice of the Toronto Red 
Cross Executive, this condition was not in- 
sisted upon, it being left to the war office to 
apply the ambulance where it was most needed. 
It will have placed upon it a plate bearing 
the inscription: “Presented by the Alpine 
Club of Canada” this, also, at the suggestion 
of the Red Cross Executive. 

In the above connection, I desire to express 
the appreciation of Canadian members of the 
Club for the generous donations given by the 
English and American Sections; to the former 
because the demands upon those so close to 
the scene of action must, of necessity, be very 
much greater; and to the latter as expressing 
the most profound sympathy with the Em- 
pire’s cause although not affected by the war 
to the same vital extent. I cannot leave the 
subject without acknowledging the many 
letters accompanying the donations of Ameri- 
‘can members conveying sincere good wishes 
and hearty encouragement. 

I feel sure I express the sentiments of all 
in wishing our brave boys at the front and on 
service elsewhere “God Speed” and a quick ~ 
return in safety at the end of a war that is 
being waged for the very highest of moral 
principles—principles that must triumph, or 
else it would seem the existence of the ages has 
been in vain. 

It is said that the game of mountaineering, 
where one is often face to face with death, 
brings out all that is best or worst in mankind; 
how much more will this saying apply to a war 
such as is now enduring. I feel certain that 
the mountaineering experience of our Alpine 
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men at the front will enable them to show a 
brilliant example of all that is best. 

For a few moments let me touch upon the 
Club’s activities of last summer: 
The Club House at Banff opened on the 

15th June, but it was well on in July before an 
appreciable number of guests arrived. The 
attendance for the season was 162; numer- 
ically the largest we have had. Notwith- 
standing, the Club House did not pay ex- 
penses and has not yet succeeded in doing so. 
It must, however, be kept going as a summer 
rendezvous and mourtain headquarters, and 
as a visible sign of our existence. It will open 
again about 1st July and will remain open 
until the middle or end of September as 
occasion demands. 

Arrangements will be made whereby small 
parties can be supplied with tents, outfits and 
provisions for camping expeditions in the 
vicinity, at reasonable rates. There are 
many beauty spots close to Banff, such as: 
near Mt. Edith, Healy Creek and Mt. Bour- 
geau, Johnston Creek, Head of Cascade Creek, 
Spray Lakes, Mt. Aylmer and others that can 
easily be reached and will furnish delightful 
opportunities for small mountaineering parties 
that can be made up at the Club House. Full 
particulars can be had in advance on applica- 
tion to the Secretary. 

Last year the Club House was under the 
competent management of Miss E. Savatard, 
and it is expected that it will be this year also. 
A short review of last year’s annual Camp 

may not be amiss: 
The Camp opened on 21st July and closed 

on 11th August. A new plan of holding it 
for a more extended period was tried and 
found to work most successfully. While the 

. attendance was the largest we have yet had, 
206 persons being placed under canvas, at no 
time was there a congestion of members and 
the accommodation was always found fully 
adequate. 

The Camp was pitched near timber-line in 
the little Yoho Valley, at an altitude of 6700 
feet. The beautiful park-like site, where 
spruce groves, alpine meadows decked with 
brilliant flowers and rushing glacial torrents 
intermingled, and towering snow-clad peaks 
and large bodies of ice were on all sides, 
presented in the prevailing sunshine most 
wonderful and charming contrasts of colour; 
while from the Camp itself, several fine 
waterfalls were in full view. 

The high altitude made the climbs easy of 
performance, doing away with the tedious 
tramp through heavy forest that has been so 
great a detriment at other camps. 

Camp was constructed by a group of 
volunteers under the efficient command of 
Mr. Charles A. Richardson, of Calgary. 
Ninety-two graduated to active membership, 
the exceptionally large number being due to 
the ease with which the summits of the 
accepted peaks could be reached. 
Camp was in full swing when England 

declared war with Germany and Austria, and 
it can readily be imagined the intense excite- 
ment that prevailed thereafter. Daily bul- 
letins from the C. P. R. offices at Field were 
brought in with the mail and were immediately 
read to the assembled crowd. 

A number of those connected with military 
units had to leave Camp, and others whose 
business interests were affected. Of those 
at Camp, Capt. Fred Bell, M. D., Capt. 
Harold Anderson, M. D., Mrs. Anderson, 
Capt. J. A. Gunn, M. D., and G. R. Street are 
now on active service, while Col. Mitchell, 
who was on his way tothe Camp, had to join 
his regiment in Toronto. 
An outlying camp was placed near the Yoho 

Glacier, beside the Government trail about 
five miles from the main Camp. It was fully 
equipped, with a cook in charge, and was well 
patronized. By this means, access was given 
to the group of peaks, glaciers and passes of 
the Wapta Snowfield. 

_ Transport was in charge of our old friend, 
Jimmy Simpson and, as usual, it went like 
clock-work. 

Our thanks are again due to Mr. Hayter 
Reed, Manager in Chief of C. P. R. Hotels for 
the loan of two Swiss guides, Ernest Feuz and 
Christian Jorriman. Mr. Reed has always 
been a good friend to us. 

In addition to the two Club guides, Conrad 
Kain and Walter Schauffelberger were in 
attendance. 

It is with the deepest regret I have to record 
the death of Walter Schauffelberger, who 
recently lost his life on a Bernina ski-tour in 
Switzerland. Word to that effect reached me 
on the 18th instant through Dr. W. Stauffacher 
of Zurich. The news caused me great sorrow, 
for I had much more to do with Walter than 
merely as a guide at the Club Camps of 1913 
and 1914. In 1913 he spent some time at the 
Banff Club House, and subsequent to the 1914 
Camp he was attached to my mountain survey 
party until he returned to Switzerland in 
October. I found him a faithful, good- 
tempered and efficient servant from whom I 
have received much kindness and attention. 

The thanks of the Club are also due to Mr. 
W. MacPherson, Passenger Traffic Manager 
of the Western Division of the C. P. R. for 
sundry transport facilities. 

The Camp did not pay expenses, being 
short by the amount of $98.00. When the 
distance from the railway is considered and 
the consequent great expense of transport of 
outfit, supplies and baggage, this is not to be 
wondered at. 

I wish to extend the sympathy and good 
wishes of our members to our old comrade an 
original member, Mr. F. W. Freeborn, for the 
very regrettable attack of illness that com- 
pletely spoiled his holiday in the Rockies last 
summer. We hope that we shall soon see him 
again in our midst. His splendid record is 
well known and his grand enthusiasm, as well 
as his excellent photographic ability, would 
be a great loss to us. : 

In addition to the Camp and the climbs 
made therefrom, the following notable climbs 
and expeditions were made by members of the 
Club, viz: 

Mt. Farnham (11,075 ft.) and Mt. Farnham 
Tower (10,625 ft.)-in the Southern Selkirks, 
first ascent by Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Mac- 
Carthy. of Wilmer, led by Conrad Kain. 

An expedition of which Messrs. Harnden, 

of Boston, and Ellis, of Windermere, were 

members, also in the Southern  Selkirks, 

resulting in the first ascent of Eyebrow Peak 
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(11,489 ft.) bane 
An expedition byzDr. J. W. A.*Hickson, of 

Montreal, to the Freshfield Group, during 
which the ascent of Pyramid Peaks (10,700 
ft.) on Mistaya Creek were made. Guide, 
Edward Feuz. 

An expedition by Miss Mary L. Jobe, of 
~New York, and Miss M. Springate, of Win- 
nipeg, across country from Robson Pass to the 
big mountain seen in 1913 to be some 80 miles 
northwest of Mt. Robson. Guide, Donald 
Phillips. The mountain is estimated to be 
between 11,000 and 12,000 feet. 

An expedition by J. R. Young, of Glasgow, 
Scotland, to the Incomappleux Valley and the 
ascent of Findhorn and Tomatin Peak, the 
two peaks of Mt. McBean (9,501 ft).. 

I record with sorrow the death of Sir 
William Whyte and Mrs. C. J. Spence. The 
former was one of our first Associate Members 
and the latter was with us on the celebrated 
six-day trip around the Yoho Valley, above 
timber-line, in 1909. 

At the Camp last summer the biennial 
election of officers took place and it is, I feel 
sure a great pleasure to all who know him, 
that Mr. J. D. Patterson, who has from the 
very start been one of the Club’s most de- 
voted members and patrons, was elected our 
President to replace Dr. Coleman whose term 
of foffice had expired. Mr. Patterson is our 
third president, the two previous having 
officiated for successive two-year terms, all 
that is consecutively allowed under our 
Constitution. 
You will doubtless feel an interest to know 

what the Club proposes to do during the com- 
ing season. 

It was suggested from various quarters 
that, owing to the great crisis that has over- 
whelmed the Empire, the activities of the 
Club should be eliminated for this year, or 
until the war is over. Speaking personally, 
I may say that I did not take that view of it. 
While the first shock of the ‘‘call to arms” 
and the many casualities caused by the 
battles that followed in quick succession 
naturally filled us with sorrow, dismay and 
mourning, and the fact of our dear ones being 
in imminent danger caused us deep and con- 
stant anxiety, yet more mature thought 
brought the feeling that this was not the 
spirit that would consumate the end in view. 
Life is life, although conditions may vary, and 
the business of living must go on. 

There will, moreover, be a future after the 
war is over, and we pray that it will be a 
glorious future for the Empire. To that 
future, each one, in his own sphere, must 
look. 

With the approval of the Executive, I 
therefore sent out a ballot to ascertain the 
feeling of each member of the Club with 
regard to holding a Camp next summer. 
Categorical answers were requested to the 
following two questions: ‘‘Are you in favour 
of holding a Camp” and “if so, will you 
attend.’ 180 ballots were recorded of which 
55 members signified that they would attend 
if a Camp were held. 

In view of the large proportion votin 
‘yes,’ it has been decided to hold a smal 
amp, for the reasons that those who have to 

work as usual must of necessity have the 

usual relaxation, and®it' isnot fair that they 
should be deprived of the opportunity they 
desire and to which they look forward. | 

It will, moreover, be a distinct comfort for 
many who are disqualified from Active 
participation to meet in the comradery of the 
mountains and recall, through their agency, 
those of our members who are fighting the 
Empire’s battles. 

In addition, there is a maxim that has been 
adopted by the Mother-land, where neces- 
sarily all activity centres, which reads 
“Business as Usual’, so it is Business as 
Usual with the Alpine Club for those who so 
desire it. 

It is intended to hold a camp in Ptarmigan 
Valley, situated a few miles from Laggan on 
the north side of the Canadian Pacific Railway. 
It is a locality of great beauty and interest and 
a visit will well repay all who see fit to take 
advantage of the opportunity. 
A subsidiary camp will be placed in the Red 

Deer Valley not far from Mt. Douglas, and 
the two peaks of the massif, know respectively 
as the Black and White Douglas, can be at- 
tempted, if so desired. 

While there are no other peaks of great 
size in the neighborhood, there are many 
beautiful lakes, and snow-clad mountains are 
all around. Mt. Richardson (10,115 ft.) and 
Ptarmigan Peak (10,060.ft.) will be gradu- 
ating climbs. A description of the locality 
can be found in the 1912 Journal, page 110, 
in an article by James F. Porter, entitled 
“The Ptarmigan Lake Region.” I should 
strongly advise a perusal of this article if at all 
of doubtful enthusiasm. 

The Camp will be held about the middle 
of July, and will last for twelve days. Ac- 
commodation will be provided for seventy- 
five persons, but no one will be turned away, 
and it is hoped that members will do all in 
their power to make it “‘go”’ at a time when 
Club matters are a bit critical. Mr. J. D. 
Patterson and Mrs. J. W. Henshaw have 
promised to be present unless unforseen 
circumstances prevent. 

Today the Club is nine years old. There 
have been many doubtful moments in its 
career but, so far, it has weathered all storms 
and managed to pay its way. It has no out- 
standing liabilities other than its bonded 
indebtedness, which falls due in 1919. This 
indebtedness decreases yearly through the 
generosity .of members who have donated 
their debentures to the Club. 

Realizing the good work the organization 
is doing, and its value to the country, both 
the Dominion government and the Govern- 
ment of Alberta have again renewed their 
Annual Grants. This mark of esteem and 
appreciation at the present time is very 
gratifying and furnishes another potent 
reason for business as usual. 

The recently issued Statement of Accounts 
will have shown you that we have a little in 
hand to go on with, and I see no reason to 
fear that we shall not pull through the present 
crisis successfully. Notwithstanding the hard 
times and the many patriotic calls, members 
have stood loyally by the Club and it is to 
their splendid co-operation that the measure 
of success we have enjoyed is due. 

It is desirable that there should be a better 
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attendance at the Banff Club House than has 
been experienced heretofore, but it is readily 
understood how difficult the long and ex- 
pensive railway journey makes it for many 
who would be only too glad to take advantage 
of it if these conditions were easier. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I hope to see many 
of you this year where the snows lie glistening 
on the mountain-tops, where fleecy clouds 
sail across skies of blue, where avalanches 
thunder day and night, where foaming 
torrents rush through primeval forests, and 
a well-earned rest is found amidst the aromatic 
scents of the balsam on a couch_of heather. 

_many happy gatherings. 

And I trust that our old friend Jim Pong will 
be on hand to minister to the demands of 
aggrieved nature in his usual courteous and 
satisfying manner, beneath the wide-flowing 
spread of the great canopy that has seen so 

What a yarn that 
canopy could spin! 
_Before closing I wish to speak of the Em- 

pire’s “Honour Roll”. We mourn our loss, 
but with heads high: the loss of those who 
have earned this great distinction and thus 
have found immortal glory. Ladies and 
gentlemen: “The Soldiers of the King”’. 

ALPINE CLUB NOTES 
Mr. R. A. Gray, the new secretary of the 

Toronto section writes that at their annual 
dinner which was held at Lambton Mills Inn, a 
charming old place metamorphosed from a 
grist-mill of long ago, about forty were 
assembled and after a very sociable dinner 
Mr. John Watt presided over the gathering 
as they grouped themselves about the ample 
fire-place and all the club news, fresh from 
the facile pen of the director was talked about. 
Later the officers for the year were chosen 
(as given in last month’s issue of Rod and 
Gun) and Professor Coleman gave a delightful 
address on his trip round the world while 
attending the meeting of the British Associ- 
ation in Australia, which address was illus- 
trated by many of his own water color sketches 
of mountain scenery in India, Japan, New 
Zealand and Australia. 

On February 25th Mr. Otto Frind, F. R. 
G. S., described the Mt. Cook region in New 
Zealand, which summit he scaled last year, 
the address being made vivid by a large 
number of slides made from his own photo- 
graphs. On March 31st about 200 members 
and friends were entertained by the moving 
pictures and exquisite stereoptican views 
of Mr. Byron Harmon, photographer of the 
Club. The moving pictures were the first 
of their kind to be shown anywhere and were 
much appreciated by those present. Mr. 
Yeigh, Professors Coleman and Sissons and 
Mr. John Watt explained the pictures as they 
were thrown on the screen. 

On March 31st a Musicale under the 
auspices of the Edmonton section of the A. C. 
was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. 
McDougall, Edmonton, when a very delight- 
ful evening was spent by club members and 
their friends. 

In Winnipeg thirty-eight ladies and gen- 
tlemen kept the birthday of the Alpine Club 
of Canada on Saturday evening, March 27th. 
Although not a dinner the function was most 
successful, the speeches made being of a high 
order. Mr. A. W. Blake, chairman of the 
committee presided and the guests of the 
Club were the Very Rev. J. J. Robinson and 
Mrs. Robinson. A _ great addition to the 
poeram was the violin playing of Mrs. Colin 

aylor. Among the members who responded 

to toasts were Mr. H. B. Mitchell, whose 
only son, 18 years old went with the first 
contingent. Mr. Justice Galt, Dean Robin- 
son, Mrs. Robinson, Dr. Mary Crawford. Miss 
Springate gave a humorous account of her 
adventures last summer to the big unnamed 
mountain north of Mt. Robson. 

The annual gathering of the Vancouver 
Island section of the Club took place on April 
10th at the Brentwood Hotel, when about 
thirty-five members and especially invited 
guests were present. The proceedings opened 
with the usual banquet and were singularly 
enjoyable throughout. Among those present 
were Capt. W. W. Foster, M. P. P., Mrs. 
Foster, Director A. O. Wheeler, Mrs. Wheeler, 
W. S. Drewery and Mrs. McGaw, R. D. 
McCaw, Miss J. L. McCullcch, secreta ~ 
treasurer, and Misses M. Cowell and S. A. 
Spencer. The tables were very effectively 
decorated, bowls of dogwood and _ wild lilies 
forming the principal feature in this respect 
while a unique touch was found in the minia- 
ture Alpine scene of granite rock with its rope 
of debonair Alpinists armed with ice axes. 
Place cards were threaded with the club 
colors, green, silver and white, and individual 
menu cards were niade into attractive souv- 
enirs with photographs of grandly picturesque 
spots in the Canadian Rockies. 

The New Zealand Alpine Club, after lying 
dormant for many years, has again awakened 
to life. The President is Mr. A. P. Harper, 
and the Vice-Presidents and Committee are 
all well known mountaineers. Mr. Malcolm 
Ross, the Editor of their Journal has recently 
published a most interesting book on his 
climbs in the Southern Alps and is also a 
member of the parent of all mountaineering 
Clubs, the Alpine Club of England. 

Mr. H. O. Frind of Vancouver spent all 
last winter in the southern hemisphere and 
has a fine catalogue of peaks to his credit 
many of them being first ascents. 

Conrad Kain, that brilliant professional 
guide, who has worked for some years for the 
Alpine Club of Canada, was out there this 
last winter and should do much to awaken 
the enthusiasm of young New Zealand in the 
same fashion as young Canada has been 
stirred by the work of the Alpine Club of 
Canada. 



AN IMPORTANT DISCOVERY BY EXPLORER IN 
HUDSON BAY DISTRICT 

new country of some 4,000 square miles, 
ie inhabited by people (Eskimos) who have 

probably never been visited by white 
people, is the important discovery of R. J. 
Flaherty, F.R.G.S. This new area is only 
about 1,000 miles from Toronto, in the Hud- 
son Bay district. Mr. Flaherty has been up 
in this new country for upwards of two years 
in the interests of Mackenzie and Mann, and 
has had some remarkable experiences and 
most amazing luck, for not a member of his 
party died or was lost. 

A most unique collection of skin coats, 
boats, weapons, and carved ivories depicting 
the history of the people has been brought 
out by the intrepid explorer, and through the 
kindness of Sir William Mackenzie~has been 
presented to the Royal Ontario Museum, and 
form objects of the greatest interest. These 
primitive people have practically no furs, so 
wear costumes of eider duck skins, which 
are very light in weight despite their cumber- 
some appearance. The coats have hoods to 
protect the wearers’ heads. ‘Trousers are 
made of polar bear skins, and one pair shown 
had a band of some kind of dark fur around 
each leg, making the fashionable combination 
of white and black. Baby seal fur is used to 
make garments for the little poeple, being 
softer and more pliable. 

A woman’s costume of reindeer skin (these 
are mainland people) was remarkable in its 
beautiful striped appearance. The jacket 
is nearly three-quarter length, but the centre 
back piece is continued to some length, in 
what the fashion books would term a “‘postil- 
lion back.”? This the lady doubles under her 
when she sits down, forming, no doubt, a 
comfortable cushion. This reindeer suit was 
lined throughout with fur, making it very 
warm. It was trimmed down the sides with 
a two-inch band of white fur, and a fringed 
effect was given by slashing the furat intervals. 
On this was a most capacious hood, used to 
carry the baby. An idea of just how it looks 
is given in one of the carved ivory models. 

Snow-goggles made of driftwood, the only 
wood obtainable there, are curious-looking 
things, resembling automobile goggles, in 
that they protect the eyes all around, only 
there is no glass used, just long slits in the 
wood, through which the wearer can peep, 
these in turn being protected by an over- 
hanging protection of wood that protects the 
eye from the glare. They are tied on with 
leather thongs. 

Interesting is the small, shallow soap-stone 
lamp, when one knows the double purpose it 
serves, that of giving heat and light in the 
igloo through the long, dark Arctic days. 

Suspended above this rude stone bowl is a 
piece of blubber on a string. It is raised or 
lowered according to the amount of heat 
wanted. This crude affair is the basis of life 
to the Eskimos. Around it is lived what 
constitutes the family life of these people. 

A tremendous number of hunting weapons 
forms a large part of this particular collection; 
old harpoons are shown and also some of the 
big American coppers over half a century old 
dated 1848 were also exhibited. No doubt 
they were gotten from some old American 
whaler. A cup of hide, sewn to a circular 
base, the handle of wood wrapped with thongs, 
is also interesting. Cooking utensils were 
conspicuous by their absence, housekeeping 
there being reduced to “zero.”’ The people 
eat raw meat, “‘hot seal’? being the chief dish, 
eating the seal just as slaughtered. 
_ A model of a woman’s boat was shown. It 
is sealskin stretched over a wooden frame; the 
sailis of skin. The oars arelong with a square 
piece of wood sewn by thongs of leather. A 
splendid model of a ‘‘caique,” the long skin 
boat used by the men, has been obtained, and 
is sure to attract considerable attention. Of 
equal interest is a sled used by the Eskimos. 
The runners are made of whalebone, which 
are ‘glassed’? every morning by blowing 
water on them, which immediately becomes 
ice, so it practically amounts to running on 
ice. The slats are lashed on to the sides, and 
give with the motion of the sled. 
_ The collection of ivories is absorbingly 
interesting, showing as it does the history of 
the people. Here one see ivory igloos, ivory 
needles finely polished and protected in an 
ivory case, with a filling that resembled sea- 
weed. To break one of these brittle needles 
would be a tragedy, for they are beautifully 
made, considering the lack of tools. An 
ivory comb for combing the hair, little spoons 
with leather handles and other little objects 
are also to be seen. 
The historical ivories show a man being 

torn by a dog, a fight between a walrus anc 
a bear, a sled with the father and mother anc 
the seal they have killed. _ A reindeer hunt. 
pack dogs, watching the seal hole, showing the 
man ready to spear the animal as soon as it 
appears, a group of figures joining hands form. 
ing a circle, and many pieces depicting the 
habits, life and ledgends of these people ir 
ivory from the walrus. 

It is not given to many to make such ¢ 
discovery as Mr. Flaherty has made, and 1 
is hoped to send up experts to study thes« 
people. 

Ee 
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yN a previous issue of Rod & Gun, I 
announced as a future subject some- 
thing concerning the methods by which 

fur firms cheat their shippers. On_ looking 
over the articles I have written for this mag- 
azine, I find that I have treated this topic 
more or less fully, and for that reason beg to 
substitute A FRANK TALK WITH 
TRAPPERS. I trust this will meet with the 
approval of my many readers who have helped 
me, by their cooperation—even though silent, 
in most cases--to make the trapping department 

one of universal interest. 
All of you, I am sure, have been disappoin- 

ed with the past fur season. It has been_one 
of low prices and strict sorts—so strict, in 
fact, that many of you have lost confidence 

in your favorite buyers. You are wondering 
what the future has in store for you, and after 

considerable study I have taken it upon my- 
seH# to analyze the conditions which, in my 
opinion, will pertain next year. 
In the first place, do not expect the high 

prices that were paid for-furs a few years ago. 
These values were fictitious in most cases, 
and due to the fact that speculation was the 

~ prominent factor. On the other hand, it is 
any firm belief that prices will be some higher 
than they were this year, for despite the fact 
_that the European markets were destroyed, 
American resources have come to the rescue 
and .there have been—and will be—much 
better markets at home than ever existed. 
‘Further than this, it is even hinted that the 
war will not be of long duration, and that even 
the end isnow in sight. If this be true, then, 

to a certain extent at least, Europe will es- 
- tablish some kind of markets for raw furs, and 
notwithstanding that the countries involved 

‘in this great struggle have suffered financially, 
mditions will eventually adjust themselves. 

It will be years, perhaps, before the fur con- 
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Somebody fired a shot just now, 
Somewhere south and a little west— 

Big bore rifle, I allow— 
Leastways, that is what I guessed. 

Rang too thick for a high-power gun, 
Spoke too sharp for a scatter tube; 

Wonder who’s out toward the setting sun— 
City, sport or backwoods rube? 

ALONG THE TRAP LINE, 
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w A FRANK TALK WITH TRAPPERS 
ditions have fully recovered; but the building 
will be steady, sane and permanent. 

There is one great advantage to trappers 
which, I am afraid, has been overlooked, in 
this season of low prices. And that is the 
effect the values will have on the protection 
and propagation of fur bearing animals. 
More effective than legislation has the loss of 
interest in trapping become, for the reason 
that prices have been so low that thousands 
of pelt hunters did not set out their traps. 
And the result—more fur when higher values 
pertain. 

A few words in defence of your dealers— 
the ones who in the past have handled your 
goods and given you high prices only to dis- 
appoint you this year. They have worked 
hard to find markets for their shippers. In 
proportion to what they sold for, they paid 
you more for your catch than they ever did 
before. In fact many of the buyers operated 
at a loss—and I doubt whether any one of 
them made a profit on the skins they handled. 
Therefore, be lenient with the fur dealer. He, 
as much as the trapper who depends for his 
living upon the pelts he catches, deserves your 
sympathy. 
When the season is over, hang away your 

traps with an optimistic view. Be prepared 
to take them down again next fall, knowing 
almost with a certainty that you will get good 
prices for what you catch. Try your old 
dealer again—the favorite to whom you 
shipped for years, and I am sure he will not 
fail you. 

Again I want to thank my readers for the 
interest they have shown in my department. 
I appreciate it—and should I write for you 
again next season, as I hope I shall, I shall try 
to make my articles even more interesting 
than those in the past have been. 

4 COMPANY 
C. L. GILMAN 

Sort of wish he’d wander in, 
Sort of lonesome now and then, 

Here away from the human din, 
Far from the sight and sound of men. 

Rifle shots on the woodland air, 
Footprints in the sodden snow. 

Such small tokens, here and there, 
Are companionship, you know. 



JOE: AN APPRECIATION 

Je TiN: 

showed his breeding in every line. 
Large of frame, tawny, almost fierce 

looking, he had, withal, one of the kindliest 
dispositions in the animal world. 

And homely! A Seattle friend of mine 
could hardly keep his eyes off Joe when he 
came to the valley. ‘“That dog,’’ he would 
say, regarding Joe half quizzically, wholly 
admiringly, “‘is so blooming ugly that he is 
actually pretty.”’ Even the minister’s wife 
who usually had compliments for all, asked 
in affected despair; ‘‘Where in the wide world 
did you get such a homely dog?’ When I 
called him ‘‘Beauty’’ she would put her hand 
over her eyes. But her liking for Joe was 
deep and lasting, notwithstanding. 
Many a long ramble Joe and I took to- 

gether over the big hills and through the lanes 
and meadows of the fertile Puyallup Valley. 
“Go for a walk, Joe?’ That was enough; 
he was always ready and would lead the way. 
And as I walked five miles I calculated that 
Joe ran twenty. 

In Puyallup one day a gentleman stopped 
us and waxed eloquent over Joe. ‘‘Airedales 
are the best bear dogs ever,”’ said he, warmly. 
“‘With two or three such dogs if there is a bear 
around you stand a first rate chance of getting 
it. The dogs are wise enough to keep out 
of reach of his bearship’s great paws and 
teeth but they will harass him until the hunter 
sees his chance and lets fire. ‘‘And,’’ he 
added, with a parting pat for specimen Joe, 
“they are positively the only dogs that can 
lick a bull terrier.” 

Joe was such a good sport, too. No 
matter how cold the water he was always 
ready for a plunge and bringing a stick to your 
feet he would beseech you in his irresistible 
dog-language to throw it in. Back from the 
river he would suddenly drop a hard rubber 
ball at your feet (he always kept one in a 
special place that he guarded himself) and 
his eyes, looking into yours would say; “‘Play 
ball, Master!’ You could not tire Joe at 
this game. He would catch the ball in his 
mouth from a distance of many yards, return 
it and drop it in your hand, go back to place 
for the second throw, and so on until you 
were worn out yourself. 

The only way to end the game pleasantly 
was to lose the ball. Joe would be indefatig- 
able in his search for it and inconsolable at 
failure to find it. This had happened several 
times when Joe and I played ball together 
and one day when I had returned to the steps, 
leaving Joe still nosing through the long 
grass, he suddenly turned and started straight 
off for the back yard, head and tail aloft. 
I repaired to a window to watch him and to 
my amazement I saw him scratch and dig at 
an old pile of earth and rubbish and produce, 
after a while, a battered half of an old rubber 
ball. He had put this in safe keeping for just 
such an emergency and he brought it to me 

de was a thoroughbred Airedale who with such an air of pride that I had no alter- 
native but to continue the game indefinitely. 

Sometimes we played with apples. Joe 
was fond of apples. Throw it as far as you 
would, Joe would always find it and bring it 
back and, dropping it at your feet, beg for 
another. At the third or fourth throw he 
usually decided that the apple had been well 
earned and ate it with a relish and it was my 
turn then to produce another. 

In Nae a ioe moles are much larger than 
in Eastern Canada and throw up mounds 
six to ten inches high. Point your finger 
at one and Joe was at it at once. He would 
follow the burrow for some feet under the sod; 
but I never saw him catch a mole. 

Although big and powerful Joe was of a 
peaceful temperment and a perfect gentleman. 
I have seen little, quarrelsome dogs jump at 
his neck and have seen Joe turn his head away 
and trot off dignifiedly, rarely even showing 
his teeth. ‘‘Some day,”’ I would say to my- 
self, ‘‘these little beasts wi!l go too far and will 
robably repent bitterly of their foolishness;” 
er Joe had a magnificent set of strong, 
white, sharp teeth. But his eyes were fine 
and kind; and it was his eyes Joe’s friends 
remembered after he was gone. 

Joe was young, but something went wrong 
with his anatomy. We took him to the bi 
dog hospital in Tacoma but even the skillfu 
vets there failed to help him. And one 
mournful day Joe passed, leaving many behind 
to lament his going. 
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STRETCHING THE TWENTY-TWO 

EpWARD C. 

T is the lowly citizen of the gun world, 
| the humble .22. Rarely is its name 

found in the newspapers, it has no 
scandals, is charged with no weak mechanism, 
has no divorces nor scandalous dances, it is 
just plain John Jones. Lincoln is credited 
with having remarked that the Lord must love 
the common people, He made somany of them. 
And the parallel exists in the case of the .22 
and the rifle and cartridge factory. 

The row in the sportsman’s magazines is 
about the high power sporting rifle. The 
factory keeps its machinery busy and pays 
its dividends by dint of the little 22. Some- 
body must use a lot of them. 

Not counting in the .22 rifles owned in boy- 
hood days in Utah, I have squibbed away some 
150,000 rounds in the past ten years through 
three Marlin ’97’s and other assorted guns. 
Instead of growing blase and giving the 
little rifle the swift kick particularly as the ten 
years have also been full of the military and 
sporting rifle and the shotgun, I believe I am 
more in love with it than ever. 

I have pounded through the matches at 
Camp Perry including the hard grind of the 
Pan Americans in 1913, and through various 
state contests for the championship with the 
big rifle, and through. various tournaments 
with the shotgun, and I have seen considerable 
big game crumple before my big rifle bullets, 
but at the end of the time I’m ready to hold 
up my right hand and say that there is more 
actual fun, more recreation in three or four 
hundred .22 cartridges and a good repeater 
and pleasant company than in all the nerve- 
wracking strain of hot competition. 

I am lucky in having a complete rifle club 
range at my disposal every day in the week 
but this does not blind me to the fact that the 
.22 is the rifle of the future for the man who 
likes to shoot. Lack of space, prejudice 

CROSSMAN 

against firearms carefully nurtured by the 
various old grannies inhabiting peace and 
disarmament societies, and disappearing game, 
all combine to force the man who likes to 
shoot instead of dream, into the class of the 
.22 lover. 

I am inclined to think that the little rifle 
is very much under rated by the average 
cursory user of the .22. The use of smokeless 
cartridges, of shorts in rifles chambered for 
Long Rifles, the bad condition of most barrels, 
the coarse factory sights and the actual lack of 
skill on the part of the man himself, have all . 
combined to keep the .22 out of its own in the 
minds of most people. 

With a big range at my disposal, and with 
some of the finest .22 caliber rifles ever made 
in my case, I have put in much time seeing 
just what a fine rifle, and modern Lesmok or 
Semi-smokeless ammunition of Long Rifle 
breed would do on unfeeling paper targets 
over measured ranges. 

Just as a little starter my B. S. A. No.12 
single shot Martini, fired prone at 300 yards 
the other day, beat agood shot firing the Spring- 
field, the little rifle putting on 45 to the other 
man’s 44. This means that half of the shots 
struck in the eight inch black and the other 
five struck in the 26 inch fourring. Of course 
this is an extraordinarily fine shooting rifle 
but Stevens special single shots, and Win- 
chester muskets are just as accurate if not 
quite so fine in finish, and neatness of breech 
mechanism. The wind was absent, nor would 
the ordinary repeater do this, but it goes to 
show that a proper rifle can do things most 
.22 users do not dream of trying. 
Twenty consecutive shots have been put 

into a six inch circle at 200 yards, in a com- 
petition on a figure target. A good repeater 
will put ten shots into an eight inch circle. 
You'd be surprised how many of these high 
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power repeating rifles will do this. Try it 
some day. 

In itself, the Long Rifle, with Semismoke- 
less or Lesmok powder is a most accurate 
little cartridge, one not inferior to any up to 
about 100 yards, and holding its own with 
most rifles at 200. The sloppy shooting of 
the rusty barrel repeater. chambered for the 
Long Rifle and fired with Shorts, smokeless, 
quite typical of a lot of alleged inaccurate 
twenty-twos, has nothing to do with the work 
of a well cared for rifle, and ammunition 
adapted to it. 

The first step toward getting all there is in 
it, from a .22 rifle is to use the Long Rifle 
cartridge, with Lesmok or Semismokeless 
behind it. Don’t use smokeless powder in the 
.22, both the powder used in these rim fire 
cartridges, and the primer residue itself in 
the presence of smokeless powder, is very 
corrosive. It is nearly impossible to keep 
a barrel in good shape when using this stuff. 
The greaseless bullets are frightfully hard on 
the barrel, because of their lack of lubricant, 
avoid them even if you are foolish enough to 
use smokeless. 

Also don’t use the W. R. F. or .22 Special 
or Rem. Special, as the same cartridge is 
variously known. In actual efficiency it is not 
one whit better than the Long Rifle, it has but 
the one virtue—that of having no grease 
exposed on the bullet. The bullet weighs 5 
grains more than the Long Rifle, with some 
companies its velocity is higher than the Long 
Rifle, with others is lower. It is less accurate, 
and never is it seen in the hands of these 
crack riflemen who compete in the various 
indoor matches, both prone and offhand. 
Last but not least it costs far more than the 
Long Rifle, and is actually not so good a 
cartridge. It is the largest false alarm of the 
.22 family. eae 

The Long is another good cartridge to let 
alone. It originally consisted of the short 
30 gr. bullet and the 5 gr. charge of the Long 
Rifle, and it never has been accurate. Evid- 
dently the powder charge is too great, and the 
cartridge is used only by those uninformed, or 
those imagining that the higher velocity is 
superior in killing power to the heavier bullet 
of the Long Rifle. 

The Short should be used in small doses 
only in the rifle chambered for the Long Rifle 
cartridges. The manufacturers, following 
the lead of the Marlin people, all turn out 
repeating rifles adapted to all three cartridges, 
that is the carriers handle all three, and the 
twist is such that all three shoot very well in 
the same barrel, but this does not meanthat 
the Short or Long is doing its best work in a 
twist adapted to the Long Rifle or that the 
Short can leap across the gap in the Long 
Rifle chamber and give its best results, even 
push the twist were the 24 inch twist of the 

ort. 
This is not the worst of it. We could put 

up with the slight fall-off in accuracy that is | 
entailed by the use of the three in the same 
gun, but unhappily our rifle is eventually 
ruined by the use of the Short. The gases, 
escaping past the bullet before it gets into 

_ the rifling, erode out the chamber, literally 
_ scoop it out just ahead of the mouth of the 

shell. Then the Long Rifle shell, when used, 

upsets or swells into this hollow, and makes 
extraction very difficult. 
the Short is easy to imagine after this scooping 
process has gone on a while. 

So if we plan to make the Short the piece 
de resistance of our shooting, then we should 
et the rifle chambered and rifled especially 
or it. The fact that we cannot use the Long 
Rifle is compensated a dozen times over by 
the fact that the length of our rifle’s life is 
added to about 1000 per cent. 

If the Long Rifle is to be the chosen one, 
then the rifle may be either bored and 
chambered specially for this, which does not 
differ much from the combination boring and 
chambering, or it may be like most of the 
repeaters, adapted to all three. The Short 
cannot be used in such a rifle as even the 
common repeater without harm coming to the 
rifle. For even the ordinary blaze-away work 
of the ordinary poor shot this does harm to 
the arm and for this reason, in my fine Greener 
.22 or my B. S. A. No. 12, no man is going to 
fire Shorts in it to any extent af all, nor is any- 
one going to use smokeless powder in it. 
The ‘‘gilt edge’ accuracy of a rifle is easily 
removed. Most of this is in the chamber and 
“lead,’’ of the barrel, some of it in the finish 
and cut of the rifling. After this gilt edge is 
gone, the arm is still far better than the aver- 
age man would need in the usual .22 work, 
but this is not good enough for the fine indoor 
shooting, where the rifle must put them all 
into a half inch circle at 75 ft. 

The man behind cannot always do this, but 
the rifle must do its part—and does do it when 
it is a good one. The famous Tack Hole Lee, 
of the Birmingham, Ala. indoor rifle team, has 
up to the present writing in this winter’s 
season, made 10 “‘possibles,’’ of 20 shots 
each, which means that every shot of the 200 
fired, has gone into the half inch bull at 75 ft. 
with artificial light to shoot by. 

‘The .22 owner has been a regular attendant 
at the shoots of the Los Angeles Rifle Club, 
and some shoot days there is a regular chapter 
of the owners of the little guns, firing at 200 
yards, offhand. Of course when the wind 
gets up, scores immediately suffer, but even 
at this, ““wind doping,”’ comes in, and this is a 
sport initself. At this 200 yard offhand game, 
with the light Remington and Winchester and 
Marlin repeaters, the scores ran from 40 to 45, 
with a good offhand shot landing around the 
44 mark quite regularly. This means 4 shots 
in the 8 inch bull, and the rest in the 26 inch 
four ring. Yet you'll see raving in print as 
to the inaccuracy of the .22 over 100 ft., and 
the all-round uselessness of the cartridge 
beyond 100 yards. 

If the .22 owner desires the highest possible 
accuracy from his rifle, which must then be 
of the single shot to equal the accuracy of the 
other “‘best’”’ .22 cal. rifles, he should try 
carefully all the different makes of cartridge 
in his rifle, firing two or three ten shot groups 
of each from a rest, and comparing the results. 
The range may be say 25 yards. Of course 
the cartridge should always be the Long Rifle, 
and the powder the two specified above. 
By the higher accuracy of the single shot, 

I mean that at 100 yards on a still day, a fine 
single shot of the B. S. A. No. 12 sort, or such 
an arm as the Greener “‘King’s Cup” or A 
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Winchester Winder musket or a Stevens .404, 
will put the load it likes best into a 2 inch 
circle. ; 

The repeater, well kept, and good in the 
first place, should group into about 4 inches 
at this range. Naturally, if the shooting is 
not of the slow, hard holding prone style, or 
of the very fine offhand work like that of the 
Germans, the 4 inch group at 100 is far better 
than is necessary. 

The condition of the average repeater is a 
sin, and small wonder it is that they won’t 
shoot. The .22 must get more careful 
attention than the big game rifle. I have 
seen rifles so rusted and full of dirt that the 
rifling hardly showed, make fairly good shoot- 
ing with the metal patched service bullet, 
but no man ever saw a .22 in the same state, 
ever do even half way respectable shooting. 
The cleaning oil must follow the use of the 
rifle, the same day, and the sooner the better. 
After Lesmok or Semismokeless the best way 
is to scrub out the bore with dry rags until 
they come out fairly clean, then use a brass or 
steel brush, dripping with a nitro-oil of some 
sort. A dry rag follows, then a rag soaked in 
the nitro-oil, leaving the barrel thoroughly 
coated with it when it is set away. 

The .22 is a dirty little brute, particularly 
the repeater, which is hurriedly opened before 
the gas is out of the barrel, allowing the 
mechanism to become full of fouling from the 
smoking shells. This is corrosive, and the 
metal parts should get a wiping, and then a 
doping with a rag moistened with nitro-oil. 

It is this necessity for cleaning the parts 
that makes me dislike a rifle that cannot be 
taken apart with the fingers for cleaning after 
use. Preparations that are fine for taking 
care of the sensitive .22 barrel are Acme Nitro 
caene Marble Oil, Hoppe No. 9, and Rem 

il. 
My own favorite is a °97 Marlin barrel and 

receiver, which I have had Wundhammer 
stock to order. The barrel is heavier than 
usual, wonderfully accurate, and 26 inches 
long, instead of 24. ~ The rifle comes out at 

634 lbs. weight, not 514 like most repeaters 
of 24 inch barrel. Two things I ask of the .22 
repeater. One is that it work all the time 
without balking, the other that it holds lots 
of cartridges in the magazine. The Marlin 
takes in 25 Shorts or 18 Long Rifles, against 
11 Long Rifles for some makes—and I never 
could see the sport of stopping your fun to 
pour down greasy cartridges into a tubular 
magazine. , My stock is longer than usual, 
131% inches, the forestock extends farther out 
the barrel, and it is heavier, affording a grip 
for the left hand, but yet not looking clumsy. 
The rear sight is of course the tang, peep, ’m 
not boob enough to use the open sight par- 
ticularly on a rifle of this type. 

Unless for the specific purpose of killing ; 
game larger than the .22 will handle, I can- 
not see the advantage of such cartridges as the 
.25-20, or the .25 rimfire, with their huge 
prices compared to the Long Rifle. They 
cannot be used for the ordinary joyful blazing 
away of the .22 without the pocketbook of the 
millionaire. The Long Rifle, Lesmok or its 
twin, Semismokeless, costs around $3.00 per 
thousand, retail. The .25 rimfire, adapted 
to Marlin repeaters costs about $7.50 per 
thousand. The .25-20 lead bullet costs $15.00 
per thousand, and in metal patched bullet it 
costs $16.00. So you see to change to the 
next largest size means a jump of cost from 
$3.00 to $7.50, and to the .25-20 an increase in 
price equal to five times the cost of the Long 
Rifle. The .25 rimfire hardly offers the killing 
advantages that should accompany its higher 
price even though a man desired the gun for 
game alone, and for the blaze-away, it is not a 
whit better than the Long Rifle. 

The Long Rifle with hollow point, is a very 
deadly little cartridge, far more so than the 
man using the solid bullet may imagine. For 
rabbits, coons, partridges, etc. there is no 
need for more power, and the little cartridge 
has of course killed far larger game. It should 
take a very decided need for more power to 
ore one out of the low cost of the .22 Long 

ifle. 

IN DEFENCE OF THE 30-30 AND ITS KIND 

Jai EIGES 

have just read Mr. Hill’s article in the 
March Number of “Rod and Gun,”’ and 
although I am not by any means a 

.00-30 enthusiast, I certainly cannot agree 
with him in his sweeping condemnation of that 
popular arm and the class to which it belongs. 
As Mr. Hill refuses to consider any argument 
based on trajectory or energy figures—and in 
this I am inclined to agree with him—I shall 
confine myself to facts bearing out this subject 
that have come within my own experience. 

Before going any farther, I wish to say that 
I have never owned a .30-30, nor in fact any 
of those arms that seem to have incurred Mr. 
Hill’s disapproval. 
When I decided to discard black for smoke- 

less powder, I hadin mind a gun that would be 
effective on bear—either black or grizzly—at 

fairly long ranges, say up to 500 yards and 
after inquiring into the merits of the .30-30, 
.303 Savage, and others, my choice finally 
settled on the .30-220., (.30-220). 

But although I have never owned, I have 
used the .30-30, also I have seen a good deal 
of its work in other hands, and consider it a 
very satisfactory arm for use on such animals 
as deer, caribou, goat and black bear, for 
moose and grizzly I prefer a more powerful 
gun, though I know many hunters have used 
it successfully on both. As indicative of its 
work at reasonable hunting ranges, I have 
seen a caribou bull dropped instantly by a 
breast shot at a distance of four hundred 
yards. I have seen other animals killed at 
fairly long ranges (hunting ranges I mean) 
but this case particularly impressed me as one. 

—. 
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of the cleanest kills I ever witnessed. Mr. 
Hill’s comparison of the .30-30 and the .30 
Springfield is absurd, the -30-30 is purely 
a sporting arm and was never intended for 
long range work. Moreover the man who 
shoots at game at those ranges—800 to 1000 
yards with any rifle not fitted with a telescope 
deserves six months hard and the execration 
of his fellows. That sounds rather severe, 
but did you ever shoot a military rifle, over 
measured ranges, at a regulation target? If 
not try it some time, and see what showing 
you make at 800 to 1000 yards, then imagine 
yourself shooting under much more difficult 
conditions at a smaller bulls eye that is prac- 
tically invisable, and figure out what your 
chances of making a clean kill would be. 
There is no excuse for shooting at such dis- 
tance, a man who cannot get within decent 
range of his game, say 3 or 4 hundred yards 
at most is a very poor hunter indeed. Un- 
fortunately a great deal of this long range 
shooting is done, especially in the- West, and 
what makes it still more deplorable, when 
shot at from long range game will seldom 
seek cover until hit. As further proof of the 
ineffectiveness of the .30-30 Mr. Hill relates 
an instance of an elk which continued to run 
after being shot through the lungs. Now I 
have never heard the stopping power of the 
45-70 questioned even by the apostles of 
smokeless powder and high velocity, but I 
have seen exactly the same thing happen with 
that old reliable in the leading role and the 
deer (it was a deer in this case and not a very 
large one; kept going until it reached cover, 
then lay down, as Mr. Hill’s elk would 
probably have done, had it been let alone. 
In another instance I clipped the point of a 
deer’s heart, at less than 20 yards with the 
.30-220, but the animal kept going for several 
hundred feet and I believe actually died in the 
air. This is not the only instance I have 
known of a deer continuing to run after 
recelving a heart wound, and I cite it par- 
ticularly because the arm used must still be 
regarded as modern and ‘high power’. After 
hunting deer with a variety of arms, ranging 
‘from the muzzle loader with round patched 
ball, I have come to the conclusion that only 
a brain or a vertebral shot can be relied on to 
stop a deer instantly. 

Mr. Hill mentions a number of arms of 
which he approves, and while he does not say 
so, the inference is that one shot from any 
of those guns, passing within the body cavity 

at any point is sufficient to anchor the game, 
in other words cripple it so that it cannot 
escape. Now let us see just what this means, 
nearly all deer that escape with mortal 
wounds are paunched, gut-shot or have 
broken legs; for a leg shattered by a modern 
rifle bullet is equivalent to a death wound 
and that of the most pitiable kind. 

Let us charge the broken legs to profit and 
loss, for whether wounded by a .30-30 or a six 
inch naval gun, leave a deer three good legs 
to run upon, and the average sportsman, the 
man responsible for nine tenths of such 
cripples, may kiss his hopes of getting that — 
deer good bye. There remains the paunched 
and gut-shot unfortunates. . When a bullet, — 
whether high or low velocity, enters the body 
of an animal it carries with it a certain amount 
of energy and its effect is governed not so 
much by the sum total of that energy, as by the 
amount expended with in the body of the 
animal (am I right Mr. Professor of ballistic?) 
Therefore it appears to me that in order to 
produce the effect ascribed to it, the high 
velocity bullet must mushroom on the soft 
tissues of the abdomen with almost explosive 
effect, and yet those arms are recommended 
by their manufacturers for use on our largest 
and most dangerous game. What do you 
suppose becomes of their penetrative power 
when directed against the muscular develop- 
ment of the grizzly, for my part, I’d rather 
paste him with a soft boiled potato, he 
wouldn’t be half so badly peaved. But stay! 
Perhaps we are supposed to creep up and shoot 
him in the belly, sort of submarine, torpedo 
effect. What—now don’t think that I am 
trying to cast discredit on ourlatest fire arms. 
I believe that in the hands of a man who can 
shoot, and who knows when and where to 
shoot they are all the makers claim, but I do 
maintain that even as in the days of the 
muzzle loader, the man behind the gun is still . 
the most important factor in a hunt, and that 
this silly exaggeration of the power of modern 
fire arms has brought lingering agonizing 
death to many innocents of our- wilds. 

Which brings us back to the .30-30, a good 
reliable arm for game of medium size, when 
used with judgment and skill, but like any 
other repeating rifle, an instrument of cruelty 
and senseless waste in the hands of one who 
relies on his magazine, rather than his own 
skill and knowledge of woodcraft to bring 
home the bacon. 

THAT GOOD LITTLE RIFLE, THE .22 CALIBER 
J. W. M. : 

HE fine article by James Fox in the 
February Guns and Ammunition Dept. 

r is practical, helpful, and strictly accurate 
Im every respect. The owner of a .22-calibre 
who follows his advice as to care of rifle and 
choice of ammunition will get the utmost effi- 
ciency and satisfaction fromits useif he keepshis 
“cartridges in good condition and mounts an 
aperture rear sight of the Lyman type, ad- 

justable for various distances. 
The owner of a 1897 Model Marlin con- 

verted the regular buck horn sporting rear 
sight on that rifle into an aperture sight by 
removing the adjustable V-notch bar and 
substituting a home-made disc with a hole 
in the center. With the long rifle cartridge 
he can score well on the standard target at 200 
yards. He uses his .22 in squirrel-hunting with 
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much success and claims that it is best for that 
sort of work because its light report does 
not drive the squirrels into hiding. The roar 
of the 12-gauge is usually followed by a scarcity 
of squirrels for a considerable time. 
How much careless use and neglect the .22 

calibre will stand for and still do good work! 
Rusty, foul, leaded till the rifling is invisible, 
it will shoot truer than the man who let it get 
into such a state can hold it, if it is well 
cleaned out. 

A good way to remove lead from a rifle 
barrel is to fill the barrel with ordinary table 
vinegar and let it stand a few hours, when it 
will usually be found that a_— snug- 
fitting rag on the cleaning rod will carry out 
the lead and powder residue and leave the 
barrel clear. Even a bullet stuck in the 
barrel will be reduced and softened so much 

that it can be pushed out easily. The acetic 
acid of the vinegar converts the lead into its 
acetate or “‘sugar’. The process need .be 
carried only far enough to loosen up the baked- 
on crust of burnt powder and lead scrapings. 
Then wipe out the barrel thoroughly, oil it 
well, and in future follow the advice given by 
Mr. Fox. 

The vinegar will not injure the rifle barrel 
to any visible extent; not so much as leaving 
it uncleaned over night after firing a dozen 
black powder cartridges. Anyway, the man 
who allows his rifle to become so foul that a 
bullet will stick in the barrel doesn’t want to 
be too blamed particular. His rifle will 
stand the above-described treatment much 
better than the neglect and misuse that called 
for unusual measures. 

THE 30-30 AS A BIG GAME GUN 
Tom JACKSON 

FTER reading the article on The Short- 
A comings of the .30-30 as a Big Game 

Rifle in the March number we are almost 
tempted to ask if the writer of said article 
meant the big game of North America or 
Central Africa. 

As to the fact of seeing deer shot in the 
shoulder with a .30-30 and afterward running 
until shot with a .45-70, well haven’t we all 
seen red squirrels, black squirrels and hundreds 
of gophers here in Saskatchewan run a con- 
siderable distance after being shot with a 
.22 rifle. Most people however, will admit 
that the .22 is a good rifle for these animals. 
Haven’t I seen a pigeon fly a quarter of a mile 
with a .22 through him? MHaven’t I seen 
several wild geese fly from two to three 
hundred yards and then fall dead. In fact 
a well proven case has come to my nolice where 
a goose flew over one half mile with a .44 
Winchester through his body. According to 
Mr. Hill then a .22 is too small for pigeon or a 
.44 is too small for geese. 

Further I have seen a coyote play out a 
team of horses after being shot through the 
bowels with a .35 Auto Remington and I have 
also seen a coyote lay down and die after hav- 
ing the front leg shot through up near the body 
with the same gun. Surely the .35 Auto is no 
toy gun and is surely big enough for coyotes. 
But why does one run so far and the other 
die with what one would naturally think was 
the less severe wound? If Mr. Hill can 
answer that I think he will know the reason 
why both his deer and elk ran away whereas 
hundreds of hunters have seen all the big 
game animals of America fall dead with 
nothing but the despised .30-30 bullet in them. 
Now I notice in our big game report for 

this province (Sask.) there were 902 moose 
and 166 elk shot last fall. Am I wrong in 

saying that 75 per cent. to 80 per cent. of these 
big game were shot with the wee .30-30 and 
other rifles of its class? I think not and I was 
there and of the rifles that I saw and examined 
that percentage is low. The popular rifles up 
there seemed to be .38-55, .38-72, .30-30, .32 
Special; 35 Auto; .351 Self Loading and even 
the .22 Hi-Power was there and it got the 
moose too. Why were these men using these 
rifles? Because the moose is only a small 
animal and easy to kill? No, because these 
rifles are plenty big enough for the moose and 
he is admitted to be the daddy of all the deer 
tribe in the world I believe. As one half 
breed expressed it when I asked him as to 
whether the .30-30 was big enough for moose; 
his reply was ‘kill moose? Kull elephant.” 
Now the half-breed had doubtless never shot 
an elephant but his reply showed his absolute 
faith in it for moose. Now Mr. Hill’s deer 
may be harder to kill than moose, but one 
would not think so judging from size and 
weight. I have stood behind a .30-30 and | 
shot a moose at 415 yards measured distance. 
Did he run away? No he never got on his 
feet again and that was a shoulder shot too. 
I have also fired this same rifle four times at a 
wounded moose at about 25 yards and upon 
quartering him afterward you would all agree 
that no animal of flesh and blood could stand 
any of the awful wounds and go very far. 
Didn’t my partner get his moose at over 200 
yards with the .22 Hi-Power and the moose 
didn’t go far either? These moose had head 
measurements of 49, 5314 and 54% inches and 
would weigh 1200 lbs. each I should judge. 
In fact the shipping weight of the three heads 
(cut close too) was 340 Ibs. From the above 
isn’t the .30-30 big enough for the biggest of 
them. I think so, don’t you other fellows 
agree with me? 
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ANOTHER BACK NUMBER 

A, DoE 

R. Hill in a recent issue of this valuable 
magazine has given vent to a very 
scathing and altogether complete den- 

unciation of rifles of the .30-30 class when con- 
sidered as a big game arm. It has occurred 
to the writer however that it would have been 
much more timely if Mr. Hill had confined his 
condemnation to an arm more worthy of such 
an outburst—the out-of-date but still largely 
used patriarch the .40-40, a rifle adapted to at 
best but a revolver cartridge and an arm which 
has the ‘“‘punk little .30-30’ referred to. by 
Mr. Hill skinned a mile as far as inefficiency 
is concerned. 

This former gun though but a relic of Civil 
War and belonging toa time when game was 
fifty times as plentiful as now and generally 
speaking hunting conditions much _ better 
than in these days of game which has learned 
the fear of man, is still used toa surprising 
extent even by those who should know better 
than to use a rifle so absolutely devoid of game 

getting properties. 
Readers, please consider the .40-40—an 

arm which at 100 yards has actually only 1034 
ft. lbs. energy (Winchester figures) as against 
1735 ft. lbs. for the .30-30 so greatly denounced 
by Mr. Hill. At 200 yards the former punches 
only something like 850 ft. lbs. to the .30-30’s 
1493. So you can see fond reader that if Mr. 
Hill’s pet aversion the .30 W. C. F. is worthy 
of any sneers, the still much less powerful 
.40-40 can be safely chucked on the junk heap 
with a clear conscience. 

In these days of real rifles it pays not to 
monkey with second rate deceivers’ like unto 
the .44-40 and yes, even the .30-30. 
Many are the arms from which to choose 

and there is no excuse for hunters of 1915 
going after big game (1915 game also mark 
you!) with weapons which saw their first 
hunting season somewhere in the ’70’s and 
90’s respectively. 

QUERIES AND ANSWERS 
A RESPONSE TO THE QUERY OF R. R. M. 

IN THE FEBRUARY ISSUE. 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: In the 

February issue of this Department R. R. M. 
who is about to purchase a shot gun asks your 
opinion on a make to select from but for 
obvious reasons you refrain from advising 
him and write for the expression of the views 
of your readers. 

I have given practical tests to a number of 
modern shot guns, examined many and read 
every word of catalogues of others in forming 
a conclusion as to the most suitable and safest 
gun for all around use in Canada. After a 
good deal of careful thought and study I have 
selected a Winchester Model 1912 Trap Grade 
Repeater with raised matted rib. 

In arriving at my conclusion I just decided 
what a reasonable limit of price would be and 
fixed it at $55.00. This is enough to spend 
on a gun without ornamentation but of 
strength and durability. Some pay many 
times that price but I would prefer to keep 
what they would spend and with the money 
purchase new guns from time to time as im- 
portant improvements are made and so keep 
up to date in all modern features. Besides 
if one loses his gun by accident or otherwise 
the loss is not so great. I do not consider 
guns costing less than $40.00 when new 
reliable for a man who does any large amount 
of shooting. Their patterns are often inferior 
resulting in misses where aim is perfect. A 
sportsman must have confidence in his gun 
and know that it shoots right and is absolutely 
safe, for then if he misses he knows that the 
fault is in his aiming and that he has room 
for improvement, whereas with an unreliable 
gun he can only reach a certain efficiency even 

if his aim is perfect and he will be excelled by 
a poorer shot with a better gun. 

Another question is as to the style of the 
gun 1. e. whether single or double barreled. I 
think the single barrel is to be preferred for the 
following reasons which I give with due de- 
ference to the large number of users of double 
barrel guns. First: With the raised matted 
rib there is a tendency to greater accuracy in 
sighting, the single barrel being only half the 
width of the double and consequently only 
obstructing the view half as much, thereb 
enabling one to find the target in trap or duc 
shooting or at other moving objects with 
greater ease. Further the end of the double 
barrel being of a greater width, one often 
believes he is aiming correctly when he sees 
his bird over the end of his barrels (after 
making due allowance for wind on the speed — 
of the bird) but often times the gun is not 
pouilins exactly as he thinks. This only 
appens when taking a quick hurried shot. 

and often results in a miss. With a single 
barrel thisis not so apt to happen for he can 
plainly see that if he pulls the trigger he is 
going to miss _and he therefore delays firing 
till the barrel is in exactly the right position. 
In other words the large end of a double barrel » 
often deceives one into thinking that he is 
pointing at an object when really he is not 
and a single barrel would show him that he 
was not. Second: One of the objects of a 
double barrel is to have two shots. With a 
single barrel repeater there are six. Third: 
Reloading a double barrel in cold or wet 
weather in a hurry where game is close by is 
often a slow clumsy operation even when it 
is equipped with an automatic ejector. 
The repeater like the repeating rifle used for 
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large game does this automatically upon the 
action being operated by a pull and a move of 
the left arm without removing heavy units. 
Fourth: A double barrel has been said to 
have the advantage of furnishing two bores 
namely, a full choke bore which will make 
a close pattern and a cylinder bore for bush 
shooting but the choke bore barrel using a 
“scatter load” shell of any size of shot will 
give a wide pattern sufficient for all purposes 
for which an open bore might be required. 
The ammunition therefore does what the two 
barrels used to do in this regard. 

Then in the choice of a repeater I may say 
that the Remington, Stevens and Marlin 
people all make splendid guns but at the 
present time I am of the opinion that the 

1912 Model HammerlessTrap 
grade repeating shot gun excells in quality of 
material compactness, ease of operation and 
in strength though possibly not in ornamenta- 
tion which does not take my fancy in selecting 
a good serviceable gun that will stand hard 
usage. A fuli choke, 30 inch barrel is the 
best, it being the standard length and giving 
full efficiency to the cartridges now manufac- 
tured. If greater lengths were required or 
improved the shooting qualities the manu- 
facturers would recommend longer barrels 
which they do not, though they do not 
necessarily disapprove of them. The above 
is my own candid opinion and you may rest 
assured that I am not an agent or dealer in 
Winchester goods or financially interested in 
any way whatever.—E. O. A. 

(Your letter is very interesting and should 
give our enquirer some valuable pointers. 
The choice of a shotgun as with a rifle lies 
chiefly with the individual but the views and 
experiences of those who have gone through 
the game are always a source of help to the 
novice. We thank you for your very evident 
spirit of co-operation and trust to hear from 
you again.—A. B. G.; 

LIKES THE BOLT ACTION. 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: I have been 

a Newstand subscriber to Rod and Gun for 
about three years and would not miss a copy 
for double the price. I note with interest 
the addition of a Guns and Ammunition 
department and hope to get a lot of useful 
information therefrom. Now let me start 
something. I suppose there will be a big 
howl from some of the Lever Action men but 
I favor the Bolt Action as being the better of 
the two, be it the straight pull or of the 
Springfield or Mauser type. I have handled 
both lever and bolt in various makes and 
calibers. Not only is the latter type of arm 
stronger, simpler, with fewer parts, easier to 
clean but more accurate shooting can be done 
with this type of arm than with any Lever 
Action rifle on the market. I believe the one 
piece stock has a great deal to do with this 
feature. As for speed of fire there is not 
much difference—the straight pull being 
somewhat quicker having the box type of 
magazine the new spitzer bullets can be used 
with safety. Personally I would not care 
to use this type of bullet in a tubular magazine 
and should expect my rifle to come ‘‘unmade”’ 
somewhat. Style of caliber depends on the 

round rifle.” 

_ time in this department. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

There is no such thing as an “all 
You would not drive carpet 

tacks with a 10 pound sledge hammer, nor 
would one endeavour to drive home a 6 inch 
spike with a tack hammer, then why go after 
big game with such pop guns as .32-20, .25-20 
and such like? 

I found the Ross .303 excellent on caribou 
and black bear in British Columbia. Quick, 
accurate and with no recoil. The same shell 
in my partner's Box Magazine Winchester 
developed considerable energy in the rear. 
On my last trip I used a Sauer-Mauser 
chambered for the ’06 Springfield ammunition. 
It is a very fine shooting rifle and a wide 
range of loads can be had, from the .220 gr. 
soft point to the 150 gr. spitzer although the 
latter is somewhat light and has a tendency to 
deflect on striking a bone a glancing blow. 

I would like to hear through these columns 
from someone who has used the Model E. 10 
Ross, chambered to take the .35 Winchester 
shell. It looks good to me. For Revolvers, 
I like the .38 Special. Smith & Wesson have 
also done good work with the Colt’s Army 
32-20. Glad to see the Pump gun argument — 
is closed. I get all the ducks the law allows 
here with a Double, although some fellows 
claim they can shoot better over one tube. 
My favorite load is 3% drs. Dupont Powder 
and 1 oz. No. 6 ch, shot. It hashigh velocity 
killing results equal to No 4 and has much 
denser pattern. You don’t have to hold so 
far ahead either, nor does one have to paddle 
all over the bay after cripples. Now if this 
misses the basket I may butt in again on you 
gun men. Let’s get Mr. Geikie working over- 

It would not do for 

game. 

all to like the same gun. 
A write up about what you think of your 

favorite “hardware” makes good reading for 
the other fellow. 

F. W. L. 

(We are pleased to hear from you and are 
especially glad to learn that you admire the 
Ross .303. We will publish your letter in the 
hope that we can secure some practical in- 
formation regarding the Ross chambered for 
the .35 Winchester from our readers who have 
used the arm. The Ross rifle stands in a 
class by itself and is an arm which has yet to 
be excelled in mechanical excellence, durability 
and finish—in all respects a rifle of which to 
be proud. A.B.G. 

A READER’S EXPERIENCES IN SIGHT- 
ING RIFLES. 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: With the 
modern high power rifle daily becoming more 
accurate and efficient the question of proper. 
sights also increases in importance, for after 
allof what avail is this increased accuracy if the 
hunter is not able to make use of it because 
of improperly fitted and adjusted sights? 
Many a good rifle has been thrown aside as 
useless because the sights were not suitable 
to the eyes of the owner or were not properly 
placed. An instance of this once came under 
my notice where a friend of mine who had 
bought a Model .95 Winchester and had gone 
on a hunting trip and upon his return came 
to me with the rifle complaining that it “‘was 
no good and that he could not hit anything 
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with it.’ Now I knew he had always been 

called a fair shot so thought perhaps there was 

something wrong with the rifle, that it might 

have been damaged in some way so I asked 

him to leave it with me for a few days and as 

soon as an opportunity presented itself, tried 

it out and found that I could shoot very well 

with it so came to the conclusion that the fault 
was in my friends eyes instead of in the rifle. 
So I fitted the arm up with Lyman Receiver 

sights and a Semi Jack Ivory bead front sight 
putting a blank in the slot of the regular rear 
sight and then sent word to the disgusted 
shooter to come down and try the outfit and 
the results of that trial were so satisfactory 
that although that was some years ago, he is 
using that rifle to this day and has brought 
down some good specimens with it. On 
another occasion a party of us went on a hunt- 
ing trip and among the number was a young 
fellow who had never hunted big game before 
and did not know very much about rifles 
although he was called a good shot with the 
“scatter gun’. He had bought a high power 
rifle a few days before starting and had tried 
it a few times but could not seem to get much 
out of it so when we arrived at the Railway 
station where we were to get teams for the 
trip into the woods, we spent a day in trying 
to help him to learn to use the rifle with better 
results but did not seem to improve apprecia- 
bly and kept complaining of not being able to 
see the rear sight which was of the regular 
sporting buckhorn type, commonly supplied 
on repeating rifles. At last when we were 
nearly in despair of ever making a rifle shot 
of him it suddenly struck the writer that 
perhaps there was some defect in his eye sight 
which caused the rear sight to blur badly and 
as I knew the farther the rear sight was from 
the eye the less it had a tendency to thus blur 
I removed it and turned the sights around 
so that it projected toward the muzzle of the 
rifle instead of toward the breech and had him 
try it and was pleased to find he could do much 
better. I afterwards fitted that rifle with 
a tang peep sight with large aperture and a 

' gold bead front sight and the owner became 
a fair rifle shot while if he had stuck to the 
regular sights he would have become dis- 
couraged and probably have given it up as a 
bad job long ago. _ I could go on and mention 
a number of, similar instances but I think 
these will serve to illustrate my meaning. 
To my mind one of the greatest arguments 

against the bolt action rifle is in a number of 
cases the difficulty of fitting rear peep sights 
in a proper position and the consequent high 
cost of such sights when properly fitted and it 
has been my experience that very few sports- 
men can do really. fine shooting with the open 
sights commonly supplied by the makers on 
any of our well known makes of rifles and it 
seems a pity that an arm which is capable of 
doing such really fine work as some of these 
arms can do should be handicapped with 

inferior sights, personally I would prefer a 
cheap rifle with the proper sights correctly 
fitted and adjusted to a high priced rifle with 
factory sights. 
I find that a rifle fitted with Lyman or 

_ Marble rear peep sights placed as far back as 
_ possible without endangering the eye in 

owing the rifle to the shoulder, an Ivory 

bead front sight and a Lyman leaf sight in 
rear slot suits me about as well as anything I 
have yet seen. For hunting, some prefer the 
gold and silver bead front sights and they 
have the advantage of being less liable to get 
broken when hunting but I like the Ivory 
bead and have carried rifles fitted with them 
over a great many miles of trail and have yet 
to experience any trouble with them, but I 
realize that perhaps everyone is not as careful 
of their rifle as the writer so have when fitting 
sights often recommended the use of the silver 
or gold beads where the weapon was likely to 
receive hard knocks or careless treatments. 

The telescope sight is splendid and for 
target work cannot be surpassed but for 
hunting except in the case where long range 
shots are likely to be the rule such for instance 
as shooting elk in open country, in such places 
as the Newfoundland Barrens, I do not 
think it is just the thing for ordinary hunting 
first, because it tends to make the rifle clumsy 
which cuts down the speed with which it can 
be brought to bear for quick shots and 
secondly, it is in no case a very rugged in- 
strument and is not suited to the rough usage 
4@ great many sporting rifles receive on the 
game trail. And my experience has been that 
when it comes to actual hunting especially in* 
rough country the lighter and less incumbered 
the arm is with fixtures the better it will suit, 
provided of course that it retains such fixtures 
as tend to make it really efficient without 
adding materially to its weight, and right 
here let me state that this is where a lot of 
good rifles fall down as an ideal sporting arm 
they are altogether too heavy to tote.around 
all day over rocks and logs, one only has to 
try once to climb the side of a mountain in 
about afoot of snow to find out that every 
pound counts, and personally I prefer a light 
rifle with sling strap even if some velocity 
and shocking power has to be sacrificed. 
This applies also to shotguns and is one of the 
chief reasons why I prefer the smaller gauge. 
Among a number of rifles I have fitted with 

special sights, all of which have given good 
satisfaction, I will choose one of each leading 
make and tell how it was equipped in the 
hope that the information may be helpful 
to some of my fellow sportsmen. 

First is a Remington Autoloder .35 cal. 
This was fitted with a Lyman No. I. A. rear 
sight which has a special base which adapts it 
to this rifle and makes a very clean and neat 
looking job and is easily attached as all these 
arms have the usual screw hole made at the 
factory for attaching the sight and all that 
is necessary is to remove the plug screw put — 
in to fill the hole and place in the screw that is © 
furnished with the sight. After having 
placed the latter in position, it is sometimes 
necessary to lift up one side or the other 
of the sight a little to get it exactly in line but 
this can easily be done with a small strip of 
paper and if carefully trimmed off around 
the outside will not show when the sight is 
tightly screwed up, for a front sight I used a 
Sheard gold bead and in the place of the regu- 
lar rear sight I placed a Lyman Leaf sight 
which also has a special base made to fit this 
rifle. On a Marlin.32-40 Model *93 Grade 
A. rifle I fitted a Lyman Semi-Jack Ivory 
bead front sight with a No. 6 Lyman Leaf 
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It’s the only .22 repeater made with the dependable 
lever action—like a big game rifle. It has b 
ter weight, better balance, greater 
stability than any other .22. It’s é 
guaranteed in accuracy 
and reliability; handles, 
rapidly. It gives 
25 shotsatone. 
loading. 

eae 

Parla 

Here’s the fee eee .22 Rifle in the world! 

“Model 1897 
22 Calibre 

Shoots .22 short, 
.22 long and .22 long-rifle 

cartridges. For rabbits, squirrels, 
hawks, geese, foxes, target shooting, 

etc., no other .22 repeater equals this ZZav. 
It's a take-down rifle, easy to carry and clean. Has 

tool steel working parts thaficannot wear out, Beau tiful 
case-hardened finish, splendid sights, and the famous 
deep Ballard rifling. 

The solid top and side ejection mean safety and rapid, 
accurate firing. It’s the up-to-date construction. 

This rifle costs more because made better; it hits 
where others miss; built to lasta lifetime. With round 
barrel +4. 20; octagon $16.00. Other .22 repeaters from 

5 up- Send 3 stamps postage for big cata- 
ie of all repeating rifles and shotguns, 

Do it now! Select the one best gun! 

lhe Marlin firearms ©. 
67 Willow Street New Haven, Conn. 

WHEATON & CO. === 

Smart Haberdashery 
may safely be ordered 
from Wheaton’s by mail 

Here are some suggestive items: 

Shirts To measure, from new fabrics, tasteful patterns, 
in Zephyrs, Oxfords, Cambrics, Silk-and-W ool 

and Silk. Fit guaranteed. Request samples. 
$2.50, $3, $3.50, $4, $4.50 and more 

Furnishings Smart new silks in ultra and conserv- 
ative effects, priced from 50 cents to $2. 

Clever conceits in hdkfs., hose, pyjamas, underwear. Ask 
for details. All That Is Good And Is Modish. 

WHEATON & CO., 165 Bay St., Toronto | 

Reload Lieutenant Townsend Whelen, War 
Department Expert, says: 

“* By using a little oe reloaded am- 
munition can be made to give considerable 
more accurate results than factory 
ammunition because it can be fitted ex- 

Your 
| 

actly to the particular rifle in which it is to Shells! 
used. It is very much cheaper, 

often costing only about half what the factory cartridge costs, 
and you can obtain a great variety of loads to meet all 
conditions of target shooting and hunting. The Ideal Hand 

Book, published by The Marlin Fire- 
arms Cat is the standard work on re- 
loading, and everyone who attempts to 
reload at all simply must have a copy. 

This is the book—160 pages—sent 
free to any shooter for 3 stamps postage by ge Dy 

The Marlin Firearms ©., 

67 Willow Stix New Haven, Conn. 

-256 NEWTON—123 gr. bul.; 
3440 ft. Ibs. 

also .30 caliber Springfield. Price $40.00. Send stamp 

NEWTON HIGH-POWER RIFLES 
vel. 3100 f.s.; en. 2632 ft. Ibs. 

Highest grade imported Mausers now ready for delivery, $40.00 to $55. 00 each. 
NEW AMERICAN MADE BOLT ACTION RIFLE ready for delivery next Sprin 

Uses Newton high power cartridges in .256 caliber; .280 caliber; 

Use Factory AMMUNITION. Now regularly 
on the market. HIGHEST VELOCITY 
RIFLES IN THE WORLD. 

.30 NEWTON—170 ¢r. bul.; vel. 3000 f.s.; en. 

=: 
30 caliber; 33 caliber and .35 caliber; 

for descriptive circular. 

NEWTON ARMS CO., Inc., 506 Mutual Life Bldg., BUFFALO, N.Y. 

Exercise Produces Brain and Brawn 

Shoes For Eve 

WE MAKE 

Baseball, Golf, Hockey, Running, 

Hunting Boots unexcelled 

ASK FOR CATALOG R.&G. 

Witchell-Sheill Co. Makers Detroit, Mic 
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sight in rear sight slot and a Marlin Receiver 
sight placed as its name implies on the top of 
the receiver, this sight is also easy to attach 
as all late models of these rifles have screw 
holes in the top of receiver for attaching. 
On a Savage .303 was placed a Lyman No. 
I. A. which is made with special base to adapt 
it to this rifle. In the rear sight slot I placed 
a Lyman No. 12 slot blank and for a front 
sight used a Marble Improved Gold bead 
which is a splendid sight for quick shooting 
and one I can recommend to anyone who 
wishes to make wing or running shots. A 
Winchester Model ’95 was fitted with a 
Lyman No. 38 Receiver sight which is similar 
to the No. 21 only that it has the additional 
advantage of a wind gauge which is of course 
more useful at the target than in hunting, 
yet as it adds very little to the weight and cost 
is I think to be desired as it makes an all 
around sight that is hard to beat, this sight 
has to be fitted and the screw holes have to be 
drilled and tapped so I would not advise an 
amateur to attempt it, but should you wish 
to do so the Lyman people will furnish tap 
and drill with the sight at a small additional 
cost, the front sight used was a No. 26 Lyman 
Ivory bead with a blank place of the regular 
rear sight. 

All these rifles gave splendid satisfaction 
and I should strongly advise all hunters and 
would-be sportsmen to get familiar with these 
sights and when purchasing a new rifle see 
that it is properly equipped and I am sure 
that when you have given them a fair trial 
you will say with me that half the value of 
the rifle as a game killer lies in having it 
properly sighted and that a cheap rifle with 
good sights is better than an expensive one 
poorly sighted. 

M. D. G. 

(Your views on the superiority of the tang 
or receiver peep sight over the usual open 
rear sight are correct and it is the writer’s 
opinion that the former type of sights are as 
much in advance of the latter as the breech 
loading system is an improvement over the 
muzzle-loading Hawkins. 

It is true that good shooting has been done 
with the ordinary open or buckhorn rear sight 
but the shooter is always under a heavy 
handicap and certainly does not get all that 
can be obtained in the way of accuracy from 
his pet arm until he has had either a Lyman or 
Marble rear sight fitted, the ordinary open 
sight removed and a gold, ivoryor silver 
medium bead front applied.—A. B. G.; 

AN OLD TIME AIR RIFLE.. 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: I have 

noticed in Rod and Gun at different times 
cuts of collections of antique firearms, but I 
have not seen any in the cuts like one in my 
possession. It is an English Air Rifle, and 
I think must be very old as it was the property 
of my grandfather who died at the age of 60, 
over 50 years ago. It has an octagon barrel 
the whole length and grooved inside. Lock- 
late, trigger guard, breech etc. are beauti- 
ully engraved with virgin gold scroll inlaid 
on breech with makers name “‘Jover Jr., Bond 
Street, London.” Takes about a .40 eal. 
spherical bullet. The air chamber is a 
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spherical ball about 3 inches in diameter and 
screws on underneath just in front of trigger 
guard. Has heavy brass pump and bullet 
mould, set trigger, and is in perfect working 
order. I should be pleased if some one of 
those gentlemen owning those fine collections 
could advise me as to the age of my rifle, as I 
have no doubt they are well up in antique gun 
lore. 

D. W. 

(I am publishing your interesting des- 
cription of the old air rifle and trust that those 
of our readers who are interested in these 
antique arms will respond through these 
columns and supply you with the desired 
information as to age of this strange weapon.— 
A. B. G. 

ADMIRES THE .22 CAL. BAYARD 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: The Guns 
and Ammunition Dept., each month is chuck 
full of Winchester, Marlin, Remington and 
Stevens gun talk. I have used one model or 
other of all four of these makes and also the 
Savage models, all in .22 calibre. All these 
rifles seemed to weigh out about the same to 
me, after a fair try-out, the weak points in 
one, being about as many as thosein the others. 
I think that to all lovers of the sport, all rifles 
(but one) have their weak points. I may say, 
however, that I have never yet found a rifle 
that was not accurate if it were sighted pro- 
perly and used only with the cartridges for 
which it was intended. The only .22 calibre 
rifle for me, at the present time, is the Bayard. 
This rifle is made in Belgium and is very cheap 
considering its beauty of finish and lines, I 
suppose on account of the cheap labor em- 
ployed in its manufacture. 

An advertisement of this rifle, appeared in 
the past, for some time, in Rod and Gun, but 
the accompanying picture did not do it justice 
as it was not taken from a photograph. 

It is an auto-ejecting semi-automatic rifle, 
shooting one shot at a loading, but ejecting 
the empty shell and cocking the rifle by the 
recoil of the breech-bolt. It has a pretty 
little taper to the barrel and a checkered 
pistol grip. The stock is made of a beauti- 
fully grained, foreign wood and altogether it 
looks like a $15.00 weapon. 

The auto-ejection does away with all ejector 
troubles, of which there seems to be many in 
all rifles subject to wear and tear of the .22 
calibre. 

This is not a modern “‘machine-gun” like 
some fellows use, and yet has many advant- 
ages that the ordinary single-shot has not. 
My Bayard cost me $7.50 a price even 

school- boys can manage toraise. I anxiously 
await a reply to James H. Hood’s question re 
the .22 H. P. Savage. 

Wainwright, Alta. W. A. Yeager. 

(We are publishing your short communica- 
tion for the benefit of the other readers who 
are not as yet familiar with the Bayard Semi- 
Automatic .22 and thank you for writing us. 

As to Mr. Hood’s enquiry regarding the 
“‘Imp”’ am pleased to be able to state that we 
are receiving numerous responses a few of 
which appear in this issue.—A. B. G. 

~ 
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A TOUCH OF THE SPIRIT OF 1812 IS EVIDENT IN CANADA'S 

AWAKENING TO THE SUPERIORITY OF HER OWN PRODUCTS 

ROYAL RESERVE 
WHISKY 

is nof an imitation of imported whisky. 

It is the product of selected grain, distilled 

with strict fidelit) to the stringent 

requirements of the Canadian Statutes. 

Imported liquors are exempt from the 

restriction and, therefore, lack the warranty 

of the Canadian Government. 

ROYAL RESERVE 1s matured for EIGHT 

YEARS in oak casks under Government super- 

vision before it 1s bottled. 

ROYAL RESERVE is good because it is made 

under Canadian regulations ; better because of our 

skill and Vigilance; best because it is old and mellow. 

ROYAL RESERVE 
ROYAL DISTILLERY 
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SIGHTS FOR .22 CAL. RIFLE. 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: I have a 

.22 cal. Standard grade Remington repeater 

fitted with Lyman Combination Rear and 
regular bead front sights. I am looking for a 

_better front sight and would appreciate your 

advice on the following points very much. 
1. Which is the better sight (a) For target 

work, (b) for all-round work the 7¢ inch or 
2; inch bead and is the ivory better than the 
gold bead. ; 
~ 2. Has the Improved Marble sight any 
particular advantage or disadvantage over the 
ordinary bead for .22 shooting. 

3. What sight would you advise me to get 
for all-round work—principaly target? 

{. What are the standard .22 cal. target 
S1Zes. 

ALS SP. 

(In reply to your several queries would 
state that for target work only we have always 
preferred the 7; inch bead rather than the 35 
inch though of course fairly good work can 
be done with the larger size. As to the choice 
between ivory and gold bead are afraid we 
cannot help you greatly as this is largely a 
matter of personal choice, personally, however 
we have found the former style very fine 
indeed though somewhat apt to become 
yellow with age and discolored from oil but 
with care it will last for years and give good 
service as will also the gold bead. 

The Improved Marble Front sight with 
either ivory or gold bead is used largely for 
running shots and for fancy shooting in the 
air at glass balls and such stunts and is really 
an admirable sight for these purposes. It is 
furnished we believe in small, medium or large 
bead sizes and in either ivory or gold. 

As an all-round sight when one wishes to 
have a front sight that will do well for either 
target or hunting any of the ordinary ivory 
or gold bead front sights will be found entirely 
satisfactory. We would advise you trying 
out the different styles as in this way you will 
learn much more by practical experience than 
by any advice I can give you through these 
columns. 

As to the size for the various standard 
targets the three common sizes as supplied 
by the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.; and 
other firms are known as the Gallery, the 
ene ace and the Interclub target.— 

A FINE OLD TIME FOWLING PIECE. 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: I have a 

specimen of the work of the old-time gun- 
maker, a description of which may interest 
your readers. 
_It is a light single fowling-piece made some 

time in the days of the Regency, (1811-1820) 
during the latter years of King George II. 
It was made to order for my grandfather, 
Captain Charles Charteris of Cullivait, 
Dumfriesshire, who in his younger days 
served in the 28th Light Dragoons, but re- 
tired from the service to spend middle age and 
his declining years as a farmer at Cullivait. 
There is a tradition in the family that the 
Captain owned and used a double-barrelled 
fowling-piece, and that once after he had 
fired one barrel, he was preparing to reload it, 
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when his dog romping up to him managed to 
fire the loaded barrel, giving him a close call 
and a bad scare. No more double-barrel for 
him. He gave an order to some Edinburgh 
gun-makers to send him the best they could 
turn out in the shape of a single-barrel, and 
the same tradition relates that it set the 
Captain back to the tune of twenty guineas.<3 

Built as a flint-lock before the invention of 
the percussion system, it was later converted 
by removing the part of the breech carrying 
the priming pan, and substituting a well- 
fitted and well-matched steel breech one inch 
in length, carrying a cylinder projecting so 
that its nipple was in line with the light 
hammer which replaced the flint-bearing 
original. The lock-plate still bears a peculiar 
flange in front of the hammer which was in- 
tended to serve as a flash-guard in its flint- 
lock days. : 

The barrel is of a close-grained twist, 30 — 
inches in length, 12-gauge, practically the 
same as today’s standard. ‘The stock and 
fore-end are in one piece, the stock proper 
being in length shape, etc., practically the 
same as the present standard. The breech is 
of the “‘patent’’ type, the powder chamber of 
less diameter than the rest of the barrel. 
The trigger-guard is unusually broad, about 
34 inchin the center, with a narrower extension 
loop backward which foreshadowed the 
modern pistol-srip. The gun weighs 534 lbs., 
and still affords safe, pleasant and effective 
shooting at moderate range, using the old- 
style loading flasks set at the shorter notches. 

The barrel is of the half-octagon type, the 
12 inches from the breech being octagon, and 
the 18 inches from the muzzle end round. 
Strictly speaking, only the first 9 inches from 
the breech is octagon, the edges being gradu- 
ally flattened off till at the 12-inch mark the bar- 
rel is 16-sided, where it joins the round part of the 
barrel less abruptly than if octagon shape had 
been retained. The beginning of that change 
is marked by gold inlays, a thistle on the top 
and a star on each of the sloping sides. The 
16-sided tip of the ‘‘octagon’ part of the 
barrel is finished with a narrow gold band, 
and a gold oak leaf on each of the nine flat 
faces showing above the wood of the stock. 
Around the breech are a number of gold 
‘trimmings.’ ‘There are 3 narrow gold bands 
around the breech. On the flat top are an 
oval plate engraved “Innes & Wallace, Edin.”’, 
the three ostrich feathers, the crest of the 
Prince of Wales (then Regent), and a narrow 
scroll, 134 inches long, engraved “‘Makers to 
His Majesty.’? (Geo. III.) On each sloping 
side there is a huntsman’s horn and various 
scrolls, etc. On the trigger-guard is a name- 
plate in the shape of a shield 14 inch wide by 
34 inch long. All the above-mentioned are 
of gold inlaid. 

The beginning of the round barrel is 
ornamented by a circle of engraved or forged 
figures of acorn shape tops pointing towards 
the muzzle. On the tang, close to the breech 
is a clear-cut and life-like engraving of a 
grouse beside a shrub, whether gorse, whin or 
heather I cannot tell. : 

_ Apart from the rather profuse ornamenta- 
tion, this old-time fowling-piece is of interest 
because of the fine workmanship evident after 
nearly a century of wear and tear in the still 
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close and accurate fitting of wood, iron, steel 
and gold together, a proof of the maker’s 
skill and pride in his craft. 

F. G. Charteris. 
P. S.—Gun is not for sale at any figure—my 
boy claims it. 

Be: 

(Your description of this rare old arm will 
be read with great interest by our readers 
especially those who make a past-time of 
collecting these old timers and we thank you 
greatly for contributing such an interesting 
item to these columns. 

The material and workmanship embodied 
in your fine old fowling piece would not suffer 
by comparison with any of our modern shot 
guns, indeed the painstaking care bestowed 
upon the former class of guns in the proces: of 
manufacture resulted in the finished gun 
possessing a certain quality of individuality 
almost totally lacking in our modern machine- 
made guns.—A. B. G. 

LIKES THE MODEL 1890 WINCHESTER 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: Ihave been 

only an occasional reader of your magazine, 
owing to its lack of a strictly ‘“‘gun department,” 
and was most agreebly surprised, on casually 
looking through a copy the other night, to 
find the long felt want supplied. In order to 
show my appreciation I am_ subscribing 
without delay. 

The success of this department will surely 
depend on the hearty co-operation of the 
shooting fraternity with the editor. Can- 
adians have not been accustomed to airing 
their views in print, (Why not? Editor) and 
a vast amount of missionary work must be 
done in that way, and also in organizing clubs 
and leagues. If the arms and ammunition 
companies could be induced to assist and 
encourage rifle and revolver shooting to the 
extent that trap-shooting is _ encouraged, 
mutual benefit would result. For instance, 
targets are often times difficult to obtain, 
pasters must be imported or made to order, 
and excepting in military-shooting, the op- 
portunities for competition are nix, due to the 
fact that we have no organization. 

The military shots are well taken care of 
also the sporting rifle men, and we have a 
wealth of each, but the poor fellows who are 
under a handicap, are the users of Schuetzen 
rifles, .22 cal. rifles and target revolvers. 
Turkey matches in the late fall and early 
winter are about the only chance of friendly 
competition open to the enthusiast with the 
fine single shot target rifle, and the number of 
such rifles in the country suggests the possib- 
ility of organizing. At a turkey match the 
writer attended this winter, owing to the 
approaching dusk all entries were bunched and 
the actual count was twenty-three rifles. 
Among the rifles used was a real, honest to 

goodness Ballard .38-55 which is credited with 
winning more feathers than any other gun 
in that locality. There was also a genuine old 
Sharp’s with a pistol grip which had evidently 
been. built by a past master, a sprinkling 
of Winchester and a goodly number of Stevens. 
You may be sure it took only one look to get 
wise to the fact that some shooting would be 

.done. I amthe possessor of a Stevens No. .52 

with all the war paint, and manage to hold 
down the rear end of our little club, which 
would suggest that I am surely more en- 
thusiastic than expert. : ; 

I was greatly interested in the splendid 
article by Mr. James Smith, on the merits of 
the 1890 Winchester, and consider it is justly 
entitled to be called the pioneer among man’s- 
sized .22 cal. repeater, and a most efficient 
arm. However, he gracefully slurred over the 
fact that it may have some weak ppints, even 
in the eyes of its best friends. The result of 
some considerable experience with an 1890- 
model .22 W. R. F. is that in my opinion it has 
three features which could be improved upon. 
It cannot be readily cleaned from the breech, 
without the use of tools in dismounting the 
breech block. No doubt you will all agree 
with me that the ordinary .22 is the most 
abused and neglected of all rifles, owing 
possibly to the small bore and the lack of first 
class cleaning rods on our market. Any 
change which would allow cleaning from the 
breech, would be a distinct improvement. 
There is a splendid rod of steel, composition 
covered, with ball-bearing swivel handle, 
similar to our military rods, but I have not 
heard of them being stocked in our sporting 
goods stores. A good hickory rod is the best 
substitute and if used with Hoppe’s No. 9 
Nitro Solvent, will get results. All brother 
gun cranks may skip the little lecture re 
cleaning, it is intended for the boys, who are 
probably the greatest users of .22 cal. rifles, 
and who usually keep their barrels in a 
deplorable condition. 

The second feature which could be improved 
on is the grip. I much prefer a pistol grip and 
shot gun butt, and consider it essential in 
rapid work, there being no reason why a rifle 
grip and stock should not have the hang and 
fit demanded by a trap shooter. Of course 
this model may be obtained with pistol grip, 
but the cost is almost 100 per cent, higher. 

The sliding fore end also would suit me 
much better by being made longer, or placed 
further up the barrel. 

The third item is the fact that it is not made 
to handle the best of all cartridges, the .22 
long rifle. While the .22 W. R. F. is certainly 
superior as a strictly hunting load, and gives as* 
good results as a larger load, the cost is con- 
siderably higher and if much shooting is done 
this soon amounts to quite a tidy sum. My 
preference for a rifle to handle.shorts, longs 
and long rifles is no doubt open to criticsm 
so I will hasten to say, in self defence, that 
most decidedly would not use any other 
cartridge than the one for which it is cham- 
bered, in a first class target barrel. In a 
repeating rifle the extra convenience of being 
able to handle cheap squib target loads, full 
range target, and hard hitting game loads 
in the same rifle more than offset any possible 
injury to the barrel. I have used a Model 
1897 Marlin belonging to a shooting pal a 
great deal and that gun has had over forty 
thousand rounds fired through it,—shorts and 
long rifles, and still shoots closer than either 
of us can hold. The B. S. A. Co’y. have an 
interesting theory that the use of the short 
shell in a long rifle chamber, will cause the 
latter to be eaten away, or bulged just ahead 
of the short cartridge. Now if this were so, 
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Taxidermy 
of which you will 

be proud 
“Dixon Quality’ mounting is an absolute 
guarantee of the highest grade of work at 
very reasonable prices. 

Moose Head mounted by Edwin Dixon 

Entrust your trophies to me and be assured 
of an artistic piece of mounting, properly 
and scientifically done. If you have been 
used to a half-done job—let me show you 
my way. 

All my mounts are 
true to life 

Every game head I mount is individually 
true to its original size and appearance, by 
the latest and most lasting moth-proof 
methods that have yet been devised. 

MOUNTS FOR SALE 
I have for sale, correctly mounted large 
moose, elk, caribou, mountain sheep, goat, 
antelope and deer heads. Write me for 
measurements and prices, f.o.b. your place, 
on approval; or better still 

Come and see my collection 
and methods any time. 

My iarge show and work rooms (covering 2600 
square feet ) are only 20 miles from Toronto, in Un- 
ionville, on the Midland Railway and are the largest 
and best equipped for this business in Canada. 

My References 
are from sportsmen and hunters everywhere in Can- 
ada, the United States and England. 

FREE INSTRUCTIONS 
I'll gladly send you instructions tor skinning and 
Saving specimens, shipping tags, etc., FREE, if you 
will address. 

EDWIN DIXON 
Ontarlo’s Leading Taxidermist 

UNIONVILLE - - ONTARIO 

Artistic Taxidermy 
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES 

The most up-to-date Taxidermist 
Establishment in Canada. 
A World-wide reputation—Taxider- 
mist to royalty—Czar of Russia, and 
other crowned heads. 

All Mounts 

turned out cf 

our studio are 

moth-proofed 

We Keep Tax- 

idermist Sup- 

plies 

We Tan Skins 

Rug Work 

a Specialty 
Mounted by the House of Learo 

SPORTSMEN—Our 12x9, 5-page pamphlet 
containing 25 half-tones of Animals, Birds, 
Fish, etc., also pointers how to keep them 
till they reach the taxidermist, will be mailed 
to any address on receipt of a 2-cent stamp, 
along with our catalog on Taxidermist 
Supplies. 

Mounted by the 
House of Leare 

We issue Game Licences for moose, deer, caribou,ete: 
Residents, non-residents, members of clubs, etc. 

THE HOUSE OF LEARO 
TAXIDERMISTS E 

150 BLEURY STREET MONTREAL 

Long Distance Phones: Main 2406, St. Louis 2516 

SE ETE Ee 
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it would cause trouble in extracting long shells 
which I have never noticed though doubtless 
machine rest trials might show a different tale 
as to accuracy at any rate. ; 

The sights on my 1890 Winchester are 
Lyman’s I. A., No. 6, No. 17. The stem of the 
I. A. is removed and a No. 47 inserted, with 
large disc and screw for lateral adjustment. 
It suits me much better as the I. A. is very 
hard to locate in gallery work, and it is no 
trick to change stems for hunting purposes, 
and if required, in a bad light, the No. 6 is 
ready for instant use. I always use ammu- 
nition loaded with King‘s Semi-smokeless or 
Lesmok, and find it the cleanest and most 
accurate. No black or smokeless loads 
need apply. 

In conclusion, let me say that I have no 
intention of parting with my staunch little 
friend, the 1890 Winchester. There are, no 
doubt many guns-inferior and few superior 
to 1i. It never seems to wear out, never 
jams, the pull is Just three pounds, clean and 
snappy, and we will try to worry along to- 
gether for awhile yet. 

Wishing you every success in your efforts 
to promote the interests of gun lovers. 

Very truly yours, 
A. Deke 

(We are pleased to publish your breezy 
pee can and think it will be of interest 
to all. 

The Model 1890 Winchester is indeed a 
nice little arm though as you state open to 
improvement in a few minor details which may 
in the course of time be dealt with by the 
makers. 

As to your remarks concerning the difficulty 
experienced in cleaning this arm owing to the 
necessity of removing the breech block would 
advise that method of procedure is somewhat 
toilsome and would suggest that instead of 
going to all this labor in cleaning you take 
down the arm by unscrewing the screw situ- 
ated on the left hand side of the frame as 
intended and then much more easily be able 
to clean the rifle from the breech as it always 
should be.—A. B. G. 

ANOTHER READER FINDS. .22- CAL. 
SMOKELESS RIM FIRE AMMU- 

_ NITION UNSATISFACTORY 
Editor Guns. and Ammunition: I am 

greatly pleased to note that we are to have a 
real Gun and Ammunition Dept. in Rod and 
Gun. Long life to it! 

I strongly endorse the remarks of Mr. Fox 
and your comments re smokeless powder in 
.22 caliber cartridges. Personally I regard 
this type of ammunition as an invention of 
the Evil One to ruin good rifle barrels. 

It is the name “‘smokeless’” that sells them 
to the average buyer as they will pay more for 
an inferior smokeless than for the reliable and 
accurate Lesmok or Semi-smokeless loaded 
cartridges, more’s the pity. 
The lubricated bullets are messy when 

using a single shot but that is the penalty for 
accurate but cheap ammunitoin. 

In my latest .22 a Marble Game Getter, I 
gave the smokeless a thorough trial, cleaned 

thoroughly and used a high grade oil, and 
arly ruined my barrel in less than two 
-" 

months; never again. 
I find the best way to carry the cartridges 

is to place the cover of the box, upright, over 
the end of the box and carry in the vest 
pocket, this way the cover keeps the box from ~ 
tipping over in the pocket and it is easy to 
pick the cartridges out when you want one in a 
hurry. 

A. M. Allen. 

(Your opinion of rim fire smokeless am- 
unition is true in every respect and we are 
publishing your communication in the hope 
that an account of a rifle ruined simply 
through use of those cartridges may do some 
good to the other fellow who is still sceptical 
regarding the vicious nature of this ammun- 
ition. I thank you for writing and hope to 
hear from you again.—A. B. G. 

WILL OUR READERS PLEASE ANSWER. 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: Would 
some one, who has used the New Remington 
U. M. C. pump-action, high power, repeating 
rifle kindly give me his opinion on this gun. 
The makers claim that the cartridges do not 
touch each other in the magazine. I would 
like to know whether the bullet is in any way 
deformed in passing through the magazine. 
In other respects, such as the lines and balance 
I think this gun is admirable but I would like 
to be advised as to its working qualities. 

G. Lewis. 

(We trust that those of our readers who 
have used this arm will come to the rescue 
and send in their views for publication. Do 
not be backward in doing so because no one 
will jump on you for holding your own views 
but all will be glad to hear what you have to 
say regarding this pump action rifle-—A.B.G. 

ANOTHER REPLY TO R. R. MS QUERY 
IN THE FEBRUARY NUMBER. 

* Editor Guns and Ammunition: Please 
advise R. R. M. who was asking for informa- 
tion regarding the choice of a shotgun in a 
recent issue to put back in those guns he has 
‘eliminated’? and if he wants a chance on 
pump guns to add also the Stevens, Marlin 
and Remington, shake the whole thing ina hat - 
and select one at random. 

In my opinion there is very little difference 
between the shooting qualities of any of the 
above but I believe your enquirer can get a 
better gun among the pumps than among the 
doubles for the same money. 

But the objection to the pump is that even 
if he likes to use it, the various Governments 
are fast legislating against it. While person- 
ally I do not admire these guns every one to 
his own choiée. ae 

a Subscriber. 

(We are publishing your short communica- 
tion for the benefit of R. R. M. and while we 
do not believe our enquirer will adopt your 
plan of choosing a shot gun by chance work 
still your suggestion certainly is unique! 
We thank you for writing and trust to hear 

from you again.—A. B. G.) 

Rake tut Fd 

Ee" 
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A Money-Saving 
B ttl A Bottle of Bovril in the kitchen will cut 

O = down butcher’s bills. It enormously in- 

creases the nourishing value of food—in fact, its body- 
building powers have been proved ten to twenty times 
the amount taken. It must be Bovril. 

< For nearly 50 years 
(since 1867 

‘ 

we have been making 
Camp Equipment. f fa 

That is why particular 
campers demand 

_\ TURNER’S 
' “Standard Weatherproof 
Duck” Tents, Dunnage 
Bags, Pack Sacks, Camp 
Furniture, Sails, etc. 

It’s the old story; Ex- 
perience teaches what is 
best for service, and we 
have and use that ex- 
perience. 

When thinking of outfitting for your trip, 
Write for our Catalogue. 

J. J. TURNER & SONS, “Gttstes”™? Peterborough, Oni. 
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS 

FISHERS--Protect Your Health! 
There’s nothing better for the health than out-of-door sports—if 

you go properly dressed. But it is most important that you avoid 
having wet feet. However, that’s easy. Before going on your next 
fishing expedition, provide yourself with a pair of 

Palmer’s ‘‘Moose Head’’ Brand 
Sporting Boots or Wading Shoes. They are made of the best 
quality leather—tanned in our own factory by an improved 
secret process; every pair hand sewn; tough, pliable, comfortable, 

durable—and water-proof.’ 

You couldn’t buy anything better. Get our Catalogue “‘R’’—free 
fon request. All orders given immediate attention. 

John Palmer Co., Limited, Fredericton, N. B. 

[ 
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MR. DE ANGELIS AGREES WITH THE 
EDITOR REGARDING RIM FIRE 

SMOKELESS AMMUNITION 
Editor Guns and Ammunition:—I have read 

with the greatest interest and approval the 
article entitled ‘““The Use and Care of the 
Popular .22” by Mr. James Fox, and your 
exceedingly able editorial comment on it on 
page 936 of the February number, and I can- 
not help writing to congratulate you on it. 
My experience and observation as an em- 

ployee of a rifle manufacturer, as well as my 
own personal experience, absolutely corrobor- 

.ates every word you say, and the information 
that you have given to the public in this 
article will result in preventing trouble and 
increasing the accuracy and usefulness of .22 
calibre rifles all over the country. 

The situation in regard to rim-fire am- 
munition ought to be thoroughly understood 
by everybody, although as you point out, 
very few people understand it. No one is 
injured in the least by giving out this informa- 
tion. It doesn’t discriminate against any 
make of cartridges, because all cartridge 
manufacturers supply rim-fire cartridges 
loaded with either Semi-Smokeless or Lesmok 
Powder, and the shooter can select in every 
case the particular make which he prefers. 

In a number of cases expert riflemen in 
writing on this subject have approached it in 
a diffident and half-hearted manner, and for 
some reason haven’t had the courage to state 
all the facts and to state them as absolutely 
and fearlessly as you have done. Permit me 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

to congratulate you most cordially. 
Very truly yours, 
Pascal De Angelis. 

(I am very pleased indeed to learn that the 
article by Mr. Fox and my comments upon 
same in the February number of this Depart- 
ment have met with the approbation of such 
an acknowledged authority as yourself and 
with your permission am publishing your 
good letter in the hope that itmay do some 
good in an educational way and aid in the 
good work of saving many a luckless twenty- 
two from the junk heap which is usually the 
ultimate destination of arms of this calibre in 
the hands of the average shooter who knows 
nothing about the care of such an arm but is 
nevertheless open to conviction. We do not. 
cater to the uninformed who refuse to be told. 

The well posted rifle lover who admires the 
sterling qualities of a well kept, accurate and 
well balanced .22 caliber single shot or 
repeating rifle fitted with either telescopic, 
Lyman, or Marble sights would as soon use 
dynamite in his pet rifle as the vicious rim 
fire smokeless ammunition so generally used 
by the uninformed. 

It is a noteworthy fact that the greatest 
users of such ammunition are either those 
who are too poor shots to observe the falling 
off in accuracy thus produced by such am- 
munition or are those who when the increasing 
inaccuracy begins to be noticeable immed- 
iately condemn the rifle itself, oftentimes 
breaking into print in ravings against the 
arm.—A. B. G. 

Miss Lola Barrett, Kingston, P.E.I., feeding a black fox in one 
of the Island ranches. 
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For every 
emergency 
If your engine breaks down then’s 
the time you must have instant, 
powerful light with no danger 
from matches or oil lamps. 

—Suppose you’re up early getting 
out rods and lunch and bait 

—Suppose you are in the dark— 
anywhere—anytime 

—touch the button for instant, 
s bright, powerful light — that’s 

LF ERTS C sure and safe — 
SE 77 = => | q 

U BRESS 
WON SEE THar COVERDH 2g 

FLASHLIGHTS 

Made in 75 styles from little vest- 
pocket to big portable searchlights 
and lanterns—for all emergencies 
of the night. 
Beautiful sturdy cases—sure contacts. 
EVEREADY Mazda Lamps and 
EVEREADY Tungsten Batteries (the 
power plant of your light) are scientific- 
ally designed to L-A-S-T. Give bright, 
reliable light and real service. Abso- 

| 7 lutely guaranteed by the “‘largest manu- 
Afloat or Ashore | f@ facturers of flashlights in the 

world.’’ 

SE AL ‘ Popular style illustrated is No. 2633 
; f Nickel Plated Tubular Light. 

= Water and oil proof. Price $2.65. 
40,000 retailers—if yours can’t sup- 
ply you with the reaalEVEREADY COFFEE Of Bakes 
“Canadian Made For Canadian Trade” “——" 

is still the favorite f Send for Free Illustrated Catalogue No.62. ~*~” 

| di E Read Works IT IS SUPERB! Canadian ver Ready or 
of Canadian National Carbon Company, Limited 

Toronto, Ontario 



TOURNAMENT DATES ; 
May 24th.—The Thousand Islands Gun Club Regis- 

tered Tournament. C. A. Lewis, Mgr., Gananoque 
Ont. 

July 1, 2nd, 3rd.—Canadian Indians 10th Annual 
Pow-Wow,-W. T. Ely, High Scribe, Canadian In- 
dians, Imperial Bank Bldg., King and Sherbourne 
Sts., Toronto. 2 

June 8, 9, 10th.—Dominion of Canada Trap Shooting 
Association Tournament. W. J. Corby, Pres. 
Ottawa, Ont. 

NOTICE TO CLUB SECRETARIES 
Gun Club secretaries are reminded that scores of 

their shoots should be sent to the Trap Editor on or 
before the 1st of the month previous to the date of issue. 
That is to say, scores to be included in the June issue 
pack comes out in May) must reach us not later than 

ay Ist. 

Revelstoke Gun Club. 
At the weekly shoot for the Western Cartridge Co. 

Medal on April 9th, the scores were: 
Shot at Got Broke Total 

IWSARS Turd ynsec ees = ci 50 9 41 50 
BidkirembDilesssseeee: ok 2 50 9 30 39 
A. J. Macdonell......... 50 2 41 43 
¥arry) Crameres <6. .1cec0 50 41 41 

W. A. Sturdy won the medal for the week. The 
Western Cartridge Co., who are represented by Mr. 
Harry Cramer have presented this club with a beautiful 
gold medal to be competed for by the club at their 
weekly shoots. It will be shot for on a target handicap 
based on the previous shoot. 

Weekly Shoot of the Revelstoke Gun Club April 
28. 

Got Shot at Broke Total 
Banbelas ite stereos. 3 50 36 39 
Macdenel . ao-5....0.5 3 50 41 44 
SLUT ye es. See. Cee 3 50 38 41 
Mulholland.......... 8 50 29 37 
F. G. White Scratch 50 46 46 

Macdonell wins the Wester Cartridge Co Medal for 
the week. | 

Mr. White who shoots for the Dupont Powder Co. 
was the guest of the Club and after the regular shoot 
gave the boys a little touch of the Hand Trap. 

Mr. White presented the Club with one of his 
Company’s Silver Spoons to be competed for in the 
Weekly Shoots. 

Greater Edmonton Gun Club. 
At the annual meeting of the Greater Edmonton Gun 

Club the following officers were elected: 
Honorary president—P. E. Bowen. 
President—D. McAfee. 
First Vice-president—A. Garbe. 
Second Vice-president—C. Martin. 
Secretary-treasurer—J. M. McAfee. 
Field Captain—C. Stanford. 
Assistant Field Captain—A. Oliver. 
Executive Committee—Club officers and J. Pollard, 

Jas. Robinson, G. Speers, A. E. McBain. 
Auditor—A. Oliver. 
The financial statement met with favorable comment 

ge eee the finances of the club to be in a good 
ndition. 
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At the club grounds on Good Friday 36 trap-shooters 
competed for the Alex. Martin trophy, the silverware 
finally being captured by the team from the Greater-Ed- 
monton Gun Club. But the N.C.G.C. did not relin- 
uish their hold on the silverware without a struggle. 

After each team had shot at 125 targets, the score was 
tied at 114. In the shoot off, the G.E.G.C. won by one 
bird, the score being 116 to 115... 

There was some fine scores during the afternoon, and 
among those who registered “‘possibles’” were H. J. 
Crabbs (2), D. McAfee; F. H. Morris, while there were 
numerous scores of 24. The scores: 

2A Bre ber: 
Je Ls Conover usec an see ee 45 90 
1): Currie: «eet ke eee eee 50 36 72 
J) MeNamana. 5... ieee Oe 50 Al 82 
Aa. Orr eee eee 100 80 80 
HJ. Crabbs:sss an oe eee 100 92 92 
iW: Beckman: (pro)eterce cee 75 52 
W: Beckman (pro))=...200 seen 75 5D = G9 
WG, Clark: se) tence eee 50 31 62 
PE. Goode: eaeet - eee 25 15 60 
E> Burnley,.... fee ee eee 75 52 §669.2 
Je We Holmes © ac. one cee 50 40 80 
Geo.Speers.. - 2822. es lee 50 39 78 
W:. AW Mores. isc. 0255 uel caren 100 88 88 
D.-MeAfee:.).. ike eee 50 48 96 
A] Logan. ce pee eon = Like eee 100 80 80 
G: Stanford’; °?/-2=0 6 ee eee 75 55” 73s0 
FE: Morris (pre:) se eee eee 75 TE 96 

AVIES......f coed ee teea eee 50 26 52 
G: J.‘ Korksi\; Sepa os ioe eee 75 61. Sigs. 
J: Pollard Dassen 50 44 88 
GaptRobinsonses- aoe 50 43 86 
Ye ee & | ee 2 erry aete 50 18 36 
Je MeDougall4. 225... 2 eer eee 50 33 66 
IA, Oliver cise toe oe See 50 48 96 
J Glenisters3 2.050: 20 se ee ee 50 38 76 
DNs NicCAd ees er an.cc 2107 ogte ota 50 31 62 
P;.G.- Kinney sss. we. soo ae 75 50 66.6 
ASH. Bischinet et ete ee ee eee 100 68 68 
G>M..Gowderoy..2 ote eee 75 71 91.6 
i: Goode Jr eee es ae 25 10 4 
FD Brasen. 32 oe oe tee eee 25 15 
WR. Gouin: 2 cen. oe eee 25 7 28 
IN IG. WilsOR bess oes ch eee eee 50 45 90 
iA: Garhe.s 2335 eee, ee eee 50 35 70 
Gs G@aywoods.sh tee eee 50 38 76 
GrMaye cee alee eee ee 50 18 36 
W:. Blackettzscsom oes ceo eee 50 25 50 

Assiniboine Gun Club. — 
At the annual meeting of the Assiniboine Gun Club 

the officers elected were: President, E. M. Tuck; vice- 
president D. W. Law; secretary-treasurer, J. C. Wells; 
field captain, F. Nidd; committee, R. Patterson, A. 
Drut, E. M. Tuck, J. G. Martin. 

Fort Garry Gun Club. 
At the annual meeting of the Fort Garry Gun Club 

Soe on April 12th, officers and directors elected were as 
ollows: 
President, O. B. Smith; vice-president, Walter Barr; 

secretary-treasurer, Wm. Osborne; directors, J. H. 
Wye, Dr. F. T. Cadham, Fred Yates, C. H. Leaman, J: 
McL. Holiday and H. Beliveau: tournament committee, 
Wm. Osborne, O. B. Small and H. Wye. 

Dresden Two-Day Tournament. 
The first day of the Dresden Gun Club shoot, saw a big field of high-class trap shooters in action April 7, under 

ideal weather conditions. There were five 15 and one 25-target events on the program totaling 100. 
High gun honors were divided among H. O’Loane, of hatham, and W. Hart, of Dresden, each breaking 94 

out of the century, while H. L. Taylor, of Ridgetown, and J. W. Mallott, of Ruthven, were also tied for next highest 
scores with 93 out of 100. 

.,, Aowland Day, of London led the professionals with 93, while G. S. Walk f i with George M. Dunk, of Toronto, eae 83. The : ee re, Sees oF 6) Oe 
Shot at 2 15 15 15 15 
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JF in a Apa 
—there it com 

is, ready'in a By 
f wink with a.22 bullet i 

may 6Cor 44 ball. Hang it in 
» holster on shoulder over or 
under coat. It’s true, steady, 
reliable. Upper barrel.22 caliber 
rifled—lower barrel .44 caliber 
smooth bored forshotor round ball. 

“Two gunsinone.” 

MARBLES: 
GAME GETTER GUN 

ducks, deer, moose, bear as ewell as ¢ 
the small fry. It’s no plaything \ 
but aserious proposition. Has three 
lengths of barrel—12, 15, 18 inches. 
You ought to have one to com- 
plete your vacation oroutingtrip. BeEey 

Ask your dealer. Sample 
Nitro-Solvent Oil for his name. f 
Send for catalog of Marble’s 60 
“Outing”’ Specialties. 

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO. 
581 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich. 

— 

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK i! 

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER 
Regulates to Step and Registers Exact Dis- 

tances ; Simple, Accurate, Durable. 

Indispensable to every lover 
of outdoor sport, and especially 
to those who love WALKING. 
Instructive because of value in 
determining distances ; a neces- 
sary adjunct to compass and as 
useful to SPORTSMEN. It 
furnishes the true solution of 
many a disputed question of 
how far it is to or from various 

points. Best of all it 
is a wonderful health 
promotor because its 
interesting notations 
afford real incentive 

\ for WALKING 
\\ Whether you walk 

4 for health, business 
™@ or pleasure — any- 
l™ where, everywhere, 
mthe AMERICAN 

# Pedometer tells the 
whole story of just 
how far you have 
travelled. 

FULLY 
GUARANTEED 

One Hundred Mile 
Pedometer, $1.50. 

Seld by all Dealers or Direct 

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY 
902 CHAPEL ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN, 

E. & A. GUNTHER CO. - - Torento, Canada 

Agents for the Dominion of Canada 

HERE are several excellent Canoe 

Trips in Ontario, of which we can 

furnish serviceable charts, as well as 

Outfit 

Camping 
Blankets ‘and General 

Parties 

providing the provisions, Tents, Utensils, 

Outfit. For up- 

wards of a quarter of a century, it has been 

a special feature of our business to outfit 

Camping Parties, and we know the re- 

quirements thoroughly and invite inquiries. 

ESTABLISHED 1835 
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WO Piel lyn Meese MM ehe cs Pe Ae Oe ee ere 15 12 11 13 14 21—86 
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(GR) EAGT a an IE ae ain eh ace Rae RE ern « We, aE PENI ios oa Cay See RR Oso 8 11 10 13 11 21—74 
BNR OLIN LAT: Sy 6 oes cre rareycoe aici e stata a ates al Gates aes CPP MED Shoo c ania teens asceltars 14 15 14 12 ual 20—86 
eA re) VERTIGO scits 's, cA he eve ake Nera net Re Se me EAI Snes Pe iG ana oes aes 14 12 12 12 14 22—85 
ie LECT ie he 0 2 TR nS 4 CE Oke ee ah oe Rae mates aa Sm ee ana ot 11 13 10 13 12 25—84 
RAPES RANE EDE Ate tee mii aU nies oerci saclisicl cre agi Shorole.vovdtevs iets leven y-ohene 13 14 13 14 13 22—89 
ETO BIRO ATIC So AA ee or ete so Sie oie eee ace sass rae Beare lode s Wense es witelaweee 13 15 14 18) 15 24—94 
DAP EIELE AE Ope are ioe eR Pom, oe Meee Hi okovar tM eieversiauaints ba eseranauateene 11 12 15 10 13 21—82 
aN Meee a aT eikereten atte Ce che eos wiene pete oe cavsieie wave miegeietns casnetehe jn. 2 15 14 13 11 18—82 
SSS EGE Ae Henny be eee or art ee Ete ar, tr ET "2 14 14 12 13 12 22—87 

W. Hart of Dresden carried off high gun honors the second day. The program, consisting of 12, 15 targets, 
proved fully as successful as the opening day, as the competitions were exceptionally close. : y 

_ W. Hart broke 169 targets out of 180, while H. L. Taylor, of Ridgetown, captured second highest honors, get- 
ting 167 targets out of a possible of 180, with S. G. Vance, of Tillsonburg, third highest with 166. 

_ Rowland Day, of London, again led the professionals with a high score of 169, while G. M. Dunk and G.S 
Walker, of Toronto and Ottawa, were tie with 155. The scores were: 

Shot at 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 Broke 
AG NENG ET GY i Aen lena 12 14 14 14 12 9 12 11 14 13 13 12—150 
BGn VERDUN osc cee Le 12 15 13 11 14 14 14 12 14 11 13—155 
HGS alker notes ae LS 12 13 12 12 ils} 11 14 15 14 13 13—155 
GAthomnson 92/52 20 11 11 12 10 9 13 9 12 12 11 12 11—133 
SAIN Hs ais since ae 12 15 12 13 14 12 12 10 15 14 14 13—156 
Wei Rariees cits cit aaess See 15 12 13 13 14 13 14 15 15 14 15 14—169 3 
eGR ANICO se oe eis ns 14 15 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 12 15 14—166 
BRAY eA a 2 trek lave Rm sels 14 13 15 15 15 14 15 14 13 13 15 13—169 
H. L. Taylor 13 9 15 15 15 14 14 13 14 15 14 14—167 
DY sey] 5-2) 9 Ae yt ree ae ee ee 14 13 14 15 14 11 13 14 14 12 13 13—150 
Gai LEXE De OR ep RERET Ot oe 11 13 11 13 10 12 13 1153 13 1 12 11—146 
PayvieNellse. <.26 ce 12 14 11 13 12 12 15 14 14 12 14 14—157 
Pe ALON a nsees St cs See 11 12 12 12 15 15 14 13 13 12 13 13—165 
Ele Mahler 235. an sacs 12 9 13 11 15 11 9 8— 88 

*Professionals. 

Berlin Gun Club. ; Hi Clark: 23. scenes © 18 A. BuUSmithi cme «- Sore 
At a shoot of the Berlin Gun Club on April 17th in J. Williams........... 21 Es Clarke aaetciccees 1 

the series for the Witte trophy Mr. Walter Dumart was’ P. Mather............ 18 W.. Cowan sence 20 
the winner. The scores: IAs sambdenieas-eeee 18 GoB>Brighamten. eee 22 

Shot at Broke. TeIMoyer. cass tae ee 10 H. Teat, Jr?.-2. ena 16 
Wes Uni antennae eee 130 98 H-Bowdenten oe eee 21 A, Watsons 2755920 
ANS TRIGE ITO oy a Pa ae 2 90 69 J Robinsons see 20 T. Hounam.-t¢-oceee 9 
1S PEST ee ea ee eae are 70 48 A Dolertyan-.ceenee 20 J. Clark. maces 11 
AIS TEAC NYY 0 ice een rt Ot pee Oe 70 56 JAStevensomersc ete 20 Ro Olivers. sees 20 
POCUliy ete teres Rie ei ee 65 NeLittisht a). ee 10 W. Pickering......... 17 
ReRRCTISUSON ris =.= ne eras es reer 130 =68 IBS Dohertysce eee 20 F. Despond! 33, cen 19 
BIBS Carn tare- cow doxcws Seiver tanaiakete eho ytoaseelsl ste 50 30 AC WiOOdS)5-<-tnenrnier 18 J. Gibsonia. oat 18 
AV tiie netn © rete a miele! AG reper yan mm NY 80 64 Re VPartin sone 14 He Newlands=..--eee 22 
EMG OUTLEK rte arts SF 2 eee eines chloe 85 53 = =~ 
Wea StuM pin ne. A. cremate iin aree,| : 30 20 Totalesecs ss eine 298 Totalcc. scheme 314 
Va NAVI RRE Be Ski Bet ee gre s an Went pe ook eras 75 44 A. A. Tomlin was present representing the D. Pike 
OUERENES i een ct ons SRO CER CARR Eee oie 50 39 Co. of Toronto. 
aliments ie eens fects chest ois ea 50 35 
PSEC OCU news Serraree iets cere ee OO 32 Galt Gun Club at Brantford. 
dA ETE IC eres, © os cic vane) Seeis) costo s.cm oa 40 19 The Galt Gun_Club on April 17 shot the return 
SAS OWANATIY Prieta ge ds ch es ays Eee 60 26 match with the Eagle Gun Club, and again proved 
ESE UDP iaee fore sel detetie-syot ese =. esse Gyscsrene we 45 23 winners. Eighteen members took in the trip. The 
MC lim Sthencerrne tke Ahi ooh A HeE 10 5 scores: 
pies O@hIMeR Sear yeas oe dake tees 10 5 Brantford. Galt. 

; Bobishenrtse cece ie 21 W: Marshbally see 24 
On April 17th the 2nd and final shoot for the Witte We Doherty tose 23 W.. Glark> 3.a.Gen eon 19 

trophy was won by Walter Dumart with 45 out of a J.Stevenson.......... 23 H. D. Sherwood ...... 24 
ossible 50. The long run for second prize was won Dy SWalkks etrstecststosters 19 H... Newlands).,.5,. s0nerioe 
y Walter Player. Considering the bad background Doherty eee 18 Ac STIG ac oe eee eee 24 

and windy day the score was very good. The scores BaDohertyaeeecuncee. 19 EB. Glarkaescecereinr 20 
were: J Williams. x2acee ae 220) We Cowan «ast eee 20 

ae Shot at Broke. HH. Glankon soon anaes 14 Fi Toles cus ccs tse 19 
ED PIEETICNY dicot wie eh OD 5 A=Woodstasscnc nee oe 20 He Teatacc: Speen 20 
‘DV SSULEN Va 0} MRR nat eR Rar AP eee e770) 27 ie Bow donee ae eet 21 AX. Watson. seer ere 23 
1D). 1D Ae) Ein 2S ct carer ae es een PRES Bias oe 50 35 Col. ;Page apron eons 23 T.AAlounanitiaeeee 19 
1Biq LBIGVATT ct coe ea mee as ies 5 ie aes 50 35 PaMiatherseses ao eee 14 J: Glarkseenae ees 15 
HRISELOUSON fo shite. Wor: sisi y Se oer ere 50 39 J; Dennisé 4305 sear 21 W.. Pickering... 55.248 21 
WEIRD Das. ssi ea cice ke ten em 20 10 Riiambden.= 22.420. 19 F. Despond ogee 19 
\yi LDU ee OR OS aE 50 45 GChsiPaee tere cmocntesc 16 J..Gibsongs sac sae 19 
M. STKE. Se aD Aaa eS ee eee 30 24 Fy Cooksmuccscam acres 17 R: Oliver. = 0 ener 20 
W. Wala Clie aacto- fee Sere, s sys nc eee 50 43 C. Summerhays....... 19 W.. Hancocksy.e ee 19 
Wl URGE SS Selig Eee een a ape 50 26 G2 Porters =e 17 W! Fairless #23 - eee 1Ss5 
PACED eee 3. cerita otie sisishd wha rt Nae 25 18 = = 
(5, 12S BT 17ers 45 38 Totals eae cee 344 Totalsstasaaeaeenn 366 
RICH OLAU AAR. os ccs bet iareiasg owe eats 50 37 
SMO D Pet i es, 8 ce sun Goi aico ic pwc, 75 61 Sea Cliffe Club Tournament. 
REA EECOUCM Gs 12s. eee ee oS Ae, 50 42 Bae eae manuel joursement ee the Bees = Gun 

took place Apri th, at Leamington and was 
Eagle Club at Galt. ut H A izzli 

The following were the scores made at a shoot between successful, ‘considers! the) tac. (ta aa fie auleGhib of Brantford and the Galt Gon Club i prevailed throughout the shoot. Shooters were present 
meh. from Flint, Detroit, Birmingham, Mich., and many 

Galt on March 27th: _ points in Canada. More than 40 shooters shot the 
Total Birds shot at. program through. 

BRANTFORD GALT Geo. McIntosh, of Detroit, was high gun, with 169 
elsPages........... 18 Wm. Marshall........22 out of 175, the second best record for the grounds. 
MimawOoherty........ 19 Wm. Clark...........19 Jack Hartford, of Detroit, and W. A. Smith, of Kings- 
SDMWalkss-..:. 2... :.23 H. D. Sherwood ...... 20 ville, tied for second, with 168 each. Harvey O’Loane, 
ESOWGET.. 2.2... 10 BP IGIGS:. 5. nivterosieroic tiers 22 of Chatham, was third, with 166. F. H. Conover and 
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Dorey Wigle tied for fourth place with 164. Some of 
the other high scores mele are: 
Parkers sce. ces as 6 A. McDonald........ 148 
F. H. Conover.......164 F: Stotts) o.oo 160 
GG Erank. 3. ...- 157 G. McIntosh........ 169 
Wesinith... . >. . -136 H. O:Loanes= eee 166 
*G. M. Dunk........ 146 Hi. Smirthicv so. ae 158 
Dr. Sloane. =. .@.~% -.- 152 Fo Deisens- epee rete 160 
W.J.McCance...... 147 D=Smthvs.--- ee 163 
Geo. Orton..........161 G. McGarvin........ 147 
Waatelarts. cee se ot 162 A. Thompson........ 148 
Ee sblartiord... 9. 2 152 H.C? Wolbrock2 ee 136 
Ed. Hartford 162 J. Hartfords.=-ce-ees 168 
Al Hartford 144 RR: Porimth.— . eee 149 
WeAs smith 5-2 2s... 168 F. Holznagle........ 132 
Ps wWavle.... Jk 2a OF 

*Professional. 

Hamilton Gun Club. 
The shoot at the Hamilton Gun Club on Good 

Friday afternoon, with the Canadian Indians brought 
out a record attendance. The Indians are rather a 
unique organization in trap shooting circles, inasmuch 
as they have a membership throughout Ontario, each 
member having an Indian name, and naturally they 
have some of the best shots to defend their laurels. The 
events were all very much enjoyed, and the results most 
gratifying to the local enthusiasts. _ : 

The first event was for fifty birds, in which the In- 
dians put up three prizes. One prize, a cut glass set, 
was given for high average of Indians only, and Joe 
Jennings (Chief Riverdale) and W. H. Singer (Chief 
Big Gun) tied with 48. A similar prize for high average 
of all comers was won by T. W. Barnes, with 49. The 
third prize, a cut glass fruit dish, was won by D. Reid 
for the longest run and he had a nice straight of 45. 

The event in which the most interest was centered 
was in a ten man team race between the Indians and the 
local club for a silk banner. This banner has been in 
the possession of the Indians for quite a few years, and 
though it has been put up in competition numerous 
times, yet they always succeeded in retaining it. Two 
years ago, when they visited Hamilton they were 
victorious by 8 birds, but this time the tables were 
turned. The selections of the H. G. C. proved worthy 
of the undertaking by winning out with a score of 230 
out of 250, as against 224 for the Indians. The narrow 
margin of 6 shows how evenly they were matched, and 
the winners were roundly congratulated. 

R. Day (Prof.) had a splendid total for the afternoon, 
getting 102 out of 103. George Beattie and Geo. Vivian 
each had 101 out of 105. McCausland and E.. Harris 
were also tied, with 101 out of 105, and W. H. Singer 
got 72 out of 75, all of which goes to show that the 
contestants were shooting to form throughout. 

At the close of the shoot, President Sturt, of the H. 
G. C., presented the prizes, and the members of the 
Indians also voiced the good feeling that pervaded, and 
ae their future hopes to get the banner back in the 
old. 

F. Mathews 

3 n S =m Ln = 

mo! Sas oe 2 

of 2 r) = 

aac 8 foe 

The scores: 
pee. Winbngton:. sees S.. 2 23 46 120 106 
WsOselyi> tit. eee ee we 20 46 135 119 
ICRI NIT. eso pe ee a ee 20 44 105 91 
eet DUPHEON: =: 5 5- G apie). 212,012 20 3243120 99 
Re IMEAEL Oo ope 2 doa At avenge 24 A7 105 101 
mB aWakefielde! = 2 22..:g a3 46-6 23 47 135 121 
Ve nOMpSOny.;...2 < Ss... = 24 46 105 97 
LUIS ©) 0 a ae eae ae 21 46 120 105 
Rg ESS i ores 24 48 75 Pee 
J.Jennings...... 25 48 120 113 
PeeraVarsh «<p. so. eee — A4!1 135 110 
BUM SLOVENS Sock oS. eo 43 95 83 

Sane nark: (Prof)... c.c cs. = A ee OT 
MPEON TT bo. 2 3 Oe ee ~= 43 95 8 
Un UG A rr rr ae — 4i 95 79 
BeeWaEsOn..=.....-.22-/.-% — 44 80 69 
PeGnCL TnOMsON......5.0..<-: — 42 75 62 

All Comers and H. G. 
RISO el yz An, 4A 105 87 
PRUNE ESAEHES <5 4e 2 ae eels 23 49 120 113 
in ee eee 23 48 120 108 
D. Reid 23° 48 & 105 94 
WE. See eee 23 48 105 96 
ww DS oy. ai rr Do AL. AOD eid did: 
REMISAEENE oe ie es 2am F105, 2108 
CL ae 24 46 105 100 

2 Se, 21 46 105 94 
2S 2 wet 5ies 105 93 

Di Glin acs eereisve ine eee — 42 80 63 
Dro Behm te sete 2h noe — 43 80 69 
HS We Hanshberry . 2. 22: ee Fe — Ail 105 91 
HR Hawkins s.c006 en ene — 41 80 63 
Driilker== 3 525s ae —_- — 55 ASS 
IM: Goodale: |. =. -icmenee eee -— 120. - 1034 
HS ennon >. 3). s 2k, ote ae ee — 36 £105 81 
P. Jones 2> oo.) ae eee — 28 80 52 
W 2 Dillon: 5 A552. oe eee — 39 80 59 
Dr: JOHNSON... s/o. 04 ae eee —_- — 55 40 
W.Wark. >: >. t222..5 2 ee — 42 80 67 
AS Parmenter.: 0. cue see —- — 30 27 
G. Syerl- ne. see lo eee — 44 80 69 
HiGrahan:-. 5 eae eee —_- — 30 25 
R2Day (Prelyh ss corso ee — 50 405; » 702 
WMicGauslands..< 2) & see — 48 105 100 
JoSmyth.Aiee. 2 eee —_- — 30 17 
An Suiyihass =. ee, eee eee —- — 30 15 
Bert Smyth ccs. — 46 105 94 
Jc WaoINainn SoS. Svar cee — - 32 85 
DeKonkley \. 35 3 ee — 41 80 67 
GrGrahamsc ooo ac eee — 33 £105 70 
A= Bates. Soak dae eee — 46 50 46 
Csianchland. 22. ss< eee — 38 50 38 
By, WOUSE yore selena eee —— ae 50.— C41 
GoSinger: 2.0.75 ee eee eee — 45 50 45 
a aenckes:& 2+ Soc Seer — 38 75 56 
J. McMenemy. 22s. 60 -S25- 2 — 30 50 30 
BO MeGee os 28. Oe — 31 Wy “45 
Marsha. ss ar nee oe ee — 43 50 43. 
FT. OF Neil. case ee, eee — 30 50 30. 
Cob. ‘Thomson! 2 2:5 sehen _— = 25 16 
JeSmytlts oS oe see ee eee —_- — 25 15 
ACT ont: oo ee eee Cee _- — 25 15 

The series for the Royal Distillery gold medal was 
started at the Hamilton Gun Club on April 10th, to 
consist of four events of 25 birds, and the members to 
shoot under a handicap of yards in place of the added 
bird handicap used before. A stiff breeze, coupled with 
the fact that the contestants were not used to shooting 
back of the 16-yard mark, resulted in the scores being 
below the average. 

John Bowron (19) get off to a good start in the R. D. 
event with 23 out of 25, and also won the club spoon put 
up for high tally. A. Parmenter (18), J. Smith (19), 
and M. Carr (21) are tied in second place with 21, with 
M. Goodale (19) in third position, with 20. 

J. Bowron turned in the best total for the day also, - 
with 41 out of 50, and has been breaking the clays in 
great shape lately. M. Goodale is coming along in 
splendid style now, and put on 101 -out of 125. M. 
Carr had 87 out of 110, which included 44 out of 50 in > 
the last two extra events. E. Harris was in good form, 
with 60 out of 75. 

The scores were: : 
R.D. Shot at Broke. 
15 75 45 J. Hunters. o.oo eee 

BoW. Honshertys.. 2. 2. so 17 75 50 
J. Bowron. >. 320 eee 23 50 41 
M. Goodale=.3..0 3 eee 20 125 101° 
A. Parmenter: 2) eee 21 50 39 
Ye Smith 22533 see eee 21 50 30 
J: WW. Nain 22 Sc eee 16 100 69 
DD: Konkle: | 2s. ee eee 19 50 34 
TT Wi Barness. 33) te eee ee 17 110 82 
M. Garr. sce oe eee 21 110 87 
A. Bates 82 2.22 eee eee 18 50 oT 
E. Bars: <2.40.c3- eee 19 75 60 
C. Graham eee 14 125 85 
H: Lennone See os et ee 18 125 86 
J. Fo Gline sak eee ae Ae 18 40 29. 
W. Morris... se. se. see =e — 25 13 
H,. Dynes:: . jase ene eee —_ 25 17 

At the Hamilton Gun Club on April 24, the second 
event of the series for the Royal Distillery Gold Medal 
was the attraction. 

M. Carr and C. Sayer, tied for the lead in the R. 
Distillery with 42 out of 50. The former led in the 21- — $ 
yard peg while the latter was at 19. D. Konkle, H. 
eee and A. Parmenter were all in second place with 

H. Lennon from 20 yards put on 23 in the R. D. event © 
and won the club spoon given for high score. W. H. 
Hunsberry and D. Ko 
each. 

for the afternoon getting 44 out of 50. H. Lennon a | 
had the next best with 44 out of 50. M. Carr — El 
63 out of 75 and D. Konkle (20) 42 out of 50. The 
scores were all very good when you consider that they 
were all made under a handicap of yards which bothered 
the contestants in as much as they are not used to shoot- 
ing so far back. , 

The scores were: 

e were runners up with 22 — 

A. Parmenter from 18 yards turned in the best total 

; 

4 

2 ch 
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Many Good ee 

Sporting Men 
| Bait and Bait Casting Rods 

Are Bald Trolling, Telescopic and 
Fly FRods 

MARR RE. 

ye ay 

es 

And in most cases this could be prevented 7 , : : A vacation morning. Ripple’on the lake. Bass 
if taken in time, by the writer. Next to pes Lunge, Pickerel, hungry as wolves. | 

ich cannot ity duds left at home. Arms free, neck open. nature the Pember Toupee whic mae The reel singing to the tune of 75 yards of line. 
be distinguished from your own hair is the Bristoling” is the greatest vacation’on earth. 

i No other sport like it, so interesting, or so 
best. ene to remember. Nothing else so 

eneficial. : 
3 e 7 a 5 fi ye can buy ne kind of a ‘Bristol’ Rod for any kind 

¢ fe) shing at yw, Medium, or higk ice—depending 
Write for catalogue, prices an escrip ton cn Fadioterin, chcla: nish, cussion Sanageian 

Prices range from $3.00 to $25.00. They are on sale in 
over 17,000 stores which handle fishing tackle. We 

| guarantee every “‘Bristol’’ Red for three years 
T h e P e m b fe r S if 0 r € Write for New “‘Bristol’’ Catalogue FREE 

: The Horton Manufacturing Company 
129 Yonge Street, Toronto : 32 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn. 

X J | 

Phone MAIN 3097 Evenings College 4025 We are large Manufacturers of 

TENTS wy 
For Sale or Rent in all Sizes ae, 

Our Special 10x12---3ft. wall, = 

eae 91000 rE saa vw catans 
Poles and Pegs extra, $1.50. SSS SaaS end For Catalogue. 

_FLAGS 
« Etc., and everything in Canvas 

Os required by the Sportsman. 
= — hy 

WE MAKE SPECIAL MENTION OF OUR 10x12x3ft. WALL TENTS and may say that we have sold thous- 
andsofthem. If you or your friends need one get busy as this price will only hold good until the end of June 
Money must accompany order. If money order or cheque don’t forget the War Stamps. Mention Rod and Gun to 
Secure This Price. 

AMERICAN TENT AND AWNING CO., LIMITED, - - 430-2 Yonge St. Toronto 

| The Camper Will Appreciate A Supply of 

MAGGISSOUPS“ Maggi Soup oss-Star 
Brand 

Conveniently Carried and Readily Prepared 

If your Grocer cannot supply you write us direct 

BOUILLON 

rweeeeects| ®  Maclure & Langley, Ltd. 
| jg Put up in Strings containing Five Tablets Toronto - Montreal - Winnipeg | 

ONE TABLET 
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R.D. Sane ue 

= Titi. eer ees a2, 73 

Moore nin 4 ke 2 ere 42 75 63 

gh Sirs @ Se es omers cinOren 31 75 52 

A. Parmenter.......--..------: 41 50 44 

PR Onkle: fo sare cee wm es 41 50 42 

i SIM UAT ee eeaS = Beer iar 40 100 78 

H. W. Hunsberry....-.-.---- 39 60 49 

\ivjel DVL Ph eR ani aie ney iat 38 85 68 

RAG OOdale ae oe se aicinyars Savers 39 100 92 

RPV SIN GERI 5 5 enscchela vere wie ei Bul 75 56 

C. Graham 30 100 73 

ERG Menon si neee oe ese eee Al 65 56 

TUS THURS SI eeseeene conc. = 39 50 36 

"Gah p Aon Op aoe on 42 75 57 

1 SUA Tg pee eens SORES con ake 40 75 58 

PeRrench. ~....c 2s scse oe tee 34 75 §2 

Ta Lae ooneeon Root ce acc 73 75 53 

BaSmythoe see oe es eee 32 100 68 

Geo Stroud a. wok ae 31 100 72 

FIBoOwron=. sees e ss 39 75 56 

Pe Liarries. cece. cons 38 75 57 

ATR Ghine year sc se cic cle WAS utes 50 32 
ELeKaretchmansc.as sees oe se 36 50 37 
1d Saal OT ee eee ere i, ch —_ 25 11 

Trap Shooting at Jarvis. : 
A few of the Simcoe trap-shooting enthusiasts got 

together at Jarvis on Good Friday and took a few 
rounds at the clay pigeons. Scores were: 

E. T. Carter, 24, 19; Wyatt Goodlett, 20, 21; J. P. 
Laing, 20, 20: F. Goodlett, 17, 20; M. F. Hewson, 18, 
19: George Miller, 15; Ed. Hyde, 15; A. McArthur, 14. 

Balmy Beach Club Shoot. 
The regular weekly shoot was held on March 27. 

There was a good attendance of members present, the 
winner of the Dupont Spoon being D. B. Donaldson; 
in the sealed handicap, which was a gold watch, W. S. 
Lansing; and in Class 3, club spoon, W. F. Hodgson. 

Scores: Shot at Broke. 
Donaldson. 2. osc cerns eee eee 95 a 
Osan ode sare Oo ooh e Me ee eee 80 69 
Weebiodgsone= os ese Lee eee 95 74 
RROSET Chale. ke. 8 fo ee Se see 45 32 
i3}Nartrigs We See A eines clea eo fs 95 72 
BOO MAN SE oe ao re imme nies 60 51 
WECG AW ice 5 coe mane hele ce teretonete 60 54 
BEATS se se Se oe ee sole eleys 60 54 
INicholis sos: See ee 70 52 
WIbCher rho Si ein ate ee era 95 62 
WS ete ee. te ores ee le tear 60 49 
Waless see NS 5: eo ee eee OE 60 44 
Both wells. Ae als'e so calete Panes ee 60 30 
ISG RNA + o> SORA OMCs Samat Co aga S ot 35 29 
WEWIS=. o. Lee eS aoe 50 42 
LEY eg ae ceo te ee a ASO 40 
T. Hodgson sR aoe 28 
Francis 50 47 
Kennedy 50 44 

Balmy Beach Gun Club. 
The Balmy Beach Gun Club held their regular 

weekly shoot on April 17. Some good scores were made 
in the 50-bird race for the J. D. Bailey Cup. P. J. 
Boothe made 49, with W. H. Joselin a close second with 
48. In Class C for the spoon G. T. Dale was high. 

Scores: Shot at Broke. 
IVE CRG AW Mea Perc chars & Soda nie c siane mee rote 100 89 
Bernard eo evy see ene es sos eee 90 72 
TOSCMIE A So tye 2 papeinns Cisne ache 95 92 
ROK See ene is eet ee eee wiih 85 78 
PR AWAS Sint Stas, tse lout ol Sora eee are 60 57 
DWEEEIOOUSON cassie ccccoee ve coterie. 45 32 
BUR OMPSOR 05). 3 wi 8 ss eee we ee 30 18 
BOGEN G er one ee ee eee Oe 60 58 
MIRE 79. ,s PCo oc sn ciciehec ic Sia ee 80 62 
LUE VES Sh Pe eee ae ae 6 cee Sea moe 45 38 
MERELO ORSON -o-552 sme. vince oes SO 70 54 
“MLE 2 ie Seas cae ren SA Ne A ee 60 53 
EIS ee ok ee Beas aco) Wes onto e 20 14 

Ber Re ster he a! o chs 2 eke ctaek av AERO 45 34 
BESEREN OVENS be hr oho Bees Bs ee 45 29 
eens ee ee. ca oP (ten 35 Die 
“PURGIEAC SSSR Gg Ce One ae Caen pe 20 13 
ii 5 a See ae ee eens oe 35 18 
POTTING Ce. Toate = ce ye St A Ae 50 39 

The regular weekly shoot of the Balmy Beach Gun 
Club was held April 24. In class ““A” H. Wase was 
high with 24 out of 25, winning the spoon. The scores: 

Shot at Broke. 
2 SES ne cnet ose een eee re 110 98 
ot? STE a ee ee 120 110 
EE EE rah oT axeyocis's sfele i Dace einai 95 90 
i : 75... SRR een one, 0) 83 
EEE ate Sia. hag ne oscs eee os ees 90 85 

J UMialler.j. seeks ecc ches erie 70 54 
Ge Ball res ees ci «x ole he oe eons 60 48 
IAA WiOOURUfL + ices ae tein ete epee eee exe 60 
WEEIRGEE se ersiccs = 3 ae 60 51 
GSingerseeest <= - eeeeeeeee 70 64 
A> Notman:. . << 5... dene eee aie 60 49 
‘Eo Hodgsen... S25... cco ie se ae ire 70 57 
Dalene. oi 6 2 ose eee eee 60 49 
Rothwell: 322 .:..3c8 ben ee ee eee 60 39 
Shaws 20.2. os coe ene ie eee 48 
Boothe... 52. v6.0 20s Sse ee eee eee 60 55 
Wase:s.. scan. Fe ee Ae So ee ee 60 56 
Seager anime ciate ta nic oe ss Steerer 50 39 
Wurphys-7cs.« aos See eee 50 41 
INICholIS Joss os ee ea = 2 er 60 §2 
Browns. foes oe on oar erie cect aten eee 50 48 
Pike = 253 a es cn clan ae eee 20 16 
TD AVIS «oe 5500-0 cttw pase evens Oe ee 39 45 

In addition to the regular shoot they_had a team 
shoot with seven men from the Niagara Gun Club, at 
50 birds each: 

Beach Niagara 
IAS EB oa > apabosese 36 Woodruff © 2.2 .<2%- a: 37 
Joseln eee eee esate 49 W.. SIngeres eer 45 
Bernard! =)-.-1 eee 38 BINOtt: Sosccee eee 39 
McGaw... 2..cs0s aoe 46 Cu Singers. -<-see see 46 
Daley PA 34 all’. 7. see eee 27 
Rothwell: = 5:56.05 < 32 Millar: .232= oe ee 32 
Shaw io. sesaeeaeeeek 38 Notman...2 >-.<.2eeseee 30 

256 7 
The Beach winning by 17 birds. 

National Gun Club. 
The regular weekly shoot was held March ee 

when the members and their friends enjoyed a go 
afternoon’s sport in the prize events. The following 
were successful:—1st, E. Coath; 2nd, F. Fowler; 3rd, H. 
Usher; 4th, B. J. Pearce. The scores: 

FE: Fowler: 2-3 0 os: SSS eee 35 
BoJsPearce.- as 108 
J: Smith ee es: 30 
Major Curran... 33 
A. Mitchell 27 
Es Coath}caccns ee eGo eee 33 
F: Peacéek- 02544 -3 45- eee 18 
J: Postersc.. Sen. 3 ao ee eee ee 25 
JOTUERCr GE oe oe 42 
J. Monkman 41 
G; Beare =e ee 15 
H. Usher 36 
M. Cheney 8 
W. Erwood.. 24 
G. Wallace. . 12 
FF; Goboarn....2.2 13 
W. MceReand. ..234:26 02 -e ee eee 3 

On April 19 the members of the National Gun Club 
held a reception to the ladies, when a very delightful 
afternoon was spent. There were five events. First 
event Mr. Usher won with 10 straight, Mrs. Usher re- 
ceiving a handsome cut glass vase. Second event, Mr. 
Lawson shooting for Mrs. W. Tamblyn, was first. 
Mrs. McKeand and Mrs. Lawson, also were among the 
lucky ones carrying off prizes of cut-glass. In the 
ladies’ event there were 15 entries, each lady shooting 
at five targets. Mrs. J. Turner, jr., proved the winner, 
breaking two out of the five, and received a handsonie 
medal, presented by J. D. Bailey. 

F. Fowler. 2). 7) 64 oe eee 0 
G. Viviahse.c6e ws se25 02s Ree 100 80 
J. JOWNSONG. ce eiaeine oe ea ge eee 30 18 
J. Tornerjesesecse ee eee 50 38 
Mr. Summerhayes*. ° 2: . 22... eee 50 26 
G. Abraham Fo s6 2. ss cts sini: se ee 50 34 
Geo. Dunkolahs... > 3 ee 2a ee 100 75 
F: Cockburn. 3.5: 22 ok wr oo eee 30 | 
Major Curran. 3... ses eee so eee 60 29 
B. J. Pearce... 22a aoe 50 37 
RB. Noble... os. 25 22 are ee ee eee 40 | 32 
F. W. Peseock: ic: an er ae ee 65 32 
J. Furnerusti.-2 0 cee eee ee 60 42 
G.-Turneticds....: SSS. ee ee 40 21 
W. Exrwood'sst s..<. 3.02 Sane ee ee 50 38 
G: Wallace 24..3;,.. 0 hot Maa Aes 65 45 
Ai Usher. <>. 003... eee ee eee 50 43 
J TeaWSON. soi Bw iss oe eee 55 44 
G. Moore: . 2.22.02 ee eee 20 11 
B. Coath. 3.0.08), scene ee eee 60 42 
JMonkman : .4 5 Sala. 5 See 60 46 
iW McKeand, sr. 2-5 (225.5 eee 40 26 
Dr.Jordon....;.. .4 = eee eee 50 40 
A. Mitchell... 2... See 40 21 
Gs Beare <2 Ae. a eee 45 34 

ee eee lath este alten 
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i piipecaeaa 
, $2, $3, WEEKLY 
ies money on your Dia- 

monds by buying from us. We 
are Diamond Importers.Terms 
20% down, $1, $2 or $3 Week- 
ly We guarantee you every 

advantage in Price and Quality. 10% off for cash. 

Write to-day for: Catalogue, it is free 

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for irspec- 
tion at our expense. Payments may be made weekly 
or monthly. 

JACOB BROS., Diamond Importers 
15 Toronto Arcade, Toronto, Canada 

WY 

If you are making 
less than $50 a week § 

to-day. We can help you to wealth and independence by 
®ur plan: you can work when you please, where you 
please,, always have money and the means of making 
plenty more of it 

JUST LISTEN TO THIS. one man started from 
8an FranciscoandtraveledtoNew York. Hestayed at the 
best hotels, lived likea lord wHerever he went and cleaned 
up more than $10.00 every day he was out. Another man 
worked the fairs and summer resorts, and when there 
was nothing special to do, just started out on any street he 
happened toselect, got busy and took in $8,00 a day for 
month afterimonth. This interests you, don't it? 

MY PROPOSITION 
Isa WONDERFUL NEW CAMERA with which you 
can take and instantaneously develop pictures on paper 
Post CardsandTintypes. Every pictureisdevelopedwithout 
the uss of films or negatives, andis ready almost instantly 
to deliver to your customer. THIS REMARKABLE 
INVENTION takes 100 pictures an hour and givesyoua 
profit from 500 to 1500 per cent. Everybody wants pictures 
and each sale you make advertises your business and 
makes more sales for you. Simple instructions accom- 
Pany each outfit, and you can begin to make money the 
Same day the outfit reaches you. 

WE TRUST YOU | 
S80 much confidence have we in our proposition that we 

will send thiscomplete outfit consisting of Camera Tripod, 
prepared developer, and materials for making 150 pictures 
upon receipt of a very_small deposit. The OULE for 
making 150 picturesare FREE WITH THE OUTFIT. 
Just think of the profitable returns for you in selling these 
Pictures at 10to 25 centsapiece. The profitsare so big in 
this business that every day you put off sending for this 
outfit means just so much money out of your pocket. 

If you are making less than $50 a week do not delay a 
minute <i write us to-day for our Free Catalog, and fpl 
Particular 

J.B. Pars, Mgr., 70 Lombard St., Dept, 401 Toronto 

Mounted Rivas. Gesu: | 
ER STG Eero 

in excellent. condition 

Bargain for quick sale. 
Gun, - - 

Box 41, Rod and 
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO 

IN CANADA 

KEPT BY ALL DEALERS 

Most Lifelike 

Ever Made. . DECOYS 
Every 
species imi- 
tated with 
absolute 
accuracy. 

game 

Gunners de- 
clare them 
perfect. 

“PREMIER” MALLARD Reg- U.S. Patent Office 
——— 

They Lure Under Any Conditions 

Ducks drop to these faithful imitations. Your de af r has 
them—or write direct for details. 

Mason’s 
Decoy Factory, 462 Brooklyn Ave. 
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

Prospec- The Hunter’s or f 

tor’s kit is not complete with- 
out a tin. Kills Fleas and 

Buos. Keeps them away 

Harmless to other life. Sold 

in tins only, 1c., 25e. and 35-. 
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HOY, (el SET Et ee ae ike 30 19 
Meir ETIOE A ier tee ideas oie ciekote enero oe 10 6 
TORTI ECD eters crete Sante sai ais wears TE 10 6 
Lain US Tate Pe Nn ei cate eRe Oe eieeoamarae 20 11 

Stanley Gun Club. 
The club held a clay bird shoot on March 20th. 
In the shooting at doubles W. Stevens made a good 

score breaking 47 out of 66. E. J. Marsh 32 out of 56. 
G. L. Vivian 11 out of 24._N. Norman 29 out of 66 and 
P. MacMartin 11 out of 20. f 

March 27 this club will start a big shoot for members 
of club starting at 2 p.m. sharp. I 

The prizes to be shot for will be a handsome silver 
cup donated by J. Douglas, one of the best trap shoot- 
ers in Toronto for his age. 
= Also a silver spoon donated by the Dupont Powder 

Oo. 

ROT EC WENN oie ieicrcce acne = = 85 owe ene 195 154 
G. L, Vivian 105 87 
INGONGEBIAN isis oc. =) ce 2ls\o si eens 165 98 
2 es 1 ee eee oer 75 54 
ee Viaratine icc Ac «is 2fa.0 im oeers tenons 135 92 
iL bie She, Sob oe ae eee eniog Dim 80 51 
EL Di Re . ee ee eR Cie 75 56 
EROS USMC eee etre in tee ya, ol Ovens « 75 48 
argc heale rts 6 Sache hs san ponstorele 50 19 
TR. GUT Lo Cha ato iach tts, aie EaeeaeeeneR oO 25 18 

The Stanley Gun Club commenced the 100 Bird 
shoot for the Dupont silver spoon, on March 27. 

G. L. Vivian, W. Stevens, E. J. Marsh, W. Skey, E. 
F. Springer, A. Hulme and P. MacMartin all broke 25 
out of 25. The Dupont handicap is used for this shoot, 
and it promises to be a keen contest to the end. In the 
shooting at Doubles, Joe Jennings made a good score 
23x24. G. M. Dunk 33x50. A. Schnauffer 18x25. N. 
Norman 41x70. G. L. Vivian 14x25. W. Stevens 
35x70. E. F. Springer 28x50. 
DEI OO OY ccc s ciclee csne Wole) aye. cs a's Simiemegeae 35 26 
PU C REN one o otere bees aie iclsle ee ss ROG 55 47 
SINT TICE tis ERE ne ee er ene. Simi 35 20 
NWUISKRE MONS es .c8 5 os sonics ele Sauseeieve 100 81 
N. Normon 90 71 
LEPe USE (So Se ann Pe Ra Oe ce mec 95 63 
‘218 Gj 0) oe einnae ee TE emt ee 115 47 
eS Chntiters). ote ee ee ene 60 45 
AGE MENNINGS Sones uo cts cera eats 80 Tes 
LD). Dye ee eRe ne Sg eae eee 55 42 
2 SUING RI Rebas 6 ankie Seas Bond aonooos 35 23 
1 sd DS 0) 1 ce a aorcleveiee 50 37 
UVa PS) EN eo Sih aM a ee oy ee ere 50 37 
& WUD Ni SegoceearoceEne oad occoec. 70 60 
PRANATELOD Oo). shy te). ors 2 Serotec tees Oe 30 16 
RGEKINS ewes oe sh ae cee oes Sear 30 17 
ROMER RTLENIC Ped ee res te ohn Rarete Mais eet eve 25 24 
Ma NLONCIMGiae es. cies ser jee eearenie ns 50 26 
SUE OGS.O.8 «CIEE REED =e 5 SORRE 10 4 
Gp MT eG eee meee aera 25 11 
ee LACIE REI oy. eee tee strana erie ae 75 49 
TAC Get RRS 3 (net eee 25 21 

The Stanley Gun Club held a big double prize shoot 
on April 3rd. In the shoot for the famous Douglas Cup 
for the all-round championship of the club at singles, 
doubles and tower birds, Joe Jennings and W. Fenton 
were high in the first of these events by breaking 25 out 
of 25 at singles, while F. Hooey was a close runner for 
third with 24. 
_In the Dupont Spoon shoot W. Fenton, H. Schofield, 

T. Thomas, W. Skey, F. Hobbs, and Joe Jennings were 
all tie with 25 out of 25. W. Skey is leading in this shoot 
with 50 x 50, while G. Vivian, W. Stevens, E. J. Marsh 
are tie with 49. In shooting at doubles, when 500 birds 
were shot at, Joe Jennings broke 57x 72. G. Vivian 
27 x 36, E. Dorf 16 x 24, N. Norman 24 x 40. 

In the tower bird shoot when 250 birds wera shot at 
A. Hulme made the best score, breaking 14 out of 20, 
and G. L. Vivian 7 out of 10. 

aes Birds 

) ANELED 25 Se ee ee ee tee ae 85 z: 5 
Peolesvivian........ 74 
Deemer = Se ee em ee 50 
ATG a i iil ee 58 

BEIOBEYo. <<<. 59 
Wekenton,......... i 92 
panes ee a Ge 59 
Goscheibe........ 69 
J. CULECh AOS Sea a 59 
Wreastevens........ a 98 
Tn 54 
meochnaufier.......... 53 
P. MacMartin..... 4 70 
Meeulnmgas.<......5........ 50 47 
2) i De 47 
Ee : 26 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 
Weer sete ete ote so.0 oi shsianege tenet ieieten 75 26 
JOIMIOKETINGE vine cio wre ere eres oterelesvone orotate 50 37 
SE ey ae > Bains b On G GOO IE win Gece © 50 39 
INDI git BA aeR ao 4 Serato soo noiccon = 75 14 Pat 
lap: £1) 0 pepennooedce. srouedo.cd 30.00 75 44 
Joe JENNM PS a. os as eeteae ee 50 50 

The Stanley Gun Club heid a double prize shoot 
April 10th. In the Dupont spoon shoot at 25 birds, 
Joe Jennings, A. Schnauffer, F. Hogarth and N. Nor- 
= were high, with 25; F. Hooey came a close second 
wit : 

In the shoot for the all-around championship of the 
club, when the second event was shot off, this being at 
25 birds on the Tower trap, Joe Jennings was high, with 
the splendid score of 23, while F. Hogarth was second 
with 17, Joe Jennings is leading in the championship 
shoot with 48 out of 50, and F. Hogarth second with 39. | 

The results: 
Name Shot at Broke. 

W: Fenton... oca65.80 0 ac 4 0 eee 50 
G: Nivian 3.5. d0<.08% cee 2 ss cea eee 65 52 
F EIOOEY: |. sco ce cs cs oes 2 one 75 59 
Wi cbuntly-shecses ones ee eee eet 7, 24 
J. WidMmeyer., os on 1 clos «1 oe ee 75 34 
TT Ehomas:’. 33 Sore Soe oe ee eee 50 27 
E: Dorf o.osec nce nonooo coe 60 42 
A. Schnaufferi><2¢ foc: co eee eee 85 49 
J. Dowglass i228 oe ew soe eee 25 
"T. Houghton +3 ccc: 3 See ee eee 100 86 
J. Jennings. 2o See sare ees Oo nlae e ee o ee 75 72 
W. Skey.. ..oi.-acmamnenioes ee eee 75 48 
F.. Hoganth. <4... s.- sete eee eine 40 33 
WN: Normans soy eee coe eee 60 42 
EF. Hobbs: 25.62% oes 2a 2 a one eee 50 30 

The Stanley Gun Club held the final prize shoot for 
the Dupont Spoon and the Douglas Cup on April 17. 
Joe Jennings won the Dupont spoon with the good score 
of 98 out of 100. W. R. Skey was second with 94, and 
had an added bird handicap of seven. 

In the Douglas Cup shoot for the all-around cham- 
pionship of the club, Joe Jennings was the victor with 
67 out of 75. This was at singles, doubles and 25 birds 
on the oma Tower trap. F. Hogarth was second 
wi De - 

In shooting at doubles Joe Jennings broke 40 out of 
48, W. Stevens 35, N. Norman 34. 

Here are some of the scores: 

We: ‘Widmeyer= 2... oe © sreinies oes 7 
G. Schetbe..- 2. 3. 2. oes a eee ee 75 54 
FE. HODDS® occ pots wlase nscale, 2 eee ee eee 65 44 
Ne Norman. cscaisios soos oc eeee 90 73 
W. Stevens. v.20. ia te Ee eee 85 64 
BF. Hoey. esse ote ee eee eee 40 34 
E.Rolphe. 2.253.022 0 ee eee 80 28 
A. Schnauiier-< 35555) o<-sc- a eee 75 66 
E.. Dork. >. |. cack acerca poe ee 75 64 
M. Salisbury. 34\s0 tss.ae> 7 il eee 105 70 
W. Wood... 2 255 Sot St ae eee 15 12 
W: Hughes.iscc5.05 Sos oe ee eee 40 34 
W. Lundy. si. stieets. cit Som See 35 30 
FB: Hogarthy coe oo a. re ee eee 35 29 
Jc JENDINES, 28S ye ee eee 65 61 
W. Skeyo. 05. ot Se eee 100 54 
Rowland). 2272S ns cae ee eee 15 10 
T Houghtens- <0. 2a eee 75 71 

The Stanley Gun Club held an open practice shoot on 
April 24, when a pleasant afternoon was spent at single 
birds, doubles, tower and hand-trap shooting. ‘ 
Wood, an old-time trap shooter, after a long illness, has 
come back to the sport, and gaye a good account of 
himself, breaking 30 out of 40 at singles, also 9 out of 10 
at the hand trap. A. Spiller and A. Edwards were 
welcome visitors from the Creekside Club, and shot 
well. In shooting at doubles when 200 birds were shot 
At, W. Stevens was high, with 16 out of 24. T. Hough- 
ton was a close second, with 15, W. Hughes 12, and M. 
Salisbury 10, In shooting with the hand trap W. 
Stevens was high, with the splendid score of 22 out of 
25. In shooting at the tower trap birds (the birds are 
thrown from 40 feet in the air) 350 were shot at. W. 
Skey was high, breaking 13 out of 25, and W. Weller 
second with 11. Scores: 

WaWiGodere. aon scs 

iD pel Ditie iste gee a Bee oz 

W. Weller. 
W: Bushes: 23:4 4. <.s 
M. Salisbury 
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Outing Suits in Genuine 

Semi-ready Tailoring 

- - |= 

No Retail Tailor can Reproduce the Finished Tailoring of the Clothes 

Tailored on the Semi-ready Physique Type System. 

A Suit of pure English or Scotch Homespun, in 
Semi-ready Stores’ Business Sack, or in Patch Pocket or Norfolk 

Outfitting Headquarters style for $25. 

In Canada 

== A Botany wool English Serge in finest Britons- 

Montreal : loom Serge for $25. 
Cor. Peel and St. Catherine 

Special Suits tailored to measure in four days, $18 
Toronto : 

167 Yonge Street 

eee 500 Semi-ready Stores in Canada, or 
ng Street _ e . 

address Semi-ready, Limited, Montreal 
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{R10 tr Ga aR Raine Onieaicioaa ceeieccsc 50 19 
PAS Saillercrwcpon ee.ctasionrel cites ae ror 30 20 
ADE d wardss<h c= Screen tee eke e nator 40 29 

The Stanley Gun Club held a prize shoot on Saturday 
May Ist. The winner of the first prize was E. Dorf, 
with 21 out of 25. He was tied by M Salisbury, who 
had a handicap of five birds, and in shooting off the tie 
at 25 birds E. Dorf won, with the splendid score of 24, 
and M. Salisbury was second with 20. .B. J. Pearce was 
a visitor from the Nationals, and gave a good account 
of himself, breaking 25 straight. In shooting at doubles 
W. Stevens was high, with 20 out of 24, and W. Lundy 
second with 13. In the tower shooting, A. Schnauffer 
broke 18 out of 38, and E. Dorf 12 out of 35. The scores 

WWViS SLCWENS is a tae cisce octane eusvonniaveneasretepone 15 105 
WUT =. sce cis Se atone oie here ete eran 85 73 
BSP EALCE Ss 5 .te cc raiere Sreteros tals enne oes 90 70 
ISS Un geen eerie Sa otic obra doa 110 73 
ADAOOCKELES. 4 o disci Ae a Oe Le ee 95 78 
RW: Ete Sak Gictcecers eee rorclensioe ee ae 95 68 
A SSCHNAUHED or. colcieusisiers. 0 Slnecto eto 80 63 
Licht! Bt) RASS Nhs coe ne een a i na Orne 80 69 
IWiOWlOOd @<, Sieleradetera acs aveeeom th ereloe sralvatete 50 25 
ARC ET) tel ohtt aeRO GR AP I aD Go ocinictdin pon 25 21 

Peterboro Gun Club. 
The Peterborough Gun Club held a practice shoot 

on April 23, and again on Saturday afternoon, when 
several new members were out; 

The scores on Friday were: 
Shot at 50 

Broke Broke 
ieRoutely2. 2... fos 49 G2 Grahams. eee 36 
Dra Prankese qccoeeoo Gove Moncures.. see 32 

Scores on Saturday: 
Shot at 50. 

Broke Broke 
Ne COON eae: aoe 44 Ey. Halleeiceensee eee 36 
W.H.Denham....... 31 G@iGrahamee cece 31 
13 Bs Ont) ot oe ae 27 ASPAKnightaoe ice 27 
BeGraliam 3. ejoe-sto ee 22. W. Montgomery...... 22, 
Wwe eatin eens. nye 18 

: 5 Shot at 25. 
BS AGaillespie hc. sec 14 CRW o0d in. enn wets 14 
Celamesteet. ec ee 9 

The weekly shoot of the Peterborough Gun Club 
was held on May Ist. 

The scores were: 

ELAR OUECL Yr ok citers cae ence varsate eee oe 
LOUCKS etwnlarayni nrc Seon ae aes 75 55 
CiGrahamire nig. ot iar eae 50 31 
CWO Oe aie aak vai Sst Olek fawr SEO 25 7) 
PASUIMMONS es wkios Ace ee oe 25 13 

St. Hubert Gun Club. 
At the shoot on April 3rd, J. B. Bunn was high gun 

Winning the spoon with 42 out of 50. The scores: 
TWO EVENTS AT 25 aS 

JA BSB Onn See ae eee 20—42 
Wace Cameron’: oe cn eee 23 17—40 
DD ralGo Smiths... wae yc eee 19 20—39 
CAB ethine ea semester ee 19 19—38 
GeorO/Gonnor...cteene sen eee 21 17—38 
GS WEI Kerns Setters « cicis coe 17 21—38 
WEG SILOS eset Sac. cis eee ee 16 21—37 
CrEO UWihllee.- - cata ehs  e ee 16 19—35 
PAW ahTOOD tose eine. ae eee 15 20—35 
JAM ERODELES: for eee hd eee 15 20—35 
Gear Pasdaleyt.. 5 he ee eee 14 Pri B55) 
INES TOWINEE soc cineca 16 15—31 
ESOP SID DELL alec: os oe Shao ee ee 15 16—31 
MICH MONG =) 2a eee ee ee eee 16 14—30 
NEI EGERODETS 5) 5 ts cte ee eerie 15 14—29 
NAVAL AINS eases oe crche ee 13 14—27 
DIE MNIOHY i recice sh cekanich vitomneeeene 9 9—18 
ESPELOUOU ae Soe cro aol tnn ce oes Lee he 10—17 
PS NEDALCHA ee. oe tice ae ee a ee Zi 10—17 
ER PLS ALTG pense ciaiciars eieveca atk whew ocinier 8 9—17 
215 "TES, LAUT Eee Rn CP 8 8—16 
Pee SES AC Wall). .2 os) s0s.c's bers achnc oes ee 8 7—15 
2 oe EXTRAS 

Cin ae eS Pavehe castine 22 21—43 
PEPE HACC hier = oiocsc co hinsues oer eee 12—30 
PRES NCL ACATI Se yee bavcfscics ole sceehie os alata 13 IS. 26 

phe at Broke. 

RAB Harry. sc. ee since oe oe eee 15 11—26 
DrsMohr ies eet ea oe econore ata 9—20 
GeotBasdale erro oS. oo re eer 2 —23 
GeohO? Connor. ...2..2058 soe eae ee 23 —23 
WOVE ROGEFS |. oe s:-.o sake er lees 21 —21 
JAH: ROBERTS see os tee lene eee 20 —20 
Wis) JOHNSON. ais.. ¢ <<, Gr ot le nies Gren 19 —19 
Wal stCameron’. «osc. see ae oe eee 15 —15 
NaBrowilee cis eee ee tee ore 15 —15 
AGUITIG oo) an ecae cause eee a eee 15 —15 
HivA-Bontield ss. cc cts octes sheets eee 10 —10 

The annual Easter shoot of the St. Hubert club took 
place Monday, April 5th at the traps, Westboro. Over 
50 shots took part, including teams from Montreal, 
while Perth and other towns were also represented. 
The light was not of the best and at times the wind blew 
freshly, but the shooting under these circumstances 
was unusually good. ie ; 
_ The men began the competitions at 9.30 in the morn- 
ing and continued until about 5.30 in the afternoon. 
The St. Hubert: grounds presented a busy appearance 
and the crack of the rifles re-echoed throughout the day. 
The Montreal gun men made an effort to lift the 
Alywin cup for ten man teams and the Montreal and 
Lansdowne cups for five man teams. They were suc- 
cessful in winning the Lansdowne cup, showing a 
majority of 4 birds, but the other two trophies were de- 
fended by the St. Hubert shots. The Ottawa men re- 
tained the Alywin cup, the feature event of the day, by 
a majority of 4 birds, the final standing of the teams be- 
ing 201 to 197. Lachine carried off the Lansdowne cup 
104 to 100 but the Ottawas succeeded in holding the 
Montreal cup by 10 birds the score being 205 to 195. 
Splendid shooting marked the cup competitions, Blyth 
Beattie breaking 24 out of 25 in the Alywin match, 
in which Maher of Lachine equalled his score. In the 
Lansdowne cup contest Ewing, Redman and Dr. 
Smith tied with 22 each and in the Montreal cup event, 
George Easdale was high gun with 23. : : 

A great many entered for the Merchandise event in 
which first prize went to W. Carruthers, of Montreal 
$15. W. Pueblow of Perth was second with 10 straight 
and Messrs. Gourley and Easdale, of Montreal and 
Ottawa respectively, tied for third honors with 9. 

The teams and scores were as follows: 

ALYWIN CUP. 
(Ten Man Teams.) 

St. Hubert. Lachine. 
Beatties. ee haces 24 Maher’. «:..:.<1:6.<-6 aise 24 
Smith saicouwse eee 23 Ewing... shee 22 
Heney.c3. sas oe 22 Redman s.2 oem B22 
Gorby ei. cote oes 21 Lyall ccc on cee 
Whoops the joces cae PAL Gowdy.,... ....sm es ae rete 20 
EBasdale scat bo ieee 19 Boucher.v> 1 oe 20 
RROBerS= Yack eee 19 Carruthers?.- a. Para) 
Sibbittsc con cee ee 18 UCAS ois cs oe eee 17 
Dionne. whee 17 Clarke: «. ;:si0is aon 16 
OGonnor. eee 17 Irving y...\. herouterisnaieate 15 

MOtake 5 xeiecercer 201 Lotal:..< s.cieiwjsyen ster 197 
Majority for Ottawa, 4 birds. 

EVENT FOR MONTREAL CUP. 

St. Hubert. Lachine. 
Beatties s.r earce 22 EWin? 32a eee 2P4 
easdale sateen ear 23 Boucher... css eee waa 
Heney i. concern 21 Carruthers.. 5.52 eee 20 
Rogers = 12 %.n:ac. Lions 20 LucaSsiini.cn spate 17 
DionnesA oe ee 19 Putmaniy. occ seat 14 

Totaleeoe. Sas oe 105 Total acento 95 
Majority for Ottawa, 10 birds. 

LANSDOWNE CUP. 
(Five Man Teams. 

Lachine St. Hubert 
Flwillg o-¢, J arctelee eoacies 22) Smitheeee. se ervcters ie wea 
Redmansca.. aaa 22 ‘Throopsn.eeeeeeee v20) 
Boucher?..- seo enieehe 20 Beattie:..s: &.- x Bee), 
Garruthers/=.coece 20 Easdalesa: 500 eames .19 
Maher eine cone cee 20 Henney. asi. semiereer AP ace ti!) 

<Eotal. ince 10: Total... 4.0 «eee 100 haa 
Majority for Lachine, 4 birds. 

\ a ee 
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= TANGO _ ITS] 
Paw 

ogc. ECUUEEUUATU AEE EEELEHELT LY 

ey easg ALWAY S 
FON, TIME 

No petty annoyances, 

$50 GoED. PRIZE 7 a 
ConTEsT Bat /0%. sk. A A MINH OW) aS CTO = 

no unnecessary delays-- 

that’s the programme 

A\y Y 
for the 

D unlo Pp HIS bait was a sensational 
ks killer in the 1914 Season. One Hour’ s Catch! 

= as all t ife-li wim- 
Traction min saintion or: ea ow Note variety. By J. K. Rush 

The liveliest bait that floats. (Patentee), Pulaski, N.Y., July 
aig rea d Made many record catches. 23, 1914. Catch of three 3 Ib. 

Floats when not in action— small mouth bass, two 4 Ib large 
: can’t catch on bottom. Our mouth bass. two 3 lb. northern 

Luminous Baits “beat them pike, one 10 in. perch and one 
all.” 36 in. muscallonge. 

The RUSH TANGO Swimming Minnow 
Hooks behind body of bait, it is practically a weedless bait, but it 
DOES catch the game fish. Ideal for trolling and casting. Made 
of wood, enameled and finished in brilliant colors. 

Packed in neat, compact box, in Sample prepaid 
White, red head: White, yellow 75c, with name of 
and green mottled back: Yellow, se 
red fea Yellow, red your dealer or com- 

and green mottled plete set of 4 select- 
= White Lumin- 15 each ed colors'for $3.00. 

Write today for details of $50.00 Gold Prize Offer 
Dealers state name of your jobber. 

U. S. Specialty Co., 944 S.A. & K. Bidg., Syracuse, N.Y 

user. 

fi) } 

SSPUTUNUOUNOUHNOONUOUNAOQUOUUHOGUROUUROUUQOGURUGUROGUOUOUROUGRUOORUOORUGARGUDANODOUOORUOROOGAL - | 

“GARAGES AND HOW TO 
T BUILD THEM” 
! Every Auto owner is vitally interested in the subject of where to keep his machine. 

The most convenient place is on your own property in a private garage, the 
architecture of which is in keeping with your, house. 

This large 158-page book is the only one of its || There is also an extensive chapter on Garage 

| kind and shows a standard collection of New, | Equipment and Accessories in which is des- 

Original and Artistic designs for up-to-date Priv- } cribed the construction and operation of turn 

hat oe ae Garages adapted to Frame, | tables; gasoline storage and pumping; oil cabin- 

Bre Stone, Cement Stuon-or Conrete Com | ti; conaracting a repair etch and tol cain ets; lockers; rules to prevent freezing of water 

55 DESIGNS OF GARAGES are shown by per- in cylinders, radiators, etc.; washing apparatus; 
spective views and floor plans giving dimensions, lighting apparatus; etc. 
etc. Also remarks on Garage Construction, 
explaining the advantages o1 each form of con- 
struction and giving details about the manner of 

It is just the book to give you important points 

erection, selection of materials, hints on super- | 22d ideasif you are about to build a garage. Its 
vision, etc. information will save you money. 

A Brand New Book, Elaborately Illustrated, Artist- 
ically Bound, Price $1.00, Postpaid. Address: 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO 

| 
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In the grand aggregate, Blyth Beattie carried off first honors, with 109 out of 120, and J. J. Heney, Jr. was © 

Event Event Event Event Event Event Event Event Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

second with 104. 

8 shot at 

15 15 15 15 15 15 15—120 

Fence ok doc ae ea ARES Wo ee ee 14 15 12 15 12 13 14—109 
Bes (oro) Shes bblvde cassie) oe ee 1 14 14 14 14 «14 11108 
=r ane mennietinee Se B 13 “2 8 4 22a 
Retake cc ns ons oe eee eee 33.14 64 ft *3BU Ue 
Hoderd WoW cso. sco o oa dutie et ee ee 12°14. 438s 44) OD 
DN ee. ean oss en cge ee 11 15 #10 13 13. 130 
FO er oe Sa 13. 11 12 10 4138 > "eo 
Walken tire"). co. oc ss < Oe eee 11) - 1d Tey 9 2a = 
SPTGOP Sos ca ae 2 = = coe visiaieiotemne ele teln e ie tet Ligne 1 12 12 13 14 10— 95 

Poirlig. slide soe a bts Ce ee ne 11 43 6 iced 10 - B24 
en ee ERP ay eS taey S Sie pedi 40°12 1 eee 
FRODELES oasis cia oo eile aietn we Be Sie Se 10 11 8 10 11 8 12— 83 
SIANEY i iean kn cee Ce Rare ae eee ae ees 7 11 9 8 12 9 12— 78 
BO ek oases Rte eee 12 peor Ta 3: Se 
RT oes s see ee ee 8 oem See 14 12 14 13 13 —- — 78 

Carentherses 2. dewie s+ fine Se esta s< acme 13 14 14 11 13 — — 78 

LE: (ON ee neh > ea eee oe ae ere Oe aaa 14 11 12 9 9 13 — 77 

BOUCHER (0 <2 oo ce = rivers s\n ours marge stetwis/si sis 11 14 13 14 11 — — 76 

Bpieage ec So cna? aka’ seen eee 3B WOR 1 =e 
Ce By ee ee Spee Pete ChoeN aa Snook 12 is 12 a 11 _— —- 73 
BN GAUNEE it ote ers 8 = wichesmie ove 0 hela eerkeoLe Bie lavol golem 14 10 11 14 13 — — 73 
iT | Be Se ee BOO eenoe oS mn omton acco 15 13 11 12 13 — —- 73 
a eo nore ccc cinin ea Fee Meee Re 9 9 12 tz 10 8 7— 72 
Lo Gg) Eee Seer irre sc 11 ies 13 12 pb — — 72 
RINT eae SCRE cose oe on Seas 12 12 10 12 13 as — 71 
KROL T. acs acts ie cicce mone cms ok eee 12 13 12 10 13 wae —- 71 
SiRTEE = 7). 32 sree oskictace - 8 Ee 2 coche Pe eee eee 10 8 15 1S 14 - — 71 
iW, Coli at Se ee es eg SS CSCO OoC 14 11 11 13 12 — — 70 
ETL RS Oe Cao SE Cec Sein mGU eee eer : 3 i - a¢ — —. = 

MGW so actors ie law's A otoreio tee ios ere ie tease — —— 
me Z Be tenant aad, 3 Se ee Bical cero oe ee 10 11 Bl 14 11 — —— 67 
Ck ARABS enn Bree Tone Soe ob ers See 9 12 13 9 12 = —— 66 
Tar Ke BSS eee coach Cas oe usb eee oe sabres 13 9 10 12 9 -= — 63 
Rarities tee tie oe ieee oe ee eect = — 13 12 11 14 1i— 61 
PE Pe S711 ee ae ee yea re Pe ry ls) 2 imc 13 11 13 6 7 — — 60 
EGE cose fos Rete oh cee Gan eee Reo ae 11 10 8 9 fi — — 57 
ROPERS ate cee ere ore, cinta aie tte Motel wleteis ersietare ote 8 4 5 ti = 8 8 9— 52 
GINCES ERODES ofa. ys Sees ais (aclatate sees Mee, etter 6 9 10 9 6 9 — —- 49 
SEAR ae eI ee Die a Sa ae OS Ws ep oie oP woe —_ — — —_ 12 12 10 11— 45 
WISI Soe. «oaks ne ote, Heeic ce he ORG Te saan eee 7 12 6 7 5 6 — — 4. 
BOM es oe soe ae hee ee ep eaeielekal ore coroners — 12 12 8 9 oe — — 41 
INP ce on oie. cons! casorny ote ean ate oo aero —_ —- — — — 4 12 10— 26 
Loe Be Ge Le ea a eee cae ee og = = = ae = 11 12 —— 23 
ESA WAN oie se aces SST TO eS wd Da SES POT ROE 4 5 _— —_ _ 7 6 —- 22 
SHE ALU ee oe - doc Cs cue lstetol ere Since. atetoreibince masta eto 6 6 —_ — _ 5 3 —— 20 
Tia Se En GE EE fee ets oc ceteris oe — —_— _— _— —_ 5 8 7— 20 
a ial GI 5 oa ee eee gen —_ —_ —_ _ abit —_ — — ll 
GeaTICEON. Paes. «mabe oS oe oie Sask eae milano ele wicle oS 5 2 —_— _ —_ — — — 7 
FROPCES, Capel oe. wioe 5.5 Soros oe ae. Sis ao eis) chess 6 Se —_— — =— — _ — 3 4— 7 
FENCES ts. abe co oo <s. Salen: eins em ens = 2s webs cee — — -_-_ — — _— 2 — 2 

A large crowd attended the weekly shoot at the EXTRAS. ; 
Westboro traps on April 10th, and although a stiff Geo, @? Conners: 2s .s2se-e 21 19 21—61 
breeze was blowing some good scores were made. J. J. VOW. Rogers © 5. ob caeeen: 19 18 23—60 
Heney Jr. with 48 out of 50 was high gun. ; Wi Eerby Jit oe eae ae 18 21 20—59 

In the spoon competition O. T. Ring with a handicap Geo. Easdale- 220 92.. oee 19 18 20—57 
of six birds, scoring 40 which made a_-total of 46 was the Armstrong. oo0 So cae os dejo ie See eee —20 
winner. J. J. Heney Jr. although breaking 48 has a J. Richmond............. —16 
minus handicap of three birds, having won three spoons JP CIs’ 4. ote eee ee —9 
this year. . : 

Quite a few beginners took part and the shooting on 
their part was very good. Following is a record of the 
scores in detail: 

TWO EVENTS AT 25 BIEDS. 
4 PRETENSE es s.s tte cis oe Seen 24—48 

OF Bing Kh oo. 18 22—46 
Geo. Easdale....... 20 22—42 
E. G. White, pro.. 19 22—41 
Geo. O’Connor.... are, 21—41 
Bo Beatties. 25. 5. ee | 18—39 
W.J.Corby.... 18 21—39 
J.H. Roberts... 20 18—38 
earson: - 2... 5 18 20—38 
W.L. Cameron... 18 19—37 

_ C. H. Bayfield... 19 18—37 
F. Mcluckie...... Pe el W’/ 19—36 
Revs acer. cs. 2... sae VED 17—36 
eetIChmOnd. ...... ace io 19—35 
Evy SUhroop......... 15 18—33 
J. 3: 2 re 18 13—31 
_ ES ee 12 19—31 
= DLT LORS ee aa a are 15 13—28 
0 a a ee 13 14—27 
“2. Pn a ee a 12 14—26 
PPE oe. 5 oc. i ss ss aos « S10 14—24 
2 DE ini eae eee ee 14 10—24 

3 DE ATIC. eo as IANS COTE eae 15 8—23 
S STEnp hrc 9 14—23 
OE rr 7 11—18 

h 5 13—18 
9 5 Le: 
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Splendid weather enabled the members of the St. 
Hubert Gun Club to have a most enjoyable week-end 
shoot at their Westboro’ traps on April 17. Dr. Seager, 
J. J. Heney, jr., and G. S. Walker all tied in the silver 
spoon competition, getting 45 out of 50 birds. Dr. 
Seager, with a handicap, won the spoon, however. 
Following is a record of the afternoon’s sport in detail: 

TWO EVENTS AT 25 BIRDS ~ 
Dr. Seager: zack. cree 5.sde sts a me See 24 21—45 
J. J. Heney; jf2.2 2 see enone oe 21 24—45 
G.S. Walker, (Pres). 8-oe- mos eee 20 25—45 
A. W.. Throop «23 2....26 os eee eee 20 21—41 
W. Gobittle. = 557). ae ee eee 19 21—40 
J.B Bunn os. Se oa eee 20 20—40 
Geo. Easdalev:: 32 eS eee 21 19—40 
Dr Southe. 26s 20s eee 18 18—36 
W. Williams: inis: -ccaee 16 19—35 
W. L. Cameron. . 14 21—35 
W. J. Corby... 20 15—35 
N. Brownlee... 16 17—33 
J. Richmond 18 14—32 
J.M. Roberts 17 15—32 
ID riViohrs. cs. 16 16—32 
Os SRR goof 16 16—32 
PO @mrnes..., 15 15—30 
A. T. Pearson 17 12—29 
JoBradley-. 3... 13 15—28 
Geo. Bryson, jr. ld 11—28 
A. E. Shephard. = 16 11—27 
BE Baldwin 2 Gos eee 16 11—27 
Geo. White......<<coes se wee 14 12—26 

SHOW Tene eal) 

rapes oa etertsins 

2? 0 diel appa! Goalie 



19 Foot Famil
y Launch 19 foot overall, | 

with 31-2 hop. 

Aft. 10 in. beam, 

will seat 6 to 8 

people. Ribs, 

keel, coaming 

and decks best 

Northern Oak, 

Cypress, 5-8 in. 

Ferro engine, 

t 
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planked with 

thick. Equipped 

$250.60 
with two cylin- 

der 6 h.p. Ferro 

We have 25 foot, 32 foot, 26 foot, and 23 foot launches ©78iNe, 
in stock ready for delivery at reasonable prices. $ 325.00 

Bracebridge Launch Works ‘out e1;<" 

Canoe 

Perfection 
‘Stop to consider whether you are spend- 

ing your canoe money most profitably. This 

year you must be doubly careful. 

The above cut illustrates our Longitudinal Cedar Strip 

canoe. It is the canoe de luxe. No other exhibits the same 

coziness, perfection of workmanship and strength as this Cedar 

. Strip. It has a brilliant polish, delicate and graceful lines, and that bony- 

; ant feel in the water loved by every paddler. Just the canoe for the man 

or woman who isa bit particular. Now on this canoe and on some others, we 

i = have a very special offer to make you. Write at once for catalogue. 

| THE “BROWN BOAT” FACTORY 
Lakefield, Ontario 
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R. L. Cameron...... Sea he iss 14 7—21 

GHB ROperso.. < eecaiels emis oo yeiroks 8 10—18 

Dr. Waren Beh Re re era > Gauct . oa 

-M eat Lie ee ae Ore ao cue 2. 

Scie EXTRAS 

SP NIVEMRODECLES |S oc oe noieicivio.s iam seleiyel 14 14—28 

Geo. Fasdale. 2... cjnc sc ct - ine ere —21 

Weal elOnnStOne. ..ciec oe cee ie oie —20 

Vif) bed @ieter tol ne)! Pet eit pach ORs IOITLOS'G —20 

Dr. Watterson......-.----seesese> 7 12—19 

RP UERIGHINONG. 5 ie clei, fee n> wiv eins —16 

TIE Q1 ET bia be eer ber choroinid of ec C.0.C —13 

7S Ge Bek ripmeemuoonac 5 aum.o7%c —13 

REI GAMELOM sl. visio olels oes oe ete —10 

RUE Bald wills. <r1.c.- sade pe eer —9 

IAT Pearsons «ois cctaeieiaiel= + piers ocejoeehe —5 

7. Waits: Pee Sob aco onibaodmonco — 2 

Events at 25 birds on Apzil 24; showing handicaps 

added for the ‘‘G. R. White’ Spoon: Tot. Hep. 

Tes Or Aditodcosacno DooC 24) 23-9746 3 49 

WiGebittleyachiteto ae oe. <i D122) 45 = Sie) 

Geo: Easdalé......--...--- 22 D3) AS 5 50 

Dr. Smith..... M Baa telat 19° 24 43-46) 49 

GeorO;Connore.. =). Ge PA Ve Open ZBI sey 8 ZY, 

Til Biel Sth Neen a.6 AEX Ceee CROC IO 19235042 if 

WME nGAMELON: ot. ea > 18-323", 41 3 44 

Ja TOUES ese eiccam iste siete ve 182.237 fAlee 2 43 

Dreblack. seceonoen eee 19) 22) FAT 1050 

WEN AIROR CES or ore) citieeiouejelo tate: 18: (222) = 40) 00-46 

RG TOOD2 act reetssel aise ace 19 21 40 6 46 

GuS. Walker (pro:))s.52 c02: 19). LOR S2ieexn 538 

WAR GOLDY seca teiate seu 16°°2 21s Si eee 

ChiME  Drtillel(ngey isoocen sos 20 17 37 x 37 

GeBettunienas se menceereecce 17 19) 36.409). 445 

Dini Mite signepeeeasacooc Ie ite BEL RO AY 

ReCameronecws se seeder 17) £6) .33S 125-745 

COPA OOtH ee. sees Girne «ie 715 S2ENES ae 

RWAGSIDDetE. ae Seles ciel ese SZ ePr ais 

PMGUETIC an teaeis soe tele 14) Se S oD re Omer 
WeWilliamsidccet sass ceo C16) sala i Oral 
ENA RODGERS soso sae tele so lere 1416 0b loge 
Oa Kin gad eee. eters 16) 149530) -20)850: 
GOIREIWIDILOS 1a cee ioe stie es eels 11 165 32%. Sx 2k 
AS Sheppardl «sc emicte la cletesele 11 Ps) 9 262-20) 246 
MRICHMONG. » estes | ey -tale ee 100) 152225 S10 oo 
GH Rogerse. ies costes 11 10° 21, (25m46 
BSE Baldwins 222.5 sn cleats 10) lOM oe 2O m0 b AO 
Dr. Watterson..... Saaaeuoe 9 10 195205 ao 

Shoot off at (25 birds)— 
Hep. Tot 

OMAN GPs oecereiars fn Selsey e ten ataiets 1 10—31 
Dyes BYE) ets os tae ater RINGO cLceO TERE Or 22 5—27 
TD Ye (tee a etere Clore icie oie Ene DCEO 17 10—27 
Wii Ser Utley emer merticsletaue ers ieencuates 20 4—24 
GeonEasdale 5 erctrmreiiteeicce cee srcuctone 20 3—23 
Ten-man team event, 25 birds each: 

Team 1 
4 Bal Jeo 8 sr hgeaea cai 24 
Wi. Js GoEbyion:.2.ssegice 21 
WG cit tle secs oc. cis crete 21 
Wie WV EROREIS cries ers: -Poiss « 19 
JaERichmond(--.... «ao: 20 

POtaliantetstnye clessicrshekeereve exes io ean ee 

Geo: Easdale..7 2... 9 ASW... Dhroopiysecteeere 20 
GJ Boothe....- be Dry Smitheaoesoeeneee 2 
Geo. O’Connor.. DrvBlacky.n.. ? 
WE. Cameron. 2: =. O. T. King 
Ja Roberts... > C. H. Rogers 

PROP as a ahaa io hasea "Menta gah's so late ca Se Ewen et seme caeveReromemeueES 
Extra event (25 birds)— 

18, Carnet Noro eo BO. 18 Av Sheppard’. cee 15 
BeliBald win’ tac .6 st 9) =. Roughsedgeznaas eee 8 

Two Events at 25 Birds for Club Spoon, May Ist: 
ceo yOZEONNOL. <2 .12.ne senso Sante eek 23 22 
PONE S OA PLO.s Seuslerevdiassulorcyo sieeve evel 23 21 44 
(ES ERMUNE 02 Sele cre poe oe tie ke lesle 21 20 Al 
Geosbiasdales:hs. » tetn:2 abet de eke 20 21 41 
IWPANAEROR CLS oes tic cain Shepares sce teis « Uta 19 22 Al 
Viel, AM ANT CLO jek: she ht siala,e os stele s Sine 20 20 40 
PAM AITIEL OI, (o4/n)5 acai tej enss oo) cert d sual tee 21 17 38 
BRME MORES TUTLIT US 55 foe eases Ae bale. clase eldieee 16 22 38 
AneNY  MNTOOD: &. fies eee tah kbs ectelan es 19 18 37 
MOISES O OLD ie.) fre alelaia«  Sevstel oi sions.0 21 14 35 
Ges. wWalkertprok site. fk bh lk 16 18 34 
Cea. MTC a | ae eee 17 16 33 
WRTAVLOHT. 00 te Abit eek bemae 17 15 32 
Lh SUG Tt RR Be 16 15 31 
LS) LS SGT Ign 98 Cl OB Ole Caeeeace 12 17 29 
PPMNLE ALIS. Wincanlolsy~ Cistdieleie nisieies + 14 10 24 
MME ie arer ols rar evexeloncés, a 3° + 30 10 13 23 
VMEGENICS Eo cers sinccis wlaie ee ule os Oo 14 9 23 
(Giz), BIAUEG) SR) ee eee 6 10 16 
13) LBL. LENG Aa 7 7 14 

One Event at 25 Birds for the Dupont Spoon. 

GeBethunes. cece eee one tetenerueeren 4 22 26. 

Go BiRogersiac oe a rane 10 15 25. 

BeGamerome. ects decree tiene 7 17 24 

GuTEBooth) 2-6 eee eee 4 20 24 

Geos Basdale iS ais 5.2 acters. sy revere kak 2 22: 24 

INMBrowDlee s:.-wae tcl leeie ent eee 6 17 23 

OSTVRIiNeso. soccer ice 5 18 23- 

GS: Walker'Pro.-.-------- Scr. 8} 23 

W. L. Cameron 2 21 2B! 

Geo. O’ Connor 2 20 22 
B. H. Baldwin 10 11 21 
A. W. Throop 2 1 es 2! 
John Boa, pro Sern 2 21 
V.V. Rogers 2 19 21 
A. Shephard 8 12 20 
Dri Mobres..- 6 14 -20: 
J.B. Bunn.. 2 18 20. 
Geo. White 6 14 20 
Wm. Forbes.. 6 13 19 
Geo. Bryson, jr 6 14 

! Dominion Cartridge Gun Club. 
; eee election of officers of the above club resulted as 
ollows: : 
Hon. Presidents—Sir George H. Perley, M.. P.; ETE 

Slater, M. P. P.; H. W. Brainerd, John S. Boa; John 
Hay, ex-M. P. P.; Rupert M. Watson, Alex. Dey. 

Hon. vice-presidents—George R. Scott, John Russell, 
A. Samson, H. Moseley, H. Gardiner, C. Billings, F. 
H. Hooper. 

Preaiieai Bs J. Johnson. 
Vice-president—R. Golphin. 
Secretary—M. C. Fletcher. 
Treasurer—J. R. Thomson. 
Committee of management—Messrs. Wyman\Mc- 

Gibbon, S. A. Wilson, Fred Brunelle, W. T. Davies, T. 
G. Pasco. . 

John S. Boa was present at the meeting and gave 
much very valuable advice in regard to the handicap- 
ping for the present season. 

Following are the results of the week’s shoot: 

n n n n n 
3 UD 3 UD ao] 
OH Go. et one 
A. i2) 28 eee S| a 
eS) 2) Sik WwW ive) =} 
= ~- as -_ - ~_ 

— Ay Ay Ole Cee ee 
Name 

ES Smiths. case ease 8 oe Saree 24 
Gs Bournesa-ceee ee 5. = Ome ae an SNPS 
Mrs. Brunelle:....... 4 A eB Rie ae 
WRG yack retort ere Tere AS ae seared 
Hi Butler sneer Qo as &- 14 10.749 
Mrs. S) Wilson. .°..... 8. Se 9 ett 7 44 
Mei GsPletcher.; ...-..- 10° 6 sia 9 10 49 
Be Johnson acceso ei 7 de oO: 
We GAP asCOsn nse meee Sy ce ai 6) 21 
Ross Braserse eee stint (aoe Se oe. 
IM Gagne nas ciieucan Grae 7 ee 
Wirssdvallbote scm ar-ers a eee Seige vale 
Mrs, Johnson... 3. et6lv ee 52 
Mrs: Seeker race: As ae 6 10 
Miss) Pascomemos ceisi 3 6. 4k. ae 9 
Fad) Johnson’ eis = A ee 9". 10... Bemends 
SecA Wailsontsscceee Pree Store on Li! 
G.Kennedyioe.. eee ee See 8 23 

Dominion Cartridge Co. scores on April 24 were: 
Practice Match (10 birds)—M. C. Fletcher 7, W. 

Talbot 7, C. Vary 7, W. Petley 5, Mrs. Brunelle 5, T. 
Coe E. Doremus 4, Mrs. Talbot 3, R. Fraser 3, 

. Seary 1. : 
Practice Match (10 birds)—H. Butler 9, Ed. Johnson 

8, Mr. S. Wilson 6, Mrs. Secker 6, Mrs. Brunelle 5, E. 
Doremus 4, M. C. Fletcher 4, Mrs. Johnson 2. 

Practice Match (10 birds)—Mrs. S. Wilson 10, S. A. 
Wilson 10, George Bourne 10, E. Doremus 7, E. Secker 
7. P. Burt 7, Ed. Johnson 7, A. Dart 7, Ed. Smith 6, 
A. Griffin 5. 

Club Spoon (15 birds)—M. C. Fletcher 13, C. Vary 
12, E. Secker 12, H. Butler 12, H. Heale 12, S. A, Wilson 
12, R. Golphin 12, Mrs. Brunelle 11, Mrs. S. Wilson 11, 
G. Bourne 11, W. Talbot_10, Miss Kennedy 10, Ed. 
Smith 10, T. G. Pasco 9, C. Kennedy 9, C. King 9, P. 
But 9, Mrs. Secker 8, E. Doremus 8, F. Brunelle 8, A. 
Griffin 7, J. Leary 6, Ed. Johnson 6, Mrs. Johnson 6, 
M. Gagne 6, A. Jeonotte 4, Mrs. Talbot 2. 

Du Pont Challenge Spoon (25 birds)—Fred Brunelle 
25, Mrs. Brunelle 23, W. Talbot 23, E. Johnson 23, H. 
Butler 23, A. Griffin 22, H. Heale 22, R. Golphin 22, C. | 
Vary 21, S. A. Wilson 21, Ed. Smith 21, P. Burt 21, | 
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The many thousand of 

_JUNOD BAITS”’ 
jin use in the United States and 
Canada areconclusive evidence 
that they are scientifically and 
mechanically correct. They 
are the surest of sure lures. 
They never fail. Made in six 

. sizes for Bass—Pickerel—Pike 
\ \ —Muscalonge and other game 

They make satisfied Anglers. For sale by all leading Jobbers. [ish 

P. JUNOD & Co., Celina, Ohio, U.S. A. 
Inventors and Manufacturers 

= Lg Sy i >—Lpe—Tome 
SS — 

t 
' 

g===_ AUTOMOBILE MOTORS AND MECHANISM 
Pocket size, 265 pp., blue flexible leather, fully illustrated, 
CONTENTS—The internal combustion engine. Principles and ‘construction. SA 
typical modern motor, The centrifugal governor, The hit-or-miss governor, Car- 
buretors, The float feed principle, The float chamber and jet, Various types of modern 
construction, Quality of mixture, Flooding the carburetor, Carburetor troubles and 
adjustments etc., Gear or Gearing, Belt and Chain Gearing, Friction gear, Spur on 
tooth gearing, Differential or balance gear, Shafts and their functions, The crank- 
shaft, half speed shaft, countershaft, etc., Lubrication and Lubricators, Pumps and 
their purposes, Motor misfiring, causes and remedies, Noises in the Motor, causes 
and remedies, Motor overheating, causes and remedies, Electric motors, principles 

|| 2:3] AUTOMOBILE MoTORS 
; ih; MECHANISM: 

] oe ah 

and operation, Steam cars, The engine, generator, reverse gear, etc. 
Prices: Flexible Leather........ $1.50. Cloth Binding........ $1.00. 

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED Woodstock, Ontario 

) Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them 
By CHARLES P. ROOT 

CONTENTS—Back firing, Blow-back of gas into carburetor, Popping noises, Buzz in 
| coil (other than contact breaker buzz), clatter and grind in gear box, Compression, faulty, 

Compression, none, Explosions, Irregular or uncertain running, Metallic or puffing noises, 
Misfires, Resistance slight when operating starting handle, Start, failure to, Steering er- 
ratic, Stoppage of engine, Water escapes, Air lock, Batteries, Bearings, Bent axle, Brakes, 
Carburation, Change Speed gear, Clutch, Coil, Connecting rod or crank shaft broken, 
Contact breaker (High tension magneto), Contact maker, Knock in bearings generally or 
in Transmission system. Leaks: Loss of power, Gear, Governor, Hunting, Ignition, Lub- 
rication, Misfires, Muffler troubles, Noise, Overheating, Pipes burst out or fractured, 
Piston troubles, Popping in carburetor, Pressure leaking (in case of pressure feed) Pre- 
ignition, Short circuits. Spark plug, Steam bound or air lock, Steering, Supply pipe 
choked, Tining, Tires, Valves, Valve springs, Water circulation, Wheels. 

Prices: Flexible Leather.......... $1.50 Cloth Binding 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 

SUBSCRIBERS—TAKE NOTICE. 
Anyone sending in a remittance for subscription to ROD AND 

GUN IN CANADA, either new or renewal, will find receipt in the 

copy of the magazine following remittance. 

BOARDING, ONTARIO 
WINDYFIELDS—Summer resort near Toronto, country, strictly first-closs, 850 feet above Lake 

Ontario. Pure air, beautiful scenery, tennis, bowling, trout fishing, pure spring drinking water, 

fresh vegetables, large house, verandahs, accommodate families, open year round, capable manage- 
meni, motor parties specialty. Booklet, apply Box 5, Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont. 
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rs. §. Wilson 20, M. C. Fletcher 17, A. Dart.17, G. 
sige 16, Mrs. Johnson 16, E. Doremus 14, C. Ken- 

ody 14, C. King 14. 
Peectice Match (25 birds)—H. Butler 22, E. Dore- 

us 20, Mrs. Brunelle 14. 

Following are scores of May Ist: 
Practice match (10 birds)—Geo. Bourne, 8, M.. 'G: 

letcher 8, E. Johnson 8, Mrs. Brunelle 7, T. G. Pasco 

-E. Smith 5, O. Legault 5, A. Jeanette 5, Mrs. Pasco 

Mrs. Heale 3, Mrs. Secker 3, Ross Fraser 1, E 

ecker 4. J 

Practice match (10 birds)—Geo. Bourne 6, E. Smith 

T. G. Pasco 6, Mrs. Brunelle 5. 
Du Pont ehaleng Spoon (25 birds)—H. Butler 24, 

[. C. Fletcher 23, E. Johnson 23, T. G. Pasco 20, E. 

mith 18, C. Kennedy 18, Mrs. Wilson 18, F. Brunelle 

3. Mrs. Brunelle 16, C. Bourne 15, C. King 14. | 

Club Spoon (15 birds)—H. Butler_14, E. Smith 13, 

I. C. Fletcher 13, C. Kennedy 13, F. Brunelle 13, G. 

ourne 12, Mrs. Brunelle 12, T. G. Pasco 12, C. King 

2, A. Griffin 12, P. Burt 12, Mrs. Wilson 11, E. Secker 

), E. Johnson 10, Mrs. Johnson 10, A. Dart 8, A. 

annette 8, Mrs. Heale 6, A. Leroux 6, Mrs. Pasco 4, 

liss Kennedy 3, O. Legault 2. 
Practice (15 birds)—E. Smith 11, E. Secker Vl 

utler 11, Mrs. Secker 9, F. Brunelle 9, Mrs. Johnson 

Practice (10 birds)—Mrs. Brunelle 8, H. Butler 7, 
liss Kennedy 2. , 
Practice (15 birds)—F. Brunelle 12, C. King 8. 

Shooters at Lachine Traps. | 
Wilson won the Maher Spoon competition at the 
eekly shoot of the Lachine Gun Club on April 17, 
fter a close and interesting contest. After shooting 
vice to break the tie, Wilson and Watson finally 
ecided to toss a coin and fortune favored the former. 
he club spoon competition was won by Clarke. The 
‘sults are as follows: __ 
Practice Match; 15 Birds—R. Lucas 15, Shoemaker 

4, Robertson 14, Howard 14, Laing 13, Watson 13, 
larke 12, Johnson 12, Wood 11, Black 11, Maher 11, 
onanee 10, Beaubien 10, Hodgson 10, H. Lucas 10, 
ilson 9. 
Club Spoon, 15 Birds—Lyall 14, R. Lucas 14, Clarke 

4, Howard 14, Laing 14, Shoemaker 13, Black 13, 
Jaher 13, H. Lucas 13, Carruthers 12, Wilson 12, Tor- 
ance 12, Strachan 11, Watson 11, Robertson 11, Wood 
0, E. Russell 10, V. Russell 10, Beaubieu 10, Hodson 
0, Johnson 10. 
Shoot-off—Clarke 15, R. Lucas 14, Lyall 13, Howard 

Sweepstake, 15 Birds—Clarke 15, Carruthers 14, R. 
uucas 14, Laing 14, Shoemaker 14, Maher 14, H. Lucas 
4, Lyall 13, Black 13, Hodson 13, Howard 13,Strachan 
2, V. Russell 12, Watson 12, Robertson 12, Faubert 12, 
‘orrance 11, Johnson 11, E. Russell 10, Wood 10, 
seaubien 10, Wilson 10. 
Maher Spoon 15 birds, Handicap—Strachan 15, R. 

uucas 15, Laing 15, Wood 15, Watson 15, Johnson 15, 
Jogdson 15, Wilson 15, Robertson 15, Maher 15, 
ralbraith 15, T. Lyall 14, H. Lucas 14, E. Russell 13, 
seaubien 13, Carruthers 12, Shoemaker 12, Clarke 12, 
‘aubert 12, Howard 12, V. Russell 10. 
Shoot-off—(a) Wilson 15, Watson 15, Galbraith 15, 

Aaher 15, Laing 15, Robertson 15, Strachan 14, R. 
uucas 14, Hodgson 14, Wood 14, Johnson 12. (b) 
Vilson 15, Watson 15, Galbraith 15, Maher 14, 
tobertson 13, Laing 12. (c) Wilson 15, Watson 15, 
xalbraith 12. Wilson won toss after the first shoot-off 
andicaps were halved. 

: Lachine Gun Club. 
Following were the scores at Lachine Gun Club on 

\pril 24. 
Practice match (five birds)—J. Boa, (pro.), 14, R. 

wucas 14, Putnam 14, T. Boa 14, Hart 13, Wood 13 
fk 9, a 5 

weepstakes (1 irds)—J. Boa (pro.) 13, R. Lucas 
3, Hart 13, Putnam 1, T. Boa 11, Wat 1 
(0; Hodgins 9, Wood 8, H.Lucas7. Lee 
3 eae eae Boa (pro-) 15, R. Lucas 14, 
i » Clar » Watson 12, 31 > 
A, Lucas 9, T. Bae 7 eicod Meiageae eae S 
_ Sweepstakes irds)—J. Boa (pro.) 14, Putnam 14 
Watson 14, Hart 13, R. Lucas 12, T. Boa 12 : 
Boones 8, Wood 8, Hodgins 8 Ha hata a 

weepstakes irds)—J.. Boa (pro.) 15, Putnam 
5, Hart 14, T. Lucas 13, Clark 11, Wat ) i 
10, Wood Ber; Bee 7. H. DicasGce 2. peice 

er spoon irds handicap,)—J. Boa (pro.) 15 
J. Clark 15, Hart 15, Wood 15, Watson 15, ae 15, 
eens tt tii gauces 1S, 2 es 12, Faubert 11. 

ie)—Lain , 15,14; W > > 
Wood 15, 15, 0; Hart 14; Clark 13. Bog Be to, 10; 
_ Sweep: es irds)—Hart 15, J. Boa Z 
R. Lucas 14, Clark 14, T. Boa 14, Watson 14, ites 
|2, Hodgins 12, Putnam 10, Laing 10, Wood 6. 

| 

Practice match, 15 birds, May ist.—T. Boa 15, 
Shoemaker 14, Howard 13, Watson 13, Maher 12, Wood 
12, Clark 12, Hart 11, Doremus 8. 

Club spoon, 15 birds—Maher 14, Howard 13, Dore- 
mus 13, R. Lucas 13, Shoemaker 12, Hart 11, Watson 
10, H. Lucas 10, Clarke 8, T. Boa 8. 

Sweepstakes, 15 birds—Maher 15, R. Lucas 14, 
Howard 12, Watson 12, Shoemaker 12, Clarke 11, Hart 
10, Doremus 10, H. Lucas 10.. 
Maher spoon handicap, 15 birds—Hart 15, Clarke 15, 

Watson 15, Shoemaker 15, Wood 14, Howard 13, Ma- 
her 13, R. Lucas 11, Doremus 11, H. Lucas 11. 

Shoot-off—Hart 15, Clarke 14, Watson 14, Shoemaker 
13. 

Sweepstakes, 15 birds—Clarke 13, Doremus 12, Hart 
12, H. Lucas 12, Maher 11, R. Lucas 11. 

Lachine Locks Gun Club. 
At Lachine Locks Gun Club on April 24, the scores. 
ere; Z 
Practice match (15 birds)—R. Lucas 14, Faubert 13, 

Cosgrave 12, Shoemaker 12,£C. Black 12, Hart 11, 
Meuser 14, Harvey 11, Wood 10, H. Lucas 10. 

Practice match (15 birds)—R. Lucas 14, Gowdy 14, 
Wood 13, Hart 13, Faubaert 12, H. Lucas 11, Meuse 
10. 

Sweepstakes (15 birds)—R. Lucas 15, Cosgrove 14, 
Hart 14, C. Black 14, Harvey 14, Faubert 13, Shoe- 
maker 13, H. Lucas 13, Gowdy 13, Wood 12, Meuser 12. 

Sweepstakes (10 birds)—Faubert 10, Wood 9, Hart 
9, R. Lucas 9, Goodwin 9, Cosgrove 8, C. Black 8, 
Meuser 8 H. Lucas 8, Gowdy 8, Harvey 8, Shoemaker 
ae 
Spe event (15 birds)—Gowdy 15, R. Lucas 14 

Faubert 13, Cosgrove 12, Shoemaker 12, Hart 12, C. 
Black 12, Goodwin 12, H. Lucas 12, Meuser 11, Harvey 
Ite Weed 10. Ree i : = 

irst prize— 1 wrist watch; secon rize— 
$2.25; third Sess 0. x 

Practice match, 15 birds, May 1st—Black 15, Gowdy. 
14, Cosgrove 14, Aquin#14, Hart*13, Brazeau 13, 
Trotter 13, Faubert 12, Couillard 11. 

Practice match, 20 birds—Brazeau 19, Faubert 19, 
Henrichon 18, Aquin 18, Trotter 17. 

Practice match, 15 birds—Gowdy 13. Wood 10, 
Couillard 10, Black 10, Cosgrove 10. 

Sweepstakes, 15 birds—Black 14, Hart 13, Wood 13, 
Gowdy 12, Cosgrove 12, Faubert 11, Brazeau 11, Hen- 
richon 10, Couillard 10. | 

Spoon shoot, 15 birds—Hart 14, Wood 14, Henrichon 
13, Black 13, Faubert 11, Trotter 11, Brazeau 8. 
Shoot-off—W ood 14, Hart 13. 

Springwood Gun Club. 
Bert Glover led the field in breaking targets at the 

weekly Saturday shoot onjMay 2nd of the Springwood 
Gun Club, getting 46 out of 50. RowlandgDay was 
second high gun, with 40, while Waide broke 37. The 
last even was 5 pairs of doubles. The following are the 

we 

Shot eps ot at 1 15) +10" {Bre 
Glovert a. ceeeeeae 13 9 15 g9— oe 
ER eartinmciep a eisic 13 9 10 8— 40 

SimCOx). ocr eine. 12 10 5S— 27 
Webbs 2! eens 9 7 10 7— 33: 
(OR eet otters e 5 4 6 4— 19 
Baldwitt.. ss. ohas Zh 2 -— 9 
Boucher --. 6. sce 6 4 -.— 106 
Goleman) 220) 7..05.% < 12 7 12 5— 36. 
Park@ty.tateccicebs ete 11 9 za 6— 26 

Phi = (Pn Sa eno 4 5 7 — 17 
iheld er aeeteset 8 6 8 — 22 
SENG ona. anos 11 8 11 7— 37 
Clin gerteeer stiri 11 al 11 4—— as 
ISISSCEGH orto cierntoe 14 BS tei 5— 19 

*Five pairs of doubles. 

ie uate oun Club. 
ere was a fair attendance at the Galt tra 

Saturday, May 1st, when another shoot for the wate 
fob trophy presented to the club for competition by the 
J. Stevens Arms and Tool_Co., Chicopee;Falls, Mass. 
was held. The scores: 

Broke 
Hi D= Sherwood teen acccvccietsntetere 41 be 
Be Glare. 2 sare haere ae 36 7 
ek Ol Eid archaea ogmrnst StoUUcaonS- 26 14 
W. Pickering. iii sicanciceeeioeeee 30 13 
Es Despond ss. ccian ser sete cee 39 6 
IW Marsitalli. saeco cee ioe ocinistie ote 4 
A SWiAESOM Goats s:0 avs rers,0 ore aver 32 1 
HS Newlandsicc. eemecioe cies Soca AO 4. 
Wairless osiisccct cetera ~ 20x25 
WaClarks 0. 5ncs< orcas eee 20x25 
MeL GOT ereystoieieie Fo fulel<lefe setae 16x25 
R. Davidge s &2x25 \ 
Jase te 35ooop codopnoebGasongmousT 20x25 
As Je OWVeDs. coos bcos oes eee . 2d%00 

atts 

- 

| pp 
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Beautify and Protect Your ~dntaaebt 
Feerless Ornamental Fencing accomplishes : 2 ue 

two great purposes. It beautifies your premises 
by giving them that symmetrical, pleasing, orderly 

appearance, and it protects them by furnishing rigid, S 
effective resistance against marauding animals, etc. 

Peerless Ornamental Fencing Jee | ces 
opens 

is made of strong, stiff, galvanized wire that will not i | | 
sag. In addition to galvanizing, every strand is given te : iz 
a coating of zinc enamel paint, thus forming the best J==—— 
possible insurance against rust. Peerless ornamental 7 
fence is made in several styles. It’s easyto erect MP  ™ 
and holds its shape for years. M hs 

Send for free catalog. If interested, ask about our (I ae ee oe 
farm and poultry fencing. Agents ‘nearly every- aL lb 

where. Agents wanted in open territory. ] AM 
A PNPNPRPAPADN( : ‘ggiilllaey Wire Fence Co., Ltd. rivviininic ll illll 

peg, Man.—Hamilton, Ont, CLTTETEATT TET TT Tm 1 

PATENTS 
If you have an invention which you wish 

to patent you can write fully and freely 

to Munn & Co. for advice in regard to 

the best way of obtaining protection. 

Please send sketches or a model of your 

| 4 invention and a description of the device, $3 

i explaining its operation. i 
ll communications are strictly confiden- 

tial. Our vast practice, extending over 

a period of nearly seventy years, enables 

us in many cases to advise in regard to 

patentability without any expense to the 

client. Our Hand- Book on Patents is 

sent free on request. This explains our 

methods, terms, etc., in regard to Patents, 

Trade Marks, Foreign Patents, etc. 
All patents secured through us are described without 

ed cost to the patentee in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

1 MUNN & COMPANY 
GOvnnGichO Rs, © F PAEEN Ts 

671 Woolworth Bldg. NEW YORK 

and 615 F STREET. WASHINGTON, D. C. 

* 

oy Cae, 

ona 
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THE CAMPER 
will appreciate a 

supply of 

BORDEN’S 
Evaporated Milk 

(Unsweetened) 

“St. Charles” “Peerless” or“ Jersey” 

It serves all the purposes of milk 
fresh from the cow. It never 
curdles even in the hottest weather. 
Sold in convenient size packages. 
Send for our recipe book, ‘The 
Borden Way.’ 

Borden Milk Co., Limited 
MONTREAL 

PET LTT TTT TTL LLL) belslehsisbedsisshsbehshshlhehsielebehebdatsahd adds! ndehehedehsheh al tas! kd 

Do You Want a ae) | 
To use onthe Muskoka Lakes? 
eS ________ ____________~___ _ _ _—_ —_______} 

Here is Your Chance--A new 20ft. Hull, ready 

for engine. Save all freight charges. 
a ——————————— oO OOOO 

| =A = oaae NaNISERIEETENENNWASEET PTT 

NEVER LOSE A FISH-use - 
_The Greer Patent Lever Hooks < 
~ NO. 8. ioteae NO. 3-0, 15¢ each 

*1-0,10 -O. 

Address: Box 55, Rod & Gun, Woodstock, Ont. 
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The Canadian Indian Shoot : 

An advance notice has been received of the Canadian 

Indians Registered shoot to be held at Niagara-on-the- 

Lake, June 30th, July 1, 2, 3, 1915. $300 in cash will 

be given for High Average on all regular events of July 

1st, 2nd and 3rd: first 10 men, $15 each; 2nd 10 men, 

$10 each; 3rd 10 men, $5 each. The Toronto Cup 

value $200 is open to all Canadian amateurs, and is 

offered for High Average in all regular events. A 

beautiful trophy will be given for making longest run of 

breaks in regular events. A Gran Merchandise 

event is also to be a feature of this Tournament and 

the prize list will be large and valuable. Further 

information and programs can be secured from W. T. 

Ely, High Scribe, Imperial Bank Bldg., King and 

Sherbourne Streets, Toronto, Ont. 

The J. Stevens Arms and Tool Co. are offering to 

gun clubs throughout Canada their 1915 trophy, a 

handsomely encased standard safety razor outfit. It 

is offered to be shot for by club members and their 

friends in an event or series of events to be known as 
“Stevens Trophy Events.” ‘There are no restrictions 

as to make of gun, shells, or powder. Club secretaries 

who desire these trophies will do well to address the 

Gun Club department care of this Company. 

The Dupont Powder Co. of Wilmington, Del. have 

just issued a inttle card showing the Dupont Smokeless 

Shotgun powder grains enlarged 400 times their actual 
size. A copy of this card will be sent to any shooter 

on request. 

A revised Gun Club map of the United States just 
issued by the Du Pont Powder Company, showing the 

location of towns containing organized clubs, gives the 

total number of clubs up to November 15, 1914, as 3,221. 
It is estimated that the average membership of these 
clubs is fifty, making a total of 161,050 trapshooters 
belonging to clubs that shoot regularly. 

TRADE 
= 

LUMINOUS = 

is? FISHER 7 
HELLO BuRK! How DID ‘YOU CAPTURE THAT FINE STRING OF FISH:IVE 
BEEN OUT SINCE MORNING AND HAVE ONLY A. FEW MEASLY PERCH- 

2° FISHER. : 
Ox!THIs IS ONLY THREE HOURS WORK! MY TIME IS TOO VALUABLE DURING THE. 

DAY. S01 GO EVENINGS | USE PFLUEGER'S LUMINOUS BAIT. 
S°FISHER. 

_HA! IVE HEARD THAT THE GAME FISH REST DURING THE DAY AND FEED 
AT DARK-ILL USE THE LUMINOUS BAIT HEeRcaArTER. 

When advertising was in its infancy—A 
Pflueger newspaper advertisement in 1881. 

The name ‘Pflueger’ has been associated 
with the fishing tackle manufactured by the 
Enterprise Mfg. Co. for the past thirty-four 
years. Their 34th Annual illustrated 200 
page catalogue is now ready for mailing. 
Write the Enterprise Mfg. Co., Akron, Ohio, 
for a copy. 

The Marlin Firearms Company is placing 
on the market a Military Model Musket, .30- 
30 caliber, as illustrated. It is expressly 
intended for Home Guard work, _semi- 
military organizations, and clubs, for it has 
every requisite of power, range, accuracy and 
construction for efficient military service; it 
uses standard ammunition not excessively 
high in cost; and it is at the same time one of 
the most desirable big game hunting rifles 
ever invented. 

The standard arm is .30-30 caliber; 24 inch 
round barrel; 7 shots; weight complete with 

NOTES 

sling strap and bayonet, 8144 pounds; with 
bayonet removed, 714 pounds. 

The sling strap folds flat on the magazine 
when not in use. It can be instantly released 
and snapped into the position shown when 
desired, for carrying musket over the shoulder. 
The sling strap does not interfere with the 
operation of the gun, whether in the closed 
or open position. 

Those desiring further information should 
address The Marlin Fire Arms Co., 67 Willow 
Street, New Haven, Conn. 

Pfeiffer’s Patented Live Bait Holder is 
made of the finest transparent glass tubing, 
strong and durable. The glass is as near the 
color of the water as it is possible to make it 
so that it actually looks as though the minnow 
were swimming in the water. 

Using a Rush Tango Swimming Minnow, 
J. K. Rush on July 23rd, last year made a one 
hour record catch of three 3-pound small 
mouth bass, two 4-pound large mouth bass, 
two 3-pound northern pike, one 10-inch perch, 
and one 36-inch maskinonge. This minnow 
which is used for either trolling or casting is 
put out by U.S. Specialty Co., 900 S. A. & K. 
Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y. 

The Keeling Bait and Tackle Co., of Rock- 
ford, Ill., U.S.A., recently purchased the busi- 
ness and patents of the “EXPERT” Wood 
Minnow, the original Wooden Minnow, whose 
Patent Detachable Hooks are without doubt 
one of the handiest things ever invented for 
the fisherman who desires to change hooks or 
replace broken hooks. 

Canadian readers who may have been in- 
terested in the announcement of the new 
type of flashlight exactly like a “banker’s” 
fountain pen in size and appearance which 
appeared in our May issue, will be pleased to 
know that same may be secured from the 
Canadian Ever Ready Works, 86-90 Chestnut 
St., Toronto, Ont. The price being $1.10. 
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Our Expert Casting Line 
Hard Braided of the Highest Grade of Silk. The 
Strongest Line of its size in the World. Used by 
Mr. eh in contest with Mr. Jamison. Nuf sed. 
Every Line Warranted. 50 Yard Spools $1.00. 

Trout Flies 
For Trial—Send Us 

18 {eenatprices See: Quality A 
Ble eae secret dor Quality B 
GOc Siaiiaw price ceie. Quality C 

65¢ Ristiatsrces.-:dte. Bass Flies 
75c = an assorted a Gauze Wing 

f ace eles dozen. oz 
2.00 Hegular: Bae -$3.50 English 

BAIT RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip .................... 2.25 
CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip............ ... 2.75 
CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings .................... 3.50 

525 as The H. H. KIFFE CO. avis Oe 
Illustrated Catalogue free on application 

eo ems Genuine DOWAaGIAC 

Crab Wigs Sier 
Scurries Backward 
Like aLive 4 

The first 
Casting 
Imitation 
ofthe Natural Food 
ofthe Black Bass 

No. 1809 

pees can’t reece ate 
it looks and acts just like 

their favorite food, the crab or crawfish. Accurately colored 
in the wonderful Heddon Porcelain Enamel, guaranteed not to 
crack, peel or flake. Just the right weight and balance for cast- 
ing. Floats when at rest, but dives and zigzags backw ard when 
reeled in. Hooks held in the patented “‘Dowagiac”’ sockets, so 
they can’t foul each other or mar enamel—and they get "the 
fish. Variable line fastening governs depth and ac- 
tion. You need this “Crab Wiggler’’ in your tackle box. 85 
It’s a winner. Also in other Heddon colorings at same price 

IT’S A YEAR OF WIGGLERS 
More wiggling, diving baits will be used this year than any otherstyle— 

chiefly Dowagiac ‘‘Wigglers,’’ of course, because of their reputation and 
many advantages—non-cracking enamel, variable line fastening, *“Do- 

wagiac’ > hook sockets, and superior workmanship, Dowagiac Minnow 
“Wigglers,”’ deep water style (No. 1600) and shallow water style (No. 
1700) sell at 75c in various colorings. 

ART CATALOG. A book you'll prize. Shows all Heddon 
tacklein colors, including the famous Jim Heddon’s Casting 
Rods. Full of practical advice on expert casting and more 
successful fishing. A postal brings this book FREE. 

James Heddon’s Sons, Box15, Dowagiac, Mich. (Pronounce it “Doe-wah’-ji-ac”) 

HARDY’S 
Split Bamboo with and without Steel Cen- 
tre are the Lightest—the Most Perfectly 
Balanced and Most Durable in the world. 

“Hardys” are Fishing Rod and Tackle Makers to 
H.M. King George V. and all leading Anglers 
in the World. 

Makers To 

H.M. King 
George V. 

““PALAKONA” 

“HARDYS” ARE THE GREAT ENGLISH FISHING ROD MAKERS 
Send for large illustrated catalogue—FREE 
300 FLIES SHOWN IN CORRECT COLOURS 

HARDY BROS., LTD. ALNWICK, ENGLAND 
London Showrooms—61 Pall Mall S.W. 
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Barn Swallows as Songsters. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 
As the time for the return of our feathered 

friends the swallows is at hand I have thought 
it opportune to send you some notes of these 
little migrants who never fail us and seldom 
tarry on their way coming or going with 
variations of more than a few days’ interval. 

These notes were made last summer and 
relate, what is to me a quality quite new and 
unsuspected in the swallows, that of song. 
It was learned not only that swallows could 
sing but that they could sing sweetly. What 
I am about to relate must be of very un- 
common occurrence for though having reached 
the allotted span, and having always taken 
an interest in bird life, it is the first occasion 
on which it has been my pleasureable ex- 
perience to have heard barn swallows sing. 

On July 26th of last year, on a beautiful 
bright morning, about 6 o’clock a. m. very 
sweet and varied bird notes were heard out- 
side the open window of my cottage in the 

* country—so sweet and varied and strange to 
me were they, that I got up to see what bird 
was making them. A cat bird was the only 
conceivable one so I noiselessly approached 
the window, and looked into the nearest 
trees, but found nothing to account for the 
singing which suddenly ceased. 

The next morning, July 27th, the same 
sweet singing was again heard. It was a 
varied song with mostly soft gutteral notes of 
a liquid character, the most distinctive being 
““whip-poor-will” which came frequently in 
the refrain. 

The window was approached more caut- 
iously this time and the trees and shrubbery 
again examined, but no bird was in sight. 
Suddenly two barn swallows fluttered below 
the window and alighted on the wide pro- 
jecting coping where were already two other 
swallows singing in ecstatic strains and in 
perfect harmony, producing as sweet a con- 
cert as I ever heard. With mouths widely 
extended and swelling throat they sang away 
quite unconscious that they were being ob- 
served and that other ears than their own 
were enjoying the sweet strains. 
_They were in full view only a few feet 

distant and below me so that they were looked 
down-upon while I was above their line of 
vision. The birds were all full plumaged 
cocks. The occurrence has been related in 
some detail so as to dispel any doubt as to its 
happening, which must be extremely unusual. 
Since a boy the twitter of the barn swallow has 
been familjar but never through a long life of 
observation of birds have I heard barn swal- 

lows sing in concert with sweet_and _varied 
mimic notes. 

Alfred J. Horsey. Ottawa, Ont. 

A Black Swan. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 

While I was out shooting to-day I found 
some “‘White Swans” and among them there 
was a dark one, almost black. They are 
going north now. Is there such a thingas a 
black swan and if not what is it? e* 
Glenbow, Alta.’ V. Goddard. 

Edit. Note.—Several "years ago we under- 
stand there were two black, or dark swans 
shot on Okanagan Lake, B. C. The dark 
swan which you saw among the white ones 
was doubtless a freak member of his flock. 

A Proposed Pheasant Farm. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 

Can you give me any information as to the 
possibilities of a commercial pheasant farm 
located in the Province of Ontario. It is 
becoming a very rich industry in the United 
States where the birds are bred in very large 
numbers and sold to Game Preservers, etc. 

Yours very truly, 
Montreal, P. Q. a i Si mt of Siu. D.J.E. 

Edit. Note.—Can any of ’our readers give 
our subscriber any information on the above 
subject? If so we shall be pleased to hear 
from them, and to forward such information. 

A Proposed Canoe Ae Along the Montreal 
ver. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 
As you know I have been for some time past 

a subscriber to Rod and Gun in Canada. I 
am beginning to think about planning a canoe 
trip for next summer and in looking at the 
map, I notice that, so far as location goes, the 
Montreal River, the one which empties into 
Lake Temiscaming, might fill the bill. I _ 
would like to find out something about that 
river. Is the scenery along it well wooded 
and beautiful? Aretheshores clean ormuddy? 
Is there water of a fresh clean color? What 
sort of fishing is one apt to find on it? Are 
we apt to find same rather populated, whether 
by settlers or tourists; or has it the attractive- 
ness of the unpopulated solitudes? Any 
information that you can think of regarding 
the attractiveness of that river for a canoe 
trip, will be thankfully received. 

Yours truly, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Alfred Bettman. 
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BEFORE YOU BUY A CASTING REEL 
Investigate the merits of the South Bend Anti-Back-Lash—Ask your dealer 
to let you try it in comparison with any other reel on the market purported to be anti- 
back-lash or a minimizer of back-lashes—then decide for yourself. 
It is the Original and only true Anti-Back-Lash Reel made—Is Convertible— 
Can be used as a regular reel or anti-back-lash by a turn ef adjustment screw—Thumbs 
itself—Automatically stops when bait lands—and has many other exclusive wonderful 
features which no other reel possesses. 
Absolutely guaranteed without time limitatien—will fulfill all we claim—money back 
if not entirely satisfied. 

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.. 8243 Colfax Ave.. SOUTH BEND, IND. 
Send for our new catalog on Quality Tackle 

Try out these The Illinois River Folding Decoys 
imitations of . the real thing. ANG the Automatic Canvas Decoys 
Their movements and natural appearance will deceive the wildest ducks or geese within easy 
range of the hidden gunner. It’s a fact that you can’t equal them. They have stood the test. 
Thousands sold annually in many parts of the world. Good where-ever the wild fowl flies. 
They give good service, are compact and convenient. Sportsmen’s comments of satisfaction 

| received regularly. Ask your dealer to see them. Write to us for illustrations and prices. 

J. W. REYNOLDS DECOY FACTORY, CHICAGO, U.S.A. COLLAPSED. 
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Three shapes—Slim Eli, Standard and . 

Idaho. Six finishes— Nickel, Copper, Brass, Gold, Aluminum and Black. Rever- 
sible, “spin so easy” ball-bearing blades and all interchangeable flies, making pos- 

sible any color or combination of colors suitable for any locality and any kind of game 
fishing. Shown in exact sizes and colors in our 

FREE—1915 FISHING TACKLE CATALOGUE-—FREE 
With color sheet of spinners and flies, actual size, as well as a line of fishing specialties, and &. >, i 
some good pointers on how to “Hook and Land’Em,” The cover alone is worth framing. Send for g 
it. A 2c stamp brings catalogue, color insert and “fishing dope. + 

7 The John J. Hildebrandt Compan 1126 High Street, Logansport, Ind. 
Giga Ti 

No. 1 WINGED MASCOT 
FOUR BAITS IN ONE 

Surface Wobbler, Near-Surface Wobbler, Deep Diving Wobbler, or 
Surface Splatter Bait as desired. Changes made in one minute 
No tools required and no extra parts tolose. This bait answers all 
purposes, and is the greatest fish getter ever devised. Hasall the 
motions of a disabled minnow. Quick detachable hooks, nickeled, 
cannot interlock. Enamel guaranteed to stay on Your money 
back if you don't like this bait. Extra hooks, double or treble, 
10c. set. Our special double hooks make bait weedless 
OUR TACKLE CATALOG shows Baits, Jamison Casting Lines, 

Reels, Leaders, Weedless Hooks, Trout and Bass Flies, ete. 

THE W. J. JAMISON CoO., 
Dept. R, 736 South California Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

eee G TACKLE THAT STANDS THE TEST 
ORVIS RODS 

REELS, FLIES, MINNOW TRAPS 
Special Four Ounce Fly Rod Now Ready 

For Delivery. 

Not the Cheapest but the Best Is Our Motto. 

CHARLES F. ORVIS, - MANCHESTER, VT. 
Catalogue On Request. 
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| The Big Ones AN Fall For tt! G. M. SKINNER’S 
lifelike flutter of Hornung's combined 

SPINNER-WOBBLER 
Of finest materials, brass, copper, or 25 

nickel and copper finished. Trout size 25c Cc 

$2.50 doz.—bass size, 35c: $3.50doz. Trial spoon 
on receipt of price if not at dealers. 
CALINET CO, , Dept. 5, Box 1928, Los Angeles, Calif 

Ce ee eee DEALERS WRITE 

Famous Fluted Spoon Baits 
100 VARIETIES AND SIZES 

Send for Catalog No. 12 T 
describing New Baits CLAYTON, NX; 
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A Fishing Trip Accident. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— : 

It was during the winter of 1902 that Big 
Ed. the Swede, and I made our trip to Neu- 
burn Lake, Sask. The preceding summer had 
been very wet. All the sloughs and lakes 
were full up and in mid-winter the creek was 
running between the upper and lower lakes. 
The Jackfish could be seen crowding through 
this open water and we promised ourselves 
some rare sport spearing them. They would 
form an agreeable change from our regular 
bachelor’s rations of fat pork and pancakes. 

Everything went along fine as a fiddle until 
we had got out about all we cared to pack home 
on our backs—a three mile hike. Suddenly 
Ed made a lunge, muttering as he did so 
something about ‘“‘Gran-fadder all de fishes.” 
Just as he nabbed the big fellow his spear 
handle broke and in less time than it takes 
to tell it the Swede disappeared from view. 
A moment later he emerged, dripping and 
spluttering and assured the finny monster as 
he slammed it out on the bank: “By the 
*umping ’Upiter I soon be dry, but you will 
nefier be vet some more.” 

Then he scrambled out as best he could 
with what assistance I was able to give, which 
was but slight, as I was well nigh helpless 
with laughter. Big Ed, however, only re- 

marked with a good natured grin as he 
crammed the fish into the sack: 

“Ay bane got heem. You vood let heem 
get away.” 

Ed stayed with me that night and we ate 
our fill of fish, yarned away the evening and 
turned in. Next morning I was aroused 
rather early by hearing my companion groan 
and in answer to my sleepy enquiries I 
learned that it ’vas hees back’ that was 
troubling him. “It moost be da cole vater 
dive’ he explained. ‘She neffer bane lak dat 
before.” 

I advised a mustard plaster applied to the 
seat of the trouble and the patient agreed but 
insisted that it be made up without flour. 
After some argument I fixed it as ordered and 
tied it on. Then Ed, with more groans, 
struggled into his clothes and after eating 
breakfast and having a smoke seemed con- 
siderably limbered up, and struck out for his 
place, a half a mile away, to attend to his 
chores. The next day I went over to enquire 
after his health. I was greeted with the 
usual expansive grin. *‘Da plaster nice and 
varm”’ he assured me. ‘“‘It feex me a’ right. 
Vore heem all day but haf to look efery little 
vunce in a vhile to see if she’s smokin’.” 
Saskatchewan Homesteader 

A Record Load of Moose. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 
_ The accompanying photograph may be of 
interest to readers of Rod and Gun. 
This game was killed about one hundred 

miles north of Edmonton by a party of four 
from Edmonton composed of F. Pierce, 
Harvey and Dick McKenzie and L. A. 
Goodridge. 

It might be called a record load of. moose, 
one having a spread of fifty-three inches, one 
fifty-eight inches, one sixty and the other 
sixty-one inches. 
When conditions are right it is not much 

trouble to get moose. The day after we 
landed in camp it snowed about four inches, 

which made hunting easy and in four days we 
had our allowance of moose. The hunting 
season comes here in November and it is too 
late for calling so it is a case of still hunt, 
when there is snow you track them, but when 
there is no snow it is some job. 

In parts of this country moose are very 
plentiful but deer are very scarce. Condi- 
tions do not seem to be right for their rapid 
increase. On two different occasions I found 
dead does, apparently not wounded, but thin 
as a rake. 

Hoping you may find room for this letter, 
Yours truly, 

Edmonton, Alta. L. A. Goodridge ; 
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Bait Casters Attention ! 
Dr. Wasweyler’s Marvelous 
Electric Glow Casting Minnow 

Each bait a complete light plant, containing a dry 
cell and bulb. No wires, no phosphorous. Light is 
positive—turned on and off—a beautiful rich glow. 
Any color. Absolutely weedless. Can be used asa 
surface or under water bait. Wonderfully efficient 
at dawn, twilight and at night. Has been success- 
fully tried out by experienced and practical bait- 
casters. Every bait guaranteed or money refunded. 

Endorsed and approved of by the Wisconsin 
State Game and F ish Warden. 

. Do Not Delay! We are now selling them as fast as 
wecanmakethem. Order at onceso that you get 
yours in time. 

Bait with 3 batteries, postpaid $1.50 

Dr. C. S. Wasweyler 
460 Mitchell Street, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Reference—1st Nat. Bank, Milwaukce. 
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** Jim-DAND 

FISH-BAI 
They Can't Leave tt Alone 

Another 5000 “JIM DANDY” ($1 75 
size) at low introductory price Cc 

This 5000 will besoldin afew days—because 
it’s the greatest fish bait fishermen ever 
saw—it gets them—it’s mechanically right 
—patented by a famous angler—note the 
shape—it’s protected by the most rigid 
Patents—no other bait has it—no other 

bait can get it—the novel shape gives ‘‘Jim 
Dandy’’ the appearance of something in dis- 
tress when going through water. Fish grab it. 
It’s right. 

Now Direct By MAIL 
Get a letter off to us NOW and by return mail a ‘‘Jim 
Dandy” will come back to you that will make your fish- 
ing from now on so much more pleasant that you 
wouldn't take $10.00 for ‘‘Jim Dandy’’ if you couldn’t 
replace it. 

MONEY BACK — GUARANTEE 
Put a half and a quarter into a letter today and mail it to us for 
one of these 6c specials; if it isn’t the best bait you ever used 
send it back — we’ll gladly return your money at once. Order 
two—you can’t afford to run any chances of being without one. 
Write today and get one of these 5000 — $1 size bait at the spe- 
cial 75c price. 

Address: Wise Sportsman’s Supply Co. 
Dept. F, 20 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago, Illinois 

Keeling’s “Expert” Wiggler 
Attach your line—to Nose or Tail 

It wiggles—either way 
If you want fish—it will not fail 

But if it should—just say 
I’m sending back your Wiggle fish 

It does not fillthe bill | 
My money back—is what I wish 

Will you send it back—WE WILL. 

KNOWLES 

AUTOMATIC STRIKER 

Special Offer for June and July. 3 Minnows for $1.00 
The Wiggle and 2 Underwater Minnows sent prepaid on receipt of $1.00. 
The “EXPERT” are the only minnows made with practical Detachable 
Hooks. Your money back if not satisfied or you can use all summer— 
return in October and get your money back less 10c, for the use of each 
minnow. Only 4 offers or 12 minnows sent to one party—Order now 
before you forget. 

ORDER OFFER ‘'R.” 

KEELING BAIT & TACKLE CO. Rockford, Ill, 

sPOON 
The bigsuccess of the other four sizes of 

A NEW SIZE Knowles Automatic Striker has made 
this No. 3 possible. It is a beauty--just the spoop for Bass, Trout 
and other game fish, 
leases when fish SS 

into the jaw. 
Superior to any 

other spoon or - 2g wood minnow. 
The length of this new size is 244in. Price 35c postpaid. 
Ask your dealer or send to us. Fully guaranteed. Catalogue free. 

1915 Model has reversing propeller, high ten- 
sion magneto and unrestricted speed control. 
3H.P eight, 65 Ibs. 
Original outboard motor—tenth year— 30,000 in 
use. Guaranteed for life Fits any shape stern 
Has automobile carburetor; removable bearings: 

Waterman PORTO 
Other Sizes: 234in.5 5c; 34%4in. 65c; 44in. 8Oc; 5\in. $1. 

ALL SILVER---SILVER OUT-COPPER IN---ALL BRASS 

S.E. KNOWLES, 79 Sherwood Bldg. San Francisco, Cal. 

FASTEST—most de- 
pendable; best built—4 

Float p 
‘7 feed carburetor—battery or 
mag. Reversing propeller. 
Write for free catalog and own- 
ers letters. 30 Day Special Price 

SWEET MFC. CO. 
605 Griswold'St., Detroit, Mich. 

» Solid bronze skeg protecting 10 1-2x 16 in. propeller 
Steers by rudder from any part of the boat. Water 

4 cooled exhaust manifold; noiseless underwater ex 
Demand these 

Write 
haust; span copper water Jacket 

, essentials, if pou want pour money's worth. 
today for free book, showing both oatboard and 
inboard engines. Our prices will surprise yoa. 

~ WATERMAN MOTOR Co. 
291 Mt. Elliott Ave., 

Detroit, Mich. 
| 
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™ Those sportsmen who have at heart the 
conservation of our fish and game will be dis- 
appointed that out of the various recommen- 
dations for amendments to the Ontario Game 
and Fisheries Act, the only amendment to be 
made to the Act during the session of the 
Ontario Legislature recently ended, was to 
extend the close season for beaver and otter to 
the 31st October, 1916, and the provision 
that thereafter the taking of otter and beaver 
should be only on terms and during periods 
prescribed by the Lieutenant-Governor-in- 
Council. Among the proposals for amend- 
ment one of the most interesting was for the 
issuing of a gun license or general game 
license. The proposal to abolish the pump 
gun or repeater, or to limit its capacity to two 
shots, was again advocated by various sports- 
men’s organizations and another amendment 
proposed to prohibit the sale of wild ducks 
and put a limit of six a day or 25 a season on 
quail shooting. It was also proposed that the 
bag limit for ducks be 100 instead of 200 a 
season, and that the open season be from 
October 15th to December 31st. A number 
of amendments as regards the encouragement 
of domestic raising of game and fur bearing 
animals were also looked into, as well as other 
items. Such diverse opinions however were 
expressed by people whom it-might be con- 
sidered were qualified to have opinions on the 
matter of game that the Minister, itisreported. 
felt he should give the matter greater study 
before introducing a bill attempting to settle 
many vexed points, and so the proposed 
amendments which had passed the Game 
and Fish Committee were not enacted but 
left over until the next session, with the 
promise that during the recess they would be 
given careful study. 

The danger of extermination comes from 
sale and its influence, from the “game hog,” 
from slaughter during the breeding season and 
from the use of destructive appliances. It is 
to be hoped that these matters will be given 
intelligent study both by the legislators and 
by the individual sportsmen interested during 
the interval between now and the next session, 
and that they may then be effectively dealt 
with in a manner which will commend itself 
to the majority of those sportsmen who have 
the best interests of Ontario’s fish and game 
at heart. 

A truly delightful book has just reached 
this office. This is the “Canadian Bird 
Book” as it has been named. Nature lovers 
are familiar with the pocket guides to the 

birds of North America compiled and illus- 
trated by Chester K. Reed, but the Canadian 
Bird Book published by the Musson Book 
Co., of Toronto is an enlarged bird guide and 
most comprehensive. It contains descript- 
ions of 786 birds from all parts of the country 
—giving size, range, description of eggs, 
habits and Latin names. The illustrations in 
this book—and every page is illustrated—are 
fascinating. Of these there are more than 
1,000 of birds and their eggs, 500 of them 
being from drawings and printed in four 
colors showing birds in their natural colors. 
In addition there are hundreds of pen and ink 
drawings of birds in flight and in their natural 
haunts. Every page, indeed, contains a 
reproduction in color of some bird or birds 
and there are numerous full page illustrations 
in four colors as well as many in black and 
white. The Canadian Bird Book includes 
nearly every feature that would be of aid in 
identifying birds and to every reader who 
secures a copy it cannot fail to prove a remin- 
der of the inexhaustible treasures that the 
woods and fields will reveal to the student who 
fares forth to find them. ; 

A recent Order in Council provides that 
noxious, predatory or dangerous animals and 
noxious birds within the National Parks of 
Canada may be captured or killed at any time 
by any forest officer acting under the parks 
administration and that by the authority of 
the Minister of the Interior any animals or 
birds within the parks required for scientific 
purposes may be captured or killed at any 
time by any forest officer acting under the 
parks administration. 

A recent issue of Bird Lore (D. Appleton & 
Co., Harrisburg, Pa.) contains a reproduction 
of a photograph of ten boys of the Junior 
Audobon Society of Wellesley School, Tor- 
onto, Ont. In the picture are shown some of 
the bird houses which were constructed in 
their manual training shop. A large number 
of these houses were donated to the Park 
Commissioners and placed in city parks. 
Others were erected about private homes and 
on the school grounds. 

In the Canadian building at the Panama 
exposition is an exhibit of beaver. This. 
exhibit shows the stream with the beaver 
dam in the foreground and the huts and 
sunning places of the animals further in the 
background. The water pours over the dam 
and through the top layers where the earth. 
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The latest dance hits while they are hits—the latest in every class of 

vocal and instrumental music—are on Columbia double-disc records. A 

new list on sale the 25th of every month. And at a standard price of 85 

cents—the price of more than a thousand Columbia double-disc records. 

Buy Columbia records because they are better records—universal 

in selections and faultless in recording. 

Hear the newest records at vour Columbia dealer’s. Today! And hear 

any other particular records you like, you have a choice of more than 4000. 

Andfwhile you are about it—hear the Columbia Grafonola “Favorite” 

the model that for more than four years has been sold to more people than 

any other instrument—regardless of price or make. It has every Columbia 

tone feature, including the exclusively Columbia tone control leaves. Other 

Coltrmbia Crefcrolas from $20 to £650. And on easy terms if you wish. 

Columbia Graphophone Co. 
TORONTO, CANADA 

COLUMBIA RECORDS MADE IN CANADA 

at $65 as illustrated, 

Creators of the Talking Machine Industry. Picneers and Leaders 
in the Talking Machine Art, Owners of the Fundamental Patents 
Dealers and Prcsrective Dealers write for a ccfidential letter ana 
a free copy of our bcok, ,““Music Money-”’ 
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has not as yet chinked the cracks. Every 
detail was carefully carried out and the whole 
exhibit was taken bodily from the Canadian 
stream one thousand miles north of the 
boundary between Canada and the United 
States and brought to the Exposition and then 
set up again in exactly the same relation as it 
had in the northern stream. The beaver 
were brought with their home and are of the 
same breed and with the wonderful skins 
which were so greatly prized by the France 
of Louis the Fourteenth. The warm water 
beavers do not have the same thick quality of 
hair as their northern brothers. 

The silver salmon is the most ambitious 
fish alive. He is born with the instinct for 
making his way up-stream. He lives for 
that instinct. He dies with it. Frequently, 
on account of the ingenuity of man, he dies 
because of it. 

In the Palace of Food at the Panama- 
Pacific International Exposition, at San 
Francisco, is a hatchery operated by the 
United States bureau of fisheries, in which 
various stages of the life of the silver salmon 
are revealed. In all, he is about nine months 
reaching the maximum size shown in this 
exhibit. 

In the course of his career the silver salmon’s 
ambition to work himself up-stream is shown. 

The exhibit contains a “fish ladder,’”’ with 
six steps. These steps are little basins of 
water, each higher than its predecessor, and 
with a strong current leaping down from top 
to bottom. As the salmon grow, they hurl 
themselves up this ladder, and so into the top 
basin. It is a device for selecting the strong- 
est and fittest salmon. 

In the Columbia river there are many water 
wheels which the current turns, and into which 
the fish work their way,.to be scooped up 
into barges and hauled to the canneries. 
At this exhibit is a small water wheel. The 
‘salmon flounder into this, but merely take 
aride. It is a sort of “squirrel cage,’ which 
lands them safely in the water again. 

_ Realizing that the reserve of vacant land 
in that portion of the Canadian West, known 
as “the fertile belt’? has during recent years 
been rapidly settled, the Department of the 
Interior has published a very comprehensive 
and elaborate compilation of all authentic 
information available regarding the natural 
resources of the unexploited regions of North- 
western Canada. For some time past there 
has been a demand for a publication of this 
nature, and the report, which is known as 
“The Unexploited West” is designed to meet 
that necessity. It gives in very interesting 
form facts regarding the climate, soil, timber, 
rivers and lakes, minerals, and fish and game 
of the little known regions of the Peace River 
District and Northern Alberta, Saskatchewan 
and Manitoba, east from the Rocky Mount- 
ains to Hudson Bay. The report, is pro- 
fusely illustrated throughout with over one 
hundred interesting scenes depicting the 
agricultural progress and_ possibilities of 
Canada’s fertile northland. A copy may be 
procured free of charge upon application to 

C. C. Lynch, Superintendent of the Rail- 
way Lands Branch, Department of the In- 
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terior, Ottawa, under whose direction the 
publication has been prepared. 

In no other place it is claimed, can the 
variety of fish be secured in such abundance 
as .in the Rainy Lake region. Here, black 
bass, lake trout, pickerel, pike, maskalounge 
and whitefish abound. A little farther east 
of Fort Frances brook trout can be had in 
almost any stream. Especially do lake trout 
in the several small inland lakes near Fort 
Frances, offer to the sportsman everything 
that can be desired. Trout, a splendid 
species can be caught from two pounds to 
thirty pounds. One fisherman some time ago 
brought into town a big beauty which when 
cleaned tipped the scales at twenty-six 
pounds: enough to feed a family for nearly a 
week. F 

There are several splendid fishing spots 
along the line of the Canadian Northern 
Railway near Fort Frances, accessable in a 
couple of hours by rail or canoe. Launches 
and boats can be had and all kinds of fishing 
tackle at Fort Frances. A daily train from 
Duluth, St, Paul and Minneapolis, will bring 
the sportsman in afew hours to Fort Frances 
where the fishing grounds can easily be 
reached. : 

Away up in the Highlands of Ontario, 2000 
feet above the level of the sea, Algonquin 
Park remains to-day unspoiled, a perfect 
refuge for the creature of the forest, and an 
ideal camping ground for the sportsman and 
business man. Splendid accommodation is 
offered at the Highland Inn and the log cabin 
camps, owned and operated by the Grand Trunk 
Railway System, in this Government reserve, 
at reasonable rates for all those who desire 
to forget the over-refinements of civilization 
and seek the solace of nature. Algonquin 
Park is a region where comfort of apparel and 
peace of mind are the watchwords. It is also 
the objective place for those who love nature, 
fresh air, high altitude, simple living and 
fellowship with kindred spirits. : 

The Inn and the camps are excellently kept 
in the good old fashioned way, which puts a 
personal relationship between the Innkeeper 
and guests. The Inn opens May 15th, the 
camps June 15th. 

Drop a postal card to H. R. Charlton, 
Grand Trunk Ry. System, Montreal, for 
free handsome illustrated publication telling 
you all about this most desirable summer 
res and reserve your accommodations 
early. 

New Brunswick, during the game season 
which closed last November 30, well sustained 
its reputation as a paradise for big game 
hunters. During the season, the total num- 
ber of moose, deer and caribou killed and 
accounted for was 4,738. Probably the 
largest moose head taken out was one of 
6414 inches, which was secured by Otto 
Warman of St. John. Three other splendid 
heads were brought out, measuring 63 inches, 
60 inches, and 5934 inches respectively. Two 
of these were secured by New York sportsmen. 
a bears are reported as having been 
illed. : 
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setgonegright away, for, you 

“Living the Outdoor Life In 

Comfort ” 
is the name of a little book- 

let replete with two color 

illustrations and very hand- 

somely printed, that has 

taken like wildfire and we 

have now had the second 

edition (ready for delivery) 

issued by our Advertising 

Department. If you are a 

hunter, a fisher or a woods- 

man of any kind, if even 

only for a short period of 

the season, you should just 

really cannot afford to be 

without it. 

Our Big 84-Page 
“Catalogue 
De Luxe” 

is now ready for delivery. 

Owing to the magnitude of 

this undertaking—all new 
illustrations—all new ideas throughout—we have been delayed a few 
weeks longer than we anticipated. Tents, Awnings, Flags, Tarpaulins, 
Lumber-men’s and Contractor’s Supplies, Clothing, etc., etc. It tells 
you what is best to take with you on that trip. The style of tent, the 
whole outfit, both for shelter and for personal use. Write for it to-day. 
A post card will bring one to your mailbox. 

Ottawa, Canada Branches at 
Toronto, Montreal, Renfrew, Winnipeg 
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SALT WATER FISHING NEAR 
VICTORIA 
Epwarp T. MARTIN 

ISHING in fresh water lakes 
and streams of Vancouver Is- 
land, is good, so also is it along 

the kelp bordered shores of the Island 
where the salt waters of the Straits 
of San Juan de Fuca wash a rocky 
coast line. Larger fish are caught 
here. Fish which are as good for 
food and as game when hooked, as 
any found in Sooke Lake or elsewhere 
in salted waters near Victoria. 

Not trout? Yes, trout in plenty 
weighing from half a pound up. 
Trout which have followed a run of 
salmon to feed on the roe of the larger 
fish and will keep with them until the 
spawning beds are reached in some 
mountain stream. 

These trout will take a fly as readily 
in salt water as im fresh, besides often 
striking at a large salmon spoon. In 
fact it is much of a guess what sort 
of a fish one will catch casting or 
trolling outside the kelp. Like as 
not a fisherman using a six ounce split 
bamboo rod will hook a_ twenty 
pound salmon or ten pound kelp cod 
instead of the smaller trout he is 
expecting, either one of which will 
smash light tackle with the destruc- 
tiveness of a bull in a china shop. 
Then perhaps using a heavy line it 
may be anything from an eight ounce 
trout to a tangle of kelp stems larger 
around than a man’s body that he 
will hook on to. 

The writer’s favorite was a rod of 
medium weight with large brown or 

red dragon fly salt pork tipped, else 
a very heavy imported rosewood rod 
with a silver and copper spoon also 
tipped with pork. The first would 
hold any salmon of ordinary size and 
small trout were often caught with 
the larger rod. 

In many years of fishing, salt pork 
has proved itself a very good all 
around bait, either with nothing else 
or as wiggler on the hook of a spoon 
or spinner. The writer has used it 
alike in river, lake and sea. Has 
caught all kinds of fish with it from 
salmon to shark, and bass to bull- 
heads. The pork, rind preferred, 
must be cut in a narrow strip not over 
two inches long, varying in size and 
length according to what one expects 
to catch. It should be split down the- 
middle excepting a place at the upper 
end large enough for the hook. With- 
a reasonably limber rod this will come 
in after the cast wiggling and twisting 
like a bodiless pair of legs hunting for 
the rest of themselves, or perhaps two 
big white grub worms fleeing from 
danger, they know not what. A 
hungry fish swallows it at a gulp, a 
well fed one becomes pugnacious and 
in anger rushes to put the twisting 
thing out of commission, both at- 
tempts resulting in the same disas- 
trous ending for the fish. 

It was a warm September day when 
two ladies and three men besides the 
writer chartered a launch and left 
Victoria for Bescher’s Bay twenty 
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odd miles oceanward where trout and 

salmon were reported very plentiful. 

The regular launch with its careful 

Captain which we usually hired was 

otherwise engaged, so a boat “just as 

good”’—one not long out of dry dock, 

with an erratic navigator—was sub- 

stituted. The Captain, when a few 

miles out, probably to show off, ran 

into very rough water, a tide rip that 

could easily have been avoided. Five 

of the passengers were below, the men 

fixing fishing tackle, the women pre- 

paring lunch while the writer was 

seated on deck well aft, trying to 

wind a tangled line on his reel when a 

sreat roller broke under the boat’s 

quarter, flooded the deck and several 

barrels of water poured down the 

companionway and into the cabin. 

Much that didn’t go that way drenched 

the man with a tangled fish line, wet- 

ting him further up than he wore 

clothes. Immediately following this 

wave came a second which did not 

break but rolled the unballested boat 

almost over on her beam ends. 

Naturally the women screamed and 

the men turned pale, but the writer 

never budged from his seat, never 

quit trying to unsnarl that line. 

“There is no danger. The old man 

has not stopped fixing his line,’’ one 

of the men called to his wife. Then 

one head after another was poked 
through the cabin door and reassured, 
each person returned to work while 
the bonehead who was _ steering, 
pointed the boat for smoother water. 
Had a third roller followed the second, 

- the launch must have turned turtle, 
but it was no use frightening every- 
body, besides jumping around would 
not stop salt water if it wished to come 
on board, which was why the old man 
sat still. 

Fifteen minutes later more trouble 
came. A dense puff of smoke poured 
out of the engine room, smoke acrid 
with smell of burning pine. The 
helmsman let go of his wheel and 
started hopping up and down like he 
was dancing a double shuffle, shout- 
ing: “The boat’s on _ fire! The 
boat’s on fire! We’ll all go drownded.”’ 
“Keep still and shut off your pow- 
er,’ the writer called, grabbing a 
water pail, while one woman fainted 
and the other although badly ,fright- 
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ened was game and would have 

joined the bucket brigade had she 

been permitted. A little active work, 

a sharp battle between fire and water, 

those enemies since the dawn of 

creation and the blaze was extin- 

guished. 

VIEWS OF SKATE CAUGHT BY E. T. MARTIN 
AT,gVICTORIA, B.C. 

Length over all, 6 ft. 1in.| Weight 110 pounds. 
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‘You are never going on with the 
trip,” the brave woman said to her’ 
husband. 

“Put me on shore. Put me on 
shore,’’ the other wailed. ‘“When a 
young girl a Gypsy told me “beware 
of water.” Inever should have come. 
Please land me somewhere.” 

There was no alternative. Home- 
ward the boat was turned. The 
ladies and their husbands landed near 
a street car line, then “‘Dare Devil 
Bill” as his friends named him on his- 
return, and the writer continued the 
picnic but the sport was very tame 
as compared to the happenings earlier 
in the day. Muchtime had been 
wasted so the trip to Bescher Bay was 
postponed and the launch headed to 

- kelp beds nearer Victoria. Blue and 
Kelp cod were hungry. Many were 
caught. Once a marine monster 
whose body seemed all head and 
whose head was all mouth engulfed 
Bill’s bait and part of his line. 
the surface its jaws closed with a snap 
on the line and it was “Goodbye 
Wide Mouth. I don’t like you no- 
how.” 

“In the name of all the Saints, 
what was it?’ Bill asked of the 
Captain. 

“That,”’ he was answered, “that’s 
*bout a twenty pound black cod. 
Fine fish.” 
“Many of his kind around here?” 

questioned the inquisitive fisherman. 
‘Further North, lots maybe. 

Mighty few this close to Victoria,” 
the Captain replied. 

- “Here goes for another try at him,” 
Bill said, havingreplaced his hook and 
spitting on his bait for luck. No use. 
It was the writer’s turn and a big fish 
struck his pork baited spoon, twisted 
the line around a mass of kelp stems, 
broke it without effort and went on 
his way rejoicing, carrying the spoon 
along to show to his friends in fishdom 
as a souvenir of the adventure and a 
badge of skill and courage in his 
encounter with man. There was not 
another spoon in the tackle box so a. 
new line was rigged and a large steel 
hook put on with a leader of strong 
copper wire doubled and_ twisted. 
A six inch shiner was scooped with the 
landing net from a school darting 
around the boat, hooked through the 

Near. 
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back and dropped into the depths 
below. Now a shiner half a foot long 
and three inches wide is some mouth- 
ful for any ordinary fish and nothing 
seemed to hanker after this one. 
Twice it was pulled up to see how it 
was faring and being full of life was 
sunk down again. The third time 
pe line appeared to be tangled in the 
e 
“Say Captain,” I called, “jump 

into the dingey and see if you can’t 
clear my tackle, won’t you?’ 

“What are you caught on?’ he 
asked. 

*“A rock or a bunch of weeds,”’ he 
was told. 

“Blamed queer rock,” he replied. - 
“Don’t you see it’s running out to 
deep water with your line?”’ 

Sure enough it was. Neither kelp 
nor sea bottom was holding that hook, 
but a large slow moving fish which 
pulled like a dray horse. No running 
jerk, no jumping high in the air, just 
a steady. strain. Fortunately the 
line was strong and long and did not 
break. The fish was checked to full 
limit of the tackle’s strength but not 
stopped. He even towed the launch 
for many yards.. Two hundred feet 
of line ran out and the reel looked thin 
and bare yet the fish kept on the even 
tenor of his way. Fifty feet more, 
then the strain told, the fish opped 
and slowly the line began to wind 
around the reel again. Half way in 
the fish seemed to drop anchor, wrap 
himself around a rock or some such 
doings. He would not come an inch 
closer and for five minutes it was 
pull man pull fish. Man proved the 
stronger, else the fish changed his 
mind; anyway he slowly came to the 
surface so he could see and be seen. 
He was white-bellied and gray-backed 
oval in shape, apparently a giant 
halibut. How the boat and boatman 
looked to him there is no means of 
telling but judging from the way he 
spurted for deep water, the impression 
was not favorable. Slowly the line 

checked him again, andmore slowly he 

was brought in until he was alongside. 
He proved a big skate, as large around 

as the top of a table, that is if the 

table is not too sizable. 
One of the men foolishly tried to 

get him into a landing net and Mr. 
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Skate resented the idea of any dip net 
being large enough to hold him, so he 
was off and away again, this time 
fast and far until not a dozen feet of 
line remained on the reel. Then he 
tired and was brought in once more, 
when the Captain gaffed him and Bill 
knotted some old canvas around his 
tail and with a lift all together boys, 
he was brought on board. 

Satisfied with the catch, the launch 
was headed for Victoria. When there 

the big fish was turned over to the 
proprietor of a Chinese restaurant 
where his ‘“‘wings’”’ were served among 
such other delicacies as shark fins, 
bird’s nest soup and candied mice. 

From nose to end of tail he meas- 
ured more than six feet and weighed 
about 110 pounds, all of which bears 
out the opening statement that there 
is other fishing around Vancouver 
Island than that found in its fresh 
water lakes and streams. 

THE HUNT OF L’ANGLAIS 
Involving an encounter with a bear at uncomfortably close range 

E. RussELL PATERSON 

“Ty ONJOUR, m’sieu, bonjour! 
Whoa, Dollay,  arriez-donc! 
You go for St. Emile, m’sieu? 

Bien! Jomp right in wit’.me. I’m 
goin’ dat way mese’f.”’ 

I climbed into the weather-beaten 
buggy beside the old man, and with a 
“Tlk, tlk, Dollay!’ he started his 
horse in a leisurely jog along the 
dusty road. The summer sun beat 
down in full noonday strength on the 
rocky fields and wooded hills of the 
Laurentian country, home of the true 
French-Canadian “‘Habitant.”’ 

‘““Dat’s verra hot to-day, hah? 
Maudit, dat sun she’s terrible! Only 
way for kip cool dat’s go drive wit’ 
de horse. Den you mak win’ for 
youse ’f.”’ 

I remarked that while it was doubt- 
less pleasant for the driver to get the 
wind, it was apt to be rather hard 
on the horse who pulled him along. 

“Yas, dat’s right, m’sieu. She’s 
not so nice for de horse. Mais I 
guess he’s get use’ to it w’en he’s 
h’out ev-er-ay day. Dat’s fonny 
Ving, wen you mus’ do de hard t’ing 
to-day an’ to-morrow an’ nex’ day, 
you get use’ to it, hah? Dat’s good 
Ving le bon Dieu mak us dat way so 
we don’ get so much troub’. I guess 
He know de horse he have much troub’ 
too, so He mak heem de sam’ way. 
*Vance-donc, Dollay!’’ 
_ I had learned by many exper- 
iences that my allotted part in con- 

versation with my friend was that of 
listener, so after the courtesies of the 
occasion had been attended to by my 
asking after the health of his numer- 
ous family and his asking after mine, 
I looked for some means of setting 
him going. Finally I asked the 
ultimate destination of a faintly 
marked road that led off to the right. 

“Dat road dere? Dat go for Lac 
Racette, m’sieu. Oui, Lac Racette. 
She’s about t’ree mile over dere, de 
odder side dat mounting. De road 
pass by dat side, den go in roun’ de 
odder way,”’ he said, illustrating his 
directions by jabbing the atmosphere 
with his hand. “I use’ be go in dere 
manny time, me, w’en I’m yong man. 
De bush she’s tick, tick aroun’ de 
road. Dat mak her verra black for 
pass. I ’member dat I use’ to sing, 
me, an’ w’istle h’all de tam w’en I pass 
dere alone. I have fear of des ours— 
de bear you call dem,”’ with a chuckle. 

“Did you ever see a bear there?” 
I asked. 

“Oui, m’sieu, mais dat’s leetle— 
w’at you call heem—histoire?”’ 

“Story,” I suggested, and knowing 
that this was his usual introduction 
to a monologue, I settled myself to 
listen., 

“Yas, dat’s it, story. J dom eapils 
much de good Anglais. Dat’s leetle 
story. M’sieu lak hear dat story? 
Eh bien. 

“Dat’s wen I’m yong man, me, 
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before I get mar-ry. I was leev on 
ma fadder’s place nodder side of Ste. 
Margaret over dere, an’ I lak well 
for goon de bush for hunt in de fall. 
We have ol’ fashion gun’de kin’ you 
put de shot in hees mout’ an’ shove 
heem down wit’ long stick-an’ it tak 
de long tam for load. Dat mak it if 
you don’ hit de firs’ tam you shoot, 
you don’ get no more chance. So we 
use’ to shoot straight. 
Wal, wan day on de fall, ol’ Max- 

ime Gagnier dat drive de mail from 
Ste. Margaret to de depot ev-er-ay 
day, he pass on our house wit’ pass- 
engaire from de train. He’s beeg 
man d’Angleterre—w’at you call 
heem?”’ 

““Englishman,”’ I suggested. 
“Yas, dat’s hard for say—Eng- 

leesh-man. I call heem ‘l’Anglais’. 
Wal, ol’ Maxime Gagnier he’s bring 
dat beeg Anglais to ma fadder’s place 
an’ ax ma fadder if he can sen’ some 
boy for tak dat Anglais h’out on de 
bush for hunt. He say Polycarpe 
Gauthier was bring de baggage on 
nodder wagon, an’ |’Anglais want go 
mak de campe off in de bush wit’ two 
habitant man good for hunt. 

- “Ma fadder he say he t’ink he can 
let me go, an’ he sen’ me off for get 
ma frien’ Louis Desrosiers for go wit’ 
me. I’m tres content, me—verra 
glad—an’ so’s Louis Desrosiers, an’ 
we mak arrangement go camper on 
Lac Racette wit’ l’ Anglais. 

“W’en Polycarpe Gauthier arrive 
wit’ hees baggage—sapre, I never see 
so much for wan man before! Dere’s 
whole load wit’ double team—t’ree 
four valises (tronk you call heem?) 
some portmanteaux, an’ lot of bag an’ 
gun. I’m sure he have enough for 
whole ar-my! 

“So Polycarpe Gauthier he drive 
hees team, an’ me an’ Louis Desros- 
iers we tak |’Anglais in buggy, an’ we 
drive up de road dere near Lac 
Racette. W’en we pass t’roo dat 
tick bush dere dat mak heem black on 
de road, l’Anglais he’s get out wan of 
hees fusils—de beeg gun, mus’ be for 
shoot elephant, I t’ink—an’ say he 
don’ want miss hees firs’ chance for 
bear. Me an’ Louis Desrosiers we 
laugh an’ say de bear only come out 
for see de stranger man w’en he’s 
wistle for dem—we’re jus’ yong 

a 

feller, me an’ Louis, an’ we h’alway 
mak de fonne. But dat Anglais he’s 
look at us t’roo hees glass on hees 
nose, an’ he say, ‘Eh w’at?’ lak dat, 
"Eh w’at?? Dat’s w’at he’s alway 
say, dat Anglais. Den he see dat me 
an’ Louis Desrosiers we jus’ mak de 
fonne, but he never laugh, dat Ang- 
lais, only he say, ‘Ah relly!’ lak dat. 
Dat’s w’at he say all de tam, ‘Eh 
wat?’ den ‘Ah relly! I never hear 
nobody say dem ting, me, only dat 
Anglais. 

“So he’s kip h’out hees beeg gun 
ontil we come to de end of de road 
near de Lac, an’ me an’ Louis Des- 
rosiers we commence for portage all 
dem ting from de wagon of Polycarpe 
Gauthier to de edge of de Lac w’ere 
we mak de campe. Dat Anglais he 
don’ carry noting, heem, excep’ hees 
beeg gun. Ba Gosh, me an’ Louis 
Desrosiers we have to work hard for 
get feex up for de night! 

“Wal, wen we get “bout half de 
valises carry over, l’Anglais look at 
hees watch, an’ he’s tell me for stop 
carry baggage an’ mak heem de fire. 
I tell heem dat’s important for get 
everyting carry over before he’s 
come black on de night, but he say 
no, he mus’ have hees fire. So I mak 
heem wan leetle fire. Den w’at you 
tink he’s do, m’sieu? 

I surmised what was coming, but 
waited the explanation. 

‘“He’s get h’out beeg basquette an’ 
mak heemse’f du the—tea you call 
heem—an’ he’s have some bread also, 
an’ some fonny stuff in beeg blue can.” 

*“Marmalade,’’ I murmured. 
‘“‘Me an’ Louis Desrosiers we look 

at our watch, an’ it was only five 
o'clock, an’ I say, “Pardon, m’sieu, 
mais dat’s not tam for sup-per yet for 
wan’ hour!’ But l’Anglais he’s jus’ 
look at me t’roo hees glass on hees 
nose, an’ he say, ‘Eh wat? Ah 
relly! an’ he’s go on wit’ hees tea. 
Dat’s sam t’ing ev-er-ay day wit’ dat 
Anglais—no matter w’at he be doin’ 
he h’alway mak de tea at five o'clock. 

‘“Me an’ Louis Desrosiers we work 
for nodder hour affer dat, an’ den we 
mak de beeg sup-per. We're verra 
hongry affer all dem portage. We 
tink dat Anglais he won’ want much 
w’en he’s have leetle sup-per only wan 
hour before, mais Dieu, ’ow he’s eat! 
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Dat mak no difference to heem. 
“Dat Anglais he’s fonny man, 

m’sieu. I can’ tell all de t’ing he do 
in dat campe, but he be wan fine shot 
wit’ hees gun! Me an’ Louis Des- 
rosiers we have our ol’ fashion cara- 
bine, but he have all de new kin’ of 
gun dat load demselve’. He keel 
deer an’ fox an’ pa’tridge, but he’s not 
satisfy. He want to keel bear. So 
me an’ Louis Desrosiers we tak heem 
all over try to fin’ bear for heem, but 
we can fin’ none. 

“Wal, wan day we was tak heem 
for long tramps t’rou de bush on nod- 
der side of Lac, an’ w’en we come back 
to de campe it was five o’clock. So 
l’Anglais he tell me mak heem de fire 
for hees tea. So me an’ heem go up 
to de campe wile Louis Desrosiers 
stop for feex up de boat an’ bring de 
gun. 
“Wen we get to de campe, m’sieu, 

we bot’ stop right queeck. Dere in 
de middle on wan side our place for 
fire was beeg black bear! He was lie 
down on groun’, an’ was busy work 
hees tongue, lick, lick, lick on 
somet’ing he have dere. 

Right off he turn it over wit’ hees 
han’, an’ wat you t’ink dat bear he’s 
got, m’sieu? It was de blue can of 
l’Anglais he use’ eat wit’ hees bread 
ev-er-ay day—w at you call dat stuff? 

““Marmalade,”’ I prompted. 
“T tink it was some nam’ lak dat, 

oul, mar-ma-lad. Dat bear he’s come 
to de campe for see w’at he can fin’ for 
eat, an’ he steal dat can an’ eat it so 
hard he can right dere wan side our 
place for fire. 

“So soon I see de bear I yell to 
Louis so loud I can, ‘Apporte le fusil, 
vite!’ Dat’s Bring de gun, queeck!’ 
m’sieu. Louis Desrosiers he t’ink we 
fin’ some pa’tridge, s’pose, so he’s 
grab de firs’ gun he’s fin’ in de boat, 
an’ dat was hees ol’ carabine. So he 
run to. me an’ |’Anglais wit’ de cara- 
bine. 

“So soon |’Anglais he’s see de bear 
he say, Bah Jove!’ lak dat, ‘Bah Jove!’ 
He offen say sam t’ing w’en he’s get 
excite. Den he see de blue can, an’ 
he’s yell out loud lak dat, ‘Dam dam!’ 
he say, ‘he’s be got mine mar-ma-lad!’ 
Jus’ den Louis come run wit’ de 
carabine, an’ l|’Anglais he’s grab it 
from Louis an’ he shoot it bang! so 
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queeck he can. But he’s so mad 
*bout dat can he shoot too queeck, 
an’ miss de bear. 

**Course he can’ load de carabine 
again “cause it’s ol’ fashion kin’, but 
he say to Desrosiers, ‘Fetch ma gun!’ 
an’ Louis he run to de boat so fas’ he 
can. But |’Anglais he don’ wait for 
Louis. He jus’ look at de bear an’ 
he say again, ‘Dam dam,’ he say, ‘he 
can’ have mine mar-ma-lad! I can’ 
say dat lak he say it, m’sieu, he’s not 
talk sam’ lak you. But he say dat, 
an’ den he commence walk to de bear 
wit’ de carabine of Louis. 

““De bear he stan’ up w’en he see 
l’Anglais come, an’ he say lak dat, 
‘Gr-r-r-r-r!’ But l’Anglais he’s don’ 
have fear of not’ing, an’ he’s grab de | 
carabine by de end lak club an’ he 
swing at de bear. He’s hit heem on 
de arm, lak dat, an’ it mus’ be go 
broke, *cause it hang down, lak dat’ 
an’ de bear he’s yell—sapristi, dat 
mak me scare! But de carabine he’s 
go broke too, an’ |’Anglais he t’row it 
away, an’ he’s pull out hees beeg 
couteau a chasse—knife for hunt you 
call heem? 

“Den l’Anglais commence for jomp 
aroun’ de bear so queeck he can, an’ 
maudit, I never see beeg man jomp 
so queeck lak dat! An’ all de tam 
he say bad word so hard he can, but 
I’m sorry I can’ ’member all dat, 
m’sieu. 

“So he’s jomp roun’ de bear, an’ 
he’s jomp in an’ stick wit’ de beeg 
knife, an’ de bear hit for heem wit’ 
hees good arm, an’ I couldn’t do 
not’ing but watch dem. De bear he 
commence show de blood, an’ |’Ang- 
lais he’s have hees hat knock off an’ 
have beeg tear on shoulder dere. 
But he’s only get more mad an’ swear 
more hard. 

*Dat’s look bad for l’Anglais, but 
jus’ den Desrosiers run up wit’ de gun 
of Anglais, an’ he shoot bang! an’ 
knock over de bear. 
“Wat you tink l’Anglais do den, 

m’sieu? Dat cut on hees shoulder 
she’s run blood, blood, blood, an’ 
he’s look verra seeck. But he’s pick 
up dat blue can an’ look inside, an’ 
den he’s jus’ say, ‘Dam dam, she’s 
all gone!’ an’ he’s fall down an’ go lak 
he’s sleep. 
“Me an’ Louis Desrosiers we feex 
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heem up bes’ way we can, an’ he’s 
come all right verra soon. But he’s 
too weak for hunt no more, so he’s go 
away so soon he’s capable. He ax 
Desrosiers for let heem tak de skin of 
de bear wit’ heem, an’ he’s geev me 
an’ Louis much money more dan he 
mak arrangement wit’ us. Oui, 
m’sieu, he’s good man inside, an’ if 
he_fight lak dat for only blue can wit’ 
mar-ma-lad, ’ow you tink he fight 
for,somet’ing beeg? 

**At tam of Noel—Chrees-mas you 
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call heem?—me an’ Louis we each get 
package by train from de citee. Dey 
bot’ have fine new gun lak de fusil of 
Anglais, an’ also dere’s leetle blue 
can wit’ mar-ma-lad. Dey come from 
P Anglais, an’ he say in letter wit’ dem 

‘For shoot de bear open mar-ma-lad 
can in bush, go away on hunt, an’ 
come back before mar-ma-lad is 
finish.’ Den shoot straight.’ I tol’ 
you |’ Anglais never laugh, m’sieu, but 
I tink he mus’ know somet’ing about 
de fonne. W’at you tink, m’sieu?’ 

HEADQUARTERS OF COL. S. MAYNARD ROGERS, SUPERINTENDENT OF JASPER PARK. 

THE HOME OF JASPER THE 
YELLOW HEAD 

AAG. 

HAT one of us while reading “‘Astoria”’ 
from Washington Irving’s golden pen 
has not felt his pulse beat quicker and 

the longing arise within him that he too could 
have lived in those stirring times and shared 
with those hardy fur traders the first sight 
of the Rockies, their sides green with virgin 
forest and their snow mantled summits reach- 
ing up to the heavens. 
What a record of Anglo Saxon courage and 

endurance; of indomitable struggle against 
tangled forest, rugged precipice and seething 
rapid; of exposure to winter blast and icy 
river and the red danger that lurked ever 
along the trail. 
Mc Kenzie, Thompson, Franklin, Fraser 
de Smet, Henry, Cox, Ross, Franchere! Over 
one hundred years ago these adventurous 
pioneers cut trails now long forgotten, ex- 
ploring and naming creeks, rivers and mount- 
ains, which were but names on maps until a 
year or two ago when they were re-discovered 
and the glorious story of their original dis- 
covery recalled. These courageous adven- 

_ turers fighting their way through the maze of 
mountain forests dreamed of the time when 

PENNY 

the tide of Anglo Saxon energy would open up 
and populate the wilds through which they 
struggled with patient endurance and the 
visions which arose before their dauntless 
eyes have now in truth become realities. 

No longer do we have to wind our way 
across the limitless prairie, no longer pole 
our canoes up rapid running rivers or cut our 
way through matted forests. A day or two 
in the train and we are in the midst of those 
memories which must ever live in the pages 
of history and cause hearts to bound wherever 
the tale of a brave man’s life is told. 

Setting out from Jasper we travel as it were 
with these empire builders pushing our way 
through dark forests and sunlit clearing, over 

snow covered summits and gloomy defiles, 

seeing with their brave eyes the same moun- 

tains rising majestically on all sides, with 

restless McKenzie we cross the mountains 

and stand—the first to make the over-land 

journey—on the Pacific shore! 

Again, with Thompson we discover the 

Athabasca Pass during the bitter winter of 

1811 and from this height of land gaze over 

the vast panorama of peaks spread out before 
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WATERFALL AMONG THE CASCADES. 

us. To the south are enormous pinnacles 
arising stern and grim above the Columbia 
Ice Field—there are Alberta, Columbia, 
Athabasca and the Dome while to the north- 
ward rises the king of all the Canadian Rock- 
ies—Robson. 

Now, with Cox, Ross and Franchere we 
travel the Athabasca trails, and in passing 
look with regretful eyes on the ruins of Jasper 
House and Henry House now marked merely 
by a few heaps of stones and the graves of 
nameless dead. With them we ascend the 
Riviere de Tron (Whirl pool) and before 
beginning our steep descent to the Boat 
Encampment pause for a moment by the 
Committee’s Punch Bowl allowing our minds 
to conjure up the vision of the old time fur 
caravans struggling up the steep declivities 
ladened with their heavy packs. Here they 
rest and the chief trader opens the customary 
bottle of wine. Cares are now forgotten, 
jokes pass back and forth until, at last, being 
rested they pass from our sight on their long 
journey eastward. 

With Pere de Smet we toil our mountain 
trails carrying with this indefatigable priest, 
the tidings of the salvation of mankind to the 
Indians. Once more with Simon Fraser we 
cross the mountains and with him make that 
terrific voyage down the river which bears 
his name and as we in reality look down into 
the boiling cauldron of this mighty river we 
realize more vividly than ever the glorious 
heritage that will ever increase as the years 
pass by. 

The line of the Canadian Northern Rail- 
way to the Pacific Coast, now fast nearing 
completion, runs right through the heart of 
these districts which have so many romantic 
associations. It passes Jasper Park within 
sight of Mount Robson amid the most in- 
spiring scenery in the Rocky Mountains; 
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pierces them through the Yellowhead Pass, 
and follows the North Thompson and Fraser 
Rivers to the Coast. 

The park which was formerly the home of 
The Yellowhead Indian Jasper, whose name 
suryives not only here but in the Tete Jaune 
Cache and Yellowhead Pass, has been set 
aside by the Dominion Government as a 
forest and game reserve; its area is about 
three thousand square miles, and it is situated 
on the western boundary of the Province of 
Alberta. Jasper townsite, the headquarters 
of the Dominion Government Park staff, is 
on a level flat below Pyramid Mountain, just 
east of where the line turns west up the Miette 
River. The Government has put up a fine 
building as a residence for the superintendent 
of the Park, in which his office is located. 

Trains are not being operated by the Can- 
adian Northern Railway beyond Edmonton, 
although steel has been laid into the eastern 
border of British Columbia. The _ writer, 
however, was fortunate enough to get through 
as far as Jasper Park last autumn. Jasper 
is a thorough-going outpost of civilization, 
and the prevailing canvas or log residence 
makes a striking contrast with a white brick 
ten-stall roundhouse and the fine stone 
quarters of the superintendent of the Park. 
After breakfast, served in a one story, strag- 
gling tar-paper hotel, I set out for the Brewster 
camp where I could find some one to show 
me the sights. This was quite a pretentious 
log shanty, surrounded by tents and snuggling 
close to a sheltering hill. It was Sunday, 
and the camp was taking things easy. but 
with generous hospitality I was offered my 
choice of a ride on the Maligne Glacier, or a 
drive to Pyramid Lake. 

After a hasty review of my knowledge of 
the art of horsemanship, and the consideration 
of adipose tissue induced by sedentary oc-_ 
cupations I voted in favor of the drive; and, 

LUNCHING IN THE BRAZEAU COUNTRY, 
ALTA.; PRAIRIE CHICKENS. 
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accordingly, protected by warm robes and 
armed with liquid lunch, we set out up a 
well-built road breasting the hill. From its 
shoulder a magnificent panorama unfolded 
itself. To the South across the valley, the 
Maligne Mountains confronted us. North- 
east, Pyramid reared his icy summit in the 
sky. Southwest, a chain of lesser peaks 
spread out their everchanging glories of light 
and shade the stems of the naked trees upon 
their slopes, making, as it were, bold brush 
strokes of mauve, with a blue background of 
their shadows on the crags. The sky was 
cold and clear with large lazily floating clouds. 
Westward the land was lower, but in the 
notch there could be distinguished against the 
horizon the majestic heights of Mounts Geikie 
and Hardisty two of the monarchs of therange. 

The entire drive was picturesque, though 
the trees along the roadside were a little 
marred by burning. Past the summit of the 
hill the track led through open and fairly level 
country. At Cotton Wood Creek, some two 
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for which you pay famine prices in eastern 
restaurants, but the genuine article—which 
alone was worth the trip. After the dishes 
had been washed by the united efforts of the 
company, visitors began to drop in from the 
nearest camps and settlements. It was an 
interesting gathering there in that log shanty 
lit by a big oil lamp. The east end was the 
kitchen, the dining room next, and the beds 
were in the west end, although their divy- 
isions were, like the equator, purely imaginary 
lines. Our hosts were products of the Uni- 
versity of Manitoba, and the English public 
schools and universities were also represented. 
There was the accountant of the collieries at 
Pocohontas, down the line, and three or four 
railway engineers. One of them was going 
to the old country for Christmas to see his 
wife and children, while another had only just 
returned from there with his bride, who was 
pluckily making her first acquaintance with 
the simple life. : 

A strict Sabbatarian would probably have 

STARTING OUT FROM CAMP. 

miles from the railway, a nearer view of 
Pyramid Mountain was obtained and finally 
we came out on the miniature loveliness of 
Pyramid Lake, with the full height of the 
mountain rearing up almost from its very 
shores. 

Work was to be started the next day on the 
excavation for a hotel, and while we were on 
our drive, Sid, the cowboy, and a companion 
set out to round up for this work some horses 
that were ranging on the slopes of the Mal- 
igne. During the day they covered some 
thirty-two miles, and brought in about a 
dozen horses. This seemed like pretty hard 
work to me but Sid regarded it merely as a 
Sunday’s recreation. Returning to camp, 
I spent the afternoon in following the steel 
along the bank of the MacLeod River, which 
is at that point a narrow but rapid stream. 

Standing in the center of the valley it 
seemed difficult to imagine scenery of greater 
grandeur, but I was told that the real show 
places were further wést in the neighborhood 
of Mount Robson and Tete Jaune Cache. 
_In the evening we sat down to an inviting 

dinner of moose steak not the disguised cow 

strongly disapproved of the evening of songs, 
tall yarns and good-natured horse-play, but 
it is doubtful whether any church service 
could have done more for these adventurers 
who wrestled with nature for their living and 
were lucky to regather once in seven days. 
For orchestra we had a mouth organ and a 
jewsharp improvised with comb and wrapping 
paper. The favorite songs were “Thora,” 
and musical selections from the year before 
last. In the civilized East, with its tango 
teas and hesitation waltzes, these would have 
seemed archaic and hopelessly tame no doubt, 
but here in the fastnesses of the mountains 
they came with an undiminished appeal. 
The stories that were swapped were worthy ol 
Wister’s Virginian for picturesque exaggera- 
tion and straight-faced mendacity. It was 
like breaking away from old friends when | 

had to board my train for Edmonton that 

night, and the warmth of the invitation to 

“come again and bring my blankets” was no 

stronger than my own desire to do so as soon 

as might be. At Pocohontas I got an ex- 

cellent view of Roche Miette by moonlight. 

This peak, although not of unusual height, 
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is very spectacular in its clear-cut symmetry. 
Using Jasper as a center, some of the best 

hunting districts can readily be reached, and 
the guides who make their headquarters there 
say they can guarantee to secure hunters 
mountain sheep and mountain goat on the 
confines of the park. The sport of hunting 
mountain sheep and goat is one of the most 
attractive in the world. The ambitious 
nimrod can hardly be considered to have 
achieved fame until he has secured a trophy 
of one or other of these denizens of the moun- 
tains. Mountain sheep are more common in 
Alberta than in British Columbia, but moun- 
tain goat are often found on the British 
Columbia side. 

There are numerous good hunting grounds, 
but the best are usually furthest from civil- 
ization. They are all reached by 
trail and pack pony. The goats, however are 
always high up, so that it means difficult 
climbing and all-round vigorous exercise to 
reach their feeding ground, but once there 
the goat is not as difficult a mark as the 
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Brazeau River, about seven or eight days 
journey from the railway. The fishing 
throughout is remarkably good, and the 
question among the guides is not where the 
fish are most numerous, but as to where they 
are the largest. Very notable waters are 
Jack Lake, about a day’s journey from Jasper, 
and Rock Lake, about two days’ journey. 
Pyramid Lake, only one hour’s drive away, 
affords good lake trout ‘fishing, Practicaily 
every one of these are virgin fishing grounds. 
There are trails to almost all the Ft and 
the Government Park and Forestry De- 
partment are improving them each year. 
The park also offers to the photographer and 
explorer an incomparable field, as there are 
innumerable unmapped falls, cascades, val- 
leys, lakes, rivers, mountain ranges and peaks 
now made accessibie for the first time by the 
opening of the railway. 

A magnificent canoe trip can be made from 
Jasper down the Athabasca River right 
through to Athabasca Landing, which, when 
better known, will attract many people. ‘The 

WORKING UP THROUGH THE SOUTH BRAZEAU CANON 

mountain sheep. It is a notable. fact that 
these last have most remarkable vision. and 
will run directly they are sighted. Whenever 
the hunter comes across them, in fact, they 
can always be found looking at him. One 
of the best places for mountain sheep is in 
the Brazeau district, where there is also 
abundance of black bear. _ The great attrac- 
tion, of course, is the grizzly, but for these 
the hunter goes rather farther into British 
Columbia. The best time is early in the 
season; parties usually start about the twenty- 
fifth of May, and stay out until the middle of 
June. Good sport may also be had with 
caribou, black-tailed deer and moose. 

Brewster Brothers and Moore have a most 
complete organization at Jasper, including 
pack horses, ponies and outfits, covering 
everything required for handling parties who 
want to go mountain climbing, botanizing 
or hunting. The game laws are lenient, two 
heads of each variety being allowed. In the 
waters of the district are found splendid rain- 
bow trout, particularly in Brazeau Lake and 

at whose mouth Rocky River flows in. 

route is very beautiful and, moreover, per- 
fectly safe, while the return journey can be 
made by rail. 

East from Jasper the line runs along the 
river bank with cliffs and mountains in the 
background, ci ‘!.ng the south end of Henry 
House’s flat which is very beautiful and 
dotted with trees. From Henry House the 
Snaring River runs for about one and a 
quarter miles to the upper end of Jasper Lake, 

Here 
the line comes right out on the shore, and runs 
the entire length amid beautiful seenery, 
cutting through the site of historic old Jasper 
House at the eastern end. 

Leaving this point it runs inland for three- 
quarters of a mile, and crosses the Stoney River, 
which has a fall of fifty-four feet, located 
about twenty miles from its mouth. It shelters 
a goodly quantity of bull trout. These falls 
are a two days’ journey with pack horses, but 
are well worth seeing. 

Steel again follows the banks of the river 
for two and a half miles to the junction of the 
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Moose River, a small glacial stream which 
can be jumped across at most seasons of the 
year. Just below, an 800 foot tunnel enables 
the line to pass Bowling Mountain. Here a 
small creek with very pretty falls, similar to 
the famous Punch Bowl Falls, passes under 
the line, and here we touch upon old time 
romance, for it is stated that an Indian went 
into a canyon of the creek over a hundred feet 
deep, and was never seen again. However this 
may be, it is a fact that several engineers have 
tried the ascent without success, and the only 
way to reach the lake is over the mountains. 

For eight miles the route follows the shore 
of Brule Lake, at whose northeast end is the 
mouth of Solomon Creek, where there is some 
very good fishing. ‘This is supposed to be the 
site of a very old trading post, run by free 
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traders in opposition to the Hudson’s Bay 
Company, and is also considered the eastern 
boundary of Jasper Park, although the Govy- 
ernment survey has not been completed as yet. 
Going West from Jasper up the Miette 

River the Mountains tower on all sides, 
affording scenery of the most splendid des- 
cription until the deep green waters of Yellow- 
head Lake are reached. Then come ten miles 
through a rather interesting and _heavily- 
timbered country by Moose Lake and along 
the Fraser to the crossing of Moose River, 
which has very beautiful falls and a big canyon. 
A trail follows its course to Mount Robson, 
which, although not actually within the con- 
fines of the Park, may yet be regarded as 
among its greatest assets. 

A -LEAP:FOR LIFE 
F. V. WILLIAMS 

was not yet above the tree tops down 
at the Eastern end of the lake and in 

the shadows it was still quite dark. A slight 
rustling of the grass on the swampy side of 
the little lake was the only sign of life in the 
neighborhood, and presently Mr. Raccoon 
stepped daintily .out of a bit of underbrush 
and took a*careful survey of the swampy 
ground immediately in front of him. 

Old “ringtail’ was after frogs,—he had 

a was barely daylight on the lake, the sun 

caught a couple of very small ones but these 
had only served to put an edge on a healthy 
appetite. 

The East was fast growing brighter and 
with the approaching day ringtail was grow- 
ing restless. He wanted something to eat 
before going to his daytime sleep but hunt as 
he would luck seemed to be against him. 
Nosing about among the brush and reeds 
along the shore he had spent two or three 
hours with no success, and even his favorite 
hunting grounds seemed deserted. He was 
about to leave the swamp for the timber land 
when a faint Plop, Plop, came to his keen 
ears. He stopped and listened intently, then 
made his way to an old half submerged tree 
that lay in the edge of the water, some of the 
branches reaching far out. At the tree he 
stopped again and listened. There was a 
short silence, and then again, that Plop, Plop, 
—no mistaking the sound this time. It was 
old “‘green-legs” the frog, leisurely making 
his way back to his hiding place in the rushes. 
Ringtail crept nimbly out on an overhanging 
branch, this was directly over some lilypads, 
and from among these an old water-soaked 
branch barely showed above water. And on 
this sat the fattest most comfortable looking 
old bullfrog that ringtail had seen for a long 
time. MRingtail’s eyes fairly sparkled, and his 
little sharp nose twisted and wrinkled in 
hungry delight. But—it was too far to make 
an accurate jump, there were two feet or more 
of water where that branch showed in the 
water, and underneath double that depth of 
pure mud. No he would not risk that jump 
and spoil his chances, he would do a little of 
the “strategic”? stuff, and perhaps green-legs 

if left undisturbed might decide to move 
closer inshere when he resumed his travels. 
Lying close to his “roost” in the air the 
raccoon took in every little detail of the 
surroundings, figuring out in his active little 
brain just what to do to capture that frog 
whichever way he should move. A slight 
movement in the water close to the rushes 
on the shady side of the little opening caused 
him to glance into the shadow over there. 
Something,—which slowly developed into a 
great dark body surmounted far back by a 
huge back fin broke the water, and with 
scarcely a ripple made straight for the branch 
where Mr. Frog sat. Ringtail knew who it 
was now,—a great muskalonge. Ringtail’s 
fur stood straight up he was so angry. He 
looked twice his normal size up there against 
the sky and for the fraction of a second he was 
undecided what to do. And in that fraction 
of a second something happened. As if 
hurled from a catapult the big muskalonge 
sprang into the air at Mr. Frog. It was only 
a gleam of white of the belly of the big fish as 
he turned in the shadow to .make his rush 
that gave Mr. Frog warning, but it was 
enough of a warning to give him a chance, and 
with ringtail watching from above and the 
big ‘‘musky’s” rush from below Mr. Frog put 
every atom of strength he possessed into that 
spring. (Perhaps some of you have seen 
green-legs extend himself when chased by an 
enemy, and you know he has some “‘push’’ to 
those long hind legs of his); but this time he 
fairly outdid himself in a jump that took him 
clear of the old tree and three feet beyond into 
the friendly reeds, while above him a very 
angry raccoon showed a set of sharp white 
teeth at a savage old muskalonge underneath 
him in the water, who rolled a wicked yellow 

eye up at him as he swam away under the 

shadows of the lilypads. Old “Sol” broke 
over the tree-tops in the East, and almost 
“srinned’”’ at a very much disgusted raccoon 

headed for shore along the old tree, bound 

for the thicket and his nest in the hollow log, 

there to dream of fat frogs and await another 

night’s hunting. 
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THE TRAIL MAKERS OF THE 

QUETICO 
Being a history of the Quetico Reserve and Rainy Lake Country 

Wn. M. THOMPSON 

URING the first week of September 
D last year three men were paddling up 

a lake in Western Ontario. They had 
left Windigoostigwan and crossed the Can- 
adian Northern track, and had passed into 
territory unknown to them. While studying 
the shore line for an outlet or portage one of 
the paddlers suddenly espied an apparition, 
a gray-bearded old man seated on a rock fifty 
feet above the water edge. Hailing him they 
asked, How did you get here and do you know 
where you are? The old chap said that he 
came from Huronia (on the C. N. R.) and 
that he was lost. This was my introduction 
to one who was the connecting link with the 
earlier voyagers of the wilderness known as the 
Rainy Lake and English River country. 

And this is the old fellow’s story. He had 
been one of Wolseley’s bodyguard of two 
hundred men that preceded the regular army 
on the way west to put down the Red Rebel- 
lion in 1870. On that trip he and his com- 
rades had found some ore bearing rock and 
this find had so stirred his memory that for 
the last six years he had been making annual 
pilgrimages in search of this vein, but nature 
with her prodigal luxury of bush and trees 
had completely obliterated the old portage’s 
ways. 

I could not help contrasting this grizzled, 
bent, old veteran with the tall, vigorous 
young forest rangers who entertained him at 
headquarters the next Sunday. When I 
offered to help him out of the canoe he stamped 
his foot, saying, “‘Ah, I was a man in those 
days and afraid of nothing, but this is my 
last trip. The folks won’t let me try it 
again. Wolseley’s troops had marched from 
Fort William to the Lac Des Mille Lacs and 
from thence by canoe and portage to Fort 

Garry. Guides~ were taken from each In- 
dian camp, for Indians seldom travel far from 
their own hunting country and cannot be 
relied upon to find their way outside of it. 

The search for the western sea seems to have 
been the lodestar that inspired the early dis- 
coverers to the heroic deeds that were ac- 
complished to open the territory adjacent to 
the western shore of Lake Superior. On 
leaving Lake Superior these routes were 
finally hit upon as the most feasible for travel. 
The first and perhaps the earliest by way of 
Fon Du Lac (now Duluth) and the St. Louis 
Rivers; the second, the Grand Portage 
(international boundary between Canada and 
the United States) to Pigeon River and a 
chain of lakes to Rainy Lake, Rainy River 
and Lake of the Woods to Hudson Bay was 
taken by Grosvelliers and Radisson in 1661. 
De Noyen in 1688-89 is said to have been the 
first to have travelled the Kaministkwia trail, 
now known as Dawson’s Trafl, the most 
traveled and last to be abandoned. In 1748 
Umfrevelle discovered a new route by way of 
Lake Nipigon and English river, but this was 
abandoned because of being long and difficult, 
for the Kaministkwia trail. It is chiefly 
through the journals and reports written by 
these pioneers that one can learn of the 
history of this country. Some of the earlier 
ones are lacking in accuracy of dates and dis- 
tances traveled, sometimes because of meager- 
ness of descriptuon, as in the case of Radisson, 
for the reason that some of his descriptions 
were written years afterwards. This is 
probably why historians do not always agree 
in their estimate of the different characters. 
Ofttimes one is led to believe that the view- 
point of the Historian is prejudiced. Take 
for example the very earliest explorers 

Grosvelliers and Radisson. Of 
Grosvelliers we know only that he 
was Radisson’s brother-in-law, 
that his first wife was Helen 
Martin, daughter of Abraham 
Martin, who gave the name to 
the Plains of Abraham. That he 
had been a lay helper to the 
Jesuit Missions and later a fur 
trader. Of the two he seems to 
be the one who carried on their 
commerce with the Indians on 
their voyages. 

Radisson, on the other hand, 
was a bold, resourceful explorer, 
caring little for trading. It was 
customary for an exploring party 
to carry along enough goods for 
trade with the aborigines, so that 
they could return with fur enough 

EARLY INDIAN SCENE ALONG THE DAWSON 
ROUTE, QUETICO FOREST RESERVE 

to show some profit for the expe- 
dition, for these men were not 
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financed by natives or gifts from individuals 
as in modern times. 

Pierre Esprit Radisson, born in St. Malo 
about 1636, comes into our story in 1659. 
His ‘seizure by the Iroquis and subsequent 
captivity when a mere boy was part of the 
training for the adventurous career in the 
Great Lakes region: By some writers he is 
described as a picturesque scoundrel, a turn- 
coat who, to use a prize ring term, double- 
crossed both friends and foes alike, by others, 
and notably that gifted and scholarly writer, 
Agnes Lamb, as a courageous and valiant 
explorer sacrificed to hiscause, misunderstood 
by his friends and often maligned by his 
enemies when he was always very much better 
than they were. 

In 1659 Grosvelliers and Radisson traveled 
across Northern Wisconsin visiting the tribes 
from Green Bay to Milwaukee. Between 
April and July, 1659, they pushed southwest, 
where they saw the Mississippi. They win- 
tered in 1659-1660 among the Sioux. Rad- 
isson in his writings refers to the Forked 
River, which is said to mean the Missouri and 
Mississippi. Against the commands of the 
French Governor in 1661 they stole away 
from Three Rivers, and we find them in Novy- 
ember skirting the south shore of Lake 
Superior and before the end of November the 
explorers rounded the western end of Sup- 
erior, to Pigeon River (by some French maps 
called Grosvelliers River). On their way to 
the Northwest they visited a great encamp- 
ment of Crees, and the Indians wished to con- 
duct them to the wooded Lake Region be- 
‘tween Superior and Lake Winnipeg, where 
Indian families took refuge on islands from 
those ‘““Tigers of the Plains’’—the Sioux—who 
were invincible on horseback but less skillful 
in canoes. Here they built the first fort 
and the first fur post between the Missouri 
and the North Pole. It was evidently some- 
where north of Duluth, either in Minnesota 
or Ontario. It was the Fur Trade that 
found and explored the West, and this was the 
pioneer fort of the Fur Trade. Later they 
traveled west to the land of the Assiniboines 
and visited the Sioux, and in the spring joined 
the Crees on their march to the far North, on 
which journey they are said to 
have visited Hudson Bay. 

The spring of 1663 finds the ex- 
plorers back in the Rainy Lake 
Region and at Lake Superior they 
bade farewell to most of their 
faithful Crees and made a tri- 
umphal voyage downto Montreal. 
At this post they pass out of our 
story, for they returned no more 
to the head of the Great Lakes. 
On their arrival at Quebec they 
had a disagreement with the 
partners and took ship for Paris, 

_thence to London, where with 
Captain Zachary Gillman in 1668 
they fitted out the ship Nonsuch 
for trade in Hudson Bay, bringing 
home an immense cargo of pelts. 
Their allegiance to their mother 
country lasted as long as_ they 
were allowed their own way but 
when forbidden to return to 
the head of the Great Lakes 
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they sold ‘out to England and _ again 
deserted England for France. Greysolon De 
Lhut, a cousin of Henry Foote, followed in 
1687. De Lhut was squire of Marquis de 
Lassay, and with Louis Hennepin as field 
chaplain served under Prince de Conde. He 
came to Quebec in 1678 and went on a voyage 
of discovery to Lake Superior. He was the 
leader of the famous Coureurs de Bois. 
Parkman describes the origin of the Cour- 
eurs de Bois as follows: ‘“‘Out of the beaver 
trade rose a huge evil baneful to the growth 
and march of Canada. All that -was most 
active and vigorous in the colony took to the 
woods and escaped from the control of inten- 
dents, councils and priests to the savage 
freedom of the wilderness. Not only were 
the possible profits great, but in the pursuit 
of them there was a fascinating element of 
adventure and danger. The Bushrangers, 
or Coureurs de Bois, were to the King an 
object of horror. They defeated his plans 
for the increase of the population and shocked 
his natural instinct of discipline and order. 
The exodus of the Coureurs de Bois would 
take at times the character of an organized 
movement. The famous De Lhut is said to 
have made a general combination of the 
young men in Canada to follow him into the 
woods. Their plan was to be absent four 
years, in order that the edicts against them 
might have time to relent. The Reverend 
Edward D. Neil in ‘Explorers and Pioneers 
of Minnesota’ credits De Lhut with being 
the first white man to find the Mississippi 
from Lake Superior. In 1680, accompanied 
by Faffart, an interpreter, four Frenchmen 
and two Indians he crossed the short portage 
(Minnesota point) to the St. Louis Bay up to 
the St. Louis River to Fon du Lac, and from 
there to the Mississippi. Returning to Sup- 
perior in September he had a conference with 
the Assiniboines at Kaministkwia. He and 
his younger brother appear to have traded 
with the Indians along the boundary of North- 
ern Minnesota and the southern part of Wes- 
tern Ontario, and on the north shore of 
Superior as far as Nipigon. He built the 
first port at Kaministkwia, now Fort William. 

Judge John R. Carey described De Lhut as 

THE GUIDE. 
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a man of undaunted courage, a hater of the 
whiskey traffic among the Indians, a resolute 
and true soldier, a fearless supporter and 
vindicator of law and order. He died in 
1710, and it may add to our belief that later 
writers were more correct in their estimate of 
him when we read that the Governor of Can- 
ada said on hearing of his death that “he was 
an honest man.” 

In the disastrous last years of Louis XIV 
the French Court gave little thought to the 
New World; but under the regency of the 
Duke of Orleans interest in American affairs 
revived and plans were laid before the regent 
in 1716. Heretofore Fur Trading and ex- 
ploring were combined trades, but the desire 
of France.to beat out the English colonies 
seems to have stimulated the interest of court 
and crown. It was urged that the best hope 
was in sending an expedition across the con- 
tinent and seeing that every attempt to find 
a westward passage by Hudson Bay had 
failed. As starting points and bases of sup- 
plies for the expedition it was proposed to 
establish three posts, one on the north shore 
of Lake Superior at the mouth of the River 
Kaministkwia, another on the Lake of the 
Woods and a third on Lake Winnipeg. The 
last being what may be called “the jumping 
off place.’ Lieutenant La Noue was com- 
missioned to begin the work by building a 
stockade at Kaministkwia. Little was done 
for three years, when Charlevoix came out 
to study the situation. His plan of ascending 
the Missouri was found to be impractical 
because of the hostile Sioux and Outagamies 
and had to be abandoned. Meanwhile the 
man who was to lead this heroic quest was 
living in a lonely post on the shores of Lake 
Nipigon, talking with the Indians and dream- 
ing of conquests and discoveries in the west. 

Pierre Gaultier de Varennes de la Varendrye 
was born in 1685 at Three Rivers. His 
father was Lieutenant Varennes of the regi- 
ment of Carignan. After serving with dis- 
tinction in the wars of the Spanish Succession 
he was commissioned Lieutenant. Returned 
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to Canada, when finding his services slighted 
he took to the woods, assuming the name 
La Verendrye. In 1728 he was in charge of 
the small post on Lake Nipigon. Here came 
for trade an Indian chief from Kaministkwia 
who told of a certain great lake which dis- 
charged itself by a river flowing westward. 
He further declared that he had descended 
this river until he reached water that ebbed 
and flowed and terrified by the strange 
phenomenon had turned back, but not until 
he heard of a great Salt Lake, bordered by 
many: villages. Other Indians confirmed 
this story. Fired by the zeal of discovery La 
Verendrye went to Montreal and attempted 
to get the Crown to finance the expedition 
but got nothing but good words. Finally he 
induced a number of men by promise of great 
profits from the exclusive fur trade to associ- 
ate with him in raising the necessary funds. 

In 1731 the little company, woods runners, 
voyageurs, and Indian interpreters under the 
command of La Verendrye, his three sons, 
his nephew, La Jemeraye, and the Jesuit 
messager left Montreal amid the boom of 
cannon and applause of citizens, to bid them 
Godspeed on their quest of the Pacific Ocean. 

It was late in August when they reached 
the Grand Portage at the head of Lake Sup- 
perior. The way had been long and tedious 
and beset with many difficulties such as_ 
mutinies among the voyageurs and bad 
weather. Some of them, under the leadership 
of La Jemeraye, crossed the portage and went 
up Pigeon River, around Hunter’s Island, 
through Lac La Croix, across Rainy Lake 
and built a fort called St. Pierre near the 
present site of Fort Francis. La Verendrye 
was forced to winter with the main party at 
the mouth of the River Kaministkwia. Here, 
locked in by ice and snow, the useless mutin- 
eers had to be fed and paid, and it was not 
until the next June that he could get them 
again in motion toward Lake Winnipeg. His 
associates, the merchants upon whom he relied 
for supplies, dissatisfied because the returns 
in furs were not up to their expectations, re-_ 

fused to send 
on any more, 
and he was left 
destitute in the 
wilderness. His 
nephew, La Je- 
meraye, died. 
The Jesuit An- 
nean, bent on 
returning to 
Michilimackin- 
ac, set out with 
Verendrye’s 
eldest son and 
a party of Can- 
adians. Later 
they were all 
found on an 
island in the 
Lake of the 
Woods — mur- 
dered and man- 
gled by the 
-Siouxs. Ap- 
peals weremade 
totthe Court of 
France for aid 



in vain. 
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In 1740 Verendrye went for the third 
time to Montreal, where instead of aid he found 
alawsuit. Meanwhile, under all his difficulties 
he had explored a vast region hitherto un- 
known, and diverted a great and lucrative 
Fur Trade from the English at Hudson Bay 
and secured the possession of it by six for- 
tified posts, Fort St. Pierre on Rainy Lake, 
Fort St. Charles, on the Lake of the Woods, 
Fort Maurepas, at the mouth of the River 
Winnipeg, Fort Bourbon on the east side of 
Lake Winnipeg, Fort La Reine on the As- 
siniboine, Fort Dauphin on Lake Manitoba. 
Besides these he built another post called 
Fort Rouge on the site of the City of Win- 
nipeg, and some time after another at the 
mouth of the River Saskatchewan. He also 
visited the Mandan Indians on the Missouri 
River. 

The hardships endured on these trips had 
severely shaken the iron constitution of the 
elder Verendrye, but he had sons worthy of 
their father and these two young men set out 
from Rainy Lake in the spring of 1742 on that 
most memorable quest of the western sea and 
penetrated so far west that the younger of the 
sons finally reached the Rocky Mountains. 

Sixty two years later Lewis & Clark, with 
a company of thirty-two men, found the 
Pacific. To these two young Verendryes and 
the two Frenchmen who accompanied them 
rightfully belongs the glory of anticipating 
the first stages of the Lewis & Clark discovery, 
which they did without government sub- 
sidies or private gifts but helped only by the 
encouragement and assistance of their valiant 
father. As a reward for their heroic labors 
the government took from the Verendrye 
family all their forts and trading privileges 
in the northwest and left them practically 
penniless. The father died in Montreal 
shortly after receiving the Cross of the Order 
of St. Louis. The intrepid sons continued 
in their father’s footsteps. One of them 
discovered the river Saskatchewan, but un- 
requited by the government and deprived of 
their trading rights, they sank finally into 
poverty and neglect. 

At this point a new name comes modestly 
into our story out of the far north from the 
shores of Hudson’s Bay, that of David 
Thompson, born April, 1770 in England of 
Welsh parentage, educated at the Greycoats 
School, London, and some say also at Oxford, 
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apprenticed at fourteen to the Hudson’s Bay 
Company, sent to Fort Churchill, then under 
the command of Samuel Hearne, of Copper- 
mine River fame. Here he copied Hearne’s 
Journal, and besides studying astronomy 
early acquired the habit of writing out his 
observations and studies of the country. 
After a five years’ novitiate he began his 
explorations for the company, making surveys 
of the rivers Nelson, Churchill, Saskatchewan 
and their tributaries, frequently visiting 
York Factory during that period. Owing to 
the poor returns in Furs, for Thompson was a 
geographer and writer and not a Fur Factor, 
the Hudson’s Bay Company became dis- 
satisfied and ordered him to discontinue his 

‘ surveying work and give more attention to 
the Fur Trade. This he declined to do. 
Thus, as Tyrrell says, for the sake of a trifling 
shortage in furs the Hudson’s Bay Company 
lost the greatest man it ever had in its employ, 
whose name will be a household word with 
educated men and women in America long 
after all the Fur Traders and their Beaver 
Skins have been forgotten. We next hear of 
him at the Grand Portage, making surveys of 
the North Western Company Posts, with 
which he was now a partner. He seems to 
have traveled very extensively all through 
the Rainy Lake country and northern Minne- 
sota and the West. One of his notable ex- 
ploits was when in February 1798 he started 
afoot to connect and map the waters of the 
Red River and Mississippi and thence over to 
Lake Superior. April 27th, he reached 
Turtle Lake, from which flows Turtle Brook, 
which he states to be the source of the Mis- 
sissippi, since it is from here that the river 
takes the most direct course to the sea. Thus, 
to this indefatigable but hitherto unknown 
geographer belongs the honor of discovering 
the headwater of that great river. May 10th 
he reached Fon du Lac House (Duluth), two 
and one-half miles up the St. Louis River 
from Lake Superior. 

In 1800 Thompson entered the Rocky 
Mountains in Latitude 51, probably in the 
vicinity of the same pass crossed by the Can- 
adian Pacific. He descended one of the north- 
ern branches of the Columbia, which he 
called the McGillivary River. He _ was, 
however, driven back by Indians and com- 
pelled to recross the mountains. In 1807 
Thompson was again in the Rocky Moun- 

tains, and was first to go through 
what is now How’s Pass, by which 
route he reached the Columbia and 
made numerous surveys of all its 
tributaries. 

On July 15th, 1811 he reached the 
mouth of the Columbia and was 
met and kindly received by the 
officers of the Pacific Fur Com- 
pany, who had arrived a_ few 
weeks earlier and were establishing 
Fort Astoria. Here he concludes his 
journal in this way: ““Thus I have 
fully completed the survey of this 
part of North America from sea to 
sea, and by almost innumerable 
astronomical observations have de- 
termined the position of the moun- 
tains, lakes and rivers and other 
remarkable places on the northern 
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part of this continent.” Tyrrell calls him the 
greatest land geographer of the English nation. 
Dr. J. J. Bigsby, the naturalist of the Inter- 
national Boundary Commission, speaks of his 
first meeting with Thompson at Mr. McGil- 
livary’s home. ‘“‘No living person possesses 
a tithe of his information respecting the 
Hudson’s Bay country, which from 1793-1820 
he, was constantly traversing. Never mind 
his Bunyan-like face and cropped hair: He 
has a very powerful mind and a very singular 
faculty for picture making. He can create 
a wilderness and people it with warring sav- 
ages, or climb the Rocky Mountains with you 
in a snowstorm, so clearly and palpably that 
only shut your eyes and you hear the crack 
of a rifle and feel the snowflakes on your 
cheeks as he talks.’”? Bancroft gives us this 
Portrait: ‘He was an entirely different 
order of man from the Orthodox Fur Trader. 
Tall and fine looking, with sandy complexion, 
with large features, deep-set studious eyes, 
high forehead and broad shoulders, the 
intellectual was set upon the physical. No 
man in the north-West Company performed 
more valuable services or estimated his 
achievements more modestly.”? Unhappily 
his last days were spent in poverty, and he 
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died near Montreal at the age of eighty-nine. 
I fancy that by this time you all see the 

pivotal point in this story. From Fon du Lac 
to the Kaministkwia was the portal through 
which all the explorers of the northwest to the 
Pacific passed, if we except the Lewis & Clark 
expedition. This region, starting from Lake 
Superior, was traversed by three main portage 
paths over which all the supplies went and all 
the fur came out from the North-West Com- 
pany and Hudson’s Bay Company posts. 
‘These trails once worn by whites and Indians 
alike have become almost extinct. The 
kindly mother of all woodsfolk has covered 
them with second growth and windfalls, until 
only here and there are we able to find where 
once the Coureurs de Bois, decked their canoes 
from their shoulders to the water’s edge, 
loaded their packs and catching up the refrain 
of their wild songs, keeping time with their 
paddles, took their way down the long lakes. 
Through the wise foresight of two govern- 
ments this beautiful country of woods and 
lakes has been set aside for our children and 
children’s children as a playground to train 
and develop those qualities of stamina, of 
courage and of perseverance that characterize 
the old trail makers. 

PARKLAND DISTRICTS OF THE WEST 
SEL. J. WIGLEY 

T is a mistake to imagine that ‘The 
West” is one dead level treeless plain, 
wholly given over to the cultivation of 

grain in summer and swept with icy blasts in 
winter. For the prairie is intersected with 
beautiful river valleys, rugged and wild; is 
dotted with thousands of lakes, many unnam- 
ed and little known; is crowded with wild 
flowers and fruits and beautiful with fine 
trees on the hill sides and slopes. 

In the Parkland districts groves of poplar 
and willow, maple and birch, spruce and 
cotton wood all help to make such a picture as 
will rival the finest parks in old established 
countries, and which afford shelter and shade 
to herds of cattle and droves of horses. 

The sportsman will find much that will 
interest him; an occasional bear, timber wolf 
or lynx will give a spice of danger, while deer 
and small game will furnish supplies of food 
and capital sport. Much too will there be to 
remind him of the past, for buffalo skulls and 
bones strew the ground, buffalo trails and 
wallows are every where and the sigh he gives 
for the grand hunting and for the happy 
hunting grounds, passed away for ever, will 
certainly be excused. 
_The naturalist too will find much to claim 

his attention. Strange birds and _ flowers 
await him on every hand and the possibility 
of fresh discovery is ever present to sustain 
the interest. 

In such districts as these the coyote is 
decidedly on the increase and such is his size 
and boldness that he will kill young calves, 
snapping at tail and ears till the terrified 
animal falls exhausted. On the range the 
cows hide their calves in the bluffs and it is 

A DAY’S SHOOTING 
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AN ALBERTA WOLFHOUND WHO HAS KILLED 72 COYOTES. 

’ interesting to note that a sentinel is always 
left on guard while the rest of the herd is feed- 
ing. Hunting coyotes with hounds when the 
ground is covered with snow is a_ favourite 
sport. Two or three dogs are used and the 

hound shown in the photo, has seventy two 
coyotes placed to his credit. The lakes are 
the resort of all kinds of water fowl and in the 
bluffs are numbers of woodhares and ruffed 
grouse. 

THE GREATEST OF BIG GAME 

FISHING 

Landing a monster Tuna off Port Medway, N.S. 

L. MiItTCHELL-HENRY 

of the Canadian Tuna is the greatest 
feat imaginable in the sport of rod and 

reel fishing. 
I say “Canadian” for I think that is the 

a ou it may be said that the capture 

_ name by which these tuna should be known as 
they have never been taken with rod and reel 
anywhere else but off the shores of Canada. 

It is some years ago now, probably ten, 
that a sportsman first succeeded in bringing 
one of these monsters to the gaff, and up till 
last season, he was, I believe, the only one to 
perform such a feat. Up till now he has land- 
ed about four. Many other sportsmen have 
during this time hooked these fish, including 
Canada’s Governor-General, but owing to. 
one reason or another the result has always 
been the same, after a heart breaking fight, 
extending sometimes to many hours, the fish 
has remained in his native element, and aches 
in back, legs and arms and a disappointing 
memory, are all that have been left the 
fisherman. 

Personally I had always believed that this 
fishing could be made as popular as Tarpon 

fishing if once it could be shown that it could 
be done with no more risk of failure than one 
has to put up with in any other fishing, such 
as in Tarpon fishing or fishing for Salmon 
or Trout. 

In the early days I have often fished in 
Florida for Tarpon for hours at a time, and 
for days together during which time I have 
not once seen a fish. At that time, 1890, it 
was considered such a chance to get a strike 
that many thought it scarcely worth the 
expense of a trip for that purpose alone. 

It was nearly all “‘still’’ fishing in those days 
and one sat and broiled in the sun, away up 
some river, and had for excitement the doubt 
as to whether it was a catfish, a Jewfish or a 
Tarpon that was slowly unreeling the line. 
It was very seldom the latter. 

Next, trolling was tried in the Passes, 
Captiva and later Boca Grand, and there it 
was a pretty sure thing, if one waited and only 
fished on the last quarter of the ebb tide and 
the first quarter of the flood. 

I well remember too, when no one could 
get a strike and yet there was an Englishman 
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there who always caught one or two or more 
fish and no one could make out the reason. 
At last some one rowed over to his boat and 
asked him to show his tackle, which good 
sportsman that he was, he most willingly did _ 
when it was found, that where the wire was 
joined to his line he had attached a fairly 
heavy lead weight as a sinker by a_ thread 
just strong enough to hold it, but that would 
break when the fish made its first Jump out 
of the water! Here then was the secret and 
instead of asking how it was done the rival 
fishermen (and all were rivals in those days) 
would get round him at the landing, ostens- 
ibly to see the fish landed, but really to 
examine his tackle, which of course showed no 
sinker. 

This always impressed me and so when I 
thought out various ways and means of 
improving the tackle for the capture of these 
Canadian monsters I have always given my 
fellow sportsmen the benefit of my inventions, 
though I had no opportunity to try them out 
myself until last season. 

FISH HOOKED, NOTE BEND OF ROD AND SEA GETTING ROUGH. 
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became, I believe, the second person who-had 
ever landed one. Needless to say the local 
excitement was -intense, a great number of 
people coming down to the dock where it was 
taken to be weighed. : 

I had two men in my boat with me and. 
after this experience I felt. I could get along 
quite well with one, That I was right is 
shown by the fact of my having landed an- 
other of 480 pounds in about three hours. 

During my stay I hooked, very briefly, 
several.more. In two, the hook broke on 
striking, through being too brittle; two more 
I lost at the first rush, through their going 
under a herring net that was being hauled 
at the time; and two more took the bait but 
it was pulled out of the mouth owing to the 
hook being concealed in the bait, with none 
out at all, which of course prevented the point 
from catching. : 

From what I now know of this fishing I 
consider it should grow to be a most popular 
sport as it certainly is the most exciting of 
all fishing. 

WE WERE TAKEN STRAIGHT 
OUT TO SEA, BUT MANAGED BY DEGREES TO TURN IT AND GET HEADED FOR 

THE SHORE AGAIN. 

In February 1912 a friend of mine des- 
cribed what I showed him, with illustrations, 
in that well known paper, the ‘‘Field.”’ 

Last August, being in Canada, I determined 
to have a try for these fish and after consider- 
able enquiry settled on Port Medway as being 
the best place to make trials from. There is 
a very comfortable house there, most suitably 
called Tuna Inn, and I found motor boats, 
skiffs, guides, bait, etc. all there, together 
with the same old story “plenty have been 
hooked, but no one has ever landed one.” 
Many, however, were under the impression 
that they had been very near doing so. 

In two seasons fifty-four had been hooked 
and played and the owner of the place him- 
self had, he told me, had twenty-five on. 

This showed me that I had at least come to 
the right place and that I had every chance 
of at least going through the experience of 
playing one. 

The second day I was out I hooked one 
and after a hard fight of over four hours, 
In a very rough and rising sea, brought it to 
the gaff, a beautiful fish, of 520 pounds, as it 

Incidentally I 

I have proved certainly to my own satis- 
faction that it can be done in the same manner 
as any other kind of fishing, i. e. out of a boat 
with only one man to row it. 

It is well, of course, to have a motor boat 
somewhere near when a fish is hooked, for 
assistance in getting it into the skiff, if landed. 
It also can happen that one gets towed a long 
way out from one’s home direction. 

The reason I dispensed with one man was 
because I wanted my host to fish too, instead 
of standing by me with the power boat as he © 
wished to do, and I was very glad I did for I 
wanted him to try a device of mine for keeping 
the reel from twisting about, which is what 
makes this fishing so hard on the arms. He 
-hooked on to a monster which he brought to 
the gaff after a fight of some eight hours and 
which turned the scale at 710 pounds and 
established a world’s record. 

Several fishermen are coming to Port 
Medway this coming season to try and beat 
this record of 710 pounds and there should be 
some monsters landed. 

I am hoping to establish certain rules for 
these records, such as affidavits from the man 
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or men in the boat and the fisherman that 
“no one but the fisherman has touched the rod 
or line by way of assistance, from the time 
the fish was hooked to the time it was gaffed. 
For first one man, and then the other‘to play 
the fish is a syndicate business that is not 
sportsmanlike, nor may it be harpooned from 
the fisherman’s boat, or another, as I have 
heard was done. Neither should it be 
“handlined”’ from the shore, for with one man 

handlining and the other holding the rod and 
winding up the slack line it cannot be called 
a sportsmanlike proceeding. Give the fish 
a chance, fight him for eight or ten hours or 
longer, if you can, and if he beats you in the 
end, well he deserves to get off. 

I will gladly give any fellow fisherman any 
information that I can if he will write me to 
the Ritz-Carlton, either in New York or 
Montreal. 

ONE DAY’S FISHING IN TIMAGAMI 
M. PARKINSON 

and Yonge, Toronto, on the afternoon 
of a hot July day last year. The sun 

beat down pitilessly on the heated pavement 
and the reflected waves were over powering in 
their intensity. 
Mopping his streaming brow, the bank teller 

said, “‘my hokey, I wish I could escape from 
this fiery furnace for a week or so.” 
“Why not,’ said the journalist, “I know the 

pce where you may not only escape the 
eat but secure the greatest fishing there is in 

the wide, wide worlds”’ 
“Come off,’’ said the young broker, “I’ve 

heard you tell those Timagami fish stories 
before.’ Don’t expect we believe all the fish 
yarns you spin any more than people believe 
all the journalistic vagaries you print.” 

“Never you mind,” retorted the knight of 
the quill, “you may throw sneers at the veracity 
of the ‘public prints,’ but I carry a few prints 
of a different kind in my pocket for just such 
piscatorial doubters as you. Prints, which 
even your naturally agnostic mind cannot 
fail to acknowledge as truthful.” 

W: were standing at the corner of King The man of the “‘fourth estate”’ then backed 
quietly into the shadow of the western wall and 
drew from the breast pocket of his coat a 
wallet from which he extracted three well 
thumbed photographs. We looked on with 
interest, and he of the “‘stocks and bonds” 
with tense expectation. 

“These photographs,”’. rumbled the quill 
driver in sotto voce tones, ‘‘were taken in 
Timagami last summer. I know the people 
and saw the fish.” 

Then he handed to the purveyor of munici- 
pal debentures a photo of a giant man, clothed 
in a double-breasted sack coat and shoe-packs, 
his ringed stockings drawn on over his 
trousers and his curly hair bursting from 
under his woodsman’s cap. His brawny arm 
upheld a fish, such a fish as the debenture 
seller had never before seen, a fish whose 
mouth seemed large enough to enclose the 
holder’s head. 

“Yes” continued the man of the pen, 
“that’s Oderick Perron, the French-Canadian, 
six foot two, Timagami guide, the man who 

knows all about fish and fishing in the north- 
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land. That monster in his hand is nota young 
shark, but an ordinary Lake Timagami grey 
trout, Cristivomer namaycush. It weighed 
22 pounds, and was caught on an otter-tail 
bait at the end of 300 feet of copper wire and 
was reeled in on an ordinary Steel Bristol rod.” 

The street cars still ground by. The roar 
and rush and din of Yonge St. still went 
on. The sun still blazed in its untempered 
violence. Bui the man of the exchange 
stood oblivious to all his surroundings with his 
eyes glued on the strip of paper which he held 
in his hand. “Gee whitaker! Some fish,” at 
last burst from his parted lips. 

The man of the bank had kept silence until 
now, when looking doubtingly up he said, 
“Oh! I suppose like all the other so called 
fishing resorts, one fish a season which some 
lucky dog was fortunate enough to catch. 
The other fellow might fish his head off, and 
never get a bite to reward his assiduity.”’ 

“That’s not Timagami,” flung back the 
champion of the Northland. “In Timagami 
there are fish for all, and fish good and plenty. 
‘‘What do you think of that,” and he handed 
over a second photograph. 

It was the picture of a woman clad in a 
kharki outing suit, wearing a broad smile, and 

struggling to hold a monster fish apparently 
half her own length. 

‘That’ said the Timegami booster, “‘is 
Mrs. James F. Barker, wife of the Principal of 
East Technical High School, Cleveland, Ohio, 
and that is her 20 pound trout which she 
captured in Timagami one day last July. 

“But,” said the now vain glorious enthus- 
last, “if you are not satisfied look at this 16 
pound beauty captured by Mr. Herbert J. 
McCaslin of the same Cleveland party.” 
And he handed out another print of a monster 
fish, held in the hand of a man clad in an 
outing suit and white canvas running shoes. 

The two men looked at him of the fish 
yarns with a quizzical smile. They looked 
down at the blazing pavement, and up at the 
sizzling sun. The man of bonds and deben- 
tures and doubts struck his hand in the hand 
of the hand of the man of fish and said “By 
the Powers of Mulkenny, we'll try you one.” 

The next moment we were standing at the 
counter in the City Ticket office of the Grand 
Trunk Railway, a smiling clerk was informing 
us that the return fare, good for three months, 
was $13.15, that a lower berth cost $2, and 
that a solid vestibule train carrying a_ stan- 
dard Pullman sleeper left Toronto every 

OUR FIRST AFTERNOON’S CATCH. 
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evening at 8.30, putting passengers off, after 
a good nights sleep at Timagami next morning 
at 8.46. 

That’s how it all came about. Eight- 
thirty that same day saw us safely aboard the 
Cobalt Special, and soon the arms of Mor- 
pheus encircled us and we were carried off to 
the land of slumber to dream of otter-tail 
bait, copper wire, spinning reels, and 20- 
pound trout. 

Morning found us at Timagami. A hearty 
breakfast at the Hotel Ronoco, sweetened by 
the ravenous appetite begotten of this clear, 
cool, northern air, and we are off on the 
steamer, Belle of Timagami, for Bear Island 
seventeen miles up the Lake. 

Harry Wood, the Hudson’s Bay Factor, 
stands smiling on the wharf as the Belle comes 
to dock; in a trice supplies, canoes, fishing 
tackle, etc. etc., are secured and are safely 
in Oderick Perron’s speed launch, the St. 
Lawrence, heading for the South West Arm, 
the home of the big ‘Timagami lake trout. 

One o’clock and the St. Lawrence comes to 
a halt. The canoes are pulled up along side. 
It seemed but a moment till we were all 
ashore. We never knew how the tent was 
pitched, it seemed to rise unbidden, but there 
it stood asplash, showing white against the 
green back ground of the fir trees. 
Then came the preparation for our first 

camp dinner, in which we three tender-feet 
took part. The new zest for food in the 
woods; the ravishing smell of the frying 
bacon as Oderick and Jim, the guide, browned 
the rashers over the pungent tamarac fire will 
never be forgotten. At last we three sat 
down at the improvised table, with the guides’ 
tent for a back ground. Was there ever such 
food? The tea from the tin cups, the con- 
densed milk, the beans in tomato sauce, and 
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above all Oderick’s crisp fried bacon, all had 
a taste such as we had never known in fashion- 
able restaurant at a dollar and a half a plate. 

But even tenderfoot fishermen in Timagami 
cannot eat forever. So, the meal was ended, 
the dishes were washed and put away, and 
now came the time for the Journalist and 
Oderick to show us these big gray trout. 
_ Oderick took the Journalist and the doubt- 
ing broker in the big canoe, while Jim and the 
banker followed in the 16-footer. As luck 
would have it the broker got the first strike. 
The man of doubts had scarcely got 200 feet 
of wire out when a startled cry told Oderick 
something had happened. Encouraging the 
excited fisherman when he thought during 
moments of passivity he had lost his fish, 
restraining him from too heroic treatment 
when the trout tugged and strained at the 
end of the ever decreasing length of wire, 
Oderick guided him from step to step until 
at the end of fifteen minutes the six pound 
trout lay struggling on the floor of the canoe. 

The conquering hero looked fondly at his 
prize “What does that beauty weigh, 
Oderick?”’ said he. 

“About six pounds,’ 
replied. 

“Six pounds,” repeated the disgusted Isaac 
Walton. ‘“‘Well then, how in thunder did 
that Cleveland woman ever land her 20- 
pounder?” 

“Oh! She knew how to play a fish” 
laughed back the journalist, “‘never mind, 
you ll learn so that a six pound minnow will 
not be able to wear out your wrist, yet.” 

So the merry work went on. A glad cry 
came first from one canoe then from the other. 
Some of the fish were lost, but at the end of 
three hours fifteen fine specimens lay in the 
canoes, and everybody voted it would be 

> 

the laconic Oderick 

MR.,HERBERT J. McCASLIN * 
AND HIS 16 POUND TROUT. 

ODERICK PERRON AND HIS 
22 POUND LAKE TROUT. 

MRS. JAMES F. BARKER AND 

HER 21 POUND TROUT. 
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simply fish murder to continue longer. The 

canoes were headed for the camping place 

and soon we were all landed, tired and again 

hungry, on the site of our midday meal. _ 

The fifteen trout were hung on a pole resting 
on the backs of the two camp chairs which 

the thoughtful Harry Woods had sent in the 

launch for our comfort, and there in the 

golden lisht of the evening with Oderick and 

Jim for a back ground the camera fastened 

on the sensitive plate the picture of our 
first afternoon’s catch in Timagami. They 
ran in weight from 5 to 10 pounds, 
showed a grand total of almost 100 pounds of 
pink-fleshed trout, which when fried by 
Oderick, floating in ‘“‘crisco,” made a dish 
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which would cause the mouth of the most 
exacting epicure to water. , 

But must not tell how the evening 
shadows fell, or of the song of the plaintive 
whip-poor-will; how the evening stars burst 
out in the spangled skies, or of the campfire 
varns of the fish and fishing; how the springing 
balsam beds with their odors redolent of the 
wildwood wooed us to dreamless slumbers, 
or the pleasures of the other days of that 
blissful week. It would all take too long. 
But the writer cannot leave his patient reader 
without expressing the wish that he too in the 
summer of 1915 may experience the delights 
of ‘A Day’s Fishing in Timagami.” 

CONCERNING FISHING 
Trout Streams I have known 

(ARTICLE 7) 

NEAL BROWN 

LONG many trout streams spring water 
A oozes in from the banks. Other streams 

have a certain and definite source in 
some large spring pond. Usually streams 
running from lakes are too warm for trout, 
but there are notable exceptions to this, and 
more especially in the extreme northern part 
of Michigan and Wisconsin. 

Running from lakes in this territory are 
some good trout streams. The water of trout 
streams grows warmer farther from its sources, 
and trout are not often found in such waters. 

Some trout are, however, caught in the 
Wisconsin and the Wolf very far down, but, 
I believe, usually in the colder springtime 
water. 

Rainbow trout will thrive in warmer water 
than brook trout. 

The Evergreen is a famous trout stream, 
noted for the coldness of its waters and for the 
vast number of brook trout that have been 
found in it during the last thirty years. The 
supply is said to be diminishing by reason of 
over-fishing and poaching out of season. It 
has always been a good stream for anglers who 
like to boast of hecatombs. I have known one 
of these to take two hundred trout out of the 
Evergreen in a single day. But nine-tenths 
of these were mere fingerlings that could bring 
no honor to their captor. 
_ When I first visited the Evergreen in 1885 
it seemed impossible that so vast a population 
of trout could exist in any stream. They 
simply swarmed in every spot and place. 

In most trout streams an occasional dace 
or chub can be caught, but never in the Ever- 
green, for the invading trout have destroyed 
all other fishes. An Evergreen angler would 
as soon expect to come across a neolithic man 
as to hook a vulgar fish in this stream. I 
doubt whether the trout ever allow any 
friendly convocations of suckers, such as can 

be found in most trout streams, and they may 
pane made way with this simple, primitive 
olk. 
In other trout streams trout and suckers 

can be found in the deeper pools lying side by 
side in the most amicable fashion. Perhaps 
their friendly relations are promoted by the 
fact that they cannot eat each other. I have 
suspected suckers of making predatory ex- 
cursions into the spawning beds of trout, but 
have never been able to verify this. It is 
likely, also, that trout have a fondness for 
tender young suckers. 

Chub and dace and such inferior tribes are 
the legitimate prey of trout. Their sole 
value is to furnish food for trout. In this way 
a most distasteful food is converted into the 
most heavenly of edibles. 

For be it known that a committee of most 
experienced chefs and gourmands has prepared 
and passed upon these vulgar fish, along with 
fresh water clams, in the attempt to determine 
their food value. But no condiments or cun- 
ning manipulation of skillet or broiler can 
sanctify them or make them palatable. 

It is true that in parvenue imitation of the 
real aristocracy of the stream your chub will 
rise to the fly and will often deceive you for 
the moment into thinking that you have 
hooked a genuine fontinalis. How the fontin- 
alis can endure these pests is past understand- 
ing, but he not only endures them but likes 
them. They furnish him feasts, especially 
in the long winters under the ice, when no 
manna of flies can descend to him. 

The first stocking of a trout stream finds 
it crowded with these inferior fish. If the 
water is right, and the trout multiply, the 
natives commence to disappear, at first from 
the upper waters and then farther down, until 
at last they can only be found in numbers in 
water too warm for trout. In middle terri- 
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tory between these warmer waters and the 
ideal trout water a few natives remain for 
many years. In freshets they will press up 
from their own country, only to be devoured 
in the course of nature. 

In a cold spring pond near the head of 
Plover River I planted a few thousand brook 
trout fry in the spring of 1892. The year 
before I had inspected this pond through the 
ice, and it was filled with myriads of natives. 
About four years after this stocking I made 
further examination and found that the native 
population had entirely disappeared with the 
exception of one overgrown chub who was 
too large to be eaten. 

But the pond was full of trout, some of 
The natives, like the American 

Indians, had been compelled to move on—or 
to move in; they were extinct. 

This is the tragedy of all stocked trout 
streams. In most of the natural trout streams 
constituting a part of the waters of the great 
lakes some plebeian fish can be found. It is 
likely the supply is constantly replenished from 
the larger water below. I speak of natural 
trout streams, meaning by this streams not 
stocked by man but by nature. 

So far as I can learn, none of the waters 
of the Mississippi in Wisconsin and Minnesota 
ever had any trout in them until they were 
stocked. 

Trout Lake on the Chippewa waters is one 
exception, for this has always had lake trout 
init. Just why this lake, and none other out 
of many hundreds, should be peopled with 
trout must ever remain a mystery. It would 
seem to be an accident of nature. 

Trout Lake is not different from many 
other lakes. 

There are lake trout in some of the lakes 
tributary to Lake Michigan and Lake Super- 
ior. 

I think there are native brook trout in all 
suitable streams flowing into Lake Superior 
and the northern part of Lake Michigan, 
except the Wolf River. It is probable that 
the trout could not make their way up through 
the shallow warmer waters of Lake Winnebago 
into the waters of the Wolf. But all of the 
upper Wolf River streams now have trout in 
great abundance. 

The Evergreen was stocked with trout by 
an early pioneer of that region, about 1878. 
He and an Indian took a can and secured 
about a dozen brook trout from the Oconto, 
a stream that flows into Lake Michigan, and 
carried them over to the Evergreen. 

A little later, as railroads extended into 
the country, trout from the state hatchery 
were placed in other tributaries of the Wolf, 
and from these sources trout have multiplied 
and spread to every tributary of the Wolf 
that is capable of supporting trout life. 

In many of these streams no additional 
stocking has ever taken place, yet the supply 
of trout never fails. 

The same result has followed the stocking 
of the waters of the Wisconsin and the Mis- 
Sissippi in Wisconsin. 
_ In many places in northern Wisconsin there 
is a trout stream every two or three miles. 
In fact, trout are constantly turning up in 
unexpected places. A find of this kind can be 
likened to a mineral discovery. The original 

finder keeps his secret as long as he can and 
returns home from mysterious trips with 
loaded creel. 

But the subtle sense of his fellow fishermen 
finds him out, and he soon has to share his 
secret. His discovery is then overworked. 
for a time until it becomes commonplace; 
a path is worn along the shore of the stream ° 
by eager feet, and eager hands have lopped 
off some of the overhanging boughs. 

After this first fervor has worn off the 
stream is apt to acquire the reputation of 
being “fished out.’ It may then be abandon- 
ed and lie fallow for a time. I have often 
found rare sport in these old, half forgotten 
workings. 

The earnest angler is always dreaming of 
the lost water of wealth, the abandoned 
places that he may refind, where undisturbed 
trout are awaiting him. 

I stocked Black Brook, a little stream that 
falls from the southern slopes of Rib Moun- 
tain, in the early 90s. I had forgotten about 
it, or had concluded that the trout fry had 
come to naught, when about a dozen years 
later I detected two youths coming from this 
stream with loaded creels of trout. 

I thereupon turned to and caught a few 
myself. 

These surprises do often occur. 
Such is life in Trout Land. 
Many vears ago a spirited discussion was 

carried on in Forest and Stream by certain 
anglers on the subject of naturally stocked 
trout streams and artificially stocked trout 
streams. One story contestant claimed that 
Nature knew what she was about and only 
stocked those streams with trout that would 
sustain trout life, and that trout would not 
become acclimated in a stream that was 
naturally barren of trout. 

In view of what has been done in fish culture, 
such a contention is as groundless as would 
be the contention that English rabbits would 
not thrive in Australia because Nature did 
not place them there. 

The wonderful results of artificial stocking 
can be found all over Wisconsin. Hundreds 
of streams now swarm with trout that never 
knew trout until the advent of man. Brook 
trout breed as freely in these streams as in 
the nature-stocked streams of the great lakes. 

The Wolf River streams compare favorably 
with those of the Peshtigo and the Oconto. 
I doubt whether the German brown trout and 
the rainbow trout breed freely in strange 
waters. Place ever so large a consignment 
of rainbow trout in a stream, and for a few 
years fair catches can be made, but they 
seem to gradually disappear. 

A German brown trout is rarely caught in 
Wisconsin waters. ‘These and the rainbows 
seem to live in streams where they cannot 
breed. 

On the other hand, a stream of the right 
kind, stocked with brook trout, will remain 
indefinitely stocked without additional re- 
plenishment. Some anglers very much doubt 
whether the German brown is an emigrant 
whose presence in our streams should be 

encouraged. He is not so savory as our own 

brook trout, nor has he the same fecundity. 

The same can be said of the rainbow, though 
the latter is a very lusty fighter. 
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According to British authority, our brook 
trout, transplanted to British waters, has 
not seemed to multiply there. As one 
authority says: “The brook trout escaped 
from those places where it was turned in.” 

This very vice afflicts the rainbow trout 
- in Wisconsin waters; he does not s ay where 
he is placed. 
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On the other hand, good results of nee 
with our brook trout have been establishe 
in the tarns of the Isle of Mull in Scotland. 

This English authority further says: “In 
America the brook trout is regarded as a home 
loving fish, therefore it seems somewhat likely 
that we have not yet provided it with the 
domestic comforts to which it is habituated.” 

TROUT FLIES-AND OTHER NOTES 

(ARTICLE 18) 
ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN 

N a presentation of the joys and fas- 
cination of trout fishing one must 
necessarily shift his consideration, 

sooner or later, to that intricate thing known 
as the artificial fly. A thousand paragraphs 
have been written in the true and tried con- 
ventional manner about trout flies; the usual 
article of the sort is now getting to be dry as 
dust, and we are turning around for something 
d fferent; and vainly wondering just who will 
be the one to take the stride forward. In the 
last decade trouting has progressed very little 
from past methods in this country. Our 
adoption of the dry fly may be said to be a 
shifting of things, but as a rule we still fish 
in the old ways, and our knowledge of the 
trout and his life remains more or less—nil. 
Within the last year, however, anglers of this 
continent have been pleased to witness a 
change in angling events. Louis Rhead, one 
of the foremost anglers and outdoor artists 
of America, spent one whole year close to a 
famous trout stream studying and making 
color reproductions of the flies and insects 
that lived near the stream and upon which 
the trout inhabitants feasted. With such a 
great measure of success did he succeed that 
a book is soon forthcoming, containing, in 
natural colors these pictured trout flies and 

insects, and reproductions of flies that he has 
ingeniously tried to match. When this book 
comes out there will be added to the literature 
of the world a notable classic. Louis Rhead 
is just the man to handle this mighty subject. 
Through ardent years of painstaking care, 
and a comprehensive’study of every available 
sidelight to the immortal pastime, he has 
fitted himself for this broader scope,—a 
revolutionizing campaign to bring greater 
light into the angling world. He has said, 
I notice, that not only is he going into the 
west to study flies and insects along those 
streams, and reproduce them, but is coming 
also to Canada. Canadian anglers may well - 
rejoice to hear this and the information he 
will collect will be awaited with breathless 
interest by all. Louis Rhead presents his 
case thus: he has figured that trout do not 
strike hook flies, or artificials, because they 
think them realities, but rather for sporting, 
pugnacious reasons. Before continuing let 
me give a certain doctor’s views on the matter: 

“The habits and peculiarities of the trout 
offer a more interesting field for study, and a 
more important subject for the consideration 
of the sportsman; it is of this that I would 
particularly desire to speak. Why does the 
trout, the wariest of all fishes, rise to an 
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artificial fly? Is it because he is hungry, and 
_ thinks it a natural fly? He will rise to a 
black-gnat or a silver-doctor when the water 
is covered with a variety of living insects, and 
it can hardly be possible that he mistakes an 
artificial fly for any living thing that ever 
inhabited the air or the water. It has been 
said that he rises to the artificial fly only for 
sport, for play. If so, why, at one time will 
he rise to a certain fly and at another totally 
ignore it? Why at one time will a black gnat 
tempt him, and at another, nothing but a 
coachman attract his attention? These lures 
are so dissimilar and each so unlike any living 
thing, that the supposition that he rises for 
food must be abandoned, while the belief 
that he does it for play would involve the 
theory that on one day he likes a dark-colored 
plaything, and on another a light one, but 
does this explanation satisfy? It has been 
said that sometimes an: old fighting trout 
snaps at a fly out of anger, not relishing the 
presence of the thing in his neighborhood. 
This may be true but is not complimentary 
to the genius of the person who devised the 
lure with the expectation of deluding the 
trout into the belief that he was being pre- 
sented with some kind of succulent insect 
with which he was acquainted. I have seen 
trout rise to a floating petal of wild-cherry 
blossom, and, taking the hint, put on a white- 
moth and a-dusty-miller but without success, 
and afterward got arise on a red ibis.”’ 

The above is quoted verbatim, being excerpts 
from the article by C. McDougall in Forest 
and Stream and is very interesting; about 
as keen an interpretation, and surmise, as has 
appeared in contemporary outdoor literature. 
Louis Rhead hopes that by ingeniously offer- 
ing an exact counterpart of the original fly, 
or insect, that he can actually make the trout 
believe that it is taking a reality, not a fake. 
Rhead believes, as many another of us be- 
lieves that trout take an artificial fly, knowing 
it is a fake, much through sporting reasons. 
For the above conclusions Rhead is pract- 
ically revolutionizing the present day angling 
viewpoint. 

Says O. Warren Smith, a modern angling 
writer of universal renown: 

“T have seen trout strike at a fly again and 
again when there was not a shadow of doubt 
but that the fish expected the object was 
something good to eat, then I have seen them 
rise in sport, giving the feathers a playful slap 
with the tail as they returned to the depth. 
Then too there have been times when I have 
thought the fish striking in anger, there was 
so much of temper manifested in their move- 
ments. However, as a rule, I think trout 
rise to the flies because they think the floating 
bunch of feathers something that will satisfy 
their hunger, though very often they will 
strike out of pure feminine curiosity. Drop 
a chip or other small object that will float, 
upon the surface of a pool and trout will rise 
to it. Why? Certainly not because the 
fish thinks the object food, for nothing he is 
in the habit of feeding upon looks like the 
object. Neither does the trout learn from 
experience, for they will rise again and again 
and day after day, to nose at the same objects. 
We can never satisfy ourselves as to the why 
and wherefore of a fish’s actions, for the 
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element in which he lives is so different from 
ours, and his mental processes, if he has any, 
are of much lower order. We are all the time 
making the mistake of imputing to him the 
man’s power of reasoning, when, after all, he 
is only a fish.” 

There are among skillful anglers—men of 
knowledge and tried experience—two classes. 
There are the colorists and the anti-colorists. 
The colorists aver that color has much to 
do with successful fly-making, and fly use. 
They believe that the natural coloration of 
flies should be religiously incorporated in the 
imitations. The anti-colorists say, no: form 
rather than color. Some formalist angler 
there was who sank himself in the water a 
depth of three feet and looking upward upon 
innumerable flies that were methodically 
dropped to the surface made the assertion that 
they all looked alike—through his eyes. 
There did not seem to be any difference in 
the color but he could tell the shape. Point 
one scored by the anti-colorist. But yet again 
there is another side to the question. Fam- 
ous anglers hold that any sane fly will suffice 
to catch trout—that it is a matter of skillful 
manipulation to make each especial fly or 
insect act alive in the water that arouses the 
trout to strike at it. In this respect we have 
the reliable words of the late Thaddeus Norris, 
undoubtedly one of the best informed anglers 
that ever lived. Says Thaddeus Norris: 

“Do not bother with a lot of flies. Here are 
four that will serve all purposes: One is the 
Red Spinner; the second a Black Gnat; the 
third is the Coachman; the fourth, and the 
best of them all, is the Red Palmer, or Red 
Hackle, as it is indifferently called. Now for 
the secret. Take the Red Hackle as the 
standard, and you will understand. If you 
throw it out and just drag it on the water, as 
most people do, what do you suppose a trout 
will take it for? Why, just what it is—a 
bunch of feathers, hair; no more, no less. 
You drag it along and the hairs close on the 
shaft of the hook; it is just a dead mass, not 
resembling a fly, or a caterpillar, or anything 
else. But suppose, instead of this, you work 
your wrist very gently up and down, so as to 
let the electric hairs of the hackle expand and 
close with the stream: what then? Why then 
the thing looks alive, looks like a drowning 
insect, and the trout goes for it directly. It 
is the same with winged flies exactly. There 
is no use having wings to a fly if you simply 
drag it through the water in one direction.” 

Ingenious fly manipulation as Norris sug- 
gests proves eventually the stepping stone to 
fly-fishing success. Some men may angle for- 
ever and not have luck; and they may as 
unenthusiastically quit flies for the more 
unsportsmanlike procedure of bait-fishing, 
believing it more deadly. But give your 
true angler practically any standard fly and 
he can get trout, no matter what the atmos- 
pheric conditions may be. However, confor- 
mation to the natural in insects and flies put 
to the hook should be carefully adhered to. 

Your angling writer will say: “Your flies 

should conform in coloration to those you 

note falling to the surface of the stream. | 

“Now as a matter-of-fact only one in a 

hundred of the angling element know a thing 

about the insects falling to the stream and in 
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a whole day’s fishing may note no insects. 
There is the rub. Information of that sort is 
waste of time; it is worthless. Rhead is the 
first one to make any practical, enlightened 
census of flies falling to the stream; then how 
can others of the brotherhood know what to 
select, when they do not know the insects to 
select in imitation of. Now were all insects, 
in all parts of the country alike, things would 
brighten considerably. But they differ every- 
where we go. Hence it is impossible to choose 
correctly. The angler, I will admit, in fishing 
a stream, should take careful note of the flies 
falling to water; and should select from his 
fly-book those insects that look most like 
them. The angler, however, who can then 
and there tie a fly to conform exactly with the 
fly he has seen, is in the scrupulous minority. 
Experience teaches us, sooner or later, that 
the less flies we have the better off we are. 
A few true and tried flies, known as killers, 
are suitable under any intervening conditions. 
Some anglers lug with them in copious books 
as high as twelve dozen individuals; and are 
incessantly changing, and changing and never 
get any more fish. 

Between the selection of flies of a subdued 
coloration and flies of a brilliantly heightened 
hue there is a little bit of discussion to be 
taken into consideration. Without  con- 
sistently favoring the colorist, experience 
nevertheless teaches that the drab-hued flies 
are the most killing two thirds of the time. 
When in clear waters, and when the sun shines 
with penetrating clarity into the depths, the 
grays, the browns, the black and the white are 
of special merit. But when the waters are 
slightly roiled; or when the day is gloomy 
those gaudy flies may be inserted with eminent 
success. This is offered as a general rule. 
I need not be told that bright flies may be 
used on bright days with success; or that flies 
of a subdued coloration may be used on a 
gloomy day with success, for I know the 
changeable habits and notions of the most 
poetic fish that swims. But it is safe to say 
that a scattering selection from certain 
famous gaudy trout flies cannot but increase 
the catching efficiency of your collection. 

A beginner writes me asking for a complete 
list of flies that he shall use, that will be good 
for all varities of waters. This is a broad 
and sweeping query. Here we must take 
into consideration both southernmost waters 
and northern’ waters. Northern’ waters, 
where they are far from the pale of pampered 
civilization, contain fish that have not been 
fished for as have fish in the more confined 
waters of civilization. It is a fact that you 
can take most any fly on some of the wild 
Ontario streams and bring in your layout of 
fish; but for all that matter good fly selection 
has its merits no matter where you wander. 
Some thorough anglers will use only as high 
as six or ten different kinds of flies, having of 
course a number of each variety in their book. 
Samuel Camp in his book, ‘‘Fishing Kits and 
Equipment,” notes that he would have no 
objections to being turned out on a trout 
stream with the following six flies: Coach- 
man, Cowdung, Cahill, Beaverkill, Grizzly, 
King and Queen of the Waters. In a later 
series of articles, run in a certain magazine, 
he offers this six as being the only ones he 
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would sanction to first place:—Coachman, 
Beaverkill, Wickham’s Fancy, Cowdung, 
Grizzly King, and Montreal—and he adds 
in this later treatise, that were any two of this 
latter aggregation withdrawn and were he to 
select from other trout flies to fill the empty 
places in the book, he would select from these: 
Cahill, Royal Coachman, Queen of the Waters, 
Reuben Wood, Seth Green, White Miller and 
Professor. In northern stream fishing he 
suggests the admission of the Parmachene 
Belles and the Silver Doctor. Now any of 
these: flies are good; but I suggest also the 
inclusion of the palmers and the hackles—all 
of which have proven their worth. Now to 
return to the query of the beginner who asked 
me to make a selection for him of the hest 
flies to take along, that would be good under 
various conditions, let me here make a rather 
extended list: 

Black Gnat, Cowdung, Coachman, Grizzly 
King, Montreal, Professor, Seth Green, 
Soldier Palmer, Stone Fly, Brown and Gray 
Hackle, Parmachene Belle, Reuben Wood, 
Scarlet Ibis, Silver Doctor, Royal Coachman, 
White Miller, Jock Scott, Queen of the Waters, 
Wickham’s Fancy, Beaverkill, Cahill, March 
Brown, Governor, Hare’s Ear, Black, Red and 
Grey Palmer, Blue Bottle, Willow, Jenny 
Lind, Canada, Pale Evening Dun, Red Spin- 
ner, Jungle, Gray Drake, Green Drake, Whir- 
ling Dun, Abbey and Cinnamon. 

In the above category you have practically 
all the flies you need select from; there are 
maybe thousands of others, with a thousand 
other names attached to them, but they are 
but unfathomable, cumbersome, untried make- 
shift burdens. To insert at least one or two 
each of the above in your book for try-out is 
something not out-of-place. 

As Camp says, the Coachman is a wonderful 
fly; it can be used everywhere with keen . 
success where others fail. So is the Queen of 
the Waters good, the White Miller, one of my 
favorite flies, the inimitable Professor, the 
Beaverkill, and the Grizzly King, and the 
Cowdung, good always. The Red Spinner, 
the Red Palmer and the wonderful Black 
Gnat are also good. And there I pause. In’ 
this last sorting are some of the flies you 
should not be without. They are standbys 
of vast importance that have been tried out 
under all varieties of conditions and have 
never been found lacking. Acquire a sense 
of curiosity-arousing manipulation, of add- 
ing lifelikeness to them as they fall to water, 
and sometimes even the wisest trout will be 
successfully circumvented. And now comes 
the question of hook sizes. The Number 6 is 
the largest hook that should ever be used. 
The number 8 is the standard hook size; its 
excellence and use is attested to by all per- 
severing, painstaking piscatorialists; it is the 
fly-hook most universally found in the fly 
book. For small stream work where the 
trout are not of great length, hardly ever 
exceeding a pound in weight, the Number 10 
and the Number 12 may be inserted with 
eminent success; my preference running to 
the Number 10. Personally I do not see that 
the inclusion of midge flies tied to hooks 14 in 
size are of any use; however there are those 
who like to have them in their possession for 
real artistic work. Now in the matter of the 
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_ best that average money can _ buy. 
‘suggested that at least four of each special 
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hook itself, and its bend or lack of -bend. 
There are three sorts from which to choose 
the Sproat, the O’Shaughnessy and the Sneck, 
which has a pronounced, outstanding neck- 
bend; also the Pennell. Says Camp in his 
“Fishing Kits and Equipment,”: “Personally I 
always use the Sproat or O’Shaughnessy when 
I can find the sort of fly I want tied upon 
either of them. Buta good many dealers use 
only the Sneck hooks for the smaller size flies, 
smaller than Number 8. I mention the 
Sneck hook, because in the opinion of many 
experienced fishermen it is a good one.” 

The present writer prefers the hook having 
a pronounced neck bend for the reason when 
they are once stuck in the lip of the trout 
they generally stay, and he may shake and 
wiggle as much as he likes and it will not come 
out. I figure that the point of resisting power 
is greater in the Sneck, than in the others. 
What to pay for your flies is a question 

that the beginner is naturally eager to get 
news upon. A new hand will be startled at 
the prices asked, considering how very small 
is the purchase. Much for little does not go 
in the purchasing of your trout flies; this is the 
lesson you must learn if you are to buy your 
flies; if you make your own flies that is another 
question. You can then cut prices two- 
thirds. In my article on the subject to this 
magazine | wrote: 

“Hordes of inferior flies are found on the 
market today. Some of these flies are valued 
at three for five cents. They reek of cheap- 
ness and are not worth the trouble of a glance. 
They are made but to catch the eye of the 
untutored. Consider that some of the best 
made trout flies cost as high as one dollar and 
a half apiece and you can readily understand 
why smaller flies valued at three for five cents 
are not worth looking at. These cheap flies 
are made by the thousands by men and girls 
who never saw a trout, a trout stream or a 
true trout fly; it is very doubtful indeed if 
some of these makers know what they are 
turning out. Then again, speaking of cheap- 
ness there are flies slightly better, but I will 
honestly say that to go below sixty cents a 

_ dozen for your flies is to purchase poor mater- 
ial,asarule. At sixty cents a dozen you will 
get fairly good material, but nothing to com- 
are with flies that sell for one dollar or a dol- 
ar and a half a dozen. These flies are 

accorded the attention of skilled workmen and 
receive, individually some degree of a man’s 
experience and study.” 

A good trout fly is a luxury; a poor one an 
abomination; the poorly tied flies readily 
come apart just when service and durability 
are demanded of them and can give practically 
little or no satisfaction. To pay ten cents 
apiece for trout flies means your admittance 
to a more comprehensive success, with the 
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kind be kept in the fly-book for emergency 
urposes. If you are using a cast of three, 
ave the first one, the lead-fly, say a White 
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Miller, your second a Professor, and the third 
perhaps a Queen of the Waters. One of these 
flies proving to be systematically risen for, 
change your other flies to this one and you 
will have success. The use of the eyed-flies 
is a process that calls for leaders having snells 
tied in to the leaders; ordinarily there are only 
dropper loops on the leaders. You must 
therefore, if you wish to use eyed-flies, tie 
leaders having snells. A deadly method in 
fishing, when using the eyed-flies is to use only 
one fly, that being a lead fly. In following 
this system you need very few flies of course, 
the idea being to locate the most killing fly 
for that day and then proceed upon your way. 
Also you can do away with the often cumber- 
some, clap-trap fly-book; since your eyed-flies 
may be kept in metal boxes. They take up 
little room. It is the belief, however, that three 
flies being used to a cast, more luck will be 
forthcoming, since three varieties are offered 
to choose from at once. 
Remember in fishing to experiment care- 

fully, thoughtfully, painstakingly. Remem- 
ber the day, whether sunny or cloudy and 
choose flies.in accord; if you see insects on 
the water select somewhat in conformation to 
their hue and shape, and the closer you can do 
this the greater mayhaps will be your degree 
of success. Trout are quixotic creatures, 
inclined, it seems, toward no one point of 
certainty. Your success depends upon study 
and upon observation. 

Some calls have been made upon me for 
more information regarding the dry fly, its 
method of manipulation and something further 
in regard to the flies to be used for this enter- 
taining process. I must first of all say this: 
do not try to take up dry-fly fishing until you 
have thoroughly mastered the more simple 
process of wet-fly fishing. Serve your ap- 
prenticeship, it will do you good. For be it 
known that dry-fly fishing is the height of 
fly-casting ingenuity and two fail where a 
possible one makes anywhere near a success. 
Dry-fly fishing entails a practical study of 
entomology, of observations of land and 
water insects, in imitation of which your 
artificial flies should be constructed, and used. 
Dry-fly fishing has in its makeup the attributes 
of aristocracy, the nobility of the immortal 
pastime; it 1s one of the deadliest methods 
ever devised for the circumvention of the 
trout; new in this country, relatively old in the 
mother country, England. Its introduction 
into this country was timely although it can- 
not but be said that the very nature of our 
streams lend open invitation to the use almost 
entirely of the wet fly, since the streams are 
generally of a wild, riotous nature, where, as 
a matter of fact still-flowing streams with 
glassy pools are those most adapted to the 
insertion of the deadly dry fly. England 
with her still-flowing streams, is, therefore, 
the real home of the dry fly; but where we find 
glassy streams here they may be worked with 
undeniable degrees of luck. 



THE BASS, PISCATORIALLY SPEAKING 

ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN 

HERE are artificial minnows that ar: 
| mostly used for fishing in the mornin - 

evening and throughout the Jayiucht 
session. But there is anothe. « «=» of baits, 
namely, the baits that can be used at night, 
i. e., the phosphorescent baits, that belong in 
a class by themselves, owing to their dis- 
tinguishing features. An artificial minnow 
that is to be used at night should glow, and 
if it makes a commotion as it is trolled through 
the water so much the better, though this is 
not necessary so long as it glows properly. 
Because it is used in the hours of darkness the 
glowing bait must necessarily be weedless if 
cast into the weeds or the moss and lily-pads. 
Those baits, not weedless, can be used in more 
or less open water however with good results. 
Again, it depends upon the state of your 
surroundings. 

Coloration in the average minnow also 
counts for a good deal. There are certain 
colors that have proven more fascinating than 
others, therefore they should be followed, and 
success will be greater as aresult. Personally, 
as regards color, I wou'd not be without two 
baits at least in my tackle box upon which 
red is partly used. A red bucktail, or a red- 
ibis fly are as a red shawl waved to a bull, to 
the bass. It arouses their ire, and when it 
gets them angry they usually hit, and hit 
that lure hard. Red and white in collabora- 
tion make an attractive bait, though white 
is also a winner and many baits are put out 
now entirely in white, some with a touch of 
red, as an additional attraction. Let me tell 
you why this white is used so extensively in 
this respect. Were all of our fishing days 
staged on bright sunshine days it would be 
different; but cloudy days, early mornings, 
and twilight hours, call for a bait that will 
plainly show in the water. Hence the white 
bait. Never use a bait of subdued coloration 
on dark, or shadowed days, or vice versa, use 
the subdued colored baits on bright days. 
Of course, there is a limit to this. I use my 
red Dowagiac and my red Lockhard on bright 
days and they get them, because that par- 
ticular red is a color the bass like to put out 
of commission. Where water is deep fish 
deep with your baits, and here is where the 
underwater baits, having spinners, come in 
for special mention. Red, and red and white, 
have been suggested as good colors, but 
yellow and brown and green are also used. 
The most artistic and killing baits, from my 
view point are those having the exceptionally 
artistic rainbow and spotted effect, melting 
and merging in the most artful and elaborate 
sense. ‘These spotted creations will always 
be found in my tackle box. 

The time of the year is another consideration 
in the correct use of the artificials. When the 
bass are in the shallows, in the late spring, or 
early summer, around spawning time, the 
top-water, floating baits are very good. As 

a rue the great number of the bass retire to 
the depths, the cool depths, as the warm 
weather comes on, especially is this true in 
moderately temperate climes. Yet they will 
be found in early morning and in the twilight 
hours under the lily-pads, along the shore, 
where they may be taken with weedless baits. 
The various wobblers, used just outside of 
the line of the weeds will register many a 
notable kill. The true underwater bait, 
with spinners, will get them, where they are 
in deep water, by fishing slightly deeper than 
usual. All of these points, kind of minnow, 
time of day, time of the year, and the weather 
conditions must be taken into account if you 
expect true and successful service from your 
appliances. 

Weight in an artificial minnow is a thing of 
more than casual note; the lure should not be 
too heavy, nor should it be too light. How- 
ever if the artificial minnow weighs one fourth 
of an ounce it is none too light. With a fairly 
good reel and a fair knowledge of casting the 
bait, it will cover any space you assign it to, 
within fishing distance. 

Let me suggest eight baits that I would 
have in my tackle box, that is kinds of baits. 
I would have two good wobblers, or those 
minnows, or plugs, which purport to imitate 
a disabled minnow. or frog. Two, or even 
three of those surface baits, which make a 
commotion in the water, unlike the wobblers, 
which dive and quarter and plump around 
promiscuously. Then I would have two 
regulation underwater lures with spinners, 
and coming in attractive hue—and finally I 
would have two phosphorescent baits, for 
use in night fishing. These will furnish you 
with an irreproachable set of eight or nine 
baits. I have followed the above system 
of selection for years, and my success has 
consequently been exceptionally good. There 
are so many winners on the market today 
that there is no reason why a good selection 
should not be easily and conscientiously made. 
Minnows in the wobbler type are noted in 

the Lockhart baits, Jamison’s Mascot, winged 
or otherwise; Wilson’s Fluted Wobbler or 
that Heddon Dowagiac of wonderful spotted 
construction. All of these are good and I 
have given them a try-out with success. The 
Lockhart has a hole that runs through the 
bait that makes the wobbling motion; it 
wobbles much or comparatively little depend- 
ing upon how swiftly the bait is reeled. The 
Jamison Mascot, with its wings, or its internal 
weights, shifted to suit, regulates and makes 
possible its particular system of motion; and 
Wilson’s Wobbler, by its wholly efficient 
fluttings is made to wobble, by the action of 
the water in the scooped out hollows, throwing 
the bait up or down and again in and out 
according to the speed with which it is trolled 
through the water. The Heddon Dowagiac 
has three places where the line may be fastened . 
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and by the different attachments the motion 
of the bait is decided, and governed. These 
four baits are true and tried. This class of 

_ wobblers are singularly good baits and speci- 
~ mens should always be on hand. 

Next after the wobblers come the top- 
__ water baits, those that make a boiling dis- 
_ turbance in the water, purporting to imitate 

something swimming. This _ disturbance 
generally interests the fish mightily and lures 

them in from great distances. The Jamison 
Coaxer is well known, and I need say nothing 

The Coaxer has a 
blunt nose, and two red wings. Trolled over 
the water two rolls of this come over the wings 
often throwing the water in a bladed spray 

It has proven very effective. 
The Decker bait has the revolving head to 
which is connected the aluminum wing- 
blades. Trolléd in the water the head 
revolves, the back part of the bait remaining 
still. It has proven effectual in any number 
of instances. In the Queries and Answers for 

June I mentioned that it is in use all over the 
north. The South Bend Bait Co., puts out a 
Woodpecker bait, with a collar at its head. 
When trolled; this collar helps to throw the 
water aside to form a disturbing factor, or 

an attraction center. I have had and _rec- 
ommended this bait for a long time. I am 
buying three new ones this year, one of them 

_ being a Woodpecker bait only, also a phos- 
_ phorescent bait, to be used at night. 
Another singularly good surface bait is 
_Howe’s Vacuum top-water lure. The Va- 

- cuum bait is supposed to look like nothing 
in particular, its main purpose being to create 
a disturbance on top of the water and so 

But it really is 
_ fashioned after the old-time pork-rind bait. 
It is more or less triangular in shape; it has 
some dashes of red on its belly; one trailer 
_ gang in back, and one gang each on the sides. 
_ Trolled with comparative speed the shoulders 
_ rise in the water throwing one roll of water 

In this manner it appears like a 
frog, or some other creature swimming. I 

_ certainly will have one brand new one this 
year. Add to this list of four surface baits 
the wonderful fish exterminating Heddon 

Dowagiac Expert, which with its metal front 
_ collar also throws the water into action and 
you have five of the best surface baits on the 
market to select from. 
In the original underwater-minnow form, 

running in the water without wobbling or 
creating a disturbance, aided by the nickled 
spinners, we have some exceptionally good 

ones to choose from. Of the South Bend 
Bait Co., small-bodied baits, with the buck- 
tail attachment, I have often spoken. To 
me it is the underwater par excellence. They 
have only one trailer gang of hooks. They 
are furnished in all sorts of colors. In the 
small-bodied form the Heddon Company put 
out Dowagiacs that are splendid all round. 
I used a small-bodied Heddon minnow for 
three years, It has a brown, cracked-effect 
back, and I caught, according to my notebook 
ten bass in one day with it. 

_ But then, aside from the bucktail combina- 
tion, we have the regular underwater form, 
of one trailer gang and two side gangs, three 
gangs in all. The South Bend Co. and the 
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Heddon Co., put out some wares that rival 
competition. More cannot be said for them. 
Both of these companies have retained an 
enviable reputation for putting out sincere 
honest material, using the best of up-to-date 
methods in applying their enamel. 

An underwater minnow that has won a 
great reputation in past years is the Chippewa 
lure. This bait, which is furnished in many 
colorations, has a lengthwise spinner located 
in the middle of its body where a spinner or 
attraction center really should be. 

The Chippewa bait is very easily cast, the 
hollowed-out center yielding to the rush 
through the air, when cast. The trailer 
gang is a bucktail combination, furnished 
in various colors. The system this company 
have of fastening their hooks on to the bait 
is especially notable. These hooks are con- 
nected on one wire, loops for the hooks being 
intact in this wire that runs all round the 
bait. As is claimed for the Chippewa it is a 
happy combination of various artificial means 
of circumventing the gamey fellows. Thus 
we have in the Chippewa the spoon effect, 
also the fly and the artificial minnow. I used 
the Chippewa last summer, practically for the 
first time with any real faith or interest, and 
I found it in instances as good as any of the 
big fellows of the artificial minnow world. 
The manufacturers of the Chippewa bait 
have put out a new affair this year which they 
claim will be the artificial minnow for the year 
1915. This is known as the Chippewa skipper 
a surface lure, to be correct. It is an erractic 
bait, and its motion is regulated by two front 
fins, or nose-fins, as they might be called. 
These fins are detachable. By using one fin 
the bait begins a wiggling motion that sug- 
gests a swimming mouse, more than anything 
else. By jerking this bait a little in the water, 
by sharply lifting the tip of the rod, the 
minnow will create a ripple that is supposed to 
imitate the endeavour of a bass that has 
risen and struck for it and has missed it. 
This serves to cause other game fish to become 
interested and look around.. The second fin 
causes the minnow to look and act like a frog, 
in half-jump, half-swimming, skipping motion. 
This bait has double hooks, having avoided 
the trebles. There are two doubles on the 
belly, and a double-trailer. 

Another new bait, but recently put out, is 
the Wilson Cupped Wobbler, a surface bait, 
purporting to imitate a disabled minnow 
gyrating energetically around on the surface. 
It is a bass bait that I certainly will try out 
at the earliest convenience and if I am not 
mistaken it will prove a winner, as much so 
as their fluted wobbler, which is a leader in 
the wobbler class, and which has proven its 
good points. 

Another new bait I have just purchased 
with cold cash is the Paw Paw Fish Spear, 
put out by the Moonlight bait company. of 
Paw Paw, Michigan; this company also puts 
out the famous Moonlight phosphorescent 
baits. They were practically the pioneers in 

this latter idea. The recent production ol 

this company, mentioned above, is a wobbling 

bait, purporting to imitate a disabled minnow. 

It has two rings wherein to tie the line. ‘Tie 

the line in the end-eye and the minnow will 

run level in the water; tie the line in the eye 
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which is located a trifle further back and it 
will wobble, quarter to right and left, and 
wiggle in the most animated and distressful 
manner. If this bait proves as good as the 
moonlight baits this company puts out, I 
have absolutely no kick coming, 

Jamison, the minnow man of Chicago, pet 
friend and compatriot of piscatorial man, 
a revolutionist—in a mild Waltonistic way; 
maker of minnows and other things, has put 
out that winged Mascot. When Jamison 
sent me his first produced Mascot I took one 
look at it and I said: “‘Geodnight, Jimmie, 
now you’ve done it—and done it up brown.” 
Because the Mascot looked like an abbrevi- 
ated sausage, and was rather clumsy. How- 
ever I thought of Jimmie, and decided that 
he meant well. I got that Mascot rather 
late, but I was fishing then galore, in the 
autumn of 1914, and I tried out the Mascot. 
That wobbling wobbler of a Mascot proved 
its worth. Now Jamison has put out what 
he terms the winged Mascot—it has wings. 
The eyes are simply the rings wherein you 
tie the line. By shifting the screw-eyes, 
bending them, straightening them out you 
may have a wobbler to suit, running at least 
four feet under water; again it can be made 
to operate near the surface; then again it may 
be made to be completely a surface bait, 
rolling up the water like the old Coaxer. 
This bait has two belly hook doubles, and 
one trailer double. 

You will note in all of these late baits that 
the wobbler, or disabled minnow form, is 
most closely and intelligently adhered to; 
there is a reason. Also there is a tendency 
toward sanity more and more in the matter of 
hooks, for while these baits may be had in 
trebles, or gangs, they are really served out 
with the doubles. This is a notable incor- 
poration. Also is noted a very comfortable 
fact. The side gang idea is being done away 
with and the belly gang, or double, is more 
closely adhered to. Bass strike often from 
underneath and amidships, and the hooks 
being placed there, as a result, serve to get 
them and get them right. 

In the above I have considered a set of 
baits open to your purchase. There are the 
wobblers in abundance, and some of the new 
wobblers we will try out at about the same 
time for the initial and all-absorbing purpose 
of experiment; others, the old standbys, we 
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will use with success as before. Then we have 
considered the surface baits, that make their 
commotion; and we have considered also the 
underwaters, that class of old reliables from 
which artificial minnow production had its 
impetus. But there are also the phosphores- 
cent baits to consider. 

These glowing baits I have already sug- 
gested and have recommended them in the 
performance. There are three glowing baits 
that I have used, and have used them with 
success, each in proper measure; these. are 
the Moonlight bait, the phosphorescent 
Jamison Coaxer and the glowing Woodpecker, 
this last bait put out by the South Bend Bait 
Co., of South Bend, Indiana. The Coaxer 
is weedless so that it may be cast into the pads: 
and weeds without getting hung up—that is, 
as an ordinary matter of course. The Wood- 
pecker has the raised collar in front, and when 
trolled in the water makes a boiling dis- 
turbance. In clear waters the Woodpecker 
has given me great success. The Moonlight 
bait is too well spoken of, and famous enough, 
to woo me into adding a glowing eulogy to it. 
It is always on my line or in my tackle box. 

Here you have three foremost glowing 
baits to choose from, and they are all of equal 
merits; all good. Night fishing has its at- 
tractions, among attractions. Ordinarily it 
is forgotten that fish feed way up to the hour 
of twelve at night, therefore, until recent 
years, night fishing had not been thought of. 
Now it is noted that fishermen claim they 
have more success at night than in the day- 
time. However this may be I do not know, 
but I do know that I have caught bass on the 
glowing baits, enough to urge me to try and 
try again. Fishing at night is a sort of a 
blessing to the man who is compelled to work 
during the daytime, yet is near to a body of 
water. For many months, owing to exacting 
labour, the only time I could spare was at 
night, and the glowing baits solved a very 
dubious problem. From twilight till twelve 
at night I usually do some tall fishing. 

In night fishing an anti-backlash reel of 
some sort must be had for in the dark the 
thumbing of the line is a hard and rather 
touchy proposition. I suggest that a lantern 
be kept in the boat, and in that way one may 
conduct his fishing in a more thorough 
manner. 

In the August issue of Rod and Gun Mr. Lincoln 

will continue his article on 

he specially considers the 

The Black Bass, in which 

matter of tackle box and 

lines; and will also contribute an article on The Quan- 

aniche Salmon. 
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No. 19.—I have been thinking seriously of 
buying a rod that is round instead of hex- 
agonal, and would like to know what you 
think of such a rod before making this buy. 
I see no reason why this rod should not be as 
good as the hexagonal. Will you answer this 
in the next number which will be suitable to 
me. I am an interested reader of your de- 
partment, and like it very well. 

Henry Mayer, Ontario, Canada. 
Ans.—I do not think much of the round- 

shaped rod. One of the first rods I ever used 
was a round rod. The trouble in a round 
rod is that a great deal of the resisting outer 
fiber is trimmed away in making it round, 
and this outer fiber is of great value instrength- 
ening the rod, and in putting life into it. In 
time, after much use, the round rod becomes 
lifeless, especially if accorded rough usage. 
Note in the hexagonal rod that much of the 
outer fiber, held intact, has six points of 
resistence. If you would follow my advice I 
would certainly say, leave the round rod alone. 

' Bo Pai: 

No. 20.—I was greatly interested in the 
article published recently by Mr. Bonny- 
castle Dale, in which he treated of the steel- 
head trout of the western waters, in British 
Columbia, to be exact. How far down the 
Pacific coast is the steelhead found; and are 
not some of the underwater artificial minnows 
good for use in catching this fighting fish? 
I have been thinking of taking a trip down 
the coast this summer, that is the Pacific 
coast, stopping first along the British Col- 
umbian district, then going on down. What 
about the trout fishing in California; is it any 
good at all. I heard from a man that was 
down that way that the fishing is rather poor 
all around. I would be very glad to hear 
from you on these points. Trusting that 
I have not taken too much of your valuable 
time, I beg to remain, 

C. B. Farnum, Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

Ans.—The article by Bonnycastle Dale was 
a very good one indeed; all of this naturalist’s 
writings have eminent points of worth to 
their credit, one singular point being that you 

can depend upon them being authentic and 
of an informative nature. The steelhead 
trout (Salmo-gairdneri) also termed (Salmo 
rivularis) is indeed a fighting fish, with a lot 
of gaminess to his credit. The steelhead 
trout is found south along the Pacific coast to 
the Sespe River, of California. North of the 
Sespe, it is found, often promiscuously, in 
the streams of Santa Cruz county, where it is 
fished for by a great number of enthusiastic 
disciples of the immortal Walton. The 
steelhead is also found in Washington and 
Oregon. In Lake Crescent of Washington, 
in Clallam county there are found three sub- 
species of the steelhead trout, and they are 
found in this lake alone, namely: the Spotted 
trout (Salmo-crescentis), and the Beardslee 
trout, otherwise scientifically mentioned as 
(Salmo-rivularis-beardsleei). they go in 
weight well up to fifteen pounds, and in rare 
instances, over. They live mostly in the 
deep recesses of the lake, and rarely, if ever 
come to the surface. The only method of 
getting them is by deep fishing, using the 
trolling spoon. The third sub-specie in this 
lake is the long-headed trout (Salmo-rivul- 
aris-bathaecetor), also found in the retired 
depths, caught only by the trolling spoon, 
and the set-line. In more northern waters 
you will find the Kamloops trout, evidently 
the steelhead mentioned in Mr. Dale’s graphic 
article. It is scientifically entitled, (Salmo- 
rivularis-kamloops.) 

There is little doubt but that the under- 
water artificial minnow will be very good and 
of great service. Most of those of a blending 
coloration, of green, brown and reddish hues 
should be exceptionally killing baits. Or- 
dinarily the steelhead is trolled for with spoons 
and such affairs as the Skinner spoons and the 
Jamison spoons, also the Hilderbrandts, are 
worth their price in this sort of fishing. One 
needs a rather stiff-backed rod in trolling for 
the steelhead, for not everyone is a master ol 
small tackle. ‘ 

The fishing in California is good in sections, 
and in other places of little or no value. The 

best fishing of California is found in the 

Sierra mountains, of course, and particularly 
along the King and Kern river. Coastwise 
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the fishing is rather good north of San Fran- 

cisco; south of San Francisco along the coast, 

during the season you will find an angler 

for every foot of the stream fished. How- 

ever, up in the secluded canyons, in the deep 

pools, you will find them and you will obtain 

some good fishing as a result. ey: 

No. 21.—I have been thinking seriously 

of taking up dryfly fishing this summer. 

am located on a still-flowing stream and it 

seems to me that it is just for this branch of 

the game. Could you help me as to choosing 
the right sort of flies; I would want about 
twelve various kinds, which I do not think 

over-many when one must match with those 
live ones seen along the course. Just what 
is meant by “fishing the rise,” and how 1s it 
done. What length of leader would you 
recommend, and must that leader be a tapered 
one. Will not an ordinary level leader be as 
good. Thanking you for the information you 
may tender me, fraternally: 

: William Graves, London, Ontario. 

Ans.—You are lucky to find ‘such a stream 
‘and certainly if the waters are still-flowing, 
and anywhere near placid, by all matter of 
means try out the valiant dry-flies, those 
winged creations from over the ocean; that 
does not go to say that dry-flies are not manu- 
factured in this country, for they are. The 
dry-fly subject is a big one, as all will admit. 
I am treating the dry-fly soon in a long list of 
articles to appear in Rod and Gun, which 
many will find of great use, no doubt. Here 
are six good Halford (English) flies, dry-flies, 
that you will find of great use. As follows: 
Olive Dun, Spent Gnat, Cinnamon Sedge, 
Green May-fly, Sherry Spinner, and Black 
Gnat. Others of the Halford make: Pale 
Watery Dun, Olive, Blue Winged Olive and 
Iron-blue Dun. Here are some very good 
American dry-flies: Whirling Dun, Wickham’s 
Fancy, Jenny Spinner, Willow Fly, Soldier 
Palmer, White Miller, Coachman, and March 
Brown. Out of these you ought to be able to 
select twelve for all-round use. . 

‘Fishing the rise’ is followed by a class of 
dry-fly men known as ultra-purists; the angler 
posting himself along a stream, most generally 
in the twilight hours, when the trout are 
in more shallow water, picking up insects, 
watches:for a trout to rise. Noting a rise he, 
with all caution, makes his way within casting 
distance of that rise and proceeds to cast his 
fly ahead of that rise and to float it over that 
particular spot where the fish rose, thus aim- 
ing to get that fish by means of the artificial 
creation. The fly is well matched to the live 
ones seen on the stream. The cast is made; 
the fly falls and is floated over that place 
where the trout had been. Often as not it is 
a deadly method, and if floated right, and 
the fish is there, nine times out of ten he will 
come to the surface for it. 

There is only one sort of a leader to use 
for this branch of fishing and that is the 
tapered leader, that is, a leader thinner at one 
end thanat the other. This leader is made of 
three thicknesses of gut; the heavier section 
in back, the medium section in the middle; 
the finer section in front. Be careful not to 
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use too fine gut, and certainly do not use the 
gossamer material save for the small meadow 
brooks. Get a leader that has some strength 
to its credit. . j 

I might remark, in ending this answer, that 
any of our common “‘wet”’ flies may be made 
into dry, flies by treating them to a light coat- 
ing of paraffine. The angler who has the 
most success in this line is the one who can 
tie his own flies after the live ones found along 
the course. This is natural of cone Bee 

No. 22.—I am going in for some muscall- 
onge fishing this fall, principally in September 
and I would like to know just what sort of an 
outfit I should use for this fish. Will you 
kindly give me some information upon the 
subject which will naturally be very much 
appreciated by the writer. 

Howard Ernst, Quebec. 

4ns.—It depends upon just what sort of 
weight in tackle you desire. Muscallonge you 
know can be taken on very light tackle, but I 
know of cases where some exceptionally good 
specimens have been lost after long battles 
through the use of too light paraphernalia. 
If you have the skill and want a long battle, 
and if you are in it for the sport, certainly 
the light tackle is the thing. But I apprehend 
that you are of the average, who want some- 
thing to show for their trip, therefore you 
need strong, durable tackle. I always go out 
with strong tackle. I want my fish and lam 
not going to let a chance thirty pound speci- 
men, that will fight like a Pacific albacore get 
out of my hands. A short trolling rod, with 
a stiff backbone is the thing. Either a Hol- 
land, or a Bristol telescoping rod has much 
to its credit, as it may be made as stiff as 
desired. Otherwise procure a stiff rod, or a 
rod with a lot of backbone to it. It must 
have a tip with a forceful give to it, springing 
back into place or yielding as the case may be. 
The reel should be one of the quadruple- 
muliiplying sort, a hundred yard _ size 
being preferable, and the _ reel _ barrel 
should be long to accommodate the line. It 
should really have a strong drag, though an 
ordinary reel will do. The line should be a 
pretty strong one, and a Kingfisher muscal- 
longe size is a dandy specimen. Jamison, the 
artificial bait man in Chicago, puts out some 
fine muscallonge lines that you might look up. 
But what you need is a good quality line. 
Personally I have fished muskies with Cutty- 
hunk, fourteen thread lines, and a large ocean 
reel and there has been absolutely no hope of 
the fish getting away. 

In the matter of lures for the muscallonge, 
I will say that the spoon-hook will win where 
all others fail. The spoon-hook attracts 
them from their coverts, and they will hit with 
great force when they do get aroused. 

Practically the best spoon-hooks I know of 
are the Skinner spoons, manufactured at 
Clayton, New. York. The Skinner spoons, 
if they have not the world’s leadership is 
because the term has not been supplied by the 
populace. Size four and a quarter to number 
five Skinner will get the muskies. Add to the 
hooks a few strippings of red flannel and it 
will serve as a double enticement. 
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As arule, the best time to get the muscal- 
longe is in the autumn months, and September 
and October cannot be equalled by any in the 
year. Then it is, on bright, lovely days, 
when the geese and the ducks are making V’s 
in the air, wending south, that the twirling 
spoon arouses them to fight. All along the 
quiet shores and especially off bars, and in the 
sheltered coves, along beside sunken logs you 
will find them. 

Eras 

No. 23.—Can you tender me some informa- 
tion upon fly-fishing for the yellow perch. 
Here in New York there are some exception- 
ally fine specimens. I read this last fall that 
they could be taken upon flies and as I have 
never tried the method, I would like to know 
a little more about it than I do. Any in- 
formation that you may be able to tender me 
will be greatly appreciated. 

Smith-McLeod, Ogdensburg, New York. 

Ans.—The perch can be taken upon arti- 
ficial fly, though right here let me tell you 
that it is not such an easy thing as some writ- 
ers would have you think. There will be a 
hundred unqualified failures where there is one 

success. One must first know a little some- 
thing about fly-casting before he can be 
expected to be a good perch fly-fisherman. 
As to the outfit, it should be light. <A three 
and one half ounce rod, a tapered line, leaders 
of light weight, should be the rule. Then, 
given a half pound, three quarters pound or 
even one and one half pound perch you will 
have some excellent sport. hia 

The hooks should be small, and sizes 14 to 
16 are the best all-round for the purpose. A 
too large hook is of little or no use. As to 
flies, the bright-colored creations are uniformly 
the most killing, and the silver Doctor, the 
Searlet Ibis, Royal Coachman and the Yellow 
Sally are all good perch flies, though this 
does not exclude the subdued colored speci- 
mens. The hackles and the palmers are all 
good. 

The flies are fished under the water. In 
the early morning, along the weed-beds, you 
will find them feeding. Cast your flies and 
draw them hither and thither in the water, 
putting animation into them as in trout fish- 
ing and you will often be surprised at the 
success you will have. You will find the 
perch a lively fellow taken with the fly-rod. 

RP: L. 

LROUT FLIES 
Tuos. WIGHT. 

MONG outdoor sports angling takes a 
A very prominent place. It is one which 

the rich and poor alike can enjoy. While 
the rich man can have his prescrx.es and 
oe ponds, where none may interfere with 
im, and can arm himself with all the neces- 

sary (and often a great deal cf unnecessary) 
equipment, the poor man, the school-boy, 
or the hobo, seated by the side of lake or 
creek can ecuia'lsy share in the pleasures of the 
sport. Al! that is necessary is to have a stick 
and a string and a love for the sport. But 
while it can be enjoyed by all and sundry, yet 
in order to obtain the full measure of enjoy- 
ment from it, it is necessary to have at least a 
decent turnout, especially if you aspire to the 
highest branch of angling which is undoubted- 
ly fly-fishing. As I have had considerable 
experience as a fly-caster it may be helpful to 
beginners to tell what little I know about it. 
Not by any means in a dictatorial spirit, but 
in a friendly way to tell how and by what 
means I have succeeded best. While I do not 
pretend to be able to say anything new on the 
subject, yet I think that after more than a 
half a century of angling in rivers and lakes, 
both in the old country and in Canada my 
experience may be of some small help to be- 
inners. In giving such, I have no doubt 
ut that I shall run contrary to some other 

writers on the subject. However, my object 
is not to start any discussion but merely to 
ive my own experience on flies, and fly fishing 
or trout. 
First a few words on flies. It seems that 

every fisherman has his own favorites. And 
in many cases they are as opposite as possible. 

One wants gaudy colors, another wants plain 
black or brown flies. Some want them large, 
and strong enough to drag a waggon; while 
others cannot get them too small. For my 
own part I certainly row in the same boat 
with those wr» want the small, plain flies and 
this for various reasons. First, small flies 
are one of the natural food supplies of the 
trout. True, a large insect may come along 
once in a while, but will in all likelihood be 
discarded as something out-of-place. 

Trout, when feeding on flies, are not looking 
for food alighting on the top of the water, but 
rather watching for something coming up 
from the bottom where the flies breed. This 
may seem foolishness to the inexperienced 
angler, but it is a fact that all trout flies are 
hatched in the bottom where they lie in a 
grub state till the fulness of time comes, when 
they ascend to the surface, cast their grub 
shell or case and if they escape the jaws of the 
hungry trout, mount into the air and spend 
their short existence. Now as to the kind I 
prefer. One would think, looking at some of 
the catalogues that it was necessary to have an 

assortment of hundreds of kinds. This | 

hold to be perfect nonsense. I could name a 

half a dozen that would be as successful as if 

you had all the hundreds advertised. It Is a 

fact that in a great many cases the buyers of 

flies only buy the name given, as no two makers 

make their flies alike. Take, forinstance, what ts 

called the March Brown. ‘There are as many 

-as ten or a dozen varieties of it on the market 

and every one of them goes by the same name 

although they differ in form and color. But 

what does form or color matter, are they not 
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“March Brown? Many of the much-wanted 
flies are made up of colors that have no exis- 
tence in nature. Where do we find glaring 
scarlet, or blue,”or green flies? It has never 
been my fortune to come across any of them. 

What I hold to be of more importance than 
striking colors is the size and the material of 
which they are tied. For trout fishing I never 
use a hook larger than a No. 8, and more often 
a ten or a twelve, and they must be tied to 
very fine gut. 

The object of using gut at all is in order to 
deceive the fish, consequently the finer it is, 
the better. I see some flies tied on fine gut, 
and then another piece stuck on to the hook to 
reinforce them; this is surely a strange way of 
trying to deceive them. It is much as if you 
were to say ‘I will use fine gut on my hook 
so that the fish will not see it and then put on 
another piece so that it may be easily seen.”’ 

Then as to the flies themselves, some of 
them have more resemblance to a young por- 
cupine than a fly. All natural flies have 
bodies very slender and graceful, never more 
than six or eight feet, and yet we see some 
made with as much fur and feathers around 
them as would supply feet for a dozen, and yet 
such clumsy imitation of nature will some- 
times succeed in catching trout, but never to 
the same extent that a small well-made, slen- 
der fly will. True, rough flies will sometimes 
succeed fairly well as there are occasions on 
which trout will rise to almost anything, but 
these occasions are comparatively rare, and if 
those who favor them will, when they find the 
fish shy, only take off the rough flies and try 
something smaller, and slimmer in the body, 
they will almost invariably find an improve- 
ment in their sport. Above all things, use 
fine gut, and avoid cheap, trashy-made flies. 
Now you will naturally ask, what kind do you 
think best? 

This I will answer from my own experience 
leaving others to have their own opinion. 
I have always found either dark brown, 
mottled wings with a greenish yellow body or 
else blue or slate-colored wings with dark 

_ a fly on each end. 
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orange bodies, the best. This of course an- 
swers the description of a whole host of what 
are called standard flies. The difference 
between some of them being so slight that the 
only way to distinguish them is by the name 
given to them. By carrying these colors a 
little I find my success has always been up to, 
if not above the average. Then a good deal 
depends on the way in which the fly is attached 
to the leader. I suppose my way differs very 
much from the generally recognized method. 
However, I will give it for what it is worth. 
First, I select two fine strands of gut about 
thirteen or fourteen inches in length, make a 
fly on one end of each and tie the two together. 
You have thus about twenty-four inches with 

Now take another strand 
and tie it four inches from one of the flies. 
You have thus your pair with only one small 
knot instead of a bunch of clumsy loops, then 
you can extend your leader to any length 
required, taking care the gut gets a little 
stronger as it draws near the reel line. True 
you cannot change your flies so easily but by 
having two or three such casts ready, varying 
in size and color it is a very simple thing to 
change the whole cast, and the short time 
required may be well spent. The two great 
requisites for fly-fishing are the use of fine 
tackle and keeping out of the fish’s sight. 
In clear water even the shadow of your rod 
will send them scurrying to the shelter of some 
bank, or root, and once frightened you may as 
well pack up and go home. 

During the whole season there are generally 
times every day when trout will bite more or 
less, therefore it is necessary to exercise a lot of 
patience. Don’t get easily discouraged. 

As an instance of the value of perseverance 
I recall one day fishing for salmon, from day- 
light in the morning, until dusk, without get- 
ting a single bite; in disgust I resolved to take 
afew more casts and go home. At the fourth 
cast I hooked and succeeded in landing a nice 
twelve pound salmon. ‘That was a lesson to 
me:. Never give up hope. 

FISHERIES OF CANADA AND NEW 
ZEALAND: A CONTRAST 

ment of New Zealand paid the Dominion 
_~ of Canada and its Commissioner of Fish- 

eries a great compliment by requesting Pro- 
fessor Prince, D.Sc., F.R.S.C:, to make a sur- 
vey of the marine and inland fisheries of New 
Zealand. The consent of the Dominion 
Government was cordially granted and Pro- 
fessor Prince recently returned to Canada 
after a more complete tour over the seas, lakes 
and rivers of New Zealand than has ever been 
made before. 

The New Zealand Government desires to 
organize a Federal Fisheries Department on the 
lines of the Fishery Department created in 
Canada in 1867 under the British North 

A little more than a year ago the Govern- AmericaAct. Itisaremarkablefactthat while 
fisheries in most other countries have been 
relegated to an insignificant place—under agri- 
culture in the United States, shippingin France, 
or trade (Board of Trade) in England, the - 
Fathers of Confederation established a special 
Fisheries Department and placed the fishery 
resources and industries on an equality with 
other natural resources and industries of a 
national character. This shows the mental — 
grasp and foresight of our statesmen in pro- 
viding that the food resources of our waters 
were counted in amongst the most valuable 
and important we possess. 

The fisheries of New Zealand present many — 
contrasts to those of Canada though on the 



other hand there are some important features 
_ which both countries possess in common. 

leading New Zealand newspaper referred to 
this point in an article welcoming Professor 

- Prince on his arrival in the Antipodes: 
' “Dr. Prince has had a wide experience of 

the habits of food and game fish and of the 
organization of fishing industries in a latitude 
that corresponds more or less closely with our 
own and his advice should be of the greatest 

service tothe Marine Department as well as to 
the Acclimatisation Societies which have done 
so much to advertise and popularise New 
Zealand by stocking our waters with trout and 
other fresh water fish.”’. 

Canada lies north of the 40th degree North 
Latitude while New Zealand lies south of the 
40th degree. Both are washed east and west 
by great oceans and possess fine swiftly flow- 

ing rivers and extensive lakes, most favorable 
for the best kinds of fish, both for commerce 
and sport. Canada is over thirty-three times 
greater in area than New Zealand, but the sea 
ishing grounds are not more than six times 

the area of those exploited by New Zealanders. 
The fresh water lakes of Canada are the 
largest in the world approaching 35,000 square 
miles, while the fresh water lakes of New 
Zealand are less than half that total, being 
about 15,000 square miles. The winter in 
New Zealand is so mild that lakes and rivers 
never freeze over and a fall of snow is, except- 
ing on the mountain ranges, a very rare oc- 
eurrence—indeed the climate of northern 
New Zealand is that of Southern Italy while 

_ the Southern climate is that of London and the 
South of England. As there are no winter 
rigors to face fishing operations can be carried 
on at all times of the year though the scarcity 
of ice makes the commercial transportation of 
fish expensive and precarious. Again the 
‘staple fishes captured by Canadian marine 
fishing boats are absent. There are no cod, 
haddock or halibut. The most abundant 
kinds in New Zealand are the hard scales, 

iney finned snappers and sea bass and per- 
ches, including the giant grouper (forty to 
sixty to seventy pounds in weight) and very 
een and most excellent as a table fish. 
Many kinds of.soles, plaice and flounders 
occur, also mullets, frost fish, white bait etc. 

all highly esteemed species. 
_ Canada is the Kingdom where the salmon- 
ideae, the aristocrats of the fish world flourish 
and our salmon (both those of the Atlantic 
and the Pacific trout of probably twenty 

_ different kinds) and whitefish are unsurpassed 
in the world. New Zealand possesses no’ na- 

__ tive salmon at all, or indeed trout, if we except 
the small and rare sea-fish Bathylagus and the 
_ rather inferior New Zealand trout (Galaxias.) 

Enterprising New Zealanders, chiefly pros- 
perous sheep farmers and city professional 

men, organized in Acclimatisation Societies 
for fifty years have engaged in the work of im- 

_ porting British and North American trout and 
_ Salmon and systematically stocking their 

Trivers and lakes. The Atiantic salmon 
_ (Salmo Salar) after half a century of effort 
_ has never become established although half 

grown fish have been taken by anglers in 
estuaries andinthe sea. Nor has the Canadian 
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trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) done much bet- 
ter. The Pacific rainbow trout and the 
English river or brown trout (Salmo fario) 
have however become naturalized and have 
flourished to an extent almost beyond belief. 
The young fry of these two species (Rainbow 
and Brown trout) which when adult may be 
from two pounds to five or seven pounds in 
weight have reached in lakes Rotorua, Taupo, 
Te Anau, Manipouri and certain rivers the 
gigantic size of twenty pounds to twenty- 
seven and twenty-eight pounds. Not only did 
these introduced fish attain this almost in- 
credible size, but they occurred in abundance 
so that last season—1914—a visiting angler 
from Europe complained that his total catch 
with one rod was only four tons of trout, 
during his three or four months’ holiday 
whereas he had usually taken six or seven tons 
in the season. There is a general complaint 
that trout are falling off in numbers and pos- 
sibly also in dimensions, but the decline is 
probably temporary only and the falling off is 
not grave when anglers can still boast of taking 
by the rod tons of fine trout. 

The splendid spring salmon or quinnat of 
Pacific rivers has been established beyond 
doubt in New Zealand and some millions of 
eggs were taken last May and June from fine 
parent fish ranging from fifteen to thirty 
pounds in weight, themselves the result of fry 
hatched some years ago from imported Ameri- 
can ova. There is no more notable triumph in 
the annals of fish culture than the success of 
the New Zealand government in introducing 
this splendid Pacific salmon, now thoroughly 
acclimatised and breeding in Antipodean 

It will afford splendid sport as it does 
in British Columbia at Campbell River and off 
Vancouver island (near Victoria) and will 
rank in New Zealand as one of the finest of 
table fishes. 

Of oysters, clams and the succulent Toheroa 
it is not necessary to say anything further than 
the fishery resources of New Zealand resemble 
those of Canada in the abundance of such es- 
teemed shell-fish. The spring lobster or large 
red crawfish is not equal to our delicately 
flavoured lobster. 

Fish culture is progressing rapidly and a 
number of fish hatcheries are operated suc- 
cessfully. Some are under the Federal De- 
partment at Wellington, others carry on work 
with government aid and still others are 
private ventures. This work will without 
doubt be greatly extended in the near future. 
Few countries can show a finer record in 
hatchery work than New Zealand. 

It is a regrettable fact that eels are super- 
abundant and take a serious toll of fine fish 
every season. Effective measures are to be 
taken to decrease their numbers and thus 
matters will shortly be improved. ; 

From a commercial standpoint the fishery 
possibilities are great. The wonderful scenery, 
forests, mountains, glorious lakes and spark- 

ling rivers afford rare conditions for enjoyable 

sport and the recommendations of Dr. Prince, 

which have been delivered to the New Zealand 

ministry, will in some measure at least 

be carried out and do much to hasten 

their development. 
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THE: CAMP O8- 19: 

HE 1915 camp will be held from July 
| 3-26 in Ptarmigan Lake Valley, eight 

miles north of Laggan, or as it now 1s, 
Lake Louise station. The Club-house at 
Banff will open on June 15th, for the season. 

Following is a list of the climbs and ex- 
peditions: 

Climbs and Expeditions 
The main camp will be close by Phacelia 

Lake, below Ptarmigan Peak at an altitude of 
over 7000 feet. Fine peaks are all around, 
within easy reach. 

No more beautiful and interesting spot than 
the valley of Ptarmigan and Baker Lakes can 
be seen. 

A splendid article, written by James Porter, 
and notes by Messrs. Earle and Delafield, 
descriptive of the locality, will be found in the 
Canadian Alpine Journal for 1912, pp. 110 and 
142. All who are interested in our camps and 
in the works of nature in the mountain regions 
are advised to read them. 

Such names as ““The Wall of Jericho,” ‘““Mer- 
lin Castle,’ ““Pinnacle Lake,”’ ‘“‘Fallen Moun- 
tain,’ “Tilted Mountain,” ““Mt. Multifold,” 
“Lake Myosotis’’, ““Lake Castilleia’’, “Oyster 
Peak’, and “‘Wonder Valley’, all of which 
are features within easy reach of the Camp, 
sound most attractive. The valleys of the 
vicinity are dotted with charming little lakes, 
some seventeen of which are within the area 
to be traversed, and sparkle like jewels 
of rich colouring in the bright sunshine. 

Graduating Climbs. 
Several good peaks close to the site of the 

Camp offer excellent climbs, viz., Mt. Rich- 
ardson (10.115 ft.), Pika Peak (10,015 ft.), 
Ptarmigan Peak, (10,060 ft.), Mt. Redoubt 
(9510 ft.) and Fossil Mt. (9650 ft.) Of these 
the first three named will be accepted as 
Graduating climbs. 

_ Subsidiary Camp. 
An outlying camp will be placed in the Red 

Deer Valley, near Little Pipestone Pass, where 
the valley of Baker Lake joinsthe former. It 
ae be distant from the Main Camp about six 
miles. 

From this camp-climbs can be made of the 
Black Douglas (11,015 ft.), the White Douglas 
(11,220 ft.), the latter, a difficult peak, dom- 
inates this section of the region; also of 
Cyclone Peak (9530 ft.), Mt. Pipestone 
(9404 ft.) Mt. Multifold (9996 ft.) Mt. 
Drummond, Mt. McConnell and others. 

Expeditions 
A splendid two-day expedition can be made 

from the Main Camp via One-Tree Pass and 
Lake, and a branch of Little Pipestone Creek 
between the Wall of Jericho and Skoky Mt., or 
by the Skoky Valley further west, thence up 
the Little Pipestone, over the Pass to Camp 
on the headwaters of the Red Deer, where the 
night will be spent. Thence home via Baker 
and Ptarmigan Lakes. There are many 
points of interest to be visited along the 
routes indicated; noticeably: One-Tree Lake, 
Lake Myosotis the Wall of Jericho, Merlin 
Lake and Castle, Lake Castilleia and the 
Glacier ofthe Richardson group. 

In many other directions there are de- 
lightful one-day expeditions, viz:—to Fallen 
Mt., Pinnacle Lake, Heart Lake, Mt., 
Brachmopod, Tilted Mt., and many other 
features of this wonderful region of the Lakes. 

It is with deep sorrow we have to record 
the death in action of Sergeant W. A. Alldritt 
of Winnipeg. He joined the 90th Rifles and 
becamé attached to the Machine gun corps. 
He served in the South African war and at its 
close served for some time in the Baden- 
Powell police. 

He was an enthusiastic member of the Club 
and will be remembered by all who were at the 
O’Hara Camp in 1909 and on the memorable 
six-day expedition. 



_ the true proportion. 

J. E.C. Eaton. 

*“A Book! A real Book! How seldom one 
ean say this honestly of any work connected 
with Sport. So often they are merely cat- 
alogues of facts; sufficiently valuable, perhaps 

*but from the point of view of the average 
reader, mere literary pemmican, valuable at 
the right season, but possessing no attraction. 
_ “The average man generally finds books on 
climbing inordinately dull, so much is made 
of the detail, so little of the high adventure. 
But Sport, a side of life, is made up like the 
ancient forms of Justice, of the High, the 
Middle and the Low. book on sport, 
therefore, should not be dull to all but the 
specialist; it should spread its charm on all. 

_ “Every woman is but twenty in some corner 
_of her heart says the witty Frenchwoman, and 
every man has somewhere lurking the spirit 
of exploration, the desire to get out and away, 
the love of conquering the unknown. To 
this desire, to this love of conquest, to the 
sense of poetry in thinking souls, the nobler 

school of mountaineering has ever appealed. 
Of this school is Guido Rey a master. 

“His earlier work “the Matterhorn” is well 
_ known and highly esteemed, but “Peaks and 
_ Precipices”’ is even better. ] : It is more varied, 

it describes a country less well known, climbs 
more difficult. 
“But Rey does not appreciate a climb merely 
from its difficulty. The modern school of 

_ mountaineering looks to the gymnastic as the 
chief end of climbing. Our author isofa 

__ wider and a worthier school. 
_ climb of the “Cima della Palla” as ‘“‘a noble 

He talks of his 

climb degraded into a common _ sporting 
episode.” He is a skilled climber and crags- 
man but, as a master of the craft, he realizes 

: Were the actual climb 
everything the scramble up a factory chimney 
or the arch of a viaduct would suffice. Magic 

is only magic to those who have the sense of 
Mystery, and the mountains only exercise 
their full charm upon those who approach 
them in the spirit of worship—of romance— 
of the great adventure. 

“PEAKS AND PRECIPICES” REVIEWED 

: Mr. Mitchell, the Club's secretary, sends the following breezy review 
of a book which should interest every lover of open-air adventure. ‘‘Peaks 
and Precipices: Scrambles in the Dolomites and Savoy,” by Guido Rey is 
the name of the book, which has been translated into English by 

“‘Mummery’s great book is well known to all 
climbers, and this is worthy to stand beside it. 
Rey opens with the description of his ascent 
of the Grepon by the Mummery Crack, hold- 
ing one entranced by the story of his skill, 
his daring and his coolness. There is no 
advantage in detailing the contents of the 
book; many of the names are mere names to 
the majority of our readers; it is not the 
geography, not the pemmican, that appeals, 
but the call to the imagination. 

“One of the great charms of mountain scenery 
is the ever changing play of light and colour— 
a charm making it the despair of the painter 
and the photographer. Here is a description 
from the book. 

**The mountain had all a fairy’s power of 
transformation, so different was the appear- 
ance at different hours of the day, or under 
differently coloured skies: at one time it was 
pink and clear and free from clouds, at another 
1t resembled a grey shade wrapped in a veil of 
mist; now it seemed very close, within reach 
of our hands, now remote and inaccessible in 
the air. Sometimes it appeared to me like 
a fragile crystal that should be kept under a 
glass cover, sometimes like a huge obelisk 
planted on the sands of a desert. _Not one of 
these aspects seemed foreign to the magic 
mountain which, in the clear morning light, 
resembled a column of blue smoke rising 
peacefully to heaven, or in the green light of 
the dying day a pointed tongue of flame.’ ”” 

“Tt will be seen from the above quotation 
that Mr. Eaton, who besides being a distin- 
guished member of the English Alpine Club is 
also a member of the Alpine Club of Canada 
has translated the book with an appreciation 
not only of the Italian but also of the English 
language. 

“This is a book that every lover of open-air 
adventure should possess.” 

It is published by T. Fisher Unwin, London, 
Eng., price 10/6, and by Dodd Mead & Co., 
New York, $3.50. 

ALPINE CLUB NOTES 
The Grand Trunk System recently issued 

a booklet entitled “The North American Alps” 
which is descriptive of that magnificent 
territory in the Canadian Rockies which has 
Mount Robson as its centre and which in- 
cluded two great mountain parks, Robson 
and Jasper, with scores of glaciers, waterfalls, 
and flower strewn valleys, The illustrations 
are specially fine in this brochure, presenting 

many of the beauties of the region recently 

opened up by the Grand Trunk_ Pacific 

transcontinental line. A number of Alpine 

Club members’ impressions of the Mt. Robson 
region, gained by the experiences of the de- 

lightful A. C.C. camp of 1913, are given, along 

with other descriptive matter. A copy may 

be had free on application to H. R. Charlton, 

General Advertising Agent, Montreal, P. Q. 
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Experienced mountain climbers, from all 
parts of the world, are turning their eyes 
toward the great maze of mountains and 
wilderness, lying on either side of the recently 
completed Grand Trunk Pacific Railway in 
Alberta and British Columbia. In that ter- 
ritory there are countless unnamed peaks, 
many a “river of doubt,” and scores of emerald 
lakes, which have never been seen by civ- 
ilized man. 

Mr. S. P. Fay, and Mr. Chas. R. Cross, 
Jr. of Boston, with Mr. Fred Brewster, of 
Jasper, Alta. as guide and outfitter, recently 
returned from an exploration trip, extending 
over five months, among the mountains 
between the Peace River country and the 
Yellowhead Pass. Mr. Fay and Mr. Brew- 
ster on a previous trip to the north of Jasper 
sighted a mountain that interested them very 
much, but owing to the lateness of the season 
they were unable to push on and inspect it 
closely. On the last expedition, with Mr. 
Cross in the party, they penetrated much 
farther into this virgin wonderland and found 
the mountain to be one of extraordinary 
beauty, particularly in regard to its ice for- 
mations, in which respect they consider it to 
be unsurpassed by any peak on the continent. 
Near this unnamed giant they discovered 
another peak, little less in magnitude or 
beauty. 

In telling of the discovery, Mr. Brewster 
says — 

“We left Jasper on the 25th of June and 
worked our way along in the neighborhood of 
the Continental Divide, reaching the Peace 
River, Oct. 15th. About fifty miles (air line) 
from Mt. Robson in a north westerly direc- 
tion, and on the Divide, lies a group of fine 
mountains and glaciers. This group may be 
described roughly, by saying that there are 
two mountains of particular note surrounded 
by splendid combinations of ice and rock 
effects. The first and perhaps largest moun- 
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tain is made up of a large ice base perhaps 
thirty miles in extent, lying on a more or less 
even plateau, ranging in elevation from 7000 
to 10000 feet, and broken in many places by a 
sheer fall of hundreds of feet, over which we 
saw some wonderful avalanches. Up through 
this ice juts the higher main peak, running, 
we estimated, well up to 12000 feet and per- 
haps higher, with tremendous ice cones on the 
summits, a mountain to say the least, difficult 
of ascent. On the easterly side of the peak 
there is a remarkable hanging glacier, an 
unusual occurence in American mountains. 

The second mountain lying in a northerly 
direction, some ten miles distant from the, 
first, is not quite as high, but rises very rapidly 
on three sides some thousands of feet, so steep 
are the sides that one sees little or no snow, 
the bare rock being exposed from the glaciers 
at the base to the snow (or ice) cones on the 
summits. Quoting Mr. Cross, who has 
climbed extensively abroad, “It is a wonder- 
ful likeness to the Swiss Matterhorn.” 

The Calgary section of the Club dispensed 
with the usual annual dinner this year and in- 
stead held an old-fashioned social evening. It 
was required of all guests that they register 
and an autograph booklet was given thus en- 
suring that everyone spoke to everyone else, in 
the camp fire style. Conundrums on the “Peaks 
in the Clouds”’ followed, the prizes being won 
by Miss McPhedran and Mr. M. P. Bridgland. 
To the electrical campfire, which was a feature 
of this gathering, a realistic touch was added 
by the presence of a pair of boots belonging to 
Mr. L. C. Wilson and another pair belonging 
to Mr. A. B. Dawson, while Mr. Moffatt’s 
socks also graced the occasion. A very good 
program, including the Director’s report, and 
a supper provided by the lady members of the 
club, followed, and all expressed themselves as 
having greatly enjoyed the festivities. 

NEVER GETS OLD 
WILLIAM COWPER 

Oh for a lodge in some vast wilderness, 

Some boundless contiguity of shade, 

Where rumor of oppression and deceit, 

Of unsuccessful or successful war 

Might never reach me more. 

pained, 

My ear is 

My soul is sick with every day’s report 

Of wrong and outrage with which earth is 
filled. 
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THE SAVAGE .250-3000 
Cuas. ASKINS 

six months, and while I don’t know 
everything which the future may de- 

velop about this rifle, yet what I have learned 
may benefit some reader of the Rod and Gun. 
I got the rifle after our deer season had closed, 

I have owned a Savage .250-3000 about 

so cannot say anything definite about its . 
ability to tear holes in a deer. Others have 
tried it on such game, however, and taking 
their word for it, as well as making a reason- 
able deduction from what we know of the 
.22 Savage H. P. few will have any reasonable 

_ doubts as to the effectiveness of the gun on 
any game up to grizzly bear. 

I have fired about five hundred shots from 
the rifle. testirg it as well as I could when 
lacking big game to shoot at. I know some- 
thins of what a rough and ready rifle shot can 
do with the rifle, shooting in the style a hunter 
would commonly use, mostlv offhand, and at 
unknown distances from thirty yards to a 
quarter of a mile. I should sum up the results 
of my work with the statement that if a man 
cannot hit his mark at any hunting range with 
this rifle, he cannot hit it with any rifle. 
_The old rifleman, quite familiar with modern 

high power arms, probably has a surprise or 
two coming when he takes up the savage .250. 
Its recoil is surprisingly light, far lighter than 
any other rifle of its power; it has the accuracy 
of a fine target rifle, a rifle built expressly for 
target work at two hundred yards; and the 
rifle fits, balances and handles like a good 
double shotgun. In handiness and quickness 
of alignment I am not acquainted with any 
arm which might be compared with this one. 
It is quite the best rifle I have ever used for 
running shooting. 

I must admit that I do not know how fine 
groups this rifle will shoot at two hundred 
yards or any other distance. I have never 
fired a shot from a fixed rest, not being an 

expert at that kind of work, not being greatly 
interested in it, and not having a telescope, 
without which the accuracy of the gun could 
not be tested. I quickly became aware of the 
fact that this weapon shot far finer than I 
could hold it or sight it with hunting sights; 
I called shots with the greatest regularity, and 
unless shots magically went to the center 
whether I got a good pull or not, I couldn’t 
ask for greater accuracy from a rifled tube 
than I got out of this one. 
My shooting at a fixed target, at which I 

have fired maybe one hundred and fifty shots, 
has all been at one hundred, 150 and 200 
yards, using the 4 inch, 6 inch, and 8 inch 
bulls, without any outer rings—merely wished 
to see how often I could strike the bull in a 
string of five shots or ten shots. This work 
was all done offhand, using the body rest and 
finger-tips position, however, a position more 
familiar to the target shot than the hunter. 
This position would hardly be practical with 
the usual high power rifle, but does nicely with 
this one because of its light recoil. 

Judging by my work in a miscellaneous way, 
shooting at crows, hawks, owls, rabbits, spots 
on.trees, I thought I should be able to keep 
ten successive shots in the standard bull at 

the different ranges, but I soon learned that 
firing two or three well held shots and ten In 

succession are quite a different proposition. 

Somewhere before ten shots were fired, I was 

just about certain to get a bad pull and spoil 
the score. — 

At one hundred yards, I several times got 

five successive shots in the black and did not 
try for a longer string. At 150 yards 
favorite range of mine for targeting 
rifle, I got eight successive shots in tl 

1 
ceel 

He blac k 

but couldn’t finish out clean—any rifleman 

will understand that it was from no fault of 

the gun. At two hundred yards, I should 
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certainly have gotten my clean score, except 
that it was late and the light had begun to fail 
without my noticing it or making allowance. 

I was shooting without a marker, using 
Marble’s flexible rear peep sight and ivory 
bead front sight. I fired five shots and then, 
having no marker to show where they were 
going, went up for a look, finding all grouped 
in the black from a trifle above center to near 
bottom of bull. I returned and fired three 
more shots; inspected the target to find these 
also in the black—all low. It was a cloudy 
day and thickening up—I ought to have been 
warned, but my mind was taken up with get- 
ting two more good pulls. I was sure I had 
?em, too, but found both bullet holes an inch 
apart beneath the bull. I cussed then because 
I hadn’t used the Vickers-Maxim front sight 
where the light would have made very little 
difference. With the open sight, as I knew 
very well afterwards, I just had to hold low 
in order to get a clear view of the target. 

I have had my greatest sport with this rifle 
in shooting running jackrabbits. I suppose 
I have fired, all told, about one hundred shots 
at running jacks, killing twenty of the big 
fellows and four or five cottontails. Some- 
body may think that rabbits are mighty small 
fry for a powerful rifle like the Savage.250, but 
I like to shoot, and couldn’t possibly afford to 
sacrifice that many deer, even if we had the 
deer and no bag limit. A jackrabbit is 
altogether harder to hit with a rifle than a 
running deer; in fact, I consider a fifty yard 
kill of a jack as difficult as it is to land on a 
deer at two hundred. I felt pretty sure and 
do yet, that when I could stop my jack 
regularly I should have no trouble whatever 
with deer or any big game. 

Owing to the speed with which the bullet 
flies, it is quite a bit easier to stop a running 
jack with it than with any low velocity gun. 
Nevertheless, I found that master jack could 
go a pretty good gait, and at one hundred and 
fifty yards I have held a good eight feet in 
front and landed the bullet right about where 
the little beast was. The longest range at 
which I killed, however, was one hundred 
yards, at longer distances the calculations for 
lead were too fine for me. From a scientific 
point of view, there is no comparison between 
hitting a running rabbit with a rifle and stop- 
ping a quail, partridge or wild duck with a 
shotgun. At a hundred yards the bullet 
should have lightning speed, were that pos- 
sible, and then there would be plenty of room 
for missing owing to' bad holding—if you 
don’t believe that, just try your percentage of 
kills at one hundred yards, sitting. 

The best work 
successive jacks, each with a single bullet, and 
to make a double on two jacks that broke 
cover together, firmg but two shots. On 
rabbits sitting or standing I have killed at two 
hundred yards and beyond, deciding that if 
shooting for a record, would rather chance a 
rabbit at rest at two hundred yards, than one 
running at twenty. The prettiest shot I 
made was at a big black prairie hawk. He 
had winged past me at sixty yards, and I tried 
a shot, leading him a foot and a half which I 
thought about right, but it evidently wasn’t. 
The hawk went on until he thought himself 
perfectly safe and alighted in the top of a dead 

I did was to kill three. 
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oak. He fell to my next shot which was fired 
offhand. The distance proved to be two 
hundred and forty-four yards. The rifle is 
tremendously effective when shooting at 
unknown distances, and I have never changed 
the sights or the sighting, whatever the range, 
after getting it sighted on at a hundred and 
fifty yards—set the sights to hit the middle of 
the bull when bead was held just under it. 
When trying Marble’s Vickers-Maxim aper- 

ture front sight, I found it necessary to run the 
rear sight up a bit, for with this sight the bullet 
lands where you look and not above. I found 
this sight, everything considered, the most 
accurate front sight that I tried, the easiest on 
the eyes, and the best in all lights. I think 
this is true both of target shooting and when 
firmg at game. However, I found it im- 
possible to use this sight on running rabbits— 
the field of the front aperture is too small. I 
think it quite likely, though, that at running 
deer, or other large game, at a distance, the 
sight would be all right. 

In the nature of things, this rifle must prove 
far more deadly on big game than the .22 
Savage Hi-Power or any rifle of the .30-30 
class. While the bullet will expend its full 
force on any large animal yet I expect it to 
show considerable more* peneiration before 
going to pieces than the .22 H. P. or even the 
blunt-pointed .25-35. I noticed when shoot- 
ing both guns that the Savage bullet did not 
mushroom, or at least did not tear as large a 
hole in a rabbit, as did the .25 Remington. 
This, I take it, was because of the Spitzer 
point of the Savage, and the small amount of 
lead exposed. However, on a larger beast 
there was a different story to tell. 

I shot one coyote, a big fellow, at 125 yards. 
The bullet entered his hip forward of the bone, 
did not break it, but ranged a trifle down and 
out at the flank. Where the bullet came out 
the hole was as big as the crown of your hat, 
the whole abdominal cavity torn out. The 
brute was paralyzed in the hind parts but. 
not dead when I got close enough to see what 
had happened. I shot him again, the bullet 
entering behind the shoulder and coming out 
at the throat. The wolf died without a 
struggle, hardly a quiver. ; 

Judging by the action of the bullets on this 
coyote this .25 caliber ball is liable to pass 
entirely through a deer, if he is struck in the 
side, or it might go to pieces and remain in the 
animal. In any event, if the bullet cut deep 
enough to bury itself, the deer would hardly 
need any more killing. Indeed, I suspect that 
this is the most deadly, strictly deer rifle that 
has ever been manufactured. My only regret 
is that it gives the poor deer such a small 
chance of escaping, but I suppose that is the 
unavoidable consequence of progress in rifle 
building. 
Up to the time I came into possession of 

this rifle I had always been a little doubtful 
as to the advisability of procuring a rifle with 
such a velocity as three thousand feet. I was 
afraid of metal fouling, thought fouling just as 
certain to be the result of that velocity as that 
2 and 2 makes four. This Savage has quite 
converted me to the three thousand foot class. 
I have found it no more trouble to keep free 
of fouling than the .30-30 or any other nitro 
power rifle. 
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At first I lubricated the bullets, but later I 
quit that, not finding any necessity for going 
to that trouble. I have not even found it 
necessary to use a Marble brass wire brush in 
it, though I had one ready for emergencies. 
As a final test, though I regretted this 
abuse of the gun, I fired sixty shots 
through it very rapidly. It cleaned out as 
smoothly as before, and my mind was at rest 
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on the subject of metal fouling. Of course 
I don’t neglect the bore, but as quickly as 
possible after shooting clean it out, and then 
run through a rag filled with Marble’s nitro- 
solvent oil. This I leave to soak an hour or so 
and then rub it out and re-oil. That ends it— 
my rifle is in the same shape today as when it 
left the factory. 

THE .401 SELF-LOADING WINCHESTER AS A 

BIG GAME ARM. 

W. Epwin Troup 

HE writer has not noticed anything in 
I this department as yet concerning the 

_ .401 Self-Loading Winchester and as he 
purchased one as soon as possible after they 
were ‘off the press’? and has knocked out 
several moose with it would like greatly to 
hear from some of the readers through these 
columns who have used this gun as well as the 
.280 Ross on this game for the reason that he 
is none too well pleased with the Hammer of 
Thor and is looking in the direction of the 
latter arm. 
A few years ago while hunting moose near 

- Gowganda I met the well known guide Harry 
Corbett who also carried a .401 and admitted 
that although he had found it a little heavy 
for red deer he had never tried it on moose as 
he had but recently purchased it. 

As I had at that time only killed one moose 
with mine and as one kill is nothing to go by I 
could not enlighten him to any great extent 
as to its game-getting propensities. 

Since then I have become rather familiar 
with several bull moose and consequently am 
in a position to know more about the gun 
effectiveness on this game. I want to state 
that I am not one of those fellows who believe 

_ that whatever rifle he owns must necessarily 
be the best on earth and as I have already said 
I am none too well pleased with the .401 
although it is the best moose gun I have ever 
used as regards actual killing power. _ In fact 
I have never put a bullet into anything that 
ever raised a hoof afterwards. To use a 
common expression it ‘“‘anchors them.”’ 

I have shot but one moose at 150 yards, all 
other game dropped by this arm was shot 
under 100 yards. 

I once killed two moose on the height of 
land between the head waters of the Onaping 
and the Minnesinaqua and they just wilted 
down—no struggle, simply a quiet death as 
though hit by lightning. 

I shot a small bull near Pearl river while 
hunting with George Micho of Port Arthur 
who can vouch for this statement—the bullet 
hit him in the middle of the shoulders and 
icking him off his feet threw him around 
acing the direction from which he came and 
threw him squarely on his back. 

The bullet went clean through (some per- 
formance friends on a moose though this was 

a small one) and where the bullet left the 
shoulder the hole was quite noticeable. 

I have never hunted anything but moose 
when carrying this rifle and the only other 
animals ever killed with it were picked up 
accidentally while hunting the former. 
When looking for moose on the Gravel river 

in 1911 I shot ared deer and I would say that 
if this gun always operates on deer as this 
straight-away shot did I would not recom- 
mend it for the purpose unless the hunter is 
very fond of Hamburg steak. 

While on another hunt on the Spanish river 
in 1912 I shot a red fox and a timber wolf and 
as my little girl would say, ‘it deaded them” 
instantly. 

Wolves, gentlemen that is the sore spot, 
perhaps that is why I am none too well pleased 
with this awful gun. So far I have never told 
anyone but my wife and Jack Miner the well 
known big game hunter. 

Napoleon after Moscow must have felt 
happy alongside of me. 

In the season of 1912 luck and a good guide 
placed me in range of a pack of grey timber 
wolves on the Spanish river. I got in one shot 
and the accursed automatic quit while the 
wolves merely looked surprised, stood around, 
and gave mé all sorts of chances. Well we 
got one anyway, but of all sad things that one 
can pen the saddest are “‘it might have been.” 

I don’t know yet what was wrong. I took 
the gun to camp, removed the loaded clip and 
dismounted the arm. Also that night I shot 
a bull moose the first shot. 

At ranges over 150 yards it does not seem to 
be very accurate although this may be all my 
fault but I do know that to hit anything I 

have to set the front sight over to the right as 

the “muzzle flip’’ as it is called due to the side 

sway caused by the ejection of the empty shell 

throws the bullets about two feet to the right 

at 200 yards. 
I would greatly like to hear from other 

readers who have experienced the same trouble 
with this arm. = 

It may be simply my fault or a peculiarity 

of this one rifle. 
It is short, stubby and heavy, the recoil is 

uite noticeable, and with Lyman sights the 

shooter’s thumb is brought quite near the 

nose as I have found out to my sorrow several 
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times. A recoil pad might help out however 
in this respect. 

I wrote the Winchester people about the 
‘‘muzzle flip’? but as they quietly ignored my 
letter I concluded that they had received other 
complaints about this feature of the .401 
Self-Loader. 

The writer would like to hear from others 
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who have used the .401 Winchester as well as 
the .280 Ross and would like to hear dis- 
cussions on their several merits through these 
columns. 

Have any readers used the Ross on New- 
foundland caribou at long range? Am greatly 
interested in this? 

SOME .256 NEWTON EXPERIENCES 

BR: S.2 SMYETE: IR: 

RANKLY, we are strong for the .256 
Newton. While our experiences with 
the arm are not as great or as varied as 

we hope to make them later on, at the same 
time they are sufficient to convince us that the 
rifle and cartridge are distinctly “worth while” 
and well worth possessing, which is more than 
we can say of another much advertised rifle 
claiming over 3,000 foot seconds velocity. 

The .256 Newton that we have is one of the 
highest grade imported Mauser rifles, cham- 
bered for the .256 Newton cartridge: has a 
beautiful fancy walnut stock, checked pistol 
grip, cheek piece, and sling fasteners. Rifle 
is equipped with double set triggers; all metal 
parts a deep black. The checking is above the 
average, and the stock is very closely: and 
accurately fitted to the action and barrel. 
My rifle is equipped with Lyman No. 35 rear 
sight, which gives very accurate and fine ad- 
justments for windage and elevation. 

This rifle is decidedly more accurate, at the 
ranges tested, than any sporting rifle that we 
have ever tested. It certainly “‘delivers the 
goods’, so far as velocity and “punch” are 
concerned. We have not had an opportunity 
for a trial of the cartridge on anything much 
except a couple of sheepkilling dogs, several 
sick sheep and a couple of coyotes. We 
staked the sheep at 25-100-200 and 300 yards, 
in order to observe the effect of the bullet at 
these most common hunting ranges. We 
regret very much not having our camera along 

-256 Newton and one of several 200 yard targets. This 
target was shot ftom sittingjposition. 

‘or six feet of landscape. 

on the morning we were requested to conduct 
the sheep execution by one of our sheepman 
friends, as the photograph would have shown 
clearly the fearful execution of this latest of 
our “hurry up” bullets. In so far as these few 
instances prove, it is certainly the equal of any 
“copper tube” or any other kind of “‘tube” on 
the market today. These bullets were the 
Newton copper jacketed patented protected 
point spitzer, having a brass core or wire 
extending to the extreme point, and prevent- 
ing the soft point from being battered out of 
shape from the usual causes, and enabling the 
bullet to penetrate before going to pieces, so 
as to deliver the explosive effect where it will 
do the most good. 

The effect on two sheep at 300 yards was 
especially noticeable. One hit in the left ham, 
quartering, had practically his entire right 
front shoulder torn off and would not have 
needed much dressing except washing. The 
other was purposely paunch shot and was 
pretty well distributed over the adjacent five 

The two coyotes 
and two dogs were clean kills,—never moved 
out of their tracks after they quit falling. 
All showed the characteristic terribly lacer- 
ated wounds, one coyote being held together 
in his “‘middle’’ by only two pieces of hide. 

The cartridge has a noticeably low tra- 
jectory over hunting ranges tested; and 
although its 123-grain bullet jogs along to the 
tune of 3100 foot seconds muzzle velocity, it is 
a very pleasant one to shoot, the recoil being 
less than the well known 30-40, and the arm 
weighing, with Lyman sight, 7 lbs. 6 ounces. 
Cartridges should cost about the same to 
reload as the 1906 Springfield, when bullets 
for the 1905 cartridge are purchased from the 
various cartridge companies. The shell is 
the Springfield, necked down to take the .256 
bullet. 

Some of the accompanying diagrams of 
targets were made when using the front sight 
furnished with the arm, which, while possibly 
all right for the 100-200 and 300 yard folding 
leaf rear sight furnished on the arm, was much 
too low for the Lyman No. 35 rear sight which 
requires a higher front sight; hence the reason 
for the higher printing of the shots in the two 
200 yard targets. Mobile lubricant was used ~ 
always. The 123-grain bullet gave a little 
better accuracy than the 117-grain. 

The rifle cleans very easily. While no 
metal fouling, in the form of lumps or scales, 
was visible to the eye, when cleaned with 
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stronger ammonia, the first three or four rags 
always gave the characteristic blue color, due 
to the plating of copper deposited in the bore 
by the copper jacketed bullet, which is found 
in any rifle using bullets of this kind, but is 

Top, centre, 10 shots 200 yards, prone, muzzle rest, 
.256 Newton, 117j gr. Newton bullet, strong irregular 
2 o’clock wind. 

Top, right hand target, 10 shots 100 yards, .256 New- 
ton, 123 gr. Newton bullet, prone position, muzzle rest, 
poor light, strong 3 o’clock wind. 

Top, left hand -arget, same as preceding one. 
_ Centre, 10 shots 300 yards, prone, muzzle rest, strong 
irregular 5 o’clock wind. .256 Newton, 117 gr. Newton 
bullet. 

Lower, 11 shots 200 vards, prone, muzzle rest. .256 
Newton, 123 bullet. No wind, cloudy. 
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easily removed with ammonia. If the barrel 
is carefully dried after using the ammonia, and 
then oiled, it will keep in perfect shape 
indefinitely. 

Yep! Weare strong for these rifles, and the 
beauty of it is that we will shortly be able to 
obtain the latest Newton rifle with several 
improvements over the Mauser. This rifle 
will be completely manufactured in the United 
States, and for all desirable calibres from .22 
to .35, each one developing 3,000 foot seconds 
or over, and at a price of $35.00. We believe 
these will be real rifles. They will also be 
furnished for the 1906 cartridge, and, with the 
exception of the Springfield, will be the only 
bolt action rifles manufactured in the United 
States today. At last the private citizen will 
be able to get a bolt action rifle, and at a price 
he can afford to pay. Rifleman will be able 
to obtain,—and at no extra cost,—stock of 
good American walnut, with a real, life, sure- 
enough checked, pistol grip, checked steel 
butt-plate, and with or without cheek piece, 
double set trigger, and sling fasteners. The 
stocks will embody the best features of both 
Wundhammer & Adolph stocks. 

The action will embody the principle of the 
Mauser, but, as previously stated, with 
several improvements, such as a bolt head on 
the interrupted screw principle, which form 
of breech closing is used in field artillery and 
coast defence guns, and is admittedly the 
safest and strongest form of breech closing, 
for magazine rifles, yet designed. Improved 
form of bolt handle, which is neater and 
better than the round knob usually found on 
bolt action rifles. The rifles will be take- 
down, the take-down device embodying a new 
idea which leaves the rifle, when assembled, 
absolutely as rigid as a solid frame weapon. 

These rifles use cartridges having bullets 
of sufficient weight, or sufficient sectional 
density to insure the velocity being well 
retained at the longer ranges, and being 
steadier in flight and less sensitive to wind 
than rifles using a very light bullet which, 
while developing the muzzle velocity claimed, 
said velocity falls off so rapidly that the 
bullet does not deliver much energy or much 
of a “‘punch’’, except at comparatively short 
ranges. 

THE .22 SAVAGE HIGH POWER AS?A*GAME 

KILLER 

D. H. PALMER 

OTING a number of inquiries in differ- 
N ent magazines for information about the 

.22 Savage H. P. rifle and the effect of 
the little bullet in game, I will endeavor to 
supply some information from actual  ex- 
perience, having used it for three years. 

I have used this .22-H. P. on deer, foxes, 
porcupine, woodchuck and all the other 
smaller game, using different loads from the 
full power cartridge giving 2800 ft. sec. muzzle 
velocity down to the .22 Long Rifle rim fire 
used in a Marble chamber. 

By the results I have seen on over a dozen 
deer killed by myself and others with the full 
power cartridge, I consider it the best of all the 
medium power cartridges, such as the .30-30, 
.303 Savage, .32-40 H. P., .32 Special, and 
others of like power. 

To get at the actual effect of the different 
bullets on deer a person must see many deer 
killed with the different cartridges, and 
average the results. The apparent effect in 
one or two cases should not be taken as proof, 
for or against-the killing power of a certain 
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cartridge on certain game. Averaging the 
results in many cases Is the only fair way. 

One season I shot two deer standing broad- 
side at about the same distance with a .303 
Savage. They were both hit in the same 
place, just over the heart, the bullets passed 
out the same in both cases. The result was 
that one deer fell dead and never kicked, the 
other one ran 100 yds, and had to be shot 
again. The wound was apparently just as 
severe in one case as in the other, yet the 
results were entirely different. 

Another strange thing is that very often 
when a deer gets a mortal wound and still 
runs, all after shots have no apparent effect 
on it, unless of course a hit is made in some 
vital spot that will immediately paralyze it. 
We all know that the .30-30, .303 Savage, 

.32-40 H. P., .32 Special, and like cartridges 
giving velocities around 2000 ft. sec. are good 
deer cartridges. As over 75 per cent. of the 
deer are killed within 100 yds., it:is not very 
often a long range cartridge is needed. These 
cartridges having light recoil, can be shot 
quickly and without discomfort to the shooter. 

The .22 H. P., has much less recoil than any 
of the cartridges mentioned above, therefore 
is a very pleasant cartridge to shoot. This 
fact alone will commend it to many shooters, 
as more accurate shooting can be done with it, 
especially by a person that is apt to flinch. 
More hits will be made with it, on account of 
the very flat trajectory, as no guessing of 
elevation is required at average game ranges. 
My experience with the .22 H. P., has been 

that the killing effect on deer is greater than 
any of the cartridges named above. I have 
shot deer with it at all ranges up to 200 yds. 
and hit them in different parts of the body. 

On an average they have dropped much 
quicker than deer shot with a .30-30, or .303 
Savage. I have never lost a deer that I knew 
was struck in the body. A paunch shot 
seems to stop a deer quicker than a lung shot. 
The soft point bullet will seldom go through a 
deer, therefore the animal gets the full shock 
of the missile. 
When I first tried out the .22 H. P., rifle 

I thought it would not be very good for shots 
at the hind quarters of deer, as it would not 
have penetration enough to get through the 
ham and reach a vital spot. The effect on 
three deer shot from the rear has dispelled my 
doubts, for the bullets reached forward to or 
past the kidneys, and the deer lay down within 
a few yards very sick, and of course were 
easily finished. 

A person has to see the wounds in more 
than one deer before he can fully realize the 
fearful destruction that this tiny missile 
works on live flesh. A bullet passing through 
the ham will pulverize the flesh for fully 
three inches in diameter, and the flesh 
will be ground as fine as any chopping machine 
will do the job. A shot in the stomach, or 
bowels will simply explode the contents, and 
everything will be well mixed. Don’t try to 
clean such an animal unless you have lots of 
water handy. The softer the contents, the 
greater will be the explosive effect. I have 
not yet known of a .22 H. P., bullet to pass 
out of the stomach of a deer. I have only had 
one bullet go through a deer, and that was a 
spike buck weighing about 100 lbs. The 
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bullet struck very low down and cut about 
one inch off the point of the heart, and passed 
out the other side, making a hole at exit fully 
two inches in diameter. Buck ran about 50 
yds. and fell dead. 

This .22 H. P., seldom makes a hole at 
entrance large enough to let out much blood, 
unless the bullet strikes at right angles to the 
lay of the hair, so it can mushroom on the hair 
before entering the skin. If the bullet is 
travelling up the lay of the hair it will make a 
very small hole in the skin, which is generally 
hard to locate, especially if high on the body. 
The bleeding is nearly all internal. A lung 
shot will cause a deer to bleed most at the 
mouth and nose. In one deer shot at right 
angles to the lay of the hair, the hole at 
entrance was over one inch in diameter, and 
part of the contents of stomach was expelled 
from it. 

So far I have only been able to recover 
about a third of the core of the bullet in one - 
piece, but sometimes I have recovered nearly 
the whole copper case in one piece. Always 
the bullet is ground to pieces, and the pieces 
will be distributed over a wide area. 

Some hunters may question the statement 
that a .22 caliber bullet will cause a wound 
in tissue three inches in diameter, but such is 
the effect on deer. I would not expect such 
wide laceration in the tough muscles of an old 
bear, yet the effect might be just as severe. 
The reason for this wide laceration, is that the 
high velocity of the bullet when it strikes bones 
and flesh causes the latter to become them- 
selves missiles. The greater the velocity of 
the bullet when it strikes, the greater will be 
the energy imparted to the resisting flesh and 
bone. Therefore these flesh and bone missiles 
will penetrate more deeply in the surrounding 
tissue, and of course cause a wider laceration. 
The lacerating effect of a bullet at 10 yds. 
from the muzzle of rifle will be much greater 
than the same bullet will cause at 200 yds., 
owing of course to the decreasing velocity, as 
the range increases. Therefore high velocity 
of the bullet is what causes widely lacerated 
wounds. 

To describe the effect on smaller game I 
will take the case of a fox shot at 40 yds. 
The bullet struck just forward of the hind 
quarter, ranging a little forward and through 
the internals, passing out the other side behind 
the last rib. Most of the internals were blown 
out the other side, infact the whole side was 
blown out. The explosive effect was so great 
that just forward on the side that bullet 
entered, another hole, about three inches in 
diameter, was blown out, and what was noc 
blown out the other side, was blown through 
this hole. No bones touched by this bullet. 

This .22 H. P., is the best cartridge I ever 
used for killing groundhogs. When that 70 
gr. mincer reaches the body of a chuck, said 
chuck seldom has enough kick left to get into 
the hole. Very often I have seen chucks 
thrown four to six feet by the striking force 
of the bullet. A bullet shot into a chuck end- 
ways will not pass out. 

In summing up my experience with this 
.22 H. P., Savage rifle, I must say I have found 
it a very efficient arm, when used with a suit- 
able load for all game, from squirrels to red 
deer. In fact it is far the best all round rifle 
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Iever used. As to its killing power on moose, 
I am not prepared to say definitely, as I have 
never used it on such large game, but I feel 
sure it will do as well, and even better, than a 
great many of the cartridges that have been 
used in the past on such game. But if I were 
going on a trip for moose I would prefer a 
more powerful cartridge, with a bullet that 
would penetrate deeper. : 
When we meet in the deer hunting grounds 

and see all the different kinds and calibres of 
rifles used by sportsmen, we cease to wonder 
at the great difference of opinion on _ this 
question of a suitable rifle. During the hunt 

of 1914 I met a man in the woods carrying one 
of the old Spencer carbines, using a rim fire 
cartridge of 56 calibre. He told me that the 
day before he had a good shot at a large buck, 
but did not get him. Yet he still had full 
confidence in the ancient old rim fire, and 
appeared to think it as good as any of the 
modern high power rifles. It is wonderful 
when a hunter has confidence in a certain 
rifle, what he can accomplish with it. But 
when that confidence is lost, then the best of 
our rifles are condemned, and sometimes that 
condemnation becomes very unreasonable. 

SOME EXPERIENCES WITH SHOTGUN 
AND RIFLE 

M. W. GUTHRIE 

NE reads much these days about the 
make-up of the scatter gun but very 
little about its load yet to my mind this 

is the most important part. All the leading 
makes of shot guns are good and there is very 
little to choose between them as each havesome 
points in their favor to which their makers are 
careful to give prominence in their catalogues. 
If you were to ask me what shot-gun I pre- 
ferred I would state “Parker”, without a 
moment’s hesitation not because I think it is 
the best gun but because its lines suit me but 
if on the other hand you were to ask me what 
gun I thought was the best I would be at a loss 
how to answer as there are good points about 
them all and one would need to combine them 
to get the “best” gun. 

I have found that one can take almost any 
gun and by experimenting with different loads 
work up a charge that will do good shooting, 
of course to do this one has to load their own 
shells but that is not a hardship to the man 
who is really after all there is in the game, in 
fact it is a source of pleasure and can become 
one of the most interesting features of the 
hobby. If you find the shot spreads too 
greatly reduce the powder load but do not 
carry this too far or you will sacrifice penetra- 
tion, of course I prefer to sacrifice a little 
penetration to concentrate my load as I believe 
I can kill more game that way and that four 
shots half through a bird will kill more quickly 
than one clear through. Some years ago a 

. friend of mine procured a 12-gauge single gun 
and invited me to go out with him to try it out. 
After we had been shooting some time and he 
had almost invariably missed we stopped to 
talk it over. He said he could not seem to do 
anything with the gun, now we were shooting 
at woodcock and as they were wild most of 
the shots were long ones and it was these same 
long shots he was missing which looked of 
course as if the gun were spreading her charge 
too much as he was a fairly good shot and 
should not have been missing so continually. 
We decided to target the gun and going home 
procured some wrapping paper and _ started 

in to see just what it would do. We found 
that with the load he was using, namely 34% 
drams smokeless powder and 1 ozs. chilled 
shot No. 7, that she would sure spread them 
some at 30 yds. and a woodcock could get 
through any amount of holes in the pattern. 
In fact there were more holes than anything 
else and at 40 yds. there was only a shot here 
and there on the target which was four feet 
square. Of course the gun was defective and 
improperly bored, yet by experiment I found 
afterwards that it would perform fairly well 
with 3 drams of powder and 1% oz of No. 2 
shot, mind I do not claim it was anything to 
brag about with this latter load but it would 
do as well as most cheap guns with that 
particular load, why? I cannot state but it 
certainly would and if you will take the 
trouble to try out different loads in your own 
gun you will find I amright and that even 
wads make a difference in the pattern of dif- 
ferent guns. If you were to ask me what gun 
to buy I should advise you to take a look at as 
many different kinds as you could and then 
choose the one that looked best to you that is 
after you had handled it, in other words 
choose the one that suited you best in looks 
and “‘feel’’, regardless of make so long as it was 
a good standard gun, then when you have got 
the gun home find out what loads it will 
handle best and you will do more game killing 
than if you bought the gun that the catalogue. 
says is bored to kill ever so far and used a 
factory shell unsuited toit. Mind Ido not say 
that factory shells will not do good shooting 
because they are excellent but find out what 
your gun requires and then perhaps you can 
get the very load you want in the factory shell 
if so well and good, if not you will have to load 
your own if you want to give your gun a fair 
show. And as regards those long shots we 
read about they are chance shots only. I once 
killed a dog with a 20-gauge shotgun at nearly 
100 yards but it was nothing more than a 
chance shot and when I shot at the dog I had 
no idea of killing him, I was only a boy at the 
time and thought I would scare him, -not— 
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Our Business ls Making Guns 

For over 50 years we have made big guns, little guns, 

good guns—The “OLD RELIABLE” PARKER Guns. 

Send for Catalogue and 20 bore booklet, Free. 

{| PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn, S-¥-Saescoms, 2 Waren | 
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realizing that there was any danger of hurting 

him. but when I shot he let out a “ki-yi’’ and 

ran to his house and died in a few minutes. 
When vou read of people killing birds and 
rabbits at 70, 80 and 90 yds, just make up 
your mind it is either a chance shot or else 
some one has a wonderful imagination, if you 
doubt my opinion in the matter, take a mark 
the size of a fox and put it up at 75 yds. and 
see how often you can hit it with your pet gun. 
Then move it to 100 yd. mark and try again. 
don’t just fire a few shots at each range but 
try say 25 shells at each and see how many hits 
you average and how many of them would kill 
in a reasonable length of time, this last is very 
important as it is a crime to wound game so 
that it will run away only to slowly bleed to 
death in some secluded spot and this is the 
reason I never try long shots now because 
there is far more danger of wounding in this 
manner. Take for instance in duck shooting 
one may make a long shot and wound a bird 
and it will perhaps show by its actions it is 
hit yet it gets out of reach before the second 
barrel can be brought to bear and one has to 
stand and watch it going knowing it is wound- 
ed and will probably die perhaps hours later 
after suffering no end of agony. No my 
friend those grand stand shots may look well 
when they come off but to my mind no red 
blooded true sportsman will take these 
chances if he once understands just what they 
mean. 

I prefer the slow burning “bulk”? smokeless 
powders to use for my own loading as they are 
easier to handle and I think it is reasonable to 
suppose that one can get more uniform loads 
with this powder than with the “‘dense”’ 
powders on account of the greater bulk to the 
same strength, for it is easier to measure large 
quantities accurately than it is small—speak- 
ing relatively of course. As regards shot I 
use chilled whenever I can get them and only 
use the large sizes very rarely being a believer 
in small shot but here again one must be 
governed by their gun. If you find your gun 
shoots coarse shot better than fine why use the 
coarse and vice versa, my idea is that two 
fine shot are more apt to find a vital spot than 
one large one and as I do not believe in long 
shots for the reasons given above I get plenty 
of penetration with the finer shot, but again 
I say be guided by your gun and you will get 
the best results. 

Another point so often overlooked by 
sportsmen (?) is proper cleaning of the shot- 
gun. The same man who will clean his rifle 
perfectly will sometimes neglect his shotgun, 
don’t do il, keep it clean and she will repay you 
in good shooting . Here is a case which I 
wish some rifle experts would explain to me 
through these columns: Some years ago 
when I knew even less about rifles than I do 
now, there was a rifle club formed in the town 
in which butts were built under government 
supervision and shortly thereafter our rifles 
arrived, they were the regular army pattern 
Lee-Enfield .303 British. One of these rifles 
came into my possession and I used it for 
about two years, that is two summers on the 
range. Now comes the strange part—that 
rifle was fired with the regular service load 

which as you know is made up of cordite 
_ supposed to be one of the hardest powders on 
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a rifle barrel on the market, yet during those 
two summers I fired hundreds of rounds 
through that barrel and never used a nitro 
solvent on it once the only thing I usedtoclean 
it with was 3 in 1 oil and plenty of rags, yet 
that barrel remained bright and at least fairly 
accurate as to this latter a friend of mine made 
12 consecutive bulls with it at 800 yds. the last 
fall I had it, vet by all reports of experts that 
barrel ought to have been ruined. Now this 
is no fish story and although I suppose some 
will Say it is impossible yet there is an explan- 
ation somewhere because this account is ‘true 
in every particular. 

The first time it was brought to my notice 
that there was anything peculiar with rim fire 
smokeless ammunition was some time after 
this when I got-a lot of smokeless cartridges 
for my .22 rifle and started using them and 
cleaning the same as with black powder. - The 
first time I used any quantity of these shells I 
came home and cleaned my rifle in the ordin- 
ary way and set it away. About a week after I — 
picked up my rifle and was surprised to find 
it red with rust in the bore and clean as I 
would I could not get the roughness out of 
that bore because as I soon learned it was all 
covered with little pits hardly visible to the 
eye but enough to produce a dullness and — 
apparent roughness of the surface like frosted 
glass, then I began to study up these things 
and found the cause was the acid left by the 
explosive in the barrel in the form of a coating 
over the metal and upon which the ordinary 
oils used in cleaning had no effect and that in 
order to clean a rifle properly after using nitro — 
powders it was necessary to usesome_ kind of 
a nitro solvent, then I began to wonder about 
the .303 with the Cordite load. Now all this 
happened some years ago and I have learned 
many things about rifles and their cleaning 
since but never anything to explain about-why - 
I was able to keep that .303 in such good con- 
dition for so long using only 3 in 1 oil and ~ 
elbow grease to clean it, of course I always 
cleaned it as soon as I came from the range 
and used a pull through on the range after 
ever so many shots. 

To return to those .22 calibre smokeless 
they are.a curse if ever there was one and have 
ruined more rifles than all other things put 
together, better use ““Lesmok”’ and not clean 
your rifle at all than to use those vile shells. 
Why they were ever made is a mystery, they - 
are not as good as the ‘““Lesmok”’ in any case; 
in fact I would far rather use the poorest of — 
black powder cartridges. I would have to_ 
clean oftener to keep a fairly accurate barrel 
while shooting but I would not be in danger ~ 
of spoiling my barrel by not getting it per- 
fectly clean after I had finished shooting for — 
the day. Don’t imagine from this that I am 
not particular about cleaning my_rifle after 
using “‘Lesmok”’ cartridges because I am and 
I always go over my rifle the next day again © 
after using it and if it is going into the case for 
a long rest I watch it for a week or so to see 
that it does not develop any trouble then I 
examine it once or twice a month after that as — 
long as I am not using it. And again I say — 
beware of smokeless powder in a .22, it is a 
curse! I spoiled a splendid rifle with it and 
do not want the readers to have the same 
experience in fact I think we ought to all 
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iio Sennuaition is Expensive— a 

Reload Your Shells! 
Begin Now! Don’t throw away your empty factory shells, the expen- 

sive part of your ammunition. They’re strong and good as new, can be re- 
loaded 10 to 30 times, and its easy to reload with Ideal tools. Merely 
de-cap and re-cap shells, insert powder, crimp shell on to the bullet. 
You can do it. 

The .303 British, .280 Ross and all other standard rifle and pistol cartridges are easily 
reloaded, for full power or for short or medium range. : 

By reloading you save half the cost of cartridges. 

The Ideal Hand Book, new edition, 160 pages, shows in detail the enormous saving by hand 
loading and reloading your cartridges. It contains full information regarding powders, bul- 
lets, primers and reloading tools for all standard rifle, pistol and shotgun ammunition: tells 
how to measure powders accurately: shows how to use your big game or military rifle for 
small game and short range practice by reloading with reduced charges: and gives inform- 
ation on everything relating to loading and reloading ammunition. | 

It lists hand-cast bullets; tells all about gas-check bullets ( which take the place 
of metal-jacketed bullets), giving increased accuracy with less wear of barrel; gives 
tables of shotgun or smooth-bore gauges: round ball for shotguns; tables of 
velocity, penetration, etc.; twists in rifling in rifle barrels made by the various arms 
companies; tells how to find the twist in any rifle barrel; tables reducing drams to 
grains; tables of powders, primers, etc. 160 pages of information every shooter 
needs; sent free to any shooter for three stamps postage by 

Lhe Marlin Frrearms G. 
67 Willow St. - - - |New Haven, Conn. 

fe OMITH 2) 

HAND BOOK 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

SHOOTERS. 

company 

THE REAL GUN 
New designs with Hunter one-trigger and automatic ejector, for trap 

and field use. They are winners. 

Prices $25 to $1,000 net. 

OUR BEAUTIFUL CATALOG FOR THE ASKING. 

The Hunter Arms Co., Inc. 29 Hubbard St., Fulton, N. Y. 
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protest to the cartridge makers against it and 
try to get them to stop making them as they 
are nothing but a snare to the unwary. 

Please do not think that I would take any 
such chances with any of my high power rifles 
today as I did with the .303 referred to above, 
far from it. My cleaning outfit is pretty 
complete now and looks somewhat like a 
medicine case but I can go to sleep without . 
any worry after I have cleaned even the .280 
Ross and she is sure some hot stuff, not that I 
think it fouls any worse than other rifles of 
equal velocity but when one gets over the 
3000 mark there is bound to be some plating 
going on in the barrel no matter what kind of 
a jacket is used. 

Personally I am disappointed in the new 
Savage rifle the .250-3000. In my opinion the 
bullet is altogether too light and I do not 
think it will prove much more effective than 
the .22 High Power but time will tell and I 
will admit I am somewhat prejudiced against 
the Savage on account of its being hammer- 
less and having what I consider an inefficient 
safety. I like a hammerless shotgun because 
I want to shoot quick with that arm and can 
do so more quickly with a hammerless than 
with a hammer gun but for a rifle I prefer to 
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have my hammer in view, and in fact my 
choice is the bolt action. There it is out and 
I feel better already. The bolt action is the 
only proper action for a high power rifle known 
today and I venture to predict that in a few 
years no other kind will be used for rifles of 
over 3000 foot seconds velocity. I know that 
a few years ago you could not have sold me 
a bolt action rifle but today i would buy no 
other kind in the high velocity arms and as 
for the small calibre rifles like the .22 give me 
the pump action, it is a dandy but I don’t 
want anything like that between my face and 
a high power cartridge such as the .280 Ross. 
No thank you, none of that in mine. 

Above all things my friends let us care for 
our rifles and shot-guns as if they were very 
dear friends which they ought to be. I do not 
know of anything that will ruffle my temper 
much more than to see anyone abuse a really 
good gun or fishing rod unless it is to see him 
abuse his dog and I aways consider that aman 
who does these things has something wrong 
with him. I have weapons which I have 
used for years which appear almost as well 
today as when I bought them but it has taken 
care and lots of it as it is wonderful how easily 
and quickly a rust spot can develop at times. 

THE PASSING OF THE .30-30 AND ITS KIND 

F. H. WANLINGER 

OW many of the readers of this maga- 
H zine would use an automobile of the 

vintage of 1895, boast ofits fine qualities, 
its fitness to cope with 1915 circumstances and 
last but not least appear in print again and 
again in its defence in an attempt at vindi- 
cation of the antiquated rattle-trap? 

Or again how many Rod and Gun readers 
would be seen walking down the street of some 
of our large cities wearing a complete suit of 
clothes belonging to grandpap who fought in 
the Fenian Raid or mayhap met a Minie 
bullet way back in the *60’s? There would be 
danger of such old-time apparel walking down 
a 1915 city street causing something of a 
sensation at least, would there not Guns and 
Ammunition reader? 

Or yet again who of the intellectual beings 
who monthly pore over Mr. Geikie’s breezy 
and wholly interesting department would 
dream of purchasing two or three yoke of oxen 
and a prairie schooner with a view of travel- 
ling overland to say, California as was the 
usual method up to about thirty of forty 
years ago when railroads were looked upon 
with something akin to suspicion or were an 
undreamed of piece of extravagance in the 
minds of those courageous old crossers of the 
plains. 

I am sure that the pitiable creature who 
would indulge in any of those freaks of either 
locomotion, dress, or necessary travel be- 
longing to another day such as are outlined 
above would be deemed at least sadly lacking 
in this world’s wisdom. 

Let us for the sake of discussion substitute 
the world of rifledom for the world of fashion 
or mode of travel as mentioned above and we 
find the .44-40 in the place of the would-be- 
crosser-of-plains a la °*49 and the .30-30 in the 
position of the ancient automobile referred to 
in the opening paragraph of this article. 

It is rather a cruel, cold-blooded, and al- 
together eye-opening method of argument 
against the use of such lingerers-on as the 
rifles mentioned above can truly said to be, but 
really is it not the solid truth when we consider 
all the evidence? Was not the Model 1873 
Winchester designed at a time when the 
buffalo were with us in still countless numbers 
and when elk, deer and all other forms of wild 
animal life were found in fifty times greater 
numbers than they are today? Was not the 
.30-30 put out on the market somewhere in 
ante-Spanish-American war days, when game | 
was not nearly in such a depleted state as it is 
to-day? I think a careful consideration of 
these facts will bring out the truth of the 
matter. 

In these days of game hogs, machine-guns 
and clearing-up of all available land by the 
ever avaricious land owner, game while it may 
for a time inhabit the old haunts is gradually 
but none the less surely going further away 
from the haunts of men, all of which calls up 
the ancient fable of Mahomet and the moun- 
tain to the effect that if the mountain would 
not progress over to Mr. Mahomet why the 
latter would surely have to come to the former. 
All of which translated down to present day 
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Woodcraft Hunting Knife 
The biggest value ever offered in a hunting 

knife. Costs you only $1.50, yet has the shape, 
weight, quality and desirable features of $2.50 and $3.00 
knives. Adapted for sticking, cleaning, skinning, slicing, 
chopping bone, etc. High-gradesteel— bevel blade thick 
at back, tapering toa fine point. Handle of laminated 
leather. Absolutely guaranteed. Price $1.50 at your 
dealer’s or direct by mail postpaid upon receipt of price. 

Write for catalog Marble’s60 Outing Specialties. Sample MarLle’s 
Nitro-Solvent Oilireeif dealer’s name is mentioned. 131 

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO. 
581 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich., U.S.A. 

KEEP 
YOUR RAZOR SHARP 

Don’t blame the razorifit dulls quickly. May- 
be it’s your fault. Rub a few drops of 3-in-One 
oil on your razor strop. When leather is pliable 
strop asusua!, Any razor will cut easier, better 
and stay sharp longer. After using, draw blade 

between thumb and finger moistened with 3-in-One. 
This prevents rust, keeps edge smooth and keen, 

always sharp and ready forimmediateuse. Don’t scrape 
your face. Use 3-in-One on yourrazor and shave right. 
FREE istte a liberal free sample and special 

cientific circular. Try it yourself. 3-IN- 
ONE OIL COMPANY. 55 New St., New York. 
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PATENTS 
If you have an invention which you wish 

to patent you can write fully and freely 

to Munn & Co. for advice in regard to 

the best way of obtaining protection. 

Please send sketches or a model of your 

invention and a description of the device, 

explaining i its operation. 

communications are strictly confiden- 

tial. Our vast practice, extending over 

a period of nearly seventy years, enables 

us in many cases to advise in regard to 

patentability without any expense to the 

client. Our Hand-Book on Patents is 

sent free on request. This explains our 

methods, terms, etc., in regard to Patents, 
Trade Marks, Foreign Patents, etc. 

All patents secured through us are described without 

cost to the patentee in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

MUNN & COMPANY 
SOLICITORS OF PATENTS 
671 Woolworth Bldgs. NEW YORK 
and 625 F STREET, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Don’t use expensive 
ammunition where a cheap 

cartridgeis just as good. Buya 

Marlin 
Rim Fire Repeater 
for squirrels, rabbits, hawks, 
woodchucks, skunks, muskrats, 
foxes, etc.—and save price of 
your rifle in the reduced cost 
of cartridges. 

5 Rim Fire—cheap, po 
ao and reliable — will ai 
foxes, skunks, woodchucks, 
muskrats, etc. as quickly and 
surely as more expensive 
ammunition. 

-22 Rim Fire 

All Marlin .22 
Repeaters shoot 
all .22 short, .22 
long and .22 long- 
rifle cartridges — 
for rabbits, squir- 
rels, hawks, crows 
and all small game 
up to 200 yards. 

-22 Lever Action 

Model 1897—the 
= As ae Sat rifle in 

Model 27 Marlin is the Asse em to aap 
only repeater made forthis o~ clean; tool steel working 

f splendid cartridge—so 3 parts; Ivory Bead sight: 
powerfulit is used success-SEes as steady and reliable asa 

A fully for deer, so 7 big game nfle. With 24- 

~~ 

_—— 

~ 

you can shoot it freely inch Round barrel, $14.50: 
at slight expense. Octagon, $16.00. G Model 
fake-down; splen-, 1892 is similar, but not take- 

5 are "4 shots; § om a ie: 24-inch Round bar- 
wi -inc re Se Eee $ 5; Octagon, $13.15. 

$13.15; 
Octagon, 
$15.00. 

>= 

-22 Pump Action 

Model 29 has 23-inch Round 
barrel; take-down: a first-class re- 
peating rifle; 15 shots ; $9.25. 

Model 20 has 24-inch Octagon, 
see barrel; take-down; Ivory Bead 

; 15 shots; $11.50. 

ESE 20 Full Magazine Rifle— 
the only pump action Fomeater giving 25 
shots at one loading ; $11.50 

-32 Rim Fire—Model 1892, with 
lever action—uses .32 short, long andlo ng- 
rifle rim fire cartridges: also .32 sh. rt, long 

- and long-rifle center fire: 17 shots. A 
splendid all-around rifle for settled districts. 
With 24-inch Round Barrel, $12.15; Oc- 
tagon, $13.15, 

Send 3 stamps postage for new cala- 
log, showing complete line of ZZardin 
repeaters, rifles and shotguns. 

Ideal Hand Book tells all 
about reloading cartridges. 
Mailed for 6c in stamps. 

The Marlin Prrearms ©. 
67 Willow St., New Haven, Conn. 

Model 
27 
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facts gives us the parallel—that modern con- 
ditions make it imperative that we go further 
afield each year for game and this being the 
case why spend hard earned money on hunting 
trips when contemplating using arms wholly 
unfitted for the game conditions of to-day. 
We see possibly one deer on our hunt these 
days to about two encountered in the days 
when the Kephart’s pet .30-40 and Haines’s 
beau ideal the .30-30 first made their appear- 
ance in the °90’s. In those days if one deer 
escaped with a 170 grain bullet in its anatomy 
chucked there from a then new rifle known as 
the .30-30 there were at least more chances 
than are present most 1915 hunting trips 
and we were only learning those days and a 
lost head or so was only the price of learning. 

To-day we can see further ahead than we 
could those days and the modern rifleman is 
a show-me mortal and willing to learn from 
past experience. 

Mr. Hill who in a recent issue of this maga- 
zine made a violent attack upon the .30-30 
rifle seems to have been pretty thoroughly 
hauled over the coals by those who have not 
as yet learned to appreciate the advance in 
rifles and ammunition adapted to them since 
ie gevent of the 1895 make-shifts such as the 

However the world moves and unless the 
unprogressive ones wish to be left helplessly 
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in the rear it is up to them to come out of 
their lethargy and wake up to the advantages 
of rifles of not less than 2700 foot seconds 
class in comparison to the stage coach velocity 
arms for use upon now thoroughly modernized 
game and to be used under 1915 hunting 
conditions. Were the old-time buffalo days 
with us once more we could safely and with 
reason swear by such arms as the .56 Spencer 
mentioned by “‘Old Timer” in a recent issue 
of this magazine and if we could pull back the 
veil of time and take ourselves back to the 
Spanish-American War days there would be 
some excuse for each and all of us embracing 
with open arms the then latest rifle on the 
market—the now should-be-despised .30-30 
just as we should now open our orbs to the 
tremendous possibilities embodied in the 
modern ultra-high velocity rifle. 

The .280 Ross, .30 U. S. Springfield and the 
special arms turned out by such rifle artists 
as Newton occupy the same position in re- 
gards to the .30-30 that the latter held to the 
.45-90 twenty odd years ago. The rifle 
cranks of 95 were not so conservative as to be 
insensible to progress and the now ‘“‘punk 
little .30-30°" as dubbed by Mr. Hill met a 
hearty reception from the converts from 
“charcoalburnism’’. Let us only hope that 
all the so-called modern riflemen are as open 
to conviction as the .45-90 enthusiasts of 95. 

QUERIES AND ANSWERS 

COMPARATIVE ENERGY OF THE .32 
SPECIAL AND .303 BRITISH 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: Please 
advise me which is the more powerful, the .32 
Special or the .303 British. fi 

glee 

(At the muzzle the .32 Special has an energy 
of 1683.6 footpounds, the .303 British has 
1908.3. At 100 yards the former develops an 
energy of 1181.6, and the latter 1505.7 foot 
pounds. 

_ From this table it will be seen that the .303 
is more powerful than the .32 Special though 
as to whether the former excells as a game 
getter opinion is divided. We would be 
pleased to hear from readers who have in- 
formation on the subject. <A. B. G.) 

WILL THE READERS PLEASE OBLIGE 
TW Ei 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: I would be 
very pleased to hear from readers through 
these columns who have used the .25-20 
Marlin. I have never seen anything about 
this little arm in Rod & Gun and as I consider 
it one of the best small bore rifles on the market 
would like to hear something about it from 
those of the readers who are users of the arm. 

Tee 

(With your permission am publishing your 
letter in the hope that those of our readers 
who are users of the rifle you mention will 
respond to your appeal for further information 

concerning the same. Personally we have a 
high opinion of the .25-20 Marlin and con- 
sider it an ideal rifle for some of the larger 
species of small game many of which require 
a comparatively powerful arm to bring them 
tobag. A.B.G.) 

THE GUN THAT SHOOTS WHERE YOU 
HOLD IT AND DOES THE WORK. 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: The writer 

has been a reader of Rod and Gun for a num- 
ber of years, and since ““The Wonderful Little 
Imp’, the .22 H. P. Savage, has been put 
on the market, I have been paying particular 
rage to the questions through Rod and 

un. 
I have been using a .22 H. P. since the first 

one was put on the market, and have had 
excellent results with it, have shot several 
deer, and never knew of one to- get away | 
wounded, one shot is all that is necessary. 

I will only refer to two deer, one a 200 lb. 
buck. This deer was running up a mountain 
at a distance of 250 yards, and I put one shot 
back of the shoulders, the bullet coming out 
the other side, making a hole about the size of 
a 50 cent piece. This deer dropped in his 
tracks. The next one I shot was a large doe. 
The deer was running away from me at a 
distance of 150 yards, the bullet entering the ~ 
hip, and lodging in the shoulder. This deer 
also dropped immediately, and was dead when 
I got to her. 

It is also anexcellentrifle for target shooting. 
The article written on page 1232 in the 
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The choice of your rifle and ammunition help 
to decide the success of your hunting trip. 

To see game, after trailing it for days, and anticipating it for months, and 

to have your bullet drop short, or perhaps whizz over it, or pass through your 

quarry without bringing it down, these are keen disappointments. 

With the ‘‘Ross”’ .280 and the ‘‘Ross’’ Sport- 

ing Ammunition, with copper tube expanding 

bullet, (patented) you have the best com- 
bination to ensure the success of your 

hunting trip. 

‘‘Ross’’ 

Cadet Rifle 

A Splendid .22 Calibre 

Strong and accurate, it is a most 

useful rifle to keep one’s hand in 
and also of course to train the 

boys to shoot. It sells at $12.00 

and shoots .22 shorts, longs, or 

long-rifle cartridges. 

ee 3 ea : Sold by dealers every where. 

Illustrated Catalogues Free on Request 

Ross Rifle Co., Quebec 
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May issue of Rod and Gun by Filius Terrae 
goes on to say that he would be safer with a 
38 S. & W. special colt revolver than with a 
22 H. P. Savage. Now, this fellow does not 
seem to know what he is talking about. As 
regards to the gun jamming, I cannot believe 
it, unless the gun was used by someone that 
never used a gun before. I have used five 
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different Savage rifles, and I never had one to 
stick yet. j 

This article is written especially for the 
benefit of Mr. Hood, and to all my fellow 
readers of Rod and Gun who have not yet 
purchased a 22 H. P. Savage, and want a real 
allround good rifle. Buya Savages eS 

Vpy* Hf 4 
THT a RUT 

pny TLE: 

TOURNAMENT DATES 

May 24th—The Thousands Islands Gun Club Regis- 
tered Tournament. C. A. Lewis, Mgr., Gananoque 
Ont. 

June 3rd—Kingsville Gun Club Tournament at Kings- 
ville-on-the-Lake, Ont. f 

June 8, 9, 10, 11.—Dominion of Canada Trap Shooting 
Association Tournament. W. J. Corby, Pres.,” 
Ottawa, Ont. 

July 1, 2nd, 3rd—Canadian Indians 10th Annual 
Pow-Wow, W. T. Ely, High Scribe, Canadian In- 
dians, Imperial Bank Bldg., King and Sherbourne 
Sts., Toronto. : 

August 20, 21, 22.—Lake St. Francis Gun Club Regis- 
tered Tournament at St. Lotique, P. Q 

Kingsville Tournament. 

The Gun Club of Kingsville, will hold its annual 
trap shooting tournament on the King’s birthday, June 
3, on the grounds of the Mettawas Inn, Kingsville-on- 
the-Lake. There will be eight 15-bird and four 20- bird 
events, and a special event at 25 targets for possession 
of the King trophy, emblematic of the championship 
of South Ontario. Sixty dollars will be given in high 
average prizes. The Mettawas Inn has donated a silk 
umbrella for longest run. .The richness of the prize 
list is expected to bring together the largest crowd of 
expert trap shooters ever seen at any tournament west 
of Toronto. 

Dominion of Canada Trap Shooting Association 
Tournament. 

On June 8, 9, 10 and 11, Ottawa will be the mecca for 
trap shooters from all parts of Canada. The annual 
tournament of the Dominion Trap Shooting Associa- 
tion will be in progress on those dates in this city, apd 
the executive have been assured of the largest number 
of competitors of any previous tournaments in the 
history of the association. 

There will be quite a number attend from Calgary, 
Winnipeg and other western centres, while Toronto, 
Montreal, Hamilton, London will also send their 
quotas. The prize list is the largest ever put by the 
association; $1,500.00 in cash besides handsome tro- 
phies donated by his worship Mayor Porter and Con- 
troller Fisher. Twenty-two handsome cut glass bowls 
have also been given by leading citizens of this city. 

The shooting will take place at Rockliffe rifle ranges, 
which the association has secured from the militia de- 
partment. The spot is an ideal one for trap shooting as 
the light is perfect and the back ground is all that could 
be desired. New traps will also be provided. Specta- 
tors will be especially well cared for and no doubt a 
large number of visitors will attend. 

he programme is a credit to the executive. The 
cover is a very handsome drawing of a duck shooter in 
action. The book contains seventy-two pages of every- 
thing of interest to trap shooters all over the country. 
Mr. W. Corby, president of the association, is takin 
an active interest in the arrangements while Mr. Ceci 
Bethune, George Esdale, and other members of the 

local club are doing everything in their power to make 
the affair a success. 

Revelstoke Gun Club. 

At the weekly shoot of the Gun Club on May 10th, 
(Handicap for the Western Cartridge Co. Medal) 
Macdonell won the Medal for the week, Rickleson being 
high with 70 out of 75 with ere wind blowing. 

-, Get » Brverteut 
Macdonell:. . =<. sca - -e 75 4 64 68 
Foote. 25.223 {fie 25 7 18 Za 
Barber)... <:.chemeoe nee 75 10 56 66 
Rickelson: «> 355255002 75 = 70 70 

The League have decided to hold their Annual 
Registered Shoot of two days some time in August, the 
dates will be announced in a short time. _ 

At the weekly shoot on May 17 (Handicap for the 
Western Cartridge Co. medal and the Hercules Powder 
Co Shield) Barber won the medal and Macdonell the 
shield. Mr. J. B. Harkin of Ottawa and Mr. Vander- 
wort of Vancouver were the guests of the club. 
A.J. Wiacdonell’ a6- 20. ee 50 1 47 48 
W..A. Sturdy =< Soe 50 3 43 46 
J..G. Barber. 2 hao eee 50 5 43 48 
Mr. Vanderwort ......... 50 34 34 
JB? Harkin eee 50 40 40 

Seen eee 25 9 15 24 

Assiniboine Gun Club. 

A very enjoyable afternoon was spent by the ladies 
and gentlemen attending the regular Saturday after- 
noon shoot of Assiniboine Gun Club on May Ist. 
Although the wind blew a gale, the following scores 
made in the club shoot will attest that the boys had 
their eyes open. : 
Howard 24, McKay 22, Kelley 20, Hamilton 18, 

Ross 18, Wells 18, Martin 18, Conley 17, Maitland 17, 
Sutton 16, Walker 15, Bond 14, Ferguson 13, Ald 12, 
Doyle 10, Tuck 9. 

Springwood Gun Club. 

The Spring noc! Gun Club holiday shoot on May 
24th, was well attended, 19 shooters taking part in the 
program, and some good scores were made. In the 
regular events B. W. Glover was high man in actual 
birds broken, but with the handicap added five were 
tied for first place with a total of 57 each. Lots were 
drawn to determine the prize winners, and Clinger 
was the lucky man to draw the winning number. : 
: In ine double bird event Simcox and Myers tied with 

each. 
It might be explained that the handicap used was the 

added bird handicap, each shooter being allowed the 
number of birds added to his score that he missed in 
events one and three. This system is determined by lot, 
and the handicap is not known until the events are all 
finished. The scores follow: 

5 15 Hdkp. TI. 12 re 
Glovers. 21-5 eee 15 Tork 2 57 
Ginger: =< Sasa 11 14 13 13— 6——57 
Wiaide® 222 - 2S Saree 14 12 13 15—3 57 
Stoneck'2 ce eee 11 14 10 13— 9——57 
Ol Rourke, 62705- 40seee 12 13 10 14— 8 57 
IBroyen 3 ae ee 13 13 11 13— 6——56 
Coleman 15 13 14 -12— 1 55 
IME FEES Ro he 12 12 14 13— 4 55 
Parker ese. eee 12 13 15 11— 3——54 
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NEW HAMMERLESS 

SAVAGE | 
The ONLY Automatic that has 

F e S fe t 

a + 5 Tells 
Locks gun Prevents when to 
positively “didn’t-know- melon while 

against dis- it-was-loaded” iring —an 
5 emergency 

charge. accidents. safety, z 

Automatic 
grip safet 

IO Shots Quick 
(VS. 6 or 8 in all 

Aims Easy as other automatics) 
Pointing Your Finger 

Write us Today for 

Free Pistol Booklet 

Savage Arms Co. 
547 Savage Ave. Utica, N.Y. 

\ Through Thick Feathers 
AT 80 YARDS 

During our thirty-eight years we have received 
thousands of letters from Lefever Gun enthusiasts and it 
is remarkable that nearly all these letters speak about 
shooting power (which means distance and penetration) 

and the fact that the Lefever never shoots loose. 

oer F VY E R 
SHOT GUNS 

have never been made of cheap material to meet a 25 U 
market demand. They have been built up to the r= $ P ee 
Lefever standard and sold at a reasonable price. : x Z 

Let us tell you about Lefever 20-16, 12-gauge for $25 : : 

If your dealer cannot show you, give us a chance 
to supply you direct. You cannot afford to buy a 
cheap gun when you can get a Lefever at this price, 

LEFEVER ARMS CO., 
203 Maltbie St., Syracuse, N.Y. &, 
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Webb os has... 3.5 eaees 10: - 12 9 12—11 54 

SIMCOE ee Da ts See 14 12 12 11— 4 53 

Bogue iyi) ST) a Se 

PETC os = tes eos 10) S105 38 (ei 52 

SRPICE Se ee oo ate a 13) *Ligsto c= 50 

Aibalicer. o> tebe ame 11> Sie sit io 5 

Hyman... ih 7 9 5—102 

Stevens iy 3) SQ) SS te 
Duffield... . 10 9 Shoe. 24 
Mabtloniss 22-04-52 Sane i eecg LOR 

Doubles—Five pair, Simcox 9, Myers 9, Waide 8, 
Hyman 8, Clinger 7. Coleman 7, Brown 7, Glover 7, 
Parker 7, Walker 6, Spence 5, Bogue 3, Webb. 

Extra five pair—Hyman 5, Clinger 10, Coleman 9, _ 
J. Brown 6. 

Riverside Gun Club (Chatham) 

The following is the complete score of the records 
made at the fourth annual shoot of the Riverside Gun 
Club on May 6th. 

First Event 200 Birds. Eu 
BW GIOVER = tes veros. 3 191 F.H.Conover ... 177 
George Dunk ........ 169 A.Thompson 142 
ewer. 2 oss e ae 170. -SeJeVance =. 2 = 191 
Ete AV on ep le ons 183. J. McCausland... 169 
Re Jordante<e 2. 22sec 187 “Woilart© -.- See 194 
G: MelIntosh*.. 2:..-. 180 GWG Moters s25- 166 
OsGE= Pranks. 22 22 3s 177 W.J.McCance .. 159 
Jar Joness..2-2- 2 - 185 W.D.O’Loane... 163 
Nits) O.Loane .-.- sf 2 138 George Crow .... 176 
Rae Walliams? =3-.s5- 3. 180 ~HeiGsitunter 2. 165 
Re riitiien 82x. 3 3" > 193° ESDolson: 346527 181 
Ele Oe Poanens 24. eke 1935 Di Smith yo; sca 168 
George McGarvin.... 176 W.A.Smith 189 
Bit Wiless oc ers 2 tense 193° cE Stotse=- 325 180 
We McDonald 225% .<- 183- ‘G. Phrasher2 + 173 
Pe MoNelly: os. she ace ffs J2G5 Bilton] 180 
Ae Bastman...# 52.425 169 

Second Event 100 Birds. 
Pe-Shanks . “i228. 25" - 79 Mrs. Conover ... 70 
Ws Simtth . Sateen: 1d. O8Orton 2 79 
PAS ESUIYAYE f=. crete ee cs, © 71 

Harry Smith of the Riverside Club broke 101 straight 
clay targets in the regular event of the afternoon of 200 
birds. He was nosed out in the final block by Wes. 
Hart, of Dresden, who killed 20 straight, while Smith 
broke only 18. ? 

In the competition for the McCoig trophy, donated 
to the club by A. B. McCoig, M. P. for competition 
among shooters from the county, Smith made another 
remarkable score when he killed 48 straight birds, 
shooting from 21 yards. Professional shooters present 
said it was the finest performance that they had ever 
witnessed by an amateur at 21 yards. Smith lost the 
last two birds in this event and D. McNeil, of Florence, 
and Hart, of Dresden, tied with him. In the shoot-off 
MeNeil won, shooting from 18 yards. Shooters were 
present from different clubs in the district as well as 
from Detroit, Windsor, Sandwich and other places. 

A very successful shoot was held on May 13th on the 
Riverside Gun Club grounds, River Road, Raleigh, 
when twelve of the club members congregated to shoot 
off for the fifteen dollars worth of goods donated by 
M. H. Bragg of Chatham. Each shooter fired at 50 
birds. The contestants and scores were as follows: 

Harry Smith 21, 44; Fred Dolson 20, 46: Wm. Dol- 
sen 18, 47; D. Smith 19, 43; Geo. Crow 18, 40; Geo. 
McGarvin 19, 46; M. Williams 18, 41; Jno. Fleming 18, 
39: S. Clements 16, 38; Jno, Johnson 16, 35; Wm. Little 
16, 31; Chas. Pullin 16, 27. 

A Dresden Shoot. 

Dresden started a novel event on May 12 when a 
half-holiday was declared, and everyone adjourned to 
the grounds of the Dresden Gun Club, where a tourna- 
ment under the auspices of the I. O. D. E. was in pro- 
gress. The local Daughters of the Empire had charge 
of the program, and sold the shells and blue-rocks, the 
former bringing 3 cents each and the latter 2 cents each. 
Nearly everyone in Dresden big enough to shoulder a 
gun participated in the shoot. Even the ladies joined 
in heartily, and enjoyed the sport, despite the fact that 

- with one exception, they failed to hit anything. The 
town laundryman, a real genuine son of Cathay, took a 
hand in the proceedings and managed to bag one blue 
rock in five shots. Prominent local men of all trades 
and professions were present and competed. The pro- 
ceeds were devoted to patriotic work. 

Wes. Hart was high man in the shooting, making 60 
out of a possible 65. The scores were: 

Wes. Hart 65, 60; H. Mahler 65, 43; J. Perry 65, 54: 
R. Wells 65, 45; S. H. Myers 40, 13: B. Meredith 40, 
28: D. Madden 15, 4; S. Tassie 15, 5: Dr. McDonald 15, 
5; Thomas Condray 15, 3: Rev. Mr. Lindsay 15, 5; Rev. 
Mr. Tiffin 20, 2; R. Brandon 25, 5: R. Dynes 25, 18; 
G. Wells 20, 14; C. Cuthbert 20 2; S. Wells, Sen., 9, 3 
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S. McVean 10, 7; B. Tassie 10, 2; W. L. Bowden 15, 1; 
Dr. Williams 15, 1: H. Eberlee 5, 1: J. Wells 5, 0: M. 
Humphries 10, 2; T. Patterson 18, 1; T. Hart 18, 4; 
G- Nellis 10, 0; M. Haydon 10, 2; Miss Bodkin 5, 0: 
Miss S. Tassie 5. 0: Miss Pelton 5, 0; Miss Campbell 5 
0: Miss Durham 5, 2; Miss Dynes 5, 0: Mrs. W. McVean 
5,0: Miss Hart 5, 0: Mrs. D. Tassie 5, 0; Mrs. Caister 5, 
0: E. Hildreth 30, 17; A. McVean 15, 4: G. Houston 35, 
17: M. Convay 15, 8; W. Dynes 25, 21; C. Simpson 5, 
0: W. Thornton 10, 8: C. Wong 5. 1: W. Ruble 25, 14: 
Dr. McAlpine 30, 16: B. Tiffin 5, 0: F. McVean, 5, 0. 

(First number denotes number shot at, and second 
number those broken.) 

Galt Gun Club. 

The shoot held on May 8th finished the contest for 
the watch fob trophy donated to the Galt Gun and 
Rifle Club by the J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co, Chicopee 
Falls, Mass., H. D. Sherwood being the winner. The 
total score in the competition was as follows: 
H.D.Sherwood ..... 138. EF. Glavk323ee—- 134 
JGlani 2 Sy eee 136 W-: Pickering -~.. 137 
BP Despond chs eaee 137 W.Marshall .... 135 
AL Watson. eleee sees 134 H. Newlands 134 

Florence Gun Club. ; 

Wesley Hart. of Dresden, was high man at the third 
annual shoot of Florence Gun Club on May 14. His 
score of 168 was followed by Taylor, of Ridgetown, 166: 
Kennedy, of Florence, with 164, and D. Smith, of 
Chatham, 161. There was a good attendance, excellent 
weather and a good day’s sport was enjoyed. There 
were 175 targets, except where otherwise stated. The 
scores: ° 
Long, Hamilton ;......”... ics eee eee 158 
R: Day; London: :+....2). -. 22 eee 162 
McCance, St. Thomas 141 
Carr, Hamilton :... 2224.22 Gee 159 
Kennedy, Florence ........- “225k ee oe 164 
Dr. Kelly, Florence® «22. 3.2 P22. eee eee 154 
D. MeNeill, Florence): 22. 2 See 156 
Sinclair, Florence ..% <.....; /...0 4a2 see eee 151 
Jones; Ridgetown).22..- ean oe 3/5 othe fie eee 155 
W. Hart, Dresden... .. >. .=5,. 2 eee 168 
H. J. Taylor, Ridgetown +... 1... 2 eae 166 
Perry; Dresden... 5 ..52c6os eee 151 
Lang, Ridgetown —..)2 03. Va52 oe Oe eee 147 
W.A. Smith) Kingsville 2s. 20. 0s ee eee 160 
Eastman; Kingsville >... 2 2222 oo eee 131 
Fe Stotts, Bssexies. ac chose jee > ae ee 153 
Kripps, Florence....2. 5s: . o-- - 2. es eee 135 
Harry Smith; Ghatham® 3&. 522 2:2 hee eee 164 
O’Loane; Ghatham -2.....%...5.0.-: - eee 154 
1»): Smith; Chatham eoee eee Yt Ss 161 
Fred Dolson, Chatham) <3)... .: 22.22 neeeeeee 153 
W. Dolsen, Ghatham®s22 5.42. 2a se eee 143 
Sharp; Windsor . 2.2222... 4. ose eee 110 
Fox, Ruthven; shot.at 75 ...... 2 > 42a eee 54 
Coleman, London shot at 105 .......-...5.-... 86 
McMullan, Ridgetown, shot at 135 ............. 103 
Ira Bilton, Florence, shot at 105 ............... 86 
Kribs, Florence; shet at: 75.4. . >: | 32: suena 58 

Simcoe Gun Club. 

The Simcoe Gun Club organized with Chas. E. 
Boyd, president; Wyatt Goodlet, secretary-treasurer; 
H. C. Marlatt, captain: and Percy Kendall and W. S. 
McCall as a grounds committee. 

At a shoot on May 6th Harry Marlatt carried off the 
honors, breaking 86% of the targets shot at. Following 
is the score: : 

Ss. B. % 
HG Marlatts eee see 50 43 86 
D Welles <2 | aS eieee na ae 50 42 84 
WiSAMcCalie ei oe 78 62 79. 
W Hocking: : 2s. 2 Se ee 50 36 72 
Harry Brook... ee 73d 51 68 
Percy Kendall 242 ic -neae bee PAs) Pas 60 
Art Sovereen 42s anne ae 50 29 58 
Dr: Hawkins § 2292213 ee oe 50 26 52 
Geo: Folmsbee: 22cbce eee 37 19 51 
Fred 'R: Purse. 6 eee ee 25 11 44 

Cottage Gun Club (St. Catharines) 

The Cottage Gun Club of St.Catharines held the 
first shoot of their summer series on May 8th. Follow- 
ing is the score: 

S.A. B: Dbles 
10 pair 

G. Ball. 2.2: ee ae eee ee 73 65 16 
CtSinger 34.25 2) Se eee 75 60 15 
Ae MGs .65 54.2 ees 75 58 11 
GaBemard> =) -o5.) eee 75 58 Us: 
Wal Singer’) oo ae See 75 58 16 
‘Fe Jenckes’ 2-2 =): ee eee 75 ae 14 
Te Millert.) os ee 735 53 1 
AxNotmian ts. . ee Seen eee 75 51 
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BIG “EATS’’ IN THE BIG WOODS 
Remember that smell of coffee, balsam, and camp- 
fire smoke? How it floated out across the lake? How 
you paddled for shore? Remember that appetite? 
Get ready for it now, by making up a box of 

HEINZ 57 VARIETIES 
Easy to pack; easy to handle; easy to serve. Save time 
and bother of cooking. Good, pure, nourishing foods 
that have the real favor. Make out your list now: 

’ Heinz Baked Beans, of course—good hot or cold—four kinds; 
Heinz Cream Soups, tomato, celery, pea; 
Heinz Spaghetti, cooked with tomato sauce and cheese; 
Heinz Tomato Ketchup, makes everything it touches good; 
Heinz Peanut Butter, always keeps sweet; 
Heinz Pickles, Preserves, Jellies, etc. 

All grocers have them. 

Send for list of the 57 Varieties 

H. J. HEINZ CO., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
All Heinz goods soid in Canada are made in Canada _ > aD) ee ; 

F 

| 
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YU GRSIRUIBE STITT A ee ie ed ee 75 50 
Ec SHGDPSON 3.5. «/-,- - Jaeretetioate 75 49 12 
PO MOLS VEN Woictere Sac ie! cues iere 50 31 7 
ea ONCS oe soe eee 50 26 
PES EOWIN oe, Sis so aoe tat ste eee 50 22 10 

Stanley Gun Club. 

The Stanley Gun Club had a good turnout of shoot- 
ers on May 15. In the prize shoot, W. Ely, Joe Jen- 
nings, and Houghton all tied, with 26 out of 30, but in 
shooting the tie off at 15 birds, W. Ely was victorious, 
breaking 14 at 20 yards. T. Houghton was second, 
with 12 at 20 yards, and Joe Jennings third at 21 yards. 

In shooting at doubles, W. Stevens broke 35 out of 
48, and Joe Jennings 42 out of 48. 

The scores: 
G. Scheibe 70, 49; Rolph 55, 35: T. Houghton 100, 89; 
F. C. Fowler 65, 53: Noble 70, 56; W. Stevens 110, 94; 
E. Marsh 80, 66; G. Vivian 70, 59: W. Ely 100, 85; 
Griner 50, 42: E. Dorf 55, 38; A. Schnauffer 70, 56; 
G. Salisbury 70, 50; A. Tomlin 55, 38; G. Dunk 100, 80; 
W. Hughes 70, 49: J. Jennings 85, 71; —Glover 55, 49; 
E. Brown 25, 23; W. Skey 30, 25. 

Balmy Beach Gun Club. 

At the regular weekly shoot of the Balmy Beach Gun 
Club on May Ist. W. H. Lansing was high in the B. 
Class, winning the spoon. H. Goodman won the Pike 
rize. 

: T. Hodgson 80, 64; Joselin 115, 105: W. Hodgson 80, 
64; McGaw 125, 102; Lansing 100, 77; Bernard 110, 87; 
Wase 55, 43: Rothwell 50, 41: Dale 45, 35; Davis 35, 33; 
Nicholls 95, 82; Boothe 60, 58: Shaw 60, 54: Goodman 
75, 64: Cooey 60, 54; Edwards 60, 44; Spillar 25, 18; 
Francis 50, 49. 

A good turnout of members was present at the re- 
ular weekly shoot on May 15. T. W. McGaw and C. 

A. Davis tied for the spoon with 25 each, which was 
won by McGaw with one bird. 

Francis 50, 48: Murphy 35, 29: Bucke 35, 31; Davis 
60, 56: Joselin 120, 112: Rothwell 70, 52; Dale 70, 54; 
Wase 45, 39: T. Hodgson 55, 48: McCreae 20, 12: 
Shaw 45, 38: Boothe 55, 52; Dalton 100, 93; Pitcher 100, 
94: Cutler 75, 62: W. Hodgson 40, 32; Nicolls 55, 47; 
McGaw 100, 96; Breen 25, 14: Chambers 35, 16. 

Hamilton Gun Club. 

At the Hamilton Gun Club on May 8th, the members 
indulged in a lively shoot. A strong wind made the 
flight of the clay birds uncertain and the contestants 
had to be on the alert to make a showing. T.Upton,a 
former president of the club was a visitor and enjoyed 
the events. 

In the third event for the Royal Distillery Gold 
Medal, M. Carr put on the high score of 24 from 21 
yards which put him in the lead with 66 out of 75. He 
also won the club spoon given for the best score. M. 
Goodale, A. Parmenter and C Sayer all tied in second 
place with 62. 

The championship belt changed hands again when 
E. Harris put on 24 as against 17 by W. P. Thompson, 
the holder since last March. The latter has not been 
able to get the necessary practice of late which counted 
against him while the new champion has been in splen- 
did form all spring. 

D. Reid had the high total for the day getting 68 out 
of 75 which under the weather conditions was except- 
ionally good. M. Carr was just a shade behind with the 
consistent score of 99 out of 110. 

The scores were: 
Shot at Broke. 

Jin] SL oe ee re 85 63 
LNA CR ee tare: 110 99 
TET Ee eee eee 75 68 
WIEMG GHG Alen i. eee = S 90 77 
MEOW SIN BINT 8c Poo rs 95 66 
Par Rae toe ee rere 50 38 
Pee ARIMENCCT 5. oO) 2. ce oe 85 69 
- SUPT ES 50 31 
Tn, [DT 75 56 
BOESEOLE cess Se ce 75 50 
PRES TIEDIS es es os 120 95 
J BE 244 eee 75 61 
BOEAATETS Fase e.> 5. ocin 7s « sels be 75 64 
ETAL Ce 60 48 
BEE OWENN 2.2 se ss 50 34 
Court Thompson 75 63 
Pes yverw...... 75 58 
F. W. Watson 75 54 
ie Pe noOmsoOn ........ 5 5.. 75 55 
ReeereeaAWKINS ............. 65 51 
Do a 40 32 
© TLCS ee 35 27 
2. UL eee 25 17 
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Peterboro Gun Club. 

Following were the scores at a shoot of the Gun Club 
on May 7th: 

J. Louchs 75, 56; S. Coon 50, 45; H. Routley 50, 42; 
C. Graham 50, 35; J. Bolger 50, 26; Dr. Gowan 25, 20. 

At the regular weekly shoot on May 14th the scores 
were: 

J. Toucks 75, 62; H. Routley 75, 56; L. Hall 60, 38; 
Dr. Gowan 50, 39; S. Coon 50, 38; C. Graham 50, 35; 
C. Mills 25, 20; C. Wood 25, 20; C. James 25, 19; H 
Cook 25, 17; J: Simmons 25, 12; G: Eech2s.se0-a 
Bolger 25, 10; J. Lundy 25, 9: W. H. Denham 20, 8; 

Trent Valley League Shoot. 

The second of the season’s meetings of the Trent 
Valley League was held on May 12 at Belleville. 
Cobourg, the holder of the pennant, carried off the flag 
again by 199 points out of 250 against Belleville’s 187 
points. Stirling stood third and Peterborough fourth. 

Mr. George M. Dunk of Toronto attended the shoot 
and broke 46 out of 50 birds. 

Mr. Crowthers was high gun for the spoon on account 
of York’s handicap. Mr. McCallum won the watch fob 
donated by the Dominion Cartridge Company, being 
second high gun. ; sae : 

Cobourg did the best shooting individually, three 
men getting forty birds or over. One Belleville man 
only, Mr. Harry Day, got into this class by breaking 40. 
The Peterborough and Stirling gunners did not reach 
the forty mark. 

Cobourg. ( 

Broke out of 25 25 50 
Jackson 322 20%ckiceee eee 14 19 33 
Work ..-3a.. cee eee 23 23 46 
McCallitm: = ice. aaa. 21 21 42 
Purser”... > <3 ceo eo eee 18 17 35 
ATMOUL. 32-32: See 17 14 E 
Crowthers-—.4.- =e 21 22 43 

Peterborough. 

Broke out of 25 25 50 
Coon saseess 3 eee 18 11 29 
Graham) 2as0 cee eee ee 12 9 21 
Bolger =... S22) 2 see 3; 4 7 
Routley, 4. 342 eee 18 18 36 
Loucks .icccee: 22 see eae 16 19 35 

Stirling. 

Broke out of 25 255 50 
Dracup 45 o-<stoka kt eee 18 15 33 
GOok A i as eee ee ee 15 22 37 
Millan: 23.3325 2 ee 17 19 36 
Wootton... 2 eee 18 18 36 
Morton 2. cons erie ccesteees 5 12 LZ 
Anderson. <= c/o. ses ea ae eae 15 15 30 

Belleville. 

Broke out of 25 25 50 
Mc Sprague. 222.020 s-n eee 16 20 36 
Stafford Sr oo soca eee 18 — 18 
Turley as one ee Coee 19 20 39 
Day Serie. oe eceeeee 20 20 40 
Newtons iie2 ohn = oeeeee 17 18 35 
Woodley 325 os.62 esas 14 21 35 
A TArTas eee ees eee 20 17 37 

Lachine Gun Club. 

Five events were decided at the weekly shoot of the 
Lachine Gun Club at their traps on May 8th when 
there were some good scores made. The club spoon was 
won by Howard while Dey was the winner of the Maher 
spoon. The scores:— 

Practice Match, 15 Birds—Clark 15, Watson 15, 
Dey 14, Howard 14, Garrigues 14, Johnson 13, R. Lucas 
13, Doremus 13, Shoemaker 13, Robertson 12, Laing 12, 
Hodgson 11, Wood 10, H. Lucas 10; Beaubien 8. 

Club Spoon, 15 Birds—Clark 15, Howard 15, Dey 13, 
Garrigues 13, Robertson 12, Doremus 12, Wood 12, 
Shoemaker 12, R. Lucas 11, Laing 11, Watson, 10, 
Johnson 10, Beaubien 9, H. Lucas 9, Hodgson 9. 

Shoot off—1, Clarke 14, Howard 14; 2, Howard 14, 
Clarke 13. 

Sweepstakes, 15 birds—Robertson 14, Clarke 14, 
Howard 14, Laing 14, Shoemaker 13, Garrigues 13, 
Dey 12, Doremus 12, H. Lucas 12, Watson 12, Johnson 
10, Hodgson 10, Wood 10, Beaubien 9, R. Lucas 9. 

Shoot off—1, Howard 14, Laing 14, Robertson 11. 
Maher Spoon, 15 birds (handicap)—Johnson 15, 

Dey 15, Beaubien 15, Wood 15, Garrigues 15, Wilson 15, 
Robertson 14, Howard 14, Laing 14, Watson 14, R. 
Lucas 13, Shoemaker 13, Hart 13, Clarke 12, Doremus 
12, Hodgson 12. ; 

Shoot off—1, Dey, 15, Johnson 15, Beaubien 15, 
Garrigues 14, Wood 14, Wilson 12; 2, Dey 15, Beaubien 
14, Garrigues 12, Johnson 9. : =a 
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Anastigmatic 
and 

Autographic 

The New 34 KODAK 
Has the autographic feature whereby you can date and title your 

films at the time of exposure, is fitted with the new Kodak Anastigmat 

f.7.7 lens—a lens that leaves nothing to be desired in definition (sharp- 

ness) and flatness of field and has more speed than even the best of 

the Rapid Rectilinear lenses. 

The shutter is the Kodak Ball Bearing with instantaneous speeds 

of 1/25, 1/50 and 1/100 of a second and of course the usual time and 

“bulb” actions. High grade in every detail. 

No. 3a Autographic Kodak, pictures 3144 x 544, Kodak Anastigmat Jens f.7.7 - $27.50 
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Sweepstakes, 15 Birds—Doremus, 14, Robertson 13, 
Howard 13, Hart 13, Dey 12, Clarke 12, R. Lucas 12, 
Hodgson 12, Johnson 11. ; : 

Owing to a cold north wind blowing, which caused 
the birds to zigzag, the scores made on the 15th at the 
ranges of the Lachine Gun Club were not up to the 
usual standard. Howard made the highest total, while 
Barnes won the two silver spoons offered. The results: 

Practice Match, 15 Birds—Howard 14, Clark 14, 
Dey 13, H. Lucas 12, Hodgson 12, Barnes 11, Doremus 
11, Montbriand 10, Johnson 10, Farley 10. 

Club Spoon, 15 birds—Barnes 14, Howard 12, Gal- 
braith 12, Montbriand 11, Johnson 11, Clarke 10, Dey 
10, H. Lucas 9, Doremus 9, Hodgson 8, Farley 7. 

Sweepstakes, 15 Birds—Gowdy 15, Hodgson 14, 
Johnson 13, Montbriand 13, Howard 13, Clarke 13, 
Wood 13, Lyall 13, Galbraith 12, Dey 11, H. Lucas 11, 
Doremus 10, Barnes 10, Farley 9. __ x 

Maher Spoon, Handicap, 15 Birds—Johnson_ 15, 
Clarke 15, Barnes 15, Lyall 15, Montbriand 13, How- 
ard 13, Wood 13, Doremus 13, Hodgson 12, Gowdy 12, 
Galbraith 12, Dey 11, H. Lucas 10. 

Shoot off—a, Johnson 13, Clarke 15, Barnes 15, Lyall 
14, b, Clarke 12, Barnes 12, c, Barnes 14, Clarke 11. 

Sweepstakes, 15 Birds—Howard 13, Clarke 11, Dey 
11, Wood 10, Montbriand 10, Johnson 10. 

St. Hubert Gun Club 

At the St. Hubert Gun Club on May 8, Mr. Jack 
Heney and Ald. George O’Connor, after several un- 
successful tries, finally won the McCallum trophy, 
emblematic of the two man championship of the city. 
Mr. Blyth Beattie and Mr. G. B. Greene, the losers 
have held the trophy for some time. 

The scores were as follows: 

McCALLUM TROPHY SHOOT. 
By FICREY ... cctv eee Oa bis Sere erkae Se > 32—45 
Geol O? CONROE: seen bot eee 22 19—41 

‘Metals: 44.5. - Bre SOLO MRT EPE TE 5 Taesa, a) ape See tea 86 
IBM Beathiewicb.0 taste 2 etcetera 23 21—44 
Ge BY Greene =. ose cee eee SLO 18—37 

BR OEAIS Zee! 5m oot rahe eye itis ohana Ma orenere wet 81 
Majority for challengers, 5 shots. : 
For handtrap, donated by Capt. Cecil Bethune. 

Handi- 
cap. TE 

Geowrasdale- {-5:.-: 2: 2aseee es 22 2 24 
DEIR ACK ass. eis) se eo ee 20 2 22 
Wie ROMEDS te. ccusy tees 19 2 21 
RGrad MEXOPOLS. oye ee, oe ig Foner 11 10 21 
W. Brownlee 16 6 22 
AM WaanLGOD'= . osc oc ceneie ee 18 2 20 
GeorO;@onnor . 2. 2.25 eee 18 2 20 
J.J. Heney, Jr 20 = 20 
Dry Smithiee =< >: 18 Be 20 
GaREOWIRTe os 50. ee ee 18 6 19 
Wisk Cameron!: 22 eee 17 2 19 
vem CROH Meat se 2 sais Slarc aysees 17 ii 18 
Pr W AGLELSON) = 23. :.:c ss cate tie 10 8 18 
DEPESTOW Mee eye ois eae norton 15 2 17 
eb Oothr ise Cs os eee ee 13 4 17 
LR AC ISTO) 0) ee eee eo ee S 15 2 aly, 
PE MIVIGH Yt > si. ee eae 11 6 ily 
GeorBrysonsur.occcs soe me ten 10 6 16 
PVR CACEIE Re ici--is:c of. s ceciesens 8 16 5S 16 
SPP ERICIUEN ONE x sucoe ssc Sd torecnee fi 4 15 
RES GEORG) 5 ee ie soya cts eee 13 1 14 
ROA PENETE ST pore oS oe ok ie aoe 8 5 13 
Two events at 25 birds: 

Pre PE AGK Se ey. co bn arevet see 21 22, 45 
Deeeeney IT snc co 3 A ee 21 23* 44 
GeoO. Connor. ..o0 220. oes 19 22* 41 
Bmseattioneas a.) 22.5. oer 17 23* 40 
IPESCOMWD Posie 25 oo tS Oe 18 21 mack, 
eawasaalew iis... 2 ce ot nee 20 19 39 
SeRESRECENG at forete s sichc Gein wos 20 19* 39 
LOSE. (Svc 2 Ee es ee eee = 21 18 39 
‘Ce LTO ea ee 17 20 37 
ako \USCULU AT) ne 18 17 35 
OU LEST 18 16 34 
LE CET GHG ee oe 18 15 33 
Cy lf, TEATS SR i a ee 13 20 33 
ESPPR SIO DIEE SS. See es ilyé 15 32 
iis ALL VE 15 LG 31 
LI ee ee eae 15 14 29 
& BL 15 13 28 
INL 2 Ey i ive 9 26 
ic LER GET Sc) re 12 14 26 
SSeOm ES ISOUS NTs 5). cs. ~~ 15 10 25 
JD RSE TG) 7G Ee 14 9 23 
WOPAIWVCIULEISON 9... .. 272+ - cs 9 9 18 

*—1st 25 birds apply for club shoot. 
Extras :— 

DEV IROSEYS: oF. ioe ee ee 13 19 32 
OIA S SG er 4 12 16 
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The St. Hubert Gun Club of Ottawa held their 
weekly shoot at the new traps at the Rockliffe Rifle 
Range, on Saturday afternoon, May 15th, and al- 
though a strong wind blew some good scores were made. 
B. Beattie with a score of 44 out of a possible 50, 
captured the weekly spoon trophy, while Dr. Smith 
came second with 42. The scores: 

TWO EVENTS—25 BIRDS EACH. 
B. Beattie. <2 Anw. Jo: 7a Cee 21 23—44 
Dr. Smith .. 0204022 -ase 2 eee 19 23—42 
W.C. Little 30223... 528: eee 20 21—41 
Geo. Easdale*). <-> .: + ae eee 21 20—41 
Geo. O’ Connor :. 5... «045: See eee 22 19—41 
A. W. Throop -<i225 =... 42 - ee eee 18 23—41 
C. Bethune @2.0.2..3 2.5: 223eepeoee 18 21—39 
Dr: Black. - 2-0 ee See 19 19—38 
J. Richmond 3... 3. Aces 4 eee 22 15—37 
V. V. Rogers )..2.. os. eee 16 19—35 
N.L..Gameron 3... 5 42256 eeeeeee 16 19—35 
J. Brown 17 18—35 

: 18 17—35 
19 15—34 
17 17—34 
17 16—33 
17 16—33 
16 17—33 
15 17—32 

R. E.. Marry 23:0 oe. > s see eee 10 18—28 
N:. Brownlee)... io. eee 11 17—28 
J.M: Roberts, 6. ocee ee eee 11 17—28 
W..Wilhiams: 22.2. sooose eee 8 16—24 
GH: Rogers’ ...5 : face oe eee Se 12—23 

EXTRAS AT 25 BIRDS EACH. 

Geo:.0? Connor .4 occ eee 21 21 24— 66 
Geo. Easdale™ 22.22. ieee 18 19 20—57 
J. M. Roberts" 2:2... eee 17 16 

C. Bethune 22, B. Beattie 21, R. A. Sibbitt 21, V. V. 
Rogers 18, D. Black 18, O. T. Ring 18, Dr. Smith 17, 
W. J. Corby 15, Dr. Pinard 15, A. W. Throop 14, W. L 
Cameron 10, W. Williams 9. 

Dominion Cartridge Co. 

The Gun Club of the Dominion Cartridge Co. held 
their weekly shoot at Brownsburg on May 15, when 
six events were contested. In the Club Spoon event, 
Mrs. S. Wilson finished first with a total of fifteen, out of 
the same possible, while S. A. Wilson came second with 
14. The results: 

Practice Match, 10 Birds—M. C. Fletcher 8, C. Ken- 
nedy 8, Mrs. Wilson 7, P. Bart 6, T. S. Pasco 5, Mrs. 
Secker 5, Mrs. Brunelle 4, Ross Fraser 2, Miss Pasco 2, 
Wm. Way 1. 

Practice Match, 15 Birds—G. Bourne 11, Mrs. Wil- 
son 10, M. C. Fletcher 8, Mrs. Brunelle 7. 

Club Spoon, 15 Birds—Mrs. S. Wilson 15, S. A. 
Wilson 14, J. R. Thomson 14, G. Bourne 14, E. Secker 
12, E. J. Johnson 12, P. Burt 10, M. C. Fletcher 10, C. 
Kennedy 10, Mrs. Brunelle 9, Miss Pasco 9, Mrs. 
Johnson 9, T. G. Pasco 8, F. Brunelle 8, Mr. Secker 6, 
H. Butler 5, Ross Fraser 4. = 

Dupont Spoon, 25 Birds—J. R. Thomson 23, F. 
Brunelle 23, Mrs. Brunelle 22, E. J. Johnson 22, P. Burt 
20, M. C. Fletcher 20, S. A. Wilson 20, E. Secker 20, 
Mrs. Wilson 19, C. Kennedy 8, G. Beurne 18, T. G. 
Pasco 17, A. Dart 14, Mrs. Johnson 13, H. Butler 12. 

Sweepstakes, 15 Birds—E. J. Johnson 15, S. A. Wil- 
son 13, A. Dart 13, Mrs. Brunelle 11, H. Butler 11, Mrs. 
Wilson 7, Mrs. Johnson 4. 

Practice Match, 15 Birds—Mrs. Wilson 12, Miss 
Kennedy 4, T. Romanos 4. 

The following are the results of the events shot at the 
weekly mivet of the Dominion Cartridge Gun Club on 
May 22nd. 

Practice Match—(10 birds)—Mrs. Brunelle 7, M. C. ~ 
Fletcher 7, H. Heale 7, E. Secker 7, Mrs. Heale 6, E. 
Johnson 6, H. Butter 6, Mrs. E. Secker 5, Mrs. Wilsond, 
J. R. Thomson 5, W. Talbot 5, T. G. Pasco 4, M. 
Gagne 3, Mrs. Pasco 2. i 

Practice Match—(10 birds)—S. A. Wilson 9, H. 
Heale 9, Mrs. Johnson 8, W. Talbot 7, H. Butter 7, 
M. Gagne 5. : 

Club Spoon—(15 birds)—Mrs. H. Heale, 15, Mrs. 
E. Secker 15, Mrs. Johnson 15, E. Johnson 14, Mrs. 
Brunelle 12, M. C. Fletcher 12, S. A. Wilson 12, E. J. 
Johnson 11, F. Brunelle 11, T. S. Pasco 10, J. R. 
Thomson 9, H. Heale 9, M. Gagne 8, W. Talbot 7, E. 
Secker 7, H. Butter 6, Ross Fraser 3, T. Romanos 2. 

Du Pont Spoon—(25 birds)—Mrs. E. Secker 25, 
Mrs. Johnson 24, Mrs. Brunelle 21, T. G. Pasco 21, M. 
C. Fletcher 20, Ed. Johnson 20, Mrs. Heale 18, S. A. 
Wilson 18, J. R. Thomson 18, E. J. Johnson 17, Mrs. 
Wilson 16, F. Brunelle 16, H. Heale 16, H. Butter 15, 
A Dart, 14, T. Romanos 9. 

Winners of Silver Spoons—Club Spoon—Mrs. H. 
Heale. Du Pont Spoon—Mrs. E. Secker. 
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Windsor Gun Club. 

Fifty-two trap shooting experts indulged in the an- 
nual tournament of the Windsor Gun Club, at Sand- 
wich, May 24th, where some fine scores were compiled 
by Western Ontario scatter gunmen, under ideal 
weather conditions. : : 

Wes. Hart of Dresden carried off the high gun honors 
for amateurs, breaking 172 blue clay rocks out of a 
possible 175. Next to him came S. Vance of Tillson- 
burg, with 171, while W. A. Smith of Kingsville broke 
170 for the third highest honor. Jack McCausland of 
London hit 164, and R. Jordan also of London got 160. 

Rowland Day of London, professional was also among 
the high scores with 165. : ae 

Wes. Hart had a straight run of 103 without missing, 
while Vance broke 72 straight, missed one and broke 
the next 72 without a miss. W. A. Smith went along on 
a string of 73. Rowland Day broke the first 69 and 
missed two and got the next 55. 

Kingsville Next, June 3. 

The enthusiasts who attended this tournament were 
all requested not to overlook the classy shoot which 
takes place at Kingsville on June 3. This club com- 
mands about the most inviting grounds of any club in 
Canada, and a big turnout of trap shooters will un- 
doubtedly attend. 

Fort Garry Gun Club. 

The Fort Garry Gun Club held their annual holiday 
meet, May 24th in ideal weather. Occasional puffs of 
wind added impetus to the speed of the birds as they rose 
from the traps, also sending them in curves so tricky 
that even the professional marksmen who attended 
found it difficult to bring them down. At the afternoon 
shoot the wind grew steadier, blowing from the south- 
west. Several good scores were made, those of Messrs. 
Howard and Dr. Cadham being the best of the amateur 
marksmen. f 4 

The Assiniboine club still retain the Dingwall trophy, 
which they put up as the prize for the inter-club cham- 
pionship. Out of a possible 125 birds the marksmen of 
the Assiniboine club brought down 105. The Fort 
Garry club men came next with a score of 96. The 
Seven Oaks quintette registered 85, being nine targets 
short of the score of the Country club five. Spectators 
of both sexes watched the shooting, and they saw good 
marksmanship. Forty devotees of the ‘‘alluring sport’’ 
with guns in hands were at the Fort Garry club at nine 
o'clock, the hour set for the first shot to be fired. 

DINGWALL TROPHY SCORES 

The scores for the Dingwall trophy were as follows: 
Assiniboine club, composed of Messrs. B. Brodie, 

Hamilton, Howard, Muirhead and Root—105 out of a 
possible 125. 

Fort Garry club, composed of Messrs. Black, Walker, 
Cadham, Smith and Thomson—$96 out of a possible 125. 

Country Club, composed of Messrs. McMillan, 
Brown, Sweatman, Beliveau and Wye—94 out of a 
possible 125. 

Seven Oaks club, composed of Messrs. Jones, Legree, 
pa namson, Cranwell and Coulter—85 out of a possible 
25. 
The city and county championship was captured by 

Dr. Cadham, of the Fort Garry club, with a score of 44 
out of a possible 50 to his credit. W. M. Hamilton got 
second money with 43 out of 50. Three men tied for 
third place—Messrs. Howard, Black and Carr, with a 
score of 42 birds. The shoot-off was won by Howard, 
who brought down 20 straight. The city and county 
title was not the only one Cadham captured. The 
medico won the “miss and out’’ event, while Bert 
Brodie grabbed second money. 

The professional gunners held a shoot of their own 
being barred from competing in the other events owing 
to the amateur rules. McKay broke 48 out of 50, and 
then killed 25 straight. Sutton, with 44 out of 50 to his 
credit came second. Turvie missed eight birds, and 
came third with a score of 42. 

Professionals and amateurs both combatted in the 
sweepstake events, and rivalry was keen. Good scores 
were registered by amateurs, but the professionals, with 
their experience in all manner of weathers, were ac- 
customed to the misleading breezes blowing, and there- 
fore emerged with colors flying. No big scores were 
made, however. 

THE ee Se 
5 5 

=I fy ny Ter ay = r gt. t e; 5 
Wm. Obsorne ....... 9 10 o 85 
veeKay (pro) ........ 13 13 18 48 
Button (pro) ........ 14 15 17 44 
LOE en eee 8 7 10 26 
Pt 2) eee 8 9 
BaPECTSOT) < 3)-...5. 0. - 13 13 
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Conley 11 12 15 32 
Smith 12 12 14 36 
Root 9 13 18 38 
Cadham 12 10 alir/ 44 
<= Brodiei(pro) . .. .ae 13 12 Wi 34 
Be Brodie an. esses 11 12 20 37 
iBuryviel(pro)t eine 11 10 14 42 
WEE ile Ce Seon a 11 17 39 
Walker... -2..2 ee 14 11 36 
Blache dy cto eee 10 12 16 42 
Mates-h aacnrceciaee. 10 9 35 
ALROMSOD s.r ene 6 13 18 41 
Howard + nt ehece oe 11 14 13 42 
MOTHEL ie-ceie eis see ee i 8 16 
(eegree sites se reece 11 11 16 33 
Gowlterni sec. once 6 9 13 
Beliveat ease 8 10 15 38 
JONES oP aes 8 4. 17 16 
Bonds ooo eee 10 13 15 35 
Wilhamsone= =... -2 32. 13 11 18 
Flam HEON Serene, eer 13 14 16 43 
Wells? kpc be cane 10 9 
Muirhead ea tase ee 12 14 18 40 
Garr’ sow cate ohne 13 10 42 
Bensone.s. 2 i eee 11 12 15 35 
Qumn 2 session 8 8 14 
Kennedy ec se tacis 8 9 13 
TOWN! 2c eee 11 11 
McMillan’ s.2 7 12 37 

Tillsonburg Shooters at Simcoe. 

On May 24th the Tillsonburg Gun Club journeyed 
to Simcoe and had a friendly match with the shooters 
of that town, winning out by forty birds. The local 
scores were as follows. 
GWestillson Shee > 48 -Ay M. Hare <#2.->- soe 47 
“Those iaylonn. cotter ce 45. James Paynes. oo ee 45 
Jas: Vance tesco 43° -W.'GS Pow 23e- eee 42 
GG: Leach) 2. seen 37° Dr; Daylor*- eee 33 
Dr McGilverys ao. -23 30 

Thousand Island Gun Club. 

The annual Victoria Day tournament of Thousand 
Island Gun Club was held at the traps at Gananoque, 
competitors being present from Toronto, Ottawa, 
Hamilton, Belleville and other cities. G. J. E. Jennings 
of Toronto won high average for the regular event 139 
out of a possible 150 and also won the cut glass bowl 
presented by the Canadian Indians, marking forty 
straight without amiss. The office was looked after by 
Mr. Geo. Dunk of Toronto and the shoot was a suc- 
cessful affair. Mr. Sid Griffin was high gun in the 
merchandise event with 25 straight winning the twenty 
dollars in gold. Mr. Howland of Ogdensburg was 
second. 

EVENT AT 150 BIRDS. 

Geo. Walker, Ottawa, 121; J. Heney, Ottawa, 131; 
Geo. O’Connor, Ottawa, 136; R. A. Sibbitt, Ottawa 
109; Geo. Easdale, Ottawa, 126; E. G. White, Ottawa. 
140; Lewis, Gananoque, 120; Willis, Gananoque, 107; 
Tullock, Gananoque, 119; Dunk, Toronto, 124; How- 
land, Ogdensburg, 130; Hoghton, Toronto, 132; Jen- 
nings, Toronto, 139; Ely, Toronto, 132; Funnell, Gan- 
anoque, 99; Long, Hamilton, 134; Griffin, Gananoque 
118; Donovan, Gananoque, 102; Sprague, Belleville. 11g 

The Stanley Gun Club. 

The Stanley Gun Club held an open spoon shoot on 
May 22nd. The shoot was at 25 birds with added ones 
given. The following tied with 25, including the handi- 
cap: W. Stevens 2, G. M. Dunk 4, T. Socket 4, J. 
Widmeyer 8, A. Glover 4, E. Dorf 4. 

In shooting the tie off at 25 birds G. M. Dunk, T. 
Sockett and A. Glover all tied with 25 again, and in 
shooting the tie off at 25 birds the second time A. Glover 
was the successful winner with 25, having 5 added birds, 
and received a handsome Indian silverspoon, which he 
well deserved. 

J. Widmeyer, 120, 68; G. Dunk 145, 120; W. Stevens 
120, 100; E. Dorf 95, 74; W. Salisbury 120, 94 A. Glover 
105; 89; J. Jennings 145, 123; T. Sockett 105, 89; F. C. 
Fowler 80, 58; W. Skey 75, 50; H. Wase 25, 18; F. 
Cooey 25, 19. 

Hamilton Gun Club 

At the Hamilton Gun Club on Saturday afternoon, 
May 22nd, the final event of the series for the Royal 
Distillery gold medal was the chief attraction. M. 
Carr proved to be the winner of this valuable prize and 
had the tidy score of 87 out of 100 from the 22-yard 
mark. The score was remarkably good, as the weather 
conditions in two of the events were anything but ideal. 
A. Parmenter took the second prize, with 85 from 18 
yards, and shot most consistently throughout. H. 
Lennon, from 20 yards, landed the third prize, with 83. 
He had to put on 24 in the last event to get the place 
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and he was equal to the task, which also earned for him 
the club spoon given for the high score for the day. 

M. Carr, with 25 straight, also added to his laurels by 
winning the championship title from E. Harris, who 
put on 20. The emblem for this is a silver belt, which is 
made of bars. on each one of whichis engraved the name 
of awinner. There is a challenge in already, so that the 
new holder will have to defend his title at the next 
shoot. 

For high total of the day M. Carr also had things his 
own way, with 93 out of 100. T. W. Barnes had 113 out 
of 125 and is getting back to his customary form now. 
R. Day of London had 90 out of 100 and the distance 
handicap did not seem to bother him. 

The scores were: 
R.D. Shot at. Broke. 

MiGoodale .....2...530 1 eee 82 125 105 
Barris: =). eto bee vetie: 8 100 80 
MAW 2 Barnes).2 ice oe eee 80 125 113 
Wie Carr. (tes: eee 87 100 93 
mE Sturt. 6 eo eee ee 81 79 66 
AS Parmenter. cts. oce eit 85 79 63 
HeSpratt so. 2 sre. Se eee eee 65 41 
By) SReidty  - = ait oe ee 79 65 
PLAIN TTI GL was cece a aren 76 125 100 

PL Ones = 55 rece eer 82 75 60 
Be Day hbo oe oat ae) es 100 90 
Welson Long” 5.052.352 28eee 78 100 79 
WeEDillond sce as winks ager ciate 77 100 80 
I bee) Boyt) ener ee Pa aes cea c 83 7d 62 
Mette APOE Eee si2 a ct eles Eien ome 50 41 
ON Bt 20) ele eae Se Pe 77 60 51 
Pas aOp Nelle oi soe oo See 60 40 
PCOS ALES Noe ae ces eee 78 50 44 
De EGS tee, Ap eneneeas tee sa ie 25 13 

Capt. E. V. Spencer, referee. 

The scores at a practice shoot of the Hamilton Gun 
Club on May 29 were as follows: 

M. Carr 150, 134; J. Hunter 100, 88; T. W. Barnes 
175, 162; J. W. Nairn 150, 131; M. Goodale 150, 135; 
E. H. Sturt 100, 95: F. W. Watson 100, 85; W. Wark 75, 
59: George Beattie 125, 122: Nelson Long 125, 106; W. 
Dillon 100, 92; M. Lyne 150, 116: H. Lennon 100, 82; 
E. Harris 100, 90; M. Smith 50, 42. 

Jordan Gun Club 

The Jordan Gun Club held the first of their summer 
shoots on Saturday, May 8th. A high wind interfered 
more or less with the shooting, but nevertheless, some 
good scores were made. In the Dupont Trophy contest 
the scores are all quite close and the finish should prove 
very interesting. Those shooting and their scores were 
as follows: 

H. W. Hunsberry, 75, 70; A. K. Wismer 75, 65; A. 
Rubel 65, 61; E. Culp 65, 50; M. Honsberger 60, 55; 
D. Konkle 55, 48; H. Boulton 55, 46; N. Culp 55, 45: 
P. Wismer 55, 44; J. Spence 50, 43; F. Church 50, 37. 

St. Hubert Gun Club 

Messrs. George O’Connor and Cecil Bethune were 
the winners of the week end shooting at the St. Hubert 
Gun Club Westboro traps on May Ist, a large number 
of the members taking part in the competitions for the 
regular club silver spoon, and the Dupont Spoon, 
donated by the Dupont Powder Co. 

On the club spoon shoot, Mr. O’Connor made 45 out 
of a possible 50. In the competition for the Dupont 
spoon, Mr. Bethune, the energetic and popular field 
captain captured the prize with 22 targets out of 25 
which with a handicap of 4 made his score 26. Several 
others were very close with scores of 25, 24, 23, etc. 
Following is a complete summary of the day’s shooting: 

FOR THE DUPONT SPOON. 

One event at 25 birds: 
Hd’cap ane 

22 EGU ee ee ee 22 4— 26 
i TEL TE OSS SS ae ee 15 10—25 
2. LA OTe ies See ee 17, 7—24 
oa) LG SS Se ee ee 20 4—24 
coo Te, SET Ee LS ee 22 2—24 
RESEUVIILCE Wor }.00 1 hee ne. waa 17 6—23 
REM: oe a 8 18 5 23 
2. Sh EUS 23 23 
BUMOMGATICLON: 3.02265. shales ete es DA 2—23 
PEER MORAZONNOL s. os wie oe De 20 2—22 
22 135 25716) ri ri cr 11 10—21 
PV TREEOOD (oni. Sv folk cs oe 19 2—21 
INT rs. Sa rien one 21 21 
OLE 19 2—21 
A. Sheppard 

gales = S'osicieioe «sw So 14 6—20 
c° Sigs geet Se oe 18 2—20 
ne Sa eo eee 14 6—20 
2 SoS Say 13 6—19 

6—14 
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FOR CLUB SPOON. 

Two events at 25 birds: 
ee 

Geo; O’ Conner ck s ce ee ee 23 22—45 
John- Boas Pros 2 eee ee are 23 21—44 
G*“Bethune: (i); 3% = eee 21 20—41 
Geo: Easdales..5 32 cc eee oe ee 20 21—41 
V>Vo Rogers. Sale ee eee 19 22—41 
WL Gameron*::.. 22 ase <=. ee 20 20—40 
Ro Gameron : 7.505. ee ee 21 17—38 
J. BU Bunn... 2.5588 0S: ae eee 16 22—38 
AW BRrOO prt aise ae ere eee 19 18—37 
Gi J “Boothe nace: 2 etek. Se 21 14—35 
G: S“Walker; pros ..3 2 362-5 eee 16 18—34 
Geo White* 2 25. Rae see 17 16—33 
Dr-Mohr “2 2.60225 0 Boe 17 15—32 
ASSheppard 23.5 2224-0 eee 16 15—31 
IN Brownléé. a5 se..cneen eo oes ee 12 17—29 
WaiWiliams ©2202 5.2 soe Soe ee 14 10—24 
O: Ts Bing]. 2 i o.5.3: eee eee 10 13—23 
Win. -Porbes . 5 fu: tee ae oe 14 9—23 
Geo: Bryson? JEi2 25.08 se ee eee 6 10—16 
BH Baldwin: -\-nc Ae 7 7—14 

EXTRAS. 

G. S. Walker 24, John Boa 22, Geo. O’Connor 20, 
Geo. Esdale 19, J. B. Bunn 17, Dr. Mohr 17, Geo. 
Bryson, Jr. 9. 

At the weekly shoot of St. Hubert’s on May 15, Mr. - 
Blyth Beattie captured the weekly spoon trophy with a 
score of 44 out of 50. Dr. Smith was close behind with 
a 42 score. George O’Connor won the extra 25 bird 
shoot with a 66 score out of 75, making 24 out of the 
last 25 birds. 

The following is a list of the scores in detail: 

TWO EVENTS AT 25 BIRDS. 

B. Beattie 2.235245 263 21 23—44 
Dr. Smith: Sin. 302s cee eee 19 23—42 
WG. Erttle.-52 3. ae eee 20 21—41 
Geo. Easdale 3.0: +. 2-2 ee eee 21 20—41 
Geo. O? Connor =. 22 Sana eee 22 19—41 
ASW, Throop™....) =. Sse ee 18 23—41 
G. Bethunes 2 2 Se ee eee 18 21—39 
Dr Blades. See Saale see, ee 19 19—38 
J: Richmond: ; =. eee 22 15—37 
V:. V. Rogers’ 22 ic. 2 eee 16 19—35 
W..E. Cameron. 32 See eee 16 19—35 
J: Browne. .\c2 2 /gie te ee ee 17 18—35 
Gad Booth i253 ee a eee oe 18 17—35 
BR; A] Sibbitt®-2s. 643 eee eee 19 15—34 
Ro Gameron*t =. + ceo ee ee 17 17—34 
W.3.. Corby. oases oe eee 17, 16—33 
O. TiRingt -2 2.5 os 2 ee eee 17 16—33 
D.Pinard:: 2 *s. See oe eee 16 17—33 
J: WW: Stattord = SS = tn ee Le eee 15 17—32 
R.E. Harty-2eo50 22 he ee eee 10 18—28 
N.Brownlee), 2s cai fae ae ee 11, 17—28 
JoM: Roberts=2.ee 2 eee eee eee 11 17—28 
W. Williams: 053355 54.;-c2n ee ee 8 16—24 
C; H. Rogers: 27k: ease eee 11 12—23 

EXTRAS AT 25 BIRDS 

George O’Connor............. 21 21 24—66 
Geo. Basdale ce ne 18 19 20—57 
Jt MaiRoherts Seb re ee 2. 17 16 17—50 

C. Bethune 22, B. Beattie 21, R. A. Sibbitt 21, V. V. 
Rogers 18, Dr. Black 18, O. T. Ring 18, Dr. Smith 17, — 
W. J. Corby 15, Dr. Pinard 15, A. W. Throop 14, W. L. 
Cameron 10, W. Williams 9. 

Ald. Geo. O’Connor and J. J. Heney, jr., are now the 
proud possessors of the McCallum trophy, emblematic 
of the two-man trap championship of Ottawa. After a 
snappy competition they defeated Messrs. Blyth 
Beattie and G. B. Greene, who had many successful 
defences of the trophy to their credit, at the St. Hubert’s 
Gun Club on May 22nd. Heney cracked 45 birds and 
O’Connor 41, while Beattie had 44 and Greene 37. 

George Easdale won the Bethune hand-trap trophy 
when he broke 22 targets. Dr. Black won the weekly 
spoon when he tacked on a score of 45 with his handicap 
of 2. 

The scores were as follows: 

McCALLUM TROPHY. 
J. Henty..-... 5. eee 23 22—45 
George 0’ Connon=. 24 eee 23 19—41 

; Total.. 86 
B; Beattie .:". 00k. eee 23 21—44 — 
GB: Greene (750 ee eee 19 18—37 

Wotal sy. An. ca eee Pa stat Se oteee 8 
Majority for challengers, 5 shots. 
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THE CAMPER | 
will appreciate a 

supply of 

BORDEN S| 
Evaporated Milk 

(Unsweetened) 

«st Charles” “Peerless” or‘ Jersey” 

It serves all the purposes of milk 
fresh from the cow. It never 
curdles even in the hottest weather. 
Sold in convenient size packages. 
Send for our recipe book, ‘The 
Borden Way.” 

Borden Milk Co., Limited 
-MONTREAL 

SCSSSTSTSSSSSe cece eSSRSSTTTTTESSSSSESTSTTSSSSSSSESS SSS SSTE SESE eeEseeeSesEeSeeS 
ue 

s 
—— . 

“Swsesteecesacensssceseses Seccesescceces Secceesscecascsecssse eee souzesessas...° 

‘Star 
Brand” 
Ham 
and 
Bacon 

have been on the market for over 
sixty years and are known from 
Atlantic to Pacific for their uniform 
excellent quality. 

If your grocer does not keep these 
in his stock, write us direct. 

Made Under Covernment Inspection. 

F.W. Fearman Co. 
LIMITED 

Hamilton, Ontario 

Moose Heads | 
come from the Province of Que- 
bec. Several were secured in 
September and October 1914, 
with antlers having a spread of 
five to six feet. 

Mrs. H. G. Campbell Jr. of New 
York has a record of a black 
bear and a large bull moose at 
Lake Kiskisink. 

The big bull moose of Mayor 
Carter Harrison of Chicago was 
killed in Northern Quebec. 

Caribou and Deer 
are abundant in parts of Quebec 
Province. 

THE BEST TROUT FISHING 
in the world is in the Province of Que- 
bec, and so are the best Guides both for 
fishing and hunting. Read Henry van 
Dyke’s descuption of some of them in 
“Little Rivers’ 

Would you like to own 

A Summer Camp 
for your f: amily, by a forest-clad stream 
or mountain- -surrounded lake? 

You can build one of your own, by leas- 
ing a fishing and hunting territory from 
the Government of the Province, wheth- 
er a resident of it or not, or by joining 
one of the many fish and game clubs. 

Write for an illustrated booklet on ‘ ‘The 
Fish and Game Clubs of Quebec.”’ which 
tells you all about them, and adc iress all 
enquiries concerning fishing and hunting 
rights, fish and gz ame laws, guides, etc., to 

Hon. Honoré Mercier 

Minister of Colonization, 
Mines and Fisheries, 

Quebec, Que. 

= = 

I The Biggest 
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FOR HANDTRAP. 

(Donated by Capt. Cecil Bethune.) 

(Got DE KG El ees a epoiets Sine ct ome 22 
Wreblackee ac, 2. see Mada ee esc 20 
WSN ORCLS). Conte cee sa,ctere eerie oe tek 19 
GFE Rogers se. Be ions 2 2 2 eis es 11 
Wig STON DICGy ee em cyto Siaucksgrayees 14 
ALAN SRN EOODE (sort nite cae eee ee ae 18 
GeonO:Gonnoroth paces coc Se 18 
“Sea 8 STN a ene Ne. See eee 20 
[Dy oS Sire eee cs coe oo eee Pree eee 18 
Gee Dales ert ae ~ ote. 2 Siete eee 13 
Wie tGAMMeLON: 2 Sake oce.= = Sn yeehe beens 17 
AAG AVERT eroieice 5 acm) stove. ere orm) 3 WIGTOrs 11 
EDD AULETSON eaves clave Save veces hereres 10 
SPPRESV OMT te none tc. cats ccc iapie wes the 15 
CARIB GOED oo c.f 2-o2e sec ls os Sevens 13 
PARIS EDDICEE sy tes oe ctatals ciaretne cine 15 
Mebrse EO ie ees aks al ocesaie ay erele eis 11 
NR COMEDY SOM Ie oe ae aire cise ecole ene 10 
PE AGLIC MO Aah oie benaie se dterenarede ee 16 
RI ERIGHINNONG = 55 Fic crcrcs 21s las, hs wis arse tit 
MGag ES GG ECON Nae eis cioais ests, oss, © oeerss 13 
MO MMe ERIN scons Saye oo Dale vols cle iarenete e 8 

TWO EVENTS AT 25 BIRDS 

Dir. ele A ieee Ai ere ene 21 
J.J. Heney, jr. Bl 
Geo. O’Connor 19 
Ipabeattie: = oo. 30: 17 
EERO TN tian: ces ss 18 
Geo. Easdale 20 
G. B. Greene 20 
Dr. Smith Pail 
C. Bethune .. iF) 
A. W. Throop 18 
ORRIN 2) eee a tiie . 3 o5ce 18 
RaGaAMerONsees cece oes 18 
See Boothe ct ns 13 
Re ANSI bictaga. os son's as 17 
W. Williams 15 
Droiiohr~ oa. 15 
G. B. White 15 
N. Brownlee 17 
W. L. Cameron 12 
Geo. Bryson, jr. 15 
SIS ES TC THO TAG ele abe oi) a: Sova cseonech cece eae ene 14 
LM ALEEESON ia nists wien aioteens eee 9 

*First 25 birds apply for club shoot. 

Handi- 
cap. TI. 
2 24 
2 Ye 
2 21 
0 21 
6 20 
Z 20 
2 20 

= 20 
2 20 
6 19 
2 19 
7 18 
8 18 
2 17 
4 17 
Be 17 
6 17 
6 16 

Ms 16 
4 15 
1 14 
5 12 

23 45 
23* 44 
DoF VAL 
Zar) 40 
21 39 
19 39 
19* 39 
18 39 
20 37 
17 35 
16 34 
15 33 
20 33 
15 32 
16 31 
14 29 
13 28 
9 26 

14 26 
10 25 
9 23 
9 18 

Extras—V. V. Rogers, 13, 19—32; J. W. Stafford, 4, 
12—16. 

The St. Hubert Gun Club, in preparation for the 
annual championships of the Dominion of Canada 
Trapshooting Association, held the weekly shoot May 
22nd, in the form of a sweepstake at the Rockcliffe 
traps. It consisted of five events at 15 birds, the first 
50 birds to count for the competitor in the usual spoon 
trophy. 

Ald. Geo. O’Connor was high gun in these events 
breaking 72 out of 75 and with a score of 48 targets in 
the first 50 captured the silver spoon. Dr. Black was 
a close second with 71 in the sweepstakes and 46 out of 
50 for the spoon. 

In the special events, O’Connor and Heney tied with 
a score of 46 birds out of 50. 

The following is a record of the afternoon’s events in 
detail: 

FIVE EVENTS AT 15 BIRDS. 
GonnOre. sacies cscs 6s 15 15 14 14 14—72 

PACKER Pees cist te cls ae 15 13 14 14 15—71 
PAGHON MO teres oo be fe ee 12 15 15 12 14—68 
EROREES PI oi ce ayo nysiolcis ss 12 14 15 12 14—67 
CORI: 0 Ota GEC ae eee 13 12 14 12 15—66 
Ei. de rr 13 13 13 11 14—64 
(2): U TTS SS oi ee ee 14 12 13 12 12—63 
[EDSiZIG: “24 SES peor 13° 12 10 213 14—62 
SEPT. 5 SSCS Geena eee 15 12 11 14 10—62 
CATT 95 12) 89) S13) 413) 14—6 
(SRG! cane ao peIeeneen 12 2. Th 13 t3—6k 
SU 12 10 12 12 14-60 
BLAU IES ee ee 12 127 9 10500 
UULTSRTS Seer Lt 1056) 7% 1044 
ine 2 SAO Sener eae 8 10 6 10 9—43 
2 SORTIN Ss oe 10 8 9 4 8&—39 
SS Re eee 6 7 10 6 938 

SPECIALS, 2 EVENTS AT 25 BIRDS. 
RY 5 NN) Bee 23 23—46 
SPOR . NG AS oe Bee See 23 23—46 
CPL 26 sb¢godog Sse 22 22—44 
ELS. 566 SoC 6s 0 Ree 23 20—43 
| TERRE. 0. SOS he GSO eee 20 22—42 
TU ee 16 21—37 
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EXTRA EVENT, 25 BIRDS. 
Corby 23, O’Connor 21, Easdale 20, Rogers 19, 

Brownlee 18, Brown, A., 9. 

Owing to the absence of many of the members, who 
had gone to Gananoque for the annual tournament 
of the Thousand Island Gun Club, the Victoria Day 
tourney, which the St. Hubert club was to have held at 
Rockcliffe was called off. Some of the members turned 
up and a shoot took place. Mr. W. L. Cameron shot in 
grand form, breaking 91 birds out of 100. Mr. V. V. 
Rogers won the club spoon, having the highest score in 
the first 50 birds. The scores were as follows: 

MORNING SHOOT. 
Total 

15 15° 15 S15 15> oe 
W. L- Gameron:.....- 12 12 “15 1#& AS 25—o 
W...J2 Gorbys cones 13 14 12 12 15 23—89 
ViVi Rogers “tee 2 12 13 15 15 12 21—88 
B.Beattie.- =e eee 14 13 12 12 14 21—86 
CsBethune*- eae 11 9 15 13 14 21—83 
OPT. Ringe 14 10 9 12 10° 20—75 
AC Bleuser:sosise eee 7 8 10 7 10 16—58 

Extras, at 25 birds: 
V. V. Rogers 22, C. H. Rogers 18. 

AFTERNOON SCORES. 

3 Events at 25 birds. 

G@: BiiGreene. os .5 cee ence 22 22 25—69 
Ge Brown): 2rsss ees 6 see Cee 23 21 23—67 
Dr. Black 22440 a see ee ee 23 24 19—66 
ViVi Rogers: 3 sd sie eee 23 24 19—66 
Wis.:Ganieron® foto eee eee 19 19 21—59 
G:J.-Boothiie. aes sA KEE 21 18 20—59 
WK CHALTEE Sos eae oe 20 22 16—58 
OF TeRing a. on ae ee ee eee 15 16 16—47 
Ge ARogers? 22a onee eee 18 18 -—36 

Specials. 
G:.B. Greene®.s os a eee 23 23—46 
Wi. Vi sRogers:)..o 0.342 epee eee 23 22—45 

At St. Hubert’s Gun Club on May 29 the following 
were the scores: 
Two events at 25 birds for club spoon: 

re 
EGe White-(pre)-~ 7: So. Seaton 23 25—48 
Geo; Basdale- ont. Sieis nha 25 23—48 
OME SRIBS 5 oa pin des d.c teenie ole 25 23—48 
Geo7O*? Gonmnors she e6 cei oen eee 24 23—47 
Dr Blacks Fs 2 econ one no eee 25 22—47 
Je SHeney Ee sno owen ete eee ee 23 23—46 
JE A BTOWIG A Sse. nom hee 23 22—45 
Ge Bethune. 322s cacs See 23 22—45 
Dr: IPG. Smith 94.2 on ce ccs oOo 21 24—45 
W:. Gz Littler tion .,6 ave noe ce ee 22 22—44 
Wi VOFROSEES B22 55)-(e)o 20:5, ors ions reac eee 23 21—44 
iB: Beatties ..2: os Ben conus ae pa 22—44 
Dr. Pinard oo he ee Cee 24 19—43 
ally. cee ies lou: See eee 21 22—43 
Wi J= Gorby- pres a. coc ce Sere 20 19—42 
ASW. Ehroop. igs sss 5 ees ae 20 20—40. 
Gc E. Whitelie¢.cce: SS See 19 20—49 
Dr) Mohr, S85 ae Ss ode eee 20 18—38 
Gr J Booth 295s ese eee 20 18—38 
AS Bedard! tcc ok ok ee ee 18 18—36 
Re AC Sibbitts ee in omar eee eee 16 19—35 
G2 HARosers: Sein sect os ie ook eee 16 18—34 
Wie Williams?2¢3 4972.57 Scere 17 16—33 
INS Brownlee. ae cccn an eee 18 15—33 
JaRichmond: s)-Se Seen ee 16 15—31 
WaLeGameroni . ocd 17 13—30 
Pe Mcliuckie= er. 2 eon manic 12 15—27 
Ri BoHarry Syston eo ace 13 14—27 
Dr- "Watterson 335.40 cece woe 12 9—21 
IM. (Grantte See erie ani sie ee 6 o—I1 

One event, 25 birds, Stevens trophy: E. G. White 
(pro), 25, Geo. Easdale 20, O. T. Ring 18, Geo. O’Con- 
nor 19, Dr. Black 23, J. J. Heney, Jr. 22, J. E. Brown 19, 
C. Bethune 21, Dr. I. G. Smith 24, V. V. Rogers 17, 
B. Beattie 24, Dr. Pinard 21, Lally 25, W. J. Corby 15, 
A. W. Throop 17, G. R. White 15, Dr. Mghr 18, C. J. 
Booth 16, A. Bedard 19, R. A. Sibbitt 17, C. H. Rogers 
14, N. Brownlee 20, J. Richmond 16, W. L. Cameron 
18, P. McLuckie 12, R. E. Harry 17, Dr. Watterson 12. 

Extra events at 25 birds:—E. G. White (pro), 25, 
24—49; Geo. Easdale 23; O. T. Ring 22; Geo. O’Con- 
nor 24; J. J. Heney, Jr., 23, 23—47; Dr. I. G. Smith, 25; 
V. V. Rogers 21, 22—43; E. Beattie, 25; W. J. Corby, 20 
22—42: A. W. Throop, 16; R. A. Sibbitt 21; J. Richmond 
21; W. L. Cameron 17; Dr. Watterson, 9; E. R. McNeil 
14. 

O. T. Ring through a handicap won the club spoon. 
Mr. E. G. White broke 99 birds out of 100, making a 
break of 89 straight. 
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Bovril keeps the Food 
Bills down Spina all pooner and stews more 

nourishing with Bovril. It takes 

a joint of beef to make a bottle of Bovril. The body- 

building power of Bovril is from ten to twenty times the 

amount taken. Bovril means more strength—less cost. 

LET CLARK’S CATER 
for your summer camp and enjoy the cuisine of the best chefs. 

SOUPS—Chateau Brand Concentrated in all var- 
ieties deliciously flavoured. 

ENTREES—de luxe, Irish Stew, Stewed Kidney, 
Beefsteak and Onions, Cooked Tripe, Corned Beef, 
Auate etc.. and Clark’s Celebrated Pork and 
eans. 

COLD LUNCH—Corned and Roast Beef, Lunch 
Ham, Lunch and Ox Tongues in tins or glass, Jellied 
Hocks, English Brawn, Boneless Chicken, Pig's Feet. 
Potted and Devilled Meats, etc. 

MINCEMEAT PLUM PLUDDING 

Clark’s Tomato Ketchup. No finer or more 
appetizing ketchup on the market Absolutely pure. 

W. CLARK, LIMITED MONTREAL 

Fine For Fishermen 
Palmer’s Sporting Packs have satisfied hunters and fishers for over thirty 

years. They are soft, pliable, comfortable, noiseless, w: a roof, te one 

and durable. We make none but high-quality goods and tan all le 
we use, by our own secret! process. When you get a pair of 

Palmer’s ‘‘Moose Head Brand” 
sporting boots, you get the best there is in le 
and in good service. Every pair hand-sewn. Thiseast 

enables us to put out better Ben Write 
alogue ‘‘R’’—free on request. We fill or 

@ John Palmer Co., Limited, - Fredericton, N.B. 

ES Ee 
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Peterborough Gun Club. 

At the regular shoot on May 20th the scores were: 
J. Loucks 125, 97: H. Routley 100, 90: S. Coon 100, 

83: C. Graham 100, 68: J. Brightman 50, 29: Dr. Gowan 
25, 22: Dr. Frank 25, 20: C. Wood 25, 17: W. Belleghem 
25, 13: C. James 25, 13; C. M. Moncur 25, 9: J. Lundy 
Pee 

And on May 27th they were: 
H. Routley 75, 57: C. Graham 75, 50; J. Loucks 50, 

38: R. Tivey 50, 30; J. Lundy 50, 29; Dr. Gowan 25, 22; 
C. Mills 25, 21; W. Belleghem 25, 19; Dr. Frank 25, 19; 
C. Pech 25, 19; J. Brightman 25, 15; C. Wood 25, 15; 
C. Moncur 25, 12. 

Port Stanley. 

The Port Stanley Gun Club held a successful shoot 
at the club’s grounds, May 24th. Splendid prizes were 
given to the winners, the scores were as follows: 

Event Kee Seen 
AEPAS EC ROMIWELL «conse, cies o feats = cis cis ocean Ss “ye 2—22 
EIIVIOOLe peer oon ra tae tee ina 24 Q—24 
RVI UNN IRM Rn Sco es eres let een in ats 21 2—23 
BASSE DVN bss peach Hopes tonite: onairatov anor avaroreas irs 23 0—23 
PAO in ike Se ee Con en ae ICE cere 24 1—25 
She LLL el at Ses eee coeleneae aaad Sie eta alana 22 1—23 
Wisliindleyes ooo scr es pas oa ae ole 21 2—23 
VSS SSLEET TPO A See et a eee 19 4— 23 
GCoateughieet So ee. Be) tae Sais 17 3—20 
UR Cg > Se ae ee 2 ee oe Sees 24 O0—24- 
PRCMOROMET ating? he os DONIS cocks te 2 eee 24 1—25 
INGSESTEE COM Me: 250 Soe eo ee ee eee 21 1—22 

Event at 25, no handicap. 
H. Moore, 21, H. Dunn, 21, F. Young 22, E. Carry 24, 
W. Hindley 20, C. Thorn 21, C. Hough 19. 

Event at 25, no handicap. 
W. Hindley 22, F. Young 22, C. Hough 20, H. Moore 

21, W. Stanton 17, H. Dunn 19, A. Glover 22. 
Event at 25, no handicap. 
A. Glover 24, W. Hindley 23, C. Hough 16, Glover 25, 

Hindley 23. 
On May 24th the Port Stanley Gun Club held their 

holiday shoot for F. Gilbert loving spoon, which was a 
tie between E. Carry and A. Glover, who each killed 
24 out of 25. The long run prize was won by Harry 
Moore with 23. High score at 100 was A. Glover with 
95 killed. There were 775 birds shot at and the 12 
shooters participating made an average of 670 through- 
out the whole program. 

South Yarmouth Gun Club. 

Notwithstanding the many counter attractions on the - 
holiday those of the members who took part in the blue 
rock shoot of the South Yarmouth Gun Club on May 
24th enjoyed the practice and had some fine sport. 
The shoot was held at Sam Fortner’s near White’s 
Station. There were four events at blue rocks and the 
scores were as follows: 

First event, 25 targets, unknown angles—Sam Ship- 
lley 18, Melvin Vanhorne 17, Will Binns 21, Frank 
Thompson 12, Roy Guest 18, Albert Johnson 10, Sam 
Fortner 12, Will Metler 15. 

Second event, 5 targets, field shooting—S. Fortner 2, 
R. Guest 3, F. Thompson 4, W. Metler 4, A. Johnson 1, 
S. Shipley 1, W. Binns 4. j 

Third event, ten targets, 5 pairs, known angles—S. 
Shipley 8, W. Binns 9, W. Metler 9, A. Johnson 9, F 
Thompson 9, S. Fortner 6, R. Guest 5 out of five. 

Fourth event 10 targets, unknown angles—S. Shipley 
6, F. Thompson 8, S. Fortner 5. 
In the rifle practice event the rifle used was equipped 

with an ivory bead front sight and Lyman rear sight, 
fitted with a Watson eye-cup. This combination of 
sights, with the use of .22 long rifle cartridges, and a 
standard target with half-inch white centre within a two 
inch black bull’s-eye made almost ideal target condi- 
tions. Each contestant shot off-hand and out of a 
possible 100 points the scores were: S. Fortner 90, 
F. Thompson 86, E. Binns 65, W. Binns 79, A. Johnson 
91, M. Vanhorne 91, W. Metler 93. 

Hensall Gun Club. 
The Hensall Gun Club’s shoot on May 24th was well 

attended. The scores were as follows: 
First Eight High Shots at 150 Birds. 

F. Kerr 131, J. Passmore 123, D. Britnell 120, J. Fieb- 
ner 119, T. Boa 119, G. Dalrymple 114, R. Bell 110, 
W. Saunders 92. 

Shot at 135 Birds: 
J. Humpin 81. 
Shot at 130 Birds. ‘ 
H. Soldan 87. 

Shot at 20 Birds: 
T. Shattock 11. 

. 
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Team Shoot—25 Targets per Man. 
Exeter. Hensall. 

Se Kerr. 622 Se eee 23 -“R.Bell? ee 23 
dpels ii Gite nee Se - ot 20 J.-Passmiore; 7 -nne see 22, 
J.trebener:. 22 012 se 20 G.Dairymple -........ 21 
iW Sanders#= 5.28 ease 16 D-Britnells a 20 

otal’ (2 3 eer 79 Total: o.oo 2 eee ee 86 
Hensall won by 7 birds. 

Springwood Gun Club. 

At the Springwood Gun Club shoot on May 24th in 
the regular events, Glover was high man in actual 
birds,. broken, but with the handicaps added, five were 
tied for first place, with a total of 57 each. Lots were 
drawn to determine the prize-winners, and Clinger was 
the lucky man to draw the winning number. _ ; 
s In the double bird event, Simcox and Myers tied with 

each. 
It might be explained that the handicap used was 

the added bird handicap, each shooter being allowed the 
number of birds added to his score that he missed in 
events one and three. This system is determined by lot 
and the handicap is not known until the events are all 
finished. . E 

The scores follow: ; 
1 Py) 3 
15 15 15 15 Hkps Ei 

Glover 7. 3....25 15 15 13 2—57 
Clinger =... ee 11 14 13 13 6—57 
Waildes. =: tee 14 12 13 15 3—57 
Stone! ss eS 11 14 10 13 9—57 
O Rourke —— = 12 13 10 14 8—57 
Brown eee al 13 13 11 13 6—56 
Goleman.-.-425- 15 13 14 12 1—55 
Miyerssincs aon 12 12 14 13 4—55 
Parker .5 .s2st50e 12 13 15 11 3—54 
Webb. o st et 10 12 9 12 11—54 
SHNCOK = os es 14 12 12 11 4—53 
Bogie. i. 2. e: 11 1s 10 10 9—53 
Baker se eee 10 10 8 12 12—52 
SHEnCED see ee 13 aT 10 a 7—50 
Walker ors. soe 11 Ast 11 Le 8—48 
Hiyorani ais fe. 11 7 9 5 10—42 
Stevens. Sens 1l 3 10 5 9—38 
Duflield? 2s. 52" 10 9 5 ae ..—24 
ttle sen cake a 10 : — —10 

P DOUBLES., 5 pairs. : 
Simcox 9, Myers 9, Waide 8, Hyman 8, Clinger 7, 

Coleman 7, Brown 7, Glover 7, Parker 7, Walker 6, 
Spence 5, Bogue 3, Webb 3. : 

DOUBLES—EXTRA EVENT, 5 pairs. 
Hyman 5, Clinger 10, Coleman 9, Brown 6, Webb 3. 

Dominion Gun Club. 
Something over $36 was handed over to the Red 

Cross Fund as proceeds of the annual tournament of the 
Dominion Gun Club held May 29th. The Club Spoon 
was won by E. P. Johnson, while the Dupont Spoon 
and Gold Button went to Mrs. E. J. Johnson. The 
gentleman’s handicap prize was won by Master E. L. 
Johnson. Mrs. E. J. Johnson took the Ladies’ Handicap 
prize, while the consolation prize went to F. G. Pasco. 
P. Bart won the long run prize. 

The scores: 
Club Spoon (15 birds).—E. J.- Johnson 14, Jno. 

Kettyle 14, J. Connelly 14, H. Heale 13, Mrs. F. 
Brunelle 13, Mrs. H. Heale 12, T. G. Pasco 12, Mrs. E. 
G. Sacker 11, F. Brunelle 11, E. G. Secker 11, R. 
Golphin 11, C. Kennedy 11, E. L. Johnson 10, P. Burt 
10, W. Talbot 10, J. R. Johnson 9, M. Gagne 9, S. A. 
Wilson8 C. King 8, Mrs. S. A. Wilson 8, Mrs. Talbot 
8, Mrs. E. J. Johnson 7, M. C. Fletcher 7, A. Griffin 7, 
Mrs. F. Pasco 6, W. Riley 4, R. Fraser 2. 

Du Pont Spoon ‘(25 birds).—Mrs. E. J. Johnson 23, 
P. Burt 21, E. L. Johnson 18, S. A. Wilson 18, H. Heale — 
18, E. H. G. Secker 18, E. J. Johnson 18, Mrs. E. G. 
Secker 17, Mrs. S. A. Wilson 17, Mrs. F. Brunelle 17, 
R. Golphin 17, W. Riley 17, F. Brunelle 16, M. C. 
Fletcher 16, J. R. Thomson 16, W. Talbot 14, C. Ken- 
nedy 14, M. Gagne 12, A. Griffin 12, T. G. Pasco 10. 

Gentlemen’s Handicap (25 birds)—E. L. Johnson 20, 
P. Burt 20, R. Golphin 19, E. G. Secker 18, M. C. 
Fletcher 17, T. G. Pasco 17, A Griffin 16, F. Brunelle 
14, E. J. Johnson 14, S. A. Wilson 14, J. R. Thomson 12 

Ladies’ Handicap (25 birds).—Mrs. E. J. Johnson 
20, Mrs. S. A. Wilson 17, Mrs. F. Brunelle 16, Mrs. E. 
G. Secker 14, Miss F. Pasco 12. 

Consolation Handicap (15 birds) —F. G. Pasco 12, 
M. C. Fletcher 11, Mrs. F. Brunelle 10, S. A. Wilson 
= ee G. Secker 8, F. Brunelle 8, A. Griffin 6, Mrs. 
ecker 5. 

—s. 
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COFFEE 
not because it is 
Made in Canada, 
but because it is 
the equal of coffee 
made in any 
country. 

Quality 
First! 

DV PWEDE 

PEON) 
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yy 

LIGHT Y 

Throws light 

Of Canadian National Carbon Company, Ltd. 

OUR 
In Camp, Garage, Motor Boat, or Home with 

EVERFADY FLASHLIGHTS 
Powerful — dependable — instant light at the 

touch of your thumb. 
Carry one in your pocket. 

Have one in your auto and 
motor boat tool kits. Keep 
one beside your bed at night 
— always. 
No wires, no matches, no 

danger of fires. Wind and 
rainproof, 

Get Real Service 
EVEREADY Lights combine 

sturdy Cases and EVEREADY 
Mazda Lamps with the famous 
EVEREADY Tungsten Batter- 
es which are absolutely guar- 

- No. 2659 anteed for long and useful life. No. 2631 
‘owerfu 15 Jickel Tut Fee he: 75 styles, from vest pocket to Nickel Tubu 

big search lanterns. € 
Water long distance. 40,000 dealers. If yours can’t Light. Wate 

Durable Fibre supply you— write us. “ay roof. 

GEES PLES Send for Free Illustrated = 
$3.50 Catalogue No. __ $1.65 

“CANADIAN MADE FOR CANADIAN TRADE” 

CANADIAN EVER READY WORKS’ TORONTO 
ONTARIO. 

WAY & 

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK 

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER 
Regulates to Step and Registers Exact Dis- 

&. & A. CUNTHER CO. = - 

tances ; Simple, Accurate, Durable. 

useful to SPORTSMEN. 

points. 

Whether you 

where, 

Pedometer 
whole story 
how far you 
travelled. 

s oe FULLY 
rr GUARANTEED 

One Hundred 
Pedometer, 
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AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY 

902 CHAPEL ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Agents for the Dominion of Canada 
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of outdoor sport, and especially 
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sary adjunct to compass and = 

t 
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for health, business 
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everywhere, 
the AMERICAN 
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Mile 
$1.50 
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Lachine Gun Club. 
The best programme of sport and prizes ever offered by the Lachine Gun Club were shot for May 24th, but 

only twenty-three shooters were present. The weather during the morning was warm and bright. Lunch was 
served on the grounds. Several Sa ae a ladies—were present. The scores were: 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 
APO Ms yallt ye oo aes. Weer tas eer s 15 13 13 12 15 15 14 13 12 12 134 
PEW aber: Bynes kc. oie teres elation 15 9 14 14 i 13 15 14 13 14 133 
“10 1SYOE ee APs tiers AER E NS ccc CAR eRRIE DN 9 11 11 13 10 11 14 12. 12 10 113 
Miss Je So BbO0ab sce Ek toe 12 7 12 11 11 10 11 11 12 13 110 
eSB OalMLO)s es ee eke eee ee 15 15 14 14 11:5) 12 14 15 15 14 143 
Growandtlce. oxen ine 15 7 12 13 15 13 14 14 13 14 130 
WPAWWCSEIAK Ee Sie ncc ae Corea 14 14 10 11 12 11 13 14 Di 5 115 
IMA tna cote creche ee aera 15 14 13 12 14 13 12 14 12 13 132 
AClarikwe Se erie ee eae tne 14 11 13 12 8 9 14 11 11 8 113 
MaGalbratthes rr ose cor coe eee 14 12 12 14 14 11 14 12 12 15 130 
(Guls Bin ipa cto ate ere ore on a aioe 14 12 12 11 13 12 12 11 11 12 120 
PPR EAI CAG BW sa tars Sie bie acto Hae dyandhs 15 13 15 14 15 12 14 13 14 13 138 
Ree Vontbrand. 9s) sce ane 10 15 14 15 15 11 13 14 14 15 136 
ce wiser irs clei teas dao nate 13 14 12 12 13 13 14 Uw 1155 i133 132 
ERG OWE rece ee ake ee ee beens 13 10 12 il? 15 Se bt ae ee : 62 
ES Ode etree cok Paha Roe oho anaes 14 9 So ; 23 
AG ELL goes ora 5 tiene ctete onconernelepee Am 11 6 7 7 11 i 13 76 
SULA EM eee tonite oie oiceei ti cratoietae avers 14 10 w 9 33 
WA SS ONNSONS oben e ee oo. nois otimnane ae Ae 7 10 13 6 12 12 11 10 81 
(Gs (CONS SSR aerate SCR oes Hi $s 5a ee a ae 12 9 11 11 43 
A. Ruel * tt ae ts a Ac 15 12 13 14 54 
A. Dey as af Ee nce ae a ea 14 14 13 41 
WABBOUCKEI ce toe fone ce corners 11 we aft 

High Aggregate. 
First prize, silver cup—R. Lucas. 
Second prize, silver cup—R. R. Montbriand. 
Third prize, $5—T. O. Lyall. 
Fourth prize, silver spoon—J. H. Maher. 3 
Fifth and sixth prizes, silver spoon—R. Lewis, M. Putnam, tie. 

Longest run. ; : x 
Won by R. R. Montbriand (silver cup), miss and out; merchandise prizes. 
First prize, $15—R. Lewis. 
Second prize, $10—J. H. Maher 
Third prize, $5—C. Howard. 
And eighteen other prizes. 

Pastime Gun Club at Sandwich. 

At the registered shoot of the Pastime Gun Club on May 24th Wes. Hart was the winner with a score of 172-175 
There were 49 shooters at the traps. 

The Du Pont trophies were won by, G. S. Vance, 2 runs of 50: W. A. Smith, 1 run of 50; W. Hart, 106 straight 
Theo. Wigle 1 run of 50; R. Jordan 1 run of 50; R. Day Lrun of 70. 

The scores: 
15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 

SRGEVEUCE Rn... ree 15 19 15 20 15 17 15 20 15 20 175 171 
eee Smitha tos cca ci ec ee 14 17 14 18 14 18 14 20 14 16 175 159 
PRR UOLG AMC et es avn, ates eek ee 14 18 14 14 15 17 14 20 15 19 175 160 
JevieGausland, 50). saa 14 ZONeaalis 20 14 19 13 17 15 19 175 164 
5S tod DEN is Ay apna ira cs 15 19 iS} 18 14 20 15 20 13 18 175 165 
GaMicintoshe. nse5 0. cae aon 15 18 15 18 15 17 15 20 14 20 175 160 
JE aARtor dhs, § sti cot ee: 13 18 14 19 10 17 14 7 14 20 175 156 
Waianae s are | eo a om an 15 19 14 20 15 20 15 20 13 20 175 172 
DR S OnE hrs aes «trove wey 4 eee 15 18 14 15 13 17 12 16 14 17 175 151 
IWS SE SLOLES per. oy Nee 14 20 12 17 15 iW) 15 19 15 18 175 162 
WAS Smithimes.,...csn coe wees 15 20 15 20 14 18 15 19 15 19 175 170 
DS Wigle wer 3! eo a 11 18 ital 19 12 20 Sy 20 15 18 175 159 
IIR WAL OTR tee icv Te Bee 13 18 14 18 il7/ 12 105 92 
ACC Monaldi. = = noc ee 13 19 14 20 13 17 15 18 13 17 175 159 
wi Pastorious! 5 oe). 2b eet 10 77 15 17 13 17 13 19 ie a 140 121 
EPP OUG I: oe cic ss ek eee 13 17 11 16 14 18 13 18 13 15 175 160 
DerlanbwiGke nf) 7. aS es 15 20 13 16 14 19 14 18 14 14 175 179 
Bey antels@e ee stan 11 15 14 19 ne : ae 4 70 59 
Meathonipson.. ks 198 20 13 18 44 HIG 5155 18 4130 = Sq eeeetgeeas 
Jeventland’ <4 2.65. > eee. 10 19 12 18 8 17 15 14 15 14 175 145 
Wresshare. i. eee. 10 1.253 11 16 19 14 13 12 11 13° 17a ae 
MESharnon ete VA) 12 17 12 1g 2 17 {47-~ WS 9 . 13- - 7 eee 
GAOrtont: eee occ ce eae 14 7 14 17 12 20 14 20 14 15 175 157 
ovlavlonew. vie 2k!) ae 12 19 12 19 12 19 13 19 14 20 175 159 
OSGi. eee Loe 8 12 10 BS as ; ane A oie 50 30 
pies GONOVvere 8. «<4. See. 12 10 7 12 11 17 8 8 7 3 175 85 
OM mpErankKey, cee se, ces ee es 11 15 12 20 11 17 12 19 13 15 175 147 
Gee Brown 2.5 565 be oe 11 15 14 17 8 18 4 13 14 13 175 141 
EIVOllens eas > ese. 14 16 8 17 11 17/ xa an 105 83 
REBINENTIS rts es Se Bo ok 13 16 9 Me =a ; ae Re 50 38 
IS PeCles ee ae Oye ooh, 14 19 14 18 11 WZ, 13 16 1 14 175 148 
WOR Ini s eee eee eee 14 10 12 x5 = - ee ity 50 37 
eavoungblood 2... <.s660eds. 6 ee ee as e a on 15 6 
EeeDGlsonmeens 2h) Ooo cn. 14 18 12 19 14 20 14 19 14 15 175 156 
fmebbrasher 6. yeS sa. nk 12 16 i, 20 10 15 14 19 13 14 173 eet 57, 
SUGARS 21 ee ee ee 14 10 12 ets ae Suc A 3 50 36 
ROMEO ES ets hee ee ele ee 10 18 12 16 i 70 56 
0). [EY TaY SG Gee a eit 4 9 11 iG as 70 35 
SENOS Gy ee a eee ae 17 10 16 11 12 85 66 
HIRT Cae ee 15 7 12 16 12 ous 90 62 

J), TRG): Cae 16 13 18 13 17 13 105 89 
1B LETH ia) ona ae i 9 oD 12 12 Be 70 42 
ii, [ES Eizo] 17/ 13 17 ae be f 55 47 
Mise Wiarcon) ....:.-s.s.s- 7 14 10 3 8 90 42 
DEB as <2 2 eee 13 19 12 15 13 90 72 
IHOIGr 2 Jeo Bae 9 14 14 17 11 90 65 
IRM] oo ne 14 18 13 18 13 20 110 96 
a Holmen) 7) is ee a au 5: 14 ort 20 14 

*Professionals. - 
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Yes! There’s a difference in 

me LEN TS — 
[That is why we keep telling you of our 
“Standard Weatherproof”’ Quality. 

The Cotton Is Different 
The Weave Is Different |That’s the reason they shed 
[he Tent Is Made Different | : ; fos, And It Wears Different (Water like a duck’s back. 

If your dealer cannot supply you write for 

our 120 page catalogue of Camp Equipment 

J. J. Turner & Sons 
Complete Camp Outfitters 

Government Peterborough, Ontario. Contectors 

pea 
We HERE are several excellent Canoe 

Trips in Ontario, of which we can 

F furnish serviceable charts, as well as 

Outfit providing the provisions, Tents, Utensils, 

Blankets ‘and General Outfit. For up- 

Camping wards of a quarter of a century, it has been 

—— " a special feature of our business to outfit 

P arties Camping Parties, and we know the re- 

quirements thoroughly and invite inquiries. 

ESTABLISHED 1835 

MICHIE & CO., LTD., 7 King St. W., Toronto, Can. 



Curious Fishing Experiences. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 

I read with interest Thos. Wight’s Curios- 
ities of Angling and will now give one of my 
own experiences. Fishing for minnows for 
bait purposes, using a rod, reel and about 
forty yards of line I had fair success but at 
last got a strong pull. Before I could get it 
in, a stronger pull came and my line ran out. 
1 kept as stiff a line as I dared to, and the line 
went out about thirty yards and then I got 
it checked and began to reel in. After three 
quarters of an hour I landed and killed a 
maskinonge weighing 534 Ibs, containing, 
when opened up, a black bass about 5 inches 
long and 31% ounces in weight. The minnow 
and bass must have both made a dash at the 
same time. The hook in the bass was well 
down in the gullet. The bass was well in the 
stomach of the “lunge and the strain of the 
hook in the bass’s mouth kept it well across 
the “lunge’s stomach so that it could not 
disgorge it. Taking it home I took the 
minnow hook, making a memo. of month, 
date and year, where caught, weight of bass 
and ’lunge. I put it into an envelope and have 
it yet. The *lunge was hooked at 2.30 p. m., 
first seen to be one at 3 p. m. and landed: and 
killed at 3.15 p. m. Other fishermen have 
had the same experience but failed to land 
the lunge. 

One more experience. A merchant of this 
village and a friend went to Crow Lake 
trolling for “lunge, using trolling spoons. 
The friend, who had a larger line, had a bite 
and began to reel in. Shortly afterwards the 
merchant had a bite and reeled in also. 
When brought near the boat the lines seemed 
to be tangled up, but finally the fish was 
pulled in and both trolling spoons were in its 
mouth. The friend with the longer line 
hooked it first and while it was being pulled 
in it caught sight of the other spoon and bit 
at it and was caught by it also. This *lunge 
weighed between 6 and 7 lbs. 

Yours truly, 
Marmora, Ont. Henry M. Jones, M. D. 

AB. C. Trapper Writes. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 

In the March number of Rod and Gun Mr. 
. P. L.’s article on ‘Outdoor Facts and 

Fancies” while mainly to the point raises 
several points which can hardly be endorsed 
by all observers. Especially is this the case 
where he gives reasons for fur bearers being 
found plentifully near settlements. 

In the course of settling up a country the 
trappers and hunters usually precede the 

SF 
i 

mee 

farmers, and the few animals left by the 
former do not justify another winter’s trap- 
ping and so are left to breed in peace so long 
as they do not worry the farmer too much. 
The average farmer only traps and kills in 
self defence which means predatory animals 
and gophers (in the Western country where 
I live), consequently the harmless muskrat 
and beaver, besides grouse and rabbits enjoy 
protection from their natural foes which 
completely offsets the domestic cat and 
amateur trapper. This forms in a few years 
a reserve of food which is discovered by 
carnivorous fur bearers while wandering 
round in search of pastures new, and here 
they settle and breed until they reach con- 
siderable numbers and grub gets scarce. 
Their next move is a series of depredations on 
fowl roosts which draw attention to them and 
people wonder where they all came from and 
how long they have been there. Of course 
some trapper staying in the setlement over the 
summer may find them out and put in the 
next winter on them, meanwhile saying noth- 
ing of his find. 

The assertion that quiet neighborhoods 
will not tolerate flying bullets which may 
endanger lives does not correspond with my 
experience which goes to show that more 
danger is to be apprehended from lads with 
.22’s than from regular hunters and trappers. 

R. P. L. says that traps should be visited 
_ twice every 24 hours, but in some cases this 

is a manifest impossibility. My trail last 
winter, for example, was approximately 18 
miles long and through mountains at that. 
On a shorter trail I could not have made a 
living as fur bearing animals are not evenly 
distributed over territory but in patches. 
I often travel over a mile where nothing of 
value makes a track. And let me tell you 
that thirty-six miles a day over the Selkirks 
and through snow every day is some hiking. 
As regards the sliding wire or other devices 
for drowning animals, I always use them 
where possible. In fact it pays to do so from 
acommercial point of view apart from human 
motives. I sometimes use a spring pole but 
do not see anything merciful in it. It merely 
elevates the animal so that he cannot chew 
off his foot with such ease as on the ground, 
and if the animal dies quicker it is because the 
pain is worse. At times it is necessary, if 
you want to preserve the skin from other 
animals, to make use of the springpole. If 
anyone tries visiting traps for foxes, wolves 
or coyotes twice a day he will scare them all 
out of the country, as the really wild coyote 
is not like the one that lives on the outskirts 
of farms.*2 This latter sees men every day and 
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hides until they are past. He gets used to 
creeping round farmyards when men are 
away or asleep, but the coyote or fox from the 
wilds often baulks at crossing a man’s track. 

I cordially agree that spearing muskrats 
through their houses should be_ stopped. 
Trapping them pays better as it is the sacred 
duty of fur bearers to dock trappers as much 
as possible for the least blemish on skins. On 
this subject, I think that trapping all animals 
with the exception of muskrats, bear and 
noxious animals should cease on March Ist. 
A large percentage of furs are damaged by 
this date, what with the usual wear and fight- 
ing as the mating season comes on, Beaver, 
for example, often towards Spring get a worn 
patch in the middle of their backs. Marten 
frequently have fresh battle scars and then 
females will soon have young in them. This 
curtailment would help conservation (and 
ultimately the trapper) with much lighter 
loss to the latter than would be brought about 
by shutting down trapping for a season or two. 

Yours truly, 
Renata, B. C. W. T. Slater. 

A Squirrel Hunt Near Dutton. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 

On a nice sunny day in November my 
brother Edward and I took the Pere Mar- 
quette to Iona, in the heart of the squirrel 
regions, some sixty-five miles from Chatham. 
Arrived at New Iona a kind hearted farmer 
gave us aride to Old Iona, a small town on the 
hill top. From here we tramped over the 
hills till we came to the big woods, one of the 
finest one could wish to hunt in. I saw a 
squirrel as soon as we had entered the woods 
and brought him down while Ed also shot 
one. In the meantime I saw three playing 
around a large elm and giving Ed our signal 
he and I went after them as though they were 
Germans, getting all three. Ed, who is a 
crack shot had these three all coming to the 
ground nearly at the same time. Another 
look around and we bagged eight more. Then 
lo, the owner put in his appearance and asked 
us to cut our time short. Healsotold us we 
had our nerve to go hunting in his woods and 
that he wanted to keep the game for his 
friends. Soon afterwards we left the woods, 
with eighteen fine black squirrels. Through 
this bush ran a gully with fresh water in it, 
which the squirrels always like. 

We had now before us a nice fifteen mile 
walk to Dutton which, after considerable 
kicking on my part, we reached at 7 p. m. 
Believe me we were tired, but not too tired 
to eat a good supper. We stayed in Dutton 
over night and after breakfast next morning 

loaded up our pack and started for the big 
bush for another day at the big-tails,; havin 
previously enquired of the boys at the hote 
where we could get some good game. A two 
mile jaunt landed usin the big timber. Walk- 
ing through this bush we entered another and 
Ed saw three squirrels playing on the ground. 
There being a pond of water in my road my 
chances of a shot were spoiled. Ed, however, 
shot one; the others making for their holes in 
the trees. After a little still hunting we got five 
more. We next visited Mr. Nelson, a kind- 
hearted farmer who treated us to buttermilk, 
pickles, and bread and butter, all of which 
tasted good. Shortly thereafter we began 
our journey back to Dutton as we wished to 
make Chatham that same night. As we 
entered Mr. Nelson’s bush we shot another 
black squirrel also a large grey squirrel, which 
I got mounted to put in my collection of 
stuffed animals. The country and woods 
were pretty well under water that fall which 
made hunting a little slow. On reaching ~ 
Dutton we had a few tonics, a quiet smoke 
and packing our guns and game and shaking 
hands all around we took our train, having 
secured twenty-eight black squirrels, one grey 
and six rabbits. 

Chatham, Ont.. 
Yours truly, 

John E. Primeau. 

A Stray-away Opossum 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 

For fifteen years I have followed up taxi- 
dermy and have mounted nearly every native 
animal from a mouse to a moose, but this 
week (the week of May 13th) a genuine 
Southern opossum was brought to me, the 
first I ever handled. It was a male and was 
caught by a dog in the woods near Boston. 
Ontario. The ears, which are thin and papery 
without hairs, were partly frozen, as was also 
about two inches of his tail. Now how do 
you account for this animal being so far from 
his native haunts? 

Brantford, Ont. 

An 85 Year Old Subscriber Renews His 
Subscription. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
You will find enclosed postal note for $1.50 

being renewal subscription for Rod and Gun. 
I am pleased to say that I am still able to 

appreciate the contents although 85 years old 
and not now able to participate in the grand 
old sport of fishing and hunting at Aylen Lake. 

Yours respectfully, 
Blink Bonnie, Lyn, Ont. W. Neilson 

Yours truly, 
N. Clarke. 
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DETECT TEETER EE CET EEE ERE TEETER EEE EES 

Guaranteed For bite 
Soeucte faerie Guaranieed to shoot any standard | 
smokeless powder, and never sh¢ :0t loose, and the 
coil top iever spring and main spring: are guaran- | 
teed against be akage for all time 

| This is a quotation from the guarantee attach- | 
ed to the trigger guard of every A. H- Fox Gun. 

Add to this Fox simplicity (only three wo rent | 
parts) perfect balance and workmanship, a 
lightning-quick, unbreakable trigger, and you 
can unde stand why the Fox Gun has earned ‘the 
reputation as ‘‘The Finest Gun in the World ’ 

Prices $25.00 to $1 poea oo 
| Write for free complete -atal shy gall styl es, | 

and ask for any special in mat 

A> H. Fox ee Polesaae 
lige No. 18th Street, epitome Sic 

UPD UCOC ODN CONCONGORAOR OORT CEM ECODCERCEMRORD ORT OCU CUD DCR DEER DORE OR EORR OCLC OOM ENCORE 
PUANTOUANOUOAEUOUAUUUCHOUOCCOUEDESUAEEUOOOEEUOCEDEEEHTEOEEEEE DS: at 

Have You 
tried 

CARLING'S 
Celebrated 

We Rent Them FILTERED - CHILLED 

We Make Them 

We Sell Them 

Everything In 

Camp Equipment |_ || ALE,PORTER aniLAGER 
Supplied at Prices that are Right. In which all sediment has been 

eliminated without impairing 
Also Trapshooters’ Supplies | the delicate flavor of the 

rte, > 
EVERYTHING IN CANVAS | MALT and HOP. 

Canada’s Greatest Tonic 

re Bottled at Brewery, London, Ont. 

| 

| 

| 

=" D PIKE Go 
123 Kine Sr. oT. EB 

Ji 
Highly Recommended by the Medical Faculty 

| Fa EEE 



The Dominion Parks Branch has recently 
issued three publications which are note- 
worthy on account of the attractive form in 
which they are printed and the interesting 
matter they contain. They are: “Classified 
Guide to Fish and Their Habitat, Rocky 
Mountains Park’; ‘“‘The Nakimu Caves’; 
and ‘‘Glaciers of the Rockies and Selkirks.” 

The Fish Guide is written for the sportsman 
and naturalist rather than the scientist. It is 
a compilation of first-hand information for 
anglers by one who has fished in all the prin- 
cipal waters of the Park. It takes up each 
locality, describes the best means of reaching it, 
the different varieties of fish which can be 
secured, and the best bait to use. The game 
fish of the Rockies include five species of 
trout, one of which—the Lake Minnewanka 
trout—has been known to run as high as 50 
Ibs. The Grayling, the Dolly Varden and the 
Cut Throat trout are found in many of the 
lakes and streams of the Park and a fish 
hatchery has recently been established at 
Banff for the purpose of re-stocking those 
which have depleted. 

The second pamphlet gives an interesting 
account of the formation, character and dis- 
covery of the famous Nakimu Caves near 
Glacier, B. C. 

“Glaciers of the Rockies and Selkirks”’ is by 
Dr. A. P. Coleman, Professor of Geology in 
the University of Toronto, and bears on the 
cover an attractive reproduction in color of a 
sketch of Mt. Ball, one of the picturesque 
peaks near the Divide. Dr. Coleman is a 
scientist with the imagination of a poet and 
he has written the story of the formation and 
work of the Canadian glaciers with all his well 
known literary charm. 
The pamphlets may be obtained upon ap- 

plication to the Dominion Parks Branch, 
Ottawa, without charge. 

The Department of Agriculture, Washing- 
ton, D. C., have issued a bulletin, No. 205, 
entitled ““Eleven Important Wild Duck Foods.” 
This bulletin which is for general distribution, 
shows how eleven groups of plants may be 
successfully used as foodfor wild ducks in 
localities where now unknown. Former 
bulletins on the subject, Nos. 81, Biological 
Survey and 58, Dept. of Agriculture, treated, 
the first of Wild Rice, wild celery and pond 
weeds and the second of the delta duck potato, 
napato, chufa, wild millet and banana water 
lily. The groups described in bulletin 205 are 
musk grasses, duck weeds, frogbit, thalia, 

water elm, swamp privet, eel-grass, wigeon- 
grass, water-cress, water weed, and coon-tail. 

A copy of the twenty-sixth annual report 
of the Ontario Provincial Museum has 
reached this office. It shows the past year to 
have been a very prosperous one. The number 
of specimens added to the Museum since the 
last report is 2,550. Among well written 
articles included in this report are: Tion- 
nontates, Petuns or Tobacco Nation, Lacross, 
““‘Baggatiway”’ or Le Jeu de la Crosse. The 
Pre-Christian Cross by Very Rev. W. R. 
Harris, D. D., Ontario Effigy Pipes in Stone 
by Col. Geo. E. Laidlaw; Certain Ojibway 
Myths by Col. Laidlaw. 

A copy has also been received of the report 
of the Provincial Museum of the Province of 
British Columbia which shows considerable 
research work to have been carried on during 
the year. Over one hundred anthropological 
specimens were secured by Dr. C. F New-- 
combe from Indians along the Coast and Mr. 
J. A. Tut of Spencer Bridge secured 66 speci- 
mens from the Interior Indians. <A large 
number of birds mammals and other natural 
history specimens, with a vast amount of 
data were also secured. A creditable collec- 
tion of big game trophies was made for exhibit 
at the Panama Exposition. 

A recent order in Council prohibits any 
person from engaging in the business of buying 
and selling rifles, shot guns, revolvers, or any 
other firearms within any Dominion Park. 

On account of the greatly increased cost of 
raw material, freight rates, war tax and 
especially the spelter used in galvanizing, 
many fox ranchers are expecting very high 
prices for this season’s requirements of fox 
netting. Brace, McKay & Co., Summerside, 
P. E. Island—the largest dealers in Canada in 
this commodity—are fortunately in a position 
to supply the right article, specially made-to- 
order at much lower prices than present or 
even recent conditions would warrant. Their 
offer, however, must be for prompt bookings. 
See their ad., in this issue. Get busy and 
save money. ‘ 

A deer which was in a crate on a G. T. R. 
box car at the Union Station, Toronto, waiting 
to be taken to Burk’s Falls, provided consider- 
able excitement on Toronto down town streets 
when tiring of its captivity it broke out of the 
crate. It dashed east on the tracks as far as 
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DIAMONDS 
$1, $2, $3, WEEKLY 
Save money on your Dia- 

monds by buying from us. We 
are Diamond Importers. Terms 
20% down, $1, $2 or $3 Week- 
y- _We guarantee you every 

advantage in Price and Quality. 10% off for cash. 

Write to-day for Catalogue, it is free } 

_ We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for ipspec- 
tion at our expense. Payments may be made weekly 
or monthly. 

JACOB BROS., Diamond Importers 
15 Toronto Arcade, Toronto, Canada 
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Gunners de- i) _ No. 33 Light Bait Casting Rod, extremely classy, $12: 3 
clare them No. 35, New Telescopic Joint locking Bait Casting Rod $4.50 to [ff 

eo. a = =} $5.50; No. 27 All agate offset tip, Bait Casting Rod $11; No. 30 ; 
a Ripserecee ss ; perfect. ~ Pocket Bait Casting Rod, new angle agate tip, $10.00. SO 
PREMIER" MALLARD Reg- U.S. Patent Office _ New Silk Wound De Luxe ‘Bristol’ Bait Casting Rod in is 

=a > = = = ; Warhabis De ae Glove Leather Silk-lined case, full jewelled, 7 

ey Lure Under Any Conditions SUE Ge RCA eA : 
SS SSS STN =» SEND FOR CATALOGUE *FREE ‘ 
Ducks drop to these faithful imitations. Your dealer has i THE HORTON MFC. C8 \ 

them—or write direct for details. # 30 : + 
i 32 HortonSt. Bristol, Conn. 

Mason’s Decoy Factory, 462 Brooklyn Ave. te 
: DETROIT, MICHIGAN ; 

Have Your 

Big Fish to Show |Bx 

A Lifelong Joy 

~-fIn Your Den! 

Fish Mounted So They Are Lifelike 
We so mount fish as to retain their natural colors and markings in almost living brilliance "and 

we treat them so they look natural—not merely ‘stuffed’. Such work, though demanding the 

highest specialized®skill and experience, does not cost you more than ordinary work, which 

never satisfies, nor lasts. 

OLIVER SPANNER & CO., 27 Elm Street, Toronto, Ontario 

NEWFOUNDLAND 
A Country of Fish and Game A Paradise for the Camper and Angier ideal Canoe Trip 

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish 

and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing. 
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other 

country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound- 
land. Information together with Illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to 

J.N. JOHNSTONE, General Passenger Agent, Reid Newfoundland Company, 8t. John’s, Newfoundland 
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Eastern Avenue, where it turned north to- 
wards the city. Those chasing it lost sight 
of it. The next heard of it was when it was 
seen running rapidly west on King Street. 
P. C. Greenley (292) who was on the corner of 
Church and King Streets, saw it coming, as 
did a number of pedestrians. They ran to- 
wards it and forced it into a doorway of a 
building just east of St. James’ Cathedral on 
the north side of the street. P. C. Williams 
(95), who was on his way home, jumped off 
a street car and came to Greenley’s aid. 
Greenley grabbed the deer around the neck 
and Williams and a civilian caught its legs 
and threw it to the ground where they tied 
its feet. They carried the animal to the 
Court Street station, from where it was taken 
back to its temporary homeby the expressman. 

Neil Campbell near Ridgetown, Ont. 
captured two pure white Squirrels in_ his 
woods last winter and recently presented them 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 
/ 

to Mr. Goldworthy the park ranger at Ron- 
deau. 

The Berlin Game Protective Association 
having received a permit from the Police 
Department set to work on April 13th last to 
exterminate the blackbirds. On that morn- 
ing about 500 of these enemies of the song 
birds were shot by some thirty citizens who 
had received permission to participate in this 
work of destruction. The Game Warden 
opposed the granting of this permit and in 
consequence thirty-one’ members of the 
Association were summoned to appear in the 
Police Court charged with shooting within 
the city limits. The Park Board also entered 
a complaint owing to strayshots having fatally 
wounded a large raccoon in the park men- 
agerie. The Association, however, having 
ceceived permission from the City Council 
continued its drive on subsequent mornings. 

FIRE, A NATIONAL TRESPASSER 
If foreign guns smashed down ten million 

dollars worth of Canadian forests in a brief 
twelvemonths’ campaign, can anyone picture 
the burst of patriotic resentment arising 
through town and countryside? Govern- 
ments would concentrate every resource to 
oust the invader; no other task would be 
known in the land until the rescue of the for- 
ests had been accomplished. 

Canadian forests are falling every month 
of every year beneath the onslaught of Fire. 
Guns or Fire—it makes no difference except 
that cannon are surpassed by Fire in thorough- 
ness. Fire is an invader, a national and in- 
dividual foe. He will ruin our _ splendid 
annual forest crop of 172 million dollars if his 

power is not stayed. He will dry up the rivers 
and waterfalls, develop damaging floods, 
impoverish the farm lands, and leave the 
whole nation poorer. 

Fire is as much a national trespasser as a 
line of hostile regiments. He deserves to be 
handled with the same steadfastness, the same 
vigilance, the same ingenuity. 

Forestry experts have calculated that 
lumbermen have cut since Confederation over 
a billion and a quarter dollars worth of Can- 
adian trees. 

While five or six billion dollars worth have 
been sacrificed to fire. 

Is this the sort of national record worth 
perpetuating? 

HANS NESS,{BIRCH HILLS, SASK., AND TWO SASKATCHEWAN 

COYOTES TRAPPED BY HIM. 
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AEGE 
Fine Pure Wool 

For Comfort and Safety 
Jaeger Underwear is durable and comfortable. 

Made from unquestionably pure and undyed wool 
for Health’s sake. 

Jaeger underwear is the underwear of quality at a 
moderate price. 

A fully illustrated catalogue and Dr. Jaeger’s Health Culture 

will be sent free on application to 

DR. JAEGE eae ale CO: LIMITED 

TORONTO - MONTREAL - WINNIPEG 

Incorporated in 1883 with British Capital for the British Empire. ] 

The Camper's Own Boo 

1913—SECOND SUCCESSFUL YEAR—1913 

This is that BIG little book of the open—America’s new 
outdoor manual, It comes to you bound as you see here. It is 
‘‘woodsy” from cover to cover—stirred by lake-breezes and 
redolent of pine. It is endorsed by outdoor men everywhere. 

Authors of country-wide repute have, with their enthusiasm 
and familiar knowledge, aided its making. Dan Beard, Emlyn 

| M. Gill, Captain Kenealy, Oliver Kemp, Dr. E, H, Forbrush— 
these and others join this camp fire council, They say their 

| say about a hundred little practical details that hold close interest for you; and they 
spin a yarn or two by the way, 

| 

‘‘The Camper’s Own Book’”’ measures 8x5 3% inches over all. It is a goodly gener- 
ous volume with over 200 pages and 21 of the finest illustrations you’ve ever seen. 
Everybody should have a copy who believes that a day under the free sky makes the 
pomp of emperors ridiculous. And you’re one—you know you are. 

In the appropriate green T-cloth - - - - $1.00 

| 
| 

| 

PRICE PER VOLUME 

Post-paid 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED WOODSTOCK, ONT. 



DOMINION OF CANADA TRAP 

SHOOTING ASSOCIATION 
TOURNAMENT 7 

At Ottawa June 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th, 1915. 

D. OF C. T. S. A. TOURNAMENT 

The highest honor that can be won in trap shooting 
in Canada falls this year to a western man, Mr. C. C. 
Plummer of Swan River, Manitoba, who topped the 
score in the Grand Canadian Handicap, the premier 
event at the fifteenth annual tournament of the Dom- 
inion of Canada Trap Shooting Association held at 
Ottawa on June 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th. Especial 
credit is due to Mr. Plummer as this is the first time 
he has shot at any tournament of the Association and 
notwithstanding this his handicap, 22 yards, was the 
highest allowed under the rules governing this event. 
Mr. Plummer broke 94 of a possible 100, three more 
than the winner of the same event last year. In ad- 
dition to the Grand Canadian Handicap Trophy which 
is put up for yearly competition, Mr. Plummer was 
presented with a beautiful cut glass punch bowl valued 
at $75.00, the donation of His Worship the Mayor of 
Ottawa. 
From nearly every viewpoint the tournament was one 

of the most successful ever held by the Association. 
Through the courtesy of the Department of Militia the 
shoot was held at the Rockliffe Ranges and it is doubt- 
ful if a more picturesque and more suitable place could 
be found anywhere in Canada for a trap shooting 
tournament. The ride to and from the Ranges, 
through beautiful Rockliffe Park either by trolley or 
motor could have none other than a soothing effect upon 
the nerves of the shooters, and the actual shooting con- 
ditions in respect to the grounds could hardly be 
improved. The deep blue of the Ottawa River and the 
wooded hills beyond form a background that is ex- 
tremely pleasing to the eye. The weather, with the 
exception of a small cyclone which sprang up during the 
latter part of the first afternoon and a teeming rain on 
the morning of the closing day, was ideal and conducive 
to good shooting. The attendance was over the 
hundred mark, shooters being present from as far east as 
Sydney, Cape Breton, and as far west as Calgary and 
Edmonton. Western Ontario towns were well rep- 
resented. 

But it was in the main object of the Association, “‘to 
promote improvement in the art of trap shooting’ that 
the tournament showed its success most notably. 
More long runs were made than at any previous tourna- 
ment, their being thirty-two straight runs of 50 birds 
and over. 

On the preliminary day J. E. Jennings of Toronto 
and E. Sturt of Hamilton each broke 99 of a possible 100. 
Taking all the regular events into consideration includ- 
ing preliminary day, each broke 617 out of a possible 
650, approximately 95 per cent. 

Amateur Championship. 

The individual amateur championship was won by 
W. B. McLaren of Calgary who broke the possible 50. 
In this event a beautiful cut glass bowl valued at $50.00 
donated by Controller Fisher of Ottawa was awarded to 
Mr. McLaren in addition to the regular championship 
cup. The next closest competitor was C. C. Plummer, 
with 49 to his credit. 

Two Man Team. 

The honors in the two man team championship of 
Canada also go to Western men. H. F. Morrison and 

s Schwager of Dundurn, Sask., each broke the 
possible 25, winning gold medals presented by the 
Association. Dr. Smith and Dr. Seager were the 
nearest competitors with scores of 25 and 24 respect- 
ively. There were twenty-four teams entered, ex- 
clusive of the professionals. The best professional 
score was 48. 

Five Man Team. 
Seven five man teams entered the contest for the 

championship, two each from Hamilton, Toronto and 
Ottawa and one from Montreal. One of the Ottawa 
teams composed of G. B. Greene, Blyth Beattie, J. 
Heney, Dr. Seager and Dr. Smith carried off the honors, 
the credit for which was due especially to Mr. Heney. 
zapoing to the trap for the second 25 he knew that he 
had to make a straight run to beat the high team. 
Naturally his work was watched with the keenest 

interest and he proved himself equa! to the task. = The 
winning team had a score of 223 out of 250, the next 
highest being a Toronto team composed of Ely, Fenton, 
Vivian, Wakefield and Jennings. They lost by only 
one bird. Last year the trophy known as the Mail Tro- 
phy was won by the Toronto team, Fenton this year re- 
placing Millington. 

Eight Man Championship. 

Besides one professional team there were four eight 
man teams in this contest, one each from Hamilton, 
Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa. TheHamilton team 
composed of Sturt, Barnes, Bates, Beattie, Long, 
Harris, Carr and Fletcher was victorious with a score of 
182 out of a possible 200. The Toronto team was 
second with 180 to its credit. Each member of the 
winning team was presented with a gold medal. 

The Grey Cup. 

The GreyCup, presented by Earl Grey, a’perpetual 
trophy for the winner of the grand aggregate in regular 
events, this year goes to J. E. Jennings. Along with it 
Mr. Jennings receives a gold medal and $50.00. His 
score was 290 out of 300. C. C. Plummer and E. 
Sturt each broke 288. 

Best Amateur Long Run 

W. B. McLaren of Calgary had the honor of making 
the longest straight run of all the amateurs, breaking 
101 without a miss. A cut glass bowl donated by A. E. 
Happ, M. P. for Ottawa West, was awarded him for 
this. 

The Novice Bowl 

The Novice Bowl, donated by Dr. J. L. Chabot, M.P- 
for East Ottawa, was won by C. C. Plummer, th 
winner of the Grand Canadian Handicap.~- This prize 
was awarded for high aggregate in regular events made 
by any amateur who had not previously competed at 
any tournament of the D. of C. T. S. Asso. ; 

Professional Prize. 

F. G. Bills, professional, shooting a Winchester gun 
and Winchester shells broke 584 out of a possible 600, or 
97 1-3 per cent. J. S. Boa shooting for the Dominion 
Cartridge Co., was a fairly close second with a record of 
565 and E. G. White, shooting for Du Pont, breaking 
561. F. G. Bills was presented with a gold locket to 
commemorate the win. 

Ladies’ Aggregate Prize. 

Mrs. J. S. Boa of Montreal was the only lady shooting 
at the tournament. In the program of regular events, 
consisting of 400 birds, she broke 297, practically 75 
per cent, which is a record that no woman shooter need © 
be ashamed of. Mrs. Boa was presented with a valu- 
able prize, donated by the St. Hubert Gun Club, in 
commemoration of the tournament. 

High Aggregate in All Events. 

J. E. Jennings and E. Sturt tied for high aggregate 
in all events, including preliminary day and team 
matches but excluding the Consolation Handicap. Out 
of 650 birds each broke 617. The Canadian Indians 
donated a very handsome cut glass bowl for the shooter 
making the highest aggregate. Messrs. Jennings and 
Sturt will shoot off the tie at some future date. 

) 
High Guns in Regular Events. 

Twenty 10 inch cut glass bowls donated by business 
concerns in Ottawa ane friends of the St. Hubert Gun 
Club were offered for high guns in the twenty regular 
events on the first and second days of the tournament. 
These bowls were awarded in the following order:— 

W. Barnes, J. E. Jennings, W. Ewing, P. Schwager, 
C. C. Plummer, R. G. Robinson, H. F. Morrison,H. 
Taylor, E. Sturt, B. Beattie, M. Cowderoy, V. V. 
Rogers, W. B. McLaren, N. Long, R. Lewis, J. W. 
Hart, F. A. Willis, M. Goodale, S. Vance, J. J. Heney. 
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Consolation Handicap. 

The final event of the tournament was a Consolation 
Handicap open to shooters who competed in the ten 
regular events on the first and second days and who 
did not succeed in winning a_ high aggregate prize. 
The first prize in this was the Brewers and Malsters’ 
Cup and $30, won by E. Harris of Hamilton. The 
second prize, $25.00, was won by A. W. Throop and the 
third prize, $20.00, by G. L. Vivian. See scores for 
winners of the five $10.00 prizes and the fifteen $5.00 
prizes. ~ 

Du Pont Long Run Trophies. 

The Du Pont Powder Company is offering the follow- 
ing trophies to amateur and professional trapshooters 
for straight runs of 50 targets or over made during the 
years 1915 and 1916: A gold watch fob for the first 
straight run of 50 or over and a gold watch fob bar for 
every succeeding run of 50 or over. To amateurs who 
make 15 straight runs they will give a gold watch and 
the same to professionals for 25 runs. There is no 
limit to the number of watches that any shooter may 
win. 

During the Dominion ‘Tournament thirty-two 
straight runs of 50 or more were made, ten of these 
being made by professionals. 

Following’is the list:— 

Professionals—F. G. Bills, 72, 103, 132; J. S. Boa, 
59°57 56 106; R. J. MacKay’ 72’ 71; E. G. White’ 117. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Amateurs—J. E. Jennings 51 64 53; 53, 56, 68; 
B. McLaren 101 73; S. G. Vance 52° 65; H. Taylor 
53 , 54 : Max Cowderoy 86, J. J. Heney 50, V. V. Rogers 
55; Geo. O’Connor 54, R. Lewis 85, C. A. Lewis 51 
F. A. Willis 59, A. Barnes 56, R. G. Robinson 56, E. 
Sturt 70. 

High Averages, 75 Targets, Regular Events 

On the first day the winners of the high” average for 
the first 75 targets were W. Barnes, J. E. Jennings and 
P. G. Schwager. For the second 75 the winners were 
J. E. Jennings, R. G. Robinson, E. Sturt and H. Taylor. 
On the second day the winners were M. Cowderoy, J. E. 
Jennings, C. Plummer, V. V. Rogers, Beattie and P.G 
Schwager for the first 75 and B. McLaren, R. Lewis and 
N. Long for the last 75. ‘ 

Miss and Out Event. 

This event wes on each day of the shoot, each shooter 
being allowed an unlimited number of entries. On 
preliminary day Geo. Easdale made the longest run at 
the special trap for this event and was awarded a pair 
of shooting glasses donated by the Elliott Optical House. 

The prizes for the regular days were Ist, $15.00; 2nd. 
$10.00; 3rd. $5.00. On the first day the winners were 
J. E. Jennings 19, S. G. Vance 17, B. Beattie 11, and 
oe the second day S. G. Vance 12, J. Vance 10 and W. 
arnes 9. a 

_ Following are the scores in the various events:— 

Preliminary Day—Five 20 Bird Events 

Mackay, pro., Winnipeg 

Rn. G:. Robinson, Calgarye aoc oon pe etic deiciicee eiekeraens 
By Maclaren, WiInnlpes'..-.i.'5"s cre clara tes eicieta eterna 
Av Bishops Galgary. ss. oof. ine coe Clerk tei tel eaten 
GM. Gowderoy, Edmontonis-e.2c ne eee eee eee 
G, PlummersS wan Rivers siccc.oecoteieieerersiel Notes te 
Se BoGreene, Ottaway uci brcnosuie seks en one 

A. Heney, Ottawa 

Blyth Beattie; Ottawa . <6 occ see cs slelee ele isin orale eielevelanenchahenstepens tes peseteaetioene acs 16 16 20 16 20—88& 
Dr Seager, Octawa, scare cieiiercis chavetetel okejosolsreree en eee eee ete eee 20 19 19 20 18—96 
Cecil Bethune: Ottawa’ oi ciij5 8) sca eel Cele e's ol ope eet telele de tee iieieieeee ere 13 Ly 14 15 17—76 
J. J. Heney, Ottawa. ic 225.56 oem orkitie iene Sie 6 cele ore URL oe ae Cte ee eer 20 19 18 18 18—93 
Gecree O2.Gonnor, Ottawa o.oicas:.cavo.s'v aceon « « sleyatoneenae sterol eaeer reins cee aerepnavors 19 20 17 19 19—94 
Geo. Eiasd ales Ottaway crate) ey evore ole tale kele ace toreie alee mee nee ane eee orate ee ire 16 19 17 19—88 
INS Mie (Gries, Oiae wens Ane boos obecnnbonne Succuob cb oc Hos Suos sc ocooerssaS 13 10 10 10 13—56 
DeKeyle, Wemptyille rn. ores iercseie cue uenolorevons ate corare er ace eet oh el eee tee 17 20 19 18 18—92 
Geo Beattie; Hamilton... o\6o.. bic nce sdiisia toons Cee meee ine een enero 20 18 18 20 18—94 
C..8:. Holden, Calgary. ...-.. 2-2 :0i;ee.n sie « Wien © eibeeiohahenero Tale oie SUSIa ene oie Oe etenete 16 13 16 16 17—78 
P..G. Schwager Calgary, 20. 2/050 ic 2.sis:ore ie « «ms cdeisestntsl eoteierene oleh chetsteratstotoretettns 20 19 20 15 19—93 
Hie .. Morrison; Dunder ®, -<.. sz. vee jell he lal a5) 6) «cae rere ee ee noee nie ss ete rarer 18 19 18 19 19—93 
Ni Long; Hamilton (02600 5.0! 6 cecinseuess « Dee er aolelel ole nee terete 14 15 18 19 19—86 
Go Navainy Nairn. oo i2c.6 oie aroicns 0 1s scale ope eo vo.e Siete enon a Satta an ee ee 17 18 16 13 13—77 
M:.Esdale; Edmonton’... 0.2.82 se cee pol een ele co eee eee 20 17 15 18 17—87 
J>\Watson; Montreall. os. 00.65 e:bse0 oie leita leie ove 2 one Gere oe Cee 18 19 16 19 17—89 
ASW hroop, Ottawa ys > é:o sieves doe ateitere Susie alccu s Ren ee eee ee 19 16 19 17 19—90 
WL. ‘Cameron, Ottawa) <)>. occ sc/snle ercloee ee, cre ele io eRe eae eee iat 15 17 18 18 18—86 
J JENDIN GS, LOLONCO ec cc. ateioe siisicileiauee elaine ice he ne Ee eens oy) 19 20 20 20—99 
S Vance, Tillsonburg )2 oo enc, ses cae. oe sae ee Ee OLE CEE ae 18 20 19 20 16—93 
Wi Elant; Dresden i. aici cletee ioe efeisipherais is obelalaisy ote te cacti eee nner eee 19 18 19 18 18—94 
Hi M@aylor, Ridgewater 07.0 1+,< «ee sho seni bela does Cee een 20 20 18 19 20—97 
BSElarris, Framilton) (5522s ys.cja th oo sisjoleiore.c os Gielen oe LO OEE eee ie 18 19 15 20—79 
Wi. J Corby, Ottawa, hz o.ac icles cid ctoe olin hte nicisin Ore cole eee eterna 16 18 17 16 18—85 
Major Smger; St: Catherines ci %). oro. ci sie conc snide Seer mone 17 18 18 20 19—92 
J, Vance, Tisonburg 08 0. siee soci oo cclete piel eae a ee ROE eee 13 19 19 16 18—85 
J Paynes Tillsonburg. ie. s cerreveeien ae eee Herein GE ee Eee Le 18 1155 16 20—84 
WieiViarshall, Galt ooo fo oo eceielcto ne re Seton oie ee Oe ee 17 20 19 19 19—92 . 
GoM_ Dunk, pro. LOLOnte 4oc.s jer scieysrteslaeia? sh tesi en eee ee 13 14 12 16 17—72 
G-Viwian, ‘Toronto’ 15.5.) ssce celal bsianu @ econ oR ee iste eee 19 18 18 18 20—93 
GaMicCurdy; Sydneyi2 ooo. ecne ee ekh oo ke abe eee ee 10 15 14 15 14—68 
MS Putnam, Montreal. 2.025% se, ts caste ccs sess sae ee ee eee 15 15 20 14 16—80 
Gms Walker, DIO. OLtAW Awe aivrere.0) crctslereie v alas So aN cere Ee eee 20 18 20 19 19—96 
Weiss EOnner WARM PERs 6 see's. says s ciel, Fond eid mie net een Gee ee 14 iy 17 16 19—81 
KGS ALTOS pELAIMIICON 23016: ole sai eics oie aid nue visio SO ean ae en ee 14 19 17 17 19—86 
AVIea Ne cis PALL AL EON McNerara ctor sisse oveleia o wings Goo a aha oe ie creme nn See 16 19 17 18 18—88 
PVP COM ALG ELAM COM Gay solo ietaNerny« o's) sysiohela's erslo re Sei oe Riser ent ree ee 16 18 16 19 19—88 
4) DN GG IS ENTITY thao AO OCGE EO COED DIO ee ee ao ME Hein Tilton on nan 16 16 15 16 18—81 
Paps MER Ug LATNIBILONL Poyeletentt els ove, cie Rieke lee ca a's siete odio Godel a @ baht Cee 20 19 20 20 20—99 
BEES 1 OL Os, NLOMELGAL Way occas ars' ste elanshaja bev aieteceke s Gan ae uN eee 16 20 20 19 19—94 
MUSA MEONCPE AL at cers te jas <foie salaries.) ls seals sauce coe hae ee 16 14 13 15 13—71 
READE ATIGETIS OCEANA Maren itvctecalalcieYovareise eyecore o 21 a6 alate cia gh hee ne eee 15 18 16 18 17—84 
Sembee t COLI W A eae ss cfote ow ane rior ols ees ievays aieserae es Gare ee 19 19 18 20 18—94 
Raa HOVER OILCO Maat enero tete es fags tev meal 2s aise! +. esecorewy "os isle ro ees ae 12 14 15 13 16—70 
Memb 32 MOVE Lei ny Ugerctnret sieges Ve, S se a) cisloxe jacerelless 61,6 as 1 oo wicveieiz.o. 2 eveore Rha eieiorete nes 14 13 15 18 17—77 
Boo fh: SRO OYSTER 2S AS eS Set ETE 5 14 17 17 ils 20—85 
Dr. Smith, Ottawa 
McFadden, Ottawa 

GoMackayS pro, WiDRIDER) 2 elses le eee ee enor tet 
SBillssprosss Ghicagors auc sisi entero ene 

Ge Wihite pros; Ottawa sires owtm oe ere peneteneteie eters alee 
= 

Wav Ropers) Ottawa. .i2s.5 sees oben eee he eee eee 5e\ehe/a cm aio ela e ene) 0» ie 

alee won wae e 68,8, 6.» @ 6s ee 6.6.0 6 le elese » 6-0 orale ee see l0 jee. eye e%e eno 

CC ee ec ic ee a 

Total. 
cae wim Yo wroswier che ere rewelts 20 20 20 19 19—98 
ony oWngere dake ene rate cael tate 17 20 19 20 19—95 
Evele tote, dis pavarenats. eee elete 7 19 ib? 20 18—92 
Bea oo Oe ee wiels eons 17 19 18 20 18—92 
shekats oe cearenes siete ceboue tote 17 19 20 20 16—92 
SPOT SRD Oe ARTOIS 17 U?/ 15 18 19—86 
Sebago tor oat 19 19 16 18 20—92 
SOR: BS atarer a ens peters 17 18 20 20 18—93 
atebe dua. sueteraee ioxstameralcia te 17 18 18 19 19—91 
BA Hittite ord os 16 19 17 19 20—91 
ait dew rower 'oaieiahe Bu ayele semeas 18 18 18 18 19—91 
ehaeRen Pevsner are teeamtete Rees 14 20 16 12 14—76 
drat Sue ayia Bass 8) stOeRELe Loe eke 18 Aid 16 18 20—89 
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On the Great 
Lakes—Ideal Travel 

and Recreation Cruises 
—with all the material comforts—luxurious 

appointments and pleasant enjoyments of ocean 
travel on the Largest Liners. 
With the added attractions of delightful excursions to Beautiful Falls,—Interesting Forts and Ship 
Locks— Fishing Trips—Basket Picnics to Nature’s Wildest Nooks—Finest Meals—and comfort- 
able berths all included. 

To Duluth, Fort William, Port Arthur, Soo, 
Mackinac, Georgian Bay 
and the 30,000 islands 

The Big Northern Navigation Fleet covers all the 
best routes through the enchanting waters of Lake 
Superior-—Georgian Bay, and the wonderful 
30,000 Islands. 

From the light draft ““Waubic’’ which wends her 
way among the myraids of islets to the big steel 
Floating Hotel “‘Noronic’?—all are admirably 
suited to the routes they serve. 

Choose Your Cruise 
Let us assist you in planning your outing. 

We have booklets full of valuable information 
regarding these different cruises— 

Check the ones that interest you and send this ad 
to us. 

E. W. Holton, Gen. Pass. Agent. 

NORTHERN NAVIGATION CO. 

Personally Conducted Crulses 

Cruise No. 1--Sarnia, Ont. to Duluth, 
Minn., and return, via. Seo, Pt. 
Arthur, 8 days, $40. 

Cruise No. 2--Sarnia, Ont.. to Geor- 
gian Bay and return, via Soo, 6 
days $41. 

Cruise No. 5 -- From Toronto via 
Collingwood, (Grand Trunk to Col- 
lingwood,) to Duluth, Minn. and re- 
turn. Via Owen Sound, Soo, eight 
days $51.25 from Toronto, $47 from 
Collingwood. 

Cruise No. 4-- From Toronto via 
Collingwood, (Grand Trunk trains to 
Collingwood,) to Soo, Mackinac and 
return, via Georgian Bay Ports. Five 
days $29.25 from Toronto, $25 from 
Collingwood. 

Cruise No. 12--30,000 Island Cruise, 
Optional Side Trip for all Georgian 
Bay cruises. Parry Sound to Penetang 

Sarnia, Ontario. 
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First Day—Ten 15 Bird Events 

Mackayepror erie. scree sieeee eieio enters 14 13 13 13 15 
EA GUBUISS DO: boat: Stoner aienione cise 14 15 14 15 14 
Be GomVibitesprOc.c,. cei acto clicle ier 15 13 15 15 15 
PPMESTOGIE SPIO. Boke Ste ieteiee ose /oTeaystevelinletene 14 15 14 13 14 
WES Dion sano g GomonouaronuoudA 14 15 12 14 11 
FRAG PRER ODIMSOD .o3 ote cvche Botte cs che erent 13 15 14 14 14 
WWE eIMESCISATEN: fissage clitieitiene sous akere Atabenetole 15 13 14 14 13 
STRINGS), Seae AIRC nooo he CeO orcs: 14 12 11 14 14 
GOmderON Oe on ete le ere apace 13 15 15 13 13 
GRCSPunimer® 2s Hoare oa eels aes 14 14 14 13 15 
GON IGTECD C2... cie ee Gs aoe eat ere seoveyer 14 15 13 9 14 
lda./ ol RYO NGNS tee OG Oe O DOOr SG ODO U aro OT 11 15 15 13 12 
WAVEIR ORDERS uiernert co citictare teats oe rose eben 13 13 10 10 12 
IBMBeaulie ae severe oiosots acs ietelev seid as 13 13 14 15 13 
IDY2 SIGE ae eto n nea ecb pare Giese pachornarocin 15 13 13 14 15 
Ai 1D e Brae teenage reo orem malo choterd Eee ole 15 13 12 11 13 
\W/a lbs CONTENTS AticionotO ene ole citer orc 15 14 13 15 13 
ROA LT OO Dig cicia ci woetoiayel ovens shekeuseousts omer 15 14 12 14 15 
AV GEES 9 Seo aes overeiciertiores cterotenn etter 1 14 12 14 11 
UVP NRULI eRENA S| oe We soe Pee evel oss steveenchatlctenaaceme 12 2 11 11 9 
ASB OANDEDO toes Sere eS octaya c's ayeleietoioneca es 15 15 14 12 15 
IVITS VEO Die ree ierasatie ebepanere crs featere eaten 9 11 10 8 
SID Dib te ote eros let hare e sae es bts terre hee 11 10 13 15 14 
ALO all wanes MA. 1 Seen 5 hs Sa rayn eee noreyee 13 9 ili 13 14 
Plea r eI UANET: Gees coe ete hes: oko sie beey ake Hs paiteyialte 10 13) 13 13 15 
MERU EM MIN GS) vysteveyeserareus tects cyese stele els othe /6 13 15 15 15 14 
Sie (Ge WE ee so eR DO ao eDere as Oc 13 13 15 14 14 
do VISE Tbe Ae gt oieicie eco tere eno Ore 14 15 12 15 14 
12 fs, “I DEN bey aes OER Renee eo Ne oie ie ios; 13 15 15 14 12 
INDEESSA IE a.Sstere © hescle Gleason lortucnoiemsatioe 13 13 14 11 12 
GABethune: se... 2: were Hokies ee 11 13 1 12 10 
SPUELENCY. cote. odes s2 2 octet aye oc cee sieges 14 15 13 14 14 
GZ OZGOnNNOL. Forse seuss oes- Lee Cie oioers 11 13 12 14 14 
Grisdale. :-Pices kc sedan etre 11 14 10 13 10 
Wee C@OLrby jets uct nausea ee 11 6 8 12 11 
GesVinviiart | eS co Sigs ese eect ee eee 12 14 11 15 15 
BGs dE lenes teins ace scovaie che siete eee eae ee 13 13 13 13 12 
PR EPareniane tartans cise aie aoe oeeatonseee 12 10 8 11 12 
Geos Walker prose. 5 hoe steseciettesicee 12 14 13 15 14 
JAD BEAK. eeiea. <te autebche eae toae catia 6 5 9 5 4 
GABeattiexyre:. .... Seer on eee 13 13 14 13 10 
WA ALES crstegs sok nehere eters clio e Oise tenels 15 15 15 14 14 
Vite Carnac ete: 3 Sel eetetoncras ero 14 14 13 14 15 
| Dials E:Sag eybeansie so SREREICAD ONT ORG OIG ORE 12 12 14 13 14 
Be SCunth erste. « acre nee eee aerate ine 15 14 13 15 14 
BSE HOMpPsSON ee... Sooke eee een 13 14 14 15 13 
INI GOOdaleN Ear fe as cu oan atone 13 14 13 14 12 
AES DIVO aso) OCR ERE Cc En hoe ete 12 15 15 14 14 
Par Nieairnen.. So cscttee espace aie 11 9 14 12 13 
ANVIAESOUE cee Ne acd ike. ore. teettich lara ions ee 14 13 13 12 13 
Redwall ety. <Not. ste ae, Ore a lecedole Meters eae 14 11 14 14 14 
IRS IGe Wis! Skah. alee ete meee ee oes 14 15 13 12 15 
ANS LONI ais > CCR REET Rich acl peice cairn ois co tee 14 14 15 15 12 
Redmanier yrat.- - sp istel cy Stolen teMerat nears eyes 14 11 12 12 13 
|PUNOE SI 5 n'y 0 c:0',5 ROB OIG, Old Care eo bo ee 10 13 13 15 10 
INFO SING ET eek tes eos > cision on neon 14 14 14 13 13 
st) VAI CC Mea SIeIT Et fobs 5 cue Gyaralece ober ols MOE 14 12 11 13 13 
Mp Ay TLE see eee cc) Ne Sa tere ee era 14 14 14 12 14 
Vicars tal llGh eens co. ta Po, ees ete cree ciate 11 13 5 14 14 
Gea Dunk pEOe ssc. c nee ee ee 13 12 14 14 13 
ESTO WMILECs Peete Sion eee ene, osm cote ene a 12 13 13 9 10 
(CHET EG SR Lic ieee See e Re ees eae 12 11 15 13 14 
PANSES 0 Atenre at at fe ac A neh [ee he 11 11 4 7 9 
eRe UGGUGO YAN s1: cleo ies ee neice 12 15 13 10 12 
185 3225 Nii (24 01 80 “6 nee Sean cne Aoi eRe ETRE oh 10 8 11 13 12 
GRPAMIIC CWAS cartigs oo he ie eke evan iio erion Meee 13 15 12 14 15 
UGG Pls p So'dc SCONE ROO a ee RENO oe 10 7 9 10 10 
IWVall Sites miaeh eters). ars ste broecs ciate Sent aire 15 12 11 11 12 
GET o1 e rae ie nea ey ee RR Ne 14 13 14 12 12 
PEUTIC L prem eeRe Set ccate ee Scheel oe eset 13 13 11 11 11 
IMG@allimimve Cenk sce cl cee ean 10 11 11 14 13 
WON RASGG COE no noe eo rer 12 12 13 10 12 
IMU OP 5 Jodo FG COCR ODOC Ot oe Tae oe ae zl 11 11 10 8 
LE IGTARIVG 5 1a 8 eve Cece Cho Eee men Intro as 9 10 14 12 11 
Ding, [EXC | oUt: eee este oem Ren Be 14 14 10 12 14 
1D, (CUTAN Wii sergio eae nee eee Eee ea nearer 11 10 10 12 11 
IDs, (Cem Zale COCO GEISER EES Che eee nee 7 10 13 if] 9 
PIP ORCINUS) ee rtsye or ican ted oe rots Wiebe siRaidele 12 9 13 12 11 
INGO 5 cole Gao Ie oe 10 12 10 11 10 
(O)., IRGTYS) 6 Go Crd One 10 14 13 12 14 
LLGENE 2 6 4 3:0 6.01 eC oe eee 13 15 14 13 13 
STL ATOR. ov 0 00D CQ EIS EE ree See 14 14 14 15 15 
INITISOR, 45 OS SoG Cen eee ee 14 13 14 15 115} 
TIGHES Sect sees OS GO ORB One 13 12 9 11 10 
TELOIIGISIN 5 078 Olas Cie ORR ER RET anne eee 13 14 14 12 14 
Op, [ESRIGSIOS G05 Bloln 0 CERN EAe Cen eee 15 12 13 12 15 
J1_IBRRIRUGE og Soo er06 DIGS Diener 13 15 15 13 13 
PEIDLET CCIE. oi ureteric io sc. ccc eyé.cte oss 0 dua av 14 14 13 15 12 
EME ALCOMIAN. cialere covet ls. c.bte oc save o ondie 3 12 11 12 11 
LOG. SHeRiGU2) 3.0 ore Eee ECE eee 15) 12 12 14 12 
ae etn Merete em ls cide anes oe ears ee 10 8 12 10 12 
SMES ARATE Oo ee ote ro Seieiievaiic 0) oie oeSyjs woies e éu8iw we 12 11 13 10 15 
ILZLDE GIG 0 6 BORO ene 8 13 13 9 14 
JEAN o.oo. oat eee 11 7 11 9 10 

13 
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( = . 
C Pat eee ar atent Fishermen, Ho! 

Get the 

big 
ones 

with 

WILSON’S 

WOBBLERS 
and 

HASTINGS 

LUCKY TACKLE Bait Holders, 2 for 5cts. Cuts % actual size. Hook 
sizes—1 to 8, 10 cts. each; 1-0 and 2-0, 15 cts. each; 
3-0 and 4-0, 20 cts. each; 5-0 and 6-0, 25 cts. each. 
At your dealers. If he can’t supply you, hooks will 
be sent postpaid on receipt of price. Descriptive 
booklet on request. Liberal discount to dealers. 

: 
Hl 

ul The latest is the 

Wilson’s Cupped Wobbler 

A Surface Bait. New for 1915 

HE head of this bait is 
hollowed out or cupped. 

As it is pulled through the 
water it skims on the surface, at the same 
time wobbling from side to side because 
of the varying resistance of the water as 
it is cupped. The motion is that of an 
erratically wriggling minnow. 

As we wish to give the U.S. business our 
entire attention, will sell the Canadian 
Patent at a bargain, if taken soon. 

This is an opportunity to make good 
money on small capital. 

Viers & Scott 
a Box 391, Red Lodge, Mont. uy 

The bait shown in the hand above is 
the original Fluted Wilson’s Wobbler 
—a semi-surface bait. Other styles are 
the Winged Wobbler, deep-water bait ; 
the Luminous Wobbler, for night fishing; 
the Weedless Wobbler, for weedy 
places, and the Small Fluted Wobbler 
for those preferring a small bait. All 
styles are made in various colors. An 
outfit of these baits equips the bait caster 
for any weather and any water. 

With Wilson’s Wobblers use Hastings 
Lucky Tackle—the Hastings Special- 
Value Reel and the Senterbrade Silk 
Casting Lines. These lines have both 
the core and the outer casing braided, 
giving much additional strength and 
durability. Sold by the dealers that sell 
Wilson’s Wobblers. 

Write for Bait Casting Booklet and 
Tackle Folder. Free. 

Address Dept. H 

HASTINGS SPORTING GOODS WORKS 
HASTINGS, MICHIGAN 

Has all the Wabble Dip and Dive 
fF 3.@ Minnow sn Action 

$50 Gold Prize Contest Bait 
Contest does not close until Dec. Ist, 1915. EVERY FISHER. 
MAN ELIGIBLE—the only condition for entrance is that you 
make the catch with RUSH'’S TANGO MINNOW. You can get 
the fish and money too if you angle with this new and liveliest 
bait that floats—it gets them all. Ideal for trolling or casting 
—appeals to amateurs or professionals. Hooks being behind 
body makes it practically a WEEDLESS BAIT. Dont delay— 
enter today. If your dealer cannot supply you, send us his 
name, and &5 cents for sample, or $3.40 for complete 
set of four assorted brilliant colors. Our lumin- 
ous bait “‘bates ‘em all.”’ ~ 

Wri : One hour's catch, 

ee yon J. K. Rush—July, 1914 > 

now—be sure to 
mention your 
dealer's name. 

Dealers  pro- 
nounce Rush's 
Tango Minnow 
the best ever— 
now's the time 
to stock it. 

U.S. SpecialtyCo. 

944 S.A. & K. Building 

Syracuse, N.Y. 

SE 
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Second Day—Ten 15 Bird Events. 

5 / WWeackay. ©. cise pece a peaecdest 4 14 13, 15. 32 12 14 14 9 15 eee 
Re Bills DIO.» ik dest By eee 4 15 15° #15 +15 °13 ° 15 45) =a5e eee 
Go White, pro: 2s elu ee ee 14 13 13 14 15 15 15 15 15 15-144 
Ee Brogies pro. es«- <<a ee 14 14 13 14 13 12 13 14 14 15—136 
WeSuttow pra, tb. Soo ee Me) ast 11 13.0 pid 13 13 15 10 = 11-125 
Ree Bslntaoite |: . oso eee - 14-7 12 iat 15 144 14 14 14-136 
(SP ee a ere me & 6, 147° S62) Got a5 15 13 4.6 15 eee 
Mi Gowderoy. 0c Snakes eee 15 15 15 15 15 13 13 14 15 14—144 
PoP anager nse oie Sess Oe 14 15 15 15 14> 14" 5 15 15 14146 
ERTS ET Gin sn Re ee ae 15 14 15 14 13 14, 2-13 13 14> 
ee 5 ee See st een anes 15 13 12 14 13 14 15 13 12”) Pea 
Wanviopers: Sen Rag NSO ke 14 15 15 14 15 15 12 13 14 13—140 
Be abies = a Acc ce 2k a ee 15 15 14 14. 45 144 15 -15 35 == 
De Seere pee ones eae. eee 133 #15 #14 14-712 13 ~15 “See : 
SIE VESTO wile ne esc oreo os oe 15 12 13 11 13 133. 14 145 Steg ee 
MEsbe Cameron.” )55,. 52.02 5 a Se se eee 11 14 L4e Pers 145) = s13 39> 14 13 13a 
GW EOOD! . 22... oe ses Soe eae 13 13 11 15 13 12 133. opto 15 14132 
WAS LES. 1 SR ae {40 543 15 15 24 14 12 (44) 5) ees 
Go CTT Sa ae ie ore ye 7 13 9 13 10 .es 37 oes 10  11—107 § 
PME GARBER ME Ce Seen ios Sie eRe OE 14 15 13 14 14 13 14 15 14. 2 1s 
WMisiirtaiee <2 55 1c: Se aes 13 11 8 13 12 11 14 13 11 11—118 
EUONOSIR BIER on ee ec eee 11 i2= 42 12 10°. 40) Sheet 12 - .12—116 : 
Bp MTIeE Rien oy) x cok. 5 Se eee 15 13 15 13 14. "14 13 14 15 14—140 
US Tso eee Seg eee mee ee eas 13 11 15 14 2: G8 12 13 14> : 
NAVE TUITE ees eee ete sc (aol cos HE Spear a 15 15 15 13 15 14 14 16 14 14—144 
Se Gat Cine ae Sew Ae ae seen coor 12 14 14 13 15 15 14 14 15 15—141 
Oo ES ae Se eee 14 13 145-4 ie 15 15 914° °*15 7 45 § 
AR PRaylor «oe Ss oes cs sa oe 14 14 12 14° 14° 14 (14° “440 S39 eee - 
LEG? 2) Sell GE Unrest 11 14 15 13 15 12 12 13 2°12, pate es 
BME ihrer iets Soon scm See 11 12 14. Ae Sat ee 14 12, 1a i 
RE eaten seo": ask oes cieda stones 13 13 12 13 15 11 14°) 14-0 “eee ; 
wOimeietor - . ol .s0fee oboe ee 13 14 14 15 15 12 15 12. 15> 2S 
GBB andaletc so... eee ces 11 12 12 15 12) 14 12 (92) ioe 
WU Garby Sebi iid ec eet Soe ee 14 11 13 14 14 9. sit 9 4 42= 
Gadeibegsan et. hed ots te oe 14 12 14 15 11 14 14> ed 14  15—136 
EB Kevlende mot tii =. eee eee 12 13 14 14 12 14 aS 13-44 
Mo Putian oe 28s 2 saan oe ee 11 10 13 140) Magenta 14 5) ae 14—122 
GISAW ler pre~.- . 528 Se ek ee 13 12 12 12 12 IS yeowtS 15: -18y 29 
iy RY DST AICS ee Sa AT SREY 2 13 14 12 12 12 13 12 14 14. 40128 
(cea Bentie a? 000 IRAs. es en ee 14 14 15 14.588 15\/ 13 14. 15) gas 
WerBarnes seeks - chs tee ere 14 13 10 15 14 14 14 15 14> -. 14-137 
Gare Pts 5) cet, ae ee 15 13 13 13 13 {4 ) 4a GS 13 11—132 
PS Harrise eee. ley tes Ik 15 14 14 14. = 45 13 14 | 14, as 15—140 
ES SUULE Sea 2 ac te ee ee ee 15 15 14 13 15 15 14°" 16° Tae eee 
CSTHOMPSONe. 2.5 Sic Ne oe 15 11 14 11 9 13 11 15 10 13—122 
Mere Ts. oot cet a pee 12 12 145 14 i5- ~ “I3 15 15 12—136 
Milanese oS. whats spe ges a 13 11 13 10° 2B Fae 45 13°... 4 eee 
SP AWMINAIEIS Soe. S.. greee eas aetna 15 11 14 ees i 11 12 11 11 10—120 | 
RMI ARS. ss, = een 12 12 11 13 13 11 14 14 0137 22 
Redwingss ees. Tock, Ay eeses Fe 13 13 15. > 412 12 13 13 12°. 210 =e q 
ERIC WIS ¢- I Ma ois or cea een A 13 14+ 14 15 15 15 15 14 15—144 = 
WE yard eter) > co ie ee 15 15 13 13 13 12. 14 714" =e ee 
TR UCTEN TEE Vy = Gacy SMS i Ga Fe Sa 13 14 14, Aes 3 13 12 12... 14 «9. 13 ; 
St Treas pee NS Apes es ve cae 13 14. 10 12 a5 S“a4 9 11 12 9— 99 | 
WE Sinver St. 5.5. as bee Cee 15 13 11 12S aeiS) oents 15.) 4s ae 14—130 
SEA Ei pe a ee, Sa SENSE ae SP! 13 14 13 13.-—%3 15 14 11 12 15—133 
TEEN Gitte kos Sn Re eg a ray 13 12 14. eS 14 Oe ats 12 12 1916 
soy CLI | a i oR eee 15 14 10 12 9 120 13 - 15° eee 
. Nerdicerp. 5.2. eRe tote 13 11 10; 13 3. 13 13. . 1? eee 
INS BO Wane es. << 5 tooo ee Doe 12 14 10 8 9 cs 12 2) 10 10—109 
inks Sess tee are Ree 14 StS 9 12 ret? 6 14 9 ) 8—108 
NVicKceney te ok a AE 7 4 5 4 4 4 10 6 6 7— 57 3 
SABO ards, |. se.) 7.) tt eee 13 13 tare 11 11 11 12° 713.7 a 
PEP AW LIphe ian) foc. one ckad wees 9 15 10 «43 TC iim Ti 14. 13> a5 —=i28 
Ce ee en ES PTS 14 11 13 14 15 15 14 14 15 ~34—956 
Se lil, orcas 6 Perky epee cee peneubones es 10 10 7 13 sh 12 12 8 9 9—101 
iMesh ete oe 2 on ee 13 13 144 445° 14°15 9359) eee ; 
LUGE Pe SSS ara ano nn) 11 13 13 15 15 11 11 12 15 13—129 4 
eben ok Bey 8 11 11 14, eee 2 at 13 10 |. a8 14—115 
“1 ECE] TEER Sa gi ie ae NRE Ay 12 14 ..13- A@e> 21295 43 14 ee 
SEGTa oh OAS ie SLA a he Me ae 11 9 10> 12. * 2B 14 12 .- 13: Az | 
LEE SE aes eens ct eae ger 10 11 12 13 > 2 8-212 12.42 9—112 . 
ettetiaricit es Ge 48 Goss oS he Lee: 13 13 10 eat 12 o= 4a 12.14 eee | 
WONEER Gh fol he COE Cae 9 11 12 9 11 GG ee. aie 10: 12-16 
Se LR eR a eee 13 13 15 > 393 13 73 13 14. 9 14 ee . 
Dee et Ros, Sake ete fe dene & 11 11 11 13 11 14 8 -:10 ~ 122s 

© ED SaRS Se ene nae 9 11 7 10 ie 10 10 10 8 —101 
emeoirnth Sos) Chto. ane 14S 93 12 13. 15. 42.6 43° 34 eee . 
RRR he ea ae De 11 9 12: 42" S10 Neier tS 11 12 14116 
Meme tt ee eae 14 11 13 15eets 15°. 15 -»- 15) el Tal i 
SS ea ioe e 15 13 15 14 15°. 15 ~.15: 446 
Wo LST oyis® Se igi ae 13 14 14 14 14 15 15 14 14 15—142 

12 9 11 11 12 13 ie ee 13—110 
14, 45 i ee (I 10. 44 “da™ is 15 12-130 
14 4 £15 15 44 4 35>) 3362 
12>, Az 13 . 43 147, Sit 13 10 2 23 

5 15 13 14 14 15 13 15—141 
9 13 11 13 10 14 12 13 13 13—121 
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KNOWLES 

AUTOM TIC STRIKER SPOON 
The big success of the other four sizes of 
Knowles Automatic Striker has made 

Lifelike motion. —— —— Superior toany 
other spoon or Ss GC wood minnow. 
The length of this new size is 24in. Price 35c postpaid. 
Ask your dealer or send to us. Fully guaranteed. Catalogue free. 

Other Sizes: 234in.55c; 34in. 65c; 444in. BOc; Hsin. $1. 
ALL SILVER---SILVER OUT-COPPER IN---ALL BRASS 

S.E. KNOWLES, 79 Sherwood Bldg. San Francisco, Cal. 

240 sizes and 
kihds for all kinds of * 
game fish. 3 shapes. 6 
finishes, any color fly, re- &: 
versible blades. Send for <* 

1915 TACKLE CATALOGUE---Colored Insert 3S 
J J. Hildebrandt Co., 1227 High St., Locansport, Ind. “NS 

G. M. SKINNER’S 
Famous Fluted Spoon Baits 
100 VARIETIES AND SIZES 

Send for Catalog No. 12 
describing New Baits CLAYTON, N.Y. 

Heddon’s 
Genuine Dowa¢iac 

Crab WigSier 
Scurries Backward _ 
LikeaLive 
Crab 

The first 
Casting 
Imitation 
ofthe Natural Food 

ASS can’t resist it—because ofthe Black Bass 
itlooks and acts just like 

their favorite food, the crab or crawfish. Accurately colored 
in the wonderful Heddon Porcelain Enamel, guar : 
crack, peel or flake. Just the right weight an 
ing. Floats when at rest, but dives and zigzags 
reeled in. Hooks held in the patented ‘‘Dowagia 
they can’t foul each other or mar enamel—and they get the 
fish. Variable line fastening governs depth and ac- 85 
tion. You need this “Crab Wiggler” in your tackle box 
It’s a winner. Also in other Heddon colorings at same price 

IT’S A YEAR OF WIGGLERS 
More wiggling, diving baits will be used this year than any otherstyle— 

chiefly Dowagiac ““Wigglers,’’ of course, because of their reputation and 
many advantages—non-cracking enamel, variable line fastening, ‘“Do- 

wagiac”’ hook sockets, and superior workmanship, Dowagiac Minnow 
Wigglers,’’ deep water style (No. 1600) and shallow water style (No. 

1700) sellat 75c in various colorings. 

ART CATALOG. A book you'll prize. Shows all Heddon 
tacklein colors, including the famous Jim Heddon*s Casting 

Rods. Full of practical advice on expert casting and more 

successful fishing. A postal brings this book FREE. 

James Heddon’s Sons, Box15, Dowagiac, Mich. (Pronounce it “Doe-wah’-jl-ac”) 

No. 1 WINGED MASCOT 
FOUR BAITS IN ONE 

Surface Wobbler, Near-Surface Wobbler, Deep Diving Wobbler, or 
Surface Splatter Bait as desired. Changes made in one minute 
No tools required and no extra parts tolose. This bait answers all 
purposes, and is the greatest fish getter ever devised. Has all the 
motions of a disabled minnow. Quick detachable hooks, nickeled, 
cannot interlock. Enamel guaranteed to stay on. Your money 
back if you don’t like this bait. Extra hooks, double or treble, 
10c. set. Our special double hooks make bait weedless 
OUR TACKLE CATALOG shows Baits, Jamison Casting Lines, 

Reels, Leaders, Weedless Hooks, Trout and Bass Flies, etc. 

THE W. J. JAMISON CO., 
Dept. R, 736 South California Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

a 

Absolutely 

BEFORE YOU BUY A CASTING REEL 
Investigate the merits of the South Bend Anti-Back-Lash—Ask your dealer 
to let you try it in comparison with any other reel on the market purported to be anti- 
back-lash or a minimizer of back-lashes—then decide for yourself. ‘ 

It is the Original and only true Anti-Back-Lash Reel made—Is Convertible— 
ar reel or anti-back-lash by a turn ef adjustment screw—Thumbs 

itself—Automatically stops when bait lands—and has many other exclusive wonderful 

features which no otherreel possesses. | : : 
aranteed without time limitatien—will fulfill all we claim— money back 

if not entirely satisfied. 

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO., 8243 Colfax Ave.. SouTH BEND, IND. 

Can be used as ar 

Send for our new catalog on Quality Tackle 

“REMARKABLE FISH-GETTER 
New Wonderful Lures. Satisfy yourself—$1.00 for the two at your dealer or by mail direct. Money ba k if not 

99 is putting it mildly—Try ‘em and you will 

never go on fishing trip w ut these two 

these lures will do—The reputation of South Bend Quality Tackle is behind the m. 

South Bend Weedless South Bend Wobbler 
Spinner Hook cannot be | just the right size an 
excelled for right-down | weight. Possesses an at- 
sportsmanlike casting.— | tractiveness in action and 
Absolutely Weedless, yet | appearance that surpasses 
a sure fish hooker. all others. 

GB if SOUTH BEND BAIT COMPANY 
No. 565W (% actual size) 50c 8245 Colfax Ave., South Bend, Ind. 
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Grand Canadian Handicap Championship 
s. Hdep. Total 

Gees prOsg., = sci Oe DA Dim BD 24—96 
C.C.Plummer ...... DPX PN 24 24 25—94 
R. G. Mackay, pro. 21 230 “2am 2D .a25—O4 
IrSeager. ..- 2. wie 19), 3240 23) 23m. 23— 90 
GeOConnorsss oe I heyy 23) P| 24—93 
Stites a tele nevs,cto oer 21 22 23 23 £24—92 
[Spl aCiag ies Genome. cete.c 19 24 DA oi 22—91 
WiSEsdalew Seis oes 16) S233 We24t > 23% 221-91 
W.B.McLaren ...... DD DO 22 24 22-—90 
A MELOM EY Bis tote sds 192) ate Al 22—90 
Gale Nivial: acter 19)" 23 2245 (22) 55 21=—90 
ACB atesis crn. coe ators 19 22 22 24 22—-90 
MiRletchermaga. oo. - 19 23 24 22 21—90 
TE SMB Oa DiOsee rare ees 21 22 25 21 22—90 
INGPAMIDING Gin Secs notes Samoa eee, YL 22—89 
AVIAN C Oran coe arose ease: Livi aby. Pal 22 22-89 
PS. Schwager ....-. 21 23 21 21 24—89 
a Wie Gundy) ae WG BRE A Pil 22—89 
PASI en ey bac. os ca 16: 25, aa23 19 22—89 
Rt ewistoa s., Accreen es: 19) (22) 2 23 23—89 
EAG@Wihite, pro. 5... —21 24 20 22 22—88 
APIBISHOPecte. eee oe 21 23) > 324. 222, 19—88 
M.Cowderey ....... Pe BBY PS 20 22—88 
Ee OnelSOmle 2s) +) 21 23 22 23 # £20—88 
Joie JenWINgS..4 cms 22 235523 17 24—87 
IWRCATTe Ro tacts Heese LOM S235 225925) 19—87 
INGMOn Gs svecls sree te 202 ee 18 23—87 
SPOS rOdleNprON (oct. 21 21 22 22 21—86 
BaBeattie ws. 222 5.05: Py BR BI 21 22 86 
R.G. Robinson ...... 20 20 23 22 20—85 
GABEAtte wesc 62 ae BPA ay Pail 18 21—85 
BI RE RO OS oem 16 23 20 20 22—85 
We VeRO SerS: | 2 aes = ey A 23 - 20 21—85 
WirtBarmesarcthnees ss Pal 19 24 20 21—8&4 
Major Singer ........ 21 21 Pe 19 21—83 
a AVA aah G eee echt: Spe 2Os 22 20 ls 

mDilloneney ieee 7 PA 19 22 21—83 
B. i ePearcek ee on. Seon 2020) 18—83 
INE Brownlee® 2.25... 16 19) 520 19 24—82 
W. Sutton, pro. ...... PAV AOR il 19 >21—Ssi 
RAR SID DIEb aes) ete 133) 22, 19 19 20—80 
WHE WiiG sates => le 20m 22 19 19 18—78 
IM Goodale) |). Say. she 18 23 21 17 15—76 
G@ BuGreene™ 22+... 19 21 22 14 19—76 
GiBasdalewsaes. 2 18 17 21 20 16—74 
G. Walker, pro. ...... 222020 15 16—71 
Wee wiarshallt 4.955. 195320521 9 17—67 
Wie Gorbye os. vs. %): 1S 23 23 10 10—66 
SEN EINGO Seas Ree 21 Die, 
ebintebisony e....:2 == 18 22 20 
Jiliah er entanres hes ites 19 20 18 
ae MaAvLOTa eee ao 21 21 21 
Witeb Late cy 1a trciews ntact: FPP PX | 19 
A aaWEINIE Vg 1 an eee 16 20 10 
IMiOrmISOnE ean tae 2 20 21 
INOld ene nck ou. 21 2a 

Canadian Amateur Championship. 

2 Events at 25 Birds. 
Be vilacibarens Galganys eh 0) ona eoas 
F. G. Bills, Chicago 
C. C. Plummer, Swan River 
JnowBoa Montreal S4s428 koe ke 
P. G. Schwager, Dundern 

. F. Morrison, Dundern 
. G. White, Optewat aaa ee 

. Vance, Tillsonburg A Bick aie iO 
. Maher, Miontrealtra eric ore tee o4 

T. Lally, Comvwali te eee 
eae "Calgary Satie Sua aes 

. Lewis, Montreal 
Ewing, Whonitreal e cierterceyeiedooee he 

Lally, (CON ee Se Sr ee a 
M. Cowderoy, E\dmontones ss iasete ck 
Geo. Beattie, Hamilton 
Ueveelarts Dresden. 00.0 Ach feee ye 
H. Taylor, Tillsonburg 
G. Vivian, Toronto ...... 
Geo. O’ Connor, Ottawa .. 
Dr. Seager, Ottawa Ey PONS SoA AL Seca 
pETOGIG A WADDIDES «6-2... ks sce nse 
N. Fong, Hamilton eee Ase Oe ee 
W.H. Sutton, Winnipeg 
IAB Heney, Deerdie a hr go 
ae I RERIS SEP AUINEOW etches cue ese ene oho ove 
E. Sturt, Emini ee 
Mvererinnes, Hamilton... =... 6b cec 
Major Singer, IUTEYE EE eee eee 
iGeowwalker,Ottawa ...........<.2%. 
R. MacKay, Winnipeg 3 HD eNB hone een 
meomanViontreal::..... 2.0)... 00.2. 
eG. Robinson, Gialsanye Asie 
GmimGreeng Ottawa ................ 
J. Jennings, Toronto 
F. A. Heney, Ottawa 
Redwing, Montreal 

ms 

25—50 
24—49 
24—49 
23—48 
23—48 
25—48 
25—418 
23—48 
23—416 
23—46 
25—46 
22—46 
22—46 
23—46 
22—46 
21—46 
23—45 
22—45 
24—45 
21—45 
21—45 
24—45 
24—45 
22—A5 
24—44 
22—44 
22—44 
22—44 
24—44 
22—44 
22—43 
23—43 
24—43 
22—43 
22—43 
23—42 
20—42 
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BuBeattie, Ottawailes. ose ce eecicmeeeae 22 
Wi Dillonsetiami toni eee 21 
TL (OLyalls Montrealiaigs 1... uke oor 20 
Geol Easdale; Ottawarg cae tae 24 
C=Thompson, Hamilton eno eee 23 
SiGe Vance iillsonburgeen - 257 eee 21 
P)JPearce; Lorontowys <5 4-7 ceree 23 
J. Putnam, Montrealecsecs. = «-aeeeee 20 
FE: Watson, Elamiltonyeiccs seein 20 
M. Esdale, Edmonton... = 0.2. .22-2256 22 
JW: Nairn, Hamilton =e aoe 19 
IN2'Garr® Hamilton®sseee os. eee 19 
M. Goodale, Hamilton 19 
I. Kyle, Merrickville 21 

SJ Gorbys Ottawar. 20 
ViVi Rogers, Ottawase ae soe ee PR ori: 17 
C. Bethune, Ottawa ........ saad ae 18 
Robt. Sibbitt, Ottawal a-oee ce eee 18 
TEE) Doremus, Montreal 5. oe 14 
KR: Lucas, Montreal@ =... eee 15 
OFA Ring, Ottaway ase ee 10 
JE: Brown; Ottawae oe scene eee 23 
W.C. Little, Ottawa. .5..cc teat eens 22 
A.W. Throop, Ottawa-y S5e-reo ene 20 
W. 'L. CamerontOttawars on eee 19 
W. Williams, Obtawa®<u slags cae 19 
J..Payne, Tillsonburg oo ese eee 24 
W Marshall Galt senor 22 
G: M>Dunk,Toronto® “2-5. 2 acne PA 
As BoalBrownsburgie ce ae Mic | eal 

Two Man Team Championship. 
Bills and’ Dunk pros... 2) eee eee 25 
Brodie and, Boaproes eke eee eee 23 
White‘and Mackaya pro. seat ae eee 22 
Putnam‘and Suttons pro ss) 5 eee 13 
Dr> Smith’andi Dr Seaget: acer Pp 
J.J. Heney and Geo. O’Connor ....... 22 
Cowderoy and/M=Esdale. 22.2. 00.8 23 
B. Beattieand GB? Greene... - acer 24 
Elarris-‘and Bletcher’ 4. 4-2 ae. 5. ae 24 
Goodale:and Dillonih= 5°75. oe. eee 20 
Mckean and’ Bishop. deen cee 24 
F. A. Heney and V. V. Rogers ......... 23 
Morrison and Schwager .............- 25 
W. Barnes and Geo. Beattie .......... 21 
Elysandinloughtonseee sos. 55 Pree ce 22 
Fenton and Gooderham .............. 23 
Jenningsiand Vivian Vena can e eee 24 
Garmand Sturiek 2 tec now. Gace 20 
arkimandiGorbyeros. soso eee 23 
Throop and Cameron 22. 
Marsh and Gooderham ......:.....4. 21 
Robmsonmand i1eren ns eee eee 23 
Huntemand Watson 2. > +.4 see 20 
Viancerand Vancerterreunnes oaton: ee 22 
Fiwingland nedmaneer seam ee ees Pa OA 
Maher-anddiewis ec eee eee 24 
Wakefreld’and dentity ck:eie sec 22 
Long:and' Bates, ..5 apc sme eee 21 

Five Man Team Championship. 
Hamilton I. 

Sturt oe craks Cee ee ee 25 
Barnes ano: sicimaenscoar ea eee ate hee 22 
Bates C03 Saeko ae ie abe 23 
Beattie, Gu cs. Sees ES eee 24 
TOD RRS oss aches chore ec eee ae oe 15 

Hamilton II 
FRAETIS fester g hs Sonne oa ee Ole ee 18 
Dillowgt.. = 6b. See oe eee 19 
Carr yr no bak ctcie- co RO ee re 22 
Watsoni.n.5 aad ethsa oes cee ee 20 
Goodaleés 2.5.5 Heeger eccrine 19 

Ottawa I 
GLeGNe (oo. sisal heve o.0 eee Onn See 23 
Beatties Bs. <ontic-o see eee 24 
Heneyo Jc % sion ss ons SRO eee 23 
SCAGER | Pops hagerarate ets eeceaemoe MER eae cee 24 
Smith...) han eek See NA eee 20 

Ottawa II 
Throop . ek ee hy oe eee 20 
Cameron. tcnee.gos cs oce eee ee 21 
ROCKS iis Ent aie, Beans caer otro events 19 
Littlenif. icterk:, Seoten ee ee 19 
O Gonnor J25.4. aed Soe ee 24 

Toronto I 
BE Syose e's) dheans gas Ceaenolal geveh Ne Os et eR 21 
Fentonea...'55,54 4 ae oc ie eee 23 
MibVEATIE Ayers cada. :tote ee rote, whe te Ee ee aoe 21 
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They can't resist the fetching reflection and 
lifelike flutter of Hornung’s combined 

Of finest materials, brass, copper, e25 
nickel and copper finished. Trout size 95 9c Cc ei 

$2.50 doz.—bass size, 5c: $3.50doz. Trial =f) 

Hard Braided of the Highest Grade of Silk. ae 
Strongest Line of its size in the Wor sed By 
Mr. Decker in contest with Mr. J amison. Nuf se 

Every Line Warranted. 50 Yard Spools $1.00. 

' Trout Flies 
For Trial—Send Us | 

18¢ Tegular price, pers Quality A —— 
3c for an assorted dose Quality B | 

G0e fersnmorted dcres: Quality C Hone ¥oulWant-a-Eaunch> 

Our Expert Casting Line | — The Big Ones Al Fall For It! 

on receipt of price ifr not at deale rs 
CALINET CO., Dept. 5, Box 1928,Los Angeles, Calif 

assorted dozen. = 
Boe eer’ “°S6e. Bass Flies To use onthe Muskoka Lakes? 

: Regular Brite: geen i Here is Your Chance--A new 20ft. Hull, ready 
or an assorte 2 : 

2.00 Regular price. 2. Eng 1S for engine. Save all freight charges. 

a _ \ Address: Box 55, Rod & Gun, Woodstock, Ont. 

La ptt Eee See ree : 

NEVER LOSE A FISH-use - 
BEREUBDS tice BP tect... ;..14-.00000teeesvdeueeseneseseess $ .80 The Greer ee Lever Hooks » 
BORIS BE, OF OF GO fOGb. «oon cc colon ans acte vesiesion ccs waclee -70 NO.8. 10¢eac Na. 3-0, Se 
CASTING RODS, 4f, 5$ or 6 feet .......-2-0eeeeee eee een eee 1.25 Ge at Z 
BAIT RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip ..................-. 2.25 
CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip............ -.. 2.75 
CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings .................... 3.50 

The H. H. KIFFE CO. 575 Bresdwey. 
Illustrated Catalogue free on application 

Ty on (ge The illinois River Folding Decoys 
the rel thing, aNd the Automatic Canvas Decoys 
Their movements and natural appearance will deceive the wildest ducks or geese within easy 
range of the hidden gunner. It’s a fact that you can’t equal them. They have stood the test. 
Thousands sold annually in many parts of the world. Good where-ever the wild fowl flies. 
They give good service, are compact and convenient. Sportsmen’s comments of satisfaction 
received regularly. Ask your dealer to see them. Write to us for illustrations and prices. 

J. W. REYNGLDS DECOY FACTORY, CHICAGO, U.S.A. 

Peerless Ornamental Fencing accomplishes 
two great purposes. It beautifies your premises 
by giving them that symmetrical, pleasing, orderly 

appearance, and it protects them by furnishing rigid, 
effective resistance against marauding animals, etc. 

Peerless Ornamental Fencing 
is made of strong, stiff, galvanized wire that will not 
sag. In addition to galvanizing, every strand is given 
a coating of zinc enamel paint, thus forming the best 
possible i insurance against rust. Peeiless ornamental 
fence is made in several styles. It’s easy to erect 
and holds its shape for years. 

Send for free catalog. If interested, ask about our 
farm and poultry fencing. Agents nearly every- 

where. Agents wanted in open territory. 

Banwell Hoxie Wire Fence Co., Ltd. 

| ATT 
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Wakefeld 2-22 oS eee eee 23 18—41 
JEnnINyS . son. Sock soe ee eee 25 25—50 

222 
Toronto II. ss 

PIOQNPREON. oi... s'« pinata on, ee eee 22. 23—45 
PME ESAN Se asd) 22 fe = Yertoke acho os oie re ae 22 22—44 
Gooderham". 2.8 252255... eee 21 21—42 
PROM IELY CK: i) io rakes Seynatale a canes aeons 22 20—42 
AVES E> (it fis a ctbiapcnerctors soe ere Mees aie 22 18—40 

213 
Montreal... 

USMS oe a ae ie ee oR 22 21—43 
RSE MESS ee eae eae reel ee ee crtie etenate rs 25 21—46 
ESCH IHANGS “Soloawies, Of Ser seni stele 21 22—43 
ASCE tee See eee nie oe a ele sie 19 18—37 
IDEN oh Sls ASRS EiG eee eo Cerne 22 23—45 

214 
Eight Man Team Championship. 

Hamilton. 3 
Sturt 24, Barnes 25, Bates 22, G. Beattie 24, Long 24, 
Harris 20, Carr 24, Fletcher, 19.—182. 

Montreal 
Ewing 20, Lewis 21, Redman 24, Maher 23, Lucas 18, 

Day 17, Galbraith 17, Putnam 19.—159 
Toronto 

Ely 23, Gooderham 23, Houghton 20, Fenton 24, 
Vivian 20, Ten Eyck 23, Wakefield 23, Jennings 24.— 
180. 

Ottawa 
Smith 20, Seager 22, Greene 22, Throop 21, Cameron 

22, V. Rogers 22, J. J. Heney 25, B. Beattie 23.—177. 
Professional Team. ’ a 

Dunk 19, Mackay 20, Walker 20, Sutton 17, Bills 25, 
Boa 25, White 23, Brodie 25.—174. 

Consolation Handicap—1i00 Targets 
Harris 92, Throop 92, Vivian 89, Fletcher 88, Pearce 

88, Dillon 88, Kyle 88, E. Cordy 88, F. A. Heney 88, 
J. Vance 87, Holden 86, Rogers 85, Greene 85, M. Es- 
dale 85, Nairn 84, Singer 83, O’Connor 83, Harkin 82, 
Funnell 81, G. Easdale 79, Carr 78, McCurdy 77, 
Cameron 75, Brownlee 75, Hunter 73, Marshall 72, 
W. J. Corby 72, Sibbitt 71, Watson 71, Bedard 67 
Putnam 64, Ring 63, Wright 63. 

_ Stray Pellets. _ 
Messrs. Morrison and Schwager, winners of the Two 

man team championship, shot with Winchester guns, 
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each making the possible 25. 
Approximately fifty per cent. of the shooters used 

Dominion shells. ‘ 
_ J. Henry of Ottawa, who made such a sensational 
finish in the five man team championship, shot Nitro 
Club shells. ‘ : ra: 

The shooters were delighted with the souvenir hats, 
the compliments of the Dominion Cartridge Company. 
The inscription was most appropriate, “‘the handi-hat 
for the handi-cap.” ‘ 

J. E. Jennings won high average for the first two 
days with an L. C. Smith gun and Winchester shells. 
He also broke 99 out of 100 on preliminary day. 

W..B. McLaren, winner of the long run bowl and the 
Amateur Championship fired Winchester shells. He 
made a straight of 101. 

The next annua! tournament will be at Cobourg, Ont. 
the arrangements being in charge of the Cobourg Gun 
Club. Mr. Chas. McCallum, Sec’y. of the Club, will 
have the assistance of G. M. Dunk of the Dominion 
Cartridge Company, and there is no doubt but the 
tournament_ will be satisfactorily and successfully 
handled. Cobourg is centrally situated and a delight- 
ful summer town. Excellent grounds and good ac- 
commodations can be secured. The tournament will 
be held early in June. : 

C. C. Plummer, winner of the Grand Canadian 
Handicap and also the Novice Bowl, shot a Winchester 
pump gun. 3 : 

F. G. Bills, shooting a Winchester pump gun and 
Winchester _ shells, won high professional aggregate. 
He also made a straight run of 132. _ 

Fight professional shooters were in attendance. R. 
G. MacKay of Winnipeg and G. S. Walker of Ottawa, 
represented U. M. C.; E. G. White of Ottawa represen- 
ted Du Pont Powder Company, F. G. Bills represented 
Winchester; T. Brodie, Hercules PowderCo., W. Sutton, 
Nobells Explosives and J. S. Boa and G. M. Dunk the 
Dominion Cartridge Co. An : 

Rupert M. Watson of the Dominion Cartridge Co. 
had charge of the office and although his duties were 
strenuous he handled the job to the satisfaction of 
everyone. J 

The targets supplied by Nelson Long of Hamilton 
were satisfactory in every respect. 

The western provinces were well represented. The 
western men certainly secured their share of the troph- 
ies. = : 

E. G. White, shooting for the Du Pont Powder Co., 
made a straight run of 117. 

TRAP SCORES 
(Continued from page 178) 

Glenmoir Gun Club (Quebec City) 
A number of the employees of the Ross Rifle Co. of 

Quebec have recently organized a gun club. The mem- 
bers while new at the clay targets are mostly good rifle 
shots and no doubt will soon give a satisfactory acceunt 
of themselves at the flying saucers. The officers of the 
club are President, P. J. O’Brien; Vice-Pres., Ernie 
Malone; Sec.-Treas., H. M. Wolfenden; Field Captain, 
Jeff O’Brien. : 

The President kindly donated the free use of grounds 
at his home Glenmoir and the club will be known as the 
Glenmoir Gun Club. The first shoot was held on 
Saturday, June 8th with scores as follows: 

E. Malone 25, 12, C. Nelson 25, 8; W. Common 25, 
10; N. Moore 25, 12; T. Smith 25, 16; W. Rutherford 
25, 11; P. O’Brien 25, 16; A. McCusker 25, 12; Jeff 
O’Brien 25, 19: H. M. Wolfenden 25, 18; Bert Jones 
25, 13; Bert Dranfield 25, 15; J. Adams 25, 8: Jeff 
Malone 25, 8; M. Malone 25, 14; Frank Martin 25, 12; 
Frank Hopkins 25, 3. 

Hamilton Gun Club. 
A most successful shoot was held at the Hamilton 

- Gun Club on June Sth. | 
The club championship belt changed hands again, 

when E. H. Sturt won out from Milton Carr. Both 
tied in the first twenty-five birds with 24, but the next 
sechapl the new champion put on 25 straight while Carr 
go otk 

For the visitors, J. Jennings put up a remarkably 
fine exhibition of trap shooting, getting the splendid 
total of 147 out of 150, and as his records show is one of 
the foremost shooters of the Dominion. For the local 

ub, E. H. Sturt put on the best total with 121 out of 
125 and only lost one bird in the first hundred. Now 

that he holds the championship it will take some shoot- 
ing to make him relinquish it, as he is a hard man to beat 
in a close finish. George Beattie also had a lively 
afternoon, getting 96 out of the 100, and in the fifty 
bird event went straight, winning a silver club spoon. 
Myles Goodale got off to a bad start, but finished strong 
with 116 out of 125, and in the wind-up went 73 straight. 
E. Harris had 92 out of 100, D. Reid 67 out of 75, A 
Bates and M. Carr 90 out of 100, and J. W. Nairn 134 
out of 150. | 

The scores were: Sj 
otal. 

50 Birds Shotat Broke. 
eo Riumgerse ee ce ies sarc eee 42 100 88 
J FICUMINGS reo. os ics ees eee 49 150 147 
G: Danks.e3t 3 Se Ec PS 42 125 106 
PD: Rede ee Aer Fs aoe 45 75 67 
PW. Watson ace: as. Seer 43 100 87 
G: Beattie suk a 5i4 ee eee 50 100 96 
N: Longue nee See Al 105 88& 
W.. Dillonwac 2 se oh ee tas 45 105 87 
IM. Goodalew e acre aeie eee 44 125 116 
I. Smith - 2. tepsks see es 43 90 72 
C. Johnsonixn,.Gaerencee ee 36 110 83 
H. Lennon)... 3.2 asa ee 42 105 90 
A. Bates "ioc bat wines coe 45 100 90 
B.S arris #255 se he see et re 45 100 92 
= Vanmere e552. eee 3 50 31 
TT. WeBarnes! oe eee eee 45 125 115. 
M:: Garr oo: wil. ete Se Bee 46 100 90. 
CiSyer eye te nee eee ee 35 125 98 
E: i. Sturt = 3.36 ae ee 49 125 121 
Wi Wrearke oo.0 3c. ct ee 42 75 66 
ET ONeill oc ode eee eee oe 50 40 
Jo Wo Naima ae ee ee eee 43 150 135 

Ly ete 
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FN Reliable 

GUIDE To PLACES 

Bass A-Plenty ! 
——————_ 

And no _ wilderness 
- travel needed to find 
splendid fishing ! 

Bass abound close to 

the hotel in the heart 

of the Rideau Lakes. 

High, cool, and mod- 

ern. Easy to get to, 

and you’ll rest well at 

Hotel Kenney 
Jones Falls, Ont. 
Overnight from N. Y. City 

No better fresh-water fishing on this continent—no off seasons. 

ney, so it is bound to be runright. It’s modern, complete, and yet not high-priced. Open May 

1 to November 1—good hunting in the season. Ask for Booklet giving FACTS—not mere talk 

The owner runs the Ken- J. A. KENNEY, 
Mgr. and Propr. 

Jones Falls, Ont., Can. 

To the Fisherman, Canoeist and Camper 

ALGONQUIN PROVINCIAL PARK, ONTARIO’S 
2,500,000-acre Forest and Game Preserve, offers a virgin 
Lakeland of 2.000 lakes and streams comparatively unfished. 
Rare opportunities tor live game photography. 2,000 feet 
elevation. Immune.from Hay Fever. Highest and Coolest 

Resort in Ontario. 

HOTEL ALGONQUIN 
at Joe Lake Station is the Starting Point of the direct canoe 
routes North and South through the Park. 
The hotel affords every requisite and comfort for guests 

within easy reach of fine Trout and Bass Fishing. 
Complete Outfitting and ee Store. Canoe and 
soat Livery. Guides procured. Six hours from Ottawa, 

eight from Toronto. Pullman service. 
eason—June 25th to September 25th. 

Information and Booklet of 

L. E. MERRELL, Mowat P.O., Ontario 

The Favorite Spot 
Gaspe Basin For Health Sport. 

Charming resort for sportsmen and pleasure 
seekers. The vicinity affords beautiful scenery, fine 
sea-bathing and unexcelled fishing. Guests have the 
privilege of salmon and trout fishing in connection 
with the house. Salmon and trout fishing par excel- 
lence. Best salmon fishing on Pool commences first 
weekin June. Don’t miss the sport. 

Opens Baker's Hotel: 2°" 
So long and favorably known, offers first class 

accommodation for tourists with all the comforts of 
home Has been greatly enlarged, up-to-date in 
every respect. Rooms with baths, hot and cold water. 
Tennis.courts, croquet lawn, etc. Before making 
our plans for the summer outing be sure to write 
or terms and other information to 

BAKER’S HOTEL, GASPE, QUE. 
EE Se = 

| 

The Penetanguishene 
| Georgian Bay’s Leading Summer Hotel 

| Modern and Home Like, Superior Cuisine, Sand 

Beach, Several Rooms en suite with bath, Electric 

| lights, Tennis, Bowling, Good Fishing, Dancing, 

| Orchestra in attendance, Best Drinking Water in 

Province. Two hours from Toronto, via special 

daily express. Write for Booklet. 

W. H. Wilson, Prop., Penetanguishene, Ont. 
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Red Deer Gun Club. 
The following scores were made by members of the 

Red Deer Gun Club at their monthly shoot in May: 
5 : PEPE ASCO Sch oS os te. cig 1 22 : 

rend =): 260). aan ses oe PA es 20 22 
WEES 20a ire che 18 20 22 
GAamiiton?.2. 2c scene ace 15 14 10 
jeRistiiilita gis oae ae oe eee S di Me we 
AY S(c2 1 DE gine ens cae ese 14 17 
yrs EATSOUS Ma... ch-.2. selec ieee 20 19 
rWichenze) s> ts So) oa es 10 11 
DyrHSANGELS ceo. 5:5 Se, ewe 14 “ie 
Gree SEaLKk er ~..2 ccc on Beste 19 
aAckonNtOns co 2-22 SSS 10 2: 
[Dan Siri eee ees 23 18 
Cas NUE 1 oS eee eae ae eas 13 - 
Wave Gampbell: vos. 5 scnc ee 23 20 

Stanley Gun Club. 
On June 3rd the scores made at the above club were: 
W. Ely 50, 46; E. Marsh 100, 73: G. Vivian 100, 95; 

W. Hughes 100, 77: J. Salisbury 100, 60: A. Case 90, 
66; W. James 50, 42: G. Cashmore 65, 59; W. Pedrick 
80, 58; A. Buck 50, 45. 

On June 10th the scores at the Stanley Gun Club 
shoot were: 

Case 75, 62; F. C. Fowler 65, 49: Nichols 50, 35; G. 
Cashmore 75, 67; W. Ely 55, 52; T. Houghton 70, 65: 
P. Wakefield 55, 51; Salisbury 80, 50; W. Hughes 80, 48: 
Boast 40, 11: E. J. Marsh 55, 48; A. Tomlin 65, 47: 
Bec 15, 7; J. Sockett 50, 45; James 50, 37; Buck 
50, 40. 

The Stanley Gun Club held an anfercating clay bird 
shoot on Saturday, June 12th, when the boys from 
western Canada who were at the big Dominion tourna- 
ment at Ottawa were the guests of W. Stevens, E. J. 
Marsh, W. Ely, G. Vivian, Joe Jennings, T. Houghton 
and A. Schnauffer. 

At 1 p.m. they were entertained to luncheon, after 
which they came in special cars to the club grounds. 
Among the visitors were Ben McLaren of Calgary, who 
won the amateur championship of Canada at Ottawa, 
and C. C. Plummer of Manitoba, who won the Grand 
Canadian championship. H. F. Morrison of Saskatche- 
wan shot well, breaking 25 straight, also W. Ely and M. 
J. Pearce. In shooting over the lower trap 300 birds 
were shot at. C. C. Plummer was high with 21 out of 
25, T. Brodie 20 and G. L. Vivian 19. In shooting at 

. doubles Joe Jennings was high with 21 out of 24, C. C. 
Plummer 19 and H. Morrison 18. 

Following are some of the scores:—T. Brodie of 
Winnipeg, 75-67; R. G. Robinson of Calgary, 100-89; 
J. Payne of Tillsonburg, 50-44; B. McLaren of Calgary, 
50-44; A. W. Bishop of Calgary, 50-46; P. G. Schwager, 
of Saskatchewan, 75-68; S. G. Vance of Tillsonburg, 
79-67; H. F. Morrison of Saskatchewan 50-48; J. Vance 
of Tillsonburg, 75-59: C. C. Plummer of Manitoba, 
50-47; G. L. Vivian of Toronto, 50-45; W. Ely, 50-48; 
W. Fenton, 50-39; A. Schnauffer, 100-73; W. Stevens, 
25-22; B. J. Pearce, 100-92; J. Summerhayes, 75-59; 
T. Houghton, 25-35; Joe Jennings, 45-44. 

(First number denotes those shot at, second number 
those broken.) 

Peterboro Gun Club. 
At the regular weekly shoot held on June 4th were: 

J. Loucks 75, 63; S. Coon 75, 61; C. Graham 50, 39; 
C. Gutterson 50, 31; L. Hall 50, 29: Wm. Lang 50, 25; 
J. Lundy 50, 22; Dr. Gowan 25, 21; C. Wood 25, 21; 
C. Mills 25, 20; Dr. Frank 25, 18: W. Belleghem 25, 17: 
C. James 25, 16; C. Moncur 25, 14; P. Spratt 25, 14. 

At the weekly shoot of the above club held on June 
11th, the following scores resulted: 

S. Coon 50, 41; J. Louch 50, 33; H. Routley 50, 33: 
J. Lundy 50, 28; C. Graham 50, 19. 

St. Hubert Gun Club. 
A large number of the St. Hubert Gun Club members 

turned out at the Rockcliffe ranges on June 5th to com- 
pete in the usual weekly shoot. Dr. I. J. Smith was 
the successful winner of the silver spoon. Geo. Easdale 
won a special spoon for breaking over 50 birds straight. 
He smashed 53 before missing. 

On Thursday, a club competition was held, and Mr. 
A. T. Phillips won the spoon with a handicap, tieing 
V. V. Rogers with a score of 48, and getting 23 in the 
shoot off. The scores were as follows: 

Total 
2250 71 OS DAe2AS OA DT... 25 24-133 
PIsoR Ne) ee Der 2 DP DO —1l111 
REED nS. 1S 2EA20" 2A 24 —105 
CO eS Poel a 19, SS —104 

Witte, pro. ........ 7a? EY. LE} — 95 
GR OMNOK He =... ). Dd~ 24 (2A. 2A — 95 
SLT ae Poe 2d 2S — 94 
J eee Dae Do 24522. — 94 
SU 2a 25. -24- 21 — 93 
lo Pami2or 23 “23 — 89 

ARREOOP -:.cetee gele ahe 24, 23 222) 29 — 88 
Bethune, 7 so ae see 22 20) SOA aM — 85 
Gameron”. 2. a. 20° 20 22a — 83 
niet eb eros nears 20. 19. 23R 1S — 80 
IBISEK. Stesaacrs aes.cete PLiye pe) 9: — 72 
Walker: pro..-.-3.2%.. 25 222 — 68 
Stafford 222 = cit ee 20 23, 23 — 66 
Bonnar” vas sees 19% 2h oe — 61 
BoOotbiyec)s 2 soe settee ZO 21 AY, — 58 
Phillips... 52.062 eee 16 18 19 — 53 
Brownlee” 2. s#...-<7: IZ” 1Seas — 50 
Bedardse: ccs sees 17 16-515 — 48 
Brownlee 3.5 2-0 17 14 18 — 50 
Rogers; Gi He See 14 47 16 — 47 
Eittley scees ee 22, 2357 ee — 45 
Meintyre-24-55-- 9. 18) 42 — 44 
Harry<.. to eee 14 is a4 — 4i 
Walliams? 22S. 15°o 153s — 30 
Lally. 2354 ane Dan rae 

At the weekly spoon shoot of the St. Hubert Gun Club 
Thursday, Mr. A. T. Phillips won spoon with a hand- 
icap, tieing V. V. Rogers with 48 out of 50 and 23 in the 
shoot off. Scores in detail: 

Targets. 
Ces IS 20° EE 

EG. White : pre) = eee 15 14 20— 49 
Wave ones “(i iemyieast a eee 15 14 29— 48 
A. Er Phillips 3.334. cee 12 14 19— 48 
Geo. OF Connor: S625 oe eee eee 14 13 19— 46 
J.J: Weney.Jr-2 on 5. eee eee 15 14 17— 46 
W. L. Gameron’ <2). 2 2-2 soe 15 11 20— 46 
Wid: Gorbyv sack oe esi eee 14 13 19— 46 
7. O?}E€onnor- So). oc ce eee 12 14 19— 45 
B: Beattie 2227s See eee 14 12 18— 14 
WG bittle- 32 fon. see ee eee 13 12 18— 43 
A> W. fhroop’se ee eee eee .. 14 14 18— 43 
W>2Williams® :-222s,05. co) Dee 14 14 15— 42 
B. Lally: 222 58 Sses 2 Sree eee 14 11 17— 42 
Geo Easdale’.2% sens = tec Cee 13. 12 16— 41 

It will be noted that the above scores are all over 82 
Lee 

x EXTRAS: AT 25 BIRDS. 
Geox Easdalex:.2s ssn reac, 24 QL 7225 2222 ie 
J: J. Heneyrs 22s. oe 25 24 21 23 ..— 93 
RPASSIDDIEE Ss eee 18 14 18 18 22— 90 
Geos O:Goennor=...42 +=. 20 20 23 24 ..— 8&7 
Wi Corby 2a. eee 19° 15)" Die — 77 

V. V. Rogers, 23, 24—47; E. O’Connor, 23, 22—45; 
E. G. White, 24, 24—48; A. W. Throop, 22, 23—45; W. 
L. Cameron, 24; A. T. Phillips, 23; F. Lally 21; R. A. 
Sibbitt, 28 out of 35; Dr. McIntyre, 25 out of 50. 

Eagle Gun Club. 
On May 31st the Eagle Gun Club of Brantford paid 

a visit to the Governor’s Road Club. The Eagle Club 
won by 45 birds. 5 

_ Saskatoon=Gun Club. 
The following scores were made at a June mid-week 

shoot of the Saskatoon Gun Club: : 
H. R. Galbraith 24, O. L. Lemery 21, S. E. Fawcett 21, 

A. Schoen 19, Jno. McRae 18, W. J. Bickman 18, H. 
Zapfe 18, K. Ross, Regina 18; Dr. McConnell 17, Dr. 
Love 17, W. Geen 17, R. Deninson 16, F. Cole 15, Dr. 
Valens 15, D. S. Campbell 15, Jno. East 12. 

Brantford Shooters at Simcoe. 
A fifty target match was pulled off at Simcoe on June 

3rd between Simcoe and Brantford shooters, with the 
following results: 

Brantford— Simcoe— 
Summerhayes ...... 46 Hocking --.2. ee 42 
PyenniSe eee ee 45° MeGalll. ia. eee 41 
McRobb* S222 22 44. Garter -s: 222-02 40 
Aston! 392). cat ewes 44. Hewson ).-pn5 eae 40 
Lambert. . eure ae: 41 Marlatt) < 27 eeee 38 
Pave att See 40 - Laing 25, 36 
PIQHerEV tre cress ieee 40 F. Goodlett:=.=-- ce 34 
Stevenson >» 220. 3) McAlpme = 452-2. oes 
MeKinnon ...25~-..- os Burk: 35 3...- ee 31 
TE Doherty... oe 32 W. Goodlett... --2 28 

400 363 

Kingsville Gun Club. 
The annual tournament of Kingsville Gun Club held 

June 3rd on the grounds of the Mettewas Inn, Kings- 
ville, was not as largely attended as the attractiveness 
of the program warranted owing to unfavorable weather. 
Notwithstanding 35 shooters, including the best shots 
in Ontario, faced the traps and put in an enjoyable day 
at this delightful summer resort. 

The program consisted of twelve regular events and 
the competition for the Dr. King Trophy entblematic 
of the championship of Southwestern Ontario. $60. 
was given in high average prizes, $20 to 6 high guns in 
the first 100 targets, the same for second 100 targets and 
the same for the general average. J. E. Jennings, the 

; 
. 

| 
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GUIDE and OUTFITTER 
F. L. WELLMAN SO" ror 
Hunting, Fishing and Exploring 

STONY INDIAN HUNTERS 

Parties 

Morley, Alta. 

Central New Brunswick Hunting Camps 
‘Located in the centre of the Big Game District of N.B. 
MOOSE, CARIBOU, DEER AND BEAR 
All at same Camps. Correspondence Solicited. 
GEORGE E. GOUGH, North View, Victoria Co., N.B. 

PRINCE GEORGE 
TORONTO - - CANADA 
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted. 
Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service. 
European Plan. American Plano. 

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor 

The ‘‘Wright Hunter’’ 
A thin, keen 41% inch blade, adapted to skinning and cut- 

ting up game. Note thumb rest on blade for usein skinning, 

made for either right or left handed men. Fully warranted— 

tough, fine knife steel, hard enough to hold an edge, soft 

enough to guard against chipping. Knife and splendid laced 

leather sheath, $2.50 postpaid anywhere in the United States. 

WILL A. WRICHT, Bairdstown Station, Losangeles, Cal. 

_ Mizpah 
JOC Kno. 44 

Gives you a feeling of real comfort 
and the assurance of perfect protection 
while exercising. 

Opening beneath Patent flap 

2 

Smallamountof material between thighs 

Perfect pouch 

Welt-bound webbing 

Can be cleaned by boiling without injury to rub- 
ber. Fits perfectly Can't rub or chafe. Finest¥ 
quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer, and if 
he will not supply you with MIZPAH JOCK NO. 44, 
send us 75c in stamps and waist measurement and 
we will send by mail. 

THE WALTER F. WARE CO., Lept. C.,” PHILA. 

Canoe Cruises 
In Canada 

The undersigned is prepared to furnish all neces- 
sary equipment and additional guides if necessary 
and accompany party of two to eight members on a 
canoe trip through Northern Ontario or Quebec wilds. 

If you have any particular trip in view in those 
districts I will supply all information as to rates and 
time required, on request, or I can offer you a choice 
of desirable routes. 

R. BRAYLEY, Guide and Outfitter 

969 Bloor St. W., Toronto. 

ie wf 

For Bass, Muscallonge and Pickerel 
fish in the French and Pickerel rivers. Good board, 
comfortable quarters at Wanikewin Hotel. Fine canoe 
trips, daily mail, camping parties outfitted. House boat, 
cruiser, launches, boats and canoes forrent. Get your 
ticket for Pickerel Landing on the Canadian Pacific Ry. 

We meet you there. Write tor further particulars 

M. H. FENTON, 

Wanikewin, Ont., Can. Wanikewin Hotel’ - 

C Fishing and Big Game Hunting in the ) 

Canadian Rockies 

H. G. LOW, Sportsman and Tourist Cuide 
| Galena P.O., via Golden, B.C. J 

Waterman PORTO 
1915 MopEL Leaps THE WORLD IN FLEXIBILITY oF 

SPEED CONTROL 

THE NEW REVERSING PROPELLER 

permits perfect speed adjustment for any boat for 

racing or trolling. Original outboard motor — 10th 

year — 30,000 in use. Guaranteed for life. 8% b. p. 

Weighs 65 lbs. Automobile carburetor. high tension mag 
neto, removable bearings, solid bronze skeg: 104 inch 
propeller. Steers by rudder from any part of boat. Water 
cooled exhaust manifold. noiseless under. water exhaust 
spun copper water Jacket. Aero Meta! piston and con 
mecting rods. Demond these essentials if pou want pour 
monep's worth, Write us today for free book showing 
full line. Our prices will surprise you 

WATERMAN MOTOR COMPANY < 

201 Mt, Elliott Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
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Toronto expert was high in each series, going through W. Thorold, Ridgetown ..... 225 203 90 
the programme with only four misses. Frank Stotts, D. Smith, Chatham......... 200 179 89 
Essex, was second high man in the first round with the A. McDonald, Kingsville .... 225 202 89 
good score of 94 while Theo. Wigle, Kingsville, was Dr) Kelly,-Florence) =... -- 225 201 89 
second high man in the second zou with 97. The A. Thompson, Windsor...... 225 199 88 
general average winners were, Ist, J. E. Jennings; 2nd, H. Smith, Chatham......... 225 197 88 
Theo. Wigle: 3rd, re Wesner; 4th, W. Hart, D. McNeil F. Conover, Leamington .... 225 195 86 
and H. Taylor. Kennedy, Florence, Ont. won the FF. Dolson, Chatham ........ - 160 136 . 85 
King Trophy se 25 straight. Jennings won the silk W. Smith, Ruthven ........ 200 170 85 
umbrella presented by Mettewas Inn for long run with R.S.Jordan, London....... 190 159 84 
130 straight. Monroe Wigle, Kingsville.... 130 109 84 

Roland E. Day, the popular Ballistite—Empire W.D.O’Loane,St. Thomas . 200 167 83 
representative was high professional with the good O: Orton, Ruthvenis- 200 167 83 
score of 214 or 95 per cent. J. McCausland, London .... 100 83 83 

The following are the scores: < N. G. Sinclair, Florence ..... 100 82 82 
Shot at Broke Per cent A? Tomlin, Toronto ~ 2: 3... 225 181 80 

J.Jennings, Toronto ....... 225 221 98 AS Bunn: Ruthvens on ae 225 181 80 
R. Day, (Pro.), London ..... 225 214 95 G. Dunk, (Pro.), Toronto ... 225 178 79 
Theo. Wigle, Kingsville ..... 225 213 97 G. Orton, Ruthven ......... 115 90 78 
A. Wesner, Flint, Mich. ..... 225 211 94 A. Eastman, Kingsville...... 225 173 td 
Wellarbebresdeny sccm sclens 225 209 93 W. J. McCance, St. Thomas . 225 171 76 
D. McNeil, Florence ....... 225 210° 93 Mrs. Conover, Leamington .. 225 169 75 
H. Taylor, Ridgetown....... 225 209 93 Mrs. O’Loane, St. Thomas .. 200 133 66 
PA SLOLLSSESSER senececinc ce 225 205 91 Dr. Sharpe, Windsor ....... 170 110 64 
W. A. Smith, Kingsville ..... 225 206 91 
C. Kennedy, Florence ...... 225 206 91 

A Month’s Shooting at the Springwood Gun Club. f 
: mee following are the scores made by the members of the Springwood Gun Club of London during the month 

of May: 
PAVenntsINGS¥< cislyivee itis oe nisi 1 25-3 45) 6 27° 289108 12 AS 140 16 fetes 

ING Hole aTrgetsice crane ck ie 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 15 15 15 15 10 15 Shot at Score 
FEVER GIOV ED) MON. ec letnistasa se tare tue 145 79015 LOS2 310.12 The Oe Ls: 15 15,138 12, 1510 S2a8 211 
ERED AV ie tc ne lbs Sete okenace ord 14:-9°14. -9 11 AO. 12510 TOA OST 140 127 
yeNicGausland.: 2. sot eee 14 10 13 10 13 10 9 10 100 89 
ASS Blackburns seo ee ae 1O 24 it ois aoe 9 105 72 
CaS ciyman ose ss. 10) 83) 7-495 Fb AO MO MO 11 7 298507710 205 116 
eGolemant vee. aoe 11° 7 A2 1459 A? 13’ 9-12.10 15-43 tea 205 175 
Wribarkertencire s) . see ccm 151014. 8915 es 12 13 AOL eh ee 160 145 
Siete ORS AK OR Set ke eee one 10% 3238) 26.6: 2405) 35) coe Om 1010 Sriz er 8 230 130 
Ee Grae ee ee eR ee 125 Sti (SA eS ts 12 12508 day 59 160 126 
Vig DTT GG Nene eer 6 1 8 del Oma, 9 10 5 150 87 
ASE lingers. cicwiegentrmee 10 9 13 PUIG 10s Aa 3614: (SEIS ES: 175 125 
Pie blackburnter.. jase © eee Ls “LEG Seer 90 63 
WES CIN el street. cegetednee Siete LOR 2 aes 50 25 
AMM aFiSgts eee. cr nie ee ee 5 4 tS Sey, 90 45 
PAVOrdaten tha. >. 2, eee eee 13 10 14 9 50 46 
eRe seine. 2 (rorya. re 13 a9s 14 14 12 13 15 100 90 
BEM ISSELE Saat. koe oe eee 9 814 40 31 
Bogienteee ete ck te ee 10: =GM2 ori 13 10 10 110 81 
FIG WAC eee cae, vc, eee 4 8 25 ip 
PAE SUONC cern. 5s che cote 11 14 10 13 60. 48 
Oshourke Me 2 's.2 eee i 13 10 14 60 49 
SP ESEO WIR etait iy oo cccn in Boke eet 13 13 11 13 60 50 
PIPINICVECSewoe hs... nce See 12 12 14 13 60 init 
SS WiebbD ewer... scsi eis 10 12 9 12 60 43 
BxeSPENCEn st ok eta ner sas alee 13 11 10 9 60 43 
Walken ie. sree ee 11 11 11 7 60 40 
POEGN EIS Airtel becca ctafs tae 11 3 10 5 60 29 
(UE So Coe oc of ee eee a eee 10 15 10 

: Fort Garry Gun Club. 
The following scores were made at the club grounds, River Park, on May 14: 

‘ ame 12°3° 4°55 6 7 8 “OnOnienonataats ily / 18 20 21 22 23 24°25 Total 
Wi Garre.) ee rctes 1. TA teste Od Se eee 1 OURS Eas 23 
Be cbtEvey: once we tLe Oa Oi a pie eee tomleene 1 1 i i 0 y Dis RS (oe PS 22 
Ree Wie Kaya. os si 12 Pool ob Lk Wee Sea Oe i a ee) ee 24 
BBrOdIe soa cle c cee 12 2 Let 202 Oro ea a a a, 22 
BaBrodienwe eo 1-4 1 -1°2. 004 2 12 2 AO ae a ee eee 22 
WE SUuttens oa. ss 1 © OF 4 Ded ed La OR ea a es al ee 22 
Rev. Patterson ..... FP LL Peek Dd OP aaa estas 0 1 Oe eee 19 
Me Osbornes >... 1-2 (0 1 1D Oe ae Pa a OP ST Oe ia eee 22 
AC Walkers s.,¢ ccm 2 2 10 1 1 eT 4. £1 70: Sea ra Oe a ee ee 22 
O. ESI Chae ee ic tie eae Ciao en Sites) is Va! Wiens Wine es leis Les ee ee eee ee abesih oil ety il LS Pee 
J. McL Holiday ..... 1. 2.0.0: 500 Ve Ae dt 20) ah a oa. 205 00> 08 OF Oe Otel 14 
WARE DOTA GE™ si. 1.. cise 1.1 OF 2 300-2 EE. OSLO i etl 0 10). 2 0 eee 17 
AS WEIS EQWikhe sce Soe 0,0 0 1 0 0 0.1 0-0 10) 0 0205021) 0 0} 003050 oee 5 
DA Brodie... 2t\<.527. OL *O’ 1 2 0. Pat L PES, Aa ie el) is Opn a eee 20 
BEOVIAteS. re et ss beod DL Ld & Pole Pet boy 2 OF SP 1 ie ae 22 
G. aed eye oe 10 °r 0 1 0 0 0 1-0 OF 1. OF A Pret 0) Tea ieee 
eG Simpson... . =. 1° 1°000 2) 2 Oo PY Dae: ol A a Oe i et PAL 
ALE. IMmHOY.. 2. «2. .,. 0 0 0 1'°0 0.1.1: 1-1 I (2730) 2400: 02 0-0) eo 12 

Event No.1 Event No. 2 EventNo. 3 EventNo. 4 
15 Targets 15 Targets 20 Targets 50 Targets 

(LURE .. . soe GR ee oe ae ee eee 11 11 16 33 
SOS . . Sea eee eee eee 6 9 13 
SCUMpi ~~. SSR Set Se Seer Cretan 8 10 15 38 
| SEER on 3.5 IER CREO ono ea 8 7 17 16 
BODE. 5. 55 SO See ere en ntti te ae ea 10 13 15 35 
PPM RIEISCRIE EIS. -ciciclzie ss Pein s o/a''s eer co oie) « 13 11 18 
“LECT IUUTI™- 5 Sera 13 14 16 43 
Se P8550 ntsc lela le a's o's lieve 9 5 'eis 10 9 : 
SpPeRIDET UCT Nk so. ou. o, oa eieleivinleie.elsve's 12 14 18 40 

GSP Sh 5 5335502 eee ae ee 13 10 42 
(SEDER ss 55c0¢¢d0n0o; SEG one 11 12 15 35 
eB oe thet LR ee ee 8 8 14 
LS ES pe SRO a oa 8 9 13 



BOSTON 
Commonwealth [fAve. 

100 yards from Massachusetts Ave. car lines. 

The Distinctive Boston House 
A public house for those who demand the best 

and prefer a homelike atmosphere. 
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A CANOE 
WITH A REPUTATION 

Since 1861 the “ENGLISH” Canoe has given satis- 
jaction. Hunters, fishermen, surveyors—men who 
need a canoe to stand the hardest of tests, have 
always found the ‘‘ENGLISH” to stand by them in 
the hour of need. These tests by men who know, 
and whose opinion is not influenced, have given the 
“ENGLISH” an enviable reputation. 

We have built good canoes; we are still building 
them, and we want to prove this to you. Send for 
our new illustrated catalog, in it you will find a 
canoe for every need 2nd purpose. Send for it now. 

The William English Canoe Co. 
PETERBOROUGH, CAN. 

Single rooms from $2. Combined sitting 
room, bedroom and bathroom from $4. 
Self contained suites. In summer dinner 
at a fixed price is served in the roof garden. 

Some globe trotters have been good enough to say 
that the Puritan is one of the most attractive and 
comfortable hotels in the world. 

Our booklet with ‘guide to Boston on receipt 
of your card. R. G. COSTELLO, MANAGER HUAQGDUOOOOAYOONEVAOSAOOAUANOOAANASUUUOUD 
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A Letter From The Man Who Knows 
Mr. C. S. Lincoln, Manager A. G. Spalding Co., a Gun Connoisseur. 

A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 
General Offices: 28-30 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. 

Mr. Ludwig Wundhammer, 3 
155 North Main Street, Los Angeles, California. 

My Dear Wundhammer: 
Upon my return from an extended eastern business trip I find your letter of April 12th and 

also my Sauer Mauser Rifle with it’s wonderfully beautiful new stock. 
It is the most beautiful piece of wood and the most perfectly constructed stock that one could 

ever hope to see. The fitting and outline is perfection itself. _ Were it not for the contrast in color of 

wood and metal, I could not, with a magnifying glass, determine where the wood joined the metal it 

is so perfectly fitted and I believe it is agreed that stocking a Mauser or Springfield Rifle is a more 
difficult piece of fitting than any other type of stocking. The shape of the pistol grip is perfect as it 
brings the hand ina nba and perfect position in connection with the trigger. Not only that, but the 
graceful curve of the grip adds to the beauty of the gun. The cast-off, drop of the stock and shape of 

the comb and cheek-piece are perfect beyond description and the checking is simply superb. ‘There 
is just enough of it and not too much and it shows the finish of an artist. 

I ammore than grateful for the very perfect and wonderfully artistic production of this De 
Luxe stock. I will venture that no man in America or elsewhere has such a beautiful Rifle as mine, 

It is a pleasure to enclose you check for the bill. 
I only hope that you can stock the Ballard which you have of mine with Circassian Walnut as 

beautiful as this in the Sauer Mauser. Yours sincerely, 

CSL:W Cc. S. LINCOLN. 

LUDWIG WUNDHAMMER, Specialist in Fine Gun Stocking 
Among my customers: Stewart Edward White, Lieut. Whelen, Charles Newton, E. C. Crossman, 

General Ainsworth and ‘‘Fighting Billy Kent,” now of Congress. 

April 21st, 1915 
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SPORTING GOODS FOR. 
FIVE GENERATIONS 

A unique instance in Commercial history is 
furnished by the Bentley family which for five 
generations—over 125 years, has been known 
on the field and in manufacturing cricket bats, 
Lawn Tennis racquets, and other sporting 
goods. The firm was founded in 1786, by 
pony, and John Bentley, who from 1800 to 
1826 played cricket for “England, Middlesex, 
and The M. C. C. In 1813 John Bentley 
became lessee of the now famous Lords 
cricket ground, and kept the ground and 
tavern until about 1820, Henry having his 
factory adjoining the ground. He was the 
first to make bats for the public. Previous 
to that every player made his own, the bat 
being “whittled” from a single piece of willow, 
and shaped something like the present day 
baseball bat, but with a flat face for playing 
the Ball. The leading players then began 
to revise the rules and the bat became of 
standard width and has remained so ever 
since. Henry Bentley was also the author of 
Bentley’s book of Matches, which all the later 
writers on cricket refer to in their prefaces as 
being the authentic record of the early days of 
the game. 

The next to take up the business was 
Charles, son of John, born at Lords Cricket 
round in 1815. He played for Middlesex 
or about five years, then went to Oxford and 
was tutor to the University for five or six 
seasons. In 1856 he was permanently engaged 
at Torquay in Devonshire where he was during 
the 1889 season still coaching and managing 
his business. He was for many years coach 
to H. M. S. “Britannia” the training ship at 
Dartmouth, and had the honor of being 

appointed by His Majesty, the late Kin 
Edward VII, instructor to their Roya 
Highnesses Prince Albert Victor of Wales, and 
Prince George of Wales, now King George VY. 

The next, John Bradford, son of Charles, 
born 1846, commenced his Cricketing career 
very young, and when only sixteen played for 
the players of Devon. He was one of the 
vastest bowlers, and one of the biggest hitters’ 
that the cricket field has ever seen. Wielding 
a bat weighing nearly three pounds and with 
a wrist like iron, the ball would come at the 
fielder as a shot from a cannon, He was, as 
well, one of the formost coaches of his day 
and among his pupils were the two sons of 
H. I. H., The Grand Duke Paul of Russia. 
John Bradford is still manufacturing Sporting 
Goods in London England, and it is an old 
joke among some of the big players and at the 
Universities that ““A Bat with Bentley on it 
will play by itself.” 

Next Walter, son of John Bradford, born in 
London England in 1868, went into ‘business 
with his father, and some seven years ago 
came to Canada, and settled at Niagara Falls, 
founding the present business of which he is 
the President and managing director. Walter 
Bentley plays both cricket and tennis, but 
devotes most of his time to looking after the 
wants of other players. 

Lastly come Arthur, and Cecil, sons of 
Walter born in London England i in 1890, and 
1892 respectively, both players of the games, 
and practical makers of the goods. They are 
now sales manager, and_ secretary treasurer of 
the Walter Bentley Co., Limited. 
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cme | Compartment Tents 
Our new catalogue 
has just arrived HE above illustration shows 
from the printers. 
Seal us yout name one of the finest and most 
ang a ve | comfortable tents built for a per- 
one manent summer camp. Can be 

divided into as many rooms as 
desired by using cotton partitions. 
Walls roll up or extend as awning 
(see cut) during the day and drop 
at night. Full Information and 
Prices upon request. 

CELey 

Ottawa Toronto 
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Rocky Road to Dublin, would 
have called that historic thor- 

oughfare a smooth and pretty road 
to travel had he ever been through 
the wilds of North Western Canada. 

There he would find rocks, more 
rocks, then rocks again. Mountain 
sides covered with a rocky coating, 
valleys filled with solid granite bould- 
ers, rivers choked by them, rocks 
everywhere. Those on the hills 
ready to start a rolling on the slightest 
provocation, gathering strength and 
velocity at every bound until a death- 
dealing avalanche irresistible in force, 
was formed, carrying destruction to 
‘anything that might be in its path. 

Knowing this, Dick suggested a 
trip up the Unuk River, through the 
heart of this country of rocks. A 
trip prospecting for gold, gunning for 
game. When he invited the writer 
to go he was told he was crazy— 
plumb crazy; that his home should 
be in some “maison de sante,” ex- 
pressed in that way to soften the 
blow. Or if that was too aristocratic 
in fact as well as in title, then in some 
plain every day bughouse where 
neither name nor condition gave the 
idea of frills, decorations, or even 
comfort, so that every time he had 
a “‘spell’” and tried to inveigle some 
-mnocent friend into making a crazy 
trip to unknown wilds of little trav- 
eled jJands, a straight jacket would 
be his fate and close confinement on 
bread and water, his sentence. 

WOODSTOCK, ONT., AUGUST, 1915 Ne. 3 

Being an account of a trip up Unuk River after Gold 

Epwarp T. MarTIN 

HE man who complained of the Did that feaze Dick? Hardly. 
He laughed and said: ‘“‘The Alaska 
boat sails in four days from pier “*C.”’ 
Get your stuff together and be ‘on 
board by noon.” 

“Hold on,’ I called as he walked 
away. ““Where’s that river and 
what’s the need of so sudden a de- 
parture?”’ 

“That’s more like it,” he replied, 
coming back. “The Unuk? Well, it 
rises in the mountains of British 
Columbia, turns and twists until it 
finally empties into the Inside Passage 
20 miles North East of Ketchikan, 
the most Southerly town in Alaska. 
It is the only stream of consequence 
between the Portland Canal and the 
Stikine river. Does that locate it 
for you?”’ 

TBmacthy. of tole him “Only 1 
have no idea where the Portland 
Canal is and never heard of the 
Stikine river.” 

“My, my!’ Dick answered, ‘and 
yet I suppose in your younger days 
you went to school and_ studied 
geography. Well, Ill show you,” 
and taking a folded map from his 
pocket he traced the course of river 
and canal. This last being no canal 
but a long, narrow arm of the sea. 
“There!” he said, “‘you see they are 
six or eight hundred miles North of 
Vancouver. The Unukis right here,” 
touching the South Western corner 
of Alaska, ‘“‘and here,’ making a 
sweep of his hand that included most 
of North Western Canada, “‘is where 
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it flows through British Columbia, 
and here,’ indicating much of the 
rest of Canada, ‘‘is where it branches 
into many small rivulets and creeks, 
the sands of which show rich pan- 
nings of gold. Besides there are out 
croppings of quartz in the hills that 
are worth investigating. If nothing 
else develops, there is game in abun- 
dance, good fishing and plenty of fur 
bearing animals if you care to take 
any traps.” 

“Well,” I answered, “you are as 
enthusiastic as a kid with his first 
trousers, but you prognosticate too 
well. Gold, Game, Fish, Fur. Isn’t 
there something else? Diamonds or 
radium, for instance? Never mind; 
I’ll go, just to look after you.” That 
is the way the trip was planned and 
how, two weeks later, we both hap- 
pened to be in Ketchikan looking for 
a launch to tow a row boat already 
hired, through the Inside Passage, 
and across the Unuk river bar. 

Once in that river nothing burning 
gasoline could stem its current. 
Nothing force a boat up stream but 
the muscles of its crew with oar and 
pole. In places there was an eight 
per cent grade; eight feet inahundred, 
making a fourteen mile current. 

The boat, decked at bow and stern 
was a double ender, light and strong, 
accommodating our party of ten— 
ourselves, crew, and cook—with ease, 
as well as all the impedimenta needed 
in a protracted stay away from 
civilization. When we reached the 
river mouth, a strong incoming tide 
meeting the rush of outgoing river 
water, kicked up such a sea, the tug 
Captain declined the issue, saying, 
“Wait until slack water. I will not 
risk my boat and your lives trying 
itnow.” So wait it was. 

The delay was not tiresome. A con- 
stant movement of wild life in air and 
sea removed all monotony. Salmon 
were jumping in every direction as 
far as eye could reach. With them 
were trout and along the shallows 
a herring-like kind of small fish. 
Eagles, hawks and gulls, were cir- 
cling over the water and ever darting 
down with extended talons seeking 
their prey. 

Close by the launch a large osprey 
sunk his claws into a forty or fifty 
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pound salmon which put up a gallant 
fight, now drawing the bird almost — 
under, then in turn being raised 
nearly out of the water. The battle 
lasted many minutes. At last the 
bird tired and with a scream of rage 
loosened its hold, flew to shore where, 
perched on an overhanging rock, it 
sat preening and drying its feathers 
as long as we remained in sight. 
Three small whales, blowing thin 
streams of oily vapor, passed close to 
seaward. Large flocks of waterfowl 
were much in evidence: scoters, 
megansers, bluebills, whistlers, old 
squaws, among which swam thousands 
of white grebe, a bird of the arctics 
whose skins once were an article of 
commerce, sales running yearly into 
tens of thousands, at good prices, 
but now under Federal law protected 
and the traffic confined entirely to 
Canadian points. 

Finally the flood tide slackened. 
The bar ceased to be dangerous and 
the tug towed the row boat across and 
dropped it in shelter of a long rocky 
point where the current was slight 
and preparations could be made for 
the up river trip. 

The men ran an anchor ahead 
which was hooked around a stump 
and with four pulling on its line and 
two aft pushing with long poles, the 
trip began. It was slow work and 
not so very sure either. Often the 
bank was steep, the water deep, with 
no place where the anchor would hold; 
then oars and poles formed the motive 
power and it was strain and struggle 
to make the smallest gain. Some- 
times the current getting the upper 
hand, twisted the boat around until 
it was broadside on, all but capsizing 
it before the crew recovered mastery. 
Then it was when the labor of hours 
was lost in minutes, and stern way 
made so fast it was discouraging to 
think how 
recover the distance. 

So close to the arctic circle 
were long, the nights no nights at all. 
This day of starting an hour before 
midnight with it yet light, a little 
cove with a speck of sheltered beach 
two miles from the bar was reached. 
Here Daily, boss of the boatmen, 
said, ““‘We will camp tonight.” No 
one objected. All were glad. 

long it would take to 

days > 



- During the hours of fighting the 
| rapids, when the river was shallow, 

_ everybody, crew and passengers alike, 
had been ready at the cry, “All out 
now,” to jump into the water and 
‘boost the boat along or hold it steady 
‘while Daily ran his anchor ahead. 

_ Each tripped and fell or was carried 
off his feet many times. From the 
_ first time we stepped over the side 
and found the water, feet instead of 

_ inches deep, until the trip was ended 
neither Dick nor the writer were at 
any time perfectly dry, more than 
often they were very wet. This first 

night out Dick, instead of trying to 
dry himself by the fire while “‘Polly- 
you” was cooking supper, dumped 
the potatoes from a dish pan and 

_ began washing for gold and the writer, 
equally crazy, shot gun in hand 
hunted the brush for a rabbit to fry 
with ‘“Pollyvou’s’ bacon. Truth- 
ully speaking there was no more gold 
than game although both men per- 
severed until the horn sounded long 
and persistent information “Supper 
is ready—Supper is ready.” 

For weeks one day was the same 
as another. As the river narrowed, 
progress became slower and_ slower, 
the current faster and faster until, with 

_ everybody working hard, a day when 
a mile was gained was the exception, 

avhen it wasn’t, the rule. It was 
~ now a country where man had seldom 
_ been, of rugged mountains and giant 
m@eerees. Pine, Hemlock, Fir, Spruce 
and Cedar. Some of the trees were 
arrow straight 250 feet from crown 

to base with 10,000 feet of lumber, 
board measure in a single one. 
_ The top of the range was bare, no 
trees, no underbrush, nothing but 
ice and snow with huge protecting 
_ rocks. The whole was one great glacier 
90 or 60 miles long and as much as 
_ 500 feet thick, vertical, which, light 
blue in color reminded one of the 

still water of some skyline lake in a 
calm day, although the top in spots 
Was white from snow and melting ice. 
In summer time great chunks keep 
breaking loose and sliding down, gain- 
ing in volume as they fall until with 
roar of mighty waters and crash of 
prehistoric thunder, they sweep every- 
thing before them. 

The river; channel had been cut 
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through these mountains by glacial 
ice in the long ago. In places the 
granite of the hillsides stands vertical 
800 feet or more and is marked with 
grooves and laminations, all horizon- 
tal, showing where in irresistible force 
the ice of the days of the world’s 
creation ploughed its way through. 

Where small, deep canyons run to 
the water’s edge there are flat benches 
affording camping sites. These are 

- tracked with many footprints, car- 
nivora coming for fish or drink. Now 
aa big: “orizziy. Then deer on.—the 
smaller fur bearers. Scores of them 
and never a trapper white or red in 
all the many miles of virgin country. 
And fish! The trouble was to find 
them small enough for such tackle 
as we had to hold. All even of med- 
ium size had been chased away else 
eaten by the big ones. And these 
would strike at anything; even at a 
camp made lure of white cotton and 
red flannel. Strike and break line or 
leader until tied up odds and ends 
was all the tackle left. Salmon too 
were abundant. Great fellows. 
Gaunt and hungry looking as wolves. 
Once—only once—‘‘Pollyvou”’ served 
fried salmon steaks. They were as 
palatable as pine chips and the re- 
marks from the boatmen of course, 
were so rough and uncouth, he never 
tried to experiment a second time. 

It was quite sporty amusement 
watching the bears a-fishing. They 
mostly were shy and timid, all except 
the browns and grizzlies, and were off 
as soon as they caught sight or scent 
of man, but with a good pair of glasses 
one could be brought so close that 
every gleam of his little eyes, every 
wrinkle of his nose were plainly seen. 

A fishing bear would stand as 
motionless as chiseled rock by the 
shallows of a little creek, paw raised, 
and wait and wait. Patient as an 
Indian he would seem never to tire. 
Then a salmon would come, more 
likely a pair, slowly working upstream. 
If the silent fisher were seen, the fish 
failed to distinguish him from stump 
or stone until there came a lightning 
swipe of that extended paw, then it 
was too late, for the salmon found 
itself flopping on the bank where the 
bear could feast at leisure. It is 
surprising how strong and rank one 
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of these fish-eating bears will become. 
Outside of the skin, there is no part 
of one that is fit for use. Nothing 
to do after the pelt is removed but 
to throw the carcass to catand wolves. 
In a cat country a set of traps around 
the remains of an old fishy bear will 
certainly account for several of the 
felines one of which might be a cougar. 

Some days on the trip half a dozen 
of these salmon catching bears were 
seen and we did much figuring on the 
material we would obtain for rugs 
when homeward bound. We saw 
only one otter. He, shy and wary, 
was sunning himself on a flat rock, 
near which was a half eaten steel 
head trout. He slid into the water 
long before we were close enough to 
risk a shot. 

The nearer the source of the river 
the more signs we found of game and 
fur. We saw some elk. A few big 
horns, many more bears and signs 
everywhere of the smaller fur bearers. 
Elk and sheep were protected so we 
made no attempt to hunt them. 
Only watched their actions with the 
glasses. The sheep could find foot- 
hold and climb what appearéd a ver- 
tical wall of rock. With wonderful 
intelligence they avoided crumbling 
ice of the glacier or the side of a hill 
where even their light tread might 
start the loose rock sliding and start 
an avalanche that would sweep them 
away. 

The 41st day out we reached our 
destination, a little spot of sand forty 
miles above the river bar. Here the 
tent was pitched, sheltered by a solid 
slab or mass of granite close to a 
thousand feet in height. The sand 
was trodden and packed hard by the 
many animals coming down a nearby 
canyon for water or else fish. 

SOW ill have lots of company to- 
night,” ““Pollyvou”’ said to Dick as he 
cleaned a trout for supper. Dick was 
too busy for conversation with the 
cook. He was w ashing pan after pan 
of gravel from the river side and 
searching with a magnifying glass for 
trace of gold. As the aroma of the 
frying pan filled the air it brought an 
unbidden guest. A large brown bear 
shuffled down the canyon pointed for 
the cooking fish, then when the man 
scent reached his nostrils, stood up 
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and with his beady eyes snapping, 
said, “‘W-o-o-f,’” and hesitated whe- 
ther to run or to remain and eat. No 
such doubt troubled the men. They 
ran to the boat for their guns, as yet 
unpacked. Dick dropped his pan 
over which the cook stumbled, falling 
almost in the river, while the bear 
cowardly by nature, when he heard 
the racket, the rattle of the falling 
tin, the shouts of the men, turned and 
loped off up the gulch. 

In the anxiety to even up things 
with the shaggy visitor, supper was 
forgotten. Rifles were unpacked, 
then Dick and Daily followed up the 
canyon after the bear. As for the 
writer, he stayed to keep camp, the 
boatmen having to cut wood for an 
all night fire and “‘Polyvou”’ insisting, 
“Tf you folks expect any grub when 
you get back, somebody with a gun 
has gotter stay with me.” 

As the hunters climbed up the gulch 
they found their bear friend was not 
alone. His mate with low growls 
told them she too had scented frying 
fish and was angered at losing her 
expected treat. Once out of the 
canyon the bears went in different 
directions. The male kept on as if 
to top the range. The female fol- 
lowed the rim of the rock which gave 
shelter to the tent; and although the 
light was none to good, could be plain- 
ly seen against the sky line from where 
the writer stood near the camp fire. 
It has always been his maxim: “If 
you don’t shoot, you don’t get,” so 
he took a chance and made a very 
lucky shot, his bullet entering the 
bear's throat from below, passing 
through the neck and severing the 
spinal cord at base of her brain. She 
thrashed around a lot, muscular con- 
traction probably, and finally manag- 
ed to kick herself over the edge and ~ 
falling, struck the tent on one side 
wrecking it completely, then bounded . 
or rolled towards the fire, upsetting 
a pan of hot grease and scattering the 
burning fat in - seventeen different 
directions, most of which however 
were the cook’s way, some of the fat 
landing on his face, some on his arms 
and some, his hands. 

It took a lot of fixing to patch that 
tent so as to make it habitable again. 
Also half our supply of soda to ease 
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the pain where ‘Pollyvou’’ had 
stopped the sizzling grease. And the 

mbear? Oh yes. She weighed as 
nearly as we could guess over 500 

pounds. Her fur was thick and fine. 
_ Her flesh, strong, fishy and tough. 
SeaAnd her lard! Don’t mention it. 
_ We tried eating some pancakes fried 
fm it. The flavor was of rotten 
salmon twice condensed and then in- 
tensified. Ugh! As I write I can 
seem to taste it now! 

Bright and early next day we began 
prospecting. There was gold. So 
there is in sea water, but mighty hard 
to get. In these Unuk river deposits 
even a Chinaman would fail if he 
tried to wash gold enough out to pay 
for his rice. It was not there; no 
values of more than a cent or two to 
the pan. Very few that good. The 
best close to the tent and that small 
and not worth bothering with. Gold 
was the real object of the trip. Two 
weeks were spent examining various 
veins of quartz, or looking for placer 
deposits. Then Dick told Daily, 
“It’s the back track tomorrow.” 

The boat boss protested sullenly. 
Said, ““Give me time; I'll prove to you 
there’s gold here.” 

Dick who was a good mining en- 
gineer shook his head. Then Daily 
said, ‘““You haven’t hunted or trapped 
as you expected to. You go after 
the Big Horns for a few days. Never 
mind the law. No one will know 
how many you kill. That big game 
shooting is the thing. While you’re 
sheep shooting I'll find a vein of 
quartz that will make your eyes stick 
out.” 

Smo use,” Dick told him. “Ex- 
pense counts up too fast to spend 
much time shooting. We'll start 
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down stream in the morning.” We 
did, as soon after breakfast as we 
could pack the stuff and get ready 
intending to kill a few bear as we 
went. Daily was off color. Wild 
eyed, crazy acting. He insisted on 
doing the steering. A difficult task 
in that rapid current even for a sober 
man. The first quarter mile, twice 
he barely missed half sunken rocks. 
Then he did it. Ran head on into a 
large stump. The swift water whirl- 
ed the boat broadside against the 
stump. It tipped, filled, cracked and 
broke squarely in two. Everybody 
and everything went into the water 
each man doing his best to reach dry 
land. Some by swimming, some by 
holding to the wreckage, the rest by 
drifting. The writer being no aqua- 
tic bird was in the last class. He was 
whirled head up, then feet up, all 
under, nearly all out until Dick 
grabbed him, shunted him into shal- 
low water like he was a log and so 
saved his life. When he reached the 
narrow sand bar he looked like a 
rooster after a recent shower bath 
and felt worse. Provisions, Guns, 
Tools, Traps, Notes, Camera, Clothes, 
everything was lost except a can of 
fishy bear fat. This, a few roots, 
berries and an occasional rabbit was 
all the food we had on_- the 
overland trip to Ketchikan. We 
staggered into that town after an 
absence of more than two months, 
satisfied that while there might be 
gold and there certainly was game, 
fish and fur in the Unuk river country, 
it was there for someone else. As for 
Dick and the Writer, we were satisfied 
and didn’t care for any more Unuk 
in ours. 



CHALOUPE 

E. RusSSELL PATERSON 

EE dat ol’ horse in de _ fiel’, 
m’sieu? Dat belong to Jeremie 
Blanchette, ma neighbour, an’ 

he’s call heem “‘Chaloupe’’—dat mean 
boat. Dat fonny nam’ for horse, 
m’sieu, n’est-ce pas? I tell you ’ow 
dat come. 

Dat Riviere Rouge over dere she’s 
verra nice reever mos’ all de tam. 
But wan year—dat’s eight, nine year 
ago—she’s come so swole in de spring 
dat we have un deluge all over roun’ 
here. De snow she’s melt verra 
queeck dat spring, an’ de Macaza an’ 
le Diable—dem reever come into de 
Rouge way up nort’—dey all swole 
up am’ come over deir bank, an’ de 
Rouge she’s swole up al-so, an’ manny 
de farmer leev on bank he’s los’ hees 
house an’ evrayt’ing in de deluge. 

I nevaire forget ’ow dat reever she’s 
look on day wen de water she’s 
highes’—all yel-low wit’ de mud she 
scrape up, an’ de wave an’ de bub-ble 
mak her lak she’s mad, an’ all de tam 
she’s grab for de house an’ de tree on 
de bank. Dat’s lot of ting come 
floatin’ dow non dew ater—de branche 
of tree, an’ ol’ log, an’ rail of fence, 
an’ piece of barn, an’ sometam de 
body of cow or horse dat come drown. 
Dat’s not nice for watch. 
Ma farm she’s good piece back 

from de reever dere, an’ de water 
she’s don’ tak not’ing from me. But 
we all be go down to bank of reever 
for help de farmer dere try for save 
deir stuff. Me an’ Jeremie Blan- 
chette ma neighbour, we work for 
help Octave Gervais. Jeremie he’s 
verra beeg, strong man, but he’s lak 
tak moche de w’iskey blanc, an’ den 
he’s come verra wil’ an’ cra-zay. 
De water she’s col’, an’ we’re work 
in it mos’ de tam, so Jeremie he’s 
bring de bottle wit’ heem, an’ he’s tak 
manny drink for warm heese’f. 

Wal, we bot’ have our horse dere, 
an’ we work hard for help Octave 
Gervais all de mornin’. So _ he’s 
come tam for go home for dee-ner, an’ 
me an’ Jeremie we go out de water an’ 
tak our horse for go to our house. 

Jus’ den Octave Gervais he’s geev 
yell an’ point to de reever, an’ we 
look, an’ wat you tink we see, 
m’sieu? Dere’s beeg piece of house 
come floatin’ down de middle of dat 
water, an’ on de house dere’s man hol’ 
on so hard he can. W’en he see us 
on bank he’s yell for help, an’ we see 
dat he’s tire’ an’ goin’ drop off an’ go 
drown verra soon. 

But we don’ have no boat dere, an’ 
if we have boat de reever she’s too 
fas’ an’ strong for be safe, so we don 
know w’at for do. Den Jeremie he’s 
tak nodder drink for help heem t’ink, 
spose, an’ den he’s geev yell lak 
sauvage, an’ he say, “I go, me!” an’ 
he’s grab de harness off hees horse an’ 
jomp on hees back. So he’s com- 
mence kick de horse wit’ hees boot an’ 
yell so hard he can, an’ he’s mak de 
horse go in de water. 

Den me an’ Octave Gervais we see 
wat he’s be goin’ do an’ we yell, 
“Jeremie, you be cra-zay, you go 
drown, come back!’ But Jeremie he 
have lot of w’iskey inside by dat tam, 
an’ he’s wil’ man we'n he’s drink, so 
he’s only yell more loud an’ kick more 
hard. 

De horse he’s don’ lak go in water. 
But Jeremie have beeg foot for kick, 
an’ he’s strong man, an’ he’s mak 
heem go splash, splash right out from 
de bank. Pret’ soon de water come 
deep an’ more deep right up to neck 
of horse, an’ de horse he stop an’ 
commence mak de fuss. But Jeremie 
he’s grab beeg branche dat come 
floatin’ along, an’ he’s dig dat horse 
behin’ wit’ de branche so hard he can. 
So de horse he’s geev beeg jomp, an’ 
he’s jomp so queeck Jeremie slide off 
hees back. 

So Jeremie he’s grab for de horse 
*cause he can’ swim heese’f, but hee’s 
be tak off all de harness before he 
start in de water, so dere don’ be 
noting for grab. Hees han’ slid 
along de back of de horse ontil he’s 
reach de tail, an’ den Jeremie he’s 
grab hol’ dat tail an’ fee on so hard 
he can. 
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Course de horse he’s try for turn 
roun’ to de bank, but Jeremie poke 
hees head on top de water an’ yell 
some more lak sauvage—only I 
spose de sauvage dey don’ know so 
moche swear word lak Jeremie use, 
m’sieu—an’ he’s twis’ de tail hard, 
an’ turn dat horse so he swim out in 

de water encore. Jeremie he’s verra 
strong man. 

Me an’ Octave Gervais we stan’ on 
~de bank an’ yell for Jeremie come 
back, *cause we don’ lak see heem 
drown. But Jeremie he’s be wil’ 
man wit’ de w’iskey imside, an’ I 
spose he’s don’ t’ink w’at he do by 
dat tam. 

So Jeremie he mak dat horse swim 
wit’ heem out in de reever. Dat’s 
jus’ lak man wit’ oar at back of boat 
de way he steer dat horse. He’s twis’ 
de tail dis way an’ dat way, an’ de 
horse he can’t turn back lak he wan’ 
for do, an’ he mus’ go lak Jeremie 
steer heem. An’ all de tam Jeremie 
yell an’ swear so hard he can. 

Pret’ soon me an’ Octave Gervais 
we hear heem yell lak he’s in boat— 

“A-droit, a droit!’’, an’ he’s twis de 
tail so de horse he’s go for right. 

“A gauche!’’, an’ he’s twis’ de 
odder way. 

“Au large, mon vieux, kip out de 
shore! Watch out dat log! Douce- 
ment! Plus fort!’—I t’ink de devil 
be in dat beeg man! 

So he steer de horse out to de piece 
of house were de man was hol’ on. 
We tink every meenute he have for 
let go de tail or be hit wit’ de log an’ 
branche dat come floatin’ down. 
But de bon Dieu or de Saint or de 
Devil tak care of heem—I don’ know 
w ich—an’ at las’ he get to de piece 
of de house. 

“Jomp in!’ he’s yell to de man dat 
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hol’ on, “‘dere’s lot of room in dis 
boat. All aboard!’ 

So de man he slide on de back of de 
horse an’ catch hol’ hees neck, an’ 
Jeremie yell “‘Au large!’ an’ start off 
de horse back to de shore. ’*Course 
by dat tam dey drif’ down way pas’ 
de place w’ere Jeremie start out. But 
me an’ Octave Gervais we get our 
horse an’ we ronne down de bank, an’ 
we kip up wit’ dem. 

Dat’s more hard work for de horse 
come back wit’ two man, an’ we 
tink lot of tam dey all go drown. 
But Jeremie he’s yell more hard “‘Plus 
fort, mes amis! Pull on de oar! We 
get dere soon!” an’ he’s twis’ de tail 
all de tam so dey go straight. 

So pret’ soon dey come w’ere de 
water she’s not so deep, an’ de horse 
feel de groun’ wit’ hees feet. But 
he’s verra tire’ wit’ hees swim, an’ de 
man on hees back he’s nearly fallin’ 
off, so me an’ Octave Gervais we go 
in de water an’ help dem out. Den 
we see dat de man Jeremie save was 
Tomas Dubois dat leev t’ree mile up 
de reever. 

W’at you tink Jeremie do, m’sieu, 
wen he’s come on de bank? He’s 
near drown wit all de water he 
swaller, an’ he have hard work stan’ 
up on hees feet. Tomas Dubois 
commence for try t’ank heem for save 
hees life, but Jeremie don’ seem for 
hear heem. He jus’ feel in de pocket 
at back hees pant, an’ he say, ““Sapre”’ 
he say, “I los’ ma bottle!’ Den we 
tak heem to hees house. 

So Jeremie he’s nam’ dat horse 
““Chaloupe” lak I say, an’ he’s mak 
leetle oar from wood an’ fassen it on 
de harness jus’ on top de tail. So 
wenever he drive dat horse now we 
see de leetle oar fassen on de harness. 
Jeremie say dat be more easy for 
steer nex’ tam. 

eee 



ON THE TRAIL OF OLD BIGFOOT 

A Moonlight Hunt in New Brunswick 

dG: 

T was the full moon of Nov- 
I ember, and ‘“‘our tent pitched 

low, where untamed things, the 
wildest, grow’ we had finished our 
supper and, as was my custom, when 
camp was to be broken for an early 
start, we had the grub set aside 
for breakfast, and everything else 
packed. 

I had just finished a smoke and had 
rolled into my blankets when Dona, 
my guide, crept to the flap of the 
tent and, in a whisper, asked—“‘you 
hear dat?” 

“No” said ‘‘I, I’m too tired to hear.” 
“Well, by gosh, dat might be de 

beeg wan, for shur’’ and he waved his 
hand toward the valley which stret- 
ched out before us and which the 
blazing moonlight made almost as 
bright as day. 

For five days we had been following, 
doggedly, persistently, what I felt 
certain was the trail of the biggest 
bull moose that ever lived—and I 
was bent upon overtaking him; that 
is, 1f the grub—and my legs would 
hold out. The weather was just 
right to hold the four inches of snow 
and just cloudy enough to save it 
from the noon-day sun. I wanted 
that moose, partly because of those 
huge tracks; partly because of the 
conditions being ideal for stalking; 
partly because of 
the thrill of being 
led into depths of a 
wilderness which I 
had not visited be- 
fore and, | think, 
partly because of an 
awakened primeval 
instinct—to track 
tae quarry to its 
death. And, too, I 
am opposed to the 
Sealine of bull 
moose, for I believe, 
to arouse an animal’s 
mating instinct,. for 
the deliberate pur- 
pose of bringing him 
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out—to be shot—is not sportsman- 
like. 

Dona Mercier, a sturdy, French 
Canadian guide—my friend and real 
companion on many a long trail, 
stood waiting; waiting for me to say 
the word. Would we break camp 
then and there, and follow, by night, 
as well as by day, the trail of Old 
Big-Foot? Already, we had plodded 
behind him for seventy miles, or more, 
and, already, my back was sore from 
the, pack and my legs were fagged, for 
a sixty pound pack, a pair of heavy 
snow shoes and a rifle was my limit; 
although Dona, whose physical prow- 
ess I shall never cease to admire, 
seemed to think nothing of sixty-five 
pounds on his tump line and a 
seventy pound canoe on his shoulders. 

““Dona”’ said I, ““do you know where 
we are?’ “Yes. sor. "Fim ee 
Muddy River, he off like dat—bout 
Virty mile’’—with a sweep of his hand 
to the south. 

‘“Are you game to go on now’ I 
quietly asked, knowing full well that 
the question should have been put 
to me instead of him. I had hardly 
finished the question when Dona 
jumped for the tent ropes and had it 
down and rolled up before I could 
get into my coat and, in a few minutes 
we, or at least I was feeling the thrill 
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of a new sensation—tracking big 
game by moonlight.  _ 
Over ridges, up hill, down hill, 
along the shadowy lanes of old 
logging roads we plodded on. 

For the first few hours the tracking 
was difficult and we travelled slow, 
but as the moon rose higher and 
higher in the heavens and the shadows 
grew shorter, we could increase our 
pace, and at three A. M. the moon 
was nearly squarely overhead and 
the shadows no longer interfered with 
our keeping that everlasting trail. 

At six, we made a hasty and noise- 
less breakfast, with the full intention 
ef keeping right on, but it was no 
use; my legs demanded rest, and 
using the tent as a poncho, we rolled 
into our blankets and went to sleep. 
When we awoke, the sun was high 

and the snow was fast beginning to 
melt. The outlook was distinctly 
bad. The big tracks led toward a 
lake, not a mile away and if his Lord- 
ship crossed that lake, we would 
surely lose much time in picking up 
his tracks again. However, we lost 
no time in getting away, for the two 
hours we had meant to sleep had 
stretched out to over five and, I 
confess, the game looked anything 
but hopeful. We fairly ran that mile 
—sliding the canoe down hill—tobog- 
gan-fashion. At the lower level we 
could not get a good view of the lake, 
but Dona put the canoe quietly into 
the water, and as I was in the act of 
stepping in to the bow seat, Dona, 
almost paralyzed with tenseness, 
whispered, “look at dat’? and there, 
across the lower end of the lake, in 
a small cove, stood a big, splendid 
bull—the very one, no 
doubt, whose huge 
tracks we had hounded 
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many miles. With head half raised, 
ears forward, he stood, looking square- 
ly at us. Why didn’t I shoot? I 
had my rifle in my hand. I-had 
spent my nerves, my strength and, 
indeed my hopes to get sight of this 
prize, but standing just on the balance 
in the narrow bow of a frail canoe was 
not the position from which to try 
what seemed to me a 250 yard shot. 
I was afraid to risk it and so decided 
to let him move on into the woods. 
Taking a final, enquiring look at us 
and raising his nostrils to try again 
for the scent, he disappeared. 

Fortunately it was up-wind to 
cross to the spot where he went in. 
We remained silent and motionless 
for something like a minute—watch- 
ing him until he was out of sight and, 
being sure that he was not watching 
us, we paddled across. There were 
his tracks—the same, without doubt. 
And now that I had actually seen 
him, and was satisfied that he was no 
ordinary specimen, my hopes again 
took a skyward flight. He looked 
to stand all of six feet at the shoulders 
and, although the spread did not 
appear to be great, the length and 
size of his head and the great bulk of 
his body were immense. So—on we 
went, once more; along a high ridge 
for some distance and then down 
again into heavy woods. At sun- 
down the trail led us along an old 
lumber road and at dusk we reached 
a river. The snow was unbroken on 
the opposite shore, the water was 
very shallow and a thin fringe of ice 
was forming on the edge. There, 
again, were his tracks—not two hours, 
perhaps not half an hour old, for all 
afternoon we noted, by the angle at 
which the hoofs went into the snow 
and the little flecks raised up at the 
toe of the tracks that he was not 

traveling fast. Through the clear 
water we could see the big 
tracks inthe sand. He was head- 
ed down stream and although | 
felt certain that he would leave 
the stream within a quarter of a 
mile and that we could readily 
pick up his tracks again 
with no loss of time—yet dark 
was fast coming onandit would be 
two hours or more before the 
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moon was high enoughfor us to follow. 
A short distance up stream we could 
see the remains of an old logging 
camp. It offered us an opportunity 
to make supper and camp with no 
noise and little or no smoke. Bis- 
cuits, tea, cheese and chocolate—and 
in a few minutes we were in our 
blankets and dead to the world. 

Despite my fatigue, however, I 
went to sleep with a fixed resolve to 
awake in three hours; that is to say, 
about ten o’clock and, according to 
the psychological rules of auto-sug- 
gestion, I did awake at that hour, 
but if my objective mind responded 
to the call, certainly my legs did not, 
for they refused to move. I roused 
Dona—the Always Faithful and Ever 
Ready who, having gone to bed with 
his hat on and his pipe in his mouth, 
was up on the instant. He rubbed, 
pounded and pulled and gave me a 
new and painful version of native 
osteopathy, but it was a successful 
treatment and, after more biscuits, 
cheese and tea, we slid the canoe into 
the water and started down stream— 
watching both sides for tracks. 

About half a mile down we found 
again the big tell-tale prints. We 
drifted to the spot and, leaving Dona 
in the canoe, I followed the trail, just 
to reconnoiter, and found, as I had 
hoped, that the trail followed the 
same general course as the river and, 
believing that he would get into the 
river again before or by dawn, I 
returned to the canoe and we decided 
to drift on down 
and watch for the 
trail. Should he 
not come to the 
river again, but 
strike across the 
country instead; 
well, we would sim- 
ply be beaten. Any- 
how—I was fagged 
out and had secretly 
resolved to stick to 
that river—wher- 
ever the moose might 
go, or wherever the 
river might lead us, 
for I knew that if 
it was not the mud- 
dy River it would, 
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in all probability, lead us to it, for we 
had not crossed the height of land, 
and, with this very unambitious 
resolution, I made myself comfortable 
in the bow of the canoe. Slowly we 
drifted down, like phantom spirits, 
with the silence of the night broken 
only here and there by the gurgle of 
the water around a projecting log or 
a hidden stone. The wind veered 
around to the East and in another 
hour it began to snow—gently at 
first, then hard. The moonlight had 
gone—and all my hopes of success 
with it. Excepting the canoe’s green 
sides, we were soon covered with 
snow and must have presented the 
appearance of some strange, unearth- 
ly thing—as, indeed, I felt we were, 
and bent upon a wild, nocturnal 
voyage. 
We went ashore, shook off the 

snow, got out our rubber shirts, 
started a fire and had a good, long 
smoke and otherwise recklessly en- 
joyed ourselves, for I was determined 
to have at least one hour’s relaxation 
from that everlasting tension which 
I had begun to fear might render me 
permanently ossified—if kept up much 
longer. Then came the reaction of 
my spirits. I felt that by this reck- 
less recess I might be throwing away 
the very chance of success on which 
I had already expended such a 
tremendous effort. At this we re- 
sumed our journey and I my watch- 
fulness. 
power of mind 

But there is a limit to one’s : 
when the body is 
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fagged, and I went to sleep—dream- 
ing of moose tracks and seeing bulls 
on both sides--of the river. Then 
something like a vise seemed to grip 
me by the shoulder. It was Dona’s 
left hand, while his right held the 
canoe still, by the paddle on the 
bottom. Fortunately, I roused 
without noise, and there, in the grey 
dawn, about a hundred yards straight 
ahead of us, stood the majestic figure 

_ of a big bull moose—centered in the 
most magnificent picture that could 
be imagined. His huge, dark bulk 
was profiled against a background of 
snow-covered boulders, and again he 
was looking squarely at us. 

At last the moment had come, the 
moment to which all our strength, all 
our endurance, our hopes and our in- 
stincts to kill hadled us. Would he 
wait the few age-long seconds for me to 
work the lever of my rifle—and let 

me put that littl white beaded 
sight just right for theshoulder shot?— 
or would he break for the woods? 
While these and a thousand hopes that 
he would stand another second were 
thumping through my brain—I pul- 
led the trigger. He turned slowly, 
took a few steps into the stream and 
dropped to his knees. Then Dona 
shouted “Shoot ‘im agin. Quick, 
He git away, for shur,”’ but I waited. 
Slowly he struggled to regain his feet, 
and slowly we drifted nearer to him. 
The death gurgle was in his throat, 
and he stretched himself in the shallow 
water at the edge of the snow. 

Old “Big Foot” was mine. 
To-day his huge head looks down 

through soft, brown, taxidermist’s 
eyes upon the general ticket office of 
the Canadian Northern Railway in 
Montreal—to whom I loaned what I 
consider one of my best trophies. 

WING OF PINTAIL IN MOULT 

Many veteran duck shooters, says Mr. 
E. T. Martin, will be surprised to learn that 
there is a time every year in the life of a wild 
duck when it has not the power of _ flight, 
namely when it is in moult and the old wing 
feathers have been shed and the new are not 
fully developed. The accompanying photo 

of a sprig or pintail duck was taken at€the 
California State Game Farm and is a perfectly 
healthy bird, one hatched and raised on the 
farm. It can readily be seen that while the 
duck’s body is well feathered, such is not the 
case with the wing and that flight would be 
impossible. 



“THE DECK WAS BESTREWED WITH ROPES, BARRELS AND HARPOONS.” 

THE LAST OF THE WHALEEs 

VINCENT J. MCHENRY 

HE Herman, direct from the Arctic, 
rides at anchor in the Oakland estuary. 
She was the only whaler that sailed 

through the Golden Gate last spring bound 
for the ice floes of the North. And she has 
returned. Carefully stored in her stifling 
holds are the bones of nine whale, dried a 
bluish black, and in bundles not unlike huge 
shocks of corn; also, sundry trading stores 
that had failed to attract the primitive eye of 
the Indian. 

There is something about a whaling vessel 
that is not commonplace. At least I was so 
impressed. The quarterdeck, bestrewed with 
ropes, barrels and harpoons; and above this 
the wooden davits, the intricate confusion of 
rigging, and surmounting all, the crow’s nest, 
from which the whale are sighted and the kill 
directed—cannot fail to imprint upon one’s 
mind visions of struggle and slaughter, and 
yet, they suggest the chilled thrill of adven- 
ture. 

The captain, a squarely hewed, intelligent 
Norwegian escorted me through the narrow 
companionway, past the dingy kitchen, into 
a white enamelled dining room which con- 
tained every conceivable contrivance to 
counteract the roll of the sea—even to a 
hammock for the catsup bottle—then, finally, 
into his own commodious cabin amidship. ~ 

“Whaling has reached its ebb,’’ he began, 
regretfully, “‘there are so many substitutes 
for whale oil on the market today, that we 
now secure only the bone—and that’s hardly 
worth while.’’ : 

One glance about you will verify this state- 
ment. Close to the Herman, more than a 
score of whaling vessels are decaying due to 
inactivity. The writer is personally acquain- 
ted with one captain who has not raised anchor 
in six years, and many, no doubt, will be 
hoisted only for junk. 

The reason for this lack of use is obvious. 
Before the discovery of oil in California that 
of sperm whale was in constant demand. 
Regularly, each Spring, these vessels sailed 
for the northern seas, returning in the Fall 
with their cargoes of bone and oil. But this 
is now only history. The great conical 
derrick and the centrifugal pump has _ sup- 
planted the whaler—mother earth having 
revealed a hidden substitute for the Arctic 
mammal. 

One could not help regretting with the 
captain, who has whaled ever since he was old 
enough. to sail a skiff, this condition of affairs. 

“There is no substitute for whale bone?” 
I suggested. 

““No. And worse, there isn’t any demand,” 
replied the captain as he fingered a brass dart 
shell which was lying before him. 

“The women,”’ he continued with a smile, 
“are somewhat to blame. The changing 
styles of dress and the hygienic ideas in cor- 
setware have had its disastrous effect upon 
us whalers.”’ 

Whaling was a good business—once, the 
captain informed me. Many a fortune has 
followed a successful year. One whale has 
brought as high as ten thousand dollars,— 
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when the going was good with bone at three 
dollars a pound. And to realize that one of 
these vessels is capable of handling from 
twenty to thirty whales, besides the valuable 
fur available in the North, one can at least, 
imagine the profits which accrue. 
The average whale caught in the Arctic 

this year weighed two thousand pounds. 
And the price paid today in San Francisco, 
for bone delivered would leave an expedition 
hopelessly in debt. 

Naturally, the price fluctuates with the 
market. Before the European war, bone was 
selling at from two dollars to two-fifty a 
pound. At this price even whalers reluct- 

But what now? 
Bone has dropped to seventy-five cents a 
pound, with no market in Europe, where was 
consumed two-thirds of the bone obtained. 

The solution is evident. These vessels 
will continue to depreciate and rot in the 
Oakland harbor, as they are doing at present, 
until, in years to come, they will be remember- 
ed only as things of antiquitv. 

I gazed about me in the rectangular cabin, 
with its Indian basketry and blankets, until, 
resently, my eyes rested upon a short, solid 

Erase gun, which resembled a sawed-off shot 
gun only much heavier and single barreled. 
The captain’s alert eye read my curious mind. 

“That’s the gun we kill the whale with at 
close range,’ he informed, “‘the one to your 
left is the harpoon gun.” s 
“How do you sight and kill a whale?” I 

asked at length, anxious to have him demon- 
strate the use of these curious looking firearms. 

The captain stopped fingering the brass 
shell and glanced toward the ceiling for a 
second as if to refresh his memory. 

“The whale,”’ he began, “‘is one of the most 
sensitive to motion and keenest alive residents 
of the deep sea. One revolution of the pro- 
pellor, or a single splash of an oar may drive 
him a hundred miles from the ship. I tell you 
this so that you may the better understand 
what precautions must be taken in whaling. 

“About fifty miles North of the mouth of 
the Mackenzie a whale was sighted. The 
boats were lowered and the sails set. Straight- 
way ahead water was spouting, just like one 
of those geysers you read about—only not 
quite so high. This was the two thousand 
pound whale I’m telling you about. 

“T was in the stern of the boat and Oily Lon 
was harpooner. Besides, there were three 
other whalers in the boat—always there are 
five to a boat, and five boats after that whale. 
Oily Lon, as we called him, has harpooned 
more whale than any single man in the Arctic. 
That is why we called him Oily. He stood in 
the bow with that harpoon gun to his shoulder,” 
(the captain pointed toward a long gun which 
stood in the corner) ‘ready to fire when 
within range. 

“A heavy breeze carried us along. One of 
the boats struck a block of ice, but her men 
were soon picked up. All of a sudden, when 
we were within fifty feet of our prey, he took 
a deep breath, spouted, and dove again. But 
Oily Lon was too quick for him. He fired a 
harpoon that anchored itself firmly. Then 
the fun began.” 

Here the captain arose, picked up the long 
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gun from the corner and plaeed a rusty har- 
poon in the socket underneath the barrel. 
Its appearance now was of a gun with a bay- 
onet fixed ready to charge, except, the bayonet 
or harpoon had a line fastened so that it might 
hold the victim that came in contact with its 
arrowed point. 

“The whale,” continued the captain, ‘“‘now 
stung by the harpoon was heading for the ice. 
Right here let me add that the ice is the worst 
enemy we whalers have in the Arctic. It is 
to the whale, what the hole is to the gopher, 
with the odds in favor of the whale. If he 
once gets under the ice, well, good-by Mr. 
Whale Bone and Blubber. 

“The brute was making for the ice. Oily 
had the line made fast to the boat. We were 
skimming through the water like a_forty- 
horse power motor boat, leaving the balance 
of the fleet far in our wake. Every man in 
the boat caught hold of the line, but still he 
headed for the escapes. 

“T frankly confess that an -Aretic sweat 
came over me. It meant death if we struck 
at such aspeed.. The boat was about seventy 
feet from the foaming brute and my gun could 
carry only fifty. 

“Still we neared the ice. Every man was 
down on his haunches pulling in on the line. 
This was the only way we could hope to get 
near the whale. . After we'd gained about ten 
feet the brute stopped suddenly and swung 
around, heading straight for us. When he got 
within range, I ups with that sawed-off yonder 
and let him have one of these shells’? (he held 
up a brass shell about four inches in length, 
with flanges of brass at the bullet end, which, 
when fired opens out like feathers on an arrow, 
and explodes when coming in contact with the 
whale.) 

*“As I said I let him have it. The whale 
gave a dying leap for the ice, leaving a path 
of blood in the water as it went.” 

“Did you land him?’ I queried in eager- 
ness. 

“You bet we did. Got him marooned under 
the ice, with a deep gash in his side; and he was 
the heaviest two-thousand pounder that ever 
ran away with a harpoon.” 

With this final remark the captain smiled 
broadly. The incident I have just narrated 
may have been a “‘fish story,” but, I can 
personally attest that it smelled principally of 
whale. 

To come back. Whaling is an industry of 
the past. No more will this type of vessels be 
built to hunt the Arctic mammal. Whether 
the women, the war, or the California oil wells 
are responsible, suffice it to say that the whale 
has no ill feeling for either—nothing but joy 
at the good news. 

It was now growing late. Taking leave of 
the captain at the dangling rope ladder, I 
descended into a skiff. As I rowed past the 
Herman, her bow, with its ornamentally 
carved woodwork, loomed huge above me. 
I glanced from the estuary toward the totter- 
ing line of whalers. The story of Oily Lon 
came to my mind, and the spirit of adventure 
surged through me. I rowed along in silence 

a silence befitting my feeling for the captain 
and his lost adventures. 



THE NEW SUPERINTENDENT OF 
WATERTON LAKES PARK 

Max MacD. 

HE extension of the boundaries of 
I Waterton Lake National Park in South- 

ern Alberta from 13 square miles to 500 
square miles has made necessary the appoint- 
ment of several new officials. Among these 
is that of Superintendent. ‘““Kootenai”’ Brown 
has been, for several years, forest ranger 1n 
charge of this pleasure ground, but the 
enlargement made necessary the creating of 
the new office of Superintendent. 

Robert Cooper, the subject of this sketch, 
is the man chosen to guide the destinies of this 

Robert Cooper, recently appointed Superintendent 
of the new Waterton Lakes Park—the new 450 square 
miles of recreation ground in the mountains of Southern 
Alberta. 

large undeveloped play ground. He is “from 
Bruce County” in Ontario, born at Under- 
wood, near Port Elgin, the son of Robert 
Cooper. In 1891, his parents “went west” 
and located in Calgary. Here ““Bob”’ as he is 
yet popularly known, attended the only school 
in the city and received his education. 

Saddlery appealed to the growing boy, and 
when he had finished his schooling he went 
to work for the Great West Saddlery Company 
on Eighth Avenue, Calgary. In 1900 he 
moved to Edmonton where he occupied a 
similar position. Moving to Okotoks in 1902, 
Mr. Cooper opened a shop of his own and the 
next year pulled stakes for Pincher Creek in 
Southern Alberta, where he has conducted a 
saddlery business with exceptional success 
ever since. 

In 1904, Robert Cooper married Miss 
Mary Blain of Macleod, and to them has been 
born a son, Ralph. Mr. Cooper is a member 
of Spitzee lodge of Masons at Pincher Creek, 
and a member of the Pincher Creek Club. 
Polo has been a favorite pastime of the new 
Superintendent, and from his stables have 
gone several horses that have given good 
accounts of themselves on the tracks of the 
province. Fishing and hunting big game have 
contended for much of Mr. Cooper’s spare 
time, and his experiences in the wilds of the 
province fit him well for his new position. 

The subject of our sketch was a member of 
the first town council of Pincher Creek and 
has always taken a live interest in athletics, 
racing, agriculture and the general progress of 
town and country. Mr. Cooper was a Cap- 
tain of the Alberta Rangers, and prominent 
in work at military camp. 

Mr. Cooper knows the mountains of the 
park well. He has travelled the trails, hunted 
the valleys and fished the streams and is in a 
good position to advise where the centres of 
interest should be located. He is interested 
in the protection of game and offenders against 
the game laws of the park need expect no 
leniency at the hands of this new official. 

Next year, a fine new residence costing 
somewhere in the neighborhood of $10,000 
will be erected for Mr. Cooper in Waterton 
Lake Park. 



A NIGHT IN THE WOODS 
BILL RIVERSIDE 

woods alone is something only a few 
experience or enjoy. History tells us 

the notorious Nero once offered a fortune to 
the person who would introduce a new style 
of pleasure, and I think it was Emerson who 
said ‘“‘why did they not take him for a walk 
in the woods?” 

I would like to make an amendment to 
Emerson’s suggestion by adding ihe clause,— 
“and have him spend a night in the woods 
alone.”’ I should not use the word “alone,” 
however in its usual sense. The term be- 
speaks a hollow heart and vacant mind as no 
properly constituted person should feel 
solitary when alone. 

For real thrilling pleasure I think nothing 
can equal a night in the woods occasionally 
during the Spring, Summer and Autumn. 

One afternoon in May Katherine and I 
drove away back into the country to what is 
called the Black Swamp. The name would 
imply an uninviting, dismal place, while in 
reality it is a beautiful cedar swamp sur- 
rounded with hardwood. 

At a point about half a mile from the swamp 
we parted company, Katherine driving back 
towards town, while I struck across the fields 
for the woods, carrying a tightly rolled pair 
of blankets on my back, and a smaller bundle 
under my arm in the bosom of which lay 
hidden a goodly supply of food stuff, to- 
gether with a small hand axe, some wire nails 
and a tin cup. 

After crossing a meadow I came to a stumpy 
field through which I strolled along a crooked 
pathway, sitting down occasionally to rest 
and dream and listen. 

Just as I reached the edge of the woods 
I came upon a lone man digging a ditch, and 
stopped to talk with him. He asked me where 
I was going and I answered ‘‘down into the 
woods to stay over night.’ Looking at me 
as if in doubt as to my sanity, he said “‘Say 
mister won’t you be afraid to stay in the 
woods alone?” “Afraid of what?’’ I asked. 
“Why the wild things mister. I hear them 
often cryin’ in the night.’”’ ‘“‘No, No” I said 
“the pity is they’re all afraid of me.” 
While giving me a sympathetic look he 

said, “You can stay with me_ overnight, 
mister, just as well as not—TI live there,” 
he said, pointing to a little house away across 
the fields, and putting his hand on my 
shoulder he assured me he was sorry for me 
and had plenty to eat, to which I was welcome. 
“My house is small,’’ he continued ‘‘and I have 
a wife and six children, but we can make 
room for you. We'll make a shake down on 
the floor for you mister.” 
_ He evidently considered this a tempting 
inducement, but up to this time had given 
me no chance to make reply. 

I had never received such fervent ex- 
pressions of sympathy as I did from this 
simple ditcher: so much so indeed that I was 

es pleasure of spending a night in the I wore an old seedy looking overcoat and 
a most rakish cap, and he no doubt based his 
sympathy on the supposition that I was a 
poor unfortunate tramp. He suggested that 
I take up ditching for a living, assuring me 
(confidentially) that there was a good living 
in it for a man who knew how, and that it 
would be so much better than wandering 
about the country. 

He was the only man I had ever chanced 
upon who seemed fully satisfied with the 
world and his lot therein. I thanked him for 
his kindly interest in me, but feared I was now 
too old to take up ditching. 

“Hark,” I said drawing his attention to 
the ringing notes of a Veery over in the woods. 
““Yes,”” he answered “that’s one of they birds 
of some sort, lots of °em *bout here. I don’t 
know their names. But, say Mister you 
should hear my Martha play the Jew’s-harp.” 
When he found he could not prevail upon 

me to go home with him, or promise to take 
up the ditching profession he seemed dis- 
appointed, and as I was about to go on my 
way he pointed to a big oak tree on the edge 
of the ditch some distance from us, and told 
me that when cutting through the roots that 
afternoon at a depth of three feet in the blue 
clay he had dug up a flint arrow-head and a 
human skull. They must have been there 
before the oak tree started to grow, he 
thought. 

I asked him if I might have them. “Why 
fur sure, Mister,’ he answered, ““They’s no 
use to me” and I knew by the twitch in his eye 
he wanted to add, ‘“‘or you either for that 
matter.”” What use could a tramp have for 
an old skull and arrow-head? 
We then shook hands and parted but I had 

not gone far when I heard him calling after 
me,—‘‘Heloo Mister, if you won’t stay all 
night won’t you come and have supper with 
us and hear Martha play the jewsharp?” 
“Thank you” said I, “not this time,” as I 
waved him goodbye, feeling a bit sorry at 
the parting for he had taught me something. 

I now looked at the time and found it was 
five o’clock, which brought me to the realiz- 
ation that I must be moving along in order 
to get settled down before night-fall, and 
after a smart walk of about half an hour I 
came upon an admirable spot in the heart ot 
the forest on which to camp for the night. 
Selecting a dry knoll beneath a beech tree, 
where the ground sloped down to a little 
spring creek, I proceeded to cut some small 
cedars that grew at the foot of the hill and 
with the branches made a fine deep bed in 
front of which I drove a crotched stake for one 
end of the ridge pole, nailing the other to the 
tree, and by leaning leafy branches against 
the ridge made a domicile fit for the fairies, 
and no doubt they took possession after I left. 

I then sat down for a while on the side of 
my bed to crest. <A flock of crows engaged in 
9 wordy war near by. and a Water Thrush 
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The last of the daytime singers to be heard 
was the White-throated Sparrow, whose soft 
sad notes seemed to add a magical charm to 
the stillness. 

Up to this time it had not occured to me 
that I should be hungry, but when the spell 
came over me I said,—‘‘Now Bill, you must 
have something to eat before the black dark- 
ness sets in,”’ and the suggestion was promptly 
acted upon. 

Katherine had provided me with food 
enough for a dash to the North Pole, and I 
had augmented my supply on my way in with 
some nice tender leeks. What more could 
I wish? Bread and butter and leeks, with 
a cup of water from the creek. I don’t know 
that I ever enjoyed anything more. What 
a privilege it is to have a good appetite and 
plenty of plain wholesome food. 

After supper I had a struggle with myself 
to refrain from breaking out in song. I felt 
light hearted and wanted to sing ““Tenting 
to-night on the old camp ground” or “Lead 
kindly light amid the encircling gloom.” 
By the way; I have been told I should never 
attempt to sing where I could be heard, and 
I assume this would apply to the woods as 
well as the home. 

Perhaps the reader will say ““Why did he not 
light a camp fire?” But you must remember 
I came to the woods to hear things, not to 
frighten them. 

The stars were now beginning to shine and 
I looked out through an opening in the tree 
tops and saw the square of Pegasus and Cas- 
siopeia’s Chair, but could see no Queen. The 
chair seemed to be vacant. 

On an old rotten log a short distance away 
I had placed the arrow-head and skull given 
to me by the ditcher and from where I sat 
I could catch a faint outline of the skull in 
the gloom. I soon found myself deep in 
retrospection, wondering whose skull it had 
been. Perhaps that of a chief who had fallen 
pierced to the heart with that flint, a thousand 
years ago, shot by a brother mortal. What 
about his Mother and Father and friends? 
What did he do? Ah! that’s the point. Yes, 
Yes; his body made fertilizer for the sapling 
oak and it outgrew all the other oaks and lived 
on and on a thousand years. He had been 
slain at the right time, in the right place. In 
this case we owe as much to the slayer as the 
slain for the production of that mighty oak. 

If we could all be instrumental in producing 
oaks when we depart, how much more useful 
they would be to humanity than mere ghastly 
hollow eyed skulls. May our friends plant 
acorns on our graves. 

The real gloom of night had now settled 
down and silenced all the daytime sounds. 
I don’t know why I say gloom; it should be 
delight. 

Back in the edge of the clearing I could 
hear the Whippoorwill inquiring ‘“‘What of the 
night?” “What of the night?” The call of 
the Whippoorwill has a peculiarly sad em- 
otional effect on most people. To me it’s 
joyous. 

It’s a singular fact that the innumerable 
songs and sounds of the woods affect people 
differently. A friend once told me that the 
weird long drawn notes of the Wood-Pewee 
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in the twilight always awakened sad recol- 
lections in him. 

The first nearby sound I heard was that of 
the Flying-Squirrel. One had evidently flown 
from a branch at some distance and alighted 
with a squeal on the trunk of the tree against 
which my wigwam leaned. Others soon 
joined this, and although I could not see 
them, I quite enjoyed their squealing and 
playing about, especially on the tree above 
me. After half an hour or so they either 
went to bed or to some other part of the forest 
as I heard no more of them. 

The hooting of the “Great Horned Owl” 
was the next attraction. When I heard it 
first it was some distance away, but after a 
short silence its bill snapped and it blew its 
fog horn roar quite near me. How many of 
my readers have ever heard the “Great 
Horned Owl” hooting in the tree above them. 
It’s one of the awesome, indescribable sounds 
of the woods. I don’t know why, but I 
always couple it with ‘Sound the loud timbrel 
o’er Egypt’s dark Sea.” 

During the night the sound-making things 
seem to have due respect for each other and 
seldom cut in like human beings while others 
are speaking. 

After the owl quit hooting there was deep 
silence, so still indeed I could hear my heart 
beating. As I listened intently my ear caught 
faint sounds, becoming more audible as they 
approached in a light gallop, gallop, gallop on 
the dead leaves, with intervals of silence 
which could be accounted for by the fact 
that only in patches were theresufficient dead 
leaves on which to make such sounds. As 
I stared into the darkness a large and beauti- 
ful Skunk presented himself at the very 
threshold of my domicile and seemed anxious 
to force his acquaintance upon me. I had 
no desire to.make a heart to heart friendship 
with him, nor did I wish to reject his advances 
in a manner that might spur him into action. 
Had I given vent to my feelings I should have 
roared‘*‘ Get to Pangee out of this and go thy 
way,” but that would have put other things 
on the alert, and spoiled my chances for hear- 
ing and seeing. The aromatic beauty would 
go galloping away a little piece and then back 
again as if to look me over more carefully. 
I have heard it said that the Skunk is afraid 
of nothing but another Skunk. (A sort of 
mutual co-operative scare, so to _ speak). 
Finally Mr. Skunk galloped away into the 
darkness and I saw no more of him. Perhaps 
he got a sniff of my leeky breath. 

It was now about midnight. I knew from 
the fact that the moon rose about that hour, 
and the sky was lighting up. Dead stillness © 
again prevailed. 

I wonder how many of my readers know 
what dead stillness means. That deep hollow 
sounding silence. Have you heard it? You 
will get an idea of it by putting your fingers 
in yourears. ‘‘What is it?” I asked a friend 
once and he said it was the ‘“‘vibrations of 
universal cosmos.’ Perhaps that’s it, but 
I must confess the explanation baffled me more 
than the sound. 

While speaking of unaccountable sounds. 
Something I had not thought worth mention- 
ing before had been attracting me at intervals 



A NIGHT IN THE WOODS 

all night. It was an uncanny hissing ap- 
parently coming from the old log on which 
the skull and arrow-head lay. The sound 
was so faint I could not have heard it at a 
greater distance, and it reminded me of a 
person blowing hot porridge to cool it, and it 
always happened when I was not expecting 
it, as the long intervals between acts always 
threw me off my guard. 

I thought I knew all the sounds of the 
woods but this was something new. Had I 
been superstitious I should have connected 
the uncanny sound with the skull as each 
time my attention was drawn to it my sight 
caught the big hollow eye sockets of what 
was once a man, and I wondered how many 
ages had passed since he roamed the forest 
here. Was his life blighted and made miser- 
able by the fear of hell, or, did he lose his 
individuality andé@forget his duty to life’s 
eternal every day in mythical dreams of here- 
after hunting grounds. 

I was now nid-nodding about half asleep 
when an old familiar cry smote on my ear. 
It was the whinney of a coon far down in the 
swamp. Had I not known it well I might 
easily have mistaken it for the Screech Owl, 
the only difference being the omission of the 
long drawn prelude. I had not heard one 
for many years. When a boy my brother 
and I had a tame one and it used to call in the 
night and receive answers from others back 
in the woods, and again in later years when 
shooting in British Columbia I trapped one 
and had it tied up near my cabin, and to my 
surprise, it had the same call as the Coon of 
Ontario. Although divided by _ thousands 
of miles of prairie and the Rocky Mountains, 
and although they must have been divided 
for thousands of years, yet they retain what 
must have been their original calls and habits. 
We find with birds and other things that 
distance produces distinct varieties; for in- 
stance the eastern and western Meadow Lark, 
but it would appear that time and distance 
and evolution has had little if any effect on the 
coon. é 

I enjoyed the coon calls very much while 
they lasted, perhaps twenty minutes in all. 
There were three-of them engaged in the 
conversation as I would take it to be. One 
within two hundred yards of me and one so 
fargaway I could scarcely hear it, while the 
third appeared to be about halfa mile tothe East 

When they ceased there was silence again. 
More of that “‘Universal Cosmos,”’ and I had 
difficulty in keeping awake. I took another 
glance at the skull and also heard the myster- 
lous hissing, but in spite of it all I was soon 
midway between wakeland and dreamland, 
picturing myself a boy again, trapping Mink 
and Coon and Beaver. 
_ How often we catch ourselves thinking the 
impossible. We dream more while half 
awake than when sleeping soundly. Within 
a few minutes I was a young man again, just 
home from the West, immensely rich, and 
Mother. coming down the pathway to 
meet me, her hair shining black as it was 
forty years ago. Why do we so often think 
such thoughts? Mother is feeble, old and 
grey, and unable to walk, and I can never be 
young or rich. 
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I then fell to wondering how Katherine 
was getting along back in the busy noisy town. 
She warned me the last thing not to eat any 
Nightshade, or Cowbane, or Wild Parsnip, 
or Poison Ivy or any other poisonous sub- 
stance. Katherine used to be afraid some- 
thing would eat me. Now she is afraid I will 
eat something. 

~ I then unintentionally fell asleep and slept 
soundly for what seemed hours. Out of this 
sleep I was awakened suddenly by the wild 
thrillmg bark of a Fox, and Oh, My!—how 
it brought back my early days. Although 
some distance away it was drawing closer and 
closer, evidently running and barking at 
intervals of three to five minutes; each time 
making the wild woods ring. The last recital 
was within a stone-throw of me, and I have 
neither words nor sentences at my command 
that will describe the emotional force of it. 
Talk about Bells of Shandon or the Echoes 
of Killarney. They are tame. 

Foxes bark only occasionally. You may 
live in a district where foxes are common and 
not hear one bark in ten years. Not that 
foxes would not bark during that time, but 
people are not out at the right time of night. 

Why do they not bark more often or why 
do they bark at all? They seem to bark at 
nothing, or at the moon as some dogs do. 
Come to think of it human beings often bark 
at nothing, and sometimes whine also. 

I listened eagerly for a time expecting to 
hear more of the fox. It was music I might 
never hear again, as the average out-of-door 
man hears it only a few times in his life. 

While still listening and listening, some- 
thing in the mighty overwhelming night 
folded me in its soothing soft embrace and 
pressed down my head upon the cedar pillow. 
It was the ““Sand-man”’ and when I awoke it 
was daylight with all its morning charms; 
birds singing and calling and whistling all 
about me in the most enchanting manner. 
The voice of gladness was in my heart that 
morning as I looked through the tree tops at 
the clear blue sky. ‘“This is my country and 
my forest” I said dramatically as if addressing 
a multitude. ‘‘See the birds, O my people, 
and the violets and the hepatica, and the 
ground-hog, and the squirrel, and the luna 
moth and the leopard frog. Why do you 
neglect and overlook all this, your God-given 
heritage?” 

I then bethought me of the old rotten log 
from whence the hissing sound seemed to 
come, and after tearing it to pieces found a 
beautiful specimen of spotted Salamander, 
and although I never heard of a Salamander 
making a sound I am fully satisfied now that 
they do. 

I breakfasted on bread and butter and 
leeks, surrounded by kindred things. 

Katherine had promised to drive out for 
me, and we were to meet at the hill on the side 
road at nine o’clock, and although I felt 
reluctant at leaving the pretty spot, I rolled 
up my blankets and the few little things I had, 
and putting the skull and arrow-head in my 
pocket I struck for the clearing singing along 
the way in improvised words and tune,— 



My heart strings tingle with delight, 2 
Deep in the dreamy woods at night, 

There in my couch of evergreens, 
The hosts of God enchant my dreams. 

‘The fern, the phlox, the sighing pine 
And all the living things are mine, 

Go where I may, think what I will, 
The hosts of God are with me still. 

I was not long in reaching the side road, and 
away on the hill I saw Katherine waving her 
handkerchief, evidently glad to see me still 
alive after a night amid poisonous herbs. 

A GRANITE LAKE TROUTING TRIP 
‘R. U. WitTHRow 

N one of the most picturesque portions 
I of romantic Nova Scotia securely hidden 

by huge granite cliffs, in the midst of an 
almost unknown wilderness of rocks and trees, 
is one of the finest trouting lakes, that can be 
found in miles of travel. 
_ Granite Lake, fortunately for those who are 
in the secret, is known to but few parties, and 
is for that reason, not fished to death, and so 
yields as fine a day of real sport, and gives as 
ideal a camping site, as one could wish to find, 
if we desire to spend a few days in communion 
with “Old Dame Nature” when in her kindest 
moods. 

Granite Lake is an enlargement of the 
Uniacke River, and is reached before you come 
to Big Indian Lake. The shores are wooded 
with thickets of alder, and white birch, with 
plenty of balsam a little higher up the banks, 
so that it is easy to obtain in abundance the 
best of fire-wood, clean tent poles, and the 
finest of mattresses, balsam boughs. 

One bright morning, a party of five: 
George and Alex Murray of fruit basket fame, 
Chas. Brown a Mr. Murphy and yours truly, 
their guide, met at the supply station at 
Uniacke, run by a rather grumpy old chap 
named Smith; here we made our “buy” for 

the trip, for in spite of any personal preference 
or otherwise, for the old man, his goods are 
certainly A I. 
When we left the Hotel Clarendon, I in- 

formed the “boys” that they had a four mile 
jaunt ahead of them, I will not record their 
words for I think they repented, anyhow they 
seemed to feel better when’! put the duffle in 
my pack sack, hoisted the tump line to my 
forehead, and led the way, while they only had 
to carry their poles. The pack consisted of 
grub, leanto, and axe. 
We had no startling experiences on the way 

in, but after an hour and three-quarters of 
heavy walking for the “boys” we came in 
sight of our destination, and were soon whip- 
ping the waters, in our best style. Fish were 
plenty, with a good one occasionally, to keep 
the expectation high, so that when George 
hooked a big one as he thought, he promptly 
broke his ‘‘patent rod”’ only to find a noble 
trout of about six inches in length, securely 
impaled on his fly. 

One incident of the trip is worthy of 
notice, but “‘tell it not in Gath,’ the man who 
fished with a crooked birch pole caught the 
most fish, although none of us broke the legal 
limit (thirty fish in one day). Our string, 



AFTER LUNCHING 

however, was such as anyone would be proud 
of, and no one need be ashamed of. The 
pleasure was such that none of us thought of 
stopping for supper until it was too dark to 
fish: then it was up to us to gather tent poles, 
wood, and bedding. I located the camp 
between two large boulders, but here I made 
a mistake for I had not counted onmy com- 
panion’s breadthrof beam and when after a 
hearty supper we retired it was to find that 
when one desired to turn it was a necessity for 
all to turn at once. 
We enjoyed our meals. Who does not at 

a time like this? If the people who suffer 
from indigestion, would walk four miles fish 
until late, and then eat at an open fire, the 
doctors would go begging for work. 
PS We had the usual fish stories, and a pleasant 
sleep in spite of-our narrow quarters. In the 

morning all except “‘yours truly’? were ready 
for a trip to another lake, which was situated 
across a bad strip of country, and the morning 
being foggy, and as we had no compass I 
advised against the trip. I was over-ruled 
though and so we started, and sad to say were 
soon completely lost, or at least the “‘boys” 
thought so. That good spirit that watches 
over children and (-?-) however led us safely 
back to Granite lake again, and as their time 
was limited we reloaded the pack, and returned 
to the hotel where we arranged for a moose- 
hunting trip in the fall, for moose sign was 
plentiful in that region. 

Again let me say, that if some city chef 
could get the same flavor on the viands, in 
town, that we can get, in the wilds, his fortune 
would be made. 

WHAT HAS THE AVERAGE READER TO SAY 

ABOUT THE NEW DEPARTMENTS? 

Do “Guns and Ammunition” and “‘Fishing Notes’’ interest all? 

Since opening up the new gun department, 
“Guns and Ammunition” edited by Mr. A. B. 
Geikie, and the department which is devoted 
to matters piscatorial and which under the 
title of ‘Fishing Notes’ is edited by Mr. 
Robert Page Lincoln, we have received many 
letters of congratulation. We presume that 
these letters have come from those who are 
especially interested in either the gun or the 
fishing rod, and who, may, perhaps, be termed 
with some degree of accuracy gun or fishing 

from some of those who may be classified only 
as the ‘“‘average readers’ as to whether they, 
too, find something of interest each month 
not only in the story part of the magazine, but 
in the regular departments to which we have 
referred. We shall be glad to receive letters 
from these “‘average readers” telling us what 
they think of these new departments, both as 
regards quality and quantity, and shall wel- 
come both favorable and unfavorable criti- 
cism, not necessarily for publication, but as 



RUNNING RAPIDS ne 

Wa. McCarbDELL 

sensible rivers at all. Their shallowness 
and easiness to cross are but lures and 

you soon find the water swirling around you 
until you are in a foaming whirl pool. In 
your light canoe you are rapidly running 1n 
the mad blue waters with the speed of the 
wind. You swing around a bend—you are 
always wondering what the next turn will 
bring—and before springs a mass of jagged 
rocks that comb the oncoming water into 
white swirling streaks of foam. The rocks 
are formed in a half moon and you are driving 
toward them, with no power on earth to stop 
you—the movement must be forward there is 
no turning—you wonder between that narrow 
cleft of rocks, whether there is enough water 
to carry you between where the current turns 
black in its swiftness and whether some hid- 
den rock may not rake the bowels out of your 
canoe. All these thoughts take but seconds. 
The water is growling, and you plunge into 
this watery hell and trust to the gods—you 
of course assist the gods very materially by 
deftly using your paddle and urging your 
winged water steed straight for the opening, 
because after all you don’t trust the gods, you 
think it possible that there may be a hitch 
between their desire and their performance. 
You are through and you have a vague mem- 
ory of that blue water behind the rock palisade 
struggling to get away and furiously gurgling 
at the barrier that held it, swirling about like 
a great monster swishing its tail until it dis- 
covers the opening and is away with a leap 
and a roar, its back streaked with white foam, 
You remember negotiating the ‘opening and 
dimly seeing the rocks stare up at you very 
close to your canoe, there was Just enough of 
the mad current bottled up in this cul-de-sac 
to carry you over the ledge. Once more you 
are free—to speculate as to what will meet 
you at the next bend. A dull thundering 
comes up to you from down stream. Pres- 
ently as you go farther down stream the sound 
grows in volume and you wonder whether you 
are coming to a falls or a gigantic rapid. It 
is coming closer and the current again quick- 
ens speed and carries the canoe at a rapid 

i cea Mountain Rivers don’t act like rate, you don’t want it to go quite so fast 
until you know what is coming, what that 
roar of water means. If you don’t find out 
within the next twenty yards it will be too 
late to retreat anyway. You are now fairly 
in the eurrent and your canoe is gliding 
through the water like a lean hound. Whe- 
ther it is a great falls, or a rapid split by 
rocks jutting up and divided into almost 
impassable channels, you are going willy 
nilly. Forward is the cry, there ‘is no retreat. 
On withthecurrent. Ride the watery steeds 
to wherever they take us, for we are now 
fairly in the midst of the boiling rapids. 
Jagged rocks come rushing up at us bent on 
our annihilation. It is too late for any 
decision. Too late we see that we are going 
into those foaming rapids and that the wiser 
course would have been to portage our canoe. 
That’s the trouble with these rivers. They 
reveal their menaces when it is too late. You 
are sweeping grandly down a bend of the river. 
At the next corner you stumble ona rapid at 
so quick a turn it is too late to decide to turn 
back. Nothing can resist that current, much 
less a couple of frail human arms. You are 
a prisoner of the river. You must drive 
through the foam flecked channel, and perhaps 
your reward will be a smashed canoe—some- 
times a rock smashed canoe is a short cut to 
the nether regions—especially in a mad rapids, 
~where the water steeds run rampant in their 
wild stampede with their foam flecked mains 
flying in the wind—their eyes gleaming with 
their wild speed. They show their teeth 
when you come within twenty yards of them— 
in the span of life and death—before that they 
lie quiescent and lure you on with their 
placidity, and then when you are driving in 
their midst that mad whirl and stampede 
begins, the dance of the water witches. The 
snarl of the rapids sound like the incantation 
of witches, with the foaming whirlpool as 
their cauldron. But we are through and our 
canoe has a nasty jag just above the water 
line. We have lost one paddle, and we float 
calmly into a quiet stretch of water, and 
oe to land after this battle with the water- 
ing. 

FACTS ABOUT BIRDS AND BEASTS 
_ Pigeons, larks and cockatoos like their baths 
in therain. Game birds andpoultry take dust 
baths. The common sparrow likes. a dry 
shampoo in the dust and plunge bath in the 
water. Reptiles soak themselves; elephants 
daub their calves with mud, then wash it off. 
Rhinoceroses, buffaloes, “dogs, bears and 

tigers like to wallow; the equine tribe favor a 
roll in the sand; cats, mice and their respective 
relatives lick themselves clean; bats lick and 
scratch, and it is said that the continual 
scratching of monkeys is not so much in the 
search of parasites as a kind of self-curry- 
combing. 
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WHILE RESCUERS PASSED BY 
CHARLES DORIAN 

HE story has been told and re-told. 
Newspapers all over Canada treated it 
as an incident and gave it from one inch 

to a half-column according to the editorial 
gauge of its prominence as a news item. But 
the whole North country talked of it and 
whispers will be heard of it, no doubt, for 
many a day. 

It happened in October, a beautiful month 
in Ontario generally, the side-season of Indian 
Summer lauded by poets and other idyllists 
everywhere, the last bright flicker of dying 
summer or the torchlight flare before Jack 
Frost makes his bow to Nature. Andin White 
River it was more likely the herald of winter 
or the end of fly-season, according to your 
mood. In any case it was hunting season in 
one of the best deer preserves in the world. 

White River, be it known, is what is called 
a railroad terminal or roundhouse town. It 
used to boast an elect population in those un- 
populous regions but it’s less thrifty in that re- 
spect than it used to be. It boasts yet, Lhough, 
chiefly about the weather, about its consump- 
tion of fly ointment in summer and thermome- 
ters in winter. Standing on the station plat- 
form on one of its coldest nights the writer 
remarked upon the frequent cracking of wood 
as if some giant were breaking two-inch 
planks for amusement. The frost was visible 
as well as palpable and one felt that one’s nose 
would stiffen and might crack any moment. 
It was sixty-four degrees below zero and at 
every crack of timber the comment which was 
meant to explain it was heard ‘Another 
thermometer busted!’ 

But it was not winter yet and many hunters 
returned from the bush before the first snow 
fell. Two of these came in one day and re- 
ported that their partner had got away from 
them and could not be found. They were all 
employees of the Construction Company en- 
gaged in double-tracking work a mile west of 
White River—the missing man was Jack 
McDonald, their bookkeeper. 

They had all separated, they said, but were 
careful to keep within ear shot. They had 
answered a call from McDonald about one 
minute before they found that he had disap- 
peared. They went to the spot whence the 
sound of his voice had come but he was not to 
be seen. ‘There was no way of tracking him 
because the dead leaves left no foot-mark. 
They ca'led and spent tense seconds listening. 
They smashed their way through dense and 
tangled brush in circles, ever widening, but 
McDonald came nowhere within their cir- 
cumspection. Then dusk descended and they 
sought the town and were much surprised to 

find that they were only about half a mile 
away from it all the time. 

That was on a Sunday. Next day asearch- 
party was organized and the engines of the 
Construction Company sent out regular 
signals every half hour to guide the wanderer. 
If he were within range of the whistles he 

might follow the sounds and reach the railroad 
anywhere within a mile of the town. 

This proved a great help to the scouting 
party who once in the snarls of the thickest 
underbrush wandered thither and yon and 
made grotesque progress indeed. Some had 
not left an area of half-an-acre while others 
described crescents and loops, never getting 
very far away. 

And all the time they called the name of 
McDonald and never an answering call did 
they receive. When night came and the little 
band wandered wearily into town to report no 
traces of the missing man they were very much 
depressed indeed. 
_On Tuesday they diverged in stated direc- 

tions. They were to attempt to follow as 
nearly as possible a straight line and spread out 
but never to get out of voice range. 

And all the while the Construction Com- 
pany’s engines blew their half-hour signals 
and the scouts called out the name of Mc- 
Donald but no response rewarded them. 

And Wednesday passed and the following 
Wednesday without any word of the missing 
man. The engine whistles were kept up but 
the scouts gave up in despair and doubt. 
McDonald had surely made an escape for 
some reason unknown to them. 

Inquiry followed inquiry and gossip trailed 
into wonderings. Yes, McDonald was known 
to have his quiet moods, not exactly melan- 
cholic but, oh, just moody. He was a single 
man not over twenty-five and none of the 
White River girls sought his society in pre- 
ference to that of half-a-dozen other very at- 
tractive young men. McDonald, when not 
engaged in his work wrote a great deal. If he 
had a romantic soul he concealed it creditably. 
He appeared now and then at bridge parties, 
ball games and so forth; spent an evening 
occasionally in the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium 
and often took a meal in their dining-room. 
He went to church, read the “Songs of a 
Sourdough” and swore only for emphasis. 
By and large, as a modern novelist would say, 
he was a good man and well respected. Then, 
why would he desert his comrades personally 
chosen by him and he even boasted that he 
would rather live in White River with all its 
drawbacks than in Toronto or Montreal—or 
even Glasgow. 

That’s the way the North takes some men, 
it gets them in a grip and holds them—they 
freeze to the locality, so to speak. And that is 
why you see so many contented people in the 
Northern Canadian towns where you would 
only expect to find Eskimos. 

On the eleventh day of the man-hunt (for 
there were individual searches made) old 
Peter Potmas, the Chippewa raced into the 
store of Billy Edwards with the most fright- 
ful expression of terror on his face seen by any 
white man. He had seen the devil—not his 
body, he was careful to explain, just his head 
and eyes. The eyes were full of white fire and 



they followed him and his two daughters as 

they fled in fright. 
Billy Edwards, accustomed to the super- 

stitions of the Indians, was not so much 

thrilled by the tale as by the Indian’s face. 

He told the Indian that he’d go back with him 

and see for himself what the Indian had seen. 

No, sir, no!—Peter Patmos would never go 

into the bush again. He was done with it, 

chased out of it, warned by it, threatened with 

eternal white-fire if he returned to it. Peter 

would die struggling rather than submit to any 

scheme of re-entering it. And his girls would 

not go without him. They, however, were not 

so impervious to reason and Billy Edwards 

organized a party to convey the young squaws 

to the spot where they had seen the devil— 

for he immediately connected this “‘ap- 

pearance”’ with the fate of young McDonald. 

And the thought uppermost in Billy Edwards 
mind was —WOLVES. 

They were going afoot and the squaws 
resisted—they would go peaceably if allowed 
to paddle, so by the route of the White River 
they went half-a-mile up-stream, and landed 
while the ear-splitting blasts from the Con- 
struction Company’s engines announced their 
closeness to civilization. 

The girls would go no farther but pointed 
vaguely in the direction of an earth parapet a 
hundred feet away and hid their faces. 

Billy Edwards led the party and they saw 
him throw up his hands and drop back in his 
tracks, stumbling to the ground. Sure-footed 
Billy Edwards turned to them a face livid with 
horror. 

Then they saw what he had seen. 
Two steely grey eyes set in a cadaverous 

head glinted at them from a bed of earth and 
leaves at the up-turned root of a cedar tree. 

And thus they found McDonald alive and 
conscious buried up to his neck in loose earth 
and dead leaves. His gun-stock lay ten yards 
away from him but the barrel was stuck into 
the oozy earth beside him. 

He was taken to a room at the Y. M. C. A. 
and there he told in a clear voice all his ex- 
periences from the time they had missed him. 

““You called and I answered and then you 
came towards me. I could see you struggling 
through the net-work of branches and while I 
watched you I walked on. I walked towards 
you. Then I tumbled and found myself at the 
bottom of a ten-foot dyke or beaver-dam with 
a sprained ankle. 

“T tried to call out but the pain from my 
ankle drove all the vitality out of me and I just 
whimpered in silence. Your voices grew 
nearer and nearer and then began to wander 

“T shouted feebly but no answer came. The 
ain caused me to faint and when I revived 
rom what was a long sleep it was dark and I 
was chilled. 

“T dragged myself to a hollow made by the 
root of a dead cedar tree which had been 
wind-fallen. There I sat and took off my shoes 
and packed earth around my sprained ankle. 
I scraped about me a heap of dead leaves and 
covered myself up for warmth. And again I 
slept. 
ey awoke at daylight, sick and thirsty. I 

found that my back pained, too. I had 
wrenched it in the fall. I tried to rise but fell 
back. Then a sudden fear overcame me. I 
realized my predicament but my greatest fear 
was my gun. I wanted to shoot myself and 
end it. It was a sweet temptation because the 
pain was unbearable. 

“So to save myself I broke the gun and 
threw the stock away. My thirst increased 
and I jammed the barrel of the gun into the 
earth and drew up a lot of moisture. It was 
earthy but refreshing. 

“T could hear the work engines going out to 
the double-track and soon a series of whistles 
that scared me. They were repeated at in- 
tervals and I knew their import. Several 
times I shouted. The whistling kept up into 
the night but no sign of help. 

“IT got cold. The pain left my foot for it 
was frozen. My hands numbed but I kept 
heat into them by rubbing. Voices came very 
close to me over the dyke. I tried to call out 
but I had no voice. I was chilled through. 

“IT lived between hope and despair. The 
whistling cheered me and then irritated me. 
My whole body became numb. I craved for 
food and satisfied it with a draught of seepage. 
I wanted to die but the voices came near again 
and hope warmed me. 

“The gun barrel froze into the earth at last 
and my lips grew numb and my fingers stiff. 
Then it snowed. ‘The little warmth intmy 
body melted it but it froze again and I was 
coated with ice. I must have looked ghostly 
or like a snowman. 

“It was hope that kept me alive so long. I 
could have died easily because I had no pain 
any more. I wanted to talk to Peter, the In- 
dian, and I tried to make him see how badly 
I wanted to talk to him but my very earnest- 
ness must have scared him because he bolted 
through the woods like a wild animal and left 
me. Then all hope vanished. I was prepared 
for a great rest when Billy Edwards came.” 

Thus he talked and prattled child-like. He 
was carefully fed milk and arrowroot like a 
child but the thawing out.had revived the 
pain. He seemed to feel it but little and 
wanted to talk incessantly. At last it all be- 
came incoherent. He went over his ex- 
periences in a half-mad fashion and in the 
delirium came the Gentle Silencer that had 
tantalized him there in the bed of leaves. At 
the critical hour before daylight all traces of 
painthad left his face.and peace came. 

yikes 



THE INDIAN FUR TRADER 

Max McD. Tair 

the posts of the fur companies depended 
chiefly on Indians for hunters and 

trappers. The prospects of good bartering, 
the advances of goods and provisions and the 
promise of more, induced the Red Men to 
go forth in large numbers for furs and hides. 
What the fur trade meant in these far- 

away times may be gleaned from reports of 
the companies doing business. As early as 
1784, the Northwest Company had imported 
supplies for a year’s trade amounting to 
$125,000, and by the close of the century the 
gross amount of goods for barter in the store 
houses of Montreal Companies was $600,000. 
In 1780, Mr. Charles Grant, in a letter to 
General Haldimand, stated that the fur 
trade, taking one year with another, was 
producing an annual return to Great Britain 
in furs, of $1,000,000. 

The Hudson’s Bay Company was trading 
in furs as early as 1670, and about 1800 the 
French firm of Revillon Freres entered into 
competition. Other smaller traders came in 
later and there was always keen rivalry among 
the companies. Spies were sometimes placed 
around the habitations of newcomers and 
Indians and half-breeds on their way with 
furs were intercepted, bribed, and terrorized. 
There was much drunkeness, quarreling, 
boasting, and the like among these fur traders. 
The union of the companies in 1821 cut adrift 

~alarge number of Indian hunters and trappers. 
Some idea of the frightful slaughter of fur- 

bearing animals about this time is given in 
the following figures which represent the 
catch for an average season: 106,000 beavers, 
32,000 martens, 11,800 mink, 17,000 mus- 
quash, and other pelts that make a total per 
season of not less than 184,000 skins. Hunt- 
ing and trapping for the fall of 1913 and winter 
of 1914 proved very lucrative, the income 
from this source amounting to $1,176,540 in 
provinces of Canada alone. Prices for fur 
were on the increase and the catch compared 
with the ten years previous had not percept- 
ibly diminished. Muskrat fur was steadily 
increasing in value, and apart from Hudson’s 
Bay Company sales; there were 4,646,500 
skins offered on the London market in March, 
1913, the price paid being 50 cents per skin. 
Farm products and wages earned are the 

only sources of income to the Indians of Can- 
ada that exceed hunting and trapping. Fish- 
ing amounts to only about half; stock-raising 
to about a quarter; and all other industries to 
about half that of the fur industry. The 
Indians are beginning to manifest an interest 
in the raising of foxes for breeding purposes, 
but fur-farming has but reached the experi- 
mental stage. 

|i the early days of fur trade in Canada 

Hudson’s Bay Company Breaks Custom of Two 
Centuries. 

Last fall, when the first news of war reached 
the Hudson’s Bay Company, it, with the other 
fur companies in the far north, stopped all 

advances to the Indians. It has been the 
custom of this company for two centuries to 
stake the Indians in the fall in the form of a 
“debt” of provisions, which was fixed accor- 
ding to the hunting abilities of the debtor. 
When the season opened the following year 
the Indians and Eskimos redeemed the debt 
with furs. In good years a neat balance 
would be left over for the Indian and his squaw 
and the family revelled in new blankets and 
gewgaws, became possessed of more guns and 
traps, much powder, and many balls (for they 
hunted with the old ball and cap guns), and 
grew fat from well-feeding. 

With these advances cut off the natives 
were in a serious predicament, and if the 
government had not come to their assistance, 
many would actually have starved. 

W. E. C. Todd, of the Carnegie Museum, 
Pittsburg, spent six months last fall on the 
shores of James and Hudson’s Bay. On his 
return to civilization he stated that the Indian 
trappers of that region were suffering to a 
great extent through being robbed of their 
fur market and shut off from supplies through 
the furcompanies. Mr. Wilson, the Hudson’s 
Bay Company’s manager at James Bay 
showed the scientist a store-house of furs, 
which at ordinary times would be worth 
$100,000, but which at current market 
prices could only be sold for $17,000. 

At White River the Indians were in a 
distressing condition. When Mr. ‘Todd 
arrived in a sailing boat the natives came out 
in canoes to meet him and by diverse means, 
mainly by pointing to their mouths, made him 
understand that they were badly in need of 
food. A white whale and some porpoises 
were caught later which tided them over till 
a packet arrived with government supplies. 
As it was, Mr. Todd’s flour was confiscated 
and distributed among the trappers. Had 
it not been for the timely aid given wholesale 
starvation would have prevailed for the coun- 
try bears but the minimum of meat animals. 

In the territories north of Alberta and 
Saskatchewan the Indians are in a very bad 
condition. Jack Hughes, a well-known trader 
and trapper after a 1000 mile “‘mush” with 
huskies from Chippewayan, north of Great 
Slave Lake, to Calgary, Alberta, discussing 
the situation in his country, said: 

““T came out because there was nothing to do. 
The bottom has dropped clear out of the fur 
market, in fact, there is no market for furs at 
all, and the trappers have been in a very bad 
way this winter. The Indians are in especial- 
ly bad shape, as an Indian never has anything 
anyway, and as a rule gets very little for his 
furs at the stores. This year he has got 
practically nothing, and would have starved 
unless the government had come in with 
supplies.” 

Worse Since Whites Came. j 
“God made the game and the fur-bearing 

animals for the Indian, and trade goods and 
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money for the white man’, said an old Indian 
recently, ‘“‘and they shouldn’t be fixed, for 
when they do the Indian always gets the worst 
of it.” The situation could not have been 
more aptly summed up. 

Commenting on the condition of the Red 
Man today, a recent writer has this to say: 

“Before the white man came the Indian 
lived successfully by what he gained from the 
chase. Then, fur gathering was merely a 
side line with him. With the establishing 
of fur posts by the white men the Indian began 
gradually to trap more and hunt less, depend- 
ing on the proceeds from his fur which would 
buy white man’s grub and thus make up the 
deficit caused from his neglecting the hunt,” 

In the old days an Indian, to buy one of the 
old-fasioned long-barreled rifles known as 
“trade guns’, was required to pile up skins 
one upon the other till they reached in height 
from the butt to the end of the rifle barrel. 
At Fort Nelson, British Columbia, a place far 
in the interior, the following prices were in 
effect in October, 1910: Flour, 30 cents a 
pound; tea, $1.00 a pound; bacon, 50 cents a 
pound; rolled oats, 50 cents; and sulphur 
matches, $2.00 per quarter gross. At Fort 
‘Murray, much nearer civilization, 1914 prices 
were per pound: tea, $1.00; flour, 20 cts.; 
sugar, 25 cts. 

Considering these prices, which are a very 
fair sample of prices charged to the Indians, 
in many parts of the north, it is to be doubted 
whether the Indian is as well off as a trapper 
for the white man as he would have been by 
remaining an independent hunter. 

Fur Values by Provinces. 
There are nearly 25,000 Indians in Canada 

engaged in hunting and trapping. Of this 
number about 6,000 are Indians and Eskimos 
in the far north outside the boundaries of the 
provinces. Quebec and British Columbia 
each have 4,660; Northern Ontario has nearly 
4,000; Manitoba and Alberta, 2,000; Sask- 
atchewan, 1,200; and the remainder are in the 
Maritime provinces. These hunters are 
equipped with 10,000 shot guns and 8,500 
rifles; while the trappers are using nearly 
150,000 traps of various sorts. 

The total value of the fur catch for 1914 was 
estimated at $1,176,540. Manitoba led with 
a trade estimated at almost half a million 
dollars. The Indians at Norway House alone 
had $333,500, and Fisher River $62,000 from 
the sale of furs. Saskatchewan in its northern 
reaches was responsible for $242,174, and the 
largest producers were the Indians at Isle la 
Crosse with $65,000 credited through the 
sale of skins. Toushwood #Hills reserve fol- 
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lowed closely with an income of $62,000; 
Onion Lake had $42,000; Carlton, $24,000; 
and Duck Lake, $20,000. The wilds of Northern 
Ontario, which, however, are sparsely settled 
with Indian population, gave up to the Red 
Men furs valued at $160,000. Savanne Re- 
serve is credited with $53,000 of this, Kenora 
and Fort Francis, beyond the Great Lakes 
near the Manitoba boundary, each had be- 
tween $25,000 and $30,000; and Sturgeon 
Falls, $16,000. The Province of British 
Columbia, while lying largely in the Rockies, 
is not a large producer of fur in so far as this 
industry affects the Indian. The total for the 
province is $143,700. New Westminster 
Indians trapped to the value of $30,000; Nass, 
of which Metlakatla is the Indian village, 
gleaned $20,000 from pelts; Stuart Lake ran 
to $20,000 in value; while Babine and Upper 
Skeena produced to the worth of $15,000. 
Quebec had $116,000 in traps and chase, 
Bersimis and Lake St. John getting about 
$44,000 each of this amount. 

Figures that would accurately represent a 
season’s fur trade among the Indians of Yukon 
Territory, the North West Territorities, and 
Ungava, are not available and are not in- 
cluded in the total estimate of the Indian fur 
trade in Canada. With these out posts in- 
cluded the aggregate would probably run to a 
million and a quarter of dollars. 

With these figures in one’s mind it will 
not be difficult to realize the dire results of a 
dead fur market. The Department of Indian 
Affairs, of course, has been able to draw on a 
reserve or ““Trust Fund” amounting to some 
$7.653,000, but this is available only for 
treaty Indians living on reserves within the 
provinces, and $5,000,000 of this is alloted to 
Ontario alone. 

The circumstance which makes the situa- 
tion unfortunate is that the Indians most 
needing aid are not treaty Indians, and so, in 
the strict sense of the term, not wards of the_ 
government. Provision, however, has been 
made for these by special grants of money and 
supplies distributed through agents of the 
Hudson’s Bay Company, and other fur com- 
panies, the Royal North West Mounted 
Police, and other sources. With the passing 
of winter in Northern Canada, the suffering 
has lessened and with lakes and rivers open to 
navigation food supplies are more easily 
secured and transported to those in need. 
The Canadian Government has always «made 
provision for its Indian wards, and in this 
crisis in the experience of the Red Men of the 
gun and traps, the legislators at Ottawa have 
not been found wanting. 
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A WEEK OF FREEDOM: FISHERMAN’S 
LUCK ON EAST RIVER, N.S. 

‘“PUERKO”’ 

HEN it becomes a pleasure as well as a 
W necessity to relieve a'spirit so bottled up 

that disaster threatens the bottle, there 
are so many ways of finding relief that it were 
absurd to insist upon any particular one for the 
alleviation of the many suffering spirits. 

I found one, however, on the banks of the 
East River at Sheet Harbour, N. S., than 
which there is no more beautiful river in this 
Province, and that is a conservative observa- 
tion. Here, for nearly a week, my spirit found 
freedom, and did all the stunts’ that free 
spirits are supposed and have the right to do. 

True, the river was low, but who cared for 
that when up to 9 o:clock or half past p.m. 
the two of us heard from the tent, the thump 
and kersplash of a couple of salmon annihilat- 
ing the casual miller. The guide, too, was 
excited, and predicted great things for four 
a.m. He was part Indian by birth and mighty 
little white by habit, and insisted on our get- 
ting up at that green hour in spite of our 
statements that the doctor had prescribed 
much rest. 

There were two pools directly in front of the 
tent. I took the upper and my companion, 

_ J. M. Weeks, who had proposed the late trip, 
and who had been there twice before, took the 
lower. I cast a small Jock Scott in the riffle 
and as it crossed the edge something in my 
left innards jumped for my throat as a high 
roll of water made in the direction of the fly; 
but the “‘something”’ sagged back when the 

_ roll stopped short, and the fly came back light. 
I sat down on the rock, filled my pipe, and 
took a look at J. M. He had made two or 
three casts and, while I was critically observ- 
ing his method, he was into a “jumper.” 
George, the Indian, gave a war whoop and, 
being exceedingly enthusiastic grabbed the 
gaff and made a flying leap into the water. 
Then for fifteen minutes our spirits sang from 
first tenor to fourteenth bass until the gaff, 
getting below the silvery acrobat, sank into 

shoulder and drew forth eight pounds of 
ight. 
Meanwhile my pool, not being disturbed by 

the turmoil, I assayed once more, and again 
the tantalizing roll, but no real strike. ‘This 
occurred all the morning, flies being changed, 
rests given, prayers muttered, and a few other 
things said, but no fish. I retired to help eat 
J. M.’s jumper for breakfast, and later went 
down stream about half a mile to another 
rocky pool, where I got into a twelve pounder 
and fought a great fight in a difficult place, 
being obliged to follow far down to prevent 

sawing the line on the sharp rocks. George 
was with me and I know very well that I 
aud not have saved the salmon without his 
elp. 
The next day we went up to Malays Falls a 

mile and a half above camp, and there I saw 
a most fascinating spectacle. The river being 
low caused the falls to concentrate to one side, 
covering a space of about fifty feet wide. The 
height from the basin was twelve feet, a 
slanting shelf being projected half way upon 
which the heavy flow of water broke white. 
To this shelf some thirty or forty fish were 
constantly attempting to leap. <A few of the 
heavy fellows, salmon that would go twenty- 
five to thirty pounds, made it and escaped 
above, but the most leaped short and tumbled 
and scrambled back into the basin. I saw 
several large trout attempting it also, none 
succeeding. What struck me as curious as it 
was futile, was that the little grilse or 
smelt were the most persistent, some of them 
not over ten inches; yet they kept at it, never 
jumping more than two feet into the overpour 
and never getting near the friendly shelf. 
Earlier in the season there is good fishing in 
these upper pools, but at this time no atten- 
tion was given to anything but the passage of 
the falls. 
We remained an hour or so watching the 

struggle and on the return to camp I picked 
out a six pound grilse with a D. Ranger. 

On Sunday we dragged George’s punt 
through Grant River, a long winding, damp 
spot, which, we were assured, is a raging real 
river in the spring. At the upper end we came 
out upon a most beautiful lake surrounded by 
hardwood ridges, the shores all around gently 
sloping to the water, and tapering into it with 
reeds and then lilies. Here we picked up some 
fine trout and enjoyed a loaf in the sun for a 
couple of hours. Returning to camp as we 
came, we put in some more restful hours, 
entertained by the woods life around us. A 
flock of young black ducks fed in the still 
water above; a mink stole a piece of the sal- 
mon cut for dinner; a squirrel made off with 
some bacon rind; a loon laughed; kingfishers 
chattered; numerous birds sang; two broods 
of grouse scurried through the brush; a rabbit 
oked amazement; and George remarked that 
it was a great country for moose in the fall. 

Five days we spent in intense enjoyment of 
spirit and body, killing eleven fish and losing 
many more, and when we heard in the dis- 
tance the horn of our car signaling, we broke 
camp with as intense regret. 



“PHE DAY 
H. W. GILMORE 

bass.” 
“T like your assurance, Maitland—al- 

most equal to Kaiser Bill—.” 
“Where’s that?” inquired the other 

lounger in the smokers’ camp in the end of 
the car. 

“Georgian Bay, of course; that’s where you 
get the real, gingery fight-to-a-finish, loop 
the loop, kind—and when you get ’em home 
they’re the taste-rite brand of clothing for a 
camper’s stomach,” The Doctor smacked 
his lips in lingering memory and a musing 
glint played a melancholy game of hide and 
seek in the twinkle-of his eyes. 

“Well part with it,’’ said Maitland, looking 
at the ashes of his cigar with a bored expres- 
sion-on his face, a mannerism which invari- 
ably provoked the Doctor to his best effort. 
“Who said I had a yarn to tell?’ snorted 

the Physician. : 
““Nobody,’’ meekly replied Maitland from 

a cloud of smoke. 
“But I have something to say—.” 
“Usually have; in the present instance, 

audience small but appreciative.” 
“Evans,” said the Doctor in a confidential 

tone, and turning an aggrieved face from the 
offender, if you have any ambitions of this 
variety, go to Georgian Bay. Our friend 
here has a mansion up there in that trouba- 
dour, ladies’ land of moon-shine etc. but if 
you wear corduroy—Oh I’m saying nothing 
against your Lovers’ Paradise—”’ 

“Yes, I get you,’ encouraged the friendly 
listener. 

“Well, get up on those shoals around Kaigna- 
shene or Minnicog—and send me a few.”’ 

“Sure sport, eh?” 
“T was just going to tell—ah—er speak of 

a peculiar circumstance I learned about last 
summer.” . 

Maitland gave a sniff. 
“Our friend here has a touch of winter hay- 

fever but this reference to the amiable Kaiser 
was worthy of a clear head; I was cogitating 
on the celebrated and mysterious ““The Day” 
at that precise moment.” 

“Can't see the connection,” 
Maitland. 

“Live and learn, my son! Last year I cut 
loose from the grumbling multitude and shot 
up to Restem’s house-boat just about all in— 
shaking like a last year’s leaf on an apple 
tree in a March wind; for a few days I didn’t 
eare a hoot whether there were fish or not— 
didn’t have life enough to feel the mosquitoes 
even—but I got into my stride at last and 
went after the prey—well, as a man of my 
profession should.” : 

Lawyer Maitland sniffed again. 
“But we kept the law—inches and number. 

I forgot to say that Jim Latham was one of 

fat only one place to go for 

observed 

Restem’s party (this for the benefit of Mait- 
land) brought there under a storm of pro- 
tests against Georgian Bay. WellI showed 
that bit of fringe on ladydom a thing or two 
about a man’s job in the world.” The Doc- 
tor chuckled in reminiscent delight, then 
resumed: “I got a hunch on a spot the fifth 
day and came back to camp like a three-year- 
old at the Fair—that’s when Maitland’s 
moon-shine began to suffer eclipse, but the 
very next day I got a tumble; it was too good 
to last.” 

“What about the—ah, German Toast; how 
does it come in?” 

“Don’t you interfere, my son,” raising a 
squelching hand to reduce Maitland. ‘The 
great day came in due time and the whole 
army went to slaughter. Joe LeBlanc led 
the charge and it was Joe who gave me the 
ground-floor tip on Georgian Bay fishing.” 

Maitland didn’t sniff. 
“Oh no, I’m not parting with it, son, but 

I just want to tell you something few seem to 
know. Up in that far country of summer 
Prodigals there are compensations for its 
bluster and savage remoteness.’—‘‘Tut tut, 
man, I know how golly-darned well you look 
in your blank white togs—I’m talking to a 
good sport. 

“Go on Doc,” said the other in the tone 
of the peace-maker. 

“For ten days we drowned worms, frogs, 
shiners and every other living thing we could 
stick a hook into; we—but I'll just say we 
did everything humans could devise to get 
fish and we didn’t get. It was ten days of 
calm, blistering sun—calm did I say? I 
mean there was not a breath; old Sol danced 
and flung himself at us till we looked like 
dried herrings—we were ashamed to fish we 
weren’t calm for that period but we drank 
some.” 

The audience was attentive. 
“T asked Joe if he thought the world was 

about to melt with fervent heat, but he only 
shrugged his fat shoulders. I noticed the 
grease coming through his shirt and the 
rendering of Joe made me thoughtful. ”’Hee’s 
ver’ warm tam for sure but noder day hee’s 
come leetle win’ mebbe? Joe’s an optimist 
so I didn’t bank on the outlook but Joe was 
right. Next day was “The Day’. Of 
course we had toasted for it, as I’ve been 
trying to tell you, yet the advent was a mighty 
surprise.” 

“Ts that all there’s to it?” asked Mait- 
land briskly for the Doctor had picked up his 
paper. 

““No, only don’t tell anyone that you know 
anything about black-bass fishing till you 
have tried out Georgian Bay in the blow 
which every year follows the flowering of its 
sun-kissed tidal depths.” 



PoMeHrER fO THE LAST GASP 
F. V. WILLIAMS 

ERHAPS you’ve never been ’a-fishin’. 
Perhaps you. are too busy making 
money, or you don’t have time, or just 

don’t want to go. We have heard of one 
man if our memory serves us correctly who 
had been ‘fishin” but ‘never saw any sport in 
it. He told us confidentially that his idea 
of ‘fishin’? was to take a bamboo pole, with a 
good strong line, hook to match, a can of bait. 
Stick the butt of’pole in the bank, aforesaid 
ole being held in place by a forked stick cut 
or the purpose. After having gotten a “‘rest” 
for his pole in the forked stick, and seen to it 
that the butt was securely held in the bank, 
he went back farther in the shade and had a 
good ‘snooze’ or perhaps read a few chapters 
from the last novel. When this became 
monotonous he’d go “‘try” the line to see if 
any unsuspecting catfish or perch had hooked 
itself. This performance repeated often 
enough would on some days net him two or 
three catfish or perch, but as for ‘sport’ he 
couldn’t see why some people got so very 
enthusiastic about ‘fishin’.’ 

Well—there are all sorts of fisherman, from 
the man (not to forget “‘yours on the spot” 
the small boy) with the blue jeans, alder pole 
and a can of earth worms, to your gentleman 
with the latest in reels, rod, flies, waders—and 
believe us some of these fishermen have an 
array of insects, flies, etc. that would make 
nature herself envious. 

Some of us loaf around until nine or ten 
o'clock A. M. before making a start, and fish 
during the nice warm part of the day. Others 
again like to start out, say between five and 
six, fish until it begins to get pretty well along 
in the day, then take it easy until just before 
sundown. Oh yes, there are night fishermen 
also, and they get their fish too, but most of 
these fellows know more about fish than the 
fish themselves. Away back East there’s 
a goodly sized brook that comes bubbling and 
gurgling along past an old stone church where 
your friend has sat many a Sabbath morning 
with his thoughts not where they should have 
been, “‘on the sermon’? but away ‘“‘up the 
brook” wondering how many big fellows 
there were at the ‘old mill” in a certain eddy 
under the foam, or still farther up at ‘“‘Dwelly’s 
Dam’’—(an old logging dam which had long 
since been broken down leaving a_ few big, 
quiet pools where the big ones used to lie and 
wait for whatever the current brought down). 
The chosen day was Saturday of course (no 
school on Saturday you know) but how we 
used to wish for a foggy or overcast day. 
Even a light rain would not spoil the day, as 
in this particular locality these were ideal 
conditions. The rod of alder, or young birch 
cut from beside the stream, a can of earth 
worms, and an ordinary linen line, no leader 
but hook tied on line. This tackle worked 
on a stream overhung with bushes, and filled 
with sunken logs, as well as any outfit an 
“expert” could choose, and it was not as easy 

and alongside the big boulders without getting 
*“‘snagged.”’ To lose a common trout or bass 
hook those days was almost a calamity. To 
get back to our subject,—our friend on the 
cover is one of the boys who likes to get an 
early start. The dew heavy on the bushes, 
a steady drip, drip, as it strikes the water in 
the quiet spots along the stream e!*% ost gives 
the impression of rain, and one gets more than 
impression (it almost amounts to an im- 
mersion) if he has any scrambling through 
the wet brush to do. One hundred yards 
away the trees and foliage along the stream 
fade into the morning mists, but the birds are 
beginning to sing, and here and there a 
squirrel or some belated night prowler rustles 
the leaves as they scurry past preparing for 
the coming of “old Sol’? who will in a few 
hours make everything in the open too warm 
for comfort. <A “big ring” on the water here 
and there as some old “‘green sides’? comes 
up to investigate, shows to those who know, 
that ‘‘they are there all right.”” Across from 
the old log where the two branches hang out 
over the water is a good place to get a strike 
when the sun is bright as there is a nice cool 
deep hole thereabouts. 

This morning however Mr. Fishermen has 
no waders and the water is a little too cool 
for wading with ‘“‘shoes’”’. So he fishes from 
the bank. He is using a light spinner with a 
gorgeous red feather (no live bait being obtain- 
able this time) and casts out just beyond the end 
of the old log, more of a trial cast than in 
expectation of getting a ‘strike.’ When 
Zip-biz z-z-z-z-z-siz zz. “You begin to think 
he’s going to lose the whole line (that’s one of 
the things about fishing ““Mr. Man and Mrs. 
Woman who don’t know” that makes it ex- 
citing. It’s most always the unexpected that 
happens.) then of a sudden, (after five min- 
utes part of which ‘“‘Greensides” spends in the 
air) he makes straight for the old log. If he 
ever succeeds in getting to those old water- 
soaked limbs sticking down into the mud 
under that log, it’s ““goodnight” or goodbye 
Mr. Bass. Every rush he gets a little closer, 
he’s tired now, but remember he is a “‘scrap- 
er’, so out goes our friend on the log. ‘That 
og is mighty slippery, and the soles of his 
boots are wet, and he has to watch his fish 
as well as the log. Souse, in he goes, as he 
partly loses his balance, just one leg though, 
and he scrambles back to his log, getting 
a hold with both feet once more, and as luck 
will have it the bass is still on the other end 
of the line, but closer to the log. Now then! 
Oh he’s tired all right—and the landing net is 
almost under him when he makes one more 
upward rush, and as he falls back he’s in the 
net. Carefully a foot at a time on the slippery 
log and fisherman and prize are ashore. And 
it is a prize. The scales say 434 lbs. Well, 
if our friend does not get another fish he’s had 
pretty good luck for one day, and it’s early 
yet. It’s not all of fishing to fish, and the 
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interesting things for the fisherman, especially 
is this true along the banks of most any 
stream that flows through heavy woodland, 
or that has a lot of sheltering brush along its 
banks. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

We'll leave him now and let him have the 
rest of the day to himself. We know he'll 
have a good story to tell tonight a€ any rate, 
and here’s good luck to the brother fishermen 
who read this. 

A CAMPAIGN AGAINST FOREST FIRES 

: IN THE DOMINION PARKS | 

G. GERALD BLYTH 

URING the months of Spring and 
D Summer, thousands of Canadians find 

their way to the delights of stream and 
forest. In practically all the eastern and the 
extreme western sections of the Dominion no In- 
dividual has had cause to complain that Nature 
has denied this country either water or woods 
in superabundance. Only on the plains is the 
sparseness of tree growth keenly felt. 

Centuries ago it is not improbable that the 
writers of Syria and Palestine and China simi- 
larly congratulated their fellow citizens on the 
wealth of playground, the beauties of green 
ravines and bubbling streams. But Syria to- 
day isa skeleton nation. Towns and villages 
have dwindled to squalid hamlets. The valleys 
are parched and lifeless. The mountain sides, 
summer and winter,—bleak and _ without 
nourishment for man or beast. Of the great 
cedar forests of Lebanon, only a few gnarled 
remnants proclaim their famous ancestry. 
So with Palestine and China, once magnifi- 
cently forested, with wide rivers and fertile 
lands—now largely sterile with starving 
populations and a hopeless future. 

It has been a matter of history that when 
a country’s forests disappear, agriculture 
takes the same direction and national im- 
poverishment is certain to follow. Upon the 
forests depends the even flow of the rivers, the 
equiability of the climate, the nourishment of 
surrounding lands, a cheap and constant 
supply of timber and pulpwood, and many 
other highly important factors. 

The one great foe of the Canadian forest is 
fire. There are other foes, but good laws and 
public sentiment are robbing them somewhat 
of their power. Fire remains, however, the 
dominant destroyer. During the last fifteen 
years, eight times as much timber has gone 
up in smoke as has been cut by the lumber- 
men. This seems almost incredible, but 
careful estimates declare.it to be quite within 

the facts. Experts declare that instead of 
Canada’s forests being inexhaustible—a con- 
dition existing only in the orator’s vocabulary 
—Ontario possesses only enough trees at the 
present rate of cutting and fire destruction to 
last thirty years more. ‘““The present rate” 
however need not continue and it is to the 
campers, surveyors, prospectors and others 
concerned in the welfare of the country that 
this appeal is made. 

In 1913, Dominion fire rangers reported 
210 fires to have been caused by campers, 
surveyors and others using the woods for 
pleasure or other purposes. The railways 
caused 204. Lightning was responsible for 
28. Only two fires were declared to be 
deliberate, and the non-specified causes were 
179. The total list of fires were 730-and the 
damage ran into many millions of dollars. 
Thus it will be seen that carelessness on the 
part of human beings is the underlying cause 
of Canada’s frightful forest losses every year. 
France and Germany with many large forest 
tracts have, practically speaking, no fires at 
all. This immunity may not be possible for 
Canada, for the conditions are different, but 
one certain thing is that the 730 fires known 
to the Dominion rangers in a single year could 
be cut one tenth that number if human care- 
lessness and indifference could be eliminated. 

Let every camper this season persuade him- 
self that he, personally, is a forest steward, that 
Canada has not an acre of tree growth to spare, ~ 
that the carelessness of one man in 1915 may 
mean loss and hardship for the next genera- 
tions. Never leave an unextinguished fire 
when you break up camp. Never toss a 
lighted cigarette into the forest cover. Your 
good sense will tell you what is safe and what 
is dangerous. Don’t do it because the law 
threatens you. Do it because you are a good 
Canadian. 
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CONCERNING FISHING 
Game Hogs, Furred, Feathered and Finny: Sportsman’s Ethics 

(ARTICLE 8) 

NEAL BROWN 

it writer claims due familiarity with 
the foibles and weaknesses, as well as 
with the real nobility of the Brethren of 

Sport. Consequently the above epithet is 
not accepted in its utmost invidious sense, 
but only as a preface fortolerative philosophy. 
As used in certain virtuous publications this 

_ epithet is intended to portray asportsman of 
which proclivities are porcine proclivities, 

executed against the helpless victims of the 
chase. 

He is kodaked standing in front of a matter 
of a dozen deer that are hung to a pole while 
he leans on his unerring rifle. (It has been 
noted that this killer is always gracefully 
postured in the foreground so that his im- 
portance as a piece of scenery shall not be 
minimized). 

Or he is pictured in the midst of a heca- 
tomb of wildfowl, or (if piscary be his pride) 
as standing with his ruthless feet where the 
brook and river meet, a multitude of fishes 
piled around him or festooned on groaning 
wires above his head. 

The kodak, without difficulty, is always 
able to depict upon his visage a vast look of 
fatuous complacency. 

He has been execrated and pilloried in 
many sportsmen’s publications. In this way 
the editor can pay a cheap and inexpensive 
tribute to his own untarnished virtue. 

It is only charitable to say that in many 
such cases the sportsman has thus lent him- 
self to vain display because he was young, or 
was temporarily carried away by the intoxi- 
cation of great success and thus made unmind- 
ful of the rules of the craft. 

Many a veteran sportsman who has arrived 
at years of modest restraint looks back on 
some such early exhibition of~ himself in 
shamed remembrance and would be glad if he 
could expunge the record. 

For modesty is conceded to be the chief 
excellence of the perfect sportsman. He 
should not pridefully allow himself to be snap- 
shotted in the midst of his slaughter. It may 
be said that by the same token he should not 
be pragmatic or allow himself to speak on 
mooted things with any air of final authority. 

This -element of modesty is mentioned 
because the thoughtless may aver it to be 
violated by sundry dictums found herein. 

But the purpose is only to admonish and 
suggest. 

n further condonation of the slaughter set 
forth by many kodaks as well as much that 
remains unadvertised, it can be said that it is 
only now and then that a sportsman ¢an make 
a distinctive killing. Many are the days in 
which he will return at nightfall with a meager 
creel; many the days when he finds the grouse 
are hidden past all finding; many the hunts 

when no deer falls to his rifle, many the barren 
forays after wildfowl. ; 

And if a sportsman who has had a dreary 
round of these bad days, is visited by an hour 
of supreme luck, he should be treated with 
forbearance even by the most zealous game 
warden or the most rabid editorial hater of 
game hogs. : 

If this virtuous editor could be led into the 
wilderness and there made to suffer the toil 
and privation of unrequited days, and at last 
have fortune tempt him with a sudden horn of 
plenty, or several horns of plenty, in the great 
happiness of this laggard reward, he would 
understand. 

It may be he would go back to his tripod 
and fulminate less lustily against game hogs. 

For I have seen a St. Anthony among 
sportsmen, one apparently capable of resisting 
any temptation, chase the elusive ruffled 
grouse all day through tangled thickets, for- 
bearing to take anything but wing shots 
pees he deemed it degrading to pot a sitting 
bird. 
Then at evening, on the ride home, this 

high minded gentleman, incontinent would 
pot a vacant minded grouse sitting so close to 
the roadside that it drew its head back to 
avoid being hit by the muzzle of the gun. 
I have known a virtuous sportsman to be 
rendered so desperate by his inability to hit 
a flying bird during a long day that he would 
pot a careless prairie chicken on the open 
ground at a distance of two rods—and this 
in the face of his jeering companions. 

Once on a time came to a deer hunters’ 
camp a very Bayard among sportsmen. He 
carried with him for free and generous dis- 
tribution the maxims and principles of his 
caste. 

“The true sportsman should be chivalrous— 
he should only kill a buck, never a doe. This 
chaste duty being performed, he should there- 
after kill no more, but rest and dream under 
the winter sky. 

“The killer of does or fawns, or of more than 
one deer, and that a buck, was a low butcher, 
unworthy the name of sportsman.” 

Thus did Sir Bayard homilize. The camp 
of merry butchers scoffed at such standards 
and prayed for his downfall. 

For five days he ranged industriously over 
barren fell and through jungly swamps, with- 
out reward and in scatheless virtue. 

In all this time he did not see the flirt of a 
single snowy tail. 

He bore his thralldom to stern ethics with 
a high head, but the breaking strain came. 

At last, as he sat on a runway disconsolately 
worshiping his beatitudes, the wing of virtue 
suddenly moulted all its feathers. 

Fickle fortune set upon him a whole flock 



of deer, and he slew three of them in as many 
moments—and all of them were does. 

Worst shame of all, he was compelled to go 

to camp and notify the coroners to come to the 

place of slaughter and hold their inquest. 

This they did with many fleers and Jeers, 

wickedly rejoicing over the downfall of high 
virtue. : tg 

He tried to make peace with his deities by 

vowing that he would never kill another deer. 

The moral being that it may be good for a 

preacher to establish virtue in others, but 

more conducive to happiness in himself if he 

but follows the primrose path of dalliance. 

These reflections beget the further thought 

that there is a difference between the the- 
oretical ideal and the practical ideal. 

In these revelations and admonishments 

we can only urge adherence to the practical 
ideal. ; 

Must the sportsman after he has attained 

the legal allotment of trout refuse a chance to 

make a few more casts in the hope of getting 

that three pounder the dream of every angler? 

Especially as in many past days he was 

unable to secure a scant dozen between sun 

and sun, as there will be many future days 

when he must suffer like deprivation? 

Shall the sportsman forbear killing another 

deer for a deerless companion? 
We are content to leave these important 

questions to the rebuking conscience of all 

game wardens, editorial oracles, and virtue 
inflated sportsmen of Brahmin caste. 

It has been assumed by high authority that 

a true sportsman must have all the funda- 
mentals of gentle breeding, and that there is a 
better. mixture of these elements in those who 

find their chief earthly pleasure in hunting and 
fishing than can be found in the devotees of 
other sports. 

For in these two major sports the contest 
is not between two matched players, each 
struggling, and sometimes with bitterness, 
to defeat the other. The art of the sportsman 
is not pitted against a brother of his craft, but 
against the cunning of the wild habitants of 
wood and stream. This sportsman is not 
often greatly tempted to abate any courtesy 
to his fellows. 

Not so with the many inferior games and 
sports. It is said that golf leads to many 
peevish encounters among its idolaters. I 
knew a certain golfer who once on a time fret- 
fully rebuked Rockefeller for thoughtlessly 
impeding the course. A misprison like that 
of this golfer might well make one tremble. 

Cards and other games of chance have their 
asperities, especially if there be stakes that 
rouse the wolfish gambling instinct. It is 
said that in these vulpine contests the female 
of the species is 

But gallantry forbids the completion of 
this thought. But let us turn again to our 
own artistry. 

No true sportsman can have antagonism 
against the companions of his chiefest joys 
because of their success, nor can he intrigue 
to secure a swinish share of their joint gains. 
But all sportsmen are not true; there be a few 
of ignoble traits. 

It is our purpose to treat of one or two 
specimens of this latter genus. Mere inord- 

inate vanity in such a sportsman would as, 
compared with his greater vices, amount to 
virtue. 

No matter how skilled his avidity may be 
in the lore of the chase, he always seems to be 
out after meat. His major trait is aquisitive- 
ness. He dearly loves to go home loaded 
with game and to count and_ gloat 
over it, even as a miser his hoard. He will 
do mean things and rob the common store in 
order that he may be heavily laden. 

He is like the thrifty woman of old fash- 
ioned picnic days, who always took nothing 
but pickles to the picnic but always returned 
with chicken pie. In camp he appears to 
be studying how best he can lay claim to the 
largest share. There can be detected in him 
a look of furtive appraisement, of avid an- 
ticipation of his gains. 

As he cons the bag of game, the catch of 
fish, engrossed, visually devouring it, he looks 
like a tapir nosing an ant hill. It is probable 
that this is a case of atavism. The cave man 
acted thus over a joint kill. 

And here is a modern instance: 
A sportsman had invited a fellow angler 

to join him in despoiling the choicest trout 
streams of the host. The guest was given 
every advantage of place. Their catch was 
something scandalous, and they returned to 
camp heavily laden. The guest casually 
remarked that he would like to take home a 
few trout. The host assured him that he 
could take what he wished. This is the con- 
ventional formula of the craft. 

Sportsmen have a confidence in each other 
that is rarely abused, and each does commonly 
protest against even fair favor to himself. 

Each seeks to avoid taking the lion’s share, 
only consenting when he is strongly urged, 
and when it seems fitting and satisfactory. 

Generosity contends with generosity. 
Not so, however, in this exceptional case. 
When the time for parting came the guest 

laid the trout out in one vast moraine, and 
began to carry out his own system of division, 
subtraction, and asportation, without as much 
as saying by your leave. He elaborately 
weeded out four-fifths in number, taking the 
largest, and snugly packed them for carriage 
to his home. He left a few small fingerlings 
for his friend, locked up his safety box, and 
absconded in safety, leaving his friend in an 
awed and incoherent condition. 2 

The latter had watched the porcine process, 
not flinching or crying for quarter, nor did it 
avail him that he had caught most of the 
trout. He took the few small trout that 
remained and generously gave them to the 
small boy who fished for chubs on the bridge, 
counted his tin spoons to see if they were 
intact, and recovered bravely from the shock. 

This is one specimen of the game hog. Here 
is another: : 

A party of deer hunters met at a certain 
camp for the autumn hunt. 

It was in the days when each hunter was 
entitled to two deer. Most of the deer 
secured by the party were killed on drives, 
participated in by the entire party. 

In making a drive about half the hunters 
station themselves on runways, just outside 
of a thicket or tract of timber, which may be 



_ deer. 
deer to be shot by his companions. 

all the way from eighty rods to a mile in width. 
The rest of the hunters go through and drive 
the deer upon the stations. 

Those who drive have little chance of shoot- 
ing a deer, owing to the noise they make. 
The place of the drive being practically sur- 
rounded, the hunters that wait in silence on 
the stations get the deer. I have seen three 
killed by this method in an hour’s time. 

On the next drive the positions of the 
hunters may be reversed. The watchers then 

_ turn drivers, so as to give all a fair chance. 
Chance being a great element in this sport, 

it sometimes happens that the most faithful 
and industrious hunter may fail to shoot a 

Yet he may have driven a number of 
The 

_driver’s task is the most arduous, for often 
he has to plow in deep snow through deep 
jungles, while the watchers on the runways 
can smoke and take their ease. 

I never saw a camp of sportsmen make any 
invidious distinctions in favor of the hunters 
who actually shot the deer, except in the 
single instance now exposed. In this instance 

there were two deer apiece for all of the party 
except one, and although he had driven many 

deer that were shot upon his companions, he 
did not actually shoot a deer. He saw each of 
them tag two deer and take them away. 

He returned home deerless and un- 
satisfied, no offer of fair division being made 
him. Yet in addition to aiding in killing the 
deer on many drives, he had helped drag the 
deer that were killed up hill and down into 
camp. Next to portaging a heavy boat, I 
know of no more heartbreaking work than to 
drag a heavy deer through the brush even a 
distance of a few rods. 

No one has ever been able to understand 
just what ethical standards the sportsmen 
guilty of this offence had established for them- 
selves. They are here put on the unfair list 
as a warning. 

Happily for my faith in sportsmen, I have 
never met with many specimens of this kind. 
I have found that the vast majority of sports- 
men were not out after meat, but after sport. 
When the loving toil is over and distribut- 

ion begins, they are careless as to the allotment 
of the spoils. The settler who joins you in 
your tramps is not less unselfish than your 
brother of the anglers’ club or of the rifle 
guild in town. 

ts 

‘The accompanying picture is of a cougar 
ae: by Rev. G. Larder of Widdicombe ranch, 

Craigellachie, B. C. within 100 yards of his 
_ house in May last. 
Mrs. Larder was the first to see the brute 

Was unarmed, 

and treed the cougar 

-as she was going along a trail through dense 
_ brush on her way to the pipe line for water. 
Her fox terrier, ““Buster’’ pluckily rushed into 

the cougar’s hiding place and a fierce battle 
ensued. Mr. Larder, hearing the unusual 
noise hurried to the scene, thinking some 
strange dog was fighting with “Buster.” On 
coming closer he found it was a cougar and 
shouted to Mrs. Larder to run home for safety. 
Mrs. Larder called off her dog and the cougar 
slunk off into the bush while Mr. Larder, who 

covered the retreat. Later 
Messrs, Larder and Lehman, armed with 
rifles, took up the trail and ‘“‘Buster’’ found” 

within 100 yards 
ofthe house. Mr. Larder took a flying shot at 
it as it rushed up the tree and barely touched 
one of its feet. His next shot, however, went 
through both its shoulders and killed it at 
once. 

The schoo] teacher and several of her pupils 
had passed along the road within 30 feet of 

A. B. C. COUGAR DISPATCHED 

REV. G. LARDER, WIDDICOMBE RANCH, 
CRAIGELLACHIE, B.C. 

where the cougar was first seen, only a few 
minutes before, not knowing that the danger- 
ous creature was in that vicinity. This cougar 
is the first one shot in the vicinity of Craigell- 
achie for several years. Mr. Larder has had 
the cougar mounted by Mr. H. W. Edwards 
of Revelstoke, to whom we are indebted for 
the photo from which the cut was made. 



THE BLACK BASS, PISCATORIALLY SPEAKING 

ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN 

HAT to the bass fisherman the tackle 
box is a very necessary and handy thing 
goes without saying. A _ tackle box 

with the right number of compartments in it 
is most convenient and in some instances 
indispensable. Anyone who has ventured 
upon a fishing trip without a tackle box, and 
who has carried his many hooked artificial 
minnows, loose, in his pockets, knows what it 
is to be without a tackle box. With a !air- 
sized tackle box one can feel that he is pre- 
pared from the outset. Of course, there are 
tackle boxes and tackle boxes. Personally 
were I to have a tackle box equal to holding my 
raft of baits, past and present, accumulated 
at an unstated expense, it would be about the 
size of arefrigerator with apartments without 
end. But then there is no need of such a 
large tackle box, for not more than six or 
eight baits are necessary; in that list you can 
include some of the foremost artificials extant. 
To keep these baits from becoming a hooked 
and tangled mass is something that everyone 
should strive for. Such a box should have 
apartments for at least four or five baits. 
Now, I have found out one very good thing, 
namely, that the bait should be kept in the 
box it comes in, and this box may be inserted 
in the tackle box without taking up so very 
much space. There are any number of good 
tackle boxes on the market; for my part I 
have used various Cream City tackle boxes 
off and on for years. The Cream City boxes 
have the right number of compartments; 
some for the baits, and others for spoons and 
hooks, as well as smaller chambers for smaller 
hooks. In the bottom of the box the reels 
are kept. Taken all in all, as a moderately 
priced box, within the means of thé modest 
man, here is a likely. praposition. -The bass 
fisherman, after a little survey of.the problem, 
and the elimination of many useless things,’ 

‘number, written by Charles‘H. Hall. 

can make his tackle box light and at the same 
time not have it lacking in good and worthy 
appliances. An_ artificial minnow should 
never be laid away wet in the cardboard box it 
camein. This will spoil the box and if thrown 
around the hooks will rust and it will soon 
prove a most untempting thing, from what- 
ever angle it is viewed. Since artificial 
minnows cost something it is a good thing 
to care for them in proportion to the care you 
extend to other things in the outfit. The 
careless fisherman is also a careless stower 
away of his fishing applia.ces and parapher- 
nalia, and his success is far from moderate. 

Those who care little or nothing for the 
commercial tin tackle boxes make their own. 
However the proportion of well-made, that is 
handmade, tackle-boxes, to the ready-made 
purchased tackle-boxes is as ten to one. A 
handmade tackle box may or may not be all 
right, this depends vastly upon the ingenuity, 
method and insight of the maker. If he has 
had a great deal of experience, and has his 
outfit sized up pretty well, he will make a 
good box wherein to carefully stow each 
individual thing without having it jump 
around and get messed up. But to make a_ 
really truly good box one must know how— 
and that takes considerable experience and 
practice. 

Assuredly it is a fact that some exception- 
ally attractive and wonderfully efficient boxes 
can be made if certain rules are followed. 
Slip-shod work however will not produce 
such. Care must be exercised in every 
detail. 

One of the best accounts of details of tackle 
box construction [I know of that has appeared 
in open print, was an article on the subject in - 
Outer’s. Book magazine, in the April, 1912, 

Merely 
a glanee atthe photos attracted me and follow- 



i and all that is in it will get wet. 

_ fiber and leather, would soak and sag. 

FISHING NOTES 

ing his directions I made a box that in every 
detail was the best and is the best I have ever 
seen. Mr. Hall, in the beginning decided 
that trays for various things were inefficient, 
and that drawers would be better; accordingly 
he made drawers. He first made an inven- 
tory of all the things desirable in a tackle box, 
including all those odds and ends that come in 
so handy at certain times; and then he built 
his box to surround them all. This man has 
found out, as I have found out, that metal 
or tin commercial boxes, when set down in a 
leaky boat will take in water, and the bottom 

He says: 

“To mount the box on knobs, or legs, was 
an unworkmanlike solution, dismissed almost 
as soon as conceived, nor was the difficulty 
surmounted until the idea came to build the 
box in two distinct sections, the lower one 
merely a shallow, watertight box, hinged to 

the back and locking to the front of the 
drawer above it. This would give the 
necessary lift to keep the drawers up out of the 
way of boat-leakage, besides affording ample 
clearance for sliding the lower one in and out. 
And best of all, the whole upper section could 
be tilted back on the hinges, giving ready 
access to every nook and corner of the shallow 
box below, which would need no other cover 
than the drawers above it. Of course this 
upper box, or section, would be simply a chest 
of drawers with the front side of the casing 
swinging out of the way to permit their sliding 
in and out. And instead of making this 
swinging front, drop downward, why not tilt 
it up, and backward, until it should be suppor- 
ted by the carrying handle on top of the box? 
And further, why not utilize this up-swung 
surface to present, ready to hand, the pliers, 
oil-can, screwdriver and other tools that are 
in such frequent use. All in all it was an 
arrangement that seemingly would withstand 
the tests that had downed all preceding ideas. 
and practical enough, at any rate, to warrant 
going ahead and trying it out. What about 
materials—especially for the drawer part? 
Wood would swell and warp, besides being too 
bulky; aluminum would not solder; brass 
would be too heavy, and copper too soft; 

No, 
I would have to come back to tin—tin drawers 
with tin runways, tin partitions, and tin even 
for the case that must hold them all together. 
But in order to protect both this case and its 
contents against dents and jamming, which 
would cause the drawers to pull hard or stick 
altogether, I decided to make a light wooden 
outer-jacket of 3; inch oak, dressed down, and 
well oiled and waxed against the weather. 
Of this oak, maybe a sixteenth heavier in 
gauge, using dove-tailed construction through- 
out, I would make the shallow lower box. 
The partitions in this lower part would also 
be oak, glued and braided in place, the whole 
thoroughly impregnated with oil to exclude 
the wet that it must inevitably endure. A 
trunk factory would readily supply the brass 
corner pieces, lock, hinges and handle—behold 
my box, all done, except the making of it.”’ 

Mr. Hall wished to get from six to eight 
artificial minnows into his box, but how to do 
this, and to utilize all available space, greatly 
puzzled him until he finally stumbled upon the 
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idea of using diamond-shaped compartments, 
which may be noted in the drawings made 
from the original photos that accompany 
this article. This is a very efficient method, 
and in making my own individual box, and 
consulting with the tinsmith, I have seen no 
better way of getting around the question. 
Like Mr. Hall I always have at least eight or 
nine artificials with me. And that these 
artificials should be contained in one drawer, 
just for that purpose, is a notable improve- 
ment. Each thing in its place is what spells 
efficiency in the making of the right tackle- 
box. 

Of course the tinwork is submitted to a 
tinsmith, for careful work; and excellent jobs 
can thus be had, at no very great ex- 
penditure. The metal parts are then treated 
to two coats of black asphaltum paint which 
thoroughly prevents rust getting a hold upon 
the tin. This little safeguard should be care- 
fully noted. 

-Careful work in putting together the outer- 
woodwork, or jacket of oak should be the rule; 
a little attention in this respect will give good 
results. Of course all of the hinges, lock, 
clasps and various trimmings of metal, and 
screws, etc., are purchased at the stores where 
such things are handled. When this box 
is finished it should stand eight inches high, be 
eight and three fourths inches from front to 
back, and the whole thirteen inches in length. 

There are any number of things that can go 
into a tackle box of this sort. And the good 
thing about it is that you have these things 
practically at your finger tips. All you have 
to do is to draw a drawer out, and there you 
are, everything in its appointed place without 
mixup and clatter-trap tray arrangements 
that make efficiency a thing impossible. 
Here you have inside the drop-cover of the 
upper section, each inclosed in a metal clip, 
the scissors, knife, pliers, one drop cartridge- 
shaped oiler, also the screw-driver. These 
are only a few of the handy things that can be 
found room for, they take up but little space, 
and do not materially increase the weight. 
The lower section I find will easily accom- 
modate four good reels beside any number of 
other things. In the drawers everything, hooks 
lines, flies and spoons are laid away with care, 
each in its place—making it the best all- 
round box I have made, and I had made many 
prior to this one. This box made the building 
of other boxes a needless waste of time. 

Lines for bait casting is a subject that has 
received not as great attention as should in 
reality be accorded it. I am therefore taking 
the time and space to here detail some of the 
good qualities of a virtuous line, also to give 
some suggestions as to sorts, their treatment 
and other pointers that may not be amiss to 
the amateur bait-caster. Practically the 
only really true and efficient bait casting line 
is made out of silk either in the soft-braided 
or the hard-braided styles. There are cotton 
and linen lines but a little experience will 
prove their practical uselessness as an addition 
to the outfit. The silk bait casting line 
combines all the required characteristics of a 
good line. With care and consideration the 
silk bait line will last longer, is light and will 
not pack up so fast or so clumsily asthe cotton, 
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linen or enamelled lines. The enamelled 
lines should never be used for bait casting. 
I thought everybody extant knew that en- 
amelled lines were not for bait casting, but 
after seeing seven or eight using them with 
indifferent success last summer. I came to 
the conclusion that everybody does not know, 
or appreciate, what a good bait casting line 
should be. Being soft, a line winds well; an 
enamelled line, however, casts poorly, and 
makes a core in no time. The soft braided 
line is the line I have found to be the best. 
Your selection then should be between the 
soft braided line and the hard braided silk 
lines. 
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that holds him. With skillful use of a light 
line with the proper give and take and using 
the thumb correctly, there is no doubt but 
that a very light line will bring in a very big 
fish. But the rank and file of-the piscatorially 
inclined cannot do this. Such capability 
belongs only to the man who has studied and 
who has fished with especial care for years— 
and just how much coolness is required to 
make success of such a performance I would 
not be prepared to say, but assuredly it takes 
coolness in no little quantity. At all times 
one needs to exercise care in dealing with 
large fish. They soon tire out if you play 
them right, but get excited, jerk the line, etc., 

THE TACKLE BOX 

Now it is generally well known that the 
hard braided line is the stronger line. The 
rule is, for durability—choose the hard 
braided line; for flexibility, and good casting 
efficilency—choose the soft braided line. 
Of course no thoroughly efficient bait casting 
line has both softness, and good casting 
powers, also durability.. If the bait caster 
desires durability and does not care much 
about long-distance casting I would suggest 
that he try out the hard braids. Note that I 
choose soft braids for long distance casting 
with artificial minnows to suit, that are 
weighed in proportion to the strength or 
lightness of the hne. But when I am looking 
out for fish and am suited to short in casting, 
I choose the hard braided line. It is always 
best to have two or three spools of each 
constantly on hand. Then you can suit 
yourself and your own individual inclinations. 
If I have a rather heavy lure for instance I 
always employ the hard braided line, and 
vice versa. Take the case of the coaxer. 
Jamison found out that he needed a special 
line made for casting this light bait, for the 
Coaxer as an artificial is an exceptionally 
light bait. Therefore he put out aline, a very 
light one that was both thin and flexible, and 

. that well serves the purpose for which it was 
designed but assuredly that line cannot be 
expected to show superiority in durability 
as well. : 

It depends much upon how you fish, as to 
how skilled in rod manipulation you are, and 
as to how well you can use a light line against 
the insinuating rushes of a finny victim that 
is from five to ten times as strong as the line 

and soon you will find yourself minus both 
fish and line. I believe in using a twenty 
pound test silk line for large fish such as 
maskinonge and pike, though far be it from 
me to say that they cannot be taken on the 
very lightest of lines. I have done it and I 
know that there are multitudes of others who 
can do it. 

In judging any silk bait casting line one 
should remember the vast-amount of work 
it is put to. Not the least of the destructive 
element in this respect is the wear against the 
guides of the rod as it is cast out and as the 
lineistakenin. Especially is the friction hard 
on the line when a fish has been captured and 
the wear of the line comes heavy on the tip 
guide. Itis for this reason that I have always 
advocated rods having agate guides through- 
out: In the long run it will save you many 
lines, besides being of more all-round service 
to you than will a rod having the unagated 
guides. Water will permeate the bait-casting 
line, and it will fray and rot out if it is left on 
the reel wet and packed. Do not expect a 
long life from such a line for this is impossible 
It is too much to ask even of the-best lines on 
the market. Take care of your line and you 
will have more service out of it, and it wil: 
last longer as a result. 

There are some of the line manufacturers 
notably the Kingfisher people, who have put 
out lines for bait casting that are water- 
proofed. ‘The virtues of such a line are many. 
One thing, but a trifle of water ever gets into 
the core; in other words, it will “‘ship”’ little or 
no water, as will the unwaterproofed line. 
Also such a line ean he counted unon far more 



general strength throughout; and at the same 
time, despite its adaptable waterproofing, it is 
more soft and workable and casts with every 
degree of success. This line is undoubtedly 
the best line that the Kingfisher people put out 
and they put out a great number. The 
length of life in any line depends upon how 
much you use it, and also how well you take 
care of it. Handled rough some lines last 
three or four days. Taken care of, and used 
rather often they may last two weeks. And 
by this I mean the real, good lines; not the 
ee grade of material, which has here no 

ace. 
3 The Kingfisher lines were the first ones I 
ever used for bait casting, and I still adhere 
tothem. At the beginning of every season I 
buy certain of their wares, that have proven 
themselves to me to be exceptionally good. I 
use both their original old timer, the “‘Bait Cast- 
ing” sort, also the new waterproofed line which 
I would net be without. They also put out 
some exceptionally durable lines that are 
certainly a happy addition to the tackle box, 
such as the Silver Sheen, the Chester and 
Diamond Back. These lines are rehable, to 
say the least. In fact the Kingfisher lines 
have always appealed to me in a singular 
fashion, perhaps this is because from them I 
have had the best service, also the longest 
wear. 
Among the artificial minnow manufacturers 

who have made lines especially to use with 

their baits may be noted the production of 
W. J. Jamison. His Coaxer baits were so 
light that he needed a bait especially made for 
them. Therefore he put out a special casting 
line that turned the trick well enough, and 
with it my lightest Coaxer can be cast a great 
distance with every degree of success. Of the 
Jamison lines there are three or four styles. 
There is the light line, the medium line and 
the heavier, or maskinonge line. That these 
lines are very good I can assure my readers, 
and I always have them on hand for use dur- 
ing the height of the bass season. 

The Kingfisher and the Jamison lines I have 
tried out; there are other lines on the market, 
of course but since I have not tried them out 
I can only say little or nothing about them. 
For my part I have found it unnecessary to 
shift from one line to another. Havingfounda 
durable line I have stuck to it, and since I have 
treated it well, it has treated me well also. 

In the June number of Rod and Gun, in 
Queries and Answers, I spoke of how to care 
for lines, and counselled oiling them now and 
then. These little precautions should be 
noted for they often mean a great deal in the 
long run. 

Lastly, in closing this article remember that 
the autumn months are the best for the bass. 
Then they are in the shallows, and inshore 
again and many of the artificial underwater, 
and the top-water erratic or wobbling con- 
trivances will bring them to net. 

THE OUANANICHE SALMON 

(ARTICLE 19) 

ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN 

MONG the salmon family in eastern 
waters, and Canadian waters in particu- 
lar, we come upon the Ouananiche 

which has the reputation of being a fighter 
upon the barb, such as to win the esteemed 
and considerate regard of every true and 
worshipful angler. Whatever may be the 
reputation attained by the Atlantic salmon, 
surely that of this the ouananiche out-classes 
it. It has been extensively commented upon 
by angling authorities of note, both past and 
present, and it will always hold its reputation 
as being the Canadian fish that exceeds in 
reputation all others, despite the many 
vigorous finny fellows that inhabit the streams 
of the north. We may turn to that prince 
of outdoor writers and eminent angling poet, 

_ Henry Van Dyke, and listen to his words in 
praise of this spectacular fish. He says: 

“But the prince of the pool was the fighting 
ouananiche, the ‘little salmon’ of St. John. 
Here let me chant thy praise thou noblest and 
most high-minded fish, the cleanest feeder, the 
merriest liver, the loftiest leaper, and the 
bravest warrior of all the creatures that swim. 
Thy cousin, the trout, in his purple and gold 
with crimson spots wéars a more splendid 

armour than thy russet and silver, mottled 
with black, but thine is the kinglier nature. 
The old salmon of the sea who begot thee 
long ago in these inland waters became a back- 
slider, descending again to the ocean and grew 
gross and heavy with coarse feeding. But 
thou, unsalted salmon of the foaming floods, 
not land-locked as men call thee, but choosing 
of thine own free will to dwell on a loftier 
level in the pure, swift current of a living 
stream both grown in grace, and risen to a 
better life. Thou art not to be measured in 
quantity, but by quality, and thy five pounds 
of flesh-less pure vigor will out-weigh a score 
of pounds of flesh less vitalized by spirit. 
Thou feedest on the flies of the air and thy 
food is transformed into an aerial passion for 
flight as thou springest across the pool, vaul- 
ting toward the sky. Thine eyes have grown 
large and keen by peering through the foam 
and the feathered hook that can deceive thee 
must be tied deftly, and delicately cast. 
Thy tail and fins, by ceaseless conflict with the 
rapids, have broadened and strengthened so 
that they can flash thy slender body like an 
arrow up the fall. As Launcelot among the 
knights, so art thou among the fish, the plain- 
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armoured hero, the sun-burnt champion of all 
the waterfolk!”’ 

Within the confines of this chapter I shall 
not treat the two varieties of the so-called 
land-locked salmon separately, but shall 
consider both under one heading, believing 
that the two are so closely related that it would 
be taking too much space to cover each in- 
dividually, under separate chapter headings. 
Herein therefore I shall consider the Ouan- 
aniche (Salmo ouananiche) and the Sebago 
Salmon (Salmo sebago) found in Maine. 

There is not a wide range of difference 
between the landlocked-salmon and the sea- 
run, Atlantic salmon. These salmon are 
called land-locked from the fact, as afore- 
mentioned, that a great time ago, supposedly 
when the earth was undergoing revolutionary 
changes, these fish were hoplessly walled in 
and could not get out of their native lakes 
where they grew in freshwater, knowing 
fresh water alone, and never finding any 
inclination to run seaward. It has been 
pointed out that these salmon have by nature 
become innate adherents of freshwater; that 
there really are streams by which they can 
reach salt water but that they consistently 
‘avoid it, in contradiction to their relatives 
the Salmo salar species. Says David Starr 
Jordan in his monumental work: 

“The ouananiche does not differ greatly 
from the Atlantic salmon and is apparently 
even more closely related to the Sebago 
salmon. Some ichthyologists, and many 
anglers, have maintained that all three are 
identical and that the Sebago salmon and the 
Ouananiche are not worth even a sub-specific 
rank. But specific or sub-specific rank is not 
determined by the amount of greatness of 
differences, but rather by their constancy. 
However small the differences might be 
if they are real and constant, and do 
not intergrade, they indicate specific dis- 
tinctness; however great they may be, if 
not constant, or if they show intergrada- 
tion, they can be of no more than sub-specific 
value. Sub-specific characters are usually 
associated with more or less definite geograph- 
ic or environmental isolation, and the charac- 
ters of the sub-species and those of the patent 
specie will intergrade where the two habitats 
join, or over-lap. It seems certain that both the 
Sebago salmon and the ouananiche are geogra- 
phically isolated forms, each possessing charac- 
ters by which it is readily distinguished from 
the other and from the Atlantic salmon as well. 
Whether the differential characters intergrade, 
or not, has not been fully determined. If 
they do not, then each should rank as full 
species and bear a binominal instead of a 
trinominal name.” 

Differences between the Atlantic salmon and 
the land-locked salmon are notably as follows: 
The head of the ouananiche is more solid and 
determined in conformation; the eyes of the 
landlocked salmon are larger, and the general 
outlines of the fish more plump and propor- 
tional with its length. The spottings are 
thicker on the landlocked salmon, and it may 
be said, thai they are larger, the determinedly 
traced Saint Andrew’s cross-marks being set 
near to each other. Another noted difference 
is the black spottings upon the gills, some- 
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times round, sometimes otherwise, but by far 
more distinct upon this fish than upon Salme 
salar. Larger teeth are also noted in the 
ouananiche; it has a broad tail and the fins 
are well and strongly built for the breasting 
of rapid waters. These above characteristics, 
distinguishing the salmo salar from its land- 
locked relative we have at our command, and 
small as they may seem, and surely different, 
changeably so in various places, still they may 
be told from the sea-run fish. The ouananiche 
is found in great numbers in Lake St. John, 
Quebec, and is also found in profusion in the 
lakes and streams of Labrador, where it is 
angled for by various methods. 

Since it is always desirable, in an article, 
or account of this nature to present the views 
of authorities on the various sidelights 
broached, it may not be out-of-place to give 
some of the views of Mr. E. T. D. Chambers, 
author of ‘““The Ouananiche and its Canadian 
Environment,” on this subject. In remark- 
ing upon the early history, the range, and 
especial location of this singular fish he says 
in part: 

“Mr. A. P. Low, the late head of the Geol- 
ogic Survey of Canada in 1894-5 brought 
back with him from above the Grand Falls of 
the Hamilton River, and from the waters of 
its Ashuanipi branch in the interior of Labra- 
dor, the skin of a fish that unfolds a novel and 
interesting story to anglers, and ichthyologists 
alike. Prior to Mr. Low’s discovery of the 
ouananiche in many of the large rivers flowing 
into Ungava Bay, Hamilton Inlet and the 
Atlantic Ocean, its geographical distribution 
was popularly supposed to be confined to Lake 
St. John and its tributary waters. Now, its 
Canadian environment is known to include 
the whole Labrador peninsula, excepting 
perhaps that part of its westerly slope drained 
into Hudson Bay; and the angler who would 
find it and fight it under the varying condi- 
tions in which it may be found must traverse 
a vast region of mountain and lake and forest 
and stream, as practically unknown as the 
interior of Africa, save to the Montagnais and 
Nascapee Indians whose hunting grounds it 
is. For countless ages, the aboriginal Red 
Man, with his bone or stone-pointed spear, 
snatched from the rapid water in which the 
fish is found the biggest specimens that came 
to the surface in the quest of insect food. 
““Wan-nan! as they pronounce it—*‘ There!” 
or ‘‘Look there!’ or “‘There he is!’—they 
ejaculated, as the fish came to the top of the 
water, and the “‘Wan-nan” came to signify the 
name of the fish. Its discovery by white men 
was first announced to the civilized world in 
1647 by the Jesuite Father DeQuen, the first 
European to set foot upon the shores of Lake 
St. John. In its clear waters he found the 
fish and correctly classed it as a_ salmon, 
reporting the discovery to his Superior in 
Paris, in his “‘Relation’’ of that year. The 
original French settlers, in the land of the 
ouananiche, did not confine themselves to the 
largest specimens when capturing the fish for 
food, for not having mainly to depend, like 
the Indian, upon the spear as a means of tak- 
ing fish they captured all sizes in their nets, 
and the Red Men used their diminutive 
terminology when describing the catch, 
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calling it ‘“‘wannan-iche” little ‘“wannan.” to the rule, for in the Grand Decharge this 
But there is no ‘“‘w”’ in the French language, lusty little fighter will take the fly often with 

: nln 

its sound being represented by the letters “‘ou.” 
Thus ‘“OQuananiche” and not “‘wannaniche’’ 
is the original written form of the fish’s name, 
as employed by those who first produced it on 

paper, and according to the inflexible law of 
priority in nomenclature, “‘ouananiche” it has 
remained, and it is likely to remain, for it has 
now found a place in the new mammoth 
lexicon of the English language known as the 
Oxford Dictionary, at present in course of 
publication. 

“Tt has been perfectly well-established for a 
score of years past that the habitat of the 
ouananiche is co-extensive with the great 
Labrador peninsula, excepting only the 
latter’s western slope. In 1894-5 it was found 
in the Koksoak river fora distance of nearly 
200 miles below Lake Cani-pascow, and the 
lake and river stretches of the upper part of 
the George river, which also empties into 
Ungava Bay. On the eastern watershed, the 
Low party frequently caught the same fish 
on both branches of the Hamilton river, 
above the Grand Falls, and also in great Lake 
Michikamow at the head of the North West 
River. That it is not a landlocked salmon 
is patent to the most ordinary observer. In 
the Lake St. John waters, where it is best 
known to the majority of writers upon the 

subject, it has unobstructed access to the sea 
by way of the Saguenay river and the Lower 
St. Lawrence. The most accessible ouanan- 
iche waters are in the Grand Decharge of Lake 

$t. John, but they do not contain the biggest 
fish. Many visit them annually to experience 
the sensation of shooting the rapids in the 
Indian canoes of birch bark. Large and 
plentiful as are the ouananiche in the Met- 
abetchouan river, and wild and beautiful as 
is the scenery of the Grand Decharge, the 
angler after sport and adventure of the most 
attractive kind will prefer to scale some:of the 
mighty wild ouananiche rivers of the interior 
of Labrador. Take the Peribonca for in- 
stance, nearly three hundred miles from its 
mouth is Lake Manouan, containing ouanan- 
iche from five to eight pounds in weight. 
Several years ago I ascended the Peribonca 
for fifty miles, as far as Lake Tschotagama, 
and the trip occupied a week, nearly four 
days being required to ascend stream. In 
that distance ten large water-falls had to be 
portaged around; it was necessary to pole the 

_ canoe up furious rapids and to camp in bear- 
infested woods, more than a score of miles 
away from any human habitation. But the 
scenery was of the grandest and most mag- 
nificent description and the fishing in the 
ools below the falls was marvelously good. 

In Tschotagama it was wonderful. There 
it is no unusual experience to have a brace of 
ouananiche at the same time upon the rod, 
each weighing five or six pounds. 

As a rule the ouananiche is very chary 
about taking the fly, and sometimes will not 
even rise to the most tempting specimens of 
the fly-tying art. In such cases the live bait 
system is the only way to work in a capture 
which is done by a great number of men who 
are not over-sensitive to the edicts of sports- 
manship. There are, however, exceptions 

the avidity of the grilse. Such fishing may 
be had throughout the month of June, and 
half of the month of July; after this time they 
are very slow at rising and only live bait will 
win a capture. During the month of July 
the ouananiche may be taken on Lake St. 
John, and some hold that the fishing is best 
there later on, in August, to be exact. 

The ouananiche salmon never grow to a very 
great size, the average fish weighing some- 
thing in and around two or four pounds. Now 
and then some larger specimens will be taken, 
eight pounds being considered as a fine size. 
The ouananiche is a spectacular fighter and 
will leap time and again into the air in a 
fashion to tickle the heart of the most Mis- 
sourionic Waltonite. In the lakes where the 
waters are deep, as I have mentioned, 
the bait-system is practically the only method 
that will do, and often the ouananiche have to 
be fished for deep, As a rule a rather 

stiff bait rod can be used for the purpose in 
view as well as any other. The steel rods of 
the Bristol Co., are especially recommended; 
such a rod, with a tip that has a decided 
springy give to it to answer the rushes of the 
fish, will do very well indeed. Some prefer, 
not steel, but bamboo, and solid wood rods 
which are also very good. An eight ounce 
rod is generally conceded to be very fair. 
Light tackle, used with these fish, allows of a 
very brisk, exhilarating fight. The lighter 
the tackle the more sport there is and the more 
keenness the angler must use in contriving 
a capture. Many forms of bait, or lure, are 
used in the capture of the ouananiche in this - 
manner. The Archer Spinner, with minnow 
bait; artificial minnows of daring hue, and 
blended coloration, often prove winners. 
There are times it will be found in this deep 
fishing, whether for the ouananiche, or the 
Sebago salmon, or lake trout, that many baits 
will have to be tried out before the right one 
is struck. Fishing close to the surface in the 
middle of the summer will usually bring up no 
fish. One must so weigh his line as to have 
it run deep, if the fish are lying deep. This 
is of course presuming that you are using the 
silk line. It must be added here that while 
a silk line is very favourable, the braided 
metal lines have their place and are here 
recommended for use on all heavy fishes, es- 
pecially when you are trolling. It may be 
noted, the metal line needs no sinking appara- 
tus; it sinks of its own weight, a strong point 
in its favour. Fifty yard spools of this line, 
two spools connected, may be purchased at 
two dollars the spool and they are well worth 
the price. The inside of these lines is silk, 
and the outer braidings are of copper. Some 
will think that this line will prove clumsy and 
will not pack tight on the reel, but this is 
not true, for the line is flexible, and will not 
kink as will other lines. Two spools of this 
line, or one hundred yards upon a suitable 
reel make a very good addition to the outfit. 
It is not, however, necessary to use metal 
line. Silk line has strong points in its favour. 
If you select this kind, get one hundred yards, 
and I would strongly recommend that it be in 
size E, waterproofed. 
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In the selection of a reel I would choose, not 
the quadruple-multiplying type, but the 
double-multiplying kind. By double-multi- 
plying it is meant that the spool turns twice 
one turn or revolution of the handle. These 
reels do not come very high in price; and one 
is able to get a reel in nickle and rubber very 
moderate in price, though I would not select 
that kind. It is not durable enough. The 
German Silver and rubber reel is as good as 
any I know of. A Julius Vom Hofe reel, 
coming in the one hundred and fifty yard 
type, (which by the way is the size to use with 
one hundred yards of line) will cost you but 
five and one half dollars. It is a very durable, 
serviceable reel. In using live bait upon the 
hook, and a single hook, with a light rod, one 
is given great sport. 

Perch make very attractive bait for the 
ouananiche and it is suggested; other minnows 
may be used, that are the natural food of the 
fish. In the case of the Sebago salmon it will 
be found that smelt cannot be surpassed as 
bait, for this is the most general food of the 
last-mentioned fish. Hook on the minnow 
so that it will ride back up the water; any 
other way may prove unattractive to the fish. 
The swivel system, used in collaboration with 
the hook, will prevent the minnow turning, 
and the line from kinking; this answers, not 
only for this fish, and fishing, but for all 
manner of fishing in this line. 

Next to the ouananiche comes a consider- 
ation of the Sebago salmon, of the Sebago 
Lakes, of Maine. The habits of the Sebago 
salmon are very like those of the Atlantic 
salmon; in fact this salmon is more 
like Salmo salar than the ouananiche, 
in my opinion. The spring run of the At- 
lantic salmon, obviously for food, is followed 
likewise by the Sebago salmon pursuing the 
smelt up the rivers, they being then in the 
spawning stage, and making good food for the 
preying fish. After the spring run like the 
Salmo salar, the Sebago salmon return to the 
lakes and make their second run up the 
rivers in accordance with the program followed 
by the Atlantic species, and spawning finds 
itself ushered in. The fish then return to the 
lakes, and take up their habitat following 
always the same routine. The Sebago salmon 
is, as a rule, much smaller than the Atlantic 
salmon, but it is more rounded, it has larger 
Scales and the _ coloration is often 
very different from that of the: Atlantic 
salmon. Specimens taken have been notice- 
ably green on the back and with the spottings 
half-subdued; while the sides are silvery, but 
they possess a fascinating, changing set of 
hues that run the gamut when appearing in 
strong light. The salmon found in the 
Grand Lake region are not nearly so large as 
those found in the Sebago Lakes. Five or 
eight pounds is considered a very good size 
in this latter territory though it may be said 
that Sebago Lake salmon have been taken 
reaching well over twenty pounds. That the 
Maine salmon are taken on the fly, there is 
only the word of hundreds of anglers to 
Suarantee; and especially along the Grand 
River and torrential waters of the Presump- 
scot will these fish, at times, rise well to the 
artificials, great sport being the rule in the 
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early summer, June especially, though fly- 
fishing there is also good in the late summer. 

Like its near relative the ouananiche, the 
Sebago salmon is most often taken by means 
of bait, in trolling, or in casting, but there are 
times when he will take the fly very well, 
though no special times for this can be set 
since the fish, like bass, and others of the fish 
family show their quixotic fancies taking one 
bait well now, and another fairly well at an- 
other time. When fishing in the lakes 
practically the best known method is trolling 
for them. This is done much on the order 
of trolling for the muskies and the pike. The 
rod should be rather stiff as a rule when 
trolling for large fish as being in the lake waters 
one may have to contend with a fish every 
bit of a king. A Bristol rod of good quality 
may be used with success, or bamboo rods 
of strength and durability may be inserted 
with equality of value. Artificial baits, and 
Archer spinners not to mention the live bait, 
can be inserted, and much success results from 
their use. By far the best live bait for taking 
the Sebago salmon is the live smelt. The 
smelt, since they form the principal fare of 
this fish, naturally work well as an attraction 
upon the hook. The fish should be hooked, 
as I have in the fore-part of this chapter 
mentioned, similar to the hooking on of the 
perch when fishing for the ouananiche. That 
is, so that the fish will ride back up in the 
water, without whirling in the water as a bait 
will sometimes do when no swivel is in con- 
nection with the hook and the line. Often 
the hook may be inserted through the gills 
of the fish, and thence drawn back and hooked 
into the side of the fish. Care should be taken 
that the fish is hooked only in the meaty 
part; if hooked in the backbone, the fish will 
not live long and a dead minnow is of little 
or no use in any variety of fishing. There are 
many ways of hooking on these minnows, the 
Archer spinner being a very good one for the 
purpose In view. 

In regard to the method of catching this 
fish, I may quote from a writer on the subject 
who gives some insight into it. He says: 

“In lake fishing of course a boat will be 
required, and in that case a boatsman who 
should be acquainted with the ways of the 
salmon as well as perfectly familiar with the 
water fished. There are boatsmen and boats- 
men just as there are anglers and anglers, but 
when a real angler is fortunate enough to 
employ a real boatsman the result is a com- 
bination both happy and successful. The 
boat should be rowed slowly through the 
water, propelled with long steady strokes. 
When the salmon is hooked the boatsman 
keeps the craft where the angler will have 
plenty of fighting room and is ready with the 
gaff or landing net at the critical moment. 
In the early spring, surface fishing, or trolling 
is resorted to on large lakes like the Sebago, 
but when midsummer approaches the only 
successful methods are those of the deep- 
water fisherman, near to the bottom. In 
river fishing one may stand on the bank and 
allow the current to carry the bait down the 
stream as in brook tout fishing, and the rapid 
water in addition to the combativeness of the 
fish conspires to produce a very pretty and 
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satisfactory battle. The landlocks, like their 
cousins or brothers, as the case might be, the 
Atlantic salmon, leap on a slack line, which 
is a tackle testing manoeuvre and the quin- 
tessence of gameness. I know nothing that 
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will thrill an angler like the leap of some 
bravely fighting fish, shaking the silvery drops 
of water from his irridescent body. The one 
count I have to bring against the brook trout 
is that it does not leap on a slack line.’’ 
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No. 24.—My only excuse for writing you 
at this time is that I might learn the best 
bait for speckled trout. I intend to make a 
trip to Mongoose Lake, which is some 73 
miles north of Sault Ste. Marie on the Algoma 
Central Railway, about the first of August 
and I am informed there are a good many 
speckled trout in this lake. I would therefore 
like to know the best bait that could be used 
at that time of the year. 

Frank E. Aiel, Toronto, Canada. 

Ans.—As a rule we are used to consider the 
speckled trout as being stream-fished, about 
nine-tenths of the time; the other fraction 
belongs perhaps to the beauties of lake fishing. 
That speckled brook trout are found in lakes 
is well known to some, to others it will appear 
as something new. Yet trout are found and 
can be caught in lakes by the ordinary fly- 
fishing methods. The speckled trout fishing 
along the north shore of Lake Superior for 
instance is undoubtedly the best and _ the 
leader in this respect among them all. Along 
the reefs there will be found excellent fishing 
opportunities, for these reefs are the natural 
feeding grounds of the fontinalis tribe that 
live in the lake. The water wherein these 
trout are found is from ten to fifteen feet 
in depth and some very good sized ones may 
be found. Either flies or bait is good for these 
lake trout in the month you name, and I 
would particularly suggest that you fish at 
the mouths of streams entering the lake, if 
such there be. I am not acquainted with the 
lake you mention but undoubtedly such is the 
case. The trout stay around these inlets, for 
there the feed is good. They lie with their 
noses pointing upstream. 

Lake casting is éither done from a boat, or 
wading-in the water along the shore and cas- 

ting. The winning part about fishing from 
an open boat is that it aids facility in putting 
out line, with freedom of arm and line. 

The flies that are used on the streams make 
good flies on the lake. Any of the standard 
trout flies are good; the hackles and the pal- 
mers, Professor, etc., also the Silver Doctor, 
Scarlet Ibis, Royal Coachmanand Parmachene 
Belle. The flies are fished in the water, that is 
to say they are drawn and released to give 
the ‘open and close’? motion, or animation so 
necessary to attract the attention of the fish. 

In the matter of bait I certainly suggest the 
humble earth worm, or the minnow. The 
worm is hooked through the middle so that 
two squirming ends have play, this to better 
entice the lordly one. The earthworm always 
attracts a great number of fish and a good 
many captures will follow from its use. Now 
in using the live minnow (which is the method 
of enticing the big fellows) you simply hook 
the minnow up forward of the tail so that he 
can swim along with the hook without incon- 
venience. Be sure and do not injure the 
backbone for that ends the life of the minnow. 
In fishing in this way in the lakes it is often 
best to fish right close to the bottom, and one 
will often have to use split-shot sinkers, 
proportioning them to the demand of wind 
and weather. In many cases it will be found 
that the artificial flies, rightly manipulated, 
will prove successful. 

In the matter of hook sizes in this sort of 
fishing I would certainly suggest that you do 
not go too big, which is a common failing 

among many lake fishermen. The sizes 10 to 
12 in my humble opinion are as good as any, 
and certainly they will get the fish with as 
much ease as the larger hook. 

One writer suggests that in lake fishing for 
the speckled ones the multiplying bass reel be 
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used for the reason that sometimes one must 
do some speedy reeling. This is not at all an 
unwise precaution, though in may cases it is 
unnecessary. But one should have a rod a 
little bit heavier than usual, if such a rod can 
be procured. The six and one half and 
seven ounce rod is just the thing, especially 
for the bait fishing manoeuvres. 

RPS eE. 

_ No. 25.—I have read your articles on fish- 
ing with a good deal of interest and am anx- 
ious to know where I can procure a reliable 
bass bait of the minnow variety. What 
would you recommend as the best artificial 
minnow bass bait for the month of August 
to be used for trolling from a boat on Lake 
Champlain where there are no weeds to 
bother? Most of my bass fishing is done in 
the different bays of the Lake where the 
bottom is stony. I enclose a stamped 
envelope, addressed. Thanking you in ad- 
vance, 

Henry Van Vleet, St. Valentine, P.Q. 

Ans.—You are certainly in ideal grounds 
for bass-if you are not bothered with the 
weeds. Many bait casters will agree with me 
here, and the handshake will go around. We 
who have to peg away in lakes where the water 
1s crowded with grass, moss and pads and 
every variety of obstruction know that there 
are very few really weedless baits. The 
South Bend people put out some underwater 
minnows (I am not mentioning their small- 
bodied, bucktail combination minnows here), 
of the rainbow type, that are exceptionally 
good for deep water trolling. One especially 
I have in mind has two gangs of hooks, one on 
either side, with a trailer gang, which is an 
ideal trolling lure where weeds do not obstruct. 
The Heddon company put out some under- 
water lures that are hard to rival; and I 
certainly would suggest that you look into 
their ware, especially for the coming of the 
big bass season, in autumn, when the best, 
most vigorous, really spawned out fish are 
taken. Now the places you mention, where 
the underwater coves and nooks are, there the 
underwater artificials will prove enticing. 
But of course they are not the only lures that 
will get them. I am just picking out a brace 
of examples, that’s all. Here are a pair more. 
Pick out that new South Bend weedless hook, 
with the small hook on which to insert the 
very nose of the frog, and use that trolling 
deep and you will get them. And try out 
that pork rind. The pork rind bait has 
proven its merits only too well in the past to 
need further comment. The additional use 
of a pair of small spinners will make the bait 
all the more pleasing and attractive to the 
large mouth brethren (for as I understand, the 
fish you were speaking of in your letter were 
the large mouth). 
_ Nor is this the only method of getting bass 
in the month of August, when, as a rule, the 
great majority of the bass, during the high 
hours of the day at least, have retired to the 
deeps; the live minnow proposition is then an 
exceptionally good one. If you can locate 
where these bass run in these rocks the live 
minnow mayhap will get them where no other 
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method would. Some fair sized, lusty chubs, 
or shiners are the best for this fishing, which is 
essentially still fishing. The minnow is 
hooked just forward of the tail (the same 
process goes here as that mentioned for the 
trout in the letter before where, note my reply) 
so as not to injure the backbone; the minnow 
will then have as much life as ever and will 
swim right along as if unharnessed. This is 
generally too much for the bass and I have 
known times when the limit has been taken 
with this method. Find the right place and 
they are yours. In this method the steel 
bait casting rod and the reel is used. The 
fish being hooked, the reeling in process is 
identical with that used in casting, and play- 
ing a fish; therefore it loses none of its appeal, 
save that the fish was taken in a slighty 
different manner. Since small hooks are used 
they must be of very good material, having 
the pronounced neck bend to them. Keep a 
taut line, for the hook, tearing a hole in the 
mouth will set the hook free if the fish is given 
a bit of slack. Other varieties of bait canbe 
used besides the minnow,—the frog, helgram- 
ites, grasshoppers, crawfish, grubs and crickets 
are fine for taking the bass. 

In a former letter you asked what hooks 
I would recommend, the double gut or jimp, 
short or long shank; and if gut leaders were 
used in bass fishing. In my opinion, for cast- 
ing purposes, there is only one hook, of the 
weedless variety, and it is without gut 
attachment; it is eyed and the line is tied 
directly to it, without any leader whatever. 
The average bass hook has a long shank; never 
a short shank for bass fishing. In your speak- 
ing of leaders for bass fishing, I understand 
you to mean such leaders of length from three 
to six feet. Never heard of it, never tried it, 
and I believe it entirely foreign to the process 
of casting, but I have many times wished to 
try it out and may this summer. But where 
there has been one try-out there have been a 
thousand non-tryouts. 

Re Pee. 

No. 26.—Where can I procure information 
about fly-fishing for brook trout? Is there 
any good manual on the subject? Can you 
recommend a company where I can procure an 
assortment of trout flies? 

Jas. F. Donly, Simcoe, Ont. 

Ans.—Any number of articles’on brook 
trout fishing have been published in Rod and 
Gun, and comprise practically the leading 
information extant, each point having been- 
covered in as thorough a fashion as possible. 
Practically the best information to be gotten 
is through the outdoor press, in the various 
magazines, where all new things appear and 
are brought to the attention of the reader, in 
good time, so that, within the season, various 
methods may be tried out. There are many 
good manuals put out upon the subject of 
brook trout fishing, and the handhook by 
Samuel G. Camp, “Fishing Kits and Equip- 
ment,’’is undoubtedly one of the leaders. In 
a rather more elaborate state we have the 
recent publication, ““Trout Fly Fishing in 
America’ by Charles Zibeon Southard, at 
seven and one half which is just about as good 
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a volume as could be found. It has colored 
plates of all the trouts upon this continent, 
with a complete system as to how to take 
them both with dry fly and wet fly. An- 
other handbook by Samuel Camp, is “The Fine 
Art of Fishing,” and still another one ‘“‘Fishing 
With The Floating Flies,”’ which, in simplified 
form, as books, cannot be equalled upon the 
subject. These handbooks sell for 75 cents 
each, and are individually more than worth 
the price asked for them. They may be 
secured through Rod and Gun. 
Now in regard to a company where you can 

procure good trout flies I will say that there 
are a good number of sporting goods houses 
advertising in Rod and Gun that would 
supply you with as good flies, at as right a 
price as you could find anywhere, and they 
would have the flies best for Canadian waters 
too. But if you wish to procure them in the 
U. S. A. the following firms are good: Will- 
iam Mills and Sons, 23 Park Place, New York 
City. They supply the best and have an 
enviable reputation. Abbey and _ Imbie, 
Sporting Goods dealers of New York City, 
also have good material; so also Thomas J. 
Conroy, 28 John Street, New York City, 
which firms you might look up. I may here 
add that good Canadian made flies, hand tied 
by experts may be procured of T. Wight and 
Son, Trent River, Ont. Mr. Wight is an old 
hand at the game, having had thirty-five 
years experience. Mr. Wight’s article in the 
July number of Rod and Gun was undoubt- 
edly greatly appreciated; he knows his subject 
and his experience is reproduced in his flies. 

Pele: 

No. 27.—I have fished for trout since 
youth and I have had many rods but I never 
have paid over five dollars for a trout rod. 
The reason I bring this up is that I believe 
I can do as good work with it as another man 
can with a higher priced rod. I believe it is 
not the rod so much as the man behind the rod. 
For that matter I have never believed that 
the casting for a long distance was of overly 
great benefit to the angler. Caution, and a 
patient study of the fish, and the going about 
it rightly is what counts more than the so- 
called finer points of the game. Why some 
of these aristocratic fishermen, released on a 
stream, would be completely lost in the game, 
while a mere lad with an old willow pole and a 
few worms can bring in a bag full of fish. 
_ Ihave known many expert trout fishermen 
in my day, but I doubt whether any of them 
could cast a fly over thirty feet, because they 
have never found casting beyond that dis- 
tance necessary. But one thing they have 
end that is the fish they have been 
after. 
Now I personally believe that the beginner 

would do as well by investing his money ina 
split bamboo five dollar rod, for it is unneces- 
sary to go as high as fifteen. The main thing 
is Lo study the fish, to know what flies to use, 
and then use tham so that they will look as 
much like live things as possible: then you will 
get the fish. It is not alone the high cost of 
your outfit that scares the fish into entering 
your creel; but it is how well you fish. when 
you fish, what manner of lure you use and how 
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you use it that counts. 
John Dean, Sherbrooke, P. Q. 

Ans.—As you say, it is the man behind the 
rod, his knowledge of the art piscatorial and 
the manipulation of the flies and the line that 
count above all things. Caution is the prime 
requisite. Where caution is used success will 
follow in far greater measure. Now re the 
five dollar, or the ¢heap bamboo rods. I have 
always held that if a man could afford it he 
should purchase a rod of from ten to fifteen 
dollars, for such a tool,. handmade, has far 
greater worth than the bamboo turned out of 
the machine, as are the cheaper bamboo rods. 
While for a time the five dollar bamboo rod 
has life and energy in no little measure still 
it cannot reach up to the high mark attained 
by the rod treated to skilled handmade work- 
manship. The difference is readily felt when 
one has worked a machine made rod and then 
starts in to work the fifteen dollar appliance. 
The fifteen dollar rod will seem as a rest to the 
fly-caster. Still, for the beginner, the cheaper 
bamboo rod will work in good enough, and the 
money he would pay out for arod he can use in 
purchasing other material. 

The casting of a long line, as you infer, is 
not the keynote to success; nor can one be said 
to be a fisherman just because he can outwin 
any other competitor. Most of the streams 
on this continent are small, overgrown 
streams, and we are often most lucky to snake 
in our baited hook at all. I hold and have 
always held that if one is able to attain a cast- 
ing length of twenty, twenty-five or thirty 
feet he has learned all about it that he needs 
to know, for if a man can consistently and 
readily cast thirty feet without laborious effort 
he can soon learn to cast up to forty feet. 
Your tournament caster for instance is -not 
necessarily a fisherman: his pastime has been 
to learn casting to certain distances only. 

With a little consistent study of the trout, 
and the right time to use the flies and especi- 
ally study of the entomology of the stream 
you are fishing, there is no reason why you 
should not have luck. 

Re Pia. 

No. 28.—I intend building an artificial 
‘pond to stock with fish; could you tell me 
where I could get the necessary information 
about fish culture and breeding, also where I 
could obtain books on this subject. Thank- 
ing you in advance, 

Yours truly, 
Montreal, Quebec. FE. N. Hurtubise, 

Ans.—About one of the best books on this 
subject that I know of and can truly recomm- 
end is, “Fish Culture in Ponds and Other 
Inland Waters,’ by E. W. Meehan, published 
by Sturgis and Walton, book publishers of 
New York City. This volume is crammed 
full of the very best of up-to-date information 
on the subject and is practical, and easily un- 
derstandable. It treats not alone of the rearing 
of trout but of other fish, and tells definitely 
about frog culture, how to conduct an 
aquarium to the very best of advantage, 
pleasurably and profitably. With the in- 
crease of interest in the rearing of fishes, and 



the great demand for them for stocking pur- 
poses no one can be without the volume above 
listed. 

A book by Livingstone Stone, called ‘‘Dom- 
esticated Trout’? should also appeal to you. 
It is procurable through this magazine. 
Mather’s ““Modern Fish Culture’ also pro- 
curable through this magazine, but published 
by Forest and Stream of New York City, has 
a great mead of information for those who de- 
sire information on such subjects. 

The complete volume of Halford’s ‘“‘Dry- 
Fly Man’s Handbook” contains a great deal 
of information on the subject from the Eng- 
lish point of view. It is a condensed brief.of a 
separate book he wrote on the subject. 

In future numbers of this magazine, in my 
department I shall take up fish culture, with 
the object in view of treating it in a thorough 
manner for the benefit of readers wishing to 
know about this. Rin lee; 

FLY FISHING FOR 
BLACK BASS 

WALTER GREAVES 

Now that the bass season has opened, it 
may be of interest to some of the readers of 
Rod & Gun to read a few lines from an old 
angler who uses the fly exclusively for black 
bass. I have, in a previous article, in this 
magazine referred to rods for this purpose, so 
that it is not necessary to repeat what I said 
in regard to rods. I have also mentioned the flies 
I have found to be the most killing and I may 
repeat that there can, I think, be little doubt 
but that in most waters the patterns one 
really wants are the Parmachene Belle, with 
bright silver body, and my Massassaga. If 
it is thought well to add to these, you might 
try the Canada and Dark Montreal. Of 
course, I could mention quite a number of 
really first-class flies in addition to these, 
including Dr. Henshall’s excellent patterns, 
but, where I usually fish the first two men- 
tioned are all that one requires. They must 
of course be well and properly dressed on 
hooks about No. 1, according to my idea. 
Use a single fly, if fish are plentiful, and a 
strong single cast of 6 or 9 feet. I prefer 
forged O’Shaughnessy and Pennell eyed hooks. 
They are both first-class. Use a revolving- 
plate reel below the hand, for fly fishing. A 
multiplying reel has no place on a fly rod. 
One person should row along slowly and the 
other cast among the boulders or rocky shores, 
in water of about 6 or 8 feet deep. Fish your 
cast out well and give the flies time to sink a 
bit. Draw them slowly along after they 
have straightened out or made the turn. 
You must strike on seeing arise, or you may 
lose the fish. 

Fly fishing for black bass with a fairly light 
rod is certainly excellent sport. I cannot 
understand why more people do not avail 
themselves of it, instead of bait fishing and 
trolling, with which I think there is no com- 
parison. Give it a fair trial a few times and 
I feel convinced that if you have good sport 
you will discontinue the bait fishing and 
trolling and use the fly exclusively for black 
bass in future. 

DRINKWATER CREEK, A TRIBUTARY TO 

GREAT CENTRAL LAKE, V. I. 
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Coal 
Nobby Tread 

Best for all- 
round service, 
all the time, 
everywhere. 
Grips the slip- 
periest pave- 
ments — saves 
90 per cent. of 
punctures. 

Chain Tread 
An effective 

anti-skid tire at 
a moderate 
price. 

Plain Tread 
The basis of 

all‘‘Dominion’”’ 
Tires - the mas- 
terpiece of tire- 
making skill. 

(THERE'S no reason why a dealer 
Dee t gladly supply you with 
“Dominion” Tires—unless he prefers 
to make a bigger profit and give you 
less value for your money. 

Nor is there any reason in the world why you 
shouldn’t get “Dominion” Tires—unless you 
let a dealer switch you. 

Say “Dominion’”—and stick to it! 

Every “Dominion” Tire carries our regular war- 

ranty of perfect material and workmanship, and all 
adjustments are made on a basis of mileage—5,000 
for Nobby and 3,500 for Chain and Plain Treads. 
Though they may cost a little more at first, ‘‘Domin- 
ion” Tires are most economical in the long run, 
because they give you extra mileage and service. 
Say ‘“Dominion’’ — and stick to it! 

And stick to the dealers who sell ‘‘Dominion” Tires 

and are proud of it. They promote their own inter- 
ests by first looking after yours. If you have any 
trouble in finding those dealers, write our nearest 
Branch or our Home Office in Montreal. We will see 
that you are supplied promptly. 

CANADIAN CONSOLIDATED RUBBER 

CO., LIMITED, Montreal 
28 Branches in Canada 

HEAD OFFICE, MONTREAL, P. Q.3 
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THE SWORDFISH 
Deep Sea Fishing. 

W. D. Taunton 

ANY catch fish for the sport of the thing. 
Others catch fish as a means ofa livi- 
hood. But it must not be supposed 

that the men who catch fish asa means of a 
livlihood derive no sport therefrom. He who 
says so reckons without the swordfish. 

J. K.L. Ross immortalized. the tuna, that 
immense horse mackerel which frequents the 
waters of the Atlantic seaboard. The sport 
in connection with the swordfish is yet to be 
sung. 

Anywhere along the Atlantic seaboard from 
Cape Sable to Halifax harbor the swordfish 
besports himself. It was not always thus. 
The swordfish is alate comer. He was notin 
evidence until a very few years ago, so far as 
our waters were concerned, and if he was 
nobody gave him even a passing notice, be- 
cause he was then of no commercial value. 
But a few years ago the Americans showed a 
taste for this fish and the wily Nova Scotia 
fishermen proceeded to satisfy it. 

The swordfish belongs to semi-tropical 
waters, but he comes on our coast in the sum- 
mer months and his presence is always hailed 
with rejoicing by the fishermen, who are now 
prepared to give him that reception his market 
value and the sport he brings merits. 

The swordfish comes in assorted sizes. You 
may get one weighing one hundred and fifty 
pounds. You may get one which pulls down 
scales at five hundred and fifty. You may get 
one or you may get a dozen. 
When the swordfish appear there is some- 

thing doing among the fishermen. The boats 
are overhauled. These are the ordinary 
fishing boats, mostly power boats. On the 
bow is erected what the fishermen call the 
“pulpit.” It usually consists of a plank 
running out over the bow of the boat, and an 
iron rail protects the fisherman who stands 
there with harpoon in hand, from falling into 
the sea. 

The boats cruise off the land, generally 
about three miles, and the fish seem to run in 
schools. They are generally observed from 
the large fin on their back protruding out of 
the water. The boat issomanoeuvered as to 
allow the man in the pulpit an opportunity 
to strike with his harpoon. This harpoon is 
made fast to a line which is again made fast 
to a small barrel. Immediately the harpoon 
is driven home the barrel is thrown overboard. 
This barrel again is made fast to the boat by 
means of a line, so that the swordfish cannot 
get away. 

There is considerable sport in getting up 
alongside the fish. It requires skill and 
judgment to successfully harpoon the monster. 

Now, if you want a genuine thrill you should 
be in the boat when the fish receives the dirk. 
He does not show fight, but he makes you 
hold your breath and wonder what will happen 
next. For he has gone to the bottom, made 
a deep dive, and will come up again. Oh, yes, 
he will come up again, but where? That is 

the question. He makes this dive in order to 
reach the bottom and there wriggle the har- 
poon out of his side. But the fisherman has 
anticipated this. He knows the depth of 
water and he has arranged the line which 
fastened the harpoon to the barrels so that it 
will not allow the fish to goto the bottom. 

Finding himself foiled, the fish turns his 
sword surfaceward and comes up straight as a 
die. Nothing is going to stop him. If the 
boat is in the way, then he runs his sword 
through the bottom of the boat. This is no 
unusual occurrence. I have known him to do 
this several times in one day. One day last 
summer when I was on the swordfish grounds 
off Peggy’s Point, the eastern entrance to St. 
Margaret’s Bay, three boats were pierced 
inside of an hour and one fish drove his sword 
not only through the boat but up the trouser 
leg of a fishermen, cutting histhigh. | 
Two small boys were playing in a fishing 

boat one day on the shore at a place named 
Dover. The boat was rigged up with the 
necessary swordfish gear. When the boys 
had rowed off a short distance from land 
they saw a swordfish. Then they decided 
to try their luck. And they succeeded in 
harpooning him. The expected happened. 
The sword came up through the bottom of the - 
boat. The lads immediately grabbed an axe 
which was in the boat and which they had 
seen used on similar occasions and chopped 
the sword off. Then they stuffed their 
caps into the hole to stop the leak and 
proceeded to shout for all that was 
in them. Their cries brought some 
women to the scene and in the meantime the 
boys were rowing for the land. Finally the 
women got a hold of the harpoon line and 
hauled the fish up onto the beach. It weighed 
four hundred pounds. The fishermen would 
rather chase swordfish than go to a dance and 
that is saying something. It is a combination 
of sport and business and the sport which 
brings dollars and cents in its trail is not to be 
dispised. I know it is not down this way. 
We have no big game in our woods now, 

except the moose, but we have big game in our 
seas and for good, healthy, exhilarating sport 
the latter cannot be beaten. Imagine a fine 
day in a good gasoline boat three or four miles 
off the coast of Nova Scotia, right in the 
Atlantic ocean. Are you a dyspeptic? Then 
try this sport and you will eat nails, and digest 
them, too. 

The fishing grounds are easily reached. 
No gear is required. Arrange with some 
fisherman for a berth in his boat. You leave 
the shore before daylight and you return in 
the afternoon, or earlier if you have had good 
luck. Peggy’s Point, where I have witnessed 
the sport in all its glory, is thirty-two miles 
from Halifax. It is reached by travelling 
nineteen miles over the Halifax and South- 
western Railway and then driving fifteen 
miles along the shore through a very pictures- 
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For Your 
Week Ends this 
Summer there’s nothing more 

fun than a .22 rifle. To be sure of your car- 
tridges adds to the pleasure of shooting 

and helps develop skill. 
We are sure of Dominion .22’s because they were 

used by the Canadian Cadets who won every test 

match in England last year, because practically all 

small bore rifle clubs in Canada are using them and 

because they are made and tested under conditions 

in which we have absolute faith. 

Dominion 22’s—Short, Long, Long Rifle, all loaded with 

Black, Lesmok and Smokeless powder Sold by the nearest 

store handling ammunition. 

Dominion Cartridge Co., Ltd., Montreal 
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que country, St. Margaret’s Bay being one of 
the beauty spots of Nova Scotia. A letter 
addressed to the lightkeeper there, Sydney 
H. Garrison, Peggy’s Cove, will secure any 
information desired. Anether point within 
easy reach is Chester, on the line of the same 
railway, fifty miles from Halifax. Lee C. 
Manning, proprietor of the leading hotel there, 
will be pleased to give any desired information 
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Chester is the best known watering place in 
eastern Canada and worth a visit in the 
summer time when it is gay with tourists, 
principally American. 

I recommend this sport. It is great. It is 
exhilarating. It is a great appetizer and a 
cure for dyspepsia and all manners of liver and 
stomach complaints. And I would advise 
making arrangements before the season opens. 

A BEAUTY SPOT OF NATURE: 

Point Pelee is one of the most favored portions of the Western Peninsula 

Forest H. 

OINT Pelee, extending to the south 
P in Lake Erie, is without doubt one of 

nature’s beauty spots. It is the ex- 
treme southern mainland of Canada, a 
vicinity of some note in Ontario’s history, 
where the Voyagers and Objibway Indians 
met in battle years ago. From seaward view, 
the vastness of this scenic tropical portion 
of Ontario is marked by its long line extending 
south, dividing partially the western portion 
of Lake Erie waters. About here lie the 
hidden and treacherous reefs, like sentinels 
to a prison, waiting for the Storm King to 
unfold the mantle registering the number of 
illfated crafts on the dreaded shoals. It is 
the boneyard of the fresh water lakes. The 
balmy summer winds on the water’s rippled 
surface, cradle the sand and gravel beds into 
a variety of forms, extending for miles along 
its picturesque shores, that afford shelter on 
the east in the terrific south-west and west- 
erly gales, to the fleets of fresh water navi- 
gators, and the west side of the point also in 
the sweeping north-easters that pile up the 
heavy running seas so well known to our lake 
captains. i 

The waters on either side of the main land 
of the Point are deep, affording and permitting 
close approach of deep draught vessels, the 
advantage also of total absence of rocks or 
submarine obstruction. Here would afford 
possibly one of the most favorable approaches 
from a marine point of view for commercial 
interests with the United States of any 
portion of Ontario. 

The scenery is one of grandeur, outspread- 
ing branches of the broad foliaged trees in 
summer make cool retreats for tourists and 
picnickers. A great variety of shrubs are 
also notable here, as well as the native timber; 
walnut, butternut, chestnut, red and white 
oak, hard and soft maple, sassafras, linden, 
lon wood, hickory, red and native water elm, 
hackberry, pepridge, red cedar and white 
ine. The open sections in many places 
eading to the beach and water are studded 
with juniper and small cedar growth, adding 
a variety to the scenery. 

The thermometer here seldom falls below 
zero in the winter season, and freezing the 
soil is uncommon in the secluded and shel- 
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tered districts of the timber growth. The 
soil is sandy loam and is admirably adapted 
to the growing of all kinds of fruit. The 
conditions favor the situation in preference to 
any section in the West and it may be truly 
named the Eldorado of Ontario. Peach 
trees withstand the winter in perfect condition, 
sweet potatoes and peanuts are grown as 
common crops. A greater variety of plant 
growth may be found here than any other 
portion of Canada except the Pacific coast. 

Frosts seldom visit this vicinity until about 
the 20th to the 25th of October, in mild form. 
A great many species of songsters and small 
birds congregate in winter and nest here, not 
known elsewhere in the Dominion, and not 
migrating with the many sojourners south. 
This denotes the mildness of the climate, the 
absence of the heavy snowfall, with sufficient 
food. Here you may enjoy a day’s drive 
along the winding course of level roadway, 
under cover of the shrubbery that has no 
equal for beauty in the country. The partly 
concealed cottages by the shrubbery of the 
squatters indicate homes of a contented life 
maintained partially by farming, fishing and 
hunting. 

“Point Pelee,’’ known as the naval reserve 
may be recommended as one of the future 
small game preserves, and should attract the 
notice of the Provincial government and game 
Commission. The northern portion is boun- 
ded by marsh land with large ponds and is 
generally conceded to be one of the finest 
duck marshes in Western Ontario. All the 
up-lands are admirably adapted to raising 
and protecting quail, pinnated grouse and 
pheasants. There are plants and growth 
that supply ample feed for winter sustenance 
of game birds without artificial foods growing 
here. So perfect is the protection from 
storms that in the interior the forces of out- 
side disturbances are never experienced in the. 
form of heavy storms and freezing. 

Mr. W. E. Saunders, of London. Ont., 
(Naturalist ), visited Point Pelee the last of 
January and fore part of February, 1915, 
and found a large number of birds in winter 
quarters. The following varieties were found: 
blue birds, robins, hermit thrush, golden 
crowned kinglet, brown creeper, Carolina 
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touch of thumb 
{| Above illustration shows No. 4 Ithaca equipped with Infallible Single Trigger—the only single trig- 
ger we would dare get out of sight of a repair shop with and we have studied single triggers fer years. 

§ Note the Indicator is on top—you don’t have to turn the gun bottom side up to read it or shift 
it. You can shift it while throwing gun to shoulder. 

§{ Youcanshooteither barrel first by touch of the thumb-—itis selective, shoots Right—Left or Left—Right. 

§| It is guaranteed to work correctly as long as gun will be used. 

{ Single Trigger fitted to No. 4 or any cheaper grade hammerless $15.00—on No.5 or better grades $25.00. 

§ Send for large catalog describing 18 grades double guns as well as our New One Barrel Trap Gun. 

ITHACA GUN COMPANY, BOX 13, ITHACA, N. Y. 
<n = = 

For over 50 years we have made big guns, little guns, 

gcod guns—The “OLD RELIABLE” PARKER Guns. 

Send for Catalogue and 20 bore booklet, Free. 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. N. Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. 

CT 
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wren, white-breasted nuthatch, brown thrush, 
cardinal chewink, cow bird, snow flake, vesper 
sparrow, song sparrow, tree sparrow, chipping 
sparrow, gold finch, pine finch, w. w. crossbill, 
Bohemian waxwing, flicker, downy wood- 
pecker, dove, crow, blue jay, prairie horned 
lark, marsh hawk, coopers hawk, red shoul- 
dered hawk, bald eagle, coween, duck, Am- 
merganser, golden eye duck, herring gull. 

Thousands of muskrats build in the marsh 
lands, and at the present time, hundreds are 
driven from their dwellings by low water and 
frozen muck, choking up the outlet to the 
under runs. They are forced to many places 
in the up-land, where they are killed by shoot- 
ing, spearing and caught by dogs. The 
dwellings are also cut open by illegal poachers 
for rat pelts. The muskrat is a beneficiary in 
the duck shooter’s behalf, in the way of clear- 
ing channels, in enlarging flats where the wild 
rice may grow, and other plant food also, as 
sustenance for the duck family. The grass 
and grass roots, with rushes, compose the 
texture of their dwellings. The grey and 
black mallard duck, as well as green wing and 
teal, breed here is considerable numbers and 
remain throughout the season until shot by 
early gunners. The present open season for 
duck shooting begins Sept. 15, ending Dec. 
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15. The early opening of the season is a 
facility to a successful season’s sport and also 
prolonging the same. September assumes 
all the associations of a summer month and 
is not becoming to this class of sport; en- 
couraging inexperienced persons to destroy 
later and much better conditions. A more 
suitable and preferable date would be in 
order from 15th October to 31st of December 
for Western Ontario sportsmen, at the same 
time permitting the Northern Ontario season 
to remain, if desired, as it now reads. The 
open water or dividing class of ducks, namely 
red heads, blue bill, American scaup, ruddy 
and butter ball, appear from the north about - 
Oct. 20th to 25th. Canvas back come in 
limited numbers about November 15th. 
This natural resort for recreation and pro- 
pagation of game birds should be considered 
among the prospective and immediate neces- 
sities by the game commission. The time is 
close at hand when the absence of our ducks 
and quail will be seen with regret. The 
absence of the timber and thick covered 
districts is a besetment, each succeeding year 
revealing plainly the loss in numbers against 
the increasing army of young gunners, fast 
repeating guns and modern extermination of 
the feathered game of Western Ontario. 

REPORT OF ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF GAME 
AND FISHERIES 

HE eighth annual report of the Depart- 
ment of Game and Fisheries of Ontario 
reached our office some weeks ago. The 

amendments enacted during 1914 of chief in- 
terest were the provision whereby the seas- 
on’s bag for ducks was limited and the pro- 
vision for the licensing of fur dealers. That 
the inclusion of the trappers in this latter 
provision would have been appreciated was 
demonstrated after the Act was amended. 
Several overseers also recommended that 
every one who wishes to carry a gun, except a 
farmer on his own farm and immediate 
vicinity, should be compelled to take out a 
license, one of the strongest reasons advanced 
for such a measure being that it would prove a 
salutary check on the reckless destruction of 
insectivorous and song birds, which a certain 
element of the population appears to consider 
legitimate sport. 

Suggestions were made as to the necessity 
of re-stocking Georgian Bay and Lake Erie, 
and in this connection an illustration of the 
value of artificial propagation was commented 
upon as furnished by the Provincial hatchery at 
Mount Pleasant near Brantford of which Mr. 
J. T. Edwards is superintendent. During 
1914 the scope of the hatchery was increased 
by the erection of a trout hatchery and ponds. 
The suggestion as to the advisability of erect- 
ing a game fish hatchery on an adequate scale 
at some suitable point on the Trent Valley 
waters was also dealt with. Such a hatchery 
it was pointed out, should turn out sufficient 
maskinonge, trout and bass to re-stock the 
waters of Old Ontario that have been over- 

fished besides supplying fry for stocking suit- 
able waters in the newer parts of the Province. 

The report shows that while the protective 
measures enacted have resulted in the pre- 
servation of the big game and a marked 
increase in certain localities there were certain 
sections of the Province, notably in_ the 
districts of Kenora, Rainy River, Fort 
William and Port Arthur where the brush 
wolf has become a serious menace and it was 
recommended that steps should be taken to 
exterminate this foe, the suggestion being made 
that in the districts affected a bounty of $5.00 
be offered, it being thought that the animals 
were in sufficient numbers in such districts to 
make the business of hunting them worth 
while. It was thought that such a bounty 
would revive interest in the grey timber wolf 
the bounty upon which does not afford ade- 
quate remuneration for the trouble involved 
in hunting that species alone. 
Among the game that has responded to 

protection, pheasants deserve particular men- — 
tion. These fine birds are reported abundant 
at certain points of the Niagara Peninsula and 
there is every prospect that they will be in 
sufficient numbers to afford good sport during 
a limited season for years to come, provided 
the bag is properly limited. During the year 
the Department imported 100 brace of 
Hungarian Partridge, which were distributed 
through the countries of Essex and Kent. 

The report showed excellent work to have 
been done by Supt. Goldworthy of Rondeau 
Provincial Park. 
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Save half of 

your shooting 

expense by 

using 

Ideal Tools 

This set of tools performs all operations re- 
quired in reloading rifle and pistol shells— 
moulds and sizes bullets, expels old primer from 
shell, seats a new primer, measures powder 
charge, seats bullet to proper depth and crimps 
shell onto bullet, giving you a complete car- 
tridge ready to shoot. 

——— 

No. 4 tool for .25-20 single-shot and repeater; 
.82-20; .82 S. & W. long; :38-40; .88 S. & W.; 
144-40; .44 S. & W.; -45 Colt’s, -etc. Price, 
$2.50. No. 6 tool for .25-36, .25-35, .30-30, 
«803, ‘32-40, .32 Special, .38-55, .38-56, and 
various .40 and .45 calibers. Price; $3.00. 

The Ideal Hand Book tells all about reload- 
ing all standard rifle, pistol and shotgun am- 
munition—tells how bullet moulds are made, 
how to cast your own bullets and reload your 
shells—how to save money and do better shoot- 
ing with less wear 
on your gun than 
with factory loaded 
ammunition. 140 pages 
of practical in- 
formation for shoot- 
ers. Free for 3 stamps 
postage. 

The Marlin Firearms ©, 
67 Willow St., New Haven, Ct. 

ARBLES 
.) | fits the pocket—as easy tocarryasa 
Ny knife—always handy, always ready. 

Is flat and compact —no loose parts. 
HF! Handle is steel— strong and rigid — hand- 

somely nickel plated—gives an excellent 
grip. Has three good long blades that lock 
open separately. Made of special screwdriver 
steel—perfectly tem pered—guaranteed. Itis a 
great thing for everybody, especially hunters, 

smiths, storekeepers, farmers, salesmen and 
repairers of typewriters, adding machines, sewing machines, 
guns or any mechanical devices. 

Price 50c, by Mail, postpaid, if not at your deal- 
ers. Ask for Marble’s Pocket Screwdriver and other specialties. 
Write for catalog. Sample Nitro-Solvent Oil free if you mention dealer’s name. 

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., ss: betta Ave., Gladstone, Mich. 
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3-in-One keeps all fishing tackle in per- 

fect order. Reels oiled with 3-in-One won't stick or 
hang at critical moment. They always work easily 

and surely. 3-in-One will not gum, turn black or 

sticky. 
3-in-One prevents rust on steel rods, keeps joints 

and connections clean and smooth, preserves wooden 

rods, too, making them tough and pliable. 
raw your line, silk or linen, through rag moist- 

ened with 3-in-One. Makes it stronger and last 

longer. Will not rot, twist or tangle, preserves, lines, 

nets and traps in either fresh or salt water. 

FREE Try 3-in-One at our expense. Write for 

liberal free sample and booklet. 3-IN-ONE 

OIL COMPANY, 55 New St., New York 

VEST POCKET | 
SCREW DRIVER 

anglers, motorists, machinists, carpenters, lock- 4 

HERE'S double the charm and 
pleasure in shooting when you 

have exactly the right gun. You buy 
the best when you buya Marlin; and 

we want you to have exactly the right 

Marlin for your requirements. That's 

why we make 

Marlin 
Repeating Shotguns 

—guns of famous shooting ability —in 12, 16 
and 20 gauges, both hammer and hammer- 
less types, in many grades and styles. 

The standard 12’s handle heavy trap 
and duck loads easily. The medium 
16’sand light-weight 20 boresare per- # 
fect for snipe, quail, partridge, wood- AZ 
cock, squirrels, rabbits, etc.—they E 9 

handle fast and with wonder- . 
ful precision, 
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Note the beauty 
of build and bal- 

ance in this 5-shot 20- 
gauge MZar/in repeater. 

All Zarda hammerless guns 

have solid-top receiver, side ejec- 

tion, matted barrel, take-down con- 

struction. The solid-steel-breech 

and safety devices make them the 

safest breech-loading guns built. 

Select your gun now! Send 3 stamps 

postage today for our new 140-page catalog 

of repeating rifles and shotguns. It will help 

you select the right gun. Do.it now! 

Lhe Marlin Firearms Co. 
67 Willow Street New Haven, Conn. 
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quiries concerning firearms and ammun- 
itten. Communications must be brief 
and to the-po:nt and persoralities must 
not be indulged in. The Editor will not 
be held responsible for opinions express- Z 
ed by corresponcents. Address all 
communicalions to A. B. Geikie, c/o Rod 
and Gun, Woodstock, Ontario. 

A NEW .22 HI-POWER 

EpWARD C. CROSSMAN 

E have acquired the habit of thinking 
W “Savage,” when we think of the .22 

HiPower. Itisright and just, because 
forsooth, the Savage Co. brought it out— 
they got their feet wet doing it. 

Yet the .22 HiPower is after all but a car- 
tridge, made by four different companies, 
not copyrighted nor reserved to any one 
company. To prove this, note the photo- 
graphs accompanying this story, showing a 
.22 HiPower that develops the full possibilities 
of that cartridge. 

The coming of the war broke in rudely on 
the plans of the makers of this rifle. Thus 
far, but two of these rifles have been brought 
to the United States, one a sample sent to the 
importers, the other sent to me for trial. 
Queerly enough the English makers forgot or 
failed to record the fact that they had sent my 
rifle just before the embargo was laid on the 
exportation of rifles, and they wrote expressing 
their regret—while the rifle reposed peacefully 
in the gun case behind me. 

It is made by the Birmingham Small Arms 
Co. of Birmingham, England, now very, very 
busy making Lee-Enfields for the British 
army, and little interested in sporting rifles 
while this huge demand lasts. 

The action is the reduced Martini, the 
neatest, fastest to operate, quickest of ignition 
and easiest to load of any single shot action 
in the world. The rifle is take-down, the 
barrel unscrewing from the frame, similar to 
the Greener gun. The frame is split at the 
bottom; a strong bolt passes through with 
lever-head so it can be turned out with the 
fingers, and binds this split frame tightly on 
the barrel when it is screwed up. 

The same bolt serves to hold in the entire 
mechanism. Take out the bolt, slip a finger 
into the trigger guard, give a yank, and the 

entire mechanism slips out into your hand, 
breech block, firing pin, striker, trigger, 
indicator, and all, complete. Of the gun, 
then, there is left only the frame and the stock 
and the barrel, and the barrel unscrews from 
the frame. 
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A closer view of the Martini action, and that No.8 
sight. One shown has larger disc than the .22 Hi- 
Power sight. 
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¢ NEW HAMMERLESS 

Model 1915 

IO Shots Quick Fi 
VS. 6 or 8 in all 
other automatics) 

Aims 
Easy as 
Pointing 
Your 
Finger 

J Tells 
when to 

reload while 
F firing —an 
pox \ emergency 
be safety 

Positively 
against dis- 

charge. 

}} Médal of Honorat.- - 
 San‘Francisco. 
‘was awarded to 
Savage Rifles, . 

- “Automatic Pistols 
& Ammunitio 

Write for 

Catalogue No. 57 

Justissued , 

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY 
- 548 Savage Ave., Utica, N.Y. 

Manufacturers of High-Power Rifles and Ammunition 

THE REAL GUN 
New designs with Hunter one-trigger and automatic ejector, for trap 

and field use. They are winners. 

Prices $25 to $1,000 net. 

OUR BEAUTIFUL CATALOG FOR THE ASKING. 

| The Hunter Arms Co., Inc. 29 Hubbard St., Fulton, pee, 
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The slender, symmetrical, handsome little 
gun has a barrel 30 inches long. It thus has 
10 inches the better of the Savage. Short 
guns may be handy for the saddle, but never 
did short gun handle like this _ beautiful 
British arm. 

The barrel is tapered and tapered until it is 
smaller at the muzzle than any .22 low power 
repeater made. With ali the 30 inches of 
tube, the rifle weighs only 63% lbs. or less than 
most of the .22 HiPower Savages I’ve weighed. 

With a 30 inch barrel, and with but 6%% lb. 
weight, the rifle has the true shotgun balance, 
long, yet light, and full of life. If you’ve 
handled long barreled well balanced 20 bores 
you ll understand what I mean. The work 
on the gun is beyond reproach, exquisite 
walnut, rifling far better than the average in 
this country, clean, crisp, trigger pulls—it is 
a gun de luxe like most of these B. S. A. 
Martini productions. 

The rifling is left handed, quicker in twist 
than that of the Savage, and the cone or lead 
ahead of the chamber is not that of the Savage. 
To either the quick twist or the different 
chamber is due the fact that the rifle is just 
about doubly as accurate as the Savage with 
the same ammunition. 

The extra 10 inches of tube raises the 
velocity by actual test, from 2800, to better 
than 3,000 ft. secs. Thus the energy is raised 
from 1206, to about 1440 ft. lbs. or close to 
that of the .30-30. Needless to say, the 
shock of the bullet is far greater than ihat of 
the .30-30. 

Because of the accuracy, and the greater 
wallop of this rifle, to say nothing of the longer 
sight radius and superior handling, I would 
choose it for open country work any day, to 
the short, stubby repeater which we associate 
with the .22 HiPower cartridge. 

The front sight, covered with removal hood, 
is a large plane bead. The rear sight is 
the B. S. A. No. 8 tang sight, with special 
small eye cup, adapted to game shooting. 

The rear open sight folds down flat on the 
barrel normally, but still it is there. The 
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barrel is not slotted anywhere. The front 
sight base is a “‘stool’’ type, part of the barrel 
itself. The tang sight is a beautiful bit of 
work, apparently as substantial as the Lyman, 
but with clean crisp clicking elevation screws, 
an elegant target sight. 

As we get a 33 inch inter-sight distance, you 
can Imagine how accurately the rifle is pointed 
when the sights align on the mark. The New 
Springfield, for example, with service sight, 
has a 22 inch sight radius, and with Lyman 
sight it has but 28 inches. 

The gun is made with full pistol grip, 
checked of course, with the same checking on 
the forestock. Said forestock is tipped with 
ebony and jibes most gracefully with the out- 
lines of therifle. Sling eyes are fitted to both 
pes ock, and the main piece of wood farther 
south. 

The lever of the rifle lies along the grip, 
terminating in a knob and lying out of sight 
and out of the way of the hand, save for the 
before mentioned knob. 

I think I would class my own rifle, at least, 
as the handsomest rifled arm I have ever seen 

and my Anticorro Mauser for the Spring- 
field cartridge is a beautiful bit of work in 
wood carving and steel engraving, and gold 
inlay. 

Shooting the little rifle developed that it 
would group into 5 inches quite consistently 
for 10 shots at 200 yards. The makers sent 
me diagrams showing 4 inch groups at this 
range, from machine rest. The Savage aver- 
ages up from 9 to 14-inches over the same 
distance, nor has any experiment on our part 
served to show where the trouble lies. Ap- 
parently it is either in twist or in chamber 
shape. 

Loading the rifle consists merely of laying a 
cartridge on the top of the bolt and letting it 
slide down into the chamber. It guides itself. 
You have to give it a final little push to seat it 
home, but you don’t have to fumble around, 
hunting for the chamber with the point of the 
bullet—and “there are rifles so afflicted.” 

Also when you open this rifle, you move the 

Showing the bolt open, lever down, with the rear tang sight. 
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the-Heart of a Moose 
or his brain are mighty small marks when the huge legs are rushing 
the unweildy bulk and wicked thorns towards you. 

Then one is _ glad of the reliable .280 Ross Rifle with its rush stopping copper 
tube expanding bullet (patented). The full weight ot the blow stays in the quarry 
and hitting is made easy by the almost flat trajectory. No distance to gauge—no 
change of sights as the animal plunges at you—but a second, third or fifth bullet 
from the quick working magazine. Take a Ross .2800n your next trip, The Ross 
.280 Rifle sells at $55.00. .280 Sporting Ammunition, $7.50 per 100. Other 
models Ross Rifles from $12,00. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE, 

Ross Rifle Company, Quebec, Canada 
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knob on the end of the lever a distance by 
actual measurement of 214 inches. Some of 
these cheap American single shots you open 
by pushing the finger lever about a foot and a 
half. A little steel blade on the right side of 
the bolt indicates whether or not the rifle is 
cocked. If you are not familiar with the 
Martini action permit me to say that it is 
hammerless, and the internal striker is cocked 
as you close the bolt. You don’t feel the 
cocking strain, but the work is done in this 
way. 

The particular fly in this ointment is that 
either the rifle chamber is wrong, or else the 
cartridges are not as they should be or else the 
gun lacks in extracting power. The facts of 
the case are that a certain make of shell sticks 
in the rifle unless the bullets are used greased, 
which tends to oil the chamber, or else the 
shells are slightly touched with oil. This is 
true with only one make of shell, and the 
makers of the rifle, and the makers of the 

cartridges, cheerfully pass the buck to and fro. 
It bothers me not a bit, because on the hunt I 
can avoid the shells that are at fault, or else I 
can make them work by using grease on my 
bullets, which I do as a matter of principle 
to preserve one of the most handsome 
barrels I’ve seen. 
Anyhow, the rifle will tickle pink the lover 

of the fine gun, and also appreciative of the 
merits of the .22 HiPower cartridge when it is 
brought up to its highest efficiency. The 
extracting trouble is evidently a minor detail 
that will be solved easily when the B. S. A. 
people have time to think of sporting rifles. 

No, you cannot buy them, nor is there any 
chance before the war is over, and the B. S. A. 
people get straightened out. That’s why I’m 
chortling so in print about this rifle—I’ve got 
one, and I’m just cussed enough to enjoy tel- 
ling you about it when there’s no show for you 
to get one like it. 

SMOKELESS RIFLE POWDERS 

K. K. V. Casey 

care and mechanical detail involved in 
the manufacture of smokeless rifle 

powders. To the average rifleman a good 
powder means simply one giving great 
accuracy, high velocity and even, moderate 

-pressures, but to the manufacturer many 
other considerations must be taken care of. 

The rifle powders as manufactured in Am- 
merica today represent the culmination of 
over a century of experience in the manufac- 
ture of explosives, which period of time has 
been devoted chiefly to the manufacture and 
development of sporting and military powders. 

An account of the early manufacture and 
development of powder may be of interest. 

The inventor of gunpowder will probably 
remain unknown forever, and it is still im- 
pessible to determine just which race or nation 

st used it. Arabian and Chinese manu- 
scripts dating from 1225 to 1232 mention the 
use of fire-balls, rockets, and the use of “‘fire- 

E: people realize the great amount of pao” or “thunder which shakes heaven.” 
Marco Polo and Joinville relate how the 
Chinese and Saracens carried with them stone 
throwing machines which threw fire, and it is 
related how the Arabians used “‘firebrands 
which are tied with cords and filled with salt- 
peter. When the catapult machine goes off, 
one sees a cloud spread in the air, which mak- 
ing noise like fearful lightning and vomiting 
fire from all sides, does break, ignite and kill 
everything.’ 

These and similar accounts have been mis- 
interpreted by our later historians as implying 
the use of gunpowder in cannon and firearms. 
Authorities do not agree with this, stating 
that the compositions of those early days were 
not used as a propellant but were introduced 
into iron or other strong vessels and projected 
into the enemy’s position by catapults or 
throwing machines. During their flight 
smoke and fire were developed and the latter 
of course ignited any combustible matter it fell 
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upon. The rapidly developed gases would 
create a noise in issuing from the container and 
in the event of too sudden a combustion in too 
weak a container an explosion naturally 
occured. Thus an explosive was unknowingly 
obtained where a combustive was desired. 

About the early part of the fourteenth 
century these and improved preparations 
were used for artillery purposes, the histories 
of this period being noted for their mention of 
“suns, pieces and rifles’ and of persons who 
made powder for guns.” 

Authorities have therefore come to the 
conclusion that gunpowder was gradually 
developed from Greek-fire or kindred sub- 
stances, and that it was known and used for 
years before cannons and guns were thought 
of. The use of purer materials in the making 
of Greek-fire developed its propulsive power 
and led to its subsequent use in firearms. 

As can be imagined the powder of those 
days was manufactured in the crudest manner, 
probably having been done in stone mortars, 
and by hand. When the demand became 
larger, as it soon did, mill-stones were used. 
Gunpowder mills were established in various 
parts of Germany as early as the year 1340, 
and they soon spread everywhere. By the 
year 1692; France alone had~ twenty-two 
powder mills in operation. 

From its first days until the year 1886 all 
gunpowder was the well known, mechanical 
mixture of saltpeter, sulphur and charcoal and 
was used by everybody, none dreaming that 
it was possible to produce a powder that 
burned without smoke. Originally these 
ingredients were finely powdered by the 
various types of mills and then mixed 
by hand, but in the early part of the sixteenth 
century the French powder mills began to 
grain and classify it through sieves. Pre- 
viously all powder had been in the form of 
dust and it is not accurately known just when 
the grain powder superceded the dust. But 
at the beginning of the sixteenth century the 
regulations prescribed “‘that the grains for 
large guns be the size of a pea and of the thick- 
ness of a lentil, but smaller for the smaller 
guns.” Later on, even smaller dimensions 
than these were given. During the year 1882 
the so-called brown prismatic powder was 
introduced and used in the larger size cannon. 
At this time the limitations of black powder 
were clearly recognized, and the necessity for 
a powder of greater potentiality became 
apparent. The desirability of a small-bore, 
high velocity rifle for military purposes was 
realized and efforts were made to compress the 
grain of black rifle powder and by getting more 
powder in the shell obtain higher velocities. 
This was a failure. 

The earlier smokeless powders were ac- 
cidentally compounded in an effort to invent a 
“noiseless” powder, the idea that it was 
possible to obtain a powder free from smoke 
being considered ridiculous. In 1864, Shultz, 
a Prussian captain of artillery, invented a 
powder made from nitrated wood this forming 
an almost smokeless powder: The firm of 
Friedr, Volkmann, near Vienna, manufactured 
during the years 1872-1875 a partly smokeless 

~ powder of similar type to that invented by 
det chultz, but it remained for a French chemist, 
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Vieille, to invent and perfect the first really 
smokeless powder, which he did in 1886. His 
powder consisted of entirely gelatinized nitro- 
cellulose, and was known as “Poudre B” and 
by its use was responsible for several destruc- 
tive explosions, it being imperfect and un- 
stable in many respects. 

After Vieille’s method of manufacture be- 
came known Alfred Noble, the inventor of 
dynamite, incorporated with nitrocellulose a 
large percentage of nitroglycerin and so cre- 
ated the second type of smokeless powder, 
nitroglycerin-nitrocellulose powder, commonly - 
known as nitroglycerin powder. In 1888 he 
patented and succeeded in introducing into 
the Italian Army this type of powder which he 
called ‘“‘Ballistite.” At the same time Sir 
Frederick Abel and Professor Dewar (mem- 
bers of the English Committee on Explosives) 
invented a smokeless powder consisting of 
nitrocellulose of high nitration, nitroglycerin 
and vaseline, which was introduced into the 
English service under the name of ‘“‘Cordite.” 
The earlier types of Cordite contained as high 
as 58 per cent. nitroglycerin, but this pro- 
portion has been gradually reduced, the pres- 
ent Cordite containing about 30 per cent. 

Simultaneously with the introduction of 
Cordite every Government was making ex- 
periments in the manufacture of smokeless 
powder and during the six years following 1888 
practically every European army was pro- 
vided with a smokeless powder. At the same 
time they adopted the modern, smali-bo-e 
rifle, the greater velocity giver. by smokeless 
powder making effective for the first time th 2 
small calibre, metal jacketed but‘. 

American chemists and powder makers we s 
not idle during this period and some very 990d 
powders were turned out and submitted to the 
U. S. Government. The forerunners in 
America were Hudson Maximn, Mason E. 
Leonard and the E. I. DuPone de Memours 
Powder Co. It is interesting to note in the 
report of the Chief of Ordnance for the year 
1890 that the powders submitted by Maxim 
and DuPont gave most promising results and 
what was at that time considered of far more 
value, showed nosigns of deterioration. As 
this was in competition with the best smoke- 
less powders from abroad, it may readily be 
seen that as usual the American manufact- 
urers were fully abreast of the times. 

In going over the reports of the United 
States Ordnance Department during the 
earlier days of smokeless rifle powders it is of 
interest to read that the Ordnance Officers at 
once noticed the disastrous effects the nitro- 
glycerin powders had on the bore of the rifle 
and were quick to realize the disadvantages 
of powders of this type: In a summary of 
the years’ work the Chief of Ordnance stated 
in his report that ‘‘The presence of nitro- 
glycerin in small arms powder has been shown 
to produce a detrimental effect upon the life 
of the gun barrel, accompanied by high 
temperature of the metal in rapid firing,’”’ and 
as early as 1893 the specifications given bid- 
ders on smokeless. powders contained a clause 
stating that ‘‘Preference will be given powder 
which does not contain nitroglycerin as an 
ingredient. If the powder contains nitro- 
glycerin bidders will state in what proportion 
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this ingredient is used.”’ It was not until the 
year 1908 however, that a satisfactory smoke- 
less powder free from nitroglycerin made its 
appearance, and in the following year the 
DuPont Company placed this powder, its well 
known “1909 Military” on the market. Until 
that time the great fault of nitrocellulose 
powders had been their lack of stability, the 
powder deteriorating gradually after being 
loaded into shells, and in some cases exploding 
when stored in magazines in any great 
quantity. With the introduction of dipheny- 
lamine as a stabilizer all danger from this 
cause was removed, so that today nitrocellul- 
ose powders are ballistically and chemically 
as stable as any powder manufactured. 

Riflemen and designers of modern high 
velocity cartridges were not long in realizing 
the impracticability of using any but a 
nitrocellulose powder in their arms, and 
shortly after the introduction of ‘1909 
Military” demands were made for nitrocellul- 
ose powders to fulfil special requirements or 
for use in a special type of cartridge. This 
led to the production of DuPont Military 
Rifle Powder No. 10 for use in the .280 Ross 
and similar cartridges and later on to DuPont 
Military Rifle Powder No. 21 for such car- 
tridges as the .22 Savage H. P., .250-3000 and 
other modern, small bore rifles, both of which 
are pure nitrocellulose powders. 

The latest rifle powder placed on the market 
is something for which American riflemen have 
been anxiously waiting. It is a dense, nitro- 
cellulose, progressive burning powder pro- 
duced by the DuPonts. Unlike the foreign 
so-called “‘progressive’’ powders that have 
reached the American market in past years 
this powder is absolutely stable, will give the 
ballistics claimed and is as accurate as can be 
desired. At present only one brand _ is 
available, this being known as Dupont Im- 
proved Military Rifle Powder No. 15 and 
adapted for use in the .280 Ross, .30 Spring- 
field and similar cartridges. Brands adapted 
to other types of American cartridges will 
doubtless be available before long. 

The process of manufacture of these nitro- 
cellulose rifle powders is extremely intricate 
as well as interesting. Smokeless powders are 
as_ almost everyone knows, of an entirely 
different character from the old standard 
black powder. This was strictly a mechanical 
mixture of charcoal, sulphur and saltpeter. 
Smokeless powders, however, are chemical 
combinations of extremely complex structure. 
Nitrocellulose of an exact degree of nitration 
is thoroughly purified to dispose of all acid 
properties. It must be free from all dirt and 
grit and uniform in quality. It is ‘‘dehyd- 
rated” by forcing alcohol through it by an 
hydraulic press under high pressure. This 
dehydration process was developed by the 
DuPont Company to replace the former air 
drying method which caused great loss of life 
and property. Mixed with the proper amount 
ot ether for colloiding, it is then macerated in a 
specially constructed machine, — strained 
through steel screens for the removal of lumpy 
particles and then squeezed through dies hav- 
ing small center pins of accurate dimensions, 
coming out as a small tube, which, being some- 

_what hard, is cut in short lengths of equal 

size treated for the recovery of volatile solvent 
and finally dried, blended and glazed. The 
resulting grains must be identical in every 
respect. 

A “lot number” is then assigned to the 
quantity of powder manufactured and a small 
representative sample is selected for inspection 
Upon this inspection depends the acceptance 
or rejection of the whole lot. Ballistic tests 
giving velocity, pressure and accuracy are 
carried out, these being made in the various 
guns to which the powder is particularly 
adapted. Thousands of dollars have been 
spent in perfecting and standardizing ballistic 
test methods, these being constantly checked 
with ‘Standards.’ Chronographs of the 
electric Boulegne and Holden types are used in 
making these tests, great care being exercised 
that all electric contacts and other appurt- 
enances are in the best of condition. The 
instruments are checked with a Ballistic 
Pendulum which is recognized as_ being 
scientifically and mathematically correct. 
The velocity of a projectile, being a measure 
of the powder’s potentiality, is determined by 
the time consumed in travel between two 
electrical breaks placed a definite distance 
apart. By the law of falling bodies the time 
in seconds can be easily converted into feet 
per second. By varying the distance be- 
tween the two electrical breaks the ballistic 
co-efficient can be calculated. 

Since the development of the combination 
type of pressure gun, pressures are taken in 
some rifles simultaneously with the velocities. 
In the United States pressures are determined 
by the “‘radial’’ method, this being the action 
of the expanding gases on a piston placed over 
the cartridge which compresses a copper 
cylinder of known length held rigidly against 
a stationary anvil. The difference between 
the previous length and final length is figured 
out in terms of pounds per square inch. In 
some countries pressures are taken by the 
“oiled case’? method, which depends upon the 
backward thrust of the cartridge on the bolt 
head of the rifle. 

If the ballistic sample passes specifications 
for the type of powder, the whole lot is accep- 
ted ballistically. Co-incidentally with the 
ballistic tests, however, various chemical 
tests are made to determine the powder’s 
stability or keeping qualities. These repres- 
ent the most recent contributions to explosive 
chemistry and are more exacting than those 
of any other country in the world. For 
example, one of the standard tests requires the 
powder to withstand a temperature of 135 
degrees C. for not less than five hours without 
exploding. 

Since the year 1908 all DuPont dense, 
smokeless rifle powders have contained 
diphenylamine as a stabilizing agent, this 
substance being one of the greatest discoveries 
of the modern explosives industry. By the 
addition of the proper percentages DuPont 
nitrocellulose powders are rendered so stable 
that they will keep for over twenty years with- 
out signs of decomposition. 

The Ordnance Department of the United 
States Army has made exhaustive tests to- 
ward selecting the most suitable powder from 
the military standpoint. In an erosion test 
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carried out in 1907 comparing nitrocellulose 
powder with two other powders, one contain- 
ing 20 per cent. nitroglycerin and the other 
30 per cent, it was found that the rifle using 
nitrocellulose powder was in better condition 
after firing 15,000 rounds than the one using 
30 per cent. nitroglycerin after 2000 rounds 
and better than the one using 20 per cent. 
nitroglycerin after 4000 rounds. 

It might also be of interest to note that the 
accuracy of the rifle firing nitrocellulose pow- 
der at 1000 yards, after 15,000 rounds, was 
superior to the rifles firing 20 per cent. nitro- 
glycerin powder after 4000 rounds, and the 
one firing 30 per cent. nitroglycerin powder 
after 2000 rounds, the mean absolute deviation 
being :— 

Nitrocellulose, 15000rds. 24.5 inches 
20% nitroglycerin 4000rds. 26.5 “ 
30% nitroglycerin 2000rds. 26:626" 
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(See U. S. Naval Institute Proceedings. . 
Vol. 30, No. 1.) o 

It is agreed by all authorities that generally 
speaking erosion is a direct result of the tem- 
peratures to which the bore of the gun is sub- 
jected by the combustion of the powder 
charge and they are equally agreed that this 
temperature is something like 50 per cent. 
greater with Cordite and other nitroglycerin 
powders than with nitrocellulose powder. 

Since the degree of erosion in a rifle is a 
direct measure of its accuracy, the average 
riflemen will do well to consider the above 
facts if he is desirous of improving his mark- 
manship. Cool burning, non-erosive, high 
velocity, progressive burning, nitrocellulose 
powders are the last word in powder manu- 
facture. 

NEW EYES FOR OLD RIFLES 
A. LL. Kone 

T is here at last—came the other day. 
After expecting a new sight in time for 
the next “shoot”? and having been dis- 

appointed several times in succession it was 
a glad surprise to find it on my desk carefully 
placed under the evening paper. Needless to 
say the paper was laid aside on that particular 
occasion. 

The sight in question is the new Lyman 
Micrometer tang sight adapted to my Stevens 
No. 45 and it didn’t take long to haul said 
Stevens out of its box and get busy with a 
screw-driver. As the name implies’ the 
principal feature of this new sight is microm- 
eter adjustment for windage and elevation. 
In form it is somewhat like the old No. I 
Lyman tang sight but with such changes as 
were necessary to meet the modern require- 
ments of the up-to-date shooter. 

The elevation scale as printed on the sight 
stem is in graduations of ten half-minutes of 
angle, each graduation corresponding to one 
complete turn of the knurled elevating sleeve 
which in turn is divided into ten parts dis- 
tinctly mark»d, numbered and accompanied 
by a slight ‘‘click’? when turned. The lower 
or graduated part of the sleeve may be re- 
volved independently of the upper knurled 
part to allow correction for zero and automa- 
tically locks itself too andis controlled by the 
knurled sleeve. 

Lateral adjustment is obtained by the sight 
being dovetailed into the sight base and is con- 
trolled by a knurled headed screw threaded to 
the same pitch as the elevating screw. This 
knurled screw head carries a micrometer 
windage scale graduated and operated in a 
manner similar to the elevating sleeve. A 
very distinct scale corresponding to one 
revolution of the windage screw or ten half- 
minutes is printed on the base and the makers 
thoughtfully left the zero mark off the adjoin- 
ing movable part which enables one to put it 
where his rifle needs it. 

The cup disc may be obtained with any size 
aperature and may be removed altogether 
tus giving a very satisfactory hunting peep 
sight. 

The workmanship of the whole sight could 
not be improved upon, the sight when locked 
is absolutely rigid and there is no lost motion 
to be detected anywhere. The photo gives 
a very good idea of the sight when mounted 
on the writer’s old 45 Stevens. 

The rifle in question has a 28-inch No. 3 
barrel, extra long fore-end, palm rest and a 
Swiss butt-plate and is used during the winter 
months for off-hand shooting. At present it 
is rigged up for prone outdoor work. The 
Swiss butt-plate is replaced by several thick- 
nesses of sole leather capped by a piece of 
corrugated rubber hose, all glued together. 

The fore-end was removed and a piece of 
bicycle inner tube slipped over it, which when 
replaced and the screws tightened, sticks 
extremely close and gives a splendid grip for 
sweaty hands. A leather band laced around 
the barrel to hold the sling does not add to the 
appearance but is a very satisfactory way to 
attach the sling and does no injury to the 
barrel. These little kinks are all for the one 
purpose of preventing the fingers from slipping 
and all tend toward picking up a much needed 
point here and there. Owing to the strin- 
gency in the money market this rifle is com- 
pelled to take the place of two hence you will 
please accept our apologies forits appearance 
in its working clothes. 

The very next afternoon after the arrival of 
the sights was devoted (I say “devoted 
advisedly) to the pleasant past-time of “‘shoot- 
ing-in’”’ the new sight and burning up several 
boxes of perfectly good .22 Long Rifle Lesmok 
cartridges. 

A group was fired with the sight down to the 
point blank position, then the elevation was 
increased as much as possible and a group 
fired near the top of the target, the shooter 
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using the front sight level and working hard. 
A little experimenting here with a screw- 
driver and the judicious use of packing under 
one side of the base finally resulted in the 
placing of the higher group directly in line 
above the lower proving the sight stem to be 
in a perpendicular position. Correction for 
windage was then made and the zero mark 
scratched on as deeply as possible. 

Having the sight mounted satisfactorily, 
the remainder of the afternoon was spent in 
getting acquainted with its method of opera- 
tion. As the micrometer markings read in 
half-minutes of angle and with a 30-inch sight 
radius a change of one half-minute alters the 
point of impact one-half inch at 100 yards, 
three-eighths inch at 75 yards, three-quarter 
inches at 50 yards, and one-eighth inch at 25 
yards, accurate adjustment is made with ease 
and rapidity. 

Thus if a sighting shot at 25 yards is a six 
at four o’clock on the Canadian Rifle League 
target with 14 inch rings which means the shot 
is 2% in. below and 1 inch to the right of the 
centre, elevating the sight five points and a left 
lateral adjustment of eight points would result 
in the tack being driven by the next shot— 
maybe, perhaps. Too much care cannot be 
taken with the sighting shot. If it is care- 
lessly delivered and changes made on the re- 
sultant hit the score is ruined and the shooter 
all “‘balled up” right at the start. On the 
other hand given a “‘sighter’’ that got away 
right no matter where it lands on the target 
the rifleman has something definite to work 
upon and if he is using a sight with fine clearly 
indicated adjustments may go on with con- 
fidence. 

Experiments with the new sight all proved 
its superiority. It was tried on the 25, 50, 75, 
and 100 yard range and then down the line 
again. Prone firing on the 100 yard S. A. 
muzzle rest target with 4-inch bull and 13% 
inch centre with the sight set for 25 yards the 
sighter was a skinny “‘four’’ at six o’clock. 
A rise of fourteen points gave the same kind of 
a “‘ten’’ at 12 o’clock and for the third shot 
two points were taken off resulting in a “‘ten”’ 
which left a splash of lead on the tack. (In 
accordance with the usual custom we will quit 
while our credit is good. ) 

That ought to be quite a handy thing to 
have around at a turkey match where you 
have the privilege of sighting-in at a quarter a 
shot. At the different matches the ranges 
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vary from 40 to 100 yards or over, which 
bothers the .32-40 not to mention the poor 
little .22. By the way doesn’t it make a man 
sore when shooting a $70.00 target-puncher to 
have someone come along with a .22 and beat 
him to it? 

In regard to the ease with which changes in 
sighting may be made, a two hundred pound 
specimen of the Genus Riflecrank all tied up in 
a sling can lie there right on his “‘tummy”’ and 
do it all. If shooting indoor there is no ne- 
cessity to go back to the light to tinker with 
the sight in the middle of a string—the click 
does the trick. There is no vernier to bother 
with, no pin to use or lose either as sometimes 
happens. The thumb and trigger-finger are 
all the tools necessary. Most of us have a 
thumb and a great many have some kind of a 
trigger-finger. 

There is no confusion as to whether to turn 
to the right or the left. If you wish the shot 
to go to the right simply turn the screw to the 
right . As long as you don’t attempt to 
lower the point of impact by raising the rear 
sight there is not much chance of getting 
“turned around.” 

Getting acquainted with your sights and 
rifle is the best fun ever and it is the writer’s 
intention this summer to put the old rifle 
through acourse of unstruction with the new 
sight that will be remembered for a while. 
Besides “doping the wind” at the longer 
ranges, finding what size groups can be put 
on, and the differences in elevation required 
at the various ranges there are a lot of other 
things which we want to learn. Groups will 
be fired at every range with sights set for other 
old range, targets with all the data brought 
home and put in the sanctum sanctorum for 
rainy days. We small bores do not know 
much about our rifles after all. 

As an example, sight in at 25 yards, then go 
up to about 12 yards and see if your group is 
not lower instead of higher as you expected. 
The distance between the line of sight and the 
axis of the barrel will be just about the dis- 
tance between the two groups. 

As a beginning to our private courseZof 
instruction a series of ten-shot groups were 
fired on a four-inch bull using the 25-yard 
sighting with the following results: groups 
measured from centre to centre of the outside 
shots and elevation in inches from centre,of 
group to centre of 25-yard group which was 
¥% inches in diameter; 50-yard was 1 3% inches 

Whole view of Rifle. Stevens No. 45 fitted with the New Lyman Micrometer 
Tang Sight 
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and 32 inches below, 75-yard was 2 inches 
and 2 % inches below, and the 100-yard 
sroup was 3% inches in diameter and 73 
inches below. The rifle had fired two boxes 
of ammunition without cleaning before com- 
mencing the target and by the time the 100 
yard stage was reached the shooter had a bad 
case of ‘“‘wabbles’”’ and didn’t know whether 
to shoot at the bull or the whiskers hanging on 
it. Our bull’s-eyes are too small. One-inch 
black at 25 yards causes too much eyestrain 
and the same applies to the four-inch at 100 
yards. Of course better scores may be made 
(which I doubt) on the small bulls but the 
continued use of these will certainly result 
in poor scores in the end. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA — : 

Here we are again getting away from the 
topic of sights to that of bull’s-eyes. They 
make a much better combination than sights 
and magpie however. 

The result of its first performance in these 
parts was that the new sight made a hit. It 
lived up to advance notices. Several of our 
members tried it and expressed their approval 
in no uncertain manner. It opens up a new 
field of amusement with the .22 caliber rifle 
equal to that enjoyed by the users of military 
ranges including “‘doping the sights’ and the 
rest of it. 

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation have 
given us what we have long been looking for— 
a mighty satisfactory sight. 

KILLING BIG GAME WITH A .22 IMP 
AND OTHERS 

SNIPER 

of the .22 High Power Savage in the 
various magazines, how it has killed 

big game at such long distances etc., that it 
really makes me sick. The idea of any person 
who says he is a hunter trying to tell us the 
qualities of such asmall cartridge ought to go 
and take a slide to himself as he is surely only 
making a laughing stock of himself to dictate 
to us hunters who know what game getting 
guns really are. 

The Imp may be O. K. in the line of work 
for which it was designed (woodchuck and 
squirrel) but when used upon such game as 
moose they only blaze them for someone else 
to finish. If you are a lover of walking just 
use one on deer or moose for a season and if 
you don’t get your heart’s content of hunting 
up your game I amaGerman. You are only 
losing time and money. 

It has been claimed for this little rifle that 
the ammunition is so cheap. Take for ex- 
ampie a .280 Ross and the Imp which were 
us d by myself and chum respectively side by 
s uelast season. When the hunt was over the 
game and cost of cartridge was counted—my 
chum had three rabbits, one ground-hog, one 
squirrel and six partridges while I had one bull 
moose weighing 1811 pounds three buck deer 
averaging 196 pounds and three does averag- 
ing 136 pounds. My friend had as many if 
not more shots at big game but only blazed 
them for next year when he will have his 
revenge with a .280 Ross. His cartridges 
cost him $11.00, mine cost me $1.40 which 
goes to show that the mere fact of the car- 
tridge being cheap does not have the effect of 
getting the game. (There were nine of us. ) 

I have my chum and also his mate as proof 
that I shot one buck standing at a distance of 
810 measured yards with the third shot and 
the game never knew what struck him. An- 
other shot at 400 yards (the bullet just 
grazing his spine and smashing it terribly) 
could not proceed except by dragging his 

if see so much about the wonderful work back legs and was finished by my hunting 
axe. 

The others were killed instantly at from 100 
to 200 yards. My moose was in along marsh 
when my chum sighted him first and my 
friend cried ““Look, the moose” I could not 
see and kept answering “‘You fire” he replying 
“too far for the Imp”. At last I sighted him 
in the long grass and fired one shot whereupon 
he disappeared. ‘‘You’ve lost him exclaimed 
my chum.” However upon going up we 
walked right upon him dead as a door nail. 
The bullet had gone in under the right ear and 
out through the other almost tearing the ear 
off. We were so surprised to see such 
effective work done at long range that we 
decided to measure off the distance at which 
I had killed him and found the distance to be 
776 yards. The moose’s horns were 62 inch 
spread with twelve prongs on one side, and 
nine on the other. 

This was my first season with the .28% Ross 
having used a .303 of the same make uutil this 
trip but every fall for the iast three seasons 
have been with a party who have used them 
and who would not be without one for 
accuracy, power and beauty. 

There is no getting away from the fact that 
you can get your game at as great distances 
as you can see them with the .280. 

For the life of you who can do such work 
with the Imp.? 

Don’t tell us any more of all the big game 
that istaken with the little .22Savage. As I 
said before it is O. K. when used upon the 
game for which it was designed. 

After getting my .280 I had a rear sight like 
that fitted to the Savage, generally called 
Rocky Mountain placed on it, which when 
raised to the shoulder the eye can easily be 
brought into which is an essential feature of 
a sight fitted to a big game rifle. 

A considerable amount of game is missed 
BY Pot getting the eye properly into the rear 
sight. 
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The readers will doubtless wonder how 
those distances I spoke of in connection with 
the killing of the moose were measured. The 
matter is easily explained. In close proximity 
to where the game was killed were a party of 
surveyors engaged in a survey along the 
Spanish river from whom we procured their 
measuring chain. 

John Edwards who in a recent issue of this 
magazine asks for advice re the .280, take my 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

advice and if you want a gun that will do the 
execution, still be suitable for target and all 
around sporting purposes, get a .280 Ross and 
Ross ammunition. 

I have hunted every season for the last 
twenty-five years and have used all kinds of 
guns and can now safely say got my game with 
a trouble with a .303 or .280 Ross than any 
other. 

A COMMENT UPON MR. CROSSMAN’S ARTICLE 
IN THE JUNE NUMBER 

Cuas. ForsyTH 

N_ regards to the article written by 
Edward C. Crossman, entitled; ‘‘Stret- 
ching the Twenty-two,” and published in 

the June issue of Rod and Gun in Canada, this 
leads one to think that he is stretching the .22 
a ‘“‘wee bit,’ especially in the paragraph 
wherein he refers to the W. R. F. and Rem. 
Special, as per following statement, which 
appears on page 46, to-wit. 

Also don’t use the W. R. F. or .22 Special or 
Rem. Special, as the same cartridge is variously 
known. In actual efficiency it is not one whit 
better than the Long Rifle, it has but one virtue— 
that of having no grease exposed on the bullet. 
The bullet weighs 5 grains more than the Long 
Rifle, with some companies its velocity is higher 
than the Long Rifle, with others it is lower. It 
is less accurate, and never is seen in the hands 
of these crack riflemen who compete in the 
various tndoor matches, both prone and offhand. 
Last but not least it costs far more than the Long 
Rifle, and is actually not so good a cartridge. 
It ts the largest false alarm of the .22 family. 
Now anyone acquainted with the .22 family 

and especially the Remington Special breed, 
after reading the above would be under the 
impression that either Mr. Crossman does not 
know what he is talking about, or else he has 
it in for the Special, and while I agree and 
indorse the balance of his article, and am 
confident that every sportsman would be 
benefited by following his advice, I can’t 
possibly get salt enough on the above men- 
tioned paragraph to getit down. _ 

Following is the ballistics of the three 
cartridges referred to. 

Penetration 7% inch 
grs. powder grs. lead pine boards 

.22 short 3 334 boards 
-22 long rifle 5 40 5 ia 
.22 Rem. special 7 45 7 ES 

And he says it is not a ‘‘whit better than the 
.22 L. R.” although the penetration is two 
boards more. Why does he not claim the 
L. R. is not any better than the short, as the 
difference in the penetration is not as great of 
the L. R. over the short, as the Rem. Special 
is over the L. R. Still, penetration is not a 
reliable test, nor does it designate the shooting 
power of any shell unless the bullets are all 

~made from the same formula, as we all know 

that a hard ball will penetrate farther in the 
same substance than a soft ball. 

The only infallible and accurate test is range 
and you will have to give it to the shell that 
will carry up the farthest, with condition and 
elevation the same. 

I note Mr. Crossman uses a special made 
barrel, and he evidently gets a little better 
results out of it than he would with an ordin- 
ary factory built gun. 

He also states the Rem. Special is less 
accurate than the L. R. Now there are three 
of us here that have .22 Rem. Special guns and 
we find it otherwise. We have all owned 
several .22 cal. rifles of the various standard 
makes, but since procuring the .22 Special we 
find the other rifles more like a toy to the side 
of this caliber, as we can shoot more accurately 
shoot farther and do better execution than we 
ever could with the L. R. shells. 

No doubt the Rem. Special is never seen in 
the hands of these crack riflemen who compete 
in the various indoor matches, because as I 
understand it, the L. R. shell is the largest 
shell permitted in the .22 cal. class, either in- 
doors or on the range. I’ll admit that the 
shells cost a little more than the L. R., so does 
the L. R. cost more than the short, and if it is 
a matter of expense, why not use the short, as 
they are just as accurate as the L. R. and the 
range is almost as great. In fact I have done 
better work with the shorts than I ever did 
with the L. R., and know of a case where a 
party here killed a cat at a distance of 180 
(one hundred and eighty) yds. with a .22 
short, point blank range with a little single 
shot rifle, 18 inch barrel costing $2.50. 
Now I lay no claim to being a crack shot, 

as the smallest thing I ever hit at any distance 
was a squirrel‘s head at 50 yds, and I do that 
quite frequently with my Rem. Special, but 
was never able to do it with a L. R., or short 
either, in fact, would not shoot at them that 
far away as I knew it would be no use, but 
now if they are in sight, they are my meat, so 
if Mr. Crossman will take a day off some time 
this fall and bring his favorite .22 L. R. with 
him, we will take him to the timber and show 
him the difference between the L. R. and the 
Rem. Special, as to accuracy, range and last 
but not least—when it comes to bringing home 
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something for the pot—execution, as there is 
no L. R. shell made, shot in any kind of a gun 
that will equal the Remington Special in kill- 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

ing power. 
We live pretty close to Missouri and Mr. 

Crossman has “‘got to show us.”’ 

QUERIES AND ANSWERS 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: May I take up 

a few lines of your valuable space in examining 
the somewhat extraordinary statements of 
one “A. D. F.”’ who writes on “another back 
number” in the June issue of your department. 
My attention was drawn to the article by 

the calibre of the arm which the writer scath- 
ingly denounces, being given as ‘‘.40-40”,— 
a make which I had never heard of. A little 
investigation, however, and the fact that A. D. 
F. testifies that this rifle “‘is still used to a 
surprising extent’? and further gives some 
ballistic figures, showed me that he must have 
in mind, not the ‘‘.40-40’—a non-existant 
arm,—but the .44-40. To be sure he uses this 
term towards the close of the article, but 
hardly makes it clear whether he considers the 
weapon one and the same. 

To call the .44-40 an arm which has the 
-30-30 ‘“‘skinned a mile as far as inefficiency is 
concerned” and “‘absolutely devoid of game 
getting properties’ strikes me as a disregard 
for facts. The Marlin Co., testify that “up 
to very recently as many rifles were sold for 
this cartridge (.44-40) as for all others put 
together.” Now, the .44-40 is but little used 
for target-work, so where has all this ammuni- 
tion gone? Manifestly, used on game. Asa 
matter of fact, during the last 40 years, this 
rifle has been used all over the continent, on 
all sorts of game, and has given invariably 
good satisfaction. Though nobody pretends 
that it is in the same class as the modern high- 
velocity rifles, yet for shooting up to 200 yards 
it holds its own even yet as a game-getter with 
the majority of big-game rifles in the market. 

When A. D. F. comes to the question of 
ballistics he becomes hopelessly confused. He 
speaks, e. g. of the .30-30 as having 1735 ft. 
lbs. energy at 100 yards, whereas it has 1136 
ft. lbs. The former amount of energy would 
put the .30-30 practically on an equality with 
the Springfield. Furthermore, the .44-40 at 
200 yds. “pinches only something like 850 ft. 
lbs..°—about 100 lbs. more than its actual 
muzzle energy. What A. D. F. is giving us is 
the velocity figure for each rifle. But velocity 
and energy are two different‘factors 

Al. Fraser. 

(In reply to your letter would advise that 
“A. D. F.” in his original communication 
referred only to the “‘.44-40’—not to the 
**.40-40°? which as you state is a non-existant 
arm. ‘The slight mistake is simply a printer’s 
error and reflects in no way upon the article by 
“A. D. F.” so the only difference existing 
between you and this gentlemen is in connec- 
feet the game-getting qualities of the 

No doubt when the author of ‘‘another back 
number” reads your communication in this 
number he will reply to you through these 
columns in a subsequent issue. 

Regarding the errors in the ballastics of the 
.44-40 as given by “A. D. F.”’ you are correct. 
In the rush of hurrying through the June 
number in order to get the magazine published 
earlier than is our custom the mistakes you 
mention slipped our notice and were pub- 
lished. As stated above however we may 
possibly hear from the writer of the article in 
question and if so will publish his communi- 
cation. Editor.) 

ADMIRES' THE _ .30-30 
GETTER. 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: _ I have been 
a regular reader of this magazine for some time 
and am particularly interested in the new 
gun department. é 

The various discussions on the relative 
merits of the different high power rifles have 
perhaps raised doubts in the minds of many 
of us who have one of the older models and are 
beginning to wonder whether we should still 
pin our faith to the well tried .30-30 and its 
kind. 

Personally my business will not permit of 
my being in the woods except once a year but 
each Autumn when the North winds com- 
mence to blow, the call of the woods is upon 
me. The symptoms are many and easily 
recognized—Rod & Gun is more eagerly read 
and my rifle receives an almost daily over- 
hauling. : ; 
My hunting trips have been chiefly in 

Northern Ontario and for the past few years 
in the Laurentain mountains of Quebec and 
always for deer. While I have shot deer with 
all kinds of black powder rifles from the .38-40 
to the .45-90 my first and best high power 
rifles was a .30-30 Model ’94 Winchester with 
standard 26-inch octagon barrel fitted with 
King Triple Bead front and Savage Microm- 
eter rear sights and double set triggers. Some 
may say that my rear sight does not allow for 
distances over 200 yards but I have never yet 
felt the need of raising the sight for greater 
distances—most hunters will agree that the 
majority of deer are killed under 200 or even 
100 yards. 2 

I have filed the “‘horns’’ off this sight mak- 
ing a slight notch at the centre. This allows 
of quick sighting’and an uninterrupted view 
of the game. The screw adjustment allows 

AS A GAME- 

-a much finer sighting than is possible with the 
ordinary sporting rear sight. 

While it may not be always possible to use 
the double set-trigger on deer still for a very 
careful shot where a heavy pull might throw 
the rifle off the mark I have found this feature 
a very effective help. ; 

It has been said that the .30-30 will not 
stop a deer quickly enough. While my 
memory does not carry all the details of my 
hunting still I can say with truth that not one 
of the eight deer shot with this rifle went more 
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than fifty yards after being struck. In the 
Laurentain mountains the deer are not over 
plentiful and a hunter likes to feel that if he is 
fortunate enough to secure a shot at one that 
his rifle can be relied upon to do its work 
effectively. 

In 1913 I saw only one deer in a week’s 
hunting which I shot through the shoulders 
at about one hundred yards. This deer—a 
160-pound buck did not go out of my sight. 

In 1914 on the third day out I shot a 195- 
pound buck at 100 paced yards. This deer had 
very heavy forequarters—the bullet entered 
behind the fore-leg coming out of the point of 
the other shoulder. I afterwards found that 
the fore-leg which had received the impact of 
the bullet was rendered unfit for eating, being 
nothing but a mass of mangled bone and 
blood. While above all things I love the 
woods and the pleasure of trailing down a big 
buck still I like to feel that after I have 
brought home the bacon it will be eatable and 
fit for distribution among my friends—any- 
thing which would make a bigger mess of a 
deer’s shoulder than this .30-30 I do not want. 

The percentage of wounded deer would be 
considerably reduced if some of those high 
power cannon-carriers would endeavor to 
place their bullets in a vital spot instead of 
merely shooting at a deer promiscuously and 
depending on the shocking power of their 
7 es to “‘anchor’’ the game regardless of where 

it. 
In the good old days up in Ontario when we 

used to have a turkey shoot every Christmas 
and everybody used their hunting rifle, what 
was the arm all the old-timers used? Why 
this same despised little .30-30 and I can 
assure you that if one wanted a turkey it was 
necessary to place the bullet well into the 
centre of the 3-inch bull at one hundred yards. 

While I have not yet had much desire to 
hunt moose, when I doso I am satisfied to take 
my chances with the .30-30 and feel reasonably 
sure that I will not have reason to regret my 
choice. 

I read in the May issue of the so-called 
“freak”? shot at a goose in Nova Scotia. I 
would like to add my own freak shot to the 
list. Last fall when coming to camp one night 
I was passing around one end of a small lake 
when I| saw three ducks about 75 yards from 
the shore. I was on the point of raising my 
rifle to shoot at them when they suddenly 
commenced to fly away from me. Firing as 
carefully as I was able at one I was somewhat 
surprised to see it fall. I got a canoe expect- 
ing to find not much more than wings and legs 
and was greatly surprised to find that the 
head had been cut cleanly off! 

Did I hear someone say “‘next?”’ 
Walter E. Markham. 

ANOTHER® REPLY TO_THE QUERIES OF 
MR. LEWIS IN THE JUNE NUMBER. 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: -I am not 
much of a hand at writing letters but when a 
man asks for an opinion about my pet rifle I 
am right there to give it. 
t=I see in the June number where Mr. G. 
Lewis is asking for the opinions of those who 
have used the Remington-U. M. C. high 
power repeating rifle... I am not very well 
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posted on the velocity, penetration etc. of 
rifles sol am notin a position to give much 
information in this respect but anyway the 
manufacturers can give those particulars 
always. 

I have used a few good rifles—the .30-30 
Winchester, the .32 Special and .38-55 of the 
same make, .303 Savage, .30-30 Marlin, .303 
Ross, .351 Self-Loading Winchester and the 
new .30 calibre pump action Remington being 
the principal ones. Ihave used the latter arm 
for the past two seasons and have found it the 
best game getter of them all. It is not heavy 
and in my opinion is the nicest action of them 
all, the right hand being free for the trigger 
and the ‘“‘pumping” done by the left hand. 

The shooter does not lose sight of the game 
with this gun as is the case with bolt and lever 
action arms and I believe this action to be the 
most positive of them all. 
_There is not much of a variety of game to be 

found around here, deer and goat being the 
principal game I hunt and I have certainly 
found the .30 Remington-U. M. C. pump 
action rifle powerful enough to stop them, 
though there is no telling how it might work 
out on moose and larger game. 

The writer shot a black bear at about one 
hundred and forty yards and he never moved 
more than five yards after the first shot and a 
rifle that will do that is good enough for me. 
I don’t think that I have lost a wounded deer 
since starting to use this rifle and I am able 
to get in three shots to two with any of the 
other rifles except the automatic. 

Mr. Lewis was asking whether the bullets 
were deformed in any way in passing through 
the magazine. I take my rifle along every 
time I go out fishing and I have been putting 
the same six shells in every time I go and now 
that my attention is drawn to it I notice the 
bullets are getting quite flat on the point, but 
that is to be expected after so much usage. 

The rifle is easily taken apart and easy to 
clean. I have loaned the gun to different 
friends and two of them have bought 
these rifles for their own use and are satisfied 
with them. Suppose that I have taken up 
enough space, but my only hope is that Mr. 
Lewis will get as much satisfaction out of his_ 
rifle should he decide to purchase one. 

I think the Guns and Ammunition Depart- 
ment the most interesting feature of this 
magazine and I hope that the sportsmen will 
keep it going. I own a pump action shotgun 
which is a Remington-U. M. C. too. Am 
very glad to see that the “pump gun contro- 
versy has been stopped, we have had enough 
of that. 

James Cunningham. 

SOME QUERIES REGARDING THE .25-20 
.32-20 AND .25 RIM-FIRE. 

Editor Guns and Ammunition 

(1) Which rifle do you consider the most 
suitable for shooting such game as foxes, rab- 
bits, and partridges—the .25-20, .32-20, or 
.25 rim-fire and which of these would be best 
for deer? 

(2) In re-loading the first two mentioned 
shells what powder would be best? 

(3) What is the trajectory and killing 
power of each? 
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Sr" sian: 
Deel BRIS 

N SEE THAT COVERS 

ANAT 

bi . Vem anewsaaeent! 

NSE 

may mean almost 

anything —— Good, 

Bad or Indifferent. 

But a cup of 

SEAL 
BRAND 
COFFEE 

MEANS JUST ONE 
THING—the most 
delicious beverage 
ever poured into 
a coffee cup. 

CHASE & SANBORN 
MONTREAL 

~~ 

ihe -Biceest 
Moose Heads 

- come from the Province of Que- 

bec. Several were secured in 

September and October 1914, 

with antlers having a spread of 
five to six feet. 

Mrs. H. G. Campbell Jr. of New 
York has a record of a black 

bear and a large bull moose at 
Lake Kiskisink. 

The big bull moose of Mayor 
Carter Harrison of Chicago was 
killed in Northern Quebec. 

Caribou and Deer 
are abundant in parts of Quebec 
Province. 

THE BEST TROUT FISHING 
in the world is in the Province of Que- 

bec, and so are the best Guides both for 

fishing and hunting. Read Henry van 

Dyke’s description of some of them in 
“Little Rivers’. 

——e 

Would you like to own 

A Summer Camp 
for your family, by a forest-clad stream 

or mountain-surrounded lake ? 

You can build one of your own, by leas- 

ing a fishing and hunting territory from 

the Government of the Province, wheth- 

er aresident of it or not, or by joing 

one of the many fish and game clubs. 

Write for an illustrated booklet on “‘The 

Fish and Game Clubs of Quebec.” which 

tells you all about them, and address all 

enquiries concerning fishing and hunting 

rights, fish and game laws, guides, etc., to 

Hon. Honoré Mercier 

Minister of Colonization, 
Mines and Fisheries, 

Quebec, Que. 

—|B) 
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(4) Will smokeless powder injure the 
barrels of any of the above? 

aA ea 2 al A 

(For such game as you describe in your 
letter we would be inclined to select the .25-20 
as an all-round arm but for partridges using 
the ordinary lead bullet this rifle would be 
found rather powerful and the chances are 
that a twénty-two caliber rifle might better 
meet your requirements in this one respect. 

For rabbits, squirrels etc, the .25-20 should 
_ give very good satisfaction and in this con- 

nection would suggest that in the case of using 
the arm upon game which is intended for the 
table you use the Ideal sharp-pointed bullet 
No. 25719 which will land your game without 
any unnecessary mangling and use the Ideal 
Express bullet No. 25727 for woodchucks and 
some of the larger species of small game which 
generally require a comparatively smashing, 
crippling blow to secure them. Neither of the 
rifles mentioned by you are ideal deer rifles 
though all would doubtless kill such game. A 
high power Marlin, Savage, Stevens or a .280 
Ross would be a much better arm for this 
purpose. 
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(2) In reloading either the .25-20 or .32-20 
we would suggest any of the black or low 
pressure powders as are recommended in the 
Ideal Hand Book such as:—DuPont ‘‘Gallery 
No. 75,’ King’s ‘‘Semi-Smokeless,”’ F. F. G. 
black powder etc. - 

It will be useless for you to undertake the 
work of re-loading rifle ammunition unless 
you secure a copy of the above-mentioned 
Hand Book as it goes into great detail regard- 
ing the process and as it can be obtained for a 
couple of stamps no riflemen can afford to be 
without it. 

(3) The energy of the cartridges mention- 
ed by you are as follows :— j 

.25-20 single shot at the muzzle 380-08 foot 
pounds. 

.25-20 single shot at 100 yards 245.00 foot 
pounds. 

.32-20 W. C. F. at the muzzle 381.50 foot 
pounds. 

.02-20 W. C. F. at 100 yards 261.00 foot 
pounds. 

.25 rim-fire at the muzzle 208.00 foot 
pounds. 

.25 rim-fire at 100 yards no data. 
The trajectory figures are as follows:— 

at 100 yards at 200 yards at 300 yards 
height at height at height at 

50 yards 100 yards 150 yards 
25-20 SinpletsbOt- <5.00. eb eee ope 2.74 inches 13.52 inches 35.80 inches 
102-20 WCi the age a. 3.62 inches 16.93 inches 43.55 inches 
TERIAL ce © Seg cic Rae ae -. nodata 15.43 inches no data 

(4) None of the powders mentioned above 
will injure the barrel of your rifle. A. G.) 

A REPLY TO MR. LEWIS 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: Noting the 

inquiry of G. Lewis in the June issue of Rod 
and Gun re the Remington high power pump 
action, repeating rifle, will say that I have 
used a .30 cal. arm of this type, for the past 
two seasons deer hunting and it has been very 
satisfactory. I have found it fast and re- 
liable in its action and the balance and hang 
suit me fine. 

The first season I used it with the regular 
factory sights and felt handicapped as I had 
never used arifle with the front and rear sights 
so close together,—only 17 inches apart,— 
therefore the least variation in aiming 
accentuates a correspondingly greater amount 
at the target than would be found when using 
a rifle with a greater distance between sights. 

The past season I fitted it with a rear peep, 
which to my mind is the only sight for this 
rifle, and had good results. 

Mr. Lewis states that “the makers claim 
that the cartridges do not touch each other in 
the magazine.”’ In this he is in error if he has 
been quoted correctly. The makers claim 
“‘that the spiral magazine prevents any bullet 
in the magazine from coming in contact with 
the primer of the next cartridge ahead.” 
From my observation, I judge this to be true. 

As to bullets being deformed in passing 
through the magazine, I think he will not find 
any trouble on that score. I have loaded the 
rifle, using the same cartridges over again 
three or four times, and this resulted in 
nothing more serious ‘to the bullets than 
scratches. 

My only objection to this rifle is that I find 
it bad for dirty weather. Rain or snow will 
work in around the fore end and magazine and 
action bar. Of course, this can be partly 
overcome by a coat of grease, but nevertheless 
I feel it necessitates a complete take-down 
after such occasions. I infer from his re- 
marks that Mr. Lewis is aware of its take- 
down features. There were three of these 
rifles in our party of six last fall and the other 
users were well satisfied with them also. 

While I have used this rifle considerably for 
all round work, I have only shot four deer 
with it; three of them were clean kills, the 
exception was the first I used it on. A big 
husky buck scampered across in front of me 
about seventy five yards away. He went 
down in a heap when I fired, but started to 
scramble to his feet again. Being uncertain 
as to the shooting quality of the gun, I sent in 
another. When I reached him, I saw that 
either shot was sufficient to prevent him get- 
ting away; one bullet having gone in just back 
and a little above the radial joint of the shoul- 
der, the other—I presume the first—higher up 
but not high enough to effect the back bone. ~ 

Although it is not my pet rifle, summing up 
all its points, I consider it a mighty nice gun; 
good enough for deer and a margin to spare, 
despite the fact that some are out with their 
hammer against the .30-30 and its class. 

“Tf the last sixteen lines of the article by J. S. 
Hicks in the June issue were put in the form 
of a motion, I believe that ninety per cent. 
of the real hunters would second.same by 
saying ““Them’s my sentiments.” 
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Tees 

Which is Your Danger-room ? 
What is the danger-room in your home? Kitchen—where a careless servant 
may hurry a fire with kerosene? Bathroom—where an oil heater may be 
accidentally overturned? Cellar—where an overheated furnace may sometime 
cause a tragic fire in the dead of night ? 

Wherever it is you can protect your property and the lives in your household 
by lining walls and ceiling with 

LINABESTOS 
FLAME -PROOF BUILDING BOARD 

This fireproof building board is composed of Portland cement and asbestos fibre, combined under 
tremendous pressure into strong, light sheets, all ready to be nailed to the studding. It can’t burn 
—and will hold an incipient fire in the place where it starts long enough to give you a good chance 
to put it out. Linabestos has a pleasing, pinkish-gray color, and is commonly used without 
surface covering. It is, however, easily treated to a thin ‘‘smoothing coat” of plaster for tinting or 
papering if desired. 

Asbestos and cement, united under hydraulic pressure, give fireproofness, 
lightness, and practically everlasting durability to 

ASBESTOSLATE 
J ASBESTOS SHINGLES ‘ 

They make a roof that actually gets stronger with age—that is wind-, weather- 
and time-proof—that never requires painting or renewing. 

En oem 

Full particulars, prices, and name of your nearest dea‘er, from 

The Asbestos Manufacturing Co. Limited, 601 C.P.R. Building, Toronto 

The Asbestos Manufacturing Company, Limited, Montreal, Manufacturers 

ereta el DS aes ANE OS See Oars ate AAA ee 



TENTH ANNUAL TOURNAMENT 
of the Canadian Indians, 

held at Niagara-on-the Lake, June 30th to July 3rd, 1915. 

The tenth annual tournament of the Canadian 
Indians held at Niagara-on-the-Lake from June 30th. to 
July 3rd. inclusive was well up to the standard of 
former events. The weather was ideal with the 
exception of the closing day when a good portion of the 
shooting was done in a drizzling rain. The attendance 
of shooters was considerably in excess of last year and 
the demonstration of their ability to break a high _per- 
centage of the targets proved exceedingly entertaining 
to the large crowd of spectators. Out of 41 who shot 
through all of the regular events 18 broke 90 per cent. 
or better. Over eighty shooters participated in the 
various events. 

Grand Aggregate—Toronto Cup . 
E. Sturt of Hamilton, who made such a splendid 

showing at the recent Dominion Tournament at Ottawa 
again demonstrated that he is one of the crack shots of 
Canada. He was high average in the regular events, 
breaking 475 out of 500. Only two of the five profess- 
ional shooters in attendance beat his score. F. G. Bills, 
Winchester professional, broke 482 and J. S. Boa, 
Dominion Cartridge Co., broke 476. J. E. Jennings 
was the closest competitor among the amateurs, his 
score being 473, only two less than that made by Sturt. 
A handsome Ss of gold and silver known as the 
Toronto Cup will be held by Mr. Sturt for the ensuing 
year. 

Butt Trophy—Handicap Event 
To Major Singer of St. Catharines goes the honor of 

winning the Henry Butt trophy, a handsome and 
expensive solid silver candelabra. This trophy is 
open for competition among Canadian Indians only 
in a handicap event. Fourteen entered the contest 
this year and the result was a tie btween Major Singer 
and G. L. Vivian, each breaking the possible 25 at a 
handicap of twenty yards. In shooting off the tie 
Major Singer broke 23 and Mr. Vivian 21. 

Five Man Team—Queen’s Royal Hotel Cup 
The contest on the dosing day among nine five-man 

teams for the Queen’s Royal Hotel Cup was one of the 
most interesting events of the program. Stanley No. 1 
broke 119 out of 125, with Hamilton No. 2 second and 
Brantford third. 

Canadian Indian Two Man Team 
There were ten entries in this contest. E Sturt and 

T. E. Houghton were the victors breaking respectively 
23 and 25. S. G. Vance and G. L. Vivian were close 
competitors, breaking 23 and 24 respectively. 

Tribe Shoot (Olympia Rules) 
For the tribe shoot the Canadian Indians appeared 

in their full war paint and feathers as usual. This is 
always one of the most interesting events of the tourn- 
ament. The twenty-four braves who participated in 
the event were showered with congratulations on their 
splendid appearance. The costumes were much 
admired by the large gathering of spectators. In the 
contest W. T. Ely and Major Singer tied with a score 
of 24 each. In the shoot-off Mr. Ely broke 24 and 
Major Singer 22. Two beautiful trophies donated by 
High Chief Tiny and Chief Signmaker went to Messrs. 
Ely and Singer. ~- 

Regular Event Prizes 
Thirty beautiful trophies were offered for competition 

in the regular events, one to the high man in each of the 
thirty events, no shooter to win more than one. All 
ties were shot off in the succeeding events. Following 
are the winners in order:— 

J. E. Jennings, T. E. Houghton, E. Sturt, C. Ball, 
S. Hopkins, W. R. Fenton, H. D. Sherwood, W. Ely, 

A. E. Millington, Geo. E. Tuckett, Major Singer, W. 
Thomson, P. Wakefield, J. Summerhayes, F. N. Jerauld, 
W. H. Joselin, S. G. Vance, C. Summerhays, T. Taylor, 
F. I. Fox, G. L. Vivian, N. Long, J. Payne, H. Lennox, 
E. Brown, P. J. Booth, J. Vance, W. Barnes, J. Elberts 
and Geo. Beattie. 

Grand Consolation Event 
An added feature of this year’s tournament was the 

Grand Consolation Event for amateurs who had shot 
through all the regular events and had not won a trophy 
Ten prizes were offered and only thirteen were eligible 
to compete. The names of the winners will be found 
in the detailed scores which follow. 

Merchandise Event 
The Grand Merchandise Event was for 75 targets on 

the walk-back system, the shooters being divided into 
three classes. Class A shooters moved back one yard 
for each target shot at, Class B one yard for each two 
and Class C one yard for each three. Fifteen valuable 
pane were offered for competition and were won as 
ollows :— 
Gun donated by D. Pike Co., won by W. Ely; case of 

shells by Ely Bros., Ltd.—J. Payne; case of shells by 
Ely Bros., Ltd.—G. L. Vivian; 4 bottles of Black and 
White by D. O. Roblin—E. Sturt; 4 bottles Black and 
White by D. O. Roblin—H. Lennox; 4 bottles Black 
and White by D. O. Roblin—J. Vance: coffee percolator 
by Chief Wendigo—Dr. Jordan; silver inlaid dish by 
Chief Wendigo—W. Barnes; fishing rod by Horton Mfg. 
Co.—J. Summerhays; fishing rod by Horton Mfg. Co.— 
C. Choate; automatic fishing reel by H. J. Frost & Co.— 
S. G. Vance; fly book by H. J. Frost & Co.—J. Mc- 
Lachlan; 4% doz. cut glass tumblers by Chief Wendigo— 
M. Goodale; % doz. cut glass tumblers by Chief 
Wendigo—Norman; pipe and pouch by Chief Dan-Bow 
Kek-Ma-Wim-Ne-Ne—Usher. 

Jennings Trophy 
_ A trophy was donated by J. E. Jennings for competi- 

tion among the five shooters making the lowest scores 
in regular events and who had not woa atrophy. Only 
three had shot through all the reguler events without 
securing a prize, namely Messrs. Hogarth, Pow and 
McGillivray. In the contest among these three for the 
Jennings trophy Mr. Hogarth was the winner. 

_ . Du Pont Long Runs 
Following is a list of the straight runs of 50 and over 

showing the gun used and the kind of shells and powder. 
The Du Pont Powder Co. is offering a gold watch fob 
for the first straight run of 50 or over made by any 
shooter at a registered tournament and for each 
succeeding run a watch fob bar. Amateurs making 15 
straight runs in 1915 or 1916 will be presented with a 
gold watch. 

} z Powder Shells Gun 
F. G. Bills, (pro.) 53. DuPont Leader Winchester 
F. G. Bills, (pro.) 55 * Leader Winchester 
F. G. Bills (pro.) 80 + Leader Winchester 
F. G. Bills (pro.) 56 3 Leader Winchester 
J.S. Boa (pro.) 4 ; Canuck Winchester 
Cy Balle 82 4 . M. C. Parker 
A.E. Millington 5 * U. M. C. Smith 
E. Sturt 60 = Leader Winchester 
Weskably,; 68 cM U. M. C. Baker 
F. G. Bills (pro.) 56 rf Leader Winchester 
Wier 51 a U. M. C. Baker 
J.S. Boa (pro.) 83 iy Canuck Winchester 
T.E. Houghton 70 MS Leader Winchester 
F. G. Bills (pro.) 53 s Leader Winchester 
G. L. Vivian 71 We Arrow Boss Co. 
J.S.Boa(pro.) 54 ss Canuck Winchester 
G. L. Vivian 52 = Arrow _ Boss Co. 
Major Singer 87 a U. M. C. Parker 
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IS YOUR 
BROTHER 

A SHOOTER? 
A WAVE ot enthusiasm in_ restoring 

Teaching 

the New 

Shooter 

How to 
Shoot Americar prestige wiih the gun is 

sweeping the country. 

Shooting is virile sport with a 

strong appeal to that inherited proieciive 

instinct thai made our forefathers the 

greatest marksmen in the world. 

The best place to learn io shoot is at a 

trapshooting club, but novices shy at the 

idea of making a start in the company of a 

bunch of experienced shots. To satisfy ihe 

demand for an organized arrangement for 

beginners, we planned a 

National Beginners’ Day Shoot 
ai which your inexperienced brother, son, wife, daughter. or 

friend may learn in company with various other beginners. 

Briefly, the plan provides two trophies 

A FOB FOR MEN, A SPOON FOR WOMEN 

The bronze fob illustrated at the left is’ for the best score made by 

a beginner, man or woman, at each of these beginners’ shoots. The 

sterling silver Nemours feaspoon is for each woman, beginner or 

experienced, who makes the best score at each of these shoots. 

REST HUNDRED CLUBS GET CUPS 

The handsome bronze cup trophy illustrated will be given 

to each of the hundred clubs having the greatest number 

of beginners contesting in these shoots. 

Any club may hold a shoot any day’or dayszin August. 

Wriie at once for full details and conditions. 

HUNDRED CLUB CUP LET EVERY MEMBER 

8 INS. HIGH GET A MEMBER 

Get every member ‘of your 
club to pledge himself to 
bring at least one beginner. 
Here is your chance to double 
tie membership of your club 
and do a real service for 
your brother, son, wife, 
daughter or friend. 

Get the details quickly 
(from Trapshooting 

Department 

DU PONT 
POWDER CO. 

Wilmington, 
Delaware. 

P.S. If you are a be- 
ginner write us for 
leiter of introduction 
to the Secretary of the 
nearest club holding a 
Beginners’ Day Shoot 
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Following are the scores: , 
REGULAR EVENTS. 

1st Day 200 Birds, 2nd Day 150 Birds, 3rd Day 150 Birds. 

PaGabiwss(pro:)ioe eee Ist Day 18 20 19 20 20 20 19 19 
2nd Day 14 13 15 15 15 13 15 14 
3rd Day 13 15 15 15 14 14 15 14 

JAS--Boa. (pro) 22) shay: 19 20 19 20 18 19 19 19 
2nd Day 15 15 12 13 13 14 15 14 
3rd Day 15 15 15 14 15 14 14 15 

Be Stunts n= 22 Sens Ist Day 19 19 20 20 19 19 20 19 

JsE Jennings «...: isebay 20 20: - 19. 190. 20 19) 0, aks 

AME ee lyin tos ei Epa ee toe Ge 19 19, «19 eo See 
RidiMay os. 4, 15 TA ~ Tee oe 
3rd Day 14 14 15 14 13 12 14 13 

H.D. Sherwood .... 1st Day 20 20 17 18 19 18 20 19 
2nd Day 15 13 13 12 12 15 12 13 
3rd Day 13 14 15 15 11 14 15 14 

Ge Va viall.. o-. Ist Day 20 16 17 18 19 19 17 20 
2nd Day 1133 12. 15 14 14 14 10 15 
3rd Day 15 15 15 14 14 14 15 15 

Were Benton. 42: Ist Day 19 16 19 18 19 20 19 20 
2nd Day 15 15 12 14 15 15 13 13 
3rd Day 11 13 14 14 15 14 12 15 

‘G. S. Walker (Pro.). 1st Day 18 15 17 18 20 19 18 19 
2nd Day 13 15 14 14 12 13 14 15 

: : 3rd Day 14 15 13 14 15 13 14 15 
Major Singer ...... ist Day 19 17 18 18 18 19 19 16 

2nd Day 15 14 15 11 13 15 13 12 
3rd Day 14 15 14 13 14 14 14 15 

WH ORISON jee. = Ist Day 19 17 18 18 19 18 19 18 
2nd Day 13 15 15 14 15 14 14 14 

3 3rd Day 14 15 8 14 13 15 14 11 
Weide OSCLIN) arenes Bus Ist Day 18 17 17 18 19 18 18 17 

2nd Day 14 15 14 14 12 15 12. 15 
3rd Day 15 14 15 14 14 15 13 14 

A.E. Millington ... Ist Day 20 16 18 19 19 18 19 16 
2nd Day 15 13 15 12 14 14 13 14 

2nd Day 14 15 15 12 15 10 15 13 
3rd Day 12 15 15 11 15 13 13 15 

W.H.Gooderham .. Ist Day 19 15 17 19 18 19 18 16 
2nd Day 12 15 14 15 14 14 14 12 
3rd Day 11 15 14 13 15 14 15 15 

R=Day7 (Pro)... - lst Day 18 19 18 18 19 18 15 20 
2nd Day 13 11 15 14 11 13 13 13 
3rd Day 15 14 14 13 14 10 14 14 

Wha Ue Na yok eee Ist Day 20 18 20 15 19 18 19 15 
2nd Day 14 14 12 15 13 13 14 9 
3rd Day 14 14 13 15 15 14 14 14 

PING CLAMIG. oye. <:sy; « Ist Day 18 16 19 19 16 19 19 18 
2nd Day 13 10 14 11 15 13 12 15 
3rd Day 14 15 15 14 15 15 14 10 

John Ebberts ...... Ist Day 18 17 17 20 18 19 19 19 
2nd Day 15 12 11 14 12 10 13 12 
3rd Day 14 15 14 12 15 14 15 13 

P. Wakefield j...... Ist Day 20 14 16 19 19 18 19 16 
2nd Day 15 13 15 14 14 15 16" 15 
3rd Day 1133 13 13 13 13 11 15 13 

J.Summerhayes ... Ist Day 19 18 18 18 19 18 17 17 
2nd Day 13 13 12 15 14 14 14 15 
3rd Day 14 12 13 12 12 14 14 14 

C.Summerhayes ... 1st Day 15 16 16 18 18 18 16 19 
2nd Day 14 15 12 15 13 13 14 15 
3rd Day 13 14 14 15 14 13 12 11 

T.E: Houghton .... Ist Day 18 20 19 19 18 16 19 18 
2nd Day 14 12 10 12 15 10 12 14 
3rd Day 15 15 14 13 13 14 13 15 

WWESPSSYN@SH © ccs Ist Day 17 16 18 18 17 19 15 20 
2nd Day 14 9 11 13 14 14 13 14 
3rd Day 13 14 12 14 13 13 LZ 15 

MEGoodale.....<.....- « Ist Day 19 18 17 18 17 19 18 il 
2nd Day 13 15 15 12 13 14 13 16 
3rd Day 13 15 13 14 14 1l 12 13 

PANIC EM le ied zine Ist Day 19 16 17 17 16 16 14 14 
2nd Day 14 15 13 14 13 14 13 13 
3rd Day 13 14 14 12 13 10 15 15 

ENGI os ee ca: 5S 0 Ist Day 17 14 17 17 20 16 20 17 
2nd Day 15 14 14 15 9 12 12 14 
3rd Day 13 13 15 12 13 14 15 14 

J. Broderick ....... Ist Day 17 14 16 17 19 15 17 18 
2nd Day 12 9 14 14 11 12 14 14 
3rd Day 15 15 14 14 15 13 14 14 

rev Ordan ..2. <<)... Ist Day 17 19 16 iby/ 18 17 19 16 
: 2nd Day 14 12 12 13 12 11 12 13 

3rd Day 11 13 13 12 15 12 15 13 
Jetiemsymme ...... Ist Day 17 17 17 16 18 17 19 17 

2nd Day 13 13 13 13 11 11 13 10 
3rd Day 14 15 9 12 12 13 14 13 

J.A.McLachlan ... Ist Day 19 15 17 16 19 16 17 18 
2nd Day 15 12 10 14 14 14 11 10 
3rd Day 12 ila 11 11 13 13 13 14 

NUP oye stock cy" < « Ist Day 18 18 16 20 20 20 20 18 

ee OpeorenmnoDy 
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Artistic Taxidermy 
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES 

The most up-to-date Taxidermist 
Establishment in Canada. 
A World-wide reputation—Taxider- 
mist to royalty—Czar of Russia, and 
other crowned heads. 

All Mounts 
turned out of 
our studio are 
moth-proofed 

} Loafing won’t do any good. That isn’t a eae 
T ig] Action is what you want. Go out with a ““BRISTOL”’ and j 

We Keep Ento- ‘ fight gamey old ‘‘Laker’’ or ‘‘Lunge’’ or pickerel to the 
mologists sup- @ finish and beat him. That is sport—that is what rests you. 

li f=; sends you home a new man. That is what makes a real }@ 
piles 4 vacation you can talk about until next vear. 5 

kewl In addition to your Trolling ‘““BRISTOL’’ No. 11 for § 
#4 $5.00, take along a Telescopic Adjustable Bait Casting 

We Keep Tax- | “BRISTOL” No. 35—also $5.00, and a light 514-07. Fly | 
i i = HO “‘BRISTOL’’ No. 29. $6.50. For week-en shing the §¢ 
idermist Sup | traveling bag ‘““BRISTOL’’ No. 23, $7.50—or the DE LUXE z } 

plies [| Silk Wound “BRISTOL” in Washable Glove Leather [| 
Case, $25.00. | 

~ hy If you haven’t seen the full beautiful ‘““BRISTOL”’ line iy 
We Tan Skins i) of 30 or more different kinds of rods, go to your dealer, or | 

fet~ write for 4 

ee WSL | FREE CATALOGUE ! 
u or coe Ss 
g S ‘alt All ‘‘BRISTOL’? Steel Fishing Rods are guaramced 3 years. a 

a Specialty k jay 
Mounted by the House of Learo Fe -. THE HORTON MFG. co. 42 

|}. 32 Horton Street Bristol, Conn. | j 
hire a SPORTSMEN—Our 12x9, 5-page pamphlet 

containing 25 half-tones of Animals, Birds, SS ee 
Fish, etc., also pointers how to keep them 
till they reach the taxidermist, will be mailed 
to any address on receipt of a 2-cent stamp, TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK 
along with our catalog on Taxidermist 

Supplies. | |THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER 
Regulates to Step and Registers Exact Dis- 

tances ; Simple, Accurate, Durable. 

Indispensable to every lover 
of outdoor sport. and especially 
to those who love WALKING. 
Instructive because of value in 
determining distances ; a neces- 
sary adjunct to ccmpass and as 
useful to SPORTSMEN. It 
furnishes the true solution of 
many a disputed question of 
how far it is toor from various 

points. Best of all it 
is a wonderful health 
promotor because its 
interesting notations 
afford real incentive 
for UWAACE KEN G: 
Whether you walk 
for health, business 
or pleasure — any- 
where, everywhere, 
the AMERICAN 
Pedometer tells the 
whole story of just 
how far you have 
travelled. 

Wei . : FULLY 
€ issue Game Licences for moose, deer, caribou,ete- GUARANTEED 

Residents, non-residents, members of clubs, etc. One Hundred Mile 

THE HOUSE OF LEARO pe . # Dealers ene ea 

Mounted by the 
House of Leare 

T 
150 SEEURY STREEY MONTREAL -AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY 

Long Distance Phone: Main 2406 902 CHAPEL ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
LARGEST SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA €. & A. GUNTHER CO. - - Toronto, Canada 

AEE LEIA SSE ERENT. FREE Agents for the Dominion of Canada 
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De J2G3Mamro s... 

Geo. M. Dunk‘ (pro.) 

A. S. Woodruff 

Geo.§Tuckett ...... 

W.J.McC IG Ora rnlis keira 

L. S. McCurdy 

H. W. Hunsberry 

Allan Case 

G. Mason 

S. Hopkin 

A. Parmenter ...... 
T. Jencker 
A. Mager 
Jes siaawsone v.25 se 

E 
'G 
B. J. Pearc 
A 
R 

NS O.0 hood 

W. UU D OS ioiz. wey. se 
T. W. Salis 
W.S. Lans 

DUTY: 3). 

3rd Day 

Ist Day 
2nd Day 
Ist Day 
2nd Day 
Ist Day 
2nd Day 

Ist Day 
3rd Day 
Ist Day 
3rd Day 
Ist Day 
3rd Day 
Ist Day 
3rd Day 

2nd Day 
3rd Day 
2nd Day 
3rd Day 
2nd Day 
3rd Day 

Ist Day 
Ist Day 
Ist Day 
Ist Day 
Ist Day 
Ist Day 
Ist Day 
Ist Day 
Ist Day 
Ist Day 
Ist Day . 
Ist Day 

3rd Day 
3rd Day 
3rd Day 
3rd Day 
2nd Day 
3rd Day 
3rd Day 
3rd Day 
3rd Day 
3rd Day 
3rd Day 
3rd Day 
3rd Day 
3rd Day 
3rd Day 
2nd Day 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

11 10 9 13 10 12 12 12 
14 14 11 14 14 13 14 12 
20 19 18 19 17 18 16 15 
11 13 14 ~ 9 14 10 12 13 
13 13 12 13 14 11 9 12 
17 17 15 19 18 15 17 15 
12 12 13 10 13 12 9 12 
13 13 15 13 14 11 14 ie 
19 17 16 16 18 ibys 17 13 
10 11 11 10 13 13 14 14 
14 14 12 13 13 10 14 14 
17 14 11 15 17 16 18 12 
14 13 12. 14 13 9 10 12 
1 15 11 9 14 13 11 15 
15 15 15 16 18 18 18 19 
12 12 11 11 10 11 10 13 
11 12 10 12 13 12 WP, 13 
16 18 14 12 13 16 15 15 
13 i 13 12 ee 11 13 11 
13 13 12o = aS 13 12 12 13 
15} 15 14 15 18 15 16 16 
11 13 11 12 12 11 11 9 
11 11 8 13 12 10 12 13 
13 15 15 17 15 14 13 14 
11 13 9 8 8 11 12 10 
11 9 12 10 10 10 11 11 
16 10 15 14 17 13 11 11 
12 9 9 9 11 6 11 12 
8 9 8 13 8 8 12 12 

& wi = 2 18 BE 19 19 
14 11 10 11 12 10 11 12 
13 12 11 15 13 12 13 13 

Shot First and Second Days only. 

16 12 18 18 18 20 18 17 
13 13 15 11 13 13 12 13 
Liz 14 19 16 17 15 18 17 
113) 12 11 11 13 10 14 11 
16 16 12 fof 16 18 19 14 
11 13 11 14 13 8 12 14 

Shot First and Third Days only. 

18 17 18 14 17 16 15 16 
12 15 15 15 15 11 14 14 
19 17 18 19 18 19 13 17 
12 14 12 11 15 12 13 14 
14 16 7; 19 i 19 18 18 
14 14 14 15 13 13 12 14 
15 16 16 14 NF 19 13 18 
12 14 13 11 15 13 13 14 

Shot Second and Third Days only—300 Birds. 

13 14 13 14 12 13 13 14 
12 13 14 14 14 14 15 13 
9 11 12 11 12 12 10 11 

10 13 13 12 11 10 6 13 
we os oe he 14 13 11 14 
(33 14 13 14 12 13 14 14 

Shot First Day only—200 Birds. 

19 19 17 20 20 19 18 16 
18 20 19 16 Le 18 19 18 
18 17 18 15 18 20 19 15 
20 15 18 16 18 19 16 17 
16 20 19 14 17 16 15 13 
15 16 16 17 14 15 19 16 
15 16 16 ies 14 16 12 17 
14 15 18 13 1) 17 17 17 
19 15 17 16 16 18 11 15 
19 20 18 14 18 19 ee re 
17 17 19 19 17 19 Es 
te ane Ae ae ats Ae 20 

Shot Second or Third Days only—150 Birds 

14 15 13 14 14 14 13 14 
14 13 13 12 15 11 14 15 
10 15 14 14 12 15 14 13 
11 14 13 13 15 5 13 12 
10 14 12 2 it 14 14 14 
12 11 12 15 13 12 14 13 
14 13 10 11 13 14 13 13 
13 14 12 12 10 12 15 13 
15 13 9 9 14 12 13 14 
12 12 9 15 11 12 14 12 
12 12 14 15 11 8 13 9 
11 8 10 11 13 11 12 10 
14 11 10 9 14 12 6 12 
8 9 10 13 13 8 6 11 

15 10 10 7 8 13 i 8 
12 10 8 10 8 10 10 9 
11 10 11 12 9 8 8 5 
tt 9 10 12 13 9 ee 2 

Pr ed pk peek peek pak pk feed fa 

Ph ph eh ek peek pak eh fee eh pak kph ph fe peek pak + 

OBDONIWNWWHENOUIN ER NOONRWAWOOMW Cle WOW — et 

—a—7— 9 _ 

120ex150 
123ex150 

148 
108ex120 
108ex120 
39ex 40 

A 
64ex 90 
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Scene At 1914 Grand American, Dayton, Ohio 

GO TO THE 

Grand American Handicap 
Grant Park, Chicago, August 16-20, 1915 

No previous event in trapshooting will compare with the Sixteenth 
Grand American Handicap in number of entries, shooting en- 
vironment, beauty and value of trophies and assemblage of 
trapshooting stars:/- Phis is 

The Premier Event of the Year 
and a ten-trap equipment,—the largest ever installed—insures to every 
shooter ideal conditions ‘‘on the firing line’ of Grant Park—Chicago’s 
most popular shore resort. 
Get into this “round up”’ of the world’s crack shots. Plan you vacation to 
include the Grand American Handicap—the ‘‘world series’ event of the 
trapshooting game. 

For program and special information write to E. Reed Shaner, Secy. Interstate Ascn., 
219 Coltart Ave., Pittsburg, or to Sporting Powder Division. 

DU PONT POWDER COMPANY 
WILMINGTON, 592 Du Pont Bldg., DELAWARE 

State Cha mpions Who Competed at Dayton for the National Amateur Championship 
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SP 
= 

TREAD ¥ 
Yororm»»»9V 
PT 2 

POUT UCU CUUAUCUERCM EL ECU CU TA EEE ER CREE T CREATEED ETERS 

= 

This INMAN 
Steero Tension 

on Your Ford 

Car 
means SAFETY 

ECONOMY and COMFORT 

It is highly efficient and is the truest mechanical 
device to help the steering of a Ford that can be 
had on the Canadian market. 

It keeps your car true to the road and you can 
drive with one hand without fear of ditching. 

The method of attaching it to the steering 
column is very simple and it is absolutely 
guaranteed. 

Price $5.00—F.0.B. Ingersoll, Ontario 

ORDERNOW. Write for Circulars 

Canadian Temco Sales Co. 

Ingersoll, Ontario 

their kind on the market. 

Buy one or all: 
trations and 24 full-page charts. 

The'A.B.C,. of Motor Car Operation. .50c 

The A.B.C. of Internal Combustion, En- 
gine, Maintenance and Repairs. ..25c 

The A.B.C. of Magneto Ignition Sys- 
RGSYEN isa sngtas tic o ois 0's 01c\s wcs\s ticle e's 15c 

The A.B.C. of Carburetor Construction 
Maintenance and Repair.......... 20c 

The A,B,C, of Battery Ignition Systems 
Ooh Agu Sono G SiO pIgUD DS CROOOEIORECIGS 25c 

While technical, are written in simple language. : 
ence. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United States. 
Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers and their 
agents. Thisrecommendation is a guarantee of the educational value of these works. 

Best Books Published For as 
bilists and Motorcyclists 

Irrespective of price, the following publications are the greatest values of 

Eight Complete and 
. . . Distinct Works 

Works are almost indispensable to—OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERA- 
TORS, BUILDERS, SALESMEN OR REPAIRMEN. 

In the complete series there are 350 pages of Text, 1000 Illus- 

Practical and convenient works of refer- 

The A.B.C. of Motor Car Chassis, Main- 
tenance and Repair..............+. 25c¢ 

Maintenance and Repair of Motor Car 
PUR iars os ee nicicinterehs cinta a's. elere Ss 5" oe 25c 

Lighting The Motor Car by eee 
5c eereseuceedsovicesanes se 200 teen ale 

*The A.B.C. of Aerial Navigation, a work 
that is up-to-date................50C 

*In this book the Engineering Science as applied to Construction of Aerial 
Craft and the Essential PrincipalsjGoverning Aviators are Summarized. 

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO 

Book Dept., Woodstock, Ontario, Canada W. J. TAYLOR Ltd., 
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Canadian Indian Two-Man Team (25 Targets) 
Sturt 23, Houghton 25—48; Vance 23, Vivian24—\47; 

Fenton 22, Tuckett 24—46: Norman 20, MceMackon 24 
—44: Wakefield 23, Woodruff 20—43; Jennings 21, 
Jordan 22—43:Ely 20, Joselin 22—42; Millington 21, 
Fox 21—42; Singer 18, Gooderham 20—38; Thomson 
18, Case 10—28. 

Tribe Shoot (Olympic Rules) 25 Targets 
Ely 24, Singer 24, Boa 23, Sturt 23, McMackon 23, 

Fenton 22, Norman 22, Vance 21, Houghton 21, Good- 
erham 21, Millington 20, Jennings 20, Case 20, Vivian 
19, Mathews 17, Jordan 17, Woodruff 17, Joselin 17, 
Marsh 16, Wakefield 16, Fox 17, Watson 13, Dunk 12, 
Thomson 11. 

Doubles (25 Pair) 
Jennings 45, Beattie 43, Barnes 42, Ely 42, S. G. 

Vance 39, Dunk (pro.) 37, Long 37, Gooderham 36, 
Vivian 34, Fox 34, Carruthers 32, Norman 30, 
Lachlan 29, Hunsbery 26, Vance 26, Sturt 22, 

Five Men Team (25 Targets) 
oie STANLEY NO. I 

Vivian 25, Ely 24, Houghton 24, Fenton 23,Jennings 
23. Total 119. 

HAMILTON NO. 2. 
Long 25, Konkle 24, Nairn 24, Lennox 23, Choate 20. 

Total 116. 
BRANTFORD 

Axton 24, J. Summerhays 24, C: Summerhays 22, 
Page 22, Doherty 22. Total 114. 

HAMILTON NO. I 
Barnes 24, Goodale 23, Thomson 22, Sturt 22, 

Beattie 20. Total 111. 
TILLSONBURG 

Payne 24, S. G. Vance 24, J. Vance 22, Pow 22, 
Taylor 19. Total 111. 

_ BALMY BEACH 
Fox 25, Joselin 22, Lansing 22, Booth 21, Tomlin 17. 

Total 107. 
COTTAGE 

Singer 25, McGee 23, Ball 21, Munro 17, Bernard 17. 
Total 103, 

STANLEY NO. 2 
Norman 22, Gooderham 22, Wakefield 21, Cashmore 

19. Hogarth 18. Total 102. 
NATIONAL 

Pearce 24, Jordan 20, Mason 18, Usher 18, Brown 18. 
Total 98. 

Butt Trophy Handicap (25 Targets) 
Singer (20 yds.) 25, Vivian (20 yds.) 25, Jordan (16 

yds.) 24, Gooderham (18 yds.) 23, S. G. Vance (21 yds.) 
21, Sturt (22 yds.) 20, Wakefield (20 yds.) 20, Norman 
(18 yds.) 20, Fox (17 yds.) 20, Case (16 yds.) 20, Jen- 
ings (22 yds.) 19, Ely (21 yds.) 19, Houghton (20 yds.) 
18, Marsh (17 yds.) 16. at 

In the shoot off between Singer and Vivian the former 
broke 23 and the latter 21 out of 25. 

Grand Consolation Event (15 Targets) 

E. J. Marsh 15, Dr. Jordan 14, Norman 14, Goodale 
13, Gooderham: 13, Symme 12. McLachlan 12, Brod- 
erick 12, D. J. C. Munro 11, A. Woodruff 11, 

Pow, Hogarth and McGillivray also ran. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Notes 
-F. G. Bills, Winchester representative, was high 

professional, breaking 482 out of 500 with a Winchester 
pump gun and Leader shells. J. S. Boa of the Domin- 
ion Cartridge Co. was a fairly close second with 476 to 
his credit. He shot Canuck shells. 

E. Sturt, who won high average, used a Winchester 
gun and U. M. C. and Leader shells. J. E. Jennings, 
BO eaye him a close run, used a Smith gun and Canuck 
shells. 

Major Singer, winner of the Butt trophy, shot U. M. 
C. shells and a Parker gun. 

Geo. R. Ginn of the Winchester Co. and Rupert 
Watson of the Dominion Cartridge Co. looked after 
the office with excellent satisfaction to those participa- 
ting in the shoot. 

The absence of High Chief Tiny was very much 
regretted. A telegram conveying his hearty good 
wishes was received. 

Much credit is due to High Scribe Chief Young Eagle 
upon whom the bulk of the work of arranging for the 
tournament fell. 

“Ted”? White, the genial Du Pont representative, 
was also among the missing ones. It is always a 
pleasure to watch him at the traps. Nothing seems to 
worry him. 

Geo. M. Dunk of the Dominion Cartridge Co. was 
untiring in his efforts to make everything run smoothly 
No shoot is complete without the genial George. 

Major Singer of St. Catharines made the longest run 
among the amateurs. He broke 87 targets without a 
miss and the last 42 were shot at 20 yards. 

The work of the referees was satisfactory in every 
respect. Robert Buchanan, J. Massingham and George 
Cashmore officiated in that capacity. 

Jas Thompson had charge of the Merchandise event 
and kept the trap busy on the second and third days. 
J. E. Jennings who was among the class A shooters, made 
repeated efforts to make a straight of 5. Several times 
he broke the first 14 but each time fell down on the last. 

The targets used were the well known Black Birds 
made by N. Long of Hamilton, who also supplied and 
had charge of the traps. 

The Ewing Trophy for the longest run in regular 
events was won by C. Ball with a score of 82. 

At the annual meeting of the Indians the following 
officers were elected: High Chief—P. Wakefield, High 
Scribe—W. T. Ely, Vice-Chief—T. FE. Houghton, 
Council—J. E. Jennings, E. Sturt, F. W. Watson, E. 
Marsh, W. R. Fenton, Dr. Jordan and F. I. Fox. 

J. E, Jennings, second high average for the three days 
and high gun in the doubles, 45x50, shot Dominion 
shells. 

Geo. Beattie, second high in the doubles, -!3x50, also 
shot Dominion shells. 

Counting all events, exclusive of doubles and con- 
solation, Sturt broke 563 and Jennings 556. 

as ote TH 
IMliliitae ih 

TOURNAMENT DATES 
August 20, 21, 22.—Lake St. Francis Gun Club Re- 

gistered Tournament at St. pobane. P..Q 
August 25 and 26.—Eagle Gun Club, Brantford, 

Registered Tournament. W.M. Doherty, Secretary, 
Eagle Place, P.O., Ont. 

Saskatoon Gun Club. 
At a gun club shoot at Saskatoon on June 12, S. E. 

Fawcett established a record, killing 24 straight birds in 
the 25 bird competition, many of which were travelling 

i rt 
tbyengte 

HB 

at such an angle that he had the privilege of refusing 
them. The 24 of Mr. Fawcett’s were completely 
smashed. Some of the scores were: : 

S. E. Fawcett 24, Roy Luck 23, H. R. Galbraith 21, 
W. Green 18, Fred Cole 18, J. H. Beatty 16, D.S. Camp- 
bell 15, Mr. Henry 14, Mr. Leeper 13. 

Following were the scores made at the Saskatoon 
Gun Club on June 19th: i 

Harry Zapfe 24, H. R. Galbraith 22, C. I. Macnab 22, 
John McRae 21, S. E. Fawcett 21, M. K. Cadwell, North 



CANADIRPSS 

FN Reliable 

GUIDE To PLACES 
Iner hive UP [6 THEIR PROSES 

Bass A-Plenty ! 
—————————— 

And no wilderness 
travel needed to find 
splendid fishing ! 

Bass abound close to 

the hotel in the heart 

of the Rideau Lakes. 

High, cool, and mod- 

ern. Easy to get to, 

and you'll rest well at 

Hotel Kenney 
Jones Falls, Ont. 
Overnight from N. Y. Vity 

No better fresh-water fishing on this continent---no off seasons. The owner runs the Ken- 4 [x A. KENNEY 

ney, soit isbound to be runright. It’s modern, complete, and yet not high-priced. Open May Mgr. and Propr. : 

1 to November 1-—-good hunting in the season. Ask for Booklet giving FACTS-not mere talk Jones Falls, Ont., Can. 

To the Fisherman, Canoeist and Camper 

ALGONQUIN PROVINCIAL PARK, ONTARIO'S 
2.500,000-acre Forest and Game Preserve, offers a virgin 
Lakeland of 2.000 lakes and streams comparatively unfished. 
Rare opportunilies tor live game photography. 2,000 feet 
elevation. Immune from Hay Fever. Highest and Coolest 

Resort in Ontario. 

HOTEL ALGONQUIN 
at Joe Lake Station is the Starting Point of the direct canoe 
routes North and South through the Park. 
The hotel affords every requisite and comfort for guests 

within easy reach of fine Trout and Bass Fishing. 
omplete Outfitting and Provisioning Store. Canoe and 

Boat Livery. Guides procured. Six hours from Ottawa, 
eight from Toronto. Pullman service. 
Season—June 25th to September 25th. 

Information and Booklet of 

L. E. MERRELL, Mowat P.O., Ontario 

. aS : 
Gaspe Basin 2% favs | The Penetanguishene 

Charming resort for sportsmen and_ pleasure Georgian Bay’s Leading Summer Hotel 
seekers. The vicinity affords beautiful scenery, fine 
sea-bathing and unexcelled fishing. Guests have the 
privilege of salmon and trout fishing in connection saa ar ad 01 5a ens 
with the house. Salmon and trout fishing par excel- Modern and Home Like, Super iol Cuisine, Sand 

lence. Best salmon fishing on Pool commences first Beach, Several Rooms en suite with bath, Electric 
week in June. Don’t miss the sport. 

Baker’s Hotel 9??ers 
lights, Tennis, Bowling, Good Fishing, Dancing, 

Orchestra in attendance, Best Drinking Water in 
So long and favorably known, offers first class 

Suemnmodation for tourists with all the comforts of Province. Two hours from Toronto, via special 

home Has been greatly enlarged, up-to-date in j : ° Tri r clet : grea sd, : ily express. Write for Booklet. 
every respect. Rooms with baths, hot and cold water. da ly a ig 
Tennis courts, croquet lawn, etc. Before making 

y lans for the s ti : e to write 1 . : eat theists wnte W. H. Wilson, Prop., Penetanguishene, Ont. 
eo HOTEL, GASPE, QUE ‘a 
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Battleford, 21: D. S. Campbell 20, R. Dill 20, A. 
Schoen 19, J. H. Beattie 18, Dr. McConnell 18, W. 
Green 16, Dr. Love 15, W. J. White 15, F. Cole 14, Dr. 
Valens 13, Dr. Norman Wright 10, P. H. Code 7, M. 
Weighell 5. 

Chatham Gun Club. 
The third event in the series of shoots for the Brackin 

trophy was held at the traps June 17. 
Twenty-two shooters took part in this shoot, the 

largest attendance so far. 
The results of the three shoots are: 

II I 
PD eSanthe oS. ee ERE Eas 21 20 20 
Vi DANG Ee = es eee Sete Ds 23 20 
Me STOIC § cia cfs biees cece ges 25 21 25 
PE APAEAUETEL OTP ei ole 5. oPict neve Soe a tee 25 24 24 
SEN CLUE Tet a eS ree renee eee 29 24 23 
WHSILISINICOIS 3) 222... 22 Jee 23 20 23 
PORACMIING seese.,. sie oe. ok tee 25 a — 
1 Seated Na Cy aie, A ee RE Pe eh penny 25 24 25 
IB Dalsenes seca c cosa oases 23 22 24 
PASS TNTEI eee oars © ahecte Cotas eae 22 — 23 
JER ORI ETL Grier ea SS oe 18 — —- 
WHS ALEESOMN 4 © h/oStss2 ae ieicanjonn sea oe 23 19 24 
SE METO WER 5 on ie See ee ee ee 20 24 — 
PS SORNSEOR: =. o. scat ce oe le een 19 - 16 
NGPA EA no cra Sas nee oe eee 14 18 15 
APREAGUSEON). 20/5 gas a ace ee ee 23 23 22 
Boventhergale =. across eee ee eee 23 20 — 
EMC OlEar eo Sec lee ne eee 19 17 24 
EOLIOUSLON 2 6 oo eee 9 9 — 
penMicCormack. - fuuaei-we. pees 22 23 — 
A eNNeL \ 525.5 Cee eee 22 23 21 
OACATIEK ON | 3S rcayoic oe ee ee oe 21 23 21 

Following is the score of a match held on June 24th: 
P. Taylor 25, F. Smith 22, H. Hunter 24, W. B. Wells 

18, J. Fleming 24, W. H. Nichol 25, G. T. Crowe 20, 
J. A. Aitken 25, J. W. Pereson 15, H. Smith 22, J. 
Houston 22, R. Coltart 24, F. Dolson 22, Geo. Willard 
2a, 

Tillsonburg vs. Simcoe. 
At a shoot between Tillsonburg and Simcoe shooters 

held at Tillsonburg the scores were: 

SIMCOE 
W. McCall 45, P. Laing 43, G. Haymaker 42, W. 

Hocken 40, W. Goodlet 39, J. Hocken 39, W. Haymaker 
38, J. Carter 38, M. Hewson 37—361. 

TILLSONBURG 
J. Vance 48, P. B. Neale 44, S. G. Vance 44, J. Payne 

43, W. G. Pow 42, A. M. Hare 42, C. Leach 40, T. W. R. 
Taylor 37, Dr. McGilvery 27—367. 

Eagle Gun Club. 
The following are the scores of two shoots held, one 

at Simcoe, and the other at Brantford. 
50 Bird match at Simcoe June 3. 
Marlatt 38, Carter 41, F. Goodett 28, McAlpine 33 

McCall 41, W. Goodlett 34, Lang 36, Hewson 40, 
Hocking 38, Burk 35—364. 

Dennis 45, Stevenson 35, Summerhays 46, Lambden 
41, McRobb 44, Page 43, W. Doherty 40, McKinnon 32, 
T. Doherty 32, Alton 44—402 

50 Bird match at Brantford June 10. 
H. Marlett 38, Hewson 36, Goodlett 33, Lang 37, 

Hocking 36, Hamaker 42, Carter 36, Goodlett 39, 
Carter 29, McCall 39—365. 

Summerhays 39, Stevenson 39, McRobb 42, Alton 
45, Williams 44, T. Doherty 39, Robinson 43, Page 42, 
Wilkes 35, B. Doherty 42—410. 

Jordan Gun Club. 
The second shoot of the Summer series of the Jordan 

Gun Club was held on Saturday, June 12th, under most 
favorable weather conditions. ae 

Four automobile loads of the Virgil Gun Club paid 
the Jordan club a friendly visit. Prizes for a special 
event were given by the Jordan Club to be competed 
for by the visitors which were won by Singer, Jenckes, 
Dawson and Walker respectively. 

The prize winners in the Dupont Handicap for local 
shooters were Fisher, Boulton and P. Wismer, who with 
their handicap, broke 25 each. 

Those shooting and their scores were as follows: 
Choate 100, 85; Jenckes 75, 68; Fisher 60, 55; Huns- 

berry 60, 52; Honsberger 60, 50; A. Wismer, 60 50; 
Singer 50, 47; Walker 50, 47; McGhie 50, 47; Wilson 
50, 43; Dawson 50, 38; W. Niven 50, 38; Casselman 50, 
37; High 50, 35; Clement 50, 35 Bufton 50, 34; B. Niven 
50, 31; Cairns 50, 25; A. Bufton 50, 24; Tracey 50, 24; 
Hutchinson 50, 24; Boulton 35, 32; Spence 35, 31; P. 
Wismer 35, 30; D. Konkle 35, 30; Church 35, 22; E. 
Konkle 25, 21; Williams 25, 18; Price 25, 18; Rubel 25, 
16; Nicholson 15, 11; Rooker 15, 11; Gibson, 25 16; 
Bissell 25, 15 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

(First number denotes those shot at, second number 
those broken.) 

tanley Gun Club. 

A very pleasant evening was spent by the members 
and friends of the Stanley Gun Club at their shoot on 
Thursday, June 17th from 5.30 p.m. until dark. Quite 
a few members and friends were present and fair scores 
were made. For the doubles, the scores were: Jen- 
nings 39 out of 24 pairs: Hadley, 18 out of 12 pairs; 
Hogarth, 14 out of 12 pairs. i 

The club will hold a shoot every Thursday evening, 
from 5.30 until dark. All members are requested to 
come and help boost these shoots. Visitors always 
welcome. All makes of shells for sale on grounds. 

Marsh 115, 91: Case 110, 78: Lewis 110, 80; McGrath 
105, 72: Houghton 100, 94: Ely 100, 86; Norman 90, 
70: Hogarth 75, 68: Stevens 75, 64: Thompson 70, 49; 
Jennings 65, 62: Salisbury 60, 44: Hughes 60, 39; 
Ingham 55, 41; Ten Eyck 50, 41; Hadley 45, 34; Dwight 
45, 27: Cashmore 25, 22: Winter 25, 19. 

At the Stanley Gun Club on June 24th, Messrs. 
Stevens, Goslin, Jennings and Mr. Walker of the W. M. 
C. Cartridge Co., each broke 25 straight, and a large 
number broke 24 out of 25. 

The following is a list of those present, with their 
scores: 

Jennings 150, 141; Norman 145, 143; Stevens 130, 
119; Case 125, 101: Ely 105, 86: Walker 100, 87; Vivian 
100, 73: Joslin 80, 76: Hadley 75, 48: Salisbury 75, 45; 
Rolph 70, 34: Tomlin 60, 44; Dunk 65, 48: Marks 40, 
28; Ten Eyck 35, 22: Ingham 35, 21; Dey 35, 18, 
peda 30, 17; R. Buck 25, 24, N. Buck 25, 20; James 
25, 18. 

Hamilton Gun Club. 

At the Hamilton Gun club on Saturday, June 19, 
the attendance was not as large as usual, but notwith- 
standing it was one of the liveliest shoots held in a long 
while. The stiff breeze made the targets rather un- 
certain and it was just enough to make the members 
work a little harder than usual. : 

E. H. Sturt lost the championship medal and title 
of the club which he won at the last shoot,.and T. W. 
Barnes was the successful challenger. It was a twenty- 
five-bird race, and both went straight to the twenty- 
fourth bird, when Sturt missed and Barnes got his, 
finishing up 25 to 24. This emblem was first competed 
for in 1891. 

T. W. Barnes also had the best total for the day with 
182 out of 195, and is certainly in unbeatable form. 
E. H. Sturt_was next with 92 out of the 100, and was 
high in the 50-bird event with 47, winning a silver club 
spoon. W. Wark is coming along in good shape and 
put on 67 out of 75. E. Harris had the consistent score 
of 66 out of 75. 

The scores were: 
Total 

50 birds Shot at Broke. 
5 1 138 

44 75 66 
39 100 81 
47 100 92 
43 Wea 67 

T.- We Barnes 230% 6 os eee 46 195 182 
M> Garr 5 Son ee ee 43 110 92 
JPN ters os on a oe er ae 43 100 87 
T Samnthee: ote So eee 40 75 58 
G Beatties ooo a. scion ee 43 135 116 
ASParmentertscn 24 dc seine cee 36 80 59 
Georpe: Stroud oe. . cca, 2 42 110 86 
KK JOROSOM (Fos o4 so. 2 <P. c aw aloes 46 125 112 
EE Lennon... oe. Seer eee 41 125 109 

At the practice events at Hamilton Gun Club on 
June 26th, John Hunter was unable to get the cham- 
pionship title from T. W. Barnes although he put up a 
splendid race, the score being 23 to 25. Barnes is shoot- 
ing in whirlwind form just now and was high for best 
total of the day with 145 out of 150. George Beattie 
did not get going for the first honor events, but he 
finished the last fifty straight, turning in the nice total 
of 117 out of 125. D. Konkle put on 46 out of 50 and 
J. Hunter 91 out of 100. The scores were: 

J. Hunter 100, 91: D. Konkle 50, 46; Geo. Beattie 125 
117; T. W. Barnes 150, 145; J. W. Nairn 125, 97; M. 
Goodale 150, 129; W. Wark 75, 65; H. Lennon 125, 
a N. Jones 100, 76; E. Harris 75, 67; Geo. Stroud 75, 

A friendly match was pulled off at Red Hill ranges 
between the .22 rifle clubs of Frost Wire Fence company 
and American Can company on Saturday afternoon. 
Each club was represented by nine members and Frost 
company’s team were winners, the scores being: 
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Hunting, Fishing and Exploring Parties 

STONY INDIAN HUNTERS 

Morley, Alta. 

Central New Brunswick Hunting Camps 
Located in the centre of the Big Game District of N.B. 
MOOSE, CARIBOU, DEER AND BEAR 
All at same Camps. Correspondence Solicited. 

PRINCE GEORGE 
TORONTO - - CANADA 

BOSTON 
Commonwealth fAve. 

100 yards from Massachusetts Ave. car lines Mag nificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted. 

ee = a uisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service 
The Distinctive Boston House Pannen Pini” “American Piso! : 
A public house for those who demand the best SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor 

and prefer a homelike atmosphere. 

Single rooms from $2. Combined sitting | 
room, bedroom and bathroom from $4. | 
Self contained suites. In summer dinner Fg 

| 

| | 

e at a fixed price is served in the roof garden. 

Some globe trotters have been good enough to say otters | Fishing and Big Game Hunting in the 
that the Puritan is one of the most attractive and & = 

comfortable hotels in the world. Canadian Rockies 

Our booklet with guide to Boston on receipt 
of your card. R. G. COSTELLO, MANAGER 

H. CG. LOW, Sportsman and Tourist Cuide 

SS ——————————————————— > \ Galena P.O., via Golden, B.C. y 

For Bass, Muscallonge and Pickerel 

1 nT oc 
22 | ] 

BETTER THAN EVER 

ao the ernst on Pickers! te. Coad teat | || oy COpONA HOTEL - MONTREAL LA CORONA HOTEL - MONTREAL trips, daily mail, camping parties outfitted. House boat, 
cruiser, launches, boats and canoes for rent. _ Get your 
ticket for Pickerel Landing on the Canadian Pacific Ry. 
We meet youthere. Write for further particulars European Plan 

M. H. FENTON, $1.50 day andu John Healy, Manager 
cS a « . . Fr a . . 

Wanikewin Hotel - Wanikewin, Ont., Can. sa z : 

240 sizes and 
kihds for all kinds of © 
game fish. 3 shapes, 6 
finishes, any color fly, re- 
versible blades: Send for 

1915 TACKLE CATALOGUE---Colored Insert x 
J, J. Hildebrandt Co., 192 High St., Logansport, Ind. 

Your Opportunity to Join 
A Fish and Game Club 

THE ETERNITY FISH AND GAME CLUB 
with a thirty mile square preserve on the Saguenay River, 
Quebec, offers a few memberships to sportsmen. Good 
moose and caribou hunting, plenty of partridges and 
duck, excellent lake trout fishing, good touridi fishing 

et ee x and asmall undeveloped salmon river. In the preserve 
| are two large lakes five miles long and a mile wide, a 

dozen small lakes and two hundred ponds. The head- 

a | | quarters cabin has a store connected with it where 

( a supplies can be purchased. Canoes are owned by the 

Do You Wa nt L h | | Club and are free to Club members. The preserve can 

a au nc be reached inforty-eight hours from Boston, and by 
special arrangement with the Government the game 

To use onthe Muskoka Lakes? license is only Ten Dollars for Club members. 

For further particulars address 
ELLERTON JAMES, 10 Post Officé Sq., BOSTON, MASS. Here is Your Chance--A new 20ft. Hull, ready 

for engine. Save all freight charges. 

Address: Box 55, Rod & Gun, Woodstock, Lae 
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American Can Co.—Skinner 39, Howes 50, Adams 
34, McAngus 50, Doyle 32, Dunning 41, Weller 27, 
Ridgeway 54, Douchette 53. Total 380. 

Frost Wire Fence Co.—Burns 52, Hoffman 62, King 
56, Leeman 44, MacCay 54, Mainwell 44, Truscott 45, 
Woods 51, MacMahon 39, Total 447. 

The spoon contest of Frost company’s club was de- 
cided in favor of Overholt, the handicap and scores 
being as tollows: 

Allow- Score 
ances. Made. Total 

WSUGNS oe Pde oS tae ee 32 52 84 
lakoyitvat:) oe ee eee ee eee 19 62 81 
SUING ok yon reo tora a Ona wees ee 20 56 76 
HECETIANY Ae. cin kee ee 22 44 66 
MacGayis iiss os: . a eee 26 54 80 
LSE Tr | beled es ae a eg ee RS 28 44 72 
PMOSCOPE eo ete estes aoe enna 22, 45 67 
RWWDOGS rset ee nee ee 29 51 80 
MacMWiahont...s0 cae ee ses) A LOO 39 75 
OVeErholeeos eae 2S 34 55 89 

Peterboro Gun Ciub. 
June 17 was a big day at Peterboro Gun Club, the 

annual tournament of the Trent Valley Trap Shooters’ 
Association being held there. The following clubs were 
represented: Cobourg, Belleville, Stirling and Peter- 
borough. 

Belleville making the five highest scores, were the 
winners of the challenge flag, Peterborough being 
second, Cobourg third, and Stirling fourth. The silver 
spoon, presented by the Du Pont Powder Co. for the 
highest individual score, was won by Mr. H. Day, of 
Belleville. The watch feb, presented by the Dominion 
Cartridge Co. for the second highest score, was tied for 
by Mr. R. Stafford, of Belleville, and Mr. C. Mills of 
Peterborough. In the shoot off Mr. Stafford won out 
by one bird. Two boxes of cigars were also presented 
by one of the Peterborough members for the two 
highest scores. Following are the scores at 50 birds: 

BELLEVILLE. 
FY Days... ~ de peiekee ae aoc eee 24 24—48 
RieStatiord . 6225S cee 23 23—46 
NEA SPLASUC. oe cre on Ce Fe eee 21 23—44 
eavwaodley cio. sans creme ee eee 19 24—13 
FSG ere yingici sos cta de See eee 19 23—42 
TACINTOL ES co soit Sen oeinich Me Ee 21 20—41 
Gallarmist ose eee 20 20—40 
(Gt LD ees Aes i nr ee Lora = 20 20—40 

COBOURG 
Sy POTS eo Boe ee ee ee Lee Sl 22 22—44 
PRR OG Kei cy ere Je a eh oh: SEE 22 21—43 
Se RACKSONI Pr Pie & oye ccs on eee 18 23—41 
EU TOOD Site tae Hon. a hat eee eee 21 20—41 
CeMcGallnimimes: & 3s ccecesee cheese 20 20—40 
GaGrowther 3: .3:. . PA ate poe 20 19—39 

STIRLING 
WIRGoOkse een ee ee eee 19 20—39 
MEV OOTEH EN fayette ts 2 eae eee Be 18 19—37 
PSA erSOtss a5 oe, . fie ale ese 3 17—30 
PS aNIINUEV ce ek cil. os onthe ie stems 14 12—26 
PES PLASC Re ners POE. oc o, ee ee Ne 9 16—25 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

PETERBOROUGH. 
C.J Millls, 2 na 2 Oo eee 23 23—46 
S? Coon tapas. oom eee 21 22—A3. 
EARCIROUTE Vibe fig 2 sto ene ee 21 21—42 
DEAE ranks Mies i ei ee 20 21—41 
DE Gowans (3 2 an sc... ue 20 21—41 
We Belleghem ».n2ss. eee 19 20—39 
ESL OUGHS) = bt 2.0 ah Sete rs eee 18 21—39 
CAWoO0d she oe le ee eee 19 19—38 
Je Brichtmiant 45 Ai sje oe 20 17—37 
Cxvamess 9.2 fs. 6k oe eee 16 21—37 
PR RINE as cet coe ce ae 14 20—34 
GaGraham)\ 202k sae eee eee 14 19—33 
SN Gy? “i ., <P ae a bee ee ee 14 12—26 
Gr ibech?..-.negothee (oe eee 11 12—23 
Jo Bolger. +.) iin. Aa eee 10 10—20 

The attendance at the regular shoot of the Peter- 
borough Gun Club on July 2nd., was small, owing to 
several of the members being away after the holiday. 
The scores were: S. Coon 50, 44: S. Louchs 50, 40; 
C. Graham 50, 28; A. Jones 50, 27; C. Mills 25, 17; C. 
Wood 25, 16; C, James 25, 15: L. Lundy 25, 13; 

St. Hubert Gun Club. 
Two events of 25 birds were decided at the traps of 

the St. Hubert Gun Club on June 26th. Mr. V. V. 
Rogers won the spoon with a score of 47. The scores 
were as follows: 
MAV 2 ROSEIS . c= oa aun Sse eee 23 , 24—A7 
ASW “LE Rroop) 125 cnet ee ee 24 22—46 
We Cubkattlel.;; 4388 Bo eee 21 22—43 
Geo: Easdale 24). each eee 20 22—42 
Geo.'O’ Connor? ees ee ee eee 19 23—42 
Dx. Mohr 4. sf. eee eee 20 19—39 
A<T: Philips: 4.4)... bee eee 20 19—39 
'W.. Williams eid Nonrotiaa 7 hin Se 18 19—37 
C.J: Booths dss eee ee 20 15—35 
O2T; Ring Ae ee eee 15 15—30 
Wi: L. Cameron: (25. 23 ecee eee 16 13—29 
BeWwoMebennan, oases eee 15 14—29 
Geo. Bryson; jr | Xa eset eee 13 15—28 

EXTRA EVENT—25 Birds. 
Geo:-O}Gonhor 42. eee 23 22 22—67 
Geo. Easdale ». >... eek oe eee 21 22 23—66 
ASPs ...2025-: cate Sone 16 16 18—50 
WV EROSerSs 20! See 19 19 .-—38 

The D.C.T.S Association Gets New Name 
At a largely attended meeting of the trap shooters 

from all parts of Canada held at Ottawa it was unani- 
mously decided that game protection should form one 
of the leading features of the organization and the name 
was changed to the Dominion Game Protective and 
Trap Association. The officers elected were as follows: 

Pres., Robt. A. Sibbitt, Ottawa; 1st Vice-Pres, 
Mark Sprague, Belleville; 2nd Vice-Pres., B. 
Hutcheson, Montreal, Sec., Alfred Hewett, Toronto; 
Board of Directors, S. G. Vance, Tillsonburg; Maj. W. 
H. Singer, Niagara-on-the-Lake; Jos. Jennings, 
Toronto; George L. Vivian, Toronto. 

No place becomes oppressive from the 
summer’s heat or unpleasant through the 
winter’s cold if it is situated in a forest region. 
It is an established fact that al! the renowned 
Swiss health and pleasure resorts are in closest 
vicinity to woods and forests whose purifying 
presence and wholesome fragrance acts like a 
tonic on the human system. 

In certain mountainous regiois where 
landslides, torrents and avalanches would 
otherwise cause fearful havoc, the forests 
alone can ward these disasters off. This is 
the reason why every pine is held sacred in 
those districts, and why but small tracts of 
forests are denuded at one time and are 
immediately replanted. 



Fishermen, Ho! 

New Small Size 

Fluted Wobbler 

For expert fishermen who like a lighter bait 
than the standard size Wobblers to use with 
light rod. Has only two hooks, so there is no 
chance of tangling. Under hook is in center of 
*belly’’ of the bait. Get acquainted with the 

Wobbler Family 

Hastings 
Lucky Tackle 

Wilson’s Wobblers are now made in these six styles: 
Cupped Wobbler, surface, new this year; Fluted Wobbler, 
semi-surface; Winged Wobbler, deep water; Luminous 
Wobbler, Weedless Wobbler, Small Fluted Wobbler. Each 
style in six different colors. 

With Wilson’s Wobblers use Hastings Lucky Tackle — 
the Hastings Double-Handle Reel and the Hastings Senter- 
brade Silk Casting Lines. Sold by dealers, Write for Bait 
Casting Booklet and Tackle Folder. Free. 

HASTINGS SPORTING GOODS WORKS 
Dept. H HASTINGS, MICHIGAN. 

RCD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Genuine DOWaGIAC 
Crab Wig Siler 
Scurries Backward _ 
Like aLive «@§ 

The first 
Casting ° 
Imitation 
ofthe Natural Food 
ofthe Black Bass 

No. 1809 

Bass can’t resist it—because 
itlooks and acts just like 

their favorite food, the crab or crawfish. Accurately colored 
in the wonderful Heddon Porcelain Enamel, guaranteed not to 
crack, peelor flake. Just the right weight and balance for cast- 
ing. Floats when at rest, but dives and zigzags backward when 
reeled in. Hooks held in the patented ‘‘Dowagiac’”’ sockets, so 
they can’t foul each other or mar enamel—and they get the 
fish. Variable line fastening governs depth and ac- 
tion, You need this “Crab Wiggler” in your tackle box. 85c 
It’s a winner. Also in other Heddon colorings at same price 

IT’S A YEAR OF WIGGLERS 
More wiggling, diving baits will be used this year than any other style— 

chiefly Dowagiac “‘Wigglers,’’ of course, because of their reputation and 
many advantages—non-cracking enamel, variable line fastening, “‘Do- 
Wagiac’’ hook sockets, and superior workmanship, Dowagiac Minnow 
Wigglers,’’ deep water style (No. 1600) and shallow water style (No. 

1700) sellat 75c in various colorings. 

ART CATALOG. A book you'll prize. Shows all Heddon 
tacklein colors, including the famous Jim Heddon’s Casting 
Rods. Full of practical advice on expert casting and more 
successful fishing. A postal brings this book FREE. 

dames Heddon’s Sons, !ox15, Dowagiac, Mich. (Pronounce it “Doe-wah’-jl-ac”) 
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DIAMONDS 
$1, $2, $3, WEEKLY 
Save money on your Dia- 

monds by buying from us. We 
are Diamond Importers. Terms 
20 % poe, $1, $2 or $3 Week- 

f : we e€ guarantee you ev 
advantage in Price and Quality. 10% off for ae 

Write to-day for Catalogue,’ itis free 
_ We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for ipspec- 

tion at our expense. Payments may be made weekly 
or monthly. 

JACOB BROS., Diamond Importers 
15 Toronto Arcade, Toronto, Canada 

WZ WY 
x | 

Our Expert Casting Line 
Hard Braided of the Highest Grade of Silk. The 
Strongest Line of its size in the World. Used by 
Mr. Decker in contest with Mr. Jamison. Nuf sed. 
Every Line Warranted. 50 Yard Spools $1.00. 

Trout Flies 
For Trial—Send Us 

I8e eaiaite! sit: Quality A 
or an assorted dozen. 

ee gare c 
eee ee Pe 
Sey ae Ga We 
Regular price. ..$1.00 auze Wing 

2.00 Beara reres 933%5 English 

Liem o= Steel Fishing Rods 
a VeLODS. 8 OLiO8 Peek sae ccc wain ainie Saerieno sini Sas ewig vas oe QO 
BATEIRODS N68 Gs OF Gieek anc: cee canoe een Gis con os nckicmec nnn’ -70 
GAS TING RODS; 44. 52 or Gi feet, cesckoset ess. sccenecnacecuch 5 
BAIT RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip 
CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip............ ... 15 
CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings .................... 3.50 

The H. H. KIFFE CO. 525 Broadway, ? New York 
Illustrated_Catalogue free on application 

G. M. SKINNER’S 
Famous Fluted Spoon Baits 
100’ VARIETIES AND SIZES 

Send for Catalog No. 12 CLAYTON N Y 

TARGETS and TRAP 
At Kingsville on June rd, Joe 

neluding a Jennings broke 221 x 225 
run of 180 straight without a miss 
shooting at Canadian Black Birds 
Several runs of 100 and over at 

Ottawa D.C. T. S. A. Shoot 

MANUFACTURED BY 

NELSON LONG, Hamilton, 
Ontario. 

— 
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Strange thing what a perverted sense of 
humor some sportsmen have. One man 
writing recently of a squirrel hunt says: “One 
funny incident occurred when my companion 
shot a squirrel and only wounded it, so that 
it crawled into a hollow log. My friend then 
got a long stick and by persistently prodding 
got the squirrel out, but in so doing he pulled 
the squirrel’s tail off.” 

Did this manreally think thisincident funny, 
we wonder, or was it just an example of the 
use of the wrong word to express his meaning, 
and did he really mean that the incident was 
strange, peculiar, perhaps even unfortunate? 

W. C. Redfield, secretary of commerce, will 
urge congressional legislation, it is now ex- 
pected, based on the recommendation of three 
scientific experts, authorizing the resumption 
of the killing of seals at the Pribilof Islands 
next winter. 

Canada and Japan which are interested 
financially in the American herd, by the term 
of treaty wnich abolished pelagic sealing made 
an investigation contemporaneously with the 
American experts. Both governments have 
made representations to the United States 
that the condition of the seal herd warrants 
resuming sealing operations at once. 

Figures showing the growth of the fishing 
industry in the coast waters of Northern 
British Columbia made public at Prince 
Rupert by the fishery committee of the city 
show that over nine million pounds of halibut, 
in addition to salmon, cod, and herring were 
landed there in 1914. Since the inauguration 
of thorough service between Prince Rupert and 
Winnipeg over the Grand Trunk Pacific, it was 
claimed that a million pounds of fish had been 
shipped east each month to the prairies, 
Chicago, Montreal, New York, etc. The 
catch- was worth more than half a million 
dollars in 1914 and in the present year it will 
be even larger and more valuable. 

In Manitoba the season for shooting game 
birds remains unchanged. 

The season for the shooting of up-land and 
other plover.. woodcock, snipe or sandpiper 
and wild ducks, opens the 15th of September, 
and closes on the 30th of November. The 
season for prairie chicken, partridge, ptarmi- 
gan or other grouse opens on the Ist October 
and closes on the 20th October. 

It is necessary for all persons other than a 
farmer or a member of a farmer’s family 
actually residing on a farm in this province, 
who intend hunting game birds to obtain a 
license from the Department of Agriculture at 

- Winnipeg before going to hunt. Resident 
bird license fee, $1.00. 

Non-residents of the Province must also 
procure a non-resident hunting license before 
going to hunt birds or animals of any kind; 
the fees, British subject resident in British 
territory, $15.00, other non-residents, $50.00. 

Residents accompanying or aiding a non- 
resident to hunt or shoot. who have not 
obtained the necessary license shall be held 
equally to have violated the law and liable to 
like penalty. 
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Mr. J. A. Cholley of Montreal, a hunter’s 
guide in the backwoods of Beauce County, 
near the main boundary and a Veteran of the 
Franco-Prussian war of 1870-71, although 
77 years of age upon the outbreak of the 
present war, went to Paris at his own expense 
and offered his services to the Minister of War 
in a personal interview. The minister of 
course could not accept a soldier at that age, 
at least, “‘not for the present.’’ These latter 
words carried great comfort to Mr. Cholley, 
who hopes yet to account for a few Germans. 

During the past year the Canadian Ford 
Company has spent a million dollars in new 
Canadian buildings and assembly plants at 
Montreal, Toronto, London and Ford. All 
of these buildings have been completed since 
the first of this year. Already it is said plans 
are under way for buildings of equal magni- 
tude in Winnipeg and other branch cities, and 
these will be started in the near future. 

The St. John N. B. Telegraph publishes the 
following news item from Albert, N. B. 

“Dr. Carnwath had an unusual experience 
on Saturday night while coming up from 
Waterside in his automobile. When part way 
up he overtook two large moose on the road. 
One animal got off the side of the road, but the 
car struck the other big fellow, with the result 
that the car lamps were smashed. What 
damage the moose received was not discovered 
but he was able to make off into the bushes at 
a gait that showed surprise if nothing more.” 

This method of hunting is rather rough on 
both automobile and moose. 

Mrs. Ruth Kedzie Wood Thompson whose 
travel books on Russia, Spain and other 
European countries are standard works, and 
who is now on her way to Alaska, declares 
that the Canadian Steamships on the Great 
Lakes compare favorably in the matter of 
service with any liners afloat. 

In a letter to Mr. E. W. Holton, General 
Passenger Agent, Northern Navigation Co.— 
Grand Trunk’s Lake and Rail Route between 
Eastern and Western Canada—Mrs. Thomp- 
son says, “‘We found the service on the S. S. 
Hamonic of your line quite equal to that of 
the best European Hotels, and the best 
Atlantic liners. The housekeeping is per- 
fection and the courtesy of the officers and at- 
tendants most exceptional. We have trav- 
elled so much in every part of the world that 
we feel that we observe with expert eyes. 
This vessel impresses us as favorably as any 
we have been on and certainly we have never 
had kinder attention.” 

That mystery which for forty-five years 
has veiled the origin of one of the queerest and 
rarest birds known to science has been reveal- 
ed by the receipt at the American Museum of 
Natural History, in New York, of a pair of 
skins of the ant thrush, forwarded among 
other specimens by Leo. E. Miller of the 
museum’s staff. 

Only two specimens of this bird had hitherto 
been known. One is in the British Museum, 
the other had for many years been inthe study 
collection of the American Museum. They 
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1s [eg] 4 he Camper's Own Book 
1915—FOURTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR—1915 

This is that BIG little book of the open—America’s new 
outdoor manual, It comes to you bound as you see here. It is 
“‘woodsy” from cover to cover—slirred by lake-breezes and 
redolent of pine. It is endorsed by outdoor men everywhere. 

Authors of country-wide repute have, with their enthusiasm 
and familiar knowledge, aided its making. Dan Beard, Emlyn 
M. Gill, Captain Kenealy, Oliver Kemp, Dr. E. H, Forbrush— 
these and others join this camp fire council, They say their 

say about a hundred little practical details that hold close interest for you; and they 
spin a yarn or two by the way, 

“The Camper's Own Book” measures 8x5 3 inches over all. It is a goodly gener- 
ous volume with over 200 pages and 21 of the finest illustrations you’ve ever seen. 
Everybody should have a copy who believes that a day under the free sky makes the 
pomp of emperors ridiculous. And you’re one—you know you are, 

PRICE PER VOLUME 

In the appropriate green T-cloth - - - - $1.00 

Post-paid 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED WOODSTOCK, O 
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Songs of Forest 

and Stream 
—By C. T. EASTON 

A Fine Little Cellection of Poems 

for the Nature Lover and Sports- 

man, Including the Following: 

| 
| 

The Trout Stream; Lines on a Mayflow- 
er; The Fisherman’s Dream; A Morning’s 
Walk; Winter; The Sanctuary: The Last 
of the Buffaloes; A Nimrod: Hunting 
the Moose; A Summer Morning; In Ar- 
cady; Wanderlust; The Fullness of Joy; 
Halcyon Days; Plovers; The Death of 
Summer; A Flower of the Wild; Pontiac's 
Speech. 

Neatly bound and moderately priced at 
15c a copy. Orders received and given 

A CANOE 
WITH A REPUTATION 

Since 1861 the ‘“‘“ENGLISH” Canoe has given satis- 
faction. Hunters. fishermen, surveyors—men who 
need a canoe to stand the hardest of tests, have 
always found the ‘“‘“ENGLISH” to stand by them in 
the hour of need. These tests by men who know, 
and whose opinion is not influenced, have given the 

“ENGLISH” an enviable reputation. 

prompt attention by the publishers. We have built good canoes; we are still building 

them, and we want to prove this to you. Send for 

our new illustrated catalog, in it you will find a 

canoe for every need and purpose. Send for it now. 

The William English Canoe Co. 
PETERBOROUGH, CAN. 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED 

Woodstock, Ont. 
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had appeared in London in 1870, and were 
bought in the millinery markets. It was 
supposed that the ant thrush had come from 
South America and possibly through the 
plumage depots at Bogota. ‘ 

Mr. Miller was sent last fall to Columbia, 
South America, to make explorations and to 
report on the birds and mammals of the 
mountainous province of Antioquia. The 
ant thrushes were among two thousand 
specimens -which the museum just received 
from him. They were found in the Paramillo 
region, 13,000 feet above sea level. The 
place where they were killed by blowguns was 
reached after the explorer had cut a new five 
mile trail. 

The ant thrush is about six inches in length 
and in form is light and graceful. The male is 
slate colored and the female of a rusty brown. 
In the mating season there emerges from the 
dull plumage on the back of the male, as if by 
magic, a large tuft of snow white feathers in 
the form of a flower. It appears and dis- 
appears in a few seconds, and the effect is 
picturesque and almost startlingly beautiful. 

The beak of the ant thrush is curved like 
manicure sci:sors and turned up in a peculiar 
manner. It would look to be no easy task 
for this bird to catch anything to eat or even 
take a drink unless he stood on his head, but 
he manages, all the same, to exist very com- 
fortably and to make a living for himself and 
his family. 

Mr. Miller also found several varieties of 
forest doves which are entirely new to science 
and several small mammals which have hither- 
to escaped observation. The collection in- 
cludes a spectacled bear, which has not before 
been found in that part of the world, although 
its home is in the Andean ranges. 

Canada has millions of acres of the finest 
timber in the world, and the men and the 
mills to handle it. Many of our woods are 
not used for certain purposes because they 
have not been tested for those uses. Some- 
times we have actually imported woods when 
we had better kinds at home but did not know 
it. To make the best use of our native woods 
the Dominion Department of the Interior has 
established in connection with the Forestry 
Branch a forest products laboratory. This 
institution is constantly at work testing woods 
for paper making, building, furniture ete. 
An investigation of the use of wood for block 
paving has just been completed and the results 
issued in a pamphlet entitled ““Treated Wood- 
Block Paving.” This gives the latest facts 
and figures in regard to wood paving in Europe 
and America and removes many misconcep- 
tions. It shows the points to be guarded to 
secure the best results. All citizens interested 
in wood-block paving may have a copy of this 
pamphlet sent free to them by writing to the 
Director of Forestry, Ottawa. 

~A. Cornwall paper Publishes a photograph 
showing three huge sturgeon 400 lbs., caught 
opposite Cornwall. Sturgeon fishing is of 
considerable interest in that part of the St. 
Lawrence and is engaged in by some fishermen 
who have a license from the Government to 
capture huge fishes. 
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Years ago sturgeon used to be speared 
principally, and one well-known resident, the 
late William I. Sheets, made his headquarters 
at the head of Sheek Island, and had platforms 
built out from the shore, where the rapids are 
heaviest, and used torches to attract the fish 
as they breasted the current, and gaffed them. 
He had one or two storing ponds, in which as 
many as 75 or 100 fish were sometimes con- 
fined. Some were sent to the other side, but 
a good many were bought locally and smoked 
for future consumption. A small sturgeon, 
lightly salted and well smoked, is a delicacy 
not to be despised. Mr. Sheets was locally 
known, in this land of nicknames, as “Sturgeon 
Bill,”’ and certainly earned the sobriquet. 
Nowadays sturgeon are mostly caught on 

night lines, with from 600 to 1,200 hooks 
each. The hooks are baited with small fish 
or frogs or any other kind of offal, and the 
hauling of these up, with several big fish on 
them, is no boy’s job. 

Sturgeon are now sent principally to New 
York, and though the price fluctuates, and is 
not as good this year as in some prévious 
seasons, it is a fairly profitable industry. One 
firm, Hitchcock and Lozo, which operates 
mostly on the American side opposite Corn- 
wall, has shipped over 3,000 lbs. of sturgeon 
meat and 300 lbs. of spawn, which is used in 
making pure Russian caviare, and brings 
much higher price than the rest of the carcase. 

‘“‘Hunting and Fishing’’ is a concise and 
comprehensive guide io the numerous hunting 
and fishing resorts of Quebec and the Mari- 
time Provinces, issued by the Canadian Goy- 
ernment Railways. The foreword says: 

While Quebec and the Maritime Provinces 
of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia were the 
earliest setiled portions of Canada, they still 
remain its best big game territory—in fact. the 
latter statement could be extended so as to 
include the whole of the North American 
continent and there would be no exaggeration. 
There are hundreds of square miles of forests 
and barrens, where the moose, caribou, deer 
and bear roam as free as did their kind a 
hundred years ago—nay, in the case of the 
moose, caribou and deer, they are distinctly 
better off than were their forebears, owing to 
the strict enforcement of the provincial game 
laws, which is also accountable for the marked 
increase of these denizens of the forests in 
recent years. 

What has been said of this country as a 
great region for hunting, is equally true of it 
with regard to the fishing. Although many 
of the noted streams are under lease, there are 
still opportunities for salmon fishing, while 
there is no lack of the best angling for trout. 
With such a stretch of coast line it will readily 
be understood there are innumerable op- 
portunities for deep sea fishing. This sport 
not only includes the ordinary specimens of 
the finny tribe—cod, haddock and mackerel— 
but the more exclusive dwellers of the deep, 
such as tuna and the swordfish. 

Excellent wild fowl shooting is to be obtain- 
ed. Duck, partridge, plover, woodcock, 
snipe, are plentiful, and the fall shooting of 
geese, duck and brant are worthy of special 
mention. 
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Saves Kitchen Waste 
There will be no more throwing away of good food if you 

keep a bottle of Bovril in the kitchen. Bovril, with its 

fine flavor and ease of manipulation, helps you to make 
delightful dishes out of cold food. Better soup, better 
stews—less expense. But it must be Bovril. 

A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler Ideal Canoe Trip 

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish 
and game. All along the route of the Railway aze streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing. 
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other 
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound- 
land. Information together with ‘Illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to 

J.W.N. JOHNSTONE, entiereee re Agent, Reid Newfoundland Sereeay ST JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND 

Ee NEWFOUNDLAND 

Wilson Miatoce 1915 
BEST MOTORS FOR THE LEAST MONEY 

3 H.P., 1 Cyl.—6 H.P., 2 Cyl. Wesave youthe DUTY. 5 Years 
Guarantee—Special prices to demonstrating agents. We ship on 

30 days free trial. Send for Catalog ‘‘H’’ 

Wilson Motor Co., Walkerville,- ‘Gntavic 

2) George V. 

HARDY’S “PALAKONA” 
Split‘ Bamboo with and without Steel Cen- 
tre are the Lightest—the Most Perfectly 
Balanced and Most Durable in the world. 

‘‘Hardys” are Fishing Rod and Tackle Makers to 
H.M. King George V. and all leading Anglers 
in the World. 

“HARDYS” ARE THE GREAT ENGLISH FISHING ROD MAKERS 

Send for large illustrated catalogue—FREE 
300 FLIES SHOWNyIN} CORRECT COLOURS 

HARDY BROS., LTD. ALNWICK, ENGLAND 
London Showrooms—61 Pall Mall S.W. 
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The guides are well organized and can 
properly outfit and equip parties for an out- 
ing that may last two or three weeks or more, 
having chains of camps furnished with every- 
thing the hunter may require, and the 
necessary camp wagons and canoes. And this 
vast game and fish preserve is so easy of 
access. The sportsman has but to glance at 
the map, trace the line of the Intercolonial 
Railway from Montreal to its Atlantic termini, 
note how the country is intersected with rivers 
and streams, and virtually select the station 
on the line from which to make his incursion 
into the woods. 

The object of this booklet is to help in the 
selection. The sportsman will be told the 
kind of game and fish to be procured, and how 
and where to procure it, the guides and _ their 
charges, the best outfitting places, the hotels 
and boarding house accommodation, the fish 
and game laws of the various provinces, 
customs regulations, and useful hints as to the 
proper equipment. Should further informa- 
tion be desired, and he will write the General 
Passenger Department of the Canadian 
Government Railways, every endeavor will 
be made to obtain the sportsman’s require- 
ments. 

Mr. Sam Holmes of Chatham, Ont.. went 
in for wild duck raising, it is related, some 
time ago. In the back vard of his W ellington 
street home he fashioned a coop and some 
time afterwards his efforts were rewarded with 
the sight of 56 fluffy balls, known as young 
Mallards. A short time afterwards he woke 
one morning to make the gruesome discovery 
that during the night an army of rats had 
invaded his coop and had accounted for the 
death of 16 of the fluffy balls. There they 
were scattered about the yard on a miniature 
Langemarck field. Naturally Mr. Holmes 
got mad and adopted tactics whereby any 
future intentions of the rats would be frust- 
rated. Taking the remaining 40 youngsters 
and the old mother out of the yard he carried 
them off to his country farm, or rather, back 
to nature. It was a proud sight as the old 
duck and the forty fluffy balls were tumbled 
into the farm lane. Mr. Holmes’ views on the 
duck raising subject were altered rapidly how- 
ever when the old bird followed by the train 
of youngsters waddled some thirty feet to a 
convenient wheat field and were sw rallowed up 
in the grass, the migration spirit evidently 
proving too much for them. 

Mr. John Nichol of 22 Blantyre Avenue, 
Balmy Beach, Toronto, Ont. would appreciate 
information regarding a formula that is to be 
recommended for tanning pelts and which will 
leave same “‘nice and soft’’ after they are 
done. Can any of our readers furnish him 
with a formula which they have found 
successful? 

Japan, in the number of persons who make 
their living by fishing, leads the world. In 
the actual value of fish taken a number of 
other nations surpass Japan, but in the 
number of men engaged in fishing and in the 
proportion of these to the total population, 
Japan leads the world. It is estimated that 
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one person in twenty is more or less of a fish- 
erman and that fish in some form appears daily 
on the table of every Japanese family, in some 
cases at every meal. Half a million boats are 
engaged in the fishing industry, with a million 
professional fishermen, and ‘another million 
and a half devoting part of their time to 
fishing. : 

A Cleveland correspondent writes to ask if 
there is to be a Toronto Exhibition this year. 
“Business ‘as usual’ is the motto of the pro- 
moters of the ‘““Canadian National Exhibition” 
This is to be “Patriotic” year and the directors 
are endeavoring in every way to stimulate and 
hasten the commercial awakening that must 
follow or precede Peace and towards this end 
are going ahead with the Fair on a larger scale 
than ever before. J. O. Orr, City Hall, 
Toronto is General Manager and from him 
may be obtained detailed information as to 
the special attractions which are to be-offered 
this year. The opening day is August 28th. 
and the closing day September 13th. 

There have been rumors regarding the sale 
of various American ammunition plants to 
foreign interests and in this connection the 
Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge 
Co. advise, through their Vice-President, and 
General Manager, Mr. Samuel F. Pryor, that 
no amount of money which anybody might 
offer would induce the owners to dispose of the 
plants, and thus prevent the performance of | 
existing contracts. The additions to the plants 
now under construction are in accord with the 
policy of expansion adopted by the Company 
prior to the outbreak of the Eurpoean war. 

With a view to recommending measures for 
increasing the supply of whitefish in Lake 
Simcoe, as well as to study the general situ- 
ation, J. B. Fielding, the new provincial fish 
culturist, is making a thorough examination of 
the lake. The visit to Lake Sim¢oe is one of 
a great many Mr. Fielding will make this 
Summer to fishing grounds in Ontario. He 
completed an investigation into conditions in 
Long Point Bay in Lake Erie, one of the 
largest spawning grounds for bass on the lake, 
chiefly in order to study the effect upon the 
bass of the carp fishing operations. Further 
investigation will probably be made, and if 
the carp fishing is found to interfere with 
spawning, measures wil! be taken to protect 
the bass. 

In 1847, Gardner M. Skinner of Clayton 
N. Y. patented and put on the market the 
first fluted blade. Since that time the in- 
dustry has had a steady and healthy growth. 
until today Skinners baits may be found at 
every spot on the globe where there is fishing; 
orders from Japan, Norway, Sweden, Russia, 
Germany, France, England and other Euro- 
pean countries, as well as Canada and the 
whole United States being received annually. 
Only the very best material is used, being 
made up into the finished product by the 
most careful, painstaking and experienced 
workmen. : 

j 
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‘CANADIAN WILDS 
Tells about the Hudson Bay Company, Northern 

Indians and their moces of Hunting, Trapping, etc. 

This book contains 277 pages, size 5x7 inches, is printed on good 

quality heavy paper and contains thirty-seven chapters, 

The book is from the pen of a Hudson’s Bay Officer (Martin Hunter), 

who has had 40 years’ experience with the Hudson’s Bay Company— 

from 1863 to 1903. 

trading posts in Canada, 

W. J. TAYLOR Ltd., PUBLISHER 

During that time he was stationed at different 

Price, cloth bound, 60c. Postpaid, 70c. 

Woodstock, Ont. 
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book. 

The evolution of the motor boat. _ 
Various types of motor boats iw 

common use. 
The Built to Order, Stock and Knock 

‘Down Boat. 
How to select amotor boat. | 
Points to be observed in buying a 

second-hand boat. 
How to build a motor boat. 
Smoothing off and calking. 
How to paint a motor boat. 
How to install a marine motor. 

Encyclopedia, said: 
be published. 
is invaluable. 

No Motor Boatman Should Be Without a Copy 
of This Reference Book, Price $1.25 

If you own a motor boat or ever expect to, you should not be without a copy of this 
It costs only $1.25, but its worth cannot be estimated. 

leading boat and engine manufacturers, motor boating publications and boat clubs. 
largest firm of marine engine builders in the world, after reading a copy of Motor Craft 

““We never expected that such a usefu!, practical book, would ever 
Instead of $1.25 you ought to charge $5.00. The information it contains 

It is endorsed by the 
The 

MOTOR CRAFT ENCYCLOPEDIA 
The Standard Hand Book on Boats and Engines 

Written in popular language from a non-technical standpoint. 
pages of valuable information. 

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS. 

The history of the internal combus- 
tion motor. 

Explanation of two and four-cycle 
motor. 

Internal combustion motor auxiliar- 
ies and their functions. 

How to operate an internal combus- 
tion motor. 

Engine trouble 
Propeller wheels. 
Reversible equipment. 
Furnishings and fittings. 
Navigation rules. 

Contains over 150 
‘ Twenty-seven chapters, covering every phase of motor 

boating. Tells a thousand-and-one things every motor boatmanshould know. Helps you 
to overcome all motor boat and engine troubles. ( I Handsomely illustrated and bound in 
attractive three-color stiff board cover. A useful reference book for any library. 

Distress signals. 
Harbor regulations. 
U. S. Life Saving Service Signals. 
National Motor Boat Bill. 
What to do in case of accident. 
Rules for determining horse power. 
How to lay up boat and engine for 

the winter. 
How to remove carbon deposits, and 

other useful receipts. 
How to build a motor ice boat. 
Dictionary of Motor Craft terms. 

TROUBLE CHART—Enables you to locate any ordinary engine trouble with dispatch 

“WHERE TOZIGET WHAT YOU WANT?’ ’SECTION 

This is a very useful feature for anyone interested in the purchase of a motor boat or equipment. It gives a 
classified index of manufacturers and supply houses of everything needed by the motor boatman. 

Describes and illustrates many of the latest and best things on the market. get what you wanl. 

Address Orders to Book Department 

Tells where to 

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., PUBLISHER, Woodstock, Ont. 
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‘““Standardization’’ was the slogan of the 
Society of Automobile Engineers during the 
summer convention and cruise held aboard 
the Noronic June 14 to 17. And to carry out 
the auto builders’ ideas, the Northern Naviga- 
tion Company, owners of the Noronic and 
other large steamers which make voyages in 
Lakes Huron and Superior as well as the 
Georgian Bay district, “standardized” the 
lunch baskets, as well as their contents, used 
at the engineers’ picnic at Point au Baril on 
Wednesday, June 16. 

Directly the engineers had departed from 
Detroit and were steaming toward the Thirty 
Thousand Islands, “‘standardization’”” became 
a much-used word among the curisers. And 
as business sessions were held on board the 
Noronic, the officers of the steamer became 
enthusiastic over the benefits expected to 
result from the standardization. 

Immediately they laid plans to do a bit of 
standardizing and when Point au Baril was 
reached, they presented their ideas in regard 
to standardization. The lunch baskets for 
the engineer-picnickers weve all exactly alike. 
On being opened a set of “Specifications” was 
found to include the menu for the picnic. 
And the lunch was standardized. Not an 
engineer secured more than the alotted num- 
ber of sandwiches, and the other edibles were 
distributed to specifications. There was 
ginger ale in specially-made bottles which 
fitted the lunch baskets. The pickles’ and 
olives were all of exact size. 

The engineers were delighted with the 
“standardized” picnic. In fact so pleased 
were the automobile men, many of whom were 
accompanied by their families, that the 
Northern Navigation Company plans to 
serve similar luncheons this year at all other 
picnics which are held in connection with the 
cruises. 

“When the barbarous contention that 
might is right is effectually disposed of for at 
least another hundred vears though at such 
terrible cost,” says Mr. Edwin Tinsley, in the 
report of the Game and Fisheries department 
of Ontario for 1914, “it is reasonable to expect 
that for many. years to come our wealthy 
Amevican neighbors will not seek health and 
recreation in the blood-stained and devastated 
countries of Europe, but will wisely decide to 
seek the rest and recreation they require in the 
beautiful northern woods and lake districts 
of Ontario, unexcelled elsewhere’ for that 
purpose. It should be the imperative duty 
of all concerned, viz., railroad and steamboat 
companies, hotel and store-keepers, guides and 
others, to show all possible courtesy to our 
visitors. Extortion or incivility by licensed 
guides should be reported to this Department.’ 

What Mr. Tinseley has urged upon the 
people of Ontario whose business it is to cater 
to the requirements of tourists, applies with 
equal force to those engaged in a similar work 
throughout the other provinces of Canada, 
all of which have their peculiar attractiveness 
to the tourist or sportsman. 

This year there will probably be a greater 
number of visitors to Canada’s lake and river 
districts than ever hefore. To these the 
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appeal is made to protect the waters from 
pollution. The chief attraction of many 
resorts is the healthy atmosphere and the 
excellent fishing. Neither of these can 
continue unless the summer visitors do their 
part in sanitary protection. 

Respecting the disgraceful slaughter of sea 
fowl in Gaspe, a reliable correspondent writes 
as follows: 

““A week ago today—Sunday, June 6th— 
an automobile load of “‘sportsmen”’ (2?) arrived 
in Perce, all with guns, and were immediately 
taken to Bonaventure Island to spend the day 
shooting sea birds. I was not able to get 
over there until late in the week but even 
then the talus shores were spotted with 
maimed and winged gannets that had dragged 
themselves up out of reach of the surf to die. 
As these men did not take a single bird away 
from the Island and were there avowedly 
only for the “‘sport’’ of shooting it is obvious 
how wanton the slaughter was. Es 

“Tt is most regrettable that the Quebec 
laws do not provide any adequate protection 
for these birds—they being neither ducks nor 
perching birds. The acts might bc stretched 
to technically cover such cases but the result 
would be very doubtful.” 

It is difficult to find words to characterize 
adequately such inhuman slaughter of God’s 
creatures. 

Canada is certain to be visited by increasing 
numbers of tourists and holiday visitors 
during the next few years. Conditions in 
Europe and in other parts of the world 
preclude the possibility of safe travel abroad. 
For this reason Canada should encourage 
tourists by perfecting and adding to her many 
natural attractions. The recent action of the 
Ontario Government in appointing a consul- 
ting fisheries engineer and fish culturist is, 
therefore, to be commended. The new 
official is Mr. J. B. Fielding, F.Z.S., of Barrie, 
Ontario, and his work will be to examine the 
waters of the province to determine scien- 
tifically their suitability for the various species 
of fishes. 
develop new and attractive fishing grounds 
for holidaying sportsmen. Another im- 
portant branch of the new officials work will 
be an attempt to improve the strain of some 
of the Ontario fishes, which have steadily 
deteriorated within recent years. Mr. Field- 
ing has an excellent opportunity for perform- 
ing valuable public service. 

Absence of organization among Canadian 
lovers of wild life accounts largely for their 
failure thus far to check the rapid decrease in 
our game birds and animals. ‘The attack on 
game has been systematic and persistent; the 
defence has been unorganized and ineffective. 
It lacks the driving force of methodical 
effort. Indifferent success, if not entire 
failure, has been the natural result. 

There are signs, however, that the awaken- 
ing is at hand, and that game protection is to 
benefit by the advocacy of powerful agencies. 
The Dominion Trap Shooting Association 
recently altered its name to “The Dominion 
Game Protective and Trap Shooting Assoc- 

Special efforts will also be made to” 

; 
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LANNEL 
SHIRES 

are most essen- 

tial for the out- 

door life. Dea- 

con Shirts are 

made of the best 

quality—in plain 

greys-— blues — 

khaki or fancy 
Scotch flannels 

_ —coat style or closed body—high mili- 
_ tary collars attached or separate, or 

with reversible collar. 
With one or two pockets, made in 

regular or over size—Fit and workman- 

ship guaranteed. 

Ask your dealer to show you ‘‘The Deacon.’ 

DEACON SHIRT COMPANY 
BELLEVILLE - CANADA 4 

RSS SS 

RIDER AGENTS WANTED 
4 everywhere to ride and exuibit a sample 1915 Hyslop 

Bicycle, wittwe ana improvements. ' 
— esnipona roval to 

a any een ee without 2 
ees deposit,and allow10 DAYS’ TRIAL. 

~  *" not cost you one cent if not 
aftor using bicycle ro days. _ 

DO NOT BUY 6.2.0; 207 of tires, lamp, 
or sundries at anpprice until you 
get our latest 1915 illustrated catalogue 
and learn all about our special propo- 

Bi] sition. The low prices will astonish you. 
ONE CENT is all it will cost to 

write us a postal, 
and catalogue with full particulars will 

4 besenttoyou Free,Postpaid, 
by returnmail Do not wait. 
Write it nOW. 

HYSLOP BROTHERS, Limited 

Dept. R.G. TORONTO, Canada 

DECOYS. Most Lifelike 

Ever Made. . 

Every game 
species imi- 
tated with 
absolute 
accuracy. 

Gunners de- 
clare them 
perfect. 

“PREMIER MALLARD Reg- U.S. Patent Office 

They Lure Under Any Conditions 
et 

Ducks drop to these faithful imitations. Your dealer has 
them—or write direct for details. 

Mason’s Decoy Factory,462 Brooklyn Ave. 
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
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Rushis fango Minnow 
Has all the Wabble Dip and Dive 

of 3. Minnow in Action 

Diwan & | Wseclllitt << 

@ Fa 

J 

$50 Gold Prize Contest Bait 
Contest open until Dec. Ist, 1915: d D2 every 
fisherman eligible: write for details now. 

| This new and liveliest bait that floats getsthem all; ideal for 
| trolling or casting; appeals to amateurs or professionals. 
Hooks being behind body of bait makes it practically a weed- 

| less bait; floats when not in use—can’t catch on bottom. 
| Made of wood, enamelled and finished in brilliant colors; 
| our luminous bait—‘‘bates ’em all.” 

| If your dealer can’t supply you send us his name 

| K.Rush,Sandy Pond, 

| 944S.A.&K. Bldg., Syracus:,N Y. 

and 85c for sample—or $3.40 for complete set of Gam 
four assorted brilliant colors. Write for co..tes: Sp 
details and bait now—be sure to mention dealer’s ‘> / 
name. ww | 

One Hour’ scatch by J. > 

N. Y., note variety: 
three 3lb. small mouth 
bass, two 41b. large 
mouth bass, two 3 (lb. ' 
northern pike, one 10 ey 
inch perch,one 36 inch R 
muscallonge. 

U. S. SPECIALTY CO. 

The 
Complete Better value than ordinary 

$250.00 boats—ample room 
For $1 65 for seven passengers, staunch- 

‘““Angler’s Special ”’ 

_ly built, will stand heavy 
weather, fitted with an engine that GOES. It’s a 
boat you'll approve, every way, every day. 

One Of Many Values. 

PH EsrPENETANG LINE” 
Harder you are to suit, surer you are to find 
what you want at the price you want to pay in 
our catalog. Ask For It. . 

The GIDLEY BoatCo.,PENET ANG &::: e oatlo., Can. 
Distributing agents for Loew-Victor, Van Blerk and 

Kermath Motors. 
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iation. ’’ The change is due to recognition of the 
urgent need for conservation of wild life among 
the sportsmen who compose this society. A 
second instance of growing interest in the 
subject of game protection was furnished 
when the Trent Valley Trap Shooters’ League 
recently passed a resolution favouring the 
prohibition of the sale of wild ducks in Ontario. 
This resolution is narrow in application but is 
a step in the right direction. _It aims at the 
elimination of the most destructive factor, the 
market hunter. 

The birds and animals of Canada have 
suffered severely from the half-hearted efforts 
of their protectors. Public opinion has 
waited on organization and the watch-word 
now for all lovers of wild life should be 
“‘organization and co-operation.” 

The popular impression in Canada that the 
preservation of wild life is merely a desirability, 
not a positive necessity—is fatally false and is 
responsible for the serious inroads already 
suffered by our game resources. Public 
opinion has been powerless to check destruc- 
tion and will remain so as long as the campaign 
for wild life protection depends upon an appeal 
to sentiment for its dynamic force. No 
conservation issue can progress far on that 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

basis. The people of this continent move 
most resolutely in response to economic 
motives, and the necessary prelude to proper 
protection of wild life in Canada is wider 
dissemination of exact knowledge regardirg 
its money value. 

Recent experience in the United States 
illustrates the force of economic motives. For 
several years, efforts were made in that 
country to secure federal protection for mi- 
gratory game birds. The campaign was 
chiefly an appeal to sentiment and made little 
headway. The proposal was then extended to 
include insectivorous birds, wide publicity 
was given to the fact that insect pests dam- 
aged crops annually to the extent of hundreds 
of millions of dollars, and within one year a 
popular demand, that years of sentimental 
appeal had failed to arouse, forced congress 
to pass a law placing all migratory birds 
under federal control. The preservation of 
wild life achieved the status of a national 
business enterprise. 

Canada’s wild life is as valuable as that of 
the United States To preserve it as a’ 
nalionalasset we need not pursue the method 
adopted by our American neighbours, but we 
do require to gain their sane viewpoint. 

UTILIZATION OF FISH WASTE 
NE of the problems that has long con- 
fronted the operators of fish canneries 
is how best to dispose of cannery waste. 

This waste is usually very heavy. In the case 
of humpback salmon, it has been stated that 
“the waste is from 40 per cent. to 50 per cent. 
of the round weight.’ The waste from the 
*‘red”’ salmon is rather less, but it constitutes a 
serious loss. 

According to an estimate of the United 
States Department of Agriculture, the waste 
at the Pacific Coast canneries amounted to 
140,210 tons in 1913, which, at values fixed by 
commercial operations, would amount to over 
two million dollars. 

The products obtained from the reduction 
of the waste are fish scrap for fertilizer and fish 
oil. An average of several analysis of the 
raw waste from humpback salmon showed 
that it contained 3.02 per cent. nitrogen, 3.46 
per cent. bone phosphate and 10.43 per ¢ent. of 
oil. At retail prices this would give a value of 
$20aton.. It would seem desirable, therefore, 
to establish fish reduction plants in the 
neighborhood of the larger ca’.<ries to utilize 
the waste. 

One difficulty, however, has been that the 

canning industry is carried on for only a short 
time each year and, as the fish reduction 
plants are expensive, considerable capital 
would be kept idle during most of the year. 
On the Atlantic coast of the United States 
this handicap has been overcome largely by 
gathering in enormous quantities of men- 
haden, a species of herring, and converting 
these into fertilizer and oil. Nearly 50 
factories, having a total invested capital of 
over $3,500,000, are engaged in this latter 
industry. In 1912, they produced 6,651,000 
gallons of oil, valued at $1,551,990, and 
88,520 tons of scrap valued at $2,138,165. 

Again, the kelp resources of the Pacific 
coast, which are being investigated by Prof. 
Prince, are without doubt of great value, and 
may possibly be exploited to advantage by 
those operating the fish scrap industry. In 
any event, the utilization of fish waste will 
not be an entire success until the cost of the 
process of reduction is lowered or means are 
found for keeping the plants in operation for 
longer periods each year. It iS a field deserv- 
ing close attention from those interested in 
Canada’s fisheries. 
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“The Culture of Black 
and Silver Foxes” 

BY R. B.and L. V. CROFT, B.A., M.D. 

Raising is rapidly becoming popular 

and its money making possibilities are 

becoming recognized. Canada’s leading 
sportsman’s magazine, “ROD AND GUN,” is 
being besieged by requests for information, 
the result of the interest created by the splen- 
did articles that have appeared in recent 
issues. To meet this demand, the publish- 
ers are issuing the articles in booklet form 
in which enthusiasts are given valuable and 
hitherto unknown information about foxes, 
under the following heads: 

q The new and growing industry of Fox 

Introduction; Heredity; Origin; Breed- 
ing; Mating and Gestation; Pens and 
Dens; Food and Feeding; Food and 
Care; Value. 

T he volume is profusely illustrated with pic- 
tures taken from life, and will doubtless be 
eagerly received by everyone interested in the 
profitable raising of this valuable animal. 

Mailed to any address upon receipt of price, 

60c POSTPAID 

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, Publishers 
WOODSTOCK, ONT. 

For Every Camper—Fisherman—Hunter 

THE WAY OF THE WOODS 
A Manual for Sportsmen in North-Eastern 
United States and Canada. . . ‘ 

By EDWARD BRECK 

A PRACTICAL Field Manual intended to form a part of the kit of every Camper, 
Fisherman and Hunter. It contains concise, thorough and authoritative information on 

every subject connected with life in the Woods, such as Outfitting, Fishing, Shooting, 
Canoeing, Tenting, Trapping, Photography, Cooking, Hygiene, Etc. 

“Excellent practical directions and advice.”’—N. Y. Sun. 

436 Pages. Pocket Size. 80 Illustrations. Price $1.75 Post Paid. 
W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher - Woodstock, Ont. 



DROWNING ACCIDENTS 
VERY summer, a large number of lives 

EK are lost by drowning in the various 
bodies of water in Canada and par- 

ticularly at summer resorts. Occasionally 
these are unavoidable accidents but most of 
them are due to carelessness and are pre- 
ventable. 

The first safeguard against drowning 
accidents is to know how to swim and it 
should be an essential part of every child’s 
education. In England much more attention 
is paid to the instruction of school children 
in this useful and healthful form of exercise. 

Children, after learning to swim, are liable 
to become too venturesome and should be 
cautioned not to take risks, as there is always 
the danger of cramps or heart failure due to the 
extra tax put upon the heart through exposure 
to cold water or through over-exertion. 

In rescuing the victim of a drowning 
accident great care must be taken by the 
swimmer. Do not close in rashly, but act 
warily and bear in mind that the only safe 
and ready way to subdue a frantic man in the 
water is to secure a hold from behind him. 
A simple and effective way is to lunge un- 
expectedly for his wrist, and, with a sudden, 
outward movement, spin him about. throwing 
your free arm around his neck. Once you 
have him thus you can, if he is submissive, 
grasp him by the hair orthe neck of his suit 
and with a quick pull towards you, start hm 
floating face upward, when you throw your- 
self gently backwards, and proceed to tow him 
in this position, or by swimming with your 
unhindered arm-and the legs. As a last 
resort, a stunning blow on the head Is effective. 

The work of resuscitation includes the 
following :— 

First—Freeing the stomach and air passages 
from water and mucus. 

Second—Forcing the vitiated air from the 
lungs. 
_Third—Replacing the foul gases with pure 

air. 
Fourth—Inducing circulation. 
Fifth—Restoring natural respiration. This 

of course is the final and essential aim. 
1. Lay patient down carefully prone with 

face downward. Open mouth wide, and if 
foul with mucus or foreign matter, clean with 
hand or cloth. Stand across body, facing the 
head,. pass your arms around the waist until 
your hands meet over the left side, interlock- 
ing the fingers in order to grasp the stomach 
between your palms. Force out the water by 
raising the body from the middle, at the same 
time pressing the hands together. Knead 
inward and upwards under theribs from the left 
side towards the centre. Press for four seconds, 
then relax, endeavoring to grasp more of the 
stomach pouch, until water ceases flowing from 
the mouth. 

2. Place a pillow-like support beneath the 
_ victim at the stomach. Turn his head to 
windward and crook his arm on the side 

opposite the face and rest the head in the bend 
of his arm. 

3. Kneel over the patient facing the head, 
with one leg on each side of the body. Rest 
your open hands on his back, thumbs near 
the spine, at the height of victim’s elbow. 
with fingers spread over the lower ribs. 
Throw yourself forward with weight on your 
arm, and with steady, increasing pressure 
force the foul air from the lungs. After four 
seconds straighten up quickly, releasing the 
ribs, so that they will spring back into place. 
Bend over again immediately to press for four 
seconds more, then straighten. Continue 
this treatment until signs of life begin to 
appear. Make from twelve to fifteen res- 
piratory acts to the minute. Do not become 
discouraged if your efforts at resuscitation do 
not at first meet with success, as often a 
patient will respond after all hope seems lost. 

Authentic cases are on record of victims 
having been restored to life after being under 
water for as much as half an hour, and it has 
at times taken as long as four hours to induce 
natural respiration in the apparently drowned. 

4. As soon as natural breathing sets in 
strip the patient of all wet clothing, cover the 
upper body with something warm and dry and 
start rubbing the limbs with rapid strokes, 
first from the centre joints towards the heart 
and gradually working down in this manner to 
the extremities. 

5. After massaging the patient put him 
to bed and if natural heat does not return 
promptly, distribute covered hot bricks or 
water bottles at the soles of the feet, over the 
stomach and under the armpits. —. 

6 If necessary, give patient whiskey, 
brandy or other stimulants, diluted in hot 
water. Administer in teaspoon or tablespoon 
doses, every ten or fifteen minutes for the first 
te and as often as seems expedient there- 
after. 

Treatment of Electric Shock 
Electric shocks suspend the action of the 

heart and breathing should be restored by 
artificial means. 

Although the shock may appear to have 
been fatal, life may often be restored if action 
is taken without delay, and continued vigor- 
ously and patiently. 2 : 

The steps to take are:— 
Remove the body from contact with the 

wire, cable, or other conductor by breaking 
or disconnecting the circuit; dragging the 
patient away by his coat-tails, the hands being 
protected by rubber gloves or any dry wollen 
material, such as a cap, folded several times 
or with a stick.or any non-conducting material. 

If possible, without discontinuing the treat- 
ment, send for a doctor. 

After removal do not wait to undo the cloth- 
ing but proceed to restore breathing by the 
same method as described above for drowning 
accidents.—W. J. D. 
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| Mizpah | 
JOCK. 44 

Gives you a feeling of real comfort 
and the assurance of perfect protection 
while exercising. 

Opening beneath Patent flap 

Small amount of material between thighs 

Perfect pouch 

Welt-bound webbing 

Can be cleaned by boiling without injury to rub’ 
ber. Fits perfectly Can’t rub or chafe. Finesi W 

“quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer, and ii 
he will not supply you with MIZPAH JOCK NO. 44, \ 
send us 75c instamps and waist measurement and 
we will send by mail. = 

THE WALTER F. WARE CO., Bept. C., PHILA. 

Guaranteed to positively cure SORE, SWEATY. 
BAD ODOR OF all feet from any cause, Over- 
work,’ Scalding, Swelling, Blisterins, after 
effects of Frost, etc. $1.25 P.O. Money Order 
brings by return mail, prepaid to any address, 
complete cure. Four warm foot baths in your 
room or camp does the work, and your feet are 
well, or money cheerfully refunded. Used and 
Praised by Sportsmen, Salesmen and Gentlemen af all 
‘professions. Order direct from 

V.C. BRANNON, Fort Stockton, Texas 

New ponderful Lures. 

South Bend Weedless 
Spinner Hook cannot be 
excelled for right-down 
sportsmanlike casting.— 
Absolutely Weedless, yet 
a sure fish hooker. 

No. 565W (%4 actual size) 50c 

RTS RE 

FOOT SOUND taal 

“REMARKABLE FISH-GETTERS” 
Satisfy yourself—$1.00 for the two at your dealer or by mail direct. 

these lures will do—The reputation of South Bend Quality Tackle is behind them. 

SOUTH BEND BAIT COMPANY 
8247 Colfax Ave., South Bend, 

Pathing Tackle| 
Our customers constantly refer to our 

qualities as being the best they ever used. 
They also constantly express surprise at the 
prices being so very reasonable. We give 
satisfaction. 

OUR STOCK IS CAREFULLY SELECTED 
BY A KEEN ALL-ROUND FISHERMAN WHO 
MAKES A HOBBY OF IT. 

Our American customers are_ especially 
Pleased. We have just what they want at the 
right price and plenty of it. 

i li] Reliable 4-piece Steel Rods with cork |} 
handles, 85cts. up. 

Good quality English Trout Flies, 
25cts. a dozen. 

All the latest Baits, Lines. Reels and 
Rods, also an immense stock of Guns, 
Rifles and Ammunition. 

Also Harley-Davidson Motorcycles 
We are appointing Ontario Agents for these 

Lion Sporting Goods Co. 
| 429 Yonge Street, Toronto | 

is putting it mildly—Try ’em and you will 
never go on fishing trip without these two 

Money back if not satified—We know w hat 

South Bend Wobbler 
just the right size and 
weight. Possesses an at- 
tractiveness in action and {| 
appearance that surpasses 
all others. 

Ind. No. 973RH (4% actual size) 50¢ 

Try out these 
marvellous 
imitations of 
the real thing. 

received regularly. 

J. W. REYNOLDS COLLAASED. 

cartridges in .22 caliber, 
Springfield. 

PRICE $40.00. 

-256 caliber, .280 caliber, 

Send stamp for descriptive circular. 

rifles now ready, $12.50 each. 

NEWTON HIGH-POWER RIFLE 
New American made bolt action rifle ready for delivery about next September. 

-256 Newton, 123 grain bullet, velocity 3100 f.s. 

We have been delayed in getting mac hinery on account of the 

demand for making military rifles for export; but it is now coming in. 
NEWTON ARMS CO., INC., 506 Mutual Life Bldg., BUFFALO, N.Y. 

The Illinois River Folding Decoys 
and the Automatic Canvas Decoys 

Their movements and natural appearance will deceive the wildest ducks or geese within easy 
range of the hidden gunner. It’s a fact that you can’t equal them. 
Thousands sold annually in many parts of the world. Good where-ever the wild fowl! flies 
They give good service, are compact and convenient. 

Ask your dealer to see them. 

They have stood the test. 

. Sportsmen’s comments of satisfaction 
Write to us for illustrations and prices. 

DECOY FACTORY, CHICAGO, U.S.A. 

Highest Velocity Rifles in the World. 

USE FACTORY AMMUNITION 
Uses Newton high power 

35 caliber, also .30 caliber 
, velocity 3000 f.s. 

.33 caliber, and . .30 caliber, 
.30INewton, 170 grain bullet 

Sporting stocks and .256 barrels for Springfield 



- TRAP SCORES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 298. ; 4 
The following scores were made at the Tournament of The Alberta Provincial Trapshooters’ Association at 

Red Deer, Alta., on July 1 and 2, 1915. 
Ist.Day ~ 20) “20° 20°" 207 225 = 20°20" 20) 257 Ome 
2nd\Day —~20° 20) 420° 4207950.- 20) 20" 208) 20a 

Cowderoy G.M.......... tsiDay 200-17) aif" Slowed 1s) 8" iss eees 220 196 
, 2nd'Day:* 19) IS" 20), ws 47> 16: 20" alse 20 210 197 

Boman Anse 5 eee ote 1st Day 19." *19) ib as) "22 ib) MISh Slee atSree et 220 182 
2nd Day, p19) ) 18) 7, ly 4a 12 16) SR iG ~ 210 169 

) SE 0 ib ee = Re 1st Day 13) 18h 14s BIDS ol TA Gres 190 136 
; 2nd Day, a3 2 19 ib) soe 345-16 26 7 eee 210 160 

AGIONIStED Jo. ose ere axe Speier 1st Day 1K sya atl 9 at7— ASS el 1952123: 
2nd Day 

MVfores Wi Ass os seers ce cieieise « Ist Day 19s Iss 17: 9" 2 lb: Sas oe 220 180 
Z 2nd Day 18 iF/ 18 17 44 15 19 20 ily/ 210 185 

SLODINSONS EeGrt on ocicee USHDayae elie Ore los BUT 205 els er aes 24 21 220 187 
2nd Day 17 19 19 20 45 18 19 19 19 210 195 

IWMicaren. Wi iss ccrers os cle 1st Day 16) 120. 315) "18 920% 420) 16) lie 2 220 188 
. 2ndiDay. 16 V19e Si) W714 7) S19) aS els 210 190 

BISHOP AER Wo. cr Ney yeti 1st Day 19) 17. 28: 20), 23> 18) 318) Ge Ae 220 193 
Png ays L920) 120) B19) Aaa 20 eet 210 195 

Gandenteinnacatneech cr Ist Day 16°19 «95 A7e Gosia) 2a eee 220 152 
J 2nd Day 17 17 16 18 43 16 12 16 14 43 260 222 

DMP SOM EL WAS 9. wArseicie.e eye Ist Day 1S 7, al a SSeS Sel el omelG) 19 195 147 
2nd Day 

Plaxton Ww akin. rae ae lst Day 18997 AY. 9 23. 18) = 7 Oe 220 189 
; 2ndeDaye 205 919)" AG 218) 9540) S17 20 Relient 210 185 

AVEGRTISs Bagh ® 53 ieie «girs Ist Day 13 di 5E8' a9 15... 19) 5 ee 195 162 
2nd Day 18 19. 17 19 45 18 (19° 20 19), 452 Gueer 

Campbell Ia Niemann ce Hen Day Aa 7 2) 10, 16) 2-16 2 15 170 112 
: nd Day 

SET EOD) ALS oo cve.s tetas niche 1st Day 3,516.) di 16° 20° 2018 319s Get 220 176 
2ndwDayelis low lt | eho) 4s 17 +18 170 143 
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2ndiDay, 33 19) Az 8 439 220 6 LOPS S18 mae 210 179 

Garland Dijlees. wacacic once: lst Day 14 16 46 9 802 50 
: 2nd Day ' 
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2nd Day 
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2nd Day 
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2nd Day 
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2nd Day 
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2nd Day 
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2nd Day 
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2nd Day 
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schwaser PNG ofr. 2 Ist Day LeeSetemtie 13s 0 U7 fetta V7/ LO SR 197 2d ee 195 172 

2nd Day 18 19 18 20 49 18 20 20 20 210 202 
SEDI 8d eee 1st Day tS) SiG 80 

' 2nd Day o 
ID ENS, /2 12 ae Ist Day 16 18 10 15 14 [Sts 14 23 13 220. 159 
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“ONTRG ER AN, ae ee i ee Ist Day 12) t4 PF ei64e 14 17 11 15 140 99 

2nd Day 
IDEs Sy VE pee eee lst Day 19) AS “216, Blas 222) Cea She oe 24 190 154 

2nd Day 165) 20) 2 les AO el ie 0 eS 210 179 
SLepbensonywA, Ws 3. osc 6s Ist Day 13 142: 60°" “39 

2nd Day 
JORG Be Geena lst Day LOT ALG mez cs 19M) 8: eee Giese 195 169 

2ndiDay, 17-4 199220 ht AT NT, Stig ts18 190 172 
SHEE AW 2 Pie) ciclo. tie eine ti Ist Day 1 Died Ge CUS eer 7 139 S19) e187 20 140 113 
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Why Smart-Woods Tents 
Are Different 72" Ordinary 

all materials used in their make-up are the very 

best manufactured. 
Because 

Because Words Non-absorbent Duck is exclusively our own 

production—made by us from the raw cotton. 

Because past experience has not only taught us-—as well as 

the many thousands who have used our tents—that 

our system of manufacturing is not only the most reliable but from the 

users standpoint there is more wear and value in a Smart-Woods Tent 

than ‘n any kind of tent manufactured. 

Because Smart-Woods Tents are the outcome of past ex- 

perience, made up by men who have lived the life of 

the great out-doors in all climes and under all conditions of weather. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE, SAMPLES AND PRICES 

Ottawa, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg 
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WOODSTOCK, ONT., SEPTEMBER. 1915. 

LIVE DECOY DUCKS AND SOME TALES 
OF SHOOTING OVER THEM 

BONNYCASTLE DALE 

ATCH that one!” 
Now the bally thing is in the 
marsh. Why, it’s coming back. 

Just look at that!’ 
_ We were in the midst of that most 
joyful work, taking the decoys out of 
their pens and putting the leg anchors 
on. Every time we touched one of 
these excellent looking decoys.—they 
were exact lame reproductions of the 
Dusky Mallard or Black Duck.— 
they called to all and sundry that we 
were murdering them, making the 
most fearful row all over the marsh. 
I do not know what the wild birds 
thought of that “‘quacking, myamph- 
ing, cackling scabble”’ but it occurred 
regularly twice a day just before sun- 
rise and just after sunset. Then the 
poor foolish things would eat com- 
Placently out of our hands as if we 
Were their dearest friends. Look at 
Darby seated on the bow of the big 
canoe. Can you distinguish it from 
a wild black duck? You may say the 
neck is a trifle too coarse. Not a bit 
for a squatted duck, you ought to see 
that same neck when Darby is object- 
Ing to being handled. It is as long 
and as thin as a black snake’s then. 
There is one thing these poor captive 
birds do not know how to do—that is 
to eat. They are fairly pining away 
from starvation. Iexcept for an early 
breakfast and a few bits of wild rice 
and an odd crop full of floating marsh 
weed seeds and a bit of lunch and two 
or three meals before dark, and then 

a gorge, they do not eat much! This 
pictured bird weighed over seven 
pounds. She would tuck in so much 
food that she looked as if she had 
been in a panic and got all pressed out 
of shape. All you had to do was to 
rap on any old tin and up the heads 
went, up and down in the silliest old 
dance. Then when they were gorged 
they would pick up a frog and go 
through the motions of swallowing 
just for practice. 

Now that our ducks were on the 
island we found we were not the only 
animals that desired them. There is 
a regular runway of large marsh rats 
—a slightly larger rat than the com- 
mon house one, with a terrific squeal 
like a miniature steam engine running 
away exhaust steam to keep the 
public awake so that they might 
move andthus increase traffic. These 
rats, however, were not wise in their 
generation for on approaching and 
locating the fat desirable ducks in the 
pens they promptly fell to quarreling 
and fighting among themselves and 
we sneaked out and dropped a couple 
of muskrat traps near the pen—and 
we had a bite pretly quick followed by 
another and a perfect chorus of 
squeals from the poor captured rats. 
Aiter this we put the pen about four 
feet from the ground .and the rats 
used to sit around and lick their chops 
until they got cold feet and struck 
off for their bank-dwelling homes. 

Behold us fighting mosquiloes with 
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one hand and tying leg anchors with 
the other and fervently wishing that 
old Mother Nature had givenus a third 
with which to kill the cowardly insects 
that were backbiting us. Into the 
canoe pen went Darby and Joan and 
off we set in two canoes for the shoot- 
ing grounds. The decoys kept up an 
undertone of cooing and billing (they 
really used a very birdlike note) ail 
the way through the dark and silent 
rice beds, only quacking out in alarm 
when a paddle struck the pen or a 
gun slipped and bumped against it. 
We found just where the mosquitoes 
were thickest and here we stopped 
and opened the pen. Darby never 
waits for an introduction, just dashes 
right in—so out Darby flopped. Joan 
more cautious, waited until my hand 
touched her and then she let out a 
squeai that made the rice birds and 
mudhens answer quickly in alarm. 
Out goes two stone anchors and the 
birds promptly start to fly away. 
Splash, - Splash)” «splash’*-—thats 
where they lit when the anchor lines 
jerked them back to mother earth—or 
we should say, water. After a few 
more frantic leaps and splashes they 
contented themselves by tying the 
anchor lines into the most abominable 
mess a duckshooter ever tried to 
untangle in the insect ridden dark- 
ness. No sooner would I get a nice 
knot loosened than Joan would spring 
up into the air and bring up a wet 
slob of lily leaves with a nice trimming 
of mud on it plump into my face. Then 
she crossed Darby’s line and I gave up 
and lighted my pipe and told them to 
tangle themselves up so that one 
would not know which was t‘other. I 
then paddled back and threw the 
mosquito net over me and as dawn 
seemed a long time in coming I[ struck 
a match-.and looked at my watch. 
It had stopped at five minutes to four. 
Why it was that when we left camp, I> 
remembered. The rat trap went off 
just as I was winding the watch to 
startit. Here it was 4 o’clock yester- 
day afternoon. Fritz proposed that 
we eat last night’s supper over again. 
I objected. 

“Well, you can’t prevent me from 
having last night’s sleep over again 
anyhow.” I heard a rustle in the 
other canoe, then a sigh of content 
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and soon the frogs were not the only 
things ‘““more —rumming”’ inthemarsh. 
What an evil thing bad example is. 
T too slept. 

“TI can see the mark it leaves when 
it’s SW imming.’ 

The voice woke me instanter. 
‘Don’t shoot. They’re tame de- 

coys’ I stuttered out through the 
folds of the sleeping net. Then I 
heard the “ 
dles stealing off into the darkness. I 
called to Fritz but ail I got from him 
was something about it being my 
turn to light ‘the fire, so I paddled 
over and wakened him with trickling 
paddledrops as the dawn was now 
spreading up the eastern sky. 

Just a word about shooting before 
and after actual sunrise. Jn the first 
place few, very few, of the Game 
Inspectors know the exact moment 
when the sun rises or sets. They 
take that ancient and musty treatise, 
the Almanac for it. You know the 
book, “‘January, snow or hail may be 
expected this month unless it is warm 
and then we will have rain either 
early or towards the middle of the 
month.’ Standard time cannot be 
so arbitrarily divided as to give an 
exact sunrise for, say, the whole of 
Ontario. The world travels 1041 odd 
miles per hour so the chap nearest the 
eastern end of the divisional places 
would have a nice thirty minutes 
leverage over the western chap. 

Again where is the duckhunter who 
will not shoot at a bird passing over 
him in clear daylight even if the sun 
is not up? Well, he does not live in 
Canada, I’ll wager. As for sunset, 
why the lazy old sun goes to bed fully 
an hour before the ducks are through 
streaming into their feeding grounds 
and, while I condemn very late 
shooting, as all the birds are lost, I do 
most emphatically say that all hun- 
ters should be allowed to shoot as 
soon and as long as they can see ducks 
clearly. Why make law breakers of 
a lot of honest men, for they have 
broken and are breaking, and will 
continue to, unwittingly sometimes 
perhaps, break this most silly law. 

Well, daylight came at last and 
“Welcome little stranger’ said the 
decoy ducks, in duck language, mind 
you, to a passing black duck. They 

tump tump” of the pad- 



even went so far as to stand up on 
end flap their wings in their tails 

hearty welcome 

c 

2. 

LOOK AT DARBY ON THE BOW 
CANOE: CAN YOU DISTINGUISH IT 
FROM A WILD BLACK DUCK. 

LIVE DECOY DUCKS 321 

OF THE 

I MADE A BETTER FOCUS OF THE WHITE 
WATER LILY 
DID OF THE 

ON THE BOW THAN I 
BIRD, BUT I GOT BOTH. 

“Bang, bang’ sang the guns. 
“Splash!’ sounded the fallen bird, 
and Darby and Joan sat as though 
carved of wood, motionless, staring 
at the inanimate stranger, dead, 
mercifully, instantly. For many 
minutes they sat still, then Darby 
picked up a venturesome bug and the 
game was on again. A passing black- 
duck called. Both the decoys ans- 
wered him vociferously—we had not 
seen it yet but they had. Around 
swept the wild duck in ever lessening 
circles. Again the streak of fire and 
pellets and it fell ‘thud’ into the 
marsh behind us. Fritz retrieved it 
in bare feet with a pair of paddles as a 
causeway. The poor bird was wing- 
tipped and led the lad a w eary dance 
through mud and puckabrush and 
willow sedges into great patches of 
wild flag, over logs and pools to 
perish at last ignobly beneath a pad- 
dle blow. All this time the decoys 
had been calling and ducks had been 
answering them and I had _ been 
missing, as they all saw the lad danc- 
ing like a silly dervish through the 
sloppy marsh. Suddenly out flew 
the swallow migration in carefuly 
estimated numbers. There’ were 
several hundred thousands to a square 
mile so millions must be resting in 
this marsh on the southern migration. 
Then out came many great flocks of 
migrating blackbirds, red-breasted 
Brewers, Purple Grackle, etc —thou- 
sands in each flock and passed over 
with a noise like a great rushing 
current. We found it almost im- 
possible to distingusih ducks amid 
this mass, but our decoys saw them 
readily. Nowacry of alarm from the 
ducks and both try to scuttle under. 
A big Marsh Hawk passed over on 
sailing wings, unconcerned, harmless, 
looking for mice and moles and lesser 
prey. Wood-ducks flew screaming 
past or splashed dead before us when 
we held the guns true. (I find the 
stomach is the basis of good or ill 
shooting, let this organ be on the 
rampage and the nerves will shrink 
before the expected report and under- 
shooting is the result. ) 
We were satisfied, so we picked up 

the dead ducks and with Darby and 
Joan penned up and chuckling com- 
fortably we made our way homeward 
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through drowned land and marsh. 
It was early October and the Yellow- 
legs overhead answered circling down- 
wards to our whistle calls. A few 
flocks of Bluebills flew westward 
above us and a long line of cloud- 
scraping black ducks flew to mid-lake 
for a haven. As we went to arrange 
the decoys on the shore one got loose 
and the opening words of our story 
were uttered. 

Just a word as to how to tie these 
birds. A line about fifteen feet long, 
with two others of three feet length, 
tied to one end is required. Knot 
both of these three feet extensions 
every eight inches, so thi you have a 
knotted V of three feet with a twelve 
to fifteen foot long tail. Tie over a 
piece of folded buckskin or cotton 
wrapped about the leg the first double 
knot, wrap the line around twice more 
and tie again. Do it the third time. 
Now make three half hitches over the 
foot and over the knotted parts and 
the bird will always try to draw out 
of these, which promptly tighten the 
moment she moves and she will never 
get at the knots at all. She can 
readily untiemany an unguarded knot, 
but even when loose the social nature 
of the bird inherited from its wild 
ancestors will always make her return 
to her captive mate. I think two 
decoys are sufficient. Later they can 
be placed in the centre or at each end 
of the flock of wooden decoys with 

good results. 
We pictured the decoys near the 

birds they had helped so well to 
attract. They seemed ignorant of 
what a dead duck really is, especially 
as this day we had killed wild-ducks 
and blue-bills over them. 

Of all animals man is the cruelest. 
Take the gentle clerk that spoils the 
surface of many yards of ribbon per 
week for a modest salary. He shrinks 
with alarm at a pinprick, goes to bed 
for a slight fever and complains 
bitterly of a toothache, but arm this’ 
same animal with a gun or small rifle 
and he will inflict the most intense 
pain on harmless and beautiful things 
with a laugh on his silly face. Oh, I 
do wish there was a greater animal 
than Man that hunted him for its own 
amusement, then, perhaps, this in- 
born cruelty might die out. <A great 
deal of it is due to ignorance and lack 
of a good stiff penalty for maiming and 
injuring. Look at this really beauti- 
ful immature American Gull we 
picked up in the marsh. One thought- 
less moment, one shot, one rejoicing 
“I did it, I hit it” and the young 
knight of the ribbon counter has des- 
troyed a thing his efforts the remain- 
der of the year cannot replace. I 
strongly advocate licensing every gun 
for a small sum, say $1.00 per year. 

As we approached our camp one 
day a Great Bittern feeding on the 
wild rice that had fallen out of our 

FRITZ WITH -TAME DECOYS AND A 

NICE BAG OF DUCKS BEHIND. THE 

GRASS BLIND. 

PICTURE FRITZ WITH A GIANT FUNGUS. ol 



CAUSE AND EFFECT: GAME DECOY 
AND DEAD WILD DUCKS. 

upturned canoes rose from the shore 
and alighted upon the top pole of the 
wind-break in front of the fall-camp. 
I made a better focus of the white 
waterlily on the bow than I did of the 
bird, but I got both. 

Another curiosity we found on the 

FRITZ WITH YOUNG WOUNDED GLAU- 
COUS WINGED GULL. 

new island we have purchased was 
some giant fungi. I picture Fritz 
with one in his hand to show you how 
these grow. The size of the smell 
after it decayed was many times as 
great. 

The Bohemian Club of Woodstock, Ont., 
held their annual picnic and outing at Pine. 
Pond, one Fridayand Saturday in July and one 
of the members put on astunt which will live 
in the memory of those who were fortunate 
enough to witness the episode. for some time 
to come. 

Picture to yourself two young men in a 
flat-bottomed boat in the early dawn on 
the placid surface of the pond, mid-distance 
from either shore—in fact in the deepest 
spot where the fishing is supposed to be the 
est. One was sitting near the front of the 

boat and the other in the rear. Nothing 
happened to mar the unalloyed pleasure of 
the two fishermen ior some considerable time. 
The birds were singing, the sun was peeping 
over the trees, and there was an air of peaceful 
calm on the still, cool waters, broken only by 
the swish of the fishermen’s lines as they 
alternately hauled in the fish and flung the 
baited line back in the still waters again. 
Bul the big catch was yet to come. 

The young man who occupied the rear seat 

in the boat, smoking a choice Havana mean- 
while. became restless because of the meagre- 
ness of his catch and decided to shift his seat. 
Whether because it was so early in the 
morning and he was not fully awake, whether 
he was just absent-minded, or whether—well, 
anyway, he decided to shift his position, and 
placing one hand on each side of the boat, and 
without looking behind him, he raised him- 
self up and projected his body swiftly back- 
ward, so as to land in the rear-most seat, 
but alas! he had really been occupying the rear 
seat, and, naturally, the next landing place 
if it can be called a landing place-——was the 
deep, cool waters of the pond. His com- 
panioa, alarmed by the splash and the sizzling 
noise which followed, looked around and 
immediately sent out the S. O. S. call. -In a 
short time the luckless fisherman, dripping 
wet, was rescued from the perilous depths, 
minus hat and cigar, but apparently none the 
worse for his involuntary bath. He is now 
more convinced than ever of the wisdom of 
that old adage, ‘‘Look before you leap.” 



TWENTY CANADIAN TREES 
A little booklet has just been issued by the 

Canadian Forestry Association entitled: 
“Twenty Canadian Trees” which it is hoped 
may be eventually placed in the hands of every 
boy and girl in the country in order that all 
may be able to distinguish readily the more 
important Canadian trees and have an in- 
telligent understanding of the great uses to 
which they are put. It is made small so that 
it may be carried in the pocket on walks into 

the woods and parks and along highways. 
The booklet contains descriptions free from 
technical terms and illustrations of our most 
important Canadian trees. The Canadian 
Forestry Association, Ottawa, through its 
secretary invites correspondence on the part 
of those who desire a copy of this booklet or 
any further information as to forestry in 
Canada. 
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ES, siree, it’ was a most suc- 
cessful hunting trip we had in 
the Cariboo country. We are 

chips from the old Nimrod block, my 
friend Looee and !. 

Did we get any game? Well, I 
should say we did; slathers of it. 
We put up with a Mr. Janeson who 

lives about twenty-five miles back 
from town; his nearest neighbor being 
about ten miles away. We arrived at 
his house at noon, and right after 
dinner he walked us out a few miles to 
a small lake where he said there was 

a party of ducks awaiting our arrival. 
They were there allright, too. He put 
us in the brush at the lower end of the 
lake, and then went to the upper end 
of it and shooed the ducks down our 
way. Ye gods of Rome! I never 
thought there were so many ducks 
on earth. They went over our heads 
in six or eight swarms of countless 
thousands per swarm. We emptied 
our guns at them while they were 
passing over. I must have had a sud- 
den attack of duckitis, shiveritis, or 
something of the sort, because I 
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couldn’t get another shell in my duck- 
exterminator until the hosts had pas- 
sed miles to the southward. Before I 
could reload they must have been as 
far south as St.Louis or New Orleans 
at the rate they were going and at the 
rate I was not going. 

After the sky had cleared of ducks 
so the sun came out again, the dog 
came up with one lonely duck. It had 
been partially suffocated in the rush 
and had fallen back in the lake and 
drowned. 
We were not at all discouraged, but 

we didn’t hunt any more that day. 
We knew we could get plenty of 
ducks where they were so numerous. 
We went back to the house with the 
one duck and two appetites of great 
magnitude. After we had cleared the 
festive board of everything edible, we 
withdrew to the chalet in the back 
yard with the intention of sleeping the 
regulation forty knots an hour. The 
chalet above mentioned is a small, an- 
tiquated log cabin of an ancient period. 
It is used only in the summer time. 
1 mean human beings use it only in 
the summer time. It is occupied 
during the entire season by bush- 
tailed rats—millions of them. 

These bush-rats are in a class by 
themselves. No other creature wants 
to get in their class or within the im- 
mediate vicinity. Mr. Janeson told 
us that these rats have frozen feet 
and that they come out at night and 
dance to get them warm. I don’t 
know about their cold-storage feet 
(my personal opinion is that their 
feet are made of bone-—size 14-D) but 
I can vouch for their dancing abilities 
and for their wont-go-home-till-morn- 
ingness. They always dance until 
sun-up. This bush rat is a little 
larger than our house rat which always 
likes to die under the back porch or 
the cellar stairs; his tail is like that of 
a squirrel, and he has an odor like 
that of a skunk, only more so. 
_ This cabin-villa, at some time dur- 
ing the middle ages, was papered with 
newspapers which the rats have 
worked on with their artistic teeth 
until it now looks like Mexican drawn 
work. They carry away everything 
movable and the unmovable they eat. 

While lying there in bed in a state 
of half somnolence, I was wondering 
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how close these rats would come to me 
in their nocturnal festivities. My 
wondermentations were soon ans- 
wered. Two of them came through a 
hole in the wall, just at the head of 
my bed, and did the light fantastic all 
over my bed covers, while not less 
than three dozen played a foot-ball 
game on the floor. Now, as my hair 
has grown a little thin from carrying 
a prayer book in my hat, I thought 
that it was just possible that they 
might mistake my head for a certain 
vegetable and take a nip out of it, so I 
got up, got my cap, pulled it down 
over my ears and went back to bed— 
but not to sleep. Every once in a 
while I heard Looee’s boot hit the 
floor or ceiling while trymg to drive 
away these denizens of the dark, and 
it gave me much pleasure and satis- 
faction to know that he, too, was be- 
ing entertained. Finally, after a few 
years, morning came. 

Looee was born and bred and but- 
tered in this country, and he knows 
it like a book so, this morning, he and 
I went out together. We were walk- 
ing along through a brush patch and 
talking over our plans for getting our 
game back to town (wondering if 
Janeson had a hay rack we could use 
for the transportation of said game) 
when Looee stopped suddenly and 
said: 

*‘He’s settin’.”’ 
““‘Who’s settin’?”’ says I. 
“The dog is settin’,” says Looee. 
I says, “He hadn’t ought to be 

tired so soon, but, if he’s settin’, let 
him set till he gets rested and he'll 
come on.” 

Without further comment Looee 
sneaked up to the dog, and up gota 
bird, which Looee plunked, and the 
dog brought it to us. Then Looee 
turned to me and said, “Didn’t you 
see him settin’ that bird?” fee 

“Not guilty,” says I. Looee said it 
was a prairie chicken. I ventured the 
opinion that it was a good way from 
home for a prairie chicken, but Looee 
said that’s what it was, and he knows. 

A little farther on J.ooee stopped 
again quickly and said, ‘““There’s a 
good shot for you, fire away,” point- 
ing a few yards ahead. Darned if I 
could see anything so he let go and the 
dog brought back a bird which Looee 
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said was a willing grouse. I asked 
why ‘‘willing’® grouse? He said be- 
cause they are willing to he shot. 
That’s why they don't fly. Looee 
knows these birds and wild animals 
just like an old trapper. 

About four in the afternoon we 
were nearing alake. I had stopped to 
manicure my nails and Looee was a 
little ahead of me. All of a sudden he 
turned and yelled in a whisper, 

“Git down, git down.” 
I flattened out on the ground. 

Then he motioned for me to come 
toward him. When I got up and 
started he hollered, “Git down, git 
down.” 

Once more I got as close as_ possible 
to mother earth, and once more he 
motioned for me to come on, but 
everytime I started he yelled: 

“Git down, git down.’ Then he 
hollered back, kind-o sarcastically,1 
thought: 

Crawl, man, crawl; and for the 
love of Mike don’t make a noise or 
you ll scare these ducks. ‘There’s a 
million of ’em.”’ 

I crawled till I got up to Looee,and 
then, together, we crawled down one 
hill and up another, and when we 
peeped over into the lake, there they 
were, a million—not one less. I knew 
we were good for at least fifty here. 

I don’t know what Looee did, but 
I let go both barrels (I’ve got the 
marks to prove it) and away went the 
ducks—all but one which was a little 
out from shore. Looee instructed the 
dog to get it but the dog couldn’t see 
it that way. He just stood and 
looked at us in a down-hearted way 
as if he was discouraged about some- 
thing. Maybe it was beneath his 
dignity to go after one duck out of 
such a horde. 

Looee spoke kindly at first then he 
let go a lot of language which was 
just like fireworks. After a few pages 
of this pyrotechnic oratory, he 
said: 

“Look here, you fool dog: you go 
and get that duck or I’ll shoot you 
right where you stand.” 

The dog made no effort to comply, 
so Looee shot him as he had prom- 
ised—whereupon the aforesaid duck 
flew away. Guessit was merely stun- 
ned by my compound shot. Then we 

came back to the cabin which - I 
hereby christen ‘Hotel de Bush 
Rate 

Next morning, questioned about 
rabbits, Janeson informed us that 
there were “‘slathers upon slathers of 
"em.’’ He said that “just down the 
road a piece’ the rabbits were so 
thick that when he went out with the 
wagon he had to take clubs along to 
help the dogs drive them away so he 
could get through. 

We got a new dog and went to the 
designated spot, but we didn’t have 
any difficulty in getting through. In 
fact, not a rabbit barred our way. 
Looee said we should have brought 
the wagon. It’s the noise that at- 
tracts them. 

In the afternoon while we were 
sitting on the bank of a lake (that 
country is strewn with lakes), Looee 
gasped: 

“Git down, git down, for the love 
of Gawd, git down.”’ 

I couldn’t see anything to “git 
down” for, but presently down the 
lake came a flock of geese like so 
many airships equipped with auto- 
mobile horns. They were out of 
range of our guns. I thought Looee 
was going to weep over this, as he 
had banked so much on some geese 
to top off our hay-rack load or game. 
When they had disappeared and their 
honk had died away, Looee turned 
to me with tears in his eyes and said: 

“Do you know, Id crawl on my 
belly a mile through the mud for a 
shot at one of them.” 
Now I have a long list of things I'd 

rather do than crawl, but if I must 
crawl, and I have the choice of wea- 
pons, I prefer mud (nice, soft, white, 
clean mud) to the hard ground we had 
crawled over before. Right then my 
hands and knees were shy consider- 
able skin from recent crawls. 

Coming home that night we went 
up the road where the rabbits con- 
eregate in “‘slathers,”’ but, not having 
a wagon to attract them we didn’t 
expect toseeany. We didn’t see.any. 

One morning we went to a pot-hole 
(which is a place where professional 
crawlers get the worth of their money 
the same as Alpinists do when they 
tackle the Matterhorn.) Just as we 
arrived Looee blurted,out those dia- 
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bolical words “Git down.” I knew 
this meant crawl and, secretly, I was 
wishing that whatever was in the pot- 
hole would beat it. This time we had 
to crawl around a gulf. It was like 
crawling from Bellingham to Port 
Townsend via Seattle, or from Galves- 
ton to Key West via New Orieans. 
Away we dashed on our Marathon. I 
thought we might get a short dis- 
tance down one side before our vaca- 
tion was up. Away late in the day 
we got to a point where we could see 
back to the pot-hole, but we were 
miles from where we should be to 
shoot. 

At this point, much to my as- 
tonishment, Looee stopped for the 
first time since we started that morn- 
ing. At first I thought he might have 
had a stroke of sympathy for suffering 
humanity, but my hallucination eva- 
porated when I dragged what re- 
mained of my mangled carcass along- 
side him. With despondency in his 
face and tears in his voice he said to 
me: 

“Did you bring any cartridges with 
you?”’ 

Further investigation and cross- 
examination developed the fact that 
neither of us had put any cartridges 
in our hunting coats that morning. 
In order not to scare the ducks Looee 
advised that we crawl back for cart- 
ridges. This suggestion confirmed 
my suspicion that he was rapidly re- 
turning to savagery and barbarism. 
I told him I was going to walk if I 
hadn’t forgotten the art through long 
lack of practice. 

We walked back over the miles we 
had crawled and reached the cabin 
about sun-down. Loaded down with 
cartridges’ we decided to go out 

Jane- “slathering” for’an hour or so. 
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son’s son came along with a wheel- 
barrow. The rabbits must have 
thought 1t was a wagon because they 
turned out. I mean one of them 
turned out. You couldn’t expect 
many from a mere wheelbarrow but 
Looee said that if an automobile came 
along it would be necessary to set off 
a blast to clear the road of rabbits. 

This one, lone rabbit was doing his 
best to keep up a good pace for the 
dog when I got my deadly aim on-him 
and fired. Looee said it was a fine 
shot, but modesty prevents me cor- 
roborating his statements although I 
know what he said was true. Here 
occurred what might be called a 
miracle. When we got to the spot 
where I shot the rabbit there was our 
dog dead as a door nail, shot right 
through the head. We held sort of a 
“hunters Jury’, and I testified that I 
had shot at the animal that was in the 
lead. There was but one.verdict to 
render: i. e. ““The rabbit was chasing 
the dog.” Thatisasplainas A. B.C. 

On our way back to the cabin I 
intimated that we might not need the 
hay-rack; that an ordinary carriage 
might do to transport our game; but 
Looee was optimistic and felt certain 
that we would at least require a lum- 
ber wagon provided the visible supply 
of dogs held out. 
We had fine weather all the time 

with the exception of one rainy day. 
We would have gone out this day, but 
after experimenting on the cabin 
floor, we found that we could not 
crawl with a gun and an umbrella as 
well. 

Well, anyway, we gol some good 
pictures, and Looee and I are going 
back next year if the skin grows on my 
hands and knees as the doctor pro- 
mises. 
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ROM the shelter of a comfortable little 
F cottage on an island afew miles out from 

the mainland our duck shooter of last 
season— 

Do you remember the fellow on the Sept- 
ember last cover of Rod and Gun, who was 
having great sport with the mallards?— 

He sits inside and by the light of a kerosene 
lamp trys to get interested in a four days’ old 
newspaper. Uncle Bill has turned in and his 
parting remark was: 
“Young fellow, you better git to bed. 

You've got to make an early start in the 
morning.” And with all due ‘respect for 
Uncle Bill’s wisdom, it was not the idea of our 
duck hunter to neglect hissleep. But it was the 
surf pounding on a rocky beach outside ana 
the wind howling through the trees that lined 
the shore at this place and made a shelter for 
the little cottage tucked down beside the cove, 
that interested him. 

(Have you, Mr. Shooter, ever put in a week 
or two at this kind of shooting? nights like 
this? with the wind and sea doing their worst, 
or best, to make way with everything that is 
movable? Ever sit up and watch the ele- 
ments “‘dance?” Some of us may not be 
impressed, but there are others who realize 
after a night like the one described what a wee 
sma’ thing is man. A storm raging along the 
coast is mighty interesting to watch from the 
shelter of a comfortable little retreat like 
Uncle Bill's cottage). 
_ That wind kept our friend awake. He 
finally gets ready to turn in but has to go and 
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take one more good look out thru’ the trees at 
the tossing water. Putting out the light to 
avoid more remarks from Uncle Bill, he slips 
out to the rear of the cottage and as this is the 
leeward side, there is a good view of the Wave 
Queen, the big sloop that had brought them to 
the island two days before. With everything 
furled up and hatches battened down, she rides 
at her mooring like a tired gull, lifting to the 
slight swell that reaches this far inside the 
cove. We-e-l-l Unc. said it would all die out 
by morning, always did when the wind swung 
olf the land this way after a heavy blow from 
the sea, and the off-shore wind “‘knocks the 
sea flat in no time.”” That’s what he said, all 
right, all right, but it looks to me as if it would 
be a week before we'll ever be able to get 
outside this cove. A look al the sky and sure 
enough away up there in the Northwest is a 
streak of dark blue sky and a star or two 
twinkling away as if they thought all this fuss 
an awfully good joke. 

I’m for bed-—a look at the watch, 10.30P.M. 
and Une. has been snoozing two hours. Say 
these old fellows certainly do like sleep. Here 
goes, and everything is quiet with the excep- 
tion of an investigator in the shape of a wood 
mouse and his family, who come out of a crey- 
ice between two floor boards, and after care- 
fully examining shell boxes, greasy gun rags, 
etc., find their way to the side-board where 
Uncle Bill had seen to it that everything in 
the grub line is safely inside a couple of huge 
tinned bread boxes kept at the cottage for 
just such trips as these, and to guard against 
just such little four-footed rascals as are now in 
charge of the room. 

The moon light streams in thru’ the window 
(the clouds have all broken away now) and 
right in the midst of a wild game of tag, the 
little wood-mice stop, and then scamper for 
cover as a big shadowy figure in wool socks 
and underwear emerges from one of the two 
sleeping rooms. Yep, Une. is on the job 
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again. He goes to the window and glances 

out at the sky which is full of stars and a few 

fleecy clouds now, and after fumbling by the 

window in the dark a moment, he brings into 

the light his old friend, ‘watch’ which he pro- 

ceeds to ‘tilt? sideways so the moon-light 

shows him that the hands on the dial point to 

3.30 A.M. ‘Wonder how long he stayed up” 

he remarks and with a huge: smile strikes 

a light and manipulates the hands on the 

alarm clock to “‘start the music at four.” 

Then this old fellow who likes sleep pulls 

on his trousers and an old pair of soft slippers 
and proceeds to build a fire, boil coffee, fry 
eggs and hacon, and slice bread. He has this 
EErost all arranged on the oil cloth covered 
table, along with the granite ware plates and 
cups and heavy steel knives and forks, when 
with a preliminary click, there is a Burr-rr-rr-rr 
rr-r-r and a sudden Bump! as something 
strikes the floor in the next room. 
“Come on or your coffee will get cold,” 
ells Unc. as a sleepy figure emerges with a 
oot in either hand, into the lamplight. 
“Holy smoke! I didn’t think I'd been 

asleep five minutes,” said our friend as he 
hustled into his boots and took a hurried wash 

in the cold water in the basin. ‘‘How long 
have you been up, Unc.? and he sits down and 
starts in on the bacon and eggs. ‘Gee! say 
Unc., you’re all right. Kind of thought you 
were a sleepy head last night, but ‘I see it all 

now. Say, I’d have slept ’til daylight sure.” 

Just a touch of frost in the air as they make 
their way down to the ‘shore’ with guns, shells, 
and a few decoys that look to the uninitiated 
as if they were ‘burlesque’ ducks. 

“Might as well take them along. as there 
may be some good coot or seaduck shooting 
after we get through with the black ducks,” 
remarks Unc. 

The dory is loaded up with the ‘outfit’ at 
the slip, cast off, and with Unc. at the oars we 
slip silently out toward the sloop looming up— 
now that the moon has gone down behind the 
trees—like a black smudge on the water, By 
the time we are alongside, the visitor’s teeth 

are chattering with the chill of the September 
air, and Unc. sets him to work storing away 
the oulfit while he gets the mainsail up, casts 
off from the mooring, then as he goes off to the 
helm he lets the “deck hand” put the jib on 
her and they start for the entrance of the 
little cove. It still looks kind of ‘bobbly’ out 
there but as Unc. has no remarks to make the 
visitor does not like to ask fool questions. 
Once they are out of the sheltered cove, how- 
ever, the wind becomes stronger, a good smart 
sailing breeze for the sloop, and she ‘heels’ 

_over and goes smashing through the choppy sea 
that is running at a rate that makes our novice 
feel as if the boat was alive. 

“This is great, Unc., but where do you 
expect to get ducks out here? The trip is 
worth the trouble, twice over, and I am not 
kicking, but where we are going to get any 
duck shocting this far off shore, gets me. 
You know last fall when | started on that trip 
it was only about a half an hour’s paddle in 
the shooting punt to get to the marshes, and 
if you remember the picture on Rod and Gun 
cover of September last, I already had two, 
another one coming down, and a good chance 
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at a fourth. 
shooting?” 

Unc. smiled to himself as he slowly rammed 
a full charge of tobaccce into his old clay pipe, 
and finally said, ““Ye-s-es, that was pretty 
good sport, but you'll have to admit you’ve 
been mighty interested in the proceedings so 
far? Hey? You see,’ he went on, “‘these 
ledges we are bound for are regular resting 
and feeding places for black-ducks early in 
the season, in the moderate gales there’s 
always sheltered places where they can rest 
and feed as the tide goes out. When the 
heavier winds later in the fall ‘pile’ the sea 
all over these ledges, they scatter and feed and 
rest in small bunches all along the coast, and 
by the same token, when it is fine weather, 
real nice smooth, these same foxy rascals will 
‘raft’ up off shore, even outside the ledges and 
lay round and ‘laze’ and sleep until long about 
dusk when they come back to the ledges to 
feed and ‘gabble’ round a spring of fresh water 
that is located on one of the larger of the 
groups.” 

“Say, what’s that, Unc.’’? 
“That’s our shooting ground, Mr. Man. 

Just what I’ve been talking about. We'll run 
in back of that high place on the ledge in the 
eddy and anchor the old boat.” 

A half hour’s sailing and they are pretty well 
up to the ledge and the ‘deck hand’ goes for- 
ward and gets the jib off her. Then as Une. 
comes up in the wind he follows instructions, 
and throws over the ‘mud-hook’ and pays out 
the slack until told to belay. The mainsail is 
lowered and furled, and by this time there is a 
big rosy glow in the East. A light fog lies 
between the boat and the ledge, and as they 
row toward a low place in the rocks,—splash, 
splash, splash—a trio of coots go skimming 
out of sight. The newcomer sits in the stern 
and hangs on to either gunwale of the dory 
and if Une. only knew it, his friend is fighting 
hard to ‘‘keep his breakfast under his belt.” 
It has been a rather rough trip out here 
this morning and the motion of the Wave 
Queen was anything but steady. Une. is 
cranning his head round and suddenly whis- 
pers hoarsely, ““Did you hear that?” A faint 
Quack, Quack, quack-quack-quack and sun- 
dry splashings straight ahead had caught his 
ear—and then suddenly, “there they go!” 
as seven shadowy forms rush by overhead. 
Then three more coots come from no where 
and disappear down the wind, and our friend’s 
seasick gaze encounters two others of a dif- 
ferent species, which Unc. says are Old Squaws. 

Seasickness and everything else in_ the 
universe are forgotten now as scrambling 
ashore they haul out the dory and take the 
painter away up among the rocks where it Is 
tied to a jagged boulder, then a few whispered 
instructions from Une. to the effect that there 

Isn’t that proof of pretty good 

is to be no shooting until they are well hidden 
in chosen positions, ‘‘for you know if they 
get frightened away, without the noise from 
the guns, the big bunch will break up and come 
back by twos and threes to investigate.” 
Blundering and stumbling round over the 
slippery rocks in the half light they finally 
gain the top of the ledge and a hundred or 

more black ducks with afew alarmed quacks, 
sail off into the mist. Our friends get com- 
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manding positions where they can see both 
ways as far as possible, crouch down among 
the boulders and slip in the No. 4’s. 

Unc. is using an old lever action repeater, 
10 gauge, which some people would dub 
cannon, while our friend uses a double gun 
and a No. 12. There is a silence lasting per- 
haps twenty minutes while the light from the 
east grows stronger, and the mist lifts until it 
is easy to see two hundred yards. An old 
herring gull goes over setting his wings and 
sailing over the concealed gunners with a 
suspicious twist of his head as he notices the 
strange figures among the rocks. 

Suddenly our friend who has been looking 
seaward over his shoulder, twists around on 
his knees and slides the safety catch back on 
his hammerless. About one hundred and 
fifty yards away and coming straight for the 
top of the ledge are two black ducks. .One- 
hundred yards now, seventy-five, fifty, and at 
what he judges to be forty, a smart Bang and 
Bang, and a fine pair of ducks hit the ledge. 
Unc. glances approvingly at his visitor, but he 
too has business on hand as a bunch of five 
blacks coming from the opposite direction see 
the last shot, and three of them swinging off 
go directly over him. It’s a long shot, but he 
gets one, and as the distance is so great, does 
not shoot again. Bang-Bang! goes the double 
but this time there are two clean misses. As 
the three ducks go swinging up over Unc’s 
position, he drops two with a shot to each 
duck, and the excitement is on for the morning. 

eels 
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This lasts for perhaps an hour, possibly two- 
The sun is well up now and as the wind is 
dying out, the ducks cease flying, and the 
hunters come out of their cramped positions 
and ‘“‘stretch their legs’ climbing around 
among the rocks picking up their ducks, 
seventeen black ducks between them. ‘Ten 
go to Unc’s old ten gauge and seven to our 
friend. They go down and launch the dory 
and board the sloop. Une. glances at the sea 
and sky and says, 

“Guess it’s going to die out flat calm and 
we'll have to use the ‘kicker’ going back,” 
referring to the gasoline engine in the after 
part of the sloop. ‘“‘It used to be lots of sport 
days like this, before the use of the little 
‘Ingines,’ pulling all the way back,’ he 
laughed, “but don’t worry, you won’t have 
any of the rowing today.” 

They go ‘below’ and the little stove in the 
cabin is soon going and hot coffee and sand- 
wiches enjoyed before starting back. And 
the stranger has had his first day’s shooting 
at the ledges with the black duck (dusky- 
duck) a first cousin of the mallards of last 
year’s sport. Unc. says, ““The tide does not 
‘serve’ just right for the decoys, and anyhow 
it’s too fine a day. We'll get a whack at that 
end of the game later on in the season. You’ve 
had enough for today to tell the Rod and Gun 
boys about, and we hope they’ll all write in 
and give us their experiences from East and 
West and all that lies between.” 

iw O HUNDRED ACRES OF GEESE 
GEORGE MINER HALL 

like a large order, doesn’t it? Butthere 
they were when we came upon them, 

stretched away out toward the open water 
and feeding on the green grass that, warmed 
by the bright springsunshine of Sunny Alberta, 
was putting out just such tender shoots that 
geese—wild or tame—eat so ravenously in 
the Spring. 

It happened like this; Mac—his business 
name is F. G. McDermid but his stage name, 
the one his friends call him, is just plain 
““Mac’’—had a goose hunch and acted with 
customary celerity. ‘““We’ve just got to get 
some of those geese’ said Mac. “It’s time 
for ’em to come and if we don’t get busy now 

Ra hundred acres of geese! It sounds they'll be done and gone before we know it.’ 
And so we did get busy and called up ever- 

body we knew, writing some letters to people 
we would like to know—they being near where 
the geese fly—and found out a lot in a short 
while. Most important of all we found a few 
choice spirits right in our midst, so to speak, 
who knew where the geese most do congregate 
within fairly easy reach of Edmonton, and just 
how to get to the place. These pearls of great 
price—free to us, of course—were Arthur J. 
Telfer, Jay L. Conover and Carl J. Kirk, all 
goose hunters of credit and renown and men 
who put us right onto where to go, what to 
carry, and what to do when we got there. 

Just to get things started away all right, the 
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above mentioned shining lights of goose hun- 
ting—and they sure do shine when the geese 
fly—went on ahead and made camp after a long 
ride by rail and a 14-mile drive across the 
prairie to the lake. 
They started Tuesday, April 13th, having 

heard from friends made on former trips, that 
the geese were coming in good. When you 
get a message of this sort it is up to you to hit 
the trail quick and hard because the wild 
goose is a dead ringer for time and tide when 
it comes to waiting on man. Having made 
up his mind to come, the wild goose comes 
with surprising suddenness and when he de- 
cides to go he gets up and goes without notifi- 
cation or ceremony—he just goes. Therefore 
it behooves the goose hunter who seeks success 
to get good and busy at the first news that the 
geese have come. And that is what our 
friends did—they got the message and hit 
the trail. This trail ended—for habitation 
purposes—three miles from the lake where 
the geese were. Three miles is quite a little 
hike at an early hour in the morning but the 
homesteader who built this shack where our 
party stayed. apparently had things other 

than goose hunting near to his heart and we 
were thankful that he did not decide to go 
even farther from the lake to set up his house- 
hold goods. Before I forget it, let me say 
feelingly that three miles is also a long long 
way from Tipperary when you have six or 
seven geese to carry. However, to a hunter, 
a hundred pounds of game doesn’t weigh as 
much as ten pounds of meat that he has to 
carry home from the store and so the three 
miles home, with geese to carry was much 
shorter than the same three miles out, in the 
early morning and with no knowing whether 
the geese would be there or in some other 
place. 

Your wild goose is a bird of whims and 
fancies. He may fly to the grain field in the 
morning and again in the evening; or take 
one trip a day; or stay in the lake all day. 
Some hunters figure that a goose will have his 
two drinks a day, maybe this is so but it is 
far from being certain enough to figure on for 
a fact and there is always the chance that your 
geese may find another drinking place than 
the lake from which they fared forth to the 
fields in the morning. We found that out to 

I. THE THREE MIGHTY HUNTERS: TELFER, KIRK AND CONOVER, AND THEIR AFTER- 

NOON’S BAG. 

2. SEVEN EDMONTON GUNNERS AND THEIR TROPHIES. 
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our sorrow on this hunt and some of us had 
had the same experience before. So when you 
go goose hunting don’t bank on the geese 
doing the same thing today that they did 
yesterday, and then you won’t be disappointed 
—perhaps. After all if hunting were an exact 
science who would care for it? Being full 
of surprises is what makes hunting and court- 
ship really worth while. 

Telfer and Conover and Kirk went down 
to the lake on Tuesday. They got there 
Tuesday night, made camp in the home- 
steader’s shack and went out to prospect for 
the next day’s hunt. Having decided what 
to do. they went to bed to sleep the sleep of 
the just—hunters. 

Bright and early in the morning—Wednes- 
_day morning—they went to the lake, placed 
themselves and awaited the arrival of geese. 
Quite a good many arrived and twelve stayed, 
Kirk getting six, Conover five, and Telfer 
out of his usual good luck in getting shots 
dropped one. 

This was good, though not too good, but 
Thursday morning gave our friends a lesson 
in the uncertain ways of the wild goose. 
They went back to the same place and didn’t 
get a goose—they had all gone elsewhere. 
Thursday afternoon they hiked across country 
to an arm of the lake, rowed across that and 
came upon the real goose settlement. Here 
is where the 200 acres of geese were. Of 
course, the area is an estimate—nobody ran 
lines to determine it exactly—and there may 
have been a few rods short of 200 acres, or 
something over that. Anyway there were 
geese as far as you could see nicely and a lot 
farther than anybody could shoot with a 
shot-gun. - 

“Say, there are some geese if anybody 
should ask you” said Telfer, “‘and now to get 
near enough for a shot.’? Down they went and 
made themselves as flat as possible which 
wasn't hard to do because neither of the three 
packs any fat on his body. By dint of 
crawling close to the ground they got toa point 
about 120 yards from the geese before they 
flew, and knocked down two on the getaway. 
This was the feeding ground of the geese at the 
lake. Under the bright Spring sun, grass 
was sprouting and if there is a thing in the 
world that appeals to the appetite of the goose, 
wild or tame—it is young Spring grass. And 
these geese liked what they had found so well 
that they were hard to drive away; those 
nearest the hunters just flew out over the 
geese farther away and settled down again. 

“They'll come back,” said Kirk, ‘“‘and we 
will do well to wait here for them.’ Sure 
enough, they did come back and eighteen 
went into the bag to swell the count. They 
were a tidy load to pack back to camp, nearly 
four miles away. 

Friday morning was voted a day of rest for 
the geese—not all day, but just the forenoon. 
The house needed clearing and while the geese 
were having a half holiday the shack was 
tidied up to receive tomorrow’s guests—the 
rest of the party. 

But Friday afternoon was no holiday at all 
for the geese. Going back to the feeding 
ground, the hunters dug pits and lay in wait. 
To dig a pit for a goose hunt is simple. You 
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just make the pit big enough to hold the 
hunter, sitting, or lying on his back; with 
some dead grass to cover the fresh earth and 
to make the pit merge with the general color 
scheme of the place, you are then ready for the 
geese. : ; 

And here they come! Away in the distance 
you see them, apparently flying slowly 
but really eating up distance at the rate 
of eighty or ninety miles an hour. Lie 
low now, until they get fairly near and 
then you may do as you please and the grey 
line will not falter but will swing straight 
along in the flight it started. Shoot when 
they are coming head on and you are likely 
to be entertained—perhaps chagrined—by 
hearing your shot rattle on the thickly 
feathered breast of the goose that is your 
target and to see that same goose fly into the 
distance without losing a stroke of his great 
grey wings. Angle shots are the best and 
good-sized shots—ones or twos—will often 
break a wing and bring the goose to earth or 
water. Not too hard hit, the wild goose is a 
hard bird to capture when wounded. He wil! 
ease himself to land or water, half a mile— 
sometimes more—away and is not only clever 
in getting under cover but hits a hard blow 
with his powerful wings when cornered. 

This time they came good and met men who 
know their book at any sort of shooting with 
a shotgun, traps or field. In a little over two 
hours thirty-three geese were added to the 
count and then the hunters had to stop because 
they had no more shells. If they had not 
short-changed themselves on shells when they 
started out, fifty geese would have been as 
easy to get as thirty-three. However, sixty- 
five geese is a tidy bag and there was still a 
day to go before the hunt was ended. 

And that was the real day because the rest 
of us arrived for that part of the hunt. Asa 
matter of plain fact, I didn’t go at all on this 
hunt because, after getting right up to the 
edge of going, I had to make a business trip 
and leave the goose hunt to the very able 
representatives who made up the party that 
did go. 

The last contingent was formed of Captain 
Matthew Esdale and Lieutenants F. G. Me- 
Dermid, L. L. Pearce and Harry J. Crabbs. 
The titles are of the United States Colonel 
brand—purely honorary—but if either of 
these men ever goes in for a military life, he 
will be a field marshal at the very least. 

**Mac’’ is the real shot of this second con- 
tingent, though. ‘“‘Mac” can get ’em going, 
coming, straight away, known or unknown 
angles, or any old thing you call for, if you 
give him his choice of weapons and make him 
choose a camera. At that sort of shooting 
““Mac’? mows ’em down right and left but 
with a shotgun he isn’t deadly beyond a 
hundred yards’ rise. ‘‘Mac’s’ powers of 
description are good, too, and not being able 
to go myself, I sent my astral body along in 
charge of ’Mac’”’ and that is how I know all 
about this sport. : 

“Tt is great sport, this goose shooting,” said 
“Mac” but the beggars shouldn’t have such 
thick feathers. I must have hit forty of “em 
but I only got one and what-da-ya think? 
I cut the feet off that one so I should know 
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him again—because I wanted to cook my own 
goose—and then some gink grabbed him out 
of the cold storage place and so I had to eat 
just a common goose, after all. Believe me 
the next time I shoot a goose—or geese—I’ll 
take em to bed with me and then I'll be sure 
to get my own birds.” 

“Another thing I’m going to do is to invent 
shot with sharp points to ‘em so they will go 
right through those goose feathers and get the 
bird. This shooting round shot at a round 
bird doesn’t appeal to me at all. If I had had 
sharp-pointed shot on this hunt. I’d have 
brought home a wagon load of geese. Just 
the same, it’s great sport.” 

And so they all agreed. They hired a far- 
mer to haul the geese to the station and all of 
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their friends feasted on geese for several days. 
The party got 81 in all; seven or eight grey 
geese and the rest white geese or “‘wavies”’ as 
they are known in the West. Goose shooting 
is permitted by law in Alberta both Spring 
and Fall and ducks do not suffer much by 
reason of this because nobody will shoot ducks 
when geese are to be had. Some old-time 
writer said ““The blood more stirs to rouse the 
lion than to start the hare” and this goes with 
geese and ducks. You think duck shooting 
is mighty fine sport—as it is—until you get 
a good goose hunt and then—. 

At the same time, we are all waiting for the 
lst of September and prospects are mighty 
good for the duck crop of 1915. 

DUCK BREEDING IN THE PARK 
COUNTRY, ALBERTA 
The Crow, the Duck’s most serious enemy 

A. D. Murray 

have just spent an interesting year 
I near Riley on _ the Central 

Alberta. Having to drive four miles 
morning and evening | had opportunity to 
observe the game, especially ducks. Pre- 
viously I had been in the Peace River and Lac 
la Biche regions and was surprised at the 
abundance of chicken, grouse and especially 
ducks, around Riley. I do not single out 
Riley, but refer to that whole section which I 
might appropriately call the slough belt. 
You see I am not in the real estate business, 
but for all that in my opinion the park slough 
country is the most reliable section of Alberta. 
The subsoil is a gumbo which is nowhere far 
below the surface, and outcrops in places, 
sometimes only a few feet in a field or in 
large bodies. as between Bruce and Viking. 
On the average I think the prairie humus Is 
from three feet to six feet. The surface is 
slightly undulating and the rainfall abundant, 
especially in the spring. Streams are few and 
consequently all the hollows are sloughs either 
during the spring or throughout the year. 
Where I was last spring one-third or even one- 
half of the country was under water. Some 
of these sloughs are shallow and dry later, 
others fill with rank grasses and some are 
round and deep, remaining throughout the 
year. A few are like small lakes. Trees 
form wind breaks often encircling the water 
and it is almost impossible to approach un- 
observed. The water soon warms and teems 
with plant and animal life. Green and red 
algae collect on some and the pigs have a 
habit of wading out and skimming it off the 
surface. 

This belt bounding the open prairie and 
reaching to the northern tree belt, is the duck 
breeding ground of the west. I think I am 

safe in saying that there are more breeding 
ducks between the points mentioned, than on 
the prairie south to the International bound- 
ary, plus that north to the Arctic Circle. I 
have been over all three sections and this is 
my conclusion: I think others will bear out my 
statements. 

I am sorry now I did not keep an accurate 
diary of the date of arrival and departure, 
numbers, etc. of the different species, but the 
following will give a rough idea of my obser- 
vations. 

The Pintails were the first and arrived with 
the opening of the sloughs. They were also 
the most numerous of the species and very 
conspicuous, especially at the beginning of the 
season. The drakes remained about three 
weeks and then departed north. 

A close second, and perhaps as early an arri- 
val as the Pintail, was the Red-head, though in 
not nearly the same numbers. The drakes 
took their departure in about ten days. 

These species were followed in a few days 
by the Mallards, the drake remaining about 
the same time as the Red-heads. 

After an interval of perhaps a week, a host 
of other species arrived somewhat in this 
order,—Spoonbills, Canvas backs, Green and 
Blue-winged Teal, Gadwalls and Bluebills. 
The Ring-necked ducks seemed to be the 
latest arrival. The Spoonbills remained to- 
gether throughout the season and nested in 
pairs. A pair could be seen almost anywhere 
in the shallow reedy places. They seemed to 
be more domestic in their habits and were 
more easily approached and observed. 

The Canvasbacks are not numerous and 
almost a negligible quantity, only afew species 
being observed and in the most secluded spots; 
their coloring alone drawingattention to them. 
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The males remained a week at least. The 
Teals were everywhere in small flocks or pairs. 
but were difficult to observe. 

Next in numbers to the Pintails were the 
Gadwalls. The drakes appeared to make a 
long stay. 

The Bluebills were also in goodly numbers 
and the drakes continued north. Ringnecks 
were a jate arrival and paired up like Spoon- 
bills. Whether the drakes continued north or 
remained I do not know. On a three mile 
route taken at sunrise the number of female 
ducks counted were: Pintails 36; Mallards 8; 
Spoonbills 12, Redheads 5, Canvasbacks 2; 
Gadwalls 20; Bluewinged Teal 18; Green- 
winged Teal 5; Bluebills 10; Ring-necks 5; 
total 121. 

The ducks were distinguished in some cases 
through the drake. A glass was used but not- 
withstanding the observations are rough and 
local. Only those sloughs adjacent to the 
road were taken, some twenty in number. 
Some species built in the reedy sloughs, but 
in very many cases the open prairie was pre- 
ferred, the ducks trusting solely to the grass, 
weeds and coloring for protection. In some 
cases, especially among the Teal, there was 
little or nothing to conceal the nest. 

In all cases those nests on the high ground 
(over a dozen) were robbed by crows. To cite 
a case in point: A pintail was observed to 
fly from a certain point on a hill each morning. 
We failed to locate her nest. Crows from 
look-out points in the near-by trees shared 
in the search and attacked the old duck when- 
ever she appeared at our approach. We left 
them continuing the search. The third 
morning it rained. On returning that after- 
noon we found the remains of the nest. The 
shells were scattered over an acre, more or 
less. The grass had been borne down by the 
rain revealing the nest to the crows. So it 
was in many cases. Of course those ducks 
over the road were disturbed more often than 
the average, but considering that all those 
observed were destroyed the destruction by 
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crows throughout the whole country must be 
very heavy. 

Crows were everywhere and one or more 
could be seen at any time. They were 
always on the lookout for nests. It seemed to 
be their specialty. If one crow showed an 
inclination to hurry to a certain spot he 
always had companions as soon as they could 
get there. ‘They broke the eggs by flying up 
a few feet and dropping them, at the same 
time making a horrible din. If the old duck 
was seen he was chased, the crows acting as if 
they would annihilate her which was all a 
plat but must have been real enough for the 
duck. 
We tried a plan which worked nicely. We 

found that when walking in the vicinity of 
nests the crows were very watchful and %f 
something on the ground was examined Mr. 
Crow was sure to investigate for himself. 
A No. 1 trap, carefully hidden under some 
grass, with an egg shell or nest egg tied over 
the pan, nearly always fooled Mr. Crow. 
The crows’ nests which are built in the willows 
and poplars can be readily seen and destroyed 
before the leaves appear. Afterwards they 
are safe, if not previously located. 

Although there was a lot of spring shooting 
and chasing down of squabs, the crows with- 
out doubt do more damage than illegal killing, 
hawks, weasels and coyotes combined. 
think the time has come when it must be 
recognized that the breeding grounds of most 
of our ducks are within the bounds of civiliz- 
ation or adjacent to them. ‘The cultivation 
of the country has provided food for the crow 
and destroyed his enemies. He is wary 
enough to take care of himself but the poor 
duck is such a fool that she needs to be pro- 
tected. The crow reminds me of the crooked 
shark, while the duck is the simple sucker. 
Crow and duck might be good descriptive 
terms for these. At any rate the crow is the 
most serious enemy the duck has around here. 
Why not a bounty on crows or a tax? 

PARTRIDGE NEST WITH [6 EGGS TAKEN MAY I[0, {9f5 

Photo by Walter I. Keeler, Prescott, Ont. 



SEEING THINGS 
The Credulous Sportsman 

NEAL Brown 

ANY sportsmen have the weakness of 
M seeing things that are not so. This 

statement does not involve the 
well established mendacity of certain 
Waltonians in respect of their adventures. 
They must not be judged by any conventional 
standards. Insome ancient tribes by custom, 
lying was elevated into a cardinal virtue. So 
with anglers. 
To confront one with the facts upon which 

he has builded a Munchausenish fabrication 
is quite nugatory, and leaves him unabashed. 
Shameless, O, fisherman, are thy dilations of 
the fish thou hast caught, or, because of mis- 
adventure not controllable by any skill, hast 
failed to catch—thy narratives of battles with 
the monsters of the deep! Annanias shall be 
thy patron saint and Mungo Park and Mun- 
chausen thy preceptors! 
“Twenty years ago I hunted prairie chickens 

on the marshes near Babcock, Wis., with a 
distinguished sportsman-author who made 
magazine pabulum from the raw material of 
his sport. He wrote up this adventure for a 
leading publication, and in this narrative 
prophesied the utter extinction of the prairie 
chicken in a few years—I think less than ten. 
(On this hunt one of the party killed the last 
wild pigeon.) 

Despite prophecy, I have since that time 
hunted prairie chickens every year in the 
same territory and have found them as plenti- 
ful as in the early 90’s. With the cutting 
off of the timber this bird has extended its 
habitat north of Lake Superior and year by 
year is spreading into new fields. It is 
customary now to hunt this bird, as well as 
other game, with an automatic and an auto- 
mobile, and the effect of these two deadly 
Weapons cannot as yet be fully foreseen. The 
automobile to reach the game, and the auto- 
ee to kill it makes a very killing combina- 
ion. 
It is good to hold these prophecies of game 

extinction in terrorem over the too sanguinary 
Sportsman, but with fair protection and the 
elimination of the market hunter, we need 
not be alarmed. Originally it was generally 
claimed that the activities of the game war- 
dens were largely political, yet they have 
greatly reformed and are now doing much 
good service. They have been aided by a 
growing sentiment for game protection, and 
have been steadily winning the respect of 
good sportsmen and the hatred of all poachers. 

rue it is that some sportsmen who are 
not poachers can see very little good in the 
game wardens, but they should clear their 
vision a little. The tribe of conscientious 
sportsmen is growing. A. sportsman finds 

that it is worth while to cultivate virtue, 
-not only for its own sake, but for the sake of 
the game warden who may leap upon him 
from any bush. 

If you have a poachless record you will 
feel really noble and can look the game warden 
in the eye with only an innocent interest. 
Few exaltations that can come to the virtuous 
sportsman are equal to that which visits him, 
when he can freely offer the inspection of his 
creel to a chance met warden, knowing that 
it contains no forbidden inmate, and have the 
warden say: 

“T will take your word for it; I know that 
there is nothing contraband in your basket.” 

Or to have him pass up all investigation of 
your automobile, upon your assurance that 
you have only the legal number of birds 
stowed therein. Harrowing it is to a sports- 
man of this innocence, when he finds himself 
in the company of reckless law breakers, who 
have anticipated the season by a few hours 
and who involve him in a wild pursuit by 
game wardens. 

Last year an author-sportsman and roman- 
cist wrote for a leading periodical a heart- 
rendering account of havoc among the trout 
because of an evil germ that had been allowed 
to get in one of the state hatcheries. He 
averred that this germ was killing the trout 
and infecting multitudes of young fry, so that 
in their distribution the poison would spread 
to all trout water of the state. He attributed 
this plague to mismanagement, and the mis- 
management to evil politics in the administra- 
tion of the state hatcheries. 

It must be admitted that there are a good 
many evil germs in Wisconsin politics, but 
it is a far fetched conclusion that these germs 
have bred trout germs. In this fishy diatribe 
the author simply was seeing things that were 
not so. In condemning the wicked he was 
involving the innocent—i. e., the trout and 
the officials of the state hatcheries. . 

I hold no brief for these officials, but th 
fish commission is made up of public spirited 
gentlemen who are serving the state without 
compensation. The superintendent of hat- 
cherles, James Nevins, has held his position 
through all political dynasties for over thirty 
years, and solely because of his experience and 
efficiency. 

Of late there has been much complaint of 
Wisconsin officialdom and its multiform 
excesses, and many of its boards and com- 
missions have come in for caustic criticism, 
but the state fish commissioners and their 
official force have universally been placed 
above reproach. No agency of the state 
is making greater or more beneficent returns 
for the money expended than. the fisheries 
department. ‘This is so well known that there 

is a growing sentiment that the hatchery 

capacity ought to be doubled. ; 
An investigation of the charges in question 

proved that they had no more foundation than 
the fact that in some hatchery ponds a fungus 
had come upon some of the trout because of 



confinement, and that this speedily disappeared 
with proper treatment, and that it could not 
in any case infect the fry from the hatchery, 
or any trout in free and natural waters. Since 
this scare millions of trout fry have been 
distributed from the hatchery, and they are 
now growing up to useful and sportsmanlike 
maturity. 

It is now quite evident that my old frend 
who thoughtlessly maligned this hatchery 
and attributed politics and plagues and 
fungus to it was riotously seeing things that 
were not so. From time to time such alarums 
thrill our indignant campfires. 

Legends that run from hand to mouth. 
These have I aiso heard—they pass 
With each new spring and the winter grass. 
“The trout are all being netted out of that 

stream!” 
“The pickerel have invaded this stream and 

are cleaning out the trout.” 
“The carp are destroying all the fish in our 

lakes.” 
“They are dynamiting fish up by the Big 

Spring. I heard the explosions.” 
Usually these tales are vain imaginings. 

The dynamiting is found to be the work of 
a harmless and necessary settler, who is blow- 
ing out stumps in his field. The netting is a 
pure invention, imputing criminality to some 
more skillfull angler who can fill his creel 
when others remain empty. 

Of course, pickerel and carp do eat other 
fish. But these edible victims are equal in 
reprisal. It is the law of waters to eat and 
to be eaten. The bass and the pike and the 
lordly muskellunge can take care of them- 
selves against any carp whatsoever. A pick- 
erel is not more voracious than a trout. In 
every good trout pool the trout and the sucker 
lie down together, and no doubt the sucker, 
if he be young and juicy, is on the inside. 

The carp has a bad reputation as a cannibal, 
but is he any worse than his fellow fish? He 
is ready to give and take. He is generally 
looked on as a low, degraded fish. Yet he 
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was once appellated royal and served as the 
meat of kings. Tradition has made him a 
sort of guardian fish in moated castles. Here 
he was considered not merely as a fish but as 
an ancestral institution, running with the 
land and descending to the tenant entailed. 
In longevity he was the equal of “‘the many 
wintered crow that brings his clanging rookery 
home.” 

In this new land he has fallen from this 
high estate, and in various waters where he 
was once proudly naturalized, he is now being 
netted out and sold by the ton, often, no 
doubt, being reincarnated after death as white 
fish, or lake trout. I am sure I have met him 
when he was disguised under these titles. 
May it not be that this hapless troglodyte is 
unjustly accused? He may eat his betters, 
but he also furnishes them with food. 

It may be well to have him exterminated, 
not because he is a cannibal, but because he 
is an inferior. 
Among vain imaginings should be placed 

those warnings of hysterical anglers against 
rainbow trout. They will aver that rainbow 
trout in a stream soon will destroy all the 
brook trout. This never has happened in 
any stream and never will happen. In all 
trout streams the rainbow trout always will 
be in a hopeless minority. He grows lusty 
and vigorous in all trout waters where the 
brook trout thrives, and he probably often 
takes toll of his more exquisite cousin, but he is 
not prolific enough in our middle west waters 
to become a monopoly. 

In most streams the supply of rainbow 
trout must be constantly replenished from the 
hatcheries or it will dwindle away to an occas- 
ional specimen. The rainbow trout will not 
“run out the brook trout.’ But he will at all 
times furnish a fighting diversion that will 
tingle the butt of a rod as no brook trout can 
do. The brook trout always will be the an- 
gler’s greatest joy, but the German brown and 
the rainbow add variety to the social lifegof 
streams. 



OLD MOSS BACK | 
‘““BoB”’ 

tree root that overhung the widest and 
deepest part of Snag Creek. Reaching 

the end he leaned cautiously and noiselessly 
out over the brink, holding his breath as he 
did so, and feasting his eyes on the water 
beneath. 

Yes, there he was again. For three sum- 
mers he had lain there in the hot sultry days, 
under the shade of the old root. “‘Old Moss 
Back” he was nicknamed by old Ike Barrows, 
who had tried many a time to capture him, 
but all of whose attempts had ended in failure. 
What a prize he would have been! Many 
pike had been taken from Snag Creek but 
none to equal this one in size or weight. 
Always on hot days Old Moss Back was to be 
seen under the old root. Often he had 
risen to the troll but always, with a snap, had 
broken away, leaving only a broken hook or 
line as a memento. 
Now he lay almost motionless, save for the 

slow moving fins. In and out moved the 
huge gills. Tim Woods watched in whole 
souled admiration. What would he not give 
toland him? In fancy he saw himself walking 
down the village street, the cynosure of every 
eye, carrying over his shoulder the big fish 
which was nearly as long as himself. 

“Twenty-five pounds if he weighs an 
ounce” murmured Tim. 

All through schoo! the foilowing day Tim 
sat abstracted. How could he contrive a plan 
to capture the big pike? Several times Miss 
Thompson spoke sharply to him. It was only 
after she had shaken him soundly that he 
settled himself in a half hearted attempt to 
master his lessons. 
_ Shortly after four we find him again creep- 
ing up the old root with the same caution as 
displayed the preceding day. 

Sure enough! There lay old Moss Back as 
before, in the same place. Slowly his fins 
moved up and down, his huge gills opening 
and closing with slow precision. 
“While the boy watched, a dead frog, partly 

skinned, came floating below the surface and 
passed close to the drowsing fish. With a 
quick motion he glided forward. only to back 
away as his nose came in contact with the 
floating frog. Right there came an inspira- 
tion to Tim. 
That night he took from his bank a single 

dime. Going to Chapman’s general store he 
asked for one of their largest fish hooks. 

“Going to try for Old Moss Back’’ asked 
Art. Sawyer, Chapman’s assistant. Tim, 
however, vouched no answer. 

School the next day seemed interminable. 
Never had the clock moved so slowly, but at 
last came the welcoming bell and Tim rose 
with a sigh of relief. 

QO ee r60 the Boy crept up the huge _Farther down from the old root he walked, 
his eyes on the water. There is what he 
seeks. On top of a lily pad sits a big black 
frog. One well aimed blow and Mr. Frog 
stiffens out quiveringly. Hastily Tim wades 
in and securing the frog by one of his webbed 
feet proceeds to skin both legs. These, with 
a small piece of body holding them together, 
he fastens securely on the hook. He has 
attached to the hook about five feet of timber 
marking twine. This he fastens to a six foot 
dried and peeled ash pole. Cautiously he 
moves up the sloping root. Barely at the 
edge of the shadow lies Old Moss Back. 
Quietly Tim moves down, and kneeling at the 
edge of the root slowly lets the bait sink into 
the water. Will Old Moss Back take the 
pait? Scarcely daring to breathe Tim watches 
the line. His arm trembles so that the pole 
shakes. Is that the line moving? It must be 
the current. But no, it moves out towards 
the centre. A queer sensation creeps over 
Tim leaving him alternately hot and cold. 
Instinctively he shoves the pole further out. 
Then there is a quick jerk. Zip! Up from 
the water comes a glistening body, it turns in 
the air, and comes down with a splash—now 
to the right, now to the left. Frantically the 
boy holds on. Luckily it is the timber twine 
that is bearing the strain. Another rush to 
the centre and the water breaks again. Up he 
comes. He doubles his body and snaps back, 
for Old Moss Back is the wisest of his kind. 
Still the line holds firm, but Old Moss Back 
is a game fighter. Still the line has one trick 
left. Down to the bottom he goes heading 
for the centre of the stream. With a half 
formed idea of easing the strain the boy, now 
all excitement, steps forward, there is a slip, 
a wild clutch, and the pole flies from his hands 
while the boy pitches bodily into the water. 
He regains his feet and struggles to shore. 
Gone! is his first thought. But what is 
that? His pole is out there. Round and 
round it goes in a circle. Jiminy! the pike 
is still on. Out wades the boy. His pole 
seems alive. There it goes. Now it nears 
him. Can he reach it? No—-but it swings 
closer. Hurrah! He clutches the pole and 
starts for the shore. Behind him trails the 
fish. Tired now, he has not the same vim 
as at first. Still he thrashes the water as he 
is drawn near the shore. Now when he is 
only in a foot of water he seems to gain new 
life. Once more he gives his mighty leap. 
But the shallow water impedes his impetus. 
He comes down solidly on a sharp point of 
rock. The wind is knocked from the floater. 
For the moment he is helpless. The boy 
slips his hands through the huge gills and 
drags him safely up on the green sod. Old 
Moss Back is landed at last. 



Some Reminiscences of Duck Shooters at 

George Heard’s Swan Lake Cabin 

J. D. A. Evans 

recently talking with the writer about 
Swan Lake, Man., the famous duck 

shooters’ paradise. Readers of Rod and Gun 
who lived in Manitoba in the nineties and 
earlier years of this present century, as well as 
many Ontario sportsmen, will recall George 

Heard whose home at the base of a hillside 
was annually visited by gunners. Heard 
lived here for upwards of twenty-five years. 
Until quite recently the Pembina valley was 
a noted resort of the aquatic fowl and among 
the hundreds of sportsmen who have been out 
with George one can name leaders in the 
political, professional and mercantile life of 
Western Canada. ; ” 

Heard was born at Fort Erie but in 1897 
the claims of Manitoba attracted him and here 
he took up his dwelling until a quarter of a 
century later when he moved to a suburb of 
Vancouver where he Jived until his death in 
1912. 

A few recollections of haleyon days at 
George’s “roost”? will resurrect the memories 
of many of Rod and Gun’s readers. 

A beautiful morning in September, 189— 
George was early astir. Among the sports- 
men assembled in readiness for the opening 
fusilade was a gentleman to #hom Manitoba 
is indebted for much of the prosperity enjoyed 
within its borders. The Hon. was some- 
what corpulent in build and in order that 
he might make the journey to the lake in 
comfort a chair was placed in the boat. The 
lake entrance was reached with safety; at the 
rear of a nearby reed patch a flock of blue- 
bills rose. The political sportsman, a first 
rate shot, fired two barrels of a Number 10, 
discharged by mistake; the next moment the 
honorable gentleman was floundering in the 
muddy water from which with the assistance 
of George and a boat in the vicinity he was 
brought to terra ferma. Heard never forgot 
this occurrence, the principal hero of which 
was a man whose voice afterwards sounded 
through the Legislative Chamber of Manitoba 
and scattered his opponents to the talltimbers. 
The Railway Commission also sought this 
man’s services ere he was laid to rest in a 
little cemetery on the bank of Crystal Creek. 

Another annual visitor to Heard’s retreat 
was a much respected member of the Mani- 
toba Cabinet. On one occasion the gentleman 
in question, with his wife and a woman friend 
had had anexcellent day’s sport under the pilot- 
age of Mr. Heard. About 2 o’clock, however, 

A N cold time Winnipeg sportsman was a snowstorm came up and the party called a 
halt. Within an hour a blizzard was raging 
and the belated guns acting on the advice of 
George trekked to a wooded hillside for 
shelter. They were soon joined by a party 
of Winnipeg men, of whom the writer was one. 
As the weather conditions continued very 
boisterous it was decided to gather material 
for a night encampment. Busy hands 
carried hay from a stack in the valley. The 
architectural services of George were re- 
quisitioned and soon an actual wigwam was 
erected. During the night, while the storm 
raged, songs and mirth whiled away the hours, 
the scene being lighted up for a time by a 
solitary candle that Heard had chanced to 
place in his pocket a few weeks previously. 

A noted man of letters, professor in an 
Ontario University, in company with a prom- 
inent Winnipeg divine, was experiencing his 
first duck shoot at Heard’s. The professor, 
it was subsequently reported, used up one 
hundred and fifty shells in securing one 
solitary mudhen, which proved to be the 
sole result of his day’s outing. 

Representatives of Winnipeg Realty were 
also frequenters of George’s establishment. 
It is not recorded however that any attempt 
was made by them to place his resort upon 
the market in twenty-five foot lots although 
this would have been a more reasonable 
proposition than some Winnipeg subdivisions 
one might mention. 

A foremost citizen of Winnipeg, who has 
since enjoyed the honor of Knighthood, and 
is now occupying a high position within that 
city’s judicial circles, was one of Heard’s 
visitors, also, and it is recalled that his 
marksmanship on that occasion was of a strict- 
ly limited calibre. 

The English House of Lords was once, at 
any rate, represented at Heard’s when the 
Earl of. visited the Lake and displayed 
excellent prowess with the gun. His Lord- 
ship was much impressed with the sporting 
characteristics of George, so much so, that 
he offered him a good position on his vast 
overseas estates. Heard, however, on account 
of advancing years decided to remain on his 
own little estate. 

George has now been gathered unto his 
fathers, and although the log house at the hill 
base is still standing, the outbuildings have 
fallen into decay and a sense of loneliness 
and sadness pervades their surroundings. 



28 LB. LAKE TROUT CAUGHT IN BAD VERMILION LAKE BY A. M. STRUVE OF 

MINE CENTRE 

Where Lake Trout and Big Game Abound 
J. A. OSBORNE 

region by the Canadian Northern Rail- 
way, hundreds of beautiful inland lakes 

and streams were made easily accessible to 
the fisherman and hunter as well as to the 
tourist who is looking for an outing where 
naiure exists as it did one thousand years ago. 

W resi the opening up of the Rainy Lake 

Among the many beauty spots where lake 
trout are found in abundance is Bad Vermilion 
Lake situated a few miles east of Fort Frances 
on the Canadian Northern Railway, at Mine 
Centre. This lake, is a beautiful sheet of 
water studded with rock-bound shores and 
Islands. It is about ten miles long by three 
miles wide and consists of pure spring water. 
There are no rivers or large streams running 
into it, but a good sized stream serves as an 
outlet into the Seine River which empties 
into Rainy Lake. On the south-east shore 
several abandoned gold mines can be seen 
while on the north and west, iron ore and 
nickle can be found in considerable quantities. 
The lake is well stocked with trout, a species 
of land locked Salmon, which attain a size as 
large as four feet and weighing up to thirty- 
five pounds. The average fish however which 
are caught range from five to seven pounds 
and by reason of the deep cold water make 
excellent eating being firm in flesh and very 
sweet. Those who are familiar with this lake 
say that at one time a portion of it was the 
mouth of an extinct crater as the water is so 
deep that no chain has been found long 
enough to reach the bottom. It has the 
reputation of stirring up a heavy sea on short 
notice which accounts for the name ‘““The Bad 
Vermilion.” 
_ To the tourist who is looking for an outing 
it offers numerous attractions. Situated half 
a mile from the station of Mine Centre it is 
very easily reached by a well graded road, 

while on the lake shore the Mine Centre Club 
have a boat house with gasoline launches and 
canoes, also a club house some six miles down 
the Lake where one can stop comfortably. 
Fishing tackle and supplies can all be pro- 
cured at Mine Centre, also guides and-every- 
thing necessary for an outing. 

North of Mine Centre, Turtle Lake is 
reached in a ten minutes walk where boat 
houses, gasoline boats and canoes with a club 
house on the lake are also at the disposal of 
the tourists. On a short trip up the Turtle 
lake to Big Turtle river and up this beautiful 
river to the first rapids, a distance of some six 
miles in all, the tourist finds the trip one long 
panoramic view. 

In the river at the foot of the rapids pickerel 
with an average weight of two and a quarter 
pounds are to be had in abundance, while 
sturgeon and pike also abound. Here can 
often be seen moose and deer as they come 
down to the water to feed, the former on 
water lilies and the latter to escape the flies 
and drink the pure water. On a recent trip 
made by the writer in company with several 
members of the Mine Centre Hunting Club, 
a catch of one hundred and twenty-five 
Pickerel was made in three hours and not 
fishing all the time either. We also passed a 
bull moose as it was swimming across the river. 
Here are to be seen muskrat houses and beaver 
dams with new felled trees, the work of the 
beaver which are plentiful on the river banks. 
The high rocky hills covered with green ver- 
dure and with blueberries, strawberries and 
raspberries in abundance make an ideal spot 
in which to spend a holiday. To those who 
are interested any Canadian Northern Rail- 
way Agent will give full particulars how to 
reach this Sportsman’s Paradise. 



The Need of Administration for the Protection 

of Fisheries 1n B.C. 

E. D. SISMEY 

always been marked by the decrease of 
wild life. Game and fish become 

scarcer and continue to do so unless stringent 
legislation is framed for its protection. Game 
however is better protected, and is In a way 
better able to protect itself, than are fish in 
the interior of the province of British Col- 
umbia, at any rate. 

On the Coast there are measures to protect 
certain kinds of fish which are important 
from an industrial point of view. As amatter 
of fact any fish which makes wholesome food 
should be considered as a national asset. 

Abundance of fish has always been the 
boast of the province but how long will it con- 
tinue to be so unless active measures are 
taken? At one time it was thought that the 
timber resources of the province were un- 
limited, but this is now known to be false and 
the Forestry department of the province are 
devoting their energies to the protection and 
preservation of standing timber and to the 
reforestation of logged off lands which are of 
no use for anything but the raising of timber. 

An example of how easy it is to deplete 
lakes and rivers of fish can be seen to no better 
effect than around Victoria B. C. Take for 
example such lakes as Cowichan, Shawinigan 
and Sooke. Only a few years ago these lakes 
teemed with fish, but now since popular 
summer resorts have been established at these 
places the fishing is far from being good. The 
fish have been fished out and no great effort 
has been made to restock. 

Further away from Victoria and in parts 
that are none too well known there are fish 
by the swarms. In 1912 I was in the Buttles 
Lake country and there the fish were so 
plentiful that fifty or sixty could be caught in 

. an hour and so foolish were they that with a 
bent pin and a piece of ham on the end of six 
feet of string you could get a fine meal in 
about five minutes. A fine country for the 
game hog that! Suppose now, that several 
hundred people were to fish this water off and 
on for several years, how long would it be 
before the supply became diminished? I 

-suppose that when this district is thrown 
open to tourists under the name of Strath- 
cona Park the fish will share the same fate as 
they have done in many other places. 

As a drawing card to visitors fishing is far 
better than hunting. The average city man 
after a hard season’s work would rather fish 
from a quiet and comfortable camp than take 
a bag of beans and a cayuse and go out deer 
hunting. If however he can get his hunting 
from his fishing camp so much the better. 

In sections of British Columbia where 
irrigation is practiced, fish in the smaller 
streams are in danger of extermination unless 
something is done and done quickly. During 
high water the fish run from the lakes and 

Tat settlement of a new country has rivers up these creeks to spawn, and when the 
freshet starts to fall they return by instinct to 
avoid being caught upstream in low water. 
However in the meantime the dry weather 
has made irrigation necessary and in the 
cases of lots of smaller creeks all the water 
from the creek is being diverted into ditches 
and canals. The fish finding no water in the 
creek naturally follow these ditches and are 
finally cast up on the land where they die. 

Such is the case in many of the creeks on the 
Okanagan and Similkameen districts. A few 
days ago I was talking to an old timer in the 
Similkameen and he was saying how fast the 
fish were disappearing and he was telling me of 
the small creek on which he was living. 
During low water this creek has a flow of 
about 150 to 200 Miners’ Inches and this is all 
used on land. Of this flow he uses himself a 
continual stream of about 4 or 5 M. I. which 
flows down a little ditch into a barrel and then 
spills out onto his garden. During the season 
of 1914 he took 206 trout of about four inches 
in length from this barrel and replaced them 
in the creek. Now if he was finding so many 
in his little stream how many were there 
going down the larger ditches? This state of 
affairs is going on and has been for years and 
will continue to do so unless something 1s 
done. 

Another point, to be considered is that on 
the larger creeks the fish have a very poor 
chance to run upstream as they are held up by 
the various diversion dams. On many creeks 
the dams are so numerous that the creek is 
cut up into very short sections so that a fish 
can not pass from one to another and therefore 
cannot reach the spawning grounds. 

At one time the lakes that are situated at 
the headwaters of most creeks and rivers in 
this province were ideal spawning grounds for 
fish, but now owing to the fact that in the 
dry belt storage dams have been built on 
many of them their value as a spawning 
ground has been ruined. The fish, un- 
fortunately, still continue to run up these 
creeks and when they come to the dam waste 
themselves in vain attempts to reach the lake. 

Another fish which is entirely unprotected, 
vet at the same time is of no small importance 
in many parts of the province is the Kikiney, 
a small trout which comes out of the lakes 
every fall and runs up the creeks to spawn; 
the run is very short but while it is on the 
creeks are full of them where they fall an easy 
prey to people with gaffs and nets. Tens of 
thousands of them are caught every year by 
people who salt them down for the winter, 
which is right enough but the trouble is that 
so many are caught that it is only very few 
of them indeed that ever get upstream high 
enough to spawn. 

The question of preserving the fish is in its- 
self a difficult one. Kikineys might be pro- 
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tected by limiting the sections of the creek 
_over which they might be caught, but as far 
as the other kinds of trout go, they can only 
be protected by limiting bags and restocking. 
Irrigation ditches should have the intakes 
closed by a wire screen, this would at least 
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prevent fish from getting onto the land. 
That measures must be taken is certain if 

we wish to keep fish in our streams and to 
hand down our natural resources to posterity 
as nearly as possible in a state similar to that 
in which we found them. 

MY HAPPY HUNTING GROUND 

M. W. GUTHRIE 

OW well I remember, Jim, the day we 
H tramped over to Uncle Henry’s to fish 

in the mill pond out back of his place, 
and how you grumbled and growled all the 
way out and back because you were too fat 
to enjoy a six mile tramp in the sun. It sure 
was some hot that spring, but you certainly 
forgot all about grumbling when you hooked 
that big trout. I don’t think I ever saw a 
man more excited, and then how disgusted 
you were, when just as you were about to slip 
the net under him he gave a sudden twist, 
jerked himself free, and disappeared in the 
cool depths. You certainly did some artistic 
cussing about that time. 

“Yes, Jim, I have sometimes thought I 
should like to go back to the old place and 
spend a few days, but it is a long trip and I 
don’t care about travelling as I used to, and 
then again things would not be the same as 
when we were young. There would be stran- 
gers in the homes of our old friends and even 
the scenery would have changed in all these 
years. The streams would probably be all 
fished out and those swamps and thickets we 
used to hunt in would have long since dis- 
appeared because you know that was a 
splendid farming country and every acre of 
land could be made productive. It isn’t like 
this place where more than half the land is 
only fit to grow timber. Yes, this is a beauti- 
ful spot, but when I came here in search of 
health nearly thirty years ago it was a pretty 
desolate looking place. All the heavy timber 
had been cut off some years before and fires 
had run over some of the hills and here and 
there some poor devil had cleared a little place 
and was trying to wrest a living from the 
inhospitable soil. There was some fishing to 
be had, and fair shooting where the second 
growth of timber had become fairly thick, but 
there was no effort being made to protect the 
game or to conserve the timber, and the 
result was that every, “tom, Dick and Harry 
was hunting and fishing in season and out, 
and every little while some of the more care- 
less ones would set a fire and a whole lot of the 
best timber would be burned over and the 
young trees all destroyed just perhaps when 
they were getting to be valuable. 
“T came here to this very place and boarded 

with a farmer who used to live in a log house 
that stood right where this house stands 
today, and after I had been here awhile I 
found that my health was so much improved 
that I decided to buy a place here and settle 

down for a while. Doubtless the fact that 
one of the neighboring farmers’ daughters 
had consented to become my wife had much 
to do with this decision, but the possibilities 
of the country also appealed to me in no 
uncertain manner, and I thought I had a 
scheme whereby it could be made not only 
a very desirable place to live in for a man of 
my tastes, but also more than _ ordinarily 
productive. 

“As I said before, things were pretty well 
down at the heel and the land was cheap so 
while I did not have very much money, I did 
not have much trouble in getting control of a 
large tract of land lying along this valley and 
taking in a good share of that mountain 
yonder, nearly a thousand acres in all, some 
of it splendid farm land, but mostly only suit- 
ab.e for growing timber. Then I went to 
work to try out my idea. I got all the ad- 
joining farmers together and succeeded in 
getting them to agree not to allow any shoot- 
ing or fishing on their land at all for five years, 
and then only on special permit. I then 
applied to the Government and with their 
help succeeded in stocking all of the streams 
in the immediate neighborhood with trout. 
Through a friend of mine in England I was 
able to get a number of pheasants and as I 
was pretts sure this climate would suit them 
I had them sent over and turned loose and I 
must say they fulfilled my expectations in no 
uncertain manner, and at the end of the five 
years the deer had become quite plentiful. 
Long before that the neighboring farmers had 
seen the wisdom of the scheme and had 
entered into it heart and soul so that hunting 
and fishing had been entirely stopped and as 
a consequence forest fires had become very 
rare and the fish and game were plentiful. 
Then we began to advertise in the leading 
sporting magazines and it was not long until 
we had a goodly number of sportsmen coming 
here every season, boarding at the various 
farm houses and enjoying, to quote their own 
words, “‘the finest sport they had ever seen.” 

“You see that stream winding down through 
the valley yonder and finally disappearing in 
the timber down by the bend in the road. 
Well, there isn’t a finer trout stream in the 
country and just beyond that fringe of timber 
is as fine a little lake as you will see anywhere, 
and trout, well they have to be seen to be 
appreciated, and you can take if from me 
that there have been some beauties taken 
from there. We will go down there in the 
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morning and it will de your heart good to cast 
a fly where the trout. are so plentiful and 
game: - = x 

“We only allow fishing with the fly and the 
lightest of tackle, and if, as occasionally 
happens, a hog comes along who thinks more 
of a full creel than he does of the sport, we 
take good care that he does not come again, 
but we find that the percentage of such fellows 
among the fly fishermen is small, and that the 
vast majority of them are sportsmen and good 
ones too. 

“Then when the hunting season opens we 
have as fine shooting as can be had anywhere 
and you don’t have to go away back into the 
wilds either, as we are only three miles from 
the railway station here and some of the farms 
nearer have good shooting to offer, although 
the fact that it is more thickly settled farther 
down the valley makes the deer more plentiful 
up here, but the smaller game is quite as 
numerous there as anywhere. Of course we 
are just as careful of our shooting as of our 
fishing and will not put up with any “game 
hogs” but we find the same thing is true here 
again and that the majority are good sports. 

“And say, Jim, talk about the conservation 
of timber. We have certainly proved that it 
pays. There have been thousands of dollars 
worth of timber taken off these hills in the last 
ten vears, and yet today there are few places 
I have seen, and you know I have travelled 
the woods some, which compare with this in 
wealth of standing timber and the beauty of 
it allis that it is right at the door of the market. 
Of course we could realize more ready cash by 
cutting and slashing the same as the early 
settlers did, but we would spoil our hunting 
and fishing to a large extent, and so cut off a 
splendid revenue which we get from the sports- 
men each year, and the country would soon 
become the same desolate piace to live in it 
was when I came here twenty years ago. So 
we prefer to cut only some of the more mature 
timber each year and leave the younger trees 
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to develop. In this way we all have a good 
yearly income from our timber lands, the 
shooting and fishing remains unimpaired, and 
the beauty of the country is not affected. 
We no longer have to contemplate barren 
hillsides upon which the bare and _ leafless 
trees stripped of bark and twig by that arch 
enemy of timber lands, the forest fire, rear 
their searred and blackened trunks in mute 
testimony of the carelessness of man. Onthe 
contrary we have a country good to look upon 
and while none of us are rich in the sense in 
which riches are reckoned in the large cities, 
yet we are all prosperous and what is vastly 
more important, we are happy and content in 
so far as it is given to man in this world to 
enjoy those great blessings. I often think, 
Jim, that if the people in our big cities could 
realize just what they are missing and just how 
much health and genuine pleasure there is 
lying about loose in those old hills just waiting 
for someone to come along and pick them up, 
there would soon be an exodus of population 
to the country and those bread lines we read 
of would cease to exist, and a healthier and 
happier generation would grow up to the 
enjoyment of peace and plenty instead of toil 
and want which is ever the lot of the poor in 
the big city. 

“Well, well, here it is ten o’clock and you 
must be tired after listening to me all this 
time. Yousee Jim [like to hear myself talk just 
as well as I ever did, but I guess we had betier 
turn in now so as to be up early in the morn- 
ing and have a go at those trout before the sun 
gets too hot, as I have not forgotten your dis- 
like for too much sun, and I do not enjoy it as 
much as I once did. Besides the trout rise 
better early in the morning or towards evening 
so we will have a try at them early, then come 
up and have something to eat and a good 
smoke, and be in on the evening catch as well 
and see if we cannot prove that we know as 
much about the game as the youn: fellows.” 

WILD DUCK FOODS 
Sportsmen and naturalists frequently ob- 

serve that some ponds and sloughsare favour- 
ite resorts of water-fowl, while others are 
seldom visited and then only for short periods. 
The explanation of this difference is usually 
to be found in the food supply. Men who 
have on their estates stretches of water which 
they would like to see occupied by wild ducks, 
geese and other aquatic birds, can attract 
them in large numbers by growing the right 
kinds of plants. 

The plants best suited for duck foods are:— 
wapato or arrowhead (Sagittaria latifolia), 
which will grow almost anywhere and is rel- 
ished by all kinds of waterfowl; wild celery 
( Vallisnerta spiralis), which is especially loved 
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by the canvas-back; water-cress ( Nasturtium 
officinale); wild rice (Lizania aquatica), a fine 
cereal food; blue duck millet (Echenohloa crus- 
gallt), a plant of which mallards are particul- 
larly fond; several of the numerous species of 
pondweeds (e.g., Potamogeton natans, lonchites 
and pectintus); chufa (Gyperus esculentus; and 
water chinkapin ( Nelumbo lutea). 

In gathering and storing the seeds of water 
plants, it is important that they be kept wet, 
as, if allowed to become dry, their power of 
germination is lost. It is necessary to study 
the situation in which they are to be planted, 
the depth and nature of the water, kind of soil 
etc., and to grow plants which are observed to 
succeed in similar places. 



ALPINE CLUB NOTES 

and 1915 has just been received and is 
a particularly interesting number, both 

as regards the text and the illustrations. In 
the section devoted to Mountaineering the 
major portion of what has been written 
concerning the Northern Rockies is devoted to 
the Mount Robson region, including Mr. 
Foster’s vivid story of the first ascent, as well 
as narratives by Conrad Kain, A. H. Mac- 
Carthy, B. S. Darling, and others. Articles 
by well known climbers portraying climbs and 
experiences in the Southern Rockies make up 
the balance of this section. 

To the Scientific section Mr. Wheeler con- 
tributes two articles one on the Yoho and the 
other on the Robson Glacier. This section 
also includes Place Names in Vicinity of 
Robson Pass by James White, The Expedition 
to Mt. Kitchi by Miss Mary L. Jobe, the 
story of the Cathedral Camp by Rev. George 
A. Mitchell, the story of the Robson Camp by 
Miss K. B. Hallowes, the story of the camp in 
‘the Upper Yoho Valley (1914) by Rev. J. 
Macartney Wilson, and other articles of 

en Canadian Alpine Journal for 1914 equal interest. 
The balance of the Journal is devoted to 

references to club members who have passed 
away since the last issue of the Journal; to 
Alpine Club Notes, Reviews and the usual 
official section. 

Copies of the current and past issues of the 
Canadian Alpine Journal can be obtained from 
the Secretary Treasurer, ‘S..H. Mitchell, 
Sidney, Vancouver Island, B. C., from whom 
also the prices of the back numbers can be 
obtained. All applications for copies must be 
accompanied by money or postal note. 
Cheques are not accepted. 

By furnishing the address one can have 
copies sent to friends. 

Donald Phillips started the 1st of July with 
Miss Jobe and party, including Miss Hinman, 
John Arnold and David Tyler, for a sixty day 
trip to Mt. Kitchi and beyond. Phillips has a 
camp this year beautifully situated on Horse- 
shoe Lake two miles out of Jasper and known 
as the Jasper Park Camp. 

CORE OR THE OREN 
Cth. GIrMAn 

You know the way it gets you til 
You can not work or rest 

Because the call of out-of-doors 
Makes tumult in your breast. 

It gets you at the office and 
It follows you right home, 

This whisper of the springtime that 
Invites you forth to roam. 

Where little streams are laughing down 
Through wooded dells to make 

The world more rich with music e’er 
They vanish on the lake. 

And dancing waves are waiting to 
Bear forth your bark canoe 

To where the noon-day campfire smoke 
Floats upward to the blue. ° 

These are the things which haunt your heart 
And hundreds more you know, 

Make up the call that summon you 
To just break loose and go. 



THE ATLANTIC SALMON 

(ARTICLE 20) 

ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN 

Salmon of Labrador 

By the wild Canadian shore, 
By the sandy Labrador, 

By the rocky Mingan Isles, 
And where Anticosti smiles: 

Numberless the salmon shoals 
Gather where the salt tide rolls. 

Rivers, streams of crystal clearness, 
Pour through that far-reaching strand, 

From thy river mouth St. Lawrence, 
To the coast of Newfoundland: 

Far as where the Belle-Isle strait— 
Opens to the seas its gate. 

Cold, these rivers, as the fountains, 
From the wilderness that flow, 

Cold as waters of the mountains 
Gelid with the ice and snow. 

There amid the salt abysses, 
Or the river’s spring-fresh tide: 

Gleaming, flashing, leaping, diving, 
Shoals of lordly salmon glide. 

Isaac MacLellan 

LY fishing for the salmon is a sport that 
has been so long established upon this 
continent that we wonder if it has not 

the leadership over that of fly fishing for the 
charr or the common brook trout; as a sport 
it has been participated in by some of the 
best known men past and present among the 
great angling fraternity; upon the scroll you 
will find the name of kingly enthusiasts along- 
side of men whose pens have properly extolled 
the virtues of the pastime; and on our book 
shelves are volumes of practical experience 
and advice as to ways and means, there too 
will be found the sentimentalist writer 

who describes the glamour of the pursuit of 
the salmon, its fighting proclivities, and the 
final victory as the mighty one is gaffed or 
beached. Angling for the salmon has not 
become decadent despite predictions made 
long ago that its day was passing. We still 
find it followed by men who love this valiant 
sport and who will give good money to realize 
their desires. In ponds, and lakes and along 
rushing, rapid-interrupted rivers the salmon 
fly is still dropping to water in season and 
still are gaffs working and still are stout 
greenheart and noibwood rods bending to the 
rush of the successfully barbed fish. The 
rivers and streams and lakes that were famous 
in the past are still the same famous streams 
and the fish are still there as of yore only wait- 
ing for the fly and the shrewdness and wisdom 
of the piscatorialist to lay them low. That 
the fly fishing for salmon is an intricate per- 
formance there are none who will gainsay: 

Salmon fly fishing in New Foundland has 
become a reputable institution. The rivers 
in this territory have proved to be some of the 
best in this western world, and anglers yearly 
flock there to try their skill and despite the 
fact that a good deal of money is needed, it is 
readily paid for by the brilliant sport accruing. 
In the year 1913 something like two thousand 
five hundred dollars was taken in in rod tax 
and during the season which extends from 
June first to the fifteenth of September over 
six thousand salmon were garnered in by the 
valiant. In that year a salmon weighing 
forty-four pounds was captured on the fly and 
played upon a ten ounce greenheart rod, the 
fight lasting over an hour, when it was finally 
gaffed and landed. There are any number 
of good streams in Newfoundland open to the 
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salmon angler. The fame of the Little and 
Grand Codroy has been much exploited by 
writers. Along the South branch of this 
river in one year something like eight hundred 
salmon were taken mostly upon the deadly 
artificial fly. Other notable streams are 
listed as follows somewhat in order of their 
productiveness: Grand River, Little River, 
Crabbs River, Robinson’s Head, Fishel’s 
River, Harry’s River, Portland Creek, Hawk’s 
Bay Rivers and che Main and the West Rivers. 
On the eastern shore of Newfoundland good 
fishing is found at Indian Brook, Hall’s Bay, 
Gander River and in the Gambo River and 
its many tributaries. A short distance from 
St. John’s one will find good fishing in the 
Trepassey Rivers, the Salmonier Rivers and 
the Placentia Rivers; on the southern part of 
the island good fishing may be had in St. 
Keel’s River, Conne River and the Grandy 
River. Salmon fishing yearly improves owing 
to the fact that the streams are now carefully 
watched by wardens; the netting of salmon 
along these rivers is now practically a thing of 
the past; the fish spawn and grow to size 
undisturbed. 

The Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar) is con- 
sidered in the light of scientific knowledge as 
having in the forming periods of this earth 
to have been a freshwater fish, it is believed 
that it was entirely through the changes in the_ 
earth’s surface that these fish were driven 
from their inland homes and that they then 
made their homes there as we note them now. 
Half of the salmon’s life only is spent in the 

The earliest we have record of in 
which salmon were noted on this continent was 
following the expedition of Cabot, as early 
as the year 1497, to Newfoundland. Salmon 
were later found in Greenland, Iceland and 
also as far north as Hudson’s Bay though it 
has always been a conjecture if they ever 
occurred as far north as the Arctics. Salmon 
were also found along the coast of Labrador, 
westward to the falls of Niagara. They are 
also found in the rivers or streams in Nova 
Scotia, New Brunswick, Maine and more or 
less throughout the New England States 
though there it is practically a thing of the 
past. Those other salmon, the Sebago salmon 
of New England, and the Ouananiche, which 
is found in Canada, are what is_ technically 
termed as landlocked salmon, or salmon that 
do not run to the salt water. They are fresh- 
water fish entirely. Referring to these fish, 
it is thought in the light of some scientific 
opinion that in the early periods when the 
earth was undergoing drastic formation they 
were closed off, or walled in, and in these 
lakes took up their life and remained, strictly 
freshwater salmonoids. 

A recent writer, whose knowledge of the 
salmon is such as to render what he says of 
more than ordinary worth, comments thus 
upon the salmon. 

“Someone has stated that salmon are pro- 
bably running up and down Canadian rivers 
in every month of the year; while this is no 
doubt purely conjecture, [should not like to say 
it is not true. There is very much yet to be 
learned about the movements of our noble 
game fish. We know of the early summer 
ascent and of the late run of the salmon, and 

have no reason to doubt that many fish come 
into the rivers very early in the spring in the 
same manner as do their congeners on the 
other side of the Atlantic; and this leads us to 
inquire why there should be such a diversity 
of habit, why they do not enter and leave the 
streams nearly simultaneously; the explana- 
tion I will endeavour to give is the result of 
considerable thought. In the opinion of 
many good observers the salmon does not 
carry out the work of reproduction every 
year; that is to say, in many cases the fish do 
not always mature and deposit their ova every 
year, and some occasionally pass or go by 
seasons. I do not suppose anyone would 
undertake to say that all salmon cast their 
spawn every year or every alternate year, 
because so far as I have been able to ascertain, 
nobody has any tangible proof in the premises, 
but there seems to be very strong leaning to 
the belief that a certain proportion of the fish 
spawn only on alternate years. Now the 
salmon, having performed their great work, 
have no excuse or reason for longer tarrying 
in the rivers in which most of them have spent 
many months, generally without food, and 
they begin to move down the streams on their 
return to the ocean, where, by reason of the 
abundant food that is afforded, they are 
enabled to recuperate and again become the 
well-conditioned, vigorous fish they formerly 
were. But the spent salmon, or kelts, do not 
always hurry in descending the rivers, some 
even procrastinating their return to the sea 
until April, and May. Now my theory is 
this: those kelts which do not return to the 
salt water until late in the winter, or even in 
the spring, cannot possibly recuperate to a 
degree that would enable them to mature 
spawn ripe for reproduction in the following 
autumn, and that they, instead of returning 
to the rivers remain in the salt water during 
the early winter months. But having acqui- 
red their full condition, their health, strength, 
and vigor, the natural process of elaborating 
and ripening the ova begins and they are then 
prompted to return to the rivers in which 
those ova must be deposited, and a certain 
proportion of them attain that condition very 
early in the season, even as early as January 
or February according to the length of time 
during which they have remained in the ocean; 
those fish are the ones which constitute the 
early run. The late run, so-called, most 
probably consists of those fish which de- 
posited their spawn early in the previous 
autumn and descended at once to the sea, in 
which they have from ten months to a year to 
recuperate. Between the early and late runs 
come those fish which ascend the rivers during 
the summer months, most of which bear eggs 
which will mature in the coming autumn, but 
some of which ascend the river only in pursu- 
ance of the instinct which teaches them to 
pass up into the fresh water, even if .no 
ova are to be deposited.” 

There are two distinct runs of the Atlantic 
Salmon (Salmo salar) up the freshwater 
rivers. The first run will occur sometime in 
the early spring, or early summer, lasting 
an indefinite period. The object of this first 
run has never been conclusively ascertained. 
Some scientific men closely hold that it Is 
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entirely due to the pursuit for food, and this 
salmon, like the Sebago salmon of the Sebago 
lakes in New England run up these rivers after 
the spawning smelts. It is notable that the 
Atlantic salmon, though found to be full of 
food at this period will readily take the fly 
when cast to surface by the angler. In the 
autumn there occurs the second run of these 
salmon and this time there is no doubt as to 
their destination or as to their purpose, which 
is spawning. At the beginning of the run 
they will be in trim condition, alert and 
absolutely vigorous. ; 

In their spawning they follow practically 
the same rules as the western salmon, the 
well-known royal chinooks, during their 
spawning. As they ascend to the headwaters 
of the various streams and their tributaries 
their remarkable vigor and their coloring 
gradually forsake them; they have been 
hurtled in the face of elements, they have 
breasted crashing, tumbling rapids which 
they have leaped, along with falls, which 
would seem to present unsurmountable 
obstacles. Their nuptial coloration will soon 
become worn and frayed and they assume an 
appearance more repulsive than anything else; 
some specimens seen have been quite gro- 
tesque, and covered with a slime not unlike 
that found upon the royal chinook in the 
western waters. The skin of the male fish 
presents a sickly, mottled appearance, many 
colors being noted ere the trip is finished. 
Toward the end of the journey the jaws of the 
male have a decided hooked appearance by 
which they are easily told. Whether or not 
the fish feed while they are on this run Is 
widely uncertain, though some ichthyologists 
aver that such is the case; other observation- 
alists hold that they fast, taking no fecd. It 
is true that after the spawning they return to 
the ocean and take up their feeding on crus- 
taceans, shrimps, crabs and other sea life 
acceptable to them. This is far different 
from the western salmon who do not take food 
into their stomachs during the spawning run; 
as a matter of fact the throat is closed and 
from the time they leave the ocean onward 
they take no nourishment into their bodies. 

The spawn of the Atlantic salmon is cast 
far up at the headwaters of various streams. 
Some aver that these salmon go up the rivers 
they were born in and cast their spawn 
practically where they found their individual 
inception. ‘This is also typical of the western, 
salmon, for while the royal chinook may be 
hundreds of miles from the mouth of his river 
of birth he will journey thither and ascend 
that river. The second run, the spawning 
run of the Atlantic salmon occurs in the month 
of October, or in November. The female fish 

- scoop out beds with their stomachs along the 
gravelly or sandy bars and there cast their 
spawn which is directly impregnated by the 
male who throws his milt over them. At 
this late season of the year the water is quite 
chilly and though a great number of the ova 
have been entered by the male fishes’ sperma- 
tazoa and given a basis for life, still the winter 
is upon them ere creation has found its sway. 
The fry do not hatch out then until the 
relieving sunlight of spring takes away the 

ice, and the streams again run life-engender- 
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ing and sufficiently warm. Only comparat- 
ively few of the eggs of this salmon, in com- 
parison with the great deal of spawn cast ever 
amount to anything. The shifting of the 
sands will often bury the eggs; parasites assail 
them during their winter habitat; and fishes 
feed upon them, scooping them out of their 
beds and when spring comes very few remain. 
It is sometime, however, in the late or early 
spring when the fry come out of the shells into 
the light of life. For one month and a half 
the fry take into their bodies no nourishment 
from around them. They have a yolk-sac 
forward of their breasts and this they draw 
upon till they have assumed a likely shape. 
When the yolk-sac has dwindled and finally is 
gone the fish assume an appetite for external 
food. The young fish will then feed upon the 
parasites that are in the water. One of the 
astonishing features of this salmon, or any 
salmon for that matter is its fast gnowth. 
During one season of growth it will add to 
itself at least thirty times its weight, and still 
gain in proportion. At the age of three 
months a distinct coloration is noted upon the 
little fish. It has not the distinguishable 
coloration of the older, adult fish: it looks, 
during this stage, more than ever like a trout. 
There are noted now upon its sides some blue 
bars; these are called the parr-marks. The 
salmon at this stage is said to be in its parr 
stage. The fish remains a parr till it leaves 
its freshwater home and goes into salt water 
for the first time when it becomes changed in 
coloration and is then known as smolt. Inthe . 
parr stage, besides the mottled sides and the 
eleven blue bars there are noted the familiar 
vermilion spots, upon its sides; these spots are 
somewhat larger than those found on the trout 
and they are fewer in number. The fish 
remain in the parr stage for a space of time 
extending over two years. Some hold that it 
stays in freshwater till the third spring when 
it goes down to the sea, but this is wholly 
uncertain. Two years would be more closely 
setting a definite time. 

At this stage in its evolution it becomes a 
smolt having attained a length of about eight 
or more inches. It now forsakes its troutlke 
garb taking on a coloration like that of the 
adult salmon, a silvery coloration that is easily 
and readily distinguishable. The habitat of 
the smolt in salt water is of uncertain duration 
before they again go up the freshwater rivers. 
Some hold it as ten months, some hold it two 
years and William Harris, author of that 
great work “Salmon and Trout of America,” - 
holds that smolt, going down to the sea in May 
or June, will run up the rivers again after a 
space of about ten weeks and will spawn in 
November at the headwaters after which they 
return to the sea to repair again thither in the 
spring as salmon. 

It is here noted that when the smolt leave 
the salt water to go upstream they cease to 
be smolt, and are then known as grilse. 
Harris holds that these grilse, wach will 
weigh from two to six pounds, actually spawn 
and he is upheld inthis assertion by Dean 
Sage who avers that the grilse are then in 
such a stage of development that bringing 
forth their kind in reproduction is not an 
impossibility. However, the majority hold 
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that the fish as grilse are sexually immature 
and that the spawn bears no fruit. It is how- 
ever claimed upon authority that the male 
grilse is well developed and more or less 
mature, and falling in with the spawning run 
of the adult salmon it will impregnate the 
eggs of the older fish with evident success. 
Grilse are so common to Canadian waters 
that there is always fruit for a controversy 
among the angling and scientific element. 
The subject has been ably threshed out by 
authorities, but there seems to have been no 
settlement on the problem. Some aver that 
grilse are immature—and cannot bring forth 
young; others hold that they are mature—and 
that they are successful. There they clash. 
However, be it noted that grilse run to the 
headwaters in the fall of the year and spawning 
or no they stay there till the spring when they 
again go down to the sea coming back the 
next fall with a weight of twelve pounds or 
less, and having then abandoned the grilse 
stage, they will then be mature salmon, well 
capable of spawning. As an adult the salmon 
has now a coloration brown above, with sides 
of silvery and shifting hues; there are noted 
black spottings upon the head, on the body 
and the fins; the male adults have also reddish 
patchings on their sides. The coloration of 
the salmon is greatly governed by age, food 
and environment. 

The salmon after their spawning, which 
occurs from the last of October till December 
stay through the winter as do the grilse, at 
the headwaters, returning to the ocean 
in the spring. If these spent salmon 
can obtain food or if they can run into lakes 
where food is easily reached they will regain 
their old form, and spring will find them 
corpulent, some of rather aldermanic pro- 
portions. But, as a rule, these salmon find 
little food and they run down the stream to 
the ocean so misshapen, so starved, so repul- 
Sive in form that they are hopeless in the eye 
of the angler. These salmon are now known 
as kelt. The run down to the sea occurs in 
the very early spring. Arriving in the ocean 
they at once begin to feed and they soon 
regain their weight and take on more as the 
months go by. When they again return in 
the fall to spawn, they have increased notably 
to twelve pounds in the aggregate. Upon 
their return to the ocean as kelt the fish have 
an appetite that is really enormous and it is 
little wonder that they regain their old form. 
In this respect the Atlantic salmon differs 
widely from the western salmon. The wes- 
tern salmon after their spawning operations 
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die by the hundreds of thousands. Their 
bodies float down the streams like driftwood, 
they line the banks; the smell fairly rises to 
heaven as one writer says. That nature has 
laid down a rule of extinction after the official 
spawning there is little doubt among many 
observers but this does not hold in the case of 
the eastern salmon which recovers, though all 
forces of vitality seem spent—and returns 
to the ocean. 

The weight of the salmon has always been a 
question open to conjecture. The forty-four 
pound salmon taken out of the Codroy River 
in Newfoundland in the year 1913 is somewhat 
of an exception. Some really large salmon 
have been taken, the largest I know of being 
somewhat over eight pounds. In the Res- 
tigouche a notable fish has been taken that 
weighed something like sixty pounds. ° How- 
ever these weighs are records and do not by 
any means determine the average weight. 
As an average weight I would consider ten 
pounds as being right and even that in some 
territories would be going wide of the mark. 
The conditions noticeable in the eastern 
United States, in the New England region and 
those noted in Canadian waters, in respect to 
this salmon are widely different. While it 
is notable that innumerable specimens of the 
grilse are found in Canadian waters, grilse are 
rarely apprehended in the waters of the United 
States, in fact some hold that they cannot 
there be found ininland waters. Others hold 
that the fish return to the sea as smolt and do 
not come upstream in the grilse stage but 
stay on in the salt water, coming up as adult 
salmon. In the matter of angling for this 
salmon it may be said that the grilse is by far 
the best fighter of the Atlantic salmon; it is a 
well proportioned, capable fish, skillfully out- 
lined and arrowy in flight and will often rise 
to the fly with an avidity that is exhilarating 
to say the least. Grilse often shoot out of the 
water catching a fly a foot over water. As 
comparable with other salmon the Atlantic 
species do not meet up with the well known 
Ouananiche of Canadian waters. The 
Ouananiche has an established reputation that 
will not down. Men will always sing the 
superior qualities of this fish. But for all 
that the Atlantic salmon has a stern method 
of fighting and in the coming chapter I will 
consider it in this interesting respect. 

The remarks I have made above are of 
course subject to some changes when the 
various waters wherein this salmon is found, 
its environment, its various changeable foods, 
etc. are taken into consideration. 
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THE BLACK BASS--AUTUMNAL FISHING 

RoBERT PAGE LINCOLN 

HERE is so much fascination in autumn 
I and autumnal fishing, looking at it from 

the viewpoint of the piscatorial gentle- 
man that I am tempted to discourse long and 
lovingly upon the subject. Autumnal fishing 
has wonders without name and that success 
is to be met with in all branches of the sport 1s 
readily understood by all who have gone out 
in these haloed months of forgetfulness and 
witchery—of colors multitudinous and weath- 
er, bright, cool and refreshing. A day’s fishing 
in quiet waters in autumn leaves an ever- 
recurring memory that is never quite effaced 
from one’s consciousness, a picture of peace 
and contentment. One remembers above all, 
the quietude of the day, the sleeping silence of 
many things; even those things which are 
stirring do not seem to give up one sound to 
shatter the universal solemnity. In_ these 
exceptionally beautiful days are staged some 
of our best and finest piscatorial endeavours. 
Here we have surroundings par excellence; 
and a temperature not too disagreeably warm, 
nor yet toocool. The fish will now have taken 
on new life and energy. The warmed out 
waters have become cooler; the fish have left 
the depths and are now found along the shores, 
awakened and alert. This is especially true 
of the bass. But they are not the only fish 
that are readily taken in the autumn months. 
The fly-fisherman knows that the trout are 
well taken in September and in early October. 
Especially is the month of September a good 
one for trout. The brook trout are now in 
their full royal dress, their coloring magnifi- 
cient; the pigment cells are then working over- 
time to produce that delightfully susceptible 
clothing of hues for which this fish is famous. 
Undoubtedly it is the nervous activity which 
the fish at this season undergoes that acts 
upon the pigment cells. Or does nature 
present to the male this nuptial dress to dazzle 
and thus better win the regard of the female 
fish—since now they are on the verge of the 
spawning season and they are going upstream 
to cast their eggs, which will not become fish 
till the springtime has cast its gold and green- 
ery over the world. Now they will be moving 
about in schools, making for the streams, and 
going upstream, this one purpose held deter- 
minedly in their consciousness. And now, 
with the insects nipped by the frost, falling to 
water the trout will rise to snatch them off of 
the brim as they skim downward, or drop on 
the water, and become completely submerged. ' 
Then the fly-fisherman, using his well-selected 
flies will reap success in no little measure. 
Now also one will find the pickerel abroad, 

and watchfully lying in wait for his prey. 
Over there by that deadhead, for instance, or 
by that clump of weeds, the water is so silent 
that it is like the face of a mirror—send your 
artificial, or live frog, plumping downward 
over there and what happens? Out in that 
cosy covert there lay a pickerel. He does 
not lie there now. When he beheld that bait 
enter the water he shot out—and he smashed 

that lure. My, you will say, as that eight 
pounder is netted, how he did fight! I never 
knew a pickerel had so much energy in him. 
But this is easily explained, for it is autumn 
now and the fish have regained their pugnac- 
iousness. Now also, along the shores, and 
into the little coves, in deep, silent places, and 
at the mouths of streams entering the lake, 
you will find the hardy muscallonge, and the 
far from obsolete great northern pike. Say, 
but those fellows fight at this time of the 
year! As you row along, at the rate of three 
miles an hour, with a glittering Skinner spoon 
out behind, to which is connected a stout line, 
to which is connected a strong, durable, long- 
barreled, quadruple-multiplying reel, to which 
again is connected a rod with a lot of backbone 
in its semi-resilient length, lo and behold, in a 
moment there is a savage lunge at the whirling 
affair and as you set the hook you know that 
you are on the eve of battling with another 
‘freshwater tiger,” and if it is a thirty pounder 
do not blame anyone but yourself and the 
spoon hook for doing it. Now, also, those 
pugnacious barbarians, the great northern 
pike, may chance in to survey your samples of 
artificials and spinning lures. Wicked-look- 
ing, menacing cannibals they are with baleful 
eyes, and teeth in their various jaws that 
cause a shiver to run down your honorable 
back. If he strikes—O perhaps the spoon 
will not be bent, but I doubt it. And such a 
fight! A slash and bang from beginning to 
end, but finally you get him up close and you 
clamp that automatic gaff down over him 
right back of the head and he is yours. 

All this leads up to the subject I had begun, 
that of the bass, who is pugnacious also, 
fighting, jumping and tearing around, that is 
to say the mycropterous brand, especially in 
the glorious months of autumn when so many 
of the big fellows are netted. 
Among all the fish that may be angled for in 

autumn, give me firstly and lastly, the black 
bass. It is then that I like to use those 
artificials—and I will have use for them all. 
By using the artificials at this time of the year 
you will have more of a proportion of catches to 
the aimless strikes you get. In the spring the 
fish may be only half-hearted about it, the 
spawning passion being an engrossing one and 
taking most of their energy and _ interest. 
Now, however it is different. They are 
awake and very much alert. And when they 
hit the bait you are on for a lasting fight. 
Among the best hours of the day for-fishing in 
the autumn surely there can be none to equal 
the hours from four o’clock in the afternoon 
till dusk. The waters are then exceptionally 
still; and tranquility broods over the land. 
You row lightly and carefully into some 
secluded place, avoiding the least disturbing 
noise, and marking the spot you desire to reach, 
cast your bait with painstaking exactitude. 
Usually, if you are good at finding the right 
places you will have a rise the first or second 
cast. After much fishing of this finny fellow 
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I have come to the decision that extreme care, 
and the avoiding of noises will make your 
fishing more roundly successful. I learned 
this long ago from an old-timer, under whose 
guidance I took my rudimentary lessons in the 
art dominant. Care and deliberation, cool- 
ness and judgment were the rules he laid down 
for success. 

Which is the best method for bass fishing, 
the walking alongshore, or wading in the water 
alongshore, and casting outward; or rowing in 
a boat, just outside the weed line, and casting 
inshore? 

If two menin the boat (there must, of course, 
be two in usual instances, one to cast and one 
to ply the oars) go about their operations 
silently it is all right; but I have found that 
the least disturbance will put the wise old 
lunkers on the qui vive instantly and they will 
become suspicious, to such an extent that they 
may ‘not care to strike. Also bass, lying 
under lily-pads, see a great distance away 
from them and it is not at all to be doubted 
that they see you casting from the boat, 
especially if in close to them. I would rather 
go alone rowing, and do sitting down casting, 
than to have a clumsy rower, one who talks 
and slaps the water with the blades, and who 
gets in the way of the swung bait. Three 
times I have hooked men in the head with 
hooks, and I rather shy at it now. I cannot 
seem to overcome the suspicion that I am 
going to hook my partner in the head when 
I cast, hence I prefer to go alone, if I choose 
the boat method. But best of all I like the 
alongshore method, and especially do I like 
drawing on my hip boots and wading along in 
the water, to cast out into the pads. The 
perfection of this method is that you are rarely 
seen, and wading easily, right close to them, 
say you are casting from the shadows at even- 
tide, you stand ten times better chance to get 
them with this system than when going out in 
a boat. I once stood on one spot and took 
out ten nice bass in this manner, knee deep in 
the pads, and I stood in the shadows at that. 
Here is where the good, true weedless hooks, 
with live bait come in for special mention. 
Select for instance a Cooper’s Weedless Porker 
and hook thereto a frog and cast out where you 
have seen a bass rise, and note what you get. 
As soon as the frog lights, start to reel easily 
in the water, then quite fast, alternating 
between the two. The result will be one 
certainly worthy of trying out. 

For bass fishing, where you are using a 
weedless hook you need one that is really a 
weedless affair. There are some weedless 
hooks that—are not. They hook up on the 
weeds anyhow. This is exactly the hook you 
do not want. A weedless hook, too, should 
have weed guards that are not too highly 
tensioned; for in using these the clamp of the 
bass’s mouth upon these guards will not 
properly lower down. In the early days of 
the weedless hook the wire guards had the 
durability and dainty spring of a hay-wire; and 
usually it was one wire, and at the end of that 
wire, facing the extreme point of the hook, 
was a beautiful round silver knob. A thous- 
and dollars reward was offered anyone who 
could give the right explanation for using 
that silver knob. There were many aspirants 
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to the puzzle-solving, but no winners of the 
reward. Following the single wire guard 
came the double wire, and it was lighter in 
construction, with a good give to it, readily 
yielding to the strike of a bass. The double 
wire guard, in one form or another, exists 
today and is perhaps the best one on the mar- 
ket, certainly one of the most efficient. The 
South Bend Bait Co., hooks are made out of 
light piano wire, and they have an excellent 
give, yet will not get hung up on the weeds, 
which is a virtue in the true weedless hook. 
_ Modern invention has gone a point further 
in perfecting the weedless hook; as noted in 
the accompanying reprint of a line drawing of 
a South Bend hook. It is that small hook in 
the back, which is just exactly what I have 
always been looking for, yet never thought 
of. That’s the trouble with a lot of us. 
When a thing is done, and is placed before our 
eyes it looks simple enough, yet to make the 
thing ourselves is another matter. The good 
point about South Bend hook, herein shown, 
is that the tiny hook may be fastened to the 
nose of the frog, and the large hook inserted in 
the back leg. The insertion of the hook in the 
nese does not kill the frog, and in this manner 
you can use one frog three times as long as by 
using the ordinary process, of driving the 
hook right through the head, and into the 
brain. Another point about this hook is its 
good weed guards for which the South Bend 
ware is noted. 

In another article I have mentioned the 
good point about the spinner in connection 
with the weedless hook. ‘This spinner attach- 
ment is noted in connection with the Cooper 
Weedless Porker herein shown. The spinner, 
or spoon in collaboration is of eminent value. 
The frog in itself is a singular attraction, and 
the spinner makes a double attraction in cal- 
ling the fish in, often from great distances. 
The silver-fluted spinner is the thing, and the 
sun striking it, the rays are sent a long way in 
the water. Always use a swivel with a casting 
apparatus of this sort, especially with a frog. 
The frog should ride naturally, back in the 
water, not belly up, as is ordinarily the case. 
The swivel attachment is therefore a notable 
entry. Always have a set of various sized 
swivels in your tackle box, for there are times 
when you will need them and they will then 
come in handy. 

Artificial minnows as I have mentioned are 
of special use during the autumnal months. 
It is the fish up in the shallows that can be spo- 
ken to. But as at any other time of the year, 
bass may follow up a bait, and may not take it. 
When experimenting with a certain artificial 
and a bass comes up toit, I swiftly change and 
use another minnow. The change will often 
prove such a surprise that you will get him 
the first shot. Swift changing from one 
contrivance to another calls for something 
better than threading on the hook on a line 
and tying it. A snap such as is here seen 
saves time, and a lightening change can be 
made. Thus if you have wooed an old: bass 
out of his covert, and one variety of bait will 
not interest him, snap on another with the 
speed of an express and slam right back at 
him. This usually gets him while his curiosity 
is on edge. 
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PORKER WEEDLESS 

THE SNAP 

SOUTH BEND WEEDLESS HOOK oy 

It will be found that, as a rule, the artifi- 

cials are exceptionally good at this time of the 
year; wherever you go. Also the fish seem to 
be gamier. It is seemingly a season when life 
takes on another lease, and that it reacts 
upon the finny element there is little doubt. 
Personally I use both the wobblers and the 
underwaters during this season. A good 
underwater bait, wobbling or otherwise, is 
to be commended. White baits are oddly 
enough, the best in the fall months. This I 
discovered only last year. We always keep 
on finding out new things and this was one of 
my discoveries. Bass at best are odd crea- 
tures. What they will take one day they will 
perhaps absolutely refuse the next and so on. 
The best rule is to try out the best of all sorts, 
and with the use of the snap this quick change 
can be made without taking up valuable time. 
Both live bait and artificials should be in- 
cluded in the outfit, for where one sort fails 
the other will undoubtedly prove the winner. 

sid 
arerX, Sy 

ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN 

No. 30—I have just received your interest- 
ing magazine for March. In the section 
devoted to “Angling Queries’ I note that 
“J. B-’ Alberta, enquires re_ steel-centred 
and wire- wrapped rods. 

I think the answer given to this query needs 
correcting, Messrs Hardy, of course, make 
most perfect rods both with and without 
steel- centres but the particular process men- 
tioned as ‘wire-wrapping’ is a specialty of 
Messrs Foster Bros, Ashbourne, England, 
under the name of ‘Steel Ribbing’ and 
‘Diamond Ribbing’ the latter being a process 
using phosphor-bronze wire. 

These ribbing processes can, I understand. 
be also applied internally to a rod, by a special 
process of double building. 

Messrs Foster Bros, a few years ago, ap- 
plied their method of (outside) ribbing to a 
fly rod of mine with most gratifying results, 
to me, thecost being, I think, about7 shillings. 
The rod in question was a very weak back- 
boneless affair but after the ribbing’ was 
applied, it was a fine casting rod and I should 
imagine it would stand the weight of a very 
heavy fish indeed. 

I have no connection with Messrs Foster 
Bros. whatever but knowing from experience 

what their process is capable of doing to a very 
indifferent rod, I think it may be of service to 
some of your readers to bring this firm to their 
notice. 
Am very interested in the angling notes and 

stories in ““Rod & Gun’. I hope some day 
to be able to try for some of those big trout 
that appear to be so plentiful in Canada. 

The fish in China are plentiful enough but 
do not appear to appreciate an angler’s at- 
tentions, I have been unable to find : any bait 
which they will take. 

Apologizing for the length of this letter 
Walter H. Howell, Shanghai, China. 

Ans.—It is just such letters as this we 
desire for our department. Mr. Howell’s 
letter is both illuminating and interesting. 
We trust that many of our readers will be 
benefited by the information contained there- 
in; which is of a most timely nature. That 
the wire-w rapping process was a speciality of 
Messrs. Foster Bros., I did not know; and 
this information was and is valuable indeed. As 
Mr. Howell remarks the system of wire wrap- 
ping a rod greatly improves its efficiency. 
In the United States very few steel centered 
or wire-wrapped rods are in use, though 

| 
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throughout Canada they are more in evidence, 
since Canada is more in contact with England, 
and is fished by English and Scottish anglers 
to a greater extent. On some of the rough 
rivers and streams of Canada one does need a 
very strong rod and the wire-wrapped rod is a 
happy addition. 

E58 he OS 

No. 31.—Please inform me if the pork rind 
bait is good for trout and bass. How do you 
make it and what size hook should I use. We 
have a nice trout pond near here and I have 
used flies with poor success so far. Thanking 
you in advance for a reply. 

Yours truly, 
Chas. Ross, Walsingham, Ontario. 

Ans.—That the pork rind bait has been 
used, is used, and will always be used with 
success in black bass fishing is well known to 
all who have especially tried out this process. 
In a past number of Rod and Gun I paid 
some little attention to the making of pork 
rind baits, but this may have escaped your 
attention. The rind, with some little of the 
fatty portion connecting with it is cut in the 
shape of a frog, with legs and all, though some 
do not do this, only making it a sort of tri- 
angular piece, with the hook at the head; the 
whole would look something like an ill-pro- 
portioned arrow-head. Personally I think 
that the rind, cut in the shape of a frog, by far 
excells other patterns, and | always use those 
of my own make when I use them at all. - 
These pork rind baits may be purchased in 
the large sporting goods stores in New York 
City for a small price and they will last a long 
time. However the home-made rinds are as 
well and are recommended. The virtue of 
the pork-rind bait is that it can be used any 
number of times without wearing out and 
practically hundreds of bass can be taken on it 
without fraying, or being drawn greatly out of 
shape. In nine cases out of ten the pork rind 
bait is good, though it depends upon the 
waters you are fishing of course. You cannot 
go into civilization-ridden, motor boat infested 
waters and expect great luck with the pork 
rind bait or any bait. But where it is used, 
in the weeds and the pads, and among the 
obstructions, with a weedless hook to which is 
connected a spoon spinner there is no logical 
reason why it should not prove of value. 
When used in the water a great deal this rind 
turns out a pure white and is easily noticed by 
and attractive to the fish. The ordinary 
weedless hook is used with the rind bait, and 
this hook should have wire guards that are not 
too highly tensioned; but be sure that it has a 
spinner with it—and right here I wish to 
mention that the Skinner people put out some 
hooks with spinners for casting that cannot be 
excelled. These spinners may be had in white 
enamel, silver, bronze, and gold, for all sorts of 
weather. These spoons are easily shifted and 
a change from one to another of the spoons 
readily made. I certainly suggest them for 
use when fishing the pork rind bait. 

I could not say as to whether the brook 
trout take the pork rind bait or not, but 
assuredly the rainbow trout of the greater 
streams will rise to it. With a little skill and 
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study of the fish in your part of the country 
_ you should meet with success. R.P.L 

No. 32.—I have been a reader of Rod and 
Gun for a long time and am especially in- 
terested in your fishing notes, from which 
I have derived a good deal of profit and 
pleasure. I am thinking of doing some fishing 
this fall, and would like to take a try at the 
brook trout. Is there anything harmful in 
the fishing of the trout in the autumn months? 
I ask this because the trout, spawning as they 
do in these months, unlike other fish, should 
not be disturbed in these operations. How- 
ever I can see nothing harmful in this if the 
fishing is done in September. At that time 
the fish are just moving up stream and were 
fish with spawn put back in, there should not 
be any harm toit. Also what flies would you 
suggest for the autumn months? I have heard 
that there is a small moonlight, artificial bait 
put out by some company for use in trout 
fishing at night; could you give me the 
address of this firm and what success is to be 
had in night fishing. Are the small spinners 
good for the trout which cut bait in the fall? 
Hoping that you may care to answer this I 
beg to remain. 

Sincerely yours, 
J. A. Stevens, Toronto. 

Ans.—lt is not recommended that fishing 
be done in waters where trout are few and far 
between, but where trout are numerous, in 
wild regions, there can hardly be anything 
said against the taking of some of them in 
autumn days. The trout are now, as you say, 
on the verge of the spawning season and their 
coloration is being brought out in its most 
heightened tone. There are times in fair 
autumnal weather when exceptionally good 
success may be had fishing for the trout with 
flies, then again a bill of no result will be 
returned. Any of the standard trout flies 
will do; since it depends much upon the 
animation that is put into an inanimate sub- 
ject as to whether it will attract and kill the 
fish or not. In these later days it is advisable 
to fish deep for them, drawing the flies and 
releasing them in the water. 

The small trout spinners are always good in 
wild and rough water. Strips of silver shiner 
minnow, or chub, are used, as in the spring 
fishing operations. This affair is started at 
the head of a pool. The current is supposed 
to do the rest. Either the single spinner, or 
the tandem spinner, is good and both are to be 
recommended. 

The artificial, phosphorescent bait that you 
speak of for use in trout fishing must be the 
Moonlight Trout Bob put out by the Paw Paw 
Company, Paw Paw, Michigan, U.S.A. This 
little affair it has been established is good for 
night fishing. All fish are to a certain extent 
attracted to a glowing thing in the water and 
the trout bob is not the least of these odd con- 
trivances. I certainly would. try one out if 
I were you, if your fishing grounds are good. 

Night fishing for trout is a sport that is 
gradually attracting much attention. Out- 
door writers it will be noted are giving the 
subject some little attention this year. Where 
there is a moon shining on the water, to aid 
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the eye sight, these flies, dropped to the sur- 
face, are bound to sometime or another at- 
tract fish. Twilight and evening fishing have 
more than once proven high times for the 
select cast. By all means try out this method. 
It is suggested that trout, in spawning season, 
be taken sparingly; that the supply for the 
coming year be not depleted. R. P. L. 

No. 33.—Is it a fact that the teeth of the 
muscallonge fall out in the month of August, 
and do they actually get a new set in Septem- 
ber. This has been a puzzle to me and I have 
never quite satisfied myself on the question. 
I have understood it to be a fact that the 
teeth do not fall out; that the gums become 
sore or grow up, partly covering the teeth, a 
condition that remains thus till September 
when the gums harden and draw down, leav- 
ing the teeth high and dry. I should like to 
know it if is a fact that the teeth fall out, and 
a new set grow in. 

Yours truly, 
Len Franklin, Wis., U.S.A. 

Ans.—To the best of my knowledge the 
teeth of the muscallonge do not fall out, 
though there isa great possibility that such 
is the case, new teeth replacing the old in the 
month of September. Specimens caught in 
the month of August have had sore mouths; 
the gums have been very ragged in cases, 
even lacerated, and the teeth shaky and 
unsound, pointing evidently to the fact that 
they are teething, and that these teeth fall out 
as a matter of course, as do the fangs in the 
rattlesnake, which are occasionally replaced 
by new ones coming up in place of the old. 
But I do not remember an instance where I 
have seen a muscallonge without teeth, 
though I have seen many with shaky teeth, 
which would look as though they were on the 
verge of coming out. Much I believe depends 
upon the region these fish are found in. It is 
a well known fact that muskies are readily 
taken in some sections of the country in 
August as well as June and the fall months, 
and have been equally as plump and healthy 
looking at that time as at any other. In other 
sections, especially in the warmed out waters 
of the northern states of the United States the 
muskies are inert, and dull, moving little, 
waiting for the autumn for a return of vigor 
and the hardening of the gums. That they 
feed but sparingly in these months there is 
little doubt. However in the waters of 
Canada one is liable to find muskies in perfect 
trim in the month of August. The affliction 
of soreness of the mouth is not entirely con- 
fined to the muscallonge. Other fish as well 
have this common ailing which is the reason 
that few are caught in the month of August, 
or “Dog Days’. However with the return 
of cooler weather and the first early frosts the 
fish are again in prime condition. About the 
fifteenth of September should find the muskies 
fully well, and from that time on till the snow 
flurries crowd the air they will strike the spoon 
with a viciousness that is only too well known. 
September, October and early November are 
the months par excellence for great northern 
pike and muskies.. September and early 

- October in certain sections of the country at 
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least cannot be excelled for bass. In closing 
this the editor would like to ask for-some 
opinions on the subject of muskies “‘teething’’, 
and other points bearing upon this that would 
serve to clear up the mystery. It is only in 
this way that the best information. may be 
hada ReRae: 

No. 34.—Some people make a great effort 
to gain notoriety, while others have it thrust 
upon them whether they want it or not. 
Shakespeare says: ‘‘What’s in a name? A 
rose by any other name would smell as sweet.” 
If he had been a fisherman in this twentieth 
century he would have found that a great deal 
depends on aname. If we were to change the 
name of “Jock Scott” to John Jones or Bill 
Smith or some other common name I fear its 
popularity and sale would soon fall off. There 
are certainly very few salmon anglers who 
have not either used or heard of the famous 
Jock Scott fly but I don’t think very many 
know how it came to get that name or of what 
it is composed. For the benefit of those who 
may desire that information I will give the 
story of how it acquired the name as it was 
told to me near the spot where it was first 
made. 

John or as he was more familiarly called 
Jock Scott was fisherman to the Duke of 
Roxburgh and during part of one season the 
salmon absolutely refused to rise to any of the 
flies in the fisherman’s possession so in des- 
peration Jock sat down one day and tried to 
see how many different kinds of feathers he 
could put into a fly with the result that the 
next day it was a complete success. 

It was at once named after Jock who 
laughingly said: “If it proves as good in 
other waters as it has done in the Roxburgh 
cast itll be heard tell of yet”. It certainly 
has been heard of in every part of the globe 
where salmon are angled for. Jock’s name 
has been a familiar word to all fisherman for 
over sixty years. In order to make it properly 
it is necessary to go into the four corners of the 
earth to collect the materials, as it is composed 
of fourteen different bird feathers. I will 
name them in the order in which I tie them on 
the hook. First the crest feather of the golden 
pheasant and a small feather from the breast 
of the Indian Crow; then one from the breast 
of a tucan; next a common black rooster 
hackle over which is a guinea fowl hackle. 
This composes the body of the flv. The wing is 
made up of turkey red, blue and yellow dyed 
swan feathers, Canadian wood drake, bustard, 
golden chesnut .tail and tippet, teal drake, 
mallard drake, jungle fowl, kingfisher and 
macaw parrot. It takes all of these to make 
the genuine original article but the quantities 
of each are so very small that some of them 
can very easily be dispenced with, and 
generally are, as it is impossible to put them 
ates at the price at which some of them are 
sold. 

Jock was a celebrated fisher in his day and 
many a good salmon he caught. Perhaps 
his shade is still hovering around the banks 
of the Tweed and watching with interest the 
ever growing popularity of the fly of his 
creation. 

Thos. Wight, Trent River, Ontario. 



A NEW FORCE FOR WILD LIFE 
PROTECTION 

URING the past-two years W. T. 
Hornaday has been laboring at a task 
that appeals to the imagination. It is 

nothing less than the building of a great 
perpetual-motion machine for the preserva- 
tion and increase of wild life throughout the 
next two hundred years, or more. 

The Permanent Wild Life Protection Fund 
is all that its name implies. Its foundations 
“have been well and truly laid,’ and its in- 
come will carry on the work of its originator 
long after he has become dust and ashes. 
Happy is the protectionist who can leave 
behind him such a legacy to the harried and 
persecuted beasts and birds. 
-Two years ago Mr. Hornaday decided to 

make an effort to place his campaign work on 
an absolutely permanent financial basis. This 
was possible only through an endowment fund 
safely invested and yielding an income of be- 
tween $5,000 and $6,000 a year. The plan 
provides that the principal sum, which is to 
be not less than $100,000, shall be managed 
and invested by two banking trustees, while 
the annual income is expendable by a cam- 
paigning trustee, at his discretion along certain 
specified lines. 

Practically alone and single-handed, the 
founder of the fund began a quest for larger 
subscriptions, in four figures or more, and the 
success, that has attended his effort thus far 
is most gratifying. Up to date $80,000 have 
been subscribed, and of that sum about 80 per 
cent. has already been paid in. 

It is a favorite saying among sportsmen 
that “Nobody but the sportsmen of our 
country take any interest in the protection 
of wild life’; but the list of subscribers to this 
rather amazing Fund tends to disprove that 
statement. Of the $80,000 already sub- 
scribed, not more than ten per cent. has come 
from sportsmen. The list of Founders, who 
have each subscribed $1,000 or more, is as 
follows: 

Mrs. Russell Sage, New York, $25,000; 
George Eastman, Rochester, $6,000; Mrs. 
Frederic Ferris Thompson of Canandaigua, 
Henry Ford of Detroit, Alex Smith Cochran of 
New York and Mr. Andrew Carnegie $5,000 
each; A Defender of Wild Life residing in 
Washington has subscribed $3.000. The fol- 
lowing persons have each subscribed $1,000: 
Miss Heloise Meyer, Lenox Mass.; Max C. 
Fleischmann, Cincinnati; Mrs. J. S. Kennedy, 
John D. Archbold, Mortimer L. Schiff, Will- 
1am P. Clyde, Emerson McMillin, George D. 
Pratt, Frederic G. Bourne, George F. Baker, 
Sarnuel Thorne, William H. Nichols, Frederic 
C. Walcott and Edward S. Harkness, all of 
New York; and Anthony R. Kuser and John 
Dryden Kuser, of Bernardsville, N. J. 

In the above list the names of only three 
sportsmen appear: Col. Max. C. Fliesch- 
mann, Emerson McMillin and George D. 
Pratt. — 
The list of persons who have subscribed less 

than $1,000 each contains 35 names, as follows: 

Cleveland H. Dodge, New York; Frederick 
F. Brewster, New Haven; James Speyer, New 
York; Watson B. Dickerman, Mamaroneck, 
N. Y.; John Jay Pierrepont, Brooklyn; Homer 
E. Sargent, Chicago; H. A. Edwards, Albany; 
Miss E. S. Edwards, Albany; Robert E. 
Woodward, Brooklyn; Mrs. Ethel R. Thayer, 
Boston; Chas. A. Dean, Boston; William T. 
Hornaday, New York; John M. Phillips, 
Pittsburg; John C. Phillips, Wenham, Mass.; 
C. W. Post, Battle Creek, Mich.; Coleman 
Randolph, Morristown, N. J.; A. Barton 
Hepburn, New York; Zenas Crane, Dalton, 
Mass.; Z. Marshall Crane, Dalton, Mass.; 
Miss Emily Trevor, Yonkers, N. Y.; Norman 
James, Baltimore; Franklin R. Rrown, New 
York; William H. Alexander, New York; 
Henry W. Shoemaker, New York; Gustavus 
D. Pope, Detroit; Arthur B. Leach, New 
York; John Markle, New York; Camp-Fire 
Club of Michigan, Detroit; Alexander V. 
Fraser, New York: Audubon Societies, Pasa- 
dena and Los Angeles, Cal.; William E. 
Coffin, New York; Charles Willis Ward, 
Eureka, Cal.; Dr. Emily G. Hunt, Pasadena 
Cal.; J. William Greenwood, Brooklyn, and 
Richard Harding Davis, Mount Kisco, N. Y. 

Mrs. Russell Sage appears as a devoted 
friend to wild life. Hurriedly reckoned up, 
her gifts to date to the wild life protection 
cause foot up $204,000, of which $25,000 have 
gone to this Fund, $24,000 to the Audubon 
Association, and $150,000 to the purchase of 
Marsh Island, Louisiana, the greatest bird 
sanctuary in America. 

This Permanent Fund already is the second 
largest endowment fund in existence for the 
benefit of wild life. The lines on which it will 
work are briefly as follows: To stop the sale 
of game, and all late winter and spring shoot- 
ing; to stop the killing of insectivorous birds 
for food, and of all birds for millinery purposes 
to increase the number of game preserves; to 
make perpetual close seasons for all species 
threatened with extinction; to stop the use of 
automatic and “‘pump guns” in hunting, and 
to prevent aliens from using rifles and shot- 
guns in hunting. 

The Fund still lacks $19,000 of the $100,000 
that has been fixed as the irreducible min- 
imum, and the shortage is now being sought. 
Several large cities, such as New York, 
Rochester, Detroit, Canandaigua. Cleveland 
and Cincinnati are represented by good sub- 
scriptions, but others are conspicuously out 
of therunning. Chicago has contributed only 
$300, Boston $200, and Philadelphia,—after 
a very thorough canvass of its wealthiest 
people,—gave up only $25! 

The work of the Permanent Fund will cover 
not only the United States; but all North 
America, and upon urgent occasions it will 
even lend a hand abroad. Its purpose is to 
aid causes that are judiciously planned and 
managed, and are likely to secure resuits of 
practical benefit to wild life. The first great 
cause which this Fund has inaugurated is the 
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plan for the enactment of a federal law for the 
creation of a great number of wild life sanctu- 
aries in national forests, and along with that 
the development of a great new annual food 
supply of legitimate game. The plan has 
received informally the advice and finally the 
approval of the officers of the U. S. Forest 
Service and Biological Survey, who will have 
most to do with carrying it into practical 
effect. It is now to be submitted by Dr. 
Hornaday, in person, to the leading business 
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men, sportsmen and friends of wild life 
throughout the region westward of the great 
plains, with a call for their support. To this 
end he will make addresses, during September 
and a part of October, in Minneapolis, Denver, 
Cheyenne, Salt Lake City, Pocatello, Helena, 
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 
Pasadena, Tucson and Albuquerque. 

A bill for an enabling act will be introduced 
in Congress early in December. 

WATER GARDENING 

Most of the best inland fishing waters in 
Canada are being steadily ‘‘fished out.” 
Planting fry produced in hatcheries is helping 
to prolong the life of these fisheries, but this 
only serves to postpone, not to prevent, the 
depletion of the fish supply. This does not 
mean that men will have to live without eating 
fish, any more than the virtual extinction of 
the wild hog meant that pork would be unob- 
tainable. Instead, it will mean that many 
small lakes and otherwise waste land will be 
converted into “‘water gardens,’ where better 
fish, and more of them, will be produced. 
Many farms throughout the country possess 

small streams, bordered by areas of wet, 
marshy land. Frequently these lands are of 
little value except as inferior pasture. Why 
should not the farmer turn such tracts to 
account by converting them into “‘water gar- 
dens” to supply fresh fish for himself and for 
his less fortunate neighbors? Much of the 
waste land can be made to produce excellent 
forage for fresh-water fish. A series of small 
ponds, separated by dykes would tend to 

prevent excessive waste of the forage and 
make it possible to produce larger quantities 
of better fish. In other words, by increasing 
the available food supply for fish it is possible 
and desirable to plant more fry, just the same 
as the farmer who grows most grain is able to 
produce more and better hogs. 

It is essential also for farmers to acquire 
a knowledge of the life histories and food 
habits of fishes, in the same way that they 
have already done in the case of live stock. 
Such knowledge will make it possible to select 
varieties of fish, suitable for the conditions to 
be met with, to provide sufficient and proper 
food and to control the enemies of the fish. 

Producing fresh fish on the farm is an “‘in- 
fant industry’ deserving much _ attention. 
The increasing cost of living is making it more 
and more desirable that the open lakes, ponds 
and streams should be made to produce crops 
of fish. A few farmers have already under- 
taken it, and are demonstrating that intensive 
methods are as applicable to ““water garden- 
ing’ as they are to farm crops. 

FISH CULTURE IN CANADA 
Artificial fish culture is a necessity in con- 

nection with some of Canada’s best food and 
game fishes. This is due in the first place to 
over-fishing. Then many of the feeding and 
spawning grounds in the lakes and rivers have 
been ruined by the careless deposition of 
industrial and other wastes. These condi- 
tions apply with especial force to such lake 
species as the whitefish, one of the finest of the 
food fishes. In 1915, approximately 281 
million whitefish fry were distributed in the 
Great lakes. During the present season three 
new hatcheries are in operation. One of 
these, situated near Kenora, Ontario, was 
designed for the propagation of whitefish and 
has a capacity of 70 million eggs. A second, 
at Thurlow, near Belleville, Ontario, replaces a 
smaller one that had been in operation in for- 
mer years at Newcastle. It will accommodate 
eight million salmon trout and over 60 million 

whitefish, and the third, in Qu’Appelle park, 
has a capacity of 50 million eggs. The 
Kenora hatchery however, will be used for 
pickerel as well as whitefish, although the 
latter will be the fish chiefly handled, the fry 
being used in stocking the waters in the Lake 
of the Woods district. 

The Government is to be commended for 
assisting so materially in the maintenance of 
Canada’s fresh water fisheries. These have an 
annual value of about $4,000,000 and, if 
wisely conserved, are capable of great ex- 
pansion. Besides, in districts such as the 
Lake of the Woods region, keeping the waters 
stocked with game and food fish will serve to 
further enhance their value as tourist resorts. 
Canada is certain to be visited by an ever- 
increasing number of tourists within the next 
few vears, and her fame as a “‘sportsman’s 
paradise” will do much to increase the number. 
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HIGH VELOCITY RIFLES FOR WOODCHUCK 
Cuas. NEWTON 

use in shooting wood-chuck, as it is 
known in the New England and middle 

states, or ‘ground hog’ as it is known in the 
Western states and Canada, we will waste no 
time in defending this form of rifle shooting. 
We will leave settlement of the question, “‘to 
shoot or not to shoot’ to the rifleman and his 
Maker, assisted by whatever advice may be 
volunteered from the Pacific slope. We will 
assume a man so abandoned to all sense of 
dignity and honor, (there are such recognized 
in California) as to feel a desire to try a crack 
at Arctomys (Monax) and to have some 
curiosity as to what rifle to use. 

The subject, like a sermon, resolves itself 
into three problems:—to hit the chuck; to kill 
the chuck, visibly, when you hit him; to avoid 
hitting or killing Farmer Brown, his family, 
or his domestic animals. This last proposi- 
tion may well include avoidance of scaring 
Farmer Brown out of his wits by sending 
fugitive bullets squealing through the air so 
quickly he cannot see to dodge them. 
To hit the chuck all kind and conditions of 

rifles have been used, and successfully; yea, 
even the shotgun, the bow and arrow and the 
convenient stone. What we are after is the 
weapon which will give the best opportunity 
of hitting with a given shot; which will yield 
the best return in proportion to the skill and 
eare exercised. The .22 long rifle cartridge is 
considered ideal for this purpose by many 
whose method of hunting is to stalk the chuck 
up to within fifty yards and shoot him through 
the brain. They are true sportsmen, and this 
is their favorite method. We have no bricks 
to throw. Our personal preference is to shoot 
atlongrange. ‘This requires skill as a shooter, 
rather than as a sneaker. Likewise we may 
more often attend to the case of the old 

i discussing the question of rifles for gentleman out in the middle of the meadow, 
150 yards from the nearest cover. 
To shoot holes into a woodchuck, or other 

beast, at ranges where one cannot be reason- 
ably certain of a shot in a nerve centre, with 
a .22 rim fire or other low power rifle, savors 
of cruelty. Therefore save for our friend 
who enjoys the stalk (some men will play 
golf) the rifle should be of such power as to 
kill the chuck outright. And it is from this 
viewpoint we approach the subject. 

To hit the chuck the rifle must be accurate. 
He presents but a small mark, and there 1s 
considerable “‘tare’? in the fur surrounding 
the body as seen while nibbling the clover. 
The .22 long rifle cartridge is accurate, but 
accuracy alone is not enough. The dis- 
tances at which he is shot vary from the 
minimum to which you may approach up to 
200 to 300 yards. These are, to a great 
extent, unknown distances. They call most 
emphatically for a rifle of flat trajectory. 
But a slight error in estimating distance, or in 
transforming the estimate of distance into 
adjustment of sights, is required to score a 
miss, if using the black powder type of rifle. 
With the once prized .32-40 in shooting 200 
yards the bullet climbs 12 inches above the 
line of sight and then climbs down the same 
distance. Assuming we have a margin of 
error in the height of our woodchuck of 2% 
inches, this just equals the trajectory height 
of the .32-40 at 100 yards. Beyond that 
range we must begin to tinker the sights. 

With the .22 Savage high power we gel 
this trajectory height at a little less than 200 
yards. The 200 yard trajectory is 2.9 inches. 
With the .22 Newton and .256 Newton the 
trajectory height is just two inches, and we 
have a danger space, within which we need not 
change our sights or holding, of about 225 
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yards. Therefore so far as hitting is con- 
cerned the high velocity rifles are far superior 
to those of lower velocity, their accuracy being 
equal. That their accuracy is equal is attest- 
ed by the records made in the past decade by 
the Springfield, model 1906, and the Ross. 

The next problem is killing the chuck then 
and there if you do hit him. Nothing “‘leaves 
a bad taste in the mouth” of a true sportsman 
so much as having a wounded animal escape 
to suffer. Likewise there is not the satisfac- 
tion in the shot, however certain you may be 
that you held well, in case you cannot retrieve 
the game. The woodchuck is a hibernating 
animal, consequently has a low nervous 
development, and can withstand almost any 
amount of mutilation from a low velocity 
bullet, provided a nerve center be not struck, 
without being stopped. The writer once shot 
one in the right hip with a .45-70 Springfield 
black powder rifle, the bullet ranging forward 
and across and coming out the left shoulder. 
In height it was about midway of the body. 
The chuck ran forty feet, without giving any 
indication it had been hit, before itsuccumbed. 
It is praetically impossible to stop one with 
a paunch shot from a low velocity rifle. 

With the high velocity type the blow of the 
bullet transmits such a shock as to at once 
paralyze the animal. It expends its energy 
in the body of the animal instead of passing 
through and expending the greater part of it 
beyond. The .22 Savage high power, which 
the writer designed expressly for a woodchuck 
gun, with its 2800 f. s. velocity will just shoot 
through a woodchuck crosswise at the middle. 
It has a muzzle energy of 1190 foot pounds. 
The .32-40 has 747 foot pounds. The writer 
at one time used a special .22 rifle the shell 
for which was the .30-40 necked down and 
loaded with a .22 Savage 70 grain bullet, 
developing 3276 foot seconds velocity, and 
1625 foot pounds energy. When this bullet 
was travelling at 3000 f. s. or over it would 
not shoot through the chuck crosswise, but 
always stopped in the body unless a scratch 
hit was made. Thus this little animal of but 
ten pounds weight actually stopped over 
twice the energy of the .32-40 bullet. As a 
result the life was actually knocked out of the 
victim by the force of the blow, independently 
of any mutilation or destruction of nerve 
centres. A blow of equal force from a mallet 
would kill as quickly, even though the skin 
were not broken. 
_From the standpoint of mutilation also the 

high power rifles give far more than those of 
lower velocity. Those bullets which pass 
entirely through the carcass expend far 
more energy upon the body than do those 
of lower velocity, and upon exit tear great 
holes at the point of departure. As aresult, a 
fair hit never fails to stop the chuck where 
he was hit, and there is no kicking into the 
hole out of reach. Therefore from the stand- 
point of retrieving the game hit, and this is a 
large portion of the satisfaction of the shoot- 
ing, the odds are all in favor of the high 
velocity weapon. 
_The third requirement of the woodchuck 

rifle is safety so far as the neighbors are con- 
cerned. With bullets driven at black powder 
velocities when they pass through a wood- 

chuck, as all which hit do, and strike the earth 
beyond at a somewhat sharp angle, as most of 
them do, they glance and whine away across 
the fields. If Farmer Brown chances to be 
outdoors, and in the neighborhood, he will 
swear that it passed about six feet over his 
head. They always go right over his head, 
and six feet is the traditional measure of his 
escape from death. Seriously, the hunting of 
a glancing bullet is not the most reassuring 
sound in the world, even to a rifleman of long 
experience. In fact the longer the experience 
the less he likesit. A flying bullet, travelling 
its own way at its own sweet will is always 
an element of danger. Why does not the 
high power bullet glance? The ready answer 
is that it is dashed in pieces the instant it 
strikes the ground, at whatever angle. Donot 
take our words for it; here are the mechanics: 

In grinding upon the emery wheel it is high- 
ly immaterial whether the wheel runs and the 
work is held still, or the work runs and the 
wheel is still. The vital points are the 
contact and the speed. The earth is some- 
what gritty and acts as an abrasive. The 
bullet is in motion when it strikes the earth. 
A velocity of 3000 feet per second gives the 
same velocity at point of contact as though 
the earth struck a wheel four inches in 
diameter revolving 3000 times per second, not 
per minute. It is equal to a rate of revolu- 
tion of 180,000 times per minute. How long 
would a bullet last if pressed against the sur- 
face of an emery wheel running at this rate, 
were such a rate physically possible? True, 
the earth has not as good abrasive qualities 
as has the emery wheel, but assuming it has, 
but one sixtieth as much abrasion and we have 
the equal of any emery wheel at 3000 revolu- 
tions per minute. Therefore the high vel- 
ocity bullet which strikes the earth at a sharp 
angle is simply ground to powder instead of 
glancing off across the fields, and frightening 
the neighbors, if doing no worse. So we see 
that in all three of our requirements the high 
velocity bullet has all the advantage. 

Other points of minor importance have a 
relation to the relative desirability of the two 
types of rifle. One of these is expense of 
ammunition. 

There is no question but that the high 
velocity rifle is more expensive to shoot, and 
this whether we use factory loaded ammunition 
or reload our shells. The powder costs more 
per charge and the metal jacketed bullets cost 
more than the home cast ones. Likewise 
the reloading of the shells requires slightly 
more care, but in case this care be given the 
result is better ammunition than can be 
purchased from the factory, as the powder 
may be hand weighed. 

As a rule the high velocity. rifle costs more 
than the low velocity type. Likewise it is 
less durable in that a less number of rounds 
of cartridges are required to wear a barrel 
out. However one who has had the pleasure 
of wearing out one of our modern high velocity 
rifle barrels, when used at slow fire as in 
woodchuck hunting, has most certainly had 
his money’s worth and can well afford a new 
barrel. The accuracy life of these barrels is 
now 10,000 rounds or over, and that covers 
some considerable hunting. 
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A very small calibre rifle is required. 
Grains are grains, whether in a bullet or 
elsewhere. Likewise the energy of the blow 
increases as the square of the velocity. Square 
1200 feet per second and you have 1,440,000. 
Square the velocity of the Krag and_you have 
4,000,000. Square the velocity of the 3000 
f. s. rifle and you have 9,000,000, or over six 
times the energy of the same bullet driven at 
1200 f.s. This is far too much power for the 
purposes required. We can reduce_ this 
energy, retaining the velocity so essential to 
flatness of trajectory and killing power, only 
by reducing the caliber. To shorten the 
bullet means to deprive it of ranging power. 
This brings us down to the .22, .25, and .256 
calibres. The smaller the caliber the greater 
the difficulty in cleaning, although the use of 
the copper jacket has about done away with 
this form of trouble. 
Turning again to the advantages of the 

high velocity principle as applied to the 
woodchuck rifle, we find we are coming 
dangerously near the pot of gold at the end of 
the rainbow, the “all around rifle.” “Taking 
for illustration the .256 Newton we have a 
rifle which exactly meets the specifications of 
the woodchuck rifle, yet has an energy 8 per 
cent greater than the Springfield at the 
muzzle and 23 per cent greater at 300 yards 
range. Yet when loaded with a 100 grain 
sharp pointed bullet, full metal cased, and a 
light powder charge, we may shoot grouse 
through the body without mussing a feather. 
Coming to even lighter metal, the .22 Newton 
has all the desirable elements of the ideal 
woodchuck gun, yet equals the .303 British 
cartridge in power at the muzzle and exceeds 
it by 200 foot pounds at 200 yards. At 300 
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yards the .22 Newton paractically equals the 
mighty .405 Winchester in striking energy. 
Nevertheless when loaded with the 70 grain 
full metal patched bullet and a light load of 
powder the ballistics of the .22 short or long 
rifle may be duplicated with it. This seems 
to come pretty near that “all around rifle.” 

And right here comes in another advantage 
for this combination: Many of us hunt big 
game in the fall. We wish, at that time, to 
shoot quick and true. Shooting quick and 
true means practice with the same rifle and 
the same ammunition which we intend to use 
on the hunt. Where can we obtain. the 
amount of practice, under so nearly game 
shooting conditions, and amid such pleasant 

surroundings, as in woodchuck shooting? 
When we can spend our spare time through 
the summer in hunting woodchuck, with the 
same rifle and same load as used upon the big 
game, we take with us on our hunt a degree 
of skill in the use of the rifle which can be 

acquired in no other way. This familiarity 
with the weapon does not’ weigh down the 

pack or take up room in the pocket, nor does 

it involve doing penance on the rifle range all 

summer. Its acquisition is a pleasure and a 
profit, and its exercise a perpetual joy. Think 
of shooting an 8mm. Mauser or a .405 Win- 

chester on the range until it swung up, held 

steadily, and let off as easily, promptly and 

naturally as does your favorite woodchuck 
rifle. 

However, so strenuous a program it is un- 

necessary to contemplate. By using a high 

velocity rifle of suitable caliber for your 

woodchuck shooting, it automatically be- 

comes the big game rifle of the forest, the 

barrens or the mountains. 

IT’S THE MAN--NOT THE GUN 
BW. 

articles on the several subjects that 
have been discussed through the medium 

of the Guns and Ammunition Department, 
particularly so the one now holding the centre 
of attraction, namely the efficiency or ineffi- 
clency of the .30-30.and its class. 

I have always taken a keen interest in the 
development of sporting arms, both shot gun 
and rifle. I killed my first deer with a single 
barrel, muzzle loader, of about 16-gauge, 
loaded with three fingers of black powder well 
rammed and on top of this was firmly placed a 
lead ball of suitable size. Needless to say, it 
did its work thoroughly. Since then I have 
used the .44-40 Marlin, .32-40 Winchester 
and so on up into the smokeless powder class 
and as I write this I find myself surrounded by 
an assortment of eight shot guns and rifles— 
all in good working condition—representing 
different periods of development. Three of 
the rifles may well be included in the .30-30 
class namely a .35 Browning Automatic, a .30 
Remington pump action, and my old favorite 
hard hitting .33 Winchester. 3 

A: has been very interesting to read the 

TERRY 

It is very seldom that the .33 is referred to 
in these columns. Why, I cannot say for on 
different trips, I have run across hunters who 
use it and have never met a knocker yet. 
Like myself they prefer its action to the more 
recent types by the same makers. I have 
never used the .303 British nor the .401 on 
game but judging from the results obtained 
with these three rifles in one camp, after 
comparing circumstances I believe the .33 
has the “‘edge’’ on the other two as a moose 
gun. At any rate, its balance and hang suit 
me best and herein lies the secret in rifle 
selection. Frequently and often unnecessar- 
ily, power and velocity form the basis for 
choosing a rifle. 

The .35 Browning Automatic is a nice gun 
and should be placed among the leaders, but 
for ordinary use I prefer the repeater. I 
expressed my views of the .30 pump action in 
the August issue. My reason for stepping 
down from the .33 to a light .30 is that for the 
past three seasons my field of operations has 
been confined to deer hunting only and for 
this purpose I felt that the .33 was too much 
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gun both as to weight and power. Note the 
tendency in regard to the recent development 
in the shot gun line, curtailing its effective- 
ness, as it were and substituting features call- 
ing for more skill on the part of the user. I 
know of quite a few hunters who have stepped 
down in their selection of a deer rifle, some 
even going back to the .25-20 class. These I 
consider to be extremists as I also do those 
who can see nothing but the 3000 foot per 
second class. 

_ One of the chief reasons given for the adopt- 
tion of the latter type of rifle is the growing 
scarcity of game. The only grounds for 
holding this view that I can see, would be to 
assume that in the past it has been customary 
to keep stirring up game and banging away 
until one was lucky enough to make a kill. 
If this is their argument, I deem it very far 
fetched and one that reflects on the would-be- 
hunter far more than it does on the rifle. 

“Going further afield” is often coupled with 
the above reason 

As the length of the journey to our favorite 
hunting ground does not bear on the efficiency 
of the rifle and as the efficiency of the rifle 
does not come into question until we have 
caught sight of our game, let us produce our 
line of discussion to a point that can be used 
as a basis for such arguments. 

Strictly speaking the relation between 
hunter and game is identically the same today 
as it was twenty or thirty years ago. By this 
I mean that when you reach a locality where 
deer or moose are to be found they look upon 
man as an object of distrust and suspicion, 
in fact. one of their common enemies, while 
to man they are the same, alert to danger, 
quick to get away, the same wary creatures 
they were in days of yore and possessed of the 
same measure of vitality. 
Now take for example an area of two miles 

square that thirty years ago had twenty head 
of game within its confines. Today, let us 
say, there are only five. Being so much 
scarcer it will require more seeking on the part 
of the hunter to locate the game but when he 
does stir it up, it will be under conditions 
parallel to former years, namely the same 
average distance away, singly and in pairs 
and offering the same opportunities for shoot- 
ing as of old. Do you not agree with me 
that this is a statement of facts? I find it so 
and fail to see wherein the ““Growing scarcity” 
and the “Further afield’ reasons apply. 

Occasionally I have had a chance to shoot 
deer at over one hundred and fifty yards and 
that was while still hunting. When shooting 
before dogs it is invariably much less. 
Down in New Brunswick, where some 

localities offer a better combination of deer 
and moose hunting than any place I know of 
in Ontario, the distance over which one shoots 
is if anything still less. In the latter pro- 
vince still hunting prevails and calling is 
resorted to as the favored method of hunting 
moose. Despite his anticipations when res- 
poucine to the invitation which he thinks he 
as received, Mr. Moose is a pretty cautious 

customer and it is a safe bet that he can be 
relied upon to take advantage of the best 
cover available when making his approach, 
betraying himself more often by noise than 
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by presenting an opportunity for a shot. i 
From my own experience, I feel safe in 

stating that by far the greater amount of 
shooting at game is done at one hundred 
yards and under. Inthe majority of cases the 
lay of the land prohibits shooting at a greater 
distance, bringing into view as it does so many 
obstacles to limit the range of vision. Couple 
this with the wariness of the game in keeping 
near cover and I think we can safely establish 
in our mind the distance at which shooting is 
liable to occur. 

Therefore why this urgent need of scrapping 
our present .30-30’s when we have abundant 
evidence of the effectiveness of these rifles 
over the distances commonly used. As 
many cases have been and can be cited to 
support this statement, it would only waste 
time and space to recall old or add new ones. 

To my way of thinking the strongest argu- 
ment against the 3000 ft. per second rifle is 
the one advanced to support the contentions 
of its advocates, namely its smashing effect. 
Never having used it, I am judging solely 
from the information supplied by others, to 
this department. Inconsistent as the claim 
seems to be that the character of the bullet is 
such that it will hold together and penetrate a 
certain distance before going to pieces, all are 
unanimous as to its tearing, pulping effect on 
game. Heretofore we have understood that 
the mushrooming of a bullet depended more 
on the resistance it met with than on the 
distance it penetrated. 

Note the article headed ““Some 256 Newton 
Experiences” in the July issue recounting the 
effect of this rifle on sheep etc. To that 
individual who hunts solely for the lust of 
killing and the trophies he may obtain, or to 
the one who has little knowledge of the 
hunter’s craft and is poorly skilled in the use of 
his weapon, the effect of such rifles may seem 
pleasing, but to the man who hunts not only 
for the pleasure and recreation it affords him 
but also for the sportsmanlike idea of making 
use of his kill, nothing is more deplorable than 
to have his game mussed up and unfit for use. 
Analyze your feelings when in your eagerness 
to knock the head off a walking partridge with 
your deer rifle, you pulled low and blew the 
breast off. Have you not wished that you had 
waited a more favorable chance or had let the 
bird go altogether? 

So from the evidence adduced in favor of 
these high power rifles I conclude that in deer 
shooting one would be obliged to exercise care 
in placing his shot so as to avoid wanton waste. 
If this be so it offsets to a large extent the 
claim by some against the .30-30, that it 
requires care, or luck to place a vital shot with 
the latter rifle. 

To introduce features that would tend to 
eliminate the necessity of craft and skill on 
the part of the hunter, would in my estimation 
rob the sport of its chief source of enjoyment. 

To my mind the factor of advantage be- 
tween man and game-considering moose and 
deer—is today vastly in favor of man. This 
state of affairs was contributed to more largely 
by the advent of the repeater than to the 
more recent development of velocity, energy, 
and the automatics. Therefore I am free to 
confess that I do not think that the new type 
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of rifle will affect the game situation much asa 
whole for the following reasons:—First I feel 

that it will present an advantage only in the 
rare case of a long shot. This will be offset 
somewhat by the corresponding decrease in 
the size of the target offered. Second, as the 
modern game laws limit the bag per man and 
as the average hunter can get his allowance 
with the rifle he is now using, it remains that 
the only additional kills, that might be made 
will be by him who heretofore has hunted in 
vain or with only occasional success. 

Personally I believe that the success of a 
hunting trip depends more on the man than 
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on the rifle, providing the latter is in good 
working order. While we have with us that 
individual who is unable to hit where he 
would wish, or whose lack of common sense 
lets him shoot when he has not a ghost of a 
chance to kill, we may expect dissatisfaction 
with rifles. 
Summing up my views on this subject I 

would say that until the game herein mention- 
ed gets bigger and tougher than at present, 
my selection of a rifle will be along the lines 
of fit and fancy rather than with a desire for 
more killing power. 

20-GAUGE PUMP GUN 

M. W. GuTHRIE 

EARS ago when the pump gun was first 
being placed on the market I bought one. 
I won’t mention the make as it would 

not be fair to the makers as they have im- 
proved their guns greatly since then; but this 
one was a frost. I got it in the fall late and 
did not use it much that year but the following 
spring I journeyed to the wild places and that 
gun worked every day for five months at the 
end of which time there was very little gun 
left, so little that I did not dare to use it any 
more and I used to be told in those days that I 
was reckless with firearms. Thus passed my 
first pump gun and I made up my mind that I 
would never try another but would stick to 
the double-barrel and I managed to keep my 
word for quite afew years. However one day 
I called in at the shop where I bought my 
sporting goods and one of the clerks, who was 
an old friend of mine, insisted on showing me 
apump gun. He was well aware of my pre- 
judice but like all good sports when he found 
a good thing he was bound to boost it so 
nothing would do but I must look over this 
new comer in the pump gun line. Finally I 
gave a srudging consent and out came the 
wonder and a wonder it truly was, all the 
pump guns I had ever seen before were about 
as handy as a fence stake and you had to 
learn shooting all over and get used to them 
before you could do anything like as good 
shooting as you could with the double gun. 
This gun, however, was different; it handled 
like a gun and balanced as neatly as a double 
gun. It had a neatly made stock not clumsy 
like most such guns have, well proportioned 
with the wood in the right place and not too 
much of it. The finish on the metal parts 
left nothing to be desired, but what appealed 
to me was the general lines of the arm. It 
was truly elegant, a thoroughbred, and showed 
it at every turn. The upshot was that I 
bought one of those guns and took it home 
with me. That was about three years ago 
and I have not regretted my purchase yet. 
I have never made any of those marvelous 
long shots we read about in some gun ad- 
vertisements with it but I have killed rabbits 
and partridge with it far enough to suit me 

and I lomg ago learned that those long shots 
while they look nice when they land, more 
often miss or only wound and I consider my- 
self too much of a sportsman to want to wound 
game and let it escape to die in some secluded 
nook after days perhaps of suffering, so when 
a bird or animal get too far away from me to be 
fairly sure of killing it I let it go. Don’t 
imagine from this that I mean that I kill all 
I shoot at but I don’t often simply wound. 
I either kill or miss because I do not take 
those chance shots which are so prolific of 
wounded game. Personally I seldom use the 
third shot and never fill the magazine as there 
is a tendency to flatten the crimp if shells are 
left in too long so I usually carry two shells 
in the magazine and then as I always fire two 
shots before I reload, if I quit after the second 
shot without reloading the magazine which 
is the way I generally do I have only the shell 
in the chamber. In other words I always 
wait until the last cartridge is in the chamber 
before reloading the magazine so when 
finish shooting I remove this last shell and 
my gun is empty. In this way I have no 
trouble with crimp breaking down and I re- 
load a lot of my shells too. It is true that 
there are some people who will go out witha 
pump gun and if they put up several birds at 
once they will empty their magazine after 
them but these people are few and after all 
they are the weak minds and as such ought to 
be treated with kindness. The chief reason 
why I use a twelve gauge double gun for ducks 
is because I can get the second shot off far 
more quickly than with a pump gun and as it 
is an ejection and I carry a box of shells in my 
belt same as trapshooters I can get four shots 
just as quick as with a pump, that is ofcourse 
in boat_or hide, so I am sure I could kill as 
many ducks in a day with the double gun 
as with a pump and I am used to both. On 
the other hand the pump is lighter and after 
one gets used to it I think they can shoot 
better over a single barrel than a double. As 
a proof of this look at the constantly increasing 
number of traps shooters who are using single 
and pump guns and the better you shoot the 
less likely you are to leave cripples. Now to 
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return to the wonder gun, it is a 20-gauge and 
mine weighs six pounds though the usual weight 
is 534 lbs. It is hammerless as all shotguns 
should be as it is a gun that is used quickly 
and hammers retard speed unless one goes 
about with hammers at full cock and that 
looks dangerous to the other fellow whether it 
is or not. Of course a hammerless gun with 
the safety off is about the same thing but 
the moral effect on your friend is not so bad 
consequently his peace of mind does not 
suffer to the same extent. I know you are 
dying to know what this gun is, that is what 
make, but before I tell you that let me tell you 
one or two more things about it. It is made of 
the best of nickel steel throughout and though 
I have used it a lot yet it shows no signs of 
wear though probably more shots have been 
fired through it than most people would fire 
in a lifetime, not by me as I have not hunted 
for a year, but by friends who by the way all 
pronounce it the tip top gun. 

This gun is a Winchester Model 1912 and 
as I said above is a 20-gauge using a 214 in. 
shell and I want to tell you that for upland 
shooting it is hard to beat. No, I am not 
stuck on Winchester products. In fact there 
are some of them I wouldn’t carry home, but 
this one deserves all I or anyone else can say 
in favor of it as it is sure a “dandy” gun, and 
if you take my advice and buy one I will be 
your friend ever after. Some may object 
that the 20-gauge is not large enough except 
for rabbits, squirrels, partridge, quail, prairie 
chicken, plover and wood-cock. In my 
opinion it is plenty large enough. I would 
not recommend it for ducks preferring the 
12-gauge in a fairly heavy gun for that class 
of shooting, but for the game mentioned above 
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it is heavy enough. How do I know? Be- 
cause I have used this gauge on all of the game 
mentioned and found it plenty heavy enough. 
What is the use of carting around a 7 lb. gun 
with the consequent heavier shells when a 534 
lb. gun and considerably lighter cartridges 
will do the trick? 
My first breech loading shotgun was a 20- 

gauge and it used to bring home the bacon all 
right and if you old timers will hark back to 
the days of the muzzle loader you will remem- 
ber that lots of them were 20-gauge or even 
smaller yet we had no trouble killing fox with 
them. I well remember my first gun was a 
single barrel muzzle loader and the bore was 
just the size of the end of my little finger but ~ 
believe me that little gun would shoot some. 

I would prefer to have this gun of mine 
handle a 234 in. or even a 3 in. shell but we 
cannot have all our pet ideas catered to so I 
put up with it as it is and in the ordinary way 
the 214 in. shell is plenty long enough. There 
is another point in favor of the. 20-gauge 
which should not be forgotten and that is 
that it is the most economical shell, that is if 
you reload your empty cases or even a part of 
them. Now, don’t get the idea that I am 
trying to make you believe that this gauge is a 
better killer than the 12 for it isn’t but for an 
upland gun to lug about all day it has a 12 
beaten a mile, the killing circle of the 12 is 
bound to be larger and the velocity is about 
the same so the 20 needs to be held straighter 
but no true sport will consider that a defect 
and when you come to consider weight both 
of gun and shells, why get a20 and you won't 
be so inclined to tote your 12 any more on 
upland shooting. 

COMBINATION GUNS 

FRED ADOLPH 

IFLE shots usually encounter some 
difficulty if they try to shoot a double 
shotgun. Lieut. Whelen one of our fore- 

most rifle shots and authorities on firearms 
says about this point in Field and 
Stream :— 

“T must confess that I have always had that 
dislike for the scatter gun that I suppose 
every true rifleman feels. Perhaps owing to 
this contempt I could never shoot a shotgun 
worth two cents, but I had missed so many 
chances that I came to the conclusion that a 
combination rifle and shotgun built to handle 
exactly like a rifle would be just about the 
ticket. Why could not an arm be built with 
one barrel above the other to handle just like 
the Winchester with its tubular magazine?” 

The Lieutenant’s “pipe dreams’’ were 
realized about three years ago. The first cut 
shows his “‘Under and Over” combination gun. 
The upper barrel is a 20-gauge shot barrel and 
the lower barrel is made for the .30-30 Win- 
chester; a triple folding sight is targeted for 
100, 200, and 300 yards. 

“Tt shall be unlawful to use, in hunting fowl 
or animals of any kind, any rifle or shotgun 
holding more than two cartridges at one time, 
or that may be fired more than twice without 
reloading’. If you live in a state where laws 
like this one of New Jersey are in force you 
will have to be satisfied with a double-combin— 
ation—otherwise the number of barrels will 
not be limited and you are at liberty to buy 
either a three or four-barrel gun. 

The majority of sportsmen may never have 
laid eyes on such guns—that circumstance 
will be excuse enough for writing this article. 

Mr. Chas. Newton in one of his articles 
about three-barrel guns says :— 
“When afield after feathered game how 

often one has a chance for a rifle shot at 
squirrel, opossum, fox, raccoon; or other game? 
The duck hunter finds it convenient to stir up 
a flock resting out of shotgun range, get= 
ting them a-wing, or killing the cripples. 
The turkey hunter need not gnash his teeth 
at the wise old gobbler who persists in answer- 
ing the call from just beyond the range of 
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guess that good old 

“DOMINION” Tire 

will have to goat last. It 

has held out so long be- 

yond its mileage that I 

wondered if it would 

ever wear out. It cer- 

tainly doesn’t owe me 

anything, and it never 

gave me any trouble.” 

“T’mcounting on this 

new “DOMINION” 

though, to duplicate the 

good work. With four ‘DOMINIONS”, and one ae Sees ak mOlorisks whe: are 
using them, all feel about 

onthe rack, I’m never afraid my business or pleasure “DOMINION” Tires. When they 

will suffer because of tire troubles’. make replacements, they “Say ‘DOMIN- 

ION’—and stick to it’—even if some 

dealer, with a keener eye to profit than 

to service, does try to sell them some 

Best for all-round service, all the other tire. They prefer to pay a little 
time, everywhere. Grips the slip- more if necessary, for the far greater 
periest pavements—saves 90 per service and satisfaction they get from 
cent of punctures. Cen aae: 

An effective anti-skid tire at a : 1res. 

moderate price—the best for the 
money. The best dealers recommend and 

ThehasisotallsDominiont lires sell “‘DOMINION” Tires. If you have any 

—the masterpiece of tire-making trouble in getting what you want, write 

our nearest Branch, or our Home Office 

in Montreal, and we will see that you 

are looked after. 

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. 

“DOMINION: | / Montreal. 9 “™*" 
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shot and cannot be enticed nearer. The fox 

hunter in the northern states, where they are 

run by hounds and shot with shotguns needs 

no longer look reproachfully at the bearer ofa 

beautiful brush who stops and sits down, just 

out of shotgun range and looks back to listen 

and watch for the hounds unravelling his 

trail far to the rear. He can reach him where 

he sits, particularly in the southwest where 

the quail hunter frequently longs for a rifle to 

deal with the occasional tiger cat, peccary or 

even deer which he encounters.” 

It is of course very difficult to impress on 

the minds of average sportsmen the fact that 

a three-barrel gun is not a clumsy weapon. 

Yet I have seen gentlemen handle my three- 

barrel guns, praising the lightness of the arm 

and its beautiful balance and put it away 

again without even noticing that it was a 

three-barrel gun. When I have called their 

attention to the third barrel, their astonish- 
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ment has been great. 
Three-barrel guns with under lever, 20- 

gauge for cartridges of the .30-30 class weigh 
about 514 pounds. ‘The record for lightness 
was a three-barrel 20-gauge, .405 Winchester 

made for a gentleman in Philadelphia, which 
weighed 7 pounds. To appreciate that, you 
have to consider that a Winchester rifle for 
this shell weighs 814 pounds and kicks like a 
mule. I nursed a blue shoulder for two 
weeks after the gun had been delivered. 

Such powerful cartridges require of course a 
more substantial gun and guns of this type 
have in addition to the double bolt on the lugs 
erossbolt through the extension-rib. Rim- 
less shells don’t work very well in tip-up 
actions and instead of using the .30 Adolph 
Express the .30 Newton Express cartridge has 
to be used. 

The ballistics of both cartridges are the 
same, but as shown by the cut the shell is 

I. THREE BARREL GUN WITH UNDER LEVER 

2. THREE BARREL GUN MADE FOR MR. CHAS. ASKINS 

3. .ADOLPH FOUR BARREL COMBINATION GUN 
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¥ For Your 

te sabe this 
Summer there’s nothing more 

fun than a.22 rifle. To be sure of your car- 

tridges adds to the pleasure of shooting 

and helps develop skill. 

We are sure of Dominion .22’s because they were 

used by the Canadian Cadets who won every test 

match in England last year, because practically all 

small bore rifle clubs in Canada are using them and 

because they are made and tested under conditions 

in which we have absolute faith. 

Dominion 22’s—Short, Long, Long Rifle, all loaded with 

iw, Black, Lesmok and Smokeless powder: Sold by the nearest 

store handling ammunition. 

Dominion Cartrid Montreal ominion Cartridge Co., Ltd., Montrea 



I. .25-II7 KRAG 
2. OVER AND UNDER COMBINATION GUN MADE FOR LT. WHELEN. 

BARREL AND .30-30 RIFLE BARREL 

3. .30 CAL. NEWTON CARTRIDGE 

smaller in diameter and of greater length 
permitting more favorable dimensions of the 
rifle barrel. 

The smaller cartridge is the Krag .25—the 
.o0 U.S. shell necked down to .25 caliber. 
It fires a 117-grain bullet with about 3000 

_foot seconds velocity and Mr. Edwin G. Little 
says in November Outdoor Life :— 

“This cartridge is more accurate than 
either the .280 Ross or the .30 ’06 Springfield 
and that is saying a great deal. My Adolph 
gun conformed absolutely to specifications, 
including a cast-off pistol grip. It weighs 
less than 8 pounds, has disappearing aperture 
and open sights, is sighted for 200 and 500 
yards and is a perfectly designed arm; having 
12-gauge shot barrels, and .25 calibre rifle 
barrel, and being the most accurate rifle and 
ammunition I have ever used.”’ 

If Mr. Little who lives in Edmonton, Alta. 
reads this he is respectfully invited to come 
across with some more information about the 
results from his weapon. 

If you plan a trip in the wilderness, almost 
the first question you encounter is, what kind 
of a gun shall I take along? To be ready for 
all kinds of game and every emergency you 
will need a small rifle for small game, a big 
game rifle for big game and a shotgun for 
feathered game. It is impracticable to carry 
these three guns—two of them will always lie 
idle in the camp. You will come across a 
bear, when you carry a shotgun; you will see 
ducks when you carry a big game rifle, and vou 
may see a‘deer or elk if you stroll around with 
your .22 caliber. 

Instead of being caught thus, carry a four- 
barrel gun. It doesn’t weigh more than your 
big game rifle weighs—rather less, but’ you 
have three guns in one. : 

_ If you are after ducks, you have always at 
your command, besides the double shotgun, a 
-22 caliber cartridge to kill the cripples and a 
powerful rifle cartridge if you see a distant 

__ deer or bear—no saying: “If I only had my 

20-GAUGE SHOT 

rifle here.” You have it at hand any moment 
you need it. “4 

What has been said about the handiness of 
three-barrel guns is true also in regard to the 
four-barrel gun. It cannot be made so ligh 
as a three-barrel gun, but is is not heavier than 
a common repeating rifle. Nobody will be 
able to judge by the cut, that it shows a four 
barrel gun. This gun has’ all the beautiful 
lines of a high grade English double shotgun. 

There is one advantage a combination gun 
has over the short-barrelled rifles. On account 
of its longer rifle barrel much better ballistics” 
are obtained. The velocity of the .22 Savage 
H. P. is increased from 2800 feet to 3000 feet 
and if you increase the pressure to about 6000 
lbs. by using improved military rifle powder 
No. 18, it is possible to get 3200 feet, and 
consequently much more energy—almost 
1600 lbs, which is more than the .30-30 
Winchester. 

A four barrel gun is by no means a com- 
plicated arm. It has four locks, and a sliding 
button on top of the neck changes the gun 
from a double shotgun to a double rifle. The 
lower rifle barrel can be made for any rimmed ~ 
cartridge. The barrel in the rib can be 
chambered for the .22 Winchester or for a 
special shell of the same ballistic properties as 
the .22 Savage H.P. The Savage shell cannot 
be used in the top barrel being too large in 
diameter—unless a special design of the gun 
is adopted, which does away with the ex- 
tension rib and cross bolt. 

The guns are perfect in every way except 
one—the price. The cheapest of these hand- 
made guns costs $100—and that is of course 
more than the average sportsman wants to 
invest ina gun. Years ago three-barrel guns 
were made by a factory in W.Va. Although sold 
at about half of the price, the concern went 
out of business and this fact demonstrates that 
the days of cheap three-barrel guns are not 
here yet. 
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Duck and y, as 

If you want the only real duck and goose gun get a ten bore Ithaca weighing about i0 pounds. 
It will reach them a little farther—it is ideal for any shooting done from a boat or blind. 
We make them in all grades hammer and hammerless. 
We show above our No.2 Krupp, $70 list gun, special net price $49.87. Note the thick heavy breech. 
Send for large catalog—double guns $17.75 up. Single Trap guns $85 up. 

| ITHACA GUN COMPANY, BOX 13, ITHACA, N.Y, 

BE Shooting withthe’ Double 
At the Indian Tournament, Sandusky, O., June 29- July 2, 

S. A. Huntley won high general average and 
amateur average, 491 x 500. Woolfolk Hender- 
son second, 488 x 500. 

Fred Gilbert won second professional 
average, 481 x 500; Arthur; Killam 
third professional aver- 
age, 475 x 500. 

Barrel 

Parker 

All of these gentlemen were shooting DOUBLE Barrel Parker Guns. 

WONDERFUL SHOOTING 

Send for Catalogue and 20 bore booklet, Free 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. N—¥-Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. 
[e)) 



A COMMENT UPON THE ARTICLE OF “OLD 

TIMER” IN A RECENT ISSUE 

“KANSAS” 

T was with the greatest interest that I 
I read the article appearing in the April 

issue of this magazine in the gun de-. 
partment entitled ““The .22 Hi-Power Savage 
and Some Others of an Earlier Vintage” by 
one signing himself “Old Timer’. This 
article, or at least the latter portion of the 
same took me back in memory to the days of 
my early manhood when as a young black 
haired comely youth I was as familiar with 
Sharpe, Ballard, Colt, Spencer or Burnside as 
any of my plainsmen mates. My hair 3s 
white now and the hand that once so steadily 
lifted a heavy Sharp to the shoulder is tremu- 
lous with age and the eyes that once were as 
clear and far-seeing as those of a young Sioux 
are dimming with the film of years. 

I have seen a nation of American rifle-men 
come and disappear and in the regions where 
hated ‘“‘border ruffian” once struggled with the 
champions of freedom in the cause of the 
oppressed black on endless _ prairie now 
verdant pastures stretch in unlimited luxur- 
iousness and the signs of bloody strife have 
been obliterated forever. 
The only land-marks of those days of turmoil 

remaining are those old animated relics like 
myself who with fast fleeting strength cling 
steadfastly to the haunts of their youth and 
refuse to obey the call of the Last Sleep until 
tired Nature can struggle no more. 

In the spring of ’73 when I was thirty-five 
years old I purchased at one of the out-fitting 
posts situated in a portion of what is now the 
State of Kansas a heavy barreled Sharp’s 
rifle of .45 caliber weighing not less than 
twelve pounds and what was known to the 
cow punchers, Government scouts, freighters 
and other inhabitants of that then wild region 
as a “buffalo gun’’. 

This rifle was fitted with a heavy 30-inch 
octagonal barrel and was sighted, if, my 
memory serves me correctly, up to 800 or 1000 
yards. The stock was of beautiful bird’s eye 
maple, not the cheap tawdry stocks fitted to 
the modern American $15.00 sporting rifle, 
and the grain was beautiful to behold—dark, 
curly and with an oiled finish and the stock 
itself was fitted with a small trap in the portion 
that touches the cheek when the arm is thrown 
to the shoulder like the cap boxes in the old 
Kentucky rifles but this arm being a breech- 
loader this little trap door was for the purpose 
of holding flannel patches, a small phial of oil 
and any other needful accessory to the rifle of 
those days. 

The sights on this arm were peculiar to the 
age of Christian Sharp and the style of front 
sight is especially worthy of interest. A 

_ small brass bead was firmly set into the end 
of the barrel, not set into a slot but imbedded 
fast in the barrel itself as is the case of the 

front sight on the old .44 cap and ball Colt 
_ Tevolver, in fact the sight on this Sharp was of 
_ identically the same description. 
= 

- model 

The rear sight is of the pattern of elevating 
leaf used even in these days of modern arms 
on certain models. A neighbor of mine has a 
Winchester Model 1886 fitted with this style 
of sight and he being much better versed in 
the knowledge of modern rifles than my old 
self tells me that this is the regular form of 
rear sight supplied on this particular model. 

The shell adapted to this rifle was of great 
length nearly 31% inches long if I remember 
correctly and the charge of black powder 
would fill almost three modern .30-30 shells. 
The bullet weighing about one ounce was 
paper patched nearly the whole length. 

This load would knock over a buffalo as 
though it were pole-axed and I remember 
distinctly one buffalo hunt in which I par- 
ticipated wherein I opened fire at a fine fat 
bull with a splendid coat at what I afterwards 
found to be 200 yards. He was turned away 
from me when I fired and the huge bullet 
entering behind the shoulder whirled him over 
and down like a limp rag. He tried to 
recover his footing but by the time I had 
arrived within about twenty-five yards he was 
over on his bended knees and wholly out of 
misery. 

Another cow buffalo shot also behind the 
shoulder at fifty yards ran twenty feet or more 
and then stood with drooping head waiting 
the death which could not be evaded. Ina 
few minutes the ears dropped still further and 
with a plunge the huge mass of bone and flesh 
lay lifeless with frothy blood oozing from its 
nostrils. 

A better rifle for the largest game could not 
be found in those days and those rifles were 
probably in more general use than any other 

ever invented, with the possible 
exception of the Ballard, which at one time 
was extremely popular and was used by 
plainsmen from Northern Montana to Dodge 
City in the southwest; but the Government 
scout who knew he was in the calling which © 
required the protection only to be obtained by 
an arm possessing absolutely reliable qualities 
chose the rifle stamped on the barrel “‘Old 
Reliable Christian Sharp Manufacturer” 

This rifle never jammed and left the owner 
to face a maddened buffalo with a useless gun 
in hand but promptly threw out the empty 
shell and permitted the shooter to easily in- 
sert a fresh cartridge into the generous and 
gaping breech. 

As to the jamming tendency of the Ballard 
as mentioned by “‘Old Timer’ I would say 
that only once in my long life on the plains 
did I ever meet an arm of this model that did 
not function perfectly but as the one case of 
jamming which did take place to my knowl- 
edge ended in serious injury to one of my 
companions I will relate it herewith. 

A party of us had come across a large herd 
of buffalo feeding in a gully and (I am ashamed 
to confess this now) being desirous of obtain- 
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SAVAGE Rifles 
Again Honored ae 

HE International Jury of the Panama Pacific Exposition has awarded the Medal of 

Honor to Savage Arms Co. and again placed the seal of the highest official approval on 

the advance Savage Arms Co. has made in firearms construction. 

Since the appearance of the Savage rifle twenty years ago it has led the world. It has re- 

ceived high awards, and been used with brilliant success by the world’s famous big game 

hunters and expert riflemen. 
The 303 Savage in the hands of Mr. Harry Storey killed African elephant, hippo, rhino and 

lion. Mr. Dal de Weese used it on his celebrated hunts in Alaska, and the Malay Peninsu- 

la, and Captain Kleinschmidt killed with it every species of Alaskan big game. 

But Savage progress evolved a new type of hunting cartridge. The phenomenal little imp, the .22 Savage Hi- 

Power, introduced a far higher standard of efficiency, it is called by experts the * finest deer rifle in the world.” 

And this year the .250-3000 Savage, with larger calibre, higher velocity, longer range and greater power, sup- 

plements it for the biggest and most dangerous game. 

These Savage Rifles—the guns that win the medals—have been endorsed by the highest firearms authorities of 

the world—Lieutenant Townsend Whelen, U.S.A., Mr. T. K. Lee, International Small Bore Champion, Mr. 

a Askins, Mr. C. L. Gilman, Mr. Ashley A. Haines, Mr. E. C..Crossman, Mr.L. A. Danse, and many 

others. 

You need the best rifleas muchas they do. Write us for particulars. 

SAVAGE ARMS CO. Pele Savane Aver Unies NYO US A: | 

THE REAL GUN 
New designs with Hunter one-trigger and automatic ejector, for trap 

and field use. They are winners. 

Prices $25 to $1,000 net. 

OUR BEAUTIFUL CATALOG FOR THE ASKING. 

| The Hunter Arms Co., Inc. 29 Hubbard St. Fulton, N. Y. | 
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ing some hides which were in great demand 
in those times, we got close to the herd and 
opening fire secured ten, four bulls and six: 
fat cows. 

The remainder of the herd lumbered away 
at that rolling gait peculiar to this animal and 
were soon over the ridge and still going. 

One of the bulls which had been wounded 
was making an heroic effort to regain his feet 
and to overtake.his disappearing fellows and 
seeing that he was as yet by no means finished 
Dick—as care-free a cow-puncher as ever rode 
a bucking horse into submission or fired a 
Colt, rode up with one of those “‘jamming 
contraptions’ mentioned by ‘‘Old Timer’’— 
a Ballard rifle of .44 caliber and recklessly 
fired the rifle at the struggling beast’s fore- 
head instead of placing the bullet behind the 
shoulder which would have killed the buffalo 
almost instantly. 

At the report of the Ballard the big mass 
of struggling flesh got unsteadily to its feet, 
snorted and charged him. Dick frantically 
trying to steady his terrified horse held him in 
with one hand while with the other he quickly 
jerked the lever of the Ballard—and the action 
refused to open. The maddened buffalo bore 
down upon him, charged his horse and bowled 
steed and his unfortunate rider to the ground 
and commenced to gore them with vicious 
swipes of his wicked head. 

Dick’s yells for help soon brought a horse- 
man up to the scene of the disaster and soon 
a .45 caliber ball from a Sharp’s put the 
buffalo in a position where he could do no 
more harm. 
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Dick’s leg was broken below the knee 
where his horse had rolled upon him and he 
was also pretty severely bruised from the 
rather rough handling he had received. He 
recovered however and in four months was 
again on the range ready for more adventure 
with buffalo bulls or anything else that 
promised excitement. 

About this time the Winchester repeating 
rifle came on the market adapted to the .44-40 
cartridges and though this arm was not in the 
same count as the .45 Sharp’s as regards 
effectiveness, still the popularity of the gun 
determined by the number of these rifles 
carried by plainsmen was enormous. The 
effective range of this new-comer was under- 
stood to be in the neighborhood of 300 to 400 
yvards—practically half the range of that of 
the Sharp’s .45 and not nearly so powerful. 
In fact it was a generally acknowledged fact 
that two shots had to be fired into a buffalo 
bull to make it succumb with the Winchester 
to one from the Sharp’s buffalo gun. 

The factor of speed of fire did much to 
encourage the sale of the .44 Winchester, 
many buffalo hunters being willing to sacrifice 
shocking and actual killing power to this. 
My shooting days are over forever, I have 

killed my last buffalo, and my _ beautiful 
Sharp’s rifle having been lost twenty years ago 
in a branch of the Yellowstone I am now with- ~ 
out what was deemed in the days of my youth 
a necessity—a hard hitting and accurate rifle 
and the shadows fall across the door of my 
lonely shack and the coyote—the scavanger 
of the desert howls from across the butte. 

QUERIES AND 

GRIZZLY KILLED WITH A .30-30. 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: _ I have been 

out in the hills, the Rocky Mountains, since 
the middle of April, fixing up trails and explor- 
ing around, hunting a few bear on the side. 
We got a couple of nice bears, a grizzly and a 
black. The bears were late in showing up this 
spring and when they did come we were too 
busy to hunt them. I must congratulate you 
on the success of your Guns and Ammunition 
department in Rod and Gun. It is interesting 
and instructive. Of course one has to make 
allowance for the cranks who condemn every 
gun but some young cannon they have had 
made to suit their own warped ideas. The 
man who so severely criticized the .30-30, .303 
and .32 Special in, I think it was the April 
issue, ought to have come out here this spring 
and got wised up a bit. Most of the bear 
killed here are killed with these guns. <A 9 ft. 
6 in. grizzly was killed near here a few days 
ago with a single shot from a .30-30 and I shot 
one dead, so dead that he never even growled. 
Jasper Park, Alta. -D.P 

EXPERIENCES WITH FACTORY-MADE 
ARMS UNSATISFACTORY. 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: I have just 
read the splendid article by Lieutenant 

ANSWERS 

“Whelan in your May number and I trust that 
he will write again. As you ask in Rod and 
Gun for opinions re firearms for your shooting 
department may I give mine. My experience 
with the ordinary factory arms has been a 
long way from satisfactory, one high power 
rifle shot out after 700 rounds. I also owned 
a .30-30 and the barrel of this measured.309 
‘‘and some of the bullets in the shells I was 
buying measured only .305” this barrel soon 
went. Itis my experience that a barrel which 
is not a very tight fit for the bullet wears out 
much quicker than a barrel in which the bullet 
fits tight. After this rifle went I bought a new 
.32 Special (carbino) this gun was never right 
there was very little bearing on the bullet for 
the rifling and some of the bullets which I 
recovered from dirt after firing showed plainly 
the marks of fusion. I think that the bolt of a 
rifle using high power cartridges should lock 
right behind the cartridge as this would do 
away with the spring of the bolt. I have 
used the bolt action now for two years and 
have nothing but praise for its reliability and 
sureness. It is the action for a tight corner 
and one has the pleasure of feeling that there 
will be no jamming or other monkey work at a 
critical moment. 2 

I want to speak a word of praise for the rifle 
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RossHhille 
Bie Game Will Be 

Plentiful This Fall 
When preparing your outfit for the Autumn trip, remember that the success 

of your holiday depends largely on your choice of a rifle. 

Ros 
= 

sRifle Company - 

The Ross Sporting Rifle affords a 

choice of three splendid weapons each 

one unexcelled in its own sphere. 

The Ross .280 High Velocity Sporting Rifle is un- 
surpassed in finish and design by anything on the market. 
An extremely flat trajectory gives it remarkable 
accuracy, while the tremendous power of the Ross .280 
Copper Tube Expanding Bullet (patented), will drop 
even the !argest grizzly with a single shot. 

The Ross Model R. Sporting Rifle is the favorite for 
Big Game among hunters of world wide experience. It 
is bored to take the .303 British Cartridge, and is a 
clean cut, well balanced and handsome rifle of remark- 
able range and accuracy. 

Its moderate price and the ease with which am- 
munition can be procured in the most out of the way 
places, make it a great favorite with Canadian hunters. 

Last but not least is the Ross .22 Cadet Rifle. It is 
especially suitable for game too small for the higher 
power rifles, and is directly responsible for many a 
delicious meal on camp or trail. The mere fact that it 
is the official government arm for Cadet Corps Is a 
sufficient guarantee of its accuracy and reliability. 

A Ross ‘Rifle in your equipment is a great help to a 

successful trip. 

ROSS RIFLES FROM $12.00 UP 

- Quebec, Que. 

Select 

an arm thal you can rely upon in every emergency. 

at 
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I have now, but first let me say that I have no 
interest in the works where this gun was made 
but I believe in giving honor where it is due. 
My rifle is the Manchester Schoenauer .256 
calibre and it is finished like a watch and 
I do not think any rifle could be more accurate. 
I have had it two years and have fired many 
shots and to me the barrel appears just as 
good as ever. I have always cleaned this 
gun as soon as possible after shooting, using 
Marble nitro solvent oil and have found it 
very satisfactory. The velocity of this .256 
cartridge is with English ammunition -2560 
feet per second and with ammunition manu- 
factured in the U.S. 2100 ft. per second. The 
bullet while small yet proves to be a good killer 
on all medium game. 

I am interested in the letters with respect 
to the .22 Savage High Power rifle. To me it 
appears to be very small for game the size of 
moose and personally I should prefer a_ far 
heavier bullet. 
Wynard, Sask. Seve 

USES THE .280 ROSS 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: In your 

dept. in the July issue of Rod and Gun, W. 
Edwin Troup asks to hear from readers who 
have used the .280 Ross on Newfoundland 
Caribou. I think I am the only user of the 

_ .280 Ross here and only last summer it was 
introduced in the local sporting goods stores. 
While I have never used it in Nfld., I had it 
with me in Northern Labrador and Ungava 
territory the past winter. I don’t think there 
can be but one opinion about it. It anchors 
them every time. I have used it on seals, 
walrus and timber wolves, sometimes. In 
very low temperatures it works perfectly—all 
you have to do is hold it straight. I darkened 
the silver bead front sight a little when shoot- 
ing in a strong glare of the sun on ice and 
snow and find it better. Last winter I started 
south before the annual migration of barren 
ground caribou on Northern Labrador struck 
the part of the country where I travel, so I 
missed the chance to use the Ross on them. 
In 1913 the natives struck one of the migrating 
herds in April and killed about 600. The 
only objection I have to the Ross is the cost of 
the cartridges which is $11.50 per hundred 
(wholesale) here. As most of the game up 
there can be killed at close ranges a cheaper 
outfit works as well for the natives. 

I have also sola the .22 H. P. Savage up 
there and find it O.K. and would like to try the 
-250-3000 Savage and .256 Newton mentioned 
by your correspondents. 
St. John’s, N. F. R. W: Jr: 

WANTED—PRACTICAL BALLISTICS. 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: I have read 

quite a lot in this magazine regarding the 
merits of different rifles of varied calibers. I 
believe that most any gun if it shoots straight 
is good enough in the hands of a careful and 
considerate hunter. The other kind are an 
abomination and should be kept out of the 
game ranges. 

However this is not the point I wanted to 
discuss. What I wish to know is why will 
the gun experts keep quoting to laymen 
figures, which for all I know may be 

correct in theory but are certainly wrong in 
practice. 
trajectory of a bullet being say in the case of 
the 1906 Government with 150-grain bullet, 
2.95 inches at 100 yards and with the 220- 
grain bullet at the same range 4.52 inches, 
That is the height the bullet would pass over 
a horizontal line at 100 yards from the muzzle 
if you were holding correctly to hit the bulls- 
eye at 200 yards. 
Now I figure that the trajectory of a bullet 

is not a true half-circle but is more the shape 
of an egg with the muzzle of the gun at the 
small and the bulls-eye at the big end. Now 
to be fair to the users of rifles the manufact- 
urers should state the highest point reached 
by a bullet in its course. 
Now I happen to know that at 200 yards if 

you hold the gun exactly the same there is 
about three feet between the point of impact 
of the 220-grain bullet and the 150-grain spitzer 
fired out of the same rifle. What I would 
like to see is a table showing how far below the 
bulls-eye a bullet would strike at say 150, 200, 
250, 300, and 350 yards if the gun were held 
so as to make a centre shot at 100 yards. 
Such a table would give the hunter a lot becter 
idea of what a sporting rifle will do than a lot 
of misleading figures on trajectories, muzzle 
energies, etc. etc. 

In my estimation there is not one man out 
of a hundred who can place a bullet every time 
at 300 yards in the shoulder of a sheep, deer 
goat, or bear. Most of them are 50 per cent. 
in luck if they hit the animal at all. 

As a game guardian it makes me mad to see 
a lot of would-be hunters pumping lead out of 
a high power rifle into a bunch of sheep or deer 
out of range on the off-chance of knocking 
something down and I would like to impress 
on all hunters the absolute necessity of being 
able to hit a 6-inch bulls-eye at 150 yards 
every shot before going off on a game hunt. 
That is why I would like to see a practical 
table of the flight of bullets given to the hunt- 
ing public. 

Should you think this matter worth dis- 
cussing you might publish this letter and see 
what other hunters’think about it. 
Pincher Creek, Alta. 

(A table such as you suggest would be of 
little practical value to the average hunter 
save in rare instances but the figures you de- 
sire could easily be obtained from tests with 
the rifle held in machine rest and sighted ona 
measured range. 

The highest point at which the bullet rises 
at the various ranges can be determined with- 
out difficulty by means of screen tests. You 
will find that your rifle adapted to the 06 
Government when fired at 300 yards with 200 
yards fixed sighting will throw its bullet 9 to 10 
inches low—this with the service spitzer. 
Using the 220-grain bullet and with shell 
loaded to give practically Krag results under 
same conditions the bullet will fall from 19 to 
20 inches low. 

By carrying on a series of experiments you 
will easily determine the exact point of impact 
of the bullets when fired at the various ranges 
with sights set for lesser distances though of 
what real value this knowledge would be to 
you it is difficult to say. 

To begin with, we read about the © 

Ry. 

a eS 
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A well-made gun lastsa life-time. It pays to be particular— 
Y buy the right gun! 
Buy a Marlin ! For 45 years the MZazr/evz has been the thoroughbred in sporting fire- 

_ arms. We make high-grade repeaters only—up-to-date guns at moderate prices—splendid repeat- 
ing rifles and ae in so any calibres, gauges and styles, you have a wide choice of guns for any 

ranch of shooting. They all have the modern solid-top, side-ejecting safety construction; and the deep, 
clean-cut Ballard rifling is famous for its wonderful accuracy. 

Buy the right Marlin\ It takes only afew daysto getthis!28-page book into whichwe have put that 
practical information on guns and gunning which you need in buying agun. Then it’s easy to select ex- 
actly theonebest gun for you. Send us3 stamps postage today—you get the book by return mail, 

Illustration shows a ZarZét lever-action repeater for big game. All popular calibres. 

Wlaelzr Repeating Rifles and Shotguns—a gun for every purpose. 

_Mhe lMlarlin ftrearms ©, 67 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

The Ideal Hand Book 
New Edition— No. 25 —160 Pages. 
Shows in detail the enormous saving by hand 
loading and reloading your cartridges; factory 

32-40 High Power cartridges cost 
$34.20 per 1000; hand 
loaded, buying new 
primed shells, etc., 
$26.96 per 1000; re- 
loaded, only $13.46 

Free : <5 per 1000 (you save 
$20.74). 1000 .32-40 
smokeless S. R. fac- 

tory cartridges cost $25.20; by reloading you 
can have 1000 short range loads for $3.80. 
It pays to reload. 

The Ideal Hand Book contains full information 
regarding powders, bullets, primers and reloading 
tools for all standard rifle, pistol and shotgun am- 
munition, tells how to measure powders accurately, 
and gives information on everything relating to 
loading and reloading of ammunition. 

It lists hand-cast bullets; tells all about gas-check 
bullets (which take the place of metal-jacketed bul- 
lets, giving increased accuracy with less wear of 
barrel); gives tables of shotgun or smooth-bore 
gauges; round ball for shotguns; tables of velocity, 
peretration, etc.; twists in, rifling in rifle barrels 
made by the_various arms companies; tells how_to 
fird the twist in any rifle barrel; tables reducing 
drams to grains, tables of powders, primers, etc. 
160 pages of information every shooter needs; sent 
free to any shooter for three stamps postage by 

The Marlin Firearms ©. 
67 WILLOW STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

RIDER ACENTS WANTED «=| MM izpahy 

—says Mr. Lody 
Smith of New York 

about 3-in-One Oil. 
Mr. Smith fishes when- 
ever he has a moment tospare; 
and when he talks about any- | 
thing relating to fishing he 
knows whereof he speaks. 

Read Mr. Smith's letter: 

“For use on floating flies, I find 
that the feathers are not affected 
by the hackles and wings sticking 
together. Thereis an entire 2b- 
sence of paraffin which is present 
in most of the dry fly solutions. I 
also use 3-in-One for my reels, 
lines, etc., and recently discover- 
ed that it was a good repellent of 
black flees, mosquitos and midgets, 
better to use than heavy greases.” 

—_ 
MAND BOOK 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Try 3-in-One Free 
Send for a generous sample with full in- 

formation aboutits many uses. 3-in-One 
is sold by all hardware, sporting goods and 
general stores; 1 oz,, 10c; 3o0zs., 25c., 
8 ozs..[¥%2 pint] 50c; and in Handy 
Oil Cans, 34% ozs., 25c. 

Trree ti:-Ore Gil Co 

55 Kew St., NY 

Bicycle, with all latest improvements. 
_ =>», We shipon approval ta 
See Q any address in Canada, without 3 

SQ ~ deposit,and allow10 DAYS’ TRIAL. 
=e “Il not cost you one cent if not 

_ Ser using bicycle ro days. _ 

DO NOT BUY 6.70.0; 22” ' of tires, lamp, 
or sundries at any price until you 
get our latest 7915 illustrated catalogue 
and learn all about our special propo- 

pa] sition. The low prices will astonish you. 
is all it will 

ONE CENT S2ite usa postal 
and catalogue with full particulars wil) 

Gives you a feel ng of real comfort 

and the assurance of perfect protection 
while exercising. 

Opening beneath Patent flap 

Small amount of material between thighs 

Perfect pouch 

Welt-bound webbing 

4 besenttoyou Free,Postpaid, Can be cleaned by boiling without injury to rub \ 
by return mail, i ber. Fits perfectly Can't rub or chafe. Fines 
Write it now. Do not wait. quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer, and if QYY 

" he will not supply you with MIZPAH JOCK NO. 44 HYSLOP BROTHERS, Limited 
Dept.2.G. TORONTO, Canada 

send us 75c instamps and waist measurement and 
we will send by mail. 

THE WALTER F. WARE CoOo.. Bept. C.. PHILA. 
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As you truly state the prime requisite of a 
hunter is ability to place his shots inside a 
circle which would cover say the fore-shoulder 
of his game at usual hunting ranges. After 
all everything resolves itself into the question 
of the skill or otherwise of the man behind the 
fusil: ¥ cA. -B.'G2 

FINDS THE .22 HI-POWER SAVAGE 
EXCELLENT 

Below are given extracts from a letter 
received by Mr. J. H. Palmer or Treesbank 
Man., from his nephew D. H. Palmer of this 
province which was sent to us for publication 
containing as it does some interesting facts 
regarding the .22 Hi-Power. 
- ear ucle-— 

I see that you have got a .22 Hi-Power 
Savage. I have used one of these rifles for 
nearly three years and have killed 12 deer with 
it besides hundreds of smaller game. It is the 
finest all-round rifle I ever owned and I have 
had a lot of them. 
getting away with a bullet that reached the 
interior of the body. 

I killed one that the bullet raked along 
outside the ribs and tore the skin and flesh 
off the ribs so badly that the animal bled to 
death inside of 60 yards. 

A paunch shot from this rifle at short range 
is just as fatal as a lung or heart shot. A 

bullet will seldom pass out of a deer, the whole 
force is spent in the animal. Taking all the 
deer I have killed with the .30-30, .303 Savage 
and the .22 Hi-Power Savage, the latter stops 
them quicker than either of the other calibres. 

There is no use trying to tell of the terrible 

wound that the bullet from this little rifle will 
make at short range, you must see it time 
after time to understand the effect. 
When I say “‘short range’ I mean up to say 

100 yards for as the distances increases the 
effect is less as the bullet is too short to be a 
good longrange missile andit loses velocity fast. 
Yet I know that this cartridge is far superior 
to any .30-30 at any range. It is much more 
accurate too. It would be fine for wolves etc. 
on the prairie. I have shot a lot of foxes with 
it, sometimes it musses them up quite a bit 
but sometimes they require that kind of 
usage. 

The barrel is rather hard to clean as it 
metal fouls from the high speed of the bullet 
and oil won’t touch it. I use strong am- 
monia which removes the copper fouling then 
dry barrel well with clean dry cloth patches 
and finally oil. I load all my own ammunition 
and have fired about 2000 rounds out of my 
rifle and it is as good as ever. 

Your Nephew, 
Ds El Palmers: 

7 EXPERIENCES OF A USER OF THE REM- 
INGTON-U.M.C. SLIDE ACTION ~— 

HIGH POWER 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: In response 

to the query of Mr. Lewisin a recent issue of 
this magazine wherein he asks for information - 
regarding the above-mentioned arm would 
say that I secured a .30 caliber Remington of 
this model as soon as it came on the market. 
Before its appearance I had written several 

I never knew of a deer . 
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rifle manufacturers to see if they were ever 
going to market a pump action rifle using .303 
shells, so when the little .30 came out it looked 
goodtome. My first trial was somewhat dis- 
appointing as I could not hit a 10 in. bull at 
200 yards. The power was there but it always 
hit high. The thing which bothered me was ~ 
the rear sight being so far from the eye, 
causing a blur which made it impossible for 
me to get down into the V. 

After several trials I decided to get a. 
Marble peep made especially for this rifle and 
here I want to state that in my opinion the 
Marble is superior to any peep sight made 
because the lock nut when tightened by phers 
as the manufacturers instruct cannot be 
shifted as many are by curious hunters hand- 
ling your gun. j 
When the sight was fitted I went down to 

the rifle range with a bunch of cadets to try 
the rifle again. The little arm looked like 
an air gun beside the Ross military but it 
compared favorably, finding the bull first shot 
and making 4 out of 6 at 200 yards. 

I then changed my sights to 75 yards and 
have left them there ever since 1913. I took 
this rifle up the C. P. R. near Chapleau and 
had the pleasure of killing a buck weighing 
34714 pounds with one shot in the front 
shoulder and he did not need a shot from Mr. 
Hill’s post-hole digger to stop him as he didn’t 
run 100 feet. 

The following day I shot a doe weighing 135 
pounds in the paunch and she did not go 25 
feet after being hit. Another of the party 
using one of these rifles shot two does—kidney 
shots and anchored them in their tracks. 
Last year I got another buck dressing 237 
pounds with one shot and this fellow never 
moved a foot after being hit. Another of our 
party has disposed of his .32 Special and in- 
vested in a .30 caliber Remington because he is 
convinced that it has better lines and balance 
and that the trombone action gives better 
results as to speed. 

I have never had the pleasure of shooting 
a moose bui a friend of mine who uses one of 
these arms was successful in bringing down 
two, one being a shoulder shot and the other a 
se in the neck. Neither animal went 25 
yards. 

Personally I know of no other aciion so 
‘handy, so easy and so sure as the trombone. 
I have never had a mis-fire or a shell stick and 
if I hold my gun straight it hits the mark and 
needs no assistance to bring home ihe bacon. 
I have used the .303 Savage, .38-55 Marlin, .32 
Special, .32-40 Winchesier, also the .35 
Automatic but my choice is the .30 caliber 
-Slide Action Remington now and any time. 

In no place do I find the Remingion people 
claiming thai the cartridges do not touch but 
the end-to-end spiral action prevents any 
bullet in the magazine coming in contact with 
the primer of the cartridge head. I think 
if the Remingion people would put their rear 
sight further back for those using open sights 
it would be a 50 per cent. improvement. 

I now have this rifle equipped with ivory 
bead front and Marble leaf rear as well as 
Marble peep sight. I use the target dise with 
1-16 inch aperture and like it better than ihe 
smaller discs that come wiih the peep as once 
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This Sporting Boot has —-M AR RBL Li ES ay 

eee Juaiitication GUN “TOOLS” For your comfort on that hunting or fishing 
expedition, your footwear must be first and - 2 ; 
foremost, waterproof. Furthermore, they’! are the kind that good sportsmen like. They’re 
have to be pliable, noiseless, soft and com- _ | all quality devices intended to keep good guns 
fortable, and tough in wear. in good condition. And they do the work for 

PALMER’S | §# which they are intended. That’s why users 

are loyal boosters. 

“Moose Head Brand” 

fill the bill in every particuiar. You can get 
no better anywhere. 

We have specialized in 
sporting footwear for over 
30 years and make nothing 
but high quality goods. All 
leather we use is of our own 
tanning according to secret 
process. Every pair hand- 
sewn by our Non-Rip Non- 
Leak process and as g)0d as 
wecan make them, at every 
point. 

Orders Filled Promptty. 

Write for catalog “‘R’’, showing 
full line of waterproof sporting 
boots and packs. 

John Palmer Co., 

MARBLE’S JOINTED RIFLE ROD 
Substantial as a one-piece rod—more convenient. Brass 
with steel joints or all steel as desired. Swivel tip prevents 
twisting of rod, gives whirling movement that cleans thor- 
oughly. For all sporting and military rifles. Mention calibre 
and neu of barrel when ordering. Any calibre, price $1.00 
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Sos 9 THESPRING TEMPERED ay eae OF OF MARBLE'S CL CLEANERS 

MARBLE’S RIFLE CLEANER 
Made of soft brass gauze washers on a spirally bent spring Cis 

Limited tempered ig alas Gets ats inp, Cleans norway a 
* removes lead. Can't harm finest rifle. Lasts a lifetime. Fits 

Fredericton, any standard rod. State calibre wanted. Price 50c. 
NB. Same style cleaner for shot guns 75c. 
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¢ GARRISON PAGER 

Waazzz 

MARBLE’ S-FIEED CLEANER 
Same as rifle cleaner but is equipped with cord—one end 

USEFUL with loop—other with weight. Fasten loop to twig, drop 
weight through barrel, move gun back and forth. For all 

IN calibres. Price 75c. Pull-thru for shotguns—$1.00. 

MARBLE’S ANTI-RUST ROPES 

Soak rope in oil—draw thru gun 

barrel—put gun away. Prevents 

rust and corrosion—keeps out 

dust. Keeps barrel in perfect 

TI ALATEST | Fa a 
Ae an THE calibre or gauge and length of 

Wie } i barrel. 

Xe Pee \ | STING 

CAMP 

MARBLE’S NITRO- 

SOLVENT OIL 
INSECTS , Best gun oil on market. Cleans, polishes, 

| MARBLE'S preserves. Dissolves residue of all black and 

el } smokeless powders, including cordite- Stops 

— Pe ircie| corrosion by neutralizing acids. For fishing 

atLpowor? iif| reels and all fine machines as well as guns. i LUBRICATES 
WILL NOT Gui 

NOTHING | ca a A Free, if you mention your dealer's 

eee ASK YOUR DEALER 
EE MS GM Fe eet veccpccicties, Onters Al 

| 
‘ ay | for any of above specialties. 
mana ays direct if we have no dealer in your town. 

FOR . uw Write for catalog Marble’s Game-Getter Gun 
and Sixty Specialties for Sportsmen. 

BRUISES |} MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO. 
| f 581 DELTA AVE., GLADSTONF, MICH, 
SE I ES 
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you put your gun to your shoulder and see 
your quarry through those sights you are 
pretty sure of your venison if your hold is 
steady. 

If the Editor is looking for something like 
this he is free to use it, if not it will probably do 
to start the fire. 
Orillia, Ont. (Osa See 

SOME MORE INFORMATION REGARD- 
ING THE .30 CALIBER REMINGTON 

U. M. C. HIGH POWER. 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: I notice 

M. G. Lewis’ query concerning ihe new 
Remington forearm action high power rifle. 
I have used this rifle for the last two years in 
.30 caliber. It is a most excellent rifle except 
that it has a poor magazine and a roitien 
takedown. Also it has a multitude of parts 
in the action, but no trouble is experienced 
with them as they are large and sirong and 
nicely finished. The magazine is the best 
of the tubular type but I don’t like it because 
it is tubular. The magazine spring in my 
rifle was so strong that it flattened the ends 
of soft point cartridges if the same ones were 
worked in and out of the magazine several 
times. This I overcame by cuiting off part of 
the magazine spring. The takedown is slow, 
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and ihis is to be considered as the owner may 
allow the rifle to remain uncleaned for some 
time, especially if he is tired after hunting. 
If the rifle had a box magazine like the Stan- 
dard (no longer manufactured) and an in- 
terrupted screw takedown, it would be perfect. 

On ihe other hand, the good points are 
many. The action works smoothly and very 
fast and is not disconcerting to the aim; the 
forearm is long and fills the hand; the pistol 
srip also fills the hand instead of being half- 
way down the stock; the sights are low and 
come in line quickly; the shooting qualities 
are of course first class; in fact, the description 
of it in the Remington catalogue is not at all 
exaggeraied. 

I recently sold my rifle on account of the two 
above-mentioned faults. I recommend that 
Mr. Lewis scrape off the varnish on the wood 
parts and put an oil finish on them. It im- 
proves the appearance and makes the wood 
more durable. 
New York, U.S.A. CG; HEE: 

The communication “A Reply to Mr. 
Lewis,” in last month’s Queries and Answers, 
which was unsigned, was contributed by_ Mr. 
H. W. Terry of Toronto. 

SOME DONT’S 
Don’t point a gun at any person in fun. 

This is no matter for jest. It is always the 
gun that ‘‘we did not know was loaded” that 
goes off. The only time to point a gun is 
when you intend to kill. 

Don’t carry a loaded gun or rifle in a buggy, 
automobile or any other kind of vehicle. 

Don’t carry loaded guns through the street, 
on street cars, trains, or leave them around 
farm-houses, to have some child playfully 
blow your head off. 

Don’t get excited and shoot without making 
sure that your object is game. Don’t shoot 
until you see the rabbit and then be sure he 
is clear of both man and dog. 

Don’t forget to ‘‘break”’ your gun or clear 
the chamber when standing with others or 
crossing a fence. 

Don’t drag a gun under a fence with muzzle 
pointed towards you. ; 

Don’t climb over fences with your gun, 

FOR GUNNERS 

or lean it against a tree until you get over; 
put it through the fence on the ground, busi- 
ness end before. 

Don’t hunt with anyone that you know to 
be careless. Carelessness with three and a 
quarter drams of powder behind one and 
one-eighth ounces of shot is inviting St. Peter. 

Keep your fingers off the trigger until you 
are ‘looking down the barrel at “‘Brer Rabbit.” 

Don’t get intoxicated. ba 
Don’t load your gun until you actually get 

to business. At all other times it should be 
empty. : ee 

Don’t use a cheap gun. They are apt-to 
explode when using heavy charges. e 

Don’t rest on the muzzle of your gun. 
Don’t borrow a dog or a gun or loan either. 
Don’t shirk doing a little more than 

your share of the work in camp or boat. 

Don’t violate the game laws. 
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old Medal Gun 
of the Exposition 

GAIN THE FOX reputation as “The Finest Gun in the World” has been 

justified, the Fox gun having just been awarded the Panama-Pacific 

Exposition Gold Medal for double barrel shot guns. 5 

H One piece direct This splendid tribute does not make the Fox gun any better; it is only Ee 

3 peeing because it is so much better that such a tribute is possible. eae 

= This award does not make the Fox any safer investment for the prospective 2a 

7 buyer, for it has always been guaranteed for life anyway, but this important, 4 

PS international, conclusive endorsement does make the Fox guarantee even So 

S more significant. es 

: Every owner can feel additional pride in his Fox, and every one about to FE 

buy a gun can consider-the Fox with unqualified confidence. Si 

Throw a Fox to your shoulder! Feel its perfect balance! Cuddle the imported Me 

‘ Circassian walnut stock against your cheek! Draw a beadona target! &_.: es 

Bees Bolt Admire the rich engraving—equal to the best of foreign work. f 8 os 

: as to shoot Then break her open (a particularly short water table makes this a simple, easy operation ). Be! 

. loose Inside you find the simplest lock mechanism ever put on a gun— and the quickest, too, | 

; bar none. 
er 

The Fox one-piece direct striking hammer works as quick as thought. ae 

The coil mainspring is guaranteed for life. 7 

The patented Rotary Bolt is guaranteed never to shoot loose. : Se 

A Fox grade to every taste. 3 

FROM $25 to $1000. ss 

All the same Fox quality with the same Fox guarantee. 

See the Fox at your dealers, or write us direct for complete catalog, and any special in- 

Unbreakable formation or assistance you desire. Write us today. 

coil mainspring 

uaranteed’” =A SH FOX GUN COMPANY, Paicsbetraia yx 



A FIVE DOLLAR REVOLVER 
Atex. W. C. Driscoiu 

ILL Dewar lived in one of the Western 
Ontario Counties. He had lived with 
his uncle since he was a boy of eight and 

had received his schooling at No.9. Schooling, 
however was a matter of no interest to Bill. 
He learned more on Saturday while roaming 
through the woods than he did during a whole 
week of school. 

Bill never ‘“‘cliqued’”’ with other boys of 
his age or they with him. They said he was 
“too much of an Indian.” Other boys went 
to home dances, local concerts and sported a 
girl around on Sunday evenings. Not so Bill, 
this was not in his line. He would take a 
nature book, or a sporting catalogue and 
under the hanging branches of the maple tree 
he would while the hours away. 

As he fingered the catalogue his eyes would 
linger covetously on the rifles of various 
models, then on the shotguns and then as he 
turned the pages his eye fell on a revolver, a 
five dollar revolver, which it became the 
desire of his life to own. Five dollars, how- 
ever, seemed a whole lot to Bill, but he went 
home musing over the problem and that night 
dreamed of five dollar bills that floated all 
around him but always just out of his reach. 

During the following week an opportunity 
came to him to make some money. A book- 
seller gave him a certain route of territory to 
sell in, offering him a liberal commission. 
Bill considered the matter. If he went selling 
books he would probably be called a “‘pedlar”’ 
and the thought of this did not please him. 
However he thought of the revolver and how 
happy he would be when its barrel could be 
seen bulging out his hip pocket. Perhaps a 
rifle would have been a better investment, 
but the idea of the five dollar revolver had 
become firmly fastened in his mind, and it was 
the revolver he wanted. 

Friday night he went to the book agent and 
received his order book and instructions to 
sell. Saturday he was canvassing from house 
to house in the territory assigned him. The 
books sold well and he easily filled out the 
order blanks. Before long he had his five 
dollars and half of it in addition. At last Bill 
was happy. He would send for his coveted 
prize by the next mail and would still have 
enough money left to buy some ammunition. 

This shows to what an extent Bill’s mind 
was concentrated on hunting. Doubtless, 
if the truth were known, there was some 
Indian blood in the boy’s veins. As the 
years passed he added to his supply of traps; 
he purchased a repeating rifle and a second- 
hand shotgun and was only happy when he 
was in the bush. 
When he was nineteen he left his Uncle’s 

home and went to Northern Ontario, the 
wild North of which he had read, the same 
North towards which his heart yearned. Now 
he was in Cobalt. He knew no one, to be 
sure, and he knew of no place to camp, but 
luck was with him and soon he had a rude 
cabin where he stationed himself. This cabin 
was quite close to a_river bank and on an 

‘ideal site. eG 

Bill encountered similar hardships and trials 
to those endured by othertrappers. He soon 
began to realizethat he knew practically nothing 
as to how bait should be set for big game. 
Wolves dodged his traps, stole his bait, and 
ran free. However he was not discouraged. 
His spirits still kept up and the bad luck was 
taken as it came. 

Bill’s sole companion was big Dan Ross who 
lived down stream. Bill and Dan had become 
great cronies. Dan admired Bill for his 
ambition and “‘stick-to-it-iveness” and con- 
sequently gave him all the advice he could 
as well as helping in many ways. This 
assistance, along with the experience Bill 
was gaining for himself, led to final success and 
Bill’s future as a woodsman was assured. 

As yet no bear fights had come Bill’s way. 
Neither had he shot a deer, but he was count- 
ing on a successful hunt in the fall. He had, 
however, one experience with a she wolf and 
had it not been for Dan’s help might not have 
lived to tell the coming tale. 

With the approach of winter Bill’s heart — 
was filled with Joy for now he could track his 
game. ‘The animals had prepared for a long 
winter. Through Big Dan he learned how the 
beavers and muskrats raise their huts for a 
long winter. Finally the day when Bill was to 
have his first bear hunt arrived. Bruno, 
forced by hunger, had left his den and was 
prowling through the woods. He called on 
Bill but there was no one home, Bill having 
gone to Big Dan’s to spend the afternoon. 
This was so much the better for the bear and 
the door soon gave way, first one hinge and 
then the other yielding to his assaults. Once 
in he “‘sort o’ licked things up” and next 
morning Bill was hot on his trail, carrying 
with him a ’07 Model Winchester and his old 
“*five dollar revolver.”” He knew nothing about 
a bear hunt, other than what he had learned 
through Dan’s recital of his numerous ex- 
ploits but he was determined to learn and to 
learn unassisted. All day he was on the track of 
his enemy. Four o’clock came and still no 
Bruno was in sight. Bill realized he must 
be some fifteen miles from home and he began 
to feel the effects of his tramp. Leaning up 
against a tree he drew his pipe, filled it and 
lighted it. As he threw away the dead match 
he saw a movement in the willows. Silently 
he watched it moving in a circle, then it came 
out on to a knoll in the clearing. Sniffing 
along the ground Bruno caught Bill’s track 
and-on he came. Bill meanwhile lay flat on 
his stomach, then drawing his rifle to his 
shoulder, fired. It grazed the top of the bear’s 
head and again the report rang out, but it went 
wild. Bill, shaking like a leaf, again pulled 
the trigger. The bear was close now, and 
Bill saw that his only chance was to climb a 
tree. Diving for the lowest branch he caught 
it and hung on. Up he went to another 
branch but as he stretched his arm for the 
third he slipped and down he went. The 
bear was there and he made good his chance 

_for in the twinkling of.an eye he had Bill by 
the boot and was lugging down his prey. 



After Trying All Guns 
Mr. Collinson is now shooting a 

EERE V E:R 
Read what he says: 

*‘T have shot a Lefever for several years, both at the trap and in the field. It has fired 
a good many thousand rounds and is still as good as when it left the factory. I have used 
all the best American makes of guns and several of the best old country makes and I have 
yet to see one that will beat the Lefever for either shooting, balance, or wearing quality.”’ 

F. A. Collinson, Atchelitz, B.C., July 7th, 1915. 

eee Vv ER 349! GUNES 
are backed by a thirty-eight years’ record of successful gun making. Superior in design and 
construction with just the proper distribution of weight 
to give perfect balance. Our exclusive taper system of 
boring gives wonderful shooting power with least 
recoil and greatest penetration possible. Our 
standard of workmanship is unequalled by any 
concern in the country. 
Send for catalog which shows different gauges and styles. 
Let us tell you about the Lefever 12-, 16-, 20-gauge for $25 
ot). If your dealer cannot show you, give us a chance to 
supply you direct. You cannot afford to buy a cheap gun 
when you can get a Lefever at this price. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO., 203 Maltbie St, - 
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NEWTON HIGH-POWER RIFLES. ‘"s,cen2 sf Sen 
New American made bolt action rifle ready for delivery about next September. Uses Newton high power 
cartridges in .22 caliber, .256 caliber, .280 caliber, .30 caliber, .33 caliber, and .35 caliber, also .30 caliber 
Springfield. .256 Newton, 123 grain bullet, velocity 3100f.s. .30.Newton, 170 grain bullet, velocity 3000 f.s. 
PRICE $40.00. Send stamp tor descriptive circular. We have been delayed in getting machinery on account of the 
demand for making military rifles for export; but it is now coming in. Sporting stocks and .256 barrels for Springfield 
rifles now ready, $12.50 each. NEWTON ARMS GCoO., INC., 506 Mutual Life Bldg., BUFFALO, N.Y. 

= MADE IN CANADA _ ss 

‘otal age Con ted: Linen 

Recognised as the Best, by sportsmen, autoists, machinists, 
and railway men. Cleaned ina moment with a damp sponge. 

ONE. GRADE ONLY AND THAT THE BEST 

Ask your dealer for our booklet entitled ‘A Little Talk on Collars 
and Dress,” make your selection; or if he cannot supply, send us 25c., 
stating style and size desired, and we will forward by mail 

HAMILTON . 13 meviareyriem|| THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. 
Dundurn and Homewood Ave. HAMILTON, CANADA 
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Bill however clung to the trunk most des- 
perately for he knew that if he lost an inch it 
meant sure death. 

Luckily the lace broke and Bruno went 
down on his back. Bill felt the bear’s hold 
relax and sprang up, like an elastic. Up, up 
he went until he knew he must be safe, then 
breathlessly he looked down. His rifle was 
being madly swung against the tree trunk 
by the bear—once, twice, he swung it, then 
it was broken clean off at the stock. Satisfied 
with this the bear started up the tree. A 
death-like feeling took possession of Bill’s 
heart and he almost fell. Here was the bear 
coming up the tree after him. His rifle was 
broken, what should he do? Then he thought 
of his revolver and drew it out. Ina daze he 
fired five shots in quick succession. Soon he 
saw Bruno slinking down. Yes, it was all over. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

The lead had made poor Bruno’s head heavy 
and over he toppled. Guessing that it was all 
over, or at least that the worst was over, Bill 
hung over a limb and dropped to the ground. 
Bending over and striking his prize he said: 
“T think your pelt will pay me for the damage 
old fellow.” 

The next step was to find lodging for the 
night. Pete Kimbo lived a mile away and he 
struck off for hishouse. The following morn- 
ing they lugged the bear home and the next 
morning Bill left with the pelt. It was along 
tramp home but a merry one. The cabin was 
reached about dusk. After kindling a fire he 
drew out his five dollar revolver and recalled 
his early efforts in earning the money to pur- 
chase it. ‘“‘Maybe some one could make a 
story of this,’ he ruminated. ‘‘I’ll just tell 
Alex about it.” 

TROUT FISHING IN QUEBEC 
A. H. VISSER 

Gun we find tales of the taking of the 
most gamey fish known, the Speckled 

Trout. Strange to say very few of these tales 
relate to this province. Have any of you 
lovers of trout fishing ever heard of a place 
called Thetford Mines? Not likely, that is 
from the fishing standpoint, but perhaps you 
business men know of it through the asbestos 
industry, for it is from this town that the 
world’s supply of asbestos is shipped, or at 
least ninety per cent. of it. Forget business 
for a few days and come out where the trout 
jump for any standard fly like a hungry dog 
after a bone, not the six inch ones, but trout 
ranging from twelve to twenty-four inches. 

Just a few days ago my friend Frank O 
and yours truly left town at 4 o'clock in the 
morning, drove ten miles and were back at 
5.30 in the evening with seventy beauties 
averaging a pound and a half each. We have 
often left here in the wee sma’ hours for a 
little pond (you could not call it a lake) about 
six miles away and brought back with us in 
the evening over two hundred trout, most of 
which would go almost two pounds. The 
pond from which these trout were taken would 
surprise most anglers. It has a mud bottom 
and when you walk on the shore line the great 
pines shake as if with palsy for two hundred 
feet back in the woods, but the trout are 
there just the same and it is not many minutes 
after we arrive before the old collapsible 
canoe is in the water, and the flies beginning 
to drop here and there. Suddenly there is a 
splash and a‘‘got you that time spotty” from 

[ practically every issue of the Rod and Frank warns me to clear the way and get the 
net ready, then for ten minutes the fun is on. 
Whirr goes the reel, and the old lance-wood 
bends, as back and forth, he goes under the 
lily pads, now in deep water, now in shallow, 
until finally the net plays the final 
trump and Mr. trout is flopping in the 
bottom of the creel. 

Then again we have some brook fishing that 
cannot be excelled. This is one of the best 
sports known I think, it is so uncertain. Just 
this spring after the season opened [ was fishing 
a little brook not far from town and came up 
to one of my old favorite holes, cast in and 
was rewarded with a dace or gudgeon (as they 
are called here) weighing about two pounds. 
Much to my disgust the hole was swarming 
with this scavenger of the brooks. Further 
up the brook I cast hap-hazardly into a smal 
pool and when the fly struck the water a two 
pounder struck the fly and gave me a tidy 
fight before he was in my creel. This is what 
gives the excitement to brook fishing. 

It has always been a wonder to me that 
these waters have not long before this been 
fished out, but when you consider that from 
the top of the old Mount Morin you can count 
fourteen lakes each thickly populated with 
this gamey fish, and brooks without number 
running in and having their source in these 
lakes, the mystery is easily solved. 
Come on down some of you fishermen we 

can give you a few days of as good sport as you 
can find in all of your widely advertised fishing 
resorts. 

Ee 
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GETTING READY 

ALF the joy of the annual hunting trip lies in anticipation. 

Getting ready—-seeing that everything is in shape to 

meet all urgent demands successfully—is a large half of 

good hunting, Then is the time to decide on shells loaded with 

“BULK” OR “DENSE” 

Smokeless Powders 

which embody all that makes for uniform certainty of action, 

and are backed by a century of experience in making sporting 

powders. 80% of all 

American hunters de- 

pend on them to make their 

annual hunting trip a success. 

FOR SPORTING POWDER 
BOOKLETS, ADDRESS DEPT. 59-S. 

DU PONT POWDER CO. 
530 DU PONT BLDG. 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 
Ors UA, 



BIRD SANCTUARIES 
Important Preserves in the United States. 

Dr Johns Ma. Glank: siote Alb antyasNemeves 
Director of the State Museum, was one of the 
speakers at the sixth annual meeting of the 
Commission of Conservation. Dr. Clarke, 
referring to the protection of birds in the state 
of New York said: ‘‘It is very dangerous liv- 
ing in the country where I come from, because, 
if anybody, by any mischance, happens to hit 
a bird, he is liable to a fine of $60, and if he 
hits two birds or more there is an extra $25 
for each bird that is by chance or intention 
injured.” 

Private funds are providing large sanctu- 
aries in the United States for the birds. 
Among recent gifts may be mentioned that 
by the Rockefeller Foundation Fund of the 
Grand Chenier tract in Louisiana, comprising 
85,000 acres, at an approximate cost of $225,- 
000; by Mrs. Russell Sage, of Marsh Island, 
costing $150,000. These two tracts represent 
a district of 500 square miles, with a frontage 
on the Gulf of Mexico of 75 miles. Another 
large gift was that of Mr. David Wilcox, of 

PROHIBITION OF 
During the past fifteen years, many states 

have gradually been cleaning house in the 
matter of the commercial slaughter of their 
game, and many good half-way laws have been 
enacted. The original rule was for a state to 
protect its own game, but to permit the sale of 
game slaughtered in other states. This 
essentially selfish basis led to an immense 
amount of mutual poaching and selling, and 
the results were most disastrous. 

In 1911, the state of New York led the way 
inasweepingreform. The legislature enacted 
the now famous Bayne law, which absolutely 
prohibits the sale in that state of any Ameri- 
can wild game, no matter where killed, and 
strictly limits the sale of all foreign game. 
It does permit the importation and sale of six 
species of game birds and mammals that are 

Will Canada do her part? 

$332,000, to the National Association of 
Audubon Societies, for bird protection. Bird 
lovers believe these gifts will mark one of the 
most important steps ever taken for the pres- 
ervation of migratory birds, because they will 
stimulate and help to create interest in the 
establishment of preserves in other sections 
of the United States and Canada. 

The new wild fowl preserve on the Gulf 
shore of Louisiana affords winter shelter for 
myriads of migratory songbirds, woodpeckers, 
and shore birds, all of which are of great ser- 
vice in Canada, when insects are busy in field, 
orchard and garden. Under the improved 
conditions for bird life, they will spread out 
from this sanctuary each spring over the_ 
United States and Canada. With Canada 
thus under such an obligation for the winter 
care of her migratory birds, it is not too much 
to hope and expect that she will not be behind 
in doing her full duty while the birds are with 
us. 

SALE OF GAME 
very commonly killed in Europe on preserves 
and sold for food; and it also permits the sale, 
under official state tags, of white-tailed deer, 
mallard ducks, black ducks and pheasants 
that have been bred and reared in captivity in 
ex York, and killed and tagged according 
to law. 

This law had the immediate and visible 
effect of stopping fully one-half of the enor- 
mous annual duck and goose slaughter on 
Currituck sound, North Carolina, and it 
directly benefited each of the sixteen states in 
the line of annual flight of about 150,000 un- 
killed wild fowl. The action of New York 
was immediately followed by similar action in 
Massachusetts; after which, in 1913, the 
state of California also wheeled into line. 

THE ECONOMIC 
The insects that destroy our fruit crops 

attack every portion of the tree and its fruit. 
The woolly aphis attacks the roots; the trunk 
and limbs are preyed upon by millions of 
plant-lice, scale-insects and borers; the leaves 
are devastated by the all-devouring leaf- 
worms, canker-worms and _ tent-caterpillars, 
while the fruit itself is attacked by the curculio 
codling-moth and apple-maggot. By _ the 
annual expenditure of about $8,000,000 in 
eash in the spraying of apple-trees, the des- 
tructiveness of the codling-moth and curculio 

_ 

VALUE OF BIRDS 
have been greatly reduced; but of course that 
great sum must be set down as a fofal loss to 
the farmers and consumers, in addition to a 
shrinkage of $12,000,000 in the annual crop 
from insect ravages that could not be pre- 
vented. 

Now, in view of the foregoing, says Wm.T. 
Hornaday, isit, or isit not, worth while for 
serious-minded men to do their very utmost, 
continuously, to protect from foolish and 
brutal slaughter man’s only allies in the insect. 
war, the insect-eating birds? 
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Gangs of Tough Boys 
Breed Criminals 

To_know criminals, study their origin, 
study the years spent, as boy and man, 
with dissolute, lawless, perverted com- 
panions. Study the slow, inevitable 
death of every moral impulse. Study 
the finished product: debased, diseased, 
drug crazed—wholly dangerous. 

Then admit that as longas society continues 
to breed thousands of criminals every year it 
is a civic duty for every honest man to protect 
himself and his family. Thelaw has but one 
representative in your home—you are that 
representative. The 

[VER JOHNSON 
Aaorac REVOLVER 

Hammerless 

32 Calibre 

6 shot 

Ae 
is well adapted for home defence. It isthe m st depend- 

able, the simplest and quickest to operate, and thes 'fest 

small arm that you can own. It is so safe that you can 

_ drop it, throw it against a wall or ‘Hammer the 
Hammer.” Only by an intentional pull on the 
trigger canit be fired. It is equipped through- 
out with unbreakable, permanent tension 
Wire springs. 

6 at Hardware and 
Sporting Goods Stores 

Send for 84-page book 
which tells all about 
Iver Johnson Revolvers, 
Shotguns, Bicycles and 
Motorcycles. 

IVER JOHNSON’S ARMS 
& CYCLE WORKS 

157 River St., Fitchburg, ¥ 
Mass. \ 

99 Chambers St., New York 
717 Market St.,San Francisco 

Exercise Produces Brain and Brawn 
ES See ee ee er ee 

WE MAKE 

Shoes For Every Sport 
Baseball, Golf, Hockey, Running, 

Hunting Boots unexcelled 

ASK FOR CATALOG R.&G. 

Witchell-Sheill Co. Makers Detroit, Mich. 



Through the Peace River Country in a Wagon 
NARRATED BY J. BARRETT, SET DOWN BY E. L. CHICANOT - 

N the first week of June 1914 my chum, 
Pete, and I resolved to put to the test 
the stories we had heard of the Peace 

River country of Northern Alberta, and to 
view for ourselves its natural resources and 
the prospects it offered as a future farming and 
ranching country. We were not pushed for 
time and resolved to do the thing in a leisurely 
manner and with all possible reasonable com- 
fort. We took a pair of medium sized horses, 
useful for both saddle and harness; and a well 
stocked lumber wagon we covered with a 
good tarpaulin cover. A very necessary 
part of our outfit was a 300 foot coil of rope 
-and a strong block and tackle. 

Our starting point was Edmonton and our 
first destination, Athabasca Landing, the 
“gateway” to the “Last Best West.” The 
trail between these two points was good for 
there was considerable traffic upon the road 
-at all seasons. We crossed the Athabasca 
River at the town ferry and set out from 
pemetons last outpost upon the Western 
trau. 
We had never imagined or feared being 

alone. upon this trail but the enormous 
traffic upon the way surprised us. As far 
ahead as we could see and for miles behind us 
were to be seen teams and equipages of every 
description. Horses, mules and oxen—some- 
times a mixed team of two species; lumber 
wagons, spring wagons, an occasional buggy 
and cart and pack animals in abundance. 
Sometimes there were as many as thirty rigs 
travelling together, one behind the other 
upon the trail. Part of the journey we made 
with a German from the States, his wife and 
two children. His outfit consisted of a 
lumber wagon containing his “Lares and 
Penates” and weighing about two tons, and a 
rake and mower, the former being taken to 
pieces and strapped to the latter. He had a 
‘team of Indian cayuses weighing about 1,000 
pounds apiece and his method of travelling 
was to drive on with his wagon and family for 
afew miles and then leaving them go back for 
the mower and rake. These he would bring 
up to the stopping place again, hitch on to the 
wagon and proceed for a few more miles. In 
‘this manner he moved ahead about ten miles 
every day. Heand his wife each possessed two 
-scripts and he had also homesteaded in Grande 
Prairie district whither he was then bound. 

Between the “‘Landing”’ and Lesser Slave 
Lake there is a bad stretch of muskeg extend- 
ing for about twelve miles and this we took 
three days to negotiate. We there discovered 
the wisdom of having brought the rope and 
tackle. 
When we got off the main trail however we 

found there was one thing we had forgotten— 
a bell for the horses. Though we had them 
‘hobbled at night they would stray consider- 
“ably and often a great deal of time was lost in 
the morning hunting them among the timber 
and scrub. Accordingly when we came 
across a large herd of cattle with four bells 
among them I hustled out the owner who 

proved to be a half blood and quite a rich 
rancher. I offered a nominal price for the 
bell but no, he would not sell. I ran the price 
up to three dollars and he still refused to sell 
one of the superfluous cowbells. We had to 
have a bell and there was evidently only one 
way to procure it. Spreading some oats over 
the ground I enticed the herd around the 
wagon and then roped a bell cow. The only 
handy snubbing post was the wagon axle and 
that cow pretty nearly ran us, wagon and all, 
over the river bank before I could throw a rope 
over her leg and down her. But we got the 
bell and so ended our troubles arising from our 
horses contracting ‘“‘wanderlust.”’ 

The trail along Lesser Slave Lake was fair 
and the weather good. so that we arrived in 
reasonable time at Grouard at the west end 
of the Lake. 
rest up the horses and then went on to Peace 
River Crossing, which town is situated on the 
water's edge, so that it is necessary to go 
down the almost perpendicular bank to reach 
it. It consists of a few stores, including one 
run by the Hudson’s Bay Co., a church, a 
school, etc. and half blood husky dogs. 

Leaving the horses to rest here, we took a 
boat up the river to Fort Vermilion. The 
boat service is good, if slow, and the scenery 
along the banks of the river of unparalelled 
beauty and wildness in its primal splendour. 
Save for the inroads of a few trappers taking 
their annual toll this northern w !derness was 
untouched by civilization. The town of the 
Fort is a nice clean little settlement and the 
surrounding territory seemed to give promise 
of being a good farming country lateron. At 
different times we sighted moose and deer 
but as it was close season our hands were, of 
course, tied. 

After spending a week or so in the district 
we returned to the Crossing and hitching the 
cayuses again to the wagon, set out for Hud- 
son’s Hope and the British Columbia boun- 
dary. This was past the big gap in the 
Rockies and we finally penetrated into 
British Columbia and arrived at Fort St. 
John, where we stayed some little time with 
the Hudson’s Bay Factor. The country 
through which we passed was of great beauty, 
there being little suggestion of the wilderness 
except for the shy wild creatures in bush or 
on the lake. Rather was the expanse like a 
carefully laid out park of shady groves and 
open stretches. Innumerable little lakes of 
crystal clearness harbor all kinds of water 
fowl, fncluding the grey goose, while the 
waters contain several species of fish. As we 
journeyed north it was daylight almost all the 
time and it was possible at any time to see 
one’s watch well enough to tell the time. 

Going north from Fort St. John we just 
wandered as fancy led us and before turning 
back must have been roughly 400 miles north 
and 200 miles west of Edmonton. This we 
did after being lost for two days in a fog which 
came upon us very suddenly. 
to travel though we could not see the sun. 

We stayed here a day or two to 

We continued — 

ee stat late Ae 
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When the city’s left behind you, 

And you seek the distant shore, 
To enjoy the simple pleasures 

You have known and loved cf yore, 
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My companion persisted we were travelling 
north while I was equally sure we were going 
due south. When at length the sun managed 
to pierce the dark, murky atmosphere it 
shone upon us heading straight for the Pacific 
coast. 
When we had got properly turned about we 

hit west straight ’cross country, staying here 
and there with bands of Beaver Indians. 
Through a range acquaintance with the Cree 
I could make myself understood and we got 
along very nicely together. The beavers are 
clever, intelligent men and skillful hunters, 
taking a large toll of the fur bearing animals 
which in that country grow large and are said 
to have richer fur than in the southern part 
of the Province. While with one tribe one 
of our horses broke his hobbles during the 
night and got away and despite our search 
failed to put in an appearance. I managed to 
explain to the chief of the tribe, who calling 
his son, spoke to him a few moments, evident- 
ly telling him what had happened. The -boy 
appeared to be only about twelve or fourteen 
but in an hour he came riding into camp on the 
missing animal, having tracked it from where 
it had strayed away. 

On the way back to Peace River Crossing, 
which we always looked upon as the centre of 
out country to-be-explored, we struck the 
beautiful valley of the MHalf-way River. 
There rich prairie hay grew waist high and 
numerous bands of wild horses grew strong 
and fat upon the valley. And so, staying a 
few days here and there with bands of Cree 
and Beaver Indians we at length made our 
way back to the Crossing. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

A visit had to be made to Grand Prairie and 
so we crossed the river at Dunvegan for this 
prosperous farming settlement. Right in the 
town of Dunvegan we saw a moose swimming 
the river. 

Our next destination was the Spirit River 
settlement, another community of farmers. 
To cross Spirit River which is of considerable 
depth throughout we swam our horses across 
and then with the aid of our invaluable rope 
drew the wagon over. While in the district 
we visited Sturgeon Lake, which swarmed 
with brook trout and we were able to satisfy 
our needs by half an hour’s fishing with a 
grain sack on a pole. 

Travelling farther south we came to Swan 
River, and the water’s cognomen was fully 
justified to us by the numerous flocks of wild 
swans we came across at different times. The 
river is about half a mile wide and knee deer 
to the horses. 

At the Shaftsbury settlement my com- 
panion became acquainted with three pros- 
pectors returning to civilization and we tray- 
elled for a while together. Part of the trail 
consisted of three miles of curduroy built in 
the Klondike days, while another part of our 
route lay for three miles in the river bed. 

At Riviere qui Barre we broke up and it was 
but a short journey for me on to Holmes 
Crossing on the Athabasca River, thence to 
Edmonton which I reached in the middle of 
September. 
My opinion of the Peace River country, as 

deduced from this trip is that it is the greatest 
West yet and in time will surpass anything 
Alberta has shown. 

Where Lake Trout and Big Game Abound 

“Three hours’ fishing at Mine Centre on Big Turtle River—125 pickerel, 255 lbs., yellow variety, best that can be 
found; F. Osborne at extreme right: W. J. Osborne next:_ Howard Sprague, Winnipeg, extreme left. 
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A Thrilling Adventure With A Bear 
FREDERICK ABRAHAM 

EW people in Montreal unfamiliar with 
EF the wilds of the country immediately 

north, would believe that within fifty 
miles of this city, one of the largest centres 
of population in America, bears are still to be 
encountered in all their native security. But 
such is the case, and every year many are 
trapped or shot by the natives in close prox- 
imity to the metropolis of Canada. 

There is a popular delusion that the 
presence of bears in the late autumn is an 
indication of a mild winter; but this is not 
the case. The “Indian” and the “oldest 
inhabitant” were again in evidence last fall 
with the usual signs of an open winter, one 
of them being the frequency with which bears 
were seen late last fall. It is generally known 
that most bears hibernate. That depends, 
however, on the amount of fat he is able to 
store up before cold weather sets in. If food 
is scarce and he has not been able to secure 
sufficient on which to subsist during the 
winter, he comes forth in search of something 
to eat. During these periods he is a formid- 
able adversary. The snow makes food scarce 
and he will attack man or beast to procure 
means of existence. 
t# Recently several bears have been shot in 
the vicinity of my country house, near Morin 
Heights, Que., in the Laurentain range. 
Some months ago Van. Charette, who lives 
in a mountain valley, above me, saw evidence 
of bear tracks. Following these he came 
upon a young bear. He fired, but missed the 
cub. He was leisurely proceeding to re-load 
his gun when he heard a commotion in the 
underbrush and almost instantly a huge she 
bear leaped into the clearing directly in front 
of him. She was savage and looking for 
trouble. As soon as she saw the hunter she 
gave battle. Rearing herself on her hind legs, 
she made straight for Charette. Van had 
just one chance for his life and he knew it. 
A mother bear on her hind legs means bus- 
iness. Once in her huge embrace his further 
lease of life would have been a matter of 
seconds. To run would have been fruitless, 
and to shoot wild would have meant an early 
funeral in the Charette family. In the 
meantime the growling monster was an- 
nihilating the distance between them. In his 
excitement Van yelled at the bear to stop, 
not forgetting meanwhile to take deliberate 
aim with the lucky instrument that stood 
between him and death. By this time the 
bear, with snapping jaws, was closing in to 
claim her victim. Van pulled the trigger; 
the bear reeled and sprawled in the snow. 
Half of her throat was carried away, and after 
struggling desperately to regain her feet, she 
rolled over dead at the feet of her enemy. 

The skin was placed on exhibition at Joe 
Seale’s, the Wanamaker of Morin Heights, 
which is the nocturnal rendezvous of the 
native population, and where many thrilling 
tales of prowess and hairbreadth escapes have 
been spun by local hunters. 

Jim Kerr, who lives three miles west of my 
house, in the valley that drains Lake Ann, 
near Morin Heights, shot two bears near his 
home. 

Driving north of Morin Heights last fall 
several wood cutters going into the woods 
for the winter, encountered a bear which 
scampered into the bush on the appearance 
of the men. 

The bear is always an absorbing subject 
of interest to the scientist. With one ex- 
ception all bears hibernate. An animal in 
such a state is one of the greatest mysteries of 
nature. The breathing practically ceases, 
the heart beats faintly; the temperature or 
bodily heat of the animal sinks to the tem- 
perature of the place in which it lies. Great 
cold numbs human beings, making them fall 
asleep—to die. But intense cold has just the 
contrary effect on the hibernating animal. 
The sleeper is recalled to life, as it were, by 
a sudden fall in temperature. 

Hibernating bears eat much in the fall, 
not because they are hungry, but to store up 
fuel for the winter. If forage has been scarce 
the instinet of the animal prevents it from 
hibernating until it has acquired a mass of fat. 
Otherwise they run the risk of starvation. 
During these periods a bear is sleepy and 
hungry, and thereforesavage. Itisin asimilar 
condition when it comes out of its winter 
quarters in the spring. A thin, angry bear 
is something to fear. It will then attack 
anything. 
yee a man or horse or any animal that has 
ied. 
Except the polar bear, all bears can climb 

trees, which they frequently do for honey. 
Otherwise they live on berries, roots, tender 
shoots and perhaps some animals. After it 
fattens in the spring, man has little fear from 
a bear. It is usually a most inoffensive 
animal in the summer, and will almost in- 
variably avoid a human being. Some years 
ago a young companion of mine, in jumping 
over a stone fence, landed squarely on a sleek 
and fat bear. 
He appeared to be quite as frightened as the 
youth, if that were possible. 

The hibernating bear secrets himself in a 
place sheltered from the elements, usually 
in a cave or hole, frequently in a hollow tree. 

The polar bear is the most interestimg of 
the bear family. It is popularly supposed 
that they are white; but this is a mistake. 

The older ones are a dirty brown. Sailors 
call them “brownies”. The polar bear is 
the largest bear we know of, except an 
occasional cave bear. They live on seals, 
walrusses, fish and man, if he can kill him. 
They are great swimmers, and can mdve over 
the ice with great rapidity, due to their feet 
being covered with a mat of hair, which pre- 
vents them from slipping. The male forages 
the year round. During the Arctic winter 
the female allows the snow to cover her, her 
warm breath keeping a fuunel open through 

It will go anywhere for food and 

The bear quickly made off. 
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which she breathes. No matter how deep she 
is embedded in the snow this funnel is always 
open to the upper air, from which she draws 
her oxygen, with which she keeps her blood 
pure. Scientists do not agree that the female 
polar bear hibernates in the true sense of the 
term, because of the necessity of this air 
passage. The scientist insists that an animal 
to hibernate must be in a state of complete 
torpor; that it shall be to all appearance dead. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

One of the profound mysteries of nature is _ 
that after remaining in this condition through- 
out the long northern winier, the female polar 
bear comes forth in the spring accompanied by 
one and frequently two fat cubs. 
How the bear receives its name is interest- 

ing. Bear is the Anglo-Saxon word bera. 
In German this appears as bar, and in Latin 
as fera, meaning a wild beast. 

A Race for Life 
KATHARINE PARR McColEMAN 

month of March, in the year 1888. 
There was at that lime many thousands 

of acres of forest where even the most daring 
hunter had never camped. Settlers were few 
and far between. On the borders of this wild 
tract one great difficulty was the building of 
roads, but after a fairly passable road was put 
through a section, the land was soon taken by 
prospective farmers. 

Winter hung on unusually late this year. 
Cattle and other stock were beginning to 
experience what half rations in food meant. 
It was not an uncommon occurrence during 
those long, cold nights to hear the long, drawn- 
out call of a timber wolf, urging his comrades 
to join in some raid on a farmer’s barn yard, 
or to give chase to a deer. 

We were a family of six children. Our 
nearest neighbor lived about five miles away, 
consequently, not much visiting was indulged 
in. One Sunday morning, to our great 
delight, our neighbor, his wife and daughter, 
(a child of perhaps ten years), came to spend 
the day. They had walked, and arrived before 
the sun began to melt the snow intending to 
remain until evening, when again the roads 
would be frozen and a full moon would make 
walking home fairly comfortable. 

Horses were scarce in those days, oxen being 
cheaper and easier to keep. My father had 
recently purchased a fine young team of 
horses, splendid for driving, as well as on the 
plow. My father suggested that if they 
would remain until about nine o’clock, (when 
the roads would be well frozen, he would 
drive them home, and we children would have 
asleigh ride. This plan was agreed upon, and 
the evening slipped away all too soon. 
We started out merrily—the grown-ups in 

seats in front, and we children burrowing in a 
pile of straw in the back part of the sleigh, 
enjoying the jingle of a new string of bells 
that was the pride of our hearts. 

After an hour’s pleasant ride, we arrived at 
our friend’s house. The horses were blanket- 
ed and we all went in to get warm and drink 
a cup of hot milk before starting for home. 

Soon we were on our way again enjoying 
every moment of that wonderful sleigh ride— 
when away to the south the long, piercing cry 
of a wolf was heard, and immediately it 
seemed that the whole forest was ringing with 
their awful howls. I heard my father exclaim, 
“My God” and from that moment we knew it 
was arace for our lives. 

ae following incident occured in the There were three of us children in the 
sleigh—a brother and sister—both older than 
I. Our ages were perhaps twelve, ten. and 
eight years. My sister, the eldest, covered 
my brother and myself with straw and told us 
to lie flat under the seats. The horses 
seemed to understand our terrible danger and 
fairly flew over the road. From the first 
alarm there was no need to urge them. I saw 
the sparks of fire flash from their hoofs as they 
bounded forward. 
We were more than two miles from home 

when we could see the dark bunch of fiends 
about a half mile behind us. We hardly 
dared to speak, when Mary, my sister, said: 
“When I jump out don’t tell father—let him 
keep right on; it will take the wolves a few 
moments to eat me—that will delay them 
and you will be safe. How we begged her not 
to doit! I clung to her and said that I would 
throw myself out after her, while my brother 
declared that he would certainly scream to 
father. 

Meantime the wolves seemed to be gaining 
on us. When less than a mile from home we 
heard the report of a rifle, then the second 
report assured us that our brave mother had 
heard the terrible chase and had taken 
measures to help us. As we drew nearer 
home, we saw a large fire—just where we 
would turn into the barn yard. (A wolf is 
very much afraid of fire and will not go near 
it.) 
My father had the first Winchester repeat- 

ing rifles in that locality, and was very proud 
of them. As soon as mother realized our 
danger, she became almost frantic, and not 
being over-familiar with fire arms, hesitated 
to use them. To build the fire however was 
her first thought, as by so doing she hoped 
to stop the wolves until we drove into 
the barn; then she _ filled her apron 
with cartridges—saw that the magazines of 
both rifles were filled—took both guns and ran 
out just in time to throw one gun to my 
father, and together my father and mother 
held that pack of at least thirty wolves at bay 
until they scattered, leaving nine dead, while 
two more were found the next morning a short 
distance away. 

The horses were cared for, the barn and 
stables were closed for the night, and as we all 
gathered around the kitchen fire, not much — 
was said, but a wonderful thankfulness shone 
on my mother’s face as she said “Children, 
your prayers, and then to bed.” 
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I am well on to middle life now, and some- 
times visit the home of my childhood. Only 
two years ago I drove over the same road 
where we so nearly lost our lives. The 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA | , 

locality is now a fine farming tract, with 
abundant orchards and beautiful fields of 
grain, but I never see a clear, bright, frosty 
night but I remember the race for our lives. 

The Coyote or Prairie Wolf | 
SEL. J. WIGLEY 

A shadow drifts 0’ er prairies brown 
With easy swinging stride— 
A long drawn howl and plaintive whine 
Tells where the coyotes hide. 
For the coyote isa picture of symmetry and grace, 
Deep and cunning too, you always find him 
He’s out to get his living, taking something from 

your place 
peering naught but fur and feathers few behind 

um. 
Mark Twain’s description of the coyote 

found in the States will certainly not apply 
to the fine specimens of the race found in 
Alberta. In the Parkland districts they are 
very numerous for it is difficult to hunt them 
with hounds and they are far too intelligent 
to be trapped or poisoned to any great extent. 

Of all the wild animals found in Alberta, 
the coyote is by far the wisest. In a natural 
state he doubtless prefers cunning to bravery 
but in captivity he becomes gentle and 
affectionate. When full grown he is nearly 
half the size of the timber wolf and is quite a 
distinct species with a peculiar fascinating 
ery of his own—half bark, half howl. A 
coyote pack hunting, in full cry is certainly a 
sound worth listening to. The colour of the 
fur varies with the season and also with the 
locality. 

Curiosity is a strong characteristic of these 
animals and is often a fatal one, especially 
with the young ones. Imitating the squeal of 
a wounded rabbit will often bring a coyote 
within a few yards of the hunter providing he 
keeps perfectly still. A mother coyote fights 
bravely to defend her young ones in the den, 
and will go out of her way to attack and chase 
dogs from the neighbourhood. The mother 
of the baby coyote shown in the photo, was 
shot before any attempt could be made to 
dig out the young ones she loved so much 
better than life. 

The same pair of coyotes will breed year 
after year and rarely separate or leave their 
own neighbourhood. 

Collie dogs have little chance in fighting a 
coyote but wolf hounds are dreaded and 
coyotes will often leave the country where 
these dogs are kept. 

Coyotes doubtless do much harm to farm 
stock and wandering turkeys often fall an 
easy prey. Young calves if separated from 
the cows are also killed, the coyote snapping 
at tail and ears till the animal falls exhausted. 

YOUNG COYOTE (CANIS LATRANS) 

Original photo by Sel. J. Wigley 

Sheep often suffer from attacks and are 
never safe unless watched by a herder and his 
dogs, for the cunning coyote soon learns the 
trick of negotiating the best kind of fence ever 
invented. 4 y 

The young coyotes are born in April and 
the first ten weeks of their life are spent in and 
around their den. During this period the 
farmer’s losses are considerable for the parents 
are very daring in providing food for their 
young. ; s 

Rabbits, gophers and mice also form a 
considerable and perhaps the most important 
item in the coyote’s menu and he is not above 
eating wild rose berries. 

The crow is one thing that the coyote seems 
unable to eat but he thoroughly enjoys rolling 
on the dead body till the grass around is 
trampled flat. He will also chase-and_ kill 
a cat and again prefers a good roll onthe dead 
body rather than a meal from poor puss. 
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Report of the Chief Game Guardian of 

Saskatchewan 

HE report of the Chief Game Guardian 
for the Province of Saskatchewan for 
1914 recently reached this office and 

contains much of interest to Saskatchewan 
and other Canadian sportsmen. Comment- 
ing on the agitation among certain sportsmen 
for an amendment to the law that prohibits the 
killing of female deer in the Province, the 
Guardian says: 

“One human life is more valuable than 
much game, and it is established beyond 
peradventure that where the buck law is in 
operation the risk of shooting accidents is 
diminished. To substantiate this statement 
the United States Bureau of Biological Survey 
of the period of 1909 and 1910, shows that 
forty lives were lost in five states having no 
buck law and that for the period 1910 to 1912 
in states with a buck law no lives were lost, 
at all. Our own experience in this province 
bears testimony to these facts, for during the 
past two big game seasons no serious accidents 
havebeen reported to the department.” 

_ _ Out of 150 big game hunters questioned by 
the Department as to whether they advised 
further protection for the elk, 62 replied in 
the affirmative, 88 in the negative. Those 
who were not in favor of giving the elk more 
protection were for the most part residents 
of the districts in which elk are to be found, 
and were therefore not cognizant of the need 
of protection. As a matter of fact it is stated 
that there are only about three districts where 

elk are obtained by hunters at the present 
time, these districts being northeast of North 
Battleford, north-east of Prince Albert and 
south of Kinistino. The Guardian is strongly 
of the opinion that elk should be completely 
protected for a number of years or if not that 
the bag limit should at least be reduced. 

A number of antelope reserves have been 
set aside by the Dominion Government which 
is to be commended for taking definite steps 
to save the remnant of the antelope that now 
remain. Antelope are now protected all the 
year round. 

It is now compulsory for all persons buying 
and selling pelts of fur bearing animals to take 
out a license, and licensees are required before 
the fifteenth of June to return their licenses 
together with a statement showing the kind 
of fur and the number bought and sold durin 
the year. 

The agitation for an amendment to the 
Game Act prohibiting the sale of Same was 
stated to be gaining strength. The Game 
Guardians were almost unanimous in stating 
their belief in prohibiting the sale of all kinds 
of game. : 

Steady progress, it was shown, had char-_ 
acterized the work of collecting and mounting 
natural history specimens for the provincial 
museum throughout the year. This museum 
is now one of the principal attractions to ~ 
visitors of the Parliament Buildings. 

Old Time Trout Fishing 
Whe oko o2 le 

OMETHING like twenty-five years ago, 
when Port Arthur was in its comparat- 
ive infancy and her sister town, Fort 

William, had hardly been put on the map, four 
of us started out one morning from the first 
named place for a day with the trout in the 
vicinity of Silver Hill—so named from a 
mining prospect that had not eventuated—a 
point about ten miles to the North. We 
started out early, just as the sun had cleared 
the horizon of Lake Superior and was deluging 
the greyish blue. of the water with golden 
shafts, making a riot of color that the light 
ripple from the morning breeze caused to 
sparkle like millions of colored precious stones. 

Two of us were residents of Port Arthur, 
the other two were from the Western Province 
where, unfortunately, Trout Fishing was an 
unknown sport, and had been lured to this 
place by the promise of “Lots of trout.” A 
drive of seven miles through an unsettled, 
broken country, brought us to the hills, where 

we had to unhitch, tie our horses to the trees 
hoping they would be there when we returned 
at night, and finish the journey on foot, over 
slippery rocks and fallen logs, through bush 
and swamp, a weary pathless way through 
nature’s wilderness. 

About ten o’clock we reached the creek— 
a small stream, held here and there in deep 
pools, and between them it rattled merrily 
down a rocky bed. / 

“Now, you Western chaps,” said Joe, “take 
your stand at one pool and we will go to 
another. Do not be surprised if you have a 
good catch for it is said the place is full of 
trout.” ; 

If you do not intend to believe what I am 
going to tell you, do not read this. It may 
sound like a “Fairy Tale,’ or a large sized 
“Fish Story’; but I assure you it is absolutely 
true and I can prove it. This was in my 
unregenerate days of trout fishing when the 
use of worms had strong attractions, but as an 
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Our Expert Casting Line 
Hard Braided of the Highest Grade of Silk. The 
Strongest Line of its size in the World. Used b 
Mc. Decker in contest with Mr. Jamison. Nuf sed. 
Every Line Warranted. 50 Yard Spools $1.00. 

Trout Flies 
For Trial—Send Us 

Quality A 
Quality B 
Quality C 
Bass Flies 

for an assorted dozen. 
Regular price... .24c. 
for an assorted dozen. 
Regular price... .60c. 
for an assorted dozen. 
Regular price... .84c. 
for an assorted dozen. 
Regular price... .96c. 
for an assorted dozen. 2 
Regular price. .. $1.00 Gauze Wing 
for an assorted dozen. s 
Regular price. .. $3.50 English 

Linot——w-u Steel Fishing Rods 
A EEROPED SOV 98 MEBs nisicle esis efele ia nisinie)efainie/s\alaia)ciuicve/¥isiaisie,eisieivie $ 80 
BATIRODS, 54; GOr 8 feet: 05... .cccenc cee ceccccne cee Rite ile) 
CASTING RODS, 48, 5$ or 6 feet .......... 1.25 
BAIT RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip .... 2.25 
CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and ‘ip 2.95 
CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings .................... 3.50 

525 Broadway, The H. H. KIFFE CO. New York 
Illustrated_Catalogue free on application 

——_ 
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BOSTON 
Commonwealth Ave. 

100 yards from Massachusetts Ave. car lines. 

Che Distinctive Boston Gouse 
A public house for those who demand the best 

and prefer a homelike atmosphere. 

Single rooms from $2. Combined sitting 
room, bedroom and bathroom from $4 
Self contained suites. In summer dinner 
at a fixed price isserved in the roof garden. 

Some globe trotters have been good enouyh to say 
that the Puritan is one of the most attractive and 
comfortable hotels in the world. 

Our booklet with guide to Boston on receipt 
of your card. R. G. COSTELLO, MANAGER 

A veteran 
hunter says: 
**T have de# 

pended upon my 
EVEREADY many a 
time, to read my compass 
and to light my way to 
camp, when overtaken by 

night. I wouldn’t 4% 
think of going into 
the woods with- ¥ 
out itser 

i 

Blasi hts: 
cre always dependable everywhere, under all con- 
ditions and should be included in every hunter's out- 
fit. They give powerful, clear, steady light that’s 
unaffected by the wind and rain—that can’t possibly 
blow out, blow up or set fires. 
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They are complete electric lights without 
wires, each with its own power - plant 
a long-lasting EVEREADY Tungsten 
Battery, enclosed in the case. No 
chimney to get broken, no matches | 
cr oil to bother with, no care what- 
ever. Staunchly made and as beauti- 
fully finished asa good gun. Compact 
and convenient—can easily be carried 
in the pocket or belt when not in use. 

No. 2604, illustrated, is a favorite 
with hunters. It’s a beautifully 
finished fibre case, | %x515" in 
size, and sells complete at $1.20 
in the U. S. and for $1.35 in Can. : 

Go into your nearest sporting goods, } 

auto supply, hardware or drug store 
and see the many convenient shapes 7 
and sizes inthe EVEREADY line. Be 
sure yougetthe original EVEREADY | 
with Tur gsten Battery and Mezda 

Lamp — made and guaranteed by 
the“‘Largest Manufacturers of Flesh- 
lights in the World.” 

Our interesttr g boc klet No. 62, telling all 
No. 2604 ‘abcutfiashlights set postpaid onsequest 

**CANADIAN MADE FOR CANADIAN TRADE” 

CANADIAN EVER READY WORKS TORONTO | 
Of Canadian National Carbon Ccmpany, Ltd. ONTARIO 
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evidence that I was groping for the light, I, 
that day, tied a fly on my line as a tribute to 
my better instinct; but placed reliance on a 
nice juicy worm impaled in wriggling loops 
on a hook at the end of theline. The pool was 
probably twenty feet in diameter, and when 
our respective baits struck the water about 
the same time, that pool came to life and trout 
rushed from all directions to it; the water was 
alive with them, rushing and crowding to the 
centre, all eager, yes crazy to get a mouthful. 
The water resembled nothing less than a huge 
pot bubbling as it boiled. This kept up for 
some minutes but with rapidly decreasing 
eagerness on the part of the trout, until, in 
the course of half an hour the fishing became 
steadier. Who has not heard the expression 
“Pull them out as fast as we could bait the 
hook?” Well, that is what we did, literally 
and truly, and had we had a dozen hands and 
as many hooks, it would have been true of all 
of them for the first few minutes. 
My partner, who was only a Parson, went 

clean wild, as crazy as the trout! He whooped 
and yelled and jumped in the air, laid down 
and rolled and laughed and did all manner of 
foolish stunts in the exuberance of his feelings 
over such unlooked for sport. 

Presently, the trout quieted down and we 
moved to another pool where the same thing 
took place, but in lesser degree. 

Well we fished three pools by twelve o’clock 
and the basket we had between us was full, 
full to the muzzle of trout. The other two 
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chaps came back about this time, each of 
them with a full basket. After a lunch eaten 
on the rocks it was resolved that we had had 
enough fishing to satisfy any reasonable 
persons. Notwithstanding, we tried the rapids 
before leaving, picking an odd one out of the 
eddies. In size they ran small—genuine 
brook trout! I do not think there was one 
over eight inches and mostly they were not 
larger than six. 

To further test your credulity let me say 
that while the excitement was at its height 
several times did we each catch two at a time, 
and the number of times I caught two at once, 
one on the bait and one on the fly, were many. 
Here is another fact that will be hard to be- 
lieve—true, nevertheless, each of us got a bite 
and pulled up to find that a trout after grab- 
bing the bait on my partner’s hook reached out 
and snatched mine and was impaled on both 
hooks—and we both pulled out the same fish. 

Then we had that weary walk back to the 
rig and the long drive to town. 
We from the West wanted to take our 

catch home with us, so they had to be cleaned 
and put on ice. It is no joke to clean 126 
small trout by candlelight and I assure you 
we were heartily sick of the job before it was 
ended. 

As I look back on that trip, after a lapse of 
twenty-five years, the most prominent fea- 
tures of it are, the wild antics of my minister- 
ial mate and that never ending trout cleaning! 

The Dominion Parks Branch and Forest Fires 

G. GERALD BLYTH 

cently been instituted by the Dominion 
Parks Branch, Department of the In- 

terior, against wasteful and destructive forest 
and other fires in the Dominion Parks situated 
chiefly in Western Canada. This campaign 
was primarily intended to effect the Dominion 
Parks but a wider scope immediately pre- 
sented itself and it is thought that incidentally 
it will benefit every forested district from 
coast to coast, owing to the universal nature of 
the campaign and the amount of publicity 
being given it by so many different agencies. 

From a careful study of fire statistics in 
Canada and especially their causes, it is 
apparent that a large percentage of the fires 
occurring have been caused through careless- 
ness, negligence, and in some cases, ignorance. 

The Dominion Parks Branch which has been 
entrusted with the guardianship of nearly 
10,000 square miles of Park land, ideally 
suited for National Play-grounds, recognizes 
the ever increasing menace from forest fires. 

A considerable number of fires are caused 
through neglected camp fires or from failure 
on the part of those who make them to com- 
pletely extinguish same before leaving. An- 
other dangerous practice is the careless dis- 

i campaign of increasing vigor has re- posal of burning matches, cigar, cigarette 
butts and the live ashes of pipes. These 
thrown along the wayside or in the bush, 
amongst any inflammable material, often 
cause a fire. 

The public seem oblivious of the danger and 
resultant loss through carelessness in the use 
of fire, therefore it was considered necessary to 
bring the matter forcibly to the attention of 
all those who at any time frequented the 
woods, and especially hunters, trappers, 
anglers and tourists. The idea behind the 
Fire Campaign is to educate as many people 
in Canada as possible with a view to the 
necessity of the protection of forests from fire 
caused through carelessness on their part. 
To accomplish the desired result, fire warning 
notices are being displayed through the 
courtesy of the railroad companies, the match 
manufacturing companies, the Bell Telephone 
company, the Dominion Cartridge and the 
U. M. C. Remington companies, the Walters’ 
Axe company and nearly all the leading tent 
manufacturing companies. The importance 
and value of this campaign will be more 
readily understood when the far reaching 
effects of it are considered. . 

Rod and Gun readers should be specially 
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interested in the preservation of the forests 
from fire, since they are naturally interested 
in all that pertains to the out-of-door life. 
In places where the forests have been seriously 
affected by fire the game is less plentiful, 
streams become dried up and consequenily 
there is no fishing. If this were the only loss 
that results from the denuding of the forests 
of a country, namely, the curtailing ot hunting 
fishing, trapping, etc., or, in other words, the 
destruction of bird and animal life, the loss 
would not be quite so serious, but unfortun- 
ately the loss is not limited to this. The 
destruction of forests means also an adverse 
influence on climate, disastrous floods,drought, 
diminished production of lumber and _ all 
products of the forest as well. 

The companies cooperating with the Parks 
Branch in this matter, are to date as follows: 
On match Box covers: E. B. Eddy Co., 
Hull, P. Que.; Dominion Match Co., Deser- 
onto, Ont.; Canadian Match Co., Drummond- 
ville, P. Que.; Eureka Maich Co., Halifax, 
N. S.; on railway time cards and folders: 
Canadian Pacific, Grand Trunk Pacific; on 
menu cards on railway dining cars: Canad- 
ian Pacific, Grand Trunk Pacific; in railway 
coaches: Canadian Pacific, Grand Trunk 
Pacific; in guest rooms of hotels situated in 
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Dominion Parks, Banff, Alberta: C. P. R. 
Hotel, Homestead Hotel, King Edward Hotel; 
Mt. Royal Hotel; in cabs of railway locomo- 
tives: Canadian Pacific, Grand Trunk 
Pacific; on labels attched to axes: G. Walters 
& Sons, Hull, Que; on covers of telephone 
directories: Bell Telephone Company of 
Canada, Limited; on inserts in boxes of 
ammunition: Dominion Cartridge Company 
& U. M. C. Remington Company; on inside 
of tents: Smart-Woods Ltd., Ottawa, Brom- 
ley & Hague, Winnipeg, Edmonton Tent & 
Matt. Co., Edmonton, Finnie & Murray, 
Winnipeg. On inside of tents: Grant, Hol- 
den, Graham, Ottawa, Ont., J. J. Turner & 
Sons, Peterborough, Ont., Western Tent & 
Matt. Co., Calgary, Alta., John Leckie Tent 
Co., Toronto, Ont., Alberta Saddlery Co., 
Lethbridge, Alta., Smart-Woods Ltd., Mon- 
treal. Que., D. Pike & Co., Toronto, Ont. 

It is calculated that this campaign will do 
a great deal to reduce the enormous annual 
loss from fire which occurs throughout Canada. 
The forests provide unexcelled places for 
healthful recreation. Every fire that des- 
troys a forested area hastens the day when 
such places for rest and recreation will be 
fewer and less accessible. Let this, therefore, 
be everyone’s motto—“‘Save the Forest.” 

i a Me. Zaza a
l 

: TOURNAMENT DATES. 
August 20, 21, 22.—Lake St. Francis Gun Club Re- 

gistered Tournament at St. Lotique, P. Q. 
August 25 and 26.—Eagle Gun Club, Brantford, 

Registered Tournament. W. M. Doherty, Secretary, 
Eagle Place, P.O. Ont. 

An International Shoot 
The International shoot held at Flint Mich. in July 

was a decided success, the only drawback being that 
Ontario’s representatives were not enough to properly 
represent the large number of trapshooters which this 
province boasts. Mr. Frank Stotts has promised to 
offer a cup for the championship during his winter 
shoot at Essex, Ont. The championship Cup at the Flint 
shoot went to Mr. Fred Bryant of Batile Creek, the 
second prize to Mr. Noel of Memphis, Tenn., he break- 
ing one more bird than Bryant but being a non- 
resident of Michigan or Ontario was not eligible. The 
five man team race was won by Detroit the two man 
by Battle Creek. D. Wigle of Kingsville made the long 
run for the day with fifty-five. Mr. Ezra Hebord of 
Grand Rapids Mich. was winner of third prize. The 
weather was ideal with a nice sun shining in the fore- 
noon and clouds afterwards. Everybody expressed 
their satisfaction with conditions and had a good time. 

Regular Event. 
E. Hebard 150, 143: Wes. Hort 150, 136: M. Wesner 

150, 133; T. Parker 150, 128; J. Parr 150, 110; F. Evans 
150, 118; F. Helfrecht 150, 127: C. Foss 150, 123; 
Krogman 150 123; Saylor 150 79; Galbraith 150, 133; 
Hensler 150, 140; Bock 150, 139: Buegal 150, 134; 
Bryant 150, 145; Blair 150, 136; Sachrider 150, 124; 
Lobdell 150, 127; Flanders 150, 131; Sommerville 150, 
107; Jobson 150, 125; Lowe 150, 133: Schoonover 150, 
129: J. Steel 150, 124: B. Steel 150, 134: Smith W. A. 
150, 136; D. Wigle 150, 142; T. Pastorius 150, 121; 
F. Stotts 150, 128; A. McDonald 150, 113; Geo. Mc- 

Intosh 150, 124; O. C. Frank 150, 140; Mrs. Vogel 150, 
132: Dr. Winslow 150, 134; John Noel 150, 146; Van 
Buckirts 150, 133: Osburn 150, 126; Burt 150, 121; 
Dr. Conover 135, 107; Dr. Brown 150 122; Cox 150, 
139: C. Parr 150, 125: Wood 100, 77; Houran 100, 42: 
Jones 150, 126; Hewitt 50, 34; Gooderich 65, 50; 
Green 65, 34; Carpenter 65, 45: C. Obuecht 85, 75; 

(First number denotes those shot at, second number 
those broken. ) 

Five Man team race 25 bird event. 

CANADIAN TEAM. 
Smith broke 23, Wigle 24, Pastorius 20, Stotts 23, 

Hart 25. 
SAGINAW TEAM. me 

Krogman 21, Blair 23, Burt 23, Helfrecht 23, 
Galbraith 21. 

FLINT TEAM. 
Flanders 23, Jobson 19, Wesner 23 Jones 22 Hoss 17. 

BIRMINGHAM TEAM. 
Van Buskirk 24, Lowe 24, B. Steel 20, J. Steel 23, 

Schoonover 23. 

DETROIT TEAM. 
G. McIntosh 22, O. C. Frank 24, Mrs. Vogle 23, Dr. 

Winslow 24, J. Noel 25, Hebord 24, Hensler 23, Back 23, 
Bryant 23, Briegel 23. : 

Two Man team race 25 bird event. 
Jobson 19, Wesner 24. 

Stotts 23, Hart 25. 

W. A. Smith 23, Dory Wigle 25. 

Flanders 23, Foss 19. 
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BEFORE BUYING THAT 

GUNor RIFLE 
BE SURE YOU WRITE OR CALL UPON US 

We Can 

SAVE YOU MONEY 
Our Values are the best in 

the trade. We have the 

goods; and we have behind 

us the most honourable 

reputation in Ontario. 

We carry an Immense Stock 

of Ammunition, and the 

Prices will please you. 

LION SPORTING GOODS CO. 
429 Yonge St. and | and 3 Ann St., 

TORONTO, ONTARIO. | 

TELLS HOW FAR You WALK 

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER 
Regulates to Step and Registers Exact Dis- 

tances ; Simple, Accurate, Durable. 

Indispensable to every lover 
of outdoor sport, and especially 
to those who love WALKING. 
Instructive because of value in 
determining distances ; a neces- 
sary adjunct to compass and as 
useful to SPORTSMEN. It 
furnishes the true solution of 
many a disputed question of 
how far it is toor from various 

points. Best of all it 
is a wonderful health 
promotor because its 
interesting notations 
afford real incentive 
for WALKING. 
Whether you walk 
for health, business 
or pleasure — any- 
where, everywhere, 

gor ’ the AMERICAN 
fia Pedometer tells the 

whole story of just 
how far you have 
travelled. 

FU LLY 
GUARANTEED 

One Hundred Mile 
Pedometer, $1.50. 

Sold by all Dealers or Direct 

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY 

902 CHAPEL ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

©. & A. GUNTHER CO. - - Toronto, Canada 

Agents for the Dominion of Canada 

' YOU CAN STILL GET BASS 
One year of war. One year of strain, anxiety, plugging. Forget 
it, old pal. You can’t go through another year like that without 
“cracking” , unless you take a week or two and get out from 
under the load. Throw off everything! Relieve the tension. 

' + Take a couple of “BRISTOL” *Steel Fishing Rods and go off with 
another congenial soul or two and fish. You can still get bass— 

if it’s the finest season for them. Also, some salmon left. 

Look out or you will get tothat point where you're so tired 
that you will not have enough gumption left to make yourself 
take a vacation and rest. Don’t put this matter off solong that 
your mind keeps working ina circle all the time chewing over 

>? thesame oldtroubles. That stage is dangerous to healthand 
/ your job. Break away now. 

If you don't know where to go we'll tell you—and what tackle 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
* totake. 

, *Winners of Fifteen prizes for the largest Bass in the 
5 Field and Stream National Fishing Contest for 1914. 

THE HORTON MFG. COMPANY 
32 HOIRTIN STREET, BRISTOL, CONN. 

LANNEL 

SHIRTS 
are most essen- 

tial for tc out- 

door life. Dea- 

con Shirts are 

made of the best 

quality—in plain 

greys-—blues — 

khaki or fancy 

Scotch flannels 

—coat style or closed body—high mili- 

tary collars attached or separate, or 

with reversible collar. 
With one or two pockets, made in 

regular or over size—Fit and workman- 

ship guaranteed. 

Ask your dealer to show you ‘‘The Deacon" 

DEACON SHIRT COMPANY 
BELLEVILLE - CANADA 4 
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MclIntosh 24, O.[C. Frank!22. 

Mrs. Vogle 22, Dr. Winslow{23. 

Bock 22, Briegel 23. 

Hensler 25, Bryant 24. 

Hebord 23, Galbraith 23: Brown 21 Conover 19: 
Cox}21, Parr 23. 
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DR. CONOVER OF FLINT, MICH. 

Merchandise (Events 2) 15 birds each. 
2nd. 

Carpenter 15 
Galbraith 15 
Edwards 5 
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Van'Buskirk 14 
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Flanders.... 12 
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3 Saskatoon Gun Club. 
Following are scores made at the weekly shoots of the 

Saskatoon Gun Club: 
Weekly shoot of June 26th. 1915. : 
Roy Luck 25, C. I. MacNab 24, H. R. Galbraith 23, 

Fred Cole 21, Harry Zapfe 21, D. A. Homes 19, Mr. 
Leavitt 19, Jno. McRae 19, A. Brown 19, W. W. Ashley 
18, Dr. Love 18, W. Green 18, S. E. Fawcett 17, W. J. 
White 16, Rev. McIntosh 16, Dr. Wright 15, J. H. 
Beattie 13 J. F. Middlemiss 12, R. B. McCleon 10. 
. Weekly shoot July 3rd. ae 
— John McRae 24, R. J. McKay Pro., 23, Winnipeg; Roy 
Luck 23, O. L. Lemery 23, J. H. Beattie 21, C. I. 
McNab, 21, H. R. Galbraith 21, A. Schoen 21, S. E. 
Fawcett 20, W. J. Beekman 20, Pro.; D. S. Campbell 19, 
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Dr. Myers 18, R. Dennison 18, Harry Zapfe 17, Fred 
Cole 17, W. Green 16, Mr. Scott 15, Mr. Levenick 14, 
Mr. Leavitt 14, Dr. Valens 14, D. A. Hanes 13, Dr: 
Clare 13, Dr. Love 12, W. J. White 12, W. Green 11, A. 
A. Duncan 10, H. L. Martin 10, T. Loveridge 8. 

Weekly shoot July 10th. 1915. 
Mr. Mitten 24, R. Dill 24, W. J. Beckman 23, Pro.; 

C. 1. McNab 23, H. R. Galbraith 23, Roy Luck 22, 
O. L. Lemery 22, J. H. Beattie 21, D. S. Campbell 21, 
John McRae 21, S. E. Fawcett 20, R. Deninson 20, 
Dr. Leve 19, D. A. Hanes 18, T. W. Hansford 17, W. 
Robinson 17, Fred Cole 17, H. L. Martin 15, Dr. 
Francis 14, Mr. Nelson 14, W. Green 13, Dr. McConnell 
13, A. S. Parkin 12, W. J. White 12, Dr. Walker 12, 
H. L. Martin 10. 

_. _. Fort Garry Club Tournament. 
With ideal weather conditions prevailing, the annual 

tournament of the Fort Garry Gun Club was held on 
July 7th. at the River park grounds. The day was 
calm and was in every respect a perfect trap shooting 
day. Although no recerds were broken, some a 
scores were registered. S. R. Cuthbert, of Portage la 
Prairie, sprang a real surprise when he annexed the 
Manitoba championship cup and gold medal, by mak- 
ing a score of 49 birds out of a possible 50. Mr. Cuth- 
bert’s fine shooting created quite a sensation and he 
was warmly congratulated. Mr. Cuthbert’s per- 
formance is all the more praiseworthy through the fact 
that he shattered 46 birds in succession. Plummer, of 
Swan River, and a marksman of wide repute, having 
cleaned up down east prior to his coming to the city, 
came second with 47 out of 50. : 

Some high scores were hung up by the professional 
trap-shooters who were present. McKay, a local 
marksman and Barber, of Minneapolis, broke even for 
the highest honors. The second high average was 
keenly debated. Bills, of Chicago, and Morris of 
Edmonton, sharing the laurels. Brodie, of Winnipeg 
secured third high average. 

SWEEPSTAKE RESULTS. 
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Sickgold 3.2252 a. ow! 18) 58 Seer ee ees 
SimpsOl: Ps... = asa e os <. be EAs See 
Atchinson:.-2 3 oes oan oe ee ee 
Waker. 35 clare toe ae 9 15 14 _.=550 52 
Millard t2.ce0 ese tae » 11 21 13 34 If 2226s 
Osborne... — eee 12.23 13 42212-3323 
BS Brogies. uote oc.ccire 15 .21. 14. 42° 413-216 
“LROHISON > hone ow oe are 10.18" 10 =44. Ae 21k 
Cadhamte sce osase 11. 22-14. 40pSh2 232 
Hamilton’. «5; <2 ss. 13. (22° 12437 =25523-416 
Root...; .: oe snow eee 14° 21 .13° 43, 44S 
Smith: 2 occ tines 12.19 12 @2o1Ek 20 45 
Blackie sec ee 14°21; -15, 4B is 20 st 
Temkesscsarses sscisiscpee 14 24 13°49 15° 23: 18 
MGS Dieses eee 13. 2213: 463515 23 
Schoéagero isc sn 5 13° 21 1S a4 
Sheronhr ape mite ost 12. * 22 ath SS eee 
Phimomer: 4 o- =5.4-e5 14-24-15 -47- 14 25 26 
McKay, p 15 4237 14 49413 22S 
IBS pose ys ne eee 14, 33: 12. 4655152 
Barbers. oc oscun ote 13>, 22:=15. 49 1b 25 Se 
*FBrodiesD.- 2 ce) 14.23 15 46° 12) 2635 
Sutton, p...-.328..2. 23, 19) 12537 Bases 

Interest in this year’s tournament was keyed up to a 
high pitch, and trapshooters from all parts of the 
country hit the trail for Winnipeg to participate in this 
season’s contest. Quite a number of marksmen from 
across the border participated, and gave a very_good 
account of themselves. E. Lemke from~ Grand 
Forks, N.D., showed class in copping the big Inter- 
national event. In the other events Barber of Minn- 
eapolis and Bills of Chicago figured prominently in the 
high-score columns. ae 

High scores and keen competition featured, the 
second and concluding day of the season’s meet, C.C 
Plummer, of Swan River, Man., the crack western shot, 
kept up his high standing career by carrying off the 
silver cup and medal, which is emblematic of the Dom- 
inion championship, by demolishing 47 out of 50 birds. 
M. N. Sharon, who came from Regina to take part in 
the tournament, gave Plummer aclose fight with a score 
of 46. Third money went to the three local trap- 
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Best Books Published 

For Automobilists 

And Motorcyclists 

Eight Complete and Distinct Works 

Irrespective of price, the. following publications are the greatest values of their kind 

on the market 

Works are almost indispensable {to— 

OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERATORS, ‘BUILDERS, SALESMEN or REPAIRMEN. 

Buy one or all— 

IN THE COMPLETE SERIES THERE/ARE 350 PAGES OF TEXT, 1,000 Illustra- 

TIONS AND 24 FULL PAGE CHARTS. 

While technical, are Written in Simple Language. Practical and convenient works of 
reference. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United 

States. Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers 
and their agents. This recommendation is a guarantee of the ‘educational jvalue of 

these works. 

ane. A.B. C. of Motor:Car: Operation. : : oso. :..'.5. 5: 50c 
The A. B.C. of Internal Combustion Engine, Mainten- 

ANCE ANG MEAS CSS 6s nes. aR aestes 3 des 25¢ 
The A. B. C. of Magneto Ignition Systems ............ 15¢ 

The A. B. C. of Battery Ignition Systems.............. 25c 
The A. B.C. of Motor Car Chassis, Maintenance and 

RAE state cin IAS Sears a ils Sk ees sisi tee 25c 

Maintenance and Repair of Motor Car Tires .......... 25c 

Lighting the Motor Car by Electricity ................ 25¢ 

The A. B. C. of Aerial Navigation, a work that is 
[JS PSB ae aes a Ye ea Se A a a 50c 
(In this book, the Engineering Science as applied to Construction 

of Aerial Craft and the Essential Principles Governing Aviators are 
Summarized). 

Address all orders to 

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher, Woodstock, Ontario 
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shooters, W. Root, Wm. Hamilton and A. Lickfold, 
each registering 45. Fourth money went to P. Schwag- 
ger, of Dundurn, Sask., and A. Smith, of this city, each 
with a score of 44. 
_Some of the high sweepstake scores were: Twenty 

birds—Sharon, 20; Schwagger, 20; Lichfold, 18; 
Osborne 18; Brodie, 18: Morris, 18. First 25 bird 
event—Bailey,23 ; Lichfold, 23; Root, 23; Plummer,22; 
Wye, 22. Second 25 bird event—Plummer, 25; Sharon 
25: Smith, 24. First 15 bird event—Plummer, 15; 
Wye, 14; O’Rielly, 14; Lemke, 14; Brodie, 14. Second 
15 bird event—Root, 15; Black, 15; Brodie, 14; Hamil- 
ton, 14; Schwagger, 14; Lichfold, 14. 

Bob McKay, the popular pro. shot, had the best 
average of the professionals during the two days, Des 
high both days. As an appreciation of his splendi 
shooting the boys presented him with a Bible last night. 
The scores were:—— 

15b 15b 20b 50b 15b 20b 15b 15b 
Walkers). eeu: Ce ie a7 SRY US} iu! Sibel 
Miailard es. eee ie ORG. eye TO. U7 Aes! 
Osbornesee ee 102410508 SSeeliaeiseeis. tl 
BOOGIE pee soc 1A 1A 1S) Sil ele Se lel 
Thompson 13) 10 4386 34 aes 9 
Gadham=. 2. . re isye iksyemely/ (2 - ipa alGhe Vash gees) 
Eamntlonessens 6 13° 14-13) 45eels le, A 10 
ELOOLR Sees 130 7 eA ee te : 
SIME oe ever 11 10) Ge ae eet 
Blac ke ews hone 1 Lb aie Se ewes eel 
emi en. fas. scae es be ast i b7/ sr eye aie 
Km IVOLTIS crcetetenet (Oe 14S AG OM Selon: 12 
Schwagger....... 14S [420s 445 bee oe aE 
SHALOM eects ane 125 135220) 240) se ath | 14714 
Plummer. 4.cnen 15) e130 ian 47s Sele 13" S15 
x-MeKay.- s.r Nj GE alee lay ribs AU le ae Bi 
X-Billsis... eee (Se Fie OM AS Seto, slo 9 
xX=baAchbenanecne ces 14 137 1944551387 18) 1b- 4 
X—ELOGIG se ae TO Ae eli AO? Gr ben 
x-Sutton..... 12 Sie D) SAS a7 aS 
Ihickford!.. soe TRY ai als} ea IB 9 alten las a 
Turvey Tiles 118} iik Bk3y I ass 1 eo) 
Gare sos aise ee Ty TW Tbe ye 118y a Ihe ee 
DEVE ics cparoret ene eae TY TT Ge eel a5 aa: a es 
Gonleys 72s bane [Seis Ss els els 12 
Oskenllwete thee 04 MO iy S43 nelle Sit 
AIWF sites Ot ie Vit TAS Se Se 2 
SCH warez oy sc eS gare BLS ee he Demers 
INORMAN eae cree 4 Ay AP 6 10 7 
Simpson:..... Oe ee EE adler 

x-Professionals. 

Chatham Gun Club, 
A very interesting shoot of the Chatham Gun Club 

was held at the Exhibition grounds Thursday afternoon, 
July 15th. The feature of the afternoon was the 
excellent shooting of Joe Oldershaw who broke 25 
straight birds. Joe was right at himself and the record 
is one to be proud of. 

The scores were as follows: Nichol, 19, Wells, 19, 
Willard, 20, Rankin, 23, Aitken, 25, Oldershaw, 25 and 
Fritzsimons 17. 

The gun presented to the Chatham Gun Club by R. 
L. Brackin for competition was won by P. Taylor’ who 
made a perfect score of 125 in five shoots. These shoots 
were held under a new handicap plan which appears to 
have met with approval. 

The scores of those who were in five matches were 
P. Taylor, 125; H. Hunter, 122; J. A. Aittkin, 122; 
Frank Smith, 117; W. FI. Nichol, 116; George Willard, 
116: J. W. Patterson, 104, and W. B. Wells, 103. 

An interesting feature on Thursday, July 22nd., was 
the shoot for the spoon donated by the Dupont Powder 
Co. This was won by H. Hunter who made possible. 
Twenty-five birds were shot at and the scores were: 
H. Hunter, 25; J. A. Aitkin, 24; J. Oldershaw, F. Smith 
and P. Taylor, 22; W. H. Nichol, 21; George Dunk, 20; 
George Willard and W. Patterson 19; H. Bragg, 18. 

Jordan Gun Club. 
In the Club handicap spoon event at the Jordan Gun 

Club on July 10th. the winners were C. H. Boulton, D. 
Konkle and H. W. Hunsberry. 

A jolly crowd composed of Messrs. A. Murdock, 
Albert Cox and Willie Jones, motored out from St. 
Kitts and did some fine shooting. Those shooting and 
their scores were as follows: 

H. W. Hunsberry 90, 87; A. Wismer 80, 72; Dr. 
Konkle 60, 58; M. Honsberger 55, 45; P. H. Wismer 55, 
44; H. Boulton 45, 42; E. Booze 45, 41; J. Spence 45, 
a; F. Williams 35,28;W. Nicholson 35, 20; A Murdock 
30, 23; W. Janes 30, 20; A. Cox 30, 20; E Fisher 25, 23; 
C. Oliver 25, 18; W. White 15, 12. 

Frost Wire Fence Co. 
E. G. Overholt proved to be the best shooter at the 

weekly shoot of the Frost Wire Fence Gun Club held on 
Saturday July 17. Following are the scores: 
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Bald wink i342 ae ee ee ee 63 10 73 
EFOMM AN’ .. .cteaes pene ene eens 62 13 75 
IVa welll? ons Nis ah ecco eet eeae poe 58 21 79 
Owverhollisnneackses ce oe cere 57 31 88 
[SUI Pai Aaoa dao a ones oo hace 56 26 88 
RINGS apices aici eee ee eee ie 54 15 69 
WiOOdS! ocr ast tiene Gers ute ene 49 20 69 
MicGoy ia. aso 2s eee eo at epee 48 24 72 
McMahon: 2 on ae eo eee 47 39 86 
ER arris) 8... ee See 4s ee ee 39 33 72 

Good Scores Made at Stanley Ciub. 
The Stanley Gun Club held their weekly shoot on 

their grounds on July 16th. G. L. Vivian was high, 
breaking 96 out of 100, and J. Jenning next with a score 
of 84 out of 100. The following are the best scores. 

G. L. Vivian 100, 96; J. Jennings 100, 84; W. Salis- 
burry 100, 84; W. Salisbury 80, 67; A. Tomlin 75 62; 
W. Hughes 65, 54; N. Buck 40, 33. 

Trent Valley League Shoot. 
On July 22nd, a League shoot of the Trent Valley 

Trapshooters’ Association took place at Stirling. 
The Belleville Club, making the highest score, were 

the winners of the Challenge Flag. Mr. S. Coon of the 
Peterboro club, making the highest individual score, 
took home the silver spoon presented by the Dupont 
Powder Co., and Mr. Turley of the Belleville club, 
being second highest, won the watch fob presented by 
the Dominion Cartridge Co. 

Peterboro Gun Club 
The regular weekly shoot of the Peterboro Gun Club 

was held on July 16, with a good average attendance. 
It was calm and still, being favorable for good 
scoring, as the following scores will show. 

J. Louchs 50, 43; C. Graham 50, 38; J. Lundy 50, 35; 
H. Routley 50, 33: C. Lech 50, 22: S. Goon 25, 25; C. 
Wood 25, 23; J. Brightman 25, 22; Dr. Frank 25, 21; 
L. Hall 25, 18; G: James 25 15> Wi) Wang 2ossteae 
Bolger 25, 9; 

On July 23rd the scores were: 
C. Graham 50, 34; J. Lundy 50, 31; Dr. Frank 25, 10; 

J. Louchs 25, 15; H. Routley 25, 12; J. Windsor 25, 7. 

St. Hubert Gun Club. : 
At the weekly shoot of the St. Hubert Gun Club 

grounds, Westboro’, Saturday, July 17, Mr. W. L. 
Cameron was high with 46 out of 50, winning the spoon. 

Messrs. Easdale and O’Connor captured the Mc- 
Callum trophy, defeating Messrs. O’Connor and Heney, 
the holders, by one point. Score, 90 to thelatter’s 89 
out of 100 birds. Scores were as follows: 

SPOONS 
Two events of 25 birds— 

Total. 
W. .eGameron’..¢.2 =. t9s2)8@ci tac eee 21 25—46 
ALS WL RTOOD <a). tenis che Sic eee 22 23—45 
Geo. Esdales si escheat « becmaae eee 21 23—44 
Geo. O7 @onnoriin oct ee eee 21 23—44 
Wi Gobittle. 23k os oe oe 21 22—43 
Viv. Rogersi ic ii noictamienn cee 23 20—43 
JJ sSAenery: 40 voce cee ocr eee 21 21—42 
W.. Wiallitaimis:icrscnssem os ctrereacneee ne ie 19 17—36 
Dr Mohr: ea ne oe a ee eee 20 16—36 
GonuRogerse. reece evils Ou nator tee 16 11—27 

McCALLUM TROPHY. 
Two events of 25-50 birds— 

Total. 
Geo: Easdale ft 2) ls cate ee eee 23 22—15 
ViVi CR OerS | Ssh See eee 22 23—45 

Totall..o<..0i63. «acne 2s . OS eee 90 
J: Juidlieney 5: Shh. S80. Se Aeron ee 23 22—45 
Geo: O2:Gonnor.: 4. i.)..=18.o-e ae ree 22 22—44 

Totals . c.. cejes ove wae Sie Ee ee 89 
EXTRA 25 BIRDS 

Total 
Geo: Easdale =e. cscs ante ears 23 20 20 22—85 
J: JaBleney:. seek? Fe: See 20 19 22 20—81 
Geo: O2Gonnonrs. ooo see eee 19 18 17 23—77 
Vio Vi AROREDS!. Aiicie ais. cise enone PALI SAA| 21—63 
Ed? OO. Connorereins fetes 16° 23 207% ——sg 
Dr: Mohr. Gate Geena 16 18 13 ..—47 
W. Us GCameronk, poem aes ate 1 re .—17 

Port Stanley Gun Club. oe 
Port Stanley Gun Club held a lively competition for 

prizes at Blue Rocks on July 22 nd. There were several 
visitors present and good scores were made. Arthur 
Glover of the Stanley Club was high Gun breaking 93 
out of 100, winning the High average which was a cut 
glass pitcher. The first event was 50 Rocks for 
merchandise prizes and the second event was at 50 
Rocks. At the two men team shoot for cut glass prizes, 
Mrs. O’Lone a lady shooter was present and made 
good scores, George Dunk professional of Dominion 
pacts Co., was also present. Following are the 
results :-— 5 
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DIAMONDS 
$1, $2, $3, WEEKLY 
Save money on your Dia- 

monds by buying from us. We 
are Diamond Importers.Terms 
20% down, $1, $2 or $3 Week- 
ly. We guarantee you every 

advantage in Price and Quality. 10% off for cash. 

Write to-day for Catalogue, it is free 

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for ipspec- 
tion at our expense. Payments may be made weekly 
or monthly. 

JACOB BROS., Diamond Importers 
15 Toronto Arcade, Toronto, Canada 

DECOYS 

NZ 

Most Lifelike 

Ever Made. . 

Every game 
species imi- 
tated with 
absolute 
accuracy. 

Gunners de- 
clare them 
perfect. 

“PREMIER"’ MALLARD Reg- U.S. Patent Office 

They Lure Under Any Conditions 

Ducks drop to these faithful imitations. Your dealer has 
them—or write direct for details. 

+ Decoy Factory,462 Brooklyn Ave. 
Mason’s DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

AOI 

Rush langoMinnow 

——_ 85c 

$50 Gold Prize Contest Bait 
Contest open until Dec. Ist, 1915: every 
fisherman eligible: write for details now. 

This new and liveliest bait that floats gets them all; ideal for 
trolling or casting; appeals to amateurs or professionals. 
Hooks being behind body of bait makes it practically a weed- 
less bait; floats when not in use—can’t catch on bottom. 
Made of wood, enamelled and finished in brilliant colors; 
our luminous bait—‘“‘bates ’em all.” — 

If your dealer can’t supply you send us his name 
and 85c for sample—or $3.40 for complete set of 
four assorted brilliant colors. Write for contest 
details and bait now—he suce to mention dealer’s 
name. 
One Hour’scatch by J. 
K.Rush,Sandy Pond, 
N. Y., note variety: 
three 3lb. small mouth 
bass, two 4 1b. large 
mouth bass, two 3 lb. 
northern ptke, one 10 
inch perch,one 36 inch 
muscallonge. 

U. S. SPECIALTY CO. 
944S A. &K. Blde., Syracuse, N.Y. 

AEGE 
sports. It offers 

Underwear in all weights. 

URE WILL BE 

APPLICATION TO:— 

FINE PURE WOOL| 
For All Outing Purposes 

For comfort and ease of movement Jaeger Pure 
Wool wear is specially suitable for outdoor 

perfect protection from 
sudden changes in temperature and can be 

had in all weights to suit all seasons. 

Be sure and equip yourself with 

JAEGER WEAR for your next out- 

ing to ensure health and comfort. 

Sweaters, Cardigans, Jerseys, Blankets, Rugs, 

Waistcoats, Hosiery, Golf Stockings, Caps, Mufflers, Gloves, etc. 

DR. 
A FULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

AND DR. JAEGER’S HEALTH CULT- 

SENT FREE 

"S 

SANITARY WOOLEN EK. 
CO. LIMITED, 

TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG 

Incorporated in England in 1888 with British ] 

Capital for the British Empire 

ON 
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(1) Event 50 Rocks. 
C. A. Cromwell 35, O’Lone 39, Mrs. O’Lone 29, Rupp 

42, C. Hough 34, W. Kindley 41, Carmichael 35, Arthur 
Glover 47, F. Young 30, W. McCance 42, Geo. Dunk 44 
Dr. Lipsey 34, E. Carry 41, 

(2) Event 50 Rocks Two Men Team. 
Rupp—Dr. Lipsey 70, O’Lone—Mrs. O’Lone 76, 

Glover—Hough 75, Kindley—Cromwell 75, Carry— 
Carmichael 76, McCance—Young 79, Brown—Smith 
72, Jones—Wilson 71. 

A box of cigars donated by C. Hough was won by 
Arthur Glover. : : 

Woodstock Gun Club Re-Organized 
The Woodstock Gun Club, which was reorganized a 

few weeks ago, have opened their new grounds at Wood- 

Stotts’ 
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stock Agricultural Park, A dozen or so shooters tara ae 
out and all enjoyed the sport. 

The score was as follows: 

De Kapp | oa Se sek alas > Se eee 30 2 
Dr. Welford: 5. .3. 25 p< sees eee eee vee eS th 
Bopaell... 0.5.0.5 SS. See te eee 5O - 38 
1D: Miller: .0.).655,i nc bee oe eee 50 43 
EF Dotegal. >: 2.5.2 CSE RSE. ee 50° = 33 
P. J. Glabb: 2... So. dsn cc be esa oe eee 75 47 
Mr; Gampbell ...5 Us5.S0.-- es 2 eee ee 10 5 
de Maynard. ©. os's.< Ie en ee Ck RA 
GA. Marr... 2.7 ee eS 50. Al 
W Kneal... 0.2 o.C ges oaeee teh eee 30 24 
BM. Mollet. 36 oc nek chee. oe eee 50 40 
Mr; Adderley=... <5.) . tas) Se 10 6 

Essex Shoot. 
One of the most successful shoots ever held in that section of the province was held at Essex, Ont., on July 27, 

anda glance at the scores discloses the keenest sort of shone for the high averages. Nelson Long, of Hamilton - 
a dark horse, captured the honors, breaking 196 out of a possible 
Vance, of Tillsonburg, were tie for second highest honors, with 194. 
191: E. McNeill 188; H. L. Taylor, G. McIntosh and W. A. Smith, 187. 
sisting of Long, Bates, Taylor, Vance and R. Day, made the many spectators sit up and take notice. In the fifth © 
and sixth events they broke 199 out of 200, for a total of 961 ina 1,000° , - > d : F ig: E~* 

--R. Day, of London, and-G. M. Dunk, of Toronto, were the professionals in attendance. ; : pee 2 
GaMabanke. ceo 16 19 18 17 14 17 15 — 1a 19= 19—168 
F. H. Conover ..... 18 =< 18 18 20 16 19 17 19 20 16—181 
FS Stotts; ae oo Bos 2. 20 19 19 17 19° 18 19 14. 4 20 17—182 
G Thrasher .ceceese 15_- 18 18 18 ily a 15 3 15 i A9_ res Ee. = __17—165 

A“Bunn.. 2. iF vy 14 13 15 15 14 18 {6 --~=- {6 =—Ts ~15—155 
SiaieVance.. <<. - 19 19 19 20 20 20 19 20 19 19—194 
FigG Gates once os 20 20 20 19 20 20 17 18 20 _20—194 
IN a S| eee eae 19 -20 20 19 20 20 18 20 20: 20—196 
ede aylor q. .5 5 17 17 19 18 20 20 17 20 20. 19—187 
RaDay. see 20 20 17 19 19 20 19° 419 18’ 19—190 
C.McelIntosh......-. 19 19 18 19 19 18 20 18. -18 19—187 
Of Ci Frank... ===: 20 18 18 19 18 18 20 18 17 19—185 
We AUSimith=<5-%. =. 17 20 -19 20 18 19 18> 18. 19° 19—187 
iD tel Seer 18 18 18 20 20 19 20 19 19° 20—191 
Pastorious.........- 19 18 20 19 19 18 18 16 15 19—181 
A. McDonald....... £23 18 17 16 15 18 19 19 Te 19—175 

ASE astmam. : (5. s. -» 19 19 17 16 17 17 17 19 13 17—169 

Drssnore-. no. - SS 12 11 12 16 15 14 9 12 13 19—133 

‘iSeGonoever-<.: ==: 17 18 18 16 16 19 18 14 13 17—166 
Dr-Brown. .:.i<.-.. -- 17 18 17 16 15 18 19.. 19 16 18—175 
W. McCance....'... 19 18 15 19 18 20 18 20 18 20—185 

WEES BENG crews) <.5.5 14 17 16 16 14 15 10 19 16 15—152 

GARGSS iss he Se ax 19 16 19 17 19 18 17 15 18 16—184 

A. N. Wesner 19 17 17 19 18 19 18 20 19 18—184 
Stocking. ..:..=....- 19 19 20 16 16 15 17 15 15 15—167 
Bord es ee eos ce 16 16 19 19 18 18 12 15 17 18—166 
Wablact-¢. <a... 2: 20 18 19 18 19 20 20 19 19 16—188 
BAPEre yes n= =e 2 19 19 19 18 18 18 19 19 20 17—188 
E. McNeill... ...-- 19 18 19 rl ee Peed. 18 19 19 19 17—185 
Geiiunter ec. - 17 15 17 17 19 ws Zu 5 eS — 85 
E. Pastorious....... 20 18 = sé 3s - — 48 
Mrs. F.H. Conover.. 14 15 19 — 48 

200; while H. G. Bates, of. Ridgetown, and S. J. 
Other high averages were: 

The shooting of the second squad, con- 

Thirty-Nine Men’s and Ladies’ Tennis Teams now affiliated 
with Western Ontario League 

Despite the loss of many prominent tennis players 
throughout Western Ontario who have gone to war, the 
Western Ontario Tennis League finds that interest has 
not lagged in the least, and this year finds the organiz- 
ation widening out more thanever. | 

Twenty-four teams have entered in seven different 
districts, and in addition to this 15 ladies’ teams have 
been added in six various districts. 5 

The London Free Press trophy, won by the Sarnia 
Club last year, is being much sought this year, and 
clubs are doing their utmost to land it, while the ladies’ 
competitions for the Bentley trophy are creating much 
Tiv; 5 

The war has handicapped one or two clubs to such 
an extent that they were unable to enter teams this 
year, which could make any sort of a showing in their 

ups. 
esaip No. 7 is.a new district this year, and the group 
winner is expected to make a strong bid for the trophy, 
and next year at least four more teams will come from 
the same district. . 

~ Schedules have all been drawn up and play is under 
full swing.. 

Men’s Section. 
Group No. 1—Clinton and Goderich. . 
Group No. 2—Preston, Brantford, Galt, Yo Ho; 

Mutual Life A. C., Waterloo. 
2 Group No. 3—Sarnia, Parkhill, Watferd and Chat- 
am. : 
Group. No. 4—St. Thomas, Ingersoll, Woodstock, 

London Rowing Club. : =. 
Group No. 5—Norwich, Simcoe, Tillsonburg, Delhi. 
Group No. 6—Listowel, Harriston, Mount Forest, 

Brussels. 4 . 
Group No. 7—St. Catharines, Hamilton Cricket and 

Tennis Club, Thorold. 

Ladies’ Section. 
Group No. 1—Goderich, London Hunt Club. 
Group No. 2—Brantford and Galt Yo Ho. 
Group No. 3—Sarnia, Parkhill and Watford. 
Group No. 4—Ingersoll, London Rowing Club, St. 

Thomas and Woodstock. __ x 
Group No. 5—Simcoe Tillsonburg and Norwich. ~ 
Group No. 6—Mount Forest, bye. 
The Bentley Cup is being presented by The Walter 

n Tennis Manufacturers of © 
: ; . This is a new departure for a — 

Ladies Championship. The cup is of very handsome 
high and is the work of the Stan- 

Bentley Co., Ltd., Lawn 
Niagara Falls, Ont. 

design, stands 17 in. 
dard Silver Co., of Toronto. 

»~ 

“DY Wigle: with — 
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You Can Buy This Gun 
MADE IN CANADA oF 
Built specially for trap work, but a splendid all- $ 39: 

round sporting weapon of fine balance and powerful 
shooting quality, plainly and serviceably finished, 
though handsomely made in each detail. | No better gun made anywhere 

for anything like this little price, offered you 

Direct from the 
Tobin Factory 

Imported walnut stock, choice of ‘straight or pistol grip, in 12 gauge with 
28, 30, or 32 inch barrels of ‘‘Highpower’’ fluid steel. Always listed at $60. 
A special war-time bargain, direct from the makers and warranted by them 
in all particulars. Order today as the quantity is strictly limited. 

Other Shotgun Bargains 
The Famous Tobin “Black Diamond” — Wonderful value, sold direct 
under an explicit guarantee for a year—always $48.00 
and worth it. Stock, 14% inch, of imported walnut. $3 2.25 
Barrels of “Trojan” Nitro steel, pyro-oxidized black —_—_— 
finish. 12 or 16 gauge. A lot of gun for the money. 
Here is the Made in Canada Tobin No. 35, for which many have paid $42.00, 
although never advertised because the makers could never Direct at 
overtake the demand. Selected walnut stock with pistol $2 7:20 
grip, “Trojan” Nitro steel barrels, 12 or 16 gauge. Plainly — 
finished, but a real gun for the man who wants service. 

Never such a gun for the money as the Tobin No. 40—a hammerless that equals 
in shooting qualities, pattern, and penetration any com- 
peting shot gun for twenty per cent. more than the regular $23: 25 
price of $35.00. Specifications similar to the No. 35, which —— 
some enthusiasts declare it equals. A matchless bargain at 

Better Order Today 
What remains of these shotgun bar- 

gains are not going to be long sell- 
ing at these figures. Better be wise 

and send your order in today. 

Remember—EVERY GUN GUAR- 
ANTEED FOR ONE YEAR. 

TobinArms Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO. 
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TY COBB BEING PRESENTED WITH A FOX GUN 

Ty Cobb alias ‘““The Greatest Base Ball Player in the 
World” is not only a 400 batter and an 800 hitter in anv 
field but a gunner of no mean ability who can give any 
hunter a good run for the best average. He knows 
guns from A.to Z. Cobb wasrecently presented by his 
brother members of the Mystic Shrine with an A. H. 
Fox Gun. The presentation took place at Shibe Park, 
Philadelphia and the accompanying reproduction 
shows the recipient’s delight in the gift. 

The Horton Manufacturing Co., of Bristol, Conn. 
noted for the famous Bristol steel fishing rods, donated 
as a prize at the Panama-Pacific Exposition Interna- 
tional Fly Casting Tournament a beautiully finished 

steel fishing rod, valued at $100. The joints or this 
rod were heavily gold plated tirst, then the famous De 
Luxe finish, which means winding with finest silk 
waterproofed was put on. This was a fly rod with 
one agate on the butt joint and one on each of the tips. 
The handle trimmings were heavily gold plated with a 
real amethyst set by a jeweller in the butt. The case 
was of real leather lined with myrtle green plush—truly 
arod De Luxe. 

Notably a happy inspiration, linking selling-sense 
with patriotic appeal, is visible in the clever and striking 
design recently given wide publicity in the interests of 
the Gillette ‘“‘Bulldog Pattern’? Safety Razor.- It 
pictures a typical British bulldog posed as guarding the 
national flag, and bears the legend; ‘“‘What we have we ll 
hold: what we haven't, we'll make.’”’ _ The whole spirit 
of the picture is that of strength and aggression, chus 
fitly typifving the rise of the Gillette organization and 
its popular products. 

A decided adjunct in any camper’s outfit, is a battle 
of Bovril. Its uses, as an article of food, are practically 
limitless. After a hard paddle, a long walk, or several 
hours’ fishing, a spoonful, in a cup of boiling water, will 
prove wonderfully refreshing. It makes a délicious and 
wholesome gravy when used with canned or cold meats. 
and a little of it added to soups makes a great improve- 
ment. 

A bottle of Bovril takes up little room in-your kit, 
and when on a long march, or when a camper finds 
himself miles away from his base, a cup of hot bovril, 
or even a teaspoonful taken right out of the bottle will 
be found delicious and nourishing. 

“Boy Scout Marksmanship” is the title: of the 
latest booklet on rifle shooting for boys which has just 
come from the press. The author is Edward Cave, 
editor of one of the leading outdoor life and hunting 
publications. The illustrations are from photographs 
by the author and show, among other things, the proper 
positions to assume while shooting. There are, also, 
diagrams which graphically illustrate in a practical and 
original manner the right and wrong ways to use the 
sights on a rifle. : 

The Boy Scout marksman code; care in handling 
firearms: how to clean and keep firearms in good con- 
dition; positions in shooting and important things to 
remember, are concisely, but thoroughly, explained in 
interesting and readable style. 

The Remington Arms-UMC Co., Woolworth Bldg. 
New York City, N. Y., will be pleased to send a copy of 
this valuable treatise on shooting with its compliments 
to anyone interested in Boy Scout Marksmanship who 
will send his name and address. 

Mi Ye y, 
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Maskinonge Affected by Parasite. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
I read the interesting article by Bonny- 

castle Dale in your June number and note that 
he speaks of maskinonge being afflicted with 
opensores. I have been told by old fishermen 
that these sores are caused by lamper eels, a 
sort of parasite, which fastens on the fish. 
These sore spots in no way affect the quality 

a 

bait} 

=> 

fishes at I once saw a is claimed. 
maskinonge about four feet long completely 
covered with these sores and reduced to a mere 
skeleton, but it was moving about and no 

of the 

doubt would in time get well again. I have 
also noticed these sores on large pike. 

Yours truly, 
North Sydney, N.S. A. Cliffe. 

’ 
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Kitchen Economy 
If you consider its body-building powers Bovril is 
probably the most economical food you can buy. No 
other food, no matter how high its price, has been 
proved to possess Bovril’s wonderful body-building 
powers. Bovril saves butchers’ bills and is a great 
economiser in the kitchen. 

- 240 sizes and 
kihds for all kinds of 
game fish. 3 shapes, 6 
finishes, any color fly, re- § 
versible blades. Send for ‘ 

1915 TACKLE CATALOGUE---Colored Insert 
J. J. Hildebrandt Co., +-. High St., Logansport, Ind. SSE) 

ITARGETS and TRAPS 
At Kingsville, on June 3rd, Joe 

EEA ED, 

FOOT SOUND FOOT { 

Guaranteed to positively cure SORE, SWEATY. 
BAD ODOR OF all feet from any cause, Over- 
work, Scalding, Swelling, Blistering, after 
effects of Frost, etc. $1.25 P.O. Money Order 
brings by return mail, prepaid to any address, 
complete cure. Four warm foot baths in your 
room or camp does the work, and your feet are 
well, or money cheerfully refunded. Used and 

Ss <: wei SS 
= WS 

Praised by Sportsmen, Salesmen and Gentlemen af all fener es ee odie 
yfessions Order direct from SE eae pro, - 1 shooting at Canadian Black Birds. 

Several runs of 100 and over at 
Ottawa D.C. T. S. A. Shoot. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

NELSON LCNG, Hamilton, 
Ontario. 

V.C. BRANNON, Fort Stockton, Texas 

Baxter Portable Stove 
Erected On, and Packed In, its Metal 
Crate-Support. Carry by hand, auto- 
mobile, or check 
as baggage. Hoids 
complete outfit. 

Write for free 
Folder C. 

W.E.BAXTER, Mfr. 
i > Louisville, Ky. 
as U.S.A. 

Central New Brunswick Hunting Camps 
Located in the centre of the Big Game District of NB. 
MOOSE, CARIBOU, DEER AND BEAR 
All at same Camps. Correspondence Solicited. 

GEORGE E. GOUGH, North View, Victoria Co., N.B. 

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them 
By CHARLES P. ROOT 

CONTENTS—Back firing, Blow-back of gas into carburetor, Popping noises, Buzz in 
coil (other than contact breaker buzz), clatter and grind in gear box, Compression, faulty, 
Compression, none, Explosions, Irregular or uncertain running, Metallic or puffing noises, 
Misfires, Resistance slight when operating starting handle, Start, failure to, Steering er- 
ratic, Stoppage of engine, Water escapes, Air lock, Batteries, Bearings, Bent axle, Brakes, 
Carburation, Change Speed gear, Clutch, Coil; Connecting rod or crank shaft broken, 
Contact breaker ( High tension magneto), Contact maker, Knock in bearings generally or 
in Transmission system. Leaks: Loss of power, Gear, Governor, Hunting. Ignition, Lub- 
rication, Misfires, Muffler troubles, Noise, Overheating, Pipes burst out or fractured, 
Piston troubles, Popping in carburetor, Pressure leaking (in case of pressure feed) Pre- 
peton. Short circuits. Spark plug, Steam bound or air lock, Steering. Supply pipe 
choked, Tining, Tires, Valves, Valve springs, Water circulation, Wheels. : 

Prices: Flexible Leather.......... $1.50 Cloth) Binding, cic ccs sle« $1.00 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
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Fishing on the Margaree, C.B. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
You have a good many subscribers down in 

this country, but we seldom see any contri- 
butions in your paper coming from this 
district, (North Sydney, N.S.) 

I enclose you a snap which I thought per- 
haps might interest your readers. This was 
taken two weeks ago on the Margaree River 
in Cape Breton. The illustration is the 
result of our morning’s catch, the total weight 
of the five salmon being 84 pounds. The one 
at either end in the illustration tipped the 
scale at over 22 pounds each. We succeeded 
in landing four more in the afternoon making 
a total of nine for the day, and made a record 
for the river in as much as we never lost one 
that hooked. 

I have done a good deal of fishing all over 
Eastern Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, and 
I can assure your readers that there is no 
river that I have ever fished on that can beat 
the Magaree. It is largely visited by Am- 
ericans. Very few Upper Canadians ever 
come this way fishing. It is easy of access 
and the accommodations along the river are 
excellent. We think down here that our 
Cape Breton salmon are very much superior 
to the Newfoundland fish, almost as much 
superior as the Newfoundland people claim 
that their salmon are over the British Col- 
umbia Salmon. 

A morning’s catch on the Margaree River, C.B. The 
total weight of the five salmonis 84 lbs 

F=The salmon started running in the Margaree 
about the 20th of June and at this writing, 
the 14th of July, are still running and taking 
the fly splendidly. 
_ It may be that this letter or cut may not 
interest you, but it does not do any harm 
to send it to you and should any of your 
readers like further information with regard 
to the fishing onthe Margaree, I would be 
pleased to send it to them. 

Yours truly, A. Chas. Thompson. 

White Deer Near Cobalt. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
The following may prove of interest to 

readers of your magazine: 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

A few weeks ago I had occasion to visit a 
settler living on a farm about twelve miles 
west of the town of Cobalt, and, having 
arrived there late in the afternoon, spent the 
night at the settler’s home, which is built on. 
the shore of a small lake. On arising the 
following morning I chanced to glance 
through the window and had my attention 
attracted by the rays of the morning sun 
striking on a white animal standing on the 
shore of the lake. A closer look proved the 
animal to be a deer, of the common red deer 
species, but pure white in color. The 
deer stood less than a hundred yards from 
the house and presented a very beautiful 
picture. 

After standing for a few minutes, the deer 
walked slowly into the bush, and, determining 
to try for a closer view I started by a circui- 
tious route for the place where she had dis- 
appeared. Creeping over the brow of a 
small hillock I came upon the deer not more 
than 25 feet away, with two young fawns 
taking their morning meal of fresh milk. 
The fawns were the usual red color with brown 
spots, but the deer was a pure snowy white, 
with the exception of five tan colored spots 
on her neck and sides, about the size of an 
American silver dollar. Her entire coat 
was white—not a cream color, but a shining 
white, even to her ears, while her black nose 
and hoofs and dark lustrous eyes showed up 
with startling vividness. 

The fawns went ahead with their meal 
with very evident enjoyment, butting with 
their shapely little heads, and shaking their 
stubs of tails like happy lambs, with the doe 
turning to give first one then the other a 
maternal lick or two. Finally she appeared 
to catch a warning scent and took a step or 
two forward, sniffing the air. I raised my 
head from the small shrub through which I 
had been peering and the doe at once sighted 
me and turned to face me with a snort and a 
stamp of her foot, while the fawns at once 
scampered into the underbrush. The mother 
stood for a minute or more, apparently more 
interested than frightened, and then turned 
and walked daintily after the fawns. 

This was the second time the white deer 
had appeared in that vicinity, having been 
seen about two weeks previously, by the 
settler I was visiting. 

I have been unable to learn, however, of a 
white deer ever having been seen before in 
this district. 

Respectfully, 

New Liskeard, Ont. S. Bray. 

Greenheart and Lancewood for Salmon Rods. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
Would you kindly give me the address of a 

firm in Eastern Canada who can supply in 
small quantities Greenheart and Lancewood 
of sufficient length for making salmon rods 
up to 15 feet in length. 

I have been a continuous subscriber since 
your first issue. So 
Thanking you in advance for this informa- 

tion. 
James Whyte. 
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CAMP KITS AND CAMP LIFE 
By CHARLES STEDMAN HANKS “NIBLICK.” 

Author of ‘‘Hints to Golfers” 

A practical handbook for the woods, founded on many camping trips with a varied assortment of 
ides and after many kinds of game and fish The veteran sportsman as well as the neophyte will read the 

ook with picseure at and profit. It takes up camp cooking, outfit, illness in camp, shooting, fishing. trapping 
and genera woodcraft. 

There are cross-headings for each topic, and in addition there are conspicuous running head-lines giving 
the subjects of each page. The index is also full and definite: moreover the chapters classify the information 
in peoctly the way the sportsmen is apt to need it. The book is the size and shape to slip conveniently into the 
pocket 

‘A valuable manual of every phase of out-door life. Offersa thousand and one suggestions.’’ 
—Boston Transcript. 

**A complete encyclopedia of the requisites for camping, practical and helpful, and should 
drive all who can get there to the woods.’’—N. Y. Sun. 

ca : CONTENTS: 
Preliminary Canter : Some Lake Fish that Played with Me 
The Man Behind the Gun Some Deer that I Have Met 
The Wangan : Some Moose that I Know About 
Camps and Camp Fires Some Geese and Ducks that Flew Away 
Camp Cooking Some Partridges that Taught Me a Thing or Two 
What to Do if] Lost in the Woods Some of the Pleasures of Trapping 
Some Trout that taught me something about Angling Some Suggestions About Camping Out 
Some Black Bass, Sir, that I Didn’t Get Some Remedies for Sickness or Accidents in Camp. 

With 52 Illustrations in Tint 8vo. $1.62 Prepaid 

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited 
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO 
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Tobin Guns Satisfy 
Made In Canada 

Warranted 

Fully For 

A Whole Year 

Good For A Lifetime’s Use! 
Ask Your Local Dealer 

To Show You A Tobin 

If. He Hasn’t The Model You Want, Write 

Tobin Arms & Mfg. Co. Woodstock, Ont 
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Two Year Old Buck Captured in Lake 
Aylmer, P. Q. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
I am enclosing snap of a two year old buck 

that was captured in Lake Aylmer, Garthby, 
P.Q. on July 11th, 1915, by Jim and Bob 
Fuller, the latter a noted angler, and the 
writer. We pulled him into our boat and 
brought him to shore after a good deal of 
tussling, then freed him. I regret that the 
picture is not clear enough for reproduction. 

Yours truly, 
R. Wiggett. 

Knows a Good Thing When he sees it. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN— 
The last copy of Rod and Gun was swiped 

from my door where it was left by the mail 
man. Even a swiper knows a good thing 
when he sees it. I find Rod and Gun not on 
sale in our bookstores so am driven to appeal 
to headquarters for another copy. With 
many thanks, as ever, 

Yours, 
Chatham, Ont. E. Medd. 

An American Subscriber’s Fly Fishing Ex- 
periences in New Brunswick. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
Having been a “Fisherman’’—Trout, sal- 

mon and Bass—for fifty years, I read your 
magazine with great interest and I regret that 
I was not a subscriber long ago. Fishing al- 
ways appealed to me more than hunting, al- 
though I have done some of the latter also in 
the wilds of New Brunswick, some years ago. 
Unfortunately for the past thirty years I have 
not had much chance to indulge in Trout or 
Salmon fishing. Good sport necessitates a 
visit to Canada. either Northwestern New 
Brunswick or Ontario, and the expense is 
heavy for the ordinary business or professional 
man. I visited the eastern section of New 
Brunswick last summer and had two or three 
fairly good days’ sport with a brother M.D. 
We tramped one mile across a floating bog, 
where each step sank anywhere from above 
the ankle to the knee and occasionally in 
lifting your foot from the mud and water 
your knee would recoil and almost hit your 
face. Of course we had the usual trimmings 
such as gnats, moose flies and mosquitoes but 
these troubled us very little as our object was 
to get Trout. A further tramp of three miles 
along a “wood road’”’ brought us to “Duck 
Lake,” which discharges into one of the 
rivers emptying into the Bay of Fundy. Being 
a little late in the season July 20th—we did 
not do as well as we probably would have 
done two or three weeks earlier. However 
after two hours fishing we had a nice string of 
trout of half a pound to one pound—about 
twenty in all. Being sixty-four years old and 
having lived in New York for some years I 
expected to be about “‘all in’? when we got 
back to the little road-house, but after a 
delicious meal of fried trout, new potatoes, 
wild strawberries and good yellow cream and 
fresh bread and butter, I felt fit as ever, and 
after a good smoke of the “Old Briar’’ and the 
spinning of a few yarns we turned in and slept 
until 6 a.m. My friend, Dr. Cook, (not the 
discoverer of the North Pole), but a good 
hearted, whole-souled Blue-nose Canadian, 
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did everything in his power to make my trip / 
enjoyable and on one occasion saved my life, 
as he rescued me from the bog after I had 
sunk as far as my leg would go and was 
absolutely unable to move until he came to 
my assistance. Another year I intend to 
visit ‘““Cains River’ in Western New Bruns- 
wick. This is leased by Harry Allen of 
Boisetown, N. B. and is an ideal place for the 
fisherman. I read Brother Lincoln’s articles 
with much interest and I agree with him 
entirely in his ideas of ‘‘Flies and Fly Tying.” 
Brother Wight’s advice is excellent too, and 
as I tie all my own flies I know whereof I 
speak. Many men are fond of the sport but 
the man who is able to tie his own flies, 
knows the insects in the locality where he is 
fishing and understands the habits and 
peculiarities of the fish, is the ideal fisherman 
and will ‘‘bring home the bacon.” I am both 
a formist and a colorist in regard to flies. 
Time and again I have fished streams where 
I knew the trout were and tried half a dozen 
different flies, and then seeing insects in the 
water picked out my fly as nearly like those 
as possible and was rewarded well for my 
time and patience. I like No. 8. or 10 hook 
tied with a neat fly, not too large a body is the 
ideal size for trout fishing. I am partial to 
the small brown (all brown) the drab bodies, 
rat fur if possible, green bodies with fawn 
or slate wings, Montreal, Silver Doctor and of 
course the old standby, the brown Hackle or 
Royal Coachman. I prefer flies tied with 
loops using as small gut as possible (selected 
of course), they are stronger, easier to carry 
in your book and will not fray out at the end 
of the hook, as those tied on snelled gut will 
often do after rough usage. A great number 
of the flies offered for sale are absolutely trash 
both in regard to color, form and durability 
and should not find a place in any true sports- 
man’s fly-book. Of course the best goods 
can be had from all first class sporting goods 
dealers in Canada and the United States but 
to any ‘“‘dyed in the wool” fisherman who is 
able to tie his own flies it is a pleasure and a 
pastime to do so and he knows they are put 
together right and will stand the racket when 
it comes to a tussle at the end of his line. 
Mr. Editor, if you think this article is worthy 
of notice you have my permission to publish 
itin Rod and Gun, the best sporting magazine 
in America. 

Yours truly, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. L. B. Botsford, M.D. 

Wild Pigeons. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
Can you tell me if you know whether a 

reward was offered for a pair of wild pigeons 
or not? I used to take Rod and Gun for my 
young son and whether I saw the notice there 
or in some other sports journal I can’t re- 
member, but I know that sportsmen are look- 
ing all over the continent for wild pigeon and 
I have just come from a place in the North 
country where a man pointed out wild pigeons 
to me and he says he could send a parr: so if 
you can give me any information I shall be 
glad to know—and will send my information 
on to him. Yours truly, 
Port Hope, Ont. Mrs. E. D. Curry. 
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Fishermen, Ho! 
a Here 

=> is the 
New Small Size 

Fluted Wobbler 

For expert fishermen who like a lighter bait 
han the standard size Wobblers to use with 
isht rod. Has only two hooks, so there is no 
ance of tangling. Under hook is in center of 

‘belly’’ of the bait. Get acquainted with the 

Wobbler Family 

Hastings 
Lucky Tackle 

Wilson’s Wobblers are now made in these six styles: 
‘upped Wobbler, surface, new this year; Fluted Wobbler, 
emi-surface; Winged Wobbler, deep water; Luminous 
Vobbler, Weedless Wobbler, Small Fluted Wobbler. Each 
tyle in six different colors. 

With Wilson’s Wobblers use Hastings Lucky Tackle — 
he Hastings Double-Handle Reel and the Hastings Senter- 
rade Silk Casting Lines. Sold by dealers. Write for Bait 
lasting Booklet and Tackle Folder. Free. 

IASTINGS SPORTING GOODS WORKS 
Dept. H HASTINGS, MICHIGAN. 

ia 

See 
% 

Many Goo 

Sporting Men 
Are Bald 

And in most cases this could be prevented 
if taken in time, by the writer. Next to 

nature the Pember Toupee which cannot 

be distinguished from your own hair is the 

best. 

Write for catalogue, prices and description. 

The Pember Store 
129 Yonge Street, Toronto & 

ED |) 

CANADI 

Indians and their modes of Hunting, Trapping, etc. 

This book contains 277 pages, size 5x7 inches, is printed on good 

quality heavy paper and contains thirty-seven chapters, 

The book is from the pen of a Hudson’s Bay Officer (Martin Hunter), 

who has had 40 years’ experience with the Hudson’s Bay Company— 

from 1863 to 1903. 

trading posts in Canada, Price, cloth bound, 60c. 

During that time he was stationed at different 

Postpaid, 70c. 

W. J. TAYLOR Ltd., PUBLISHER Woodstock, Ont. 
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AN WILDS, 
Tells about the Hudson Bay Company, Northern 
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Edit. Note. Large cash rewards, aggregat- 
ing about $5,000 have been offered for the 
discovery of one nesting pair of passenger 
pigeons. Many persons have claimed _ this 
reward (of Professor C. F. Hodge of Clark 
University, Worchester, Mass.,) and many 
claims have been investigated. The results 
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have disclosed many mourning doves but not 
one pigeon. Now we understand that the 
quest is closed, and hope has been abandoned. 
Not by everyone, however, as the article in 
the May issue of Rod and Gun entitled 
‘Have the Pigeons Returned” contributed by 
Edward T. Martin, will indicate. j 

Mr..--Aubrey..White, C. -M..G.,. Deputy 
Minister -of Lands and Forests for Ontario, 
died suddenly at his summer home. in. Mus- 
koka on July 14th. Mr. White first entered 
the service of the Ontario Government as a 
forest ranger in 1876 and passed through all - 
the gradations of the service until he became 
Deputy Minister otf Lands and Mines. Mr. 
White took an active interest in forest con- 
servation and was at various times president, 
honorary president and director of the Can- 
adian Forestry Association. 

A tribute to the efficiency of the Weeks 
McLean Bill is paid by Nei! Gilmour, District 
Game Guardian of Saskatchewan in the last 
report of the Chief Game Guardian of the 
Province of Saskatchewan. Commenting on 
the fact that the geese during the last season 
came in myriads to Saskatchewan, Mr. Gil- 
mour says: “I have not any doubt that the 
very apparent increase in the numbers of 
geese returning home after “wintering” in the 
south was due to the operation of the ‘““Weeks 
McLean Bill’ prohibiting the spring shooting 
of all migratory birds throughout the entire 
United States. The unsatisfactory feature 
in this district—a district comprising all that 
area bounded by the Saskatchewan and the 
Qu’Appelle rivers on the north, the inter- 
national boundary on the south, a line run- 
ning north and south through the city of 
Regina on the east, and the Province of 
Alberta on the west—‘‘is that these birds, so 
very plentiful in the spring, and for a couple 
of weeks pre-empting our stubble fields, on 
their return in the autumn from the wilds of 
the far north, now find in the northern part 
of the province plenty of wheat fields for feed- 
ing grounds, so that there is not nearly so good 
geese shooting here as formerly.”’ 

The Charlottetown Guardian recently 
issued a Souvenir Edition which is replete 
with interesting information and _ articles 
relative to the Island Province. As might 
have been expected considerable attention is 

devoted to the Silver Fox*industry in which’ 
so much of the capital of the Prince Edward 
Islanders has been .invested and: which. it is 
claimed is now on a much saner basis than _ 
before the war. Those engaged in the 
industry count confidently ona quick revival 
when the war is ended and the fur market 
resumes normal conditions. 

The issue is well illustrated with interesting 
views of the fox industry, fishing scenes, 
Charlottetown views, half tones of prominent 
men associated with the business and govern- 

. ment of the Island, etc. etc. 

We have received from Messrs. Hardy Bros. 
the well known angling specialists and manu- 
tacturers of Alnwick, England, a copy of their 
very complete catalogue and angler’s guide. 
This is not by any means a mere “catalogue” 
but is packed, full ot interesting articles 
relating to the various branches of fishing and 
the various countries in which the piscatorial 
art is practised, while there are of course pages 
of colored prints with accompanying letter 
press, depiciting the various flies and par- 
aphernalia dear to the fisherman’s heart. 
This book should find a place in every angler’s. 
library. 

While fishing in the river a short distance 
from Port Ryerse on Monday, July 12, 
Richard Edmonds pulled out what is said to 
be the largest brook trout caught in this 
section of the country in a great many years. 
The fish weighed two pounds, fourteen and 
one-half ounces a couple of hours after it was 
caught, and altogether likely would have 
tipped the scales at three pounds immediately 
after being pulled out of the stream. It 
measured twenty-two inches in length, and 
was a game one to land. Mr. Edmonds says 
the fish swallowed the hook right down, and 
when he began to pull he thought he had 
hooked a turtle. 

“Sam Hunter’ writing in the Millbrook. 
Mirror tells of the good fishing that has been 
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ARGAINS tHE 
OAT-BUYER 

New = All These Items - Bran-New! 
Prices named here suggest used goods—BUT these are NEW GOODS—straight 

from the factory—perfect condition—yet quoted cheaper than you ever knew for 

the quality. ROD and GUN in Canada will vouch for me and for the goods. 

= 2 Cycle 
6 H.P. Engine 2 Cylinder 

Guaranteed, tested, FULL RATING WARRANT- 
ED, with forged steel crank-shaft, bronze crank 
bearings, water-jacketed cylinder head and ex- 
haust pipe. Runs cool under all conditions, and 

stands up to its work thoroughly. with reversible 
Has removable cylinder heads for easyin- Propeller 
spection without taking engine off base. $12 

= i linder 
3 H.P. Engine qo mace 9" sicee 

Weighs 60 pounds: propeller is 12 inches diameter. 

Absolutely FULL rating. All shaft bearings are 

bronze—not babbitt—some are four years in use 

without renewal. An engine you'll LIKE. Take 

it, complete with outfit, fitted for Special at 

salt-water, for only $65. Or, for $60 

fresh-water, alsocompletely outfitted 
With solid propeller and reverse clutch, bar- 
gain at $140. 

A Finished Hull-23 feet by 4 ft. 3 ins. 
Beautiful plumb round transom model, built by one of the foremost Canadian designers of finest 
obtainable material, offered for less than usual knock-down All Ready For The 

hind. Price means an actual cut of $45. Speak quick for this— Engine. $ 1] 7 5 
only one to sell. Big Value at 

Best Value Ever In a Marine Battery ! 
Strongest, Longest Lived Battery ever made—years ahead of dry cells—cased in 
hermetically-sealed sheet steel, insulated so neither air nor water can affect the 
patent cells—simply ideal for marine work. Weight, 44 lbs. Dimensions 534 x 814x $ 1 0 
1714. F.O.B. Woodstock at the cut price named. 

Yours for only 

Here’s a Canoe Bargain Never Beaten! 4 
Bran-new Canoe from famous Canadian maker—16 feet x 30’ x 12’’—close-rib metallic joints, basswood 
ribs, absolutely leak-proof—made so by metal stripping under each rib—copper fastened, $ 3 8 
varnished inside and out—no better canoe ever floated on water, yet price for quick sale is only 

Snap In A Real Camera 
Bran-New [Marvel Petit (Korona make) taking 

pictures 314 x 414, with rapid rectilinear lens and 

TIB Automatic shutter—a beauty in $ 1 0 

every detail and a big bargain at 

Neversink Coats for Safety 
Styles for men and for women—no one can sink 
while wearing one—not bulky nor clumsy, but 
handsome, comfortable sporting garments. In 
Khaki, light or dark, $15, or in Blue Serge, $20. 

Same price for either sex and any size 

This Will Cut Down Your Coal-Bills 
Fit a BEERS THERMOSTAT to your furnace, and your house will be evenly heated ALWAYS in cold 
weather, while your fuel cost will shrink to the minimum. Use it on any heating system that burns coal. 
Save with it in any house. large or small. Easily installed, and entirely reliable. Bargain at only $20. 

WRITE FOR DETAILS OF ANY OF THESE OFFERS TO 

W.H. MARTIN wocnstocn, ont 
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-~njoyed this season on the Kawartha Lakes. 
‘“Bass fishing has been particularly fine this 

season, the small mouth black bass of these 
waters, by the way, being a fish whose high 
game excellence is beyond anything to be 
found in the warm weed beds and the muddy 
bottoms of more southerly lakes and streams. 
To the cooler, purer waters and the granite 
shoals in which he is taken here, should doubt- 
less be given the credit for his alliterative 
qualities of firmness, flavour and fight. He 
certainly. is a fighter and an artist when it 
comes to making the reel sing. A small 
mouth black bass of five pounds two ounces 
taken by Mr. R. J. McCracken, heads the list 
so far this season. 
fish worm on a fifty eight ounce cedar pole and 
was landed in something less than three 
seconds, and came down in the swamp 
eighteen yards from shore. Muskalonge 
fishing, .too, has been above the ordinary, 
although the fish taken have been for the most 
part small—trom five to ten pounds. 

“Jimmie McM , @X river driver, and an 
old acquaintance of mine, from up Clear 
Lake way, was telling me that the best ‘lunge 
he had seen taken ‘“‘on the hooks’”’ this season 
was caught a few weeks ago not far from 
Young’s point, and weighed 23 pounds. 

*“*He had ketched it,’’’ said Jimmie, ‘an’ 
he sent it toa fat Y ankee from Cincinnatty at 
the price of a good t’ree mont’s old calf. An’ 
at that th’ woman didn’t want Larry t’ sell 
it to him. ‘He looks too much t’ me,’ she 
says, ‘like a diriy Dutchman,’ she says, “with 
his mud-cat whiskers an’ goggly eyes; an’ if 
ye do sell it to him, Larry dear, soak him,’ 
she says, ‘or mix a bit iv paris green in with 
the salt ye rub into it.’ Ive a lad fightin’ 
with th’ first contingent, an’ ee poisoned, 
he was,’ continued Jimmie, she hates 
a German like she hates any Sthier kind iv 
dirt. If I had anny Sourkrout blood in me 
veins, I’d ate no meal she’d prepare for me— 
not till after this war’s over annyway. 
*Twouldn’t be safe.” 

“So that twenty-three pounder was the 
biggest you've seen this year, was it, Jimmie?”’ 
I asked him. “‘I said th’ biggest ketched with 
th’ hooks,” corrected Jimmie with a lowering 
ot the voice and a confidential droop of the 
left eye lid. ‘Two days before fishin’ come 
in this year, I was movin’ an old cook stove 
over to the crib, an’ dropped her be accident 
inta about three feet of water. It was getting 
dark an’ I says t’ myself, I’ll lave ye where 
ye are till mornin’, I says, an’ got down on 
me belly on th’ crib t’ have a final luck at ’er. 
Th’ was weeds growing all round where she 
lay, an’ a big bass seemed to he plannin’ hide 

~ and seek in through the holes on top where th’ 
lids had falled off, an’ I though I see a big fish 
disappear under th’ crib as I put me face 
down. In the mornin’ Larry an’ me was 
out bright an’ early, an’ started over in th’ 
punt. ‘When we got t’ th’ crib th’ stove had 
disappeared. We was pokin’ ’round lookin’ 
for ’er when we heard a splashin’ about fifty 
yards out, an’ th’ tail and about three fut iv 
a monster fish came t’ the top iv the water, 
an’ went down again. “T’row in th’ pike 
poles, Larry,” I yells, an’ we jumped for th’ 
punt, an’ started for where we seen th’ fish. 

It was taken with a garden ~ 
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Up he comes again just as we got Uv where - 
we first seen him, an’ Larry, who was in th’ 
bow, suddenly shoved bis pike pole inta th’ 
water, an’ letta yell outa him. ‘It’s a whale, 
dad, an’ he’s ketched in th’ cook stove.’ ‘An’ 
then mister fish went down agin—an’ we 
ne-er seen stove nor fish that day, nor since— 
but he sure was a monster. 
his head inta it after a bass an’ got ketched be 
th’ gills backin’ out. How big? I’m tellin’ 
ye th’ trute. an’ nothin’ but th’ trute. I 
dunno, but anny tinsmith or stoveman ‘ll tell 
you them old ‘Progress’ (A.D. 1886) cookin’ 
stoves hasa pot hole nine and a ha’t inches 
acrost, so mebby ye can figger it out for 
yourself.” 

Owing to a printei’s error in transposition 
of the author's names the article in_last 
month’s issue under the caption of A. Cam- 
paign against Forest Fires in‘ the Dominion 
Parks was credited to G. Gerald Blyth, 
whereas this article was contributed by James 
Carmsby of the Canadian Forestry Associa- 
tion, Ottawa. 

An exciting scene was witnessed in the 
outer harbor, Sunday night, says the Halifax 
Chronicle under date of July 20th., where a 
number of large albacore were disporting 
themselves on the calm surface o1 the water. 

John Smith, of Purcell’s Cove, and Gordon 
Smith, started in to land one of the big fish, 
and launched a flat, and taking a couple of 
harpoons, went in search of their game. 

They did not go very far when they saw a 
big one right over their bow, and John Smith, 
who is one of the most expert men on the 
shore, grabbed the harpoon, and standing on 
the bow of the boat, directly over the albacore, 
drove the harpoon deep into the back of the 
monster. Away it went with a swish, and 
after a few minutes towing, the line parted, 
and the albacore went down the bay with the 
harpoon in its back, looking somewhat like a 
submarine with periscope showing out of the 
water. : 

The fishermen, however, were not to be 
outdone, and another harpoon was secured. 
Again they searched and soon were rewarded. 
This time a big one was seen near the Danish 
bark, which is anchored off Purcell’s Cove. 
Smith rowed up and in a moment or two the 
boat was almost on top of the big fish. He 
took good aim and drove the harpoon deep 
‘in its back, and away it went at a terrific 
speed, towing the boat and a heavy piece of 
timber that was attached to the line. 

It was a very exciting time for the two 
fishermen. The big albacore towed them 
up and down the harbor, and out as far at 
Thrum Cap, for three hours, when it became 
exhausted, and finally drowned. The fisher- 
men tow ed it into the government wharf and 
with the aid of men, women and children, who 
had witnessed the spectacle, the big fish was — 
pulled up on the beach. : 

It weighed about 600 lbs., its flesh being as 
pink as a salmon, ana very firm. The har- 
poon had gone into its back about 14 inches. 

Says a writer in Every- 
‘nearly approaches the 

“Domestic lile’’ 
body’s Magazine, 

w 

He’d likely run . 

ee 
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SAVAGE Rifles 
Again Honored 

HE International Jury of the Panama Pacific Exposition has awarded the Medal of 
. Honor to Savage Arms Co. and again placed the seal of the highest official approval on 

- _ the advance Savage Arms Co. has made in firearms construction. 
Since the appearance of the Savage rifle twenty years ago it has led the world. It has re- 
ceived high awards, and been used with brilliant success by the world’s famous big game 
hunters and expert riflemen. 
But Savage progress evolved a new type of hunting cartridge. The phenomenal little imp, the .22 Savage Hi- 
Power, introduced a far higher standard of efficiency, it is called by experts the ‘‘finest deer rifle in the world.” 
And this year the .250-3000 Savage, with larger calibre, higher velocity, longer range and-greater power, sup- 
plements it for the biggest and most dangerous game. : : : : 
The 303 Savage in the hands of Mr. Harry Storey killed African elephant, hippo, rhino and 
lion. Mr. Dal de Weese used it:on his celebrated hunts in Alaska, and the Malay Peninsu- 
la; and Captain Kleinschmidt killed with it every species of Alaskan big game. 
These Savage Rifles—the guns that.win the medals—have been endorsed by the highest firearms authorities of 
the world—Lieutenant Townsend Whelen, U.S.A., Mr. T. K. Lee, International Small Bore Champion, Mr. 
aa Askins, Mr. C. L. Gilman, Mr. Ashley A. Haines, Mr. E. C. Crossman, Mr. L. A. Danse, and many 
others. : 

The Savage 
.250-3000 

You need the best rifle as much as they do. Write us for particulars. 

Elam) 549 Savage Ave., Utica,N.Y.,U.S.A. 
| Manufacturers of High Power and/Small Caliber Sporting Rifles, Automatic Pistols and Ammunition | 

| PITENTS 
If you have an invention which you wish 

to patent you can write fully and freely 

to. Munn & Co. for advice in regard to 

the best way of obtaining protection. 

Please send sketches or a model of your 

invention and a description of the device, 

explaining its operation. 

communications are strictly confiden- 

tial. Our vast practice, extending over 

a period of nearly seventy years, enables 

us in many cases to advise in regard to 

patentability without any expense to the 

client. Our Hand-Book on Patents is 

sent free on request. This explains our 

methods, terms, etc., in regard to Patents, 
Trade Marks, Foreign Patents, etc. 

All patents secured through us are described without 

cost to the patentee in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

MUNN & COMPANY 
SOWICITORS OF PATENTS 
671 Woolworth Bldg, NEW YORK 
and 625 F STREET. WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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Songs of Forest 

and Stream 
—By C. T. EASTON 

A Fine Little Cellection of Poems 

for the Nature Lover and Sports- 

man, Including the Following: 

The Trout Stream; Lines on a Mayflow- 
er; The Fisherman’s Dream; A Morning’s 
Walk; Winter; The Sanctuary: The Last 
of the Buffaloes; A Nimrod: Hunting 
the Moose; A Summer Morning; In Ar- 
cady; Wanderlust; The Fullness of Joy; 
Halcyon Days; Plovers; The Death of 
Summer; A Flower of the Wild; Pontiac’s 
Speech. 

Neatly bound and moderately priced at 
15¢e a copy. Orders received and given 
prompt attention by the publishers. 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED 

Woocstock, Ont. 
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deal among pigeons. Except for the inter- 
vening of man, it probably would be ideal. 
Pigeons, if left to their own choice, marry 
from love and live together until death 
separates. A breeder can turn twenty pairs 
of pigeons into the same enclosure safely. 
There will be no shifting of partners. And 
if the males and females of all these pairs are 
separated for the winter and brought to- 
gether in the spring, each male will im- 
mediately pick out his own former mate and 
proceed dutifully to the building of a house 
and the rearing of a family.” 

Increased traffic from Detroit and cities in 
the vicinity of Michigan’s metropolis caused 
the Northern Navigation Company to change 
its southern terminal from Sarnia, Ont. to 
Detroit and the steamers, Noronic, Huronic 
and Hamonic now start on their weekly 
cruises to the Soo, Port Arthur, Fort William 
and Duluth from that city. 

The steamers will also stop at Windsor and 
will leave Sarnia on the northern trip at the 
same time that the boats formerly started on 
the cruises from that port. As a result of the 
change in terminal, the cruises are lengthened 
one day and will include the delightful trip 
up the winding St. Clair river. The Huronic 
leaves Detroit every Monday at 10.30 A.M., 
the Hamonic every Wednesday at the same 
time and the Noronic every Saturday. 

In making the announcement of the change 
H. H. Gildersleeve, general manager of the 
Northern Navigation Company said: “Many 
years ago when the Northern Navigation 
Company began to carry passengers to the 
ports in Lake Superior, we depended almost 
entirely on Canada tor our passengers. But 
year after year the traffic from Detroit and 
other cities in Michigan and nearby states 
increased, and it only became a question of 
time when we would be compelled to make 
Detroit our Soutnern terminal to _ better 
satisfy our patrons and keep our service up to 
the high standard which has always existed. 

“We have three of the largest steamers on 
the great lakes, the Noronic, the largest, nav- 
ing been launched only a year ago. In 
addition to the trio ot palatial steamers which 
compare most favorably with those on the 
Atlantic, we have the Majestic, which makes 
weekly cruises from Cleveland and Detroit 
through Georgian bay. There also are 
several other passenger steamers which make 
trips in the thirty thousand island district 
in addition to our many freight boats.” 

A ‘lunge weighing 2413 pounds was caught 
near Burleigh Falls by Mrs. H. W. Darcy. Jack 
Jacobs was the guide. This is one of the 
largest fish taken from the Kawartha Lakes 
this season. 

Deer will be carried through the critical 
period of next winter by state feeding, says a 
despatcn from Albany, N. Y., as the result 
of instructions given by Llewellyn Legge, 
chiet oi the division of fisheries and game, to 
the division chiet game protectors at their 
regular monthly meeting in Albany recently. 
Marsh hay will be cut in the most remote 
sections o1 the Adirondacks, where it is im- 
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possible to take in baled alfalta, and this 
swamp grass will be stacked against the 
starvation time that comes in late winter, 
when the snows pile deepest and the deer 
are forced to congregate in “yards.” In 
more accessible places alfalta will be doled 
out to them in sufficient quantity to prevent 
the terrible mortality that occurs with each 
hard season. 

This feeding is made possible, as Chief 
Legge explained, because of a residue in the 
funds tor the maintenance of the state game 
farms. The appropriations all provide tor 
maintenance of the farms and for “caring for 
the state’s wild game.” Three or four hun- 
dred dollars will be spent in cutting marsh 
grass on the beaver meadows of the Adiron- 
dacks. 

Deer will not eat marsh hay unless it is 
salted, so salt will be sprinkled through the 
stacks. Then the stacks will be enclosed 
with a high crib of poles, to keep the deer 
out until the feeding time arrives. In the 
late winter the game protecters will go in 
on snowshoes and scatter the hay, a little at 
a time, along the runways of the “yards.” 
Some of it will also be stuffed into the small 
evergreen trees, to prevent covering by a 
fresh tall of snow. 
Though the sum to be expended is small, 

it is estimated that hundreds olf deer that 
would otherwise die can be carried over by 
it, because of the short time between late 
winter and spring, when the loss is greatest. 

In other sections of the state outside the 
Adirondacks alfalfa will be fed if it becomes 
necessary. Deer will eat this without ress 
cial treatment. Many farmers in more settled 
regions have for years made a practice of 
feeding the deer during the critical season, 
and this saves the lives of many animals. 

After every hard winter in the North 
Woods the deer hunting is noticeably poorer, 
while following open seasons it is corres- 
pondingly improved. The loss is due chiefly 
to starvation, and to weakness from lack oi 
food, which results in the deer succumbing 
to the cold. Chief Legge believes that a little 
food judiciously distributed will materially 
check this mortality. 

The visitor watched the old angler who 
for some considerable time had been fish- 
ing without the slightest success. 
“How ‘are the fish in these parts?” at length 

asked the visitor. } 
“Well,” replied the aged one grimly, “I 

really can’t say. I’ve dropped them a line 
every day for a week, but I’ve got no reply 
yet:* 

“Today this country of ours says Wm. T. 
Hornaday in “Wild Life Conservation” is 
the theatre of a remarkable struggle between 
the great forces o! destruction and the small 
forces of protection and preservation. In 
every township the destroyers of wild lie 
either are active in slaughter or are ready 
to become active the moment they are left 
tree to do so. Every beast, bird, fish and 
creeping thing has its human enemy. Amefi- 
cans 
and prone to venture. It is that restless 

are notoriously enterprising, restless— 

es 
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“GARAGES AND HOW TO 
BUILD THEM” 

_ Every Auto owner is vitally interested in the subject of where to keep his machine. 
The. most convenient place is on your own property in a private garage, the 
architecture of which is in keeping with your house. 

This large 158-page book-is the only one of its 
kind and shows a standard collection of New, 
Original and Artistic designs for up-to-date Priv- 
ate and Public Garages adapted to Frame, 
Brick, Stone, Cement, Stucco, or Concrete Cop- 

_ struction, together with Estimates of Cost. 

55 DESIGNS OF GARAGES are shown by per- 
spective views and floor plans giving dimensions, 
etc. Also remarks.on Garage Construction, 

- explaining the advantages o1 each form of con- 
struction and giving details about the manner of 
erection, selection of materials; hints on super- 
‘vision, etc. 

There is also an extensive chapter on Garage 

Equipment and Accessories in which is des- 

cribed the construction and operation of turn 

tables; gasoline storage and pumping; oil cabin- 

ets; constructing a repair bench and tool cabin- 

ets; lockers; rules to prevent freezing of water 

in cylinders, radiators, etc.; washing apparatus; 

lighting apparatus; etc. 

It is just the book to give you important points 

and ideas if you are about to build a garage. Its 

information will save you money. 

_A Brand New Book, Elaborately Illustrated, Artist- 
ically Bound, Price $1.00, Postpaid. Address: 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO 
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The British Miniature Rifle 

101 pp., fully illustrated, deals with short range rifle shooting 
By W. W. Greener 

Sharp Shooting for Sport and War 
180 pp., illustrated, treats of long range target shooting 

By W. W. Greener 

W. W. Greener’s Books contain all the’ information required 
by the Tyro, and are of value as works of reference 

to the expert Rifle Shot. 

The above books will be sent postpaid on receipt of 45c. each 

BOOK DEPARTMENT 

I - Rod and Gun in Canada - Woodstock, Ontario 
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activity and indomitable nervous energy that 
is manfully attempting “‘dry-farming”’ in the 
West. desert-farming in the South-west, and 
the drainage of the Florida Everglades. 
Often the joy of the conquest of nature 
outruns the love ot cash returns. Apply that 
spirit to torests, and it quickly becomes 
devastation. Apply it to wild life, and it 
quickly becomes extermination. 

“Our conquering and pulverizing national 
spirit is a curse to all our wild life. The 
native or India permits the black buck, the 

sand grouse and the saras crane to roam over 
fields unmolested for two thousand years. 
The American, and the Englishman also, at 
once proceeds to shoot all of that wild life 
that he can approach within range. In 
America, tne national spirit may truthiully 
be expressed in the cry of the crazed Malay: 
“Amok! Amok!’ “Kall! Kill?’ This is why 
the conservation of valuable wild hie is in our 
country a fearfully difficult task, trom which 
most people shrink and seek sometning either 
more pleasant or personally profitable.” 

COON HUNTING IN OLD KENTUCKY 
T was on the 15th. of November, when 
I we decided to accept the kind invitation 

extended us by Mr. Stanley Blake, 
Manager of the Blue Grass Farm Kennels, 
Berry, Ky., for a good coon hunt in the hills 
of Old Kentucky. Upon our arrival at the 
picturesque little town of Berry, we were met 
at the depot by our Host and after partaking 
ot a good southern meal, we prepared tor the 
hunt. It was 8.00 P. M. when Mr. Blake said 
“All ready’ and we shouldered. our axe and 
carrying our lantern with a quick step and 
light hearts started off for a good night’s 
sport in the grand out of doors. 

It was an ideal night for coon hunting and 
talking of good hunts that we had had, as all 
coon hunters will do, when they are together, 
we had only gone about half a mile up the 
creek, when Bally opened up on the trail of a 
ringtailed creature. He was quickly joined 
by Queen, Dinah and Ranger, we only having 
the four dogs with us, and they were making 
the grandest music any coon hunter ever heard. 
We hastened our steps and tollowed as fast 
as we could, but Mr. Coon evidently thought 
he could fool the dogs by going out on a log, 
which was lying at the edge o1 the water, 
crawling to the end and swinming across the 
stream, but he was surely mistaken tor the 
dogs were sure on to his tricks and they lost 
no time in finding out what he had done and 
were once more upon his trail and nefore we 
could get across the creek had it treed in an 
old Elm tree upon the cliff. It was then that 
the ever ready axe came into play, to cut down 
the tree to get the coon. The coon put up a 
game fight but he had no chance with the 
dogs. We all had our say as to its weight; 
one said it weighed eighteen (18) pounds, and 
others more or less, but it actually weighed 
twelve and one half pounds. 

We sacked our game and led the dogs away 

and it was not iong before we heara them 
about a mile away ahead of us, which made us 
quicken our steps in their directions. 
time we got close enough, they seem to burn 
up the trail and must have seen the coon, 
for they were barking at every breath and 
jump and seemed to be very much excited and 
sure enough they had it treed this time upon 
a larger tree. Thinking it wou!d be a shame 
to cut down this tree, we decided to climb up 
and shake the coon off, which was finally done, 
this time holding two of tne dogs so as to 
give the coon a iairer chance and both the 
coon and the dogs put up a good fight and 
the dogs of course were victorious. 
The dogs then cast ahead and we did not 

hear or see them for quite a while but kept 
listening very intently when suddenly we 
thought we heard them behind the hills and 
sure enough it was them and by the time we 
got there the coon had taken retuge in an old 
den upon the cliff and much to our disgust, 
we could not get it out. We worked for some- 
time and the dogs were getting very excited, 
tor they were digging, biting and barking and 
trying as hara as we were to get thé coon out. 
After sometime our Host consulted his watch 
and finding the hour close to 2.00 A. M. 
thought it best to wend our way homeward, so 
catching the dogs we started back, which 
seemed to be about twice as tar as it really 
was, as we did not realize the distance we had 
fravellea. At last we reachea home and it 
was not long before we were in the land of 
nod, dreaming pleasant dreams. After a bit 
of sleep and a hearty breakfast we bid our 
Host Good-bye but not until we had promised 
Mr. Blake, who is an enthusiasti@coon hunter 
that we would return soon for another coon 
hunt in a different direction, where he 
knew that the coons were more plentiful. 
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“No man 

is a born 

woodsman or 

trapper... . 

There is always something 
more to learn.” ealertealentealeatenlcalcnlcalcalcal once calcio 

“Those who seek to be trappers today must in a measure, at least 
emulate the old-timers’ ways, and, profiting by the experience of others, 
learn even to avoid their failures, yet achieve their successes. Life 
is too short for universal personal experiment; the successful man 
of today is the one who profits by the experience of others—reaps 
a harvest or reward.” 

The above is an extract ’ In this book, Buzzacott 

from Buzzacott’s second B shows you how to avoid 

volume, and all who uzzacott S others’ failures, and 
have read his “Sports- acheive success where 

man’s Guide” know that failure would be certain 

Buzzacott is the premier Masterpiece had you not this master- 
writer of the great out- sportsman’s experience 

doors. within your reach. 

Price, $1.75 Postpaid 
ADDRESS 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
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= AUTOMOBILE MOTORS AND MECHANISM 
DOME See 

' Rapteeres Pocket size, 265 pp., blue flexible leather, fully illustrated 
Ere ; CONTENTS—tThe internal combustion engine. Principles and construction. A 

i typical modern motor, The centrifugal governor, The hit-or-miss governor, Car- 
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The Twelfth Annual Outing of the Pleasant 
Valley Hunt Club 

J. W. MorvDEN 

I would flee from the City’s rule and law, 
From its fashion and form cut loose; 

And go to the woods, with my rifleand gun, 
To the home of the deer and the moose. 

Where the: musical partridge drums on the wood 
And wild bear paths are hewed; 

Where the hills and the mountains have always 
stood 

In silence, and solitude. 

OR twelve successive years the Pleasant 
Valley Hunt Club, to which it is my 
privilege to belong, have been invading 

North Eastern Ontario. During this period, 
the Secretary-Treasurer, one of our best shots, 
and a life long friend of the writer—I refer 
to Dr. Sparks of Kingston—has been unable 
to secure a deer head to set up. Does and 
spike-horn bucks only, seemed to come his 
way, and for two years not a live deer of any 
kind was seen by him. However, “hope 
springs eternal in the hunter’s breast’’, and he 
would turn up full of confidence every year. 
His anxiety was well known, and on various 
occasions when proffered a good head by some 
more fortunate member of the party, the 
spirit “of independence born in him would 
assert itself, and the same answer invariably 
came back—‘‘No deer head will be set up by 
me, unless shot by myself’. He was a good 
waiter however, and this season was rewarded 
for his perseverance. He had not been on his 
runway an hour the morning of the opening 
day until a deer fell before his rifle, but a doe 
as usual. On the second day while watching 
on a lake, he saw a deer gliding into the water, 
and turning his marine glass upon it discover- 
ed a fine set of antlers, At last his oppor- 
tunity had come, but his over anxiety proved 
his undoing. He took to the water with his 
boat, a little too soon. The deer turning 
tail, was practically on shore before the 
watcher was aware of the fact. A shot fol- 
lowed, but giving his pursuer the merry ha ha 
the deer could scarcely be seen for dust and 
leaves, as he disappeared over the rocks and 
the hills with his flag flying. This sudded 
bereavement would have involved “‘language”’ 
with most hunters. Next morning when the 
Doctor awoke, he confided to his friend that 
he dreamed he had shot that buck, and was 
hanging him up in the barn. Very pleasant, 
but only a dream. However, about three 
P. M. that day, the same deer came bounding 
over the hills in the exact spot from which it 
had made its exit the day previous, leaping 
from a high rock right into the water. It 
looked as though that dream might come true. 
A little more caution being exercised this time, 
it was not long until a shout was heard as the 
watcher pulled in between the buck and the 
shore. Bang went the rifle, and for a time it 
sounded as though fourteen bullets to the 
dozen were being fired at the swimmer. The 
shooter was trying to stop the deer without 
injuring those horns which looked mighty 

good to him. Finally saying to himself—‘I 
must have you, head or no head’’, he took 
more deliberate aim farther up on his neck, 
and the fine 250 lb. buck with a splendid set 
of antlers fell a prey to his Lee Enfield. 

Not since the day he appeared at the corner 
school-house with his first pair of red topped 
copper-toed boots on, has the Doctor stepped 
quite so high as he did walking into camp that 
night. We all rejoiced, and the evening was 
given up to mirth. The hero unbottled some 
of his old time recitations and songs which 
made him famous when attending 8th Con- 
cession parties. ; 

Next day also deer were found hoverin 
around the Doctor’s watch, although he ha 
changed his location to a land runway. It 
was thought advisable to handicap him, 
however as others of the party wanted some 
shooting before going home. 

Our dogs, two of which were new to the 
game, worked splendidly. Apart from the 
long distance in from railway connection our 
location was ideal. We were the guests of 
Thomas Irvine, one of the first settlers in 
Abinger Township. His house is a comfor- 
table frame, unpainted building, erected by 
himself and sons, and is situated some dis- 
tance off the road, in a picturesque valley, 
rimmed round with hills blue in November 
haze, with a couple of small lakes nestling at 
the base of them. We often remarked on the 
beauties and stillness of the place. Day 
after day, nothing can be heard save the 
tinkling of a cow bell, or the mournful cry of 
the wolves during the long moonlit nights. 

Mrs, Irvine, a domesticated little woman, 
has not been away from her own home for four 
years. She anticipated our appetites and all 
the provisions were of the home grown and 
home made variety. Besides the staples, such 
delicacies as choke-cherry jelly, wild straw- 
berry jam, maple syrup and barley cake were 
spread before us. 
Young, the genial proprietor of the Cloyne 
Hotel, who is local game warden for that 
district and who looked in on us to see that 
we were not violating the law. He was 
accompanied by a clergyman—a case of the 
law and the gospel going hand in hand. 

Rural mail delivery has just been inaugur- 
ated in that township, and settlers will now 
get their mails once a week, instead of some- 
times only once a month, the nearest post 
office being twelve miles away. One resident 
remarked, it would also help them to keep 
track of the days of the week, and know 
better when Sunday came, as the stage is to 
go through every Wednesday. 

We spent Sunday with Captain James 
Irvine, our guide. On the way to his home, 
Saturday evening, we shot four partridge 
and one rabbit along the road. Mr. Irvine’s 
wife, who has passed through the storm and 
sunshine of seventy-five years, is active and 
contented in her solitude, notwithstanding 
the fact that her children are all far far away. | 

We had a call from William ~ 
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She seems happy in her domestic duties, and 
delights particularly in her chickens and 
guinea fowl. The chicken pot pie prepared 
for our Sunday dinner, preceded by fresh 
trout from Thirty Island Lake, made a meal 
the remembrance of which makes one’s mouth 
water. The fish were caught by Charlie 
Entwine, an old Indian, who cannot tell you 
just how old he is. We visited his wigwam 
last year; it is in three miles off the road, 
on the shore of Thirty Island lake. We saw 
his treasures, and listened to interesting tales 
of by gone days. The old man cannot read, 
but is quite interested in the war, particularly 
as to how the Indians are fighting. During 
the day, Mr. Irvine asked us to take a stroll 
over his clearings. He wanted to count his 
sheep; he found one missing which made 
eight carried away by bears this season. 
Other hard luck had come his way during the 
year. Grasshoppers ate up all his crop, and 
garden stuff. There were days when he 
could not tell the color of his wood-pile, or 
the side of his barn for the pests, and thought 
he had at least two hoppers for every inch 
of ground on his place. 

It is very evident the Almighty intended 
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this country for wild animals, rather than a 
farming community. Forest fires during the 
summer gave the settlers a lot of uneasiness. 
A strip twenty miles long and five wide, was 
burned over. It came within a few hundred 
yards of David Waddingtons habitation. 
David is an old trapper, and his wife relating 
the scare they had, said, to use her own 
words :—“‘I saw the fire coming, and started 
in to pray and believe, and remembering that 
the good book says faith without works was 
of no avail, carried up water from the Spring, 
ran the ladder up the side of the cabin, all the 
time praying and believing, and fo my surprise 
just while at the supper table, there came a 
clap of thunder, and the rain came down, and 
kept up all night, and I said—Praise the Lord” 
It is claimed a forest fire is due in that region 
about every three years. 

On the whole, the season of 1914 was one of 
the most enjoyable of our many hunting 
expeditions. Captain Irvine drove our party 
and quota of deer out to the Station, a distance 
of about thirty miles. Dr. Spark’s buck was 
said by the station master to be one of the 
largest, if not the largest, ever shipped from 
that point. 

TRAP SCORES 
Continued from page 402 

St. Hubert’s Gun Club. 
_A number of members from St. Hubert’s Gun Club 

visited Carleton Place on Saturday for a friendly shoot 
with the club of that town. A most enjoyable time 
was spent. Mr. V. V. Rogers, St. Hubert’s, was high 
gun in the individual shoot with a score of 48. _In the 
team shoot St. Hubert’s were also successful with a 
score of 309 to 304. 

The scores were: 
15 15 20 
B’ds B’ds B’ds T’l 

MNP ONS VRB Efs oc cic sic cjsvenlsc nee’ s 15 13 20—48 
SEG C GSE rea eee 14 15 18—47 
iva Die reer Oil D aed a rr 13 15 18—46 
AIGA 2S ae eee 13 14 18—45 
EEN EEE CR ee a eee 13 13 17—43 
Berle te ere ete ho 11 13 17—41 
Pers TAU EH Shh shee ws 12 12 16—40 
7 anes 11 11 . 14—36 
MPMIUTEIERER RAC Grom sc hicxtens oe. ars 9 10 16—35 
USS ETS Us Ale as ee ie t 10 18—35 
MPAs Nee ok eva ie ota « cs 7 13 14—34 
_ LCDR y eee 10 9 14—33 
REDS ol) vhcolacaiwis, Soe obsess 10 11 12—33 
Sere P ie, ere a Oh os see 9 9 14—32 

BUMICED oe acre elec Sn arene BG 9 11 11—31 
MPU cyst iotais's, Noinyace Sian ls ove 7 10 7—24 
LEI a ee 12 13 
TC ee 10 14 
BPD ete esis %— ie es ne oa 9 12 
OL ie AT ae ae 8 10 
tke RP rene ete, 2 12 LF 
RUMEN Ms Saloons Sin ace s-0's wale 9 
TE A ees 

St. Huberts. 
H sobs eney.. 44 McDiarmid. 2... 2. <*. 46 
mopers, V.'V...5/-.... AST ME OWE ic, sce Ou est 44 
_ EE ee fe 101 ee IO ERT 38 
Le A) SUVTUMSHAW «Asien 5 42) 270i 38 

Nn Se wt rds 40 McFadden.......... 37 
MANET rss. ots - Bad SWAISOD, civics thse 37 
US See 33 Jeffrey 32 
ours Cui. ..5 ....'.. STU SI TGS 1 ee 32 

SS 309 304 

Dominion Cartridge Co. 

The weekly shoot of the Dominion Cartridge Co. 
was held at Brownbridge on Saturday afternoon, Mrs. 
Pasco winning both the Club Spoon and the Dupont 
Challenge Spoon events. The results follow: . 

Club Spoon, 15 birds—Mrs. Pasco (200 p.c.), 15: 
H. Butter (scr.), 14; M. C. Fletcher (scr.,) 14; E. Secher 
(5 p.c.), 13.7; Miss Pasco (50 p.c.), 13.5; S. A. Wilson 
(scr.), 12; F. Brunelle (4 p.c.), 11; A. Griffin (15 p.c.), 
10.4; F. Barnett (6 p.c.), 9.6; T. G. Pasco (5 p.c.), 9.5; 
Mrs. Brunelle (12 p.c.), 9; J. G. Lytte (20 p.c.), 4.8; 
Mrs. Secker (20 p.c.), 4.8. a 

Dupont Spoon, 25 birds—Mrs. Pasco (200p.c.), 25; 
H. Butter (scr.), 22; Miss Pasco (50 p.c.), 21; MC. 
Fletcher (scr.), 20; S. A. Wilson (scr.), 20; T. G. Pasco 
(5 p.c.), 18.9: A. Griffin (15 p.c.), 18.4; Mrs. Brunelle 
(12 p.c.), 16.8; F. Barnett (6 p.c.), 14.8; J. F. Lytte 
eg Pee W. Campbell (10 p.c.), 13.2; F. Brunelle 

pics) LieaL 
Practice Match, 10 birds—M. Butter, 7; Mrs. 

Brunelle, 6; E. Secker, 6; A. Griffin. 5; J. G. Lytte, 5. 
Practice Match, 10 birds— S.A. Wilson, 7; M.C. 

Fletcher , 7; H. Butter, 5; Mrs. Pasco, 3; J. G. Lytte, 2. 
Practice Match, 25 birds—F. Barnett, 23; M. C 

Fletcher, 22: J. G. Lytte, 20: H. Butter, 16; S. A. Wil- 
son, a 

Practice Match, 25 birds—H. Butter, 21; S. A. 
Wilson, 20; T. G. Pasco, 13; F. Barnett, 13. 

Jordan Gun Ciub 

The Jordan Gun Club held the last shoot of the 
summer series and also the final for the Dupont trophy 
on Saturday, Aug. 14th. Some fine scores were made 
and the winner H. Boulton shot a clever race all 
through the series. Next Saturday. the boys are 
going to Virgil to take part in the tournament being 
held at that place. The 8th annual fruit shoot of the 
Jordan club will be held in September as usual and 
the date will be announced lates. Those shooting and 
their scores were as follows: ; ws 

H. W. Hunsberry 100, 96; A. Wismer, 65, 56; D. 
Konkle, 55, 50; P. Wismer, 55, 50; H. Boulton, 45. 43; 
M. Honsberger, 45, 37: F. Ball, 40, 30; E. Boose 30, 26; 
J..Spence, 25, 20: A. Heckadon, 25, 19; W. White, 15, 
10. 
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Sou Ye That 
Love The Open 
—This is Your Book 

VERY Sportman should have a copy of this 
Complete Sportsman’s Guide. It is unquestion- 
ably the best, most complete and authoritive 

book ever published for sportsmen. Contains 544 
pages, with 1,000 illustrations. Weight 20 ounces. It 
is the only complete sportsman’s library in one volume. 
It is the book you need—therefore, the book you 
should have. Read what these critics say about it— 
men who know the open. 

OUTFITS RECEIPTS - CLOTHING 
MEDICINE FISHERMENS AND 
ANCLERS MANU. HUNTERS 

AND SPORTSMENS CUIDE 
SHOTGUN SHOOTERS MANUAL 

WOODCRAFT CAMPERS MANUAL 
BIC GAME HUNTERS MANUAL 

R GUIDE 
TRAPPERS 

SECRETS OF ALL ARTS BOATS 
CANOES DOG TRAINERS GUIDE 

GAME REGIONS © GAME AND 
FISH LAWS.ETC BLINDS 
WING AND FOWL SHOOTING 

AND 1.000 OTHER SUBJECTS 

APPROVED AED ADOPTED SY THE 
“AMERIRAD AXD CANADIAN SPORTIMAXS A500Gna TSE 

EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT SAYS: 

“Its chapters on camping and big game hunting are excep- 
tionally good. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., also thanks you for the 

note and book which you kindly sent him.’’ 

EX-PRESIDENT CLEVELAND SAYS: 

“Your books are so very practical in their treatment of met- 
ters connected with the sport you and I so greatly love, that they 
cannot fail to be useful to every sportsman.” 

GENERAL NELSON A. MILES SAYS: 

“Your book -is certainly one of the most practical, instructive 
and interesting volumes I have ever had the pleasure of reading. 
I congratulate you on the success it deserves.” 

SPECIAL OFFERS — GET THIS BOOK FREE 
By a special arrangement with the publishers of this great book we are en- 

abled to make the following exceptional offers. These offers are made for a limit- 
ed time and we advise everyone who wishes the book to take advantage of them at 

once, 

OFFER A 
The complete American and Canadian Sportsman’s Encyclo- 

pedia, Full Gilt Library Edition, sent to any address in Canada, 
the United States or Great Britain, postpaid, for $1.75. 

OFFER B 
The Complete American and Canadian Sportsman’s Encyclo- 

pedia, together with an annual subscription to Rod and Gun, eith- 

er new or renewal, postpaid, $3.00. 

OFFER C 
The Complete American and Canadian Sportsman’s Encyclo- 

pedia will be sent free to anyone sending two new annual subscrip- 
tions to Rod and Gun, at the regular subscription price, $1.50 per 
annum. Your own subscription and that of one of your friends 
will be accepted. 

ADDRESS: 

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
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The Perfect Camp—Shed or Amazon Tent 
Woods Non- Absorbent Duck—Netted windows with flap. 

Very comfortable, offering a maximum of pleasure for 

everyday use. In ordering ask for Style No. 12. Sample of Cloths 

and Prices Free by Mail. 

Send 
For Our 

New 

Catalogue 

Contains over 200 illustrations of the very 

newest and latest Tents, Miners, Campers 

and Lumbermen’s goods, including Clothing, 

Camping and Tent Accessories, Horse Cov- 

ers, Tarpaulins, Awnings, Bags, Camp 

Furniture, Flags, Sleeping Bags and Robes, 

etc., etc. The finest and best illustrated 

catalogue of its kind issued in America. A 

Postcard will bring one for the asking. 
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THE CARNIVORA AS DESTROYERS 
OF GAME 
Edward T. Martin 

ROM Northern Canada all 
through the Continent of North 
America, predaceous birds and 

animals are probably doing nearly as 
much to decimate the game of the 
land as is man and his gun. Take 
waterfowl as an example. From the 
Arctics to the extreme Southern limit 
of their breeding grounds the small 
cammivora give them no rest during 
the period of nesting. After the 
young are half grown the toll of 
predaceous animals is not large, but 
during the time of incubation and 
while the ducklings are weak and 
helpless every small varmint in the 
land, skunk, mink, weasel, marsh rat, 
fox, opossum, raccoon, has a hanker- 
ing after duck eggs and baby ducks 
that it proceeds to gratify on all 
possible occasions, ably assisted by 
gulls, hawks, crows and jays. Snakes 
also are not backward in claiming 
their share, which by no means is 
small. 

The history of game and game 
conservation the world over shows 
that where carnivorous beasts and 
birds are at a minimum, there all 
game, whether native or introduced, 
thrives. Where they exist in average 
numbers the increase in game is slow, 
but if at a maximum then game has 
a Struggle for existence barely avoid- 
ing extermination. At the present 
lime while there has been a decrease 
in many of the predaceous animals, 
yet in Canada and some sparsely set- 

tled locations in the States there has 
been no such decrease, as in the game 
on which they prey and the relative 
number of the carnivora as compared 
with game is greater than ever before. 
Consequently with waterfowl and also 
with grouse more nests are destroyed, 
more eggs eaten and more young 
birds fall victims of their blood thirsty 
enemies now than at any time in the 
past, that is in proportion to the 
number existing; so much so that 
even if man was not a factor and 
reserves and refuges for the wild 
were much more plentiful than is the 
case, unless some relief should be 
furnished from these nest robbers, the 
game would increase but slowly, all 
too slowly. This can be appreciated 
the- better when one realizes that 
while the fur bearing carnivora, that 
is those whose pelts are valuable, are 
less in number now than years ago 
there has been no systematic killing 
of weasels, marsh rats and snakes and 
actual protection in places, of gulls 
and jays, which are very numerous 
and most persistent enemies of nesting 
birds, and besides that, with fur 
prices so low owing to the war, many 
trappers have quit, which for the next 
few years will cause a marked increase 
in all these game destroyers. 

Weasels perhaps are move blood- 
thirsty than any of the smaller 
animals. The writer was told re- 
cently of an instance where one came 
to the enclosure around a man’s 
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private duck pond and in the five 
minutes while the man was hurrying 
for his gun, killed an entire brood of 
baby mallards and the mother duck 
as well. <A quick bite in the neck, a 
sucking of blood for an instant, then 
a rush for the next victim. . The 
destroying capacity of such a vicious 
little beast is not limited by the 
amount of game it can catch, for 
when its appetite is satisfied it kills 
for the sake of killing. 

Marsh rats are nearly as bad, are 
larger, better swimmers, and as 
much at home in the water as on land, 
with a liking for flesh as well as blood, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

distinguishing nests destroyed by 
predaceous animals from those from 
which the eggs had hatched. In the 
former case the shells showed plain 
evidence of having been broken from 
the outside in. The fragments were 
usually more widely scattered about 
and often contained a small part of 
the contents. Hatched eggs, on the 
other hand, had been fractured inside 
out and were usually broken into 
small pieces or left in halves. Time 
and again on returning to a nest to 
photograph it we were disappointed 
to find it had been destroyed. We 
marked a Teal’s nest containing five 

MALLARD AND SPOON-BILL RAISED FROM_EGGS GATHERED IN THE WILD 

for eggs as well as meat. The writer 
knows of an instance where one of 
these rats swam a considerable stretch 
of water in order to reach the nest of 
a spoon-bill which it did not leave 
as long as one of the eleven eggs 
remained and again of an entire flock 
of young teal that another rat killed 
and ate, leaving nothing except feath- 
ers and bones. 

Dr. H. C. Bryant of the University 
of California is the best authority in 
matters pertaining to bird life, ducks 
and duck eggs and nest destroyers in 
particular. He reports that on a 
single trip of investigation, of 31 nests 
found, 26 had been destroyed. He 
says “We experienced no difficulty in 

eggs and a°Gadwall’s containing nine. 
On returning we found them both 
raided and every egg destroyed. A 
Treeduck’s nest containing 12 eggs 
and well concealed on a weed-covered 
island, was raided and every egg 
broken. Attempts to find out the 
particular species of animal doing the 
work proved unavailing. Raccoons 
were extremely common and in some 
places paths were found where their 
footprints were plentiful. The fact 
that in some cases the animal had to 
wade, lends support to the theory 
that ’coons were largely responsible 
for the depredations. A number of 
weasels were seen and coyotes were 
said to be common. It is possible — 
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these two predaceous animals also 
took part in the destruction of nests.” 
Whatever the species of the robber 

animals, it is one of the defects of 
modern game laws, that no attempt is 
made to protect the nests of the birds 
from such thieving. Some of the 
robbers have a money value. Their 
pelts are usable and saleable. Others, 
and these the more destructive, have 
little or none and such should be the 
first to be thinned down to near 
extermination. 
We have Mr. Bryant’s evidence 

that in a single locality 84 per cent. of 

the eggs and nests found were raided. 
Atleast 200 possible young ducks were 
destroyed and not a hand turned to 
save them. Had their enemies been 
of the human kind; had any man 
taken even a single egg or killed but 
one duckling, the law would have 
reached after him and the penalty 
been heavy, but worthless varmints 
like rats and weasels continue their 
depredations season after season with- 
out effort to hinder or a cent of the 
game shooter’s license money spent 
for their undoing. 

Along the Unuk River, in the 

HAND-RAISING A FAWN: HUNGRY AND NOT AFRAID 
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marshes of Northern Canada and 
Southern Alaska, it seems probable 
the toll of the four footed nest robbers, 
while sufficiently large to be startling 
will hardly reach 84 per cent. but with 
the increase in the number of fur 
bearers as a result of a letting up in 
the efforts of the trapping fraternity 
while the war continues, together 
with licensed shooting by white gun- 
ners and unlicensed killing and egg 
gathering by Indians, certainly it will 
take vigorous action along the lines of 
conservation, if water fowl and’ in 
fact all game birds are‘not to be still 
further decimated. The real remedy 
outside of an %increased number of 
reserves and lengthened close sea- 

seems son, in} home _ propagation, 

1. FULVOUS TREE DUCKS 

2. BAND-TAIL PIGEON: EFFORTS ARE BEING 

MADE TO MATE HIM WITH A DOMESTIC 

PIGEON 
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the gathering of the eggs of wild 
ducks for artificial incubation, and the 
holding of ducks thus hatched for 
breeders, (because, be it remembered 
that nearly every variety of wild duck, 
mallard excepted, will keep back 
their eggs and refuse to lay while 
captives). Those however, hatched 
from eggs laid in the wild will to a 
greater or less degree breed in cap- 
tivity and those who arein aposition to 
know, believe that the second or third 
generation will forget their ancestors 
were ever wild and become domesti- 
cated, at least enough to lay, hatch 
and raise young as nature intended 
that they should. If experiments 
along these lines now being made in 
several places result as indications 
say they will, then the whole question 
of conservation so far as water fowl 
are concerned is settled and -Teal 
farms, Sprig farms and Mallard farms 
will spring up in every community 
and every available marsh pond be 
utilized for duck raising. 

Mallards will breed in captivity 
nearly as well as domestic ducks, 
make very good mothers and are 
always ready to defend their duck- 
lings against either man or beast or 
bird. Canada geese too forget the 
wire netting that restrains their free- 
dom and lay and hatch. Some of the 
other sub-varieties of geese, as also 
canvas back, blue-bill and sprig will 
not lay. It is strange how such birds 
can keep nature from taking its 
course, but they do. I know of one 
flock of mixed varieties of geese, in- 
cluding white fronted, Mexican brart, 
and speckle breasted, some of which 
have been captives for over 20 years 
and otherwise become very tame, yet 
not an egg have any of them laid nor 
have they shown signs of mating. 
There has been no opportunity to try 
the second generation idea with these 
varieties, for no wild eggs have been 
obtainable. If it is ever possible to 
get any in localities close enough to 
civilization, so the eggs will retain 
vitality until they can be placed in an 
incubator or set under a hen and 
where facilities exist for caring for the 
young I can see no reason why such 
geese when grown should inherit the 
traits of their progenitors and refuse 
to lay in captivity. 



THE CARNIVORA AS DESTROYERS OF GAME 

While the lesser carnivora are per- 
mitted to work their own sweet will 
without restraint on all game they are 
able to kill, the energy with which 
their larger kin are pursued is very 
noticeably in contrast, efforts every- 
where being made to exterminate 
cougars, wolves, coyotes and wild 
cats. We are told a wolf will kill a 
deer or other head of big game once 
every week, 52 yearly. Some es- 
timate the take of the cougar, count- 
ing unborn fawns killed with the 
mother doe, at 80 during the same 
time. In records not by any means 
complete it is shown during 1912 
there were killed in British Columbia, 
518 wolves, 277 cougars and 3563 
coyotes and that the United States 
rangers also disposed of 241 wolves, 
88 cougars and 6478 coyotes; besides 
these, bounties were paid on 264 
mountain lons—cougars—killed in 
California. Figuring the toll of wolf 
or cougar at one kill each week and of 
a coyote at one a month, largely fawns 
and weaklings, the slaughter of these 
carnivora in a single year saved 
192,668 elk, deer and antelope to the 
country. These figures fall short of 
actual facts because there is many 
a wolf, cougar and coyote killed 
whose death never gets into the 
obituary columns, particularly in 
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places where no bounties are paid. 
Consequently it is safe to say the 
saving in large game to the country 
this one year was at least 250,000 
head, the money value of which at 
$20 each—$30 would be much more 
nearly correct—was $5,000,000. This 
is good as far as it goes, very good, 
but how about waterfowl and upland 
game, yes and insectiverous and song 
birds? To say there are 10,000 times 
as many of the small carnivora as the 
large probably would be far under 
actual numbers. Counting an egg a 
bird as we would an unborn fawn a 
deer, what would the toll be of a 
hundred and fifteen million rats, 
weasels and such that are roaming to 
and fro in woods, fields and marshes 
seeking what they may destroy? 
Would a single life a week satisfy 
each or would it be more nearly one 
a day? Even with the one a week 
figure, see what an unbelievable total 
it is in the country through,—Billions. 
Yet our law-makers who think they 
have done so well by saving the lives 
of a quarter of a million four footed 
game do not raise their hands to 
protect these others. I reckon this 
aspect of conservation must have 
come up on their blind side. 

Experiments on landed estates in 
England show a very marked increase 

MALLARD ON NEST: VERY TAME FOR A WILD DUCK 
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in game after the small varmints were 
materially reduced in numbers. I 
have before me figures on a preserve 
which for several years had received 
but little attention and then was 
taken in charge by practical parties 
who knew if proper results were to be 
obtained the destroyers of game must 
first be gotten out of the way and so 

began a systematic war on rats, 

stoats, weasels, cats, rooks and the 

like, nearly 8,000 of which were killed 

between seasons, and the game in- 

creased in a way that should be 

studied by all law-makers as well as 
conservationists. The year follow- 
ing this slaughter of nest robbers and 
game destroyers, pheasants increased 
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imported to reduce the rabbit pest, 
but which prefer feathers to fur. 
This too is in spite of the fact that deer 
breed one at a time, the feathered 
game by the dozen. 

On the game preserve mentioned 
supposing, to the varmints described 
as being there were added mink, 
skunk, raccoons, martens, oppossums 
and a few more American specimens, 
with some sea gulls, hawks, eagles 
and snakes thrown in for good meas- 
ure, such as game in the wild has to 
contend with, then figure if possible 
how much would have been left on 
that estate at the end of a year or 
two. Of course the harm done by 
mink, martens and skunks is in a 
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SPRIG DUCKLINGS ONE WEEK OLD 

from 943 to 1509, partridges from 

790 to 4774, hare 462 to 2236, 
rabbits 15,346 to 18,519. 

If further evidence of the damage 

done by predaceous animals is needed, 

results in New Zealand can be cited, 

where a few deer imported and re- 

leased 50 years ago, owing to there 

being no large carnivora in the land, 

have increased to tens of thousands 

and that in spite of liberal shooting 

laws and a lengthy hunting season, 

while pheasants, partridges, quail 

and the native flightless birds are 

barely holding their own owing to the 

attentions of many small carnivora 

large measure offset by the value of 

their fur and it is questionable if the 

damage done by them to game May 

not be fully madeup by this value, but 

for the others, kill them. Kill the 

cats. Killtherats. Kill the weasels, 

and then go on with artificial propa- 

gation. Raise ducks. If some fail 

to lay, others will not disappoint the 

game breeder. Raise quail. Raise 

geese. Raise anything that will 

breed in captivity and have abundant 

reserves and places of refuge for those 

that will not. When the farm raised 

birds reach maturity, release all not 

needed for breedingstock and forevery 
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head of game so turned loose there 
should be paid the raiser a certain per 
capita. In some places the surplus 
from shooting licenses will furnish 
the money. In others it should be 
appropriated by the Government. 
Then with proper close season, on 
some game, notably prairie chickens 
or perhaps nearly the entire grouse 

family, no shooting for a term of 
years, and in spite of advancing 
civilization, in spite of man and his 
gun, in spite of natural enemies and 
adverse weather conditions, it will be 
found that game will rapidly come 
into its own again and some little of 
the sport we have enjoyed in the past 
remain for a generation yet to be born. 

H. C. Haddon 

“ Eastward, like a troubled sea 
Evening sky clouds stormily. 
Muttered rumblings, hint of rain— 
See, the sky is clear again!” 

Ete §.: Fest. 

discovered the cabin late in the 
afternoon. Glad I was to see 
it, for I had travelled since early 

morning, and was nearly played out. 
To be sure, my pack was not heavy— 
a blanket, a little food, a frying pan 
and my rifle, but then I was unused to 
packing. I have no doubt that an 
experienced man could have carried 
my light pack for years and never 
noticed that he was doing it. I met 
one man in town who assured me he 
once carried a pack weighing four 
hundred and seventeen pounds for the 
whole of one day, covering fifty-three 
miles. He was certainly a strong 
man, but I started out to tell you 
about the cabin. 

It stood in a little clearing, close to 
acreek. All round were big trees, and 
through leafy foliage very high up, 
you could see the blue of the sky. The 
aromatic fragrance of the balsam 
filled the air. This was just how I 
had dreamed of spending my holiday, 
alone in the wilderness, my rifle and I. 

After the monotonous drudgery of a 
down-town office, the situation was 
full of charm. As far as I could tell, 
the cabin had not been occupied for 
several years. An old camp stove 
stood in a corner. Along one side 
was ranged a bunk, on high stilt-like 
legs. An impromptu table, a very 
blunt old axe, such was the sum total 
of the cabin’s contents. 

This was the first time I had been 
out in the big woods, and the novelty 
of it impressed me greatly. I had 
never tried to use an axe before, and 
it was getting dusk before I had cut 
what I considered to be sufficient fire- 
wood. I had already decided that I 
would make this old deserted cabin 
my headquarters during the week I[' 
was going to spend in pursuit of the 
elusive deer. Fortunately I had 
brought a few candles with me, and I 
lit one of them, and started preparing 
my supper. 

Then ‘rap, rap’ something was 
knocking at the door; and this is 
really the beginning of the story. 

I called out ‘“‘Come in” and a big 
tall man opened the door. For a 
moment he stood in the doorway, 
surveying the scene. I saw with a 
kind of pride that my visitor carried 
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a revolver at his hip; here was a man 
who must daily risk his life, to have 
to go armed in this way. 

“Oh, Come™ in’ F ‘said: proud. to 
entertain such a distinguished visitor. 
*“Come in and have some supper.”’ 

Then, as he turned to come through 
the narrow doorway, I saw that he 
carried two guns, one at each hip. 
A two-gun-man! Here indeed was 
real, raw Romance. Why, meeting 
a man like this was in itself an adven- 
ture. 

“Wal stranger” he drawled “I 
guess I’]] just'come in and say how do. 
But as for supper—wal, I’ve had 
mine.”’ He took a seat on a block of 
wood, and fell silent, 
fire moodily. 

I wish I could describe him to you. 
He was so broad that one did not 
notice his height, yet he must have 
been well over six feet. A long black 
moustache dropped from his upper 
lip; you could not see the rest of his 
face very well. He badly needed a 
shave. But it was the revolvers at 
his hips that drew my eyes. What a 
life he must lead to need to go armed! 
What adventures he could probably 
tell me, if only I could get him to talk. 
“My name is Steven Burton” I 

said, by way of introduction ‘“‘and I 
work in an office in Seattle.”’ racial 

““My name’s Bill Reece’? he ans- 
wered me ‘an’ I’m a miner.” I 
thought in my heart that he was a 
desperado, but I did not like to 
suggest it. It looked as if he had 
reached the limit of his conversational 
powers, but after a silence that was 
almost becoming embarassing, he 
began again. 

“It seems funny” he said “‘to see 
somebody in old Love’s cabin, after 
all these years.”’ 

“Did you know the last owner, 
then?’ - I asked. 

“Wal, I guess so”’ replied Reece, in 
his quiet drawl. Then, just as quiet- 
ly, he added “‘I killed him.” 

I jumped at this. I couldn’t help 

regarding the 

it. I managed to ask _ though, 
““Accidental?”’ 
Oh nol’ said my visitor “‘mali- 

cious and intentional.” 
So here was my half formed thought 

already materialised. Reece was in 
all probability a desperate criminal 
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who would stick at nothing. Visions — 
of my own dead body floated before 
my eyes. At the inquest they would 
say nothing of any value was found 
on the body of the unknown man 
discovered yesterday etc.,’’ and there 
the matter would end. Oh why had 
I brought so much cash out with me? 
I must have nearly fifty dollars on my 
person at the present time, as well as 
my watch and chain, worth equally as 
much. Fool, fool and out of the 
corner of my eye I caught Reece 
watching me. 
“How 2” “began. 

“Would you like to hear about it?” 
He asked. 

““Yes, indeed!’ I rephed. Any- 
thing to keep him quiet. My brain 
turned over a dozen chances of escape, 
all equally impossible. Supper was 
the last thing I thought of. 

“Wal” he said “’twas like this.” 
He took a plug of tobacco from his 
pocket, bit off a corner, stretched out 
his long legs towards ithe fire, and 
resumed his story. 

“Tt is quite truejI killed old Lowe 
he told me, and I “wish I could re- 
produce his picturesque vernacular. 

“PUT UP YOURSHANDS” 
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“Tt’s quite true I killed him, and 
I’ve never ceased to regret it. Poor 
old boy, lying here in the corner of this 
cabin, squirming about in his death 
agony. It was a bad mistake of 
mine to kill him—TI’d give anything to 
be able to give him his poor old harm- 
less life back again. An’ that’s life 

regrets, but 
we can’t repay. Me and old Love 
was friends for three years, though 
we were never pals. Him and his 
everlasting secret gold! 

“T had a claim about a mile further 
up the creek; it wasn’t extra special, 
and I could only just make wages 
working it. But old Love—he’d 
struck it rich all right. 

“ “Fifty years have I bin prospect- 
ing’ he used to tell me, ‘and never 
have I seen gold like it. I’m rich, I 
am, worth millions.’ 

“But he never showed me any of 
his gold. Always talking about it, 
though. Then, one evening when I 
was down playing cribbage with him,’ 
he pointed to the bunk. ‘There’s my 
gold, in them sacks’ he said. Sure 
enough, there were about nine sacks 
lying under the bunk. 

“ “Why, great Gosh’ says I ‘is it 
nuggets?’ 

‘No, ore’ says the old man ‘rich ore.’ 
‘Well’ says I ‘why don’t you pack it 

down to town and sell it?” 
“What! He almost shrieks ‘sell 

my gold! Nosir! 
“T never heard him mention his 

gold again after that.” q 
Reece shifted his chew, and spat 

slenderly. 
“Wal ’’ he went on ‘‘you can just 

bet your last dollar I got wanting 
some of that rich ore of his. I tried 
watching him to see where he got it, 
but it wasn’t any use. He seemed to 
Savey I was spying on him. Then I 
tried to get into the cabin when he was 
out, but he seemed to savey that, too, 
and used to hang around all the time. 
Finally, I got good and mad. I 
wasn’t going to let any old galoot like 
him stop me from having that gold if 
I wanted it. If he wouldn’t let me 
have it peaceable, wal, there’d have to 
be a row. I went to town one day, 
and brought out three pack horses. 
I meant to have as many of those 
nine sacks as the horses could carry. 

‘““Early the next morning I had the 
horses hidden in the brush, and I was 
lying beside them, waiting. After 
what seemed to be a hundred years 
old Love came out, and split some 
kindling. Then, a few minutes later, 
a little curl of blue smoke went sailing 
out from his stove pipe. Old Love 
came out again, with a bucket this 
time, and went down to the creek for 
some water. This was my chance. 
I ran across the clearing, and slipped 
into the cabin, and seized one of those 
precious sacks. It was heavier than 
I’d reckoned on, and before I’d got 
it to the door, the old man was on top 

me. 
“* «Thief, liar, murderer’ he yelled, in 

his funny old cracked voice ‘traitor, 
coward, assassin, scoundrel— ’. 

“Then, like a full sized cyclone he 
hurled himself at me, and I felt his old 
skinny hands at my throat. He 
fought like a wild cat, and I saw that 
it was his life or mine. So I just 
drew my gun, and shot him. Yes sir, 
shot him right through the eye. 
Say, it made me feel bad to see him 
lying there on the floor, kicking and 
gasping his poor old life out. I 
hadn’t killed a man for years—the 
last was down on the Mexico border 
’~way backin’98. Byeand bye, when 
I’d got my nerve back again, I had 
another look at old Love. He was 
lying there on the floor, all sprawled 
out, dead to the world. J gotout my 
knife, and ripped open one of those 
sacks. Id waited long enough for a 
sight of that gold anyway. Gold! 
There was no gold there at all. Those 
sacks were just full of lumps of white 
granite, all streaked and stained with 
ironrust. Say, I felt tough! I hated 
to have wasted the old man that way, 
besides having to hire those blamed 
pack horses.” 

“Well, what—?” I began. 
““Wal’’ said Reece “if you want to 

know, I think the old boy had gone 
crazy. I guess he thought he’d got 
gold there, all right, too. Poor old 
fellow, him lying there on the floor 
with his poor old head all shot in— 

Why, you can see that bunk be- 
hind you—”’ 

I turned my head to look, and the 
same instant came Reece’s voice, 
cold and hard and stern: 
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‘*Put up your hands!” 
I put them up. Discretion is 

and anyway, it’s no use arguing with 
an armed outlaw. 

Then that self confessed murderer 
took my watch, took my chain, took 
my roll of bills, took everything of 
value that I had with me. 

He paused at the door to give a 
word of advice, still covering me with 
his revolver. 

“Say” he drawled “if you try to 
leave this cabin for half an hour, I'll 
kill you deader than old Love. I'll 
be hanging round waiting a chance to 
doit. Oh, I’d just love to do it!’ 

And with that he was gone. 
I was left alone with my thoughts. 

Bitter as gall, they were. How I 
cursed myself for a fool. How I 
reproached myself for carrying all 
that money on a hunting trip. How 
I ! That half hour was surely the 
longest and bitterest I have ever 
passed. 

Even thirty minutes cannot last 
forever, and at last I was.certain that 
the time limit must have expired. 
Very slowly and very carefully I 
opened the door. It was bright 
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moonlight outside. Filtering down 
through the trees, the yellow beams 
illuminated the cabin and the clearing 
and hanging over the door of the 
cabin was a flour sack. It contained 
all my money, my watch and chain, 
everything that Reece had relieved 
me of. In addition was a pencilled 
note, that ran: 

“Say, I felt awful mean to put all 
that josh over you about old man 
Love, but I was just dying for a bit of 
fun. These blamed old hills get so 
lonesome at times, that you’ve just 
got to whoop her up, or bust. I’m 
Bill Reece all right, anda miner, with 
a claim about a mile further up the 
creek. That part’s all straight. But 
old Love—there never was one. I 
built that cabin myself, and lived in 
itfor years. If you’re out for hunting 
why not pack your stuff up to me 
tomorrow morning? I'll make you 
comfortable, and give you some good 
hunting. I don’t generally pack guns 
about with me, and those I had on 
tonight weren't loaded. Wal, so 
long. |W. Reece. 

P. S. Say, you ought to come, 
really.” 

Well—lI went! 

It is said that the garrison of Przemysl was able to pro- 
long its resistance by subsisting on the wildfowl shot and 
trapped on the neighbouring marshes. These marshes are 
of immense extent, and harbour thousands of all kinds of 
wildfowl, which provide a livelihood for numbkers of pro- 
fessional hunters. The same conditions, but perhaps to a 
far greater extent, exist in Easi Prussia, where, in the fast- 
nesses of the Manchuria Lakes, millions of water-birds find 
a safe retreat. 



INDIAN PLACE NAMES IN WESTERN 
CANADA 

Max McD. 

names in Canada, and _ particularly 
Western Canada, makes a considerable 

body in the aggregate. It is a sound policy 
and but a measure of justice to the original 
inhabitants, that seeks among the names of 
Indian tribes, some now almost extinct, for 
the titles of provinces and cities. Moreover 
a the score of beauty alone the debt is on our 
side. 

The capital of Ontario was formerly known 
as York. By the adoption of the cognomen 
of an Indian tribe, Toronto has gained a name 
of sonorous beauty, scarcely to be matched 
among all the cities of the world. By a 

similar process, Ottawa has gained vastly by 
_the change from its original name of Bytown. 

Strong and virile, if not always euphonious 
names, are Assinaboine, Ontario, Winnipeg, 

- Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Wisawasa, Niagara, 
Muskoka, Musquash, Mississauga, Metabet- 
chouan, Kamouraska, Athabaska, Manitou- 
lin, Okanagan, Temiscouta, Washimeska, 
Asiwanan, Restigouche, Nipissing, Algon- 
quin, Awoju and Shequindah. 

Pleasing names to be found in the Canadian 
Gazeteer are Hiawatha, Minnehaha and No- 
komis, but these , perhaps, owe allegiance to 
Longfellow rather than to the red man, from 
whose language they were taken. 

But in the names which Indians have 
themselves given to places in Western Canada 
is the curiosity of the Easterner aroused. 
When such localities as Whiskey Gap, Leav- 
ings, Pincher Creek, Porcupine Hills, Robber’s 
Roost, Stand Off, Slide Out, Slide In, Freeze 
Out, Bull Horn, Jumbo Valley, etc., are spoken 
of, the stranger in the west begins to ask how 
the selection was made. 

The most interesting stories connected with 
place names in western Canada centre around 
‘Whoop Up,” an old trader’s fort between 
Macleod and Lethbridge, in Southern Alberta. 
It was in the early seventies thai the monopoly 
of the Hudson’s Bay Company ceased, and 
the Dominion Government took over judicial 
rights in all that vast territory which lies 
between the International Boundary and the 
North Pole. The ending of the monopoly was 
asignal for an inrush of adventurers. Gam- 
blers, smugglers, criminals of every stripe, 
struck across from Montana and other north- 
ern States into the Canadian territory at the 
foot of the Rockies. Without a white popu- 

_ lation, these riffraff adventurers could not ply 
their usual wide-open traffic. The only way 
to wealth was by the fur trade; and the easiest 
way to obtain the furs was by smuggling 
whiskey into the country in smail quantities, 
diluting this and trading it to the natives for 
elts. Chances of interference were nil. 
he Canadian government officials were 

thousands of miles distant without either 
telegraph or railway connection. 

es red man’s contribution to place But the game was not without its dangers. 
The country at the foothills was inhabited by 
a confederacy of the Blackfeet Indians— 
Bloods, Peigans and Blackfeet,—‘‘tigers of 
the prairie’’ when sober, and worse than tigers 
when drunk. The Montana whiskey smug- 
glers found they must either organize for 
defence, or pay for their fun by being ex- 
terminated. How many whites were killed in 
these drinking frays will never be known; 
but all about the Belly and Old Man Rivers 
and Fort Macleod, are gruesome landmarks 
known as the places where such and such 
parties were exterminated in the seventies. 

The upshot was that the Montana smug- 
glers emulated the old fur traders, and built 
themselves permanent forts: |Robber’s 
Roost, Stand Off, Freeze Out, and most 
famous of all, Whoop-Her-Up, whose name 
for respectability’s sake has recently been 
changed to “Whoop-up,” with an innocent 
suggestiveness of some poetic Indian title. 
Whoop-Up was palisaded and loop-holed for 
musketry, with bastions and cannon, and an 
alarm bell. The fortifications of this place 
alone, it is said, cost $12,000, and it at once 
became the metropolis of the whiskey smug- 
glers. Henceforth only a few Indians were 
allowed inside the fort at a time, the rest being 
served through the loop-holes. 

But the Blackfeet, who loved a man hunt 
better than a buffalo hunt, were not to be 
balked. The trail by which the whiskey 
smugglers came from Fort Benton zigzagged 
over the rolling prairie, mainly following the 
bottoms of the precipitous coulees and ravines 
for a distance of two hundred miles to Whoop- 
Up. Heavy wagons with canvas tops and 
yokes of fifteen and twenty oxen, drew the 
freight of liquor through the devious passes 
that connected ravine with ravine. The 
Blackfeet were probably the best horsemen in 
the world. There were places where the 
defiles were exceptionally narrow, where the 
wagons got mired, and where oxen and freight 
had to be rafted across rain swollen streams 
and sloughs. With a yelling of incarnate 
fiends that would have stampeded more sober 
brutes than oxen drawing kegs of whiskey, 
down swooped the Blackfeet at just these 
hard spots. Sometimes the raids took place 
at night, when tethers would be cut and the 
oxen stampeded with the bellowing of a fright- 
ened buffalo herd. If the smugglers made a 
stand there was a fight. If they drew off, the 
savages captured the booty, and there was 
also a fight; but in this case the victims were 
the Indians killed in their own drunken 
brawls. 

Mounted Police to the Rescue. 

Protests from the fur company defrauded of 
lawful trade, and petitions from the mission- 
aries, called the attention of the Dominion 
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Government to the outrageous state of affairs 
at the foothills of the Rockies. An act was 
passed for the formation of a mounted con- 
stabulary. The spice of danger, deviltry and 
adventure in the duties of the new force 
appealed to the popular mind. Men of all 
ranks tumbled over each other in their eager- 
ness to enlist. Three hundred men were 
enrolled and drilled, and in July, 1874, the 
Mounted Police began their famous march of 
two thousand miles across the prairie to the 
foothills, two divisions striking off northward, 
one only coming to Old Man’s River, the 
smugglers stronghold, where Colonel Mac- 
leod at once marked off the square for a fort, 
and hoisted a British flag in opposition to the 
smuggler’s regime. The good-will of the 
Blackfeet was soon gained and a friendship 
established between the Mounted Police and 
ine Blackfeet that has lasted to the present 
ay. 
The smugglers were too wary to call down 

attacks from the entire Mounted Police force 
by attempting armed resistence. They 
played the well-known games of smugglers 
the world over. Whoop-Up lay in the 
bottom of a deep ravine. On one side was a 
defile in the hills known as “‘Slide Out”. On 
the other side was a narrow pass called ‘Slide 
In”. When the red coats rode clanking 
through ‘Slide In,” the smugglers quietly 
slipped away through “Slide Out.’ Patrols 
scoured the boundary line to the south, pass- 
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ing along the Fort Benton trail, and found 
their smugglers with the loads of whiskey in a 
gap in the Milk River Ridge, which has since 
been known as “‘Whiskey Gap’’. 

At another point up the Belly River the 
smugglers had whiskey in a ‘“‘cache’’ and were 
attacked by the confederacy of Blackfeet. 
After a stubborn fight the Indians were beaten 
off and they called the place “‘Stand Off.’ 
At “Freeze Out” a similar incident occurred, 
but the siege of the attacking party was of so 
long duration that the smugglers were com- 
pelled to surrender, hence the name “Freeze 
Out”. “‘Robber’s Roost” has whiskey con- 
nected with its naming also. The booty was 
stolen, and for this reason and probably some 
other not known, the appellation ‘‘Robber’s 
Roost” was applied to the place and district. 

The complete gamut of smuggler’s wiles had 
soon been exhausted by police vigilence. In 
a few years the smugglers had either with- 
drawn from the country or taken up more 
lawful methods of barter. Some of the old 
names, given to places in the days of unlawful 
whiskey selling and Indian encounter, have 
been changed to those befitting the position 
the places have taken in the agricultural and 
industrial world. But ‘“‘Whiskey Gap’ is 
still ‘““Whiskey Gap’; and “Stand Off” is 
“Stand Off’. Similarly ‘‘Slide Out,’ ““Whoop 
Up”, “Bull Horn’, and ‘Jumbo Valley’ 
have not changed the names by which they 
were first known. 

SPORT IN THE TOMOGONOPS 
The Hunt for the Lost Moose in New Brunswick 

Charles A. Gianini 

AST Fall I threw in my lot with the 
McKay boys and hunted in the Tomo- 
gonops country which lies to the south 

of the Nepisguit River, N. B. 
I make it a rule and have always found it 

profitable to hunt in as far as possible from the 
railroad or settlements and this trip was no 
exception. I got into a big undisturbed 
section where but very little hunting is done 
and—found the game. Itis true that in New 
Brunswick big game such as moose and deer 
are often seen close to the towns and villages 
and on my way in I had evidence of this for at 
Ned Way’s, a matter of nineteen miles from 
Newcastle, where we spent the night, we had 
moose meat for breakfast, the bull having 
been shot a few days previously from the very 
dooryard. 

The McKays hunt a big section of country 
containing moose, caribou, deer and _ bear; 
plenty of water and bogs for early hunting and 
calling and ridges for still hunting and tracking 
in snow after the calling season. They have 
three camps—the first a patched up lumber 
camp known as the Lower Camp and situated 
on the South Branch of the Tomogonops 
River and about two miles from a fine body 
of water called Fish Lake. The country about 

here consists of ridges both of hardwood and 
mixed growth and though moose are got here 
in the early season it is best later on when the 
rut is over and the bulls have left the water. 

The Home Camp, about ten miles farther in, 
is beautifully placed on a knoll above the 
Middle Branch of the Tomogonops and in a 
section abounding in lakes, ponds and beaver 
works, where I imagine one could have capital 
sport in calling time, and about three miles 
from a very large open hardwood ridge, in 
extent the largest I saw. This camp the boys 
make their headquarters when trapping and 
for a long time this was their only one. 

Five miles farther north on the upper side 
of the Main Branch of the river and tucked 
away in a wooded hollow in the Caribou 
Camp, is the third and last one. The surround- 
ing country, a succession of low hills and 
ridges has been burnt over and presents the 
appearance of an immense barren with here 
and there little pockets of green timber and 
the whole dotted with lakes and ponds. 
Close to hand are two fair sized lakes—Pine 
and Rogers, the former emptying into Tomog- 
onops and the other a good one for trout, f am 
told, empties into the Nepisguit to the 
north. 



The hills are well covered with Lamb-kill, 

Labrador Tea and blueberry bushes but for 

two years past the last named have borne no 
crop, hence as George explains, there have 
been no bears in the country this year. 

I found in many places patches of the white 

caribou moss but not in such profusion as is 

found in Newfoundland. Nevertheless car- 
ibou are often obtained here. I only found 
a track. Bill McKay while tending some 
traps one day saw two, a small stag and a doe, 
and a few years ago George shot a caribou 
near by a trap set for bear and a couple of 
days later found a young caribou caught in a 
trap; the scent of the older one had drawn the 
younger one and unconsciously it walked into 
the trap. 

Some big moose heads have been taken out 
of this.country and the signs showed there 
were still some left, but I was not fortunate 
enough to see a good one. I was very close 
to two bulls one day in some small green 
timber but was unable to see their heads 
before they disappeared. 

George and I arrived at the Lower Camp 
on the afternoon of October 15th, after walk- 
ing in most of the way from Way’s and after 
a brief rest started out for a little hunt. We 
crossed the stream and went over to Fish Lake 
and on the way George nade a birch bark 
horn but his efforts to call a bull at several 
promising points on the road or at the water 
were unavailing—the rutting time had passed. 
On the road we saw one cow and three more at 
the lake—one a very old grey coated lady. 

On our return to camp we found that 
George’s younger brother Bill had come in; 
he usually guides but in this instance was to 
cook for us. 

The following day we started in in earnest; 
hunted carefully upstream all morning but 
saw nothing. In the afternoon we tried the 
lake again when George called, but with no 
response. We saw two cows on the shore and 
as we were returning on a road at the head of 
the lake a cow and calf appeared ahead of us— 
the mother stood and looked at us for a second 
or two, then gave a !oud bark which seni the 
calf into the timber where she soon followed, 
giving an occasional bark. This noise caused 
a deer farther along to blow and offered a 
comparison of wild woods’ music. 

The woods about this and the Home Camp 
were lumbered off some years ago and in 
addition to the main tote or portage roads are 
log roads running in all directions and in the 
dry and noisy conditions at this time our 
only chance of a close approach was to follow 
these roads. The fall was exceptionally fine 
and warm with no rain and as a result the 
woods were very dry and noisy and twigs and 
branches snapped at every turn, Rain and 
snow are a necessity for good still hunting. 

Next day we hunted up towards Sullivan’s 
old lumber camp in the Middle Branch and 
on the way passed the largest piece of beaver 
work I have ever seen—the stream a small 
one, counting the large and small, old and 
new ones had fifteen dams on it. The water 
was blocked up for a considerable distance 
making a good sized pond and from the signs 
Was much frequented by moose and deer. 
The white or paper birch seems to be the 
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principal food of the beaver here and I saw 
many fair sized trees they had felled. We 
got up within a few feet of a cow and calf in 
these waters. 3 

Before reaching the beaver pond while 
seated on a log on an old road where we had a 
good view about us we were aroused by the 
goggle of geese overhead and directly a big 
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cow moose bounded across the road evidently 
disturbed by the racket. 

Exploring the old camp we found that a 
couple of trappers had made use of it last 
year and some of their outfit remained. A 
couple of metal box traps explained that they 
were after live fur. Today the breeding and 
raising of mink, marten, fisher and fox par- 
ticularly the last, is fairly successful and in 
consequence many trappers try to take the 
fur alive as the price is considerably higher 
than for the mere jackets of the animals. 

At noon we “biled the kettle’ on the bank 
of the river and then started in a southerly 
direction looking for an old portage road which 
George said should be there; we had not trav- 
elled very far when ahead and above us a large 
black mass suddenly loomed up—a big moose! 
At first from his position in the dark thick 
timber I could not distinguish the antlers but 
George a trifle ahead of me saw them and 
immediately exclaimed ‘“‘it’s a good big head’”’ 
—then the bull probably having decided it 
was time to light out, turned broadside on, 
with head facing us and I saw that the head 
had a big spread and also that I must shoot 
quickly or he would be gone. I will admit I 
was slightly excited as I am whenever shooting 
at big game animals, otherwise where would 
the thrill come in and I did not take proper 
aim at a point behind the bull’s foreshoulder. 
As I shot the second time he ran off to the 
left and disappeared! 

Astonished and crestfallen I stood stock 
still—shooting very powerful ammunition. 
I had expected the beast to crumple up then 
and there, for I was confident I had hit him 
twice out of three shots. Without seeing it, 
I felt the look of disgust on George’s face as 
he broke the painful silence by asking “‘do you 
think you missed him?” ‘“‘How could I miss 
him?” I replied “‘I know I took aim and the 
mark was as big as a barn door.’”” We walked 
up to where the bull had stood and where I 
had hopes of finding blood but even this was 
denied me so I suggested we smoke a pipe and 
then try and follow his track. In about 
twenty minutes we took up the tracks and 
here George displayed great cleverness; he 
followed and unrayelled the signs over dry 
leaves, moss and bare ground in a manner 
that astonished me; I tried a little of it but 
would soon be all at sea. We must have gone 
a half mile when with hopes at vanishing 
point a most welcome sight met our eyes—a 
single drop of blood on a leaf! This had a 
magical effect on my spirits and I felt ina way 
that I had redeemed myself but George only 
remarked “I knew he was hit.” On my 
enquiring how he could tell he replied that 
“a wounded moose spreads his toes when 
travelling and this one was doing it.” I 
noticed his feeling out the hoof prints at 
different times. 

Shortly after this we heard and caught a 
glimpse of the bull, then found a second drop 
of blood and finally heard him as he went 
down hill on a bare ground runway towards 
the river. We ran out to intercept him if 
possible but when we got to where we could 
look down towards the stream the moose was 
not in sight. Here we started a deer that 
went into the alders which covered the flat 
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along the bank and when we got down there 
saw her standing and looking at us. As we 
needed meat and as she offered an easy mark 
I shot her and after dressing her out we again 
took up the tracks of the moose. The last 
track we could find was one in the soft 
ground just at the water edge and to all 
general appearances he had crossed the 
stream and made a landing somewhere on the 
opposite side. We-.examined the other shore 
and found a number of tracks but none of 
them belonging to our bull and a thorough 
search up and down for a reasonable distance 
failed to give us another sign. We circled 
around further in from the’stream without 
result; then as it was growing late and a good 
plece to camp we gave up the search for this 
day, picked up the deer meat and very 
reluctantly left the last signs of what we knew 
had been made by a very sick bull moose. 
George said that the bull had come to the 
water, taken a big drink and would go off 
somewhere and die; that we would come over | 
another day and find him.” 

I felt very tired that evening walking back 
to camp, both in spirits and legs. In all we 
had seen seven moose and two deer. 

I had used on the bull a Ross rifle, shooting - 
the .280 calibre copper tube, 145 grain bullet, 
with a velocity over 3000 feet per second, and 
judging from results obtained on previous 
trips on big caribou I certainly did not expect 
that moose to make off as he did; he should 
not have been able to leave our sight or even 
to have reached the river. We had followed 
his tracks for more than a mile in all durin 
which journey he had not Jain down once an 
but two drops of blood were found. All this 
caused me to think that if the bull was well 
hit there was something wrong and I think I 
found a partial explanation in my examination 
of the wound made in the small doe. The 
bullet had entered the side of the deer right 
back of the forward shoulder and the organs 
above the diaphragm were fairly well pulped 
but there was no sign of exit of any part of the 
bullet, showing conclusively that the action of 
it is entirely explosive, also that it has small 
penetration through bone and animal tissue, 
for from one side to the other, a straight line 
through the chest the distance was not over 
seven inches. With only one puncture and 
that the small entrance of the bullet the 
chances are against any immediate leakage of 
blood. These facts in addition to some others 
gathered from the examination of a certain 
bull moose cause me to think that unless one 
of these very light weight bullets is placed 
in an extremely vital spot such as the heart or 
spine of a big moose he will travel a long dis- 
tance before dying. 

In the course of a couple of days we returned 
to hunt up the bull and although we searched 
over a lot of ground very carefully, working 
down to the forks of the Main and Middle 
Branches of the river we were unsuccessful. 

On our return George cheered me up some- 
what by his remarks that “‘there still remains 
a chance of finding that bull; we will wait for 
snow and then follow fox tracks until we find 
him.” Knowing that he makes no vain 
boasts I placed my confidence in his words and 
wished for snow. On our way over in the 
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morning we got up close to another bull but 

his head, while a shapély one, was too small; 

he was accompanied by a cow. We also saw 

another cow. 

Homeward bound down the Main Branch 

we visited a certain ledge by the water known 

as the wet stone quarry from which. good 

stones both of fine and coarse texture are taken. 

It seems to be a very fine sand stone or 
ossibly clay and the mass of stone is all 

Broken up into small pieces. For years 
lumbermen have come here for their wet 
stones. It is known as Tomogonops. It was 
on the 17th day of October that I wounded 
the big bull and we hunted faithfully for his 
equal every day after that while waiting for 
the proper conditions of snow, when we would 
again make a search for the lost one. In the 
meantime we moved up to the Home Camp 
where we spent several days. This is an ideal 
situation for sport for it offers in natural 
conditions all that should make for it—it 
abounds in lakes and ponds, ridges and 
swamps and finally an immense burning. 
Not a day passed without our seeing cows and 
calves but heads were scarce; deer were 
plentiful and once two bear presented a 
glimpse of themselves as they ducked across 
an old road. 

Then we followed up the Caribou Camp and 
hunted the open country thereabouts for a 
couple of days, with no success. One should 
hunt very slowly up here making use of a 
handy lookout from which a big extent of 
territory can be seen including seven lakes 
and ponds—but this waiting game does not 
appeal to me. 
We saw no caribou or bears but I am 

assured that early in the season and when blue 
berries are plentiful the latter frequent the 
open hillsides. It was up here I saw a calf 
with a coat as red as a fox’s tail. 

I was astonished at the amount of beaver 
work I saw—I had no idea that anywhere 
these animals could be so common; every 
stream large and small has its family and dams. 
In many places the large old dams are used 
as crossing places by game and we often 
availed ourselves of them. There is no open 
season on beaver but once lift the ban and 
there will be some busy trappers. 

One night it looked like a big storm coming 
and thinking the chances better at the Lower 
Camp we started down the following morning 
in a heavy snow storm; on the way we saw 
three deer and one cow and heard another 
call, she probably heard us and thought the 
sound came from a bull. 
_ We were disappointed in this snow—while 
in all about six inches fell, the weather turned 
Warm again and it was gone in acouple of days. 
However we made the most of it, got up to a 
couple of bulls but turned them down and 
also followed a pair of travelling bulls, who 
were evidently leaving this section. We first 
struck their tracks the evening before as we 
were camp bound, picked them up again the 
next morning on our side of the river and 
although we followed their old tracks a con- 
siderable distance, at no place could we see 
that they had stopped trotting. They were 
either running away from the cows or had been 
badly frightened. From all signs where he 
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had avoided trees and broken branches and 
twigs one had a big head. We never saw 
them. When the snow was almost gone we 
had rain with an accompanying high wind 
which ‘combination afforded us one perfect 
still hunting day which we improved by get- 
ting up close to a pretty fair bull but not a 
“dammer’’ such as we wanted. I had now 
been in the woods a little over two weeks and 
was very hungry for war news, so one day 
George and I walked out to a couple of lumber 
camps about seven or eight miles below. At 
the first camp we obtained very little informa- 
tion, the cook and a few others we saw hardly 

on 
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knew there was a war going on, but at the 
other camp we were lucky enough to 
find parts of a few week-old papers. Here we 
met one of the Vandervilles, well known guides 
up here, who gave us some wonderful informa- 
tion—the Germans had sunk seven English 
battle ships; the English had a new cannon 
carrying a ball twenty-eight miles and one 
thousand cow boys from our south-west had 
sone, with full equipment to fight for the 
allies! 

Night after night after a good hearty meal 
we would climb up to our beds where, while 
resting our tired muscles, the arguments and 
discussions over the war would wax warm 
until we would fall off to sleep—then one 
would arouse the others by an invitation to 
“fill the pipe again” and we would all light 
up again and recommence the discussion. 
This would occur two or three times of an 
evening until finally one of us would look at 
his watch and exclaim “‘my how late—it’s 
almost nine” then we would turn in for the 
night. 
Many battles and sea engagements we 

fought and if results had proved as we planned 
we would on our return to the settlement have 
found the world at peace. 

About a week later we had another fall of 
snow about two or three inches this time but 
it crusted over and made noisy walking; 
nevertheless over near the big beaver works 
we came upon the tracks of two moose and 
from the signs they had heard us and started. 
One seemed to have horns so we decided to 
follow them and they led us quite a winding 
course until we finally decided it was too 
noisy to ever get near them and gave them up. 
In following these moose we had paid no at- 
tention to the direction and when we quit the 
tracks we did not know our position—there 
was no sun to guide us, so we started off on a 
compass course for the river. This took us 
through a lot of fresh deer tracks but still 
hunting was out of the question we merely 
kept our eyes open and travelled on. We had 
almost come out to the river, when looking 
ahead through some small green trees, we saw 
about eighty yards away a big white buck 
hooking a small tree. George said afterwards 
I shot pretty quick but even so I made sure of 
him, for I wanted that particular buck badly. 
He was alive but unable to get away when we 
reached him and a second shot was required 
to finish the job. He was a very large animal 
of the thick bodied variety, in some localities 
called a swamp deer and must have weighed 
well over two hundred pounds. He had a big 
rough set of horns thirteen points in all and 
from the damaged and broken points and 
other signs about the body had been doing 
considerable fighting. Most curious and 
rare it was for with the exception of some grey 
and gold about the forehead and ears and two 
small spots on each side of body he was snow 
white! Had he been standing still on the 
snow we might have passed him by unnoticed. 

It was the first live white deer George or I 
had ever seen and all I have seen mounted or 
in pictures had considerably more dark color 
about them. He had neither pink eyes nor 
white hoofs so might not have been a true 
albino and not always in the white coat. He 

was an old buck the various signs proved and 
some of his toes were very crooked and ran 
out in long points, the ends of which curled 
up. It was getting well along in the afternoon 
when I shot the deer so George only dressed 
him out and we left him to return the following 
day for the head, hide and meat. 
Two days later and a matter of three weeks 

after I shot him, the snow having been on the 
ground long enough to show plenty of fox 
tracks, we went hunting for the big bull again. 
The first fresh track we followed led us up the 
river at least a mile.and we finally caught up 
with and saw the fox only to find he was after 
mice and not moose. Back down the stream 
we came and into a maze of fresh tracks which 
we were unable to unravel; there were too 
many and they went in all directions. 
We commenced to feel discouraged and the 
presence of Canada Jays or moose birds added 
to it. We followed down stream to the forks, 
crossed over to the lower side and worked up 
through the alders towards that point where 
we had seen the last track of the moose. We 
soon arrived at another mess of fox tracks and 
even saw another fox and we continued to 
work upstream very carefully, George near the 
river and I on the inside. We had arrived 
at a point about four hundred yards from 
where the moose had taken to water when 
George suddenly called out “‘I see your moose, 
I see your moose”’ and there on the opposite 
shore in a small cleared space with his head 
facing the water and partly buried in the 
snow lay the remains of my bull moose. He 
proved to be a very large old bull with a head 
of twenty-one points and measuring fifty-one 
inches in spread and from the marks on the 
points he had done quite a little fighting. 
The foxes had made a sad wreck of the carcass 
and the surrounding snow was packed down 
hard with their bloody tracks, making it 
appear as though many foxes had feasted here. 
The scalp was spoiled so some day when I have 
the head mounted I must substitute the head 
skin of another moose. Nevertheless I was 
very happy to have found the lost moose and 
his antlers and to have brought to a conclusion 
a very pleasant trip. Standing in the stream 
I took some photographs of the bull but the 
light was bad and they did not amount to 
much. This moose when he originally struck 
the water had followed it down stream and 
gone ashore and died on the bank and George 
reproached himself for not having known 
from the last track we found that the beast 
would do this as it is the usual method a 
wounded moose pursues. 

I was able to find one of my bullet wounds— 
it was placed as intended back of forward 
shoulder but a little high. We got ihe head 
part way to camp that night and ithe guide 
brought it in the following morning and this 
ended the hunt, for the team was to come in 
for us the same day. 

The McKay brothers are quiet serious men, 
have spent the greater part of their lives in the 
woods and thoroughly understand the ways 
of moose; they don’t brag but seldom fail to 
find the game. Bill is so serious that he is 
actually mournful at times in his views; with 
him everything is going to the bad, game 1s 
decreasing; fur getting scarce and prices going 
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down; no more flowering plants and shrubs, the 
‘moose and deer have them all eaten and thus 
it goes with him. Even the faci of a recent 
eighty per cent. dividend on his fox¥ranch 
stock failed to cheer him up! > 

There are pleniy of moose in this section 
but big heads are scarce and require finding; 
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deer we saw every day—six in one bunch once 
—and they are surely increasing, which may 
be our reason for the apparent decrease of 
caribou. 

To any aspiring sportsmen I feel that I can 
safely recommend my guides and theircountry. 

A Trip By Motor Boat After Moose In 
Northern Alberta 

C. N. Hayes 

to get a whiff of our Northern Alberta 
atmosphere so I’ll try and relate a few 

incidents connected with a very strenuous 
moose hunt we had last fall, in return for some 
of their tales from other provinces concerning 
this same game. 

Novy. 4th, 1914, was bright and cold and our 
meat supply was low, we got our camp outfit 
together, which included a week’s supply of 
“grub,” and loaded same in my 20 tf. Chest- 
nut canoe early in the forenoon. We were 
soon humming up the Clearwater at a good 
clip to the tune of my “‘Caille’’ 2 H. P. engine. 
Mr. Edmundson, my companion, who is a 
Fire Ranger also a guide, hunter and all 
round good scout, sprawled his 5 ft. 5 in. of 
bulk across the duffle in the bow of the canoe 
and with hands folded across his stomach and 
“jimmie” in his mouth rose to the occasion 
sufficiently from time to time to remark “how 
darn nice it is to beat the paddle for once in a 
fellow’s life.’ “‘We’re going some, old horse”’ 
ete. I held the boat into the eddies and 
dead water behind each successive point 
avoiding the main current whenever possible 
and short cutting where it would save a foot 
of distance. We had overhauled two gas- 
engine propelled canoes, evidently on the same 
bent as ourselves, inside of the first ten miles 
of travel. This alone was enough to make 
things in general appear rosy hued. We were 
particularly pleased with ourselves and outfit 
and were indulging in some congratulaiory 
remarks when—crash! went some _ heavy 
object up into our bottom, just as we were 
shooting out into an extra strong sweep of 
water. A half submerged dead head had 
been shot up out of a swirl of water at the head 
of the eddy just as we were passing over the 
Spot. Rim us it did. Catching the edge of 

e keel, it slid along that until it crashed into 
the propeller tube, bending that back until 
the main shaft inside snapped, and forcing the 
canoe over so far as to nearly cause us to ship 
water. The engine raced wildly for a few 
seconds making it all too evident to us that 
our hunt was, for the present, at an untimely 
end. We paddled our craft to shore, beached 
it and on examination found we had a nice 
little job ahead of us if we were to get the 
engine into commission again before freeze up. 
.. We had crowed just a trifle prematurely, 
itseemed. This we owned up to ourselves as 

Pre eet some of the boys would like we drifted homeward down stream. Upon 
reaching my log wharf I immediately took the 
engine off the boat and when it was discon- 
nected the main shaft showed a clean break 
at the shoulder a point about five inches below 
the bottom bend in the crank. I made an 
after dark trip down stream three miles to 
where a crew of men were at work building 
the new Hudson’s Bay steamer “‘Grahame II”’ 
and laid my troubles before the chief engineer, 
who promptly told me the shaft would have 
to be welded but they were entirely out of black- 
smithcoal and I would have to stand “pat.” 
That was discouraging at the best. However 
being in acorner is the best incentive for some 
sort of men. I suppose it’s the prod which 
makesdubs like myself ““come across”’ because I 
returned home feeling in a better mood than 
I had left in and fully confident that the 
break could be repaired, even by such a me- 
chanic as I. if it were gone about properly and 
sufficient care taken. My few iron working 
tools comprised a good hack saw and a number 
of extra blades, a couple of small drill points, 
files etc., and a few scattered wood working 
tools. By dint of sweat and patience I cut 
a slot in the end of each broken part, drilled 
pin holes in them, cut the spring off a No. 3 
fox trap, heated and doubled it, filed it to fit 
the two slots, drilled it to engage pins in the 
pin holes of the shaft, and at the end of a few 
hours’ application had the shaft in as good 
shape as ever, the engine reassembled ana 
turning over with its usual business hum. 
The following morning my friend Mr. Ed- 
mundson and his employer Mr. Hill chug 
chugged un to our dock, where thev found me 
all ready for another trial at the elusive moose. 
We coupled the two canoes together side by 
side, by tying poles across both front and rear 
ends making our boats very comfortable to 
move about in and enabling one man to do 
the entire navigaitng, although we engineers 
sat next to our speed devils to keep them under 
proper surveillance while Charles (Mr. 
Edmundson) again resumed his position in 
the bows but with a less cocky air than on his 
previous trip. We had the good fortune to 
knock over a big grey goose which we surprised 
upon rounding an abrupt turn in the river 
about six miles from our starting point which 
seemed io bode good for our enterprise. 
Hill’s Evinrude was working at ils best as 
was the Caille but in spite of our best efforts 
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we did not reach the foot of the two miles 
of rapids below the Christina river until dusk 
which we had to ascend in the dark. How- 
ever our familiarity with the best channel, 
rocks etic. got us through. The two litle 
engines did their work honesily, and slowly 
but surely forced the canoes through the swift 
water, until the head of the rapids was passed 
where we landed ai a good camping place, 
accomplishing this in the pitch darkness. 
The first streak of hght in ihe morning 
found us astir and deep in the business of 
disposing of a first class breakfast after which 
Jack (Mr. Hill) and myself busied ourselves 
in filling the fuel tanks, warming up ihe 
engines ready to siari and in further securing 
the connecting poles between the canoes eic. 
while Charles stored the last of our equipment 
away in the boats. After a few preliminary 
spuis and kicks our engines got down to 
steady work and we swung out into the main 
channel and inside of fifteen minutes were 
into and working our way up the short rapids 
of the Pembina and into smoother waier until 
we reached the Pine Rapids half a day’s run 
farther up. We made good time throughout 
but were delayed a short time late in ihe 
afternoon by the pump in Jack’s engine 
refusing to perform its functions causing us to 
beach his canoe. Investigation showed that 
the plunger of the pump was broken and what 
little of the spring there was left was badly 
worn. I shot off my .30-30 to obtain an 
empty shell with which to take up the space 
left by the lack of spring, which allowed ihe 
plunger to work effectively. To make up for 
this delay we ran until after dark. Again 
the next morning we got away early. A 
heavy snow had fallen during the night which 
made us anxious to reach our hunting grounds 
at the very earliest possible moment. The 
breakfast we indulged in was short and sweet 
and the dishes were still smoking as we started 
from home on our last lap of the trip, our 
real destination being the Cascades, some 
sixty miles up the Clearwater from Ft. 
McMurray. In turn we passed the Sulphur 
Springs, the Big Eddy and all the points of 
interest which bore names of some sort to 
designate them from other like places at 
other points along the route, Lob Stick Island, 
Romeo Prairie, each picturesque in its way, 
floated to the rear as we beat our way 
steadily up river, hour after hour. Growing 
dusk found us still a few miles from the 
Cascades but we were used to nosing our way 
in the dark so let the little engines pound 
along at their best speed. Snow was again 
falling and the temperature was steadily 
growing colder all of which made us more or 
less anxious, as slush ice can form and start 
running inside of a few hours after conditions 
are right for quick freezing. Ten o’clock 
found us ascending the foot of the Cascades 
which are not impossible for a good canoe 
engine to make for the first mile. We sep- 
arated the canoes upon entering rough water 
so we could the better manage them as rocks 
are frequent and the water runs swift. This 
last piece of navigating was done by instinct 
rather than by sense of sight but we fought 
our way to the foot of the Cascades proper 
and after starting a rousing fire on shore 
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unloaded our boats and hauled them high and 
dry out of the water. Even then their sides 
were coated with half an inch of ice. We 
were still in hopes the thermometer would 
kindly desist from its evident intention of 
further falling as it was making our margin 
of a safe return narrower each hour. Our 
first day at camp, which was established at 
the top of a high knob overlooking the main 
rapids, which also gave us a good long view of 
the valley, was uneventful as the weather 
was unfavorable for hunting. Meanwhile it 
grew a little milder and snow fell at intervals 
during the day. The following day was 
again unsuitable for stalking moose as there 
was such a quantity of dry material under- 
neath what snow had fallen as to make quiet 
walking almost impossible and a dead calm 
pervaded without a sign of break. Charles 
and I used some of this idle time in looking 
over the country for signs and setting a few 
fox and mink traps. Signs of these animals 
were quite plentiful. The mornimg of the 
third day brought us just the sort of a day 
we most desired, the wind arose with the sun 
and roared through the spruce tops, effect- 
ively drowning any slight noise we made 
travelling through the brush. Charles and 
myself had not been looking for fresh tracks 
over an hour when we crossed the trail of 
three moose which seemed to be moving 
almost directly ahead of us. We quickly 
swung out describing a large circle, carefully 
working our way up wind until we should 
again strike the trail of our game, which 
process we repeated until the moose took a 
turn in a direction more favorable to us. 
They were now heading towards the river 
flats it seemed, and we were able to continue 
on their tracks without cutting any stylish 
mile around figures in the scenery to keep 
them from scenting us. Slowly and care- 
fully we worked our way over sand ridges, 
through tangles of thick willow brush and 
fallen timber, wading half frozen streams. 
Mile after mile the tracks of the animals 
continued diverging and then again conver- 
ging, circling, manoeuvering, always, it seemed, 
trying to mislead its many foes, whether man 
or beast. The trail kept leading towards the 
river. This fact, we appreciated as, if we 
succeeded in landing our quarry, we would be 
thankful for every step saved when packing 
our kill out of the woods. 

The moose seemed to think it was incum- 
bent upon them to resort to one last safe- 
guard before stopping to feed. We knew we 
were approaching the feeding grounds for the 
smaller growth of dense red willows were 
becoming more in evidence as we proceeded. 
The three animals now shaped their course 
across a deep slough a quarter of a mile in 
width and probably a mile long which lay 
between the highland and the river flats upon 
which the willows grew in dense profusion. 
This was a sweet issue and we spent some 
moments debating as to which direction our 
wary game had taken after having crossed 
the slough and which was the more preferable, 
to swim or delay long enough to build a raft. 
Either might have been successful but bodily 
comfort and the small allowance of daylight 
then left to us caused us to decide on follow- 
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ing the edge of the slough up wind and _ not 
scaring our game unless we ran across them 
before darkness closed in. We had made 
scarcely a mile when we reached a point of 
solid land which ran out into the slough 
nearly cutting it in two. Carefully we crept 
through the cover of willows and tall marsh 
grass and after gaining the extreme point of 
our spur of land we arose cautiously for a 
good survey of what parts of the flats were 
to be observed from our place of vantage, 
Man alive! not two hundred yards from us 
stood as beautiful a specimen of a fat bull 
moose as ever nipped a bud. Charles who 
was slightly in advance of me raised his rifle 
and fired, his bullets centering his lordship’s 
front shoulders and causing the moose to 
drop. He gained his feet in a second how- 
ever and as he rose I repeated Charles’ ex- 
hibition by placing a_ .30-30 soft nose just 
three inches from the place where the first 
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bullet entered the moose, dropping him in his 
tracks. The other moose, who had evidently 
lain down at the edge of the slough, now 
Sprang up, hair all abristle and ears wagging 
like animated wind mills, which is the attitude 
assumed by them when listening. We picked 
our game without an instant’s hesitation. 
My .30-30 broke the neck of No. 2 before he 
had scarcely batted an eye or could move out 
of his tracks and Charles again duplicated 
his first performance while I backed him up 
as before by adding good measure. He had 
fatally wounded the animal who at the most 
could not have walked twice the length of 
himself but we both wanted to avoid any 
possibility of wounding an animal and having 
it get away, besides we both needed the meat 
badly at home, for not only were we short of 
fresh beef but some of our near neighbors 
were also. Hastily constructing a pole 
crossing we managed to get to our game and 
properly care for it. We checked up our 
shots while dressing§the animals and found 
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that every shot fired should have caused 
instant death, a most humane killing. Dark- 
ness found things in good shape as regards 
the game but both of us had got soused to the 
waist crossing and recrossing our frail bridge 
across the slough, and long before we reached 
camp late that night our clothes had frozen 
solid, nevertheless we experienced no special 
discomfort accepting the wet clothing as one 
of the adjuncts of hunting. 

“Skunked again?’ asked Jack, as we 
presented ourselves at the camp fire, but as 
prearranged we observed silence regarding 
our most interesting topic, and at once intro- 
duced ourselves to the wash basin. Jack 
could not help notice the discoloration of the 
water and at once smelled a large sized rat. 

““Where’d you get him?” 
“Oh, up the river couple of miles’’, replied 

Charles, and by the way have your pack strap 
ready for an early start in the morning. 

| FT MS Muay o. 

““Can’t youse guys pack a half a moose 
apiece without me going along’’? queried 
Jack. 

“Oh come along anyway, we like your 
society’ suggested I. Our backs are none 
too strong and we may need you badly before 
we are through.” 
We arrived at the scene of conquest early 

next morning, which by the way was very 
cold and biting, and Mr. Hill was here treated 
to a gentle surprise party for which trouble 
he cussed us pleasantly. Charles and I com- 
pleted skinning the three moose, quartered 
the meat and prepared it for packing while 
Jack worked otf his surplus steam cutting a 
trail to the river a quarter of a mile away. 
He had a good portion of the meat already 
packed out by the time we ‘were ready to 
assist him. 

We then returned to camp for an early 
dinner, concluded to portage my 20 ft. canoe 
around the rapids, and paddled the balance 
of the way to our cache, where we loaded our 
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meat and then proceeded down stream to the 
head of the Cascades. Here we were obliged 
to unload and carry the meat some 200 yards 
around a ten foot chute of boiling water. 
Reloading took but a few minutes. We 
placed the cargo so it would shift as little as 
possible should we strike while running the 
main rapids. Jack who is a canoeist of rep- 
utation, took the steering end and we cut 
loose and headed our heavily laden canoe out 
for the center of the one half mile of bad 
rapids. We took the first drop straight on 
and plunging into the big swells below grazed 
a nasty rock. The effort required to make 
the necessary side step caused us to ship some 
water but we still held her nose on into the 
next series of raging waves and shot into the 
roaring Cascades, barely missing several 
“nigger heads” any one of which would have 
knocked the bottom clean out of our heavily 
loaded canoe. Meanwhile, your Uncle, 
bailed and paddled alternately while Jack 
directed things from his end. Just ahead 
of us loomed up the last bad drop with not 
a single visible opening in the line of half 
covered rocks over which the water rushed 
and churned itself into foam and _ spray, 
creating a roaring hell for a good hundred 
yards. Herechances were more than even that 
we might lose our boat did we make the least 
error in judgment or fail in nerve. We did 
neither, though each wave we rushed through 
drenched us with icy spray and added to the 
water already in the boat, each second making 
the canoe more unwieldy to handle. The 
strain was terrific at Jack’s end and I feared 
for his paddle, but they were both equal to 
the emergency. Taking the last sweep of the 
Cascades at express speed we shot. into the 
always present curler at the foot. As the 
bow of the canoe was completely submerged 
we were forced so low in the water that we 
crashed into a hidden boulder with such 
impact as to nearly unseat us. It seemed 
to me that I was telescoping about four fifths 
of the entire river, my prominent place in the 
bow seat being a most unenviable position, 
believe me. Our keel stood up under the 
fearful shock and while it did the hull no 
benefit it was the only thing that saved us 
from foundering on the spot. Heavily she 
recovered, scraping her entire length over the 
rock, we meanwhile fighting to keep her 
straight to avoid being rolled over and over. 
We made the choppy water at foot of the 
main fall with barely four inches of free- 
board. We then reversed and held her side- 
ways to the current, avoiding each eager 
rock in our way and steadily working her 
towards shore where Charles was waiting to 
heave us a line as we were likely to be drawn 
over the second series of rapids which, while 
not being as dangerous as the first ones, 
would put the finishing touches on our 
enterprise in about the first round. The 
boat was completely covered with a coating 
of ice an inch thick, as was everything in it, 
and our paddles were so slippery and unwieldy 
that they could be handled only with great 
effort. We two sailors looked like first hand 
applicants at an ice carnival. The _ ther- 
mometer registered 20 below and was still 
falling. A landing was safely effected and we 

might as well have been swamped as to be in 
the condition we were. The boat was brim 
full of water and ice, but now that the worst 
was over we cheerfully tied into our last wet 
job and soon had the moose meat laid in two 
rows on clean canvas and freezing beautifully. 
As you know, frozen beef is much easier 
handled than unfrozen. 

Beaching the canoe was no joy affair let me 
add. We feared to find a bad break as a 
result of her collision but were surprised to find 
her planking and ribs in good shape. The 
keel had taken the brunt of the blow and but 
little of the outer canvas covering was torn. 
This was an easy matter to repair. The 
brass protecting shoe along the keel was torn 
off and doubled up into a wad of metal, 
pee small matter to replace with a new 
strip. 

“I'll bet you four hundred dollars you two 
fellers can’t do that again and not rip out the 
entire bottom of your canoe,’ challenged 
Charles but up to date his bet has not been 
covered. Mentally, we all shook hands with 
ourselves at our escape from a possible bad 
ending. 

Building a huge fire at camp which was 
just above where we effected our landing, we 
soon had our clothes sending off clouds of 
steam as they rapidly dried. Charles had a 
good hot supper awaiting us which we tied 
into with great relish. Meanwhile the tem- 
perature was still falling and in the morning we 
awoke to find the river running nearly full of 
slush ice. It was high time we were on our 
way unless we wished to cache our hard 
earned meat and walk over-land through the 
jungle of brush and heavy timber 60 miles. 
All of our camp outfit was loaded in Jack’s 
canoe, the meat, which was frozen solid, being 
put in mine as my canoe drew less water than 
Jack’s owing to the depth of his propeller, 
and we had considerable shallow water to pass 
through after getting out of the lesser rapids 
before we reached the regular channel and deep 
water. After reaching good water I attached 
my “‘Caille’’ but after long and.heated argu- 
ments with it as to its perversity, I discovered 
my batteries would not give spark enough 
to set off the mixture, so it was the paddle for 
me and a fight with the ice until I could make 
the first hunter’s cabin 12 miles below, where 
I could thaw out and warm the “‘juice” up. 
It was still bitter cold and snow fell con- 
tinually and the slush ice steadily grew 
heavier. Jack got his Evinrude working 
just before we came in sight of the 12 mile 
cabin by thawing out his engine batteries, 
and he took me in tow the last mile. We 
took dinner with Mr. Biggs and his two 
daughters and got away in fighting trim at 
1.30 P. M. our engines turning over fine and 
forcing us through the slush ice in great shape. 
We ran steadily until dusk keeping in sight 
of one another so as to render assistance 
should one or the other of us need it. Sand 
bars, snags and rocky reefs were on every 
hand and the moving ice made them all the 
more dangerous. Ice adhered to our boats 
in such quantities that it handicapped us to 
such an extent that by dark our progress was 
not much greater than the actual drift of the 
ice. About this time both of our engines 
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commenced to fuss up. The batteries were 
getting too cold for good work. My tank 
ran dry and while refilling same Jack obtained 
considerable lead. Running for some time 
thus and not hearing anything of me he shut 
off and drifted with the floe until I overtook 
him. Jack’s engine now positively refused 
to emit a snort, so we decided not to take any 
chances of being frozen in. We did not stop 
for supper but decided to keep going as long 
as possible. Mere drifting was better than no 
move at all under the circumstances. Two 
being in Jack’s boat made it well manned. 
I started on ahead my engine running fairly 
well once more and I did not again see them 
during the trip home. 

I made about six miles through the ice, fight- 
ing to keep away from the crush at each success- 
ive turn in theriver, when my engine started to 
loosen from the planking on account of a 
thumb screw working loose. After I had 
adjusted and tightened it the engine had 
cooled down se much that crank as I would 
the engine was too cold for the gas to ignite. 
It was drmft for me in earnest now. The 
press of ice was steadily growing stronger, and 
I narrowly avoided being crushed several 
times by the floe when working out of tight 
places. Work I did, but it kept me from 
congealing as well as lengthened the vaude- 
ville. To make matters worse and add to the 
already present discomforts wind and driving 
snow beat in my face all night long, which 
night was the most lengthy in my entire list. 
The Clearwater is broken up with many 
islands which in some places divide the river 
into as many as three channels. In such 
places it was a serious proposition to get 
through as the ice would jam the narrow 
passages nearly solid in passing those points. 
By six o’clock in the morning objects along 
the bank became discernable and what a 
blessing good old daylight seemed to me, 
stiff as I was with cold, with my clothes 
frozen, and hungry to the point of starvation. 
I was unable however to make a safe landing 
anywhere for a long distance, on account of 
the width of the shore ice, which was now, 
in most places, from 25 to 100 feet wide. I 
occupied my time clearing away as much of 
the ice from the canoe, as was possible, with 
my paddle and about 10 A. M. succeeded in 
breaking away from the main drift and 
managed to catch on and fasten my canoe to 
the root of an upturned tree just at the edge 
of the shore ice. Then I found it was possible 
for me to cross this ice but not without 
breaking through when half way across and 
getting wet to the waist. The matches I 
always carry in my cap were still dry and 
before making any further move I built a 
ee fire and placed myself safe from 
possible frost bite, after which I carried some 
poles and laid a more safe walk to my boat. 
A much appreciated breakfast was soon 
inside of the mere man. Casting off my ice 
weighted boat I headed her into the floe and 
worked into the middle of the moving ice. 
As there were the Pembina rapids to pass 
through it was necessary to describe the letter 
S in order to keep in the deep channel through 
them. The center of the drift naturally kept 
to that passage and of course carried me along 
- 
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with it. The mouth of the Pembina was soon 
left behind and after traversing a three mile 
stretch of fast water the river widened and 
became a slowly moving field of grinding ice 
with scarcely enough momentum to keep it 
from jamming solid and sticking fast. The 
bitter cold wind now had a clean sweep up the 
river and chilled one to the marrow. I worked 
the paddle, beat my hands, stamped my feet 
and from time to time clambered over my 
cargo of ice and meat to promote a little 
circulation and escape frost bite. Time and 
again the ice put me into dangerous places as 
there are scores of large half-submerged trees 
and dead heads distributed along the entire 
river which if the canoe struck side on would 
cause her to be rolled over and cap the climax 
of an already beautiful drama. For seven 
hours longer the dreary cold ride continued, 
but every bend we made brought the cheering 
fact that home was just that much nearer and 
whether it was possible or not to save the boat 
when landing I knew the shoals etc. well enough 
to make the bank myself at least and that was 
a whole lot better than getting carried down 
and into the mighty Athabasca which river 
is always on her ear at spring flood time and 
SEES up time when the ice jams her bank 
ull. 

At last we (the boat and I) round the last 
point, I see my comfortable looking home on 
the hill which slopes up from the bay not a 
half mile away from where I am. Good big 
clouds of smoke are issuing from both chim- 
neys. It’s warm inside there. The folks 
always on the lookout up or down river spy 
the boat the moment it comes into view. 
Some one starts on a run down the hill to 
where we always land. They carry a rope, 
that’s good. My tie line is all too short to 
throw to shore. I now keep the canoe’s nose 
tight up against the shore ice and drift back- 
wards so the ice cakes will not force in between 
the boat and the solid shore ice. Mrs. Hayes 
has fastened one end of her line to a stake on 
shore. She throws the coil out to me in 
true cow boy style. I first fasten the rope to 
the nose of the canoe then double hitch it to 
both front seats to make it secure as the ice 
will give us a fight in a moment which will 
either force the canoe part way up on the ice 
projecting from shore or it wil] break the rope 
or stake, or worse, crush in the side of my 
staunch little Chestnut for such is the make of 
the canoe. Good luck is with us and the boat 
is brought up with a jerk; the pressure on her 
brings her snout high up out of the water and ice, 
the fastenings hold. Right here, ‘‘yours truly,”’ 
makes his ““Tell’s Leap” not to reach dry land 
but to get his regulation sousing once and for all, 
but the water is only shoulder high and my 
resourceful wife has already thrown a plank 
out on the ice from shore and also eeinds the 
end of a rope which I glue on to with a never- 
let-go grip. Now, believe me, it felt good to 
stand on solid footing once more and to be 
clear of the uncertainties that confront a 
sailor in winter. 

1200 lbs of the juiciest kind of well dressed 
moose meat is some pumpkins but it was 
earned. Leaving the canoe and cargo to the 
mercies of fate a little while longer, I jumped 
into dry clothes, thawed myself out with a 
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couple of good hot cups of coffee and then 
carried a plank and constructed a sort of 
bridge from the shore to the canoe. Inside 
of an hour our meat was piled up safe and 
sound on the bank io be packed up io the 
meat box later on. I then winched the canoe 
up on to the ice and up to the bank where I 
securely tied it until I could clear the ice off 
her. The little ‘“Caille’ was completely 
covered with ice and snow. Not even the 
fly wheel nor cylinder were to be seen, so 
thick were they ecncased in ice. The next 
morning I carried boiling hot waier and 
thawed the engine clear of iis cumbersome 
element. Attached to the propeller was a 
ball of solid ice large as a water pail. Un- 
clamping the engine from the boat I carried 
it to the house where I also thawed out the 
baltery and coil and to make sure the engine 
had suffered no damage after all the hardship 
it had undergone, I connected it up and away 
she went blissfully as ever she did. 
My friends Hill and Edmundson did not 

pass my place until 11 P. M. the same night 
I had arrived. Their somewhat lighter 
load and the fact thai there were two of them 
to look after things helped matters greatly, 
but every hour they remained in the dr‘ft 
of ice made it a more serious matier. Owing 
to the mass of ice extending from the shore at 
their place of landing, it was impossible to 
take chances of making a stop there, so they 
selected a more favorable place a mile above 
their intended destination and Charles got to 
shore across the treacherous ice, in pitch 
darkness, and roped a tree to which they let 
their boat hang until the next morning. ‘The 
crush of ice was not so heavy that it endan- 
gered the canoe to any great extent. Jack 
and Charles walked through the woods to 
their homes and returned in the morning, 
attached a long tracking line to their tie line 
then chopped their boat loose and effected a 
passage through the frozen blocks of ice to 
the main drift. Jack operated the canoe 
end of the system and Charles walked the 
bank with the line checking it when necessary 
and so made a safe stop opposite to where 
they afterwards hauled out their boai, by 
drawing it up on the ice as I did and winching 
it across the ice and up a steep bank safe 
from either of the elemenis they had fought 
so long. ; 

The day previous at the time I left them at 

a point some forty miles up the Clearwater, 

about 9 P. M. I should judge, they had 

delayed a little trying to get a response from 
the Evinrude, and failing to do so had stopped 
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for a hasty lunch and to thaw.themselves out 
a litile before starting on their all night drift 
down stream. When daylight at last came 
they made another stop, built a good rousing 
bonfire and punished cup after cup of hoi 
coffee; neither were they untrue to their old 
reliable friend the flapjack. Again they lost 
considerable time before they took to drifting 
trying to get their engine to work, but the 
condition of the battery and a defective spark 
plug would not permit of anything availing 
but the paddle. I overlooked mentioning 
that as we were leaving Mr. Bigg’s hunting 
cabin, the first stop after leaving the Cas- 
cades, Jack’s pump failed. Unloading and 
beaching the canoe caused considerable delay. 
We found his plunger spring broken in several 
pieces so I removed my pump, took out 
the spring in it, cut the spring in half and 
stretched both pieces to the normal length 
of a regular spring and placed them in both 
pumps where they did the work as effectively 
as though they were just out of the factory. 
Canoe motoring is a new luxury in the north- 
ern jungles of Alberta, nor is this the limit 
by thousands of miles, for I saw several canoe 
engines, ‘‘Caille,” “‘Evinrudes” and ‘‘Ferros” 
on their way north to the Mackenzie river, 
the Arctic Red River and even one which was 
on its way to Herschel Island in the Arctic 
at the mouth of the Mackenzie. These were 
being transported in supply laden scows 
destined to these points. Gasoline costs $1.25 
per gallon here, yet we consider that a cheap 
luxury as compared with what those poor 
devils up north of here have to plank down for 
it, $3.00 to $5.00 per gallon is the price asked 
and a four gallon can sells for five gallons and 
no questions asked. 

Ii is January as I write this and moose are 
coming down from the high lands onto the 
river flats to feed and also that they may 
avoid the extreme cold. It seems quite a 
number have been killed a few miles from our 
cabin up the Clearwater river. Fur is very 
plentiful this winter, but there is no market 
for it and very little is being killed, a very 
good thing for fur but a poor condition of 
things for the fur hunters. It is open season 
for beaver, the first in many years but there 
will be but little killed as a result of the low 
price as it only brings $1.00 to $1.50 ‘or large 
prime skins. The®effect of the terrific 
struggle across the Atlantic is reflected even 
in this remote place. We one and all sincerely 
pray an early ending of the fearful slaughter 
and devastation. 
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Fish and Game Resources of the Laurentides 

National Park 

C. Price Green 

N the year 1895 the idea of forming a 
National Park took concrete form when 
some two thousand, five hundred square 

miles of the wild and mountainous country 
north of Quebec and south of Lake St. John 
was set aside as “‘a forest reservation, fish and 
game preserve, public park and _ pleasure 
ground;” at a later date the area was increased 
until now some three thousand, seven hundred 
square miles are removed from sale or settle- 
ment. 
When the whole country along the Quebec 

and Lake St. John section of the Canadian 
Northern Railway and other parts of the 
province north of the St. Lawrence were open 
to trappers and hunters, it was found that 
both fish and game were fast disappearing. 
At that time a few private clubs existed and 
the government gradually came to the con- 
clusion that the granting of leases to Private 
clubs and individuals, obligated to appoint 
proper guardians to look after the concessions 
the year round, would remedy the evil and 
prevent depletion. 

This policy and the establishment of the 
National Park has to a large extent been 
justified and has succeeded beyond the 
expectation of those responsible for its regula- 
tion. The people of the Latin race are 
different to the people of Ontario and the 
measures adopted are suitable tothem. They 
do not now think of fishing in the waters of a 
private club or shooting.in districts they know 
are preserved and guarded, and as the game, 
fish and fur-bearing animals have shown a 
wonderful increase they have come to look 
upon these conditions as being in the public 
interest. 

When the park came into existence, the 
Eastern part particularly was much exposed 
to attacks by poachers, a few years longer and 
it would have been beyond saving. One by 
one Clubs came into existence, until today a 
cordon has been established all round it; on 

- the Quebec and Lake St. John side are the 
Tourilli, Triton, Penn, Abenakis; on the north 
eight smaller clubs or concessions, and seven 
more on the Eastern boundary—the guardians 
co-operate with one another under the general 
guidance of a competent inspector with the 
result that not only in the park but outside its 
boundary all kind of animal life shows a 
remarkable increase. 

As an example of the way these regulations 
are regarded, not long ago a meeting of fur 
buyers, trappers and others was held below 
Quebec. The fur buyers told the trappers 
that they were now receiving three times as 
much fur as when the whole country was open 
to them, and they charged the trappers not to 
enter the park and told them they would not 
take caribou or moose skins from them at all. 
The writer met one of these trappers, Pete 

Garou, a half-breed, who told him of the 
incident, and ended by the brief comment 
“that much better, bring in moose skin, maybe 
60, 70 lbs, take two day, three dollar, put 
two mink in and pocket fifteen dollar, pretty 
good, eh?” : : 

From the north the best entrance to the 
National Park is at Metabetchouan. From 
that point it is fifteen miles drive to Lac de la 
Belle Riviere at which the Park Superinten- 
tendent has a camp at the north side of the 
lake; from the end of the lake it is only six 
miles by canoe to the Riviere aux Ecorses, a 
famous fishing ground, where splendid speck- 
led trout are taken; fishermen follow the 
stream up to Lac aux Ecorses and there is 
splendid fishing all the way. The most not- 
able fishing in the Park is at the discharge of 
the Grand Lac Jacques Cartier. Here trout 
(Salvenlinus Fontinalis) have been taken of 
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most remarkable size. Last year two of over 
ten pounds were caught, which may be con- 
sidered the record for the province. Nowhere 
in the world does the Fontinalis grow to a 
larger size than in these waters; all the streams 
that rise in the park contain heavy fish, and 
many of the lakes as well, but in the lakes they 
seldom take the fly—the month of September 
is the best month for fly fishing, particularly at 
the Grand Lac Jacques Cartier discharge. 
To reach this point is one and a half day’s 
drive, 57 miles; the first stage is to Lac Noel 
where there is a good camp and stable; the 
route is by the old Jacques Cartier road. 
Much labor and expense is saved by the fact 
that the administration has established and 
maintains these camps, where accommodation 
can be had at moderate rates, and where out- 
fits can be obtained for distance excursions, 
making it unnecessary for individuals to take 
in camp equipments, tents and canoes. 

Those who wish to enter the Park must 
first communicate with Mr. W. C. Hall, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

for the love of slaying. So cunning is the wolf 
that he is difficult to poison, much less shoot or 
trap, and his habit of feeding only upon his 
own fresh kill makes poisoning very difficult. 
Supt. Hall, however, informed the writer that 
he believes that effective work was done last 
year and an active campaign against the 
wolves will be carried on this year. 

Before the days of the Park, moose were 
almost exterminated in this region; under the 
present careful system of protection, they have 
multiplied wonderfully. Robert Rowley in- 
for ned the writer that in the Lake Edward 
district there is no doubt they have increased 
a hundred per cent. in the past five years. 
Whatever the fate of the caribou, it seems 
reasonable to suppose that in a few years’ 
time moose will be as plentiful in this district 
as they are in parts of New Brunswick. 

One important function of the park and per- 
haps the most important, may be observed, 
and that is its effect on the conservation of the 
waters of this territory, which take their rise 
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Superintendent of the Park, at Quebec. A 
limited number of sportsmen are permitted to 
do this each year. Mr. Hall will assign to the 
applicant space and time for his visit. 

Those who shoot Caribou go to the great 
barrens, the most notable of which is on the 
East side of the Park, reached by the 
St. Urbain road; it is known as the Grand 
Jardin des Ours and is hardly less than a 
hundred square miles in extent. When the 
ice takes.in early November, the caribou make 
this their great yarding ground, attracted by 
the moss upon which they subsist almost 
entirely in the winter time. Even in the last 
few years, bands running into hundreds have 
been seen on the mountain sides. There is no 
doubt that caribou are on the decrease for 
the great timber wolf has discovered their 
retreat and is getting in his deadly work. 
Not only do they kill for food, but they slay 

CAMP-FIRE 

in the high lying plateau forming the heart of 
the park: as Superintendent Hall puts it “The 
maintainence of a maximum minimum of 
water.’ A veritable breeding ground of 
streams this may be called, the birth place of 
the best part of them, which may be visited in 
a half day’s walk. Only a few yards and no 
great elevation divide streams which are to be 
hundreds of miles apart at their mouth. 

Some small fees are charged those desirous 
of availing themselves of the sport in the park. 
They are more or less nominal when the 
quality of the sport afforded is considered. 
For fishing at the discharge of the Grand Lac 
Jacques Cartier, a fee of $4.00 a day is levied. 
Fishing in other parts of the park is $1.00 per 
day, and for hunting and fishing as well $1.50 
per day except that in the Barrens a charge is 
made of $4.00 a day when hunting Caribou, 
this includes the privilege of occupying the 
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camps, but of course hunters and fishermen 
have to pay their own guides. The month of 
September is the best season for fishing at the 
discharge of the Grand Lac Jacques Cartier. 

A word on the great altitudes attained in 
the National Park may not be out of place in 
order to give some idea of this mountainous 
region. Authentic figures are difficult to 
obtain but there is no doubt that Eboulements 
and Ste. Anne near the shore of the St. Law- 
rence rise over two thousand five hundred 
feet, one peak in the valley of the Gouffae is 
credited with a height of three thousand, two 
hundred feet, but these elevations are ex- 
ceeded as one journeys inland; observations 
made along the St. Urbain road, the only high- 
way that crosses the mountains, show that it 
is three thousand feet above the sea at a point 
some thirty five miles from Baie St. Paul, 
while the surrounding hills must be credited 
with another fifteen hundred feet, according 
to Mr. W. H. Blake who Mr. Hall regards as 
one of the greatest authorities upon the 
National Park. 

It may appear that the writer has dwelt too 
much upon the affairs of the National Park, 
but ii is obvious that it is the heart of the 
whole organism; if there was no park there 
would be no harbour for the wild animals of 
the district and sport would be a thing of the 
past, if the timber of the park were not con- 
served neither would the water be, or the 
animal life in the waters. 

The fishing and hunting in the Province of 
Quebec is largely the monopoly of private 
clubs, or licensees in whose preserves the 
public are permitted to fish and hunt when 
paying for the privilege by stopping at the 
places provided by the licensees and using 
their guides. 

For various reasons sportsmen are not 
encouraged to go off by themselves. It is a “‘sine 
qua non” that he musi have a guide. The 
guide or guides do the cooking, make camp, 
do the packing and menial work. All 
“monsieur’ is supposed to do is carry his rod, 
trifle, camera and any personal belongings. 
It is “infra dig’ for him to work. 
The preserves operated in connection with 

hotels and camps are those of the Laurentide 
House, Lake Edward; The Kiskisink Fish and 
Game Club, Van Brysills Station and the 
Chateau Saguenay Fish and Game Preserve, 
Chicoutimi. 

Robt. Rowley, Proprietor of the Laurentide 
House has over three hundred square miles of 
the best preserves in the whole district and 
maintains a splendidly organized corps of 
guides. Undoubtedly he has the best guides 
infthe whole district and his head guides are 
paid by him the whole year round in order that 
he may retain their services. In summer time 
he employs altogether over one hundred guides. 
In addition to the road house at the railway 
Station, which is equipped with modern con- 
veniences he has the large hotel on the west 
side of the Lake, where there are also fine 
cottages. He also maintains twelve splendid- 
ly equipped camps, many of which have large 
open fire places and many conveniences such 
as bathrooms that make them such an at- 
traction that once comfortably settled, the 
visitor is very loath to leave. The camps 
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are divided into living room, dining room, 
kitchen and bedrooms: they are of different 
sizes, suited to accommodate parties of from 
two to ten people. No two parties are put 
into the same camp. 

This is without doubt a place that must 
attract more and more people as it becomes 
better known. For the fisherman there is 
trout fishing that is not excelled, for the 
hunter, moose, caribou and partridge and for 
the canoeist ideal trips through lakes and 
streams in a territory that he could not cover 
by months of travel. In fact there are lakes 
in this district unknown even by the guides, 
only part of it having been explored so far; the 
camps however on the smaller Lakes are easily 
reached, the carries being short and well made; 
ladies and children can go through as well as 
men. 

The trout in this district are the speckled 
brook trout (fontinalis). They are often 
taken as large as five and six pounds. The 
record for the preserve is seven and one half 
pounds. 

The plan adopted at the Laurentide House 
is to supply everything required for the outing. 
All a guest is required to take is his rod and 
reel, or rifle and cartridges. Everything else 
is taken care of, but if he so desires be can 
purchase tackle there and the flies found most 
effective. The camps are visited daily and 
supplied with fresh meats, with vegetables, 
poultry etc. It may be mentioned that Mr. 
Rowley runs a farm in connection, where the 
best of early vegetables are raised. Mr. 
Rowley charges $5.00 a day. This includes 
everything and the services of one guide. Of 
course ladies and children stopping in the 
cottages are charged on a separate basis of $2.50 
a day, children at half rates. Special rates 
are quoted for parties going into the camps 
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CALLING IN QUEBEC WOODS IS MOST SUCCESS- 

FUL DURING LATE SEPTEMBER AND EARLY 

OCTOBER. 

and cottages, based upon the number of 
guides required. There is accommodation all 
told for about 150 people. Lake Edward is 
111 miles north of Quebec near the height of 
land 1200 feet above sea level. 
The best time in Lake Edward and surround- 

ing district for fly fishing is right after the ice 
is gone up to about the first week in June. 
Also in September. There is good fly fishing 
early in the morning and in the evening all 
through the summer along the shores of Lake 
Edw ard, and trolling with the archer spinner 
in the lake; at any time of day meets with 
success. The flies found most effective are the 
Parmachine Belle, Brown Hackle, Black 
Hackle and Montreal fly. 

After leaving lake _Edward the railway 
rises 300 feet up to the summit amidst bold 
scenery, the hills rising hundreds of feet on 
each side of the line. Fires have done very 
little damage here and have hardly touched 
the west side of the line at all. Just before 
reaching Summit Station the Club House of 
Le Sommet Club can be seen. 

The Kiskisink Fish and Game Club and its 
leases have been taken over by the Van 
Brusills Lumber Co., and in connection, with 
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Devenyns concession has been opened to 
sportsmen in somewhat the same way as the 
Lake Edward preserves. R. B. Manning the 
Secretary is the Steward of the Metabatch- 
ouan Club. He will look after the interest’ of 
those going into this district. There is no 
doubt that there is good fly fishing in the lakes 
and streams and good hunting, moose being 
very plentiful and some caribou, the latter 
are not seen much until December. The 
officers of the club say that good roads and 
portages have been cut through these pre- 
serves, independent of the canoe routes ensur- 
ing better travelling in October, November 
and December when the streams are frozen 
over. 

The club provides canoes, provisions and 
guides at a rate of $6.00 a day, special rates 
being allowed for Pernalites and parties accord- 
ing to the number of guides and canoes re- 
quired. It may be noted in passing that the 
Metabetchouan Club only have fishing rights. 
There is nothing to prevent any one hunting 
in their preserve, but the country is very rough 
and guides a necessity, hence the Kiskisink 
people advertise as if the territory of the 
Metabetchouan also the territory between 
Devenyns and the old “‘Camp fire’ location 
(which is open), the ““Old Camp Fire Club” 
location itself, (which is also open) were part 
of their lease for hunting 

The Chateau Saguenay Fish and Game 
Preserve includes Lake Kenogami and about 
50 miles of territory adjoining the National 
Park, also part of Riviere a Mars and Lake 
Gravel where there is some excellent salmon 
fishing. Game is plentiful in this territory 
and there is no doubt that the fishing is 
good. 

At Lake St. John the fishing rights of the 
Grand Discharge, the Peribonka, the Petit 
Peribonka, the Mlistassini, and the Ash- 
uapmouchouan and Metabetchouan Rivers 
are held by Mr. H. J. Beemer. The best way 
to get to the Grand Discharge is to drive from 
St. Gedeon. Fishermen often drive to the 
Petit Discharge about eight miles and go 
thence by canoe to the Grand Discharge about 
two and a half miles. The best time for fish- 
ing at the Grand Discharge for ouananiche is 
the last two weeks in July and the Ist week 
in August. Wild geese and ducks are very 
plentiful in season on the north shore of Lake 
St. John, their great breeding grounds being 
on the Peribonka and the Mistasini Rivers. 
In Lake St. John ouananiche and pickerel can 
be taken off shore by trolling in the spring 
time, anywhere between Point de las Traverse 
and Belle Rivere. 
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MEAT AT. LAST 
Experiences at a Winter 

CAR; 

OR three weeks I had been living with- 
F out a scrap of meat except what there is 

in canned soups and that is precious 
little. I had decided to spend the winter as 
cheaply as possible and therefore had retired 
to my camp in the Laurentain mountains, 
situated on Lac Long, one of the most beauti- 
ful sheets of water in these mountains and full 
of Salvelinus fontinalis. I had brought all 
necessary provisions but not much meat as I 
counted on killing a deer in deer season which 
would last me until Spring. Well, what meat 
I had, had gone by the beginning of December, 
also sundry rabbits and some of the habitants’ 
salt pork, which latter however did not agree 
with my system. Partridges were scarce this 
season and I was soon sick of eating rabbit all 
the time. I had spent many a day looking for 
the elusive white tail but with the exception 
of finding a few tracks, several hours old. I 
had never got nearer my goal. 

Gradually I accustomed myself to a diet 
of canned soups, macaroni, Lentils rice etc., 
varied with stewed prunes and apples and 
forgot about meat altogether, except on rare 
occasions when I dreamed I was having dinner 
at the ‘Windsor’? in Montreal and eating 
venison steak which is one of my favorite 
dishes. The next day I would feel such a 
craving for meat that I would pick up my old 
Lee Enfield again and spend the whole day in 
the bush on snowshoes or skis, still hoping for 
the coveted prize; but luck was not with me. 

One morning about the middle of December, 
I heard a shot across the lake in my own bush 
and a while later an Indian of the nearby 
reserve came across the lake, dragging a doe, 
he had just killed. Irony of fate, on my own 
property! He told me there were three deer 
together and I could not miss the tracks of the 
other two. I picked up my rifle, rammed a 
few cartridges in the magazine, put on my 
snowshoes and set out immediately, putting 
a handful of dry prunes into my pocket for 
sustenance. I found the tracks very soon, a 
buck and a doe, but they had been going at 
an awful pace. After a mile or so they had 
slowed down a little but had not stopped. 
I followed right on, determined that it was 
now or never; here was my chance at last. I 
know these mountains well enough not to get 
lost even should it—what’s that?—Snow! 
Wellitdidsnow. Itstarted easy and my hope 
was not easily affected. I went faster and 
it snowed faster; great big December flakes. 
The tracks were still easily discernible, they 
were not going so fast now but there was a big 
burned patch on top of the mountain and they 
were making for that. I hoped they would 
not, but they did, and it was getting so dark 
and I was getting so weary. There was no 
ae means to cut them off and the snow 
ept on coming down in pail fulls. I came to 

the edge of the burnt land but all I could see 
was the general direction in which the tracks 

Camp in the Laurentians 

Partik 

lost themselves in the snow. I followed this 
direction cautiously as I thought they might 
have stopped on the other side of the burnt 
land, but there was neither sign nor sound. 
Daylight had gone and here I was fooled again. 
Wearily I tramped back to my lonely shack 
and had an immense feed of macaroni and 
cheese and frozen stewed apples and that 
night [had anightmare. Gigantic stags with 
cedar trees for horns and does with lovely blue 
eyes were standing on my chest.and on my 
hands where I held the old Lee Enfield and I 
tried to have a crack at one but they would 
not step off my hands and I could not raise my 
gun. Next I was hanging head down in a 
tree and a roast leg of deer, nicely laced with 
bacon came along and stopped right under my 
nose and it smelled so good. I tried to have 
a lick but could not reach it and the more I 
struggled the farther away it went. I strug- 
gled so hard that my feet finally came loose 
and the next thing I knew I was lying on the 
floor in front of my bunk with a sore head. 

The 28th of December, only four more days 
and the season will be closed. I decided to 
make one more gigantic and final effort. I 
was sick of nightmares and macaroni. I 
wanted meat. Ste. Agathe is ten miles from 
my camp. See hardwood ridges, ideal deer 
ground, a beautiful midwinter day, 50 below 
zero. ‘The snow was a little noisy, so I took 
skis in preference to snowshoes. If I should 
be disappointed on the way over, I should 
stay over night in Ste. Agathe and have a 
beef steak anyway and still hope for the next 
day coming back. There are two roads 
running parallel about three or four miles 
apart, a chain of lakes and mountains between 
them. I held my course about equidistant 
between the two roads in the south slope of the 
mountains. Everything went fine except 
that I did not see any deer. However I would 
be more careful on my way back. I had my 
steak and decided to buy a piece of meat in the 
morning to take back to camp in case I should 
fail in my mission. I started back at day- 
break of the 29th. but the butcher’s store was 
not open for business yet and all my knocking 
was of no avail. It was a very cold morning, 
certainly more than 10 degrees below zero and 
I had not enough clothes on my back to camp 
in the open in front of the butcher store for 
any length of time. At last I made up my 
mind to go on and if I should fail to find that 
deer which was coming to me, I would have 
to fall back on rabbits, macaroni and night- 
mares again. 

I did my prettiest on my way back, making 
fifteen out of ten miles. I looked behind 
every big tree and even on top of some. At 
last I lost interest and I caught myself several 
times whistling which is not very conducive to 
successful deer hunting. I went for the bare 
places to have a good slide-on my skis. The 
snow was in fine condition, what we skiers call 
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‘fast’. I crashed down a couple of times and am 
still wondering how I picked up all my bones 
and put them back in their proper places. It 
was a glorious day, much too glorious to be 
out for murder. The sky was as blue as blue 
can possibly be and the snow as white as only 
snow can be. Nota breath of air was stirring 
and old sol was trying hard to steal a race on 
king frost. He lit up the place wonderfully 
well but the other fellow was in his glory and 
master of the temperature. You expect me 
now to run into a deer and knock it down with 
my ski or something like that. To tell the 
truth I did not. You have read the story of 
the fox and the grapes I suppose. I felt like 

I would only get sick of deer meat 
after a while and it would be a shameful waste. 
Why should I want to kill a deer? Why 
indeed. Deer are much too beautiful and 
graceful to be killed in such a sneaking fashion. 

I landed at the old shack about 11 a. m. and 
took those skis off. Then I collapsed. What 
is the matter? I wasnottired? Icould have 
gone another fifteen miles! I bared my leg. 
A nice mess. I must have burst a blood- 
vessel in one of my falls and the blood had 
gone under the skin. There was a patch the 
size of a hand, purplish black, and I had not 
felt a thing until I put my foot on the ground 
without the ski. I began to feel it then how- 
ever. I crawled into the shack and managed 
to light a fire and got the macaroni pot agoing. 
I bandaged my game leg withsundry liniments, 
vinegar, witch hazel and mustard, hoping 
that one of them might have some effect and 
then I lay down on my bunk to listen to the 
singing of the tea kettle. Slowly the familiar 
and to the camper welcome, sound faded from 
my memory, or was it the other way round. 
IT know something faded—But what was that? 
I sat up with a start. Never had I heard a 
tea kettle make such a noise or was it a new 
pattern of nightmare? There it is again, 
louder. It is a dog barking. I was awake 
now and I hopped to the window mindful of 
my leg and—boys, the picture I beheld would 
have made the heart of any man with red 
blood jump. There were my deer—two of them, 
coming down the easy sloping, bare, hillside, 
making straight for my hut and a habitant’s 
sheep dog behind them. I tried to make 
calculations. I could not. I grabbed my 
shotgun. I knew there were two No. 4 car- 
tridges in it. What good would they be? 
I did not care. I saw red and smelled meat. 
I could taste it already. I went to the-door, 
still hidden, even outside. What next! One 
of the deer came in sight. It turned to the 
left and made for the lake. I never saw such 
bounds in all my life. No use here. Where 
is the other? Iran to the corner of the house 
andhadapeep. Hereshecomes. Itisadoe. 
It can’t be helped; it is meat. Would she 
take the fence? It is five feet ifaninch. She 
only heard the dog behind, she did not see. 
Iran right at her. She took the fence, it was 
a glorious sight and when she was at the apex, 
gloriously silhouetted against the dark blue 
sky, both barrels went off simultaneously, not 
ten feet from her. She came down on her 
side and never moved again. The jump had 
broken her heart and I was sorry, but here 
‘was meat at last. : 
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The accompanying photo of a moose, to- 
geiher with other photos of moose and deer 
swimming, which latter we regret were not 
clear enough for purposes of reproduction, 
were seni us by Mr. L. A. Boyer of Montreal, 
President of the Shawinigan Club. Among 
the fifty members of the Club Shawinigan 
appear the names of Sir Wilfrid Laurier and 
Sir Lomer Gouin. Mr. Boyer is the only 
charter member of the Club which was 
organized in 1883, and is now seventy-seven 
years old but ‘‘quite good for another moosethis 
year” he writes us. Lake Wapizagonke, in 
which the moose shown in the picture is 
swimming, is a lake twelve miles in length and 
full of red trout averaging three-quarters of a 
pound in weight. The Shawinigan Club has 
iis head-quarters in County St. Maurice, 
Quebee Province. Its members are largely 
composed of Montreal men with a number of 
Americans from cities in the New England 
States. Its membership is not confinea to 
men, evidenily, for in looking over the list one 
finds the names of two women members, one 
from Montreal and one from Zanesville, Ohio. 
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FE feelsorry for anyone who has to work 
W inside four walls the year round, but 

even in our civilization, there are bright 
spots and one of these to most of us is the 
vacation season. When the vacation list 
went round in May for the different individu- 
als in a certain department to attach their 
signatures for the vacation period, it was 
passed by one desk with the remark “‘your 
vacation is always late in the season isn’t it?” 

Well, late in the season had arrived. It 
was the 14th of October and Friday evening3.30 
p.m. The train left at 6.30 for the North woods 
and there was just time to get a quick lunch 
and get to the station and board the train as it 
wasaboutto pullout. Anall-night ride and at 
noon the next day “Bill and Billie” of our 
story were landed at a little station eight miles 
from their camp. A double seated rig with 
a pair of horses attached soon put in an ap- 
pearance and a hearty, ‘‘Well! there you are!” 
from the driver as he shakes hands and tells 
them how the camp is waiting for people just 
like them, etc. and that there are lots of 
birds” this year, only they are a little wild 

as there has been quite a bit of shooting in the 
last week. ‘But the parties all left here two 
days ago, so you'll have lots of room,”’ adds 
their informant. 

The eight miles are passed with very little 
talk as the road is not exactly suited to con- 
versation when the horses step along at a good 
pace,—too many ‘bumps’ see? Arrived at 
camp they have a good lunch and then retreat 
lo the log cabin prepared for them, to change 
their store” clothes for clothing more suitable 
to shedding the possible rain storm, or the 
rough usage that windfalls and brambles and 
underbrush are sure to give. Its three P. M. 
now. (Let me explain here that Bill is the 
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masculine and Billie is the feminine partner in 
this outing). The last words to Mr. and Mrs. 
B. as they left their friends in the city were, 
“be sure and bring us back some partridge.” 

With about two hours to spare, these two 
out-of-door folks go down to the boat landing 
and pick out a boat and go for a row just to 
‘limber up’ you know. They get away down 
at the lower end of the lake beside which the 
camp is located and decide to go across to an- 
other lake just to look rounda bit. The trail 
is entirely through heavy timber and the two 
people from town are so interested in get- 
ting out into the “Big Woods’ that they 
ignore the black clouds coming up and 
sailing swiftly by the openings in the tree tops, 
until suddenly there is a patter, patter, pat, 
pat, patter on the fallen leaves and they find 
themselves caught in a regular down pour. 
“Good test for these supposedly waterproof 
‘duds’ of ours,” says Billie, as they start on the 
double quick back for the boat. The heavy 
timber shelters them from the rain quite a bit 
but when the end of the trail is reached and 
the boat in sight they realize that it surely is 
‘raining some,’ and to make matters worse the 
wind is directly ahead. The pull back to 
camp takes a good twenty-five minutes and 
by the time the boat touches the little landing 
beach, there is two inches of rain water 
‘sloshing’ about the occupants’ feet, and Joy 
of Joys, as the boat is pulled out the dinner- 
bell (supper-bell in camp, if you please) is 
being vigorously rung at the dining room door 
to advise hungry campers that it’s “‘time to tie 
on the feed bag.” Hustling up the bank they 
reach their cabin, get their wet coats off and 
arrive in the dining room in time to catch 
Mrs. G. who has charge of the feeding of the 
hungry, depositing a tray of steaming hot 
‘eats’ on the table, and as the woods appetite 
has already begun to put in an appearance, 
you can rest assured that Mrs. G. has no 
complaints to make about her visitors not 
being satisfied with the food. 

Well, in camp (when you go to really hunt, 
fish or go canoeing or tramping it) one goes to 
bed early. There’s so much to do from day- 
light to dark, so much to see and—a tip to you 
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—the wisest and shyest of the wood folk are 
astir early—if you have come to look, listen 
and learn, be out early and stay out late if 
you like, but by all means, be out early. 

The rain of the evening is followed by a fog 
which completely shuts out the main camp 
from the cabins one hundred feet distant. 
As you sit in the cabin you hear the occasional 
drip, drip of the moisture from the branches 
of the trees overhead, but all other wood 
sounds are pretty quiet tonight. And after 
the guns are taken from their cases and put 
together and shell boxes opened up for the 
morrow (so there will be no wasted time in the 
morning) the light goes out and they are soon 
in the Jand of dreams, which land is inhabited 
with countless droves of partridge, whole 
coveys of them at every bend in the trail. 
Suddenly there is a terrible racket and the 
partridge all fade out of dreamland to give 
place to the “‘noise’’ and this time they are 
awake, and Billie from the darkness of her 
bunk asks quietly, “Do you hear our old 
friend?” And this time it’s no dream as it 
is so close over your head you almost try to 
look through the shingles to see if you can 
discover him. Whoo-hoo-hoo! rolls through 
the woods and in a few minutes again Whoo- 
hoo-hoo, whoo-hoo!, and as you lie and listen, 
from away across the lake you hear a faint 
Whoo-hoo-hoo, whoo-hoo. You know there 
are two of them now. The great Horned owl, 
or big brown owl. You have heard him your- 
self perhaps?—This old fellow had either gone 
astray in the fog or else perhaps in that scheme 
of hunting which he practices after nightfall, 
had figured that a foggy night of this sort 
would be a good opportunity to try his skill on 
the mice which are pretty nearly sure to be 
about the log cabins. 

After listening to Mr. Owl’s Whoo-hoo-hoo- 
whoo-oo! a few more times, Bill gets up and 
noiselessly taking off the top of the ‘‘airtight 
stove” drops in a goodly chunk of dry birch 
which sends a shower of sparks up the chimney 
from the bed of coals in the stove. After that 
there was silence in the camp. It would have 
been interesting to have seen the old fellow’s 
“expression” and action when the sparks came 
whirling up through the fog into the tree. 
They probably drove all thoughts of mice from 
his head for some minutes. The sun is just 
‘topping’ the trees across the lake as you get 
outside. (Do you remember the last time 
-you stepped out into the smell of fir and pine 
trees after being confined at hard labor for 
eleven months?) And it’s sure good to see the 
morning mist rising off the lake and fill your 
lungs with that balsam laden air. About this 
time the breakfast bell ‘jangles’ and as you eat 
you give instructions as to the lunch which 
Mrs. G. has ready for you by the time you 
have finished eating. d 

There’s a long trail leading away over to a 
small lake that appeals to the hunters this 
morning. This trail has ‘patches’ of clover at 
intervals along two thirds its length, and at 
this time of year the partridge have a great 
liking for these clover ‘patches! Our friends 
haye no dogs and for that very reason the 
hunting will be a bit more strenuous. This 
is Billie’s first season to handle a shotgun and 
she’s very anxious to see what the little 20 
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gauge can do. An hour’s walk through ferns 
and ‘burnt land’ past brush piles where the 
chipmunks pop into sight and after a few 
moments’ scrutiny of these disturbers, drop 
back out of sight and go scampering ahead to 
wait for you to come up opposite their next 
vantage point, when they disappear and 
repeat the performance a little farther on. 
One little fellow varied this with an occasional 
climb up some weed stalk for a nibble at the 
seeds, perhaps wondering if these strange 
creatures will stop to eat when, of course, 
‘stripes’ will expect to get a few crumbs. 
Right ahead are the second growth birch, and 
along the trail here-a-bouts the partridge find 
their best clover ‘patches.’ One hundred 
yards down the trail branches, and ‘‘Billie” 
takes the right hand trail, while ““Bill’’ follows 
the left, agreeing to wait three miles farther on 
where the trails meet again, if there is not a 
piece of brushwood bent over in the trail on 
his arrival (the sign that would mean she had 
passed on to the shore of the lake where they 
were to eat lunch.) 

This hunting without dogs—it keeps the 
hunter on the alert ali the time. Many’s the 
wise old partridge that will lie ‘‘close’ in the 
thickset while the best and keenest eyed 
hunter in the country goes ‘pussy-footing’ 
past his hiding place unable to distinguish the 
bird from its surroundings of yellow, brown 
and red leaves and old dead branches, etc. 
Half a mile down the trail and Bill has not 
seen a bird, although there are plenty of signs 
along the way. He gets careless for a half 
minute and with a Whir-rr-rr-r-r-r of wings 
that only a partridge can make, the first bird 
‘gets up’ almost from under his feet and with 
a short flight turns round a clump of brush 
and disappears amongst the trees, and not 
another ‘bird’ does he see for a half hour. 
When away off on his right he hears the report 
of a gun that he knew could only be the 
twenty gauge of ‘‘Billie’s’’. (Wonder if she 
got that fellow? and Gee! Id like to be there 
to see her if she has got her first bird.) The 
ground here begins to have a ‘different ap- 
pearance. Instead of the level road there are 
a series of small hills here and clumps of 
larger timber at intervals along each side of 
the way. On the right is an old long disused 
lumber camp and between that and the trail 
an old broken-down fence. The long grass 
here, dried and scorched by the summer sun 
and nipped by the frost has turned a pale 
yellow, which make the clover patches stand 
out more vividly green than they did farther 
back on the trail. 

Bill has just approached an old birch fallen 
across the trail, and with his sixteen gauge 
cocked and at the ready is about to step over, 
when Whir-rr-rr-r-r- up goes one,— Whir-rr-rr- 
r-r-, two, Whirr-rr-rr-r-r, three. From both 
sides of the trail they jump and take as many 
different directions, but in less time than it 
takes to tell it the sixteen jumps into line and 
with the sharp Bang! of the smokeless, one fat 
partridge hits the ground. A new shell is 
pumped in and the second bird gets the same 
favor, but luckily for him, he makes one of 
those partridge ‘side-steps’ into a convenient 
bunch of thick foliage and escapes without 
losing a feather. The first bird of the season 
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is put into the game pocket, and the careful 
still hunting started again. 

It’s pretty nearly time to find the junction 
of the trails, when on carefully looking into a 
tangled mass of brushwood, away off to the 
left Bill sees a very suspicious looking ‘bunch’ 
of something standing quietly behind some 
brush wood. One, two minutes pass (our 
hunters do not believe in shooting a thing that - 
they ‘hink is game; and just as he is beginning 
to reason, “that must be an old root,” the 
bunch of something straightens up and slowly 
steps out into view—a big cock partridge 
that has just got to have a “‘strut”’ and spread 
his big “‘fan-tail’’ before “‘bowling”’ off into the 
brush. Nowthenif youhada dog to retrieve, 
you would flush him and take a wing shot. 
This is a regular ‘jungle’ in here and rather 
than take a chance on letting a crippled bird 
get away in there, the hunter takes a careful 
aim and although the distance is great he gets 
his bird. 

A few yards more and the two trails meet 
and sure enough here is the branch of a birch 
broken and bent over the trail (meaning I 
have passed this way) and without any lost 
time he starts for the lake. Coming in sight 
of the water through the trees he sees “Billie” 
standing looking expectantly over the back 
track. The last shot was pretty close and she 
evidently is expecting that there will be no 
more hunting before lunch. As Bill comes in 
sight, ‘“Well what luck?” greets him, and as he 
says “‘two’’ she holds up a pair of fine birds 
herself. “‘Mr. Hunter, you see you are not the 
only ‘Nimrod’ on the beach!’ and as they get 
a fire started to boil a bit of coffee, she ex- 
plains that the second time she fired, she 
heard two echoes, the echoes being the first 
two shots that Bill got over by the old logging 
camp. Lunch finished and the fire carefully 
put out, they are enjoying the scenery and 
admiring the autumn colors, when something 
attracts their attention away up near the top 
of a tall birch. This goodly sized black 
somebody’ proves to be a fat porcupine with 
his back against the trunk of the tree, his 
forepaws resting on his fat stomach; as seated 
on a limb he is evidently enjoying the warm 
October sun at a distance of thirty or forty feet 
from the ground, despite the fact that his tree, 
along with the others, is swaying considerably 
in the wind. Katunk! katunk! katunk! what 
Was that? Katunk! katunk!—right over 
there seated on the hedge of that old stump 
youll see him! Mr. Stripes (chipmunk) 
Seated there watching you, and with every 
katunk! he gives his tail a flip, cocks his head 
sideways and wonders why you don’t under- 
stand and toss him a little of that lunch. A 
whole slice of bread from one of the sandwiches 
causes great excitement there on the stump. 

ter many preliminary peekings and rushing 
about from one viewpoint to another “‘stripes”’ 
gets bold enough to nibble that hard bread 
erust and finally to the great joy of ‘‘Billie”’ 
(who is trying to get into position for a 
photograph) ‘‘Stripes’” gets his slice of bread 
on edge and holding it between his forepaws 
waggles his jaws over it as if he had never 
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been so hungry in all his life. As the photo- 
grapher’s camera clicks he disappears into the 
hollow stump taking half the slice of bread 
with him, and while the hunters arrange their 
‘birds’, camera, etc. ., for easier carrying, Mr. 
Stripes cautiously raises his head over the 
edge of his refuge and watches them depart. 

Not for home just yet. The sun says about 
twelve o’clock and ‘Billie’ goes down and takes 
up a position at a point where an old ‘tote’ 
road leaves through what had been a main 
logging road years ago. From her seat on an 
old fallen log she has a good view in two 
directions, and decides to stay there and take 
things easy while Bill prospects ’round for a 
while in aswamp a short distance away. He 
slowly disappears down the trail going care- 
fully and watching right and left for game that 
seems to have deserted the country. Half an 
hour rolls by and ‘Billie’ sees nothing and hears 
nothing with the exception of an inquisitive 
blue jay who floats silently from one vantage 
point to another peering curiously at this 
strange addition to the trail, but as there is no 
game to frighten or warn, he flies away to try 
and start something in some more interesting 
neighborhood. Then the rat-a-tat, rat-a-tat- 
tat of a woodpecker sounds through the woods 
and by turning her head slightly she can see 
him making the chips fly from an old stub a 
few yards away. A rustle in the fallen leaves 
near-by and a fat wood mouse scampers for 
cover. The ‘wood sounds’ are all coming 
back as the memory of the sound of human 
voices fades from the minds of the little wood 
folk, who are always on the alert. 

. Bang! comes the sound of a gun faintly on 
the still air here beneath the trees and as the 
sound is so faint and from the direction of the 
swamp, she decides that it must be Bill and 
he’s a long way off. In the next hour she 
hears two more shots and the last is so close by 
that everything is hushed in the immediate 
neighborhood again. And directly Bill ap- 
pears with an expansive smile and a large 
rabbit, (of the snow-shoe variety) and one 
more partridge, as he says the “third shot 
was at a bird that ‘got up’ so close by that he 

pulled about three feet too far ahead of him.” 
Billie has had a good rest, also some very 

poor success and as the shadows are beginning 

to lengthen, they face about for camp this 

time both taking the same trail, Billie in the 

lead by about one quarter of a mile which 

distance allows a hiding partridge time to 

move and perhaps give the second party a 

chance at him. But this day the “second 

party’’ does not even see a partridge. “Billie” 

scores two clean kills, making a bag of seven 

birds and one rabbit for two guns. “‘Not an 

extra big day’s shooting,’ you say? Perhaps 

not but as our friends sit out in front of the 

cabin watching the sunset across the lake and 

waiting for Mrs. G’s ‘supper bell’ to ring, they 

think of the ‘wood sights’ they have seen 

today and with the bit of sport thrown in, 

believe they have had a very, successful be- 

ginning to their trip. Do you agree with 

them? 



Great Success In Bringing Back Big Game 

A Revelation from British Columbia 

N 1906, following a memorable hunt- 
| ing exploration in the Elk River coun- 

try, East Kootenay district, British 
Columbia, John M. Phillips and William 
T. Hornaday besought the government 
and people of British Columbia to make 
that region a game preserve. In it goats 
were plentiful, sheep could be found by hard 
hunting, one elk was seen in thirty days, but 
moose were totally absent. 

In 1898 the Elk River Game Preserve was 
created, and Campbell J. Lewis was appointed 
its game warden. Of course all hunting in 
that region (of 550 square miles) ceased at 
that time. 

A recent request from Dr. Hornaday to 
Warden Lewis for a statement of game con- 
ditions at this time in the Elk River Game 
Preserve elicited the following report: 

Report of Game Warden Lewis. 
“Your request for data on the East Koot- 

enay Game Preserve comes at an opportune 
moment. I have just finished a partial patrol 
of its boundaries, and while I was well aware 
of a material increase of the wild things within 
its confines, in my wildest dreams I could 
never have imagined game so plentiful as it is 
at the present time on that game preserve. 
On our first day out—and please note we were 
not hunting, or taking any pains to conceal 
our presence—we saw twenty goats, five 
sheep and one black bear. No account was 
kept of feathered game, of which we saw a 
goodly number, chiefly sooty grouse. The 
other five days we were out we saw game 
proportionate to that sighted on the first day 
of our journey, including six elk (wapiti) and 
one large grizzly bear. 

“Our route of travel was by way of Brule 
Creek (Avalanche Creek), taking in the 
heads of its various tributaries, and thence 
westward across the divide to Bull River. 

‘In your book, ‘Camp Fires in the Canadian 
Rockies,’ I remember your remarking on the 
incident of your meeting a bull elk. The 
occurrence at the time of your visit to this 
district was, no doubt, worthy of note. You 
will therefore be surprised to learn that such 
an occurrence today possesses for the traveller 
in the mountains a merely momentary interest. 

‘*“To give you some slight idea of the spread 
of the elk over the East Kootenay region, I 
may mention the fact of those animals having 
been seen on Sheep Creek, a few miles north of 
Ft. Steele. They have even been seen as 
far south as Rock Creek, three miles west of 
the village of Elko. Bull River, Fording 
River, and east fork of White River all have 
their quota of this splendid game. Asa friend 
of mine recently remarked on visiting the 
upper Fording River, ‘the valley country has 
no trails but elk trails, and these cut up the 
valley so that it reminds one more of a plowed 

- field than anything else.’ ”’ 

““Moose have again made their appearance 
in the Elk River valley, and are wintering 
there in small bands of two or three. Last 
summer a cow dropped two calves in the 
vicinity of C. P. R. headquarters, about forty 
miles north of Michel. Quite a number spend 
the greater part of the summer on the big 
meadows of the west fork of the Elk River. j 

“Speaking of the west fork reminds me 
that a large number of sheep have found their 
way into the west fork basin. Formerly this 
country was considered devoid of animal life, 
but recent investigation has proved the con- 
trary. Goats abound, sheep are fairly plenti- 
ful, while moose have evidently filed their 
pre-emption records. The moose in this bit 
of country came in from the head of the 
Palliser River, through a pass that I discovered 
while making recent investigations in that 
part of the district. 

“Sheep are doing well in all parts of the 
district. Contrary to popular opinion, sheep 
have not the horror of railroads or steam 
whistles that they are credited with. As a 
case in point I may make mention of the fact 
of my seeing eight sheep on the mountain 
above Elko. This, mark you, was within 
sight and hearing of busy railway traffic. 
Another instance to prove that wild game can 
accustom itself to the sights and sounds of 
civilization is the fact of a band of sheep hav- 
ing been seen about three miles from Elko by 
two neighbors of mine who were fishing in the 
south fork of Elk River. 

“Tt may interest you to learn that pin- 
tailed grouse are here to stay. Since the 
logging off of the forest lands in the southern 
portion of Fernie District, and the sub- 
sequent forests fires that from time to time 
have swept the logged off areas, pin-tailed 
grouse have found an excellent harborage in 
the tall grass and young undergrowth that has 
sprung up in the wake of the fires. They are 
now present in large numbers. 

“Since we are on the subject of logged-off 
areas, I may as well introduce the subject of 
the Virginia deer. Grave forebodings filled 
the minds of many of our sportsmen that the 
cutting of timber, and the consequent restrict- 
ion of the range of the white-tailed deer, 
would prove disastrous to the latter. Such 
a contention, while perhaps theoretically 
correct, is not borne out by the facts. Much 
of the deer range has been cut and burned 
away, it is true; but it cannot be said that the 
white-tailed deer is in any immediate danger 
of extinction. Close observation of this 
species of game has forced me to the con- 
clusion that the deer are gradually adapting 
themselves to anew habitat. Where formerly they 
descended in hundreds to the lower levels to win- 
ter, I now find them living through the winter 
months in the high fir forests on ground that from 
its natural inaccessibility cannot be logged for 
many generations. They are harder to get 
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without doubt; but they are there in myriads, if 
one is man enough to hunt them. 

“Practically the same thing may be said 
of the mule deer. Where they wintered 
years ago in large numbers, they are now 
conspicuous by their absence, But for all 
that they have not all been killed off, nor have 
they left the country. They have simply 
chosen for their wintering places the more 
isolated hill-sides where the _ pot-hunter, 
through lack of funds or possible energy, 
cannot or will not go.” 
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In view of the effort now being put forth 
under the auspices ot the Permanent Wild 
Life Protection Fund founded by Mr. T. 
Hornaday, for a large increase in the supply 
of big game throughout the national forests, 
the report of Warden Lewis on the new habits 
of the white-tailed deer have deep significance. 
Dr. Hornaday has long contended that the 
people of the United States should sensibly 
utilize the great possibilities in that species as 
a legitimate game-food supply. 

THE ATLANTIC SALMON 
Angling Features 

Robert Page Lincoln 

HETHER we angle for trout, small- 
mouth bass or others that readily take 
the fly; we are enjoying a lordly pastime, 

one that is fit to rank among the leaders of all 
the great piscatorial array; angling is not only 
a most poetic performance but it provides the 
fisherman with the greatest variety of pleasure 
and of speculation. But any way we look at 
the proposition it is after all the going out 
along the streams that really fills us with the 

_ most thorough enjoyment; the rod and the 
reel and the flies furnish the excuse—God 
bless the mark! 

Perhaps there is no one subject in the world 
that has been more comprehensively dealt 
with than fishing; every nook and cranny has 
been investigated with the utmost care, and 
hardly an item has escaped observation by 
pouastaking scientific men. Around each has 
een built a castle and many of them—sorry 

to relate—have drawbridges, and are robed 
all over with aristocratic apartness and rare 
individuality. These same writers, utterly 

scorning the presence of a less well informed 
populace draw these bridges up after them 
leaving but the unpleasing moat to stare us 
out of countenance. In other words, am- 
ateurs are considered as a thing apart; these 
writers hold the key to the situation and as 
such they must be bowed down to with all 
due homage. And around all that they say 
appears that halo of uncertainty and im- 
possibility of achievement that cannot but 
impress the amateur. When reading the 
writings of these angling scribes he will often 
feel himself so inferior that to attain even 
part of their seeming vast knowledge and 
experience he is apt to be discouraged into 
thinking that he must give up the greater 
part of his life. As a matter of fact, angling is 
not after all such a hard thing to accomplish. 
Take casting of the fly for instance. Here 
at random I can take down from the shelf 
a book which has a chapter upon how to cast 
the fly; a chapter of heavy and space-filling 
language; jaw-breakers succeed jaw-breakers; 
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there are diagrams and plans and specifica- 
tions. Friend if you know not fly-casting, 
read but little, ere you lose heart; take upon 
yourself a calm and easy manner; buy your- 
self a rod, line and reel and get you forth and 
cast and in three minutes you will learn more 
than you would in ten days from a book. 
Experience counts. Spell-binding language 

‘is well enough in its place, but follow the 
brook or the river in reality and you will 
learn a great deal—if first you have your 
necessary foundation laid. 

The didactic laying down of rules as con- 
cerns fly-fishing under any variety of con- 
ditions is an unsatisfactory proceeding. I 
have found this fact to be very true, that what 
you get fish with in some part of the continent 
will not suit that same species of fish in an- 
other section of the country. Fishing—or 
angling if you will—is subject to constant 
changes. I cannot lay any fly down as being 
strictly a winner, because I have found it so 
in one part of the country, nor am I to pick 
for you a seven ounce rod if in your hands this 
rod will not fit you. I believe in suiting ones- 
self to one’s rod; a delicate man will tire out 
with a heavy rod; a light rod is out of place 
in the hands of a strong, powerful man, and 
so forth. 

The above as an introductory to the art of 
salmon fishing may be out-of-place, for the 
reason that so many hard and fast rules have 
been laid down by the aristocratic pen- 
wielders that to say anything out of the table 
of rules and regulations would be committing 
aseverecrime. Turning to Charles Hallock I 
note the following words upon the samesubject: 

“In casting about among the angling books 
which have been written I discover that the 
literature of the salmon is for the most part 
painfully hackneyed. Every author is voiced 
alike. There is the same theme, similar 
treatment and a uniform arrangement. Each 
book aspires to be a complete treatise and 
every one is oracular. Classes are formed, 
the impressario comes to the front and every 
scholar is expected to toe the mark. Then 
follow, by rote, the biology of the fish, his 
habits, and characteristics, and when, how 
and where to capture him, concluding with 
some wild anecdote or bit of poetry, by way of a 
snapper. No detail is omitted. All the 
elements are presented. If any variation is 
attempted it runs into the speculative and 
the mysterious. The study becomes as 
classical and occult as some dim theosophy. 
The ways of the salmon seem past finding out. 
The more abstruse and empirical the treatise 
is the more eminent becomes the philosopher; 
and the stronger his pull on the credulity of 
his readers, the higher the price of the book, 
and the wider the play of his fancies. Yet the 
guild of anglers has stood listening and 
entranced for eighteen centuries. Strange 
that so much inspiration can be drawn from 
a single string.” 

However, alackday! even Hallock has not 
been able to escape the rote, for by this rote, 
only, can a treatise be made complete. 
Undoubtedly as one writer expresses it the 
ninety and nine of the element care little or 
nothing in regard to the natural history 
features of the fish they are after; while this 
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may be widely open to conjecture, I might 
add for my own part that a knowledge of your 
fish goes hand in hand with your careful 
acquirement of just this knowledge, and surely 
in the case of the salmon, the Atlantic salmon 
in particular, a knowledge of the various 
stages the fish passes through from birth to 
maturity cannot be amiss. That angling for 
the salmon is participated in by men to whom 
money is of little or no concern must really 
be set down. To travel far costs money; to 
establish fishing preserves along classic rivers 
where one stays at fashionable hosteleries 
means a great deal more money; guides draw 
upon one for still more; tackle costs not a 
little bit and the longer one stays at these 
establishments the greater the money paid 
out. One wonders then if angling were 
meant for the common people, or only for 
the rich. This may be true in the case of 
people who must go far to realize their desire, 
but Canadian anglers and those near the 
coast are practically at the door of rivers which 
contain excellent salmon fishing. Angling 
ceases to be an enjoyment when the angler 
does not have to work for his end. Once ata 
resort I went angling with the president of a 
great firm. He was used to being waited 
upon with due consideration, and was sur- 
prised when I offered to row the boat for a 
time to rest the guide who had but recently 
got up from a bed of sickness. There are 
chair backs and cushions for the soft ones; 
there are fawnings and scrapings to them and 
all they do is to dumbly act, in a way, their 
part, allowing the guides to do the rest 
Says Hallock: 

‘**Most of the fishing of the rich is done from 
canoes or boats on glassy and streamy water 
with two canoemen to handle the craft. They 
have spent fortunes to secure their rivers and 
equip their sumptuous cottages which have 
taken the place of primitive camps, and it has 
taken time and money to reach the delectable 
grounds. They do not propose to work their 
passage leading the horse. Therefore, as has 
been stated, the boatmen do all the work. 
They carry the gentleman’s rods and wraps 
and rubber cushion to the canoe by the river 
side, and make him snug on the seat amid- 
ships. 
the stream, or the most likely portion of it, 
the pool, which they all know like a book, and 
drop killick to hold the canoe in position. 
They suggest the most killing flies for they 
are thoroughly posted by critical observation 
and the angler makes up his cast accordingly 
and pitches it at the spot to which he is 
directed. Boatmen instantly detect a novice 
and thenceforward lose no time in working — 
their varnish. They show him how to cast 
properly, and how to pump the rod in order 
to attract the fish, and how to fasten to a rise. 
No person more able and ready to coach than 
they. Sometimes they will take the rod in 
hand themselves and deliver the line in a way 3 
to astonish the tyro. If a fish fastens the 
hand the rod back to the angler then up killic 
at once and follow the fish with the boat, — 
snubbing or humoring it according to its — 
moods. i 

keep the tip of his rod well up, except when th 

These tactics amount to the play of $ 
an automatic reel, and the angler has only to 5 

Then they pole out to the middle of © | 
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fish jumps; the boatmen do the rest.”’ 
One wonders not a little, noting this variety 

of angling,—angling purely for the rich, if it 
would not furnish greater pleasure to go out 
alone, or with a companion of one’s own ilk 
and really angle; to lose a fish perhaps and yet 
—to angle, and to know that you are not 
waited upon like a helpless child. I had 
rather fasten to a fish and play it single- 
handed and alone than I would catch a 
hundred waited upon, for only in this way is 
true satisfaction obtainable. 

In taking up the feature of angling for the 
salmon the first consideration in the tackle 
paraphernalia is the rod, and since one always 
stands the chance of annexing to a large 
specimen it need not be emphasized that the 
rod is a consideration of great importance. 
Also for that same rod, whether you get it in 
split-bamboo of the best, or near-best quality, 
you are going to pay a rather steep price, 
as prices go. Hardy Brothers of England, 
whose advertisement is noted in this magazine 
put out some very good rods, reaching up to 
seventy-five dollars. The lowest one could 
reasonably pay for a salmon rod would be 
ten dollars and this rod would be split bamboo; 
whether it will hold salmon in great sizes or not 
will depend upon the agility and keenness of 
the angler, and the manner of his rod manipu- 
lation. It will not however be the rod so 
much that is put to the test as the line and 
the leader. It is claimed that even great 
salmon will exert but a pull of four pounds; it 
is the cutting flight through water across and 
downstream that puts the test on the leader 
and the line. One great salmon angling 
authority landed a forty pound salmon on a 
five ounce rod for instance, but it should be 
remembered that knowledge of correct rod 
manipulation was required to meet the 
deficiencies of the rod. Rod length is a topic 
that should be carefully considered. In 
England they are yet using salmon rods that 
will go in length up to twenty feet, and eigh- 
teen foot rods are common in use in the 
British Isles. In this country favour has 
gone out to rods considerably shorter in 
length. Rods fourteen and fifteen feet in 
length are much in use and eleven and twelve 
foot rods are also used. A longer rod is pre- 
ferable if your fishing is done from bank or 
ledge; a shorter rod will do when fishing in 
in stream, boat, or wading, for then you are 
able to get better action and arm-room. 

A fifteen foot split bamboo rod for salmon 
would, or should, weigh something like twenty 
ounces; other rods, lighter in weight, used for 
grilse, will weigh something over fifteen 
ounces. Between fifteen and twenty ounces 
would be the correct weight. Comparatively 
speaking the ferruled rod has quite as many 
oints in its favour as any other make, and 
rom the point of convenience there is no 
doubt but that the ferruled rod is better than 
the spliced rod. Such a rod, ferruled, will 
come in the regulation three pieces and an 
extra tip; one or two tips should of course 
always be included in the outfit. Solid-wood 
and bamboo compose for the most part the 
various salmon rods put out. What will 
Sult one man’s taste, however, will not suit 
another. Perhaps, now, for instance a man 
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has been a_ trout fisherman. He _ has, 
say, become quite in love with split- 
bamboo. He regards it as the one and 
only make worth while. Turning salmon 
fisher, naturally he looks for bamboo and goes 
forth furnished in bamboo. That such solid 
wood material as greenheart and noibwood 
make for excellent rods goes without the say- 
ing; and even those rods, coming in lance- 
wood, are fine but not to be compared with 
the bamboo. The greenheart and noibwood 
rods, being so greatly in use, cost twenty to 
twenty-five dollars. Bamboo rods will reach 
to thirty dollars and upwards, coming in the 
very best type. A thirteen foot bamboo rod, 
weighing something like eighteen ounces, will 
cost you ten dollars and for the beginner 
undoubtedly it is the rod desired. Then 
again a grilse rod, length twelve feet, weighing 
something like thirteen ounces, will cost 
fifteen dollars. There are expert manipula- 
tors of the rod that would not be afraid to face 
an eighty pound fish with such a rod—But! 

Undoubtedly the six strip bamboo is to be 
preferred asasalmon rod. Just as a six strip 
bamboo rod is the best for the trout fishing 
appliance, so is the six strip the leader in this 
more strenuous pursuit. The six strip makes 
for a very strong tip, where the eight strip may 
have a certain weakness to its credit, or dis- 
credit, as you will. Salmon rods in bamboo 
are necessarily very heavily enameled to ensure 
greater strength; this makes them durable and 
serviceable and good for any number of years, 
if rightly taken care of. The mountings of 
this salmonrod, if chosen in bamboo, or in solid 
wood material, should undeniably be in 
German Silver; this’ has the reputation of 
wearing well and is the most liable to stand 
contact with salt water, without corroding. 
Nickle trimmings, or mountings, will corrode 
and this means the beginning of the end of 
your appliance. The ferrules of the rod 
should be heavily welted and reinforced, and 
they should be serrated to prevent an untimely 
breakage at the joints. Snakes guides are 
almost entirely used on salmon rods, and the 
first guide and the top guide should, because 
they stand the most wear and tear, be supplied 
with agate linings. Salmon rods are furnished 
with a double-grip; that is to say, one ordinary 
grip and another above the reel. In casting 
for salmon, by the way, both hands are used, 
hence the double grip. The windings of the 
rod should be closely set and each year these 
should be gone over and renewed if they show 
wear and fray. That the silk windings of a 
rod have much to do with its longevity there 
is no doubt in the least. These rods will last 
a long time indeed if given the right care and 
attention. If the varnish gives out upon 
them, coat them again. Solid wood rods may 
be rubbed down with four coats of good 
varnish and finished off with one coat, and 
will, after this treatment, look as good as new. 

A line for salmon fishing, and a good line at 
that, is more than ever a necessity. As I have 
mentioned the rod may come in a more or less 
fragile state in comparison with the fish 
angled for but the line must be good and the 
leader must be even better. A very heavy 
strain is put on them at times, especially in 
waters that are rough, which naturally 
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increases the high tension, and if the fish runs 
downstream a break, or fouling on a rock or 
snag is not an impossibility. Hence the 
need of good material, first and last of all. 
The line, perhaps the only line fitted for the 
purpose is the enameled line and of this 
variety about one hundred yards should be 
admitted to the reel which is selected to hold 
as much. In size it is well to say that either 
size C or D will suit your purpose and coming 
in the level style it is suitable. Twenty-five 
yards of this level line will cost something like 
one dollar and seventy-five cents; it is sug- 
gested that if it is not desired to expend 
much in the purchase of a line to fill the reel 
that the core, or innermost line, be made up 
of linen line. If one casts within the radius of 
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eighty feet or so he is doing all that is neces- 
sary at the highest. Such a cast will cover 
all of the salient points upon most rivers and 
pools, except of course where a river is very 
wide and a spot is hard to get at, when a longer 
cast is a necessity. That leaders for salmon 
fishing are important one hardly needs to say. 
These leaders are sometimes forced to bear a 
heavy strain. Extra heavy or heavy gut 
leaders are the rule, and if they come single 
then they must have the tested strength in 
them. ‘Triple-twisted and double-twisted gut 
should find ready favour. Short leaders are 
not the rule in angling for the salmon. Nine 
foot lengths are best. The gut should be 
mist-colored, round hard, and without flaws. 

COMMENTS ON THE DRY FLY 

Robert Page Lincoln 

fly angling is universal we find that the 
waters are singularly well adapted to 

the use of this fly; the streams are placid, 

gentle flowing, and are rarely, if ever, in the 

meadowland territory, broken with rough 

rapids and turbulent falls. In this country 
however we have a different variety of con- 
ditions to cambat since our streams are rough 

and wild, broken by eddies and_ violent 

currents, making practically two thirds of our 

streams, unfit for the use of the dry fly. 
However, calm meadowbrooks are to be found 
and finding these, one would be foolish not to 
give the dry fly a try-out. It is by far the 
most deadly method of getting around the 
trout insuch waters and will often win where all 
other systems fail. As a rule however our 
streams are rough and wild, and in such cases 
the net fly is to be used. In fact it is for just 
such streams that the wet fly is especially 
adapted. The wet fly is submerged, or under 
the water at least two thirds of the time. 
The other third of the time it is lightly kept 
on the surface at the first intervals of the cast, 
but speedily sinks, particularly where rough 
waters leap over it. Ordinarily the wet fly 
is actually fished, or is drawn in the water 
from two to three inches or more under the 
surface. The eyes of a trout are very keen. 
Lying at the bottom of a pool he is able to see 
such an object at a great distance. Fact is 
you will often catch him in mid-air as the 
flies flick to water, that is providing he is 
feeding and in a lusty mood. 

In dry fly fishing but one is used. In wet 
fly fishing three flies are sometimes used, 
especially, in streams where trout are few and 
where one wishes to make as much of a show- 
ing as possible. The leader should be six 
feet long, having three loops; the front loop 
for the lead-fly; the middle loop for the center 
fly and the back loop for the third fly, Three 
flies need not be used. Two can be employed 
as.well, and only one if the fish are numerous 

Ae England where the practice. of dry 

_. and the fishing good. 

The following twelve wet flies are good 
enough in any American or Canadian waters, 
the first six being considered as the most kil- 
ling: Coachman, Professor, Royal Coachman, 
Black Gnat, Brown Hackle and White Miller; 
Montreal, Cow Dung, Grizzly King, Scarlet 
Ibis, Queen of the Waters and the Silver 
Doctor. To this might be added the Cahill 
and the Brown and Grey Palmer, also good 
flies under various conditions. If the flies 
are rightly manipulated; if apparent life be 
put into them, by drawing them in the water 
so that the wings will fold and unfold, many 
a wary old trout will sacrifice his life at the 
hook. Hook sizes 10 and 12 are the best all 
round ones. On mountain streams in the 
-west where the trout are small, but hard 
fighting, very small hooks are used, 14 and 16 
being preferable, although if going into such 
territories it is always best to have other 
sized hooks with you, such as the No. 10 and 
12. ‘If fishing for rainbow trout, where large 
specimens are to be expected, say from six to 
eight pounds, larger hooks can be used, as 
large as No. I and 2. Sizes 4 and 6 are also 
good at times when fishing for large trout. 

In fly fishing there are two methods to be 
considered, the use of the so-called wet fly 
and the use of the dry fly. Both of these 
flies are deadly, though by far the deadliest is 
the dry fly, for so completely does it imitate 
the natural fly fallen to water that the trout 
instinctively rise for it and are taken as a 
matter of course, other things being equal. 
The dry fly was first used in England and has 
been in favor there for a very long time. In 
later days Frederick Halford spent a lifetime 
in perfecting this fly and putting it before the 
public, with the result that it is now com- 
monly in use everywhere where trout are to be 
found. In the main there are notable dif- 
ferences between the wet fly and the dry fly. 
The wet fly as its name suggests is a wet fly, 
and most of the time it is submerged, or under 
the water—when actually fished. A wet 
fly should be cast as lightly and downily upon 
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the surface of a pool as possible, so as to catch 
a fish on the rise, or a fish that will strike as 
soon as the fly falls to the surface. Failing 
in this the angler lets his flies sink from two 
to six inches and then impells them through 
the water, giving them such movement as 
will cause the feathers or hairs to open and 
close, thus giving an appearance of animation 
to a lifeless object, and so naturally outwitting 
the fish. Only by putting’ animation into a 
wet fly can anything like good success be 
attained. 

That dry fly fishing is a deadly method of 
outwitting the fish goes without the saying. 
The dry fly in the first place purports to be an 
exact imitation of the natural fly that falls 
to the water and daily forms the food of the 
trout. The dry fly fisher who best succeeds 
is apparently the one who can tie flies in exact 
imitation of those that are natural. As a 
matter of fact, in wet fishing, or using the 
submerged fly, an exact copy of nature is not 
demanded. It may be said that very few wet 
flies look like the natural fly. The dry fly 
fishermen are formalists. They believe in 
strict adherence to the form of the insect or 
fly, copying Nature as skillfully as possible. 
If I were to be asked a question, as to which 
form of fishing I thought the most difficult, 
wet fly fishing, or dry fly fishing, I would say 
the former. In wet fly fishing it is the angler 
who works the fly in the water, putting 
apparent life into it, while the dry fly, does 
most of the work itself, since it is supposed to 
always float, and never to sink under the sur- 
face of the water. There is a wide difference 
between the two methods. The wet fly 
fisherman is content to fish anywhere where it 
seems likely a trout will be lying. The dry 
fly fisherman usually fishes only when the fish 
are rising to the surface for natural insects. 
Therefore the twilight hour is- the best for 
this sort of fishing. In dry fly fishing a 
certain rising fish is watched. Twice say, 
he will rise at the same place for an insect. 
The problem now is to outwit him with an 
artificial imitation of the real thing. The fly 
is now cast up ahead of him. The fly falls to 
water with wings cocked, and silently floats 
down, as it should, over the fish. If he rises 
and takes it you have succeeded in your cast. 

The dry fly must float. Therefore, unless 
the flies when purchased are so prepared that 
they will stay above the water they must be 
covered with some preparation that will 
ensure their remaining dry, or floating. 
Usually a mixture of thinned parafin is all 
that is necessary though by far the best 
enon one can purchase is the well 
nown dry fly preparation, Natare Oil. This 

oil applied to the fly will leave it more or less 
perfect, and will not oil the water as will 
some cheap, unreliable oils. Dry flies as I 
have said may be purchased ready made for 
use but as a matter of fact any American 
standard trout flies can be made into dry 
flies by the simple application of this oil. 

The problem of the dry fly as I have said is 
to place it above the feeding fish, allowing it 
to float over some especial fish that seems 
ry. Your cast is made. Suppose the 
fly floats down over the fish and there is no 
tise. Sometimes you will have to float your 
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fly two or three times over a fish before he 
rises. Then again you may have made a 
bungling cast and the fish may have been 
frightened away. As mentioned above, pre- 
suming that your fly has floated down un- 
touched, it will now be wet to such an extent 
perhaps that it must be dried again. Now 
you make what is known as two or three 
“‘false casts” in the air, never allowing the fly 
to touch water however, since this is only done 
to dry the fly. When you have thus dried 
the fly again make your cast above the fish and 
allow it to float down. Some even wait to 
see if the fish rises again for an insect before 
making a cast, though this is not really 
necessary for like as not the fish is lying in 
fet for your fly, and the second cast may get 
im. 

_ The scientific part of this fishing is entirely 
in the method of placing the fly and one’s 
ability to retrieve the line so that it does not 
sink too deeply in the water. In making 
your cast the fly should fall to the water 
practically first, never the line and leader first 
for then you will have made a very bungling 
cast. The best method I know of is for the 
beginner to try himself out on this detail, 
trying to place the fly carefully upon the 
water, /first, never the line and leader first. 
There is a trifling second before the fly 
reaches the surface when by a gentle raising 
of the rod tip you will send an impetus along 
the line that will draw the fly down first. 
Gain ascendency over this and you will soon 
have mastered a great point in the famous 
system of “fishing the rise.’’ Understand 
that you never in actual practice reel in your 
line. Never, in dry fly fishing or in any fly 
casting for that matter. Your reel but 
serves to hold the line, more or less, and you 
take in the line with the left hand, thus keep- 
ing the line from sinking as it floats over the 
fish. When the cast is over you let the line 
and fly float by and when it has reached an 
extreme point behind you lift it up to make 
your false casts. 

To improve your efficiency in casting I 
would suggest that you use deer fat upon 
your line, giving it a good rubbing with this. 
The line will then slip easily through the 
guides. In dry fly fishing but one fly is used 
and that fly is what is known as an eyed fly, 
that is to say the fly is without the gut snell 
that is found upon the hooks that you use for 
wet fly fishing. This eyed fly is simply in- 
inserted upon the front leader loop and is 
tried out; if it proves of little killing value it is 
taken off and another fly inserted. To keep 
the flies in, you have what is known as an 
eyed-fly box. It takes up little room and is 
of great value to the fisherman. Using wet 
flies with snells one must have in his possession 
a fly book, since it is quite impossible to carry 
them loose in the pocket. 

As has been noted the dry fly is quite out- 
of-place upon rough, racy, turbulent streams, 
for there it is swiftly covered with water and 
becomes nothing but a submerged fly despite 
its paraffine covering. Still flowing meadow 
streams present the best place for the trying 
out of the dry fly. In certain streams, 
surrounded more or less by civilization, trout 
have become educated. Here the submerged 
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wet fly will cause them to flee for cover, where- 
as the dry fly will catch often the very wisest 
of the trout and very quickly at that. Wea- 
ther conditions have very much to do with 
dry fly fishing. Ona cloudy or rainy day, the 
fish are lying low; they are not rising for in- 
sects, as on mild and pleasant summer even- 
ings, when the natural insects are falling to 
water. Then the dry fly is in its element. 

In angling with the dry fly on a fairly wide 
stream one stands more or less close to the 
shore and casts upstream and across the water, 
instead of standing in the middle of the stream 
fishing straight upstream as some _ think. 
Fish carefully with the dry fly. There is not 
an inviting pool that should not be cast over 
many times before it is left. With the wet fly 
you fish every neok and cranny of the pool. 
With the dry fly you fish over one beaten 
track, watching and placing vour fly so that 
it will drift over the feeding fish accurately. 
In accordance with how correctly you do this 
is your success measured. 

If you possess an all-round rod of five and 
one half or six ounces, with a fair amount of 
backbone to it, you have a good dry fly rod. 
Some advocates believe in having one rod for 
the dry fly, and one for the wet fly, but for my 
part, and for economy’s sake, I suggest the 
use of one rod for both purposes. The line 
for dry fly fishing should be either a single 
tapered, or a double tapered line, for the 
reason that the fine end will make a much 
more inconspicuous connection with the 
leader, which after all is a very necessary 
thing. The leader should be in length from 
six to nine feet. By far the best length, as 
far as my notion goes, is six feet. This 
leader should come in a very fine size, or of a 
light weight. It should be tapered, that is to 
say it should be a great deal finer at the hook 
at the end where the leader, or gut, meets, and 
connects with the line. These leaders may 
be purchased at thirty cents each, or they may 
be tied to suit your own taste, a matter I shall 
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consider in the next chapter. These leaders 
may be had in a very fine type, known as 
Light Dry Fly Leaders and also of a type 
known as Medium Dry Fly Leaders. I would 
suggest the Medium as the better, for often 
large fish have to be considered. However, 
where one feels that his stream contains trout 
hardly going over three pounds, the lighter 
leader may also be included in the outfit. 

Flies, for fishing, following this method, 
must be selected with care. Natural flies 
must be carefully imitated by the dry flies, 
and therein lies a bit of careful selection. 
Ordinarily I would suggest the use of the 
following ten flies, special dry flies that may 
be used in almost any water with more or less 
success. The Red Ant, Black Gnat, Coach- 
man, Hares Ear, Hofland’s Fancy ,Greenwell’s 
Glory, March Brown, Wickham’s Fancy and 
the Pale Evening Dun. These flies are very 
good and worth a try-out. Other flies of note 
are the White Miller (always a good fly) the 
Red Spinner, Silver Sedge, Soldier Palmer, 
Willow fly, Orange Fish Hawk and the Olive 
Dun. Others could be mentioned but if you 
make a close try-out of the above-mentioned 
you will have success in good measure for dry- 
fly fishing in any of our streams. Hook sizes 
must be carefully considered. Ordinarily 
the size 10 and 12 find favour, and some of 
these should be included; size 14 and 16 should 
also be included, and while they are very 
small, still on some streams they prove them- 
selves the better for their tiny size. In using 
the smaller sized hooks it is well to mention 
that one should set the hook quickly upon the 
first intimation of contact, of the trout’s lips 
with the fly. Usually there is a swirl in the 
water. Strike, or set the hook when this 
swirl appears. This applies whether using 
the dry fly or the wet fly. Finding that the 
fly is dry and tasteless and artificial it is 
instantly spat out, wherefore the need of a 
quick set of the hook. 

A New Edition of “The Compleat Angler” 
It is interesting to note that since the 

days of that famous angler and angling 
writer, Izaak Walton, as many as 160 editions 
of his best known work ‘“‘The Compleat 
Angler,” have been published. Now we 
have still another edition, begun as Mr. R. B. 
Marston, who contributes the introduction 
and bibliography to this new volume, tells 
us, among the rumors of war, and continued 
and completed with the shells, as it were, 
bursting -in his ears, and each new shout 
proclaiming “‘News of War,’ making it very 
difficult, he acknowledges to think of again 
unfurling Walton’s flag of peace and his 
message of breathing contentment. Mr. 
Marston in his introduction while recognizing 
the undoubted literary merit of the ““Compleat 
Angler’? somewhat criticizes those anglers who 
having never studied Walton condemn his 
treatise as of no practical value, supposing 
that modern methods of fishing were unknown 
to him. Mr. Marston avers that although 

having been an enthusiastic angler for over 
half a century and having read practically 
every work ever written upon angling, and 
possessing most of them, yet he can truly 
say that he learned more about the ways of 
British fish and their haunts and habits and 
how to catch them from Walton and Cotton, 
than from any subsequent writers. “Of 
course one learns most from experience” 
admits Mr. Marston, but Walton had a 
wonderful manner of describing ways of fish 
and ways of taking them. He had great 
experience and he took great delight and 
infinite care in imparting his knowledge. 
Mr. Marston’s charming introduction and 
bibliography add much to the interest of a 
volume which has delighted lovers of angling 
for more than 250 years and which will 
doubtless continue to delight them for that 
many more. This latest edition of “The 
Compleat Angler’ comes from Humphrey ~ 
Milford, Oxford University Press. 
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No. 35.—How was the. first artificial 
minnow made and how did it originate? Are 
the rubber frogs of any use in casting? I 
recently acquired one ‘of these but have not 
tried it out and was wondering whether it 
would be of any use to give it a try-out. As 
far as I can see, in using the artificial minnow 
the trailer gang is of little or no use, for, while 
some of the bass are what might be termed 
short biters, or those that follow up and hit 
the lure from behind, still most of the time, 
in my experience, they hit the bait in the 
center, and up from the bottom. I have there- 
fore discarded the trailer gang on all my baits, 
leaving a belly gang where possible, and one 
side gang. This I have found enough, and in 
most cases I use only the belly gang, and the 
success I have had with it leads me to believe 
that it is the right one to leave on. 

R. Douglas, Ontario. 

Ans.—In regard to the origin of the arti- 
ficial minnow I may quote the following from 
a writer which will answer the question till a 
better answer comes along. He says: 
_“The legend goes that many years ago a 

disgusted and disgrunted fisherman was 
sitting in a boat making sundry and diverse 
remarks about fish, fishing luck, and other 
things, because the fish would not bite. 
Finally in disgust and perhaps with a little 
show of temper, he threw an empty cigarette 
box into the water at aripple that occured on 
the surface. Then something happened. It 
looked as if an unseen hand had reached up 
out of the depths and punched that empty 
box four feet into the air. The angler was 
astonished. He watched the colored box 
float away on the surface of the water and 
suddenly something rose from the depths and 
lunged at it again. This time he saw what it 
was. It was a big black bass that smashed up 
through the surface of the lake at the gaily 
coloured affair. Right that very minute the 
fisherman recovered the box and sitting down 
in the middle of his boat he tied two hooks to 
it and a good stout line at the end of the hooks. 
This was the first conception of coloured 
casting minnows, but from that day to this 
great progress has been made from the first 
discovered.” 

Robert Page Lincoln 

The earlier artificial minnows were crude 
affairs, as was natural and the efficiency of the 
so-called phantom minnow considered as a 
fish destroyer was questionable. 

Naturally, too, the various foods of the bass 
were imitated and still are for that matter, 
such as bugs and frogs. These were made out 
of rubber, which, painted, or touched with 
some such preparation were supposed to fool 
the fish into biting. On the face of it nothing 
is so poor and useless for fishing for casting, 
as a rubber frog; there is nothing con- 
nected with it to make the fish inqui- 
sitive. It is absolutely still in the water, 
and makes no kicking motion. The fish, 
seeing this apparition, thinks no more of it 
than a stick of wood, for it is quite inanimate. 
Recently no other a personage than Louis 
Rhead, the well-known fishing authority and 
writer, has made rubber frogs that actually 
kick out vigorously with their legs and in 
many ways look, act and carry out the part 
of the live frog. Mr. Rhead claims that these 
frogs have proved so successful that the com- 
ing year they will be manufactured promis- 
cuously for distribution. I have not tried 
these out and therefore can say nothing in 
recommendation of them. The principle is 
all right; a rubber frog is all well and good if 
the legs can be made to work and this puzzle 
Mr. Rhead has seemingly solved. More will 
be written on this subject after I have 
thoroughly tested these new contrivances 
when some results will be registered. 
About taking the trailer gang off the 

minnow and leaving the belly gang. You 
will note in my writings that I also have 
favored this method, which is a good one. It 
is natural of course that the fish should take a 
bait upward, and not downward, and in that 
case the belly gang does its duty in a very 
proper manner. Personally I always try and 
have two gangs intact—the belly gang and 
the side gang, for there are times when the 
belly gang alone proves fallible. The late 
improvements on hooks, making them weed- 
less, as noticeable in the Jamison Mascot, 
where the hooks lie against the body of the 
bait in the double form, is a very good idea and 
there is little doubt but that it will be widely 
adopted in the future. From indications this 
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year there is a practical movement on foot 
to modify the number of hooks on a bait, to 
make it more sane and more thoroughly 
sportsmanlike. This is a step in the right 
direction, and when in a modified form will 
undoubtedly be used by many who now do 
not allow them in their tackle boxes. In- 
dications point to the fact that the wobbler 
type of minnow is here to stay, and will 
without doubt be the minnow for the year 
1916. The wobbler seems to be the best bait 
put out thus far; its attractiveness, by its 
quartering motion, in representation of the 
disabled fish has proved too much for the 
pugnacious fellows and they have come to net 
as aresult. 

R-P-tk: 

No. 36.—I have recently taken up fly- 
casting and while I have had moderate success, 
still, thus far I have not been able to get the 
line out in the proper manner For instance, 
it is held as a rule, that the elbow of the cast- 
ing arm should be kept close to the body, and 
that the wrist should put the force into the 
cast. Now while I am able to cast for a time, 
holding the arm close to the body, still in time 
I seem to give out; and the line loses its ability 
to lengthen. Therefore to get it at all into 
shape I must use the whole arm away from 
the body to acquire possession of it. As I am 
very interested in this new method of fishing— 
new to me—I should be glad to have you 
explain these points a little more closely if your 
space permits attention this being given. 

Charles A.*Davis. Michigan, U.S.A. 

Ans.—As has often been"mentioned, in{the 
learning of fly casting a great deal of patience 
is necessary, and perfect success is rarely 
attainable; it is a question if the long distance 
casting is necessary on any water save where 
tournament casting in practised. One of the 
first things that the fly caster must learn is that 
strong arm work never brings finish. The 
vigorous flailing of the air will not promote 
efficiency in this branch of the fishing pastime; 
where deliberate and gentle work at casting 
prevails, there you will find the greater success. 
It depends greatly upon the rod you are using 
of course. If you want to get long distance 
out of a rod when fly casting, no cheap un- 
reliable, unenergetic rod will do the work. To 
get the best results one must have a hand- 
made bamboo rod, with merit and quality to 
it, a rod in fact that is put out by an expert 
workman who has taken the same care in 
building it that the watchmaker exerts in 
making an utterly reliable watch of delicate 
parts. The fault therefore may be with the 
rod and not your ability; since you did not 
mention the grade of your rod, I am left inthe 
dark in this respect. 
Now it is well known by all experienced fly 

casters that with a good rod of perfect work- 
manship it needs but a well judged twitch of 
the wrist to send the fly to its destination and 
up and back again by another cast. 

It is really surprising what one may ac- 
complish by ease in this practice; for it may be 
said that the more ease, coolness and deliber- 
ation exercised in fly casting the more skill one 
will gain add the more strength one puts to it, 
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when strength is not in demand, the less one 
will gain. But, as I have said, do not expect 
to gain great casting distances out of a poorly- 
made, cheap rod—you simply cannot expect 
it. The elbow should be kept more or less 
close to the body during casting; this is a rule. 
It is the turn of the wrist with added impetus 
given the performance by the forward pressure 
of the thumb that counts. As said once before, 
be sure of your short distances in casting be- 
fore you try the wider marks. 

RoP. EL. 

No. 37.—Is it a fact that the common bull- 
head and the catfish are one and the same? 
I have often wondered as to this. They look 
very much alike; though the catfish is much 
greater in weight. Is there any way of pre- 
paring the bullhead so that it would be more 
tasty when fixed for eating? I should like to 
know of a so-called easy way of skinning out 
a bullhead. There is a system of dipping 
them in hot water that loosens the skin, and it 
may be peeled but I have never been able to 
successfully accomplish the deed. I should 
be glad to hear from you. 

Sincerely, 
D. B. Ellin,"Minnesota. 

Ans.—There are over thirty species of 
catfishes found upon our continent; the com- 
mon bullhead, or horned pout, scientifically 
termed Ameiurus nebulosus is a specie by it- 
self and should not be confused with the larger 
catfishes. The large catfish are represented in 
the United States by the Mississippi River 
blue-cat which grows to a prodigious weight 
and is commercially pursued with a vim for 
marketing purposes. The blue-cat (Jcftulurus 
furcatus) grows to be one hundred pounds in 
weight, and instances of larger specimens 
being caught are on record. In the northern 
part of the Mississippi Valley there is found 
what is termed the Channel Catfish, techni- 
cally known as (Ictulurus punctatus.) It 1s 
smaller than the blue cat; and its flesh is 
better eating; it lives in clearer water, whereas 
the blue cat prefers the murkiest, muddiest 
streams and holes and is often most disagree- 
able to look upon, let alone eat. 
The common bullhead never grows to a 

great size and a one or two pound specimen 
may be taken as rather far above the average. 

In regard to the skinning of the bullhead I 
will say that for the small ones there is little 
work in domg this since the skin readily comes 
away when the pinchers are applied. Merely 
hang the fish up on a nail, circle the head with 
a knife so that you can start the skin; then 
grasp the end of the skin with the pliers and 
strip down. In time it will take but a secant 
third of a minute to accomplish this task. In 
the large catfish of course one may follow the 
same system but it is best to cut around the 
fins so that they do not interfere, when the 
same system may be used, as on the bullhead. 

In preparing the bullhead for eating pur- 
poses I will say that while I have little or no~ 
time for bullheads, and less for eating them, 
still there are many people who think bull- | 
heads better eating than other fish. The 
best system I know of is to pickle the fish. 
First the stripped bullheads are cooked, and — 
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it may be noted that any other kinds of fish 
may be cooked with them. When cooked the 
fish is flaked, or picked from bones and put in 
a jar; the water that the fish were cooked in is 
then poured over this to an inch over the top. 
It may then, or in the course of its preparation 
be flavored with seasoning leaves, or all-spice, 
which gives it rather a fine flavor. This is 
then set away to cool. The whole hardens 
and may be cut with a knife. With vinegar 
on it this makes a dish that can hardly be 
equalled and is the only way in which I would, 
ever, in this world or the next, think of eating 
bullhead. The above recipe is practically 
new and should be tried out by all, especially 
the epicure. 

Baris 

No. 38.—Can you give me the addresses of 
the publishers of ‘Favorite Flies”’ (its price) — 
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“The Dry Fly Man’s Handbook” (its price) — 
“Practical Dry Fly Fishing” also “‘“Fly Rods 
and Fly Tackle.’ What is the address of 
Louis Rhead the fly maker and writer you 
have spoken of. 

Kit Hanson, Ontario. 

Ans.—‘‘Favorite Flies’ by Mary Orvis 
Marbury, late deceased, may be had at five 
dollars net from Houghton, Mifflin, Publishers, 
New York. ‘‘The Dry Fly Man’s Handbook” 
six dollars net. from E. P. Dutton Company, 
New York. ‘Practical Dry Fly Fishing,” 
Emlyn M. Gill, Charles Scribners Sons, New 
York. ‘Fly Rods and Fly Tackle” by Henry 
P. Wells, published by Harpers & Brothers, 
New York City. The address of Mr. Rhead 
at a late date was 217 Ocean Avenue, Flat- 
bush, Long Island, U.S. A. 

| Be os 1 We 

THE LOOK-OQUT ON SUMMIT PEAK 

W. McCardell 

ie ON’T you think it’s too bad that more 
D people don’t come here to spend a few 

quiet holidays?” 
I was looking down the long stretch of blue 

lake Minnewanka that lay asleep in the arms 
of a perfect summer day. 

It’s curious how a man’s work gives a sort 
of kink to his outlook on things. 

“Huh!” snorted the Forest Ranger, to whom 
I had addressed the question. ‘‘What’s that 
about givin’ pearls to swine. It sure applies 
in this here country. The nice, quiet people 
that you’re kind o’ wishful for to give them 
a few nice quiet holidays don’t appreciate 
your kindness none, and what’s more they 
don’t appreciate this park.” 

He seemed to say this quite bitterly and 
with conviction, which led me to imagine that 
he had experience to back his remarks. 
“What makes you think people don’t ap- 

preciate this great park?’’ I asked. 
“Well, it’s this way,’’ remarked the ranger. 

“One of the fellows in town comes to me and 
tells me that a bear is getting troublesome, 
having helped himself to a pig or two from 
his sty. He goes on the rampage then and 
talks about getting the Government to do 
something. That grizzly bears is become a 
nuisance he is firmly convinced and he thinks 
an expedition should be organized by the 
village to wipe out all the grizzly bears, seein’ 
as how they have become so destructive. You 
notice now that this here gent has them in the 
plural. The total destruction so far is one pig, 
nothing to get hot about—and all the damage 
has been done by one bear. Well, anyway, 
I shot that bear and managed to convince the 
gent that it wasn’t necessary to declare war on 
the whole tribe. 
“Now then,’’ continued the ranger, while I 

was wondering what this had to do with the 
subject, “that gent’s long suit in asking me to 

shoot the bear was the destruction it was 
causing. 5 

*‘T admit he had a good case but I kind 0’ 
lost my temper when I spoke to the man. I 
have been out in the woods so long that I get 
to like the animals. So I told him why didn’t 
he shoot the whole tribe of human beings who 
strayed into the park, for the damage they 
caused, settin’ a burning trail of smouldering 
forests wherever they go. Always across the 
blue sky I see great black walls of smoke roll 
up and cover it like a dirty smudge and then 
I know out in some valley a weak kneed 
human has let a fire get away from him and 
every fine forest is menaced. I crawl up into 
my lookout on Summit Peak to locate and I 
see in the distance a red cauldron of flames 
rolling down through a fine spruce forest. 

“Every year it happens. This summer in 
the Bow and Cascade valleys there were five 
fires. All through the summer the smoke 
hung in the valleys and drifted across the face 
of the mountains and only when it rained did 
I ever see the sky. At night around the whole 
ring of mountains there gleamed fires around 
which there were no campers, but which had 
spread from the carelessness of, at the most, 
five men. It would be hard to estimate the 
loss in forests; and it goes on steadily year 
after year. 

“Do you wonder that when I look at a 
bunch of campers strolling casual like into 
nature’s playgrounds I say to myself. By 
the time that bunch has finished with it there 
won’t be any playground aspect about it. 

“‘T always class man as a possible destroyer 
of forests, and whenever I see them going into 
the forests I think of a kid wandering into a 
powder magazine with a box of matches. 

‘Perhaps I’m too suspicious but I always 
feel better when there are no humans around, 
not because I’m lazy but I get into a sort of 
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groove now and I can’t think of them in any 
other connection but with burnin’ forests. 
I have the same hesitation of letting them 
into the forest as I would have letting a 
grizzly into my parlor—they don’t know how 
to behave themselves. 

I thought the ranger was a little hard on 
campers but I remembered the summer he 
spoke of and many more, when the sun hung 
in the sky like a red globe and the valleys of 
the Rockies on the Eastern slope were filled 
to the brim with a thick vapour that was 
caused only by burning forests. I remember 
many fights with forest fires and I also re- 
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member with vividness going across the smok- 
ing ruins of what was once a beautiful tim- 
bered vailey. For miles around the fire had 
swept and I thought of it as the slimy trail of a 
fire breathing dragon—always that black 
smudge. 

I began to see that man might become an 
even worse pest than the grizzly certainly 
he caused more widespread destruction. The 
ranger thought what we needed was training 
schools so that men might know how to con- 
duct themselves in the forest. I don’t know 
whether he meant me to take him seriously or 
not. 

The First Ascent of Mt. Ethelbert 
Conrad Kain 

HE Upper Columbia Lake, the birth- 
place of the beautiful Columbia River, 
is already known to big game hunters, 

fishermen and mountain climbers, but there 
is yet a great deal of vast country to be 
explored, and these exploration trips are 
now more easy since the C. P. R. branch line 
from Golden to Fort Steele is finished. Ten 
miles before Spillimacheen is reached, a big 
snow mountain appears on the north side 
of the valley. There is no doubt that this 
mountain, Mt. Ethelbert, is the king of this 
mountain range. I, like many other climbers, 
had this mountain on my programme but 
never found an opportunity to make an 
attempt till this year, when a happy crowd 
of mountain climbers met in the A.C.C. 
Camp in Ptarmigan Valley, north of Laggan, 
and discussed the programme—Mr. Frind, 
Dr. and Mrs. Stone,- Miss Schultz, Mr. 
Stringer, Mr. Larnard and Mr. and Mrs. 
MacCarthy, all members of the A.C.C. The 
last two named enjoy this beautiful valley as 
a home; here we were guests for some days 

and jeveryone enjoyed the ° beautiful view 
from the Karmax Ranch, which is located 
on a high bank above the little town of 
Wilmer from which the sound of the cayuse 
and cowbells come. This sound of bells 
gives the locality the real character of an 
Alpine valley. We enjoyed the view of the 
valley that the Columbia winds through 
like a big snake and in which the silent sheets 
of water of the Columbia lakes gleam. 
Everyone looked forward to the gong which 
called to the table, on which were smiling 
strawberries and raspberries which our host 
raised himself in his garden. 

On the 22nd of July, at 8 a.m. we started 
from the ranch with two waggons. The 
road (main road) to Creek No. 3 goes through 
some beautiful stretches of forest, mostly 
jackpine and some charming little meadows 
which were covered with alpine flowers of 
all colours. Half way: our cook joined us. 
He is an old-timer round this part of the 
country and surely knows how to prepare a 
good meal for the hungry tramp when he 
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returns from his day’s walk. At Twin Lakes 
we made Camp for the first night; the wea- 
ther had been warm and calm so we did not 

pitch any tents. Twin lake is 300 yards off 
from the main road, 25 miles from Wilmer. 
On the same evening our skilful fisherman, 

Mr. Larnard, caught some fish which we had 
for breakfast the following morning. On 

es 

, 

the 23rd of July early in the morning the 
birds with their sweet morning songs gave 
us a gentle call to rise. After breakfast we 
packed the horses and moved the Camp 
to Deep Lake. This lake is weil known to 

the local people for the big trout which can 
be caught there. Not very long ago a fisher- 
man had been lucky enough to total five 
hundred fish after a good long day’s fishing. 

_ We pitched our camp on the south side of 
the lake, a beautiful spot. In the afternoon, 

everyone pleased himself; some took the 
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had a bite. 
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Y other fellow. 

raft for fishing, some went for a walk in the 
neighborhood—I went a little up the creek 
(south fork of the Salmon), which comes 
down the valley south west from Mt. Ethel- 

For a while the going was good but, 
soon I came to a thick brush, what I call 
B. C. jungle. I saw many fool-hens and 
grouse which I could have killed very easily. 
It was very tempting but I believe it pays 
in the long run to obey the game laws. 

After breakfast on the 24th of July, Dr. 
and Mrs. Stone, Mr. Frind, Mr. and Mrs. 
MacCarthy and myself started out to find a 
little bit more about the valley and the trail, 

The rest of the party stopped 

try to catch enough fish for supper and break- 
fast. We followed the trail (known as 
Golden Trail; for a mile, then we crossed 
the creek and fought our way through a very 
thick underbrush. We crossed the same 
creek a second time and later on we came on 
a very old trapper’s trail which brought us 
up through burnt and fallen timber to an 
outlook from where we could see up the 
valley for some distance. After a mile or 
so, we descended to the creek and had lunch 
on a big log jam. We discovered that there 
were fish in the creek—one member brought 
a fishing line along, and tied it to a branch 
to try his luck. Another member who only 
had caught one fish in all his life, got so 
excited that he took the line away from the 

He ran on the upper side, 
_ threw the line in and at the same moment he 

Before he had the fish on dry 
5 land, he shouted out for joy, but at the same 
_ time the fish dropped off the hook and the 

_ Surprised angler, we turned back. 

unfortunate fisherman almost dropped from 
the log on which he stood into the water. 

_ After lunch, and enough laughing about the 
We kept 

to the old trail as well as we could and so we 
got back to the Golden Trail and Camp 
without much brush. 

_The 25th, we six started out again—this 
time with heavy packs on our backs, even 
the ladies carried their share. We followed 
our trail of the day before. At 11 a.m. we 
were at the big log jam and from there on 
the going was not too bad for a mile and a 
half over a long rock slide. After the rock 

; ‘Slide we had some mixed going, steep slopes 
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with high grass and stones, then through 
stretches of burnt and down timber. After 
that, the valley closed more together and 
we were forced to take to the creek, which 
we crossed several times. At 4 p.m. it 
started to rain and in a very short time we 
had not many dry spots on our bodies. The 
packs got heavier and everyone had been 
looking forward and calculating what kind 
of a country is round the next corner and as 
a matter of fact, when one comes to the next 
corner, there is always another one ahead, and 
so we kept on going till we came to a very 
wonderful waterfall. Here we had a rest 
and alook round. Instinct told us that there 
must be a lake ahead. After 20 minutes we 
reached the plateau on which we saw a good 
sized lake in front of us and beyond, some 
striking waterfalls. We had been already 

twelve hours on the trail and the aching 
shoulders and the empty stomachs agreed 
with the watch so we camped on the north 
shore of the lake. As we had no tents with 
us, it was not much trouble to find a comfort- 
able spot to unroll our blankets. After 
supper we made a small lean-to, room enough 
for four, and the other two slept under a 
tree. We all slept well and good, and on 

our walk in the morning I remembered the 

old saying “‘A good night’s rest is the reward 
for a hard day’s work.” At 5.45 a.m. on the 

26th we left Camp. At first a few yards over 
fallen timber (old avalanche bed), then 
through small strips of alders, to a big slide 
on which two deer enjoyed their morning 

meal. From this height we could see almost 

to the summit of Mt. Ethelbert. There was 

no trouble in picking a good and safe route. 

A long snow couloir which has two forks 

under the summit descended right to the 

big slide. We chose our route on the left 
from the big couloir. The going had been 
good, and by no means difficult till we came 

right under the main ridge (south-west arete) 
Here we took the rope for safety. When I 
say by no means difficult, one must not run 
away with the idea that a road or a trail 

goes up the mountain. There were many 

loose stones and smooth slabs which required 
care and attention. Unfortunately when 
we arrived at the main ridge, the mountains 
were covered with a dense fog, only once and 
a while we had a glimpse down the valleys 
on both sides. Near to the summit we had 
a good rest and as we expected that this 
would be the first ascent, and we all, with 
the exception of Mrs. Stone, had had_ the 
pleasure of putting our foot first on a virgin 
peak, we asked this lady to lead us to the 
summit. A few minutes later on, Mrs. 
Stone stood on the snow cap, which is the 
highest point on the mountain. There was 
no cairn or any other sign of anyone having 
been here before us and we therefore knew 
ours was the first ascent, accordingly we 
shook hands with Mrs. Stone and congratu- 
lated her on her first virgin peak. There is 
always a joy and charm in the first ascent 
of a mountain and I trust that Mrs. Stone 
will always remember the sensation exper- 
ienced when she first set foot on this virgin 
peak. I have tried many times to find words 
to describe this happy, joyous feeling but 
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I have found it very hard indeed. The 
nearest I have ever got to the description 
of a mountaineer’s feeling when on the 
mountains is in the following few lnes— 
‘beautiful and indescribable are the beauties 
of Nature seen from the heights, grand and 
noble is the man who loves Nature and who 
with heartfelt longing climbs to this height 
over rocks and ice, in storm and wind, in 
rain and sunshine, by braving dangers’. 
As I mentioned before we could not see very 
much on account of the fog but still the 
weather had been kind enough to let us rest 
on the top for over two hours. Our aneroids 
registered an altitude of 10,400. To make 
sure that we were not mistaken about the 
highest point I followed the northeast ridge 
to search for a higher point but could not 
find anything higher than where we were. 
We built a good solid cairn, placed our 
names and record in a sardine can and put 
it in the same, then we had a short snooze, a 
pleasure one does not often get on such a 
height. With little reward for our waiting 
we had to leave the summit without the 
grand view I am sure can be obtained from 
this mountain on a clear day. We 
followed the tracks of our ascent for five or 
six hundred feet, then we took to a snow 
slope to the northwest off the southwest 
arete, a fine but wet glissade brought us in 
a few minutes to an altitude of 9000 feet. 
To our joy the fog lifted up and we had a 
most wonderful panorama in front of us. 
To the north the spires of the Spillimacheen 
and Bugaboo country, to the west and south, 
a sea of glaciers and snow peaks and the most 
fascinating view of all was to our left down 
the valley to a series of lakes and meadows— 
an indescribable contrast of colour and 
shadow one does not find very often at such 
a height. We descend to this lovely alpine 
spot which is the head of the valley and forms 
a semi-circle. In this one can see eight or 
nine lakes, all sizes, glaciers, meadows covered 
with different alpine flowers, and big old 
larch trees. Here too one can see various 
forms of wild life such as ptarmigan, snow 
finches, gopher and marmot, while bright 
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hued butterflies fluttered prettily over the 
flowers. Deer, goat, and bear tracks were 
seen. That this place is a charming one was 
proved by the humming birds flying from 
one flower to the other with just the same 
ease as in their native home on the shore of 
the blue Pacific. 

On account of lack of education in my 
own language and being therefore ever so 
much handicapped in a foreign language, I 
am unable to describe the shadows and 
colours in words. After all my travelling 
in the Rockies I noticed here one thing I had 
never seen before: the two biggest lakes are 
divided by 200 feet of land and are of an 
entirely different colour. To the right of the 
valley, almost upperside of Mt. Ethelbert, is 
a fine rock peak—lI could scarcely tear my- 
self from it—its form reminds me of the 
hills round Chamonix and of the lovely 
Dolomites which are known in some way or 
another to all the mountain climbers in the 
world. We descended to the left of the 
cascade which is the outlet of the lakes by 
which we camped. The following morning 
we started for the main camp and to see as 
much of the country as possible we chose 
another route back. We went round the 
east end of the lake and mounted a steep 
slope, through thick and wet underbrush. 
After an hour and 20 minutes we reached the 
first bench, or the beginning of the Hanging 
Valley—here we made better progress over 
big stones and dead moraines. A _ steep, 
shingle slope brought us to a_ high ridge, 
aneroid 8000. We could see down into a 
hanging valley which falls off to the main 
valley of Creek No. 3. Here also we had a 
fine view: rock pinnacles, little lakes, big 
stone slides and small meadows. After two 
hours’ struggle through brush and _ fallen 
timber we reached a good trail in the main 
valley. Here amongst the big cedars and 
Douglas fir, we boiled a billy and enjoyed 
a warm cup of tea. After eight miles’ walk 
on this good trail, we reached our main camp 
on the shore of Deep Lake and following 
three days’ hard going, a good rest and sleep 
were expected—and no one was disappointed. 
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In Defence of the .22 Long Rifle 

Edward C. Crossman 

subscription to Puck. Some of the articles 
in the Gun and Ammunition depart- 

ment of the various sportsman’s magazines 
are ample without any additional humor. 

As one example, an article by one Chas. 
Forsyth in the August issue. While I am 
busy, and ordinarily have no time to waste, 
yet there is a laugh or even a pair of laughs 
in his story, and I hold that we ought to miss 
no laughs if we can help it. Also we'll in the 
kindness of our heart add to the education of 
the gentleman and so kill two birds with the 
same rock. 

It turns out that the gentleman in question 
owns a $12 repeater to shoot the Rem. .22 
Special, and is pleased with it. He advances 
no other testimony, and I take it that this 
is the extent of the provocation that brought 
him into print. We'll grant that he has the 
full right to be pleased with his rifle, we’re 
pleased with him, but we must caution him 
as a young and ambitious beginner both in the 
rifle, and the magazine world, that before 
going into print with controversial articles, 
or with statements diametrically opposed to 
those he finds in print, his ammunition should 
include something besides blank cartridges. 
It were cruel to say that his letter is as devoid 
of accuracy as his favorite cartridge, because 
he evidently does mean well. 

It seems that because he does like his little 
repeater, which shoots the so-called Rem. 
Special cartridge, he resents invidious com- 
ote between this and the standard and 
highly accurate and cheap Long Rifle which 
is the accepted cartridge among target rifle- 
men the world over, however it may be 
unknown to squirrel shooters. 

I am sometimes tempted to cancel my To prove that his favorite—for which in 
his catalogue he finds some wood penetration 
figures for the old and no longer used black 
powder cartridges—is the superior to the 
Long Rifle, he advances the following state- 
ments, which as I say, deserve of us several 
merry chortles. 

First the before mentioned, and ancient 
penetration figures for black powder cartridges. 
He owns, as we'll note, a catalogue. 

Cartridges are loaded in these days with 
either smokeless, Semi-smokeless or Lesmok 
powder. Black still can be had, but is not 
used except by riflemen who occasionally 
emerge from the tall and uncut. 

However, feeling that the gentleman should 
have his desire and use this for his standard, 
we'll follow him back into the black powder 
realms, and note for his benefit that while 
the Long Rifle gives 1103 ft. secs., the W.R.F.., 
which is the Rem. Special under another 
name, gives but 1036 ft. secs. or 67 ft. sees. 
less than the Long Rifle. Also the difference 
in energy is just one foot pound, said one 
foot-pound being in favor of the Long Rifle. 

This being the fact as stated by the manu- 
facturers, then if our gullible friend still de- 
sires to believe that the: W.R.F. gives nearly 
50 per cent. more penetration than the Long 
Rifle—the latter having the great velocity, 
and greater energy,—then we'll allow that 
he’s one of those born every minute, and pass 
on to the consideration of other things. Be- 
fore passing on we'll pause to observe that the 
loading of our U.M.C. friends is usually 
rather dependable as our standard of com- 
parison, and in this is not often found the 
regrettable jockeying noted in the loading 
of other makers with special cartridges to 
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favor, and special rifles to help out by cat- 
alogue figures. 

As our second chortle we find the claim by 
the gentleman that he is not a crack shot, 
in which statement we'll willingly concur 
after reading his article, because crack shots 
usually learn by experience. *s Geis Sa 

This he backs up by saying that his only 
claim to fame is that he hits squirrels quite 
frequently in the head at 50 yards, but has 
never done this with the Long Rifle, which is 
not up to the task. To quote him lest we lose 
any of the precious sentiment through par- 
aphrasing: ““The smallest thing I ever hit 
at any distance was a squirrel’s head at 50 
yards and I do that quite frequently with my 
Rem. Special, but was never able to do it, 
with the Long Rifle or short either, in fact 
would not shoot at them that far away as I knew 
it would be of no use—” 

To our abject horror we learn that the 
Long Rifle which is about equal to the W.R.F. 
or Rem. Special at any save the very long and 
impractical ranges, is not able to make good on 
the heads of the squirrels at 50 yards. Fine 
scores have been made on still days at 500 
yards, I have made good ones with my own 
untrained and poor hands at 300 yards, 200 
yards is well within the accuracy limit of the 
Long Rifle on still days—which we must also 
have for the noted squirrel killing Rem. 
Special yet we cannot kill squirrels so far as 
50 yards with this same Long Rifle. 

For the benefit of Mr. Forsyth—I hope 
he'll transcribe and paste in his hat this 
precious formula—I am going to tell him how 
to get squirrels at 50 yards with the Long 
Rifle. 1, sight the rifle or have a rifleman 
sight it, so the bullet or missile slowly leaving 
the muzzle when the trigger is pulled, will 
return to the line of sight at about 50 yards. 
2, after loading the rifle, find the squirrel and 
arrange him at 50 yards. 

Rest the rifle over the handiest immovable 
object, place the front and rear sights in the 
correct relation or juxtaposition, then arrange 
the bead tastefully so it will tickle the squirrel 
in the spot where the Rem. Special would kill 
him. Make a noise like a nut to prevent his 
getting impatient. Then fire carefully. 

He will infallibly stop to scratch the point 
of impact, fancying it a flea, during which the 
hunter can hastily approach and seize him. 
Shoot him six or eight times to tender him 
up. The bullet will of course not penetrate 
the hide, but they will aid in making him more 
palatable. 

There is no charge for this information, 
regardless of its high value to those using the 
Long Rifle cartridge. 

The Short is of course quite the equal of 
the Long Rifle. I cannot say in my ex- 
perience that I killed a cat at 180 yards with 
the Long Rifle cartridge, and therefore the 
Short is even better, because a short killed a cat 
at this range fired from a $2.50 rifle with 18- 
inch barrel. As an absolute ballistic proof 
of the superiority of the short I cannot see how 
it admits of room for argument. 

The sole weak point is that the eat may not 
have died from the bullet. The rifleman may 
have used care in sighting, and we know quite 
well that care once killed a cat. 

FA) -x 
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On the target range, which is a region 
adorned with cold unfeeling targets or white 
papers which take all the bull out of bullets 
and tell disagreeable truths, we learn that the 
short reaches the limit of usefulness at about 
150 yards, and that it is not used for fine 
work at more than 75 ft. by experienced 
riflemen shooting for scores, not squirrels. 
We learn that the Long Rifle has made good 
scores in the hands of riflemen at 500 on very 
still days, and on the same still days it does 
well at 300 and is so reliable at 200 that it quite 
frequently outshoots the military rifles on our 
rifle range, which has no squirrel heads and 
few cats, but some very accurate and truthful 
targets. This long accuracy limit, and this 
superior power is why the Long Rifle is super- 
ior to the short. Aside from this is the un- 
important fact that it weighs 33 per cent. more 
than the Short, and has about 45 per cent. 
more energy at the muzzle, with a still greater 
difference as the range grows longer. 

Still, as I say, that 180 yard cat gets my 
goat, because I have no available figures on cat 
penetration. 

I can readily believe that the Long Rifle 
seems like a toy compared to the Rem. Special. 
A difference of five grains in weight even though 
the initial velocity is 65 ft. secs. lower, must 
make the Long Rifle seem very toylike. In 
fact I believe one can tell the difference in the 
recoil unless he is well padded up. 

However, forgetting Mr. Forsyth and the 
amusing part of this story—we can_con- 
gratulate him on the sweet childlike faith in 
his rifle and his abiding faith in 180-yard cats 
as opposed to ballistic figures—it is just as 
well here and now to spear still more finally 
the Rem. Special or the Winchester Special 
superstition that drags good cash out of the 
pockets of well meaning shooters, when the 
same amount of said cash would give far more 
shooting if invested in Long Rifle ammunition. 

In the .22 calibre the Long Rifle is the stan- 
dard when accuracy and power and economy 
all are to be considered. More Long Rifle 
‘ammunition is being sent to England this day 
than .303 service ammunition, the amounts 
running up into the billions, all because the 
British are busily engaged in learning how to 
shoot with the time very short. 

The world’s accuracy records with the .22 
calibre rifle have gone either to the short or 
to the Long Rifle, with the latter possessing 
by far the greater number. The world’s 
record group at 100 yards, a group of which 
all ten shots can be touched by a quarter, was 
made by the Long Rifle. Riflemen seeking 
scores never use another cartridge with the 
one exception of the Short shot in the fine 
Schuetzen rifles at 75 ft. ; 

It has been refined and standardized and 
experimented with until no cartridge in the 
world equals it for reliability, shot to shot 
as it comes out of stock. Most of this has 
been due to the work and the demands of the 
target riflemen, both outdoors and in. 

In England several hundred thousand men 
follow the short range rifle shooting game. 
Rarely is this indoors, and much of it is at © 
100 yards. Never is any cartridge other than 
the Long Rifle used, nor is there any rule there 
or in this country forbidding the use of the 
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freak specials if they possessed any superiority 
in any way. We know they are inferior in 
accuracy, and they do not even possess the 
saving grace of being enough of a help in 
bucking wind to make them the choice for the 
100 yard shooting where vagrant zephyrs 
count. 

Save in the Winchester, and very lately in 
the Remington rifle, the Special freak is 
unknown, other rifle makers wisely cling to 
the standard Long Rifle, knowing that where 
that cartridge fails, the shooter ought to go to 
a .25 rim fire shell. 

The sole virtue which the Special freaks 
can offer us in exchange for costing far more, 
and for refusing to associate with any other 
cartridge, and for being less accurate, is a 
trifle harder blow when loaded by one or two 
companies, and freedom from exposed lubri- 
cant. And what the Long Rifle hollow point 
will not kill, then a man has no right to 
attempt to bag with the Special, which one 
of our largest companies loads to give less 
velocity and power than the Long Rifle, 
anyhow. 

Nonsence like the comments we find in the 
screed of Mr. Forsyth, that he knows the 
Long Rifle will not kill so far as 50 yards while 
the Special freak will kill, may be amusing to 
those of us who know, but still might be 
misleading to the neophyte. This is the 
reason for giving him more time and space 
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in this letter than anything he says deserves 
of us. The gentleman doubtless can tell us 
interestingly about squirrel hunting, but if 
he feels moved to come into print with state- 
ments disputing those of others, he should 
learn to come with fact and figures, not with 
statements about the failure of the Long 
Rifle at 50 yards, nor about accidental shots 
on cats at 180, because these speedily and 
effectually classify him in the minds of those 
who have shot the Long Rifle for lo, these 
many years, and who may possibly own more 
rifles than he has seen in the village gun store. 

The most forcible argument in the case of 
Long Rifle vs. Special, which is really not a 
case at all if called before a judge who is a 
rifleman, is merely this: 

Long Rifle Lesmok or Semismokeless per 
thousand, $4.00. 

Special freaks of various names, same 
powder, $5.65. 

In other words, for every hundred shots 
you fire with a Special, you throw away just 
40 shots which you would have fired for the 
same money over and above the hundred had 
you been using the Long Rifle cartridge. If 
you find the special so much better by actual 
test that you prefer 100 rounds of this am- 
munition to 140 Long Rifle, cost the same, 
then it is all yours, and the nearest store 
doubtless can satisfy your longings. 

Small Game Rifles--A Study 
Lt. Townsend Whelen 

so little about rifles suitable for small 
game. Without doubt the average 

sportsman has far greater chance for small 
game shooting than for large game. Small 
game often abounds near one’s home, and 
some of it, the varmints, can be shot the year 
around. Then too, pick up any sportsman’s 
magazine and you will see that practically all 
the discussion is on the large game arm. 
Also it is a significant fact that no new small 
game cartridge has been brought forth by 
an American firm in the past fifteen years. 
The three most popular small game cartridges 

on the market today are the .22 Long Rifle, 
the .25 Stevens rim fire, and the .25-20 W.C.F. 
Of these the .22 undoubtedly leads in popu- 
larity, but I do not believe that it is a suitable 
rifle for small shooting, and I hope to con- 
vince my readers of this later. 

It might be well at the start to qualify the 
words “‘small game rifle.”” Such a rifle should 
have sufficient killing power for small game, 
but not more unless it unduly mutilate the 
game for the table or taxidermist. The 
requirements as regards accuracy are by the 
very nature of the target much more exacting 
than with any other class of small arm. It 
can only be regarded as suitable at that range 
at which the size of its group does not exceed 
the vital portion of the anatomy of the small 

a many it seems strange that we hear game which is to be hunted. Considering that 
this game will usually be squirrels, rabbits, 
grouse, woodchucks, ducks, and those varmints 
which by. reason of their preying upon our 
useful animals and birds deserve extermina- 
tion, it may be stated that the size of the 
required group should certainly not exceed 
one and one-half inches. As regards tra- 
jectory it may be said that up to the range 
where the rifle begins to exceed the 114% inch 
allowable error the path of the bullet should 
be so flat that it will be practically unnecessary 
to estimate range. Regarding the range at 
which these arms should be accurate I 
cannot do better than quote the words of the 
late A. C. Gould, who has often been called 
the Father of the Rifle in America. In 
April 1894 Mr. Gould wrote: ‘100 yards is 
to my mind the extreme distance at which 
small game should be fired, even from a 
rest. Let the finest offhand shot draw a life 
sized figure of a duck, rabbit, or a woodchuck, 
have it set up at what he judges, without any 
measurement, to be 100 yards, and then fire 
at it offhand with hunting sights. He will 
find that half the shots, if they do not miss, 
will let the poor creature escape badly 
wounded. I fear that the vanity of exercising 
one’s skill often makes us fire at distances far 
beyond those at which we are likely to hit a 
vital spot.” 
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Keeping in mind these requirements, let 
us take up the various small game cartridges 
seriatim, and discuss their qualities. I have 
owned rifles for, and have tested all these 
cartridges, and during the past two years I 
have been devoting almost all my experiments 
to the small game arm. 

The .22 Long Rifle is notoriously poor in 
killing power, so much so that I am of the 
opinion that its use on game larger than 
squirrels and grouse should be regarded as 
unsportsmanlike. As far back as October 
1892 Mr. Gould wrote: ‘“‘As to the proper 
caliber, the .22 caliber has fallen into disfavor, 
and has been discarded by men who have 
tried it for several years. They have care- 
fully considered its merits and would have 
preferred this cartridge on account of its 
compactness and little noise, but unless the 
bullet is placed just right it is not a sure 
killer.’ Mr. Reuben Harwood, an old time 
rifleman, and without doubt the greatest 
small bore crank that ever lived, wrote as far 
back as 1893: ‘‘We had fired but a few shots 
at red squirrels, for off-hand practice, before 
it became painfully apparent that the .22 
Long Rifle cartridge was not a certainty for 
squirrel shooting, for unless hit well forward 
or in the head they would get away well up 
in the top of a tree, or else crawl into some 
hole in a stone wall to suffer and finally die. 
If in a tree the bullet seemed to cut or punc- 
ture a clean hole through them, similar to a 
knife thrust, but did not give them a shock 
to carry them off the tree, and it took but ashort 
time to convince the writer that the .22 Long 
Rifle is not a cartridge that is desirable 
(although very accurate) for any kind of 
game shooting. Even the little chipmunk on 
the top of the stone wall would wriggle away 
beneath the stones unless struck well for- 
ward.” Lieut. Wallen, a retired officer of the 
Army has made very exhaustive trials of the 
.22 Long Rifle cartridge on all kinds of small 
game in this country and the Philippines. 
This includes gophers, prairie dogs, rabbits, 
doves, quail, grouse, squirrels, etc. These 
were made with both smokeless and Lesmok 
ammunition. He found the smokeless car- 
tridges with hard lead, greaseless bullets to 
have very much less power than the Lesmok 
ammunition with the softer lubricated bullet, 
but he concludes his remarks on these ex- 
periments with the following words: ‘‘Since 
I made the above experiments I have never 
fired a .22 at any kind of game, and I do not 
know if I ever will again.” 

Aside from the killing power of the .22 we 
‘find that the accuracy is fine, a good rifle giv- 
ing groups of 1% inches at about 75 yards. 
But the trajectory is poor. It does not shoot 
flat enough to hit a squirrel’s head without 
making allowance for distance at a range of 
over 45 yards, and for such game as grouse 
60 yards is about the limit at which a body 
shot can be pulled with certainty of a hit. 
I mean that at ranges greater than these at 
this kind of game the misses or crippling shots 
will greatly exceed the clean kills owing to 
the rise and drop of the bullet. One hundred 
yard shooting with the .22 is a fascinating 
target game, but it is out of the question in 
the field. 
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The .25 Stevens rim fire is a cartridge which 
has some most excellent points, but one bad 
one which condemned it absolutely for me. 
It has almost exactly the right killing power 
for the smaller kinds of small game, hardly 
enough for coyotes perhaps, but fine for 
everything smaller. It is a nice, light little, 
cartridge, and easy to handle. But it is not 
accurate enough. I tried out this cartridge 
very thoroughly. The shooting was done 
from a machine rest. With a fine factory 
barrel, 17 inch twist it gave the following 
averages: 
25 yards 1.43 inches. (10 groups of 10 shots) 
50 yards 2.57 inches. (10 groups of 10 shots) 

100 yards 3.07 inches. (one group only) 
200 yards 6.00 inches. (one group only) 

The targets showed almost all the bullets 
to be tipping. Before discarding this barrel 
however, I had Mr. Neidner cut it off at the 
breech and rechamber it. The tests were 
then repeated and groups were about a half 
inch smaller but the bullets still tipped badly. 
I then has a special barrel made for it with a 
14 inch twist, and had it chambered by 
Neidner. This barrel was still not good 
enough, giving the following averages: 
29 Yards) 5. ee eee 1.013 inches. 
5Oyards:. oe see 1.966 inches. 

100 yards 2.917 inches. 
_ The trouble was found to be two fold—the 

rim fire shell did not ignite the powder pro- 
perly, neither black nor Lesmok, as was shown 
by the variations in trajectory of shots 
caught on the mid distance screen. Also 
there is too much error in the centering of the 
bullet in shell and chamber, due to imperfec- 
tions in bullet and shell. 

The .25-21 cartridge was also tried a number 
of years ago. This cartridge was all the rage 
at that time, and many articles were written 
telling of its wonderful accuracy and _ all 
around excellence for small game. I know 
now that practically all the groups published 
were selected ones, but at that time I bit 
badly, purchasing and testing three different 
rifles of this caliber before I was convinced 
that the cartridge did not have the capabilities 
that I demanded. The trouble however was 
no fault of design or rifle. It was due to the 
inherent defects of black powder and lead 
bullets in as small a rifle as this, and also to 
irregularities in the size of the shells at the 
mouth. The .28-30 Stevens shot a little 
better, but still not quite well enough. I did 
kili a lot of small game with the .25-21 but 
shortly after getting the .28-30 I was ordered 
to a station where there was no small game 
shooting to be had, and when next I got a 
chance at this kind of sport I had found some- 
thing better. 

Turning now from the failures let us look 
at the successful cartridges. In 1908 and 1909 
I tried out the .25-20 W C.F. Model 1892 very 
thoroughly with every kind of ammunition 
made for it. With black powder ammuni- 
tion of all makes it shot very poorly, groups as 
large as four inches at 50 yards. With high 
velocity ammunitign it gave groups averaging 
about 214 inches at 50 yards, and this am- 
munition shot about four inches higher at this 
range than the low power smokeless. By far 
the best results were attained with this latter 
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ammunition, and particularly with the Win- 
chester make of low power smokeless with 
jacketed soft point bullet. With this am- 
munition the groups would average slightly 

. less than an inch at 50 yards. It made a 
simply fine small game rifle, it was light, 
accurate and handy. But, this Winchester 
ammunition is loaded with Sharpshooter 
powder, and it shortly got in its work on the 
bore despite the very best and most scientific 
cleaning and care, and after about 400 rounds 
the barrel was so pitted that accuracy had 
begun to greatly deteriorate. I used this 
rifle for one season in Maine and it was so 
satisfactory that I have always wanted to get 
another one, this time with nickel steel 
barrel, as I believe that it is possible to use 
a charge of Schuetzen or Du Pont No. 75 or 
80 powder, and the jacketed soft point bullet, 
and get the same accuracy as with Sharp- 
shooter, without the destructive effects of 
that latter powder. 

Next we come to the old reliable .25-20 S.S. 
The origin of this rifle may be interesting to 
my readers. Mr. J. F. Rabbeth of Boston 
deserves the credit for the .25 caliber rifle. 
He wrote the first article advocating this 
caliber in Shooting and Fishing of April 18, 
1889, but for three years prior to this he had 
been experimenting with a .25 caliber rifle 
made to order for him by the Remington 
Arms Company. The shell was made by 
necking down the 32 caliber shell for the 
Wesson rifle. The charge was 32 grains of 
Hazards ducking powder and a 76 grain bullet. 
The 200 yard trajectory was but 7 inches. It 
was the experiments with this rifle which led 
up to the placing on the market of the .25-20 
S.S. cartridge during the summer of 1889. 
The old Maynard rifle was the first one to be 
brought out in this caliber, followed several 
weeks later by the Stevens rifle. The 
cartridge was first made by the Union Metallic 
Cartridge Company. 

I will not attempt to chronicle the struggles 
and failures that I had with my first .25-20 
rifle in the days when black powder and lead 
bullets were the only things we had, but will 
come straight to two years ago when I 
obtained a fine Winchester single shot rifle for 
this cartridge. Remembering my experience 
with the Sharpshooter powder in the .25-20 
W.C.F. cartridge I had this rifle made to 
order with a nickel steel barrel, a heavy No. 3 
barrel, 27 inches long. In the two years 
that I have owned this rifle I have done an 
enormous amount of experimenting with it, 
and I have also used it for all my small game 
shooting. I have tried almost all makes of 
smokeless powder except Sharpshooter and 
also a large number of Ideal and factory 
bullets. In these experiments over 2000 
rounds have been fired. After a little ex- 
perimenting I discarded all lead and alloy 
bullets entirely as the jacketed bullets proved 
so much better in every way. The best 
bullet that I found was the 87 grain copper 
jacketed, pointed, soft bullet that has just 
been placed on the market for the .250-3000 
Savage rifle. Through the courtesy of the 
makers I obtained a supply of these bullets 
about a year ago, and they have proved 
splendid. The next best, and nearly as good, 
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was the Winchester 86 grain soft point 
jacketed bullet. I had better success with 
Schuetzen than with any other powder, al- 
though I also got very good results with Du 
Pont No. 75 (Marksman) and Lightning 
powder. Results with the new Du Pont No. 
80 which they are now recommending for 
this cartridge were not so good, although not 
exactly bad. With a charge of 12 grains 
weight of Lightning powder and the Win- 
chester jacketed bullet I got a real high power 
load with flat trajectory and smashing power, 
considerably more powerful than the .25-20 
W. C. F. High Velocity. It gave groups 
averaging 1.66 inches at 50 yards and 2.90 
inches at 100 yards. With the sight correctly 
adjusted for 50 yards it hit the target 2.06 
inches low at 100 yards showing quite a flat 
trajectory. The load which I finally decided 
upon as the standard was as follows: 8.5 
grains weight of Schuetzen powder, which 
fills the shell almost full to the base of the 
bullet; the Savage 87 grain copper jacketed 
bullet, seated in the shell so that when the 
shell was seated in the chamber of the rifle as 
far as it could be by hand about Mth inch of ~ 
the rear of the shell projected to the rear of the 
chamber. The closing of the breech block then 
forced the shell in and forced the bullet up hard 
against the lead of the rifling. The shells 
were Winchester make, the muzzles being 
resized each time in an Ideal muzzle resizing 
die, and the primers were the Winchester No. 
1144W. This charge steadily gives groups 
slightly less than an inch at 50 yards. On my 
rifle I use a Winchester A5 telescope sight 
mounted on top of the barrel. With this 
sight adjusted. correctly for 50 yards the 
bullet hits .25-inch low at 25 yards, and 1.17 
inches low at 65 yards. 
tory cartridge indeed except as to its tra- 
jectory. It will give 14% inch groups at 75 
yards, but with its high trajectory I cannot 
be sure of hitting a 114-inch spot at a greater 
range than about 55 yards. ‘The ideal small 
game rifle, fulfilling the requirements out- 
lined at the beginning of this article was not 
yet found, and further experiments were in 
order. 

It will be remembered that I had a 25 cal- 

It is a very satisfac- | 

a wecheell 

iber nickel steel barrel with 14 inch twist made” 
and chambered for the .25 Stevens rim-fire 
which was a failure. I determined to have 
this barrel rechambered for a slightly heavier 
cartridge than the .25-20 and therefore sent 
it to Mr. Neidner and ordered him to re- 
chamber it for the .25-35 cartridge to use the 
commercial shell. This he did in a splendid 
manner and returned it to me. Let me 
caution the reader that this was not a Neidner 
rifle as all Neidner rifles are chambered 
tightly for shells that have been accurately 
reamed at the neck. The commercial shell 
is drawn, not reamed, and certain irregularit- _ 
ies in thickness are always found at the neck. 
Therefore the chamber has to make allowances 
for these irregularities and the chamber 
cannot be so close as where the necks are 
reamed to exact size. This means that with 
the commercial shell there will always be a 
slight error in the alignment of the bullet and — 
axis of the bore, an error which is reduced to 
the absolute minimum with the Neidner 
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pHere\is another attractive’ g ila 

If you want a gun for $25.00 that will stand any amount of use and a lot of misuse, you can have it in our 
No. 1 grade in 28, 20, 16, 12 or 10 gauge. 

The appearance of the gun has been improved by adding new engraving. It’s a quality gun. 

Barrels furnished in Nitro Steel or imported Stub Twist; stock made of black walnut, full pistol grip, hand 
checkered; locks are of the same mechanical construction and same quality of material as in higher grades; 
frame, top lever, forend iron and guard line engraved. 

Send for large catalog and special prices on our entire line—18 grades $17.75 net to $400 list. 

(TAGaGCGa Guns 
ADDRESS — ITHACA _GUN_COMPANY SoxNowis ITHACA —_NEW_YORK 

Some Shooting withthe Double 
At the Indian Tournament, Sandusky, O., June 29- July 2, B 

S. A. Huntley won high general average and arre 
amateur average, 491 x 500. Woolfolk Hender- 

Parker 
son second, 488 x 500. 

Fred Gilbert won second professional 
average, 481 x 500; Arthur Killam 
third professional aver- 
age, 475 x 500. 

All of these gentlemen were shooting DOUBLE Barrel Parker Guns. 

WONDERFUL SHOOTING 

Send for Catalogue and 20 bore booklet, Free 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. N._Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. 
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system of chambering. After considerable 
experimenting with this rifle I decided to 
standardize on the best load as follows: 
Winchester shells, resized at the neck with 
the Ideal muzzle resizing die. U. S. Car- 
tridge Go. No. 8 primer. Winchester 86 
grain jacketed soft point bullet. 22 grains 
of Du Pont No. 20, Military Rifle Powder. 
This charge gives a velocity of about 2250 f.s., 
and it averages 1.77 inch groups at 100 yards. 
With a Sidle Snap-Shot telescope sight 
mounted on top of the barrel the elevation is 
exactly the same at 50 and 100 yards. Of 
course there is a curve to the trajectory, but 
the height of the sight above the barrel 
practically eliminates it up to 100 yards. 
Thus the bullet starts from the muzzle about 
114 inches below the line of sight. At 25 
yards the bullet is still about .33 inches below 
the line of sight. At 50 yards the bullet just 
cuts the line of sight. At 65 yards it raises 
about .25-inch above it, and it again cuts it 
at 100 yards. Thus I have a rifle with which I 
can surely hit a 1.77 inch spot up to 100 yards 
without paying any attention whatever to 
estimation of range, or keeping in mind our 
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stated requirements for the small game rifle, 
this rifle fulfills all but one of these requir- 
ments, and is good for the 1%-inch group 
up to 90 yards, which is 35 yards further than 
any other rifle previously tried. But in one 
requirement it was defective—it was too 
powerful. The 86 grain soft point bullet at 
2250 f.s., has quite a lot of smash, in fact it is 
powerful enough for deer. Of course as we 
increase the velocity we also increase the 
power. What is needed is a full jacketed, 
pointed, 86 grain bullet. With such a bullet 
this rifle should be the ideal arm. This bullet 
would not mangle squirrels, grouse, ducks, 
and such game, and the present soft point 
bullet is ideal for woodchucks, foxes, lynx, 
and coyotes. I think undoubtedly some 
factory will bring out such a bullet in the 
near future. Until that time my .25-20 S.S. 
is still regarded as my best all-round small 
game rifle, and the .25-35 Special is called a 
woodchuck and coyote gun. 

In the next of these series of articles I 
propose to take up and discuss the sights, 
triggers, and other equipment of the small 
game rifle. 

The .35-Caliber Remington-UMC Auto- 
loading Rifle 

H.R. McKenzie. 

UNTING trips have grown expensive 
H of late years and the hunter of deer, 

moose, goat or grizzly is annually find- 
ing out to his cost that game has grown 
exceedingly shy of man and is more and more 
taking to the most inaccessible places and 
furthest removed from the presence of their 
hereditary persecutor man. Again certain 
of our wild game are greatly decreasing in 
number, notwithstanding all the means taken 
on the part of true sporismen to enact laws 
most favorable to their increase. 

All of these reasons are conducive towards 
impressing upon the modern hunter of big 
game the absolute necessity of taking every 
precaution to avail himself of every oppor- 
tunity which may present itself in the game 
field of securing positively his bag limit 
be it of deer, grizzly or other game. The 
prime factor in making use of all chances 
lies without doubt in the question of the 
hunter’s rifle. Other topics fade into in- 
significance in comparison. The rifle adapted 
to the successful hunting of big and often- 
times dangerous game must be light, trust- 
worthy, accurate and powerful, failing in 
these features we must absolutely condemn 
it for such purposes as we are herein discuss- 
ing and from a lifelong experience of big- 
pame hunting both in Canada and in the 
tates the writer hopes to carry some weight 

_ With the arguments to be advanced hereafter 
in pronouncing the .35 Remington Auto- 
loading rifle as embodying all the good features 

mentioned above and possessing such re- 
quirements suitable for the biggest and most 
dangerous of American game. 
As regards the cartridge which has found’such 

favor with the writer I want to impress upon 
the readers of this article the vital necessity 
of considering the energy developed not at the 
muzzle of the rifle, big game is seldom shot 
at a distance of twenty feet from the shooter, 
but to look into the killing power possessed 
by their pet hunting arms at real game ranges 
of say 100 and 200 yards which are the average 
distances at which most of our big game is 
shot. 

I hesitate to give figures to illustrate the 
energy of the .35 rimless cartridge adapted 
to the Remington. Such figures have been 
quoted by laymen in the past to such an 
extent that the well posted rifleman is sick 
unto the death of reading such matter. At 
most, such figures are vastly misleading. 
However I will state for the benefit of some 
of the readers who have no data of this nature _ 
that at 100 yards this cartridge fired from 
an Autoloading Remington generates an energy 
in foot pounds of about 1260 or in other words 
has a “‘punch”’ or striking force of a little 
better than three-fifths of a ton and at 200 
yards still has a remaining energy of 880 foot 
pounds. The actual theoretical energy thus 
developed is approximately that developed 
by the .30-30-170 but the actual killing 
effects of the .35 is vastly superior owing to 
its greater diameter of bullet just as would 
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250-3000 SAVAGE—It’s First 
Open Season 

O rifle ever approached its first open season 
with its success so positively assured in ad- 

vance as the .250-3000 Savage. It has been tested ex- 
haustively for accuracy by the highest authorities and classed with the 
New Springfield—at the very top of the list. It has higher velocity and 
flatter trajectory than any rifle made in this country. And its paralyzing, explosive, knock- 
out punch is enough to “kill everything that walks on four legs in these United States.” 

You know the wonderful work the “‘Imp’’—the .22 Savage Hi-Power—has done on the 
biggest game. And the Imp is only a little deer rifle. The .250-3000 Savage is strictly a 
big game gun, with bigger calibre, heavier bullet, higher velocity, and flatter trajectory. 
This rifle is establishing a new standard of effectiveness this year. Take one with you and 
be ‘“‘the man behind the gun’”’ yourself, and make your 1915 hunting trip the biggest 
success of your life. In details and finish it is fully equal to the expensive European rifles, 
which it totally outclasses in symmetry, convenience, and effectiveness. 

Takedown pattern, 22-inch tapered round hi-pressure steel barrel with integral front 
sight base, checked extra full pistol grip stock and forearm, checked trigger and corrugated 
steel butt-plate, weight 7 pounds, price $30.00. Cartridges with soft nose or full metal 
cased bullets $4.20 per hundred. 

Write us for particulars. 

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY - 5410 Savage Ave., Utica, N.Y. 
er 
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THE REAL GUN 
New designs with Hunter one-trigger and automatic ejector, for trap 

and field use. They are winners. 

Prices $25 to $1,000 net. 

OUR BEAUTIFUL CATALOG FOR THE ASKING. 

The Hunter Arms Co., Inc. 29 Hubbard St. Fulton, N. Y. | 
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a bullet driven at exactly the same velocity 
and of the same weight kill more surely at 
medium ranges if it were one-half inch across. 

The factory-loaded .35 cartridge contains 
a charge of about 33 grains of “Lightning” 
and a 200-grain_ blunt-pointed jacketed 
bullet which is sent from the barrel at a muzzle 
velocity of 2000 ft. secs. There is also a 
pointed jacketed bullet loaded by the manu- 
facturers which increases the velocity slightly. 
Owing to the fact however that the velocity 
at 100 yards and longer ranges is hardly high 
enough to permit this latter type of bullet 
to do the ‘“‘diving and turning’ trick so 
peculiar to the pointed bullet of the Spring- 
field which is driven at very high velocity 
my experience with the pointed .35-caliber 
Autoloading bullet of 170 grains has not been 
as universally satisfactory as with the regular 
200-grain soft nose bullet though on deer on 
several occasions if has acted in a very 
satisfactory manner. 
My experiences with grizzlies of both the 

Rockies and Wyoming using this little arm 
has convinced me once and for all that no 
more powerful gun for American big-game 
shooting is required, regardless of what 
catalog experts and velocity cranks have to 
say on the subject and I also consider the 
short little 22-inch barrel of this arm long 
enough for all practical purposes in the rough 
country regions and in the mountains. 

A detailed description of the little arm itself 
is hardly necessary as it is so universally well 
known and used with such perfect satis- 
faction by thousands of hunters on the con- 
tinent. 

The writer’s own rifle is equipped with 
Lyman receiver rear sight and an Ivory bead 
front. Also the regular factory abomination 
is removed from the barrel and a Lyman 
blank piece inserted. 

My gun weighs slightly more than 734 
pounds with steel butt-plate instead of the 
regular rubber contraption supplied on this 
model. 

For the-sake of illustrating the general 
lines of the factory gun of this model a cut 
of the same is shown and to the readers who 
are not as yet familiar with the “‘little biggest’ 
gun in America it will undoubtedly be of 
interest. 

The clip loading feature is a valuable one 
and is greatly appreciated by the writer as a 
means of quick accurate loading in all weath- 
ers. The trigger pull is the easiest and 
sweetest of any that I have ever met with and 
without stretching things it can be well 
likened unto the pull on a fine set Schuetzen 
hair trigger absolutely without grittiness 
and devoid of the dead-like drag common to 
some American factory arms. 
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A monster bull moose fell to one shot from 
this rifle three seasons ago, the 200-grain 
soft nose bullet entering in behind the shoul- 
der and lodging on the other side after 
mushrooming large and making a terrible 
mess of the moose’s anatomy. My chum 
of many years hunting for grizzly in B.C. 
the same season with a .30-30, landed his bear 
after pumping seven shots at gradually 
increasing range (the bear was charging him) 
all of which struck fairly but somehow failed 
to penetrate sufficiently to make anything | 
like what I would call a sufficiently ‘“‘an- 
chored”’ bear. F 

The big mass of bone and muscle dropped 
dead after my chum’s hair had begun to pierce 
his hat as he ran swiftly from the onrushing 
demon. Taking into consideration the finale 
of this episode when the bear, which had re- 
ceived seven jacketed bullets, dropped for the 
count the .30-30 did not show up so very badly 
but had I been my friend chased by an in- 
furiated grizzly after placing seven shots into 
its body I would certainly have been losing 
confidence in my rifle at every jump. As 
it is he is to be congratulated on getting off 
so luckily but I cannot help putting in the 
little “‘rub” that perhaps next time he will 
use an arm which has stopping power like 
my .35 Autoloader. 
Two seasons ago found me in Wyoming 

after grizzlies and I had the good fortune to 
secure two. 

The first was shot at a distance of 150 
yards and through my glass I could see him 
tear at the wound in his side and look anxious- 
ly around. He then dropped to his feet and 
was going for the timber at full speed when 
a second bullet struck him full in the chest 
and knocked him over like a bag of beans. 
He recovered his footing and was, judging 
from his actions. contemplating coming in 
my direction as I was by this time within 
about 125 yards of him. I aimed as carefully 
as I could for his shoulder and down he 
dropped dead. Upon examination I found that 
none of the bullets had gone through but had 
fulfilled their intended mission of anchoring 
and laying-out-for-keeps as perfectly as one 
could desire. 

In fact the action of the .35 Remington on 
game of this build closely resembles that of 
the .30-40 when used with the 220-grain 
soft-nose bullet and I cannot agree with those 
who claim that the latter outfit ‘“‘has a bit’ 
on the Remington for knock-down work. 

It. must be remembered that all my views 
are taken not from a careful perusing of 
books on the subject but from experiences 
gained right on the spot, so kind reader if you 
cannot agree with all that I have written 
call me not hard names for I am just simply 

REMINGTON-UMC .35-CAL. AUTOLOADER 
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No Guess iS Work With /hese SIght's 

Equip your rifle with Marble’s Sights before you go on your next hunt- 
ing trip. Then you’ll bag the game you go after. There’s no guess work 
with Marble’s Sights. They are used the world over by amateurs, professionals 
and military men and are recognized as the standard of quality. If your sights 

P W pe bear the Marble trade-mark, you can count on absolute accuracy. 

yy yk MARBLES V-M FRONT SIGHT 
has jumped into instant popularity because it helps | the average shooter’s markman- 
ship wonderfully. _Embodies a new principle but it ‘““brings home the bacon.”’ Notice 
the illustration. The aperture front sight when used with peep rear sight gives a tele- 
scopic effect. You look directly at the object and shoot right where 
you aim. No guess work, no aiming low, no holding over. You see the 
game and draw a true bead instantly, whereas with a bead front sight 
which partly covers game or target, you must ‘guess’? how much to 

“hold over’ depending upon distance. Geta V-M sight for your rifle now 
and see how much better you can shoot. Price $1.50 at your dealer’s or 

direct by mail postpaid if your dealer can’t supply you. Remember, you 
must use peep rear sight with the V-M. Open sight will not do. 

Marble’s Flexible Rear Sight 
One of the sights that have made 
the name Marblefamous. Used by 
thousands and thousandsof sports- 
men—its friends are legion. Stem 
is not rigid, but is held by a strong 
spring in base. Doesnot break when 
struck. Spring permitssightto give 
and instantly brings it back to cor- 
rect shooting position. This is the 
perfect rear sight to use with Marble’s 
V-M front sight. Price $3.00. 

(For .22 Calibre Rifles Only) 

A splendid sight for target and 
small game shooting. Stem can 
be quickly set in any position 
by raising the lock to a horizon- 
tal position and moving stem 
up or down as desired. Lock 
holds stem rigid at any eleva- 
tion. Stemcan be folded and 
locked down. Price,with 2 discs 
with different apertures, $1.50. 

AR RBLE'S RIFLE SIGHTS 
meet every shooter's every need. The few numbers here illustrated are but a’small part of the wide 
variety we make. Before you Bay, sights of any kind write for special folder showing entire Marble line. 

King Triple Bead 
Front Sight 

Has three separate 
and distinct beads— 
ivory, gold and black. 

Marble’ s peeved Front 
Sight 

Gives the shooter a long 
look ahead. Makes accur- 
ate shots possible at any 

Marble’s Reversible 
Front Sight 

Has two beads—one 
ivory,one gold. Sight 
can be instantly re- Marble’s Adjustable Leaf Sight 
versed, so that shoot- 
er can have ivory or 
gold aslight requires. 
Choice of 46, 342 or 48 
inch bead. Price $1.50. 

Coarse Bead Folded 

Ask Your Dealer 
Sent prepaid upon receipt of price, if not at your dealer’s. 
State make, model and calibre of rifle when ordering. All 

range without stopping to 
adjust rear sight. Object 
aimed at can be seen overor 
under bead. Idealsight for 
snap shooting. Price $1.00. 

Bead holder revolves, 
so that shooter can 
have whichever color 
is best for each partic- 
ularshot. Price $1.50. 

Marble’s Duplex Front Sight 
Gives shooter choice of fine or 
coarse bead as circumstances 
require, Fine bead is 46 in. 
gold, coarse bead is ¥ in. white 
enamel, 

-Coarse Bead Up 

Marble goods sold with money back guarantee. 

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO., 581 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich. 

for Marble’s Rifle Sights. 
Any sight shown will be 

When fine bead is 
being used, coarse bead folds 
down flat asshown. Price $1.50. 

Write for Catalog 
Gun and sixty specialties for sportsmen. . 
Solvent Gun Oil FREE if you mention dealer’s name 
when writing. 

Can be used alone or in conjunction with 
peep rear sight, folding down leaf of Ad- 
justable when peep is being used. Marble’s 
Adjustable has two different size notches 
as shown above. Price $1.00. 

Marble’s 

Standard 

A high grade, dependable sight for all 
sporting rifles. Choice of ivory or gold 
bead in 446, 32 or 4 in. Price $1.00. 

showing full line of sights, 
Marble’s Game-Getter 

Sample Nitro- 
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stating facts as they occurred to me. Every 
man is welcome to his choice and though I 
own at the present time seven different rifles, 
I have found this old Remington so entirely 
satisfactory that I do not see my way clear 
at present to pass it up for something of the 
3,000ft. secs. class. A rifle can dono more than 
secure the game and when my rifle has done 
that faithfully for years without a hitch in 
the proceedings can I be blamed for bursting 
into print concerning its merits? If the arm 
had any glaring faults I would be the first 
one to mention them but at present its few 
short-comings are so recompensed for by its 
absolutely sure game-getting qualities that I 
can pass over the fact that the gun has an 
abnormally high breech and also the fact 
that the barrel jacket makes the barrel an in- 
elegant thickness (this latter feature has been 
commented upon in various magazines of this 
kind but I have vet to hear of a prospective 
purchaser being frightened away by the 
general appearance of the little rifle which 
has made a record for itself second to no 
other arm in America taking into consider- 
ation the rather short time it has been on the 
market.) 

The second grizzly the writer secured this 
trip to Wyoming was seen browsing in the 
distance through the glasses at a distance of 
fully 500 yards. I managed to get within 
hooting range of 300 and opening fire just 
i he seemed to be feeling uneasy, I had the 
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good luck of actually knocking him off his 
feet so thoroughly that I was easily able to 
put in a finishing shot from a point of vantage 
50 yards away thus bringing a quick close to 
a rather exciting stalk. 

In closing I want to state again for emphasis 
that the .35 Remington Autoloader, though 
throwing its bullet at what has been rightly 
called ““Krag velocity’ will nevertheless be 
found much more powerful than any .30-30, 
owing to its heavy blunt-nosed bullet and 
while originally the autoloader was not 
designed as a target arm, its accuracy is such 
that we have no difficulty in keeping most of 
our shots in a 5-inch circle at 125 yards which, 
is accuracy quite equal to the purpose of 
hunting big game and we also have the 
satisfaction of knowing that when we pull 
on a big grizzly or moose there will surely be 
“something doing’ at the other end in a 
punishing way which no game found on this 
continent can endure. 

I could fill pages telling of hunts in which 
this rifle has figured, only space would hardly 
permit and I am a new contributor to these 
interesting columns. I would also like to 
state emphatically that I am not financially 
interested in any way with the manufacturers 
of the gun which has proved so satisfactory 
to the writer and am in no way interested in 
the firm except to see them continue to place 
on the market as reliable and trustworthy 
a big game rifle as their .35-caliber Autoloader. 

An account of some of the successes and failures 

of the .22-Caliber Rifle on Woodchuck 
Readers are invited to form a “Jury” to decide as to the efficiency of the 

little arm for this kind of shooting 

G. H. Armstrong 

two caliber rifle since the days of the 
early model Stevens and Remington 

which pioneers made their debut some thirty or 
more years ago and were adapted to the short 
cartridge only. These rifles were single shots 
but at about the same period the Colts 
‘Lightning’ repeater which was an excellent 
little arm of the trombone action type and the 
Winchester repeating rifle, which was a lever 
action and had a very large sale at the time, 
were placed on the market and were adapted 
to the regular long .22-caliber rim-fire car- 
tridge containing approximately the same 
charge of lead and black powder as does the 
modern shell of the same caliber and size. 

Then as to-day the .22-caliber rifle was 
used principally on game too small to warrant 
bringing into play the big game rifle and as 
was pointed out in an extremely interesting 
article by another writer in a recent issue of 
this magazine the continual practice thus 
obtained was invaluable in training the 
youth of the ’70’s to a necessary understand- 
ing of the possibilities of the tiny bore. The 

os writer has been a user of the twenty- writer having been of the “‘class of *58’’ has 
been in a position to carefully observe the 
progress of rifles of this caliber from a position 
of usurper on the gun market to a final place 
of unbounded popularity. This enviable 
height was not reached without innumerable 
set-backs at the hands of certain unprogressive 
riflemen of the early days who despised the 
little new-comer as a gun good enough for 
children to play with but never to be taken 
seriously either as a means of perfecting marks- 
manship to a surprising degree as a result of 
the almost unlimited practice obtainable with 
the aesthetic twenty-two caliber arm or per- 
haps what was more important in the eyes 
of those critics of another day, as a game- 
getter. Many of these old sceptics have 
lived to see the .22-caliber rifle assume @ 
place in the hearts of sportsmen never to be 
usurped and have seen their favorite old 
bone-crushing Sharp’s thrown into the dis- 
card by the march of progress, never to be 
again received into favor. Truly the “‘little 
childrens’ toy”’ has been avenged. 

Suitable ammunition in the early days of 
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— 
THE HUNTER’S RELIANCE IS FOUND 

IN THE SHOOTING OF 

POWDERS 
BLACK OR SMOKELESS 

HE importance of powder reliability increases as scarcity of game 
T and length of shooting season is affected. To make every shot 

count is the aim of sportsmen. They want to be absolutely certain 
that their pull of the trigger will send the shot with the necessary 

velocity and penetrative force to 
‘“‘bag the game.’ Generations 
of sportsmen have learned why 
Du Pont Sporting Powders excel. 
Over 80% of the shooters are to- 
day putting their reliance on 
these game-getting powders. 

MAKE YOUR HUNTING 
TRIP A SUCCESS 

Insist on buying shells loaded 
with Du Pont — the powders 
made and guaranteed by the 

pioneer powder makers of 
America. 

For booklets descriptive of Du Pont 

Sportirg Powders and [game loads 
recommended, write to our Sporting 

Powder Division. 

Du Pont Powder Co. 
Established 1802 

Wilmington, Del., U.S.A. 

mace 
MELE Soren ig ° 
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the twenty-two was not always to be obtained 
as the manufacture of rim-fire cartridges in 
general and .22-caliber shells in particular was 
still in its infancy and was thus unable to be 
guided by that most invaluable of aids to 
ultimate perfection—the experiences of those 
already gone over the trail. In fact the 
whole history of the manufacture of .22- 
caliber rim fire ammunition as well as of rifles 
of this caliber is a tale of failures and successes, 
set-backs and encouragements until the final 
scene, when we find absolute perfection at- 
tained in both departments and the .22 
caliber rifle and ammunition entitled to 
a place of honor in our midst. It 
has not been in vain that these craftsmen of a 
generation or more ago have labored to bring 
the little arm to its highest point of efficiency 
and we owe them a debt of gratitude for their 
painstaking efforts. 

We now come to the point which first 
prompted the writer to break into print. 

The buffalo are gone forever, the elk and 
deer are in some portions of America decidedly 
on the decrease and the grizzly of the Rockies 
will soon be numbered among the things that 
have gone. There is however one type of 
wild life that promises well to remain with 
us to the end of the chapter and which is 
thriving as well to-day and is flourishing as 
serenely as in the days when Samuel Champ- 
lain saw fit to found from under the shadow 
of Cape Diamond the historical city known 
as Quebec—the cross-grained and corpulent 
woodchuck of Eastern Canada and States. 

There is scarcely a farmer’s field but har- 
bors one or more of these weighty rodents. 
Strictly vegetarian they live and increase on 
a diet which is supplied by the farmer’s 
crops, and burrow and make for themselves 
homes in fields of clover literally speaking, 
much to the annoyance and chagrin of the 
jean-panted owner of the acres inhabited by 
the unwelcome guest, for the naturaland wholly 
unwilling host of the wood-chuck knows full 
well that the rent-free tenants of his lands will 
play havoc with his crops and dig greatly 
undesirable holes in fields not intended for 
such purposes. Moreover the woodchuck’s 
landlord is usually but an indifferent shot and 
fearing to use poison he can but bite his nails 
in impotent rage while the brown-furred, 
buck-toothed and rapacious wood-chuck 
waxeth fat and increaseth. 

Also, generally speaking, the natural home 
of the undesirable fat one is almost invariably 
close to the scene of the irate owner of the 
soil’s labors and it is hardly safe to dispose 
of the pests with a high power rifle notwith- 
standing the fact that this is occasionally done 
by the transient summer-boarder sportsmen 
who are not wise in the learning that pertains to 
knowledge of the range of a modern high 
power rifle and the danger of using arms of 
this type in thickly settled districts. 

The typical East Canadian or Yankee far- 
mer has a grudge against the woodchucks on 
his lands which to use the rustic’s pet phrase 
“are eating me out of all my profits’ yes 

- indeed he bears no good feeling to the de- 
' . spoiler of his crop of peas and trampler-down 

of his clover but if you do not wish to incur 
vhis further resentment be not caught using 

a long range rifle in his fields, even if for no 
unholier purpose than for exterminating his 
uninvited guests. 

Our friend of the jeans has a violent 
prejadice against the whine of a high power 
bullet and cannot be persuaded that it is to 
his good to have the woodchucks on his lands 
destroyed with a tool in the form of a big 
game rifle, therefore the would-be groundhog 
hunter must use other rifle than the modern 
hunting arm if he is to indulge in this sport 
and still keep on good terms with the farmer 
who owns the ground on which he hunts. 
Therefore a twenty-two caliber rifle is strongly 
indicated provided this caliber after having 
been submitted to a jury of competent sports- 
men as to its effectiveness for the purpose 
has been adjudged equal to the task of 
regularly killing without fail the largest and 
heaviest of the good farmer’s pests under all 
conditions, whether shot in the shoulder, 
paunch or neck. By “killing”? we of course 
imply that the game must die right at the 
crack of the gun, not get into its hole to 
linger and die unknown to the hunter perhaps 
days afterwards, but drop in its tracker as is 
the case when struck with a bullet from a 
high power rifle. Arms of this latter type 
being barred however we are looking for the 
rifle which will give nearly similar results and 
still be within the bounds of safety for the 
farmer and hands working in the field nearby 
to the scene of the shooting. - The rifle must 
therefore not be of the long range type hence 
we turn to the .22-caliber arm as a prospective 
woodchuck gun.- 

The readers of Rod and Gun being the jury 
I will first submit to this body a few of my 
own experiences with the little rifle in this 
kind of work and trust to hear from other 
users of the arm before coming to a final con- 
clusion as to the suitability or otherwise of 
the .22 caliber rifle for such game, in other 
words before pronouncing as far as I am con- 
cerned, at least, ‘‘a verdict’’. 

In the fall of 1914 the writer purchased a 
heavy ’scope sighted single shot Winchester 
Winder musket chambered for the Long 
Rifle cartridge likewise a bounteous supply 
of cartridges loaded with Lesmok and Semi- 
Smokeless powders both in hollow point and 
solid ball and by dint of earnest practice 
developed a skill with this arm which was. 
equal to the task of regularly placing fully 
90 per cent. of the bullets in a 3-inch circle at 
100 yards, weather conditions being favorable. 
The telescope on the rifle was of Winchester 
make, of 3-power and fitted with No. 2 rear 
mountings which are greatly superior in every 
respect to the No. 1 rear mountings and 
permit of greater adjustment both for eleva- 
tion and windage. 

I started in systematically with a view to 
conducting accurate experiments as to the 
suitability of the .22-caliber rifle in its most 
effective form as far as sights and model are 
concerned and using ammunition of the most 
deadly type for this caliber. se 

Space will permit of only a few examples 
but I trust that they will be read with interest 
by the ‘‘jury’” of Rod and Gun readers and 
express the hope that we will be able to bring 
in a verdict one way or the other as the 
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adequacy of an arm of this caliber to effect- 
ively exterminate the unwelcome guests of 
our farmer friend. 

The first week in which the tests were 
conducted the action of the twenty-two 
using solid ball was a disappointment. My 
record book shows that on one day’s hunt 
exactly 50 per cent. of woodchucks hit finally 
escaped to their holes. This was the second 
week after purchasing the Winchester. 

A big fat fellow sitting up confidently on 
the edge of his home 50 yards from the 
writer struck fairly in the neck with a solid 
ball 40-grain bullet dived into his hole and 
only by hard digging was finally unearthed 
far back in the den and even after this half- 
hour’s frantic, toilsome digging he still had 
sufficient energy left to charge the writer 
with small jaws agape and teeth grinding 
furiously. He was quickly put out of pain 
and a bad mark laid up against the solid 
point .22-caliber bullet. 

A woodchuck sitting low on the ground 
about twenty yards from his den and forty 
yards from the writer was shot in the paunch 
and made a clean get-away. A shovel again 
being brought into play he was recovered 
after some more hard digging and was prac- 
tically done for when we arrived at him. 
The writer is a humane man and refuses to 
cause unnecessary suffering to any animal if 
it is possible to prevent it and on these 
hunting trips after ground-hogs a shovel was 
always in evidence, my brother and I taking 
turns in digging out any animals which were 
not anchored and managed to escape to their 
holes. This entails great labor but is the 
price for an easy conscience after the day’s 
hunt is over and after stowing away a tremen- 
dous meal at home we can talk over the day’s 
doings free from any pangs of regret that 
some unfortunate little creature is dying a 
lingering death in its den. : 

The same day another woodchuck was 
shot by my mate in the same field at a distance 
of fifty yards, the solid ball striking the animal 
in the neck and dropping it in its tracks, 
surely taking this as a sample of the little 
arm’s work no more powerful arm could be 
desired. But wait; again the same day I 
came across a corpulent fellow sitting up on 
its hind legs plainly suspicious of some ap- 
proaching danger. I crawled to within thirty 
yards and aiming carefully at about the 
shoulders pulled. He was down and making 
for his hole which was about. fifteen yards 
distant when my brother noting. the incident 
let fly with his Model ‘14 Savaiiiestching the 
groundhog on the run with a solid ball in 
the head, the bullet penetrating clean to the 
brain and coming out on the other side. 
Needless to state this particular marmot 
dropped instantly. Again the little bullet 
from my chum’s Savage appeared to have 
redeemed the whole .22-caliber line-up not- 
withstanding the failure of my gun to kill 
satisfactorily. I may state in this connection 
that the bullet from my Winchester caught 
the animal in bzhind the shoulder as I had 

- intended and its course indicated that it had 
raked clean through the heart making a large 
hole on the side on which the bullet came out. 

In all these cases you will note that the 
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penetration of the bullet seemed to be all that 
could be desired; shocking force and lacerating 
effect seemed to be somehow wanting. All 
the shooting mentioned above was done as 
stated with the regular solid ball of 40 grains; 
we were holding the hollow point bullets in 
reserve until we had progressed further with 

- our trials. 
A week later found us all in the same field 

and the woodchucks fairly plentiful. G. H. 
my chum seeing a big fellow wading through a 
tangle of peas about fifty yards off let fly 
catching him square in the brain and killing 
him instantly while almost at the same in- 
stant I observed the head and shoulders of a 
brown fellow sticking above the ground about 
forty yards off. Now a groundhog’s head 
is a mighty small object at that distance using 
open or peep sights but he showed up plainly 
through the ‘scope and I pulled easily on him. 
Down he shot and I first thought I had lost 
another and that some more work of digging 
would soon be the order of the day but I am 
pleased to be able to say that when arriving 
upon the scene he was lying limp as a rag at 
the bottom of his hole dead as Julius Caesar 
and with as little kick. 

Truly the little twenty-two was a fickle 
little arm, one time slaying satisfactorily and 
cleanly as one could wish; another time 
acting in a totally different manner and almost 
leading one to believe that it was anything 
but a satisfactory woodchuck rifle. 

We carried on the experiments with the 
solid ball .22’s for about two weeks longer 
and a full account of the happenings of the 
little bullet would fill not only the whole Guns 
and Ammunition but would pretty nearly fill 
the whole magazine. We then gave the 
hollow point bullets as thorough a try-out as 
was possible and I will attempt to cite a few 
instances wherein this little Express bullet 
figured in our trials. 

The first day we were using this type of 
bullet I had a splendid opportumty to give it 
a fair chance to show up in its true colors. 

A medium sized ’chuck was facing me at 
only fifteen yards and I can tell you that he 
looked pretty clear through that 3-power 
*scope. I aimed, not for the head but for the 
neck and lo and behold he was laid out flat 
as grass and as dead as a door-nail at the 
crack of the rifle. Examination showed that 
the little 35-grain hollow point bullet had 
entered behind the right shoulder (this is 
hard to account for because he had been facing 
me when I pulled and the only explanation 
I can advance is that he must have moved at 
the exact instant the trigger was pulled; and 
had not gone clear through but had expended 
all its energy inside the chest of the animal as 
indeed all bullets should. The point of 
entrance was a hole not much bigger than 
the diameter of a .22-caliber bullet and in 
fact was only slightly larger than the hole 
made by a solid point bullet of this caliber. 

This ’chuck never even kicked. 
A tremendous old groucher sitting up like 

a picket at forty yards was hit in the brain 
with a hollow point from the rifle of my chum 
and though one would almost think that a 
wound of this nature would immediately 
put an animal the size of a groundhog out of 
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action still this one made a plunge and was 
into its hole before my chum or myself arrived 
on the scene. The inevitable shovel being 
brought into play we found our quarry six 
feet in its underground tunnel and even then 
it was still struggling. 

The bullet had made an awful mess of the 
head but still had not anchored this nine 
pound animal. 

Another day I-made what might be almost 
termed a “luck shot. A big fat fellow was 
sitting up straight, fully 125 yards distant 
but with only his head showing in the long 
grass which was around his hole. 

With the telescope set for fifty yards I 
held over him what I guessed to be about 
right and pulled. Down went the head and 
when I found the mouth of the den in the 
long grass there sure enough was Mr. Wood- 
chuck lying kicking in the bottom of the 
tunnel right at the mouth of the den. 

Investigation showed that the bullet had 
struck him fairly in the chest and had made a 
remarkably large hole at point of entrance 
and had buried itself in the flesh on the other 
side. A quick bit of dissection with a pocket 
knife disclosed particles of the bullet lodged 
against the skin on the remote side from the 
point of entrance. 

These experiments were continued late 
in the Fall until the woodchucks had holed 
up for the winter and were safely out of the 
way of small-bore cranks intent on doing 
them bodily harm. This spring the “trials” 
were continued and many groundhogs shot 
at long, short, and close range. Hardly in 
any two cases did the bullets either of the 
solid ball or hollow point variety behave 
twice in exactly the same manner. 

Sometimes even the light little Express 

That Article by W. H. Dunn 
Hy. A. Gardner. 

want to heartily endorse the remarks 
I of Mr. Dunn author of an article in the 

May issue entitled ‘“The Bolt vs Lever 
Controversy as Seen by A Reader’’ at the 
end where he lays down some rules governing 
the proper and only method of cleaning the 
modern high power arm be it .303 Savage, 
.30-30 W.C.F., .250-3000 Savage, high 
power Remington or any of the numerous 
rifles on the market adapted to cartridges 
loaded with smokeless powders and jacketed 
bullets. It is an absolute impossibility to 
clean the bore of these rifles properly, using 
any of the powder solvents now on the market, 
excellent though many of these preparations 
are for lubricating the actions, also for clean- 
sing the bores of rifles adapted to black powder 
ammunition using ordinary lead bullets. 

There is some very misleading information 
floating around these days and it is some- 
times rather difficult for the confused amateur 
rifleman to know just where to begin at, what 
to cast aside and what advice to adopt. 
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bullet would shoot clean through a wood- 
chuck endwise, another time only make what 
might be termed a mild surface wound at the 
same range. 

In fact the performance of the .22-caliber 
bullet on this tough-grained little animal 
was like nothing so much as unto the antics 
played by the full jacketed service spitzer 
.30-caliber bullet of 150-grains used in the 
U. S. Springfield and in the Model ’95 Win- 
chester and which has been so earnestly re- 
commended by Mr. Crossman at different 
times as a sure killer and vastly superior to 
ancient blunt nosed bullets such as the 220- 
grain. Tests carried on by the writer with 
the service Spitzer on deer for the last few 
hunting seasons proved positively that it is a 
very undependable bullet on game and not to 
be so volubly recommended to all-comers as 
has been the custom of that gentleman. 

I could give a few instances of the pranks 
that the 150-grain Spitzer played on several 
owners of fine antlers but this is a woodchuck 
article and space valuable. Suffice it that in no 
two cases did this little missile act the same. 
One time it would behave as though it were 
the ideal bullet and another time seem to be 
entirely lacking in the necessary energy to- 
stop a deer. 

In closing I want to again call upon the 
readers to come forward with their views and 
experiences with woodchuck shooting with the 
tiny bore and let us form a “jury” both im- 
partial and just to decide whether the .22- 
caliber rifle of any make or model can rightly 
be called an arm for satisfactorily dealing 
with the uninvited guests of our good friend 
the farmer and the shooting of which makes 
such an interesting sport. 

However it can be taken as solid fact that 
the remarks contained in the article by Mr. 
Dunn regarding the cleaning of modern high 
power rifles are true in every respect and 
should be carried out to the letter by every 
shooter who has the wellfare of his pet rifle 
truly at heart. If you are of the class men- 
tioned by Mr. Dunn who use a rifle but once 
a hunting season there is but little chance — 
that what little proficiency you will have 
been able to attain with a firearm with such 
limited practice will be greatly set back by 
cleaning your rifle ‘“‘any old way”’ and allowing 
the barrel to run its course. 

With the true rifle crank however the matter 
is different. He has a feeling of regard for 
his Marlin, Savage, Remington or Ross very 
much akin to love and he will not rest content 
until he knows he is attending to the bore | 
of his rifle in a proper and scientific manner. 

As Mr. Dunn also states, this matter has 
been touched upon by the Lieutenant in 
another publication but it is my belief that 
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as no article had yet been published in these 
columns his contribution was very, very 
timely. 

The correct cleaning rod for the purpose of 
going about the cleaning of a high power 
rifle should be of steel though a brass rod 
will answer the purpose. The latter type of 
rod will become corroded in time through 
the action of the stronger ammonia on the 
brass but cannot injure the bore of the rifle 
even in this condition. One of the best rods 
on the market for rough-neck wear and tear 
is the rod manufactured by the Marble Arms 
and Mfg. Co.; it is jointed and can be had 
in various lengths and calibers also can be 
obtained on special order in steel instead of 
the original brass which is rather preferable 
taking into consideration the corrosive ten- 
dency of the ammonia on the regular brass 
rod. i 

I have foHowed Lt. Whelen’s suggestion of 
procuring a number of yards of medium weight 
canton flannel, wringing this in water several 
times to increase its absorbent qualities, hang- 
ing out on a clothes-line to dry and repeating 
this several times and finally cutting the 
material into patches of a convenient size, 
and I consider this an excellent way of going 
about things. Above all the patches should 
be kept in a box or other covered receptacle 
so as to prevent any possibility of grit or 
other foreign matter adhering to the flannel 
and injuring the bore of the rifle when the 
rag is drawn through. 

Having got ready our cleaning rod and our 
patches we are now ready to go at the real 
job of cleaning our rifle which we will presume 
has been fired one or more times. 
Procure at your druggist’s a bottle of stronger 

ammonia containing 26 to 28 per cent. am- 
monia gas and have the clerk not more than 
half fill the bottle under any circumstances as 
this cleansing fluid generates a great amount 
of gas and if the bottle is filled full or even 
nearly so it will probably fly to the several 
winds especially if the receptacle be shaken. 
Also the stopper should be of rubber as 
stronger ammonia will simply eat up an 
ordinary cork. All these facts were men- 
tioned by the Lieutenant in his article and I 
feel like a criminal taking the words out of his 
mouth in this manner but in self-defence I 
may say truthfully I have used this method 
of cleaning my high power rifles for many 
vears and the only new thing the writer 
learned from that gentleman’s article was 
that “‘wheeze’” regarding the “baptism” of 
the flannel before using in order to increase 
its absorbent qualities. 

Moisten a patch with the ammonia and be 
sure to put back the stopper in the bottle 
because if the ammonia is left exposed to the 
air it will lose its strength. We have taken 
it for granted of course that you already 
have placed the patch in the slot of the clean- 
ing rod before moistening with the ammonia 
Insert the rod from the breech end of the rifle 
if at all possible but if this cannot be done owing 
to the design of your rifle clean from the muzzle 
using great care not to wear this end of the barrel 
unduly. Run the rod back and forth in the 
jnterior of the barrel swabbing vigorously but 
no: roughly or carelessly. Repeat with a 
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clean patch again wet with the ammonia. 
The patches will come out colored owing to 
the chemical action of the solvent on the 
metal fouling left on the lands from the cupro- 
jacketed bullet. Repeat again with clean 
cloth similarly moistened until the patches 
come out clean and with no trace of color. 
Then dry your barrel with numerous patches 
and finally grease the bore thoroughly with 
a good gun grease and your gun is in perfect 
shape as far as the condition of the bore is 
concerned. Be sure however before greasing 
the bore at the end of the cleaning that the 
barrel is absolutely dry and no trace of 
ammonia remaining. If the gun is placed 
away with ammonia still in the barrel the 
latter will evaporate on the steel and posi- 
tively rust it so be sure, quite sure that every- 
thing is dry before applying the final coating 
of grease. 

One more word as to the cleaning rod. 
All things considered a rod with a jagged, not 
slotted tip is preferred by the writer though 
that is not saying that a slotted tip will not 
accommodate a patch satisfactorily by any 
means. It is largely a matter of personal 
taste and as both type of tips are easily ob- 
tainable the matter can be easily settled for 
the individual owner of the rifle to be thus 
cleaned. 

Metal jacketed bullets should nof be fired 
from the barrel unlubricated and by applying 
an even coating of the lubricant described 
below on the bullets the wear on the barrel is 
reduced fully one-half. 

Mobilubricant is a heavy grease obtainable 
at most progressive public garages and is made 
I believe in Rochester, N. Y. Its original 
use was for lubricating automobiles but it has 
been demonstrated beyond a doubt that a 
thin even coating of this grease applied to 
all jacketed bullets not only reduces the wear 
on the barrel fully 50 per cent. but also the 
barrel has a much less tendency to become ~ 
heated from rapid continuous firing. Care 
should be taken to get only an even light coating 
on each bullet and in no case to allow any of 
this grease to get spread onto the shell. 

I trust that these remarks will be of service ~ 
to some of the readers of Rod and Gun who 
have had difficulty in cleaning their high 
power rifles and hope sincerely that the advice 
will be followed out for the sake of our many 
splendid power rifles. 

If the rifle having been cleaned thoroughly 
as per above and a look through the bore 
from the muzzle discloses a smattering of 
bright little lumps adhering to the rifling this 
is a case of a special form of metallic fouling 
peculiar to rifles of very high velocity and is 
very rarely encountered in rifles such as the 
30-30, .38-55 H.P. etc., and needs special 
treatment. ; 

I will not touch upon this subject at this 
writing. There is a formula which will deal 
with this nuisance perfectly satisfactorily 
and the editor of this department will doubt- 
less be pleased to furnish the “‘recipe’’ to 
those of the readers who have encountered 
this trouble. Users of the .30-30, .303 
Savage, .32-40 H.P.; .38-55 H.P., .20, .30 
32, and .35 Remington calibers, .25-35, .33_ 

4 - 

W.C.F. etc. will find the simple ammonia — 
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method of cleaning the barrel as given above 
perfectly adequate to thoroughly cleanse 
the bore of their rifles and provided Mobilu- 
bricant is used on the bullets, rifles of even 

QUERIES AND 
MR. HOLSINGER WOULD LIKE THE 
EXPERIENCES OF READERS WHO 
HAVE USED THE .25-35 ON DEER 

AND LARGER GAME 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: I have 
been a news-stand reader of this magazine 
for many years—since 1904 in fact, and I am 
firmly convinced that the future for Rod and 
Gun is full of bright prospects if this pro- 
gressive policy recently exhibited’ in com- 
mencing a department devoted to the dis- 
cussion of matters relating to guns and 
ammunition, as well as a section for the sole 
purpose of talking over things “‘fishy”’ is 
continued. 

I am intensely interested in the various 
controversies which have been running in 
the gun department for the last few months 
and have gained some valuable pointers there- 
from. I am especially interested in th 
views of hunters as to the relative merits o 
rifles as to their suitability for bringing home 
the bacon. : 

The writer has used many rifles in his 
time from the .44 Winchester to the .22 
Hi-Power Savage and has found them all 
efficient on game for which they were in- 
tended. The:‘Imp” holds'a warm place in 
my heart as a deer rifle the only objection 
to my way of thinking that could ever 
be reasonably advanced against this little 
wonder is the. fact that it is a terrible des- 
troyer of venison, notably so when the deer 
is shot at ranges under 100 yards at which 
distance the velocity has not fallen off 
sufficiently to give the milder wounds com- 
mon to the .30-30. 

There is an arm which I contemplate ser- 
jiously purchasing for deer-hunting solely, a 
rifle which I have not read a great deal about 
in these columns as yet save in a general way— 
the .25-35. 

I have never used this rifle on any game as 
yet and though I have heard various reports 
from hunters direct as to its failings and quali- 
ties I have my own ideas on the subject and 
believe that this little arm might suit me well 
for the purpose as I am aware that the accu- 
racy of therifle is equal to any of the .30-30 
class. 

But what I want to know postitively is 
whether the gun has enough punch and shock 
at the usual ranges at which deer are shot 
to anchor them in a satisfactory manner so 
they will not keep on going into the next 
county as is the case when shot with such 
medium power rifles as the .25-20 H.V., 
.32-20 H.V. etc. What kind of a wound 
does the bullet make and will it go clean 
through or stay in and do all the damage 
inside the deer’s shoulder not against the 
mext sand bank like some high power rifles, 
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intensely high velocity are usually immune 
from the lumpy metallic fouling which builds 
up the lands. 

ANSWERS 

the bullets of whichZare either tempered too 
hard or have not enough of the lead exposed? 
An illustration of cases where bullets cut 
these pranks was given in a recent article in 
this magazine by Adam Moore entitled ‘‘The 
Effect of the .22 Hi-Power Savage and Others 
on Big Game’. Some of the bullets, Mr. 
Moore states, went clean through the game 
making a clean hole instead of expanding as 
they should. He correctly lays the blame 
to the composition of the metal of the bullet-— 
a .39 Winchester in this case. 

To return to the .25-35 which as stated 
above is holding the centre of attraction as 
far as the writer is concerned at present. 
I would be very much pleased to hear from 
readers regarding this cartridge (I have 
decided on what make of arm to purchase) 
as to the manner in which it slays the game, 
whether it cuts up things inside, goes through 
like Mr. Moore’s .35 Winchester, makes an 
ordinary mushroom like the .30-30 at the 
same range or whether it smashes things 
up as the .22 Hi-Power Savage. 

Like another reader who asked for similar 
information regarding a different rifle in a 
recent issue of this magazine I would rather 
hear from those who have actually used this 
gun on game and have noted its effects than 
from those who while maybe having a certain 
amount of experience hand out information 
based mainly on theory aided by ballistics 
from the manufacturer’s catalog. I must 
say however in all fairness, that Rod and 
Gun’s gun department up to date has con- 
tained some of the most practical and instruc- 
tive articles written by ‘“‘been there’ men 
that it has ever been my good fortune to read 
and I take all the current American magazines 
which run gun and ammunition columns. 

Hoping to hear from the readers who are 
in a position to give me some needed infor- 
mation and advice in connection with the 
game getting or absence of bringing-home-the- 
bacon ‘qualities and wishing the good old 
Rod and Gun in general and the Guns and 
Ammunition Department in particular every 
success. 

Yours very truly, F. H. Holsinger 

FINDS THE .25-20 MARLIN 
SATISFACTORY 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: Re the 
query of “‘I.W.H.” in a recent issue of this 
magazine regarding the .25-20 Marlin would 
say that I secured a pump action rifle of this 
caliber and make last spring. So far I have 
used it only on ground-hogs and have to date 
caused twenty-one to “kick the bucket”. 
The ordinary black powder, lead bullet car- 
tridge handles the woodchuck to perfection 
only four or five getting into their holes. - 
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I reload my own ammunition using the 
Ideal tool. Getting the lead free of cost 
I find I can reload fifty shells for about twenty- 
two cents. When using black powder it is 
absolutely necessary to wash the shells soon 
after shooting. 

I have tried the .25-20 H.V. cartridge but 
it is not needed for woodchucks. One soft 
point on exit behind a ground-hog’s shoulder 
tore a hole the size of a half-dollar. They 
would do good work on fox or wolf. I have 
heard of deer being killed with the G.V. load 
but of course it is not a deer cartridge. 

It is a very pleasant rifle to shoot and as 
good target work can be done with it as with 
the .22 Long Rifle and of course the-black 
powder cartridge is about three times as 
powerful as the .22. In my opinion for 
small game you cannot get a better rifle. 

I enjoy reading the Guns and Ammunition 
' Department very much. : 
Randolph, Ont. Cees 

A TWENTY-TWO CALIBER ENTHUSIAST 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: What do 
I think of the new gun department? It’s 
great! Just what all have been looking for 
since this magazine came out only I+ would 
suggest even more about the .22-caliber rifles, 
what they can do both in the field and at 
target work. 
Thousands are using .22-caliber rifles to- 

day who never owned a rifle ten vears ago 
and use them for all their partridge and 
rabbit shooting as well as for many other 
purposes. Right here in Missisquoi county 
P. Q. partridges have increased 100 per cent. 
in the last three years mainly because all who 
hunt them now use the .22 insiead of the 
10, 12, even 20-gauge shot-gun and believe 
me it is far more satisfaction to come home 
with only one bird shot by this little rifle than 
to carry home a dozen shot with a shot-gsun. 
Now I agree with Mr. Forsyth who wrote in 

the July number as to the shooting between 
the Model 1890 W.R.F. and the long rifle 
cartridge. In my opinion the latter is not 
in it with its big brother and outclassed in 
every way. Anyone who has the least doubt 
in the matter can simply try them out and 
be convinced once and for all. As to the cost 
of the .22-caliber shells say, why, buy a model 
1890 Winchester chambered for the .22 short 
only and you can obtain all the fun you want. 
Blaze away and it only costs you 15 or 20 
cents per box for shells and mind you to my 
way of thinking the .22 short is head and 
shoulders above the long rifle as to accuracy 
up to 40 yards. 
Now then you want to go for that flock of 

partridge down in the old swamp, well take 
along the ’90 Winchester bored for the W.R.F 
shell or a .22 Remington Special. Shells for 
these cartridges cost .40 cents per box but 
you are not going to blaze away at every 
knot hole you see, you are looking for those 
birds and they must be there for didn’t the 

~ old drummer kick up a racket all during seed- 
ing time? Sure he did and this little .22 just 
a little stronger in its shooting and quicker 
will get them if they are there. Now then 
the cost between the .22 short and the .22 
long rifle for all shooting would about even 

= = 
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up don’t you think so brother? 
Now if this, my first attempt for this little 

magazine does not find its way into the wood 
box I will come again and tell the boys some 
of my experiences with the little rifle. 
Montreal, P. Q. CG Hac: 

(The controversy between advocates of the 
.22 W.R.F. and Rem. Special and champions 
of the .22 long rifle promises to be warm 4nd 
furious and we are receiving many com- | 
munications from interested readers on the 
subject. a 

It is well to remember in this connection 
that we cannot all agree on the various 
subjects which will come up for discussion 
from time to time any more than do we all 
use the same make of typewriter or lawn- 
mower, smoke the same brand of cigars or 
wear the same style of clothes. Were we all 
to find pleasure in the same recreations and 
all have similar occupations this would be 
but a poorly balanced world indeed and it is 
more than likely that such a lamentable state 
of affairs could not exist for long. 
We are pleased to hear from our readers 

on all topics pertaining to guns and am- 
munition at all times, the only conditions 
imposed are that the ideas expressed shall be 
within the bounds of reason and that the 
topic shall be of sufficient general interest to 
warrant publication. A.B.G.) 

THE PUMP ACTION REMINGTON-UMC 
EIGH POWER REPEATER 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: In answer 
to the query of Mr. Lewis in the June number 
regarding the Model 14 Remington pump 
action rifle I may be permitted as a user of | 
this type of arm to occupy a short space in 
your columns. . 

I have used for some months a .25-caliber 
slide-action rifle of this model as well as the 
Model 1415 Remington of .44-caliber which 
has substantially the same action and can say 
without hesitation that both are guns which 
give the highest satisfaction. The .25 
caliber is particularly sood. The balance 
and general lines of the rifle are, as Mr. Lewis 
says all that can be desired. The magazine 
so far as I have had experience works very 
smoothly and surely. In fact I have had no © 
trouble except on one occasion with jamming 
of the cartridge and this was I think owing © 
to my own lack of experience at the time in 
the manipulation of the trombone action. _ 

I regret to say that with regard to immunity 
from injury of the soft-nose bullets when 
passing through the magazine of the rifle 
the same laudatory remarks will hardly apply. 
Mr. Lewis seems to misunderstand the claims — 
of the makers. They do not state that “ the 
cartridges do not touch each other in the mag- 
azine’ but rather (as in their catalog and 
circular) “the action prevents any bullet in 
the magazine from coming in contact with 
the primer of the next cartridge ahead”. The 
truth of the matter is that the cartridges are 
held in a slightly oblique position in the 
magazine tube and as a result the bullet of — 
each cartridge has its point touching the 
cartridge following between the primer and — 
rim. This device naturally precludes any ~ 
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danger of magazine explosion but at the same 
time the bullets are subject to a considerable 
amount of squeezing and battering when the 
row of cartridges is forced back when the 
fore-end in pumped against the rear of the 
magazine. An examination of cartridges 
which have passed through the magazine 
shows that the points of the soft-nose bullets 
are frequently disfigured, sometimes the 
lead is flattened out almost to the level of the 
metal jacket. 

This injury to the bullets is particularly to 
be observed after the magazine has been 
completely filled and I am inclined to believe 
that the magazine-spring is unnecessarily 
strong. It requires very considerable force 
to “‘feed’’ the rifle after the second or third 
cartridge has been inserted. The trouble I 
suppose might be obviated by cutting off an 
inch or two from the spring as there appears 
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to be no necessity for its extreme tension. 
I have had no opportunity as yet to use. 

the rifle on game so cannot testify as to its 
game-getting powers. I am rather surprised 
however at the action of the factory bullets 
when fired into wood. I have frequently 
shot through seasoned spruce posts from 
six to ten inches in diameter at a range of 
fifty yards (the bullet has a muzzle velocity 
of approximately 2000 ft. secs.) Notwith- 
standing the soft points and relatively high 
velocity they seem not to mushroom at all, 
and the hole of exit after penetrating nine or 
ten inches of tough wood is only slightly 
larger than that of entrance. 

I shall await with interest the views of 
other readers on this most attractive and 
rapid-fire little rifle. 
Pictou, N.S. Al. Fraser. 

A New Marlin .22 Caliber Repeater 
This office is in receipt of a circular from 

the Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven, des- 
cribing what seems to us to be a very well- 
balanced and beautiful littfe pump action 
repeater adapted to the different sizes of 
twenty-two-caliber rim fire cartridges. 

The new rifle is hammerless, take-down, 
fitted with a pistol grip meant to hold the 
hand and not placed there for worthless 
ornamentation. The 24-inch full octagon 
barrel is fitted with an ivory bead front sight 
and the rear sight is an excellent wind-gauge of 
new design with flat top and “V”’ notch. 

.22 HAMMERLESS MARLIN 

The arm is to be known as the Model 32 
and can be furnished ‘with either regular 
length or full magazine—the former holding 
15 short, 12 long, or 10 long rifle cartridges 
while the full length magazines hold 25 short, 
20 long or 18 long rifle cartridges. The latter 
type of magazine is especially bound to find 
favor with gallery shooters who will not be 
forced to load in the middle of a string of 
shots. 

The illustration of the rifle gives the reader 
a good idea of the general outlines of the new 
Marlin Model 32. 

REPEATER. MODEL NO. 32. 
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When the city’s left behind you, 
And you seek the distant shore, 

To enjoy the simple pleasures 
You have known and loved cf yore, 

Every pleasure will be doubled, 
Not a moment ever pall. 

If you’ve not forgotten Chirlets— 
Dainty Chirclets—Queen of all. 

In the good old summer-time, on your holiday 
jaunt, Chiclets—really delightful—the 

2 handy, sugar-coated, fresh mint con- 
<A fection, will prove a never-failing 
aS delight. 

oo MADE in CANADA 
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Save the Cushion Cover Coupons in every 

5, 10 and 25c Chiclet Package. 

CANADIAN CHEWING GUM 

COMPANY, LIMITED 

TORONTO 



Fish and Game Clubs Organize 
The idea of co-operative forest guarding 

has taken a new direction, and one which 
suggests boundless possibilities. The Can- 
adian Northern Laurentian Association put 
into operation this summer a fire protective 
branch, aiming to be of service not so much 
to prevent destruction of the buildings within 
its area as to preserve the splendid forests 
requisite for scenic beauty and the delights 
of hunting and fishing. This is said to be the 
first undertaking of its kind in Canada. The 
members have no lumbering or pulpwood 
interests, but regard the forest from the point 
of view of health and pleasure seekers. The 
motive apparently is quite sufficient to create 
a determined forest protective branch to 
which contributions and personal services 
have been devoted without stint. 

The Canadian Northern Laurentian As- 
sociation is formed of affiliated clubs situated 
along the Montfort branch of the Canadian 
Northern Railway. The membership of 
these various clubs is made up principally of 
summer residents. Speaking of the fire 
fighting activities of this year, Mr. W. A. S. 
Ayerst of Montreal, President of the Associa- 
tion, said: 

‘Realizing the damage that is being done 
annually from forest fires, we feel that the fire 
protective branch that we have organized 
is bound to become the most important part 
of our association. We have already had 
this season one bad fire to contend with, which 
was checked after a stubborn fight, with the 
loss of only one summer home. [If it had not 
been for the organization of our fire fighting 
branch, there would likely have been several 

houses destroyed. We, of course, realize 
that the loss of the summer home is the 
smallest part of the damage that can be done 
by forest fires, as we can protect ourselves 
from this damage by carrying fire insurance, 
but what we most fear is the destruction of 
the natural beauty of the surrounding forest ~ 
and shrubs which would spoil any particular 
spot for future building for a great many 
years, and, of course, we cannot insure against 
this except by organizing ourselves along 
proper lines. We also realize that with the 
destruction of the forest by fire, the fishing 
and hunting of the country in which we are 
interested will be spoiled, to say nothing of 
ie natural beauty and the general financial 
Oss. 
‘“We think that we are the first organization 

formed by the general public to combat forest 
fires, and hope that the effects of our organiz- 
ation will spread throughout the various 
districts that are popular with city people 
and thereby educate and influence them to 
the dangers and horrors of forest fires, and 
eventually educate the farmer or settler to 
: proper care when burning brush or clearing 
and.” 

In the Canadian Northern Laurentian 
Association the following are represented; 
Bark Lake Protective Association, Bark Lake, 
via Arundel, P. Q.; Lake View Protective 
Association, Lake View, via Weir, P. Q.; The 
Sixteen Island Lake Fishing Club Ine. Sixteen 
Island Lake, P. Q.; Leclerc Island Protective 
Association, Leclerc Island, P. Q.; The 
Newaygo Club, Newaygo, P. Q.; Lake Echo 
Fish and Game Club, Morin Heights, P. Q. 

1915 Prospects For 

Manitoba 
Writing under date of August 3rd., Mr. 

J. D. ‘A. Evans of Crystal City, Man. says 
that reports received presage good prospects 
for Autumn shooting of aquatic and land 
fowl. Writing of Southern Manitoba in 
particular Mr. Evans said that during the 
few preceding weeks evidences would in- 
dicate a more than average supply of prairie 
chicken. Last winter and during the early 
spring the birds were abundant, and from 
visits to various parts of the provinces the 
writer believes that there will be a greater 
number of chicken this year than for several 
years past. This is owing to several things, 
says Mr. Evans, among them being the 
capable administration of the Game Laws by 
Mr. Chas. Barber, the Chief Game Guardian, 

and the fact that there were no disastrous 
storms or floods» during the nesting period. 
A sportsman who lives in the Riding Moun- 
tains writes that he has never seen the 

Feathered Game In 

Are Good 

chicken so plentiful as this year and from 
Western Manitoba also comes the good tid- 
ings “Better prospects for prairie chicken 
this fall than ever before.” 

Ducks are decreasing and in the Pembina 
Valley, once a renowned duck ground now 
only -a few birds are to be seen. Duck 
shooters who want good sport are now obliged 
to go to some of the large lakes far north of 
Winnipeg, for in Manitoba the ducks no 
longer frequent lakes in the vicinity of good 
agricultural territory. 

A walk through any well wooded acreage 
discloses the fact, continues Mr. Evans, that 
there is an abundance of partridge this year, 
a greater number, Mr. Evans believes than 
have been seen for some years. It would 
seem therefore from a summary of Mr. Evans 
conclusions that the prospects for a good 
small game season in Manitoba are excellent. 
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The New folding 

Autographic 

BROWNIE 
ALL the Brownie simplicity of 

operation—but a long step 
ahead in compactness and effi- 
ciency—and it has the Autographic 
feature, heretofore incorporated 
only in the Folding Kodaks. 

Cleverly constructed, it is 
exceedingly compact although 
nothing has been sacrificed in 
length of focus of lens or effi- 
ciency of shutter in order to 
reduce the size. 

Specifications: No. 2 Folding Autographic 
Brownie, for 2144x314 pictures. Loads in daylight 
with Kodak Autographic Cartridge of six expos- 
ures. Size 14%x3%x6% inches. Fitted with 
meniscus achromé atic lens. Kodak Ball Bearing 
shutter with variable snap-shot speeds of 1/25 
and 1/5 50 of a second, also time and ‘‘retarded 
bulb” actions. Shutter is equipped with Kodak 
Autotime Scale. Camera has automatic focusing 
lock, two tripod sockets: is made of metal, cov- 
ered with a fine imitation leather and is well 
made and finished in every detail. 

Price with meniscus achromatic lens - $6.00 

At all Kodak dealers’. 

CANADIAN KODAK CoO., 

TORONTO. 

LIMITED 

Coffee— 

that will make 
your household 

happys your 
guests grateful 

yourself enthu- 
siastic. 

In %, 1 and 2 pound cans. 

Whole — ground — pulverized — 

also Fine Ground for Percolators. 

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL. 
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Birdcraft Sanctuary 
Bird Lore for August contains an account 

of a real Bird Sanctuary in Connecticut. 
This is a sanctuary, not a preserve, which 
latter may be taken to mean a place where 
the birds are protected that they may in- 
crease for the ultimate pleasure of the sports- 
man in shooting them, or in its broadest 
sense, for their food value. ‘This Song 
Bird Sanctuary is an oasis in a desert of 
material things. In it the bird may lead its 
own life for that life’s sake, and the joy of 
many such lives overflows all arbitrary 
boundaries in its ethical benefit to the com- 
munity and state,?? says Mabel Osgood 
Wright, who contributes the article re- 

ferred to above. Part of the equipment to 
protect the birds is a “‘cat proof’ fence 
surrounding the entire place. Before this 
was begun the devastation from cats was 
very great in- spite of all watching. The 
Warden formed the habit of taking his 
little hound ‘Lark’ through the sanctuar 
morning and night to clear the place. Lar 
had the habit of trailing cats as if they were 
coons and when he had treed his quarry 
would sit at a reasonable distance, should the 
cat try to jump, and bay until a .22 caliber 
rifle came to ‘do the rest.’ Birdcraft 
Sanctuary as it is called is ten acres in extent. 

Hints To Beginners. 
Shoot with both eyes open. 
Don’t put the shell in the gun until it is nearly your 

time to shoot. 
Don’t leave a shell in the gun while changing position. 
Don’t put a shelji in the gun after you have finished 

an event. 
Don’t leave your position until the last shooter has 

fired his last shot. 
Don’t talk while your squad is shooting. 
Call “pull” clearly and distinctly, so as not to con- 

fuse the puller. 
Don’t shoot too fast, take your time. 
And above all, don’t worry. 

Regina Trap Shooters Preparing for Next Year. 
Noticeable at the Regina Gun Club traps this 

summer is the large number of beginners. Many who 
had never before seen the traps have taken kindly to 
the favorite sport and have been enjoying themselves. 
The local officials are trying to enroll as many members 
as possible this season, so that they may make a good 
showing at the annual tournament. 

. Eagle Gun Club Tournament 
The second annual tournament of the Eagle Gun 

Club was held in Brantford on August 25th and 26th 
and proved a very great success in every way despite 
the unsettled weather and the rather cold wind that 
was blowing. A large number of visitors from all over 
the province were present. 

First high average for both days was won by W. 
Hart of Dresden, Ont. by 388 out of 400. Second 
high average was won by E. H. Sturt of Hamilton by 
377 out of 400. Third high average was won by D. 
McNeill of Florence with 373 out of 400. High 
average for the province was won by Roland Day of 
London, score 379 out of 400. 

The largest run of breaks for both days was won by 
W. Hart with 118 unfinished. 

Two man team first day was won by Geo. Beattie 
and W. Hart scoring 47 out of 50, tied by C. J. Mitchell 
and W. Doherty. On shoot off Beattie and Hart won, 
scoring 50 straight to 47. 

Five man team second day was a very interesting 
feature. Five teams were entered, one from St. 
Thomas, one from Galt, two from Hamilton and two 
from the Eagle Gun Club, Brantford. The Brantford 
second team tied with the Hamilton first team, score 
118 each out of 125. They tied again on the shoot 
off score 119 each out of 125. On the second shoot off 
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Hamilton won by three birds, scores 119 and 116. 
Those composing the five man teams were: Hamilton; 
Wm. Dillon, M. E. Goodall, Mr. Barnes, Geo. Beattie, 
E. Sturt; Brantford: Wm. Doherty, B. Doherty, H. 
Bowden, Alex. McRobb, J. Robinson. 

Long run score for the Dupont Trophy. | 
Nelson Long, Dupont Powder, 56; Geo. Beattie, 

Dupont Powder, 62; Jas. Steveson, Dupont Powder, 76; 
Col. Page, Dupont Powder, 59; Wesley Hart, Dupont 
Powder 96; Wesley Hart, Dupont Powder 118 unfinish- 
ed; Edgar Sturt, Dupont Powder, 59; S. G. Vance, 
Dupont Powder, 63. 

Winners in the Merchandise Event Were _ 
1st. prize—Leather Gun Case, donated by D. Pike 

Co., won by G. Beattie. 
2nd. prize—Club bag, donated by C. A. Watrous, 

L. Anguish, D. J. Lewis, won by F. Fox. 
3rd. prize—Two Hams, donated by Matthews pork 

factory, won by C. Summerhays. : 
4th. prize—Live Pig, donated by Morgan Harris 

won by Mr. Ross, U.M.C. 
5th. prize—Rug, donated by Pursel & Son, won 

Ll EE——SSS 

6th. prize—Fancy Vest, donated by Chris. Sutherland 
won by S. Vance. 

7th. prize—Pair Cuff Links, donated by Newman &, 
Son, won by E. H. Sturt. 

8th. prize—Pipe, donated by J. Kelly, won by E. 
Harris. k 

9th. prize—Box of Cigars, donated by McPhail, 
won by W. J. McCance. F 

10th. prize—Electric Search Light, donated by F, 
Wesber, won by B. Doherty. 

11th. prize—Umbrella, donated by A. C. Percy, 
won by J. Summerhays. : 

12th. prize—Bottle of Frost Fluid, donated by C. 
Cameron, won by W. Dillon. 

13th. prize—Straw Hat, donated by H. Howie, won 
by Col Page. 

14th. prize—Jewelry Box, donated by Pequgnat, 
won by T. Doherty. 

15th. prize—Straw Hat, donated by J. Broadbent, 
won by G. Dunk. E 

16th. prize—Arm Chair, donated by Cliffords, won 
by R. Lambden. 

17th. prize—Safety Razor, donated by Bronders, 
won by F. Watson. 

18th. prize—Tea Canister, donated by Turnbull & 
Cut\iff, won by Alex McRobb. 

- 
= 
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A Stumulant Worthy of ny: our 
Discerning Taste 1S 

ROYAL RESERVE 
WHISKY 

Itisa pure, mellow liquor, matured 

for EIGHT YEARS in oak casks 

under Government supervision. : 

ROYAL RESERVE is distilled from 

clean, selected grain, with skill and care. 

We so guard the purity of ROYAL 

RESERVE in its manufacture that only 

time can improve it. Eight years in 

wood completes the finished product, a 

j whisky that we submit confidently to 

i | your judgment. 
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J.Steveson ........ Ist Da 16 
» : 2nd Boy 19 19 20 18 18 17 18 Az, 18. 200. I8ts 

. 3rd Day : 

~ 
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19th. prize—Pair Cuff Links, donated by Sheppard 24th. prize—Box of Chocolates, donated by Tre- 
& Son, won by J. Lenox. main, won by D. McNeill. 

20th. prize—Thermos Jar, donated by W. Simpson, 25th. prize—Bottle of Wine, donated by Andrich, 
won by Jas. Steveson. won by J. Payne. 

21st. prize—Umbrella, donated by Wiles & Auinlin, 26th. prize—Pair of Shoes, donated by J. G. Towns- 
won by Nelson Long. _ end, won by W. Marshell. 

22nd. prize—Fountain Pen, donated by Stedman 27th. prize—Safety Razor, donated by Robertson, 
Bros.. won by W. Hart. won by —————— 

23rd. prize—Tea Kettle, donated by Howie & Feely, 28th. prize—Razor, donated by Elliott, won by 
won by J. Anguish. C. J. Mitchell. : 

Scores at Tournament of Eagle Gun Club at Brantford, Aug. 25th and 26th. 
Shot at Broke. 

H.C. Bowden .-...-. ist Day 19 17 20 15 80 71 
2nd Day 
3rd Day 

yo WW Elraivisws = S753 Ist Day 17 13 15 16 80 61 
2nd Day 
3rd Day 

R. McKinnon ..... lst Day 10 8 12 14 80 44 
2nd Day 
3rd Day 

J. Payne .. GHstDay ; 
2nd Day 20 14 16 17 20 17 19 16 19 14 200 2172 
3rd Day 

ARortewettiees. 2c 1st Day 
2nd Day 12 8 10 15 13 11 10 10 13 9 .200 3-1 
3rd Da 

Ave hOMMIMN: At eh- hon = Ist Day 
2nd Day 15 12 17 13 18 18 17 aa 20 17 . 200. Wie 
3rd Day 

BL BOR as she occ lst Day 
2nd Day 17 18 19 | by eee 15 16 18 18 18 200 174 
3rd Day 

iG. Dunks). 8s. Se 1st Day 
2nd Day 18 19 18 17 19 16 18 16 14 18 7 2002 iz 
3rd Dey 

J. WaANains2¢ 5. Ist Day 
2nd Day 12 1a 10 13 15 16 14 15 18 13 200 141 
3rd Day 

J. Robmsena:. 25028 ist Day F 
; 2nd Day 19 19 17 15 80 68 

GU JeS yer ets «ee 1st Day 
2nd Day 18 18 14 60 50 

W. J. Marshall 
2nd Day 16 16 17 18 17 18 18 19 19 16 200 174 

Fe BrendS aie ce Ist Day | 
2nd Day 17 15 16 60 48 

Ee AWatsont 32). ae Ist Day 15 19 16 60 50 

B- Doherty x... - 1st Day < = 
2nd Day 17 18 40 35 

VW. Barnes J £ : 
2nd Day 17 20 17 

C. Choatos 
2nd Day 19 20 19 

C. Hocking 

Number of Targets Ist Day 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

|i Eyl WS VS: oe aS Ist Day 19 15 19 Ly 15 19 19 19 19 14 200 175 | 

2 19 14° 200. ag4 
18 18 20 20 18 20 . 17 200 “isa 

J.McCausland .... istDay 17 19 19 19 19 19 18 17 17 15° +200") 

POE MASOR ec... = Ist Day 16 18 16 19 Lys 13 WA 12 14 13. 200 155 
2nd Day 16 10 14 13 80 57 

Go virrchelle - = - Ist Day 19 18 17 15 18 18 19 18 18 17 . 200) ~~: 
Ond Day 19 18 18 19 18 18 17 19 17 19 200 182 

J.Summerhays....... IstDay 17 17 18 18 16 - iM) 18 19 15 200 176 
oe Ond mee 16 18 16 16 18 18 20 19 18 18 .200 176 

C.Summerhays.... IistDay 16 18 15 19 18 20 15 14 17 18 200 170 

pad 2nd Diy il 15 17 19 20 17 18 19 18 18 200 176 

Alex. McRobb ..... IstDay 18 17 17 18 18 19 17 17 18 14 200 - 173 

7 15 17 16 18 15 16 15 15 200 164 
7 

eo: oe a--. se bay, 18 iG 12 60 61 

8 19 18 20 20 20 17 17 18 200 183 
7 
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H.D.Sherwood..... 1stDay 18 17 19 20 19 19 15 17 1 
2nd Day 19 18 20 16 16 17 17 16 19 13 200 1 

. 6 

3rd Day 
<. eae Ist Day 9 11 6 11 Zi 7 12 18 17 1899200) S116 

2nd Day 14 8 10 9 9 9 9 11 15 10 200 104 
3rd Day 

: Oe Ist Day 18 18 19 20 20 19 18 17 18 19 200 186 
2nd Day 19 19 20 17 20 ily 19 18 18 or e200 185 
3rd Day 

* es IstDay 18 18 18 18 18 16 17 16 16 18 200 173 
2nd Day 17 16 18 18 17 17 18 18 19 18 200 176 
3rd Day 

5 Ct TC IstDay 16 7. 14 18 15 18 14 17 14 15 200 158 
2nd Day 17 18 17 14 16 17 18 16 13 18 200 164 
3rd Day 

=<. Selena Ist Day 17 17 16 16 15 18 17 20 14 18 200 168 
2nd Day 
3rd Day 

peer SA 1IstDay 19 18 519 19 16 20 20 19 18 18 200 186 
2nd Day 19 18 20 18 20 {Sa-— 20 19 20 19 200 191 
3rd Day 

Petarretod 3, 2 lst Day 14 16 20 16 15 ie 18 18 15 19 200. 158 
2nd Day 
3rd Day 

2 ee Ist Day 18 18 19 19 18 17 17 19 19 19 200 180 
2nd Day 
3rd Day 

eterna ee IstDay 19 20 19 19 15 18 19 17 19 “S18, 200 1384 
2nd Day 19 15 17 14 
3rd Day . 

Beate; 2's. oR lst Day 20 17 18 18 15 17 18 19 20 19 200 181 
2nd Day 
3rd Day 

eee See Ist Day 17 19 19 16 16 19 19 19 17 13 2O0F a, 
2nd Day 19 18 18 29 20 18 17 19 20 169 200% S184 
3rd Day 

1 ORC eee Ist Day 20 20 18 19 18 18 19 19 14 18 200 184 
2nd Day 18 19 14 18 19 19 16 15 19 17> 200s sit 
3rd Day - 

Jordan Gun Club. IP Lp LOLtope bong Hope yc. . ances = 75 19 
_ Jordan Gun Club held the last shoot of the summer © McGallumsCoboure.- - 5. e es wa. ts to 59 
series and also the final for the Dupont Trophy on Gein. Lorontom( Pro.) ss my. kD 59 
‘Saturday, August 14th. Some fine scores were made. lin Sene CODOULE... Se so. 2 aap...) o's 1s 43 
The winner, H. Boulton, shot a clever race all through JaGe Jackson. CObOUDE: Ly. paeeetae oo es 75 48 
the series. é IM. Sprague; Belleville? .. “er 2... os. 75 54 

Those shooting and their scores were as follows: Boe burly. Bellewille epee 1e sa. 7D 48 
H. W. Hunsberry 100, 96; A. Wismer 65, 56; D. ANGordon: PoriHopes .. «ae «reser 85 27 

Konkle 55, 50; P. Wismer 55, 50; H. Boulton 45, 43; J Hie Stephens; Portibiope.....625.260 2. 75 32 
M. Honsberger 45, 37; F. Ball 40, 30; E. Boose 38, 26; Percy Green, Port Hope....... Se eee 75 27 

. Spence 25, 20; A. Heckadon 25, 19; W. White 15, 10. Mr. Arniour’Goboukg.. 2.2.5.5 .2080... 75 39 
(First number denotes those shot at, second number GiCrowther;GGbourg: <..-.-5 an os oa so, 75 54 
ose broken.) ; Pletcher, Bowmanville. cadisc.. scien. 75 50 

G.JamesiPeterboro::. «>. Se. ene: 60 25 
ce Port Hope Gun Club. (Chriss wood, Peterboro.- .-\..\.- 0: - SSL 42 

The newly organized Port Hope Gun Club held a @hrisnGraham, PeLrerhoros rics. tel. es 75 40 
very successful shoot Aug. 25th., visitors being present WEIs RODER Ont EIOpes 4. snk cine) 75 32 
om Toronto, Belleville, Cobourg, Bowmanville and S= Goon! Peterboro..< c= ..« hs 75 56 

Peterboro. The strong wind made it rather difficult W. Dustan, Bowmanville 75 59 
to shoot and was responsible for a number of small TT. Dustan, Bowmanville............ G0 27 
ores. Over 1700 blue rocks were used and the scores Dr. Brokenshire, Port Hope............. 45 hyd 

were as follows: E LeWVialtensseOreklOpe yc itre temo... LO 0 
Possible Broke C. McCallum, Cobourg, and Mr. W., Dustan, of 

mieynolds,Port Hope.................. 75 56 Bowmanville, tied for first high gun prize. H. Rey- 
ieteapt. Colwill, Port Hope............... 75 Al nolds and S. Coon tied for third high gun prize. In 
max, A. Outram, Port Hope............... 75 36 the shoot off at ten birds, Mr. Dustan first, Mr. Mc- 
Sed: Sprague, Gobourg...............:. 75 45 Callum second, H. Reynolds third, and Coon fourth. 



REMINGTON 
UMC. 

The World’s Standard 

22's 
are made in Canada’s most modern 

ammunition plant - and sold by dealers 

everywhere at the very Lowest Prices 



Retyrgton 
OM 

Ammunition is so uniformly superior 

in materials, workmanship and _ per- 

formance, that ad 

We Guarantee Any Rifle we 

to the full extent of its maker’s guar- 
antee, when used with REMINGTON- 

UMC Ammunition. Can our confidence 

in our goods go further ? 

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co. 
(Contractors to the British Imperial and Colonial Governments ) 

London, Eng., WINDSOR, ONT., New York, U.S.A. 

Winners of the 

GRAND PRIX at the Panama-Pacific Exposition for 

Modern Firearms and Ammunition. 
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Lake St. Francis Gun Club Tournament. ; 
Continued rain affected shooters and cancelled the second day’s shooting at the registered tournament of the 

Lake St. Francis Gun Club at St. Lotique. 

Number of Targets 20 20 20 20 
RSLewis: anche eer Ist Day 19 19 17 19 
GeAubinee tee see Ist Day 12 17 20 20 
Wilkie Ewan oan. epee Ist Day 19 19 20 19 
FORMS 0a Soe. Ist Day 19 18 19 20 
Jie Maher can ose Ist Day 20 18 17) 20 
“MiP uinamy s2. lst Day 20 19 18 16 
we Westlake of 50 Ist Day 15 lZ/ 15 19 
R. Montbriand ..... Ist Day 15 16 20 20 
Jade Grenier rps se eee Ist Day 7 9 13 10 
DAGoMaloonm ance Ist Day 13 12 
IW Barlow. oe. .ete Ist Day 13 
Jee WMiahereyEae oe Ist Day 

Long 
John S. Boa, 93, 56 
J. H. Maher, 69, 53. 
Redman, 58. 
R. Lewis, 50. 

Trapshooters’ Tourney a Big Success. 
The trapshooters’ Patriotic tournament in aid of the 

Sportsmen’s Fund, held on the grounds of the Stanley 
Gun Club, received a liberal patronage. The high 
honors in the regular events were won by S. G. Vance, 
of Tillsonburg, he breaking 115 out of a possible 120. 
W. Eby, of Toronto, with 113 out of 120, was second. 

The special event, 15 pairs doubles, was won by H. 
W. Hunsberry, of Jordan Station, breaking 28 out of a 
possible 30. W. H. Joselin, of Toronto, with 27 out of 
30, wassecond. The scores: 

Regular Events. Shot at. Broke 
SEGAV ANGE ss crear ee ala ota eee se 120 115 
RWS EES DV)3), na tee eee eT ree ies eye 113 - 
GATE WVAVIaN ses Aen er ee ee ue 112 
M. D.Sherwood...... ae ihe, 
IW El oselin’. 2).:nscies texte ees os Gees Le 109 
Stevensteesy rset oe eee ae 109 
INES Lon seeeigeeee. . ccudieeosow ae ae 107 
M. W. Hunsberry re 106 
WE Bemtomemeincin:.cisisc teeta taro. take EE 105 
P. J. Booth ees 105 
AE alOMm ea 5087. 285 acts: Soe Rs 103 
MEIER 92 Seeds oo eee ee 102 
IN ORAM Aas als vsccles eta eee eee oe ete ay 102 
Greh ME na DOK: sa oop ao ee esac ae 100 
Schoefieldtets. «Us 4.0 cose ee oe 5 100 
Dre GenGe JOrdan.). «ace oee si 98 
IBRISHamMeees sca chee ee eee ats 97 
(PLATPISOUMs sons Hoenn 4; 95 
AE: SHE WOE s. Sscs, che oe ee a 93 
Gigi Galton. <<). sien ee on ee 5¢ 91 
Jee OWNSENC:.. .r.% ava te cis aes) Salcenor ore - 7 
wash caer... antec ah ha cece eee 5 79 
Rol pH eee... 2 ee ee ee Bt 76 
CAINE Sy ee. gars are eI oie nots ae Se 83 
Buchanan..... 54 88 
FAM SHES ets iron ere Ue cine Oe ee is 90 
Weller sire. ola tins Canale He ence 90 57 
(CEC G yb Die oe oe ey & 90 66 
Gowan ee oe ort nays ane eee FD 57 
IV IAGS Deterrent etc tayeN etter ons (oh acdc avai ers wine os 60 39 
WW NUE GEL Casper a ocet SEES ee en eae ea a 30 
Woods 39 
MIMI GC Teeee eee no REO. eG clos flys ee 39 
PROMO ASSES ick Sede ss cos. wteeece ays 55 42 
TEGO Ia Teles vine al Rn Se ce ere ce 55 40 
Vo dR. SIR GN ig 5 cae eos ene 50 . 34 
IVICKMOCNZIC: fy. c.5 oye 50 31 
EGG nom ee linc tacout ieee eee é 30 iz 
NN LECRMME MEAT Foie enti ost hcncun, chews eee Semele ai bss 30 25 
IRIGZETHIN Se cord ote HOO Caen oer inc rene ve 25 
ONCE TT AES ONE wae EE cic, caso abe oe tes <8 16 

Special Event—15 Pairs Doubles. 
Shot at. Broke. 

RM Wt ERIISDELrYir% eco cs a cece 3 se 30 28 
pee fe eeRGSELIN hc is ascieres sjaim s @o wucleLerete 30 27 
PRR DS eng rc a. casted: eynee sess sais, acs spate a 26 
IN|. LAOH... JIBS Mee: coio oe eieBoRae 25 
iD TE GVZE NC NAG Sache eo ORC neneneneaC near 25 
G. M. Dunk 20 
SG, WIPRO REIN Sra ie one ey Oe ae rerr 24 
INIGETE HG ees so 2s ei ehele.< evades cslssd sate 3's aol 
AVANT AD ciacas ic terete nots ness is 21 
WUE CTD] BY Ae ee Qa i ry ee ee 21 
WDD aes A ars. chensvs a chant eaporetels teF eos his les 21 
JO dip” LE eS) eee ce oicinOas he aeRO me car 20 
C. NWIOURG. Senna, ote ae eee ame ae 19 
Dyn Ge LOLA. coc. ceils ewes oe 18 
ETN ES INES MEM o oc cla). oysnevenrelieloweeu es Sie reneiei’e: * 17 
TROL. 658 Gt eRe eee eRe Ok a ae 16 
EEE SUERWOOG. oo ).05 fess see 24 ne 16 
MAGE HE MOET oe ee a oe ein 15 
EIN NA an ce ee SiS iaiee at ss os 13 

iguitiritls 08 625 28 San Beale Scorn ee eee 12 

The following scores however were made on August 21st. 
Shor at Broke. 

20 20 20 20 20 20 00 
18 18 17 20 20 19 200 186 
16 18 15 15 20 18 200 171 
19 19 iby/ 18 18 18 200 186 
20 20 19 19) =. 20 20 200 194 
20 20 19 20 20 19 200 193 
16 76 17 15 13 i V7, 200 168 
16 15 14 17 16 17 200 161 
18 19 Ibe e 18 19 19 200 181 
11 100 50 

40 25 
20 13 

iN? 14 40 31 
Runs 

Sydney Gun Club Shoot. 
August 7th. the Sydney Sharp Shooters held a 

special shoot in honor of Mr. John S. Boa, Professional 
Trap. Shooter and Eastern representative of The 
Dominion Cartridge Company, and Mr. Holmes a 
Western Canada amateur shooter of high standing. 
The afternoon proved favourable for shooting and ~ 
resulted in probably the highest average shooting 
which has ever taken place on the local grounds. 
One of the local members, Mr. John E. McCurdy who 

- is fast becoming one of. the star performers of the 
Maritime Provinces, broke the Club record and 
probably the Maritime record for amateurs, by break- 
ing eighty-seven targets “‘straight’’ (without a miss). 
Mr. A. H. Munn held the Club record prior to this, 
with a record of fifty-five which was made during the 
present season. ‘The scores were as follows: 

Shot at Broke Per cone 
Jess Boa@Pros) seco ae 175 167 95.4 
T: Holmes). oo eee 150 137 91.3 
JSES McCurdye. ee 163 154 94.5 
O01 3 AM ei PES Gees F< 175 164 93.7 
L. G. Moffatt 175 149 85.2 
Wi). EtKarny.iccc 0 eae See 100 80 80 
F. J. Somers 100 76 76 
We Moffatt). esa ae eee 75 64 85.3 
G. iGo Spenceri/s se ee eee 75 60 80 
E¥G. Burkey... eehieeee 25 17 68 

St. Hubert Gun Club. 
George Esdale was the winner of the weekly spoon 

shoot at the St. Hubert Gun Club on Saturday, Aug. 28 
his score of 45 out of the possible 50 being the best. 

Following were the scores: 
Geo. Esdale.. ds: oi eee ee 24 21—45 
A> WH Throop* s.tens <6 tn eee eee 22 21—43 
V. VisRogers.. 2.0 ta. - cic eee 21 22—43 
W 2Gelittle: «2: oie ae. Gene ne 20 22—42 
Wo Li@ameron:, 3.2.06 <6 oot ee ee 18 19—37 
IN: Brownleéiatiuicaass eo eee 17 20—37 
SAWillitamise fcc 2, ee Sn eee 18 17—35 
Dr Won ss sits vib: sae at ee ee 16 19—35 
JU Rraser st oso ee oe a ee 6 7—31 
W.. PAs eitccry = ce cloke crite na ae eon 10 a 

Peterborough Gun Club : 
The Peterborough Gun Club held their regular 

weekly shoot on Friday, Sept. 3rd, and _ being a fine 
evening, some good scores were made as follows:— 

Bats Sree 

2. CG. Mills, 162. Silver cup, presented by Mr. O. 
E. McGaw, Toronto. : 

3:8 JL Loucks sebs: 
4 Dre shrank do: 4 

Leather gun case. 
Smoking set. 
Bristol Steel fishing rod. 

bottle. 
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YOUR BEST DEFENCE 
Against Climate, Weather 

and Ill Health’ 
Is 

Why do sportsmen—hunters—sailors, etc., 
always wear woolen underclothes ? 

Why do Governments always supply their 
soldiers with woolen underclothes ? 

Why do experienced travelers always wear 
woolen underclothes ? 

~Because:—Clean, pure Woo! is recognised as the only safe and healthful 
material to wear next the skin to protect against all sudden changes of 
weather. 

“CEETEE” Underclothing is manufactured from only the very finest and 
cleanest Australian Merino Wool, scoured and combed over and over again 
until every particle of foreign matter is taken out and every strand is as clean 
as it is possible to be made. 

CANADIAN-MADE FROM START TO FINISH, AND ALL BRITISH MATERIAL 

People wear ““CEETEE” Underclothing because 
they know it to be the best. 

WORN BY THE BEST PEOPLE — SOLD BY THE BEST DEALERS 

In all Sizes for Men, Women and Children. 

THE C. TURNBULL CO. OF GALT, LIMITED 
GALT, ONTARIO. 

R THE SHEEP ON EVER 

: CARM ENT 

aii, 

ee wa CteeTEES 5 
Pune woo woo™ 

. or Siew 
4 Peceree 
= N, Aung wo. . 
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Dominion Cartridge Gun Club Tourney 
In ideal weather on Saturday afternoon, Sept. 4th. the above club held a very successful shoot at Brownsburg 

Que. 

Total 
15 25 15 25 Shot 

H’cp Name Practice at Scorel . 
Scratch— Mrs: Wilson: 20th ee ee ee Se 22.0 = 25 22 
Seratch——M- -C_Fletcher: & .n8-2 on eee 14.0 22.0 15 55 51 

oO) per. cent=—Mrs. Healesss..s. 30. eee eeene tooo 21.0 40 34.5 
seratch=—H Butler... <8 22 aan eee 9.0 20.0 19 65.. * 48 
Seraich—-9 2A. Wilson: . 52. sate oe ee ee en 15.0 18.0 40 33 
ScEatch-—P: Brunelle. 2 sh Sasa ee ee ee e150 17.0 20 65 48 

5 per .cent——F.  G. "Paston eas. nee ee ee ee 12.6 16.8 i 15 80 59.4 
10 per cent Olivier 327 gaces Soe ee re. |. Ye 8.8 16.5 10 18 80 53.3 

20 per cent—MrsaiBrunelles)ope. one ae. as os 8.4 yey é 8 55 sack 
10 per cent IMOtEIS | SF cers oe eee ee. 5.5 | 55 24.6° 
Giper-cent—E, Healesn2 ese yah ence cee ee bc 4.3 10.6 40 14.9 

60 sper ‘cent=— Mrs: 3Paseo. ee ee otnn win 4.8 = 15 4.8 
OQ) per: cent—Miss! Pascascts nies fies oe See 6.0 15 6.0 
200 “per cent—=Kt INEeaser AP pe ee ee es oe Bakes 9.0 es ft: ae. 15 9.0 

Percentage system of handicapping used. Given per cent. of birds broken added to net score. 

Weather conditions favorable. 
Number of spectators, 49; number of shooters, 17. 

. Swan Lake Gun Club. 
The following scores were made at a shoot of the Swan Lake, (Man.) Gun Club held on Aug. 18. Mr. Turvey, 

of the Dominion Cartridge Co., took part. Mr. A. E. Penniston whose name appears below has been trap shoot- 
ing for 37 years and is still on the job. : 

Targets, 20. Event No. 1. Conditions 16 yards. 
NS By, EME VOR. crc aie aie I 8 Lol tf 22 OR eit FOS at, i eee £7 
ALG: Marshall’ 2 esse. kee 11 1 0-1 TOOL OCS er tO Oe 15 
ASAE PeDMISLOn sen 4 eens ee. 01-1 2 IOP 0a ie ioe LL Dad 17 

Targets 25. Event No. 2. Conditions 16 yards. 
TOs Eeusted 225.527 1-0. O22 1..1- 1 15 0 L 20 YEO 408 tal 400 0. ia eee 16 
ae (Ciohfarshall3 2)" £2 1°11 1-1-0 1 0 0 0-1 -0°0- 1-4 150 eee 16 
A.E. Penniston..... Oo =1n 1) Od 11 1. O.-0S1 SIA Sees eee 22 
Se) Gordonene st. = 0-0 50°00 1°0° 1 0:1_-0.0 0.40.10" @ 0} 1) 6.40) (6202 oe 5 
J. T. Burnett fo 0 Lt 1.0 Of.1 OP 1D oOCt 1. AS tet OF 0 eee 16 
A. .E. “Turveyc. 2.3) “1°12 1°10 0 1 1 dD ed Oe 4S 0 11 0 ia 20 

Champion Trap Shot Contest at West Lorne Port Stanley Gun Club. 
A contest was held at West Lorne, Sept. 6 at 100 Port Stanley Gun Club held a two man team shoot 

blue rocks to decide who was the champion trap shot — on Sept. 9 at 100 birds per team for cut glass prize 
of the County of Elgin. This contest was attended with the following results: 
by all the best shoots in the country. The misty Ge Cromwell 227. 38 E. - Carry eeeee 41 
atmosphere made shooting somewhat hard and birds Ri Guest. = ceed 36 F. Youur? -oaeeee 37 
were also thrown very fast but all things considered = 
the scores were quite good. Arthur Glover of Pt. 74 78 
Stanley won the title of champion breaking 90. Fred JOrean nr eee 46 Ri Days cee eae 44 
Galbraith of Rodney was second with 88, Conway of LD iti i: Gee ne tee Meee ee 33 W. J. McCance.... 41 
West Lorne broke 77, Dr. Webster 76, Hicks 78, = = Walker 69, Chas. Hough 69, and Kelly 64. Quitea 79 85 
number ot other shooters entered but dropped out as_ Brown............. 36 JODES= 2. eee ee 35 
the pace was too fast. The winning of the contest by White............. 37 MecBaine os. seen 32 
Mr. Glover was a source of satisfaction to the Port = =a 
Stanley shooters who believed Glover quite capable of iy 6 
winning the title. Chas. Hough of Pt. Stanley an In the second event at 25 blue rocks the following 
enthusiastic member of the Pt. Stanley club expressed were the scores: R. Day 20, Jordan 20, Carry 21, 
nimself as delighted with the result of the contest McCance 20, Dunn 23, woe 202 3 ie 
while Fred Galbraith was the first to congratulate the Two three man teams held a friendly competition 
winner. Secretary-treasurer Kelly of the West Lorne at the grounds of the Port Stanley Gun Club, Saturday, 
Gun Club had the misfortune to break his gun so his Sept. 11 when a team captained by E. Carry dereated 
score was not up to his usualone. All the boys enjoyed A. Glover’s trio by 11 rocks, shooting at 25 blue rocks. 
the program and expressed the opinion that the West The scores were: A. Glover, 22; H. Dann 15; W. 
Lorne boys were a fine lot of sports. Stanton 16; E. Carry 22; H. Moore 21; C. Hough 21 

making totals of 53 and 64 respectively. 
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THE LION SPORTING GOODS CO. ARE THE LARGEST DEALERS IN ONTARIO IN 

GUNS, RIFLES, 
Ammunition, Sights, Axes, Knives, Compasses, etc.; and 

they give unusual values in Winchester, Marlin, Savage, Stevens, Ross, 

Remington, Fox, Lefever, Ithaca, W. W. Greener, and other Guns and Rifles. 

If you consider your pocket—along with fair and courteous treatment—you will 

call, or write to them for their prices. Their motto is “Honor with Big Values”. 

ae THEIR ADDRESS: 

429 Yonge St., Corner Ann St, Toronto, Ontario 
PHONE MAIN 6517 

CRAND 
TRUNK 
AILWAY 

Rey STE! STEM 

HUNTING SEASON 

The Highlands of Ontario 
Offer the best opportunities for both 

large and small game. 

1915 

The Grand Trunk Railway System 
Affords fine service 

to all the districts in ‘‘The Highlands’’. 

OPEN SEASON 
DEER—Nov. 1st to Nov. 15th inclusive. 

MOOSE—Nov. Ist to Nov. 15th inclusive. 

In some of the Northern districts of Ontario, 

including Timagami, the open season is from 

October 16th to November 15th inclusive. 

G. T. BELL 
Passenger Traffic Manager 

| Montreal. 

| Montreal: 

| Toronto; or any agent of the Grand Trunk 

Write to J. Quinlan, Bonaventure Station, 

C. E. Horning, Union Station, 

System for copy of ‘Playgrounds of Canada”, 
giving open seasons for small game, Game 

Laws, etc. 

W. P. HINTON 
Assistant Passenger Traffic Manager 

Montreal. 
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Game Conservation In Ontario 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

_ Your August issue contained some very 
interesting news relative to the steps being 
taken by the Dominion Trap Shooters’ 
Association to interest its membership in the 
Game Conservation propaganda and I can 
assure you that North, as well as South Essex 
welcome such organizations throughout the 
land to assist in the elevation of sane and 
modern proposals for prompt legislation. 

During the past few years it has been a 
very trying period for the lovers of wild life 
in their attempts to instill in the minds of 
some of those in power and influence the 
necessity of immediate activity to curtail the 
slaughter of our game birds and animals but 
it appears that those who have shouldered 
the burden are not prepared to cease their 
interest or activity to that end. 
Barnacles. are bound to grow upon any 

living thing if it is allowed to idle its time 
away in the comfort of ancient ideas and its 
preponderance over the public mind. How- 
ever there are times when public interest 
manifests itself and shakes off the shackles 
that have bound it to the decaying post. 

In the Department of Game and Fisheries 
of Ontario, I am firmly of the opinion that 
both Macdiarmid and Sheriff are equal to the 
task of solving the problem of Game Con- 
servation, and I have felt somewhat elated 
at the interest and close study being given the 
many recommendations placed before these 
gentlemen by the various well known sports- 
men and Game Protective Associations 
throughout the Province, and am _ sanguine 
that relief is not far distant. This is certainly 
to be expected from young and active officials 
of such an important Department of the 
Government. 

For your knowledge and that of your 
readers I give below a list of recommendations 
now in the hands, and receiving the attention 
of the Fish and Game Department; 

Memorandum of Recommenda- 
tions being placed before Mr. A. 
Sheriff, Deputy Minister of Game 
and Fisheries Department, by the 
North and South Essex and Elgin 
County Fish & Game Protective 
Associations and Sportsmen:— 

1. Open Season for Muskrat in Southern 
District February and March only. 

_ 2. Open Season for Ducks in Southern 
District, October 15th to December 31st- 
_ 3. Gun or General Game Licences ranging 
in fee from $1.25 to $5.00 according to class of 
game to be-hunted. 
d 510 

4. That the Bag-Limit on Duck be re- 
duced to 100 per man per season. 

5. Bag Limit for Quail of 6 per day per 
man and 25 for the open season.'| #4 

6. Prohibiting the shooting of Wooa-Hare 
(Rabbits) during the closed season for upland 
game birds. ; 

7. Adjustment of the Zone area by a line 
between Hamilton and ‘Toronto placing 
Toronto in Northern District and Hamilton 
in Southern Di-trict. aa 

8. Preserve of that portion of land lyin 
East of Erie St. Leamington, South of Talbot 
St. and West of Wheatley Town Line, includ- 
ing Point Pelee for the purpose of breeding © 
Game Birds. 

9. Enlarge Wolf Bounty to $20.00 for 
Timber and $5.00 for Brush. 

10. That open season for all kinds of Game 
Birds (other than water fowl) be at the same 
time. 

11. That a Gun or General Game License | 
not be issued to anyone less than 16 years of. 
age. 
“12. Prohibit the Sale of Wild Ducks. 
13. Limiting one Gun to each Blind and 

one Gun to each Boat. » 

14. Limiting the shooting days of each 
week to five by eliminating Monday. 

It is to these recommendations we would 
atiract the attention of the public and the 
Dominion Trap Shooters’ & Game Protective 
Association for serious thought previous to 
the next sitting of the Fish and Game Com- 
mittee and be prepared to co-operaie with 
their full strength for the placing of same on 
the statute books. 

In Essex County we feel that these pro- 
posals merit the support of all wild life lovers 
and that they should consider them seriously 
coming as they do, from the zone area. 

If the Government enact these proposals 
into law I predict a very bright fuiure both 
for our game and the treasury department. 
We musi establish an incentive for the farmers 
to culiure, pzotect, and feed upland game 
during the winte>. We must encourage the 
presence of game in abundance, limited by 
safe bag restrictions. We must educate the 
sportsmen to patience in the taking of game. 
We must encourage our revenues by offering 
the incentive to non-residents to visit our 
fields in quest of game birds by the enactment 
of the non-sale law and the reduction in the 
non-resident license fee for small game to — 
$15.00. We must offer inducements to 

2 

resident hunters to support our revenues — 
through the resident license fees, to take to ~ 
the fields again abounding in game through 
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BY APPOINTMENT TO 
HM KING GEORGE V. 

SAFETY 
FIRST 
When out in the open, 

always carry 

White Horse 
Scotch 

in the non-refillable bottle 

MACKIE & CO., Distillers, 
Ltd. 

John E. Turton, Can. Rep. 
MONTREAL 

Ss 

you will insist on “BRIST( ry time 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

THE HORTON MFG. COMPANY 
32 Horton Street - Bristol. Conn. 

PRINCE GEORGE 
TORONTO * - CANADA 

Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted. 
Cuisine ubexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service. 
European Plan. American Plan. 

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Preprietor 

— = a 

BETTER THAN EVER 

LA CORONA HOTEL - MONTREAL 

Eurepean Plan Fj 

$1.50 per day and up. John Healy, Manager 

Marine Storage Battery 
Immune from the action of Water or Air. 

Will run in any position. 

Consists of Patent Cells, thoroughly insulated 
with a special compound and enclosed in an 
hermetically sealed, air and water-tight sheet 
steel case. No.2 double 6 volt, 60 amperes. 
Dimensions, 534 x 8144 x 17% ins;. (8% ins. 
is the height). Weight 45 lbs. 

Regular price $14. Will sell for $10. 

Only 4 left. Send in your order now to BOX K, c/o 
ROD & GUN IN CANADA, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 

t RE ecEeee te 

f Abundance of Lake 
hunting in October. also the 1 
Sound District. good comfortable loc 
home cooked food. Away from allse rence 

will be furnished upon 

rout fishing and Partridge 
t Deer hunting in Parry 

] ing ar the best 

$20.00 for the full Deer hunt 

nce. tea dress in full. ; 

iMELER, Lake of Many islands Camps 
Box 5?, Magnetawan P.@. Ontario. 

My Camps 
arelocated in the heartof 

NEW GRUNSWICKS BEST GAHE COUNTRY 

Trout and Salmon Fishing until September 15. Moose, 
Caribou, Deer and Grouse in Season from September 15 
to November 30. Canseand Fishing Trips during Summer, 

gl will guide youcomfortably and at a moderate price to 
the places where the fish or gameare plentiful. Write for 
circular and fullinformation. PERCY B. FALDING, 
Reg’d Guide, Perth, Victoria Co,, N.B., Can. 

age erate arremere pos ee 

everywhere to ride and exuibit a sample r9r5 Hyslop 
Bicycle, eS! improvements. , 

= eshipon approval to 
—* SSS Q any address in Canada, without 2 

Ss deposit,and allow1Q DAYS’ TRIAL. 
. ~ tnot cost you one cent if not 

ser using bicycle ro days. 

DO NOT BUY ¢-700; 20" of tires, lamp, 
or sundries at any price until you 
get ourlatest 1935 illustrated catalogue 
and learn all about our special propo- 

espa] sition. The low Prices =p as 
“| is allit will cost to 
}/ ONE CENT write us a postal, 

and catalogue with full particulars will 
ti besenttoyou Free,Postpaid, 

byreturnmai. Do not wait. 
Write it now. 

HYSLOP BROTHERS, Limited 
Dept. R.G. TORONTO, Canada 

i 

SPITE SLE 
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the restrictions of the non-sale, daily bag 
limit, and general conservation laws. 

As Mr. Conover of Leamington has pointed 
out, Point Pelee is an ideal and natural al- 
lotment for the propagation of game and 
should be cared for immediately in the manner 
proposed. 

I strongly urge all lovers of wild life, in 
the face of a very bright future, to place their 
views before the Deputy Minister of Game 
and Fisheries for Ontario at as early a date 
as possible being as brief and concise as is 
consistent with the suggestions they have 
to make. 

Thanking you and hoping that the sports- 
men throughout the land will not hesitate 
to express their opinions in the best magazine 
in America, I am, 

Walkerville, Ont. 

Our Duty Towards the Ducks 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
I am pleased to note in Rod and Gun that 

sportsmen throughout Canada are becoming 
aroused to the necessity of more stringent 
laws for the safeguarding of our feathered 
game. The following steps towards  safe- 
guarding our game are among the most 
important which we have to consider: the 
prohibition of the sale of game, the elimination 

_of the market shooter, the dividing of the 
province into zones with due reference to 
climatic conditions, the elimination of the 
two days per week shooting, the lessening of 
the season’s bag from 200 to 100, the per- 
mitting of only one gun per man in blinds or 
duck boats. 

As long as the game laws permit the market- 
ing of ducks so long will the market shooter 
continue to over step the ethics of sportsman- 
ship. I have corresponded with a number 
of duck shooters who figure strongly in the 
marketing of game and the majority state 
that they are willing to desist, providing the 
law forbids the same, which would appear to 
show that the department of Game and 
Fisheries may be held partly responsible for 

* the present condition of affairs. One thing 
is evident, there are more ducks being killed 
than are now being propagated and each 
yeat wheels into line a greater force of exter- 
minators to offset the productive element 
in wild life. It would seem more in order to 
shoot fifteen ducks per week under restrictive 
laws than the same number in the whole term 
of the open season as at present with the 
bulk of sportsmen. 

I think it is the duty of every energetic 
sportsman in Canada to look this question 
squarely in the face. Now, or never, is the 
time to make the appeal to our representa- 
tives. We have a duty to do in making an 
effort to ensure the protection of the ducks. 
Let us attend to it at once. 

Yours truly, 
Forest Conover. 

Yours truly, 
Edw. R. Kerr. 

Leamington, Ont. 

The Canadian National Field Trial Club. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 

The readers of Rod and Gun have not 
heard from the C. N. F. T. C. since the writ- 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

up of the running last fall. Articles hav® 
appeared from time to time in the American 
Field and The Sportsman’s Review, both of 
which have a large circulation in the United. 
States. In these articles we have tried to 
induce all the sporting dog fanciers of Mich- 
gan to join our club as tt is on the border 
and make it one of the “big” Field Trial Clubs 
of the continent. At present most of our 
members are from Michigan. Our president, 
Mr. F. A. Johnson is from Detroit, our hon. 
pres., Mr. Frank Mason is from Port Huron, 
Mich., and our vice-pres., Mr. J. H. Bishop, 
Jr., is also a Detroit man as are several more 
members. While we have a fair membership 
from Michigan we think we deserve more. 

This club it is true was organized in Canada 
by a few lovers of the game in Windsor, 
Walkerville and Sandwich and I am proud to 
state that Sandwich, which is the writer’s 
town, boasts the majority in membership 
among the three Canadian towns mentioned. 
Here however, our Canadian membership ends. 
Just think of it men who love the dog! Do 
you not realize that an organization of the 
caliber of the C. N. F. T. Club can do much 
and is doing all within its power to protect the 
quail and Hungarian partridge and to further 
the culture of bird dogs. Yet not a Canadian 
sportsman outside of the three towns named 
is a member of our club. We know there are 
men in our county as well as outside it who 
love the dog and sports afield who would be 
aiding a good cause ‘by joining with us in mak- 
ing the C. N. F. T. club a grand success. _ It 
is possible that there are some who do not 
know of our organization but right here I 
wish to inform any who are interested that 
the writer, who is secretary of the organiza- 
tion will gladly give all information desired 
on request. Our Trials will be held at Ojib- 
way this year beginning November 2nd. 
The judges will be J. J. Spracklin of Windsor 
and Thos. Morris of Smyrna, Mich. There 
will be three stakes, an all age, Derby and 
shooting dog stake. The event is almost an 
amateur event and you do not have to own 
a world beater to be in the money. While 
one likes to own a winner it is the true sport 
who can take a beating. We also hold a 
bench show in connection with the Trials. 
Now Canadians, brother sportsmen, join 

with us in helping to protect the quail and 
further the interest in man’s best friend, the 
dog. We need and want your assistance. 

Yours truly, 
W. P. Smith. 

124 Chippewa St., Sandwich, Ont. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 

In looking through Rod and Gun this 
month I noticed an article (Shooting over live 
Decoys.) In reading same I see that the 
party who writes same used an anchor on 
duck’s leg. Now we use live decoys and 
plenty of them but we use a harness made 
of strong tape with a ring on one end and snap 
on the other end in the centre of tape we 
form a loop of about five inches, we then 
catch the bird, pull both wings through the 
loop, pull snap down under bird’s body and 
snap into the ring. Then we have our anchor — 
on a swivel snap and snap same in ring of 
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? It’s Your Money—Not 
Gite Rear y 

Cook’s If you give her a bottle of Bovril, she can 
make all sorts of economies in the kitchen, 

by making nourishing stews instead of buying more meat. 

It takes a joint of beef to make a bottle of Bovril—yet 
Bovril costs so little and lasts so long. 

A 
—$— 

FIRST-CLASS 

MOUNTING OF 

ANIMALS, BIRDS, ETC. 

WELLAND COUNTY J GAME HEADS 

Y Acthur AEdwards _ 

')TAXIDERMIST 
oS ae aaa 

SS NIAGARA BOULEVARD 
BLACK CREEK, ONT. 

W4 7) 
PHONE 1003 A SPECIALTY. CD aDoRESS:. STEVENSVILLE,ONT 

TWENTY YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE TAXIDERMIST BUSINESS 

FOX TRAPPING 
Walter Bray, Orland, Me., caught’ 24 
fox, 34 mink. Thomas Callahon, N. 
Monroe, N.H., caught 23 fox with 
Page methods. Stamp for testimon- 
ials and terms. Warranted land, 
water, snow sets. Bait and scent in 
pints for sale by 

Edgar Page Co., Orland, Maine 

a 

Do You,Want a Lau nch ) 
To use onthe Muskoka Lakes? 

Here is Your Chance--A new 20ft. Hull, ready 

for engine. Save all freight charges. 

Address: Box 55, Rod & Gun, Woodstock, Ont 

in excellent condition 

Bargain for quick sale. Box 41, Rod and 
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO Gun, 

J | 

Mounted Moose Heads 

A D i me brings Illustrated Trappers’ 

Guide. It tells how. Giving 

the first time in print the treasured secrets of 

the wisest old trappers in this country, it’s 

worth dollars to you. 

TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY CO. 

BOXC. - - - OAK PARK, ILL. 

The IHunter’s or Prospec- 
tor’s kitis not complete with- 
out a tin. Kills Fleas and 
Buas. Keeps them away. 
Harmless to other life. Sold 
in tins only, 10c., 25c. and 35.. 
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- harness which is on the inside of the bird’s 
body and you have your decoy in shape to 
work any old place and he has the full use 
of both legs and wings, but cannot rise. 
Thinking this may be of some use to duck 
hunters who use live decoys and because it 
looks to me to be a more human way o 
handling the birds, furnishes my only excuse 
for writing you. I might just add the tape 
or harness cannot be seen when on the bird. 
The feathers hide it completely. 
Forest, Ont. Jno. Shaw: 

Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 
I have just returned from New paneer 

where I had some very good salmon, grilse 
and trout fishing. According to my thinking, 
there is no sport that comes up to salmon and 
grilse fishing. It is, as my fishing companion 
said, “Sport fit for Kings” . We had three 
trips together. During the first two, when 
the water was of the “right height, we had 
capital sport; but, on the last trip, the water 
was low and warm and alihough there were a 
great many salmon and grilse in.the pools, 
we did not succeed in inducing them to move, 
except in one instance when T hooked a fine 
salmon but it broke loose shorily after being 
lightly hooked. We, however, ‘landed some 
nice sea trout, fresh in from the salt water. 
These sea trout fight almost as hard as the 

- Ottawa, 
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grilse, but do not jump out of the water, and 
give in sooner than the grilse. 

The flies I found to be the mosi killing were 
the Jock Scott, Durham Ranger and a dark 
fly with bright ‘silver body (my own pattern). 
The Butcher, Silver Grey, Silver Doctor, and 
Nepisguit Grey are also first class flies for 
this river. 

The camp, where we put up, is an excellent 
one, complete in every respect, and is owned 
by Mr. Henry Bishop, of Bathurst, who 
rents it and the adjacent salmon pools on the 
Nepisguit. The scenery and surroundings 
are delightful. Our guide (Grey) is certainly 
one of the most capable and obliging men I 
have ever had, and he understands the water 
thoroughly. I do not know of any more 
delightful place for a vacation than at the 
Bogan camp and the fishing is all that one 
could desire. 

Walter Greaves. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 
I have been a reader of your paper for some 

time and I would like your readers to tell me 
where I can get some shooting close to 
Toronto where I live, such as ducks and 
rabbits. 

Yours truly, 
Toronto, Ont. tess eee 

Under the caption “Recognizing a Friend,” 
the editorial writer in the Globe,*«whose 
weekly contributions of an entertaining and 
informative nature on some phase of nature 
study are familiar to Globe readers, wrote 
recently as follows, concerning the American 
bittern: 
“Wisdom in discerning and. remembering 

enemies makes the persecuted of the bird 
world shy, wild, and wary, but an assurance 
of friendly care and good-will can make the 
most timid as trustful and confiding toward 
man as toward the antlered natives of the 
uninvaded forest. Fear of man is not a race 
inheritance, but an acquired quality to be 
cultivated anew by each succeeding genera- 
tion. An American bittern, shy wader 
among sheltering rushes, has been coaxed 
away from the great, impenetrable, and 
‘inviting marshes of Longue Point to confiding 
domestication at the lodge of the Rice Bay 
Fishing and Shooting Club by a few kindly 

advances. With miles of marsh stretching 
away in varied outline, with countless 
tadpoles, frogs, and molluscs in the intricate, - 
weedy shallows, with rush-grown_ shores 
where fry from adjacent spawning grounds 
glisten in the clear water, all as tempting to 
the young bittern as the free life of his an- 
cestors, he responded to the proffered supply 
of captured minnows, and is now so tame that 
he will pick them with his long, formidable 
bill from a kindly hand. A bittern taught 
to fear man will stand rigid and erect, with 
bill elevated, strengthening the resemblance 
to a withered rush blade, unseen by the sports- - 
man near at hand setting out decoys in the © 
grey dawn. Instead of this strange, visible 
hiding at the approach of a suspected enemy, 
he recognizes a friendly whistle, and comes 
with the careless eagerness of a domestic 
fowl. That man is to be trusted, not feared, 
is the lesson of his restricted view of life. 

““Where he was first warmed into life ona © 
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In the Great Outdoors 
When night with its pitchy blackness settles over the wocds, 
you Il have a mighty grateful feeling for the strong, friendly rays of your 

EVERFADY Flashlight No. 2604 

a complete electric light without wires that can be carried conveniently in your pocket or 
camp-kit and used anywhere without danger ot fire or explosion. Throwsa powerful, instan- 
taneous light, intermittently or steadily, that wind or rain can’t put out. 

Seventy-five useful styles, complete wlth long-lasting Tungsten battery-right inside the 
case, 5c to $7.50. No. 2604, illustrated, 13 in. x 6} in., made of vulcanized fibre and sells 
for $1.20 in the United States and $1.35 in Canada, Z 

See the Special Displays in your dealer's window, October 1:9, for the EVEREADY you 
want, or write for free illustrated catalogue No, 62. 

‘Canadian Made for CANADIAN EVER READY WORKS 
Canadian Trade” of Canadian National Carbon Company, Limited 

TORONTO, ONTARIO 
gious 3 

TARGETS and TRAP 
At Kingsville, on June 2rd, Joe 

Jennings broke 2% x 225, includinga 

run of 120 straight without a miss, 
shooting at Canadian Black Birds. 
Several runs of 100 and over at 
Ottawa D. C. T. S. A. Shoot. 

Baxter Portable Stove | 
Erected On, and Packed In, its Metal | 
Crate-Support. Carry by hand, auto- 
mobile, or check | 
as baggage. Hoids - 
complete outfit. 

Write for free 
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[J] w.e.paxter, mtr. | NELSON LONG, Hamilton 
Tes Louisville, Ky. Ontario. : 
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PATENTS 
If you have an invention which you wish 

to patent you can write fully and freely 

to Munn & Co. for advice in regard to 

the best way of obtaining protection. 

Please send sketches or a model of your 

invention and a description of the device, 

explaining its operation. 

communications are strictly confiden- 

tial. Olr vast practice, extending over 

a period of nearly seventy years, enables 

us in many cases to advise in regard to 

patentability without any expense to the 

client. Our Hand-Book on Patents is 

sent free on request. This explains our 

methods, terms, etc., in regard to Patents, 
Trade Marks, Foreign Patents, etc. 

All patents secured through us are described without 

cost to the patentee in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

MUNN & COMPANY 
mmpneclrTORS OF PATENTS 

671 Woolworth Bids. NEW YORK 
and 625 F STREET, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

——e . : 

$50 Gold Prize Contest Bait 
Contest open until Dec. Ist, 1915: every 
fisherman eligible: write for details now. 

This new and liveliest bait that floats gets them all; ideal for 
trolling or casting; appeals to amateurs or professionals. 
Hooks being behind body of bait makes it practically a weed- 
less bait; floats when not in use—can’t catch on bottom. 
Made of wood, enamelled and finished in brilliant colors: 

our luminous bait—‘“‘bates ’em all.”’ 

I¢ your dealer can’t supply you send us his name 

and 85c for sample—or $3.40 for complete set of 

four assorted brilliant colors. Write for co atest 
details and bait now—he sure to mention dealer’s 
name. 
One Hour’scatch by J. 
K.Rush,Sandy Pond, 
N. Y., note variety: 
three 3lb. small mouth 
bass, two 4 1b. large 
mouth bass, two 3 lb. 
northern pike, one 10 
inch perch,one 36 inch 
muscallonge. 

U. S. SPECIALTY CO. 
9415S. A. & K. Bldg., Syracuse, N Y. 
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low platform of matted grasses, with the long, 
green blades quivering over his head in the 
passing breeze, human intrusion was unknown. 
His assiduous mother gathered tadpoles and 
snails for him in the rich lagoons of the 
surrounding marshes. He grew a_ long- 
legged, weak-winged monstrosity, his beak 
assuming its formidable aspect long before 
his tender skin was adequately feathered. 
Wandering with slow, awkward, shambling 
steps to the Rice Bay clubhouse, he found a 
feast of minnows provided by the kindly 
alert keeper, Mr. Arthur Brown of Port 
Rowan. The callow bird’s first impression 
of man was that of a bountiful friend, an 
impression not yet altered by wider ex- 
perience. Had the sacred precincts of the 
nest been invaded that mother would have 
hopped, limped, and fluttered about, drooping 
a wing, seemingly paralyzed with excitement 
or terror. But if pursued by the smartest 
boy or even the smartest dog she would 
manage to keep barely out of reach. At a 
safe and satisfying distance from the nest 
she would shake off the paralysis of fear, 
and fly with steady, energetic strokes to one 
of many sanctuaries of the marshy expanse. 
But the young bittern did not first learn of 
man as a menacing invader. He was him- 
self a precocious and inquisitive invader 
seeking the precincts of the clubhouse. Rich 
as were the treats provided by nature in the 
varied recesses of the shallow lagoons, he 
found the food supply at the lonely abode 
much more abundant and suited to his needs. 
The strange and, to his recently-opened eyes, 
gigantic inhabitant of that lodge was a friend 
and provider. He accepted the world as he 
found it and trusted where friendship was 
offered. 

“Wounded or captured, the bittern is 
dangerous if carelessly approached, for he 
strikes at the hand and not the stick that 
disturbs, and will aim at an eye if the face 
comes incautiously near. Sometimes, when 
unable to escape detection by standing rigid 
and still, he will take wing with a loud, 
startling rush almost from under foot. In 
the spring he signals to his mate with a 
resonant, booming, explosive cough that has 
won for him the name ‘“‘stake-driver.’”? The 
great marshes of the Point give free scope 
for all his inherited ways and instincts, but 
a young scion of his race can be turned to the 
ways of domestic life by a first impression. 

_ Many soldiers at the front, says a writer 
in the Pall Mall Gazette have commented on 
the fact that the birds do not desert the 
region of the fighting line, despite the noise 
of the firing. But it is stranger still that the 
birds have ranged themselves on the side of 
the allies against one of the most inhuman 
methods of German warfare. A soldier on 
short leave from the trenches tells how the 
winged friends of the allies warn them of the 
coming of the clouds of poison gas when the 
Germans attempt that mode of attack at 
night-time. 

In daylight the approach of the deadly 
cloud is easily detected. It is visible to the 
eyes of the watchers in our trenches, and there 
is time to take precautions against its effects. 
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But in the darkness of the night the coming 
of the gas is unseen. Then it is that the 
birds come to the help of our soldiers. Long 
before the smell of the fumes can be de- 
tected in the trenches there is a great clamor- 
ing of birds awakened from their night 
perches. The birds fly away beyond the 
reach of the fumes, but in the meantime the 
British soldier is prepared. 

Recently there was on view in a store in 
Brussels, Ont., a white muskrat which at- 
tracted considerable attention. Of equal 
interest was the discovery in Oxford County 
of a white coon—a white coon in the animal 
kingdom. A dog belonging to G. A. Munro 
of Embro treed two coons and killed them. 
When they were brought down it was seen 
that one of them possessed a splendid coat 
of creamy white fur, while its hide also was 
quite white. The curiosity was viewed with 
a good deal of interest by quite a number 
of the neighbors. 

Charles Bradford writes thus of the grave 
of that “father of fishing’? Izaak Walton: 

Izaak Walton is buried in the floor of Prior 
Silkstede’s Chapel in the cathedral at Win- 
chester, England. Father Izaak’s tomb is 
the one that appeals most intimately to the 
general visitor to the cathedral. 

Henry C. Shelley thus describes the 
Walton grave and its environment: “A slab 
of black marble marks the resting place of 
Izaak Walton. That childlike old man, with 
the ruddy cheek and laughing eye, as Hazlitt 
imagined him, had no greater pleasure than 
to journey peacefully from parsonage to 
deanery or bishop’s palace, and could he have 
chosen the roof under which he was to breathe 
his last he would have made no complaint 
that it should be that of his son-in-law, the 
prebendary of Winchester. 
~ “And so it came to pass that it was under 
that roof, within easy hail of his beloved 
river Itchen, he penned his will and laid him 
down to die. When his quiet funeral, ‘free 
from all ostentation or charge,’ took place 
in this tiny chapel none of the sorrowing 
mourners saw the fresco which now adorns 
its walls. 

“Its subject is the calling of Peter, who, 
in an attitude of fear, holds firmly to the 
prow of his boat. Fifty years ago the ex- 
istence of that picture was unknown; but 
now that it has been uncovered, it is natural 
to reflect upon the pleasure Walton would 
have taken in having his last chamber 
adorned with a fresco so suggestive of his 
own gentle art. For he was never weary of 
exalting angling, for the reason that ‘for four 
of His apostles Christ chose fishermen, whom 
he never reproved for their calling.’ ”’ 

William Howitt, in his admirable work 
entitled “‘Visits to Remarkable Places,’ de- 
scribes the Walton tomb as follows: “If 
we had quitted Winchester Cathedral with- 
out paying a visit to the grave of one of the 
best and most cheerful-hearted old -men 
who rest in it we should have committed a 
grave fault. No, we stood on the stone in 
the floor of Prior Silkstede Chapel in the 
old Norman south transept, which is in- 
scribed with the name of Izaak Walton. 
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“There rests that prince of fishermen, and 
if the whole kingdom had been sought for 
the most fitting spot of burial for him, none 
could have been found more fitting than this. 
Is it not in the neighborhood of that beautiful 
River Itchen, whose water is so transparent 
that it looks rather like condensed air, and in 
which his beloved trout sail about as plain 
to the eye as the birds are on the boughs 
that overhang it? Is it not by that sweet 
valley in which he delighted, and in that 
solemn minister that he loved, and by that 
daughter that he loved still more, and amid 
the haunts of those bishops and pious men 
whom he venerated, that the good old 
disciple not only of Christ, but of Andrew 
and Peter, and of all sacred fishermen, rests? 
Peace and lasting honor to him! 

“Great: thanks should we owe him had 
he never left us any other sentiment than 
that which he penned down when he heard 
the nightingales singing as he sat angling: 
‘Lord, what music hast thou provided for 
the saints in heaven when thou affordest bad 
men such music on earth?’ ” Ed 

Dr. Hornaday has said: ““The_ great 
value of the game birds of America lies not 
in their meat pounds as they lie upon the 
table, but in the temptation they annually 
put before millions of field-weary farmers 
and desk-weary clerks and merchants to get 
into their beloved hunting togs, stalk out 
into the lap of nature, and say, ‘Begone, dull 
care!’ And a man who has had a day in* the 
painted woods, on the bright waters of a duck- 
haunted bay, or in the golden stubble of 
September, can fill his day and his soul with 
six good birds just as well as he can with 
sixty. 

The Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, U.S.A., has just issued the six- 
teenth annual directory of officials and 
organizations interested in the protection of 
birds and game. The book contains names 
and addresses of persons from whom in- 
formation may be obtained regarding game 
laws, and gives a review of the work done 
by these societies in 1915. Lists of Canadian 
societies are also included. The two pro- 
tective societies in Ontario are noted: The 
Ontario Forest, Fish and Game Protective 
Association, organized in 1905, said to be in-. 
active, and the Canadian Society for the 
Protection of Birds, organized in Toronto 
December 16, 1914, and incorporated Janu- 
ary 28, 1915. The officers of the latter are 
President, Miss Helen M. Merrill; Secretary, 
Miss Laura B. Durand, Royal Canadian In- 
stitute, 198 College street, Toronto; First 
Vice-President, Dr. C. K Clark: Second Vice- 
President, Mr. .S:.1T.. Wood.. This so- 
ciety already has distributed amongst the 
schools of Ontario posters requesting pro- 
tection for birds, and is distributing liter- 
ature explaining the objects of the society 
-and containing rules relating to membership. 

_ The following basis has been agreed upon, 
informally, by the officers of the U. S. Forest 
Service, the Biological Survey and W. T 
ldrnaday in respect to a plan for a grea‘ 
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annual supply of big game that may legit- 
imately be killed for food purposes. For. 
brevity and convenience, it is at present © 
called “‘the Hornaday Plan.” 

(1.) A federal law empowering the Secre- 
tary of Agriculture to select and delimit 
areas in national forests suitable for game 
sanctuaries. (2.) These sanctuaries shall 
be established by presidential proclamation. 
(3.) These sanctuaries shall be so located 
that they will not occupy lands chiefly suit- 
able for agriculture. (4.) These sanctuaries 
shall be located where they will interfere 
to the least extent practicable with the 
grazing of domestic stock, especially the 
stock of actual settlers. (5.) These sanct-" 
uaries shall be established with the approval ~ 
of the Governor of each State concerned. 
(6.; It is expedient to establish a farge? 
number of sanctuaries of medium size rather 
than a few large preserves. (7.) The ideal 
condition would be a chain of sanctuaries 
which in time would restore game to all the” 
intervening territory. (8.) Administration” 
will be vested in the Secretary of Agriculture. 
(9.) Boundaries are to be settled after full 
consideration of all conditions. (10.) Pre-~ 
datory animals are to be killed. (11.) The 
object of these sanctuaries is to _ provide) 
breeding places for game which will spread ~ 
over adjacent territory, where it will be 
subject to the regular open season provided 
by law. This will prevent danger of over-— 
stocking the ranges. It will therefore not be 
the general policy to extend these sanctuaries. © 

In addition to the above, it is to be under- 
stood that the final success of the plan con- 
templates the same strict regulation of the 
game that may and may not be killed annually, 
the same as obtains in the deer forests of 
Europe. A large stock of game must be 
kept alive so that the annual increase will 
yield a large food supply that will be per. 
manent. ' 

J. Lawrence, 
American readers. 

In the vicinity of Chatham according to a 
correspondent from there, opinion differs as to 
whether or not quail shooting will be per- 
missible this fall. Sportsmen can be found 
who express the intention of ‘“‘going after the 
birds” while others declare they will‘run no 
chance of being fined for shooting ina closed 
season. . a 

It will be remembered that a couple ol 
years ago the Government introdueed 
passed a measure whereby shooting of quail 
was prohibited until November 15th. 1916. 
This year, it was understood that the Gov- 
ernment put through another ordinance 
rescinding the former law and empowerins 
shooters to gun for the birds, for two week 
this coming November. a 

Last year says the Chatham man was not 
hard one on the quail. There was consider 
able snow and cold weather, but food ¥ 
plentiful and the birds apparently thi 
Reports from different farmers indicate | 
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the “‘bob-whites’” are more abundant this 
year than they have been for some time. 

Mr. W. E. McTaggart, Supt. of the Buffalo 
Park at Wainwright, Alta., issued a recent 
report which would seem to show that 
satisfactory progress is being made in all 
particulars pertaining to this preserve. After 
commenting on the successful crops raised 
for the purpose of food for the buffaloes 
improvements made to the fencing of the 
park, and the erection of buildings which will 
provide suitable accommodation for both men 
and horses within the park, as well as the 
erection of a house and small stable which 
will make it possible for the game warden to 
patrol the west side of the park, where it was 
rumored poaching was taking place, the 
supeiintendent gives the following report 
of the animals in the park: 
EULA sar + emg aoe ee 1,453 
Moose. ae 13 
54 | Gua aes patie 3) et a eee 32 
Mule Deer (estimated).................. 70 
Antelope”... sees - 4 
The feathered game is becoming very 

plentiful in the park, and seems to realize 
that it is thoroughly protected within the 
park limits. Even the geese have made it 
their breeding ground, and, from year to 
year, they will become more at home within 
the park limits. A great many true sports- 
men have already recognized this valuable 
protection to the feathered game, and the 
overflow this year afforded them an ample 
supply for their guns. 

A copy of the book entitled “All about 
Airedales” by R. M. Palmer, A. B. of Seattle, 
Wash. has just been sent us by Mr. Walter 
Berwick of Shelburne, Ont. 

This book contains a mine of valuable in- 
formation to dog lovers and owners and 
should be in the hands of every fancier who 
has the breeding of thoroughbred dogs at 
heart. The book is certainly well worth the 
money and can be obtained for $1.00 in 
aper covers or $1.50 in cloth. Mr. Palmer 
lcs his subject exceptionally well and 
shows that he knows the Airedale from A to 
Z. Orders sent in to this office will be filled 
promptly. 

A unique form of- picnic day for Ford 
owners has proved an enjoyable popular 
social diversion in various parts of the Do- 
minion this past summer. Ford owners of a 
community or county to whom the invitations 
for the picnic are sent out get together for a day 
in the open in good old-fashioned family 
picnic style, with plenty of sports, contests 
music and other events, suitable for the 
occasion. The owners of course bring their 
wives, their children, their sweethearts and 
their friends, as many as the cars will hold. 
Some very successful functions of this kind 
have been held recently. 

“Aren’t you retiring very early, my dear? 
It’s only half-past 8.” . 

“Yes, but I’ve got an appointment at 3.45 
tomorrow morning.” 
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“With whom?” 
Ataish!e 

“What a man brings home in his heart 
after fishing is of more account than what he 
brings in his basket.” 

“Anglers encourage the adoption of angling 
methods” says Van Dyke, “‘which make the 
wholesale slaughter of fishes impossible and 
increase the sport of taking a fair number in 
a fair way.” ; 

Ontario sportsman and to a lesser degree 
the sportsmen of other Canadian provinces 
should be interested in the rapid progress that 
is being made by Michigan sportsmen along 
Conservation lines as shown by the following 
amendments to the Game Act for 1915—1916: 

1. All persons over seventeen years’ of 
age must secure licence to hunt. 

2. Spring shooting of ducks and other 
water fowl unlawful. (This law now con- 
forms to Federal regulations.) 

3. Rabbits, Hares and Partridge. 
now open same time,—October Ist. 

4. One Deer only now to be taken. 
5. Squirrels, (Fox, black and gray) un- 

lawful to kill until 1920. 
6. Wolf Bounties, on Wolf over 6 months 

old $25.00; under 6 months $10.00; bounty in 
lynx $5.00; bounty on wild cat $3.00. : 

7. Mongolian or English Pheasants, Quail, 
Black Fowl, Capercailzie, Hazel Grouse, 
Spruce Hens or Canada Grouse, Prairie 
Chicken, Wild Turkey, Killdeer, Wading, 
Shore and Meadow Birds; unlawful to be 
killed before 1920. 

8. Partridge (ruffed grouse) Limited bag 
of 6 in one day; 15 in possession at any one 
time. 25 in one season. 

9. Geese, Brant and Ducks (except wood- 
duck) unlawful to kill Woodduck until 1918. 
Others are limited to 25 in one day and 50 in 
one calendar week. 

10. Woodcock;—Limited to 6 in one day; 
20 in possession at any one time; 25 during 
season. 

11. Wilson or Jack Snipe, Black-Breasted 
and Golden Plover and Yellow Legs;—10 in 
any one day; 20 in possession at any one 
time; 25 during season. ‘ 

12. Hunting License;—Resident—For 
hunting protected game birds or animals, 
other than deer or beaver, must procure 
licence,—fee $1.00. Persons hunting on their 
own lands upon which they are regularly 

Seasons 

domiciled and their minor children, exempt — 
Deer hunters licence $1.50. 
Non-Resident:—Licence fee to hunt or 

kill protected game birds or animals and fur- 
bearing animals, other than deer or beaver 
$10.00. Deer Licence $25.00. 

13. Sale of Protected Game;—Unlawful to 
buy or sell at any time any Game. f ‘ 

14. Non-game Birds;—Unlawful to kill at © 
any time. This includes all song and in- 
sectivorous birds. and other birds not des- 
ignated as a game bird, except, Blackbirds, 
English Sparrow, Crows, Cooper’s Hawks, 
Sharp Shined Hawks, Great Horned Owls. 
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OUTDOOR LIFE © PROVISIONS 
OUTFITS — RECEIPTS ~ CLO’ THING 
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VERY Sportman should have a copy of this “ BRAT RUNSESOTENSMANGAE 
E Complete Sportsman’s Guide. It is unquestion- L BC CAME HUNTERS MANDAL 

ably the best, most complete and authoritive eo 
book ever published for sportsmen. Contains 544 SECRETS OF AU = 
pages, with 1,000 illustrations. Weight 20 ounces. It R = SS 
is the only complete sportsman’s library in one volume. Myopia eyes itass 
It is the book you need—therefore, the book you 
should have. Read what these critics say about it— 
men who know the open. 

AND ADOPTED SY TS 
SaaEAmnas AND CAMADLLN SPORTIMADD ASSOGRS 3OBOr- 

EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT SAYS: 

“Its chapters on camping and big game hunting are excep- 
tionally good. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., also thanks you for the 
note and book which you kindly sent him.”’ 

EX-PRESIDENT CLEVELAND SAYS: 

“Your books are so very practical in their treatment of met- 
ters connected with the sport you and I so greatly love, that they 
cannot fail to be useful to every sportsman.” 

GENERAL NELSON A. MILES SAYS: 

“Your book is certainly one of the most practical, instructive 
and interesting volumes I have ever had the pleasure of reading. 
I congratulate you on the success it deserves.’’ 

SPECIAL OFFERS — GET THIS BOOK FREE 
By a special arrangement with the publishers of this great book we are en- 

abled to make the following exceptional offers. These offers are made for a limit- 
ed time and we advise everyone who wishes the book to take advantage of them at 
once, 

OFFER A 
The complete American and Canadian Sportsman’s Encyclo- 

pedia, Full Gilt Library Edition, sent to any address in Canada, 
the United States or Great Britain, postpaid, for $1.75. 

OFFER B 
The Complete American and Canadian Sportsman’s Encyclo- 

pedia, together with an annual subscription to Rod and Gun, eith- 
er new or renewal, postpaid, $3.00. 

OFFER C 
The Complete American and Canadian Sportsman’s Encyclo- 

pedia will be sent free to anyone sending two new annual subscrip- 
tions to Rod and Gun, at the regular subscription price, $1.50 per 
annum. Your own subscription and that of one of your friends 
will be accepted. 

ADDRESS 

1 J. TAYLOR, Limited, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 



‘THE BLACK SIBERIAN HARE 
HE Black Siberian Hare is the last ad- 
dition to the various varieties of rabbits 
or hares. 

All admirers of this newly found breed 
claim that it is going to take the place of 
the wild furbearing animals, which are fast 

becoming extinct, and that its fur will fill 
a gap between the very expensive Black Fox 
skin, and the cheaper furs, such as those of 
the common rabbit, the muskrat, &c. 

The fur of the Black Siberian Hare can be 
produced at a very low cost and careful 
breeding will bring-it to a high state of 
perfection. Sufficient proof for this state- 
ment is found in the colours and shapes to 
which pigeons, fowl and other animals have 
been bred. 

The advantage of breeding to perfection 
in this animal is greater than in almost any 
other, as two generations can be produced 
in a single year, because they breed very 
young. Thus, by breeding only from an- 
imals selected for the quality of their fur, 
perfection can soon be reached. 

The Black Siberian Hare is indigenous to 
Siberia. The animal therefore requires a 
thick, tough pelt, and close warm fur to 
protect it from the cold of its native country. 
In fact the skin is as thick as that of muskrat, 
mink or marten, and its fur is a rich, glossy 
black. Sometimes,* however, a sliver gray 
will appear. : 

As the Black Siberian comes from a country 
that has a decided summer and winter, he - 
does. not continue changing his coat all 
through the summer, and partly so through 
the winter, as do rabbits and hares bred for 
numerous generations in mild climates. In 
the latter case the skin of the rabbit or hare 
is almost useless. ; 

The Black Siberian Hare like other good 
furbearing animals, has a light summer coat. 
This he changes in the fall for a thick, black 
winter coat (sometimes silver gray). The 
skin then is in season and is very valuable, 

_ whether black or silver gray. 
This Black Siberian Hare is of enormous 

size, maturing so rapidly that at six months 
a good specimen will weigh ten pounds. 
The flesh is delicious, being between the 
flavor of chicken and that of spring lamb. - 
This animal is also very hardy. It can stand 
the severest winter without any protection 
from cold. It will breed as freely as common 
rabbits and its young grow much faster, 
being at three months old, the size of a full 
grown Belgian Hare. They are more spritely 
and active than a common rabbit, can jump 
five feet high and therefore require a high 
fence to enclose them. 

In appearance these hares are long, round 
in the body, and quite tall. They stand 
more upright than the common rabbit, being” 
more deer-like, expecially when running. 

= 

In colour they resemble the Black Fox; i 
the great majority are black, but occasionally — 
a handsome silver gray appears, as is also — 
the case among Black Foxes. P 

At present the Black Siberian Hare is 
very rare in America. Only a few pairs have © 
as yet been imported to North America. 
They are not even numerous in Siberia, 
being found wild only in a few places and - 
these in dense swamps where the animal has 
no protection from beasts of prey. This | 
last -fact prevents them from becoming 
numerous. 
not been allowed to increase fast, even though 
their reproductive power is so great when 
they are protected from their enemies. 
_ One of the Black Fox Fur Companies has 
imported a few of these Black Siberian Hares ~ 
with the idea of breeding them in conjunction ,; 
with Black Foxes. They hope to utilize © 
the flesh of the hare to feed the foxes, and - 
at the same time receive a handsome profit - 
from the skins. Fab 
Let us now compare the Black Siberian 

Hare with the Black Fox:— 
The Black Siberian Hare is as large if not 

larger than the Black Fox. 
is a carniverous animal and each one eats 
about twenty-five dollars ($25.00) worth of 
meat in a year. The black Siberian Hare, © 
being a herbiverous animal, can be fed 
for a year at a cost of eighty cents (.80). y 

The Black Fox is a monogamist and a ~ 
male must be kept for every female. 
then, they sometimes fail to mate. The | 
Black Siberian Hare, however, is a polyg- . 
amist, and one male will do twenty or more 
females. 

The Black Fox breeds but once a year, 
and even this once is very uncertain. 
Black Siberian Hare, with good manage- - 
ment will breed almost every month in the ~ 
year and in each batch there are more young 
than one batch of the Black Fox. 

Therefore, it can readily be seen that al- 
though the fur of this Hare is not so valuable © 
as that of the Black Fox, still, breeding the 
Black Siberian Hare for its fur gives the 
owner far more satisfaction and has many 
advantages over breeding Black Foxes. 

Besides, all thinking people’ now realize 
that the vast prairies of the North West, that 
pastured thousands of cattle and sheep free — 
of cost to the owners, have been claimed by ~ 
human settlers and used for other purposes. 
This has raised the price of beef and mutton 
until now they are almost beyond the reach 
of even the well-to-do people, and they are 
still soaring ir price. Rut, this problem 
must be solved, because people accustomed to ~ 
eating meat cannot exist without it. Tere, — 
then, is a substitute for both cheap meat and ~ 
cheap fur, namely,—THE BLACK SIBER- — 
IAN HARE. eee — 

Thus it is evident that they have — 

The Black Fox | 

Even : 

The | 
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book. 

The evolution of the motor boat. 
Various types of motor boats 

common use. 
The Built to Order, Stock and Knock 

Down Boat. 
How to select amotor boat. _ 
Points to be observed in buying a 

second-hand boat. 
How to build a motor boat. 
Smoothing off and calking. 
How to paint a motor boat. 

1D 

Encyclopedia, said: 
be published. 
is invaluable. 

pages of valuable information. 

No Motor Boatman Should Be Witinout a Copy 
of This Reference Book, Price $1.25 

If you own a motor boat or ever expect to, you should not be without a copy of this 
It costs only $1.25, but its worth cannot be estimated. 

leading boat and engine manufacturers, motor boating publications and boat clubs. 
largest firm of marine engine builders in the world, after reading a copy of Motor Craft 

i ““We never expected that such a usefu!, practical book, would ever 
Instead of $1.25 you ought to charge $5.00. The information it contains 

It is endorsed by the 
The 

MOTOR CRAFT ENCYCLOPEDIA 
The Standard Hand Book on Boats and Engines 

Written in popular language from a non-technical standpoint. 
Twenty-seven chapters, covering every phase of motor 

boating. Tells a thousand-and-one things every motor boatmansiould know. Helps you 
to overcome all motor boat and engine troubles. 
attractive three-color stiff board cover. 

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS. 

The history of the internal combus- 
tion motor. 

Explanation of two and four-cycle 
motor. 

Internal combustion motor auxiliar- 
ies and their functions. 

How to operate an internal combus- 
tion motor. 

Engine trouble 
Propeller wheels. 
Reversible equipment. 
Furnishings and fittings. 

Contains over 150 

Handsomely illustrated and bound in 
A useful reference book for any library. 

Distress signals. 
Harbor regulations. 
U. S. Life Saving Service Signals. 
National Motor Boat Bill. 
What to do in case of accident. 
Rules for determining horse power. 
How to lay up boat and engine for 

the winter. 
How to remove carbon deposits, and 

other useful receipts. 
How to build a motor ice boat. 
Dictionary of Motor Craft terms. How to install a marine motor. lishit 

; Navigation rules. 

TROUBLE CHART—Enables you to locate any ordinary engine trouble with dispatch 

“WHERE TO GET WIAT YOU WANT?’ ’SECTION 

. This is a very useful feature for anyone interested in the purchase of a motor boat or equipment. It gives a 
classified index of manufacturers and supply houses of everything needed by the motor boatman. Tells where to 
get what you want. Describes and illustrates many of the latest and best things on the market. 

W.J. TAYLOR, LTD., PUBLISHER, Woodstock, Ont. 

The Camper's ni Book? 

1915—FOURTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR—1915 

This is that BIG little book of the open—America’s new 
outdoor manual, It comes to you bound as you see here. It is 
“woodsy”’ from cover to cover—stirred by lake-breezes and 
redolent of pine. It is endorsed by outdoor men everywhere. 

Authors of country-wide repute have, with their enthusiasm 
and familiar knowledge, aided its making. Dan Beard, Emlyn 
M. Gill, Captain Kenealy, Oliver Kemp, Dr. E, H, Forbrush— 
these and others join this camp fire council, They say their 

say about a hundred liltle practical details that hold close interest for you; and they 
spin a yarn or two by the way, 

Address Orders co Book Department 

<2 Price 50 Cents" 

“The Camper’s Own Book”’ measures 8x53 inches over all. It is a goodly gener- 
‘ous volume with over 200 pages and 21 of the finest illustrations you’ve ever seen. 
Everybody should have a copy who believes that a day under the free sky makes the 
pomp of emperors ridiculous. And you’re one—you know you are, 

PRICE PER VOLUME 

In the appropriate green T-cloth - - 

Post-paid 

$1.00 

WOODSTOCK, ONT. W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED 



Game Laws for 1915 

HE United States Dept. of Agriculture 
has issued its annual bulletin containing 
a summary of the game laws of the 

United States and Canada. This includes 
a summary of the more important features 
of the new legislation, a brief synopsis of 
the new game laws enacted in each State and 
Province, and a series of tables showing the 
provisions relating to seasons, export, sale, 
limits and licenses. More than 240 new 
game laws were enacted during 1915, a 
larger number than in any previous year 
except 1911. 

Reference is made to 1915 legislation in 

the Canadian provinces of Manitoba and 

Nova Scotia. In the former province the 

resident big game license fee was increased 

from $2 to $4, curlew were declared protected 

till 1920; a bag limit was set of 10 a day on 

geese. The sale of wild ducks before October 

8 was prohibited. Even then they can only 

be sold when killed within 20 miles of actual 

residence of the person who killed them, thus 

practically prohibiting the sale by non- 

residents. A $1.00 resident bird license was 

prescribed but farmers and members of 

families actually residing on farm lands in 

the province are exempt. The fee for a cold 

storage permit was increased from $2 to $0. 

The use of power boats in marshes {where 

water fowl are found was prohibited. The 

placing of blinds and decoys for waterfowl 

shooting was prohibited. The issuing of 
free permits for the export of shed antlers was 
permitted. The carrying of a loaded shot 
sun or rifle on a vehicle was forbidden. The 
killing of game birds except ducks and geese 
and game animals north of latitude 53 de- 
grees except for food for personal use was 
prohibited. The sale of game in_ general, 
was prohibited but the sale of wild ducks 
from October 15 to January 1 if not exported 
or shipped from said northern section was 
permitted. In Nova Scotia an act was 
passed lengthening the season two weeks on 
bull moose and continuing term protection 
-on cow moose and all moose on Cape Breton 
Island until 1918; shortening the season two 
‘months on quail, plover, Wilson snipe, wood- 
cock, other shore birds, rail, coot, teal and 
swan, continuing term protection on deer 
and caribou until 1918; prescribing an open 
season on water fowl from September 15 to 
March 1, and requiring a $5 license of aliens 
who have not resided in the Province for five 
years. 

The open seasons for game in all the 
Canadian Provinces are given in full, also, 
details pertaining to the export and sale of 
game. The limits fixed by law for the cap- 
ture of game in the various states and Pro- 
vinces are also given. The bulletin, which is 
-very complete and comprehensive may be 
obtained on application to the U. S. Dept. 
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., for a 
«copy of ‘““Game Laws for 1915, Bulletin 692. 
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“BEFORE AND AFTER tTAKING”—AN AI- 
BERTAN AND HIS GOOSE 
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66 The Culture of Black 
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and Silver Foxes 
BY R. B. and L. V. CROFT, B.A., M.D. 

The new aud growing industry of Fox 
q Raising is rapidly becoming popular 

and its money making possibilities are 

becoming recognized. Canada’s leading 
sportsman’s magazine, “ROD AND GuUN,”’ is 
being besieged by requests for information, 
the result of the interest created by the’splen- 
did articles that have appeared in recent 
issues. To meet this demand, the publen. 
ers are issuing the articles in booklet form 
in which enthusiasts are given valuable and 
hitherto unknown information about foxes, 
under the following heads: 

Introduction; Heredity; Origin; Breed- 
ing; Mating and Gestation; Pens and 
Dens; Food and Feeding; Food and 
Care; Value. 

The volume is profusely illustrated with pic- 
tures taken from life, and .will doubtless be 

_ eagerly received by everyone interested in the 
profitable raising of this valuable animal. 

Mailed to any address upon receipt of price, 

60c POSTPAID 

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, Publishers 
WOODSTOCK, ONT. 

THE WAY OF THE WOODS 
A Manual for Sportsmen in North-Eastern 
United States and Canada. .. . : 

By EDWARD BRECK 

PRACTICAL Field Manual intended to form a part of the kit of every Camper, 
Fisherman and Hunter. It contains concise, thorough and authoritative information on 

every subject connected with life in the Woods, such as Outfitting. Fishing, Shooting, 
Canoeing, Tenting, Trapping, Photography, Cooking, Hygiene, Etc. 

“Excellent practical directions and advice.”’—N. Y. Sun. 

436 Pages. Pocket Size. 80 Illustrations. Price $1.75 Post Paid. 

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher ~ Woodstock, Ont. 

For Every Camper— Fisherman —Hunter 



SEA SHAELES“Af 
H. C. Watt 

HE majority of readers require little 
detail as to the location of the. Bay of 
Fundy, that funnel-shaped arm of the 

sea, lying between the provinces of New 
Brunswick and Nova Scotia. It nearly makes 
an island of the latter, extending north east- 
erly for a distance of about 140 miles, when 
it is terminated by the isthmus of Chignecto, 
which links the two provinces. At the mouth 
of this bay there are three islands, Deer 
Island, Campobello and Grand Manan, of 
which the last named is the most southern 
and situated about midway between the coast 
of Maine and that of Nova Scotia. Beautiful 
indeed are these islands in summer, and a 
delightful treat for those desirous of escaping 
for a time from the turmoil and tension of city 
life. Their situation amid the cool breezes 
of the Atlantic, their rugged features of well 
wooded hills and high bluffs, overlooking 
beach'and ocean and exhibiting the co-exis- 
tence of rural and marine ‘life, seem to be 
conducive to that consciousness of nearness- 
to nature, which one involuntarily experiences 
at times, as a result of the potent and charm- 
ing effect of such surroundings, and which, if 
properly appreciated and benefited from, 
prove invigorating to body and mind. And 
I may add that the varieties of nature to be 
found there, furnish ample material for 
thought and edification. 

For the past several years it has been my 
custom to enjoy the summer vacation on the 
island of Grand Manan, as it is my home, and 
where I passed the days of youth. Since 
early boyhood I had observed along the shores 
many different kinds of sea-shells, but not 
until recently did the value and interest of 
these little wonders of the sea become known 
to me. Take up any one of them, and no 
very minute examination will be necessary 
to note the beauty and symmetry of its 
structure. It is my purpose, in this article, 
to describe and mention some pecularities of a 
few of the sea-shells to be found on these 
coasts. : 

The most common, the “‘tun-shell’’, which 
is, here, locally known as the ‘“‘wrinkle’’, is 
found abundantly on rocks, some of which 
are covered more thickly with them than 
others. There are several varieties, differing 
in size. The small tun-shell resembles very 
much in size and shape the snail. It is egg 
shaped—all sizes tend toward this shape— 
with a hard and sometimes thick shell. The 
exposed part of the shell is of muddy slate 
color, while the part that cleaves to the rock 
is of a yellowish white. At this part is an 
opening which leads into the interior where 
the meat is contained. Through this opening 
the meat is extracted. It has a pleasant 
sweet taste, and some people are very fond 
of it. I recall very vividly days of happy 

_ boyhood, when on summer afternoons my 
playmates and I would gather quantities of 
these wrinkles and boil them in sea water. 
I have often wondered since if I could now 
<< BIE ‘ "5 . : : 

. 

GRAND MANAN 

enjoy this humble repast with such keen 
relish as I did at that time. The large tun- 
shell is both useful and ornamental. In the 
old country its meat is called “‘sweet meat” 
which, no doubt, makes a fine dish. 

The sea-egg is such a well known shell that 
perhaps a minute description is unnecessary. 
Its shape is something like that of the old 
fashioned porridge-pot. It is hollow, with an 
opening at the top, and is about the size of a 
small apple. It has life, as is well shown by 
its movements from place to place. It is 
enabled to make these movements by means 
of coarse sharp bristles with which its shell is 
quite thickly covered. Sea-eggs often col- 
lect on the bottom of a ship when the 
latter is at anchor. How they travel from 
he bottom of the sea, and~ finally 
reach this locality, is a problem which has 
been solved only recently. The former 
theory was that their ascent was by way of the 
ship’s chain or cable. But one, who observed 
their action closely, discovered that they spin 
a kind of web, which in time will stretch 
great distances. When the fibre catches on 
the bottom of the ship, it cleaves there, and 
hence a cable is formed between the ship and 
the bottom of the ocean. By means of this 
cable, the sea-egg can climb up through the 
sea to the ship. 

There is a shell, known as the “‘drill-clam’’, 
which exhibits a marvellous engineering 
capacity. It differs in shape from the 
ordinary clam, the latter being less bulging. 
Otherwise they are similar in color and 
quality of shell, which in both is divided. 
Each half shell at the part of the clam which 
points downward is notched at the edge. The 
notches are one of the chief factors in the 
drilling process, which is the clam’s peculiar 
engineering capacity, just mentioned... In 
other words, this process consists in burrowing 
its way through sand or rock.» The clam, in 
an upright position, makes semicircular 
movements, the notches at the same time 
grinding or tearing away all they come in 
contact with. Then, after having worked 
its way for a considerable distance into the 
sand or rock, it throws up the water which 
has flowed around it in the hole which has 
been made. With this water go the frag- 
ments of sand, rock and clay, which have 
been torn away during the drilling. Thus 
the hole is kept clear as the drilling proceeds. 

Another shell which has a very pretty 
interior is one known in the old country as the 
‘*fox-shell’’. It is cone shaped, and varies in 
size from one to six inches in diameter. Like 
the tun-shell, it is found on rocks, and has the 
same quality of shell. The interior is filled 
with meat. When the meat is cleared away, 
the inside of the shell, with its delicate colors _ 
of brown and pearl, is revealed. The very 
large shells of this class are found only in the 
old country. They cleave very strongly to- 
the rock, and it is impossible for one to tear 
them off with the handjalone. It is said tl 
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in Scotland foxes are sometimes trapped by 
them. These animals are very fond of the 
meat contained in the shell, and to obtain it 
they pry up the shell by forcing the tongue 
under it. But sometimes having thus in- 
serted the tongue, they are unable to extricate 
it on account of the strong cleavage of the 
shell, and, as a result, are held in its grip. 
Incidents of this kind, doubtless gave rise to 
the name applied to this shell. 

I used to think that there was no great 
variety of sea-shells to be found in this 
locality, but i have learned that there are 
many different kinds. Not until lately, when 
tourists began to pay visits to our island each 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

summer, was any interest in this branch of 
nature awakened. Many. of these people 
come for the purpose of making collections of 
specimens, and are willing to pay good prices 
for them. Thus it is advantageous in many 
ways for the fisher folk to employ their leisure 
in making these collections for the tourists. 
It is instructive, and it brings them in touch 
with people who are, as a rule, cultured and 
refined. Conchology and Botany are much 
alike in their advantages, in that they both 
are splendid studies for the development of 
the perceptive powers and the appreciation of 
the beauties and wonders of nature. 

A FINE CATCH FROM THE THAMES 
ERE we've been publishing stories by 

H the ream setting forth the advantages 
of various famous dnd “‘infamous’”’ fish- 

ing streams and territories and right under 
our noses, as it were, is fine fishing to be had 
from the ‘depleted’? Thames as it has been 
scornfully called. Late in August a Toronto 
man elected to spend a few holidays with his 
father-in law in Woodstock. A few pleasant 
hours spent along the beautiful Thames 
valley and he returns to town carrying a 
splendid string of corpulent black bass 
ranging from three pounds in weight, giving 
point to the adage that ‘‘far away fields look 
green,’—the Restigouche, Temagami, the 
Nipigon, the Fraser, French River and 

scores of others of these we have heard, but 
never a word before of the Thames. 

Mr. S. D. Hall of Toronto was the lucky 
man, being accompanied by Messrs. E. S. 
and A. C. Hunt. One fine August day this 
year these three set out for a day along the 
Thames which meanders through Woodstock 
and on to Beachville and Ingersoll. Wood- 
stock, the home of Rod and Gun magazine, 
is some ten miles from Ingersoll. ; i 

“We'll just go out and make a day of it” 
suggested Mr. Hall, sr. Don’t suppose we'll 
get any fish but we'll take a lunch, and it’s 
a fine day, and we'll enjoy the outing any- 
way. 

Arnied with fishing rods and the plebian 

ASG HUNDL S..D» HALL, EF. S» HUNT AND THEIR CATCH 
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“wu’ms for bait” not forgetting plenty of 
provender they set forth some time after 
breakfast and reached their fishing grounds 
“somewhere between Beachville and Ingersoll” 
say seven miles from Woodstock—about ten 
o'clock. Scarcely had Mr. Hall started to 
fish than he got his first bite and soon after 
landed the first fish, which augured well for the 
morning’s success. For the next four hours 
the piscatorial trio enjoyed good _ sport. 
Large mouthed black bass formed the greater 
part of the catch though there was also one 
green bass taken. About two o'clock the 
bass appeared less inclined to bite, seeming 
a bit languid, perhaps like humans on a warm 
summer’s day and after having eaten, they 
felt disinclined to any exertion. At any rate 
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the fishermen who by this time were pretty — 
well satisfied with their catch and with the © 
sport they had had decided they would make — 
home for supper, so gathering up their par- 
aphernalia and the fish, they proceeded back 
to town, calling in to show the Rod and Gun ~ 
staff and all who wished to see their fine — 
string of fish. The following day the photo-— 
graph from which the accompanying re- — 
production was made was sent in. Having — 
seen the originals we have no hesitation in 
saying that it does not do them justice. © 
And now, we are going to spend our next 
Saturday half holiday looking for that place | 
“somewhere between Beachville and Inger- — 
soll.” If we fail, well, perhaps we will find 
one “‘just as good.” 

JOE SCARR, POSTMASTER AT BANKHEAD, ALTA., CAUGHT THIS BIG FELLOW IN 
LAKE MINNEWANKA. : 
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WOODSTOCK, ONT., NOVEMBER 1915 

BIG ALEC AND THE PORTAGE OF 
DEATH 
R. J. Fraser 

HE champion trapper of the 
Waubening returned to the fire 
and threw down his armful of 

driftwood. 
“Good work!’ I exclaimed, ‘““The 

chances are good that we will burn 
it all before we get our supper.” 

“Uh, no plenty fish.” answered the 
old Chippewyan, bending over the 
scanty pile of silver whitefish. 

A clump of willows, backed up by 
the stunted spruce woods _ behind, 
gave us some shelter from the north 
breeze that stirred the embers, fan- 
ning the dull coals to a glowing red. 
A rawness had crept into the air that 
made the companionship of the burn- 
mg driftwood very welcome. The 
cause of our detention in this un- 
inviting spot lay at our feet—a few 
Waubening River whitefish. Stret- 
ching out a distance of thirty yards 
into the receding water hung the gill 
net on a row of stakes, native fashion. 

“Well, William,’ I asked, ‘‘are 
you going to trap again on Owl River 
this winter?” 

“No,” he grunted and reached out 
to rake the glowing coals together 
and build up the fire to more agree- 
able proportions. 
“Why not?” I asked. 
“Me go to Limestone River this 

winter.” 
“Why the change? Isn’t there 

plenty of fur at Owl River?” 
“Yes, plenty. But company say, 

trap at Limestone me. Plenty fur 

there, no plenty Indian. By an’ by 
come white trapper there; catch all 
the otter, marten, beaver; then they 
no good to company. Company. 
want fur.” 

“Limestone no good,” he con- 
tinued, “Me know. Limestone me 
one winter, maybe six year. ago. 
Deer no plenty; hungry me many 
times.” 

‘Do the other Indians want to go?” 
“No; too far from York. Deer 

no plenty; all hungry all time. May- 
be Indians starve.” 

With this last assertion William 
rose and went down the beach to the 
water's edge. About half the net 
was already dry, and safely entangled 
in its meshes, three or four ‘““kKeemaso”’ 
were struggling, to the detriment of 
the net. The Indian deftly extri- 
cated the catch from the fine twine 
mesh, and returning to the fire, added 
the spoils to the little pile at our feet. 

A silence elapsed, during which the 
Indian replenished the fire from the 
pile of driftwood at his back. I 
turned over in my mind the old 
Chippewyan’s' pessimistic — predict- 
ions. Many a hungry Indian had 
been fed at our camp, and many a 
teepee had I been in whose larder was 
far from well stocked. Dried fish 
or deer entrails had often’ been the 
family dish—the only dish—on 
these occasions. 

It required no strain on the im- 
agination to picture what the con- 
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dition of these people would be when 
they were ‘“‘all hungry all time.” 

‘“‘Why do you go to Limestone?” 
I at last broke the silence. “If it’is 
as bad as you say, why don’t you 
remain on your old hunting grounds?” 

It was quite some time before he 
answered. The old. Chippewyan 
appeared to consider my question 
with more than his usual gravity. 

Not a muscle moved in the lean, 
brown face before me; not a nerve 
twiched, as he pondered deeply, 
collecting all his limited English for 
a suitable reply. He selected a 
glowing ember from the heap and 
held it to the old briar I had given 
him. When the tobacco was well 
aglow he slowly replaced the brand 
in the fire. And still he hesitated 
over an answer. Realizing that my 
question dealt with a subject, which 
with a “‘debt Indian,’ always calls 
for diplomacy, I waited. For several 
minutes the old man puffed away in 
silence. I had almost given up hope 
of an answer, when, in a tone of 
mingled resignation and dejection, 
he finally replied: 

““‘We must go. The company say 
go hunt at Limestone, and we go. 
Indian say ‘“‘No’’—company give no 
more debt, flour, tea, powder, shot. 
Indian starve. Company big, much 
big, Indian small. Go to Limestone 
me.” 

It was sufficient. I understood. 
The great Company’s word was final. 

William paused and prodded the 
fire again. The light leaped forth 
and met that which flashed from the 
old man’s black, deeply-set eyes. 
With the charred stick he pointed 
to the south, across the river in the 
direction of the trading post. The 
sudden vehemence with which his 
next words burst forth almost brought 
me to my feet in alarm. 

“Years ago Factor Jamieson made 
Indian go; he make Grand Lake. 
Maybe twenty-five, maybe thirty 
year ago he make us go from Wauben- 
ing. He make us the Death Portage.” 

The Chippewyan’s sudden outburst 
ended as it began, abruptly. The 
flash of rebellious anger gave place 
to the more natural stolidity of the 
features. The mask had fallen again. 

I scarcely heeded the sudden 
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transition, for I had been given 
abundance of food for thought. 

The_ Death . Portage!” the Por 
tage of Death! God, thought I, is 
old William one of the survivors of 
that terrible trip! One of that . 
hunger-driven tribe, who, with 
death in horrible forms, flanking 
them on either side, a devil incarnate 
behind, struggled on facing the dread 
uncertainty of refuge, peace, and 
relief from starvation. The remnant 
won—but at whatacost! The safety 
of the few was paid for with the lives 
of the braves and squaws, and little 
children, whose bleaching bones, 

. cleanpicked by gaunt, grey timber 
wolves, lie scattered across that cursed 
and dreaded trail. 

Yes, I knew the Grand Lake dis- 
trict. But never had I learned that 
its founders were those who had first 
written the name of the Portage of 
Death—in letters of blood. 
Much less had I known that Alec 

Jamieson had been the ‘devil behind.’ 
Can it be, I thought, that William, 

my Waubening guide, is going to tell 
me the tale, garbled and unsatisfying 
accounts of which had on very rare 
occasions reached our ears. 

‘*“Grand Lake,—Portage of Death— 
Jamieson!’ JI  unconscioualy mut- 
tered the names half aloud, incredu- 
lous, wondering. And the old man 
heard me. 

‘‘Uh, Jamieson,”’ he said, as though 
in answer. ‘Factor Jamieson, you 
maybe hear whiteman tell sometime. 
They call him “Big Alec.” Indian 
call him “Bad Alec.’ 5 Yow knows 

“Yes, yes, I know whom you mean 
now—Big Alec Jamieson, the terror 
of the Waubening, thirty years ago. 
Tell me about him, William,—and 
Grand Lake, and the Portage of 
Death.”’ 
My impatience got the upper hand, 

with the usual result, when question- 
ing an Indian. The old man merely 
grunted: “Uh, maybe,’ and pro- 
ceeded, with much deliberation, to 
refill his pipe. 

He tended to the fire again, and 
smoked in silence for several minutes. 
But I was not doomed to disappoint- 
ment. Presently he began to speak. 
I shall not attempt to repeat the tale 
as I heard it, in a mixture of broken 
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English and Chippewyan. This for 
several reasons, chief of them con- 
sideration for the reader. » 

In the summer of 1875 or ’6 Factor 
McDonald, who for many years had 
been in charge of the company’s 
post of Waubening, left for England. 
In his place was appointed Alec. Jam- 
ieson. For several years the latter 
had been a post runner,—a “‘tripper,”’ 
as they call themselyes,—one who 
travels from post to post, and through- 
out the intervening country. Their 
duty was to keep in touch with the 
Indians whose hunting grounds were 
in the out of the way places. In this 
way he came to know them intimately 
and built up the foundation of that 
despotic sway, which in later years, 
made him the terror of these people. 

After Factor McDonald’s depar- 
ture from Waubening affairs in that 
district began to prosper rapidly,— 
for the company, not for the native. 
Each year the shipment of fur was 
larger; the profits in three years had 
almost doubled those of the previous 
factor’s time. At headquarters was 
shown surprise. wonder at the change. 
But no investigation was started, no 
inquiry made. Jamieson—thus 
reasoned the company—must have 
devised some new method of dealing 
with the Indians. It was surely a 
profitable one, and interference on the 
company’s part might have proved 
untimely, causing loss. They let the 
matter rest. 

The secret of the new factor’s suc- 
cess cannot be better expressed than 
in William’s own words: “Big Alec, 
he make the Indian all time starve.”’ 

With the departure of McDonald 
from Waubening there began a veri- 
table reign of terror. Even to-day 
the old residents, recalling those 
stirring times, speak of the period in 
such terms. The price paid to the 

‘Indians for fur was reduced to a 
minimum. “No fur, no debt,’’ was 
the order, and the unfortunate In- 
dian trapper and his family were 
turned away from the post, hungry 
and destitute. An unsuccessful 
season’s hunt meant not so much a 
slump in the trader’s profits as it did 
a year of starvation to the natives. 
Even among the immediate employ- 
ees of the post it was a period of 
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privation. The half-breed servants 
suffered like the rest. For instance, 
the rations issued to each man de- 
tailed to make the summer trip to 
Fort Ile Ronde, a distance of three 
hundred miles and return, which 
usually extended over a period of five 
weeks, consisted of one pound of tea, 
one plug of tobacco, a package of 
matches, and four fish-hooks! Should 
sufficient game be found along the 
route, well and good. If the con- 
trary were the case, it was—unfor- 
tunate; Indian canoemen were far 
from scarce, and the ranks could 
easily be filled for the next trip. 

The prices set on the bare necessi- 
ties of life, which could be obtained 
nowhere but in the company’s store, 
were of the highest. 

Each year matters grew worse. 
The only opposition to this system of 
tyranny, was that offered by the 
resident missionary, which was soon 
quashed—the good man was driven 
from the country! 

With the defeat of their only ally 
the lot of the natives became more 
pitiable. They were now completely 
at the mercy of Big Alec. Each 
spring pestilence broke out among the 
members of the tribe. 

In their starved and emaciated 
condition the sickness wrought havoc 
in their ranks, and the borders of the 
little burial ground at Waubening 
were quickly extended. 

The future looked ever darker. 
Then, to Big Alec. came rumors 

from the outside world. At head- 
quarters fear had entered the council; 
inklings of Big Alec’s doings were at 
last leaking through from the wilder- 
ness to the ears of the people. Mat- 
ters had gone far enough. Much 
against their will the council issued 
the edict—Alec Jamieson must go! 

This is what Big Alec heard,—and 
heeded in his own fiendishly zealous 
way. ‘Iwas zeal for the Great Com- 
pany only, for in thick or thin, 
prosperity or privation, loyalty to 
the company was ever uppermost. 
He knew that a year must elapse 
before the official command could 
reach him. What a year that would 
be at Waubening! What enrichment 
for the company! What hellish suf- 
fering for the Indians! 
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It was one of those autumns when 
everything pointed to a record catch 
of fur. The frost and the snow had 
swept down unannounced in the fall; 
game was exceedingly scarce. The 
fur-bearing animals would be driven 
south from the Barrens to the woods 
the trapper’s habitat. 

Big Alec, with fiendish cunning and 
foresight, heartlessly planned his 
campaign. He planned it well, so 
intimate was he with the childish 
nature of the Indian, so knowing of 
the heart’s wishes of the squaw. He 
promised that that year conditions 
would change; that for their fur he 
would treble the reward. Prices in 
the store would be cut lower than 
they had ever dropped before, even 
in the balmy days of Factor Mc- 
Donald’s time. He even offered 
prizes for the best catches and full 
rations in the spring to all who stayed 
about the post. 

“But little debt can I give you 
now, he added, ““You must bring in 
fur—heaps of it. “‘Then I’ll pay you 
as never before.” 

As never before! Irony of ironies! 
Uncomplaining, unsuspicious, 

trusting to the factor’s promises, the 
Indians went their way. They asked 
no reasons for the sudden change; 
they wondered not. They simply 
thanked the Kitchie Manitou—the 
Great Spirit of the redman,—and 
looked forward to the spring. 

With meagre supplies, but buoyed 
with the promises of plenty, the 
trappers and their families left the 
post. At last on their horizon the 
clouds seemed to be breaking. 

To their separate hunting-grounds 
they scattered, their scantily laden 
canoes getting up the streams just 
before the setting of the ice. 

The long, hard -winter passed. 
Game was scarce,—seldom had there 
been a leaner year. Many of the 
poorly-clad and_ starving families 
perished in the terrible solitudes of 
their distant haunts. Only the fur- 
bearing creatures visited them and 
they in numbers far above the trap- 
pers expectations. Beautiful silver- 
greys, the dainty marten, and the 
glossy beaver were taken in abun- 
dance. Wigwams here and _ there, 
many miles apart, became littered 
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with the luxurious pelts. 
In many of the little snow-en- 

shrouded teepees the hard-won skins 
remained ungathered. They covered 
the frozen remains of those whom the 
cruel winter had sent forth on the 
Last Lone Trail. Never more would 
they set trap or deadfall, or snare 
the furry runners of the woods. 

Hope and expectation, and the 
promise of glorious rest alone kept 
many others from going under. 
When at last the spring returned, 

the rivers hurled their winter cover- 
ings seaward, the Chippewyans once 
more pitched their storm-beaten, 
smoke-stained teepees about the post. 
Canoe after canoe, deeply laden with 
the spoils, guided by frost-burned, 
emaciated crews, had burled down- 
stream, swept round Battery Point, 
and grounded on the flats below the 
stockade. As quickly as they arrived 
the rich bales had been carried to the 
office, the pelts counted and examined 
and transferred to the depot. . 

The ragged and hungry Indians, ~ 
rich with credit slips, gathered daily ~ 
outside the stockade, awaiting the 
time set for the opening of the trade. 
When the last trapper had been 

accounted for Big Alec set the ser- 
vants to closing up all the entrances 
to the depot and the store. Then, 
with the employees at his back, he 
stepped forth from the stockade gate. 
This being the day for settlement, 
all of the Indians who could leave 
their tents were congregated before 
the post. They now crowded closer 
to hear the factor speak. Expectant, 
eager, the pitiable-looking creatures 
waited on his words, the words of 
their lord and master. 

Coldly, scornfully, Big Alec looked 
them over. 

“Where is George Bluefather?” 
he asked, in an imperious tone. 
‘“Why is he not here? Is he not yet 
your chief, or have you put him 
among the squaws?” 

‘‘Bluefeather is in his teepee.- He 
has the death sickness.’’ answered 
one the bucks nearest to the factor. 

“Death sickness nothing. ~Your 
chief is but a squaw himself. He 
should be here. Bring him, two of 
you, bring him if you have to carry 
him.” 
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Two of the young men set off to- 
wards the encampment, whilst the 
rest, bewilderment showing in their 
faces, began to murmur among them- 
selves. Big Alec’s sudden aggressive 
manner had brought a qualm of fear 
into their hearts, a foreboding of 
disaster to themselves. This, 
thought they, cannot be the man who, 
with well-wishes for the season, bade 
them good-bye in the fall. Nor is it 
like him who, less than two weeks ago, 
welcomed them and their precious 
catch when they landed on the flats 
nearby. No!he is more like the factor 
of old, the ““Bad Alec”’ they had been 
accustomed to deal with. With 
their thoughts their fears grew apace. 

Big Alec, impatient, strode back 
and forth before the gate, till the two 
messengers returned. Between them 
the old chieftain, crippled with old 
age, and weakened by exposure and 
lack of food, hobbled forward. A 
fish spear in his hand did duty for 
cane and crutch. 

‘““Bluefeather,’’ said Big Alec, and 
he raised his voice that all might hear, 
“the Great Company cannot pay 
your people this spring. There will 
be no debt—nothing till next fall. 
That is all. You may go.” 

The brutal significance of the fac- 
tor’s words were lost for some mo- 
ments on his hearers. Incredulity 
and astonishment left them speechless. 

A look of consternation struggled 
to the chief’s face but he fought it 
down again. Nobly he responded to 
the mandate. 

“Tis not so! ’Tis not so!’ he said, 
“You took our fur. You gave us 
your promises. We all have our 
meejum papers wherewith to get our 
debt.” 

“Keep your meejum, then, keep 
it!’ answered the other, brutally. 
“That's all you'll get from me.” 
“We must have food,—we’re 

starving. Our squaws cannot get 
fish. Our sons and daughters are 
dying, the children are crying for 
food.” 

The old man’s pleading voice rose 
to a cry of anguish. But no en- 
treaties could touch the flinty sub- 
Stance that Jamieson owned as a 
heart. The chief’s appeal but served 
to arouse his anger. 
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““Go and hunt for your food as you 
used to.” he cried, with a sweep of 
his arm that took in the whole band. 
“You'll get nothing but the devil 
from Alec Jamieson; the store is 
closed. I have said it. Go!’ 

The old chief straightened his aged 
limbs and stepped a pace forward. 
With a defiant shake of his hoary 
locks he seemed to throw off the 
weight of his many years. Once 
more he was the dauntless war chief 
of the Chippewyans. The flash of his 
eyes met the kindling rage in those of 
Big Alec’s. 

‘**Factor Jamieson,” he cried, ‘““You 
dare not do this. At my bidding my 
people will rise and demand their 
rights. I have spoken!” 

“Spoken; have you? Spoken?’’ 
repeated Big Alec, and the terrible 
fury of the man, long pent up, burst 
forth unrestrained. He took a step 
forward and clenched his fist. Blue- 
feather, the ancient spirit of his race 
aroused to action, leaped towards the 
other. He raised his arm, clutching 
the deadly spear, and opened his lips 
to speak. The gesture was enough 
for Jamieson. With a snarl of rage 
he lunged, and his huge fist, with the 
mighty strength of the man behind it, 
crashed full on the old man’s mouth. 

“You would, would you!’ he 
roared, as the stricken chief. crumbled 
up and dropped at his feet.”> No one 
ever threatened Alec. Jamieson and 
got away with it!” 

With blazing eyes and a sweep of 
his arm he turned to the frightened 
herd about him. 

‘“Away with you all! he shouted, 
‘Take this old dog with you and get! 
Away now, at once.” 

About he swung and the cowed 
servants behind him made a passage 
for him with great alacrity. He com- 
manded them to close the gate, then 
strode off in the direction of the 
office. 

With a rattle the heavy 
into place. 
was over. 

That evening the old chief had but 
strength enough to call his only son 
to his side. 

“Abram,” he said, in broken 
accents, “‘very, very soon the Chip- 
pewyans will have a new leader,— 

bars fell 
The day of settlement 
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that will be you. My life and my 
usefulness is spent. I cannot meet 
Factor Jamieson, and so must pass 
away according to the way of my 
forefathers—by my own hand. 
Hand me my gun!” 

The young man did as requested 
and waited. Cocking the rifle, Blue- 
feather passed it back to the other. 
Then, with what little strength re- 
mained, he raised himself to his feet. 

“Tt is an ancient custom of our 
people—that, when a brave is struck 
by the hand of another and cannot 
resent the deed, he must give up his 
life to the Kitchie Manitou. You, 
my son, must account for Bad Alec,— 
but only after you have cared for our 
people. I have spoken! 

Now, I go to the Manitou! Mee- 
noshan meena! Good-bye!” 

A single shot startled the quiet of 
the night! Abram Bluefeather be- 
came the new chief of the Chippew- 
yans! 

For days the Indians did nothing. 
So expectant,— so certain had they 
become that their days of privation 
were over and the factor’s promises 
of plenty would be fulfilled, that they 
were fairly stupefied by the blow. 
Then slowly, they saw the situation as 
it wasand realized that their plightwas 
worse than ever. 

A council was held. After a spir- 
ited debate, between seventy-five and 
eighty families—three hundred 
people all told, nearly one half of the 
tribe--decided to leave Waubening and 
seek pastures new. Some of the 
younger hot-bloods advocated a re- 
cognition of their rights by force of 
arms, but older and wiser councillors 
voted down the war-like idea. ‘“‘Our 
people, the Chippewyans,”’ said one, 
“have for many years now been a 
peaceful tribe. The days of the war- 
path are past and gone.’ 

The view of the older braves pre- 
vailed. The peaceful, though much 
harder, course of evacuation was 
adopted. Like acertain ancient peo- 
ple they prepared to leave their state 
of bondage’ and seek a _ promised 
land of plenty. 

Near the headquarters of the 
Nemiskau, many weeks journey from 
Waubening, lay a stretch of country 
that was as yet unpeopled by the 
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Indians, nor exploited by the trader. 
Several of the older hunters knew this 
area, the Grand Lake district, and to 
it they would guide the rest. 

That same summer they struck 
their teepees, packed their canoes, 
and bidding farewell to those who had 
chosen to remain, they turned their 
backs on Waubening. Up the Nem- 
iskau there commenced that never-to 
be-forgotten voyage. The lower 
reaches of the treacherous stream, 
boulder-studded, and made almost 
impassable by swift, choppy rapids, 
broke the backbone of the party. 
From there on hardships ever grew 
greater. 

After ten days of struggling against 
the stream the last few pounds of | 
food were eaten. The country was 
barren of game,—starvation stared 
them in the face. 

Another council was held. The 
determination of the band to push 
on at all costs found very few dis- 
senters. These returned to Waubening. 

The others decided to leave the 
Nemiskau and strike up one of its 
branches, known as the Devil’s Head 
River. They partly realized the 
task that lay ahead of them, for they 
had heard of the numerous heart- 
breaking portages on that stream. 
But, near the upper reaches, could 
they last that far, the hunters hoped 
to intercept the northward migration 
of the caribou. That was their only 
salvation,—the finding of plenty of 
food. 

Onward, fighting the current each 
foot of the way, braves and squaws 
kept up the torturing grind. Each 
day they grew weaker; scarcely would - 
a camp be made at night when a 
death, and often several in the same 
day, would be reported. In the Big 
Stone rapids—so weakened had their 
paddlers become—three canoes cap- 
sized, and those on board were swept 
away. Swiftly,-by twos and threes, 
the devils of starvation were wiping 
out the tribe. 

At last they struck the foot of the 
Long Portage. There are many 
‘long’ portages in the tough old 
North, but none better deserving of 
the name than that on the Devil’s 
Head River. It is the Chippewyans’ 
Portage of Death! 
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For fifteen miles the river became 
nothing more than a series of chutes 
and cataracts. The water must be 
abandoned. No_ smooth = stretches 
are there to give the weary portageur 
a resting spell. All the way the 
tumpline must replace the canoe. 

Through rocky gullies seven 
streams entered the Devil’s Head. 
Their banks, steep and tree-covered, 
were over a hundred feet in height in 
places. All these had to be crossed. 
Furthermore, no portage trail ex- 
isted,—all about was a virgin, fire- 
swept forest, bristling with almost 
impenetrable windfalls. 

At the foot of the portage four 
canoes turned back. Broken in 
spirit, crippled in body, their crews 
dared not make the attempt. These 
never reached Waubening, nor were 
seen again. 
When the long procession of gaunt, 

silent braves. broken-hearted squaws, 
and hungry, crying children, all 
staggering under the weight of canoes 
and packs, had crossed the first gully, 
three tents remained standing in its 
bottom. They were dwellings, no 
longer for the living, but for the dead. 
Each succeeding climb exacted its 
toll, in ever-increasing numbers. 

No thought now was given to help- 
ing the weaker members of the band. 
They were left unattended where they 
fell. This was the nature of the 
Indian—the survival of the fittest. 

But all things must have an end,— 
whether it be the endurance of the 
savage in privation, or an unbroken 
trail. In four days time the survivors 
reached the head of the portage and 
feebly launched their craft once more. 
One long day they paddled,—over the 

smooth waters of the Upper Devil’s 
Head. The next forenoon, a mile 
ahead of the leading canoe, a mag- 
nificent buck caribou stepped forth 
from the tree fringe on the southern 
bank. 

“Hist!” The leaders crouched low. 
Quickly, like a wind ripple sweeping 
over the water, the word of caution 
passed from craft to craft. The 
flotilla quietly came toahalt. Young 
Bluefeather’s canoe, manned by the 
Strongest of the paddlers, left the 
others and darted towards the bank. 
Under cover of the overhanging 
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boughs, with no sound but the “‘drip! 
drip!’ of the water off the paddles, it 
crept quickly up the stream. 

In anxious silence the others 
watched the stalk. Would the caribou 
wait? Would he take alarm? What 
a hell of torment did those starving 
wretches live through! 

Suddenly the deer threw up its 
head, glanced affrightedly down the 
stream,—then plunged into the river. 

A groan of dismay from the Indians 
behind! A hurried shot from Blue- 
feather’s rifle! Umnscathed, the an- 
imal reached the further’ bank, 
scrambled out, and disappeared with- 
in the woods. 

Curses and screams rose to the lips 
of the hunger-tormented men and 
squaws—to be checked ere they had 
time for utterance! For, from the 
nearby shore, whence their frightened 
leader had come, three more caribou 
plunged into the river. A_ second 
later, crowding upon one another, 
hundreds after hundreds of these 
lordly beasts followed in their wake. 
For hours at the crossing the stream 
was but a seething mass of glistening 
antlers and heaving sides. 

The Chippewyans had intercepted 
the migration! 

Days dragged into weeks as what 
was left of the little party feasted and 
rested at the crossing. After a time, 
their strength renewed and _ spirits 
freshened, they continued up the river. 
One week more and the Indians pit- 
ched their new skin teepees—part of 
the great kill—on the shores of the 
promised land. Grand Lake became 
the new home of the Chippewyans. 

William ceased speaking, and made 
a trip to the net, but with poor success. 
Two fish only were added to the pile. 

‘‘And Big Alec?’ I asked of him, 
when he had returned to the fire. 
‘Did Bluefeather’s son get him?” 

‘“‘Uh,”’ replied the old man, simply, 
and relapsed into moody silence. 
Thus he sat for several long minutes, 
and then he finished his tale. 
Abram Bluefeather camped for a 

year at Grand Lake. The Indians 
found game and fish in abundance, 
and, as well, a market for their furs. 

The next winter the young chief, 
with a single companion, returned by 
an easier route to Waubening. He 
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found Big Alec gone, a new factor in 
charge, and a missionary back among 
the flock. The emancipation of his 
people thus under way, Bluefeather 
had another mission to perform. He 
learned that Jamieson had been trans- 
ferred to Culling House, hundreds of 
miles in the interior, well in the 
country of the Yellow Knives. For 
two months the unfamiliar trails of 
the Yellow Knives passed under the 
snowshoes of the Chippewyan chief 
and his’ fellow-tribesman. Then 
Bluefeather found himself at Culling 
House. 

Big Alec, himself, opened the door. 
““Ha!’ he exclaimed, and the old 

devilish light sprang into his eyes. 
“Young Bluefeather come at last! 
I’ve been waiting for you, you Chippy 
dog! I knew you'd come!’ 

As he spoke he stepped back and 
reached for the gun that, primed and 
ready-cocked, had stood thus in the 
corner for nearly a year. But his 
fingers never touched it. Blue- 
feather’s rifle spat fire,—once—twice! 
One ball tore up the black heart of 

Big Alec Jamieson,—the other entered 
his own. 

“What did they do to the Chip- 
pewyan who went with Bluefeather. 
to Culling House?” 

‘“‘Nothing,’” answered William. 
“Yellow Knives no like Alec. Jamieson. 
They all time hungry, same as my 
people.” 

‘““And he came back to Waubening?” 
“Uh, him come back. Him chief 

guide for whitemen on de Waubening. 
Him old William Utchekat.” 

“You!’? I. exclaimed, in amaze- 
ment. ““You were the Chippewyan 
with Bluefeather?”’ 

A close observer might have de- 
tected the faintest of twinkles in the 
old Indian’s eye,—only for a second. 

“Uh,” he grunted in answer. 
The fire had burned down to a 

little heap of graying ashes which the 
rising wind was already beginning to 
scatter. The net was dry and empty. 
We rose, and, with our little string of 
whitefish, made our way up the path 
between the stunted spruces, to the 
teepee on the hill. 
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H. C. Haddon 

HE boy took down his gun from 
the wall, and crammed half a 
dozen shells into his_ pocket. 

Old Rover watched his master’s act- 
ions for a few seconds, and then, no 
longer able to control his feelings, 
burst into a storm of delighted bark- 
ing. 

Martin smiled bravely at his 
mother, though his tears were not 
very far off. 

“*T guess I'll try for a rabbit in the 
old pasture *’ he said, and tried to 
whistle unconcernedly as he went out. 

It was a beautiful day in early 
spring. The sun was shining, the 
young grass was already green and 
luscious, and all the trees were break- 
ing into tiny leaf. It was good to be 
alive, in truth! Yet why was his 
mother always crying these days? 
It worried Martin, for he could not 
understand his mother being so un- 
like her usual happy self. To be sure, 
he himself had cried a bit when his 
father had died six months before, 
even though he was nearly fourteen. 
But that was half a year ago now, 
and his mother seemed to grow more 
miserable than ever. She _ could 
hardly even look at him nowadays 
without bursting into tears. No 
fellow likes to be cried over, and 
Martin could not understand it at all. 
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Poor boy! There were many other 
things as well that he could not have 
understood. 

It was lucky for him that he knew 
nothing of the mortgage that would 
soon fall due; lucky for him that he 
did not realize that the old farm 
would have to be sold to pay off this 
mortgage. Sweetgrass Farm—the 
old farm that had belonged to his 
father, and his father’s father, and 
that he himself was looking forward 
to owning some day. 

Poor lucky boy! But perhaps if he 
had known of this he would have 
understood his mother’s tears. 

Martin lay on a shelf of rock in the 
old pasture. Below him the land 
sloped away sharply to where, forty 
yards below, there was a strip of green 
meadow land bordering on the stream. 

Behind him the land was broken up 
by several small gullies, and was 
nothing but a tangle of old berry 
bushes. A cow trail wandered aim- 
lessly among these bushes, and it was 
along this trail that Martin expected 
old Rover to drive the rabbit. But 
Rover did not seem as if he could find 
arabbit today, and for nearly half an 
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hour the boy had lain on the rock, 
digging his fingers in the cool moist 
earth, and sleepily watching the ants 
as they busied themselves over their 
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silly little affairs. Then suddenly 
the boy sat up, thoroughly wakened. 
Hark! What was that? Old Rover 
was barking furiously over in a small 
patch of woods about a quarter of a 
mile away. 

Martin, describing it afterwards, 
said “‘I knew it wasn’t a rabbit, and 
it didn’t sound like a coon, so I figured 
I’d just stay where I was, and give 
the dog.a chance.” 

So, luckily, he did sit still. Rover 
had worked through to the far side 
of the woods, and seemed to be head- 
ing in the opposite direction to the 
Oy. 
Then, almost as if by magic, a slim 

brown animal appeared suddenly by 
the brookside. 

A fox! This was the first live fox 
that Martin had ever seen, and the 
lust of ki'ling gave place to the pleas- 
ure and wonder of watching. Lying 
up there on the slab or rock, hidden 
by the berry bushes, Martin was able 
to watch the whole of the little drama. 

The vixen came loping along, 
light as a wind blown feather, tail 
oo out, apparently in no hurry at 
all. 
When she came to the first of the 

leaning trees that were growing by 
the brookside, the vixen stopped for 
a few minutes, probably listening to 
try and locate the dog. 

Then, apparently satisfied with 
what she had heard, she trotted out 
into the middle of the strip of meadow 
land, and there gave her exhibition to 
the delighted boy up on the rocky 
hillside. Have you ever lain hidden 
on a runway, and watched Reynard 
criss cross his tracks in an endeavour 
to throw the dogs off his scent? If 
you have, then you wi!l understand 
some of the pleasure the boy got in 
those few minutes when the fox held 
the stage. Never a thought did 
Martin have of the gun lying beside 

_ him, though a multitude of questions 
flashed through his mind. ‘‘Why did 
the fox do that?” and “‘what will he do 
next?’ and many others. 

The vixen trotted out into the 
middle of the little strip of meadow 
land, and there chased her own tail 
for a few minutes. 

There was no danger of course. 
That lumbering old dog back there in 
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the woods could never catch even a 
sick fox, and this particu ar fox was an 
extremely well fox. Yessir! All the 
same, this silly old dog must be so 
confused and muddled that he would 
give up fox chasing as an unprofitable 
business. 

And so the vixen proceeded to 
muddle the dog. Back to the brook 
she went, then headed across to the 
other side of the meadow; now up, 
now down, now running in circles, 
now in straight lines. The boy upon 
the rock tried to keep a mental 
diagram of the fox’s movements, 
but soon gave it up as hopeless. 

With what infinite pains did that 
fox confuse her tracks. Now she 
would jump up into the air, and with 
a rapid twist of her wonderful muscles 
would come down so that she was 
facing her own back track. Now she 
would suddenly leap sideways, and 
start a new series of intricate puzzles. 

All the time, though she was working 
nearer to the brook, for there was 
method in her apparent madness. At 
last, when she judged she was close 
enough, she gave another wonderful 
side spring, and landed fair and square 
in the brook. 

The water was only a few inches 
deep, but it was enough to kill any 
scent, and confident in this knowledge 
the vixen trotted off down the shallow 
waters of the brook. 

She kept to the stream till almost 
out of sight, and Martin was just able 
to catch a glimpse of a fleeing brown 
body as it broke across the strip of 
open country that lay between the 
brook and the sanctuary of the berry 
patch. 

About ten minutes later old Rover 
appeared on the scene. He had no 
difficulty at first in following the fox 
tracks, but he very soon got into 
trouble, getting more and more be- 
wildered with each succeeding twist 
and turn. 

If I were making up this story I 
should stop here, for the sake of the 
old dog’s feelings. Since I am only 
telling you what Martin told me, I 
am forced to confess that old Rover 
was hopelessly outwitted. 

At the end of about five minutes, 
full of confidence, and barking joy- 
ously, Rover, that great coon and © 
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rabbit hound went off on the back 
track. 

The great infallible Rover back- 
tracking a fox! 

If you are a doggy man you will 
smile at this. Martin certainly 
smiled, although he was sick with his 
dog. And I don’t think that we need 
stretch our imagination a great deal to 
picture the vixen smiling also. 

Several times during the next two 
or three weeks Martin watched the 
vixen match her wits against the dog’s. 
That the vixen would succeed in 
throwing Rover off her scent the boy 
never for an instant doubted. He 
didn’t want the fox to be caught, and 
if anybody had suggested his shooting 
the vixen ahead of the dog, well, I 
think Martin would have been sur- 
prised at the very idea. Indeed there 
were many times when the gun was 
left hanging on the kitchen wall. 
Martin was content just to watch, 
and there are very few of us who can 
watch a wild animal for many minutes 
without learning something about it 
that we never knew before. 

There is not a great deal of need 
for me to describe the different 
occasions on which the boy saw the 
vixen, or evidence of her work. Ifyou 
have ever lived in the country you will 
have read the same story many times. 
Here it would be a little bunch of fur 
by a fence side to tell the tale of a 
tragedy of rabbit-land; there a few 
scattered feathers would show all that 
was left of an incautious partridge. 

However, one morning there was 
quite a different story for Martin to 
read. No need to ask the meaning of 
a'l those white feathers round the 
chicken house—no need to wonder 
what had taken toll of the hen roost. 

So, very early one morning in May 
Martin lay again on that slab of rock 
in the old pasture. Old Rover was 
chained up at home this time, and 
this time the gun was loaded with 
buckshot. For sport or sentiment 
pid not figure in the programme at 
all. 

The command had gone out from 
headquarters that Martin was to 
shoot to kill, and so the boy was lying 
here with the dew damping his clothes 
Waiting to carry out his mother’s 
wishes. By and by he spied the 
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vixen trotting along from the direct- 
ion of the farm, and Martin gave a 
little gasp of admiration when he saw 
the white chicken she was carrying in 
her jaws. 

The boy was so certain that he had 
fastened the fowls up securely, and 
yet—! 

And very cautiously he reached for 
his gun. 
What was the vixen doing at the 

root of that old tree? Was she going 
to bury the chicken, and go back for 
another? Suddenly the light dawned 
on Martin, and he laid his gun down 
again. Cubs! 

The vixen was not shot, and this 
is how Martin excused himself to his 
mother. 

““Oh ma, I just couldn’t shoot her 
when I saw her there playing with her 
pups. It seemed like murder, some- 
how! Gee, they did look pretty 
pulling that pullet to pieces, and the 
old fox just lying there and loving 
them!’ 

However, Martin’s mother remain- 
ed firm. The den must be dug out, 
and an effort made to se!l or dispose of 
the pups. It took Martin two hours 
hard work to reach the end of the den, 
two hours with shovel and mattock 
before he was able to put his arm 
down the gaping hole and feel the 
little furry bodies shivering at the end 
of it. 

And then suddenly the boy was on 
his feet, and running towards the 
house, calling for his mother at the 
top of his voice. Panic seized him, 
and he came back and stuffed his sack 
into the mouth of the hole, shovelling 
earth on top of it with feverish 
anxiety. No—not that, it would 
suffocate them; tear it all out again 

Well, there is not much more to tell. 
Martin at last got the cubs in 
safety to the house. There were 
seven of them. Two, both vixens, 
were pure black, while several of the 
others showed more or less black 
markings. 

It was in the early days of the black 
fox boom, and I am almost afraid to 
tell you how much the boy received 
for those cubs. Certainly he had 
never believed that there was so much 
money in the whole world. It was 
quite enough to pay off the mortgage, 
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and to put the old farm on a paying 
basis. 

Today if you visit Martin or his 
mother, you are quite certain to see 
foxes, many of them in the old pasture 
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Unload your gun, though, and don’t 
be tempted, for it is an unforgivable 
sin to shoot a fox anywhere on Sweet- 
grass Farm. 

F. V. Williams 

T was November in the Lake 
region of the North woods. 
The summer foliage had all 

disappeared and the evenings were 
getting sharper with the increasing 
frosts which made the twigs and 
underbrush snap and rustle with the 
tread of otherwise noiseless feet. 
The deer season opened on the 15th 
and with an instinct that almost 
amounted to reason the deer had 
deserted their favorite haunts of the 
early fall and late summer for trails 
and thickets much more difficult of 
access, aS many a hunter finds out 
before the season is over. 

The trains from the city were 
bringing in hunters at every trip. 
Big men, little men, fat men, lean 
men, some with equipment enough to 

open a good sized sportsman’s store. 
high power rifles and a few of the 
‘older varieties At one particular 
station the platform was littered with 
dunnage of all kinds from tents to 
cooking outfits. The accommodation 
train of one day coach and express 
car had just unloaded its freight— 
six regular hunters, four of them “‘old 
timers’? who had been in this section 
the past eight or nine seasons. ‘Two 
of the passengers were new to the 
country, however, and their outfit 
had more than the usual number of 
mysterious boxes and packages. In 
fact, there was only one gun between 
them, a short barreled carbine, but 
each of the men carried a camera of 
the large, heavy variety, which caused 
much broad smiling and sundry winks 
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and grins from their fellow hunters 
and while waiting for the stage one of 
the old timers had his curiosity so 
aroused that he casually remarked 
that picture taking in the north 
woods at this time of the year was 
generally a very unsatisfactory pleas- 
ure. ‘You see I carry a kodak on all 
my hunting trips,’ he added apolo- 
getically, “but of course that’s just 
for the purpose of taking the pictures 
of the game we've killed. Now I 
have as good a lens as money can 
buy, but the woods are not much to 
look at with the trees all bare and 
there’s so much dark weather you 
can’t do much in the picture line,” 
to all of which the two with the one 
gun and the cameras replied that they 
thought it would be a great scheme to 
get some pictures of the hunters and 
hunted for one season at any rate as 
they had had their share of shooting 
in seasons gone by, and the smaller of 
the two spoke up and said, “We'd 
better begin right here,” and suiting 
the action to the word he stepped 
back a few paces and unslinging his 
camera (one of the reflecting mirror 
variety) he proceeded to take a few 
pictures of the group on the platform, 
and as the stage with two horses 
attached swung into view around a 
bend in the road, he focussed his 
attention and camera in that direct- 
ion. ; 

Nine miles as the crow flies due 
north from the little station before 
mentioned was the first of a chain of 
eight lakes, varying in size from 
three to two-thirds of a mile in length 
and connected by a maze of creeks 
and waterways. It was night, frost 
in the air, and the sky overcast and an 

_ occasional snow flake came drifting 
down among the tops of the spruce, 
forerunners of the first snow storm 
of the season, or perhaps it was a 
false alarm about the snowstorm, as 
two hunters remarked, who had been 
Outside their cabin studying the 
Weather conditions, and had finally 
turned in to dream of a good light 
fall of snow for tracking purposes in 
the early morning. 

Back about one hundred yards 
from the lake the big thicket began, 
and on the outskirts of this thicket 
two shadowy forms moved along to- 
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ward the water which ran through 
to another lake hereabouts making a 
ford much used by dwellers in the 
lake region in passing from one hiding 
place to another. The water was 
only about three or four inches deep— 
possibly half a foot in some places, 
and the shallowest part was quite 
evidently well known to the big shad- 
ows that moved silently and slowly to 
the edge of the lake, as a faint splash, 
splash, splash, splash indicated they 
were in the water. They were very 
cautious these two dwellers of the 
wilderness, and as if some unseen 
spirit had warned them they both 
stopped a short distance from the 
shore and gazed fixedly toward the 
point of land that ran out into the 
lake behind them. Something, they 
did not know just what, had aroused 
first their suspicions and then their 
curlosity about that point, and with 
hardly a ripple on the surface of the 
water they faded back into the shad- 
ows again. A long half hour passed 
when they again started to make the 
ford. This time they were about 
half way across when they stopped, 
and just as they turned to look, there 
was a blinding glare of light from a 
little to one side of the point, a light 
that transfixed them for an instant. 
Coming suddenly from the pitchy 
blackness of the night on the lake 
the blaze of light struck them fair 
in the eyes. It blinded and stupified 
them and as they stood there facing 
it there was a sudden sharp metallic 
click, a sharp rasping sound, and 
again that metallic click! With a 
bound in the air the big buck turned 
and with two tremendous bounds 
reached the shore, the doe following 
him. And now that his eyes were 
turned away from that terrible light 
his curiosity had given place to a new 
kind of terror and he crashed through 
thicket and over fallen logs until 
winded and bedraggled he stood 
under the shelter of a big cedar and 
gradually regained his composure, 
but it was not until along toward 
morning that the buck and doe 
sufficiently recovered their nerves to 
venture toward the lakes again and 
this time they went in an entirely 
different direction. Through a forest 
of tall spruce with scarcely any under- 
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brush they proceeded to this part of 
the waterway. They could see a 
long distance here and the light 
breeze drifting from the lake would 
give them ample warning of any 
possible danger directly in front. 

Pausing on the edge of a little 
clearing close by the water’s edge, the 
big buck’s quick ear caught the sound 
of some friend or enemy moving in 
the water’s edge a few hundred feet 
away, splash, splash,—then some- 
thing that made the big deer stamp 
his fore feet and look intently out a 
short distance on the lake. A shadow 
darker than the rest with a hardly 
discernible movement drifted in to- 
ward the shore and even as he 
watched, that glare of light that had 
so blinded and frightened him in the 
early part of the night illuminated 
the woods throwing into sharp relief 
the figure of a young spike buck 
standing at the water’s edge. The 
big fellow was not frightened this 
time. Curiosity held him and as the 
click he had heard before sounded in 
the still night air and the young buck 
came out of his trance and with 
‘flag’ up bounded away into the 
brush, the older deer and his com- 
panion slipped silently into a shallow 
creek and stole away into the woods 
on the further side and at right 
angles to this mysterious thing from 
the lake that could turn the night 
into light as bright as day. 

William Saunders, game warden: 
was the title on his stationery and all 
the old time hunters and sportsmen 
in this neck of the woods said “Billy” 
was a prince, (that is they did with 
one or two exceptions.) These fel- 
lows who were not in sympathy with 
Saunders’ ideas of enforcing the game 
laws, tried by every hook and crook 
to make a law or to evade the law to 
suit their own ideas. “Billy” was in 
a brown study. As had been his 
custom for years, he had at the open- 
ing of the season started with three 
deputies for the camps at the lakes. 
It was his rule to visit each camp, get 
acquainted and give the hunters all 
the help he could as regards routes, 
etc., and on the other hand a look at 
the deer killed, size, and the number 
killed in different sections of the lake 
country. All were interesting items 
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to Billy, but now there was trouble, or 
trouble brewing at least. The laws 
as written said that each nonres dent 
should pay the sum of $25.00 for one 
buck deer, owner of said deer to ac- 
company carcass on its transporta- 
tion out of the section, but it had 
gradually dawned on the game war- 
den that some one was “‘putting one 
over’ him. Some of the hunters on 
shooting their deer instead of packing 
them to camp merely hung them up 
on poles or on a tree and after putting 
their tags supplied with the license 
on them, left them for the guides to 
bring in later. In the week, Saunders 
had found three deer hanging in the 
woods with no tags on them, and 
upon inquiry at the camps there were 
none of the hunters who would admit 
they had even had a shot at a deer, 
although several had told him of the 
big buck that had been seen at 
Central Lake that they had all tried 
to get. He had heard rifle shots and 
had found dead deer hanging in the 
woods which no one would claim. 
Gazing out at the snow which was 
falling now as if it really meant busin- 
ess, Saunders remarked: “We-ll I 
don’t like the idea of prowling round 
watching these fellows that have paid 
their license money to come up here 
and shoot, but the idea of the most of 
them living up to the law and some 
other fellow for the sake of a big head 
of horns, shooting all the deer he 
sees and then taking out the largest 
head at the end of the season is too 
much for me. No I'll be darned if 
that sort of thing goes with me. 
I’m supposed to uphold the law and 
believe me this has got to stop.” 
Just here the cabin door opened and 
LaFave, one of the deputies came in. 
Saunders looked up inquiringly, but 
one glance at LaFave’s gloomy face 
told him something had gone wrong, 
and he quickly asked: 

‘Well, what’s the good word?” 
‘“Good word, Hell! Say, what do 

these hunters think they are doing up 
here this year, running a slaughter 
house or just shooting deer to spoil 
the shooting for decent law abiding 
people? Sa-ay, Saunders you sent 
me down to Round Lake to look 
around and believe me, I didn’t have 
to look much,”’ relapsing into silence 
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while he took off his heavy lace boots 
and eyed his coffee and beans on the 
table. 

“Well tell us about it. What did 
you see?’’ insisted the game warden. 

“Well I'll tell you, I went down 
there last night as you ordered. I 
put up the little shelter tent and got 
some wood ready for night as it looked 
like snow. Then I took the carbine 
and went back over the ridge to where 
you told me you found the deer 
hanging. The deer you spoke of was 
still there, and I made a big circle 
out round and got back to the tent at 
about dark. I sat around there 
awhile watching the big ford, as I put 
the little tent behind a thicket out of 
sight of the ford so as to be able to see 
without being seen. As I said, it was 
about dark, and as I watched a flat- 
bottomed boat come around the 
point, there by the little cove, you 
know the place? and he drew a 
diagram on the table with a stubby 
forefinger. Saunders nodded,—they 
were perhaps two hundred yards 
away and from where I sat, I could 
see a ‘contraption’ built up on the 
front of the boat. There was one 
fellow in the stern paddling the boat 
and a big fellow sitting in the bow 
monkeying ’round with this ‘gigam- 
aree’ up in front,while a smaller man 
sat in the middle of the boat. They 
fooled around for a few minutes and 
finally pulled over to the opposite 
shore into a fringe of weeds and as it 
was getting so dark I couldn’t see 
any more, you know your orders 
were not to interfere with anyone and, 

’ beside, all that, it would have taken 
- me an hour to get around the swamp 

to where they were. It was m'ghty 
cool out there but I had my suspicions 
about that bunch so I turned up my 
collar and sat there. I waited four 
hours, and it looked like we was 
going to get snow at any minute. 
& was just beginning to cuss myself 

for not building a fire and getting 
some sleep when all of a sudden down 
¥ ‘the point there was a flare of light. 

ay! that was some light! why gol 
durn it, it was like looking at the sun, 
and as I looked I saw a small sized doe 
=, the biggest buck I ever sat eyes 

ey 059” said Saunders, ‘‘what then?” 
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“That’s all. The darn hight went 
out and for five minutes I couldn’t 
see my nose it was so dark after lookin 
at that light. I sat ’round for an- 
other hour and then rolled up in the 
blanket and went to sleep.” 

‘““Didn’t you hear a shot when you 
saw that light?’? queried Saunders. 

‘Not a shot! I saw that buck 
jump and run. He wasn’t hurt, just 
scared plumb out of his wits. The 
doe followed him and about the last 
thing I saw was their “‘flags’” with the 
light on them as they hit the brush.” 
‘This morning,” he went on between 
mouthfuls of beans, “I purposely 
stuck round up there. I heard five 
shots away to the West about 6 
o’clock—sounded like an ’automat’. 
Then about 8 o’clock there was two 
more shots just a little south of 
Big Lake, and about an hour after- 
ward I broke camp and took a hike 
round that way and I found a good 
sized three-point buck hung up on 
poles close to the lake, no tag, guess 
he’d been there about a half hour. 
There was snow enough in places and 
I followed the tracks of two men, 
one, evidently a big heavy fellow, and 
one small man, for about a half mile 
until they struck the stony ground on 
the ridge where I gave it up. But, 
he added, “these fellows, some of 
them, are sure getting their money’s 
worth of venison, and it looks as if 
they didn’t care much for us Govy- 
ernment spies,” he added. 

““What’s that?’ demanded _ the 
warden. Where do you get that 
stuff? That don’t sound like you. 
Who talks that way round the camp?” 
Ohi was. all’ a little joke, I 

guess, > said LaFave. “I stopped in 
at the post office on the way up and 
there was some hunters in there. 
Remember the big fat fellow who 
was up here last year and got the big 
buck over on little Crab Lake? 
Somebody says he owns a railroad or 
something in the city. Well, he was 
there and he said he was going to get 
another big one this year if there 
wasn’t too many Government spies 
around. He didn’t know me,— 
thought I was the stage driver, I 
guess—but when one of the boys 
laughed and said that was kind of 
rough on me, he came over and gave 
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me a drink, and said he didn’t mean 
to offend, that if it wasn’t for the 
wardens there wouldn’t be no huntin’, 
and lots of questions about the lakes 
and when he asked me how many of us 
it took to take care of this territory, 
I told him two, and then when he got 
around to where he asked me how 
long we stayed up here, I told him ° 
we generally made a trip through 
this country about once a_ season, 
sometimes not that.” 

Saunders grinned. “Good for you, 
old, man. I s’pose your fat friend 
thought he’d pumped you dry.’ 

“Sure he did,” returned LaFave. 
You ought to see the bottle of medi- 
cine he gave me. It’s over there in 
my inside coat pocket,” as he jerked 
his thumb toward the coat on the wall. 

“You know I don’t care much for 
booze. I can be fool enough without 
fillin’ up on that ’swill.’ It is all 
right for a stimulant when you’re 
half froze and get back to the cabin 
after a soakin’ rain storm, soaked to 
the skin, but we can’t afford to use 
it while on duty, old top,’ remarked 
Saunders, ‘‘and say, I'll tell you what, 
you've been out three days now and 
you stay here for a few days and look 
after the cabin and see to the other 
two lads if they come in from the 
lower lakes, I want to have a look at 
this deer killing business myself. 
Time was when there was no need of a 
warden or deputies in the woods, the 
fellows who came in were sportsmen, 
shot when they thought the head was 
good enough, and were proud to tell 
you about it, and let the others go. 
[ll bet this will all simmer down to 
one man, possibly two. I'd hate to 
think there were more than two men 
in the woods in the season who were 
such damned hogs. Well she’s com- 
ing down hard,” as he glanced out of 
the window at the falling snow, ‘‘and 
in the morning there'll be good track- 
ing. And’ he muttered to himself, 
“Tl make that game hog ‘hunt his 
hole’ before the season’s over, believe 
me, whether he’s a millionaire or just 
a plain butcher.”’ 
When the light was out in the 

cabin and Saunders was just dropping 
off to sleep LaFave with an “Oh, 
say!” brought him back to the land of 
the living. 

IN CANADA 

“T forgot to tell you that I heard | 
wolves howling over in that big 
tamarack swamp the first night out, 
and saw their tracks in a number of 
places on the old logging roads this 
side of there.” 

“Glad -you told me,” returned @ 
Saunders. “I may get a crack at 
one on my rounds up that way.’ 

At four o’clock next morning — 
Saunders was on his way. A light 
sleeping bag, belt axe and a thirty- 
thirty carbine with three days rations 
completed his outfit for what he con- 
sidered going ‘light but right.” About 
three inches of snow had fallen and 
although it was not yet daylight, he 
knew the old trail and figured he 
could be well on his way by daylight 
to the more difficult trails that would 
require daylight for accurate travel- 
ling. Night found him fifteen miles — 
south of the cabin preparing to camp 
for the night at a small unnamed lake 
on the way round the circuit he had 
planned to travel. He had seen no 
hunters during the day, but had heard 
three shots very faint and far away. 
The travelling over the last five miles 
had been through a very rough piece 
of country with no trails and Saunders 
was glad of the comfort of the fire 
and sleeping bag. Along in the night 
he awakened and replenished the fire © 
and the howling of the wolves not 
more than a mile away up the valley — 
came to his ears. They seemed to be © 
moving rapidly for a half hour or so ~ 
and then there was a perfect bedlam 
of howls and yelps. t 

“Something doing over there. I'll 
bet Pll hav e to investigate that in the — 
morning.’ 

Daylight found him up the valleae . 
picking up the first wolf tracks where’ _ 
a pack of five big timber wolves had 
evidently taken up the track of a deer 
to be joined by others along the way. 
The tracks were evidently that of a — 
big buck, an enormous fellow, and the 
leaps he took were good to look at | 
from the experienced woodsman’ Soh 
point of view. 

“Some spring in that fellow, and 
look at the size of those tracks,” 
exclaimed the warden. “He must 
be the Grand-daddy of them all,” 
he mused as he followed the written 
story in the snow of the night before, 
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*Fat chance these varmits have of 
catching him up here in this bunch of 
swamps and hills. What the devil!” 
he ejaculated and with a movement 
as quick as a flash the carbine came 
round and spat flame through an 
opening in the spruce boughs ahead. 
Crack! again, and Saunders rushed 
forward into a little glade among the 
trees just as a big grey wolf slunk out 
on the far side leaving a second wolf 
as large as himself lying in the snow a 
few feet from the half eaten carcass 
of adeer. The snow was trampled in 
every direction not from a struggle 
but from the uneasy restless moving 
about of a band of from eight to ten 
big wolves. In the center of the 
trampled place was a tripod made of 
poles, and underneath was the carcass 
of the deer. Stepping to one side 
the warden—beginning at where he 
had entered the glade or opening 
walked slowly in a circle around the 
outer edge of the trampled snow until 
he saw a little to the left what he had 
been searching for,—the tracks of 
the big buck that the wolves had been 
chasing. He had bounded into the 
open at this point and seeing the 
suspended carcass had turned at 
right angles off into the brush. The 
wolves a few hundred yards behind 
him had come on the dead deer, and 
after suspiciously surveying it for 
some time had evidently been so 
hungry that some of the bolder ones 
had been able to pull it down and had 
eaten their fill and lain down on a full 
stomach to be near their next meal 
when they should become hungry 
again. Why they should not have 
picked the carcass clean puzzled the 
warden for some minutes until he 
happened to glance through the brush 
at the right and see in among the 
trees what had been a spike buck, the 
carcass picked clean. It had evi- 
dently been hung on the branches of a 
big spruce as one of them had been 
broken off. 

Saunders skinned the wolf he had 
shot and after shoving a couple more 
Shells in his carbine, took out a small 
pocket camera and took a picture of 
the scene of the night’s feast of the 
wolves, then tightened his belt and 
made straight for the nearest hunters’ 
resort. Arriving there about noon 
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he was welcomed by the landlord and 
the cook who had both known him for 
years. He was invited in to dinner 
in the guides’ part of the dining room 
and while eating the landlord was 
called outside to attend to some local 
disturbance among the chickens of 
which he kept quite a number for the 
use of his guests. The guides’ dining 
room was separated from the guest 
room by a partition that stopped at 
the eaves of the building leaving a 
free space at the top.. Conversation 
on the one side was plainly audible to 
anyone sitting in the other part of the 
building and Saunders could not help 
but hear the conversation of the two 
guests in the next room. 

“You know that first one night 
before last, Jimmie, was some shot. 
I got the two of them the first clatter, 
and the second shot was not needed 
but just took it for luck.” 

The parties were evidently about 
to leave the dining room and Saunders 
suspicions already worked to the 
bursting point, prompted him to 
walk to the swinging door used by 
the waiter and look in. One of the 
men looked up and saw him, but 
his manner did not seem to be that of 
a man who would, or was breaking 
the law--of any country, and the 
‘sot a match’’? question he asked, 
gave Saunders the very opportunity 
he had been looking for, and as he 
gave the matches the landlord came 
lumbering into the room and without 
any preliminaries introduced “Mr. 
Saunders, my friend, the Game War- 
den, meet Mr. Engell and Eldridge. 
These gentlemen,’ the landlord 
rambled on, ‘“‘are doing a new kind of 
hunting for this season of the year. 
They’re just using cameras and al- 
though they don’t expect to feed 
their friends on venison when they 
get back, they claim they’re having 
more excitement than the hunters.” 

The warden’s hopes went clear 
into his boots at his friend’s intro- 
duction as the game warden, but he 
noticed the older of the two photo- 
graphers look a little bit more in- 
terested than usual, and presently 
Mr. Eldridge proposed going over to 
the cabin they occupied and looking 
at some of their pictures. As they 
walked across the grounds, Eldridge 
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grasped Saunders by the arm and 
said in a low voice: 

““Old man, we’ve got in wrong with 
some of the hunters up here and I’ve 
got something I want to show you 
the worst way. It'll give one fellow 
his just desserts and set us right with 
the fellows here who have in some way 
come to the conclusion that we are 
shooting deer by Jacklight. You 
know, “‘went on Eldridge,’ that we 
even brought in distilled water and 
chemicals so we could see what we 
had on our plates before we left for 
the city, and we’ve had a whale of a 
time with the exception of giving 
the impression, which we cannot 
shake off, that we’re shooting deer 
and hanging them in the woods, with 
the idea of taking out the biggest 
deer at the end of the season.” 

Arrived at the cabin they were 
soon looking at plates developed there 
in the woods. 

““Here’s one that’s a wonder” 
commented Elridge as he showed the 
warden the picture of an enormous 
buck standing in a little cove and 
right alongside partly in the shadow 
a small doe apparently looking at this 
king of the North woods, both of 
them evidently caught in the act of 
crossing the ford. Saunders thought 
of LaFave and wondered at the 
accurate description the deputy had 
given of this same picture, but said 
nothing, and Elridge passed him a 
print with ““What do you think of 
that?’ and there in front of him was 
the man he was looking for. It was 
all he could do to refrain from con- 
gratulating this “picture man” on the 
spot. There in front of him was the 
black forest for a background, the 
light from the boat showing a piece 
of white sandy beach while a short 
distance from the beach a fat, very 
important, broad shouldered indi- 
vidual in a suit of up to date hunting 
clothes, was gazing in the direction of 
the boat, and a half breed Indian 
guide holding the leg of a tripod from 
which was suspended a deer was 
looking with frightened eyes at his 
employer. 

“Where did you take this?’ de- 
manded Saunders, “‘and do you know 
this man and his guide?”’ 

“The man stops here at the camp. 
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A Mr. Sharp, I believe his name is,”’ 
returned Eldridge, but his guide 
packed up and left the day after we 
got this picture. Said he was sick. 
You see we were sculling around the 
edge of the lake for several nights with 
out getting anything, when one day 
just before we started on our trip, a 
fellow came down to the boat and 
said he’d like to accompany us, and 
intimated he knew where we'd get 
something interesting. As we had 
had no particular luck up to that 
time, we took him along and he 
showed us this cove and said he knew 
deer used to come there nights. We 
heard a shot over in that direction 
before we'd even gotten near the 
place, but our visitor insisted we’d 
get a picture and as we approached 
this beach, I thought I heard some- 
thing moving in the brush. We were 
not making a sound and when we 
heard heavy footsteps on shore and 
a twig snapped, I switched on my 
“daylight”? and that’s what we got, 
and that fellow that accompanied us 
laughed so hard when he saw that 
pair in the bushes there that we gave 
it up that night and came back to 
camp. He excused himself and told 
us he’d give us a five dollar bill— 
‘Here’s the bill’ interrupted Engell— 
for one of those pictures, and next 
day when we came in to lunch, he’d 
gone. He took a deer with him, too, 
that he’d got right close to camp, but 
left his address with the landlord and 
said to send him one of the pictures 
as soon as possible.” 

‘““Well, who is this fat fellow?” 
“Oh, he stops here, and they say 

he’s president of the so and so rail- 
road. Has all kinds of money, but 
comes up here every year and always 
takes out the biggest head. There is 
not much more to tell.” 

It took Saunders the rest of the day 
to get back to LaFave and the next 
day they were at the resort and as all 
the hunters were not in they had to 
wait until supper time. The meal 
was nearly finished when Saunders 
and LaFave walked into the dining 
room and Saunders handing the man 
at the head of the table a photograph, — 
asked him if he had ever seen any- 
thing ‘ike that and to pass it along. 
It was passed down the table and as é 
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it reached the important Mr. Sharp, 
he gave one look at the picture, tore 
it in bits, and threw it on the floor, 
and with remarkable agility for a fat 
man kicked his chair to one side and 
started for Saunders standing coolly 
in the middle of the room. Happen- 
ing to glance at the door, however, he 
saw LaFave with his hand on the 
handle of his heavy automatic and 
changed his mind and began sputter- 
ing about “‘a man of his position, etc., 
it was a damnable outrage, he would 
see that they got theirs” and many 
other terrible things. In his rage 
he did not forget to curse photograph- 
ers, guides, game wardens, and in 
particular a certain ““common person” 
a clerk in some hardware concern who 
had dared to cross his views and who 
he knew was out with those photo- 

graphers the night that picture was 
taken, as he had heard his laugh, he 
could tell it among a thousand. 

‘All right, Mr. Sharp, when you 
get through I’ll have to trouble you 
to sleep in your cabin tonight”? and 
it is not in the records that Mr. Sharp, 
Superintendent of a railway and 
worth many hundreds of thousands, 
argued half a night and raged when 
an obdurate game warden refused to 
listen to his offers of money and 
threats of violence and loss of position. 
But when ‘the day’ arrived, the war- 
den took him to the city where he 
with a very bad grace paid a sum into 
the court for the wanton killing of 
game that would have made many a 
true hunter sit up and gasp with de- 
light to know there was such justice 
in the land. 

One of the old fishermen on the Bay shore near Bridge- 
town, N. S., relates a story of his experience the past season 
that was most exciting at the moment. While the skipper 
was at the wheel and the vessel gently gliding through the 
water, of a sudden a monster swordfish rushed right over the 
taffrail and bounced on the deck at his feet, and almost knocked 
him overboard. The big swordfish finding himself in a new 
world, flopped around pretty lively and the crew tried to kill 
him. After several desperate jumps he made an extra effort 
and away he went overboard again, the water being churned 
into foam as he headed for the bottom. The skipper explains 
the unusual incident by saying that two swords that had been 
taken from other fish were tied over the stern dangling in the 
water. Evidently the fighting fish had made a dive at these 
and came flopping in on deck. 
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HO that has ever visited an en- 
campment on an Indian reserve 
has not been struck with the 

number of half starving, snarling, 
growling curs that slink in and out 
among the teepees? There was once a 
reason for their existence, but their 
use to the Red Man is now purely 
imaginary, excepting in the far north 
where they are used for transporting 
supplies to outposts and police sta- 
tions, and hauling furs into the forts 
and trading posts. 

The Indian dog in the early days 
was a cross between the wolf and Es- 
kimo dog. Today in the north this type 
stands out prominently, but in the 
warmer regions of the west every 
breed of canine is to be found. They 
have an emaciated, hungry, half 
starved appearance and are a pest to 
travellers and settlers. Calves, lambs, 
barn yard fowl, and even small child- 
ren have often fallen prey to these | 
marauders who prowl about at all 
hours of the day and night. One set- 
tler records that one of his first ranch- 
ing reverses was to lose half his range 
calves by depredations on them by 
the savage brutes. 

In the long ago, dogs were the only 
beasts of burden the Indian had. 
Students of Indian lore tell us that the 
horse is a comparatively recent im- 
portation with the Indians. Butler 
in “The Great Lone Land’ says that 
as late as 1776, the plain Indians of 

the Western prairies remember that 
their horses were procured from white 
people who lived to the southward, 
These were likely the Spanish colon- 
ists in Mexico. 

It is plain from the Indian language 
that the Red Men did not always 
possess the horse as a beast of burden. 
A comparison of the words for horse 
used by the Indians will make this 
plain. In Cree a horse ‘is ‘Mis-ta- 
tim,’ the big dog; in Assiniboine, 
‘Sho-a-thin-ga,’ a great dog; in 
Blackfoot, ‘Po-no-ka-mi-taa,’ the 
Red Deer Dog. The Sarcees’ term for 
the horse is ‘Chistle,’ seven dogs, 
while the Gros Ventres call him, ‘It- 
shou-ma-shungu, red dog. It is 
manifest, therefore, that the wild men 
of the north-west looked upon the 
horse as a new comer, and their re- 
ference to him in the dog language of 
their tribe would indicate that the 
animal used as beast of burden before 
the Indians became equestrian in 
their habits was the dog. 

Transportation of baggage, even 
after horses became numerous, was 
performed by dogs. Horses were kept 
for hunting buffalo. In winter they 
were harnessed with bands of buffalo 
hide, and hitched to sleds and tobog- 
gans which carried the loads. In sum- 
mer, and in winter when there was 
little or no snow, the dogs were tack- 
led to two straight poles about fifteen 
feet long, fastened together at one end, 
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at the other, spread about eight feet 
apart. Where the poles are lashed 
together at the ends, several folds of 
dressed buffalo skins, which answer 
for a saddle, are fastened and laid 
directly on the dog’s shoulders. A 
strip of leather attached to this is 
brought round the dog’s neck and 
made fast again at the meeting of the 
poles. Then a hoop is laid across the 
poles a little behind the dog’s rump 

_ and interwoven closely with leathern 
thongs, and upon this the burden is 
laid. ~The contrivance is called a 
travois. Often horses are tackled in 
the same manner, the poles being as 
long as twenty-five feet. 

In the north country, where all 
transportation of supplies and mail is 
by dog train, the an'mals are gener- 
ally of the wolf-breed, and are said to 
be vigorous and longwinded. Huskies 
is the name usually applied to them. 
A hundred miles a day is a common 
journey for them. The endurance of 
the little creatures is something re- 
markable. <A story ‘s told of a clerk 
driving out twenty-five miles from a 
trading post with a dog team, which 
was immediately sent back to the post. 
Hurriedly preparing a packet, he de- 
spatched an Indian driver with the 
same dogs back to the party he had 
left and the outfit arrived before the 
party were up in the morning. The 
dogs had thus run seventy-five miles 
in a good deal under the twenty-four 
hours. 
When the half-breeds settled in the 

northern part of the great west, they 
put out poison for wolves and foxes 
and the Indian dogs in large numbers 
were killed by it. Thus a very im- 
portant mode of winter transporta- 
tion was lost to the Red Man. This 
practise was stopped, however, and 
the dogs soon multiplied to their 
former number. 

In by-gone days the emulation 
among Indians for dogs as runners 
was so great that all their hard earn- 
ings were spent on them, and the 
tawdry paraphernalia required to 
ornament a first-rate train was as ex- 
pensive as it was foolish. The squaw 
might go without her blanket, but the 
buck must have his dogs, and the dogs 
their scarlet ribbons and their bells. 

The Royal North West Mounted 

Police in the far north are using In- 
dian dogs on their patrols. These are 
not bred in the posts of the police, but 
are purchased from the natives when 
young for a mere trifle, and trained by 
the Indian scouts and dog drivers of 
the force. The price of an ordinary 
huskie in the land of the midnight sun, 
is about twenty-five dollars and a re- 
cent police report tells of the sale of 
three dogs for fifty dollars each. The 
police are using over 100 of these In- 
dian dogs in their work in the north. 
The cost of keeping a team of four 
dogs is from $300 to $400 a year, and 
in some cases more than this. 

If it were not for Indian dogs in the 
northland, there would be little need 
of the police. Nearly all rows, we are 
told, are over dogs. Thompson in his 
tales of his travels tells of starting out 
on one occasion with Indians and 
dogs when the snow was so deep that 
the huskies had fairly to swim and 
haul the heavy sleigh. One of the In- 
dian drivers became vexed with the 
conduct of his lead dog, and beat him 
to death. The incident delayed the 
expedition and was almost the cause 
of bloodshed in the camp. The In- 
dian was ordered out for mutinous 
behaviour and handed over to the 
police. Many cases could be cited 
where shooting has followed scraps 
over the huskie dog. 

The canines of the Red Men were a 
source of great annoyance to travel- 
lers, and are yet. Palliser, a noted 
traveller, tells that one morning, 
starting from camp, his party saw an 
Indian dog that was a notorious thief, 
actually poke his nose into a kettle as 
it was boiling on the fire, and take out 
a piece of meat. The pests could not 
be kept out of the palisades at the 
forts and trading posts where the 
nuisance of their presence was almost 
beyond endurance. They were the 
terror of every woman and child after 
dark. One could hardly step from 
one door to another without being in- 
terrupted by them; and worst of all, 
they made a kennel of the place, and 
in wet weather the stench was un- 
bearable. 

Henry, an old explorer, in an in- 
teresting account of how buffalo were 
captured in pounds, relates that here 
and there among the branches and in- 
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terwoven twigs of the buffalo fall, the 
Indians left openings large enough for 
dogs to pass through that they might 
feed on the carcasses of the bulls. He 
remarks that what appeared an ex- 
traordinary thing to him was that 
when buffalo were being driven into 
the pound, on the signal of their ap- 
proach, the Indian dogs would all 
skulk away behind the pound and not 
approach till the herd entered. It 
was a feast-time for the curs, but they 
had the good sense to wait till the 
feast was ready. 

It is roughly estimated that to-day 
there are from three to five dogs to 

every Indian family on western re- 
serves. These canines are utterly use- 
less, but the Indian is not satisfied if 
he has not a half dozen following him 
to the trading store or the town where 
he buys his supplies and sells his 
wares. Dog fights on the streets of 
the towns are common. It has been 
found impossible to exclude the dogs, 
and to shoot them is a costly under- 
taking for any municipality. And so 
the pest of the Indian dog is inflicted 
upon white neighbors of the reserva- 
tions and probably will be as long as 
there are Indians and Indian dogs. 

MY FIRST CARIBOU 
E. J. Kaufman 

after the big fellows and find what fun 
there is in making plans and arrange- 

ments, particularly when you do not intend 
making use of the services of a guide? The 

D: you ever make up your mind to go 

fall of 1913 found the writer busy lumbering. 
at Shawanaga, which is about eighteen miles 
north of Parry Sound, on the C. P. R. Long 
before the hunting season opened I was mak- 
ing plans for my annual hunt. Every fall I 
change my hunting grounds, which adds 
interest and variety to my outings. After 
getting all the maps of our northern country 
that it was possible to procure (the Dominion 
Recording office of Sudbury Mining Depart- 
ment, issue a very fine map) I was convinced 
that by striking north-west of Sudbury on the 
Canadian Northern Railway some good hunt- 
ing grounds would be reached. I had pre- 
viously decided to take with me as company a 
pal of mine, Jim by name, who was an expert 
with paddle and rifle. Jim was certainly 
‘right there’ when I approached him with my 
proposition of a trip up north, for Jim is a keen 
hunter and I had promised to finance the trip. 
We decided to stock up with about two and 
a half weeks provisions and as this was my 
third trip after big game I had the advantage 
of former experiences to guide us. 

The evenings prior to our departure found 
the writer busy converting factory cotton into 
small sacks of from five to fifteen pounds 
capacity for storing away such necessaries as 
salt, pepper, sugar, tea, beans, and in fact all 
our pantry supplies. Sacks like these are the 
best things to stand the wear and tear of a 
hard and long canoe trip. 

_ We had intended to get away not later than 
October 10th, but owing to business could not 
get started until the evening of the 14th, which 
was a mistake as any one going up north with- 
out a guide into a strange and wild country 

should go at least several days before the season 
opens in order to have a look around and 
become acquainted with the surrounding 
country. However, the evening of the 14th 
found Jim and the writer at the statiom at 
Shawanaga in good time and in the best of 
spirits. As our train did not arrive until 3 
a. m. we had plenty of time and Nick, the 
station agent, entertained us for a good many 
hours giving us in the meantime considerable 
fatherly advice. He told us he had a hunch 
we would come back disappointed. Finally 
the train arrived and after seeing that our 
canoe and duffle were aboard we climbed on 
the train and were soon speeding away towards 
Sudbury. As Shawanaga is a Local Option 
town we had rather a dry trip to Sudbury, 
which we reached about 7 in the morning. 
We found that we would have to wait all day 
in Sudbury as our train did not leave until the 
following evening. After stowing away a 
very good breakfast we finished purchasing 
the balance of our supplies which consisted of 
twelve double loaves of bread, cartridges for 
the writer’s .30 Remington and Jim’s .303 
Savage, also some lemonade to cheer us up 
when down-hearted. 

The balance of the day was spent in sight 
seeing, visiting the moving picture shows and 
in watching people trying to get through the 
mud, of which Sudbury usually has a fair 
supply in the fall of the year. We also had 
to get our duffle and canoe transferred from 
the C. P. R. to the C. N. R. station. Jim 
accompanied the transfer to see that every- 
thing got over and while going across he 
became so interested in the driver that he 
failed to notice his good Savage slide off the 
wagon and fall into the mud. 
reached the station and realized his loss there 
was some excitement and Jim lost no time in 
back tracking. Luckily he found his Savage 

When he 
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lying in the mud about half way between the 
two stations, which are nearly a mile apart. 
We soon discovered we were to have com- 

pany on the way up country as there were 
quite a number of boys waiting for the evening 
train, all bound for the haunts of big game. 
It was here we met the Leamington boys, five 
of them, who were also going up the line for 
moose. We had quite a pleasant time with 
these boys relating our past experiences. 
They advised us that they intended to leave 
the car at Mileage 91 and try and work south- 
west, thinking they could reach their old 
grounds north-east of Bisco by so doing. 

Our train was made up about 10 o’clock 
and we reached Ruel, about 1 o’clock on the 
morning of the 16th, Ruel being the end of 
the passengerrun. After a wait which seemed 
most awfully long we got into a big car and 
started on up the line, our train from now on 
being afreight. I had by this time decided to 
leave the cars at Mileage 91 also and strike 
north-east, intending to follow a creek which 
crossed the road at this point. About 3.30 
o’clock found us at 91, everyone in the best of 
spirits, as we had traversed some splendid 
hunting country on the way up, the beautiful 
moonlight night giving us the opportunity of 
taking a good look at the country. After 
seeing to the unloading ofall our belongings we 
started a fire and by the time we had done 
justice to a hearty breakfast we could see a 
faint streak of light in the east, a welcome sign 
indeed as we were now waiting for day to 
break. In the meantime our Leamington 
friends had decided to throw in their lot with 
a French lad who was holding down a cooking 
shanty all by his lonesome, and hunt from 
these quarters. 

At the first signs of daylight Jim and the 
writer were off with a load each, as it was 
necessary to make a portage before we could 
take the water, the creek being full of track 
ties at this point. We had every thing tied 
up in the least possible number of packs and 
in making a portage two trips each would 
carry us across., This first portage was short, 
about 500 yards, and we thought it was sport 

007 

as we were both fresh and always fairly 
strong. We had not gone a great distance 
down the creek when we noticed moose signs 
on all sides, some of which appeared to be very 
fresh. The creek was very crooked and the 
country level, and as we rounded the many 
different bends we expected that perhaps the 
next bend would bring us face to face with our 
quarry; I can still feel the thrills and tremors 
that seized me as I would grip my Remington 
just a little tighter. Paddling down these 
small creeks in a canoe, on making a bend you 
find yourself perhaps about fifteen or twenty 
yards distant from a bull moose, which tends 
to give one a very queer sensation. What a 
relief when on rounding one of these bends you 
find nothing but quietness, However, we 
failed to see any moose although we called on 
different occasions. We paddled about three 
miles when the country grew more mountain- 
ous and of course this spelled rapids. We had 
now to get down to work as this creek was one 
continuous chain of rapids and portages, some 
of which were very hard. In some places 
we had to cut our own trail as we could not 
find the old blaze. We kept this up all day 
always expecting after a portage to find an 
open river, only to be disappointed by having 
to make another portage. We hardly knew 
how far we were from the lake but always 
hoped the next portage would land us there. 
By this time we were feeling tired and while 
looking around for a good camping site we 
heard some one chopping wood and after a 
short paddle we espied a tent and two men. 
These men were trappers and after we became 
acquainted we found them to be the finest 
of fellows. Of course we pitched our tent 
alongside of theirs and spent a most enjoyable 
and social evening. We were informed that 
we had reached the lake, which was good news 
indeed. These boys gave us an idea of what 
the country was like, but told us they had not 
seen any moose, although they had seen a 
number of signs. 

On the morning of the 17th. we awakened 
and found about eight inches of snow, it hav- 
ing snowed all night. The woods here were 

THE AUTHOR 
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one dense mass of spruce, balsam, and jack- 
pine, which with dead-falls and snow made 
the going impossible, so we spent the day 
cutting wood, and we also shot a few rabbits 
and partridges, both of which were very 
plentiful and tame. We shot these along the tote 
roads where the walking was fair. The next 
couple of days brought forth fair weather 
but the travelling was anything but good, as 
the trees held the snow, there being no wind 
to sweep it off. Although we found no 
fresh signs of moose these few days we had 
run across lots of old ones. On the 21st and 
22nd, more rough weather with snow set in, so 
we decided to walk to Muckwa, about five 
miles up the track, where we found a store 
and postoffice. This was one of the construc- 
tion divisional points. We called on the 
Leamington boys who were located about 
three miles farther up the track. They re- 
ported having had no luck although they too 
had covered a large tract of country: On the 
23rd we were off at break of day going west 
along the railroad. After walking about 
five miles we struck some very marshy country 
and a good sized creek. We left the road here 
and struck into the woods, and after walking 
all day the best we could do was to find tracks 
several days old. However, we decided to 
come back again the next morning and hunt 
the other side of the creek. When crossing 
this creek by way of a fallen tree the writer 
got halfway over when the tree broke and 
everything went under but the hat. The 
water was quite deep at this particular point, 
and was a cold surprise, but I held the rifle, 
and after scrambling out we decided that 
Jim, who had crossed. safely in advance of 
me would hunt alone while I started for camp 
at a pace that would have made Goulding sit 
up and take notice. The after effects of this 
cold bath were nil, not as much as aslight cold. 
Jim reported ““No moose” when he came in 
that evening, but one of the trappers had 
seen a large bull at Mileage 100. On hearing 
the good news Jim and the writer decided to 
break camp and move to mileage 101. This 
is where the C. N. Railway crosses Lake 
Minnsenoqua. We were all ready to start 
at daybreak the following morning having had 
breakfast and everything packed into the 
canoe by that time. The going was grand, 
not a breath of wind to disturb the water. 
This Lake is not a great width but is eighteen 
miles long. We paddled along for about four 
hours always keeping the glasses at hand 
hoping that perhaps some careless fellow 
would be out in some of the marshes or Bays, 
of which there are many. A short paddle and 
we were in the narrows of this lake. Here we 
decided to get out and have a little walk and 
alookround. The banks were very high and 
rocky, however, which made landing difficult. 
We finally reached the top of the hills and had 
not gone more than several hundred yards 
when we struck tracks that were certainly 
fresh. Not knowing but what they were 
moose we decided to follow for a short dis- 
tance as the forest here was rather open and 
the going good. We had not gone more than 
100 yards when the writer—who was leading 
by a few yards—got his eyes on his first 
caribou. I can see him now as he stood 

broadside with his head in the air in an at- 
titude of listening. He had heard us but 
could not see us or get our scent, so there he 
stood and for a second or twoI could see noth- 
ing but his horns that reached nearly four 
feet up into the air. I knew the chance of a 
lifetime had come, and taking a careful but 
quick bead for the lower part of his neck I 
pulled the trigger. The good old Remington 
spoke, and down he went, and with hardly a 
kick, was dead. The bullet had broken his 
neck. We stepped the distance and found 
it 115 paces. Of course I went wild, and Jim 
let out a couple of notches himself. Here the 
writer beat for the canoe to get the camera. 
Taking pictures kept us busy for some time, 
and our smiles were so very broad that the 
films on being developed proved a. failure. 
We also decided we would try and take the 
animal out complete if it was at all possible, 
judging it would weigh between four and five 
hundred pounds. We dressed him, and-by 
following a gully we had a down hill pull until 
we reached the lake. After unloading all 
our dunnage we finally got him into the canoe 
and climbed in. The least little move or 
side motion, we found, would cause water to 
come in the canoe. We had a big load and 
any carelessness on our part meant a bath, 
but get him to the railroad we must. We 
were soon off and the first couple of miles 
found us hugging the shore, but before long 
we lost this uneasy feeling and finally we 
headed straight up the lake, making the rail- 
road in a couple of hours paddling at Mileage 
101. After unloading the caribou we had to 
hustle back for our dunnage, and when we 
returned we decided to stay in an old camp 
built by the railway construction people for 
their engineers. This camp had four rooms 
plenty of ready cut wood and a stove, which 
looked good to us. As it was nearly dark we 
hurried and soon were settled in our new home. 
We retired early as we had had a hard day, 
and were nearly allin. The following morn- 
ing found us astir early, both being eager to 
get a glimpse at the large moose that the 
trapper had seen the day before. We found 
his tracks and after following for about four 
hours came to the conclusion that he had left 
our part of the country, as his tracks were 
going in a straight course and not getting any 
fresher. In the afternoon of this day Jim 
took a severe toothache. His faée grew 
rapidly and by the grunts and groans Jimmie 
omitted he certainly was in agony. At this 
critical moment the writer tried to give some 
advice, but got in wrong as might have been 
expected. However as Jim is naturally full 
of good nature we were soon the best of pals 
once more. In the evening I advised him to 
take many drinks of Bobby Burns which ad- 
vice he accepted readily enough, but as too 
much of even a good thing is bad Jim got very 
sick, and for the following three days the 
writer was busy nursing him. During these 
days of anxiety Jim’s tooth got better, and it 
was while trying to find some friendly help 
and medicine that the writer met Mr. Frank 
Lewis of Toronto, and his friend Mr. Hugh 
Hendry of Thorold, both of whom were up for 
moose and were holding down a camp across 
the lake at Mileage 101. Mr. Lewis gladly 
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helped the writer out and soon we had Jim 
on his feet again. Mr. Lewis informed me 
that they had no luck as their Indian guides— 
who were Ft. Mettagami Indians and were 
trapping in the vicinity—could not locate the 
moose. The Indians claimed the moose had 
gone back to their winter yarding grounds 
about thirty miles distant at the first signs of 
winter. The next couple of days found us 
all making some long trips, hoping perhaps we 
might-run across a straggler, but the moose 
had vanished completely. At this time Mr. 
Hendry had to leave for home, so Jim and the 
writer packed up and piled in with Mr. Lewis, 
or Frank as we were told to call him. Frank 
like myself is a camera fiend, and was also 
trying out a .32 Remington. Of course we 
both think there is no gun like the New 
Remington. 

More snow made the woods almost im- 
possible, so we all started out to get a supply 
of rabbits and partridges for Frank, shooting 
these with our high power rifles, through the 
heads. We also had several trials at duck, 

Re 

them back for their yards. There are also a 
few red deer. 

As Jim and the writer had to leave for 
home we could stay no longer, but before 
leaving the writer gave Frank a hearty in- 
vitation to drop off at Shawanaga on his way 
to Toronto and have a couple of days deer 
hunting. 

Our train, which was a work train, came 
along at 1.15 in the morning and of course it 
took all hands to load the caribou, but the 
train men were the best of fellows and from 
then until we reached Shawanaga the Caribou 
attracted the attention of a great many people. 
We arrived at Shawanaga on the 30th of 
October and on getting off the train the first 
person to be seen was Mr. J. Krug of Tavis- 
tock. Looking round, we saw the rest of the 
Tavistock hunting party composed of Enoch 
Dennis, Lloyd Klein, D. Heimer, John Few- 
ings and the writer’s brother Louis. Of 
course this meant a celebration as we were all 
home boys and had not met for a long time. 
The following morning the Tavistock boys 
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Frank using his shot gun for these and making 
some wonderful fancy shooting. After giving 
us several exhibitions of this shooting he 
modestly informed us that at one time he used 
to be high man at the traps for the state of — 
I think he said—Kansas. 

_ During these days we met Mr. Miller, the 
Hudson Bay factor at Fort Mettagami. The 
Company have a store house at Mileage 101 
and Mr. Miller usually made several calls a 
week from the Fort, a distance of about 
twenty miles. He was very interesting when 
in conversation, and warmly congratulated 
the writer on shooting so fine a caribou, saying 
it was without a doubt the best head he had 
ever seen. He also told us the Caribou used 
to be seen in herds of almost countless 
numbers all through that country, but that 
the wolves had driven them back. They 
were, however, returning as the wolves had 
disappeared. During the two weeks the 
writer spent there, the cry of a wolf was not 
heard. There are plenty of Moose an the- 
summer time but an early winter will start 

left for their camp. Jim went out for deer 
while the writer was busy skinning and dress- 
ing the Caribou. Here also was an 
opportunity to notice the great smashing 
power of the .30 Remington. The bullet had 
hit the neck bone fairly and completely 
pulverized the bones of the neck, the size of 
an eight inch circle. 

At the close of the first week’s deer hunting 
season who should come along but Frank, 
and of course all work was shelved at once. 
Frank and the writer decided to hunt from the 
mill, or from home as the surrounding country 
was a good open section to travel, and usually 
held its full quota of deer. The first couple 
of days brought us no luck although we had 
seen quite a number, but we could not get a 
good chance to bag a large buck. However, 
the third day luck changed and Frank once 
more proved that he could shoot a rifle by 
bringing down a fine 200 pound buck with his 
.32 Remington. The next day was spent in 
getting Frank’s buck out to the station. 
Frank left for Toronto that afternoon, but not 
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before we had decided to make another trip 
up to mileage 101 the following year. How- 
ever this trip was never made as the next 
year Frank was hovering between life and 
death. 

The last and also a very interesting portion 
of my hunt was now due, the mounting of the 
head of my caribou. Taxidermy is one of the 
writer’s greatest hobbies and I always make 
it a point to mount all my own trophies. 
When you have seen the animals just as they . 
were in the woods and then stand off to take 
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your first view of the mounted head, and find 
the head is as true to nature as before, the 
feeling of satisfaction this inspires is certainly 
great. I find that a great many of our taxi- 
dermists cannot produce the fine points that 
nature can, in the mounting of heads. 

As the writer is seated in his den writing 
this story amidst the different heads, of which 
there are twelve, decorating the walls, each 
holding a separate story, the longing for an- 
other trip after the big fellows grows in 
strength. > 

A MYSTERY OF THE SOLITUDES 
W. W. Fox 

ALF a dozen men were sitting in the 
H. B. Co’s., store in New Post, on the 
way from Cochrane to Moose Factory. 

Four were half breeds, bronzed, leather skin- 
ned sons of the forest, whose fathers and 
fathers’ fathers for generations had travelled 
the same old trail to the shores of James Bay. 
The others were white men, who had grown 
grey in the service of the ubiquitous fur com- 
pany. They had travelled “Express” to 
Cochrane with a big bag of mail and were on 
the return trip. Smoking their pipes after 
enjoying the luxury of a hearty meal the 
conversation turned to old times and old timers 
when one of the whites asked if anything had 
ever been heard of Shogonos, a quarter breed 
who had mysteriously disappeared a couple of 
years before. It was still a mystery to every- 
one in the post. Between two or three years 
before Shogonos had gone out to trap bears. 
The ice had disappeared from the upper 
reaches of the Abitibi, but had not yet found 
its way into the waters of James Bay. Per- 
haps it was because of the white blood in his 
veins that Shogonos started off as early as he 
did. He had taken a liberal supply of grub 
along with three huge bear traps, weighing 
nearly half a hundred each and had slipped 
away one morning through the mist and 
shadows of the solitudes to the South and he 
had never come back. Some Indians had 
found his canoe the next fall, bottom up on a 
little tributary of the mighty river, but 
beyond the remains of a fire and a rusty tin 
can nothing remained to tell the story. They 
searched the neighborhood but found neither 
traps, blankets nor gun and it was the general 
opinion that poor Shogonos had met his 
death by drowning. What could not be 
explained, however, -was how his canoe, if ‘it 
was his canoe came to be ashore. But 
Shogonos had no family and save amongst 
the few who knew him intimately was soon 
forgotten in the strenuous life of the far North 
land. No one took the trouble to attempt 
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a solution of the riddle and seldom was the 
poor fellow’s name mentioned. 

But it was solved at last and that by acci- 
dent. While the voyageurs were preparing for 
a start the next morning a party of Indians 
arrived on their way down theriver and when 
they had told their story the disappearance of 
Shogonos was no longer a mystery. Half in 
English and half in his native tongue old 
Wagush told the story of what had happened 
the previous day. One of the party had 
wounded a Caribou and in following its trail 
had come to a bear trap hanging from a spring 
pole with what at first glance looked like a 
bundle of rags. A second glance showed it 
was a man hanging by both arms and swaying 
in the breeze. The Indian did not wait to 
investigate but hastened back to the camp 
and the party at once continued their journey 
after hearing their story. The factor held 
them up and accompanied by the two whites 
followed the trail back, being guided by the 
Indian who made the discovery. A few hours 
travel brought them to a ridge of poplars and 
the end of their quest. Hanging just as the 
Indian had said was a bear trap from a stout 
spring pole and in its Jaws the two arms of a 
man held by the-wrists. There was little but 
the skeleton remaining and that was held to- 
gether by the clothing. The feet just touched 
the ground and through the ragged moccasins 
they appeared shrunken and sinewless. 

It was all plain enough. As is the case 
sometimes, the Indian after setting his trap 
had secured it to a spring pole instead of a drag. 
It was supposed that in moving about he 
tripped over a root and to save himself threw 
out his hands, struck the pole springing the 
trap and releasing the spring pole. What a 
death he suffered, no one can tell or how long 
it was before the last struggle ended his 
misery. 7 
Many disappearances are recorded in the 

books of the H. B. Co., but none more tragic 
than that of poor Shogonos. 

NG, 
Jase 
CTV 



‘thing was wrapped in a heavy fog. 

THE BAR GATE AT BETHLEHEM 

A Big Game Hunt in Quebec 

A. L. Parker 

utmost caution as we knew there was 
a good chance of seeing a deer in the 

clearing. It was very early and the mists 
hung low on the southern slope of Bethlehem 
brook while all around us the thick spruces 
prevented us seeing very far ahead and every- 

I whis- 
pered to Almerida, the guide, as we approach- 
ed the opening into the clearing: 

“What is this called?” The path opened 
out from a dense thicket into what had been 
at some time a fine open park and the entrance 
was made through an old fashioned gateway 
or pair of bars. , 

“This”, said the guide, “‘is the bar gate at 
Bethlehem” and although there was not time 
then to talk further about it I was keenly 
curious to know what he meant. 

Almerida and I had left camp at sunrise and 
the two miles lying between there and the 
edge of the big woods skirting Bethlehem 
brook were soon behind us. This was Tues- 
day morning, October twentieth 1914, and we 
were twelve miles south of Scotstown with 
Allan Blue, Cliff Wiggett, Ed. Ingham, Joe 
Drolet and the writer, forming a party under 
the guidance of Drolet the good old ‘Almerida’. 
Blue had gone to the north for the day, 
Ingham stayed at the camp to repair a table; 
and Cliff soon joined Joe and myself at the 
west side of the clearing, no deer having been 
started.as we worked slowly through. 

We agreed to hunt westward with the 
second dam as our objective point and while 
I was assigned the low land skirting the 
stream, Wiggett was to beat it on the tall slope 
while Joe said the tall timber for him and I 
suppose incidentally he thought—if the two 
of us routed out any game he would bag it as 
it came through to his section. Now to those 
of my readers who have never been alone in 
the bush all day with only a gun and compass 
for company, I wish to confess that I was 
lonesome—all the trees looked alike and very 
much alike at that, and as the hours passed, 
the importance of a watch, matches, north, 
south, east, west, began to growonme. How- 
ever as soon as the others disappeared from 
my view I got my bearings and began the 
business of the day. I was at the time on the 
edge of a thick swamp and after possibly ten 
minutes of what I thought was pretty scienti- 
fic stalking my heart suddenly skipped four 
beats for just ahead of me—a twig snapped 
and I was so startled that it seemed as though 
a tree must have fallen to the ground. The 
next instant there was a snort, followed by 
three more in quick succession and then all was 
quiet. I had heard my first buck blow. 
Working my way cautiously forward I came 
through to an open space and about fifteen 
rods ahead of me I saw something white 

WwW had walked several minutes with the 
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moving rapidly towards the brook with a rise 
and fall which was different from anything I 
had ever seen. My first impression was that 
Cliff had come down from the ridge and was 
chasing a deer in his shirt sleeves jumping logs 
and bushes as he went! Of course I dared not 
fire as I had been cautioned for years not to 
shoot anything in the woods until I was 
certain that it was neither man, calf or devil. 
So I stood motionless and saw the white flag 
of a handsome deer disappear from sight. 
My first deer had escaped unharmed! I 

mentally thanked my friends and acquain- 
tances that I had not committed murder in 
the first degree by firing hastily and pulling 
myself together resumed my stealthy way 
through the thicket. Crossing the first brook 
I was nearly at the top of the gully on the west 
side when I heard Cliff’s rifle and learned 
later he had brought down the deer he had 
been looking for since 1911. Another shot 
followed and I concluded Joe had also scored 
whereas the only progress I had made was 
through the woods. I saw nothing further 
until I came nearly to the second brook. I 
heard the little stream ahead and decided to 
take every precaution I could hoping’ to find 
a deer having a drink and so busy at it that he 
would not notice me nor object to my shooting 
at him. With this in view imagine my state 
of mind when suddenly within twenty feet 
of me a deer showed me a elean pair of heels 
and another of those white flags and before 
I could say Jack Robinson he was scurrying 
through the tall blue grass and alders at the 
bottom of the ravine, safe as a bug in a rug, 
despite the fact that I had fired twice at him 
probably with both eyes shut. Surely I 
could not have missed him if I had aimed a 
little bit but anyway my third deer was up 
and off and I was feeling slightly disappointed 
tosay theleast. Ofcourse I beat the bush and 
followed tracks, and looked for blood and did 
all the other things that a man with a gun is 
supposed to do under such circumstances but 
finally came to the conclusion that the sick 
feeling I had in my stomach was just common 
old hunger and nothing more, so as this was 
more in my line I opened up my lunch and 
proceeded to satisfy myself with the good 
things friend Ingham had provided. Never 
had a lunch tasted better and although I 
knew I was violating the rules of a good hunter 
I decided I would light my pipe and think it 
all over to see why and wherefore I had 
failed to bring down my friend the deer. I 
fished out my matches and to my surprise and 
disgust they were all wet. Visions of a night 
in the woods without fire, food or shelter 
flitted across my brain and I passed a few 
very sad moments. So serious a matter did! 
it appear that I then and there decided that 
the only thing to be done was to get back to 
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camp as best I could and as quickly as poss- 
ible. Upon referring to my watch and com- 
pass for the seventh time I finally got my 
bearings and started to retrace my steps. 
I had not gone very far until a great partidge 
loomed up before me with his head erect and 
body in full view. Drawing myself together 
I drew a bead, I think that is what they call 
it, on his head and fired. The gay old bird 
stretched his neck another six inches or so and 
said “‘I beg your pardon, did you speak to me?” 
“T certainly did” I replied and as he seemed to 
be waiting for me to speak again I leaned 
against a tree and fired again. My! what 
havoc Imade. Without any doubt that was 
a wonderful shot. I not only hit him but I 
also plucked him, skinned him, dressed him, 
and laid the two breasts, two little legs and 
the liver on a birch bark plate. Some rifle eh? 
They told me the gun was a thirty high power 
but I think it was also thirty horse power and 
a little over. 

The news quickly spread to every deer 
within four miles of me and I found them on 
the alert the rest of the day believe me. It 
was not long however before my eyes rested 
on something standing beside a big maple 
tree. The color resembled many of the 
stumps and things [I had been seeing 
since early morning but’ the shape 
was different. I finally decided that it was 
no stump this time hut no head or flag was to 
be seen. Just a round body and two hind 
quarters, and as motionless as I myself was. 
rradually it penetrated my brain that I was 

facing one of the most likely chances to 
achieve a reputation that had ever presented 
itself to me. Surely it was a deer waiting to 
breath its last breath. I raised my rifle, oh 
so quietly, snapped a twig under my feet, to 
give him warning, I suppose, and he took it you 
bet for stepping forward his head appeared 
and he saw me. Why did I not fire? Well 
perhaps some one knows. I don’t anyway. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

He started and then I fired—alas too late— 
my golden opportunity had passed and my 
deer was frisking away as safe and sound as 
ever and I started after him in wonder at my 
stupidity. Oh for Joe or Cliff or even Ed. 
Ingham, surely they could have done some- 
thing to him, poor shots as they are! From 
there out to the clearing I saw two more but 
it was no use I couldn’t seem to get down to 
business, my mind was distracted, my nerve 
was gone and to add to my worries I came 
on the tracks of a horse, which I decided was 
Cliff's, bearing out the game he had secured 
early in the morning. I knew that I was not 
lost and from there out to the clearing nothing 
further disturbed me and I made the camp 
about 3 o'clock, footsore and weary but wise 
as an owl. 

Cliff had a fine deer and so elated was he 
that he had shaved, washed his face and 
hands and was lying in state on the bunk 
smoking Hymans mixture with such satis- 
faction that I envied him. 

After a little Joe sauntered in and he was as 
disappointed as I was although from a 
different cause. He told us he had covered 
about twelve miles and seen nothing. Supper 
was soon ready and my partridge made a 
delicious morsel for us. Ingham declared 
that night that he had conjured up a treat 
that would make fricasseed partridge take a 
third place at the feast and when he finally 
produced some toasted stilton cheese with 
crisp crackers we voted old ‘“‘tete plumee’ 
good as his word and the company settled 
down to solid comfort and pipes. 

“Oh, Almerida”’ “‘what did you say about 
the Bar gate at Bethlehem this morning?” 

“Well” said he “at one time about forty 
years ago a party of Trappist nionks came 
up to the wilderness here and laid the founda- 
tions of what you have today seen. They 
cleared the land and as you must know by 
what you can see they made the little clearing 
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blossom like the rose. A church was erected 
which had been taken down at La Patrie and 
brought in by sections and a considerable 
settlement sprang up. Much was done and the 
place bid fair to rival La Patrie when suddenly 
the little band of workers was recalled to 
France and the enterprise was abandoned.” 

“Was this before you shot the big bear, 
“Almerida’?”’ 

“Oh yes many years.” 
“When did you get the bear Joe? 

about it.” 
““Well,’’ answered Joe, “it was simply there- 

fore this way” I was having a little hunt all 
by myself on the range next to us and as it was 
night and pretty dark I had my lantern with 
me so as to be able to see ahead when all at once 
I saw a black bear inthe path. I only had one 
cartridge suitable for game of this size and as 
he turned to see what I was doing out at 
night with my lantern I fired and by the way 
he crashed into the bushes I made up my 
mind he was wounded. Following him up 
very carefully I found he had gone perhaps 

Tell us 
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two rods and was lying down badly wounded. 
I finished him with a charge of buck shot and 
the mayor gave me the Government Bounty, 
which was five dollars.” 

That night an urgent call from my office 
compelled me to leave my deer to their fate 
and I could only hope that I had wounded one 
and that the guide would get him the next 
morning. 

A message reached me shortly after my 
return to business that it was exactly as I had 
hoped, for the next day Joe got a deer which of 
cone was the one I had fired at so success- 
ully. 
During the week following another party 

under the guidance of Mr. Valmore Drolet of 
Sherbrooke, Que., among whom were Mr. 
W. Hubert Amie and Hugh McFadden, no 
mean hunters as you will note by the illustra- 
tions here given, were shooting in the district 
South of Bethlehem brook and brought out 
with them four handsome deer all of whom 
admitted they had been fired at and nearly 
hit the preceeding week. 

Hunting Big Game on the Headwaters of the 

High River, Alta. 
A Party of Eight Who Filled Their License 

Bert W. 

UR party of eight comprised De Borgas, 
Chuck Clarke, Herb Clarke, McDonald, 

-Cameron, Gier, E. Ford and myself. 
Our outfit included two Franklin Six Thirties 
and we left Calgary in a southwesterly dir- 
ection, passing through the great southern 
Alberta oil fields. The roads were good until 
about a mile from No. 1 Dingman well, but 
here we encountered bad, slippery roads, 
caused by the action of a huge gusher at this 
well and found it necessary to put the wheel 
chains on all four wheels, and to put up the 
top and windshield to protect us from the 
heavy spray of oil, which still filled the air for 
miles around. We were going to pass the 
Black Diamond well on the way, but changed 
our minds for fear of coming in contact with 
more oil. We were headed for a country 
where auto traffic is seldom met with, and as we 
neared the mountains settlers became more 
scarce until finally we left them all behind. 
Previous to this, however, as we _ passed 
through one rancher’s place we encountered 
a bunch of about thirty little pigs and Herb 
got out and ran one down. Civenne it up 
with a robe he put it in the car, but in some 
way it managed to make good its escape and 
Herb was not fast enough to catch it a second 
time. Gier, with his party, in the car ahead 
did not stop for this bit of fun and so got a 
long way ahead of us. To further delay us 
he laid logs across the road where it was 
impossible for us to turn out and we had 
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to get out of the car and remove them. We 
caught up, however, after a time, and then 
retaliated by doing what we could to hamper 
Gier and his party. First we removed a pole 
gate and laid it across the road, then we took 
the poles from a pole bridge, and in this way 
made sure that we would reach camp first. 
When we had arrived we pitched our tent 
and got things in shape and had time before 
night came to catch enough fine trout for 
supper and breakfast. Cameron was the 
champion fisherman. Four or five which he 
brought into camp he claimed weighed from 
eight to ten pounds apiece, but I happened to 
have a pair of small scales, and by these we 
proved that the heaviest one weighed only a 
pound and a half. Cameron covered his 
confusion by telling us about the ones that got 
away, which he was positive must have 
weighed at least seven pounds. 

The following morning at 4.30 I had to 
resort to cold water to bring the boys to, and 
very efficacious it proved. When we were 
ready to start Chuck, Gier, Herb and I went 
out to see what we could get. There was no 
snow and deer hunting without snow is no 
child’s play. We hunted all that day without 
any result except that we saw four deer on the 
way home, but they were too far off to shoot 
at. The following morning we were up at 
about the same time and found that there was 
nearly four inches of nice heavy snow. After 
breakfast we started up a high mountain at 
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the foot of which lay our camp. After 
climbing about fifteen hundred feet we 
reached a small level plateau upon which we 
saw fresh deer signs. I knew by their tracks 
and other signs that they had not been dis- 
turbed and took particular pains to see which 
way they had gone. When I had made this 
out I left Herb and Gier there and Chuck and 
I went in the direction the deer had taken. 
We had not gone far until I saw feeding, about 
six hundred yards off and several hundred feet 
higher than we were, a bunch of from eight 
totendeer. I could see that from the position 
we were in we had little or no chance of getting 
a shot at them in the next hour or so, so we 
went back to where the other two boys were 
and told them what we had seen. We also 
brought them up to where we had seen the 
little bunch who were still grazing and quite 
unaware of any possible danger. I offered to 
pull straws with the boys to see which of us 
would go back and around to where we could 
get them between us, but they left it to me so 
I took Chuck and we went on our way, but 
not before I had made clear what I thought 
the outcome would be. We had to walk 
about three miles and keep under cover to get 
to a ridge on the other side of the canyon 
opposite to that on which we had left the 
other two boys. When we reached the spot 
for which I was aiming the wind was still in 
our favor. This enabled us to get much 
nearer than I had planned to get. When we 
came up to where I thought we could see the 
bunch I could see no deer so decided to stay 
there for a time and survey the country with 
glasses. It was only a few minutes before I 
got a glimpse of a fine buck, about three 
hundred yards off, too far for a safe shot, 
I thought. I could see no sign of the rest of 
the bunch,- but knew they were there some 
place. I left Chuck there and crawled down 
out of sight and toward the one I had seen. 
When within about two hundred yards of him 
I loosened a large rock which made a big 
noise and he came toward me while several 
went the other way. I waited until he was 
within a hundred yards of me, then halloed 
and he stopped. Drawing a good bead on 
him I let go. He jumped towards me and I 
thought I had missed him. Then he made 
two or three more lunges in my direction and 
rolled down the hill until he came up against a 
big rock where he lay dead. Seven head ran 
over within one hundred yards of the other 
two boys and they got one apiece, both good 
ones. Chuck did not get one, however, nor 
did he even see the fun though he got some 
good sport later. When the three deer had 
been dressed we started for camp, which we 
reached about 5 o’clock. After taking care 
of the meat and fixing up the héads for pack- 
ing we had supper and then went to the 
creek to fish. We made a catch, getting some 
that weighed from three to four pounds. 

The next morning we started to look for 
more deer or bear. There was plenty of game 
of all kinds in this territory. We made the 
ascent up the same mountain we had been on 
the day before but took another route. This 
time I took Chuck, Gier and Cameron with me. 
When we separated Cameron and I went 
together and Chuck and Gier went in the 

other direction. We had not been long 
separated when we ran across fresh bear tracks 
made that night. Cameron immediately got 
excited and I had difficulty in holding him 
back. After two hours’ more climbing we 
heard a shot off to our left hand side and for 
the next five minutes the bombardment was 
something awful. Chuck has a Winchester 
repeating rifle and from the sounds we heard 
he must have brought his entire stock of am- 
munition with him. When the shooting had 
ceased I ran up on top of a ridge where I could 
see what was going on. Looking down the 
slope toward the shooting there seemed to be 
a timber fire which was just dying out. The 
smoke had cleared a little and I could see 
Chuck leaning on his gun in a pose that 
resembled that of a real bear hunter. When 
I got up to him he pointed out to me a little 
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black bear about seventy yards off standing 
on three legs. By some means or another 
he had hit him in one hind leg. He swore that 
the bear was at least seven hundred yards 
away when he had fired the first shot. After 
this we discovered that the bear he had shot 
was with his mother so we stserted out in 
pursuit. Cameron finally got her after a good 
hard climb that took him nearly up to timber 
line. Chuck was not able to take a hand in 
getting the bear for he had no more am- 
munition. 
We reached camp about 4 o'clock that 

afternoon and after a good feed of bear meat 
and some of Borgas’ famous bannocks we 
played cards and then went to bed. Next 
morning we were to move camp, which we did, 
going by request to the cabins of Ernie Ford 
on Cat Creek. These cabins were fitted out 
with plenty of bedding and grub. 

of it for a ride—the bucks would go like a 
streak of lightning when there were no trees 
in the way and McDonald had “‘some ride,” 
until the buck struck a hidden rock in the 
snow. From there on the deer was on top 
half the time. The other buck was handled 
in much the same way. Finally about supper 
time we reached camp. Ford had a good 
supper ready which we were all pretty much 
in need of. 

After breakfast the following morning we 
all crossed the river on the south side, except 
Herb and Ford who stayed at home to see 
the pretty squaws that were camped on the 
creek below us. After travelling together 
for a while we split up, Borgas, Cameron and 
I going on toward the head of Pickle Jar 
creek, some eight or ten miles from camp 
where we intended to spend the night. We 
reached timber line about dark on the head 

SHOWING PARTS OF THE KILL 

We were up early our first morning in the 
new camp and this time McDonald, Chuck, 
Gier and | started for the head of Buck Coulee, 
a place I knew to be inhabited by three or 
four old bucks. McDonald and Gier went 
into the heavy timber about half way up the 
canyon. Chuck and I went on up the ridge 
to a little pass or opening at the head of the 
Coulee where we expected the deer to come 
out if disturbed. After the boys had been 
gone into the timber about a half an hour, out 
came a bunch of four head at high speed. 
Chuck threw away four bullets but the fifth 
landed a fine buck. They then swung around 
and followed the ridge back toward camp. 
As they passed McDonald also got one, a nice 
two year old. All the party got together 
again shortly afterwards and then came the 
hard part for it took all four of us to get the 
buck Chuck had shot up to the top of the 
ridge where we could slide him down on the 
other side. The one: McDonald got was 
nearly on top when he shot it. He started his 
down a long grassy slope and jumped on top 

of the creek. We made a place to crawl into 
for the night with some pine boughs, and had 
some coffee and some of Borgas’ bannocks. 
Then we crawled in but on account of the 
cold and the wind, which was blowing very 
hard, were unable to sleep much. Most of 
the next day was spent in climbing steep 
slopes and surveying the country, and while 
we frequently ran across deer tracks we did 
not get a sight of anything until about 5 
o'clock that evening. We were sitting on a 
ledge of rock for a rest when I saw about a 
hundred yards below us among the fallen 
timber two deer. They had not seen or heard 
us and we had the wind. We sat still and 
watched them for a long time. Finally one 
fellow moved into a clear space and stood 
looking about him. Borgas thought it a 
good chance to get him so let fire. The bullet 
entered his flank but did not knock him_,down 
and he jumped into the timber, as did the rest 
of the bunch. We saw no more of them for 
about an hour. When we did run across his 
trail we could tell by the blood on the snow 
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he had been pretty hard hit. Every time 
he jumped the blood shot out on either side 
in great splashes but nevertheless he hung 
on a long time before he lay down the first 
time. 
and travelling toward camp and we soon 
noticed that the wounded deer was lying down 
more and more frequently. Finally we saw 
him lying down about a hundred yards away 

The whole bunch were now together 

and his mate standing beside him. Cameron 
cut loose at the one that was standing and 
knocked her down. Then Borgas walked up 
to within a few feet of the one he had shot and 
finished him off. By this time we were within 
a mile of camp and as it was then too dark to 
do any business that night we left our trophies 
behind and went on to the camp. Next day 
we took plenty of help and brought them in. 

IN SUMMER 
Carolyn B. Lyman 

I lose my heart 
When summer hours 
Bring back the birds, 
The bees and flowers; 

When laughs and sings the long bright day, 
The little brook along its way; 

I lose my heart. 

A breezy thing, 
It drifts about, 
It tarries where 
The speckled trout 

Are hiding, nor does it stay: 
*Tis here and there the livelong day; 

A breezy thing. 

A wayward thing, 
*Tis in the note 
Of meadow lark— 
Of yellow throat; 

And, with their wings, it flies away 
In wantonness, nor will it stay. 

A wayward thing! 

No more.my heart, 
But one of wings, 
Of flowers, and songs 

_. The wood thrush sings. 
In life that comes only to stay, 
The sunny hours of summer’s day, 

I lose my heart! 

SALMONIER RIVER, NEWFOUNDLAND 
Salmonier River is one of the best known rivers in Newfoundlan¢é 

“Peak House” 

HE very name Salmonier implies that 
I this river has been noted for these fish 

from time immemorial, at least four 
hundred years since Cabot’s discovery of our 
Island. 

The name is of old English derivation, and 
means the man who caught salmon, just as we 
explain the meaning of mountaineer as the 
man who climbs mountains. You can readily 
see how the river got its name in the olden 
times for the salmon were caught by weirs 
at the mouth of the river, and the other 
fishermen in search of codfish pointed out 
this river, as where the Salmonier lived. 

This river is the great favorite of our 
sporting fraternity, who are eagerly watching 
out about the first of July for a telegram from 
the warden of the river advising them that 
the salmon run has commenced. The salmon 
keep coming up the river in hundreds and 
thousands for a month or six weeks, the 
length of the season depending to a great 
extent whether it is wet or dry. Should the 
river be flooded as happened this season, 
the salmon ascend the falls quickly, but 
should “the weather continue too dry they 
remain stagnant in the pools. 

An amateur fisherman has to be very lucky 
or he must stay for at least a week and work 

hard from dawn till dusk to be successful in 
getting a good catch, but the old hands are 
almost sure of three to five salmon per day, 
and very often they will bring in that number 
before breakfast. 

This river has never been noted for large 
salmon, but they are strong, and give splendid 
sport. The average weight is from five to 
eight pounds, and a twelve pound salmon was 
considered extra, but the wardens of the 
Game Department have been preserving this 
river in recent years, and the result of their 
endeavors can now be shown. The accom- 
panying picture shows a twenty pound salmon 
caught this year by Henley Munn, an eight 
year old boy, who 1s a real little sport. This 
little chap caught the salmon with a brown- 
heckle, and played the fish himself, and 
beached it, as it was too big for the landing 
nets. He was undoubtedly very lucky as if 
the salmon had left the pool, it would have 
taken him or his rod down the river, but he 
refused to give up the rod to anyone, and had 
a record success that he may well remember 
all his life. 

The Salmonier is about forty miles in’ 
length from the Atlantic till it reaches Ocean 
Pond, the home or breeding spot of the salmon. 

The most charming spot on the whole river 
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HENLEY MUNN AGED EIGHT; “A REAL LIT- 
TLE SPORT” WATCHING FOR A BIG ONE, 

is Pinsent Falls. At this spot it rushes 
through a droke or deep gorge with well 
wooded steep hills on both sides probably 
two hundred feet high. 

Sir Robert Pinsent, who was better known 
forty years ago as Judge Pinsent, will always 
be remembered as the pioneer (in this locality) 
for the royal sport of catching salmon with 
rod and fly. There are many deep pools in 
shady localities and again water falls, and 
rapids with ideal spots for the salmon to rest 
in their ascent of the River. There are quite 
a number of small log cabins or camps situated 
at favorite spots, where those who love this 
sport endeavor to have a week of rest from 
business. It is no rest from excitement as 
from the first streak of dawn about three 
o'clock in the morning till nine o’clock at 
night you are liable to have those thrills of 
sport when a lordly salmon is tugging away 
at an eight ounce rod with an occasional dash 

HE BEATS HIS BROTHER WITH THE CATCH 
OF THE SEASON, THE LARGEST SALMON 
CAUGHT AT PINSENT FALLS FOR MANY 
YEARS. 

round or down the river. When you see 
that salmon mad with terror jumping from 
the water, and trying to spit that little fly 
from its mouth you begin to realize the 
ambition of the true sportsman. 

One of the great attractions to Salmonier 
river is that no boat is needed. With your 
rod you can readily work both sides of the 
river, and it is easily crossed. In the deep 
pool at Pinsent Falls you can watch from the 
rocks one hundred salmon or more swimming 
around, and study their piscatorial habits, 
or lay plans for the building of submarines 
that may one day astonish the Admiralty. 

It is quite possible that in the near future 
our Government will wake up to the oppor- 
tunity of deriving a revenue from sportsmen 
visiting these rivers, but at the present time 
everyone is welcome, and you can get the 
greatest sport and pleasure from the most 
healthful recreation for practically nothing. 

TREES 

Joyce Kilmer 

I think that I shall never see 
A poem lovely as a tree. 

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest 
Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast; 

A tree that looks at God all day, 
And lifts her leafy arms to pray; 

A tree that may in summer wear 
A nest of robins in her hair; 

Upon whose bosom snow has lain; 
Who intimately lives with rain. 

Poems are made by fools like me, 
But only God can make a tree. 



Rondeau Provincial Park the Paradise: Rondeau 

Bay the Slaughtering House 
“‘Broncho’’ 

NE needs only to enter Rondeau Pro- 
() vincial Park to experience the thrills 

that accompany a true love of bird 
and animal life. 

Having been warned beforehand of the 
strictness of the superintendent it was my 
pleasure on one occasion to beat the barrier 
and venture within the gates leading to the 
interior of the park. To my right stood the 
mansion of the keeper upon the verandah of 
which he sat studying out improvements. 
I did not wish to disturb him in his medita- 
tions and indeed I preferred to be alone to 
ponder over the opportunity that was within 
his grasp to maintain and beautify this place 
that the Almighty had given the people and 
the fur and feathered tribes. 

As I straggled along, the underbrush and 
twigs crackling beneath my feet, I was con- 
fronted by a face of innocence, that of a deer 
and looking behind me I found there were 
two more. Silence reigned supreme, except 
for the slight sound made by the bristling 
of my hair, and as I took a step forward my 
friends departed, tossing their heads and 
waving their flags in quiet farewell. 

Onward I trudged and again I was halted 
by the voices of many songsters exchanging 
notes in their native tongues and laughing 
at me as I stood on the edge of a marshy part 
of the park watching the hasty departure 
of a number of muskrat to their homes. 

_At this point I was aroused by the distant 
discharge of firearms and as I approached the 
water’s edge I was amazed at the cannonade 
and fusilade which was being directed at the 
wild ducks. There were punters, their boats 
loaded with pumpers, rushing hither and 
thither in a mad race for supremacy, bound 
on the destruction of the seed stock of our 
migratory visitors. Upon enquiry I was told 
that these were a sample of the market 
hunters operating on this bay and in close 
proximity to the park. From my experience 
I concluded that they were nothing else than 
prowlers, thiefs and marauders and a menace 
to birds and beasts alike. 

I re-entered the park to enjoy peace and 
quietness and return by the road I had come. 
It was during this return trip that I had an 
opportunity of viewing the park and needless 
to say I was thunderstruck at its neat and 
cleanly appearance generally and this ap- 
peared all the more marvellous when I con- 
sidered the very vast acreage that was under 
the charge of one man. Whoever he was he 
deserved credit for his interest in his duties 
and the Government which appointed him 

deserved credit for a wise appointment. 
When I returned to my home and thought 

things over I began to feel that it was not 
strange that I should abandon all fear ot 
entering a game protective controversy with 
friends and opponents of wild life conserva— 
tion. Some of the correspondence entailed 
by this controversy proved most pleasant 
and some quite as disagreeable. 

I sometimes wonder if there is any more 
genuine expression of benevolence than that 
of exploiting game protective proposals for 
the saving ot the lives of our game birds and 
animals, unless it be the actual culturing and 
feeding of species during the months when 
they require it. When I see what some 
European countries have done and are still 
doing to save the birds from extinction and 
preserve them for the pleasure of rising 
generations I hegin to feel as though we 
in Ontario were very far behind in feelings of 
humanity. However I look forward to a 
day when conditions and times will be 
different and we can devote as much at- 
tention to and become as enthusiastic over 
the presence of wild life in our fields, marshes 
and forests as they of Sweden and adjoin- 
ing countries. 

Surely the time is ripe for a change. The 
preservation of our forests and our game 
is uppermost in the minds of many and those 
who have been opposing sane measures of 
protection are gradually coming to their 
senses and realizing the necessity for drastic 
action if the remaining fragment is to be 
conserved. It is deplorable that our op- 
ponents have been so slow in reaching this 
conclusion for what might we not have 
accomplished had we not waited until our 
stock had reached such a low point. . How- 
ever, better late than never. : 

The proposals printed in your last issue 
were doubtless arrived at through the ex~ 
pression of ideas and the relating of exper- 
iences of qualified sportsmen throughout the 
land and must necessarily merit adoption by 
the Government. ; 

Rondeau Bay, in particular, requires many 
of the proposed measures before it can be 
made harmonious with the adjoining park. 
Sportsmen of Ontario should seize an early 
opportunity to elaborate their views on this 
important question, having regard not only 
to Rondeau but to other similar recreative 
rounds, as only by their co-operation can we 
ope to secure the adoption of the proposed. 

amendments. 
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THE ATLANTIC SALMON 
Robert Page Lincoln 

HE reel should be in the one hundred 
| yard size to admit, as I mentioned in 

the last chapter, of about that number 
of yards of the enameled silk line. Some of 
the best of these single-action reels for salmon 
come rather high, and if you pay twenty 
dollars for such a reel you will get one of 
German Silver and rubber; coming in nickle 
and rubber you may be able to get one for 
twelve dollars. One I have in mind will cost 
you that price and it is a very good reel. 
Another reel, coming in very serviceable and 
durable material, with mountings in nickled- 
silver will cost the sum of eight dollars; this 
reel is the standard size for large salmon; for 
grilse and small salmon you may get a reel in 
the same make for five dollars and a half. 
The handle of this reel is directly connected 
to the revolving plate and lying close to the 
reel, never fouls the line. One thing the 

’ salmon reel must possess and that is a strong 
drag. When the fish gets to running it is a 
very good thing to have such a drag to put 
a stop to a cutting flight, particularly when 
you fear your line fouling. It is a very good 
idea to have your reel supplied with a large 
spool so that swifter winding is the result. 
With a narrow spool, slow winding, or absorb- 
ing of line, is the rule, and sometimes one will 
find need of hasty winding. 

If there is one thing in the salmon angler’s 
outfit that must be well chosen, that is the 
various flies for use. Any old fly will not do. 
This is not however laid down as arule. Just 
like trout the salmon will at times take most 
anything that has the resemblance of an 
insect. If they are in the taking frame of 
mind they will not hesitate about snapping up 
a desirable looking fly; then most anything 
will do. It might truly be said that the 
salmon fisher has need of very few flies, that 
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is; types of flies. A certain number of each: 
type should be added. I would say, if going 
on a long trip, away from civilization, then 
have in your book about six of each, especially 
of those flies known to be most killing under 
all conditions. Nine or twelve flies is suffici- 
ent; some suggest that six kinds are plenty, 
though this is left entirely to the individual. 
I will name the flies.in the order of their killing 
ability, and perhaps, if you wish, the last 
named may be cut out. The Silver Doctor 
and the Jock Scott are so well and favourably 
known, and have always proved so killing, 
that they should by no means be left out. 
The Durham Ranger comes .third, with a 
reputation equally as good as the first two. 
Add then the Brown Fairy and the Black 
Fairy and you have some flies with which you 
should not be afraid to face any stream, under 
any variety of conditions, in any part of the 
country. One great angling authority avers: 

“Tt will be observed that Jock Scott, Silver- 
Doctor and the Fairies are included in the 
flies most appropriate for all stages of water, 
and varieties of weather, and although I have 
never done it myself, I think a man provided 
with an ample stock of different sizes of these 
three flies could catch as many fish in any 
river of this country as if he had the entire 
stock of any fly-tier in the world to choose 
from.” 

A sixth fly of note is the Dusty Miller; 
seventh, the Silver Grey; eighth, the Black 
Dose; ninth, the Nicholson; tenth, the 
Popham; eleventh the Butcher, and twelfth, 
the Tomah Joe. 

Out of this collection you will draw some 
of the most killing flies extant. The selection 
of flies is one open to controversy; for salmon 
fishing has been one of the most debated 
topics in piscatorial literature, not so much 
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in our day, as in the past, when such past 
masters of the art as Charles Hallock, Dean 
Sage, William C. Harris, John Harrington 
Keene, Henry P. Wells and many others 
placed the great pastime before us. One 
thing the salmon angler should have with him 
and that is a variety of feathers for fly-tying. 
This has been suggested also to the trout 
fisher, but for the salmon fisher it will prove 
more interesting and productive. Thesalmon 
has some degrees of eccentricity in its body. 
Sometimes even the standard winners fail to 
cause them to rise. Then a repairing to the 
bank and the making of a fly, or the addition 
of a few experimental feathers or hairs, or 
tinsel, or a bit of silk may instantly cause a 
rise. This has been proven time and time 
again, not only to famous salmon fishers, but 
also to the average fisherman. 

In the selection of hooks, as to size, it 
should be remembered that one hook size 
alone will not do. Large, medium and often 
small hooks should be included. If a large- 
sized fly will not take, the putting forth of a 
smaller one of the same kind will often 
register a kill. Ordinary Sizes, 2 and 4, are 
most commonly used; also the I and the I-O. 
Sizes 2-0 and 3-0 are also used. Very small 
flies should not be used. It takes exceptional 
skill and patience to use these and often the 
result is an escape on the part of the fish. 
Salmon flies, because of the time taken in try- 
ing them, cost a pretty price. Jock Scott 
flies cost fifty cents a piece, or six dollars per 
dozen. Silver Doctors may be had for five 
dollars and a half a dozen. Durham Rangers 
cost fifty cents, or about six dollars a dozen. 
The Fairies cost something like twenty cents 
each, or two doliars and a half per dozen. All 
these prices are named for size of hook No. 4. 
No. 2 comes higher; the No. I-O goes higher 

_ still. Nor are single hooks the only variety 
of hook, and number of hooks used. There 
are found upon the market, and they are to 
a certain extent is use, the double hook, which 
purports to put a firmer hold on the fish. 
These fly hooks cost from five to ten cents 
more per hook than the single-hooked affairs. 
That a knowledge of tying the salmon fly is 
not amiss, to the man who intends to travel 
along these courses for pleasure, may be 
readily seen from viewing the above prices. 
One should remember that good material is 
demanded; cheap flies, as in trout fishing, are 
more or less of an abomination. The flies 
that you pay from twenty to fifty cents a- 
piece for are flies that can be depended upon. 
They are not tied haphazard by men, boys 
and girls in factories who do not know what 
they are’to be used for and who evidently 
judge-them by their coloration to be destined 
for parlour ornaments. Good flies are tied 
by men high up in the art; who know the trick 
of it; and what they are to be used for. 

A fly-box, for the eyed-flies, and a leader 
box for the leaders are two little things that 
are very necessary. 

Fly-boxes may be had in tin and aluminum, 
some of them furnished in rubberoid finish. 
One of these boxes in black rubberoid finish, 
with rust proof clips, holding twenty-five 
salmon flies will cost one dollar and seventy- 
five cents. Another box in the same material 
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six inches long, will hold forty flies, costing 
two dollars and twenty-five cents. 

A leader box will cost forty or fifty cents. 
That a gaff is a necessity in the parapher- 

nalia of the salmon fisherman one will find 
out after a little experience. Ordinarily if 
wading the stream a guide or a companion 
follows you and does the gaffing. Take-down 
gafis are found on the market, and they very 
well serve your needs. When this gaff is 
jointed it has a length of eight feet; the hook 
itself is detachable and is eight inches long and 
two and one half, or more inches wide.. But 
by far the best gaff I know of is a certain 
automatic gaff that you may purchase at 
most any reputable sporting goods store or 
big company. A sort of a trigger affair, or 
central point, I should say, acts when the 
gaff is jabbed into the fish. The two clinchers 
then spring to, and close on the object as- 
sailed. This is known as a clincher gaff and 
is about the best in the gaff line that I know 
of. No handle comes with this. It has its 
socket and a handle may be put in upon 
arriving at the grounds. It takes up little 
or no room in the outfit. A long time ago 
gaffs were used almost entirely in the salmon 
angling operations but now one will find large 
hoop nets also in use. These have a span of 
about two feet. Though useful they are 
clumsy and from the point of convenience are 
not to be thought of. Much depends upon 
what conditions you are fishing under as to 
how you shall gaff your fish. Sometimes if 
on rocks and ledges a ten foot length of gaff 
handle is none too great a length. Gaffing 
under such circumstances as when one is on 
the rocks, certainly is a puzzle. Where the 
shores lie low, and where there are smooth 
sandy beaches the beaching of the fish is a 
thing of possibility, but under very few con- 
ditions do such places present themselves to 
view. In using the ordinary one point, 
turned hook gaff one must be very careful to 
get the fish just right, and the right place to 
gaff the fish is just back of the head at the 
shoulders or practically speaking, the balan- 
cing point of the fish. Hook him backward, - 
in the belly for instance, and you will soon 
find out to your sorrow that you hit the 
wrong spot. 
gaffing the fish, especially when the fish is a 
great fellow and has not been thoroughly 
exhausted. In such cases a guide or a com- 
panion is more or less of a necessity. Many 
anglers have in their possession a small pistol, 
of the Stevens type, and shoot the fish. This 
is a very good idea and recommended not only 
in salmon fishing but when you go out for 
great northern pike, lake trout and muskies. 

That there is a great deal of science in the 
art of salmon angling goes without the saying. 
Says Charles Hallock, the Dean of American 
Sportsmen, (who at a ripe old age is still living 
iin Washington, D. C.,) in a treatise on salmon 
fishing: 

“Lots of things are to be borne in mind 
when one goes salmon fishing. One object is 
the reel. 
let the line back-lash, or overrun. An un- 
‘expected jerk on the line will do this and make 
mischief in an instant which an hour of labor 

“will not undo. In general, a heavy salmo: 
' 

Great care must be used in- 

Keep your eye on the drag and don’t © 
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hooks himself by carrying down the fly in 
water which is curly, else he is not hooked at 
all. To strike a salmon on a taut line when 
well down the stream will be fatal to the 
tackle. An old angler simply lifts the tip of 
the rod gently and so tightens the line at the 
proper instant. In dead water, or back eddy, 
when the fly is well under the surface, a smart 
stroke is not only admissible, but necessary. 
When to strike, how to strike and whether to 
strike at all, are questions of the moment, not 
to set precept. Categorically, the whole 
subject of salmon angling is one of varied and 
continued practice. An angler may fish the 
same river all his life with the best of success 
and yet fail to kill on a different river until he 
has studied its different idiosyncrasies. It is 
the intensely specific characteristics of rivers 
which make salmon fishing a superlative art 
and the most difficult to master of all piscatory 
attainments. A doctor might as well under- 
take to diagnose one case by the symptoms of 
another as for one angler to judge of the tem- 
per of one river by that of another. The 
more we fish the more surely we discover this 
truism and its parallel. One cannot always 
judge character by physiognomy; we discover 
it by trail. The master hand may outline the 
rote and routine of an angler, but he cannot 
make an adept. Perhaps this is why an old 
hand is tempted to discard treatises. For- 
tunate he may be if he is not compelled now 
to hang up his rod forever. To the comtem- 
lative angler, still robust and hearty, but 
poor of purse, it is misery to reflect that he 
must yield his pastime before his day is run. 
Rivers continue to flow, and the plash of the 
salmon is heard in his stream, but he-may not 
fish; the priceless waters are open only to the 
few who can afford to buy. The willow wand 
is superseded by the golden rod. But what 
astounding sums these angling privileges 
command. Ten, twenty, thirty thousand 
dollars, and even more for a few rods of river 
front with a bare fortnight’s fishing per 
annum. To those who have enjoyed the 
freedom of the river, without money and with- 
out price, in years gone by, the changed con- 
ditions of things seens strange!” 

Casting, as typified in salmon fishing, is an 
art in itself and is learned only through 
rigorous experience. One makes his cast 
across river and sloping down the stream. 
Perfect command over the faculties must at 
all times be striven for and careful work is the 
work that brings success. Somewhere an 
angling writer has said that a nervous man 
will never make a good angler of the fly 
casting type. This may or may not be true 
but assuredly it is true that skill and practiced 
casting and unhurried work are what counts. 

' Fish your waters carefully, making as little 
noise as possible. Do not become impatient. 
Make your first casts close in and then work 
your line out until you have taken in all the 
water more or less within a radius of eighty 
feet. Dragging the flies in the water under 
the surface, by the submerged method, is 
usually as prolific of success as any other. 
The flies should be worked gently back and 
forth to give animation to the feathers, or the 
wings. Dragged through the water one way 
they present little or no animation and the 
fish are rarely, if ever, aroused to rise and strike. 
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There comes a time when you have fished and 
studied the ways of this fishing long enough 
when you can almost tell where your fish 
lies. You will know what fly to select and you 
will find that a jumping from one fly to an- 
other is not always the way to usher in success. 

And as to the time of day when to fish, 
there is another puzzler. Some hold that the 
very early morning is prolific of very few fish 
and that it is practically useless to go out 
before nine o’clock; others will find that before 
that time they may be taken. Eccentricities 
are also noted by the way in the salmon family 
as well as among the trout and the bass. 
However from nine o’clock, on, good fishing 
istherule. The evening hours are also good at 
times, despite reports to the contrary. When 
fishing in the evening use rather larger hooks 
than ordinarily: size I and I-O will do very 
well. Ordinary hooks are used in the single 
barb form. It should be noted that salmon 
flies may be had tied to double hooks, but 
those who believe in fairness will rarely use 
them, believing the process unsportsmanlike, 
and therefore tabooing it. Salmon are also 
caught by the live bait system, and upon 
various phantom minnows and artificials; in 
fact the Ouananiche is very chary about rising 
to the fly; some use live bait entirely for this 
latter fish. 

In those rivers where wading is the rule, 
those rivers being shallow enough for the 
purpose, the angler must, as a matter of course 
be provided with wading foot-wear, and while 
in trout fishing the ordinary hip boots can 
very well and favourably be used, in deeper 
rivers nothing short of waders that reach 
to the waist, in pants form can find favour. 
These English waders, so-called from the fact 
that they are made in the mother country, are 
very excellent; those in the stocking form 
being worn with rubbers of a durable make, 
They are highly recommended. Waterproof 
trousers of medium weight, of stout twill, will 
cost something like ten dollars; in a lighter 
weight but of fawn sateen with stocking feet, 
will cost higher, generally eleven dollars being 
the price. American made wading-trousers, 
with boot feet, will cost twelve dollars; they 
come in a mackintosh finish. Having men- 
tioned footwear it might be as well that a few 
words be handed in in regards to clothes, for 
serviceable material and durable material and 
warm material are needed. Woolen under- 
wear and stockings, or socks, are generally the 
best; and canvas coats, of the hunting variety 
with many pockets find favour everywhere 
where angling is the rule. Khaki material 
is very good, and the waterproof, so-called 
duxbak is just as good as any that I know of 
for all sorts of weather, and particularly suited 
to bad weather. Duxbak clothing, by the 
way, is waterproof and it has a lasting wear 
about it that places it easily foremost among 
outdoor garmnets. 

In warm weather it is always well to go out 
as loosely clad as possible. This holds good 
also for trout fishing for the reason that one 
has more elbow room. Finish off with a pair 
of good material riding-breeches, those that 
lace along the leg. You will obtain a very 
serviceable pair for five dollars; flannel shirts 
of the greenish, army style are the best on the 
market. 



THE AUTOMATIC REEL 
Robert Page Lincoln 

HE proposition jof selecting a reel for 
fly-fishing has been treated with due 
care and various reels of the single 

action sort have been tabulated and recom- 
mended for use. Some of these reels, coming 
in the best of material, in German Silver, are 
the most excellent that manufacturers can 
produce and as such naturally command a 
good price. Their lasting merits need not 
be recounted, they are standbys, and fill the 
bill. These reels may be had in price from 
six to ten dollars; and certainly some of the 
most satisfactory fly reels in the world are, 
and have long been put out by Messrs. Hardy, 
Alnwick, England. The Hardy reels have 
an established reputation, and since all of 
their wares are dependable, long use may 
be had from them without breakage or de- 
terioration. Regarding one of his latest 
fly reels Mr. J. J. Hardy says: 

“Tt is satisfactory to be able to report 
considerable progress in the development of 
fly reels. In no part of the angler’s equip- 
ment has so much valuable progress been 
made. The old form with its side plates held 
together by screwed intermediate bars, which 
were a big job, and required quite a number of 
tools to take asunder, has gone, and a good 
riddance. Imagine a reel getting wet. or 
half full of sand and no means of clearing it 
out until one got home and found the tool 
box. Those who have once used Hardy’s 
Perfect reels with ball bearings, regulating 
check and line guards, which can be dis- 
mounted in a minute, without the use of any 
tools, would hardly be satisfied to go back to 
the older form, or indeed to any reel which 
requires a tool chest and some knowledge of 
mechanics before it can be dismounted. This 
excellent reel, which is so well known, was 
happily only the parent of others, of the same 
kind, with differences found necessary to 
meet the special requirements for each king 
of fishing. The original form is still retained 
in the salmon sizes, but in the trout sizes we 
have the contracted form for quick winding. 
The same reel is made with circular agate 
line-guide, and again another with agate bar 
and facings. The Halford improved pattern 
of the St. George is another of the class 
specially designed as a light, large drum reel 
for dry fly fishing. Then there is the Special 

Perfect, for loch fishing where a very long 
line needs to be carried, and lastly, the Bougle, 
as an extra light reel for small rods. A most 
notable recent improvement is the patenting 
of an arrangement by which all liability of 
locking in the check work is avoided.” 

This is but one of the new features on the 
Hardy reels, which have proven surprisingly 
efficient. 

A reel must not be too heavy when used in 
the pastime of fly casting, or fly fishing. The 
reel should be of the correct balance, for a 
too heavy reel on a light rod, or a too light 
reel on a too heavy rod will throw it far out 
of balance and one will suffer points in 
efficiency as a direct result. That correct 
balance and more evenly proportioned reel 
and rod weight should be looked into there is 
little doubt. 

In fly fishing the reel has been confused as 
an implement almost entirely meant to hold 
the line; and it is pointed out that only for a 
certain scant time is it directly brought into 
use. That this is true in a number of in- 
stances we all know to be a fact, but can that 
be said of it all of the time? The process 
wherein the reel is brought into use, in any 
detail, in trout fishing is as follows. First, 
the line is stripped from the reel and the cast- 
ing of the fly is under way. The reel is then 
scantily in use. A spot being covered it may 
be desired to finish with a short line, hence 
the rod is turned, reel up, and the line is 
reeled in. Second, a fish is caught, and yet 
the reel cannot be said to come into its own. 
Here is a matter that has been touched on so 
sparingly, if at all, by angling writers that I 
am taking up space to explain the method 
of reel usage from the time the fish is hooked 
to the time it is landed. Instantly upon the 
nip at the feathers the barb is set. Your . 
fish is on. For a few moments there is a 
fight that holds you breathless and wondering 
if the light tackle, the leader, will hold him 
safely. But it does, though he races this way 
and that you follow him, always keeping the 
line taut, giving and taking ine as desired— 
and yet the reel cannot be said to have come’ 
into use. Now that he weakens he must 
be impelled toward the net. Now the line 
will accumulate and how this accumulation 
is taken care of, if the reel remains stationery, 

unused, is something that ang- 
ling writers religiously endeavour 
to forget, and pass over with 
hardly a word. First, the line 
may be cast loose or coiled in 
hand and reeled in afterwards, 
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OPERATED BY A LIGHT TOUCH OF THE LITTLE FINGER 
UPON THE TRIGGER. 
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since not a great deal will be 
between the fish and the net. 
Second, the reel may be brought 
into direct and more consistent 
use, but to operate this, and keep 
a taut line at the same time is 
something that requires more 
than‘a flittle? attention to_ detail. 

RICTION 
PRING ~ 
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THE WELL-KNOWN Y. & E. ORDINARY AUTO- 
MATIC REEL—THE UTICA; WOUND UP AS 
USUAL WITH THE MILLED DRUM. 

Ordinarily, however, one tries to get the 
line back on the reel if possible, though it is 
readily a fact that no two times can we operate 
the rod and reel alike for each fish we capture 
has seemingly a new way of fighting, he may 
rush now, and he may come easily along and 
then make a rush when all seems compar- 
atively within safety, and the convenient net. 
The fish is played to within such a distance 
of you that by holding the line between the 
rod and the forefinger, and over the other 
fingers, the rod itself is moved backward over 
the head, at which time, if the fish is then 
within reach, the net is gathered around him 
and the deed is done. Whether you then 
have all the line on the reel, or whether you 
have coils of it to spare, you reel up and pre- 
pare for another try-out. 

Here is where the automatic reel comes in 
for especial mention, in that its mission con- 
cerns itself with speedily gathering up that 
slack without the need of physical or mental 
effort. Your automatic is wound up by the 
drum on the plate. It is wound up something 
like a clock. Your fish is captured; you find 
slack accumulating; what then? A _ little 
lever on the automatic regulates the mechan- 
ism internally and a bare touch upon it with 
the little finger causes the line spool to revolve, 
to suit your fancy and your immediate needs 
and the slack is eaten up in a twinkling. The 
process is natural, and surprisingly conven- 
lent. It eliminates bother, worry and a 
trainload of other things. The lever is not 
out of the way. You do not need to turn the 
rod, so that your reel will be up. It is right 
there and the little finger is in close prox- 
imity to it. You touch it. It begins re- 
volving. The rest is amatter of the fish, your 
net and yourself. The automatic speedily 
fulfills its mission. It is almost an absolute 
impossibility for a fish to get any slack line - 
if your reel is used rightly. An 
automatic reel is singularly 
misunderstood by many of the 
piscatorial element, who have 
not tried it out and found to 
their satisfaction that this reel 
is workable, and will prove 
successful. Generally people 
believe that an automatic pro- 
ete pulling the fish bag and 
aggage into the boat, or into 

the net, for you, and that the 
strength is such that this feat 
may bedone. This isa miscon- 
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ceived notion to say the least. 
An automatic fulfills its purpose mainly in 

comprehensively absorbing that bothersome 
slack line that is naturally bound to accumu- 
late and does not interfere in the least with 
your pleasure of playing the fish, which is 
really the height of the enjoyment and is the 
practical test of your piscatorial wisdom. 
Now in the case where large fish are taken, 
steelheads, gamey lake trout, or cold water 
generated rainbows, there are times when 
one finds himself in a pretty pickle indeed, 
and as often loses his fish. Why? Because 
of that inconceivable and treacherous slack 
line. In many cases the automatic therefore 
is a decided blessing. Ordinarily the auto- 
matic reel is wound up by a milled drum on 
the plate, somewhat in the manner of winding 
a clock—by spring work. This drum may 
be wound up when the line is out. Only 
the touching of the lever will set it going, 
when it will recover the line in proportion to 
its speediness. Being automatic, the spring 
is rewound when the Tie is stripped from the 
reel; thus: pull the line out and doing so you 
are rewinding the reel. Notable modern 
improvements in automatic reel production 
endeavour to escape the high rate of speed 
with which the older automatics were pos- 
sessed. A touch of the spring of these reels 
will seize the hooks and the fish in the water 
with a terrific suddenness that astonishes 
rather than elates, and is far from being 
positively efficient. 

The well-known and highly appreciated 
Meisselbach automatic reel is in this feature 
highly improved upon by the new process of 
speed retarding, known as speed governors. 
This speed is controlled automatically and 
is a patent controlled exclusively by the 
makers, who first became famous as the pro- 
ducers of the Takapart reels, which I have 
so many times recommended for use in bait 
casting. This moderate recovery of the line 
has merits that can be readily seen. Light- 
ning speed of recovery is unnecessary; and 
the moderate form is practical enough for 
any needs. In the Meisselbach automatic 
also is contained a rather handy thing working 
in conjunction with the brake lever. If the 
reel is desired to revolve any length of time, 
this same lever may, without undue trouble, 
be moved with the little finger into a slot 
and speed will be put on till the lever is again 
lightly moved into its old place. When 
in this old place it works the same as any 
other automatic reel. In this reel there 
is also noted a device known as the safety 
winding spring; by this addition the spring 

THE Y. & E. AUTOMATIC COMBINATION—SHOWING HOW 
THE SLIDE IS WORKED. 
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may be wound up whether the line is in or 
out; and there is no danger of overwinding 
when it is fully wound up. Also the place 
w ere the line passes cut between the two 
rc. Ts is noted; these revolve and in con- 
se:ence the line suffers no wear, as it would 
if a‘:owed to be reeled over a stationary sur- 
fac’. These rollers, or enclosures, are in 
reality what might be termed a reel guide, 
and ii is on this guide that the line stands in 
danger of suffermg the most wear. By 
the addition of these rollers (a feature of 
simplicity) the line cannot be injured no 
matier how long it wears against them. 
In the main the Meisselbach reel is made in 
very durable mechanism: the main shaft is of 
carbon steel, and runs on bronze bearings. 
The spring is made in the finest of tempered 
steel; the working parts are of hard brass. 
The milled spring box, or the drum of the 
reel, which you wind up is made of aluminum. 
A feature in this automatic is that it may be 
taken apari and pui together again in about 
five minutes. 

The Meisselbach reel comes from a re- 
puiable maker and the automatic above 
mentioned sells for the small sum of three 
dollars and one half. It may be procured 
of the company, 22 Prospeci sireet, Newark, 
New Jezsey, U.S. A. 

This reel has a capacity of one hundred 
yards of Number 5 line. 

I have before mentioned the viriues of an 
auiomatic reel, and before I go on io the next 
reel I shall point out ceriain corners of 
Troutdom’s Realm where it is especially 
useful. Take for insiance brush environed 
sireams, where there is consiant need of 
reeling, and shifiing the rod around; poking 
it in cautiously here, and easily and lightly 
there. How much work it often is to actually 
reel in on the single action or the multiplying 
reels!) And how productive of comfort is 
one of these automatic reels. On large and 
rushing rivers, especially when baii fishing 
for the large rainbows, and particularly in 
the spring of the year, say, you have let a great 
quantity of your line drift down the stream, 
but suddenly there is that sirike, and you 
find yourself far away from ihe fish and the 
hook; a touch of the automatic lever and as 
you work your fish skillfully in, along comes 
the line. At the same time, when you are 
fishing with the spinners here by light oc- 
casional touches on the lever, impeius may be 
given to the lure, and the sudden flash of it 
may attract the fish when otherwise he would 
pay no attention io it. Again, where there 

THIS IS THE KELSO AUTOMATIC, FAVOURABLY SPOKEN 
OF HEREIN. 
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is no current to set the spinners a-twirling, — 
artificial force must be supplied, and in the 
old way it is done most generally by reeling, 
here it is done automatically; and you are 
able to fish water which otherwise you might 
pass by. 

A reel with a very good reputation is the 
Kelso automatic, put out by the H. J. Frost 
Company, of 90 Chambers Street, New York 
City, U, S. A. This company puts out one of 
the meritorious bait casting reels I have 
mentioned in a previous article as being such 
an efficient tool. Just as is the case with their 
bait casting appliance, lightness is one of the 
features also of the automatic. It is made of 
aluminum throughout, which ensures its 
being more rightly balanced on a light rod. 
That lightness is a virtue in an automatic 
reel, as well as in a single action reel goes 
without saying. In the Kelso reel we have 
an appliance that can easily be wound up. 
and as in the Meisselbach the stripping of 
the line rewinds the spring. This reel is made 
only in one hundred yards size and will hold 
something like one hundred and fifty feet of 
Number 5 silk line which is the usual gauge 
of measuring capacity in automatics. While 
the Meisselbach reel has its well pronounced 
speed governors the Kelso reel is speedier and 
yet I have found that the sensitive finger can 
so well regulate it that at times it has virtues 
far above what one would imagine. Often a 
swift gathering of the line is necessary, and the 
fish may be rounded in in half of the time 
it would otherwise take. The Kelso, as I 
have mentioned, is light and can be used on a 
light wand of bamboo, though it is heavy 
enough for bass. The vaiue of any reel de- 
pends on how long it will stand by you. The 
Kelso if care and consideration is accorded it, 
will be as good in five years as when it was 
first purchased. The Kelso sells for five 
dollars and may be purchased direct from the 
company, or any reputable sporting goods 
house. 

An automatic reel of exceptional merit 
is the Yawman and Erbe reel, which may be 
purchased from MHorrocks-Ibbotson com- 
pany Utica, New York, U.S. A. 

The Y and E reels are of a reputable make, 
with a firm foundation, that has been estab- 
lished for years. Not alone, are the Y and E 
reels widely used in this country, but they 
have also a wide sale in Europe. These reels 
which are neatly and simply made of the 
lightest of materials—aluminum—may _ be 
used on light rods and will hold a_ perfect 
balance, without interfering with your pro- 

cess of distance casting. This 
the heavy reel cannot do. Your 
heavy reel musi also have a heavy 
rod to match it, before you can 
cast and get any results out 
of it. This company puts out 
reels in two styles: first, the au- 
tomatic-combination reels, and 
second, the plain automatic reels, 
like the reels previously men- 
tioned. The automatic-combina- — 
tion reel as will be seen in the 
two illustrations has a catch 
by which tension can be applied 
to thereel. Without pushing the 
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catch slide your reel is free-running; this is so 
as to enable you to cast freely without having 
to strip line from a line spool that is ten- 
sioned, and which, when drawn, rewinds the 
spring. When you have cast with this reel 
in its free-running state, the mere moving of 
the slide makes the reel automatic like the 
others. A departure also from the earlier 
forms of automatic reel construction is the 
key-winding feature. More tension to the 
line being desired, it can be applied by means 
of turning this key, or may be made to act 
according to your demands. 

The Y and E reels of the automatic sort, 
made in aluminum with tool steel bearings 
are made in two sizes. Number one holds 
ninety feet of the usual number 5 silk line, 
and weighs eight ounces. It costs five 
dollars. The number two, one hundred and 
fifty feet of Number 5 silk line, and weighing 
twelve ounces is priced at six dollars. In the 
automatic-combination sort of reel there are 
three styles to suit the fisherman for various 
varieties of fishing. Style A weighs seven and 
one half ounces, capacity 125 feet of No. 5 
line, and winding automatically fifty feet of line 
without rewinding, costs seven dollars. Style 
B, weighs eleven ounces; capacity 300 feet of 
No. 5 silk line; winds automatically 90 feet, 
and is priced at eight dollars. This reel by 
the way is the favourite of them all and is a 
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sure enough winner in all sorts of fishing. 
The largest reel of all is the Style C, with a 
diameter of four and one eighth inches, cap- 
acity 600 feet, winding automatically 150 
feet without rewinding, which costs the sum 
of nine dollars, and is as good a reel for the 
money as can be found anywhere. 

The Yawman and Erbe reels have a solid 
reputation behind them. 

Above I have considered the three auto- 
matic reels I have had a chance to look over 
and thoroughly try out. Yet they are not the 
only automatic reels, for there is also the 
well-known Martin Automatic reel, manu- 
factured at Ilion, New York. This reel has 
a lock brake that makes manipulating with 
the finger needless. ‘‘This can be applied at 
any time, controls the run of the line, giving 
the right pull to tire the fish without risking 
your rod or tackle.” This reel, as usual in 
automatics has a milled drum, and a friction 
clutch so that line may be stripped from the 
reel when it is wound to its top-notch cap- 
acity. A lock break on this reel is another 
feature. It comes in many sizes ranging In 
spool capacity from seventy-five to two 
hundred and twenty-five feet, and is priced 
from five to eight dollars. The Martin reel 
company has a flawless reputation; and?is 
noted for its production. 
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No. 39.—Will you tell me whether or not 
the wall eyed pike is one of the pickerel family, 
and can you give me some information on how 
he is caught. Will a spoon get them or is 
there some other variety of lure that would 
prove as good? I am as yet a great deal 
confused on the question of pikes, muscallonge 
and the wall-eyed pike and would be greatly 
interested in knowing more about the question. 
I have had such trouble in identifying various 
specimens I have caught and have gotten into 
sO many arguments about it, that I would 
like to have a statement in print from an 
authority, which I can keep to prove things 
by in the future. I trust I am not presuming 
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too much in this. If this passes your waste 
basket could I hope to hear from you? 

William White, Upper Pen., Michigan. 

Ans.—The question of identity of the pike 
and members of the pike family will always 
remain one of the puzzles that will rout out 
arguments innumerable, cause hair to raise 
on various heads, and local fish sharps to 
breathe their ponderous reiterations that a 
large pickerel is a musky; and that a wall 
eyed perch is nothing but another pickerel, 
and that a great northern pike is most con- 
clusively a pickerel of the, first water; or is 
even a musky; or that the whole works, each 
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and individually, taken collectively, are 
pickerel, etc., I have taken upon myself the 
duty of once more explaining the situation so 
that hereafter there will be no mistake 
about it. You may tuck this away in your 
notebook and if you are ever argued against, 
and criticized, send the party to me and 
retiring to my study and to various stuffed 
specimens I will gently prove the truth of 
certain assertions. 

First: A wall-eyed pike is not a pike at 
all; it is not a musky; it is not a pickerel— 
the name given it is a misnomer. It should 
be wall-eyed perch instead of pike, for the 
wall-eye belongs to the perch family, Percidae. 
It is technically termed, in Latin, Stizostedion 
vitreum. If the wall-eyed pike could not be 
told from the true pikes in any other way, 
remember this: The true pikes have only 
one dorsal fin, and that fin is rather far back 
toward the caudal, or tail fin. On the con- 
trary, the wall-eyed perch, have two dorsal fins, 
the forward one being rather spiny, for the 
perch belong to the order of spiny fishes. 
A gain, as is true of the yellow perch (Perca 
flavescens) the body is hard and free from 
slime. The pikes are invariably slimy. In 
death the eyes of the wall-eyed perch, or 
“pikes”, turn white producing the wall- 
eyed effect. There is another northern 
fish, found in Great Lake waters, and other 
Canadian waters, the sauger, (Stizostedion 
canadense), sometimes known as the sand- 
pike which belongs to the perch family 
though it rarely attains to any great length. 
Lastly: the wall-eyed “pike” is a perch and 
nota pike. 

The pike, or an order of flat-headed fishes, 
Haplomi, gathers to itself three specimens, the 
pickerel, pike and muscallonge. Of the 
pikes, Dr. William Hornaday has said: 
“Like scaly assassins the pikes and pickerel 
lie in wait for their prey; and whenever one 
rushes like a green streak from under the 
lily-pads, and bolts a trolling spoon in one 
great, ill-mannered gulp, the angler feels a 
savage delight in thinking that it serves him 
right. These fishes are the most voracious 
creatures that inhabit our inland waters. 
Their ambition is to devour every living 
creature that comes in sight, and they prey 
upon all other fishes, frogs and amphibians 
generally, ducklings, other small aquatic 
birds and also small aquatic mammals.” 
Of the common pickerel Thoreau, the great 
American nature writer, has said: “It is 
the swiftest, wariest, and most ravenous of 
fishes, which Josslyn calls the river-wolf. 
It is a solemn, stately, ruminant fish, lurking 
under the shadow of a lily-pad at noon, with 
still, circumspect, voracious eye; motion- 
less as a jewel set in water, or moving slowly 
along to take up its position; darting from 
time to time at such unlucky fish or frog or 
insect as comes within its range, and swallow- 
ing it at one gulp. Sometimes a striped 
snake, bound for greener meadows across 
the stream, ends its undulatory progress in 
the same receptacle.” 
The common pickerel, (Esox reticulatus) is 

found pretty nearly everywhere; and there 
are two other members of the pickerel family, 
the pickerel of the Atlantic seaboard, the 
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(Esox americanus), and (Esox vermiculatus) 
of the middle west. However the common 
pickerel, or chain pickerel, is widely scattered. 
This, the common pickerel, grows to great 
proportions, and twenty and _ twenty-five 
pounders are occasionally taken in some of 
the northern lakes; and are then of 
course naturally mistaken for the well 
known great northern pike. The pick- 
erel however are ‘“‘banded”’ rather than 
spotted as are the great northern pike; they 
are in other words, reticulated; and they are 
generally greenish and a light greenish as an 
almost absolute rule. The great northern 
pike are darker by far, and murky olive-gray 
would more nearly express it. The great 
northern pike is ten fold more wicked and 
murderous of countenance than the pickerel. 
Had I only a look at the head of a great 
northern pike I could instantly name him, 
by his looks as well as from the fact that on 
the pickerel the cheeks and the opercles are 
both covered with scales. While on the pike 
the cheeks are scaled all over, and the oper- 
cles are without scales on the lower half. The 
pike is identified by spottings, as a rule—the 
reticulations belonging to the pickerel. These 
spots are a shifting between white and 
yellowish, upon a background coloring of 
uniform gray-olive. There is also a means of 

THE PICKEREL AND GREAT PIKE CAN 
READILY BE TOLD FROM MUSCALLONGE. 
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identification, the so called rays, or bones that 
are found in the gill coverings, by which 
breathing is facilitated, in the movement of 
opening and closing. These rays are found 
to the number of eighteen or nineteen in the 
muscallonge. The great northern pike has 
hardly ever more than sixteen, while the 
pickerel has the least, ordinarily from twelve 
to thirteen. 

The great northern (Esox lucius) hardly 
ever grows to such a great size as the mus- 
callonge, though far be it from me to say 
that large specimens are not taken. Some of 
those coming out of French River, Ontario 
are certainly some of the finest specimens in 
the north. The musky has blackish spottings 
on its sides; note that the pike has yellowish 
spots. The ground color scheme of the 
musky is usually more of a silvery grey than 
golden olive; and that the dominating tone 
is grey there can be little doubt. A great 
northern pike hung next to a musky will, 
or should, instantly be recognized, by the 
shades and spottings. There should not be 
any confusion in telling a great northern pike 
or a common pickerel from a musky; it would 
be harder however to tell a large pickerel from 
a great northern pike of the same size, apart. 
The muscallonge (Esox masquinongy) has 
scales on the upper half of both the cheeks and 
the opercles; the lower half is bare of scales. 
Remember the grey of the musky; the bluish 
olive of the pike; the notable green of the 
pickerel, also the reticulations of the pickerel; 

the spottings on the great northern pike; the 
square-like spots on the musky which are 
blackish, as different from the yellowish ones 
of the pike. Remember, lastly, the scalings 
on the cheeks and the opercles of the three 
fish named. 
The wall-eyed pike may be taken with 

either spoon or live bait trelled, though by far 
the better bait is the live bait, and frog or 
live minnow cannot be excelled for the pur- 
pose. The live minnow is so hooked that it 
will ride back up in the water, and be alive 
for some time. The wall-eyes run in schools, 
and finding a school all one has to do is to troll 
back and forth over the school, or cast for 
them. An oddity in this sort of fishing is that 
some of the best may be had in the late 
autumn months, and away into December 
in favoured years they may be taken. more 
than ever successfully for it seems that the 
wall-eye is in his element, when the other 
fish are going into winter dormancy. 

eee 

No. 40.—Could you give me some _ in- 
formation regarding the whitefish, and is 
there any manner of catching this fish with 
a lure in fishing? Though I have tried any 
number of times ‘to interest these fish with 
bait and spoon I cannot say that I have ever 
made a capture. I should be glad to hear 
from you on this question. 

Henry Ainloss, Ontario. 

Ans.—Of the whitefish contingent there is 
only one member of which I am reasonably 
certain anything can be expected in a fishing 
way, for the whitefish can hardly be taken 
successfully in fishing. However the Sault 
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whitefish, found in eastern Canadian streams, 
and lakes of New Brunswick (Coregonus 
labradoricus) may be taken on flies, in fly 
casting; though this is about the only in- 
stance known when they do take the fly. 
The whitefish are not a marauding or can- 
nabilistic fish. They are identified by their 
poor teeth, some having hardly any teeth 
at all; small mouths; large scales and the 
great hump on the back right back of the 
head. They are essentially a lake fish, 
not a stream fish; and pure water seems to be 
their chosen abiding place, for murky waters 
are as death to them. The most common 
and famous of the whitefish is the commercial 
individual (Coregonus clupeiformis), the white 
fish of the Great Lakes. It is the pan-fish 
par excellence; a tasty, delicate fleshed speci- 
men, most agreeable to the appetite, which 
never seems to tire of it. Upon this 
whitefish the hump on the shoulders 
is most pronounced, and easily fixes the 
identity of the fish. The whitefish of the 
west, the Rocky Mountain whitefish (Cor- 
egonus willisamsoni), is slightly different 
from the eastern brother in that the nose 1s 
shorter and more blunt than that of the 
Great Lakes whitefish. The western white- 
fish is found here and there and everywhere 
in the mountain regions, in the Mackenzie 
and the Yukon rivers; also south into the 
United States as far as Colorado, and through- 
out the Sierra region, also on Vancouver 
Island, northward .and coastwise. In the 
Great Lakes and also northward and west- 
ward to Alaska is found another whitefish 
member scientifically known as (Coregonus 
quadrilateralis); and as far as I understand 
it can be taken upon bait in fishing, though 
I can offer no special means. That whitefish 
can be taken upon the hook there is little 
doubt and it would be highly interesting if 
members of our family will give us some of 
their opinions upon it; for only in this way 
can we gain the most complete itor ee 

No. 41.—While it may seem out of the 
jurisdiction of fishing, perhaps you can tell 
me how pearls start in fresh water mussels, 
or clams. This has been a problem to me. 
Could you give me the necessary information? 
Can pearls be taken from the clam without 
killing the clam? That is to say, can the 
pearl be taken out, and the living clam be put 
back into its native home to continue, alive. 

Russell Peterson, Fort William. 

Ans.—While it is not generally understood 
how pearls start in fresh-water clams, still 
there is every reason to believe that they have 
their inception through a grain of sand getting 
into the shell, forming what is known as_ the 
nucleus. This grain of sand evidently causes 
an irritation, and no doubt hurts the clam; 
therefore the clam throws out a precious fluid 
known as nacre with which to surround this 
grain. The nacre forms around the grain 
and takes away the sharp corners making it 
less irritable. This nacre, or fluid, is thrown 
out to surround the pellet occasionally, and 

soon becomes a well established habit, as the 
pellet still remains inside. The result is the 
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valuable pearl, specimens of perfect luster 
bringing enormous sums of money. 

To the best of my knowledge there is no 
way of taking the pearl out, and returning the 
clam, alive, to the water. The clam supply 
is gradually being destroyed, and perhaps in 
ten or fifteen years few will survive. The 
opening of the shell and the tearing apart of 
the insides in search of the pearl kills the 
mussel. 

It has been thought that pearls may be 
artificially propagated by opening the clams 
and inserting the necessary grain of sand; 
but for some reason or another the success 
has not been what was expected. 

FEMSP SL: 

Letter:—I have read the question and 
answer contained in your last issue regarding 
muscallonge teeth and I.am pleased that you 
have requested opinions of anglers concerning 
the matter-as I would like to see this question 
cleared up. 

I have caught muscallonge in different 
parts of Canada in July, August or September 
during the past thirty years and in Wisconsin 
one year, and I did not hear it stated until 
about ten years ago that they “‘shed”’ their 
teeth and get new ones annually. - 
When I come to think of it I do not now 

recall ever seeing a muscallonge that had 
lost all of its teeth. As an angler of long 
experience I regret to admit that I have never 
given this subject much consideration. 

About ten years ago an Indian guide told 
me that muscallonge “shed” their teeth in 
the early part of July and do not have new 
ones fully developed until about the middle 
of August. After that whenever I caught 
a muscallonge I examined his mouth and in 
most instances those caught during July 
and the early part of August had inflamed 
reddish gums and their teeth did not look 
natural. That is to say, some teeth looked 
crooked or out of position and other muscal- 
longe did not seem to have as many teeth as 
I thought they should have, but I do not 
recall catching a muscallonge that did not 
have any teeth. 

The question is, do they actually lose all 
or any of their teeth at any season of the 
year? The thought has occurred to me that 
perhaps they may lose teeth of a certain age 
but not those of another age, or their teeth 
may all become loose at a certain time during 
the summer or their gums may become in- 
flamed and all their teeth become loose and 
some of them be lost when catching and 
masticating live fish for food. 

I do not know just when the gums of a 
muscallonge become inflamed and the teeth 
get loose, but I believe it is not long after the 
spawning season, which is generally in May. 

No one I have ever met seems to know very 
much about muscallonge. I have read the 
statement that during June and July when 
muscallonge have sore gums and their teeth 
become loose they go among the weeds and 
live on marine insects which can only be 
revealed by a microscope; that these marine 
insects are very prolific and one female can 
produce a million a day. This may be true 
as regards the marine insects, but I have my 
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doubts. However, I have never found small. 
fish or other hard food in the stomach of a 
muscallonge whose gums were inflamed. 

The Indians of the Pickerel River Tribe say 
that as soon as the teeth of a muscallonge 
become normal they leave the grassy places 
and go to the rocky shores and reefs where 
they lie in hiding and dart out at unsuspecting 
bass, perch and other fish that go by. This 
I know to be true in lakes that have grassy 
bays and rocky shores but I have caught . 
many muscallonge in lakes that had nothing 
but grassy bays amd grassy shores. 

I am more particularly interested in catch- 
ing muscallonge than any other fish and I 
would like to know more of their peculiar 
habits. 

I read an article some years ago in which 
the writer stated that a large muscallonge 
lays about one hundred and eighty eggs 
about the size of a pea. I do not see how 
this can be when three years ago this month 
I caught a female muscallonge weighing 
thirty-three pounds and her spawn indicated 
many thousands of eggs. 

I have digressed from my text, namely, ~ 
whether muscallonge actually “‘shed’’ their 
teeth annually, but I have done so for the 
purpose of broadening the discussion. It 
is more than likely that you can refer your 
readers to articles which will assist at least 
in clearing up some of the mysteries that 
seem to surround this truly wonderful fish as 
to the following points: 

1st—Where do they spend the winter? 
2nd—Do they feed during said period and 

if so what on? 
3rd—W here do they spawn? 
4th—When do they spawn? 
5th—About how many eggs does a twenty 

or twenty-five pound muscallonge deposit? 
6th—Do they go to the weedy shores and 

bays immediately after spawning? 
7th—When do their gums become inflamed 

and they begin to lose their teeth? 
8th—How long before they have fully 

developed new teeth? 
9th—In the lakes where there are weedy 

bays and in some places weedy shores, when 
do they leave the weeds and go to-the rocks? 

10th—If they live, as is claimed by some | 
so-called authorities, among the weeds when 
they are losing their teeth and getting new 
ones, how does it happen that they frequently 
strike at and are taken on trolling spoons 
which certainly indicates that they have no 
fear of biting on hard substances during the 
period of teething? : 
11th—Why are muscallonge and pike never 

found together and which if either holds the 
mastery over the other? 

~ Yours very truly, 
Edward O’Neil,. Pittsburg, Pa. 

Ed. Note:—It is gratifying to receive this 
letter from our subscriber, one of the oldest 
on our list. He is a fisherman of long stand- 
ing, and his remarks and queries should be 
carefully attended to by fishermen everywhere 
who read this. We want to try and reach © 
the older heads in this game of getting the 
best information extant, and if our readers will 
reply with such it will be thankfully printed. 
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As Mr. O’Neil remarks, at best there is little 
known regarding the muscallonge. We feel 
sure that there are veterans in the game who 
can answer the above questions if they only 
will take down their pens. We wish to make 
this our Canadian Anglers’ Camp, and this 
department should be our fireside; so it is up 
to you readers to bring in wood to keep the 
embers glowing. This department is con- 
ducted for your pleasure, entertainment and 
profit. Your brother anglers like to know 
your views on the various angling topics. 
An editor of a department such as this is often 
sorely tried in that he is left without backing 
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or encouragement by older members of the 
Waltonian guild. Is it then true that the 
older an angler becomes, the less communi- 
cative he is? A crystalization of such true 
and tried knowledge helps to make such a 
departure as this eminently © successful. 
Artistically and otherwise we hope to present 
to our readers the best in this department; 
and the editor will endeavour this coming 
year to present articles by all of the well- 

A Forecast of the Contents of ‘‘Fishing Notes’’ 

known angling writers, brief and to the 
point. 

Rey Paik: 

Department 
for the Coming Months 

This department is your department and 
you are asked to make the most of it in any 
way you feel would prove beneficial to you. 
The virtues or failings of an enterprise cannot 
be ascertained save through the co-operation 
of the individuals interested in it, and parti- 
cularly is this the case with the magazine 
publisher who cannot know that he is pleasing 
his readers unless they show their interest by 
their co-operation. Great study and ex- 
perience are necessary if one is to deal with the 
various subjects that may be gathered toget- 
her under the head of fishing, and to deal with 
them successfully. Readers can help greatly 
to fill the needs of this department by prof- 
fering their advice and suggestions as to its 
betterment, and in contributing short ac- 
counts of fishing appliances and new methods 
or means of fishing. For the coming year we 
intend to list the various fishing grounds of 
Canada, along with advice as to how to get 
there, where to locate and what to bring along. 
This should and will be helpful to many and 

readers can, by communicating with us, assist 
in furnishing this highly valuable information. 
Canada is a big place. She has plenty of 
elbow room. The fishing grounds are far from 
over-run; in fact there are places where you 
can catch bass two at a time on the fly rod. 
How to get to these places will interest many. 
Future numbers of this magazine will contain 
articles dealing with the dry fly, fish culture, 
rod making, fly tying, etc. and will be of suc h 
value that the amateur cannot afford to be 
without them, for it is the intention of the 
editor of this department to explain each 
move carefully and to avoid that mysterious 
un-get-at-ab'e method of explanation em- 
ployed by so many writers. Each move in 
these details will be skilfully illustrated. 
Our intention is to make this department one 
of the best published in any sportsman’s 
publication and while we have this yet to 
prove we feel that with your co-operation 
anything is possible. 



A CANOE TRIP 
W. R. Bocking 

little missionary work along the line 
a of telling Canadians what kind of a 

country they inhabit would seem to be 
not only a patriotic but a necessary under- 
taking. This summer I took a_ 100-mile 
canoe trip along one of the finest routes in the 
north country, passing through Timagami 
Forest Reserve, and in the whole five weeks 
met only one other party of travellers: They 
were Americans from Buffalo. 

I believe the only reason more Canadians 
do not make use of the magnificent waterways 
of Northern Ontario is that the idea of a canoe 
trip has never been presented to them. There 
must be hundreds of young men, and older 
men too, who either own canoes or could 
obtain them for two or three weeks in the 
summer, and who would welcome a vacation 
in the woods if they once undertook to plan 
one. 
_ It does not require experience, and a small 
initial outlay will provide a camping outfit 
that will last for years. A book by Siawart 
Edward White, “Camp and Trail’, is a 
splendid help in the matter of equipment, 
while a little volume, ““Camping and Canoe- 
ing,” by J. E. Jones (Wm. Briggs) is of in- 
estimable value in the matter of selecting a 
route. Both books treat fully of camp 
cookery and food supplies. 
_Last year, through reading these and 

similar books, I got the wilderness fever. 
So feeling rather green about everything in 

general, and cooking in particular, a pair 
of us struck off with an outfit to do 125 miles 
in Algonquin Park. We had the best month’s 
holiday of our lives. We did not get lost, 
nor drowned, nor attacked by anything larger 
than mosquitoes. We found ourselves able 
to build fires, make comfortable camps, and 
negotiate heavy packs on portages with very 
fair success. And the products of our cook- 
ing, instead of being poisonous, or at least 
ludicrous, as we had expected, turned out to 
be really palatable and enjoyable. 

This year, with confidence born of a whole 
month’s previous experience, three of us did 
100 miles in the Timagami Reserve. Once 
more we were able to keep comfortable, fare 
royally, and find our way home safely; and 
now we hope that in future our summer’s 
holiday in the woods may come as regularly 
as our winter’s work in town. 

There is a secret influence at work in the 
wild places of the North that seems to cast 
a spell over the men who have once been in 
them. One can never forget the lakes of such 
wonderful beauty, the rivers, peaceful or 
turbulent, the quiet portage paths, or the 
mighty forests of real trees. It is really 
getting to know Canada, to go where these 
things are. After having made camps along 
the water routes, one feels a proud sense of 
ownership of that part of the country, which 
must develop into a deeper feeling of patrio- 
tism in regard to the whole land. ~ 

THE FIRE-BUG AND THE EAST WIND 

E. T. Allen 

‘It’s time to hit the trail again,’ 
The careless camper said, 

And left his little fire ablaze 
Within its leafy bed. 

‘T’ll light another cigarette,’ 
The idle loafer said, 

And chucked his old snipe in the brush 
One end still glowing red. 

‘No, ll not burn my slash this spring,’ 
The moss-back logger said, 

‘Tl trust to God and luck again; 
Expense is what I dread.’ 

‘Let’s punch the screen out of the stack,’ 
The donkey fireman said, 

Ans so he did, and all the sparks 
Sailed blithely overhead. 

“Come on, we'll dump our ashes now,’ 
The railroad trainmen said. 
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The train soon fanned them far and wide 
As on its way it sped. 

‘Good time to fire my slashing now,’ 
The thrifty rancher said, 

And touched it off without a thought 
Of how far it might spread. 

‘T’ll think I’ll blow an hour or two,’ 
The restless east wind said, 

Then liking it he changed his mind 
And blew a week instead. 

‘Millions in lives and timber lost,’ 
The newspapers next said. 

What made those fires all start at once, 
We wondered as we read. 

‘It wasn’t us, it was that wind,’ 
The fools in chorus said. 

So they’re alive and loose this year, 
—We hope the wind is dead. 

- —— 



A HUNTING EXPEDITION NORTH 
OF VANCOUVER 

D. J. McDougall 

HERE were five of us in the crowd— 
Tom, Ted, O’Neil, Bert, who owned the 
boat, and the writer. We had stocked 

up with a plentiful supply of condensed milk, 
meat and vegetables, as well as a good store : 
of the commodities that make bachelorhood 
possible, and had started out on a hunting 
expedition up the Pacific coast as far as Toba 
Inlet, about one hundred and thirty miles 
north of Vancouver. We left North Van- 
couver at 2 o’clock in the afternoon of Thurs- 
day, October 29th, and after taking on suffic- 
ient gasoline for our trip, we set out. As 
Bert owned the boat he was appointed en- 
gineer and attended to the mechanical end 
of our voyage, while the rest of us made 
ourselves useful in the culinary department, 
taking a hand also in the navigating of our 
craft. We had smooth sailing for the first 
part of our trip, but on crossing Howe Sound 
the wind and sea were both quite violent and 
made things interesting for a while. We had 
all partaken of a very hearty dinner at 6 
o’clock which did not help matters any. The 
writer would have gladly given anything 
within reason for the privilege of getting off 
and walking, but of course this was not 
possible. Some writer has described the 
sea as ‘the melancholy main’ and I quite 
agree with him. For the space of two hours 
I felt decidedly melancholy, in fact until the 
inevitable happened. For a time I resisted 
the nauseating mal de mer with all the will 
power at my command, but to no avail. The 
spirit was willing but the flesh was weak and 
it ended in a triumph of matter over mind. 
The others did not fare much better, but when 
we got inside Welcome Passage the sea was 
not quite so rough and we passed the night in 
the sheltered confines of Secret Cove. The 
next day we hunted in that region but though 
we saw signs of game we did not have any luck 
and returned to the boat early in the afternoon. 
The writer shot one grouse across a canyon 
but on searching for it found it had dis- 
appeared, having fallen into the thick under- 
growth. On returning to the boat, however, 
we were pleased to notice that Bert had shot 
some ducks which same had been made into 
an appetizing meal by Ted who was then and 
there appointed head chef, there being no 
dissenting vote. We left Secret Cove that 
night and made Pender Harbor at 8 p. m. 
where we passed the night and listened to 
some fabulous accounts of the game that was 
to be had in that region. One old timer 
cheerfully told us that he was in the habit of 
shooting deer from his back door at least once 
a week, but we were from Missouri and had 
to be shown. 
on Saturday morning and had a pleasant trip 
that day, reaching Naink Island at 4 p. m. 
where we hunted until dark, but found nothing. 
As there was no shelter we left here and went 

We left this modern Annanias: 
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to Forbes Bay where signs of game were 
better, and where we shot a number of ducks. 

On Monday we set out for big game. Tom 
and I went up the mountain but saw no game 
until late when we spied two mountain goat 
at an impossible altitude, at any rate for that 
day. The region around Forbes Bay had 
been overrun by a forest fire some time before 
and the ground was covered with fallen logs 
in all positions and of all shapes and sizes, 
making travelling very difficult. We there- 
fore turned towards home to discover that 
our cook in addition to cooking the ducks had 
exceeded his previous efforts and made a 
pudding which was above criticism. We had 
no name to give it but judging by the sub- 
sequent feats which we performed in mountain 
climbing the writer thinks that ‘“‘Jacob’s 
Ladder Pudding’ would be an appropriate 
cognomen. It was indeed a masterpiece and 
the writer feels quite sure that if Robert 
Burns had made its acquaintance the haggis 
would not have had the honor of being the 
“chieftain of the pudding race,” at least 
in British Columbia. 

Tuesday morning we set out in search of 
goats. Tom and Bert went up the mountain 
while O’Neil and I went around its base. We 
found an old watercourse and followed it up 
until we reached snowline. We heard a 
fusilade of shots away up on the mountain but 
owing to the steepness of the mountain side 
could not ascertain what it was. Mountain 
goats are fond of high life and it appears that 
Tom had succeeded in discovering a herd ot 
them across a canyon. Tom is a crackshot 
and succeeded in getting a goat at his first 
shot, but as he depended upon its sliding off 
the mountain he did not get the goat itself, 
which slid down part way and rested on a 
ledge. As it was unable to kick much or 
dislodge itself it stayed there and as the 
mountain was almost perpendicular it was 
not possible to get at him. Having dis- 
covered nothing on our trip that day O’Neil 
and I returned to the boat about 3 o'clock in 
the afternoon and found that the cook was 
still living up to his reputation. He was 
puzzled he told us at our late arrival for he 
thought that he had heard some one whistling 
about an hour before and was quite positive 
that one of us was returning home in a cheer- 
ful frame of mind as he claimed he could 
clearly distinguish the swinging measures of 
“Casey Jones.” O’Neil looked at the cook 
and ventured to remark that it might have 
been some birds in the near vicinity and to 
this theory the cook reluctantly agreed.I 
saw the Irishman examining the locker where 
we kept the material we were in the habit of 
using for medicinal purposes. He remarked 
that the liquid in one of the bottles was a 
little below high water mark but was pre- 
pared to attribute this phenomena to the 
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influence of the tides. He suggested that 
we go and hunt for the particular birds 
responsible for the bursts of melody heard 
by the cook, but the suggestion was not favor- 
ably received. ‘The writer is not sufficiently 
conversant with tidal phenomena to endorse 
or refute our friend’s theory regarding the 
disturbance in the medicine locker, but has 
seen results of the influence of certain med- 
icine on the expansion and contraction of 
ideas when such medicine is taken in large 
enough quantities. Whether it is capable 
of expanding itself under tidal influence is 
uncertain as far as the writer knows. 

As the game was too far back from the water 
at Forbes Bay we left there the following morn- 
ing and went twenty miles farther up the 
Inlet. The engineer kept house that day and 
the rest of us went for a hunt. Ted and I 
returned at 12 o’clock, having seen no game. 
The engineer and Ted went out that afternoon 
and got a deer, the first one we had secured 
on this outing. This made a welcome ad- 
dition to our larder as duck was getting 
morotonous. We went still farther up the 
Inlet that night and found better hunting the 
next day. As my shoes were beginning to 
show signs of wear, and as I was developing a 
monstrous appetite, I helped the engineer to 
keep house and beach the boat that day. 
After Tom had shot the goat at Forbes Bay 
I noticed a marked change in the eating 
capacity of the crowd. My theory is that 
is some mysterious manner we must have 
made connection with the appetite of the 
unfortunate goat that had fallen a victim to 
Tom’s rifle. Goats, according to the theories 
of the comic paper editors, are provided with 
a very healthy and hearty appetite and our 
appetites developed these characteristics at 
an alarming rate. Tom saw a buck this day 
but he was too far away to shoot, so did not 
get him. We had our first roast of venison 
this day too and it was pronounced a decided 
success. Our pudding had been excellent 
and our other dishes above criticism but that 
venison was like Cleopatra’s morsel for a 
monarch. ‘Dancing is poetry in motion, 
sculpture poetry in stone,’’ but nobody has 
been able to express cooking in literary terms. 
Everybody was delighted with the creations 
of the culinary department on that day and 
the writer feels a little proud that he helped 
with the household arrangements on that date. 

The next day we all went hunting but as it 
rained torrents we did not stay out very long. 
Tom, however, shot a buck that morning so 
we were able to report some progress. The 
next day was Saturday and we all went out 
again except O’Neil, who volunteered to 
officiaie as chef. The writer saw a deer that 
day but was not quick enough to land it. I 
had a lever action repeating rifle and as I do 
not believe in carrying a charge in the barrel 
when travelling over rough ground I was not 
able to work the lever rapidly enough to do 
any harm to the deer so had to return empty 
handed. There was no game shot this day 
though a few were seen. The next day was 
Sunday and Bert and I went for a stroll in 
the woods along the shore. We separated a 
short distance from the shore and Bert re- 
turned about 10 o’clock to find that a storm 
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had risen and lashed the waters of the Inlet 
into fury and threatened to throw our happy 
home on the beach with disastrous results. 
About 11 o’clock I returned, only to find 
that I was marooned. The boys had to leave 
with the boat to avoid disaster and an inter- 
esting time they had of it. The engines 
refused to work part of the way and the rudder 
cable broke so that they had their share of 
trouble. I missed all this however and 
luckily fell in with some trappers who were 
established there for the winter. They were 
in very comfortable quarters and I passed an 
enjoyable day and night with them. One of 
their number proved to be a man of more than 
usual talent. He could discuss Plato and 
Greek literature with unusual intelligence 
and was as well acquainted with the Theogony 
of Hesiod and the worship of Isis and Osiris 
and other Egyptian divinities as Lloyd 
George is with the income tax. I was delighted 
to meet this modern Jacques in the forest 
enjoying close communion with nature, where 
he could read “‘sermons in stones, books in the 
running brooks and good in everything.” 
A trapper’s life is full of excitement, though 
very lonely. The antics of amateur hunters 
and woodsmen who live in steam heated 
apartments when they are at home furnish 
them with considerable amusement at times. 
They are often called on to administer first 
aid to some of these Nimrods whose experience 
of woodcraft often results fatally The boys 
returned for the marooned passenger on Mon- 
day morning. Ted and O’Neil having stayed 
ashore to hunt. They had chosen one of the 
islands in the Inlet for their ground and on 
returning we found that Ted had shot a deer 
and seen a herd of five more at a distance. 
We got anchorage for the night and next day 
Tom and Ted shot some more deer. Wednes- 
day furnished the climax to our adventure 
as we had to camp out beneath the stars that 
night. 

We had all separated in the morning, Bert 
and I taking the rowboat to a point two miles 
below where we had our launch beached. We 
were all too eager in our quest of game to pay 
any attention to the time, with the result 
that I landed at the water’s edge at 5 p. m. 
three miles below our rowboat. As the trail 
was impossible in the dark I decided to stay 
for the night where I was. My clothes were 
wringing wet and I had not had a bite to eat 
all day and as the weather was quite chilly my 
feelings can be imagined. Aside from the 
cold and hunger I did not mind the experience 
in the least. It is a novel feeling to stay out 
all night by oneself with the vault of heaven 
for a roof and the earth for a pillow. My 
particular pillow was too hard to be comfort- 
able and as I had no mattress or blankets I did 
not sleep much. After it got dark the woods 
echoed to the noises of the various animals 
prowling round. I was near the shore and 
could plainly hear various creatures splashing 
in the salt water which all animals like to 
drink. I heard noises close to my shelter — 
and in hope of getting a shot at some big game ~ 
I went out and investigated. It was, however 
too dark to see anything and I was disappoin-— 
ted in my search for excitement. Dawn came- 
at last and as it was low tide I was able to 
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walk along the shore with little difficulty. 
I walked three miles and rowed two on an 
empty stomach. I- was most ferociously 
hungry and reached the launch about twenty- 
six hours late for breakfast. Tom and Ned 
had had a similar expevience but they had had 
a small fire which helped matters out some- 
what. I was so hungry that I ate a dozen 
prunes in their native state and thoroughly. 
enjoyed them. After a hot drink and a good 
breakfast we all felt natural once more and 
passed the whole affair off as a joke. We 
collected our game and anchored close to 
shore on the other side of the island that night. 
A brisk wind came up about 3 o’clock in the 
morning and we started on our return trip. 
We had a brisk gale on our stern and we made 
good time, arriving at Lund about 12 o’clock 
that day. We stopped here for dinner and as 
our boat dragged her anchor in the cove and 
threatened to collide with the other boats 
anchored there we took our departure, much 
to the relief of a certain flaxen haired gentle- 
man whose accent and features proclaimed his 
Seandinavian origin. We left him in an agony 
ef uncertainty as to our intentions for some 
time but we eventually eased his mind by 
leaving the inhospitable neighborhood of his 
boat which was of wood and newly painted, 
while ours was of steel and while staunch and 
serviceable could scratch off a lot of paint. 
We made Nelson Island that night at 8 o’clock 
and as it was rough on Saturday decided to 
hunt for a while. Our hunt proved fruitless 
and we returned home to find that Bert and 
O’Neil had in addition to cooking dinner 
got rid of their whiskers. We had all let our 
beards grow and the effect in some instances, 
particularly in mine, was startling if not 
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terrifying. We could all have passed for 
stage pirates and I think we all averaged a 
crop of at least forty bushels to the acre. We 
spent Saturday afternoon in getting rid of 
these ornaments as we did not wish to frighten 
any of our city friends. 

The passage home was rather stormy. 
We arrived in North Vancouver at 1 o’clock 
on Monday morning. All had enjoyed the 
outing immensely and we would gladly repeat 
our experiences another year. The writer, 
particularly, felt that he would not have 
missed the trip for a respectable sum as he 
feels he derived at least a hundred dollars’ 
worth of good from the trip. It is a great 
relief to a man to leave town and go to the 
woods where he can forget all about work, 
wages, barbershops and stomach troubles. 
We had a deck of cards and our rifles with 
which to pass away the time and these and 
O’Neill’s whistle proved sufficiently amusing. 
This whistle was a musical monstrocity and 
when in working order sounded like ten 
nights in a bar-room. We might call it ten 
notes in a bar-room, perhaps, as he had the 
ten notes with some to spare. A game at 
euchre and a performance on the whistle 
furnished our night’s entertainment and time 
never hung heavy on our hands. To those con- 
templating a hunting trip the first thing to 
choose is the crowd. Anyone with ballroom 
Willie feelings should be left at home, as 
they will be entirely out of their element, and 
their delicate feelings will be sure to be hurt 
by the trials of mind and body which they 
may be called upon to endure, but with a 
good crowd and a good boat there is nothing 
to prevent one’s having an enjoyable time 
if there is red blood in one’s veins. 

“WE CAN GET YOUR TOURISTS LOTS OF THESE HERE IN OCTOBER, 
+ WRITES “M. W. G.’”” FROM DINORWIC, ONT. 
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Small Game Rifles 
Lieut. Townsend Whelen 

N my last article I discussed the car- 
I tridge for an all around small game 

rifle. I intend to take up here the 
design for such a rifle. Shall it be a single 
shot or repeater? Shall it have a plain or set 
trigger, and what kind of sights shall it be 
equipped with? First of all we must realize 
that our target is very small indeed, and re- 
quires not only fine marksmanship, but a 
rifle which will do credit to fine holding. The 
marksman must not be handicapped by 
ordinary equipment. The buckhorn rear 
sight, German silver factory front sight, and 
a seven pound trigger pull may not hope- 
lessly handicap a rifle for deer shooting at 
50 or 100 yards, but the small body of a 
squirrel or crow, or the head of a woodchuck 
at these ranges requires an accurate arm, 
fine sighting, and a good left off. 

The choice between single shot and repeater 
depends much upon the character of the 
country and the particular kind of small 
game in one’s shooting territory. In the 
wooded portions of Eastern Canada and the 
United States where squirrel and grouse will 
form ninety percent of the game the repeater 
will probably be the choice. While not one 
rifleman in a thousand will ever have the 
chance to develop that degree of skill which 
will enable him to make even a decent average 
at running or flying game, yet in such country 
opportunities will often occur where two or 
more shots can be obtained at a flock of 
ducks, a covey of grouse, or at a swimming 
muskrat. The repeater is the weapon for 
short range game shooting, but as at present 
made for the market, and with the cartridges 
adapted to it, it is not a satisfactory small 
game weapon at ranges much over 50 yards. 
Its limitations are chiefly due to the fact that 
nail driving markmanship is more difficult 

with it than with the single shot, and that no 
suitable small game cartridge with flat 
trajectory has yet been made for it. The 
proportion of misses and crippled game at over 
50 yards will be very large. It is not the 
best weapon for woodchucks and varmints, 
and it is not as interesting a weapon as the 
single shot as one soon acquires shooting 
ability exceeding its capabilities. 

At present I do not own a small game 
repeating rifle. I have had a number of them 
at different times, and the last which I used 
in Maine for a season was very satisfactory, 
but as I stated in my first article, it quickly 
came to grief through the use of Sharpshooter 
powder. Were I getting another such weapon 
it would certainly be a .25-20 repeater, either 
a Winchester or a Marlin, and it would have 
a smokeless steel barrel, solid frame and 
Lyman sights. A smokeless steel barrel is 
necessary because the primer acid from the 
smokeless primer is not diluted much by the 
small powder charge in this cartridge, and 
smokeless steel seems able to resist primer 
acid better than ordinary steel. A_ solid 
frame is very desirable because a takedown 
rifle is very prone to change its normal 
elevation and zero from time to time. It 
may shoot as small a ten shot group as the 
solid frame rifle, but day after day it will 
throw this group in different places. This 
is partly because a takedown rifle will never 
go together exactly the same each time, but 
chiefly because such a rifle is very much more 
liable to changes in vibration or buckle durin 
recoil through having a joint in its vita 
portion. It certainly does not help much to 
find after carefully targeting ones weapon at 
50 yards that it shoots from one to two inches 
off the mark everytime it is tried, and almost 
always in a different direction. Such dif- 

. 
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_ tries to switch you off the extra value “DOMINION” 
_ to another tire more profitable to him. 

“Say “DOMINION” —and stick to it”’ 
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| Montreal and we will see that you are promptly 
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It’s the ‘“‘EXTRA”’ that you get 
which makes it worth while to 

‘‘Say Dominion’’—and stick to it”’ 

Extra high-grade up-river Para Rubber - extra 
quality flawless Sea Island Cotton - extra experi- 
ence gained in making the type of tires which are 
the biggest sellers in America - extra rubber that 
goes into the ‘‘nobs” of “Nobby Treads”, making 
them 90 per cent less liable to puncture than 
ordinary tyres - 

- these make “DOMINION” Tires such ‘‘extra’’ 
value that motorists who use them once insist on 

Such tires cost money in the making, and the 
extra value is yours. Remember that, if a dealer 

If you have any trouble getting what you want 

_ Supplied. 

CanadianConsolidated Rubber Co., Limited 
ontrea 

28 Branches In Canada 

Head Office, Montreal, Quebec Best for all-round service, 
all the time, everywhere. 
Grips the slipperiest pave- 
ments—saves 90 per cent of 
punctures. 

An effective anti-skid tire 
at a moderate price—the best 
for the money. 

The basis of all ‘‘Domin- 
ion’ Tires—the masterpiece 
of tire-making skill. 
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ferences make little difference in a large game 
rifle unless it be used for long shots, and in a 
majority of cases this vibration would never 
be noted unless one indulged in a lot of range 
shooting and kept a careful track of his point 
of impact from day to day. But on small 
game this variation means many misses. On 
some days one will seem to miss all the time 
until he tries his rifle at a target and finds it is 
shooting off. The trouble is the amount or 
direction of these off shots are no indication 
whatever as to what the variation will be 
under some other condition. Never again 
will I own a small game rifle which has not a 
solid frame. 

I have specified Lyman sights for the 
repeater principally because variations of 
light do not affect these sights while they 
usually do the open sight, no matter what 
the pattern. Here again we have the dif- 
ference in the target between the large game 
weapon and that forsmall game. Variations 
in light will make little difference when the 
target is a deer at from 50 to 100 yards, but 
they are often enough with open sights to 
make one entirely miss:a grouse or squirrel 
at 50 yards. Also I know by experience that 
I can make closer and quicker shots in all lights 
with Lyman sights than with any open sights. 

I would never use factory ammunition in 
the .25-20 because the black powder cartridges 
are all very inaccurate due to fouling and 
caking, and because the smokeless cartridges, 
both low power and high velocity, are loaded 
with Sharpshooter powder. In reloading I 
would use only the 86 grain soft point metal 
jacketed bullet as I have found it very much 
more accurate than any kind of a lead bullet. 
I would experiment with Du Pont Schuetzen, 
and Du Pont No’s 75 and 80 powders in 
various charges until I found the most suit- 
able load. None of these powders should 
ever be compressed in the shell. From my 
experiments with the .25-20 single shot 
cartridge I think that the best results 
will be obtained with a charge of as much 
Schuetzen powder as can be loaded with- 
out compression. 

My own preference for a small game 
rifle lies with the single shot. As I have 
stated running and flying shots are practi- 
cally impossible at the average small game. 
I think that experience will show that it 
is entirely a matter of luck and that no 
amount of practice will make one any 
better at shooting at running or flying 
game until the game reaches the size of 
jack rabbits at least. With the single 
shot one does not have the advantage 
of being able to deliver a rapid second 
shot at a covey or flock, or in the case of a 
miss with the first shot, but I think that 
this disadvantage is fully offset by the 
facts that one can make surer with the 
first shot, and that the rifle can be adapted 
to a cartridge which will permit the 
marksman to make practically absolutely 
sure of a hit up to 100 yards provided he 

-does his part correctly. With-my own 
single shot I have found a deal of satis- 
faction in the regularity with which I can 
make clean kills with the first shot and 
be practically sure of doing so up to 100 
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- yards without having to make any estimate 
of the distance. 

All of my single shot rifles are of Win- 
chester make except one which has a 
Ballard action and a Winchester barrel. 
I have owned 12 of the Winchester single 
shot rifles and have done more shooting 
with them than with all other makes com- 
bined, and never have any of them failed 
in any respect. This rifle certainly de- 
serves the name of “Old Reliable’, a 
name usually given to the Sharps rifle. 

‘The Winchester single shot, by the way, 
was. designed as an improvement on the 
old Sharps Borchart rifle. To get the 
best out of any rifle it should be chambered 
for a proper cartridge, it should have a 
light, clean trigger pull, it should have a 
sling strap suitable for shooting in the 
standard prone position, and it should have 
a good telescope sight. With the even 
dozen of this make that I have owned I 
have done much experimenting as _ to 
equipment. I did not obtain perfect 
satisfaction until I had finished fitting up my 
latest small game rifle. This arm has 
now been in use for a year and has been 

- found so perfectly satisfactory that in that 
time I have not been able to think out any 
way in which it can possibly be improved. 
Therefore I believe that I cannot better 
give my ideas on this subject than by 
describing this rifle. 

The basis was a Winchester single shot 
with a 27 inch No. 3, round, nickle steel 
barrel, pistol grip stock, checked steel shot- 
gun butt, and rifled and chambered for the 
.25-20 S. S. cartridge. Mr. Neidner then 
rechambered it for the .25-35 W.C.F. shell 
of Winchester make. This was not a 
Neidner chamber but a tight accurately 
reamed chamber of the usual commercial 
design. Shells fired in it require resizing, 
but mot nearly as much as with the ordin- 
ary commercial chamber. The shells are 
loaded with 22 grains weight of Du Pont 
Military Rifle Powder No. 20; U.S.C.Co. 
No. 8 primer; and an 86 grain soft point 
jacketed-bullet of Winchester make. The 
velocity is estimated at about 2100 f.s. 
Partly due to being sighted with a teles- 
cope sight having its axis 134 inches above 
the axis of the bore, the rifle requires no 
sight adjustment up to 100 yards. If the 
cross-hairs of the scope intersect on the 
head of a squirrel anywhere between 25 
and 100 yards when the trigger is squeezed 
that squirrel is mine sure. The rifle was 
also equipped with a special breech block 
designed by Dr. Mann, containing a unique 
firing pin which absolutely prevents pun- 
ctured primers, enlarged primer pockets, 
or escape of gas to the rear, and precludes 
any missfires from firing pin troubles. 
This is far more important than it would ~ 
seem to the- novice. The Winchester 
single shot rifle is made with a black pow- — 
der firing pin, and this is its only weak 
point when adapted to high power car- 
tridges. To attach the military sling 
strap I had special swivels.attached. These 
are of the pattern used tor the butt swivel 
of the ..30-40. Winchester Model 1895 
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For successful shooting in field or marsh 
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Dominion Shot Shells 
Absolutely uniform and dependable—producing 
complete shooting satisfaction. 

The crimp on each shell is firm and hard, the 
action in pump guns is positive. The shooting 
of one shell shows the qualities of every other 
—close pattern; sure, quick primers; high 
velocity; even pressure; moderate recoil. 

ig: , Ask your dealer for the “Canuck,” the quick 
i load for fast shooting. Other popular shot 
Ven ot Shells: Imperial, Regal, Sovereign and Crown. 
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\¥ Sold everywhere. 
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Wen Pictures. 
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musket. They do not turn or allow the 
~~ sling to twist, and they can_be instantly 

removed from the rifle by simply pressing 
a spring. The front swivel is screwed to 
the barrel 2 inches in front of the forearm 
tip, and the rear swivel to the stock 2 
inches in front of the toe of the butt plate. 
The trigger is a plain one eased up to 1% 
pounds without the slightest suspicion 
of a creep. The telescope sight is an old 
one which I have had for fifteen years, 
made by John W. Sidle in his best days. 
It is 3 power with’a very large bright field, 
optically perfect, and I believe the best 
glass he ever turned out. ~But this glass. 
is no longer made and I believe the next 
best is the Winchester A5. The _ scope 
mountings were quite a_ problem. I 
would hate to tell how many well earned 
dollars I have spent on mountings in the 
past five years in an effort to find a mount- 

‘ing which did not have an error. The 
mounts on this rifle are absolutely satis- 
factory. I have found none others that 
are, have tried every commercial make, 
and have designed and had made a number 
of special ones. These mountings are the 
Winchester double micrometer mountings 
remodelled by Mr. Neidner so as to fasten 
to the barrel by means of the Mann taper 
dovetails. The Winchester dovetail and 
screw method of securing the mountings 
to the barrel was not found entirely satis- 
factory. It permitted a variable error of 
sometimes as much as 14% minutes of 
angle (114 inches at 100 yards). The 
Mann taper dovetail method of attaching 
has no error at all. The idea of combining 
the Mann taper dovetail and the Winches- 
ter micrometer mounts was my own, and 
mine were the first that Mr. Neidner made 
up. Since then however he has made 
these mountings for a number of riflemen 
and in every case the sighting troubles 
have ended. By no other method that 
I know of can perfect sighting be attained. 
The rear base is placed on the barrel up 
against the receiver, and the front base so 
placed forward on the barrel that the mount- 
ings are 7.2 inches apart. This makes one 
graduation on the barrel of the micrometer 
equal 14-minute of angle (% inch at 100 
yards). 

This rifle is the most interesting one that 
I have ever owned. It is so reliable that 
I take more pleasure in shooting it, either 
at game or target, than any arm | have ever 
owned. It is seldom that I miss anything 
with it except through error in judging 
distance at ranges over 100 yards. I get 
about as much satisfaction out of what I 
call “‘field target shooting”? with it as from 
hunting. I like to lie down on the edge 
of a lake where there are lots of small 
stumps and stones showing in the water, 
crawl into the sling, estimate the range, 
allow for any wind blowing, make the 
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I MRE (POUT WET I a cis ones ace nace nate exee ects Catt 
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adjustments to inches on the micrometers’ 
--and then plug the stumps and rocks, one 

after another, with never a suspicion of a 
splash of water except when a bullet cuts 
clear through a stump. 

The telescope sight proves its worth 
many times in the game fields. Small 
game is often very hard to see. Grouse 
and squirrels are often hidden to the naked 
eye in the dark of woods and branches, and 
rabbits and chucks in the grass and thicket, 
But with the scope all outside lights are 
cut out and one can see right into thickets 
etc., and make out the game clearly. 
Then too it has always surprised me how 
slow riflemen are at discovering that 
quicker aim can be taken with a properly 
made hunting telescope than with any 
form of metallic sights. I admit that it 
takes quite a little practice to become 
accustomed to the scope, and also that the 
average scope has so small a field and so 
narrow lateral accommodation as to be 
much slower than open or Lyman sights. 
But a wide field, broad accomodation 
scope is quicker than any metallic sight. 
A scope having a wide lateral accommoda- 
tion is one which in aiming does not re- 
quire the eye to be exactly in line with 
the axis of the scope to obtain the full 
vision, but permits one to see the full field 
of view through the glass if the eye is 
within say 44 inch of the axis. With 
metallic sights the eye must be exactly and 
accurately in the line of sight if accuracy is 
to be expected. Take the operation of 
sighting with open sights.¢ One throws his 
rifle to his shoulder. In doing this con- 
siderable skill can be acquired so that the eye 
will catch a view within say 4 inch of the 
absolute line of sight. Operation 1. Next 
the rifle must be moved around until the eye, 
the front, and the rear sight are exactly in 
line. Getting the eye and the front sight 
in line is one operation, and operation 3 con- 
sists in getting the rear sight in this same 
line. Then operation 4 consists of getting 
this line of sight accurately aligned on the 
object or game. There are actually four 
operations to aiming with metallic sights. 
With a proper hunting telescope however 
there -are but two operations. First the 
rifle is thrown to the shoulder and as it is 
only necessary to get the eye within ¥ inch © 
of the axis of aim to see clearly one finds that 
at the end of this first operation he sees the © 
game clear and magnified in the field of the 
scope. 

crosshairs will intersect on the game. 
tried this out so many times that I am fully 
convinced that the good hunting telescope 
is twice as quick in catching the aim as the 
best metallic sights. 
dation and field of view of the different makes 
of scopes vary greatly. Those I have at 
present I have found to be as follows: 

lg inch. 17 feet 
ee pes 14 inch. 27 feet 

3 inch. 10 feet 
3s inch. 18 feet 
zs inch. 51 feet 

s 35 inch. 60 fee’ 

Only one more operation is therefore — 
necessary, that is moving the rifle so that the © 

I have } 

The lateral accommo-— 

! 
E 
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{ Don’t carry useless weight. ‘| Here is a feather weight 16 that will carry an ounce of shot yet it is lighter than 

most 20 bores. ‘| A day’s supply of 16 bore shells is about 1 Ib. lighter than as many 12 bore shells. 

Decreased weight of a 534 lb. 16 bore gun and a day’s supply of ammunition makes it possible for you to travel 

farther, finish fresher, get into action quicker and this feather weight does the business. 

§| Twenty bores from 54 to 5%4 rounds, 28 bores from 434 to 514 pounds, 12 bores from 614 to 8% pounds, 10 bores 

from 914 to 10% pounds. ‘| Large catalog—FREE. Double guns $17.75 up—Single Trap Guns $85 up. 

ITHACA GUN COMPANY, BOX 13, ITHACA, N.Y. 

World’s Record for Tournament Shooting made by Lester S- 
German with 499 x 500, and 647 x 650 on all 16 yd. targets, 
including practice day with runs of 372 and 149 straight at the 
Westy Hogans at Atlantic City, Sept. 15 to 17, 1915. 

Winner of Professional Average—Lester S. German, with 499 x 500 
Winner of Amateur Average—W oolfolk Henderson, with 493 x 500 | 
Third, Amateur Average — — — Allen Heil with 485x500 

Winner Double Championship—W oolfolk Henderson, 86 x 50 pairs 
Second in Double Championship—Guy V. Deering, 85 x 50 pairs 
Third in Double Championship — — Allen Heil, 84x 50 pairs 

Sousa Trophy—Won by Woolfolk Henderson, with 100 straight. 

M k W ld’ Shanley Trophy—Won by Allen Heil with 99 x 100 and 19 on the 
a es or S shoot-off. 

Record 

© 

Tied Westy Hogans Trophy— 
Allen Heil, with 100 straight. 
Nafional 18 yd. Champion- 
ship won by Allen Heil, 97 x 
100. 

In addition to the above, 
Parker Guns figured promi- 
nently in the winning of many 
other high places. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 
N. Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. 
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The last two scopes are of German make, 
and far excell the others in the above table, 
but they are so constructed mechanically 
as to allow of certain optical errors which 
class them as unreliable and unsatisfactory. 
A long experience with scopes at the target 
and in the game field has proved to me con- 
clusively that in order to be suitable for 
quick work a scope must have at least 4 
inch lateral accommodation and a field of at 
least 17 feet at 100 yards. I understand 
that lately the J. Stevens Arms and Tool 
Company has been purchased by another 
corporation and has been turned over en- 
tirely to the production of war material, 
thus the only one of the above scopes avail- 
able to the public at present is the Win- 
chester A5. Although this glass is de- 
ficient in lateral accommodation, and has cross 
hairs that are too thick for the most accurate 
aiming, on the whole it will be found fairly 
satisfactory. As a matter of fact in some 
other respects, such as accurate boreing of the 
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tube and the method of focusing, it is ahead 
of any other scope made. While not ideal 
in some ways it is the best we can do at 
present. 

Lest the reader thinks that this article 
has degenerated into a treatise on scopes I 
must state that I believe that correct sighting 
is one of the most important requirements of 
the small game rifle, and the problem has 
been the most difficult and expensive of all 
for me to solve. It has paid for itself however 
in the knowledge that has been acquired of the 
subject, only a few pointers relative to which 
it has been possible to give here. The 
‘liability of a telescope sight to injury will 
usually and properly preclude its selection for 
a big game rifle to be used in the wilderness, 
but the same objection does not hold with 
equal force for a small game arm, and for this 
latter class of weapon I consider it absolutely 
essential if shooting at game is to be indulged 
in at ranges much over 50 yards. 

Some Old-Time Rifles and Rim Fire Smokeless 
Ammunition 

A. L. King 

this summer by trying to obtain some 
photos of the different types of fire- 

arms in the possession of himself and friends. 
Among others and after many failures I got 
some real pictures of what I consider the 
most interesting group of .32-40 caliber rifles 
in this part of the country, showing actions 
open and closed, standing, finger-tip position 
and sitting locked-in position and complete 
cleaning and re-loading outfit. 

The rifles are,—a No. 47 and 52 Stevens, a 
Sharps hammerless and a Ballard. I was 
unable to get a Winchester, which I regretted 
very much. However the pictures present 
an interesting study in butt-plates, stocks, 
grips, fore-ends, checking, actions, barrels 
and sights, no two parts being alike excepting 
that there are two Stevens-Pope rear sights 
and three hand-made front sights. . 

The Sharp’s stock is a masterpiece but the 
Ballard’s is the one of the most interest to 
the writer. It was bought last winter from 
aman in Vermont and had a barrel so thick 
that it projected past the receiver all around. 

It was fitted with a 30-inch No. 3 Schoyen 
barrel, a new (?) foreend borrowed from an 
old .38-55 Ballard was checked and fitted to it, 
the forward trigger was made straighter to 
allow more finger room, a new set-trigger and 
several screws were made. Several of the 
screws which had been abused were re-blued. 
The rear sight is old original Lyman, non- 
locking tang sight and was sent to the factory 
to be fitted with a No. 47 stem and disc, the 
regular stock stems not fitting perfectly. 
Both front and rear sights then took a trip 
to be equipped with Martin’s discs and peep 
cups. You may imagine the fun my pal and 

Tos writer has been amusing himself I have had in fitting up the rifle and the in- 
terest with which we watched its first perform- _ 
ance on Labor Day. 

The barrel, sights action and even the 
new load we doped out, were all that could be 
desired and put it strictly ‘to the man behind.’ 

The outfit consists of an Armory mold, 
Universal powder measure, bullet sizer and 
lubricating press, single mold, Ideal tool, 
Winchester tool, re and de-capper, apothe- 
caries scales, melting pot and dipper, seater, 
*scope, rods and cleaning fluids ete. 

I would like to draw the attention of the 
readers to the fact that ““Primo’’, a new nitro 
powder solvent is being placed on the market ~ 
by W. H. Glover of Hamilton, Ont. ; 

The members of the King Edward Rifle © 
Club have been using this new solvent during 
the entire season with most excellent results. 
Having been accustomed to the use of powder 
solvents, and our outfits containing the 
various best known makes on the American 
market, Mr. Glover felt that we were in a 
better position to test his formula than the 
man who uses vaseline, coal oil etc. He 
therefore used us as a medium with which to — 
try out his ideas. Some of the members did 
not take kindly to being thus ‘used’ but by 
dint of experimenting with old guns and 
several belonging to their friends (?) they 
finally gained enough confidence to trust 
their pet target rifles and revolvers into the 
keeping of the new member of the solven 
family and now use “Primo” entirely. 

Pending its being stocked in hardware stor 
throughout the country Primo may be o 
tained from Mr. Glover only by non-residen 
of Hamilton where it is for sale in the sportin 
goods stores at twenty-five cents. 

o 
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HE .250-3000 Savage is now being used on 
Tos game during the open season for the 

first time. 
Already the most enthusiastic reports are 

coming in. 
The .22 Savage Hi-Power, ‘‘the finest deer 

riflein the world”, paved the way for it. 
The experts who tested its wonderful accur- 

acy and ranked it with the New Springfield 
predicted it. 

The forest rangers who used it on bear, 
wolves and other predatory animals during 
the summer predicted it. 

The peace officers who used it on Mexican 
bandits to protect the Texas border predicted it. 

But the results have outrun the predictions. 
The .250-3000 Savage is now proving every 

day that you can make more hits on game with 
it than with any other rifle—because it is more 
accurate, because its trajectory is flatter (no 

250-3000 SAVAGE 

THE GUN WITH A CONSCIENCE 

under- or 

over-shoot- j 
ing), and its recoil is so light. 
And every fair hit means 

a clean kill—a paralizing, explosive knockout 
punch. Experts say about twice the killing 
power of the .22 Savage Hi-Power, which has 
killed the biggest American game. 
Take thisrifle with you and give yourself a fair chance. 

You'll be glad you did. 
In details and finish the .250-3000 Savage equals the ex- 

pensive European rifles, which it totally outclasses in 
symmetry, convenience, and effectiveness. 
Takedown pattern; 22inch tapered round hi-pressure 

steel barrel with integral front sight base; checked extra 
full pistol grip stock and forearm; checked trigger and 
corrugated steel butt-plate; weight 7 pounds; price: $30. 
Cartridges with soft-nose or full metal cased bullets 
$4.20 per hundred. Write us for particulars. 

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY 
5411 SAVAGE AVE. UTICA, N.Y., US.A. 

Manufacturers of high power and small calibre 
Sporting Rifles; Automatic Pistols and Ammunition 

RIFLE 

Absolutely Never Shoots Loose 

Prices $25.00 

ASK FOR OUR 

to $1,000 Net 

ART CATALOG 

The Hunter Arms Co., Inc. 29 Hubbard St., Fulton, N. Y. | 
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The articles in this magazine anent the 
subject of cleaning firearms and the use of 
smokeless rim fire ammunition certainly 
touch the spot and the writers deserve credit 
for the stand they have taken on the latter 
subject especially. The average buyer of 
twenty-two caliber ammunition uses smoke- 
less simply because it is manufactured. It is 
cleaner than black powder, is of more modern 
origin, is recommended by some arms makers 
and he naturally takes it for granted that they 
know all there is to know on the subject. 

Is it any wonder that the boys get the 
idea that smokeless is the correct thing? 
One ammunition company advertises very 
extensively its “‘smokeless greaseless .22- 
caliber rim fire cartridges’ and our school 
cadets use the same kind of feed for their 
rifles. All of which proves nothing except 
that we are still having rim fire smokeless 
thrust on us. 

Regarding its injurious effect on the barrel 
I may say that I have yet to see one in which 
it had been used that was not pitted. I have 
cleaned and used school cadet Ross and 
Remington rifles in which smokeless had 
been used and found them all leaded or 
pitted,—or both. These rifles had always 
been taken care of by a musketry instructor 
and cleaned with oil. 

The members of a certain .22-caliber rifle 
club started off using smokeless or black 
powder about two years ago. From personal 
observation I know that the only decent 
barrels in that club belong to the more recent 
additions who profited by the experience of 
these fellows. That club just last week 
ordered 10,000 rounds of Remington-UMC. 
“Lesmok’. 

As regards accuracy there is no com- 
parison. All the leading riflemen in the U.S. 
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use Lesmok or King’s Semi-Smokeless and 
turn in some remarkable scores. At home in 
our own club we have entered for the past 
eight years in the Canadian Rifle League 
Miniature Series, shot prone indoors at 
twenty-five yards. Always using Peters 
.22-caliber cartridges loaded with King’s 
Semi-Smokeless we have landed six ‘firsts’ 
and two ‘seconds’. The last matches in 
1913-’14 in which we were beaten by Van- 
couver, our team’s score was 3946 ex 4000 
and we had to pick a ten man team from 
twelve members at that. This is the official 
score, taken from the C. R. A. report, Ottawa 
October 16, °14. Do not misunderstand me. 
We had nothing to crow about. We only 
led the next team, Belleville, by four points 
and Victoria was only two points behind 
them. I am making these statements merely 
to back up my previous statements to the 
effect that these cartridges are used also in 
Canada by the riflemen who are around when 
the scores are finished. 

As I understand it the Peters Cartridge Co. 
blazed the trail, bringing on their cartridge 
and the other companies after a long fight 
were forced to counter which they did by 
bringing out Lesmok .22-caliber ammunition 
just as the Dominion Cartridge Co. has 
been forced to follow suit. 

There it is out at last; had to come. We 
have had an axe to grind and wanted Semi 
or Lesmok and if they wanted to sell they 
had to give us what we wanted or nothing 
doing. We have used 20,000 rounds of 
Remington-UMC Lesmok this year also 
some Winchester and U. S. and find them 
all splendid and will be delighted to try some 
Dominion Lesmok when we get a chance. 
We are not patriotic enough to burn smokeless 
and clean with oil. 

The Accuracy of the .22 Hi-Power 
Chas. Newton 

N Mr. Crossman’s excellent article in 
I the August issue, wherein he described 

the Martini system rifle made by the 
Birmingham Small Arms Co., for the .22 
Savage high power rifle cartridge, he com- 
ments at some length upon the decided 
improvement in accuracy shown by this 
rifle over that shown by the Savage repeater 
when using the same cartridge. Likewise 
he states that he cannot explain the reason 
for this difference in accuracy. We think his 
article contains the complete explanation. 

It will be noted that the barrel of the 
Martini system rifle described has the old 
Greener device for tightening the joint where 
the barrel of the rifle screws into the receiver. 
This consists of a slotting of the lower side 
of the receiver ring where the barrel screws 
in, and providing a strong screw passing 
through the frame, from side to side, below 
the barrel seat. By means of this screw, 
when the barrel has been screwed into place 

by hand, which can be done easily, the 
barrel seat in the receiver is clamped firmly 
upon the shank of the barrel, which thus 
becomes just as rigid as is this joint in a 
non-takedown rifle where the barrel is 
screwed in by the aid of a vise and wrench. 
With the Savage repeater the barrel is merely 
screwed in by hand, using an_ interrupted 
screw, with more than half the threading 
cut away in the bargain, and the barrel keyed 
so it cannot unscrew, by snapping on_ the 
forestock. The barrel is practically loose 
in the receiver at all times. 
When it is fired the entire rifle is thrown into 

a state of violent vibration, beginning as 
soon as the firing pin strikes the primer, 
increasing when the charge of powder ignites © 
and slams the bolt back against its shoulder, 
and the bullet begins to force its way along 
the bore, incidentally taking up its rotation 
from the rifling. One effect of this vibration 
is easily seen when we fire the .22 long rifle 
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— 
THE HUNTER’S RELIANCE IS FOUND 

IN THE SHOOTING OF 

POWDERS 
BLACK OR SMOKELESS 

HE importance of powder reliability increases as scarcity of game 
T and length of shooting season is affected. To make every shot 

count is the aim of sportsmen. They want to be absolutely certain 
that their pull of the trigger will 

send the shot with the necessary 
velocity and penetrative force to 
“bag the game.” Generations 
of sportsmen have learned why 
Du Pont Sporting Powders excel. 

Over 80% of the shooters are to- 

day putting their reliance on 
these game-getting powders. 

MAKE YOUR HUNTING 
TRIP A SUCCESS 

Insist on buying shells loaded 
with Du Pont — the powders 
made and guaranteed by the 
pioneer powder makers of 
America. 

For booklets descriptive of Du Pont 
Sporting Powders and game loads 
recommended, write to our Sporting 
Powder Division. 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS 
AND COMPANY 

Established 1802 

Wilmington, Del., U.S.A. 

aeieny 
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cartridge from the same rifle by the aid of a 
Marble adapter, and attempt to use the same 
sighting as for the full charge. The point 
of impact is not only far lower than the dif- 
ference in trajectory will account for, but 
is to one side as well. The degree of vibra- 
tion, and of deflection of the bullet by that 
vibration, is different. 

With the B. S. A. rifle, the barrel of which 
is firmly clamped into its seat in the receiver 
by the transverse binding screw, the weapon 
vibrates as a whole, throughout its whole 
length, to a far greater extent than does the 
Savage, although not so thoroughly as does 
a rifle having a one piece stock. With the 
Savage rifle, the barrel of which is practically 
loose in the receiver, this loose joint furnishes 
a center of vibration from which the barrel 
vibrates on its own hook. 

We do not need the science of triangula- 
tion in any marked degree to show us that 
if we move one end of a rod, or barrel, a 
given distance from its original direction, the 
other end being fixed, its new direction will 
be at an angle with its original direction. 
Likewise the longer the rod so moved for a 
given distance at one end, the less will be 
the angle of its new direction with its original 
direction. Given two rods, one twenty 
inches long and one forty-eight inches long, 
both fixed at one end, and move the free 
end of each one half inch; you will find the 
angle of the new direction to the original 
direction to be more than twice as great in 
case of the shorter rod. In fact it will be 
as 48 to 20. 

Coming back to our rifles, the B. S. A. 
Martini is about 48 inches long. The vib- 
rations of the muzzle affect the whole rifle, 
which thus pivots, as it were, at the shoulder, 
48 inches from the muzzle. The Savage 
barrel is 20 inches long, and due to its being 
so loose in the receiver it vibrates or pivots 
from that point instead of from the shoulder, 
hence its vibrations are in a length of 20 
inches. 

The effect of this vibration is, as shown 
above by the case of the .22 rim fire cartridge 
shot in the Savage rifle, to deflect the bullet. 
If further proof is needed just rest your high 
power rifle barrel upon a solid rest, or against 
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the side of a tree, where the vibrations are 
interfered with, and note how it shoots 
away from the sight line followed when 
shooting with the barrel free. : 

Assuming that the same cartridge gives 
the same degree of vibration in the Savage 
rifle as in the B. S. A. Martini and we have 
the deflection due to this vibration in the 
Savage as compared with the Martini as 48 
is to 20, or about the difference which Mr. 
Cossman found when giving the best accuracy 
figures for the Savage. Where the Savage 
barrel was a little looser the vibration was 
greater and the groups larger. However, 
as a matter of justice we will state that the 
Savage rifle mentioned is as accurate as 
any other takedown rifle the barrel of which 
can be unscrewed by hand and is not clamped 
after being put in position by the Greener 
method used in this Martini. None of 
them can approach the accuracy of a rifle the 
barrel of which is firmly screwed into the 
receiver by the good old vise and wrench 
method. 

Mr. Crossman is likewise in doubt as to 
why one particular make of cartridges should 
give difficulty in extraction when used in 
his rifle. From our experience in cartridge 
making we would suggest that he try the 
outside diameter of the offending cartridges 
in comparison with that of the makes which 
give no trouble. We have found that a 
cartridge which is somewhat smaller, before 
firing, than the chamber will extract more 
freely than will one which is just as large as 
can be easily entered into the chamber. There 
seems to be a certain stretching of the shell 
necessary before the proper springback takes 
place, and when the shell is restrained by the 
chamber before it reaches this degree of 
‘“‘stretchment”’ it does not spring back 
enough to free it from the chamber but 
clings to the ‘atter and extracts hard. In 
fact shells which will enter a chamber with 
absolute freedom may yet be so near the 
exact chamber size that when fired they act 
as though they were annealed, and instead 
of freeing themselves by springing back 
they stick as though cold swedged into the 
chamber. It would be interesting to hear 
from Mr. Crossman in this connection. 

Experiences with the .32-40 Marlin, .22 H1- 
Power, and .250-3000 Savage 

Eo. M. 

7 HILEnot styling himself ‘the experienc- 
W ed big game hunter’ we read so much 

about these days, still the writer has 
hunted in the Adirondacks, in South West 
Oregon and in Washington. I have used 
various rifles for fifteen years and have also 
seen the effects of several of the most popular 
calibers. A deer was found about one mile 
from my place in Oregon with seven (7) .25-35 
bullets in him and he had got away and died. 

The .35 Winchester model 1895 is a good 
killer.—at both ends. The .35 Remington 
Auto is also a game-getter but the rifle that 
I tried out with the intention of buying, kicked 
the hardest of any gun I ever fired so I gave’ 
up the thought of a .35 Auto. I tried out the 
.401 Winchester Self Loader; still too much © 
kick to suit me though the gun is a good killer — 
at close range. I could not fire aimed shots 
from these automatics any faster than from 

— eee ee eee 
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«ossiitle 
Mr. J. Moorehouse of Winnipeg, who sent us the 

photo we reproduce is a strong advocate of the Ross 
-280 --which he used when he shot the large moose shown. 

The fact is that the Ross .280 used with the Ross Sporting 
Ammunition with copper tube expanding bullet, patented, offers 
big game hunters the best combination not only to hit but to 
anchor the quarry, the bullet being it is believed, the most 
destructive known. 

At $55.00 for the Rifle, and $7.50 per 100 for the Ammunition the price 
is reasonable especially as one single shot usually suffices to kill the game. 

The Ross .303 models offer special advantages. Powerful, accurate, and 
fitting the readily procured .303 British Ammunition the price of these 
models,—from $25 and up make them general favorites. 

For boys and for use about the house or camp, the Ross .22 is proving 
very popular. It sells at $12.00 and takes the .22 short, long, or long 
rifle. It is most accurate and is fitted with a new and excellent peep 
and globe sight. 

Dealers all over Canada and United States sell Ross Rifles 

Illustrated Catalogue Free on Request. 

Ross Rifle Co., - - Quebec 
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my .32-40 Marlin H. P. and in this connection 
would like to say a few words about the Old, 
Old .32-40 which has been brought up to date 
three or four times and is still an Old One. 
My first big game rifle was this .32-40 Marlin 
with 26-inch nickel steel barrel, half-magazine 
5 shots, weight about six pounds (no extra 
charge for this latter light weight feature). 

When I first commenced to use this arm I 
noted that the bullets did not act as I thought 
well-behaved bullets should. They would 
break up and tear horribly for a certain 
depth and come out in four or five places 
making only small holes which would not 
allow bleeding and in case the deer could 
run it was not possible to track it. 

Or again the bullet might go, clear through. 
I have a bullet now that struck a deer in 
the flank, passed through the paunch and 
lodged between the skin and short ribs on the 
other side. 

I had heard of wire-patched bullets so I 
commenced to experiment and being a green- 
horn I naturally ran up against things. I 
spoiled three pairs of bullet moulds but finally 
succeeded in getting a bullet that suited me. 
This I got by cutting the grooves from an 
Ideal bullet mould No. 319295, winding 22 
gauge copper wire in form of a coil spring and 
inserting it in the mould before casting the 
bullet, and then sizing and seating gas check 
at the same time with Ideal sizing die. This 
bullet made with pure lead with just enough 
tin added to make it flow easily weighs about 
185 grains or 20 grains more than the regular 
factory bullet. The core cannot jump from 
the jacket as factory bullets will sometimes 
do but having a large amount of lead exposed 
it upsets well and with base of bullet intact 
has enough weight to carry it through and 
out of a large animal like a deer or black bear. 

At first I used the same charge of lightning 
as for the 165-grain bullet,—twenty-four 
srains,—and say, there was never a mountain 
large enough to make sure of me hitting it 
but I finally discovered that 231% grains gave 
good results in every way. 

_ T have killed several deer with this load in a 
perfectly satisfactory manner. One deer shot 
at about 150 yards was struck in front of the 
shoulder too far ahead for the heart. The 
bullet ranged slightly backward, ground up 
one rib at entrance, fwo ribs and the large 
joint of shoulder on opposite side, cutting 
a smooth hole all the way through though 
the ball did not break up. The hole in the 
hide at point of entrance was one and one- 
half inches and at point of exit two and one- 
half inches in diameter. hee. 

There was positively no meat spoiled. 
This deer was knocked down as if he had 
been hit by a sledge-hammer but jumped up, 
ran about 100 yards and fell dead. I tracked 
him by a trail of blood which had spurted 
from both sides of him making a trail eight 
feet wide at some places. pe =) 

The effect of this bullet is alike every time 
and this load shoots as accurately as the 
factory high power load and must have much 
more energy than the .303 Savage on account 
of a slightly higher velocity... - ‘ - 
Now for a few words regarding my much- 

knocked Marlin. I have had this rifle about 
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eight years and have fired it somewhere 
around four thousand times and have never 
had a jam that could possibly be laid to the 
charge of the rifle and in my experiments I 
got some pretty heavy loads, some of them 
smashing the No. 9 UMC primer considerably 
more than does the 1906 U. S. Goy’t. and the 
gun is in perfect working order yet. I have 
fired this arm five times in four seconds and 
gotten a 4-inch group at twenty-five yards 
and this is quite a bit faster than I can fire a 
Savage. 

Of course with my rifle on account of its 
tubular magazine, modern ammunition can- 
not be used and for this reason I purchased 
a .22 Hi-Power Savage as soon as this model 
was placed on the market. 

I-M-P ‘‘Imp” in more ways than one. 
The old Gent himself is this rifle when it 
comes to keeping it clean. I haven’t got 
patience enough to circumvent the fouling 
in the barrel so I have neglected it until | 
ruined one barrel and now have a new one on 
it. 

I find this rifle very accurate when loaded 
just right and if kept very clean. If the bar- 
rel is only slightly fouled it will show on 
the target or if too small or on the other hand, 
too large a charge of powder be loaded in the 
shell the bullet does not seem to balance right 
owing probably to nét having the proper spin. 

I have re-loaded the shells with very good 
results using the regular factory bullet and 24 
grains of Du Pont Military Rifle Powder No. 
21 also with Ideal gas check bullets and nine 
grains of Du Pont Rifle smokeless No. 1. 
With the latter load I got especially good 
results as to accuracy. 

The writer standing at the corner of hisshackin Grant’s . 
ass, Ore. : 
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Reloa 
a | 

d Your Shells ! 
a “Save half of 

DEALN?4, your shooting 

: 3 expense by 

using 

Ideal Tools 

This set of tools performs all operations re- 
quired in reloading rifle and pistol shells— 
moulds and sizes bullets, expels old primer from 
shell, seats a new primer, measures powder 
charge, seats bullet to proper depth and crimps 
shell onto bullet, giving you a complete car- 
tridge ready to shoot. 

No. 4 tool for .25-20 single-shot and repeater; 
82-20; .32 S. & W. long; .38-40; .88 S. & W.; 
44-40; .44 S. & W.; .45 Colt’s, etc. Price, 
$2.50. No. 6 tool for .25-36, .25-35, .30-30, 
-303, .82-40, .382 Special, .38-55, .38-56, and 
various .40 and .45 calibers. Price, $3.00. 

The Ideal Hand Book tells all about reload- 
ing all standard rifle, pistol and shotgun am- 
munition—tells how bullet moulds are made, 
how to cast your own bullets and reload your 
shells—how to save money and do better shoot- 
ing with less wear 
on your gun than 
with factory loaded 
ammunition. 140 pages 
of practical in- 
formation for shoot- 
ers. Free for 3 stamps 
postage. 

MAND BOOK 

S57 U4 INTORMATION 

a 

Hard Wood 

Height, 70 inches. Depth, 12 inches. 

Width, 28 inches. 

Catalog. 

Send us your address for our Illustrated 
Gun Catalog. 

eee Hi. H. KIFFE CO., 
525 Broadway 

Mission Finish 

Gun Cabinet 

If interested, write for our special Gun Cabinet 

New York 
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Have a Rifle of Your Own ! 
Enjoy the charm of the woods and 

fields —shoot woodchucks, crows, hawks, 

and other pests— practice snap-shoot- 
ing on targets in mid-air—and shooting 
at the mark. It’s wonderful sport! 

Mat 
.22 Calibre Repeater 

—the wight gun for small 
game, for snap-shoot- 
ingand shooting atthe 
mark. Itis remarkably 
accurate; has plenty 
of range and power; 
gives quick repeat 
shots; and the ammu- 
nition isso cheap you 
can shoot all day long 
at slight expense. 

Model No. 32. 
Hammerless— 
and built right! 

if The pistol grip 
fe: stock has a real 
2 pistol grip and 

@ thegreater‘drop” 
that experienced 

* shooters like so 
well. The quick ad- 
justable Wind-Gauge 
rear and Jvory Bead 
front are “extra 

quality” sights — 

wiviaiillly 
\ 

Sea ai yi 

‘cgi 

” the best ever furnished on any .22 
Tepeater. 

The Take Down is simpler 
and quicker than any other— 
the rifle more convenient to 
carry and easier to keep clean. 
The safety slide buttonis placed 
zight—just under your thumb. 
The Solid Steel Top protects 
your face and eyes from defec- 
tive cartridges; the Side Ejection 
throws shells away from you. 

15 Shots; with full maga- 
zine 25 shots. Four other 

yz .22 repeaters give 
choice of lever or pump action 
with visible hammer. All five 
models handle .22 short, .22 
long, .22 long-rifle cartridges. 

Buy the right gunI—Send three 
stamps for 140-page catalog of re- 
peating rifles and shotguns. 

The llatlin Firearms Q. 
§ 67 Willow St., New Haven, Conn. 
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The .22 Hi-Power is a very good shell to 
re-load but the Savage rifle action allows the 
shells to stretch and after being used three or 
four times they stick in the chamber or break 
around the head. However this rifle has pro- 
bably the best workmanship embodied in it 
of any rifle made in the U.S.A. My rifle 
is equipped with a Lyman tang sight with the 
wind-gauge attachment, also a Malcolm 
No. 2 telescope six power with side mounts 
designed by myself and made by the Malcolm 
people. They are made to attach to the rear 
sight slot on the barrel and to the tang sight 
thus making a very strong and rigid mount 
which can be easily detached and does not 
mutilate the rifle in any way. 

The second time I tried this rifle with the 
*scope I killed seven woodchucks missing 
none. Some of them were one hundred and 
fifty yards away. 

For woodchuck and other game up to the 
size of a large dog the .22 Hi-Power is a sure 
killer. I have never tried it on deer always 
using my .32-40 Marlin for this game but the 
way it will distribute a woodchuck over the 
surrounding territory is something wonderful. 
Sometimes, however, it will not work the same 
way but one time will pass through a 
woodchuck making only a small hole—in 
fact only slightly larger in diameter than the 
bullet itself,—killing the animal of course 
instantly, then again if the bullet strikes 
lengthwise of a woodchuck it may not come 
out at all but make sausage meat of the in- 
sides of the ‘chuck.’ 

For rabbits and squirrels, etc. the light load 
I mentioned is very good as it does not spoil 
the meat but nevertheless kills cleanly. I 
do not consider the .22 H. P. a proper rifle 
for deer but think that spot for spot it would 
kill quicker than a .30-30 but if the deer should 
run any distance it would not leave much of a 
trail of blood and therefore could not be track- 
ed as well. 

While on the subject of woodchucks how- 
ever I will say that last summer there was a 
sly old black fellow that lived in sight of my 
house and though I tried many times to get 
within decent range of him as soon as I would 
start from the door-yard he would apply the 
principle of “‘safety first’? and take to his hole 
without delay. But one day I took a shot at 
him at long range (325 yards as I afterwards 
paced it off) and was successful in hitting 
him on the hip. He ran about twenty feet 
and dropped dead. Now at this distance the 
bullet still retains its explosive effect to a 
great extent and this brings up something I 
have never here discussed. 

Does a bullet retain its centrifugal energy 
at all ranges or does it die down at the same 
rate as its velocity? 

While camping and shooting woodchucks 
with a friend who had a .250-3000 Savage I 
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There is some very good hunting territory in Oregon. 
This fellow, Arthur Pyror of Texas, never saw a tree 
over 20 or 30 feet high in his life until he came here on 
a visit. This tree is probably 250 feet high. 

had a good chance to observe its action on this 
small game. Its performance on wood- 
chuck is very similar to that of the .22 H. P. 
only more pronounced. 

If I never intended to shoot any larger game 
than deer I would surely tie up to a .250-3000 
Savage as they are plenty strong enough for 
this game and such sized animals except when 
shooting in thick brush where nothing but a 
large bullet at slow speed should be used, asa 
high velocity bullet will explode on contact 
with almost any sized bush whereas the large 
caliber bullet driven at low velocity will plug 
through a two or three-inch tree and then 
through a deer or so beside. 

I have been looking for an all-around rifle 
for some time as I can’t afford all the dif- 
ferent arms of various calibers and I believe 
that I have found it in the .256 Newton. 
Now if I can ‘make’ the rifle and I usually 
do if I want it badly enough, I am going to 
Alaska sometime and I want a rifle, not two 
or three but just one powerful enough to kill 
the largest game and adapted to cartridges 
easily re-loadable with loads for squirrel, 
ptarmigan, etc. and as the Newton Arms Co. 
recommend the practice of re-loading and will 
furnish tools for this rifle I think that it will 
be the one that I will take with me. I like 
the sound of its 2133 foot pounds energy at 
500 yards and my ’scope will fit it nicely. 
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NX 
LEFEVER 
Has 

Great 

Penetration 
From blind or 

the balance and 
LEFEVER. 

For pattern and shooting power one 
test on paper targets will convince 
you. 

Own a LEFEVER This Year 

at $25 Up. 
(List Price) 

If your dealer does not carry in stock, 
we will sell you direct. Write for offer. 

LEFEVER 
SHOT GUNS 
All Gauges. List Prices $25 to $1,000 

The Lefever system of taper boring 
is now famous, because it gives long- 
est range, greatest penetration, the 
least recoil and the most evenly dis- 
tributed pattern possible. 

For Field, Blind or Traps 

When you write for catalog, enclose 
7oc. for the Lefever Ideal Cleaner. It 
takes the rust and powder burns*out 
of any barrel. 

oe YER ARMS CoO. 
203 Maltbie St. 

Syracuse, i ae 

boat}you will like 
quickness of a 

List Price 

A Grand Prize 
for Smokeless Shotgun 
Powder has been awarded 
the Hercules P»wder Co. 
at the Panama Pacific Ex 
position. Buy shells loaded 
with Infallible 

Write for our booklet 
called ‘‘Trapshooting,” It 
is worth reading 

Address 

HERCULES POWDER CO. 

Wilmington, Del. 

i 3-in-One makes a 
it trap spring quick 
| and hold hard—it gets the pelt. 
i 3-in-One prevents rusting, clogging, 

il 4 slow action. Also, the faintly delicate 
HAN odor of 
| 
| 

i 
e J 

3-in-One oil 
is very attractive to fur bearing ani- 

A mals—seems to draw them better ) 
Mthan bait. This is attested by ex- \f 
\. \ pert trappers who have tried it to !, 
Atheir profit. 3-in-One also keeps }/ 
A guns and knives fromrusting—makes "| }} 

Q boots, belts and leather equipment ,:{# 
soft, pliable. 1) 

Don’t go trapping without 3-in-One! Sold 
in sporting goods stores, hardware, drug # 
and general stores: 1 oz. bottle, 10c; 3 oz., fay 
25c; 80z., (Y2 pt.) 50c. AlsoinNon-Leak [ay 
Handy Oil Can—just fits the hip pocket 
—3\4 oz., 25c. you cannot find 

B® these cans with your dealer, we will 
send one by parcel post, full of 
3-in-One for 30c. 

FR EE—A generous Sai of fee 
3-in-One and Dictionary of uses. /HKP 
Write for them. 

Three-in-One Oil Co., 
155 New St., New York, & 

Wt 



Advantages of Ultra High Velocity Rifles 
Fred Adolph 

O the gun crank, who is thoroughly 
j versed in velocity,’ energy and 

trajectory of existing cartridges, the 
following pages will tell nothing new; the 
aim of the article is to bring home these points 
to those otherwise entirely respectable people, 
who have a distinct dislike for mathematical 
formulae and to them apparently meaning- 
less numbers. 

If we place a sheet with ballistic tables 

before a certain number of sportsmen, about 
90 per cent. will not take the trouble to study 
them—I know, because I distributed a lot 
of them and found out afterwards, that the 
benefit my customers received from them 
wasn’t worth mentioning. To make the 
matter plain without any numbers at all is 
of course impossible, but they can be cut 
down considerably. 

Comparative Curves of Trajectory 

45-70 at 1,250 feet velocity. 
Springfield 1906 at 2,700 feet. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
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. .od Adolph Express 
10. .40 Newton Express 
11. .450 Cordite 

Black portion indicates energy of bullet at 200 yards. 
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No. 2. 
No. 4. 

Krag, 8mm, etc. at 2,000 feet velocity. 
The Adolph Express cartridges 3,000 feet. 

10 il 7 8 9 

Muzzle Energy Energy at 200 yds- 

PE eo ae 1,016 ft. pds ' 515 ft. pds. 
wiv BES ote 3,002 ft. pds. 2,247 ft. pds- 
hae terete 2,445 ft. pds. 1,686 ft. pds. 
Pe: 3,440 ft. pds. 2,631 ft. pds- 
Pee. 1,522 ft. pds. 850 ft. pds. 
eer 4,000 ft. pds. 2,700 ft. pds. 
ies ek a 3150 1t. pds. 2,950 ft. pds. 
sie -s Susie eee 2,687 ft. pds. 1,550 ft. pds. 
ve eae ee 4,925 ft. pds. 3,500 ft. pds. 
LAG, Geainaeres 6,180 ft. pds. 4,320 ft. pds. — 
cr oto oat chiar 4,944 ft. pds 3,264 ft. pds- 

Entire height indicates energy of bullet at muzzle. — f . 
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2 cteeTERS 
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Buy Now And Save Money 32a 
You can buy CEETEEF UNDERWEAR this 
Autumn about one-third cheaper than 

you will probably have to pay 
for it next Autumn. 

t patna \ 

oe Co EETEES 

2 “soe woos 

Wool has gone up from 50 to 75% in price since war was declared, yet “CEETEE” UNDERWEAR remains the same price at present because most “CEETEE” Dealers had the foresight to place their orders for fall requirements before the great advance in wool and yarns, also that we had a large stock of wool on hand, therefore made up what we could out of this stock at the old prices, but in the future we shall be compelled to charge higher prices according to the market price of wool thus CEETEE UNDERWEAR will, of necessity, cost much more. 
WORN BY THE BEST PEOPLE _ SOLD BY THE BEST DEALERS 

Inall Sizes for Men, Women and Children. 
Made in Canada from all British material by 

THE C. TURNBULL Co. OF GALT, LIMITED 
GALT, ONTARIO. 

LOOK FOR 
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Flat Trajectory. 
The cut illustrating this article shows the 

comparative curves. of trajectory of four 
different cartridges; the height of the .45-70 
curve if fired at 500 yards, is 9 feet, of the .30 
Adolph and the .280 Ross it is only 1.6 feet. 
The advantage of this flat trajectory is that 
mistakes in Judging the distance will not 
affect very seriously the result. If you have 
‘raised the sight for 400 yds and the game is 
away 500 yds, the hitting point will lie only 
a few inches deeper; if you made that mistake 
with a .45-70, you would miss the game by 
several feet. Therefore, flat trajectory is a 
very desirable thing, because it does away 
to a-certain degree with judging of distances. 

Remaining Energy. 
One of the commonest errors made is 

judging the cartridge by its muzzle energy; 
yet the game is not killed with muzzle energy, 
but with remaining energy at longer dis- 
tances and here we see again that ultra high 
velocity cartridges are superior. The .25-35 
starts with an energy of 1016 Ibs. and 
arrives at 200 yds with only 515 left. The 
.30-30 Winchester starts with 1522 Ibs. and 
this melts down to 850—a loss of about 50 
per cent. The .30 Adolph Express starts its 
journey with 3440 ft. lbs. and registers 2361 
at 200 yds; its loss is only 800 lbs, about 25 
per cent. instead of 50 per cent. and it has 
at 200 yds. still the same power as the 35 
Winchester at the muzzle. The cubes on 
page 600 show very clearly, that the black 
portion of No. 1 and 5, indicating the remain- 
ing energy at 200 yds, occupies only half of 
the entire height, which indicates the muzzle 
energy of the .25-35 and .30-30. 

Reduced Weight of Rifles. 
Hand in hand with superior energy of 

modern cartridges goes a decided reduction 
of weight of rifles. The first order for a gun 
I got in this country called for a double rifle 
490 Cordite. This cartridge has a muzzle 
energy of 4944 Ibs. and in spite of 111% lbs. 
rifle weight the recoil was anything but 
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Lieut. Townsend Whelen; after having tested 
a .30 Adolph Express rifle for about 6 months, 
wrote: 

“The .30 Adolph Express should prove 
a most excellent rifle for Western shooting 
where long shots often have to be taken. 
The velocity and energy, particularly of the 
172 grain load, are so well retained at long 
range that it is doubtful if any other rifle now 
made can excel it at ranges over 300 yards in 
game shooting. The recoil is so light that 
good long range practice can be done with it 
even by alight man.”” There was no sticking 
of shells or other troubles. The rifle behaved 
splendidly. 

THE 30 ADOLPH EX- 
PRESS. 

3,208 Ft. Secs. Velocity. 

3,440 Lbs. Energy. 

By adopiing lighter bullets and pleasant. ¢ 
firing them wiih greater velocity the recoil 
has been lessened to a remarkable degree and 
the .40 Newton with 25 per cent. higher 
muzzle energy than the .450 Cordite, can be 
fired very comfortably from a rifle of 3 lbs. 
less. Winchester rifles for the .405 cartridge 
weigh 8 4 lbs. and kick like a mule—repeating 
rifles for the .30 Adolph Express, which is 
superior in every direction, weigh 7 and 74% 
Ibs. with considerable less kick. 

Value of High Velocity 
High velocity has a value per se, aside from 

producing greater energy. The advantage 
of a high speed bullet over the old slow 
moving missile becomes visible if you look at 
the following table, (this is a case of not- 
getting-along-without-numbers) which  in- 
dicates how much one has to hold ahead of 
running game with an old time rifle of about 
1400 feet velocity and a more modern rifle 
with 2700 ft. sec. like the Springfield. It 
shows, that at a distance of 200 yds you have 
to hold ahead about 12 feet with a rifle of 
Springfield velocity, but 22 feet with a rifle 
of the .32-40 and .38-56 class. That will 
come as a surprise to many a fellow, who can- 
not understand how he missed that deer— 
“It just was on top of the front sight when 
I pressed the trigger’. 

Velocity of running game. 
Velocity of bullet 5 yds per sec. 10 yds per sec. 15 yds per sec. 

Distance to hold ahead in inches at yards 

50 100 150 200 
2 44 66 88 
2 24° 26 48 

€ 1400 ft. sec. 
2700 ft. sec. ape SY) 

Killing Power. 
The killing power of a certain cartridge 

cannot be expressed in ft. lbs.—it depends to 
a great deal on the qualities of the bullet and 
in publishing the results, which Mr. Thomas 
Powell of Nelson B. C. obtained with one of 

50 100 150 200 
44 88 132 166 66 133 210 266 
24 48 72 96 36 72 108 144 

my Adolph Express rifles, I want to mention 

50 100 150 200 

that Mr. Powell used Reed bullets of 172 grs. — 
weight. Hetried out therifle in comparison 
with a .405 Winchester and the cuts show 
three bullets of-each kind. 

; 7h 
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Fortify your body 

with BOVRIL 
BRITISH TO THE BACKBONE. 

Of all Stores, etc., l-oz. 25c.; 2-oz. 40c.; 4-oz. 70c.; 8-oz. $1.30; 
16-0z. $2.25. Bovril Cordial, large, $1.25; 5-oz.40c. 16-o0z. Johnston’s 

Fluid Beef (Vimbos) $1.20. 

W = = Make sure of your foot- 
hy Spoil Your Trip comfort on that hunting trip ] 

By Wearing Inferior Boots? Py havingapairofreal sporting | | 
boots. Ordinary footwear is use- 

less. You want a pair of the best you can get, made by specialists in this branch 
of shoemaking. Ensure warm, dry feet and complete comfort by wearing 

PALMER’S “Moose Head Brand” 
Made from the celebrated Skowhegan leather, tanned in our own yards by 
secret process. Hand-sewn throughout by our Non-Rip Non-Leak process — 
A1 in all respects. In use they are soft and comfortabie, pliable and noise- 
less. Absolutely waterproof, tough and durable. 

WRITE FOR SPORTING BOOTS CATALOGUE ‘‘R” 

JOHN PALMER CO., LTD., FREDERICTON, N.B. 

| JAEGER Woot 
COMFORT and SAFETY 2! 

Jaeger Underwear is durable and comfortable; it affords 

real protection from chill in all weathers. 

| 
| 

Made from unquestionably pure and undyed wool for 
Health’s sake. 

| 
) 

Jaeger Underwear is the underwear of quality at a 
moderate price. 

A fully-iliustrated Catalogue and Dr. Jaeger’s Health Culture will be sent free 

on application to 

) DR. JAEGE eS CO. timiteo 
| TORONTO - MONTREAL - WINNIPEG 

Incorporated in England in 1883 with British Capital for the British Empire. | 
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This is what he says: 
“No. 1—.405 bullet. 

200 yards. 
shot. 

“No. 2—.405. . Large-- cinnamon bear. 
Killed at 175 yards. Ran fifty yards after 
being shot through shoulder. 

“No. 3—.405. Killed grizzly bear at twenty 
yards. Bear ran thirty yards after being 
shot. 

“No. 4—.30 Adolph Express, 172 grains 
Reed bullet. Killed brown bear at 150 yards. 
Shot through seat of pants—blew his whole 
seat away. Died ina fewseconds. 

“No. 5—.30 Adolph Express, 172 grains 
Reed bullet.. Killed black bear at sixty 
yards. Shot through hips. Killed almost 
instantly. 

“No. 6—.30 Adolph Express, 172 grains 
Reed bullet. Killed black bear at 150 yards. 
Shot through shoulder. Killed instantly. 
Too dead to struggle.” 

In a letter dated Nelson, B. C., May 7, 
1914, he says: 

“T killed a black bear at about 300 yards, 
as near as I could judge. 

It was impossible to measure the distance, 
as I had to shoot across a canyon. 

“The bullet struck about the center of body 
on the right side, ranged forward blowing the 
heart in fragments, then passed through the 
ribs into the left shoulder, breaking in small 
fragments, but without going clear through. 
The bear dropped stone dead to the single 
bullet. 

“The next bear was a small brown one, 
and the bullet struck him through the center 
of body at about 150 yards, killing it almost 
instantly. 

“This is the best rifle I have yet used for 
long shots.” 

On July 16, Mr. Powell wrote, in speaking 
of the .30 A. E., in comparison with the 405 
Winchester: 

“The .405 did excellent work, but it didn’t 
seem to kill as quickly as the .30 A. E. The 
bullets of the .30 seem to go to pieces very 
badly. One of the bears looked as if he had 
sat on a stick of dynamite and it had gone 
off. The whole seat of his pants was blown 
out. It was remarkable that a bear could 
be killed with a shot through the hips.” 

On September 7, 1914, Mr. Powell wrote: 
‘Killed two fine black-tail deer with the .30 

A. E. Killed the first at about 100 yards and 
it never moved out of its tracks. The bullet 
struck left side, passed through and lodged in 
skin of opposite side. 

“The next deer was killed at 125 yards, also 
killed instantly. 
to me andthe bullet hit itin-the neck.” - 

Killed black bear at 
Bear ran about sixty yards. after 

It was running broadside 

On October 21, 1914, he writes, on the 
wrappings which contained the bullets: 

“This bullet killed female grizzly bear at 
125 yards. Bullet struck to the right of tail 
and four inches high, passed through intestines 
and stomach, heart and lung; killed instantly; 
about 400 pounds weight. . 

“Killed cinnamon bear, 90 yards; tumbled 
end over like shot rabbit. Made a terrible 
wound—killed instantly; weight, 300 pounds. 

“No. 9. This bullet killed a large male 
grizzly bear among the huckleberries at a 
distance of 300 yards. Bullet struck just 
under heart on right side and _ lodged 
under skin on left side. The big fellow 
tumbled over like a sack of oats; weight, 600 
pounds.” 

On June 28th 1915, Mr. Powell writes: 
“Was out bear hunting again with the .30 

A. E. It sure is ‘‘big medicine’ for bear. 
On June 4th killed female grizzly at 125 yds. 
She dropped in her tracks to a single bullet 
regardless of the fact that she was hit too 
high up in the shoulder. Died in a few 
moments. ; 

Male grizzly bear killed June 7th, 1915, distance 125 
yards. Killed with single bullet from 30 A. E. Rifle, 
weight between seven and eight hundred lbs. A power- 
ful bear in vigorous prime. “ / 
short work of a lien. = The-skull is 15 inches long. 

Such-a bear could make 
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WEEN you see this Gillette ‘‘Bulldog’’ 
or any other Gillette Sign in a dealer’s store, : 

you’ll know that he has a lifetime of velvet shaves to 
exchange for your five dollar bill. 

Your shaving troubles—honing and stropping beforehand—pulling 
and gashing while the job is on—and that raw smarting afterward— 
will all capitulate to the 

GILLETTE 
SAFETY RAZOR 

The electrically tempered Gillette Blades take and hold an edge un- 
equalled for smooth keenness. Adjusted to suit the man who is using 
them, they make heavy beards seem soft, and tender skins feel normal. 
They'll cut your shaving time in half, yet multiply your comfort. 

Give your face a square deal! Keep a lookout for the Gillette Signs 
(you may find them in a dealer’s window or on his store front) and 
get a Gillette—you'll certainly enjoy it. 

2 

“Bulldog”, ‘Aristocrat’ and Standard Sets, §$5.00—Pocket 
Editions, $5.00 to $6.00 — Combination Sets, $6.50 up. 

Gillette Safety Razor Co. of Canada 
Limited 

Office and Factory - - Gillette Building, Montreal 
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June 7th. I killed a very large male 
grizzly—would weigh between six and eight 
hundred pounds. Was hit in the shoulder 
also—smashed ball and socket joint and blade 
into small fragments. The bullet struck 
rather high but he fell as if pole-axed. A very 
large and powerful bear. 

Was disappointed as regards black bear; 
didn’t even get a shot at one.. Will send you 
a skin as soon as [ kill one.” 

On Sept. 9th. 1915, he writes: 
“On my last hunting trip I killed one deer 

(white tail), one Rocky Mountain Goat 
and three grizzly bear. The goat was shot 
at about 200 yards; he fell to the shot like a 
bundle of rags and never moved again. And 
I might say that in my experience I have 
found a mountain goat will stand as much, 
or even more, punishment than a grizzly. 

The deer was killed at 250 yards and he 
never moved one step after receiving the 172 
grain Reed pointed, soft point bullet, through 
the kidneys. 

The grizzly, a female, was standing among 
huckleberries at about 125 yards, when she 
received the light bullet, backed up by a pow- 
der charge that would fill a .280 Ross car- 
tridge case clear full and some more. She 
fell with a loud bellow and was dead in less 
than five seconds. Inside the chest was an 
awful mess; blood, lungs and bits of bone. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Previous to this trip I have killed six 
Grizzly, two brown and one cinnamon bear, , 

In each case it was a clean ~ and four deer. 
kill or rather an unclean kill, for I have never 
seen a rifle that smashes things up so much 
as this .30 Adolph Express. é 

I killed one very large Grizzly in June at 
150 yards. The bullet struck too high on 
right shoulder but he died in a few seconds. 
After cutting the flesh away the shoulder 
bones looked like a plate glass window that a 
base ball had been thrown through. I shot 
a female grizzly at about 125 yards, the bullet 
striking near the tail, about four inches above, 
but she fell stone dead, for the bullet had 
passed just under the back bone, pierced the 
stomach and blown heart and lungs to frag- 
ments. So far this is the best rifle I have 
ever used for all round big game hunting. 
Previous to this rifle the .405 Winchester was 
my favorite for bear hunting, and even now 
I am very partial to that splendid rifle, but 
the 30 A. E. has it pushed to the wall for good. 

I have used rifles for 20 years, from .22 
B. B. up to the big powerful .577 but like 
this .30 A. E. best of all.” 

The cut shows a .30 A. E. rifle made for a 
gentleman in Butte, Mont. Springfield action, 
Krupp hardsteel barrel with matted rib, 
Adolph telescopic sight, fancy stock and 
English engraving. : 

rz 

Some Alaskan Experiences with the .30-30 
“ce Te 

- LANCING over some of the numbers 
? of this year’s issue, the several con- 

troversies re the different arms used 
and the divergent opinions of the various 
contributors is quite interesting. Perhaps 
a word from one in the far away Yukon after 
a residence of eighteen years may be of in- 
terest to the readers. 

Like “A.D.F.”’ in the June issue I disagree 
with Mr. Hill (March Number) in his opinion 
of the .30-30 as an every day service gun. 
I think I’ve used every gun put on the market 
in the last twenty-five years from the old °73 
“model .44 to the new Ross which latter arm 
is certainly ‘some gun’ I have a $125.00 L. C. 
Smith gun which I have owned some twelve 
years, a 16-gauge 1912 model Winchester 

pump, a .30-40 Winchester, a .30-30 Win- 
chester and a 6 mm. Mauser. 
hunting I take the 16-gauge shotgun and .30- 
30 and the camp is never without meat. 

Of course there is one reason for the popu-- 
larity of the .30-30 in this country, the fact 
that the ammunition is light and that means 
much in a country where you practically 
carry everything when you leave the navig- 
able streams,—pack-horses not being used as 
there are no trails. Of course in winter time 
it is back to the dog trains. 

I started out to cite an instance or two 
where my personal experience taught me the — 
usefullness and trustworthiness of the .30-30. 

During the winter of 1905 while.taking an 
Alaska, (some. overland trip to Fairbanks 

When I go ~ 

a 
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AGOOD NIGHT CAP = § 

Royal Reserve Whisky 
is the lasting favorite of those 
who have tried it. Royal 
Reserve is matured for eight 
years in oak barrels under 
Government supervision be- 
fore it is bottled. 

It is as pure and refreshing 
as the evening breezes in the 
pine woods, and as mellow as 
the harvest moonlight. 

Royal Distillery 
Hamilton, Canada 
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480 miles) crossing the Eagle Divide between 
Circle City and Fairbanks I ran into a small 
bunch of fifteen or twenty thousand caribou 
on the west side. I didn’t bother them that 
day but had to wait over two hours for them 
to pass. I arrived at Eagle Creek and caught 
a teamster there hauling supplies from Fair- 
banks to the mines and made arrangements 
for him to wait over two days and promised 
him a load of meat. 

I had seventeen shells for the .30-30 and 
I sent this man into town with twelve caribou 
and I don’t think any wounded ones got away. 
Later that same winter I made a trip alone 
into the Mt. McKinley country after moun- 
tain sheep still carrying the .30-30 and on one 
occasion in twenty (20) shots (I usually only 
carried a box) killed eleven out of fourteen 
sheep and afterwards found one that had 
died from a paunch shot. 

On the same trip I got two moose—large 
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ones—, at sixty yards, both shoulder shot 
and neither ran over 150 yards. 
a friend, J. Moody by name who supplied the 
meat for the Nazeena Mining Co. for three 
years and he used a .30-30 at all times. His 
arm was fitted with Lyman rear and ivory 
bead front sight with the buckhorn sight 
taken off. 

On a trip, 1911—’12 from Idetarod Alaska 
to Seward Alaska with some 2250 pounds of 
bullion for Wells Fargo & Co., consigned to 
Seattle, Wash. I kept the party of five men 
and forty-seven dogs in meat most of the 
time as it was too far to haul dried salmon, the 
usual dog feed. The .30-30 was the only 
gun in the party and my partner on that trip, 
U. G. Norton, killed a Kenai Peninsula grizzly 
weighing 1400 pounds with one shot at a 
little over 100 yards so must say they are not 
bad pop guns after all. 

QUERIES AND ANSWERS 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: After read- 

ing the exceedingly interesting article on 
combination guns in the September number 
of Rod and Gun, I wondered why no mention 
was made of the English “Ball and Shot gun.” 
These guns have now been made for years 
with “invisible” rifling which allows conical 
ball to be used with the accuracy of an express 
rifle up to 300 yards, and can show rather 
better than ordinary cylinder patterns with 
shot. The weight of a 12-gauge double of 
this design is about 74% lbs. So far, these 
guns, owing to the very limited demand for 
them in the old country, have only been 
manufactured in rather superior grades, 
therefore the price is high, say from $75.00 up. 
But I see no reason why comparatively cheap 
pump guns should not be manufactured with 
a ball and shot barrel and I am sure that they 
would be ideal weapons for such a country as 
this (Newfoundland), where one often goes 
after deer and meets a company of black 
ducks or a flock of geese in a pond. All this 
month I have been packing two guns around, 
a 12-gauge shot-gun and a rifle and found 
plenty of use for both whereas had I possessed 
a ball and shot gun one weapon would have 
sufficed. 

Yours truly Act aR: 

THE’ .303 ROSS AND _ LEE-ENFIELD. 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: Ihave been 

a constant reader of this magazine for some 
time and think the gun department one of 
the most interesting features. 

I would like to know whether the .303 
British cartridge is powerful enough for moose 
also would like to be advised as to the shoot- 
ing powers of the .303 Ross. 
Have any of the readers used the .303 Lee- 

Enfield and if so what is your opinion of the 
arm? 

Yours, 
*“Reader”’ 

(The killing power of the .303 British is 

~ 

adapted to the American Krag military rifle 
approximately that of the well-known .30-40 
and to the single shot and Model 1895 
Winchester. 

It is a well known fact that the .30-40 has 
made a good record on moose and though the 
advent of the ultra-high velocity rifle has 
changed things somewhat still this rifle re- 
mains very popular and is used by experienced 
hunters for the biggest American game.. The 
energy of the .303 British at the muzzle is 
1908.3 foot pounds and at 100 yards 1505.7. 

There is very slight individuality in the 
shooting powers of two different rifles adapted 
to the same cartridge, barrel lengths being 
equal and the performance of the .303 Ross 
and .303 Lee Enfield would be identical as 
far as killing power is concerned. 
We trust that those of the readers who 

have used the rifle mentioned will oblige 
our correspondent with the required infor- 
mation. Editor.) 

AMMUNITION FOR THE .38-55 WIN- 
CHESTER. 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: Could you 
give me information through this depart- 
ment as to the best ammunition to use in 
the Winchester .35-55? I do not want to 
know the best make of ammunition to use 
but desire information as to smokeless powder, 
lead or metal-jacketed bullets etc. 

I have two sets of reloading tools for my 
rifle, one supposed to be for “short range” 
ammunition. The bullet for this mould 
seems to be very short and light. _ 

Rusticus. 

(For re-loading your .38-55 shells I would 
suggest that you use any of the loads men- 
tioned in the Ideal Hand Book. From this 
latter source of information I would mention 
two loads which you will doubtless find suit- 
able: the regular 255-grain lead bullet backed 
up by 48 grains F.-G. black powder- or. the 

I also had — 
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same bullet with 19 grains of Du Pont No. 1 
Rifle Smokeless. If your barrel is of the 
ordinary soft. black powder steel it is unsuit- 
able for use with high pressure ammunition and 
if it is your desire to use such ammunition it 
will be necessary for you to have a nickel 
steel barrel fitted to your rifle. 

Such loads as are recommended in the 
Ideal book for use with barrels of the ordinary 
soft stock steel will give good satisfaction 
without undue pressures. ~ 

Doubtless the short range mould casts 
bullets which are fuliy described in the Ideal 
Hand Book but from your letter it would 
be impossible for me to give you any definite 
information as to the proper powder charge 
for this bullet. There are several short 
range bullets described in this invaluable 
little book and very likely you bullet is among 
the number. Editor.) 

INFORMATION REGARDING THE .280 
ROSS 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: I would 
like to hear from the readers about the .280 
Ross as a big game arm. 

Would you advise me as to the recoil of the 
rifle in comparison with that of a 12-gauge 
shot-gun loaded with smokeless powder. 

I have heard from a friend that the bolt of 
the Ross is liable to blow out. Have you 
ever heard of this? Would it be possible to 
have the stock altered to enable me to shoot 
with the left eye as I am right handed but 
have bad sight in my right eye? 
Toronto. We EB: 

(We referred that portion of your com- 
munication touching the recoil of the .280 
Ross and the possibility of having the stock 
altered to meet your requirements to the 
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manufacturers who advise as follows:— 
“The recoil of the Ross .280 with copper 

tube bullet of 145 grains with muzzle velocity 
of 3030 fr. sees. is 21.20 ft. lbs. These figures 
are worked out from the table compiled in 
the British Text Book of Small Arms but the 
recoil effect is considerably less than the 
figures given. 

Touching the communication you received 
from a Toronto subscriber, we could not 
possibly alter our standard stock to suit him. 
We should think however that he would very 
soon become accustomed to our ordinary 
action as we have a number of customers 
who are entirely left-handed, and they do not 
seem to experience any inconvenience in 
using the standard action when they have 
once become accustomed to it.”” 
We would advise that the recoil of a 12 

gauge shotgun loaded with 34% drams of 
smokeless powder and 1% ounces. of 
shot is in the neighborhood of 28.00 foot 
pounds. 

The recoil of the .280 Ross using the 180- 
grain bullet at 2700 ft. secs. muzzle velocity 
is 21.22 foot pounds. 

As to the liability of the Ross bolt blowing 
out it would seem that your informant is 
but indifferently posted on the subject since 
the .280 Ross in the hands of Mr. E. C. Cros- 
man has proved itself capable of handling 
huge charges of Sharpshooter to the fullest 
capacity of the shell and loaded with the 
180-grain bullet. With these tremendous 
charges the bolt held in the game serenely and 
it might be of interest to mention the fact 
that with the 180-grain bullet and 58 grains of 
this powder which was finally tried, the back- 
ward thrust on the bolt (estimated at over 
100,000 pounds, failed to ‘blow out’ this 
portion of the rifle’s anatomy. Editor.) 

TO ALPINE CLUB MEMBERS 
Mr. Frank Yeigh of Toronto will contribute to the next issue of 

~ Rod and Gun an account of the Alpine Club Camp of 1915, which 

was held in Ptarmigan Valley. Mr. Yeigh graduated at the first 

Alpine Camp that was held in the Canadian Rockies just ten 

years ago. 
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1/300th of 

a second 

No. 1 Autographic 

KODAK, Special 

Small enough to go in 
the pocket—conveniently. 

A shutter with a speed of 

1/300 of a second, and of suffi- 

cient size to utilize the full 

working aperture of the lens. 

And the lens has more than 

speed, it has quality—and, 

what is equally important in 

a small camera, a_ sufficient 

length of focus to avoid dis- 

tortion. 

Pictures 214 x 314 inches. 

Price with Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat 

Lens, f. 6.3, - - - - $15.00 

All Kodak Dealers’. 

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED, 

TORONTO. 

Prized equally in 

hospital and home, 

because no other 

Coffee is at once 

so rich, so strong, 

so delicate, and so 

anfailingly good. 

In %, 1 and 2 pound cans 

Whole — ground — pulverized — 

also Fine Ground for Percolatoxs. 

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL. 
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TOURNAMENT DATES. 

Nov. 29th, 30th; Dec. 1st, 2nd, 3rd. 
St. Thomas, Ont., Grand International Handicap 

shoot at Targets and Live Birds. McCance, 
Manager, 475 Talbot St., St. Thomas, Ont. 

St. Thomas Grand International Handicap Shoot 

St. Thomas, Ont., is the place selected for the Grand 
International Handicap shoot which is to be held this 

‘year on Novy. 29th. and 30th. and Dec. 1, 2, 3, a five 
days open to the world shoot. Two thousand dollars 
in cash trophies and merchandise will be offered to the 
shooters at this big event. Mr. McCance, manager 
of the shoot writes. “It is up to the shooters now. 
They can depend on me to do my part. There is 
no reason why Canada cannot hold a shoot as large 
as the Grand American Handicap. We’ve the finest 
grounds in Canada or in the United States. Last 
June Mr. James S. Day of the Peters Cartridge Co., 
broke 590 targets out of 600, which should be proof 
that our shooting grounds are all they’re said to be. 
This shooting was done over our five different sets 
of traps which will be used at the coming shoot.”’ 

There will be five hundred targets in the target 
event, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. On the 
last day of the targets the Grand International Handi- 
cap will be shot, which is open to the world 16 to 23. 
Three hundred dollars will be added to this one event, 
$100 in cash to the winner and a $50 gold watch also. 
The balance which should be one thousand dollars 
divided high guns. The entrance is $7.00 to this 
event, open to the world’s amateurs, one hundred tar- 
gets in this event. The two high professional men will 
be awarded in the Grand International Handicap, 
two beautiful prizes. Ladies shooting throughout 
the entire programme will also be awarded a hand- 
some prize each. 

The live birds are to be shot at Thursday and Friday 
The Grand International Handicap on live birds is 
to be shot the last day, 20 live birds handicap, 26 to 
33 vards. $300 incash is also guaranteed to this event 
and a fifty dollars gold watch to the winner. 

$100 in cash is also guaranteed to every ten bird 
event and some trophies. The targets will be shot 
over five sets of traps and the live birds shot over the 
Fulford traps. The club have just built a new club 
house to accommodate two hundred shooters and have 
also spent several hundred dollars on the grounds and 
are now ready for the big shoot. 

It has taken Mr. McCance and his office staff a 
whole year to prepare for this shoot and they feel 
that there is no reason why Canada cannot have in 
the shoot to be held in St. Thomas in November and 
December next a shoot as big as the Americans put on. 

The big shoot will be opened at 1 o’clock on Monday 
afternoon, sharp, November 29th by the mayor of the 
city Mr. N. B. Johnson. The office will be in charge 
of Mr. Geo. R. Ginn of the Winchester Co., New 
Haven, Conn., and Mr. Rubhert M. Watson of the 
Dominion Cartridge Co., Montreal, Canada, two first 
class men. There will also be a five hundred dollar 
merchandise event. 60 different shooters can win a 
prize. It has been stated by shooters that it will be 
possible for a shooter to win $450.00 in cash at this 
ig shoot besides “prizes.” 
For all information write W. J. McCance, ‘“‘The Men’s 

Furnisher,” 475 Talbot St., St. Thomas, Ont. 

Chilliwack B. C. Gun Club. 

The Chilliwack Gun Club held their final shoot 
before the opening of the duck season in ideal weather 
on Thursday afternoon, Aug. 26th. Thanks are due 
Mr. J. Cadham the District Representative of the 
Dominion Cartridge Co., who conducted the shoot, 
and the local merchants who donated prizes. The. 
following scores were made:— 
Total number shot at. 25 25 10 
Jepwie@orquodale... ss. ctecc.. 21 14 
Je Farquharson....... Tee 18 ‘ 11 5 

S. Eckel. o.:5..355: 5 ot Lo 11 
S. Johnson 255. aoccae eee 14 
W. McCutcheon... - 0 eee 14 
CG. B. Reevesiece nk ee 23 
Dr: Mc@afiréy.n52) eee 16 
E.. Hendersone:- a eee 4 2 
W. Cox.:. (eee eee a 4 
A. E..Menziess...) queen el 21 
C.. Parker x2 iet.2 0 ee 16 
G: Bradleyria eee 8 als 4 
W JR. Nelemsi sere een 
F. Jubb Se 11 15 
F. Joudry 11 15 4 
W. E. Frost 23 15 
J. Cadham 23 25 
M. Ingram 18 
F. Webb 12 14 6 
J. ceammaree ee 95.5. ee 
F. (A: Menziesi..2 oS. eee 13 12 
M.. Stallard |. 5a:.3.23¢0-ee 6 

Stanley Gun Club. 

The Stanley Gun Club held their usual practice 
shoot on Thursday evening, Sept 16. As the even- 
ings are getting so short it was decided not to hold 
shoots on Thursday evenings in future, but arrange- 
ments were made for a Saturday shoot. The scores 
for Thursday were as follows: ¥ 

Shot at Broke. 
Ree 7s 66 St@VenSiieis... oN ee ee eee 

Ox. PR Par Sacco 62 
Marsh vtec nec ccs ceeecetecs Sone 37 
Gases dhs. debts see ee 61 
Goldstein s.:)i5 860-0 sane See ee ‘ 46 
Tomlin... 22 2 es eee 33 
Collins sey SshesevneSticeeeee, Poth k the ee ee 23 

—Doubles— 
Pairs. Broke 

Steven'sis. «cc okes cen en edhe ee 32 
Ox, 82 25) 2hEA ec: SES ee ee ge eee 29 
Wier sIa 24 5 oj dpa ecaaten se ae ence Ee 36 
Gases ould oct a oe een ees ee alo 10 
Tomlin? i. 23 oe a ee 9 

Edgar Sturt Scored High Average at Big Jordan 
Fruit Shoot 

The Jordan Gun Club held its eighth annual fruit 
shoot on Saturday, September 18, and the largest 
crowd of shooters that ever attended this popular 
tournament was present. The day was ideal for high 
scores and ten men shot 90 per cent. or over. Shooters 
were present from Detroit, London, Tillsonburg, 
Toronto, Hamilton, Galt, St. Catharines, Welland 
and many other Niagara district points, and all went 
home loaded down with the finest peaches grown in 
the famous Jordan peach orchards. The high average 
was won by Sturt, of Hamilton, second high by Day 
of London, and third high by Funderburk of Detroit 
and Choate of Hamilton. : 

Three professionals were present viz: R._ Day, 
representing Empire and Ballistite powders; G. M. 
Dunk, for the Dominion Cartridge company and Mr. 
Ross of the U. M. C.-Remingtom company of Windsor 

The Red Cross ladies had charge of the lunch counter 
and provided a dainty luncheon for everybody. 
Those shooting and their scores were as follows: 

Shot at. Brees 
Sid ee ee MP OO) 
1D Eh een Deere 20 aoe Rea e108, 95 
Ghoate. ea se oe ee LOD 95 
Funderburks. 35 ¢ seeks es ee LOO 94 
1 0X0): See ee ee ay we Rn se aed od een I(00) 93 
Miarshiallli. a5 cave scare cee Oe OU 92 
ID MON. i hk Oe ee LOO, 91 
Beams: hie kai ed ee ee LO) 91 
Gashimoré accra ee LOU) 90 
Fenton a, 25 scene oo LOO) 89 
Sherwood): ac 2/0 89 
Konkle ct oo ccce oe Be EO 89 

612 ——— 
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A Toronto 
hockey player 
used a pair of 
Automobile 
Skates for three 
years before he 
had them sharp- 
ened. 

Unusual? Yes. It takes 
glass-hard steel to hold a keen 
edge under such a test. To 
get it, Automobile skate blades 
are tempered like fine automo- 
bile gears. And the fine hard 
blades are 

Ounces Lighter, 

Tons Stronger. 

The core is toughened for giant 
strength. Did you ever hear of 
one breaking? No, they won’t 
break. This we guarantee. 

You want light, fast skates. 
Buy them without risk on our 
money-back guarantee. 

Hockey Players 

Write for free copy of our 

1915-16 Year Book. 60 

Pages, well illustrated. 

Canada Cycle & Motor Co. 
Limited 

WEST TORONTO 

<SHATES 
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HUNTERS and 
FISHERMEN 
— ORDER BY MAIL — 

No. 44. JUSTRITE HEADLIGHT, gives a pene- 
trating light, protected by a strong lens, and WILL NOT 
BLOW OUT; it has a self-lighter attachment and is 
strong, compact and durable. It burns 10 hours on one 
change of carbide. The generator weighs 114 pounds and 
is attached to a belt: the headlight weighs 5 ounces and 
is attached to your cap. We furnish a special long dis- 
tance ground lens with each headlight. Price of headlight 
complete with generator, cap and belt, delivered to you, 
$4.50. [n ordering give size of cap desired. 

We carry in stock a full line of Acetylene Camp Lamps 
and Lanterns, which are described and priced fin our 
catalogue. 

MARLIN REPEATING RIFLE 
MopeEL 29 -.22 CALIBER 

Take down model, handles 22 ealibre rim fire short, 
long or long rifle cartridges without change or adjusl- 
ment. Magazine holds 15 short, 12 long or 11 long rifle 
cartridges. Trombone action, solid top, side ejection, 
Guaranteed by the makers for accuracy and reliability. 
Price, delivered to you, $11.50. 

Prices and descriptions of Marlin, Winchester, Reming- 
ton, Stevens, Ithaca and other popular makes and mod- 
els of shot guns and rifles are given in our catalogue. 

SEW ANYTHING 
Leather, canvas, 
shoes, harness, 
saddles, etc., any 
material, any 
thickness. This 

wonderful awl makes lockstitch neat, quick and easy. 
Tension automatically controlled by finger tips. Price, 
delivered to you, with straight and curved needle and 
supply of waxed thread, 75 cents. 

GILL NETS. 16 meshes deep, mounted with floats and 
sinkers ready for the water, 15 cents per yard. 
Prices on seines, hoop nets, and all kinds of nets and 
netting given on application. In ordering give size of 
mesh, stretched measure desired. 

TRAPS. We carry instock the largest assortment of 
animal traps in Canada. All described and priced in 
our catalogue. 

The use of Hallam’s Animal Bait for Fox, Wolf and 
flesh eating animals—Hallam’s Muskrat Bait for 
Muskrats and Hallam’s Trail Scent will largely in- 
crease your catch of fur. Price, $1.00 per bottle, or six 
bottles for $5.00. Postage paid by us. 

We are the largest cash buyers of Raw Furs in Canada, 
purchasing direct from the trapper. ‘‘Hallam’s Raw 
Fur Price List’—‘‘Hallam’s Trapper’s Guide’’, 96 
pages, Frenchor English, and ‘‘Hallam’s Trapper’sand 
Sportsmen’s Catalog’”’ giving lowest priceson Guns, 
Traps, Animal Bait, Shoe Packs, Eveready Electric 
Flashlights, Fishing Nets, Fishing Tackle and supplies, 
FREE for the asking. 

No. 909 Hallam 
Building, 

imite TORONTO. 

(ore SERESESE SEARS ETRE eS Ee PSTN PS ES Te 
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Always the highest-grade---are now 
lowest-priced as well. And the 
QUALITY has been IMPROVED. 
To our century-old experience—to the very BEST in materials and 
workmanship—is added the most modern munition plant, producing the 
very finest shells. 

REMINGTON-UMCE at the new low price 
is decidedly the World’s Standard .22 

Winners of the GRAND PRIX at the Panama-Pacific 

Exposition for MODERN Fire-Arms and Ammunition 

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Company 
(Contractors to the British Imperial and Colonial Governments ) 

London, Eng. WINDSOR, ONT. New York, U.S.A. 
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Singers. ete 100 89 
ennox:222.-: 100 87 
WMicGhier. (43 oe ee ee eee ee LOO 83 
MclIntosh..... 100 83 
Goodale. 100 82 
Raspberry. .. 100 84 
Watson ne te 100 84 
Monro2s< cs. yee ere ee 100 81 
Sirichk and mn soe eee ee cee 100 79 
STOWE. htiees scare 100 79 
McGillvray. ... .. 100 78 
| Dir eS ee eae er ee at ae Re 100 78 
W. Raspberry...... ... meee! 100 vil 
War Or ctit ie ceticre tere 100 73 
Gay erey eee ee mr ee ine ae. ter eee 100 68 
SCHON ery os ee ee Sater eee neuen 100 68 
| BY Ce chats DORIA Stcane SEeeare: Ee nseacte 100 67 
WATIN ETN ANG He ees eee eee ee LOO 61 
(Gubler agian ho ene > LOO 61 
Mc Gurdvs ee oot oe ae ene ee, 100 61 
St herd ad ses eee teases older ee 60 42, 
FRUEHeEfOrd eee = eh re eee tae oe 60 38 
J 8: eto ys 2 seit cee ao eR ae in cee ae eee 55 49 
] BOY AO Shoe ei a rai cae oe Sep i ae ae ee 40 35 
NSH Cicpy ret ery eee nena we oe Fs wee 40 ah 
Ibionsbergers noc ON pan 40 34 
IWVISIN CT tater cts aes ae renters neue Saal swe 40 34 
INN ener pe ere er ee, AE ee 40 34 
DER C{O 1 ce ae caret i Rie a eae i Ree Sere 40 32. 
OW Gerri ee eee me We ica. en (a 40 30 
DIED ee ee eee ee tcc awn ie eaiees 40 30 
DeLay) Gye en eee a a is 40 25 
Cam ppellts eee eee 40 25 

Port Stanley Gun Club. 
Arthur “‘Bun” Glover, crack shot of the Port Stanley 

Gun Club, is champion of Elgin county. “Bun” 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

won the honor when he defeated Fred Galbraith of 
the Rodney Gun Club Monday afternoon Sept. 4th, 
at West Lorne. ‘‘Bun” broke 90 out of a possible 
100, while Galbraith only hit 88. ; ; 

The victory for Glover was a source of satisfaction 
for the Port Stanley supporters who believed_him 
capable of turning the trick from the first. “Bun” 
took part in the tournament only after his Port Stanley 
friends urged him. Charles Hough, another enthusi- 
astic Port Stanley trap shooter accompanied “Bun” 
to West Lorne and took part in the tournament 
breaking 69 targets. 

Secretary-Treasurer Kelly of the West Lorne Gun 
Club had the misfortune to break the mechanism of 
his gun during the tournament and his shooting was 
not up to his usual standard. 

The misty atmosphere somewhat obscured the 
fast flying rocks, but the scores considering this were 
very satisfactory. Fred Galbraith was the first 
shooter to congratulate Glover on his victory and 
expressed the hope that he might meet the champion 
at some future date. 

The following scores were made in the tournament: 
Glover, Port Stanley, 90; Galbraith, Rodney, 88; Con- 
way, Dutton, 77; Dr. Webster, Dutton, 76; Hicks, 
Dutton, 78; Walker, Dutton, 69; Hough, Port Stanley, 
69; Kelly, West Lorne, 64. 

The Port Stanley Gun Club shot at blue rocks on 
Sept. 8 for cut-glass prizes. The results: 

First event, at 50 birds, two-men team—E. Carry 
41, F. Young 37, total 78; C. Cromwell 38, R. Guest 36, 
total 74; R. Gordon 46, H. Lunn 33, total 79; R. Day 
44, Mig McCance 41, total 85; W. Binns 36, C. Bomar 36 
total 72. 

Second event, at 25—R. Day 20, R. Jordan 20, E 
Carry 21, W. McCance 20, H. Dunn 23, F. Young 20 
R. King 19, C. Tucker. 

The following scores were made at the Northern Club Gun Club, Edmonton, Alta., Sept. 15, 1915. 

° Ne Boy Ay Bk Aw 
i Gao DinsOneeemr ae ee ea oe CLO 20 18 18 16 
IME aIViotlayeneeeee ae een 17 16 15 16 
EH Graavy item a= ge secre eel 18 17 19° =<20: 
NG alblan dies pe eceeen ee eee ID 15 14 15 18 

SEE CeVIOLniss ete eee ao. 19 18 20 19 
GARE Stantordas meen eee mli7, 15 17 18 17 
AME SESS Chae. Meee teen SG 16 7, 16 17 
UReWEELOIMEeS ase ees oy ese dy, 18 19 18 18 
SOW aL OWE hi Loeseee ene ee eA 10 11 13 9 
Gail Gowderoyi et ce ee) 17 19 19 19 
W.A. Mores...... =: BE py 2 \7/ 20 19 20 19 
M. Esdale.. 16 15 17 17 13 
Ga Js Kank... lz 17 19 19 i7/ 
A. W. O’Hearn 13 12 17 15 17 
A. Logan.... 19 17 18 20 15 
Gablolmanen she kee. 2 ee 2 2 2 6 13 
en Glenistenas osctiksen. as oo ks 12 14 15 13 
Wei Darlings an eee 6 12 17 15 16 
BoM. Brammall: ....:... ae 12 13 12 12 15 

*Professionals. 

Dominion Cartridge Co. Shoot 
The weekly shoot of the Dominion Cartridge 

Company was held on Saturday afternoon, Sept. 11th, 
with a good attendance. The scores made were above 
the average. 

Silver Challenge Spoon, 25 Birds. 
McFletcher, 22; Ed. Johnson, 20; H. Butler, 20;. 

Mrs. Wilson, 20, F. Brunelle, 20 (all at scratch); Mrs. 
Brunelle (20 per cent.), 14.4; T. G. Pasco (5 per cent.) 
15.8; A. Oliver (12 per cent.), 14.6; B. Morris (15 per, 
cent.), 13.8; W. Talbot (5 per cent.), 13.7; R. Fraser 
(200 per cent.). 

Club Silver Spoon, 15 Birds. 
Ied. Johnson (ser.), 15; Mrs. Brunelle (20 per cent.), 

14.4; M. C. Fletcher (scr.), 14; F. Brunelle (scr.), 13; 
A. Oliver (12 per cent.), 12.2; H. Butler (sce.), 12; 
W. Talbot (5 per cent.), 11.6; T. G. Pasco (5 per cent.) 
10° Mrs. Wilson (scr.), 10; B. Morris (15 per cent.), 

Practice Match, 25 Birds. 
Mrs. Wilson, 20; Ed. Johnson, 19; Mrs. Brunelle, 16. 

Practice Match, 15 Birds. 
Mrs. Wilson, 11; H. Butler, 11; A. Oliver, 11; M. C 

Fletcher, 10; Mrs. Brunelle, 9; Ed. Johnson, 9; B. 
Morris, 9. 

NAME OF COMPETITOR. 
ES, NG 11 9 
Dr. McLellan nadace 9 10 
C.. Gifford . ae (ee perpen i | -= 
PEACE IC yoo oo lec cbectohee tlvkesjewe eves 15 
OL TER LUNG) | lee Sea te ee ee | 7 
Ueerbedsdale |... .2s2:.. 12 11 
le 4 0o 7 ) ee 4 6 
C.S. Keating... 9 13 
“LIGNE BT ai 5 7 
Ti WET 6 1G 27S ee er ee 12 

20° 20: 20" 20>) 220 20ne20 
19 7 VOR Sees 190s ts 240 216 
16. 166 Wh> WG Geei Dee 240 197 
18.) 9189 92015 < 20 aS Eo eG 240 22:2 
16° 14, 176 Sie oS 240 185 
17 16. 919) 720) S20 als 240 223 
183 7 18 5 le ee Sele 240 206 
12. 16 16> 7 ie LOR SES 240 194 
19. 16, , 17 18 SOUS lee 240 210 
ip aa 12 160 93 
20 187 S17 * Oe aS eels eee 240 222 
lz alse = malts If ES Ses Fess 240 221 
18 15 0y S165 WS by eels ew 240 198 
Lie 20 16 17 2 6 Geng 240 208 
10) =16"._13 18 Al 16 - AZ 240 170 
aye PAU ae is ee ss ifs) al) 240 216 
13° 14-17 15) 20% 016 220 120 
7) AG) 14) 4 AD AS i 240 180 
UGe aes 15 11 18: Al6 220 156 

y= GS lal oy ill) 9 220 125 

Regina Gun Club Annual Shoot 
The 17th annual local shoot of the Regina gun club 

at Broad street trap held on Sept. 6th., was beyond 
all exceptions, both in regard to attendance and keen 
competition. It was a decided success in every 
particular being in fact the best shoot ever held by 
this popularclub, which was largely due to the efficient 
work of the tournament committee assisted by the 
genial pro., W. J. Beckman of the Dominion Cartridge 
Co. Bill was also there when it came to smashing 
targets, carrying off high pro. average for the day with 
127 out 150. 

Morris Sharon repeated his good work of 1914, and 
again 2212x231 *h: city championship otherwise known 
as the Millar Cup. 

Doctor Robb won the Peart Tyro Cup with a score 
of 20 out of 25, Corrigan following with 17, Brooks 
third with 16, Hocklin, one of this year’s members, 
sprung a surprise on the old fellows by winning the 
Merchandise shoot with 22 out of 25. 

President Bill Jones won the amateur high average 
on all targets shot at—125 out of 150—and also carried 
off the long run event. 

12 = 6 10 100 48 
14 27 7 14 150 81 
14 — 11 16 75 52 
9 — 6 11 100 48 
8 = == 11 85 36 

14 — 6 12 100 55 
6 — 2 8 100 26 

11 = 6 14 100 53 
17 — 13 20 100 62 
13 26 13 14 150 89 
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Prize Fish 
Caught by W. G. Harding, 
St. Louis, Mo. 

2. 101b. Mackinaw Trout caught 

Many Good 
/ : E . tai with Bristol 

6 lb. Musk-Pike caught by John 
: j C. Wolfe, Zanesville, 0. 

e . . 4lb. Bass caught on a Bristol in 
{ } Sy || Osage near Siloam Springs, Ar- 

oO r l n e n \ AD kansas by Jack Maxwell, 
fe i. . = 5. A large catch with Bristol Rod 

~ by Della Glass, Parma, Idaho. 
- . 800lb. Jew-Fish. Length, 6 feet. 

re a z e Caught off the Coast of Florida, 
, - by Geo.W.Lyler, Columbus, Ohio. 

Lake-of-the-Woods Trout caught 
on Bristol Telescopic Rod by G.P. 

And in most cases this could be prevented ee Calvert, Rainy River, Ontario. 
. = . ° 4 The abov 1 f the hun- 
if taken in time, by the writer. Next to A dreds of Satitiesida Gt erie Bik 

. 17; sht in every y “BRIS- 
nature the Pember Toupee which cannot b TOL’ Steel Fishing Rods. 

Gane - ri Se Bi To hooka Prize Fish you need a rod be distinguished from your own hair is the \ = SESE SA cated A pe ted A 
best. 3 , to play one until he is ready to land, 

i.) you need a rod with pliancy, resili- 
42 ——————————————————— — : os a ency, elasticity; to land one, you 

} need a sturdy, powerful, reliable 

Write for catalogue, prices and description. ui STE 
There isa special “BRISTOL” made 
for your kind of fishing. A “BRIS- 

| ? TOL’ makes the finest Christmas gift. 

> ni Write For Illustrated Catalogue Free 

h e P em b er S t ore : Ce int THE HORTON MFG. COMPANY 
32 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn. 

129 Yonge Street, Toronto 

ee a ee 
fae Foot Comfort 

For The Fall Hunt 
No 

Customs Js Assured by wearing BEAL BROTHERS’ 
Duties 

wre SPORTING BOOTS 
States These boots are known everywhere for the service 

and comfort they give. They are being worn Fy 
hundreds of officers and privates with the Canadian 
Contingents for work in the trenches in France. 

They won’t chafe the ankle nor ride the heel. Every pair has our 
patented heel which absolutely prevents them from running 
over onthe side. They are strictly waterproof and are guar- 
anteed to stand more hard usage than any other boot made. 

S 
® 

- 
< < 

STYLE 309, here shown is only one item of a big line of Sport- 
ing Boots, Moccasins, Shoe Packs, etc., that every sportsman 
should know about. : 

Style 309, $10 a Pair IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, WRITE US. 

| BEAL BROTHERS, Limited, *"¥stint"2ss: © 
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W . Jones : : 2 at: 20 18 43 13 
W. J. Beckman, ‘pro bate ' oem (8 | 2) 19 42 1134 
M . Sharon. Seen z 9 22 13 44 13 
W. Van Valkenburg ... ... : : 9 18 14 40 3 
D . McGregor pa : eee 5 14 13 40 12, 
A= Earvessowe ries 9 — 13 — 7 
G . Peacocke.....--.. . : ; 6 6 13 = — 
M. Corsigan 225s eee Ep riers Se 3 17 15 37 12 
W. Lythe..... Sy ee 12 17 15 32 11 
SiVinlean oe. 2c ose ise 10 = 
J . Gilhooly: =. i<:: nS: é 9 8 — 5 
J. Gram--. is : re pele 11 10 *16 9 
IW 2. Owens. 25-327. Are =e t2 17 1 41 11 
C. Wood. : : . if, 15 10 *16 oe 
Harry Dennison. ‘ -= — 15 *18 — 
INGeeeWihite.>. ore: : Sele 15 18 *17 9 
Dr RODD. eee ee a ke 20 11 *14 10 
Tom Brooks [A= : ame iG) 16 13 *17 9 
F. Hockin 9 12 16 *15 13 
Be Grantee suntan 7 19 15 = — 
Boe enn eo 7 6 8 *16 13 
H. Smith. : ; 
ce Sule: 10 18 13 * 9 10 
R Waddell . 9 7 13 11 6 
oO. nd = 14 19 13 *15 12 
R. E. Turnbull...... 5 15 8 — 6 
Hoo smale sn s- : 9 12 14 — 10 
A. A. Pierce. .... 5 9 3 — — 
CGiONE Blewett. -— 7 7 9 = — 
A. J. Gibson. P a 7 7 i — 
J. Changuris.. — 4 10 *9 6 
D. Ross. = 
Judge Lamond. — — 
Geo Don eee 
K. W. Ross... 

* Did not SSee te events; Ty 1 mat compet? 

— ee Pa eet ek DD 

_ lori To'o | | CORDONIUIMAO IOs! 

rae 

29 

REGINA GUN CLUB SHOOT, SEPT. 6ih, 1915. 

Novice Won Spoon At St. Hubert Club. 
At the weekly shoot of the St. Hubert Gun Club on 

Saturday, Oct. 2nd, “‘Bobbie’? Cameron one of the 
young shots of the club won the weekly spoon with a 
score of thirty-nine plus a handicap of six, making his 
total forty-five. The scores were not of a high order 
on account of the threatening state of the weather and 
also a tricky wind. The following were the scores 
made: 
DEcEGREL Ly 20 OS OG rr | 18—39 

Easdale, Geo... 
Rogers;cVi Vict. ee 
Heney, F.A.... 
Gorbys Weds. 
Johnson, W.J.. ... 
Booth: Gees. 
Sheppard. . Ae 
Williams...... 
Rogers, C. H. 
Collins, Ben. 

a 
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SUSPENDER 
NONE -SQ-EASY 

‘MADE IN CANADA 

The HUMANE GAME TRAP 
For Catching Mink, Marten, Weasel, Muskrat 
or Skunk. Kills the animal instantly when taking the 

bait without damaging the fur. Not affected by the 

snow, not troubled 
by Whiskey Jack, 
Rabbits or squir- 
rels. Has safety: 
device, can be bait-;, 
ed, spring set and& 
snare placed.;in= 
position before 
leaving home _ for 
the trap _ line. 

Weight 1% Ibs. 
Size of body 34x 
4 x 6 inches. 

PRICE $1.00 EACH, $10.00 PER DOZEN. 

FOOT PADS 

Rush Tango Minnow 
REA), Has all the Wabble Dip and Dive' 
r of 3.4 Minnow in Action 

== 

$50 Gold Prize Contest Bait 
| Contest does not close until Dec. Ist, 1915. EVERY FISHER- 

| MAN ELIGIBLE—the only condition for entrance 1S that you 

make the catch with RUSH’S TANGO MINNOW. Youcan get 

Made from rubber and the fish and money too if you angle with this new and liveliest 

graphite, especially | bait that floats—it gets them all. Ideal for ae oe caeeng 

q “ - e —appeals to amateurs or professionals. Hooks being be ind 

. \ prepared for snow- body makes it practically a WEEDLESS BAIT Don't delay 

shoers, keeps the snow } enter today. If your dealer cannot supply you,.send us his 

CN 
| name, and &5 cents for sample, or $3 for complete 

: | set of four assorted brilliant colors. Our radiant 

lating under the ball of | bait glows at night. ‘‘bates ‘em all. 

the foot, adds comfort Write for de- 

and ice from accumu- 

. 
; 2. 

to what is otherwise a tails and bait 

ALAS 
a now—be sure to 

8a, ¥ disagreeable incon- mention your 

venience. | dealer's name. ( 
| Dealers pro- 

Price 65cperpair, | | aaGneRGRhts if 
$6.00 per dozen | Tango Minnow } 

pair. Weight 3 the best ever 

ozs. All orders | now's the time 
from CES: shipped to stock it. 

direct from Niag- U.S. Specialty Co. 

ara Falls, N.Y. | 94458.A. & K. Building, 
190 Richmond St. W. 

ne Game Trap Co » TORONTO, Canada. | | Syracuse, N.Y. 



MHALONG THE TRAP biNe 
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EDITED BY GEORGE J.THIESSEN 
Y 
al 

HE golden haze of autumn has again settled over the woods and fields. Already the 
wild animals are preparing their winter quarters. You—my readers of the cold North 
and the warmer South—will get down your traps and prepare to take the many fur 

bearers. Some of you are just starting out for the first time; others have spent their lives, so 
to speak, after the mink, otter, fisher, skunk, marten, fox and other animals. It is our in- 
tention to make this department of practical value to all of you, whether amateur or pro- 
fessional. But in order to do this we must have your aid. 

Of course we will not discontinue the question and answer department. It is here that 
the “knotty problems” are solved. It is the editor’s belief that more than one discouraged 
beginner has come to this page and been helped. For such that have, “‘Rod and Gun’’ holds 
a place second to no other publication of its kind. 

But in the past not enough year’s subscription to “Rod 
of you have written to the and Gun.” <As_ second, a 
editor of the trapping de- dollar bottle of Attractor—the 
partment. Such letters that best-known baits in the world 
came—and there were quite a and recommended by _ the 
few even though not so many editor—for any fur-bearing 
as we would have liked to have animal. For other letters 
—were gratefully appreciated. published we will give—ac- 
However, this season we are cording to merit—six and 
going to have a cosy place three months’ subscription to 
around the camp-fire for every this magazine. Remember 
trapper, and when the day’s the prizes are to be paid every 
work is over, when the last month and the best letters win. 
fur has been stretched and This does not mean that you 
pipes lighted, we want you to have to be a story writer to 
join us for the evening chat. get your letters into print or 
We want to know your ex- earn a reward. Spelling and 
periences; we are interested punctuation are not what we 
in your trapping secrets—in are after but your experiences. 
fact we would like to know Write on one side of the paper, 
anything about the art of with pen and ink preferably. 
trapping that is either inter- But should stationery be lim- 
esting or practical. Both, of ited; should you have nothing 
course, are preferable. but a pencil—write anyway. 
‘In order to get acquainted We want to hear from you. 

with you, we are going to offer 
a series of prizes for the best GEO J. THIESSEN Help us make this depart- 
letters or stories. As first ment the best possible. Re- 
prizes, we are going to give a member it is for you. 

THE COMING FUR SEASON 
What about the coming fur season! 

All of you want to know what it holds in store. 

Some might forecast the market pretty accurately 

At best, the results are uncertain. 

In other words, the season of 1915-16 is one of expectation. The prevailing opinion is 
that despite the European markets which are destroyed, prices will be considerably higher 
than they were last season. Many dealers are very optimistic—and this spirit backed by 
that unknown something which in reality is advance information is going to livenup the 
trapping conditions of America. 

Get busy then, boys. 

and others have no idea. 
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emma Y 

RED, WHITE, BLUE, CROSS, BLACK, SILVER 

FOXES, BEAVER, LYNX, Etc. 

WANTED FROM ALL SECTIONS OF CANADA 

Every raw-fur shipper who is looking for a better outlet for his raw 
furs should write at once for our price list. We are in a position 

U to pay top market prices, and will do so at all times, Let us hear 
from you. 

Send for our Price Lis.—NOW: READY—We buy Ginseng. 

nck © BOSSAK, Ingg e e e 
152 WEST 28TH ST., - NEW YORK. 

FREE 
Hallam’s Three Books 

‘*Trapper’s Guide” 

English or French 

96 pages, illustrated, tells how 
and where to trap and other 
valuable information for trap- 
pers: also ‘‘Trapper’s and 
Sportsmen’s Supply Cata- 
log’’‘* Raw Fur Price List,”’ 
and latest ‘‘Fur Style Book”’ 
of beautiful fur sets and fur 
garments. 

All these books fully illus- 
trated and sent 

FREE ON REQUEST. 

TORONTO 

When Jim Ellis 
started in the fur business way back 
in 1899, ata little place called Stony 
Ford, which consisted of a depot 
and two houses, some people said 
he was crazy. 

Jim Ellis thought then and still thinks 
that no matter where a man locates, if he 

We pay highest Prices For 
More Trappers and Fur Collectors send 
their Raw Furs to us than to any other 

five houses in Canada. 

Because they know we pay highest prices, 
pay mail and express charges, charge 
no commissions, and treat our shippers 
right. Result, we are the largest in our 
line in Canada. Ship to us to-day and deal with 
a Reliable House. 
No shipment too small or too large to receive 

And Remit 
Prom pt | y GUNS Sestectag tse. tree Animal Bait, Shoepacks, 

Flashlights, Headlights, Fishing Nets, Fishing Tackle and 

ol HW! Vern 

Sportsmen s Supplies at lowest prices. CATALOG FREE 

TO FUR-BUYERS 
FIRMS OR PERSONS 

Beobng in protected fur-bearing animals, 
beaver, otter, mink and muskrat, or 

ae skins or pelts of protected animals, 1.e., 
beaver, otter, mink, muskrat, moose, rein- 
deer, caribou and deer are required to ob- 
tain a license in accordance with sub-section 
5 of section 41 of the Ontario Game and 
Fisheries Act. The fee for such license is 
fixed at $2.00, by clause (d) of section 49 
of the same Act. 

Dealers will note that the close 

season in Ontario for beaver and 

otter does not expire until October 

31st, 1916. 

A. SHERIFF, 

Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries. 

has honor and integrity in his make up he 
is bound to succeed. 

Sixteen years of pleasant business rela- 
tions with shippers from Alaska to New 
Mexico, and from Maine to California have 
proved that idea correct. 

Prices on most articles will be quite a 
little higher than last year, and if you ex- 
pect to make any changes with your ship- 
ments this season give Jim Ellis a chance. 

You'll find him prompt, courteous, and 
willing to go the limit with any man who 
is satisfied with fair treatment. 

Price List Ready in November. 

JAMES P. ELLIS, Exporter, 

39 & 41 Mill St., - Middletown, N.Y. 



A Review of Fur Trade Conditions 

A Prosperous Season Predicted 

N an interview with Mr. John Hallam, 
I the Toronto fur merchant Mr. Hallam 

gives an interesting résumé of condi- 
tions in the fur trade during the past year. 

“The fur trade has passed through the 
most remarkable year in history,’ said Mr. 
Hallam. Before the war 65% to 75% of all 
the raw fur caught in Canada and the United 
States was annually exported to [urope; 
the two largest fur markets of the world being 
London, England and Leipsic, Germany. 
Shortly after the war broke out the export 
of furs to Germany from the United States 
was rendered very difficult by the activity 
of the English fleet, while the decree against 
“trading with the enemy” prohibited exports 
to Germany from Canada and the British 
Possessions.” 

“The fall of 1914 found great stocks of raw 
furs in London, so that there was no demand 
for American furs from that quarter, while 
many dealers in the United States and Canada 
had large stocks of raw furs in their ware- 
houses which they had failed to ship to the 
London June sales of 1914, owing to the 
poor outlook for obtaining reasonable prices 
which preceded that sale, while the results 
of the June sale proved that their fears were 
only too well grounded. Leipsic fur mer- 
chants, who previously were very heavy 
purchasers at the London sales, having large 
stocks of raw fur on hand, attempted to have 
the June sales of 1914 postponed and on re- 
fusal of the London merchants to grant their 
request, a boycott of the members of the 
Fur Merchants’ Association at Leipsic was 
instituted under a heavy penalty for any 
member of the association who purchased 
raw furs directly or indirectly at the June 
sales of that year. 

“This fact, taken with the large offerings of 
furs and the lack of purchasers, resulted in a 
heavy decline in prices compared with the 
prices realized for the same class of furs one 
year earlier; the result being that many fur 
dealers withdrew their stocks from the sales, 
and the war coming on shortly afterwards, 
left vast quantities of furs unsold on the 
London market, while the American dealers 
were also well stocked up with raw furs. 
Business in all lines was in a more or less 
demoralized condition; many men were out 
of employment, both in the United States 
and Canada, and the outlook for the sale of 
manufactured furs in America was far from 
promising, so that the raw fur dealers were 
at a loss to know whether they would be able 
to find a market for the furs they purchased 
or not.” 

“Owing to these facts, some raw fur dealers 
withdrew from the market for the time being, 
while others readjusted their prices as far 
as possible to meet the new unprecedented 
conditions, and purchased such furs as -were 
offered them for sale. “Manufacturers of : 
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cerned. The consumer will purchase 

fur garments and retailers bought only on a 
hand to mouth basis, fearing to lay in their 
usual stocks, owing to the unsettled con- 
ditions then prevailingy Articles appeared 
in the papers advising trappers not to set 
out their traps, stating that there would be 
no market for their raw furs, all of which 
naturally tended to demoralize business of 
all kinds, and especially the fur trade,” 

“The ruling prices were lower than they 
had been for several years, but were de- 
cidedly higher than they were some fifteen or 
twenty years ago. This gave the general 
public an opportunity to purchase manufac- 
tured furs at very reasonable prices and had 
a stimulating effect on the retail trade, as 
the public were thus enabled to purchase 
American caught furs at prices they had 
formerly been forced to pay for inferior 
imported furs, thus opening a new avenue for 
the sale of American furs, which aided the 
dealer in disposing of his stocks, and the 
trapper in securing reasonable prices for his 
catch. This was especially noticeable in 
Canada, as the war tax of 744% placed on 
all furs imported into Canada,.made it an 
object for Canadian manufacturers to pur- 
chase Canadian caught furs with which to ~ 
supply the Canadian trade.” 

“The result of the increased consumption 
of American caught furs in the United States 
and Canada has tended to use up the ac- 
cumulated stocks that were in the hands of 
the dealers at the time the war broke out. 
Business has assumed a more settled con- 
dition, manufacturers have bought heavily 
and retailers have bought their usual stocks 
of manufactured furs, so that the present raw 
furs season opens with no great accumulation 
in the hands of the dealers, and the market is 
practically cleared ready for the new caught 
skins to be absorbed in the ordinary course of 
trade.” 

“Under these conditions we can only look 
forward to a prosperous season for all ee 

m- 

erican caught furs at comparatively low 
prices, this stimulates the demand’ of the 
retailer from the manufacturer, the manu- 
facturer from the raw fur dealer and the raw 
fur dealer from the trapper, consequently we 
expect that the prices which will prevail dur- 
ing the coming raw fur season will be fully 
as high on all articles, and considerably 
higher on some articles, than were paid during 
the past year, and while they may not be as 
high as the prices that prevailed for several 
years when values of raw furs were inflated 
yet they will be sufficiently high to amply 
recompense the trapper for his efforts in 
securing the valuable fur-bearing animals, 
and the larger catch which he will undoubtedly 
have, will materially assist in increasing the 
size of the trapper’s bank account.” 
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Big Drop in Prices Of hi 
F R ‘AND FUR Be 

No. 112 Muskrat Coat 
$34.50.—No. 113 Muff 
to Match $5.50. 

TRAPPERS, SHIP YOUR RAW FURS TO ME 
Highest Prices, Fair Assortment | 
— WRITE FOR PRICE LIST FREE —— 

C. H. ROCERS, Walkerton, Ontario. 

Set 

GARMENTS es 
$6.25 

No matter where you live or what you and your family want in Furs, or 
Fur garments, you can buy cheaper and better by dealing direct with us. 

It will pay you to send for our Fur Style Book, 1915-16 edition, SENT FREE on request, 
which contains 34 Pages of illustrations of beautiful furs, and will tell you how you can 
buy cheaper and better from us under our system of 

FROM TRAPPER TO WEARER 

When you realize that we are the largest cash buyers of Raw Furs in Canada, purchasing 
direct from the trapper, you will appreciate the unrivalled opportunity we have to select 
the finest skins, manufacture them into desirable Fur sets and Fur garments, then by 
selling direct by mail save you the middlemen's profits. 
You will be astonished to see the beautiful Furs you can purchase from us for a little 
money, every one a gem in its class. 
This season furs are lower in price than ever before, owing largely to most of the European 
markets being closed on account of the war, but the stock of Raw Furs in America now is 
so low, that prices are stiffening up, and it looks to us as if they will advance steadily from 
now on. You should buy your furs this season WITHOUT FAIL. Remember our Fur Style 
Book prices mean goods DELIVERED TO YOU, AS 

WE PAY ALL DELIVERY CHARGES 

Every article is sold under OUR POSITIVE GUARANTEE to “SATISFY YOU OR REFUND 
YOUR MONEY". 
The furs illustrated here are taken from our Fur Style Book, and give you buta faint idea 
of the numerous bargains offered to you, which are shown in our Fur Style Book. Should 
the furs shown here meet with your approval, send us their price, and we will ship at 
once, delivery charges paid by us, and guaranteed to be satisfactory. 

Black Wolf 

BLACK WOLF SET 

This is a beautiful set 
made from long-haired— 
good quality — whole 
skins. The stole is cut 
extra deep and wide over 
shoulder and back—giv- 
ing good protection 

MUSKRAT COAT against cold—is trimmed with head and tail over shoulders 
112. This MUSKRAT COAT is50 inches long, made from and tails at each end—lined with good quality satin and 

evenly matched Muskrat skins in this popular style. warmly interlined. 
This coat is very special value, well made in every 
way. Lined throughout with good quality brown satin. 
Deep shaw] collar and cuffs, fastens with large crotchet 
buttonsandsilkloops Sizes: 

The muff is made in the large classy pillow style, trimmed 
with head, tail and paws and mounted on good down bed giv- 
ing great warmth and comfort—lined with good satin—with 

39 to 42 bust... Price $34.50 wrist cord. No. 224, Stole. .$6.25. No. 225, Muff. . $6.50 

Same coat 45 inches long ...............+-+ Price $32.00 Do not wait but send today to 
113. MUSKRAT MUFF to match above coat, in large 
pillow shape, silk lined, down bed and wrist cord 
aAS 50 aaad Abe eenoriovao sadasddaenpaocssovenade Price $5.50 

WE ARE THE LARGEST CASH BUY- 

ERS OF RAW FURS IN CANADA. Limited 
HOCmeIe Hallam Bidg., TORONTO, Canada. 

highest market valu 

St. Boseph; 

OUR CONTINUOUS CROWINCG DEMAND FOR 
| | al = ‘ \ Smoker ‘‘smokes ’em out.’’ Price 

. | ANN \\ $1.50; parcel post 30 cents extra, Both 
Mh 4 : AN) geecentecd satisfactory or money 

Puts us ina position to pay you the 2 ¢2 

Ship us your furs and put your lowest 
price on them and if not satisfactory we 
will return your goods and pay all Ex- 
press both ways. Who can make you a 
fairer offer? Write us today for price 
lists which are now ready. Price lists 
and tags are free. A postal will do. 

St. Joseph Hide & Fur Co. 
813-15-17-19 N. 3rd St., a, unt 

Pays Cash for FURS 
Prices Higher This Year 

| Miz : Big Money in Trapping skunk, 
MU ph Steet coon, mink, muskrat, fox, etc. You 

can trap furs—we teach you how. 
Funsten Animal Baits guaranteed 

to increase vour catch. * $1.00 a can 
B costoaid: The Funsten Perfect 

es at all times. « 
how, when, where to trap, 

robes and garments. 

FUNSTEN BROS. & CO., 705 Funsten Bldg., ST. LOUIS, MO. 

TORONTO 
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted. 
Cuisine unexcelled. 
European Plan. American Plen. 

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor 

PRINCE GEORGE 
- - CANADA the Airedale fancier. 

back. Traps at factory prices. 
FREE 8 books in one (trapper’s guide— 

game laws—supply catalog). Tells 
how to remove, pre- 

pare and ship skins. Will send you fur market 
reports, shipping tags and big book FREE— 
Write today. We tan hides and furs for coats, 

All About Airedales 
By R. M. Palmer 

A Book of General Information 

Valuable alike to dog lovers and owners, 
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from 
selected photographs of noted dogs and 
rare scenes. Interesting alike Lo the nov- 
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than 
tthe Airedale and of particular interest to 

Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50 

Courteous and Prompt Service. oT TE OT 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE 
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT. 

—_ 
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CONDUCTED BY ARTHUR ELLISON. 

Introductory 

n making our bow to the readers of 
Rod and Gun it may be as well to state 
the object of this department. The 

aim of the writer has always been to assist 
any dog lover in any way which lies in his 
power, to endeavor to elevate the dog fancy, 
and to discourage ‘“‘crookedness”’ in any shape 
or form. We would like our readers to look 
upon this department as a medium of cor- 
respondence between each other, sending us 
the news of their doggy doings, letting us 
know their difficulties and their successes. 
We are not out to boost any particular breed, 
but all breeds and we may say that you will 
receive the same treatment whether you 
advertise in this paper or not. Whatever 
your difficulty, let us know it and we will do 
our best to eliminate it. Of course we cannot 
assume responsibility for the statements of 
our readers, or any reading matter which 
comes from outside sources, we will simply 
have to trust to the common sense of con- 
tributors. ’ 

The Canadian NationalZ#Exhibition 
To those of you who have never seen the 

dog show at the big fair we would say—make 
it a point to go next year, where you will have 
the privilege of seeing the second greatest 
show on the continent, second only to the 
Great New York show. The war had little 
influence on the show this year, over 600 dogs 
being entered, coming from all parts of 
Canada and the States. St. Bernards made a 
noble exhibit and seem to be becoming more 
opular, Bloodhounds were few and not of a 
igh quality as the whole; Newfoundlands 

only four and the same remark might apply 
as to the Bloodhounds. Great Danes were 
good and numbered an even dozen. Russian 
Wolfhounds were low in numbers but high in 
quality, whilst Greyhounds were quite a fine 
collection. American Foxhounds made an 
attractive exhibit as did Pointers whilst most 
of the English Setters came from the States 
and included some good ones. Irish Setters 
were grand not a bad one in the bunch, whilst 
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Gordon Setters were few and fair.. Airedale 
terriers were there by the carload and many 
good ones did not touch the money. Com- 
petition was very keen in this breed most of 
the exhibits being of a high order. Cocker 
spaniels were a big muster and were of good 
quality. Collies also were a fine exhibit and 
nearly all Canadian bred. English bulldogs 
were better than ever, some exceptionally fine 
home bred ones getting well up in the prize 
list. Smooth Fox terriers were fairly numer- 
ous and were mostly of high merit, their wire 
haired brothers outclassing them in both 
numbers and all round quality. Bull terriers 
were about the same as last year and just as 
good. Irish terriers were away ahead of last 
year, two of the best from the States being at 
the top. Scottish terriers were good in numbers 
and quality and are leaping into public favour. 
White West Highland terriers seem to hang 
fire and showed nothing startling. The same 
applies to Bedlington terriers. Black and tan 
terriers were a good show. 

Beagles were fairly numerous and very good 
as were Whippets. Pomeranians are always a 
good show and some of America’s best were 
on view. 

Sales were numerous and fair prices were 
paid especially when one considers the 
financial stringency. 

It seems almost useless to denounce the 
building as so many complaints have been aired 
in this last few years. Out of date is a mild 
term to me, it is a positive disgrace to such a 
live institution, especially when one considers 
the revenue derived from the annual dog 
show. One is constantly hearing kicks about 
the management,—the management cannot 
be perfect in such a building. 

The judging called forth a lot of criticism 
and in many cases this was justified. Per- 
sonally we are positive that we have better 
judges in Canada than those brought from the 
States. Our judges may not be such good all 
round men, our men giving their whole time, 
as a rule, to one or two breeds but they actu- 
ally breed the dogs—they don’t derive their 
knowledge at shows. Who should know his 
breed best—the man who breeds the dogs 
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Get “More Money ' fer your Foxes 
Skunk, Muskrat, Lynx, Raccoon, Fisher, Wolves, Beaver, 
White Weasel and other Fur bearers collected in your section 

SHIP YOUR FURS DIRECT to ‘“‘SHUBERT” the largest house in the World 
dealing exclusively in NORTH AMERICAN RAW FURS, a reliable—responsible 
—safe Fur House with an unblemished reputation existing for “more than a third of a 
century,’ along successful record of sending Fur Shippers prompt, SATISFACTORY 
AND PROFITABLE returns. Write for “Uhe Shubert Shipper,” the only reliable, accur- 
ate market report and price list published. Write for it-NOW— it’s FREE. 

25-27 WEST AUSTIN AVENUE 
A. B. SHUBERT, Inc., Department C392, CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

AF 
3 

Any firm could usea heading like that, claiming 
that they pay more. Sosenrda single trial order 
to us and find out for yourself how much more we 
ray for your work. 
We Cet Them and Give Them 
We get higher prices because of dependabilityand 
our close connections with the European market, 
where we have four branches. Europe is produc- 
ing few furs, and America must supply them. We 
pass on these higher Europeen prices in higher 

Ch. Avondale Ascot es prices to those we buy from. You get a Check by 
return mail when yousend furstous. Ifyouwish 
it, we hold your furs separately in cold storage 
until you say the amount is satisfactory. 
These Prices Will Surprise You 

Send for our new price list. Compare our grading 
and prices with what you have been getting. 
Prove us witha single trial shipment. You will 
wish you had discovered us before. 
Write for book on Successful Trapping, sent free. 
Don't delay. ql) 

TRAUGOTT SCHAIIDT & SONS 
227 MONROE AVE., DETROIT, MICH. 

Mc scow -- PARIS -- LEIPZIG -- LONDON 

AVONDALE KENNELS 
311 Wilson St., Hamilton, Ontario, 

SCOTTISH TERRIERS 
I have usually for sale at reasonable 

prices, young stock for show, sport or 
companions. At Stud, the big winners:— 

CH. AVONDALE ASCOT (Imported) MO WwW AT L. O D G K 
ALBOURSE RAVEN (Imported) On Canoe Lake, Algonquin Park 
AVONDALE AMBUSH (Canadian-bred) Open winter and summer. § Good snow-shoeing 

and skating. - § Just the place for families. 

ARTHUR ELLISON, Proprietor. ¥ Modern rates. - {{ For information write 

zz ic J. S. FRASER, Mowat P.O., Ontario, 

NEWTON HIGH POWER RIFLE Highest Velocity Rifles in the World. 
USE FACTORY AMMUNITION 

New American made bolt action rifle ready for delivery about next September. Uses Newton high power 

cartridges in .22 caliber, .256 caliber, .280 caliber, .30 caliber, .33 caliber, and .35 caliber, also .30 caliber 
Springfield. .256 Newton, 123 grain bullet, velocity 3100f.s. .30 Newton, 170 grain bullet, velocity 3000 f.s. 
PRICE $40.00. Send stamp for descriptive circular. We have been delayed in getting machinery on account of the 
demand for making military rifles for export; but it is now coming in. Sporting stocks and .256 barrels for Springfield 

rifles now ready, $12.50each. NEWTON ARMS CO., INC., 506 Mutual Life Bldg., BUFFALO, N.Y. 
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and watches them grow up, weeds them out 
and knows when he has a promising dog, or 
the man who merely sees them in a ring for 
about half an hour. Every year judges are 
brought from the States at a big expense, 
why not engage Canadian judges and keep 
the money in the country? We have the 
men, why not use them? 

Notes Of Interest 

Mr. Short of London showed a nice Wire- 
haired fox terrier dog puppy which was 
claimed at his catalogue price by Mr. Alf. 
Delmont. His career in the States will be 
watched. with interest. 

Mr. B. Roberts sold his winning Airedale 
bitch to Mr. J. Russell at a good figure. Mr. 
Russell is out for the best and we wish him 
luck in his enterpr se. 

Mr. Sam Bainford sold several Smooth 
Fox terriers at the show. 

Avondale Kennels sold the Scottish terrier 
dog. Avondale Abbott and the bitch Avon- 
dale Actress both to Alf. Delmont. Several 
bids were made for Avondale Amethyst but 
she was not for sale. 

Mr. Jos. Perkins had a field day with his 
English Bulldog, Lanfine Chief, going through 
to winners and defeating the renowned sire 
Champion Cheetham Squire. 

Mr. MacKenzie’s Airedale, King Nobbler’s 
Double went through to winners again. He 
has yet to be defeated, and credit must be 
given to his handler, Bert Swann. Mr. Jas. 
Mortimer the veteran judge failed to fulfil 
his engagement owing to illness. He was 
seen in the Dog Show building on the Monday 
morning but was evidently a very sick man 
and was soon after ordered to his bed by a 
doctor. Although well up in years we hope 
to see him around again as his replica would 
be hard to find. Mr. Mortimer has held the 
position of superintendent of the Westminster 
Kennel Club. Show, New York for many years 
and would be sadly missed in that capacity. 

Mr. Thos. Moore of Montreal was on hand 
as of yore. The disastrous fire in his kennel 
which took place a year or so ago evidently 
did not quench his ardour. This gentleman 
had a very hot string of Wire haired Fox 
terriers previous to his unfortunate experience 
and having collected some of his old blood he 
seems bound for success once more. 

There was some talk of an all Terrier show 
to be held in Toronto in December. We hope 
SO. 

Many of the old faces were missed _ this 
‘year none more so than Donald Munro. Still, 
others were on hand that we missed the year 
before so that things were about evened up. 

Mr. W. P. Fraser was noted, looking up his 
old friends, the Scotties. We would sooner 
have seen him handing out the ribbons. 

Mer. Donovan former owner of the Canadian 
Kennel Gazette was seen and was looking 
well. He seems just as interested as he did 
when it was his business to be so. May his 
shadow never grow less. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Mr. Dickinson of Mastiff fame was on hand 
with a puppy. This gentleman has had the 
greatest run of bad luck that ever happened. 
He has imported several of this breed but all 
are under the sod except the puppy mentioned. 
However, he is certainly game to the core so 
let us hope that his. luck has turned. De- 
termination is bound to win out in the finish. 

The Breeding of Dogs 

The breeding of thorough-bred dogs as a 
hobby has undoubtedly proved to be renumer- 
ative as well as interesting to most people who 
have entered into the subject with a deter- 
mination to succeed. The necessary key to 
success is, however, not only determination, 
but an innate love for the dog himself. Many 
a would-be fancier has entered into the game 
merely with a desire to make money, lacking 
the interest in the dog as a pleasurable pet or 
companion, finally quitting the idea in dis- 
gust. This class of fancier is fairly common, 
but one of another type is also to be met with, 
in the man who buys a high-class dog, pays 
a big price for him and after showing him 
once or twice finds out that he is the unfor- 
tunate owner of a dog that has seen his best 
days, having deteriorated or “gone ~back”’ 
since his winning was done. This man in- 
variably throws up the sponge. Undoubtedly 
the most satisfactory way of obtaining a good 
dog :s to breed one; the way may be long and 
tedious, but “it’s along lane that has no 
turning,” and as there are now so many really 
good specimens of almost every breed in this 
country, a budding fancier has a chance that 
was lacking twenty years or so ago. 

Naturally, the first step in this direction 
is to buy a bitch of whatever breed the 
fancier decides upon, and before going further 
we might say that personal fancy should 
always decide the variety, as_ there. is 
always room on top for any breed. -A young 
bitch of course is preferable to an old one as 
she has her whole career before her whilst an 
old bitch has always a tendency to throw 
weakly offspring. Of course there are excep- 
tions |» every rule, and sometimes a bargain 
can b2 had in an old bitch with a reputation as 
a producer of good stock, but this is seldom 
the case as few breeders part with their good 
brood bitches. Therefore we would advise 
the purchase of a young bitch, as providing 
she is a good specimen and of good breeding 
she has a much better chance to repay the 
outlay. In the case of having little or no 
knowledge of the breed decided upon, (and itis 
for the guidance of the uninitiated that these 
lines are written) the only alternative is for 
the novice to place himself in the hands of 
some breeder of high reputation trusting to 
his sense of honor as to a square deal. No 
breeder of. any repute, having built up a 
reputation for reliability can afford to lose 
his good name so that we are quite safe to 
trust him. The old days of crooked deals are 
wiped out. 

In any variety, the best is the cheapest in 
the end. A poor class of bitch rarely breeds 
a good puppy whilst the good ones are no 
more expensive to feed and care for than the 
“mutts. 

In selecting a stud dog, we should not 
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went FOX, WOLF, SKUNK 
Weare paying Good Prices for these 
furs which are in good demand, 

P WRITE FOR PRICE LIST. * ‘We Fpay 
Express and Postage. ‘‘Prompt-Returns’’. 

| | LUNN’S HOCKEY SKATES are used and recom- | 
mended by Canada’s Foremost Hockey Players 

High and! Low Hecis The abtest Hockey Skate Made 

LUNN’S SKATES are built to afford equal facility for backward as well 
as forward skating. The blade is forged from bar steel and the new 
heel plate—a special feature—makes the skate very rigid. 

Fully Guaranteed. Made in']4 sizes to fit any boot with comfort. 

MADE IN CANADA FROM BRITISH STEEL 

If your dealer cannot supply you write us _ direct. 

G. J. LUNN & CO., 137 Chatham St., Montreal 
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J.W.N. JOHNSTONE, General Passenger Agent, Reid Newfoundland Company, ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND 
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always favour the dog having the most wins 
to his credit unless he has proven himself to 
be of a dominant nature. The ideal stud 
dog is the dog with something to give away,— 
exaggeration of type or an abundance of sub- 
stance as the case may be. The majority of 
breeders expect the dog to produce high-class 
stock from inferior bitches, forgetting that 
few really good ones are produced even from 
the best bitches. In our experience we have 
always found that a bitch gives some of her 
good qualities to her puppies but as a rule 
more of her faults, therefore the less faults 
she has, the better, especially should those 
faults have been common in her “‘side of the 
house.” 

A dog of feminine appearance rarely makes 
a good sire and never is really a consistent 
sire, an intensely masculine appearance 
usually denotes the necessary dominance. 

The old saying that “‘blood will tell’? has 

been a stumbling block to many. 
high breeding is undoubtedly necessary but 
without type it is next to useless. The true 
type always has a tendency to degenerate 
even in the most highly bred animals so that 
when we breed from a poor specimen we are 
practically assisting in its loss. 

To be Continued. 

Answers to Correspondents. 

J. Crook, Rockton, Ont. 

We have not on hand a book on training 
the fox hound but could procure for you any 
of the following books: The Foxhound by 
Roger D. Williams, 75 cents; Horse and 
Hound, by Rodger D. Williams, $2.50; 
Hounds and all about them by Frank Town- 
send Barton, $2.25; Hunting Dogs by Oliver 
Hartley, $1.00. 
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Some Good Fishing At Arnprior. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

Enclosed please find payment of my account 
for Rod and Gun. 

I always look forward to receiving Rod and 
Gun each month and eagerly peruse every 
word of it from cover to cover. Your Guns 
and Ammunition department is surely a 
most valuable asset to your magazine, also 
the articles on angling by Mr. Neal Brown 
and Robert Page Lincoln. ‘These articles are 
practical and right to the point and if the 
amateur travels along the lines indicated 
by these two authorities he will surely be- 
come most proficient in the art of angling, 
bait casting and in fact anything and every- 
thing the word implies. 

Only last Friday I made a fine catch of 
black bass in about an hour’s time a short 
distance from my home (what would be about 
a five minutes’ walk). I hooked and landed 
four bass which when weighed tipped the 
scales at 1014 lbs. One of these was the 
Jarge mouth variety and lacked about two 
ounces of weighing four lbs. This was the 
first large mouth bass I have ever caught. 
This fish seems to be rather rare in the 
waters of the Madawaska which is where the 
fish referred to was caught, and I am not 
aware that it is frequently caught in the 
Ottawa river either. Some specimens may 
have been taken from the last mentioned 
waters but I have not heard of it, at least not 
in this vicinity. I spent July and part of 
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August camping at Rhody’s Bay this past 
summer and had some nice fishing trips which 
I may write an account of for some subsequent 
issue of Rod and Gun. Wishing you con- 
tinued success. 

Yours very truly, 
Arnprior, Ont. Thos. W. Dontigny. 

A Request For Grey Squirrels. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 
I would like to correspond with parties who 

would have or would be able to furnish me 
with six or twelve grey squirrels to introduce 
in the spring into the Laurentian range near 
my camp. Could you please give me the 
address of some party or parties who might 
get these squirrels for me? 

Yours sincerely, 
4157 Westmount Avenue, L. A. Boyer. 

Westmount, P. Q. 

Note. Can any of our readers furnish Mr. 
Boyer with these squirrels. Mr. Boyer is a 
member of the Shawinigan Club and although 
seventy-seven years old killed his moose this 
year. 

A Trip by Launch 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
I enclose picture of my launch which was 

taken in front of the National Yacht Club, 
Toronto after completing a trip from Lake 
Scugog via Lindsay, Scugog River, Sturgeon 
Lake, Bobcaygeon, Pigeon Lake, Buckhorn 
Lake, Lovesick Lake and Burleigh Falls. 

Blood or . 
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emulate the old-timers’ ways, and, profiting by the experience of others, 
learn even to avoid their failures, yet achieve their successes. Life 
is too short for universal personal experiment; the successful man 
of today is the one who profits by the experience of others—reaps 
a harvest or reward.” 

The above is an extract ’ In this book, Buzzacott 

from Buzzacott’s second B shows you how to avoid 

volume, and all who uzzacott S others’ failures, and 

have read his “Sports- 3 achieve success where 

man’s Guide” know that failure would be certain 

writer of the great out- 

Buzzacott is the premier Masterpiece had you not this master- 

Sa TS, 
sportsman’s experience 

doors. within your reach. 

SPECIAL OFFERS — GET THIS BOOK FREE 
By a special arrangement with the publishers of this great book we are en- 

abled to make the following exceptional offers. These offers are made for a limit- 

ed time and we advise everyone who wishes the book to take advantage of them 

at once. 

OFFER A 
Bs BUZZACOTT’S MASTERPIECE, Full Gilt Library Edition, 

sent to any address in Canada, the United States or Great Britain, 
Postpaid, for $1.75. 

OFFER B 
BUZZACOTT’S MASTERPIECE, together with an annual 

ee subscription to Rod and Gun, either new or renewal, postpaid, 

$3.00. 
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ADDRESS 
W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
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Stoney Lake, Clear Lake and Katchewanooke 
to Peterborough then Otonobee River_ to 
Rice Lake. I had my boat teamed ten miles 
to Port Hope, to Lake Ontario then on the 
home stretch a little over sixty miles to 
Toronto arriving June Ist, 1915. We made 
the first trip of the season and would like to 
say for the benefit of the readers of Rod and 
Gun that it is the most enjoyable outing any 
one could wish. These lakes mentioned are 
well stocked with “lunge and bass. I might 
also say we passed through about twelve dif- 
ferent locks! andgnumbers of drawbridges, also 
the well known Lift Lock at Peterboro. This 
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trip can be made in two and a half or three 
days easy straight running. We only had one 
Lake of rough water—that was Sturgeon Lake 
and we enjoyed it finely, although the waves 
were rolling over the ship. There were three 
of us making the trip Mr. O. A. Bracken, Mr. 
W. J. Finley and myself. Owing to business 
Mr. Bracken was unable to complete the trip 
much to his sorrow. The picture shows 
Mr. Finley to the left and myself to the right. 
Hoping you may find space for this, I remain 

Yours very truly, 
Thomas Pizer. 

Toronto, Ont. 

A PICTURE OF MR. PIZER’S LAUNCH 

Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 

A Comparison and a Malediction. 

If two men owned a goose and one killed it 
to make a mulligan, the other would certainly 
have a kick coming, yet every year this same 
thing is happening and very few raise a voice 
in protest. 

It therefore must be taken for granted that 
the subject has not been given serious thought 
by those interested. In order to set people 
thinking we will consider the case of two 
townships A and B of game range, both 
stocked at the beginning with the same num- 
ber of game to wit 24 head of bucks and 24 
head of does. We will allow for the sake of 
demonstration that the does have an average 
increase of one and a half per annum, and have 
their first fawns at two years old. Now in 
township A there is a buck law which allows 
50 per cent of the total available bucks to be 
killed yearly and no fawns or does. _ In town- 
ship B half the available bucks and does are 
allowed to be killed. Now compare the re- 
sults. 

At the end of 10 years in township A there 
are left 384 bucks and 1554 does and 1225 
bucks have been killed. 

In the township B at the end of 10 years 
there is total extinction of all deer and the 
total killed 231. 

Now, if after considering these figures, an 
individual will persist in killing does for sport 
the thinking apparatus of a weak minded 

rabbit bred from a cataleptic father and a 
soft brained mother, would be an ideal think 
tank compared to his. My sincere wish is 
that the horses of such an individual shall 
have the glanders, his cattle the hoof rot, his 
dogs the mange and his poultry the pip; that 
his wife will run away with his tailor, his 
daughters drink rum with tailors and that old 
Job’s predicament will be a bed of down 
scented with roses compared to the fix his 
carcass would be in if I had my way. 

H. Riviere, 
Box 96, 

Pincher Creek, Alta. 

Fifty-Seven Varieties. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

While summering on Lake Simcoe near 
Belle Ewart this year the writer kept a list 
of birds seen from the fifth of June until the 
fifth of September. Possibly it may interest. 
some of the readers of Rod and Gunin Canada 
to know what birds visited Lake Simcoe 
during this period. 

Strange to say the list when numbered, 
turned out to be fifty-seven, and reminded 
me instantly of that very famous branch of 
pickles etc. Practically all of the birds here 
named were observed from my own verandah 
and as there is a sort of orchard in front of the 
house, I was able with the aid of field glasses. 
to study a great many birds. 

Six species of the Warbler family were seen. 

. 
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{EDWIN DIXON 
TAXIDERMIST 
“Dixon Quality’ mounting is a guarantee 
of the highest grade of work at a reason- 
able price. 

Send your trophies to me and be assured of a mount- 
ing properly done. If you have been used to a half- 
done job—let me show you my way. 

Every game head I mount is individually modelled 
true to its original size and appearance, by lasting, 
moth-proof methods. No papier mache, plaster of 
paris, potters clay or casts used by me. 

HEADS FOR SALE 
I have for sale, correctly mounted, large moose, elk, 
caribou, mountain sheep, goat, antelope and deer 
heads. Write me for measurements and prices, f.o.b. 
your home, on approval; or better still 
Come and See My Collection and Methods. 

My large show and work rooms (covering 2,800 
square feet) are only 20 miles from Toronto, in 
Unionville, on the Midland Railway, and are the 
largest and best equipped for this business in Canada. 

My References 

Sportsmen and hunters everywhere in Canada and 
the United States. 

FREE INSTRUCTIONS 
I'll gladly send you instructions for skinning and 
Saving specimens, shipping tags, etc., FREE, on 
request. 

EDWIN DIXON 
Canada’s Leading Taxidermist 

MAIN ST. UNIONVILLE, ONT 
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When You Go Ducking 
Right from the time you tumble out of bed to the time 
you ve finished untangling the leads and putting out 
the decoys—and then again at night when youcome 
back in the dark after a day's sport, you need an 

EVEREADY 
FLASHLIGHT 

A compact electric light that you can carry in your 
pocket or keep in your kit. It’s wind and water 
os it won't scare the game; it won't start fires— 
a real, honest light that’s made for service and is 
guaranteed to give it. 

Among the 75 styles selling from 75c to $7.50 
there's one you ll just naturally want. No. 2632, 
illustrated, nickel plated tubular light, 144 x 8%, 
$1.75 in United States, $1.95 in Canada. 

Look for the special poare in dealer’s windows 
October Ist—9th, and wnite for interesting, illus- 
trated catalogue No 62 

“CANADIAN MADE FOR CANADIAN TRADE” 

CANADIAN EVER READY WORKS 
of Canadian National Carbon Company, Limited 

TORONTO, ONTARIO. 

4 Cycle 

GRAY MODEL “D” 
Your Ideal Engine 

Silent, safe, clean, accessible, dependable, efficient 
and economical. Designed strictly for marine use. 
Sold at a very moderate price. 
The improved gear housing prevents any possibility of oil throwing 
from the clutch and the new Gray “‘economizer’’ found on the 1916 
Model “D's” gives you still more gas and power per gallon of fuel used 

10-12 H.P. Model “D” 
4 Cycle. 

Known as the fisherman's special. Gray 4 Cycles 
Designed especially for fishing boats Recognised all over the 
or any other boats where reliability, 
strength and endurance are the 
chief factors. Fine for trolling. 

Model *D” $1 7 aie 
4 Cycles 

Write for new catalog showing Paes line of GRAY 2 and 4 cycle 
marine motors. 

Cray Motor Company, 11104 Cray Motor Bidg., Detroit, Mich 

world as the standard 2 

cycle motor—3 to 86 H.P. 

1 to 3 cylinders. 
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and a number of Flycatchers were obseryed 
during the summer. I madea special point of 
studying a pair of Marsh Hawks and for five 
days “from morn till night’? I stayed in the 
swamp and obtained much information for 
my pains. Once when crossing an open 
field four Mourning Doves were flushed, the 
only ones I have ever seen in that vicinity. 

On the whole, I spent a very interesting 
summer studying our feathered friends, and 
I hope that the following list will be of some 
interest to the bird lovers. 

No. 1. Flicker. 
No. 2. Baltimore Oriole. 
No. 3. Goldfinch. 
No. 4. Blackbird. 
INO!) Ds. Grow: 
No. 6. Loon. 
Nos 7 Gathird: 
No. 8. Robin. 
No. 9. Yellow Warbler. 
No. 10. Great Flycatcher. 
No. 11. Red Winged Blackbird. 
No. 12. Spotted Sandpiper. 
No. 13. Blue Bird. 
No. 14. Pine Siskin. 
No. 15. Killdeer Plover. 
No. 16. Kingbird. 
No. 17. Kingfisher. 
No. 18. Herring Gull. 
No. 19. Chimney Swift. 
No. 20. Song Sparrow. 
No. 21. English Sparrow. 
No. 22. Humming Bird. 
No. 23. Bobolink. 
No. 24. Meadow Lark. 
No. 25. Blue Jay. 
No. 26. Bohemian Waxwing. 
No. 27. Cedar Waxwing. 
No. 28. Crested Flycatcher. 
No. 29. Phoebe. 
No. 30. Olive Sided Flycatcher. 
No. 31. Cuckoo. 
No. 32. Mourning Dove. 
No. 33. Downy Woodpecker.? 
No. 34. Great Blue Heron. 
No. 35. American Bittern. 
No. 36. Black and White Warbler. 
No. 37. Myrtle Warbler. 
No. 38. Water Thrush. 
No. 39. Maryland Yellow hroat. 
No. 40. Chickadee. 
No. 41. Black Duck. 
No. 42. Marsh Wren (horn billed). 
No. 43. Yellow Legs (Summer). 
No. 44. Black Wren. 
No. 45. Common Tern. 
No. 46. Vesper Sparrow. 
No. 47. Marsh Hawk. 
No. 48. Broad Winged Hawk. 
No. 49. Sharpshinned Hawk. 
No. 50. Parula Warbler. 
No. 51. Rose Breasted Grosbeak. 
No. 52. Red Eyed Virio. 
No. 53. Yellow-bellied Sapsucker. 
No. 54. Pine Warbler. 
No. 55. Towbill or Chewink. 
No. 56. Blue Winged Ted. 
No. 57. Ruffed Grouse. 

Yours truly, 

Toronto, Ont. Gordon Dana. 

Trout F ishing near Springhill, N.S. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 

The accompanying picture which I hope 
may be clear enough for reproduction in your 
magazine illustrates another incident of the 
lad with the birch limb for a fishing rod and a 
string of trout caught where the expert angler 
had failed to get even a nibble. This giant 
trout was caught by Earl Paul and Frank 
Hefferman, both of Springhill, N. S. Three 
hours after it was landed it tipped the scales 
at three pounds, being twenty inches long 
by five and three quarters inches. The two 
lads left home for a fishing trip with one fly 
and a box of angle worms. They had caught 
four dozen trout, none larger than a sardine, 
but were well pleased with their catch. About 
sundown when the bait was all gone Paul 
said he would try the fly even though his. 
companion said it was no good. He fastened 
it on the end of his line (dear knows how) 
tying it on with a knot, but it did its work for 
at the first cast this great-grand-father trout 
gobbled it up, thus terminating his career 
in Ripley’s mill pond. His first attempt to 
free himself of the bush was a clear leap out 
of the water which made the reel scream 
as the first ten yards of line was swirled off. 
Then something happened that would have 
made the heart of an ordinary fisherman 
thrill at a lively pace but the boys were quick 
to remedy the accident—the tip got dis- 
connected and slid down the line towards the 
struggling captive. There was no time to 
dilly dally. Earl signalled his companion to 
chase the erring tip and replace it in its proper 
place while he gave sufficient slack to enable: 
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“The Culture of Black 
and Silver Foxes” 

Verh Onaw Vi GHOP Le BoA. MED: 

The new ard growing industry of Fox 

q Raising is rapidly becoming popular 

and its money making possibilities are 
becoming recognized. Canada’s leading 
sportsman’s magazine, ‘‘ROD AND GUN,”’ is 
being besieged by requests for information, 
the result of the interest created by the splen- 
did articles that have appeared in recent 
issues. To meet this demand, the publish- 
ers are issuing the articles in booklet form 
in which enthusiasts are given valuable and 
hitherto unknown information about foxes, 
under the following heads: 

Introduction; Heredity; Origin; Breed- 
ing; Mating and Gestation; Pens and 
Dens; Food and Feeding; Food and 
Care; Value. 

The volume is profusely illustrated with pic- 
tures taken from life, and will doubtless be 
eagerly received by everyone interested in the 
profitable raising of this valuable animal. 

Mailed to any address upon receipt of price, 

60c POSTPAID 

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, Publishers 
WOODSTOCK, ONT. 

For Every Camper—Fisherman—Hunter 

THE WAY OF THE WOODS 
A Manual for Sportsmen in North-Eastern 
United States and Canada. . . a 

By EDWARD BRECK 

A PRACTICAL Field Manual intended to form a part of the kit of every Camper, 
Fisherman and Hunter. It contains concise, thorough and authoritative information on 

every subject connected with life in the Woods, such as Outfitting, Fishing, Shooting, 
Canoeing, Tenting, Trapping, Photography, Cooking, Hygiene, Etc. 

“Excellent practical directions and advice.”’—N. Y. Sun. 

436 Pages. Pocket Size. 80 Illustrations. Price $1.75 Post Paid. 

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher ~ Woodstock, Ont. 
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him to perform this feat. Frank promptly, 
obeyed orders and the tip was soon replaced 
and the attack renewed. With the aid of 
a piece of something that is always lying 
about a mill pond Frank was able to be of 
material help to the man with the fishing pole 
giving quick aggressive strokes on the head 
or body of the wriggling fish whenever the 
opportunity offered. 
By these military tactics the trout was 

safely landed and the proud anglers wended 
their way home, not sadder and wiser, but 
“‘prouder and gladder’ men than when they 
had left. 
Springhill, N.S. M. E. Boss. 

Information as to Quebec Hunting. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

I have been a subscriber to Rod and Gun 
for several years and am going to ask you a 
favor. Please give me some information as to 
Caribou and deer hunting in Zone No. 2, Quebec 
Province. Can one get in camps and board 
or how do they manage it. What is the 
license fee in Zone No. 2. I would like to 
have the address of guides that I might com- 
municate with them at once. If you have any 
literature on same would be pleased to receive 
it. 

Yours truly, 
’ J. E. Perry. 

Pierceton, Ind. 

An abbreviated copy of the Quebec Fish 
and Game laws has been forwarded you. 
Very little indeed is known of the interior of 
Zone No. 2 and of the great Ungava district 
to the North of it. Immense herds of north- 
ern caribou exist in the country drained by 
the lower waters of the Koksoak River which 
flows into Ungava Bay. Coming to more 
accessible parts of the country, many of these 
animals are found to the north of the Saguenay 
River from 10 to 50 miles inland from the St. 
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Lawrence and about as far from the Saguenay 
itself. Another favorite resort for these 
animals is to the North East of Lake St. John 
extending some 40 to 45 miles North of 
Chicoutimi. 

Mr. Joseph Guay of the Chateau Saguenay 
Hotel, Chicoutimi is in a position to answer 
all enquiries concerning the big game of this 
locality. It was at Lake Onatchiway, an 
expansion of the Shipshaw river that Mr. 
James Wilson, 3rd. of the Philadelphia 
Geographical Society got his fine caribou head 
a year ago. For information in regard to the 
big game in Zone No. 2 and for guides in that 
territory, among the best authorities are Mr. 
Eugene Caron of Tadoussac, and Mr. Jos. 
Guay of Chicoutimi. 

Tadousac is reached by steamer from 
Quebec and so is Chicoutimi, but Chicoutimi 
can also be reached by,Railway.—Edit. 

A Weasel Perhaps. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

Can you tell me what kind of an animal 
it is which is about as big as a red squirrel, 
has a long but not a bushy tail, is dark red in 
color and has a white face with a very peculiar 
expression. I wounded one recently but it 
escaped. 

Is there a close season for black squirrels 
this year? 

Yours truly, 
Collingwood, Ont. Henry Coles. 

Note. Probably the animal to which you 
refer was a weasel and you saw him before he 
had changed his coat of mahogany brown for 
his winter overcoat of white. The weasel in 
northern climates changes to white in the 
winter and his fur is the ermine of commerce. 
The open season in Ontario for biack squirrels 
is from the 15th of November to the 1st of 
December except in the counties of Haldimand 
and Halton where there is a close season until 
1917, and in Waterloo until 1918. 

Does Anyone Know to Whom This Pigeon Belongs 
E. J. Thrasher, Deputy Game Warden, 

writes from Lapeer, Michigan, to say that he 
has in his possession a carrier pigeon with 
marking as follows: Wing M. L. E. 1913, 
leg M. O. B. 1915, metal band 868, inside 533; 

and that he is caring for him and will return 
him if the owner can be found. He dropped 
down on* Mr. Thrasher the latter¥part of 
September. 

yy 
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Marine Storage Battery DIAMONDS 
Immune from the action of Water or Air. 

Will run in any position. re Dy $1; $2, $3. WEEKLY 

Consists of Patent Cells, thoroughly insulated "s ay Save money on your Dia- 
monds by buying from us. We 
are Diamond Importers. Terms 
20% down, $1, $2 or $3 Week- 

with a special compound and enclosed in an 

hermetically sealed, air and water-tight sheet 
ly. We guarantee you every 

steel case. No. 2 double 6 volt, 60 amperes. advantage in Price and Quality. 10% off for cash. 

Dimensions, 534 x 84x 17% ins,. (8% ins. Write to-day for Catalogue, it is free 
is the height). Weight 45 lbs. We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for irspec- 

S tion at our expense. Payments may be made weekly 

Regular price $14. Will sell for $10. oS PUUEE 
Only 4 left. Send in your order now to BOX K,c/o IST eee ener Piatienes nunorits 4 
ROD & GUN IN CANADA, WOODSTOCK, ONT. nS reroe pga pea aa ee ea hie 

Stacey’s F amous New 3/, Inch Tube Skates 
FOR RACING, HOCKEY AND PLEASURE SKATING 

Made of best crucible steel. Strongest and fastest skates 
made in the world. Every pair guaranteed. as-- 
Nickel-Plated Racing Skates, 12’ to 15’, $3.50 per pair 
Nickel-Plated Hockey Skates, sizes 8 to 12, $3.50 per pr. 

PREPAID TO ANY PLACE IN CANADA 

CHAS E. STACEY, Mfr., 65 Richmond St. W., Toronto 

Baxter Portable Stove 
Erected On, and Packed In, its Metal 
Crate-Support. Carry by hand, auto- 
mobile, or check 
as baggage. Hoids 
complete outfit. 

Write for free 
Folder C. 

W.E.BAXTER,Mfr. \. ) p= 
Louisville, Ky. YR 

U.S.A. 

DUNNE Tube Skates 
“MADE IN CANADA’”’ 

= BELLE THAN EVER —— 

LA CORONA HOTEL - MONTREAL 

European Plan 

$1.50 per day and up. John Healy, Manager 

BEST 
In Design, 
Material, 
Workman- 
ship, Finish. 

BEST 
For Strength, 

Speed, 
Satisfaction, 
Your Money. 

ARE USED BY 

The Leading Hockey Players and Speed 
Skaters. 

If Your Dealer Cannot Supply You, Write 

W..H. DUNNE, 1492 Queen St, W. TORONTO 
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Mr. A. W. Kinney of Bridgetown, N. S. 
writes that a Bay shore fisherman of Bridge- 
town when visiting his mackerel nets some 
short time ago discovered a big shark en- 
tangled in the net and slashing the fish con- 
tents right and left. With the aid of several 
other fishermen and after a most exciting 
encounter they succeeded in lassoing his 
tail, by which he was dragged ashore. The 
huge maneater measured a little over ten feet 
long and weighed nearly one thousand pounds. 
It was stated that the shark was sold at a 
good price and cut up for food at a big black 
fox ranch. 

We shall be very pleased to have more of 
our subscribers contribute to Our Letter Box 
or Medicine Bag department. Many sports- 
men have items of interest, anecdotes of 
hunting or fishing experiences, or some out 
door kink worthy of being passed on, none 
of which, perhaps, are sufficiently important 
to be worked into a “‘story”’ but which never- 
theless would prove of interest and perhaps of 
value to brother sportsmen. We shall be 
pleased to give publicity to such as may be of 
general interest in as early an issue as we can 

. arrange for after receipt of same. As to the 
length of these items we prefer them to be not 
more than 300 words in length, preferably a 
little less. 

The circulation manager handed us the 
following parody clipped from one of our 
newspaper exchanges with the _ suggestion 
that it be incorporated in Medicine Bag. 
Far be it from us to refuse such a perfectly 
natural request. 
“‘How dear to our heart is the steady sub- 

scriber 
Who pays in advance at the birth of each 

year. 
Who lays down the money and does it quite 

gladly, 
And casts round the office a halo of cheer. 

He never says: “Stop it, I cannot afford it, 
I’m getting more papers than now I can 

read.” 
But always says: “Send it, our people all 

like it— 
In fact we all think it a help and a need,” 

How welcome his’check when it reaches our 
sanctum, 
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How it makes our pulse throb: how it makes 
our heart dance. 

We outwardly thank him; we inwardly bless 
him— 

The steady subscriber who pays in advance.” 

A propos of the above the following prose 
extract from an American subscriber’s letter 
just to hand is of interest to the publishers, 
at any rate. 

“T take the leading outdoor magazines 
published in this country and of course like 
them all, but I consider Rod and Gun the 
best magazine of this kind I have ever taken.’ 

The Department of Marine and Fisheries 
is coming to the assistance of the salmon. 
On many of the best salmon streams in Can- 
ada power development works have been 
constructed or are being constructed. Dams 
have been built across these streams barring 
the salmon’s way to the spawning grounds. 
In times past it has been the practice to over- 
come ordinary obstructions, such as natural 
waterfalls, etc., by the construction of fish- 
ways, but no salmon on an egg-laying mission 
can climb past a big power dam by means of 
a fishway. The Dominion Biological Board 
has wrestled with this difficulty, and an 
experiment is now being made by the Fisheries 
Commissioner, Prof. Prince, with a new con- 
trivance. The thing is nothing more nor less 
than an elevator, which, for the benefit of the 
more cultured fish, may be called a lift. The 
fish arrives at the foot of the dam and finds 
his way into the elevator shaft. It is then 
taken up on a tray to the upper level and 
permitted to glide into the upper stream. 
The tray goes up because another tray, which 
has been filling with water at the top of an 
adjoining shaft, gets heavy and comes down. 
The process goes on repeating itself per- 
petually. 

One ot these salmon elevators has been 
built at St. George, N. B., and it works. 
The fisheries officials believe that this will 
mean millions of eggs which even the best- 
intentioned salmon would other-wise take 
elsewhere. 

Provisions for restocking many of the 
Ontario lake waters with fish ‘are being 
considered by the Provincial authorities. 
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EMPIRE) THERE ARE MANY 
Ss GUN | REASONS WHY YOU 

! oa SHOULD SHU OT A GREENER GUN 

q STRONG SHOOTING—.e., regular 

pattern and killing penetration. The 

Greener system of choke boring has 
been imitated but never equalled, and 

today as in 1875 is easily first. 

q SOLIDITY OF CONSTRUCTION—Every part of the Greener 
gun mechanism is made of the best material obtainable, it is care- 
fully tested and will function as long as the gun is a gun. 

. § SIMPLE MECHANISM—lIn every Greener gun the working 
parts are reduced to the veriest minimum combined with efficiency— 
this means increased “‘life’’ and satisfaction. 

You get all these features and many other advantages in the Greener “Empire” Gun— 
it is ‘‘all British’’ and can be delivered from stock at Montreal depot for $63.00. 

CATALOGUE FREE 
Gun and Rifle Maker W.W. GREENER fiiececsecs: MONTREAL, P.Q 

= - 478A St. Catherine St. 4 i 

Bi be 

Modern | A manual of practical inform- 
ation for sportsmen of today 

Sporting 
With Over 250 Illustrations 

Containing Chapters on the following: 

A Retrospect, Modern Shotguns, Shotgun 
Gunnery | Ammunition, Modern Sporting Rifles, The 

| New Accelerated Express Rifles and Axite 
| Powder, Ball and Shot Guns and Their Dev- 

oe elopment, The Sighting of Rifles, Sporting 
| Buliets, Miniature Rifles For Match, Target 
| and Sporting Purposes, Gun Fitting, Game 

By HENRY SHARP | Shooting in Great Britain, Wild Fowl Shoot- 
Author of “The Gun A field | ing in Great Britain, The Sportswoman; Her 

— ' Practical | Rationale in the Field and Her Equipment, 
dfowling,” Etc. | Ladies in the Field, Shooting Abroad. 

| Will be sent postpaid on receipt. of price, $2.00 

ADDRESS: 

BOOK DEPT. ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
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Forty-seven States and most of the Pro- 
vinces of Canada now prohibit the sale of all 
or certain kinds of game at all seasons. In 
a few instances, prohibitions against the sale 
of certain game are so general as to afford 
protection over a considerable area in adjoin- 
ing States. Thus, ruffed grouse may not 
be sold in any state or Province along the 
Canadian border except Quebec .and_ pract- 
ically every State in which prairie chickens 
occur now prohibit their sale or export. 

American sportsmen visiting Canada to 
hunt, camp, etc. must deposit with the 
customs officer at the port of entry an amount 
equal to the duty (30 per cent. of appraised 
value) on their guns, canoes, tents, cooking 
utensils, and kodaks. If these articles are 
taken out within six months at the same 
port, the deposit will be returned. But 
members of shooting or fishing clubs that 
own preserves in Canada and have filed a 
guaranty with the Canadian commissioner of 
customs may present club membership cer- 
tificates in lieu of making the deposit. They 
must, however, pay duty on all ammunition 
and provisions. 

In Maine this year a law was enacted 
whereby moose are protected for four years, - 
the first absolute close season on this species 
for 35 years; since the suspension of hunting 
from 1878 to 1880; while for the first time in 
twelve years moose hunting is permitted in 
Wyoming. 

The Kennel department which makes its 
appearance in this issue is intended for the ex- 
change and discussion of ideas relating to the 
dog, his breeding, training and handling. The 
editor of this department will welcome con- 
tributions of general interest and it is hoped 
that the department may become a source of 
interest to every reader of the magazine and 
particularly to those of our readers who are 
lovers of the dog, as indeed we take it for 
granted the great majority of our readers 
are to a greater or less extent. 

How Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, ex- 
President of the United States and leader 
of the Bull Moose party, had to break the 
game laws of Quebec on his recent visit to 
Quebec and kill an extra moose in order 
to save his own life, is told in an affidavit 
sworn to by himself and his two guides. It 
appears that the Colonel, who was the guest 
of the Tourille Club, had already killed the 
one moose allowed him by law and was re- 
turning with his two guides in a canoe when 
they sighted another moose at some distance 
on the same lake. It was expected that as 
soon as the latter got their wind it would 
make away, but when the canoe came near 
it attempted to charge, so that the Colonel 
and his guides had to put out into deep water 
again. ‘Thinking to scare it, Mr. Roosevelt 
fired over its head, but. this seemed only to 
infuriate it the more. 

It was getting dusk, and the party had 
some.distance to get back to camp. Their 
way home lay through a small stream con- 
necting two lakes, and shortly before they 
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came to this the moose, which had been 
following along the shore, took to the bush. 
Usually when this happens the moose. is 
not seen again. However, after the canoe 
was some way down the stream its occupants 
suddenly saw the black bulk of the animal 
looming up ahead in the stream itself. He 
was waiting for them and in a spot where the 
water was only about a foot deep. At thirty 
feet off he began his charge. Roosevelt fired 
over his head in spite of the shouts of the 
guides, who were urging him to kill at once. 
‘The moose kept on, and then the ex-President, 
realizing, as he said afterwards, that it was 
either his life or that of the angry beast, 
fired again and struck the latter in the chest 
at about 18 feet away. This slowed him up 
for a moment, but he came on again;: and 
this time the big game hunter gave him his 
rest with a shot through the head, which 
brought him crashing down within a few 
feet.of the canoe. 

According to regulations regarding forest 
protection in the National Parks of Canada, 
now in force, the period from the first day of 
April to the first of November in each year 
shall be known as the close season in respect 
to the setting of fire, and no person shall 
during this season set out or cause to be set out 
or started any fire in the open air within the 
limits of any Dominion Park, except for the 
purpose of cooking, obtaining necessary 
warmth, or for insect smudges, witheut first 
having obtained written permission therefor 
from the Superintendent of the Park. It is 
provided however that any fire warden or 
ranger may with reasonable care set out fire 
or cause same to be set out under his instructions 
at any time for the purpose of protecting the 
timber or decreasing fire danger or for any 
other purpose required for the proper ad- 
ministration of the Park. Any person who 
makes a fire in the open air for cooking or 
camping purposes is required to clear away all 
brushwood, dry leaves and other combustible 
material from a space having at least a radius 
of ten feet, in the centre of which the fire shall 
be kindled. Precaution is to be exercised to 
keep the fire from spreading and the same 
must be extinguished before the person mak- 
ing the fire quits the place. It is forbidden 
during the close season for any one to throw 
down upon any combustible material in the park 
any burning match, lighted cigar, cigarette 
or other burning substance. 

An order-in-Council approved the 8th. day 
of October prohibits the hunting, taking or 
killing of black and grey squirrels in the 
County of Waterloo for a period of three 
years from the 14th day of November, 1915. 

Mr. Wilmot Burtch of Jordan Station 
found a small black bear on_the railroad be- 
tween Jordan Station and Vine Mount, Ont. 
one day in October last. The young cub was 
thought to be about three months old. The 
little bear seemed quite tame with no fear of 
being - approached. or handled and it was 
thought probable that it had dropped from a 
circus car while passing through. 
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Your New Gun 
AVE you ever bought anything, and always afterwards had 

an indefinable feeling of wonder whether it wouldn’t have 

been better if you had selected something a little different. 

The very first time you go out among your friends with a Fox 

Gun, you will have a mighty comfortable feeling that your 

selection was right. 

For ex-President Roosevelt only voiced the sentiments of the best informed 

gunners in the world when he said about the Fox — ‘‘No belter gun was 

ever made.”” 

Every Fox made, from $25 to $1000, is absolutely guaranteed for life. 

Examine a Fox at your dealer’s and write for handsome new catalog today 

A. H. Fox Gun Company, 4688 N. 18th St., Philadelphia. 

Rotary Guaranteed One piece 
Bolt Coil Main hammer 

Spring firing pin 
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BSoGu:kveauvegy. KING “MODERN” SIGHTS 
INONE MINUTE [ap _— 
That puncture can be in a rubber or leather 
boot or shoe, a canvas boat, an auto tire ora 

4 hot water bag—and in Jess than a minute you can have 
it fixed up snug and tight, absolutely water-proof with 

M ARBLE' EZY-QUICK 
REPAIRERS 

No cement used. Cannotcome off. Cannot nurt the 
foot. The two plates are concave. Lower plate hasa 
threaded pivot, which projects through a hole in 
upper plate andthe two are held tightly together 

mq bya flushnut. A small metal key, furnished with 
4m each Repairer, is used to tighten up the 

™@ plates. 3 sizes: %{ in. diameter, 10c; lin, 
15c; 1x1% in., 20c._ By mail post- 

— paid if your dealer hasn’t them. 
Catalog of Marble’s Specialties for 
Sportsmen free upon request. 

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO. 
581 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich. 

SPARK POINT “GOLD” BEAD Price $1.25. Made for ALL ARMS. 

Note the braced construction of Base and Blade, also the Matted 
Guard in front of the bead. Blade also extends up into the gold 

| bead giving it a steel center-brazed in. Strongest construction 
ever put into a gold bead sight. 

‘ 
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Tobacco H P| b it | EIGHT COMBINATION REAR Price $1.25. Made for ail and 
Carbines. Has Adjustable, Reversible disc having four sight- 

e ; ing notches. Also double elevator preventing blur and making 
aSl y @) n q u e r e sight rigid. Also made with flat top. 

A New Yorker of wide experience has written a TT 
book telling how the tobacco or snuff habit may be 
easily and completely banished in three days with 
delightful benefit. The author, Edward J. Woods. 
290a, Station E, New York City, will mail his book 
free on request. 
The health improves wonderfully after the nicotine 

poison is out of the system. Calmness, tranquil sleep, 
clear eyes, normal appetite, good digestion, manly 
vigor, strong memory and a general gain in efficiency 
are among the many benefits reported. Get rid of Bae 
that nervous feeling; no more need of pipe, cigar, . ; Catalogue “'R"’ of over 
cigarette, snuff or chewing tobacco Lo pacify morbid 100 other models of King Sights and ‘Modern Sights for Modern 
desire. Arms”’ free. 

D. W. KING, Box 399, Denver, Colo., U.S.A. 

EIGHT COMBINATION. 
Folding Leaf Sights. 
With white diamond to- 
ward the eye this sight 
can be turned up and 
used when so dark a 
peep sight is useless. 
Made for all rifles and 
Carbines. Leaf sight $1. 
Flat or Semi-Buckhorn 
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It is reported that quail have made their 
appearance in Essex County, Ont., in large 
numbers. On Sept. 30th. a correspondent 
wrote: 

Bevies can now be seen in almost every 
cornfield, where they feed on the different 
kinds of weed seed. The hunters will not 
have a chance to shoot therh for another year 
yet and probably not then. They are well 
protected in this district, and if anyone should 
have nerve enough to kill one of these inno- 
cent birds there would be fifty people ready to 
hop onto him. They have become quite tame 
and several large flocks have been seen in 
different barnyards. During cold weather 
the farmers feed them. 

Mr. Charlie Chase of Ruthven met with 
a painful accident when in the act of cutting 
the head off a large catfish he had caught. 

TRADE 
Everyone who has done any camping out 

knows | what an important item is the one of 
“eats.” The camp fire and a few utensils 
may be made to do for a party of one or two 
for a short time but everyone is not successful 
at camp-fire cooking, and everyone is not 
satisfied with the limited menu that the 
camp-fire cook furnishes. Sportsmen, auto- 
mobilists, soldiers, boatmen or prospectors 
will find something that will meet their re- 
quirements perfectly in the Baxter Portable 
stove with its complete cooking and serving 
outfit. Its oven is big enough to cook a 
turkey in and yet it is so compact that it may 
be packed into a neat package that may be 
carried in the hand, on the motor or checked 
as baggage. The manufacturer, W. E. Bax- 
ter, Louisville, Ky. will be glad to send any 
readers who mention this advertisement full 
particulars of this stove, with prices of the 
stove alone or the stove and cooking equip- 
ment complete. 

The wise fisherman is he who will not leave 
the choice of his fishing tackle until he is 
ready to go on his outing but who will employ 
some of his spare time during the winter 
months in looking up particulars and prices 
of the rods which he decides are best suited 
to his requirements. Messrs. Hardy Bros., 

In using his pocket knife his hand slipped with 
heavy force against the three-inch “horn” of 
the fish, the horn going clear through the 
hand. These horns are rank poison, it is 
claimed, and in the course of an hour the 
hand was swollen to twice its natural size. 
Turpentine was used freely to draw the 
poison out. 

Wild ducks made their appearance at 
Ruthven, Essex County, Ont. the week of 
Sept. 20th., passing over the lake in large 
flocks making their way toward the Point 
Pelee marsh. Some fine specimens of blue- 
bills were shot near Ruthven in the early 
part of the season. Crows, blackbirds and 
bluejays were reported then as passing over by 
the thousands going to their southern homes 
for the winter, and weather prophets pre- 
dicted from this wintry weather in six weeks. 

NOTES 
the famous English rod makers, whose 
advertisement appears in this issue, publish 
a catalogue which is a positive delight to the 
angler and which every reader of Rod and 
Gun should possess. It contains a vast 
amount of interesting material concerning 
fishing in its various phases and in the dif- 
ferent countries throughout the Empire, be- 
sides fullest particulars regarding Messrs. 
Hardy Bros. vast output. Send for this 
catalogue and order your rods before the 
opening of the season. Orders sent in during 
the winter months mean that the manu- 
facturer is enabled to go into the most 
minute details in a careful and thorough 
manner, sending you a production which will 
be generally speaking an improvement in 
many ways on the article which is purchased 
in the hurry scurry of the season. 

The Enterprise Mfg. Co. of Akron, Ohio 
have put out a novel spinner called the 
Pflueger-Lewis Interchangeable Spinner, 
particulars of which are included in their 
latest catalogue of the excellent line of fishing 
tackle put out by this Company. With the 
Pflueger-Lewis Interchangeable Spinner it is 
claimed the fisherman is prepared to meet 
any and all conditions promptly and con- 
veniently. 

Dt 
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“THE MAN AT THE FIRE WAS SO SURPRISED THE PIPE FELL FROM HIS MOUTH” 



“Living the Outdoor Life 
In Comfort ”’ 
is the name of a little booklet replete 

with two color illustrations and very 

handsomely printed, that has taken like 

wildfire and we have now had the 

second edition (ready for delivery) 

issued by our Advertising Department. 

If you are a hunter, a fisher or a woods- 

man of any kind, if even only for a short 

period of the season, you should just 

get one right away, for you really can- 

not afford to be without it. 

Our Big 84-Page 
“Catalogue 
De Luxe” eee a 

Also made up in Robe Style 

See Booklet 
is also now ready for delivery. Owing 

to the magnitude of this undertaking 

—all new illustrations—all new ideas 

throughout—we have been delayed a 

few weeks longer than we anticipated. Tents, Awnings, Flags, Tarpau- 

lins, Lumbermen’s and Contractor’s Supplies, Clothing, etc., etc. It 

tells you what is best to take with you on that trip. The style of tent, 

the whole outfit, both for shelter and for personal use. Write for it 

today. A post card will bring one to your mailbox. 

ey 
4 OTTAWA, CANADA, Toronto, Montronls Reaiiey: Winnipeg 
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THREE POLARS AND A CREE 
R. J. Fraser 

and Cree is intelligible only to 
one who has lived with him for a 

time I shall have to tell his story for 
him. Samuel Miles is the name he is 
known by though he is a full-blooded 
Swampy Cree. A strange combination 
you think? “Maybe, but one hears 
and sees many strange things in the 
strange old North where truth is often 
far more incredible than fiction. 
Sam has a native name—Wapeestan, 
which is the Cree for “‘The Marten,” 
and like that animal he is a true run- 
ner of the wilds. He is one of the 
nerviest guides and hunters with 
whom it has been my good fortune to 
have lived. 

Samuel Miles has the unique re- 
cord of having shot more polar bears 
on the Hudson Bay coast between the 
Nelson and the Churchill than any 
other hunter in that section. During 
the past twenty-five years he has ac- 
counted for sixty of these animals, an 
average of two and a half bears a year, 
—if one can be said to have killed half 
a bear. Some of those which Sam 
only half-killed made very ugly cus- 
tomers. It is of some of his adven- 
tures with these polars that he would 
have me write. 

One fall I had attempted to strike 
a trade with him offering him a rifle 
for some furs to which I had taken a 
fancy. He was going off to hunt 
caribou for me and asked to be allow- 
ed to take the rifle along and try it out. 
If satisfied with its shooting he would 

It would have 

ae Samuel’s mixture of English been a good gun had it shot straight, 
but it didn’t. No matter how one 
adjusted the sights it always fired a 
foot high at a hundred yards. With 
the loan of the rifle I gave Sam a whole 
box of ammunition and told him to 
give the gun a fair trial. 

In five days he was back. He 
brought a small deer and a_ polar 
bear skin, all the game he had seen, 
but his ammunition pouch was empty. 

He had gotten the deer when three 
days out—six shots at very close 
range. Returning south down the 
coast he espied the polar out on the 
mud flats grubbing for food. At the 
first crack of the rifle the bear, instead 
of making for the water, bolted for the 
woods. Like a scared rabbit he gal- 
loped past within fifty yards of the 
Indian who for a moment thought 
himself about to be attacked. Even 
at that short range the soft-nose slugs 
flew harmlessly over the animal’s back 
and he got inside the tree line. 

**Gun dam bad!”’ exclaimed Sam- 
uel in disgust. He dropped his load 
on the beach and took up the chase. 
The Indian was no slouch on his feet 
and the polar never got out of sight 
or range, and Sam, stopping occasion- 
ally to blaze away, plunged through 
the soft muskegs on the white bear’s 
trail. At each miss he grew more 
disgusted: with the gun but more de- 
termined than ever to get the bear. 
He stopped and threw away his coat 
for running in the woods was warm 
work. Then he threw away his vest 
and sweater, and each time | p 
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halted to refill the magazine he cursed 
the gun anew. 
When the barrel of the rifle had 

become too hot for comfort he ceased 
firing and grimly settled down to run 
the bear to earth. He did it, too, and 
not until the beast turned and faced 
him did he fire again. Then within 
three yards of his quarry the Indian 
pumped as many shots through its 
head and ended the long, hot chase. 

‘““One bear—thirty-seven shots,” 
said Samuel, as he tossed down the 
skin at my feet and handed me the 
much-abused rifle. 

‘“Gun no good; no wantem.” 
I still have the rifle. 
One year, late in the fall, Samuel 

was trapping on the coast near Owl 
River, fifty miles south of the Churc- 
hill. For some days there had been 
little doing and so when he came 
across the tracks on the beach of three 
white bears he decided that their 
skins would be worth going after. 
The trail led inland and was not more 
than two days old. The Indian’s keen 
eyes read the signs of the wild which 
told him the bears were starving. 
That meant a dangerous hunt for one 
man but the Cree had taken such 
chances before. He had not yet be- 
come the owner of a magazine rifle 
but was dependent on his old single- 
barrel muzzle-loader and with this and 
his grub and blankets on his back he 
took up the trail of three. 

One day’s tramp brought him 
through the woods that fringed the 
coast and on to the open muskeg plain 
of the interior. Scattered clumps of 
sickly-looking stunted juniper were 
spread about on the barrens and the 
intervening stretches were dotted 
with small ice-covered ponds. It was 
near the end of the second day when 
Sam espied the bears,—the three of 
them sporting in the centre of one of 
the small lakes on which they had 
broken all the thin ice sheeting. 

No sooner had he emerged from the 
junipers than the animals’ sharp eyes 
spotted the Indian. They started 
through the water towards -him, one 
well in advance of his mates. 

‘“‘T must get them one at a time,” 
thought Samuel, “and each with a 
single shot. If they come along one 

hind the other I can do it, for 

that will give me time to reload. If 
they come in a bunch, I’m done for.” 

There was not a tree for miles 
around that would bear the hunter’s 
weight. Thus Samuel explained to 
me how he had lain out his plan of 
campaign. 

As bear number one emerged from 
the water he emitted a roar of de- 
light,—here was food for himself and 
his mates. The Indian looked to the 
priming of his gun and waited coolly. 
He could take no chances on a long 
shot and so he let the bear come on 
within easy range. With much satis- 
faction he saw that it was the dog, 
for well versed in the nature of the 
beasts he had hoped that the mother 
would be the last. Growling and 
snarling, his eyes flashing in anticipa- 
tion, with the water slavering from 
his jaws, the bear galloped up to with- 
in three yards of the Indian. Then 
the latter took careful aim and fired. 
The shot went true but Samuel did 
not wait to see. He turned like a 
flash and ran for all he was worth 
away from the spot, reloading as he 
went. As he had hoped, the mother 
bear and the third one—a large cub— 
stopped for a moment to sniff at the 
fallen one. That allowed Samuel 
time to halt and carefully prime his 
gun. Then he was ready for number 
two. 

He turned to see, with great dis- 
may, the two come on together, the 
cub but a yard ahead of its mother, 
which was now enraged at the death 
of her mate. How could he get the 
one and escape from the other? 
Would the old one stop again if he 
managed to kill her cub or would she 
come right on for him? Samuel had 
little time to worry over his chances 
of escape and for a moment he 
thought of trying a long range shot. 
He raised his gun to his shoulder. 
But no, that was too risky,—close 
range was the surest and he would 
take a chance on the last of the 
brutes. He ripped open his vest and 
disengaged one arm—his pack had 
been dropped when he had _ first 
sighted the animals. Then the two 
were almost upon him. Carefully, 
as before, he fired and the cub dropped 
in its tracks. The Indian needed not 
to look back to know that the old. 

+ er 
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bear was on his heels. Her roar of 
rage and the crashing of the bracken 
warned him of his peril. It was dif- 
ficult to reload for he did not dare to 
slacken for a moment and he was now 
running at the top of his speed. 
Quickly the bear gained upon him 
and the sudden snarl] at his very heels 
warned him of herleap. Hesprang a- 
aside just in time and the clumsy 
brute—for the polar is very slow in 
turning—plunged on for several yards 
before she could check her terrific way 
and come about. This gave Sam the 
opportunity he had looked for. He 
paused just a second to tear the vest 
off his arm and fling it behind him, 
then he raced on as before. It was his 
last hope of escape. 

The polar, furious at missing her 
prey, stopped at the bait thus thrown 
to her. She paused only long enough 
to slap one paw vigorously upon the 
garment and with an upward fling of 
her head rip it to pieces; then she 
plunged on in pursuit. But that 
pause was enough for the Indian,— 
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he halted, rammed his load home and 
flung the rod from him. With shak- 
ing fingers he pressed the primer down 
and Samuel was ready for number 
three. 

He had scarcely turned about when 
she was upon him, open-mouthed and 
fearful to look upon. 

‘No time for aim,—no time raise 
gun,—’ said the old hunter, as he told 
the story. ‘Just push muzzle into 
her mouth, pull trigger, and jump 
aside.—’ 

Here he showed me the second 
finger of his right hand which was 
gnarled and distorted. ‘Gun no on 
shoulder,—’ he exclaimed, ‘Kick bad, 
—break finger. Bear just slap gun 
once and break it. Then roll over and 
lie dead. Gun over there.—’ 

Samuel pointed into the corner of 
the shack where an old muzzle-loader 
lay, the barrel doubled over like the 
frame of a snowshoe, and, as I ex- 
amined the wreck, I fully realized 
what the tough old Cree had been up 
against. 

PROTECTION OF GAME 
Reasons why the Sale of Game should be Totally Prohibited 

Dr. William T. Hornaday, America’s lead- 
ing conservationist with respect to wild life, 
is an uncompromising advocate of total 
prohibition of the sale of game. He gives 
the following reasons in support of the 
measure; some refer only to United States 
conditions while others are of general ap- 
plication. Coming from an undisputed auth- 
_ority, they can be neither ignored nor denied 
by opponents of the measure. 

(1) Because fully 95 per cent. of our 
legitimate stock of feathered game has already 
been destroyed. 

(2) Because, if market gunning and the 
sale of game continue ten years longer, all 
our feathered game will be swept away. 

(3) Because it is a fixed fact that every 

wild species of mammal, bird or reptile that is 
pursued for money -making purposes event- 
ually is wiped out of existence even the 
whales of the sea are no exception. 

(4) Because the laws that permit the 
commercial slaughter of wild birds for the 
benefit of less than 5 per cent. of the inhabit- 
ants of any estate are directly against the 
interests of the 95 per cent of other people. to 
whom that game partly belongs. 

(5) Because game killed for sale is not 
intended to satisfy hunger. The people who 
eat game in large cities do not know what 
hunger is, save by hearsay. Purchased game 
is used chiefly in over-feeding; and as a rule, 
it does far more harm than good. 

SEAN 



“What do you dream about, old dog, 
when you lie by the fire at night— 

You whine and twitch in your sleep, 
boy; are you back on the trail again? 

A couple of frozen whitefish each, and a 
start in dawn’ s grey light, 

A trail to break, with a rotten crust, and 
a soft snow turned to rain—” 

(The Song of the Dogs.) 

ECTOR was a sledge dog. I 
first saw him many years ago, 
in Joe’s cabin in British Colum- 

bia. He was only a sprawling un- 
gainly puppy in those days, but even 
then he showed many promises of the 
fine dog he was going to make some 
day. For three years he and Joe 
bached it—-‘‘jest me and the pup to- 
gether’-—happy, care free years for 
both of them. During those three 
years of idleness Hector learned many 
strange tricks—strange. that is, for a 
sledge dog. 

For instance, he was taught to 
suard a coat or any property that was 
entrusted to his care; he would “‘die 
for his. country,’ and on one or two 
rare occasions he even up and begged 

A Story of Dog Devotion 

H. C. Haddon 

for food for all the world like a pam- 
pered lap-dog. His father was an 
Indian dog, wolf-sired. His mother 
was Red Klootch, that queen of 
huskies. And this is his story: 

As the wind died down, and the 
flurrying snowflakes ceased to fall, it 
seemed to Joe that the pain in his 
leg increased. At times the agony 
of it would cause him to clench his 
hands hard together, and to bite into 
his lips to save himself from shrieking 
aloud, and then at other times it 
seemed as if there was no pain at all. 
Then Joe would lie with closed eyes, 
conscious only of the throb, throb of 
his leg, until he would come to his 
senses with a jerk. He was thankful 
for these moments of respite from 
pain, and vet he feared them. For 
he could imagine himself falling off 
the sleigh in his unconsciousness, and 
roiling into the snow, and the remorse- 
less dogs going on, on—-and oh God, 
the coldness of the snow! 

Once or twice, by an effort, he 
roused himself, and spoke to the dogs, 
his voice so hollow and unreal that he 
could scarcely recognize it as his own. 

iad) 
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“Say Hector’ he would say, a 
world of appeal in the four simple 
words “home, boy!”’ 

And Hector would look round at 
the master who could only lie on the 
sledge, and would wave his great 
bushy tail, and quicken his pace just 
alittle bit more. Then the other five 
dogs would fall into stride with their 
leader; and the snow fell away from 
the sledge with the same dreary hiss 
that it had kept up all that day, and 
all the day before, and the day before 
that. And now they were only a 
couple of hours from the cabin. 
Ahead of them stretched the trail 
they had yet to break; behind, like a 
giant furrow, was the trail they had 
just broken—-and oh the weary miles 
of it! 

At last the cabin came in sight. 
To this day Joe cannot remember how 
he did it; but he somehow managed to 
unharness the dogs. and he even got a 
fire going in the stove to thaw out 
some water to bathe his leg. It was 
a nasty wound. Axe cuts generally 
are. This one had festered and fro- 
zen—but I am not going to tell you 
about it. 

While he waited for the water to 
thaw out, Joe lay down on the bunk, 
and there merciful unconsciousness 
overtook him. He must have lain 
there on the bunk for over an hour, 
for when he opened his eyes again the 
fire was out, and the cabin was quite 
cold. He tried to rise, but was too 
weak to do so. One of the huskies 
pushed against the door and walked 
into the cabin. She had always been 
a bad tempered beast, and there was a 
look about her eyes now that made 
Joe call out, and that brought a note 
of terror into his voice. 

At the sound of the shouting, Hec- 
tor came bounding into the cabin. 

“Good dog” said his master “‘guard 
the cabin, boy.”’ 

It only took him a few seconds to 
hustle the offending husky outside. 
Then, with a last look at his helpless 
master on the bunk, Hector lay down 
in the doorway with his nose be- 
tween his paws. 

Followed two awful hours. Joe 
wished for death, and yet he feared to 
die. He was ice cold, and the pain in 
his leg nearly drove him crazy. All 

strength had left him. 

pray. 
Outside, the huskies walked to and 

fro in the snow, lIcoking for food. 
They were hungry and could not 
understand why they were not fed. 

Late in the afternoon the miracle 
happened. Far up the frozen river 
sounded the silvery tinkle of sleigh 
bells, and along came a prospector, 
going to the owtside for more focd, 
He was a sensible man, was this pros- 
pector. One glance was sufficient to 
show him Joe lying semi-conscious on 
the bunk, and Hector’s attitude was 
more eloquent than words. Having 
no desire for a pitched battle, he 
simply called out to Joe “Say there— 
if you want any help, call that dog of 
yours off.” 
When Joe was safely tucked up on 

the sledge, the prospector started on 
to catch Joe’s dogs. He caught all, 
with the exception of Hector. Hav- 
ing fooled away several valuable 
minutes (for the afternoon was grow- 
ing late) he finally roused Joe. 

“Look ahere, old timer’? he said 
“if you want that darn wolf of yours to 
come along, vou’d better call him up. 
[it was then that Joe did a thing that 
showed him to be quite off his head. 
He pointed a shaking finger at the- 
dog-that-would-not-be-caught, and 
said “Go and guard the cabin, 
Hector.” 

The prospector made a last effort 
at capture, failed, and then shrugged 
his shoulders. He hitched Joe’s dogs 
ahead of his own, putting his own 
leader in Hector’s empty place. Then 
with a cheery “Mush on! Mush on! 
he was off. If Hector chose to come 
along, well and good. 

If not—; and Hector, lying in the 
doorway of the deserted cabin, watch- 
ed his master, and his master’s res- 
cuer vanish out of sight down the 
frozen river. 

For two days that great dog guard- 
ed the cabin without moving from the 
doorway. Then at last hunger drove 
him to find something to eat. Food 
there was in the cabin, of course, 
bacon and flour, but this was a sacred 
trust, and Hector never thought of 
violating it. Down in the swamp, 
however, Joe had set out some rabbit 
snares, and these the dog visited. 

He tried to 
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The result was a meal of frozen rabbit, 
the first of many. However the 
snares were soon all knocked down 
and sprung, and so this source of 
supply was closed. 

Then began for that lonely dog 
that age-old battle—the struggle for 
existence. 

Food was necessarily divided into 
two divisions-——big game and small 

Of the former there seemed to same. 
be no signs. The bears were all den- 
ned up. sleeping the winter away. 
The deer and caribou were miles away 
in their winter yards. So Hector had 
to rely on the smaller wood folk. 
Under this heading came rabbits and 
squirrels and mice, “and even at times, 
weasels and muskrats. Grouse were 
not to be caught, so wild were they. 
You must remember that there was 
well over two feet of snow on: the 
ground, and this turned even such a 
simple operation as digging out a 
mouse into very hard work. And 
Ilector could have eaten so many 
mice. 

Nor was it easy for this big heavy 
dog to catch even such a stupid beast 
as a rabbit. Sometimes he was able 
to come upon them quietly when 
they were feeding, and to snap them 
up before they could recover their 
senses; but you have to go very 
silently until vou are almost on top of 
them. Then a couple of quick 
bounds, and (if you are lucky) there 
is a warm rabbit kicking its life out in 
your mouth. Once get him alarmed 
though, and you may as well say 
good bye to the rabbit. He goes 
silently over the snow, hop, skip, and 
a jump, sliding away like a shadow, 
while you are plunging up to your 
belly every jump, in the soft snow. 

Hector would lie for hours, too, 
waiting for a red squirrel to come 
down out of a tree. This squirrel 
catching is, at the best a very un- 
certain game, and such patience is 
needed. You must not make a sound. 
Presently, if he believes the coast to 
be clear, the red chatterer will descend 
his tree to try and find those fir cones 
he buried in the good days of last 
fall. When he is well away from the 
tree—now! 

More often than not, however, 
Hector only succeeded in catching a 

mouthful of snow, and the squirrel, 
safely perched in the topmost branch- 
es, would hurl down insult on the 
hungry dog below. For Hector was 
hungry these days. There must have 
been weeks and weeks when he was 
face to face with black starvation. 
There is not a great deal of nourish- 
ment in a squirrel for a big strong 
dog weighing well over the hundred 
pounds. Another drawback was that 
there were not nearly enough squitrels. 
Once, when he was in full cry after a 
rabbit, he stopped suddenly, as if he 
had heard somebody calling him by 
name. His tail went between his 
legs, and almost shamefully he went 
back to the cabin. But there was 
nobody there; would nobody ever 
come to relieve him of his trust? 

For this trust was the reason why 
he did not take to the woods, and live 
(or starve) as the wolves do. The 
hunting became poorer and poorer; 
there is little enough life in that 
northern country in the winter, any- 
way. Then the weather broke up, 
and the spring snow storms came, and 
for days at a time the big wet flakes 
fell with the same _ heartbreaking 
monotony. These were dark days 
indeed. No animals move about 
much in bad weather. Hector rang- 
ing far from the cabin, driven by the 
relentless hunger gnawing within him, 
one day discovered a fresh trail in the 
snow. It was deep and broad, and 
the dog, with hope borne anew, took 
it up and followed it until he found 
the maker. 

The maker was a gentleman, very 
fat, but covered with sharp quills 
that bristled and rattled at the 
hungry dog. The wolves know how 
to make a meal off a procupine with- 
out injury to themselves, and so does 
the fisher, but Hector had forgotten, 
and this day also he went hungry. 

Followed in quick succession a 
thaw, and then a hard frost. The 
snow was crusted almost sufficiently 
to bear a man, and crunched musi- 
cally under your feet. Hector, vis- 
ibly weaker and thinner, was out on 
the food trail again. He knew he 
must soon have meat and lots of it 
or—. I think a strange man would 
have had to fight for his life against 
this hungry dog. Luck, or chance, or 
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fate, or the gods that ordain these 
things—who shall say to whom the 
credit due. 

That day Hector came on two deer 
moving from one range to another. 
They were unable to travel far be- 
cause of the crusted snow, and at 
every jump they went in up past 
their bellies. They had as yet no 
beaten trails to take to and escape on, 
and fear stricken by the grim re- 
morseless dog on their scent, they 
plunged deeper and deeper in the 
treacherous snow. ‘There could he 
but one ending, and that night Hector 
lying in his old place in the cabin 
doorway, licked his paws contentedly. 

By the time the last’ of the deer 
bones were gnawed clean, spring had 
come. There were temporary times 
of famine, of course, but on the whole 
Hector did not fare so badly. As the 
year wore on, so times improved. 
There were many young rabbits, and 
little grouse, and mice in the woods, 
and big fish coming up the river to 
spawn were left stranded on the beach. 

So Hector grew fat and strong once 
more, but the longing and grieving in 
oe tor his lost master never grew 
ess. 
In the early spring, when he came 

out of the hospital, Joe was still a very 
sick and weak man. For a month or 
so he lay around town, basking in the 
spring sunshine, gaining strength 
every day. When his money was 
just about all spent, news reached the 
town of a new gold strike, and Joe 
went south in search of it. Ele found 
a little gold—very little—-and every 
day he would catch himself longing 
for his old cabin on the river. Had 
you talked with him then, you would 
have found him very homesick, and 
still grieving over the loss of his 
favorite dog. 
“Why” he would have teld you, 

sorrowfully ““‘Hector and me was real 
nals, real good pals.” 
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One morning quite suddenly, he 
packed up all his kit and “‘just beat it 
back home.” 

Joe had travelled hard all day, and 
knew that another ten minutes 
leisurely paddling would bring him 
round the turn of the river, and in 
sight of the old cabin on the bank. 
The old cabin! 

The light was fading fast when he 
beached his canoe, and it was almost 
too dark for him to pick out the 
cabin. He had only taken a few steps 
up the beach when he started to run 
back to the canoe, his voice raised 
almost to a scream. 

A large flying body struck him, and 
he was bowled over on his back. 
Withoul weapons, he could only put 
his arms up to defend his threat. 
And his shout broke off suddenly, and 
changed to words of endearment. 
This was no wolf tearing his throat 
out —this!—this!—why this was only 
a great dog slobbering out all its joy 
at meeting the long lost master! 

Joe and his dog went up to the 
cabin, and there the master sat on the 
bunk, and fondled the great dog’s 
head, and smoked a cigarette. Joe 
saw all the food in the cabin, just as 
he had left it, but he could not see the 
days and weeks and months that had 
passed, nor the fight that the dog had 
fought to keep alive. But I like to 
think that the joy that these two 
found in their meeting wiped out all 
memory of those times. 

All this happened quite a few years 
ago, but Joe is never tired of telling 
about his dog, and how he was faith- 
ful to his trust. Should he ever tell 
you this story, he is cuite certain to 
say, at the end of it. 

“By gosh, you’re a great dog, aren’t 
you. Hector?’ And the great dog, 
hearing his name, will look up at his 
master from his place by the stove, 
and then thump, thump, thump will 
go that big bushy tail on the floor. 



F. V. Williams 

HIS was a new experience. Roy 
Brown had stocd for a half hour 
silently looking at a fast cloud- 

ing sky. He was on his favorite 
hunting ground, and had been for four 
days. It was now December 23rd, 
and four o’clock in the afternoon. 
For four years Brown had made this 
his particular hunting ground. A 
good shot, a lover of out of doors, and 
particularly the wild life found in this 
locality, good fishing in season, lots of 
grouse and rabbits and also deer, and 
for the past four seasons there had 
been venison for all five of Brown’s 
friends at home, until they had got 
the idea that Brown could bring home 
the bacon “‘or venison”? whenever he 
chose to go for it. It had been his 
ustom to leave town about the 

fifteenth of December and spend a 
week in the woods, allowing time for a 
ranchman friend who was located on 
a ranch some twenty miles away to 
the south, to come in for the ‘‘meat’’ 
with a horse and pack saddle, but as 
he stood and gazed at the clouding sky 
he came to the conclusion that the 
deer had all received notice of his 
coming, as there had not been a ‘flag’ 

waved at him from the brush in the 
entire week. 
Away off to the left through a dip 

in the hills one could see a long ridge 
that had been pointed out to him 
years before as the home of some 
famous old timers, but up to this time 
he had never thought it worth while 
to travel so far; not that he did not 
have loads of time at his disposal, but 
when the deer were always plentiful 
so close to his cabin, why travel 
fifteen miles away for the same shoot- 
ing. Aside from that Brown had his 
own ideas on game getting and pre- 
ferred to hunt alone. Years before 
the guide had casually informed him 
that a ‘green hand’ in the woods who 
attempted to get over into those hills 
would surely get lost. This had hurt 
Brown’s pride quite a bit for ne con- 
sidered himself as good at woodcrait 
as the guide, and for that very reason 
had never had a guide with him on 
his last four trips, exploring the ra- 
vines and hills by himself until he had 
a fairly good knowledge of the coun- 
try within a radius of ten miles of his 
cabin. Well! the deer had.evidently 
left for reasons best known _to,them- 
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selves, for this season and had pro- 
bably dropped back to the collection 
of hills and small lakes just beyond 
that distant ridge. 

“The 23rd, hey?’ he pondered. 
“Well, Pll try it. I believe I can get 
over there by to-morrow morning and 
by doing a little forced marching have 
that deer I came for and be out to 
town by Christmas day’. Suiting 
the action to the thought, he started 
on the back track to his cabin which 
was reached in a halt hour, and ano- 
ther half hour sufficed for him to 
emerge again with a good serviceable 
outfit fcr a two nights’ stay away 
from the cabin. Even though the 
temperature was down to fifteen 
above, and would probably be much 
lower by morning, his intentions were 
to get as far as possible in what little 
daylight remained and have a hunt 
the next day, camp out, and return 
the next, never doubting but what 
he would get his deer and a big one at 
that, if the stories were true of that 
mysterious ridge. 

By this time there was a gray bank 
of clouds piling up on the horizon. 
Brown knew this meant snow but he 
had been out in snow storms before 
and did not particularly fear this one. 
He had his compass to rely on if the 
snow should happen to be too thick 
for landmarks, and he had heard the 
section he was bound for described 
so often there was nothing to be had 
as far as descriptions went. ‘The sky 
rapidly became over¢éast, and inside 
an hour’s time as he crossed a parti- 
cularly open stretch, the white flakes 
began to fall and before he reached 
the next piece of woodland they had 
begun to whirl around him in regular 
snow squalls that completely shut out 
the landscape a few yards distant. 
It was beginning to grow dusk, and 
once he reached the shelter of a wooa 
he began to cast an eve abou! for 2 
favorable spot to pass the night. 
Following a ledge of rock that cropped 
out of the underbrush for about a 
quarter of a mile ‘ie heard the noisy 
splashing and babpling of a small 
stream which was pa tly frozen over, 
and upon coming in sivht of it found 

that luck was indeed with him, for 
there by_some big flat stones was an 
ancient. lleanto. ‘~Someone — had 

evidently passed the night here a 
couple of seasons ago as there had 
been a camp fire with upright forked 
sticks for boiling coffee and just in- 
side the edge of the little shelter could 
be seen a bundle of birchbark. 

“Bet that was old man Johnson,”’ 
muttered Brown, as he slipped his 
pack from his shoulders and unloosen- 
ed his belt axe preparatory to lopping 
otf some branches for the roof of the 
dilapidated lean-to. In a short space 
of time he had cleared away the de- 
bris and covered the poles with new 
brush, and another few minutes 
chopping had furnished him with a 
number of good armfuls of dry and 
pitch-covered limbs from an _ old 
spruce close by. With the fire 
started between two heavy sticks 
drawn up a few feet from the entrance 
of his shelter, coffee boiling and bacon 
frying, Brown took occasion to take 
stock of the weather conditions again, 
and was surprised to see that the 
clouds looked quite broken and that 
the snow had nearly ceased, although 
even in the timber there was enough 
on the ground to make the surround- 
ings look decidedly wintry. But the 
snow would give away the secrets of 
the woodfolk in the morning, and that 
fact alone helped his peace of mind 
amazingly as he curled up in his 
heavy blanket after making a bed 
from a large pile of fir branches, and 
collecting more dry wood for the early 
morning fire. An owl hooted in the 
distance, a few stars shone through 
the breaks in the clouds and these 
were the hunter’s last observations as 
tired with his hustling of the day be- 
fore, he fell asleep only to wake in 
what seemed to him like two hours’ 
time, to see the grey light of morning 
creeping through the treetops, and 
realizing that he was a bit cold in 
snite af the blanket, and that his com- 
fortehle eamp Sre hed burned down 
to two pieces of smouldering coals. 
In a few moments the logs had been 
rolled together, and a few dry sticks 
added and while the fire was picking 
up, the hunter started for the stream 
with his coffee tin for water At this 
point by the stream a number of 
bouiders and a miniature rapids had 
kept the stream open in spite of the 
cold. The snow was from a quarter 
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to half an inch in depth on the banks 
of the stream, just a carpet of pure 
white with scarcely a break init. A 
number of big round spots of darker 
shades, such as an animal track would 
make, caused him to stop and ex- 
amine them. One look was enough, 
and he was on his feet peering into the 
surrounding thickets, examining 
every suspicious shadow with the 
keen quick eye of the experienced 
hunter. But there was nothing—not 
even the slightest rustle of a frost 
nipped twig to satisfy his search, and 
hastily filling his kettle he hustled 
back to his fire scarcely a hundred 
feet away. 

Those dark shadows in the snow 
that he had examined had been made 
but a short time previously by two 
lynx, the larger one an enormous fel- 
low of his kind, judging from the 
tracks, and now the reason was plain 
enough why the deer were not so 
plentiful in this locality as usual. 

He was net afraid of the lynx as he 
knew they would seldom if ever at- 
tack a man unless driven by hunger, 
but he sure did want to see daylight 
once more as this trip had already 
begun to look mighty interesting. It 
was quite light by this time, and as 
Brown sat munching his lunch with a 
steaming pail of coffee at his elbow, 
he happened to glance up stream, and 
there sitting on the end of a fallen 
tree sat the biggest. most ferocious 
looking lynx it had ever been his luck 
to set eyes on. For a full minute the 
man and beast sat gazing at each 
other, the man rapidly turning over 
in his mind how he could reach his 
rifle lying on his blankets ten feet 
away, and the beast calmly looking 
him through and through with his 
big yellow eyes. Slowly Brown laid 
down the piece of bacen and bread he 
had been munching and as carefully 
as possible started to shove himself 
back toward the gun. He could al- 
most reach it now. Another second 
or two and he had hold of the stock 
and drew it slowly toward him, and 
then the bolt caught on a strap on his 
blankets and in lifting the gun- to 
clear the strap the barrel struck one 
of the sticks in the leanto and sent 
down a shower of snow that seemed to 
take all the interest out of the pro- 
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ceeding for the lynx for he quickly 
rose and dropped over the log and out 
of sight The hunter was on his feet 
in au instant and carefully approached 
the log with rifle at the ready, but 
there was- nothing to he seen. He 
hunted for a half hour, and once a 
gray shadow drifted past an open 
place in the underbrush, but it was 
gone so quickly and completely that 
the hunter could not have said posi- 
tively whether it was an animal or 
imagination, and as the ground here- 
abouts was well protected by the 
thick foliage of the spruce and fir, 
there were no tell-tale tracks to verify 
his suspicions and as it was gelting 
late he returned to his fire. finished 
the now cold lunch and adjusting his 
pack started for his ‘land of promise,” 
the distant ridge he had seen from his 
hunting ground of the day before. 

he travelling was rough and grew 
worse as he approached the ridge and 
half way up the side was such a tangle 
of fallen trees and brush that he had 
to follow on the outskirts of this bar- 
rier for a couple of miles before find- 
ing a chance to cross. The crossing 
was affected by noon and from the 
summit one could look down into a 
section of country which abounded 
in small lakes and hills, the hills being 
covered with brush and small timber, 
ideal places for deer. The weather 
which had been decidedly mild all 
forenoon was now beginning to get 
cloudy again, and the wind which 
had been front the Southwest yester- 
day. was now from the East. Sitting 
down with his pack resting on a limb 
of the tree, he reached for his pocket 
compass to get his directions more 
accurately in mind, when to his sur- 
prise he found that his compass was 
gone. He went all through his pock- 
ets and after giving up the search, 
concluded he had lost it coming 
through the windfalls a couple of 
miles back. Looking over his back 
trail and over and down the way he 
was to go, he thought that even 
though it were to storm it would be 
easy to find the way back again, and 
now even though he felt the loss of 
his compass keenly (having always de- 
pended on it) he decided to push ahead 
and get down towards the lakes and 
swamps with as little delay as possible. 

ee 
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After a hasty bite. as it was near 
noon. he descended in a round-about 
way for aboul three miles and found 
a suitable place near a small spring for 
a night’s rest. Fixing his shelter 
and leaving his pack here, he started 
for the nearest swamp. Not two 
hundred yards from his stopping place 
he found deer tracks so fresh (three 
of them, two does and a buck evi- 
dently) that involuntarily he looked 
about for the others. Carefully lift- 
ing his feet to avoid loose twigs and 
branches he moved to the right to 
look behind a fringe of small firs,— 
nothing there—and he silently re- 
leased the hammer of his rifle to safety 
again. MRat-a-tat-rat-a-tat, rat-a-tat 
-tat drummed a woodpecker on a hol- 

- low stub a few yards away, and the 
hunter turned back to his tracks to 
travel farther over into the small hill 
country. He walked past an old 
tangle of windfall and brush, when 
suddenly with a bomp, bomp, crash, 
went the very deer he had been look- 
ing for. It all happened so quickly 
that the hunter did not as much as 
raise his rifle. He did not ‘come to’ 
until the white flag of the last deer had 
vanished in the underbrush. 

“Guess they’re here all right, all 
right,’’ mused Brown and right here 
will be as good a place as any to start 
in hunting Unmindful of fresh deer 
sign and the trail of the two surprise 
deer he had just had a glimpse of, he 
started in the direction of the nearest 
small lake with his rifle at the ready 
and carefully watching all possible 
places for deer. A partridge got up 
with a rush and whirr and was 
away to cover again a short fifty 
yards aiead, and as the hunter slowly 
and noiselessly slipped along, Mlr. 
Partridge put on his best strut and 
walked back and forth along the hmb 
of a big birch, stopping in his parade 
and cocking his head to one side to 
watch the man suspiciously whenever 
he stopped to look or listen. 

The hunter arrived at the shores of 
the little lake and made the complete 
circuit of it without seeing a deer al- 
though he had found five separate 
and distinct trails in a two hours hunt, 
all of them apparently not a half hour 
old, and as the deer were evidently 
moving slowly in familiar feeding 
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srounds he had no doubt but what 
he’d get his quarry. As he sat on an 
old log he glanced overhead and was 
surprised to see the clouds blowing 
past over the treetops at a great sveed, 
heavy and unmistakably ‘snow 
clouds’ and as he looked a few flakes 
came sift‘ng down through the bare 
branches of the trees near his resting 
place. It certainly looked this time 
as if the storm were to be the real 
thing. The easterly wind was in- 
creasing in violence and it had al- 
ready begun to cast a gloom that 
surely spelled ‘night’ in the thickest 
patches of timber, and as he was in for 
a stormy night he conc'uded to get 
back to his little shelter near the 
spring. He did not start a minute 
too seon asdarkness, down here be- 
low the big ridge he crossed earlier in 
the day, seemed to come on with sur- 
prising swiftness There was no time 
for hunting. In fact it was too dark 
to see his rifle sights long before he 
reached the spring where he quickly 
got his fire going and lighting a small 
carbon miner’s light that he carried 
for just such occasions, he took the 
axe fromm his equipment and skirmish- 
ed round among the windfalls for old 
dry stubs until he had a generous 
collection of dry firewood. Not until 
then did he eat his supper, consisting 
of condensed soup and hardtack and 
a bit of bacon. 

Up to this time there had been no 
increase in the snowfall. Squalls of 
short duration would send the fine 
snow flakes scurrying down, but there 
was hardly a noticeable difference in 
the covering on the ground. When 
Brown finally rolled up in his blankets 
he went to sleep, to be awakened in 
the grey dawn by the wind howling and 
roaring through the treetops, and as 
he lay and listened before turning out, 
he could hear branches and limbs of 
trees breaking and once or twice he 
heard the crash of some tree with not 
enough hold on mother earth, that 
came down bringing numerous bran- 
ches and smaller trees with it. The 
fire started and a couple of good hot 
cups of coffee with some hardtack 
under his belt, the hunter covered his 
fire carefully and taking his rifle 
walked a short distance from the 
shelter to have a look at what the 
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storm had{done. It surely had been 
a wild night, the worst he had ever 
seen in the woods. Branches broken 
off littered the ground and the very 
underbrush in places seemed to be 
flattened out, and as yet there seemed 
to be no signs of the gale abating. 
Returning toward the spring a big 
‘snowshoe’ rabbit sprang out from the 
brush and jumping a short distance 
ahead, sat up stiff and straight to have 
a look and see what strange thing this 
was that was abroad on a day like 
this. The leaden pellet from the 
hunter’s rifle put him on the menu, as 
the hunter knew there would be no 
danger of the shot disturbing deer 
with all this hellabaloo loose in the 
woods. Taking his rabbit he arrived 
at the little camp and lay down and 
took a good long morning nap, figur- 
ing the “beauty sleep’ might stand 
him in good stead if he should have 
any difficulty in trail finding in the 
next forty-eight hours. 

At about noon he crawled out 
again, had a sumptuous feast of fried 
rabbit, hardtack and coffee and after 
frying the remainder of the rabbit he 
arranged his pack, got together ano- 
ther pile of wood with a quantity of 
birch bark against his return at night 
hungry and tired, and putting a couple 
of sandwiches made from his hard- 
tack and fried rabbit in his hunting 
coat pocket, he carefully extinguished 
his camp fire and started out. The 
wind had dropped to half a gale and 
it was beginning to snow steadily as 
he left his shelter, but it looked so 
simple to find his way about, that he 
was positive he could find the place 
again, though he had to do it in the 
dark. Two hours’ hunting and he 
had not seen a deer sign. He had 
passed two rabbits, and once a red 
squirrel had scolded and barked and 
made an awful racket over him in 
passing through a small patch of 
green timber, but aside from that, 
there had been no game moving. 
Standing on a little hummock at the 
edge of the swamp he had been travel- 
bing through, the hunter’s eye took in 
what he at first supposed to be the 
branches of a dead tree, but there 
was something so fascinating and so 
much of the shape of antlers about 
them that he watched them intently 
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and to his surprise the ‘branches’ 
moved, then went straight up in the 
air as their owner, a big four point 
buck rose from his ‘nest’ on the far 
side of the log. Steadily the rifle 
went up and covered the game and 
as the buck walked slowly into the 
open there was a spurt of flame, and 
the hunter pumping another shell into 
the chamber of his rifle, gazed at— 
not the big fellow on the ground, but 
a flash of his coat as he passed from 
view into the thicket directly opposite. 
But, there had been no display of a 
triumphant flag bobbing away 
through the brush which same fact 
told him that although apparently 
‘fresh’ the deer must have been hit, 
and as the hunter with as little noise 
as possible ran forward and examined. 
the sign on the snow, he readily saw 
that he was hit, badly too, but :-pro- 
bably a trifle too far back. Instead of 
following the deer he turned to one 
side and went around the little hill 
and finding no tracks leaving it on the 
opposite side, carefully started to 
hunt back to the starting point. He 
had hunted scarcely ten minutes 
when in glancing under the branches 
of a big cedar he noticed something 
that looked suspiciously like a deer 
with his back toward him. Cocking 
his rifle, he gave a soft whistle, and 
at the sound of it, the deer—for it 
was he—tried to struggle to his feet, 
but a shot mercifully put him down 
for good. All this had taken time, 
and after dragging his deer into the 
open and arranging the carcass for 
carrying, it was considerably darker 
and snowing harder than ever. The 
deer was a pretty good load but it 
was also ‘some prize,’ and Brown 
started back toward camp. 

A half hour’s travelling and it was 
nearly dark and Brown was _ also 
pretty tired. Leaving his game 
against a tree in such fashion that he 
could sit down he ate his sandwiches, 
then got up and struggled on for some 
time till to his dismay instead of 
finding the sheltered wood that he 
expected on one side with the ridge 
on the other, he discovered he was 
back at the swamp. He would try 
once more. If he could only find 
his tracks of a few hours previous it 
would have been easy, but the flying 
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snow obliterated everything in a few 
moments. Remembering that’ on 
leaving he had hunted straight up the 
wind and it had brought him to this 
spot, he resolved that if he travelled 
with the wind at his back it would 
surely take him to familiar surround- 
ings, and then it would be no trouble 
to locate the camp. Accordingly he 
started again, only to find after an 
hour’s floundering about in the snow 
that he was just as badly lost as ever. 
He did not like to leave the deer, al- 
though he was fast becoming too 
weary to carry the heavy carcass and 
with a last effort decided to climb a 
small hill that rose on the left, thinking 
that perhaps up there in what looked 
to be a thicket of fir, he could fix up a 
place to pass the night. He had 
matches and the belt axe with him, 
but even at that he did not relish the 
idea of spending a night like this 
away from his blankets. Half way 
to the firs, he stopped to rest, when— 
chunk, chunk, chunk chunk—surely 
that couldn’t be the sound of an axe? 
It sounded right ahead and a little 
around one side of the hill. What 
wild fancy was getting into his mind 
now? He was not frightened and 
had not been, although he would ad- 
mit he was worried a bit about the 
duration of the storm, but even as he 
thought of these things—there came a 
chunk, chunk, and then the crash, as 
of a small tree falling. Settling his 
game more securely on his shoulders 
he struggled and stumbled on around 
the hill, over snow covered rocks and 
brush, until suddenly straight on a 
little level piece of ground he saw a 
faint light and upon getting closer, the 
light resolved itself into a camp fire 
before which a man, sitting under a 
very comfortable shelter, was busily 
engaged in splitting up some dry 
wood. As the snow made footsteps 
practically noiseless the man at the 
fire did not hear the one approaching 
until he staggered, rather than walked, 
a the circle of light thrown by the 
ire. 

The man at the fire was so sur- 
prised the pipe fell from his mouth as 
he paused with axe poised in the air, 
to look at the man that came stagger- 
ing out of the black night and storm 
withta deer on his back. Springing 
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to his feet, he was at the stranger’s 
side in a moment and helping him 
with the deer which he slipped off his 
shoulders, then stood his rifle against 
the leanto, and helped him to a seat 
in the cosy shelter. All this hap- 
pened before Brown got a good look 
at his good Samaritan and by the 
light of the fire recognized the man 
who had warned him years before 
about getting lost in this part of the 
country. 

Evidently the guide had not re- 
cognized Brown for he picked up his 
heavy axe and finished splitting some 
pitch wood, with which he proceeded 
to feed his fire and as the fire was 
going in great shape by this time he 
turned and said, 

“Wal, old sport, how do you feel 
by now? We'll have some hot cho- 
colate now in about five minutes and 
itll make you feel like a new man. 
Guess you had gone to about the 
‘last wiggle’ hey?’’ he laughed, as the 
hunter made a grimace of disgust. 
‘‘Here you get some of this down in- 
side where it will tickle your ribs, and 
I’ll go boost that ‘Mowich’ (deer) of 
yours up on a pole out of the snow. 
And after sundry thuds and much 
cracking and snapping of underbrush, 
that could be heard above the roar of 
the wind through the trees, he came 
around the corner of the shelter, with 
a 

“There that’s done, and guess 
we're all snug for the night, in spite 
of this young blizzard. Guess we 
would have done better to have had 
snow shoes along, but who the devil 
would have thought there’d be this 
much snow up here at this time of 
year. We don’t as a rule get much 
snow before the first of the year here- 
abouts, but guess this is one of the 
different years. Say, how you like 
that chocolate?” 

‘Fine, fine!’ answered the weary 
Gunes » Fact it’s.a lot. better than 
coffee a night like this.” 

“Well, that’s good of you to say so. 
Some of the boys have a lot of fun 
kiddin’ me about my chocolate, but 
believe me, it’s good enough for your 
uncle on a night like this, and it stays 
with you much longer than coffee, and 
now for the eats. “Spect you want to 
take that deer out with you!” 
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Brown nodded his assent, and then 
the guide continued, 

‘““Well you see we have a pretty 
good assortment to choose from. I’ve 
got rabbit and a pair of partridge and 
we just won’t carve that there deer 
of yours, not. tonight anyhow.” 

In the course of an hour the guide 
had a partridge stew that made our 
hungry hunter take a new interest 
in life, and as he was about to ‘bail’ 
out his portion of the stew from the 
pot to his tin plate, he was surprised 
to notice there were potatoes in the 
dish, and he could not help but ask 
the wonderful person where and how 
he had managed to carry potatoes 
along with his other pack. It seemed 
to the hunter that this was excess 
baggage. 

“Oh yes, them ‘spuds! Let me 
tell you something, young fellow. Do 
you know what day this is? Plumb 
forgot hey? Well this is Christmas 
eve, old top, and that there is your 
Christmas dinner if we don’t get out 
of here by tomorrow. Now dig in 
and don’t waste any of those ‘spuds.’ 
I put a few in my pack when I left the 
camp a few days ago, but did not 
think at that time that they were 
going to be a cause for so much joy.” 

After they had eaten they sat for a 
long time gazing into the fire, Brown 
with his thoughts on home and won- 
dering if they were worrying about 
him, etc., while on his side the guide 
was figuring the shortest and easiest 
way for two men to get out to the 
settlement with a deer, before the 
next day night. The snow flakes 
still came hurtling down, but not 
quite as thickly as a few hours back. 
Occasionally a bunch of snow would 
break off from the branches overhead 
and fall sputtering and sizzling into 
the fire, which presently began to 
burn down. The guide stretched 
himself, knocked the ashes from his 
pipe and pulling out his nickle plated 
recorder of the flight of time looked 
across at the sleepy hunter with a 
“Merry Christmas, pardner! We 
might be a lot worse off than we are 
right now at that, hey?’ and the 
hunter after returning the com- 
pliments of the _ season, heartily 
agreed with him that they might be 
worse off than they were, and as they 

arranged the guide’s blankets for 
their bed, he looked out into the 
black night where the trees were toss- 
ing their giant arms about in the snow 
storm, and then back to the cosy 
fire and the snug shelter that reflected 
the heat from the camp fire, and 
agreed within himself that it was in- 
deed a mighty Merry Christmas and 
also a lucky one for himself at any 
rate. Brown had just comfortably 
settled himself in the blankets and the 
guide was putting the final touch to 
his fire for the night, when a screech 
that startled him from his blankets 
causing something very akin to fright 
came from the blackness of the camp. 
Scarcely had he sat up when there 
was another scream, a different toned 
one this time, and as he looked at the 
guide’s broad back as he squatted in 
front of the fire, he wondered what in 
the deuce could have induced a lynx 
to come that close to a campfire. 
He had never heard a scream like that 
in all the seasons he had hunted, but 
was positive it must be a lynx and to 
him it sounded directly back of the 
leanto. Slowly turning his _ head 
the guide grinned at the hunter’s 
startled face, and before he could ask | 
a question, remarked, 

“He got him that time!” 
“Got him? What do you meee 

“Why that’s ‘old shadow’ one of 
them big lynx. That’s his style of 
hunting. Oh you don’t know every- 
thing about the woods yet! I told 
you that some time ago when I ad- 
vised you not to come over to this 
neck of the woods without a guide, 
didn’t .1?. .Ha; ha; baw, haw: -28e 
roared, “‘you thought I didn’t re- 
cognize you when you came wabbling 
in tonight. I didn’t want to say 
nothin’ about it, but it was too good 
to keep, haw, haw, haw,” he roared. 
‘Say this is no business, as my friend 
Issacs would say, my getting a laugh 
out of your troubles is it? as he 
noticed the confusion of his com- 
panion. “Say, I started to tell you 
about ‘shadow’ they call ’em lucifers 
back in New Brunswick, but they’s 
just lynx. That fust screech you 
heard is his best yell for scaring the 
wits plumb out of any living thing 
that he suspects is close by. You 
ought to see him hunt once, its great 

i! 
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sport. I watched one one_ time. 
It was a quiet night and we had a big 
fire going, just a light fall of snow 
and I knowed there’d been rabbits 
round just outside the light from the 
fire a couple o’nights—found their 
tracks in the morning, you know— 
guess they were curious about the 
fire. Well anyway the boys—I was 
guiding for a party of four—had all 
turned in plumb tuckered out. They 
were just out from town and hadn’t 
got toughtened up. Well that wild 
yell sounded—seemed to me not fifty 
feet from camp—the boys had heard 
them before and they were too tired 
to notice. I got a shotgun, slipped 
in a couple of loads of heavy shot and 
sneaked round into the shadow of the 
trees back of the fire. Well I stood 
there I s’pose a half hour about one 
hundred yards from camp where I 
could see all that passed between me 
and the light. Two or three rabbits 
were dartin’ round settin’ up and 
lookin’ toward the fire now and then, 
and once just over where I’d seen a 
particularly big rabbit I thought I 
saw a shadow slide in back of an old 
windfall. I laid the gun over my 
arm and pretty soon out popped that 
big rabbit agin. He was white you 
know, and you had to look sharp to 
see him. When all of a suddin’ he 
cocked his head sideways and after 
lookin’ into a pile o’ brush, he fairly 
flew for about twenty feet toward the 
branch of a fir that hung down pretty 

‘low. I couldn’t see nothin’ and was 
just beginning to think it was a fool 
play on the part of the rabbit when I 
saw the snow drop off some bushes 
about ten feet from the rabbit’s hiding 
‘place. Then the bushes moved but 
still there was nothin’ to be seen, 
when all of a sudden there was the 
cussedest yell—I nearly dropped the 
gun and that darn fool rabbit went 
out of his hiding place on the jump, 
and he just did make about one jump, 
when the ‘shadow’ came out over a 
bunch of low brush like a whirlwind. 
I remember’’—Brown sat up a little 
straighter and all thought of sleep 
left his mind tired as he was, as 
another awful scream came from the 
woods a little way to the right. 
“There’s more’n one of them devils 
out there tonight,’ commented the 
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guide as he glanced over past the edge 
of the firelight “‘as I was sayin’ I re- 
member seeing the lynx give that 
rabbit a clout from one of them big 
clumsy feet of his while he was in 
midair that knocked him cold ten feet 
away, and before I could swing the 
gun onto him he grabbed that rabbit 
and faded into the shadows again, 
but just as he grabbed his game he let 
out that second yell of hisn. Did 
you notice the difference in ’°em? I 
figured it out this way, that when you 
hear a lynx let that first awful screech 
he’s generally satisfied that he’s 
pretty close to his meat, and he knows 
dinged well nothin’ in fur or feathers 
can sit still when he lets loose of that 
war cry of hisn, and that other one’s 
of vict’ry. P’raps I’m wrong, but 
I’ll bet you’d find that second fellow 
that didn’t yell twice had lost his 
rabbit. You know the stubtailed 
varmints are not very good at hunt- 
ing as compared with some of the 
other animals, and I figure that their 
stock in trade is them yells—Why 
don’t you go out and try for one?”’ 

But Brown’s aching legs and the 
fact that he had nothing but a rifle 
made him think better of it, as it was 
too dark to see the sights on a rifle 
to do accurate shooting, and as they 
both rolled up for sleep to get rested 
up for the morrow’s hike, he resolved 
that some day he’d have a try at one 
of those ‘stub-tailed varmits’ as the 
guide called them. He fell asleep 
quickly as is the rule in the big woods 
after a hard davy’s doings, and as the 
snow ceased coming down and the 
fire burned low, a big gaunt grey 
creature stalked out of the near by 
brush, lifted his snub nose and took 
an inventory of the different things 
the now gentle breeze told him, and 
as the man smell greeted his nostrils, 
his broad flat face broke into a hid- 
eous grin, his big yellow eyes turning 
fairly green as he edged away into the 
shadows again, leaving his big padded 
foot prints for the men to wonder at 
and talk about in the morning as they 
got ready their outfit for getting back 
to town. 

The guide had informed Brown 
that there was a blazed trail through 
the heavy timber that would take 
them out to his friend the rancher’s in 
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about five hours, and as this was good 
news to Brown he decided to leave his 
pack at the spring for the guide to 
ae in later on in the month, as he 
mentioned he was coming back for a 
try at the lynx himself. With the buck 
on a pole between them and a good 
breakfast in the place where it would 
do them most good, they started out. 

They left their snug little shelter at 
six A.M.—first having had a look 
about in the brush where sure enough 
they found where a lynx had killed 
and eaten a snowshoe rabbit—and 
after an uneventful hike of five hours 
through a piece of country entirely 
new to the hunter they arrived at a 
familiar piece of road that led to the 
ranch where the hunter made known 
his wants and was down at the 
Station in time to catch a train back 
to town with his venison. As they 
parted at the ranchman’s house, 

shaking hands with all the little 
animosity that Brown had _ held 
against guides in general, and this one 
in particular. gone, the old ranchman 
grinned and remarked: 

“Well, boys ’'m glad you under- 
stand each other atlast. You're both 
fine fellows and it’s just these little 
misunderstandings that spoil a lot of 
good friendship in this old world. 
Ain’t I right? Hey??? and asadney. 
agreed he was, he chirruped to his 
team and headed for -the Station 
yelling back over his shoulder to the 
group at the door of the farm house 
where the guide stood watching 
Brown depart. 

“IT may put up the team down at 
the Station master’s place and go on 
to town if I get an invite, and if I 
should, just tell the folks for me, ‘A 
ey "Christmas and a Happy New 

ear! 

‘Sometimes it seems to me I must 

Just quit the city’s din and dust 
And get out where the sky is blue, 

And say, how does it seem to you?” 
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C. H. Lockwood 

(PaRT 1) 

O get away from the mockeries and 
; artificialities ot civilization, after having 

been imprisoned therein for a consider- 
able length of time, is a very good thing. To 
leave the cities and enter the woods, getting 
close to Mother Nature, is the best known 
way of re-vitalizing one’s body with necessary 
energy and relieving one’s mind of the self 
centered notions which may have found an 
abiding place there. Unti! recent years, in 
speaking of camping trips and canoe voyages 
one connected such adventures oftenest 
with men. Onsuch occasions the gentler ele- 
ment were usually left behind to those duties 
or pleasures which it was conceded they were 
so pre-eminently fitted for. 

When, therefore in planning a trip to 
Canada I included my wife in my plans, I laid 
the flattering unction to my soul that I was 
exhibiting unusual consideration. That she 
subsequently both enjoyed and benefitted by 
the outing it will not be necessary to relate. 
From her first step into the pine wood coverts 
she was a tip top winner and an excellent 
comrade. 
_ We planned to rid ourselves of the restrain- 
ing bonds of conventional ways to as great an 
extent as possible, to dress in loose conifort- 
able clothes, and to get into as close touch with 
Nature and the things worth while in Nature, 
as possible. 

The scene of our adventures lay along the 
P. D. railroad, New Ontario, Canada. This 
road has been referred to as the “Poverty and 
Destruction’? route. It was originally in- 
tended that it should run from Port Arthur to 
Duluth, but owing to certain untoward cir- 
cumstances it never crossed the boundary 
waters. To the busy shipper, the commercial 
drummer, or the wholesale merchant, this 
eighty miles of crooked trackage might as well 
be pushed off the map; but to the camper, 
canoeist, angler, hunter or-trapper this winding 
trail of zig-zag rails leads the way to the happy 
hunting grounds. Moose and black bear are 
here in abundance while every stream and lake 
abounds with pugnacious, aboriginal trout. 
The common pickerel or perch are beneath 
the angler’s notice in this region for the trout 
and whitefish seem to have far outdistanced 
all other native fish in the matter of eating. 
When it comes to the zip of the spinning reel 
ana the play of the long line the great northern 
pike and the maskinonge are there to hold 
their own. 

It was on July 7th, according to my note- 
book, that we Americans landed at Port Ar- 
thur, Canada, from a north shore lake steamer, 
having come from Duluth via Lake Superior 
to Port Arthur and Fort William, set at the 
entrance to Thunder Bay, which are also at 
the entrance to one of the most famous fish 
and game regions of New Ontario. [Either 
of these cities is a good place for the canoeist 
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or camper to secure his outfit and canoes can 
be either rented here or purchased. Our stay 
is these towns was brief, barely long enough to 
enable us to secure our outfit and supplies, 
which were ordered delivered to certain stops 
along our route. Upon inquiry we found out 
that the P. D. train was only running two 
trips a week and that it was rather uncertain 
on just what day it would return. Trout 
fishing seemed to have something to do with 
the schedule of the time tables, at least so it 
was whispered. Anxious to be on our way we 
engaged passage on the Canadian Northern 
to Stanley Junction, twenty miles out. where 
it crosses the P. D. tracks, and from this place 
we decided to start out afoot. From Stanley 
Junction to Silver Mountain is just twenty 
miles and to make this place we decided to 
mosey along the railroad with a light cruising 
outfit, fishing such streams as we happened to 
cross and taking our tinie. In fact, after one 
gets into the woods the slower he goe3 at the 
outset the swifter he is liable to wind up. I 
have known people to so overdo themselves 
the first day or two in the woods as to make it 
impossible for them to get over the stiffening 
effects of their first few days until half the trip 
was over. You may be sure, the pack sack 
which the scribe was destined to carry was 
filled with the condensest of the conaensed. 
It was not without some argument that my 

GOOSE NEAR NEST; NOTE FEMALE 
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wife and niece could he persuaded to part with 
what I considered unnecessary wearing ap- 
parel. They were finally trimmed aown 
however to sweaters, short skirts, felt hats 
and walking shoes with an extra pair of hose 
each and a looking glass. After I had ac- 
complished this job I felt that a fight with a 
grizzly bear or a bull moose would have been 

easy. Women need outdoor life really more 
than do men because of their closer indoor 
living conditions. Once initiated into the 
joys of the woods and streams they are soon 
content to abandon their cony entional settings 
and to assume a truthful attitude in Nature. 
Cumbhersome shirts are less desirable than 
overalls or khaki, but fer the woman who 
ohjects to the overalls the short skirt can 
be maae to serve the purpose where the trip 
does not involve riding or mountaineering. 

The few people at Stanley Junction looked 
upon us curiously as we departed. Short 
skirts and felt hats appeared to be a new sight 
to the aborigines. 

We were now in what may be termed the 
foothills of the Height of Land Country where 
the waters drain to the great Gitche Gumee 
(Lake Superior) and its tributaries on the 
south, and northward to the Hudson Bay and 
Arctic Ocean. On either side of the tracks 
rose hills of varied height, generally wooded, 
vet in places running to long, barren rampikes. 
The rails of the tracks were laia so crooked 
that looking ahead it seemea as though a train 
would have great difficulty in trying any speed 
work. The heat during the day was quite 
intense, although we founa the nights cool 
enough. 1 was very much pleased to see the 
women unconsciously developing an interest 
in the little things of Nature, the crooked 
tracks, the various trails we passed, the pines 
and other trees, glimpses of water and cosy 
nooks on trout streams. These were the 
things we all began to look for and our interest 
increased as the hours rolled on. 

We encountered several small brooklets, 
each no doubt having its full quota of brook 
trout, but the first real stream we came to was 
about six miles from our starting place and 
named, we afterwards learned, Pitch creek. 
Here we cecided to make a temporary camp 
as the women were not used to long walks and 
the pack was getting heavy. Wesoon located 
a dot back a little distance from the creek 
which looked ideal from a camper’s viewpoint. 
It hed a commanding view of the stream to 
which there was easy access for securing 
water, also there was plenty of dry wood in 
sight and balsam thickets for the bed, all 
high and dry above the level of the creek. 
After building a camp-fire, a necessary thing 
at all times, ye scribe decided it was a good 
opportunity to hie him away up ane in 
search of fish, for the women folks had decided 
that a cool bath in the stream was just what 
they needed to wash off the dust of travel. 
Do not imagine that the writer announced his 
intention of securing a mess of speckled 
beauties. Not he! He wasn’t going to risk 
the possiblity of the fish not biting or some 
other accident. It is not well to arouse the 
anticipation of one’s guests until one is 

assured of the fulfilment of such anticipation. 
Thus it was that only when well out of sight 
of camp did the scribe bring forth from 
beneath the shelter of a coat-flap a bamboo 
rod, one of those rods of many parts. The 
pack rod has been condemned because of its 
many ferrules which, it is objected, interferes 
with its pliancy and resiliency. Where one 
encounters wild regions, however, and where 
as little space as possible must be occupied by 
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each specimen of the paraphernalia, the pack 
rod is to be recommended tor it takes up 
little space and it is sufficiently limber to have 
very good casting abilities, though of course 
it is not to be compared to the three piece rod. 
A light single action reel, a tapered enameled 
silk line, and a medium sized leader made up 
the rest of my angling tools. - Also I had a 
fly book with some well selected specimens 
which worked to perfection. It was dry 
season on Pitch creek and one could step from 
rock to stone rarely finding it necessary to get 
into the water. A few fingerlings came to 
basket within the first half mile up stseam, but 
the larger fish seemed on a vacation. I had 
about despaired of getting any fish of note 
when my ears caught the sound of falling 
water. Pushing on I came to a deep dark 
pool where the water foamed and swirled from 
a drop of several feet. Attached to the silken 
line as a leader was a Grizzly King. A second 
fly was that old standby the Professor. The 
back fly was a Cahill. From their_place of 
concealment they whipped out over the water 
and barely had they touched the surface when 
there was a sharp rise and the barb set in the 
lip of a pugnacious little trout. That ver- 
milion spotted, olive backed fellow ribboned 
the water and not until tired out would he 
allow the net to encircle his sleek sides. Soon 
others of his kind came as unwillingly as he 
from the haunts where they were wont to roam 
in freedom. After several moments more of 
lively fishing some dozen speckled beauties 
lay within the creel, making a total weight of 
some fifteen pounds or thereabouts. This was 
sufficient for our needs and although the fish- 
ing would undoubtedly have vielded sport 
for some time it did not seem to me to be truly 
sportsmanlike to take more than I needed. 
By the time the fish were properly cleaned 
and turned over to the fire tenders it was high 
time for the male member of the party to 
make preparations for the night. 

There is among campers a great diversity of 
opinion as to what is the proper tent for camp- 
ing out. I will not go into a discussion of the 
various styles, doubtless they are all well and 
good in their proper place. The kind of tent 
a camper uses must.be designed to fit the 
actual use to which it may be put. For a 
person who is travelling on foot a heavy tent 
would be an abomination. On the other hand 
for a permanent camp, a small light tent would 
be unsuitable. Our cruising tent was one of 
those wigwam tents and would accommodate 
two or three people with their packs and out- 
fits. Of course there wasn’t any room to spare 
but it was a shelter from the rain and it 
weighed but three and a half pounds. The 
goods of which it was made was waterproof 
baloon silk, very durable, and could be set up 
in a very short space of time. At the peak 
of the tent was a long, light weight rope which 
supported the tent by fastening it to the 
branch of a tree or on crotched sticks. I do 
not remember the maker but it cost thirteen 
dollars and fifty cents. This is generally a 
convenient tent for cruising purposes as in 
cold weather it can be left open in front when 
a well built fire will keep its occupant com- 
fortable on a very cola night. In warm 
weather, similar_to what we , encountered, it 
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can be closed up tight enough to keep out 
mosquitoes. To exclude the mosquitoes a 
strip of muslin a yard wide was sewed to the 
bottom of the tent, which after turning inside 
and covering with camp belongings, made the 
bottom fairly tight. Along the front opening 
a piece of mosquito bar of suitable width 
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reached from peak to ground, being sewed to 
one side and pinned to the flap on the other 
with wire-spring clothes-pins. We claim no 
advantage for this tent over other makes, 
its merits so far as we were concerned consist- 
ing solely in the fact of its lightness, durability 
and the waterproof character of the goods ot 
which it was made. It was satisfactory also 
because we could set it up quickly with or 
without the aid of poles. 

After getting the tent satisfactorily set up 
next in order came the difficult feat of making 
acomfortable bed. Camp beds are as various 
as other articles of out-door paraphernalia. 
Pneumatic mattresses were not to be thought 
of on account of their weight though where 
one’s outfit is more varied these are said to be 
excellent. The difficult art of making a com- 
fortable camp bed from materials close at 
hand was what confronted me. It was an 
easy matter to select a meaium sized, well 
furred balsam and with the camp-axe to chop 
it down. After trimming off the branches 
one of the largest boughs was selected, same 
being laid on the ground curved side up like 
a saucer to act as a drag on which to pull a big 
load to the tent door. Various campers use 
diverse: ways in making brush~ beds; some 
trimming out all the coarse boughs use 
nothing but the tops; others use larger limbs 
arranging them so as to get the springy effect. 
Still others believe in using semi-size limbs 
which they stand up almost perpendicularly. 
When made by an experienced hand all of 
these methods can be used to advantage. 
Our favorite way was to use most all the 
branches brought in on the drag, trimming out 
only the largest. The next largest we used 
around the edges, starting to lay by pushing 
butts into the ground at an angle of forty-five 
degrees, thus bringing the stems down and 
tops up. This process continued to the end 
makes a springy bed that will keep one off the 
damp ground. ‘This can be further improved 
by adding layers of finer brouse, dry grass, 
etc. The fragrance of the balsam boughs is 
not the least advantage of this form of bea. 

_ When it came time to make use of our cook- 
ing outfit the women were instructed to help 
themselves from the packsack. Their laugh- 
ter was palpably audible as they held each 
article up for inspection. They: haa not 
thought out all the intricate details of how 
they were going to cock, supposing that we 
would encounter at least a few hotels to start 
out with. Yet here we were dumped at first 
shot squarely upon cur own resources. After 
their merriment had somewhat subsided over 
the size of the outfit they began to scrutinize 
the compactness with which the various 
articles were telescoped together. The entire 
outfit was of aluminum ware and consisted of 
a frying pan and three kettles, knives and 
forks and cups all within one bundle and 
covered with a canvas jacket, weight all told 
less than two pounds. It was necessary to 
help the woman secure a suitable long stick 
to fit into the frying pan for a handle. With 
strips of bacon, which they used in place of 
lard, they soon had those speckled beauties 
sizzling in the pan and emitting an odour that 
hung over the whole camp. With the in- 
spiration from that wonderfully appetizing 

smell the way the chips flew and the night 
wood piled up was astonishing. At last came 
the call to dinner. How sweet it sounded to 
the ears of a hungry man can well be imagined. 
How clear and healthful the women’s eyes 
appeared in the gathering dusk, illumined by 
the camp-fire light, and how graceful their 
forms in comparison with the rugged trees and 
rocks along the stream. And then the fish-— 
dear old salvelinus fontinalis! Travel as far 
as you like they are hard to surpass. No 
slime no scales, no bores except the backbone, 
just the firm, tasty, juicy meat. 

“They were not at all lke butcher shop 
fish’? said one of the fair cooks and I replied 
that I thought that was due to the skill with 
which they had been cooked although J did 
not explain that nothing adds to the flavor of 
a fish like being fresh from the stream. The 
women however were entitled to all the praise 
bestowed upon them for cooking before an 
open fire is somewhat different from cooking 
on the kitchen range and my companions 
cerlainly did exceptionally well. While the 
fish were the piéce de resistance, we had some- 
thing else of course, but mostly food that 
could be easily carried and which was light 
in weight. Each article of food we had 
packed in a separate hag, these bags varying 
in color so as to be easily distinguished one 
from the other. Our commissary depart- 
ment was nol overstocked and we depended to 
a great extent upon fish for our bill of fare. 

It is little trouble to get voung rabbits or 
partridges in season and forsmall game we 
carried in the pack sack a .22 calibre, 16 inch 
barrel, skeleton stock Stevens pistol. As 
lightness and compactness were an essential 
part of the other items so also did this apply 
to the gun we carried. To carry a large rifle 
in summer is foolish for it creates the impres- 
sion that its bearer wishes to kill big game out 
of season. The fact that settlers have little 
regard for game seasons appears to have no 
bearing on the case. A stranger is looked 
upon as an unprivileged character. Most any 
kind of a gun is cumbersome to carry around 
at times and the advantzge of the pistol I 
have mentioned consists in its accuracy and 
in the conscientiousness and simplicity of its 
make-up and the lightness and cheapness of 
tle ammunition wnich is used init. We used 
smokeless longs and hollow point shorts with 
good success. In addition to the .22 Mrs. L. 
carried a heavy Colts for though we did not 
anticipate trouble we thought it best to have 
one heavy calibre gun at hand. 

By the time we had completed our meal and 
prepared for the night, dusk had settled down 
over the landscape; notwithstanding, with 
our cozy little fire we felt quite at home in the 
daik woods. For an hour or more after 
supper we sat about our fire discussing in 
detail our plans for the following day. The 
birds had gone to roost, a chattering red 
squirrel ceased its chatter, rabbits stole forth 
into the night, a great horned owl hooted in 
the distance, Pitch Creek played a musical 
melody and three tired but happy adventurers 
at last laid themselves down and slept. 

“What's that?’ whispered my wife in the 
small hours of the night as she unceremonious- 
ly wakened the entire tenthold. 
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“Something’s walking around out there,” 
whispered Miss E. Rubbing the sleep from 
my eyes I raised on one elbow and peered 
through the mosquito netting door into the 
darkness beyond. The fire had died down 
to a soft bed of glowing embers and our con- 
versation was turned to harmonize with the 
silence of the night. 

“Might be a skunk” I suggested, “but it 
sounds too heavy for a skunk.” 

No sooner had I made this suggestion than 
a piercing shriek sounded from out the dark- 
ness and startled the women almost out of 
their wits. Again the sound was repeated, as 
blood curdling and unfathomable as_ before. 
Visions of black cats, wood-devils, panthers, 
etc. began to float through the air. The 
screeching sounds came from the tree-tops 
but the footsteps came from the grouna. 
While debating over this last puzzling pro- 
blem I was surprised to hear the cburk, churk, 
of little old Mr. Saw-Whet owl, and soon was 
able to distinguish some not very lovable con- 
versation between a Saw-Whet and a Screech 
owl. The footsteps which the women soon 
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learned to distinguish from other sounds, were 
made by Mr. Porcupine. 

At this point in my narrative I feel that I 
would be infringing on the patience of the 
reader and the rights of the editor if I were to 
attempt to describe half the substance of the 
subjects brought up by our first night in the 
woods. Here, for instance, we heard the Saw- 
Whet owl, or as it is sometimes called, the Aca- 
dian owl. It is remarkable for the regularity 
with which it can utter its croaking chirp, which 
is generally repeated at regular intervals of 
about two seconds, and it generally utters but 
two churks in each instance. The camper 
generally hears it in the most lonely places 
imaginable for the Saw-Whet is a real sport in 
that he invariably keeps in the neighborhood 
of the roughest and wildest places. He is 
considered one of the smallest of our earless 
owls, ranging over the northen parts of Am- 
merica and well up into Canada. He is 
smaller than the small screech owl and I 
mention him particularly on account of his 
peculiar voice and his small size, as compared 
with the giant snowy owl and horned owls. 

(To be continued) 

Prince Rupert has Charms for the Izaak 
Walton Tourist 

W. Coyney 

In the early days Prince Rupert was too 
busy cutting streets through mountains of 
rock, filling in huge hollows and dabbling in 
real estate to think much of trout fishing, but 
as the city built up, and particularly since the 
railway up the Skeena river has been in 
operation, the number of enthusiastic fly 
throwers has steadily grown and today you 
can scarcely find a home in which there are not 
rods and lines. 

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: MR. PATMORE 
SEVEN WEIGHING 35 LBS: 

About three years ago Fiddler creek was 
discovered as a great trout stream. This 
empties into the Skeena about forty-two miles 
from here. Of course there are points nearer, 
plenty of them, but none in which such good 
creels could be made. Fiddler creek, however 
has not to take a back seat. There the game 
was mostly confined to the Dolly Varden 
species of trout, and this cannot be classed as 
a gamey fish when compared with the Rain. 

SHOWING A 6 LB. RAINBOW TROUT; A STRING OF 
A STRING OF FIVE WEIGHING 26 LBS. 
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bet Recently another stream emptying into 
the Skeena has been discovered the waters o 
which swarm with this bully fighter. 

The scenery along the Skeena river is the 
most ravishingly beautiful of any on this 
coast. It has been immortalized by three of 
Canada’s greatest artists in oil w hose works 
have found place in the great galleries of 
Europe, where their portrayal of Skeena’s 
sylvan beauties and rugged grandeurs have 
caused many thrills of wonderlust. But the 
enthusiastic fisherman has little soul for 
scenery—his mind being centered on the 
proper fly and the probable catch—though, of 
course the natural beauty by which he is 
surrounded gets into his system and increases 
exhilaration. 

Up the beautiful Skeena forty-two miles 
one comes to the rapid mountain stream 
Katada, in which Rainbow abound. Up an 
ascending, fairly good mountain trail some 
four miles the Katada Lakes are reached, one 
about a mile and a half long and the other 
about seven miles long. These lakes are 
believed to be the greatest habitat of the 

Rainbow trout of any in Canada. Louis W. 
Patmore, our leading barrister, and Harry Mc- 
Leod, Provincial registrar, recently registered 
splendid sport at these lakes. The catch 
averaged one hundred fish per rod per day and, 
most remarkable, not a single fish taken was of 
any but the Rainbow species. 

Mr. McLeod acted as the official photo- 
grapher and in one of the accompanying 
photos he has Mr. Patmore proudly exhibiting 
a Rainbow that swung the beam at six pounds. 
In another he is showing seven that weighed 
exactly thirty-five pounds, and in the other a 
string of five beauties just over twenty-six 
pounds. 

This proves that we shall be able to afford 
the Izaak Walton tourist some pretty good 
trout fishing. Mr. Patmore says the lakes 
swarm with Rainbow which takes the fly with 
avidity, and declares the Rainbow to be as 
gamey as the black bass. 

““Why, talk about sport,’ he says, “when I 
hooked that six-pounder he stood right on his 
hind legs and walked across the stream.” 

BRUSH PILING AND BURNING 
Fire Hazard Materially Reduced by this Means 

The veteran Ottawa lumberman, Mr. J. R. 
Booth, has caused the piling, ready for burn- 
ing at a safe time, of inflammable debris on a 
narrow strip of his limits parallel to a portion 
of the Canadian Northern Ontario railway, 
east of North Bay. This progressive action 
in connection with forest fire prevention will 
materially reduce the fire hazard to valuable 
timber lands in the vicinity. Similar action 
by other limit-holders would undoubtedly be 
a paying investment. 

Some of the governmental fire-protective 
agencies have given attention to the general 
situation caused by the accumulation of log- 
ging debris in close proximity to railway lines. 

The Forest Act of British Columbia provides 
that the Provincial Forest Board may declare 
inflammable material which endangers life or 
property a public nuisance, and may order 
its removal. 

In Quebec, the provincial government has 
under consideration the issuance of an order- 
in-council requiring the holders of licenses on 
Crown lands to dispose of inflammable debris 
on a strip one hundred feet wide, adjacent to 
railway rights-of-way. Such action will well 
accord with the progressive attitude of the 
Quebec government toward the conservation 
of its forest resources.—C.L. 
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A JUST RETRIBUTION 
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of Red Deer Lake in the wild and almost 
unknown district of Keewatin, a number 

of conical birck-bark wigwams might have 
been seen. This was the winter camp of a 
number of Fiddler Indians, a branch of the 
better known Cree tribe. 

Of all the Indians in this district, the 
Fiddlers have come the least into touch with 
civilization, their manners and customs, to- 
day, being the same as they were a hundred 
years ago. They are of wild and migratory 
habits, making their living by hunting, fishing, 
and trapping fur-bearing animals, the pelts 
of which they trade with the Hudson Bay 
Company at their fort at Island Lake. 

On this particular day it was evident from 
the air of subdued excitement that something 
unusual was taking place in the village. 

Presently there emerged from one of the 
wigwams an Indian bearing in one hand a 
drum, and in the other a large rattle. This 
man Jose Pa-ye-quan, was the medicine-man 
or conjuror of the band, and had been called 
upon to visit one Sap-was-te, the young and 
comely wife of one of his relatives, who was 
lying sick in an adjoining teepee. 

Accordingly Jose, naked, save for breach- 
clout and moccasins, and his body plentifully 
bedaubed with coloured clays, proceeded to 
visit his patient. 

Soon from inside the wigwam which held 
the sick woman proceeded the song of the 
medicine-man accompanied by the rythmic 
beating on his medicine-drum and the rattle 
of she-she-quon (medicine rattle.) 

At first the song was low and querulous as 
he endeavoured to persuade the spirit of 
sickness to leave the body of the prostrate 
girl. His powers of persuasion not having 
proved satisfactory, Jose, now proceeded to 
change his tactics, and with loud cries, shrieks 
and the incessant beating of tom-tom, and 
rattle of she-she-quon endeavoured to frighten 
the evil spirit of sickness from the body of the 
patient. 

At the end of about three hours incanta- 
tions, Jose emerged from the wigwam and 
proceeded to the bark dwelling of his uncle 
John Pa-ye-quan, the chief of the band. 

With much gesture the medicine man laid 
the case before the chief. Nothing had 
availed his efforts, the woman was possessed 
of a We-ti-go (or devil) and if she were 
allowed to live, would become a cannibal 
maniac, running amuck in the woods seeking 
whom she might devour,* thus endangering 
the lives of all—therefore as was the custom of 
the tribes in such cases, she must die. 

T the fall of 1906, on the rocky shores 

Godsell 

The consultation ended shortly, and both 
men this time proceeded to the wigwam of the 
sick girl. Now what really ailed Sap-was-te 
was simply this. She was taken ill earlier 
in the fall with fever and although this illness 
was probably scarlet fever, the medicine men 
with all their incantations were unable to help 
her. Thus with the natural advance of the 
disease delirium relieved her of the immediate 
pangs of her sufferings. 

To the ignorance and fanatical superstition 
of the band, this same delirium was the 
manifestation of the possession of her body 
and soul by the devil, hence immediately 
upon the appearance of these symptoms it 
was decided, as had been the custom for 
centuries back, that she must be disposed of. 

So, with the stoic indifference of his race, 
John immediately began preparations for 
the execution of Sap-was-te his own daughter- 
in-law. 

As afterwards transpired this was probably 
the twentieth execution of this kind that this 
seventy year old chief had presided at. 

John and Jose Pa-ye-quan now proceeded to 
fasten a narrow band of cloth round the 
condemned girl’s throat, round this a long 
piece of narrow cord was twice twisted in the 
form of a noose, the two ends being pushed 
through small apertures made on opposite 
sides of the wigwam, the ends of the cord thus 
dangling on the outside. 

As John Pa-ye-quan stepped out of the 
wigwam, after viewing his preparations and 
the body of the young girl lying bound hand 
and foot on the floor of the tepee moaning 
in her delirium, he observed a couple of 
young braves on the point of embarking in 
one of the bark canoes lying on the beach. 

Calling these young men to him he in- 
structed them as follows: 

The Owl was to take hold of the extremity 
of the long cord dangling through the aperture 
on the east side of the wigwam. Similarly 
the other young Indian Angus Rhea was to do 
likewise with the cord on the opposite side. 
As soon-as they heard the beating of the 
medicine man’s drum, each was to exert all 
his strength on pulling on his cord, and was 
to continue to do so until the drumming 
ceased. 

Each did as instructed, whilst John Pa-ye- 
quan re-entered the wigwam. 

The sign was given and whilst John muffled 
the bound and struggling form of the girl the 
strangling took place. 

In the evening the body of the murdered 
woman, was conveyed into the surrounding 
forest and buried, an enormous mound of 

*So deep-rooted in the minds of the Crees is this dread superstition, that the following from the Winnipeg 
Free Press having reference to a similar case, may be of interest. i s* 

“Rev. John Semmens, the well-known Indian Agent, who arrived at Norway House during the visit of the Free 
Press representative recalled a case that occurred on Berens river, near Lake Winnipeg in 1876 and which caused 
quite a stir at the time. art 
pursued in this case was particularly horrifying. 

uplifted axe. The tent, which 
followed, all evidences of the crime were burned. 

Three brothers participated in this affair, tke victim being their mother. The method 
One brother pee up the flap of the tepee wherein the aged 

and fevered woman was reclining by the fire. The second fired t c 
het been first stuffed with dried bark, was next fired, and in the cremation that 

exatal shot, after which the third entered with 

Not content with this, the brothers entered after the fire had 
cooled, carefully collected the bones of their dead parent, and broke them one by one into small bits, which they 
scattered along the ice-bound river bank. 
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rocks being piled above the grave, lest she 
should still come back and haunt them. 

It is customary in this district for most of 

the Hudson Bay Company’s post-managers 
and traders to repair by dog-train to the 
Company’s headquarters at Norway House 
for Christmas accompanied by their half- 
breed and Indian dog-drivers. _ 

Consequently when the dog drivers arrived 
at Norway House at Christmas it was only 
natural that this episode should form one of 

their leading topics of conversation. 
Sergeant D. B. Smith, chief of the North 

West Mounted’ Police detachment at Norway 
House, was not long in hearing of this fiendish 
outrage and decided to put a summary stop 
to such occurrences. 

Knowledge of the not infrequent practice 
of this unholy rite upon the part of this and 
other isolated branches of the Cree tribe had 
long been known to the police, yet in all 
previous instances the perpetrators of the 
crime had been allowed to go unpunished, 
owing to the impossibility of securing suffi- 
cient evidence. 

Other instances of this crime of We-ti-go 
are not wanting in the annals of the North 
West. Two similar instances occurred in 
1888, one at Lesser Slave Lake and another 
near Edmonton. The same act was also 
performed in 1892 a second time on Slave 
Lake whilst scores of less authenticated cases 
are recalled both by police and fur-traders. 

Early in the spring of 1907 a Mounted 
Police expedition was despatched to the 
scene of the murder, for the purpose of arrest- 
ing all those directly concerned in the crime. 
This little expedition consisted of constables 
T. A. O’Neil and W. A. Cashman; interpreter 
D. Hett, an Indian guide and one dog driver. 
Four dog trains were used for carrying the 
provisions, robes etc. etc., necessary for the 
400 mile journey to Deer’s Lake. 

Early in March the four dog trains one 

behind the other left the police barracks, on 
a brisk trot, the guide running ahead, and 
each of the men running behind his sled. 
With much barking of dogs, ringing of sleigh 
bells and cries from the drivers the teams 
sped along the well beaten trail down the 
Nelson River and past the Hudson Bay Fort, 
and were soon lost to sight in the forest. 

Thus halting at mid-day to snatch a hasty 
meal and camping at night in an open hole 
dug in the snow with only the sky for a cover- 
ing, they kept on their way. Passing on their 
way the Hudson Bay Fort at Island Lake 
they proceeded on into the heart of the Indian 
country and eventually arrived at the Fiddler 
encampment. 

As I have already stated, this band of In- 
dians are a surly people, avoided and feared 
by the surrounding tribes, most of them never 
having seen any white men other than the 
Hudson Bay Traders at the fort. 

Nevertheless with that fearless courage 
which has ever distinguished the Mounted 
Police, these two officers alone with a half- 
breed interpreter immediately entered the 
wigwam jointly occupied by the chief John 
and Josie Pa-ye-quan, regardless of the dark 
and scowling looks of the other members of the 
tribe. 

Even in this North country news travels 
quickly carried by the fleet footed Indian 
runners, and these Indians had been expecting 
the arrival of the police for some days past. 
Consequently most of the braves from the 
surrounding forest camps had come into the 
village and were all assembled around the 
wigwam of the chief when the police arrived. 

At first the Indians who all had their guns 
in their hands were inclined to offer resistance 
and the chief pointed out, that they were but 
three men to his many bucks, what was to 
prevent him and his braves from dealing with 
these two policemen as they thought fit. 

With great tact and diplomacy these two. 

YORK BOATS’ CREWS AT NORWAY HOUSE 

“~ 
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officers with the aid of the interperter ans- 
wered these and many similar queries. The 
chief was informed that though they might 
dispose of the two constables effectually, for 
each policeman who was killed a hundred 
would return and woe to those who had lent 
a hand to the deed. 

Without further ado, the arrests were 
quickly made without any further show of 
hostility save the scowling looks and gutteral 
remarks of the surrounding Indians. 

The two constables now proceeded to call 
a council; whereat they explained to the 
blanketed groups of dusky hearers, their 
reasons for arresting their chiefs, and warning 
one and all against further participation in 
the rights of We-ti-go. A somewhat lengthy 
council terminated by the police installing 
the son of John Pa-ye-quan‘chief in his father’s 
stead. b= bees 

The following morning the expedition 
commenced their 400 mile return journey 
taking with them John and Jose Pa-ye-quan, 
and also the Owl and Angus Rhea, the latter 
as eye witnesses of the atrocity. 

Owing to the mild weather that now 
ensued travelling proceeded under numerous 
difficulties. Most of the travelling was done 
at night, as in the daytime, when the sun was 
up, the snow became so wet and sticky as not 
to admit of sleighing and also made it im- 
possible to travel on snowshoes. 

In due course the party again arrived at the 
Hudson Bay’ Post at Island Lake, and decided 
to remain there until the ice went out, and 
to continue the rest of their journey by canoe 
or York boat. 

In the middle of June it is the custom of the 
Hudson Bay Company at all these inland 
Posts, to engage Indian boatmen to man 
their large York Boats used for conveying 
the goods used for trade, from the depot (at 
Norway House) to these out of the way forts 
by means of the network of lakes and rivers. 
These brigades of from two to four boats each 
manned by a steersman and eight native 
rowers, and capable of carrying each from 
four to five tons freight, leave for Norway 
House (the depot of the district) laden with 
bales of furs the result of the winter’s trade, 
and return laden with a stock of trading goods 
for the ensuing winter; the return trip usually 
occupying close on two months. 

The policemen together with their prisoners 
embarked with the Island Lake brigade of 
three boats in the second week in June. 

A trip of this kind is to say the least far 
from comfortable as no provision is made in 
these open boats for passengers, and one has to 
crouch down in the bottom hour after hour 
so as not to impede the action of the rowers. 
Thus one is exposed to both the sweltering 
rays of the sun, and the rain and not the least 
of one’s troubles is the torment occasioned by 
the myriads of mosquitoes. 

Long and protracted waits occur, when as 
often happens, on account of some un- 
navigable rapid, or stretch of shallow water 
the boats have to be hauled by the united 
strengths of the crews for long distances over 
rocks and through swamps, to a point below the 
rapid from which re-embarkment takes place. 

Thus the journey proceeded, camp being 
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made each night in the woods skirting the 
river or sometimes on an island in a large 
lake. Numerous rapids had to be “‘shot,” 
and occasionally a good run would be had 
when luckily a fair wind would be encountered 
on one of these huge inland lakes. On such 
occasions big square sails would be hoisted, 
and the rowers would rest from their labours 
as the boat sped merrily over the water. 

In this manner, the journey continued, 
passing on the way the Hudson Bay Fort at 
Gods Lake and Oxford House, eventually 
arriving at Norway House on July 11th 1907, 
nearly five months after leaving there. 

The prisoners bore themselves cheerfully 
and uncomplainingly throughout the whole 
journey, although they passed the last three 
days of their journey up the Nelson River 
without food of any kind. 

Immediately upon arrival at Norway 
House the prisoners were conveyed to the 
R. N. W. M. P. barracks and lodged in the 
guard room under the charge of a constable. 

ARRIVAL OF ISLAND LAKE BRIGADE AT 
NORWAY HOUSE WITH POLICE AND 

PRISONERS JULY 31, 1907 

A preliminary hearing was held, the evi- 
dence being taken by Inspector Pelitier 
(BR. N. W. M. P.) and forwarded to Ottawa. 
Upon its receipt advices were sent to the 
R. N. W. M. P. headquarters at Regina and 
upon August 8, 1907, the two prisoners were 
put on trial for their lives, on a charge of 
murder before Colonel Saunders of the North 
West Mounted Police. 

The trial was held at the Hudson Bay Fort 
in the historical old council chamber, the 
same building in which the Hudson Bay 
Factors held their councils a century ago. 

The two Indians John and Jose Pa-ye-quan 
faced the jury composed of residents of Nor- 
way House mostly Hudson Bay employees and 
frontiers-men, without a tremor and ap- 
parently entirely unafraid. 

After hearing the evidence in which The 
Owl and Angus Rhea were the chief witnesses 
the jury retired and in a short time returned 
pronouncing a verdict of guilty but with 
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strong recommendations to mercy on the 
grounds of ignorance and custom. 

However both men were condemned to 
death, the date of the execution being fixed for 
January 8th 1908. 

Shortly aftec the result of the trial was made 
known, a petition framed by one of the 
missionaries was circulated at Norway House, 
for the purpose of having the punishment 
reduced to a term of imprisonment, 

The result of this petition was that the 
death sentence passed on Jose Pa-ye-quan was 
commuted to life imprisonment, and he was 
shortly moved to Stony Mountain Peniten- 
tiary. 

Close confinment in a prison soon told upon 
his health and he died in jail three months 
after his incarceration at Stoney Mountain. 

It was decided that the chief must hang and 
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he remained at the barracks at Norway 
House, under close guard, and visited daily by 
the famous Indian convert and missionary 
Rev. Edward Papanekis. 

The execution was fixed to take place upon 
January 8th., but on New Years day John 
Pa-ye-quan escaped from the guard room and 
after a lengthy hunt his body was found in the 
woods at the rear of the barracks. 

He had upon escape fled to the woods taking 
with him a piece of rope. Making a noose at 
one end of the rope through which he had 
thrust his head and attaching the other end 
to the trunk of a large tree, he had walked 
round and round the tree until the rope be- 
came taut, then throwing the whole weight 
of his body forward, had strangled himself. 
When the body was found he was quite dead 
and frozen stiff. 

Thus was Sap-was-te avenged. 

SAILOR OF THE WOODLANDS 
Charles Dorian 

AMMY | Singleton’s occupation was 
mostly snoozing when there were no 
boats in port. As a wharfinger he was 

considered very young but he himself did not 
think so. He had the confidence of all the 
Captains and they told him that his predeces- 
sors had “nothing on him.” On some days 
there was a siege of work and on others none 
at all. He had an office in the corner of the big 
dock warehouse with a large lookout window 
facing a big stretch of the North Channel. 
It was a lonely spot. The village behind the 
wharf was scanty: no need for a large village, 
nothing to keep one up. The dock fed the 
railroad and the wharfinger was an adjunct of 
the railroad. 

One evening as Sammy sat watching a pil- 
lar of black smoke miles out indicating to him 
a night’s work when the vessel docked, he 
yawned and reached into his pocket for his 
key to lock up. As he did so he was startled 
by the lightning appearance of a small yellow 
cat on his desk. The cat ignored him and 
went about sniffing everything on the desk and 
window-sill and then began to climb with a 
perseverance born of ambition. Sammy 
watched it interestedly for a while and then 
laughed aloud. The kitten paused to blink 
at him and Sammy reached up and hauled it 
down, at the same moment christening it: 

“‘Here, Sailor, come off that spar.” 
It was only a handful of kitten—or more 

correctly a handful of fur and bones. It had 
evidently energed from environs where the 
foraging was poor and the dust thick. 

“Lor what dirt!’ exclaimed Sammy, reach- 
ing for a piece of soap. ‘Hate to do it but 
you ll feel better when it’s over,’ murmured 
Sammy, carrying the mite to the water’s edge 
back from the wharf where there was a little 
beach and soaping vigorously between dips 
he gave to that poor animal the only forcible 

ablution it ever had had. It fought with 
unusual strength and when it tottered on the 
sand spent with exhaustion, limp and turtle- 
eyed with the wet, Sammy felt sorry. 

There was a boarding-house in Ragonak but 
Sammy preferred to live throughout the sum- 
mer in his own way. He consulted nobody 
but went ahead and had a small shack put 
up on a little promontory of land across a 
small bay from the warehouse and there he 
prepared to “‘batch.”” This made him all the 
stronger with the Captains of vessels calling 
there and they shamelessly abetted him in his 
nomadic undertakings. 
Sammy picked up his waif tenderly, dried it 

carefully with cotton waste and took it home 
to share his supper. 

Sailor grew rapidly in size and strength and 
she followed Sammy almost everywhere. She 
rode on his back and shoulders whenever he 
went to the lake to carry water. She in- 
variably dropped to the ground before reach- 
ing the water, however, but now and then he 
would hold her, give her a dip and let her 
romp along the path and dry in the sun. 
Frequently he would overtake her on his way 
back licking herself dry in a sunny spot. 

He fed her no meat so that she would keep 
mice and moles away from the house. At 
this she was most successful and even caught 
chipmunks much to Sammy’s chagrin. He 
wanted to make pets of them too, but Sailor 
made a merciless crusade among them. Spiders, 
beetles, flies and birds were all prey to her and 
she was the first cat that Sammy ever saw 
chase a snake. 

One day while Sammy was at the wharf the 
Captain strolled around the point near 
Sammy’s place, his Scotch terrier trailing 
behind or darting into the woods. 

There was an immense foundation of what 
was intended for a palatial hotel, abandoned 
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years since, and it was close to this wonderful 
pile that Sammy had built his shack. Piles 
of stones six feet deep and twenty to thirty 
feet broad were placed all around the point 
ready for use when required—but now covered 
with patches of green moss. 

Sailor was sunning herself on the highest 
wall of the foundation when the dog came. 
Doglike he stopped to bark and prance for the 
Captain’s approval. Sailor, talons taut and 
hair bristling flew through the intervening 
space and landed heavily on the terrier’s 
back. He _ yi-yid pathetically and _ fled, 
Sailor clinging to him for a short distance and 

- escorting him the rest of the way. 

Shortly after that incident she disappeared. 
Sammy was nearly distraught for two days, 
running through the bush, calling ‘Sailor, 
Sailor!’ He had never thought of changing 
her name—she was the most mannish feline 
he had ever known. Then one morning right 
after breakfast as he started to his work he 
was met at the door by his lost pet begging 
weakly for milk. Wherever she had been 
Sammy could not divine but she was dirty as 
a crow! 

The disappearance act became a regular 
thing. She would come home only once in 
two or three days for a long time and finally 
once a day. So Sammy followed her one day 
as she departed. There was nothing to do at 
the wharf so he could afford to follow very 
patiently. She led him a zig-zag trail through 
the bush and arrived the longest possible way 
around to the stone piles near where Sammy 
went for water every day. She disappedred 
among the rocks and Sammy distinctly heard 
the weeny voices of tiny kittens somewhere in 
that subterranean labyrinth. He followed 
the sound and when he thought they had 
travelled as far as they could go he started 
unloading stones from the top. He rolled 
aside enough to enable himself to see them and 
once he put his gloved hand down. He was 
met with a furious but futile spitting and he 
succeeded in bringing up a grey, pudgy kitten 
with slate-colored eyes and very short ears. 
It was the best nurtured kitten he had ever 
seen. It blinked and spat at him in turns and 
its face was so dusty he called it “Smoke.” 

Sailor came to the surface immediately to 
watch him. She made no fuss—merely sat 
on a rock ten feet away and watched him 
steadily. He tried to reach the others but 
was several hours throwing aside huge 
boulders before he succeeded in cornering 
them. 

He was muscle-sore when his task was done 
and he brought the little family home and 
provided a box for them. 

He worked late that night and when he 
returned home in the morning Sailor and her 
tribe had vanished. 

He went back to the rock pile and listened 
but he heard no sounds from the caverns 
beneath. Coming back he noticed Sailor on 
the wall of the foundation and knew that the 
kittens must be close. He searched several 
crannies in the wall and at last came upon 
“Smoke” and his two red and white brothers 
peeping out of a hole which opened in the 
bottom of a wall and ran away underground. 
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He told one of the townsmen about his pets 
who offered to take the young ones either 
singly or en masse. This neighbor lived a 
mile away across*the river and the railroad. 
Sammy let him take away the kitiens and was 
delighted to hear that they had found a good 
home and that the neighbor’s kiddies were 
greatly pleased with them. 
Two days later Sammy saw ‘“‘Smoke’’ at 

his door and Sailor tripping up the road with 
one of the red ones in her teeth. They were 
all back that night. Next day Sammy took 
the red and white ones back to the neighbor 
and gave “Smoke” to the storekeeper who did 
not live so far away. He heard no more of 
them for several days and Sailor seemed to 
i it for granted that they were well cared 
or. 
One day he took a blue bird from her and 

spent an hour bringing it back to life. Sailor 
watched him interestedly and when he re- 
leased it to the wind she went away and 
promptly came back with a chicken-hawk in 
her jaws. He could not save the hawk but 
he took it from her and scolded her roundly. 
She blinked at him as much as to say: ‘“‘Go, 
get my kittens and I'll be good.”’ He ran at 
her to give her a spanking but she escaped 
him and ran up a tree. Next moment he saw 
her spring after a flying-squirrel and catch 
it neatly before it touched earth. He took it 
from her but it was quite dead. 

Blueberry season was drawing nigh and 
Sammy armed himself one afternoon with a 
tin pail, following an old tote-road which 
branched off from the main village road and 
which came out to the railroad track a mile 
from his shack. He had gone about a quarter 
of the distance when he heard a wrangle of 
feline voices behind him and there was Sailor 
trailing after him with “Smoke” and his two 
brothers waddling and bumping along trying 
to keep up. 

He chased her back several times but she 
would not stay chased, so he went and 
gathered up the tribe and carried them along 
pe Sailor followed, panting through the 
eat. 
Sammy picked his pail half full of berries 

before he decided to move to a better patch. 
Sailor watched him and blinked while the 
young ones cuddled up and went to sleep. 

Sammy knew of a good berry patch on a 
rock half-a-mile farther away down the track 
and he bade Sailor look after the kittens while 
he went in quest of bigger berries. But 
Sailor would not stay. The little ones slept 
on but Sailor romped after Sammy, yelling 
after him like a lost soul. It was uncanny 
the way she followed him and complained. 
Still he must get those superior berries and if 
Sailor did not like it she could go back to her 
brood. He trudged along and Sailor panted 
after him in the hot sun, until her tongue 
lolled out. 

The rock was a hundred feet above the lake 
level a hundred yards inland and there was a 
deep cleft in it where all the good berries grew. 
Sailor gasped and meowed, meowed and 
gasped while Sammy settled down to the 
picking, then she became unwontedly quiet. 
Sammy descended the gulch for still better 
berries and was about to grab a tree bole for 
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support when he discovered that there was 
another berry picker close by. 

His contemporary was a beautiful specimen 
of the bear tribe and seemed to be as fright- 
ened as Sammy. But it recovered quickly and 
made a wobbly lunge toward Sammy. Sammy 
dropped his pail and reached for a gnarled 
stick. When he had regained a_ standing 
posture he was knocked sprawling by a well- 
directed blow from a brawny paw.  Simul- 
taneously he heard an eerie wail from Sailor 
whom he perceived up the dead bole of the 
tree. Next instant she was hurtling toward 
bruin with stiffened limbs and talons spread 
for action. She landed on bruin’s snout and 
he toppled over. She screeched as she slipped 
into his furry embrace and in a moment they 
were rolling over and over down the steep 
gulch to the precipitous edge and into the 
tangled brush below. 
Sammy crawled to the edge and looked over. 

He listened intently for several minutes but 
no sound emanated from the blackness of that 
impenetrable maze and so he turned back to 

his pail of berries lamenting over the loss of his 
companion. 

His berries were mushed but he bothered 
no more that day with picking. When he 
regained his first berry patch he found the 
kittens romping around without a care. He 
picked them up and carried them home. 

That night he did not sleep but rolled over 
and over in bed with the pain in his shoulder 
where bruin had struck him, and the pain in 
his back where he had struck a rock in his fall 
and pains in his legs and arms from the day’s 
exertion. 

But he forgot all these things when at four 
in the morning he heard the voice of Sailor 
plaintively calling from the dooryard where 
she lay, exhausted. 

Her right forepaw and left leg were broken 
and her right eye was closed and bleeding. 
Sammy forgot aught else and bent all his 
skill to splinting the broken limbs and bathing 
the wounded eye. At daybreak he and Sailor 
ny down together on the bed and had a good 
sleep. 

SOME NOTES ON A TRIP IN AL- 
GONQUIN PARK 

J. Cx Devitt 

N early call for breakfast at the High- 
land Inn, and then the final preparations 
for our week’s trip in the wooas, a trip 

through some of -the most beautiful lakes in 
Algonquin Park, the best trip ever, as it 
subsequently proved to be, for the weather 
and other conditions were ideal. My nephew, 
Dr. E. Sisson, and myself were accompanied 
on this trip by Dan May as guide. 

About 10 a. m. our canoes are loaded ready 
for a start. We are delayed somewhat, how- 
ever, by the lengthy farewell of the younger 
member of the party, but finally are off 
through Cache Lake, and into Madawasca 
River, into White Lake, over the portage in 
Beaver pond, then into Little Island Lake. 
Already we are beginning to gel hungry but 
Dan says, “Not yet’? so on we go through 
Couchie and then the long last portage brings 
us into Smoke Lake. We were glad to set 
our canoes into this lake as a couple of miles’ 
paddle, we knew, would land us at Windy 
Point our destination for the day, Nomin- 
igan camp and Molly Island. were passed on 
our way across. 

Putting out our line we were lucky to catch 
a nice trout before landing and scarcely was 
he through kicking before he was in the pap. 
Oh, what a dinner we were able to stow away! 
Lake trout, bacon, bread and butter, jam 
and tea, and all served in the open as we sat 
around a rough table overlooking a beautiful 
lake on a perfect summer’s day. 

After dinner we rested awhile before putting 
up the tent for the night. , While Dan was 
preparing tea we tried for some more fish, but 

luck was against us, so we answered the call 
to supper and alterwards paddled over to 
Nominigan Camp where we wrote and posted 
the last letter until our return. 
We were glad on reaching tke camp site 

again to warm up at the fire Dan jiad going, as 
the night was cool. Soon we were rolled up 
in our Hudson’s Bay blankets enjoying the 
soothing aroma of the sweet smelling pine 
boughs Dan used for our bed... Dan was soon 
asleep but the novelty and lure of such a per- 

PICTURE OF A DOE IN THE WOODS NEAR 
SOURCE LAKE 

at 
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fect moonlight night was too much for the 
writer so out he crawled through the open 
tent flap to watch the effect of the moonlight 
on the calm surface of aan Smoke Lake. 
Across the lake, near Molly Island, two noisy 
loons made love to one another in calls more 
lonesome, it seemed to me than poetic; a lone 
owl deep in the woods behind us gave his 
nightly call of “Who, who, he, ho” at half 
minute intervals; across the lake at Nominigan 
Camp a few lights twinkled dimly; a lone 
canoe came quietly up the lake, seeming to 
follow in the path of the moonlight that was 
reflected in the placid waters of the lake. I 
went back to bed then, but not to sleep. In 
a short while my nephew sat up suddenly 
asking ‘“‘What is that noise?” 

“Tt’s a deer snorting, go’to sleep” responded 
Dan in no uncertain tones. 

it has of being one 
of the most beauti- 
ful little lakes in 
the park. Several 
islands lie snuggled 
in its waters and the 
shore line is made of 
hills that stand back 
high and rugged and 
are covered with a 
dense forest growth 
of different species 
of evergreen trees. 
We have dinner and 
camp near the por- 
tage into Bonne- 
chere [.ake; and 
for the first time 
have to show our 
license to a Park 
Ranger. After din- 
ner we rested in the 
shade of the trees 
until Dan) decided 

1. DRS. SISSON AND DEVITT, ROCK LAKE 

2. DAN MAY AND DR. SISSON WITH 6 GOOD ONES, 4 AND 7 LBS. 
RAGGED LAKE 

A few more loon calls and answers and then 
a gnawing sound is heard in the vicinity of our 
table and grub box. Being the only one 
awake I fell it my duty to investigate. Se- 
curing a couple of sticks I soon came upon a 
fat porcupine standing up on his hind legs 
trying to eat a way ‘through the cupboard 
Dan “had stocked with provisions. Such a 
smack as I gave his see landing same 
fairly on his fat stomach! Mr. Porcy beat it 
but shortly returned and this fae both Dr. S. 
and I[ got after him. This time he was 
located under the table eating salt. We had 
a few swats at him and he escaped up a pine 
tree and was heard no more. Peace then 
reigned in the tent until morning. 

After a hearty breakfast the next morning 
consisting of pancakes, bacon. bread and 
butter etc., we were soon ready to pack up 

for our next trip 
down the south arm 
of Smoke Lake and 
across the portage 
into Ragged Lake in 
all its rugged beauty. 
How pleasant it was 
to recall the places 
where ‘the previous 
year I had caught 
some big ones. No 
chance to-day, how- 
ever, sO on up the 
third mile portage in- 
to Porcupine, a good 
150 feet above Rag- 
ged Lake. Porcupine 
is asmalllake but is 
noted for its beauty 
and its good fishing. 
We were soon down 
the narrows into Bear 
Lake, which well de- 
serves the reputation 

EACH, CAUGHT AT 
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DR. DEVITT WITH A- SPECKLED TROUT 20 INCHES LONG, CAUGHT IN BEAR LAKE, AL- 
GONQUIN PARK 

DR. SISSON AND PORCUPINE, SMOKE LAKE 

we must have some speckled trout for supper. 
You should have seen me sit up when some- 
thing hit my bait like a young cyclone. 

“Dan, this is some trout” and it surely was 
afine one. Dan saved its skin to be mounted 
for further inspection and we had the flesh 
for supper. We were off to bed early that 
night as we had a hard trip before us the next 
morning. 

The night was again perfect and the silvery 
moonbeams flooded Bear Lake and content- 
ment reigned in our hearts. The loons again 
gave us some lonesome calls and an owl called 
in vain to its mate. This night however, we 
were soon fast asleep, the only thing that 
happened to disturb our slumbers being the 
dismal howl of a wolf far away in the woods, 
which we heard about midnight. Six 
o’clock came all too soon and after breakfast 
we were soon in the portage to the three 
Bonnechere Lakes. These are in the Height 
of Land and are marvels of beauty with their 
many bends and hilly, wooded shore lines. 
On the Second Bonnechere Lake we saw a big 
buck and a handsome picture he made stand- 
ing at attention on the shore of the beautiful 
lake with an evergreen forest fora background. 
We would have liked to have camped here as 
this part of our trip appealed to us as the most 
attractive yet. However we went on, making 
four portages before we landed at Crooked 
Lake, another beauty spot and noted as well 
for its good fishing. We were sorry we could 
no! test it but Dan’s instructions were “‘on”’ 

‘so on we went. The portage into “Rod and 
Gun’’ Lake, the next lake we came to, cannot 
be described in language appropriate for 
printing. Suffice it to say we got up it into 
the little lake which nestles in its rocky basin. 
Then the half mile portage brought us into 
Lake Louisa, another gem. Lake Louisa is 
five or six miles in length and a mile or so wide 

and has several islands of various sizes set in 
its sunny waters. 

“The third island over,’ said Dan, ‘‘and 
then dinner and camp for the day. Also we 
need some fish for dinner.’ ‘The fish we got 
before landing and it was still kicking when 
Dan went to prepare dinner. Oh you fish 
dinner, cooked on a rock fire-place by Dan 
May! Such a one has any shore dinner that 
was ever cooked in the best hotel on old 
Orchard Beach beaten a mile. 
When we are able to sit up and take notice 

we get busy and wash the dishes, then put up 
the tent and get the beds ready for the night. 
We are then ready for a couple of hours’ rest 
in ‘the shade of several lonesome pines.’ ’”’ This 
island is a happy resting place, free from worry 
and care. With the pine scented breeze 
gently playing round your sleepy head you 
lazily wonder that more tired town and eity 
people do not come up into this land that a 
wise Providence has set aside for regenerating 
and reclaiming lost nerves, wasted blood 
corpuscles and putty flesh. If you can’t 
affora it sell the baby carriage and try it for 
one season. I am sure you will thereafter 
plan your life according to your annual outing 
in the woods. The hours of rest go all too 
soon and Dan informs us that we need a trout 
or two for supper. He is to paddle, it is 
decided, while Doctor S. does the fishing. 
Before long they are back with four nice ores, 
enough for supper and for breakfast too. 
The lake, they report, is alive with fish. 

Another moonlight night is made beautiful 
by the reflections among the islands that dot 
as fair a lake as I have ever seen in this 
magnificent northland. 

After breakfast, and by 8 the next mornirg 
we are packed up in our canoes and on our way 
across Louise Lake to the portage into Rock 
Lake. This morning the weather was hot 
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and close but we did not mind as we were 
getting hardened to atmospheric conditions 
so that every experience we looked upon as a 
joy ride. The portage into Rock Lake was a 
long one, two miles in length, but the road is 
good and leads through a beautiful bit of 
forest. By noon we had reached our camp 
ground where it was decided to stay for a 
couple of days before returning to the Inn. 
Here, again, the fishing was good and we got 
four nice trout in short order. After fishing 
we paddled over to have a look at Pen Lake 
and Falls, taking some pictures of the latter. 

Evening comes again and Rock Lake is a 
scene of perfect beauty. In front of our 
camp the water shows as smooth as glass, the 
green trees and islands being reflected to per- 
fection in its placid face. Through the 
channel between two beautiful islands another 
island can be seen nestled back near the 
mainland, and behind that rises a hill that 
stands high against the sky and rounded off 
to the east and west. Conspicuous on the 
summit of this stands a monarch pine high 
above its fellows. A clear sky is above us, 
except for one small thunder cloud to the west 
which quietly creeps higher and higher, pre- 
saging a thunder storm before so very long. 
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About fifty feet out from shore a muskrat 
pushes his way through the water, leaving an 
ever widening wake on the quiet surface, 
heading for its home after the day’s work of 
hunting. A large winged crane lifts itself on 
high and slowly lumbers its clumsy way 
through the air to its place of rest farther 
inland. A flock of ducks headed by an old 
one, noisily splash about in the water past our 
point but they too are soon quiet for the night. 
We think of our couch and our blankets 
snugly hidden beneath the white tent and as 
all nature is at rest we slip away to rest. 

A couple of days are spent on Rock Lake, 
just loafing, and the last day we do some 
fishing for bass and trout, getting a nice lot to 
take away with us when we regretfully have to 
leave for Rock Lake Station, from which point 
we take the G. T. R. for the Highland Inn. 
Here we had perforce to part with our guide 
as another party were waiting for him. We 
found it feasible also to part with our week’ s 
crop of whiskers. 
We hope to meet again next year, and in the 

meantime know that we shall have many 
pleasant dreams of this outing throughout the 
winter months that intervene. 

NEWFOUNDLAND CARIBOU 
J. W. McGrath 

HE moose of the Canadian provinces 
has fallen a victim to most North 
American huntsman. The lordly cari- 

bou of the Rockies has formed an endless 
theme of admiration; but the vast herd of 
deer that roam the interior of Newfoundland; 
and which sportsmen suppose is only sur- 
passed by the species of the Rockies, still 
continue their yearly migration immune 
from the huntsman’s bullet for the world is 
yet ignorant of the race. 

The total caribou herd of Newfoundland 
is conservatively computed to be a quarter of 
a million. They are thought to be a relation 
of the reindeer of Lapland: which having 
adapted themselves to their new environment 
developed a nobler variety altogether. <A 
full grown stag will average 600 pounds. 
Unlike most deer both male and female are 
supplied with antlers. The body is irregular 
and stumpy; with legs and feet that are 
large and unproportionate, the eyes are small 
and piercing. Each individual limb is any- 
thing but graceful and yet the tout entier 
when stirred by fear of pursuit assumes a 
mould of majesty and magnificence. 

Generally they pass the winter in the shelter 
of the thick woods along the southern coast 
of the island; and feed on the black moss 
obtained from the trees. Towards spring 
their thick white coats begin to assume a 
chocolate tint and then commences a_ mi- 
gration northward. On their pass’ north 
they traverse the large barrens and marshes 
covered with algae that marks these as 
favourite pasture lands. Here the months 

of May and June are passed till the young 
are brought forth and then the whole family 
sets out again northward to summer amongst 
the mountains. Early in September the 
thin film adhering to the horn scales begins to 
fall off; the friction of the antlers with the 
stunted copsewood soon has them clean and 
polished. 
About this time the shooting season begins, 

to be exact the twentieth of October, _and 
lasts till the first of February. 

As soon as the autumn dews have hea to 
fall the march southward of the caribou is 
again commenced. ‘The precise time of this 
march is variable with the severity of the 
season. If the weather indicates an early 
winter the march south is accelerated and 
hardly any stop is made. If, however, the 
autumn is long and the weather mild the herd 
relaxes its speed and makes several halts 
along the mossy barrens to taste the white 
moss of which they are very fond. Thesight of 
this vast army of stags and does moving in a 
body is one of the most beautiful, as well 
as the most wonderful sights to be seen any- 
where. To provide, as it were, amusement 
for the great throng, exhibitions of combats 
and frolics are at intervals indulged in all 
along the wav. 
Many reliable natives tolerably acquainted 

with the interior of the country as well as 
the moods of the deer can be obtained at the 
rate of two dollars a day. The men can 
pack loads, of great weight with almost 
amazing agilitv; and are acquainted with 
every emergency. 
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Speaking of the game 
E Ws governing the pee 
f the Newfoundland cari- 
ee Mr. H. Heskett Prit- 
chard, one of the very 
few English sportsmen to 
visit the wilds of New- 
foundland states: “The 
game laws of Newfound- 
land are sounder than 
those of any country I have 
visited. 

They do not permit 
guides to shoot when ac- 
companying a sportsman. 
A $10 license permits the 
foreigner or visiting sports- 
man to shoot three stags.” 

Dr. S. T. Davis of Lan- 
caster, Pa. in a book on 
his experiences in New- 
foundland hunting states 
that during a twenty days’ 
trip a few miles inland from 
Hall’s Bay his party count- 
ed 900 deer; and this was 
on one small march to 
which their sport was con- 
fined. Here Dr. Davis 
states that he captured a 
stag which was “‘the largest 
and most perfect woodland 

caribou bead in America 
basing this opinion on spe- 
cimens caretully examined 
wherever an opportunity 
was offered including those 
at the sportsman’s exhibi- 
tion recently held in Madi- 
son Garden, New York. 
Some of the dimensions of 
these magnificent antlers 
were as follows: Length 
of horns from hair to tip 12 
inches; spread trom tip to 
tip 32 inches; points 47; circumference of 
entire rack 11 fee 9 inches.”’ 

From Canada and America the island can 
be reached in a few hours on steamer from 
Cape Breton. A railway runs through the 
country and vast herds can often be seen by 
the traveller from the window of the railway 
carriage. It may be incidentally noted 
here that the annual migration takes place 
across the railway track. 
Anywhere along the railway, Gamps may be 

pitched and a walk of a few hundred yards 
leads to the teeming hunting grounds. The 
experiences I have had in these wilds are 
the most refreshing I have ever enjoyed. 

The climate at this season is less fluctuating 
than at any other time of the whole year. 
The atmosphere rather inclines to calmness 
whilst the sun’s heat is never too hot for the 
trailing hunter in suspense. The nights are 
generally cool. The Aurora Borealis is 
common at this season and lights up the 
vault of heaven with its silvery streaks that 
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are truly grand. In almost every place are 
to be seen relics of a comparatively recent 
occupation by the Beothic Indian. Much of 
this land is unexplored and all of it is un- 
inhabited, which is a source of endless delight. 

A great deal of strategy is necessary to 
secure a big head. The bigger is the more 
fearful and disappears at the least scent of 
danger, leaving however his footprints to 
betray his whereabouts. 

After a couple of days he loses suspicion of 
being chased and resumes an ordinary pace, 
by these means always. keeping to the lee- 
ward the hunter gets in shooting distance. 
When shot he makes generally a great 

agonizing leap accompanied by terrific roars 
before falling dead. A sportsman who is 
but a novice at the work can always he sure 
of at least one forty pointer for his trip. 
When the great sport of hunting the New- 

foundland caribou becomes advertised the 
country, IT believe, will become the most popu- 
lar hunting ground in all north America. 



ADVENTURES OF NELS ALIAS OLIE 
J. Alfred McCartney 

LL aboard! was proclaimed by Bob, as 
he unanchored the large row-boat con- 
taining our cargo of camp equipment, 

flour, bacon, canned goods, and numerous 
other necessities besides our suns’ ammunition 
and ample supply of “‘John Dewar’s Special,” 
known to us as “Tanglefoot”, which five of 
us were accompanying for the purpose of 
annihilating, if nothing else. Our party 
comprised, Bob, Andy, Simon, Nels Alias 
Olie, ana yours truly, and we were going some 
seventy or eighty miles down the Saskatche- 
wan River, to enjoy a few weeks deer stalking 
and bear and wolf shooting. 

Bob, a reckless dare-devil, who had knocked 
ahout a good deal and had always seen life 
from its Toughest side, was well experienced 
in river work “and him we elected to the honor- 
able position of pilot; Andy, a young man, but 
wel! experienced in the routine of camp life 
received the appointment of cook pro. tem, 
Nels Alias Olie. as his name suggests, was a 
Swede, a man of some thirty years, and just 
out from the old country long enough to 
enable him to murder the English language 
atrociously; Simon was a young lad just start- 
‘Ing in his twenties, inexperienced in many 
things as well as hunting, this being his first 
trip. 

In a small crew there is always a tendency 
to mischievously lay all the blame of ill luck, 
mishap etc., upon some one individual, ana 
Simon, who was wont to take everything 
seriously, was this particular individual in our 
party. Simon was accompanied by a miser- 
abie looking cur he called Snarl, whom he 
claimed was a thorough-bred something (just 
what has slipped my memory) and would be of 
great service to us in numerous ways. Bob, 
who apparently took a spite against Snarl 
prima facie, to the great annovance of Simon 
described him as quarter hound, half coyote 
and the balance dog, and expressed his opinion 
that he would be a good rig to keep. bread 
from moulding. 

However the beat was unanchored, Snarl 
being allowed to board, and after the hustle 
bustle of getting in ship shape we were soon 
sailing quietly down the middle of the stream. 
Bob, taking in his paddle proposed the drinks 
which were dealt out and we all drank to the 
health and good luck of our party. We 
floated down a half mile or more, when Simon 
who seemed anxious to commence operations, 
threw in his trowl to try his luck fishing, and 
before the boat had traversed half a dozen 
lengths of itsself pulled up a large ling. ‘The 
moment the ling made its appearance above 
water, Snarl who had been standing on the 
stern end scrutinizing Simon’s performances 
with a falcon eve, seemingly sensing Bob’s 
skepticism as to his legitimacy, with a hurrah 
mn dog language, made a dive for the ling by 
vay of vindicating his inherited qualifications 
fe a genuine game dog. At the same lime 
the speed of the boat was increased several 
knots an hour as he shot it from under him 

with his hind feet. As a consequence Nels 
Alias Olie, who was perched on the other end 
of the boat (engaged with a pair of field 
glasses in a “‘brown study” of the sublime 
scenery, was treated to an extempore plunge 
bath, head first accompanied by the field 
glasses. Nels Alias Olie, Snarl, and the field 
glasses struck the water simultaneously, 
necessitating Simon and Bob’s fishing for one, 
Nels Alias Olie. Simon leaned over the side 
of the boat gazing abstractly into the water 
apparently with the idea that Nels Alias Olie, 
would reappear in precisely the same place he 
had disappeared, when the energetic Snarl 
landed on the side of the boat in a “‘bull in a 
china shop” style, one ling plus a considerable 
quantity of water heavier than when he left, 
canting the boat quickly to one side, and 
despatching Simon in the same direction as 
Olie, that is to say downwards. Andy and I 
lay in the bottom of the noat in a fit of laugh- 
ter which rendered us utterly incapable. of 
offering anv assistance whatever, leaving Bob 
entirely responsible for the rescue of the 
unlucky victims. Nels Alias Olie, came to the 
top within ten feet of the boat (the field glass 
srasped tightly in one hand) with “‘poo whoo’’ 
followed by some Sw bese volubility, impli- 
cating the dog, and “Mein Gott! dot vos an 
arrow escape,” W hich was generally a terminal 
assertion with Olie, after the slightest mishap. 
Simon put in his appearance, a few seconds 
later with the “poo whoo” in English and the 
milder exclamation My! My! I am wet,”’ 
to which we all agreed. Both were soon 
safely aboard again, where Oliec relieved him- 
self by occasionally exclaiming, ‘““Mein Gott I 
kilt dot tog so sure I git on shore mit the gun.” 
Simon reproved Snarl with a gentle admoni- 
tion, while Snarl, apparently realizing that he 
was the cause of the whole catastrophe, put as 
much of himself as possible under the bow 
seat, and there remained in solitude to med- 
itate over his misfortune, and decipher some 
strategem wherel vy he might make atonement 
for his past rash actions. Much sport was 
had as the result of Simon and Olie’s dip, Bob 
advising them to go easy on the ““Tanglefoot,’ 
intimating, that it was the cause of the whole 
affair which was indignantly denied by Olie 
who had laid all the blame on “‘the tam tog,’ 
We anchored for the night at the mouth of 

a small canyon; and after camp was staked 
and supper despatched. Simon and Olie in- 
dulged in a change of clothing, and nine 
o’clock found us all in bed, his caniae majesty 
(Snarl) taking up a corner near his amiable 
master, despite the many protests of Bob, who 
declared the beast had company that he did 
not care to associate with, Nels Alias Olie, 
continued to swear vengeance on Snarl, while 
Simon endeavoured to-‘console himself by 
swearing at and killing as many, as he could 
of the blood thirsty mosquitoes that seemed to 
have taken a particular fancy to him. 

The melodious voice of the millions of 
mosquitoes joining in one chorus, the single 
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tone croak of the frog and the occasional 
interrogation who! who! of a lonely night owl 
blended with the mournful ki yi of a coyote, 
or sometimes a chorus of them, served as a 
lull-a-bye to those accustomed to this com- 
bination, but somewhat disturbed and un- 
nerved Simon who gave vent to several ardent 
wishes that he was home and bestowed upon 
himself all’ the worst names in the English 
vocabulary for coming on such a fool’s errand. 
The rest of us with a view to getting as much 
fun out of it as possible, feigned to hear 
wolves, bears, lynx and numerous. other 
carnivorous animals near the tent, some of 
which did not exist in this or any other 
country. Olie who had not fully recovered 
from his recent narrow escape, as he termedit, 
was restless and would give vent now and then 
to some unpublishable assertions in Swede and 
broken English aiternately, aimed at Snarl and 
expressive of his intentions to “do avay mit the 
tam tog.” If a snag under his bed insisted 
on prodding him Olie gave us a complete 
repetition of his grievances if a mosquito stung 
him it kad precisely the same effect. Without 
doubt the night was one of trouble for Simon 
and Olie, although one of smusement for the 
rest of us. 

~ Next morning a strong wind was blowing, 
and rigging a sail we traversed some forty 
miles before camping. Nels Alias Olie, took no 
chances whatever of any one again immersing 
him and kept strict surveillance on Snar]. 
Simon kept in the middle of the boat holding 
onto the sides most of the time, except on one 
occasion while shooting a small rapids at a 
sharp bena in the river, when with the ex- 
pectation that the boat was about te take a 
short cut over land (it cerlainly lockea as 
though this was its intention) was making pre- 
paration to jump when we suddenly changed 
our course. 

We were lucky enough this day for Andy 
anl Bob, each shot a deer while I. succeeaed 
in laying low a couple of covotes, Olie and 
Simon however, satisfied themselves by acting 
as spectators. Camp was staked for the 
night in a large canyon and Andy, Olie and 
myself dressed the game while Simon and 
Bob prepared the supper. After discussing 
our supper of venison, finishing our pipes, and 
having our usual night cap o: Tanglefoot, we 
rolled in, (or as Bob, termed it) flopped, to 
battle with mosquitoes (which were as thick 
and vicious as I huve ever seen or ever want 
to see them) hoping to catch a snooze between 
acts. Simon declared they all came his way. 
but the rest of us surely got our share of the 
torture. Olie claimed tnat they dia not 
bother him much, Bob, explaining that this 
was probably aue io the fact that they aid not 
care for Swede, at which Nels Alias Olie 
repeated his little sermon very fluently. 

About midnight a fierce thunder storm 
came up, the tent flopped wildly for some time 
and finally the ridge pole broke with a crash, 
letting the whole construction collapse, bury- 
ing us under a wet sheet of canvas. We 
endeavoured in vain to get it into shape again 
and at last gave it up when we had got wet 
as it was possible for us to get. The rain had 
beaten through the carvas until it was as wet 
insiae as out. When the tent fell Snarl 

stampeded and in an effort to extricate him- 
self trampled over Olie’s face, several times, 
with his wet and muddy feet, which complete- 
ly aroused Nels Alias Olie (wno up to this 
time was only half conscious of what was 
going on.) Recalling Snarl’s previous mis- 
demeancur and his consequental suffering, 
Olie began to cuss in the usual manner, direct- 
ing some very strong language against the 
whole aog fraternity, and vowing Snarl’s 
desiruction upon the first opportunity he had 
“mit the gun” for the hundred and fourth 
time. Simon, whom the mosquitoes had 
ceased tormenting consoled himself with a 
repetition of his wishes that he was at home, 
etc., and diagnosed a dozen or more maladies 
he was subject to and would suffer from as a 
result of this accident which won for him 
thereafter the nickname ‘““Tenderfoot,” The 
only consolat'on he rece ved from the rest oi 
us was to he blamed for the whole catastrophe 
which we declared to be due te his not fixing 
the guy ropes properly. 

Nels Alias Olie, openly accusea Snarl of the 
whole affair, thunaer lightning, and rain. 
Meantime Bob and I crawled out and manag- 
ed to kindle a fire, having judiciously stored 
our matches in a tin ean. Daylight was a 
welcome sight, and found us grouped around 
the fire like so many half drowned rats 
endeavouring to dry ourselves with no other 
alternalive than to remain in wet c!othing 
turning around before the fire like human 
clothes horses. After we had breakfasted I 
proposed holding camp and drying things up. 
This being mutually agreed upon, An¢y and 
Simon remained in camp for that purpose 
while Olie and I rook a run up the canyon to 
try our luck. Snarl, deciding to join our 
party and aware of the fact that his company 
was not wanted, and ascertaining by some 
instinct the route we intended taking, took a 
circle and joined us later on, positively re- 
fusing to return when discovered. About 
half a mile up the canvon we cached Olie on a 
deer runway and persuaded Snar! to remain 
with him, Olie promising to spare Snarl’s life 
for the present. Bob and I taking out of the 
canyon (only being able to get in or out of it 
at certain places) went up along the banks for 
a couple of miles, where we turned in again 
and started back in view of running whatever 
game was in that portion that we were unable 
to secure ourselves, down to Olie. We had 
travelled about a mile on ovr way back with- 
out running onto anything more than a jack 
rabbit when we came to a clearing and espied 
a black bear entering the bush on the opposite 
side about four hundred yards ahead of- us. 
I insisted on taking a crack at him but Bob 
persuaded me to have patience, and try and 
get closer so as to make sure of him. We 
advanced a couple of hundred yards, some- 
times having him in sight and sometimes not, 
when Mr. Bruin receiving some sign of ap- 
proaching danger, started at a lively rate 
down the canyon. We did not hurry our- 
selves as we were only a short distance from 
where we left Olie, and bruin could not very 
well get out of the canyon, owing to its pe- 
pendicular banks at this part, without passing 
Olie. Taking into consideration the danger 
of shooting towards Olie we decided to leave 
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bruin to his fate at the hands of Olie. Olie 
heard the cracking of brush and braced him- 
self to watch for further developments. 
When bruin suddenly loomed in sight Olie had 
no doubt in his mind as to what the ammal 
was. It wasa bear and very huge bear to bis 
imagination. Its effect on Olie was apparent- 
ly mesmeric for he forgot that the rifle he held 
was an instrument of any use whatever in a 
strait of this kind, and as bruin was coming 
at a pretty fair rate decided that it was about 
time for him to make a move for safety. 
Snar! at this stage made a dash for bruin, as all 
dogs are wont to do, whereupon bruin made 
a dash for Snarl, Snarl made a dash for Nels 
Alias Olie, and Nels Alias Olie made a dash in 
the direction of camp, Snarl meanwhile keep- 
ing close at his heels and bruin close at Snarl’s 
heels, with Bob, and me bringing up tne rear. 
Olie progressed favourably until he came to a 
fallen tree, about three feet above the ground 
and across his path, which he jumped onto 
with the intention of jumping off again, but 
the bark being wet and giving way saved him 
the trouble putting him through the acrobatic 
performance of a double summersault. 
Whether a Swede possesses feline activity or 
not I do not know but Olie was on his feet 
and at full speed again with the agility of a 
cat. Snarl followed Olie’s example, and went 
over the tree, bruin taking a short cut under. 
Tf Olie did not swear vengeance on Snarl about 
this time he made up for it afterwards. Tak- 
ing no chances of being transformed into a 
pillar of salt (or bear meat) Olie reached 
camp out of breath with Snarl and bruin hard 
after as much frightened as Olie which was 
not a little. Bruin on coming in sight of 
camp chenged his course and started up the 
river but Andy was alert with his rifle and 
succeeded in shooting him before he got out 
of range. Bob and [ arrived with an extra 
rifle just as the excitement was about over. 
Olie in a few minutes had sufficient breath 
for “Mein Gott dat vas an arrow escape” 
while Bob intormed him that a black bear 
hed never been known to eat a Swede and he 
need rot have exerted himself to such an 
extent. This skit was not taken in the best 
of humour by Olie who considered we were 
making very light of his narrow escape and 
our chaffing put him in the blues tor the rest 
of the day. Andy accompanied by Olie who 
first made certain that life was extinct, skinr ed 
the bear. 

After discussing our evening meal fer which 
Bob. (whose turn it was to cook) haa cooked 
a large quantity of bear steak, and the usual 
yarn spinning, our bunks were given hearty 
consideration. The previous night’s hep- 
penings had rendered us very susceptible 
subjects to the subduing influence of slumber, 
and having taken the precaution to smoke out 
the mosquitoes, the night passed quietly, with 
the exception of an odd ejaculation from Olie 
who had probably run onto another bear in 
dreamland. 

Next morning we moved camp ten miles 
down the river where we remained until our 
return. Bob and I succeeded in capturing 
a moose each, Andy an elk, and Simon to his 
great glory a coyote. 

One morning when tne tenderfoot was out 
taking a squint around as he termed it we 
heard half a dozen shots a short distance up 
the river and went up to tind him pegging 
away st a loon, unaware of the fact that one 
of these feathered creatures possesses the 
ability to dodge a bullet. The tenderfoot was 
much amazed and annoyed at the alacrity 
with which the loon got under water just as 
the bullet struck, enterlaining the idea that 
the loon shoula sit still and let him peg it full 
of leaa, although the probabilities are it 
would have been quite safe. After a conple 
of unsuccessful attempts Andy succeeded in 
getting a bullet in the right place, killing the 
loon and giving Snarl his opportunity in 
bringing it out. 

The day before we broke camp, Olie having 
fairly recovered frem his bear tright and not 
wanting to return without having added his 
mite took a stroll up the canyon, accompanied 
by Snarl who was apparently aware of the 
fact that he was quite safe in Nels Alias Olie’s 
company so long as Nels Alias Olie was in 
good humour and having good luck. Olie and 
Snarl returned in about an hour Olie informing 
us that he had corralled a pretty little black 
and white animal in a hollow stump ance 
killeu it mit a stick ana started to carry it to 
camp but “whoo she smell’’ and he wanted to 
know “what we tank it vas.” It was un- 
necessary for us to tank anything about it for 
from the odor that Nels Alias Olie and Snarl 
sent forth it was easy to determine beyond 
a doubt that the pretty little black and white 
animal was a pretty little skunk. Olie upen 
this intelligence gave vent to ‘““Mein Gott I 
tank so to.” followed by his vecabulary of 
broken Swede and English. After many 
interrogations regarding disinfectants for the 
restoralion of his clothes to their original 
fragrance, and finding out that the odor was 
unauenchable and that it would be necessary 
for him to sacrifice his clothing, he parted 
with them with as muck ado as lots of men 
would part with a limb, and more than is 
made by many who have parted with their 
heads. 

Next morning the whistle of the tug (that 
was scheduled for once a month and ran so 
nearly on time that it was never known to be 
more than three weeks late) was heard and as 
this was our best means of return, we hurriealy 
packed, hooked on behind and were soon 
steaming up the river homeward, Simon the 
richer by some experience and the knowledge 
that a trip of this kind is not all sunshine, 
Nels Alias Olie, with a few more narrow 
escapes to add to his list, but regrettably the 
poorer by one suit of clothes. 



BIRD SHOOTING IN CANADA 

prairies is a splendid representative of 
the large grouse family; he is a big, 

thick-set heavy bird, lighter in color than the 
ruffled grouse; his back is a pretty chocolate 
with black feather-bars, the under parts are 
pure white, each feather with an arrowhead of 
black. He goes in covies the earlier part of 
the season, but later on packs in large flocks 
till the spring-time, when the birds separate 
again for mating and nesting. Many parts of 
the Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta 
prairies are rolling and studded with bluffs; 
this makes a prettier landscape than a mono- 
tonous level prairie, and is a much better 
shooting country. A bluff is a patch of small, 
light bush, composed of poplar and low scrub, 
and may be anything in size from a few yards 
to several acres in extent. The birds, when 
flushed on the open prairies, or the stubble, 
fly straight to a bluff; then one gun, with dog 
going inside, and the other two (if there be 
three guns, which is not too many), covering 
the circumference of the bluff, the birds are 
caught as they fly cut of cover. The inside 
gun often bags his bird before it leaves the 
bluff. This habit of taking to cover gives a 
pleasant variety to the shooting, which no 
other grouse gives. The shooting wagon is an 
important adjunct to the outfit of the prairie 
sportsman. This should be a team and a 
roomy democrat wagon, with plenty of loose 
hay in the botton for the comfort ot the dogs 
and for warmth for your own feet in the early 
morning $cool. drives out and_ evenings 
home. : 

The pinnated grouse has been making his 
way up north into Western Canada, and in a 
day’s shoot several may help to fill the bag. 
This bird does not take to the bluffs as does 
the sharp-tail, but remains in the open; you 
lose the variety which you get with the sharp- 
tail in the bluffs; but, like all the family, the 
pinnated is a fine bird. The birds in Mani- 
toba and Saskatchewan and Alberta are being 
very well protected, and sale and exportation 
are prohibited. It is but a few years since 
Western Canada was settled, and wheat was 
grown there. The grouse knew nothing of 
cereals, and had to depend entirely upon the 
seeds and berries which were indigenous to the 
prairie. The change of surroundings soon 
brought about a change in the habits of these 
birds. They were not long in cultivating a 
taste for the grain, wheat in preference, which 
was being grown: and mornings and evenings 
the stubbles are the most likely places to find 
them. Among the waterfowl are the trum- 
peter and whistling swans, the Canada goose, 
Ross goose, lesser snow goose, and Hutchins’ 
goose; the Canada goose and the snow goose 
being the most numerous. The maHard, 
black duck, canvas-back, redwing, pintail, 
gadwall, wood-duck, widgeon, green-winged, 
blue-winged and cinnamon teal; spoon-bill, 
shoveller, golden eye, buflle-head, blue-bill, 
snipe, golden plover, and fifteen varieties of 
the same*family; great flocks of curlew. and 
many waders of lesser importance. are found. 
About every marshy pool the bittern and 
heron will be seen, and in addition to these 

Te sharp-tailed grouse of the Canadian will be found cormorants, pelican, sand-hill 
cranes, coot, rail, etc. 

A good locality is Whitewater Lake, in 
Southern Manitoba, reached from Winnipeg 
by a short trip over the Napinka section of 
the Canadian Pacific. Here ‘‘chickens,’’ 
snipe and plover are found in fair numbers, 
and there are many geese, duck, crane and 
other waterfowl. The east end of the lake 
is reached from Boissevain, but at White- 
water station, on the north shore of the lake, 
canoes and skiffs may be hired, and the facili- 
tics there provided enable the sportsman to 
obtain capital flight-shooling when geese are 
going out to feed, and also to get to the 
favorite haunts of the canvas-back. Some 
great bags have been taken on the White- 
water. Killarney Lake, as well as Pelican 
Lake, a little northeast thereof, are excellent 
spots, while on Rock Lake, near Clearwater, 
and Swan Lake, adjacent to Pilot Mound, 
good bags are the rule and not the exception. 
North of Rock Lake are the Tiger Hills in the 
Pembina mountains, a good locality for grouse 
as well as for geese and ducks. Jackfish and 
mullet are plentiful in all the lakes, the former 
ranging from half a pound to 22 pounds. 
Camp outfits must be taken, but the sport will 
well repay all trouble, as ample employment 
can be found for both rifle and shotgun, 
chicken and ruffled grouse being especially 
plentiful throughout the whole southwest of 
the Province. Lake Winnipeg offers still 
stronger inducements. The route is from 
Winnipeg via Canadian Pacific Railway to 
Winnipeg Beach, a distance of fifty miles. 
The great marshes about the mouth of Red 
River extend for miles, and form one of the 
most extensive duck grounds in the North- 
west, and they actually swarm with all kinds 
of waterfowl in the season. 

At Oak Lake geese, duck and plover may 
be secured in numbers. The lake is within 
an easy drive of the station, and a party 
equipped with tent, etc., can pitch camp, and 
have time to dispose themselves for the even- 
ing flight shooting. At the east side of the 
lake there is a good camping ground in the 
very line of flight, and on the north side the 
geese leave the lake in large numbers to feed 
in the neighboring wheat-fields. In Sas- 
katchewan and Alberta, on the ‘‘Soo” branch 
line from Pasqua—ground which has seldom 
been shot over—are quantities of ducks, geese 
and plover. In the Dirt Hills, about 20 miles 
south of Regina, wild fowl are plentiful, and 
in the district about Regina there are oppor- 
tunities for bags of duck and chicken, and 
nearly all the species of plover. Good goose 
shooting is to be had on the south side of 
Buffalo Lake, about twenty miles north of 
Moose Jaw; wild geese in thousands come 
down from their feeding grounds in the Arctic 
circle in the months of September and Octo- 
ber, and remain there until ice begins to form 
on the lake. The country to the south of 
the lake is well settled, and the wheat stubble 
fields afford excellent feeding grounds. Am- 
bushed in pits dug in the stubble fields in the 
line of flight of the geese, with decoys set out, 
fine goose shooting can be obtained. 
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PIGEON RACING 
“Trish” 

= HOSE who know little of the sport of 
I pigeon racing, are surprised when they 

learn that frequently over $1,000 is dis- 
tributed as prize money and pools in an im- 
portant pigeon race. 

The above is very true, more especially in 
Canada, or at least in Nova Scotia, which so 
far, is the only province which I have been 
privileged to live in. 

Coming from Belfast, Ireland, a hot bed of 
pigeon racing, about two years ago, I naturally 
was on the lookout for followers of the same 
sport in Canada. Seeing that up to the 
present, I have not met with any, a short 
description of how it is carried on in Belfast 
might be of interest.— 

One of the first points to be considered 
when one anticipates raising and_ flying 
pigeons for racing purposes, is the loft. 

(a). To ensure easy “raising” the loft 
should, where possible face either the south or 
west and never east. 

(b). To assure easy flying and homing the 
loft should be well aired, plain, and conspicu- 
ous, and a look out should be made, in which 
the young birds may view their surroundings 
preparatory to being released. 

(c). To facilitate ‘‘Timing in,” the loft 
should be placed within easy reach of a tele- 
graph office. 

I will pass over the breeding, raising, and 
feeding of the birds and will take the young 
birds as ready to fly. 

Flying The Young Birds. 

A few days after the birds have obtained 
access to the outer world, they will commence 
to circle round their home, gradually increas- 
ing the circumference of the circle until they 
stay away from their home for hours at a time. 

After they are twelve or thirteen weeks 
old you may commence.to train them, taking 
them a short distance from their loft, at first, 
and letting them off or “‘tossing’”’ them as it is 

known to the fancy. The distance may be 
gradually increased. During — their _ first 
season the young birds should not be flown 
too far, as it is not good to put them to too 
severe a strain in their first season. 

It is an understood thing that racing is 
best done through a club. 

The morning or the night before the race as 
the case may be the birds to be raced are 
taken to the club, and placed in charge of the 
officials. ‘Then numbered elastic rings are 
placed on the leg of each bird, the number 
noted down by the secretary together with 
the owner’s name etc. The birds are next 
sent to their destination, and liberated (clear 
of telegraph wires etc.) by club officials. On 
reaching their homes (and it’s here that 
training counts, as the birds if not properly 
trained, are liable to waste time before enter- 
ing their lofts; the owner catches the bird, 
takes the elastic ring off its leg, gets the number 
and telegraphs the number to the club. 

The distance each bird has to fly, the dis- 
tance from the loft to the telegraph office and 
the time it takes a man to run the latter dis- 
tance is estimated, and then the velocity of 
each bird “timed in” is calculated. 

The bird which attains the highest velocity 
wins the race. 

Velocity—Distance flown per unit of time, 
for example—1, 763 yar ds per minute. 

Another “‘Timing in” method used, though, 
not so widely, as the one just described is as 
follows :— 

Take the elastic ring off the bird as in the 
former case and place the number in an 
automatic timing clock producing same at 
the club meeting. The latter method is not 
encouraged for obvious reasons. 

It is not the purpose of this short article to 
go into details of pooling etc., so I will end it 
by pointing out that the “Carrier” is not 
used for homing or racing purposes but is 
primarily a show bird, bred for points. 



THE CAMP OF 1915 
Yeigh Frank 

mountains. Once again we of the 
Alpine fraternity have foregathered 

around the camp fire and the camp dining 
tables; once more we have hit the trail from 
civilization to God’s nature world where there 
is no more evidence of man’s intrusion than a 
wisp of smoke from the cookery stove and a 
little cluster of canvas mansions for nightly 
shelter. 

Time flies with clubs and organizations, as 
it does with men. We who were fortunate 
enough to be at the first camp can scarce 
realize that a decade has passed by, and that 
now we are at the tenth annual camp, and the 
experiences of this present opportunity serve 
to bring hack the pleasant memories of the 
happy days up the Yoho, on the banks of 
Little Summit Lake and under the shadow 
of mount Wapta. 

And this is the War Camp. It is a new 
term to apply. No such word was ever 
dreamed of in any previous gathering, but 
since the camp of 1914 we face a aifferent 
world, and are living under a different sky, 
and because it is the war year and it is a war 
camp the enrollment is naturally lessened. 
The two hundred of former years have drop- 
ped to less than a hundred this year, but the 
latter number is equally satisfactory in view 
of the fact that so many of the Club members 
have enlisted, some of whom have already 
given up their lives, and others are among 
the imprisoned and wounded We all felt 
proud that so many brave boys of the Alpine 
Club were thus doing their bit in upholding 
the banner of Anglo-Saxon civilization, indeed 
of world civilization. 

_ Few previous camps had a more attractive 
site than what wiil be known as the Ptarmigan 
Valley one of 1915. As in previous years, 
there was a subsidiary camp in the Red Deer 
Valley, near Little Pipestone Pass, where the 
valley of Baker Lake forms a junction. The 

©) again we are living among the main camp lay about eight miles north of 
Lake Louise station, and thus both camps 
tapped Alpine regions of wondrous beauty and 
interest. We all turned with renewed interest 

Photo by P. L. Tait 

PART OF THE MAIN CAMP UNDER-THE 
WALLS OF REDOUBT . 
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Photo by P. L. Tait 

to a description of the locality contained in 
the Canadian Alpine Journal of 1912, written 
by James Porter, with notes by Messrs. Earle 
ana Delafield. 

Arriving at Lake Louise Station, which has 
taken the place of the former “‘Laggan’’ name, 
the packing arrangements were in the safe 
hands of our old friend James Simpson, whose 
son and assistants kept up the traditions of 
the trail for cheerful helpfulness and com- 
panionship. No feature of the annual camp 
is more attractive to me than the renewal of 

Photo by James Porter, Chicago 

THE DOWN HILL SLIDE 

friendships with the outfitters and packers, 
nee it be getting in close with the Chinese 
chef. 

The trail into and up to the Ptarmigan is as 
interesting as it is varied. One experiences 
all kinds of trails on the march, starting with 
the fording on pony back of the tumultuous lit- 
tle river that joins the Bow River just east of 
the station area. As the trail progresses and 
the altitude increases one is tempted to 
try the difficult feat of looking backward 
while riding frontward in order to catch 

BLACK AND WHITE DOUGLAS AND BAKER LAKE FROM TOP OF PTARMIGAN PEAK 
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slimpses of the southern panorama of peaks 
that unfolds or comes into clearer view with 
every ascending spiral. Far below rushes a 
singing little Corral Creek that makes sweet 
music to the mountain lover. Now _ the 
valley closes in, or the forest makes a high 
boundary by which all the outer world of 
summits is for the moment shut out, but only 
for the moment. A stiff bit of climbing and a 
higher level is reached, revealing Mouat 
Temple more massively than ever before, 
showing most of the Ten Peaks, Hungabee 
and his Paradise Valley sattelites, and, to the 
westward, Lefrov and Victoria. The eye 
even catches a passing glimpse of Lake Louise 
as a streak of blue amid the green and the 
white. 

But we are heading northward, and with 
another turn there comes a cheer with a sight 

Photo by James Po:ter, Chicago 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

home under the trees, to spread blankets on a 
bed of balsam bougks, to rig up the details 
of what will be home for a few happy days. 
Refreshing it is to feel again the splash of the 
icy cold waters on the face, and, if there be a 
chill in the air, to experience the Zoroastrian 
pleasure of roasting oneself at the camp fire. 

Ah! This is living. This is the real thing. 
This is worth the whole price of admission! 
This will all enter into the treasure trove of 
memory long after the fire is out, the tent 
folded up, and the last pack pony has brought 
back the last dunnage bag to the world of 
railway trains. 

Some twenty-two graduated this year, 
representing the usual percentage of those in 
camp. The graduating climbs took place on 
the near-by peaks of Richardson, Ptarmigan ~ 
and Pika, together with Mount Douglas at 

PTARMIGAN PEAK ON WHICH MANY QUALIFIED 

of the good old camp flag, a little bit of red 
bunting flowing in a full breeze against a hack- 
ground of alpine meadow and forest. If the 
flag looked good, so did the tents, and more 
than all, so did the canvas aining. saloon, 
decorated with the flags of the Allies. 

It was good to be greeted by Director 
Wheeler and Secretary Mitchell. What 
would a camp be without them? And what 
would a camp be without the committee of 
ladies who devote an hour or two in the after- 
noon to tea-brewing and tea-serving, and 
never does the dark-coloured ambrosia taste 
better than at the end of a trail or a climb. 

The campers are assigned to their respective 
tents with as great a facility as a hotel handles 
its guests. Good it is to again enter a tented 

the other camp. Ridout and Fossil and other 
less lofty summits were also climbed, each 
yielding its own reward in glorious views 
of the wonder-world of the Rockies. Re- 
doubt is a wonderful text book in geology, 
while Brachiapod mountain is a Devonian 
coral reef with coral species visible. Foggil 
mountain yields trilobites to the scientist. 
Toward the west, Hector showed up at a 

striking new angle, with Cathedral Peaks 
and the heights overlooking the Yoho valley 
filling the distant sky. Wherever the eye 
rested on the lower level there was a lake, each 
with its own bit of character. Their very 
names are pleasantly suggestive: One-Tree 
Lake, Merlin Lake and Castle and Lake 
Myosotis, a little Lake Louise. All of them 
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were gems of colour and reflection, some 
occupying granite basins at different levels 
of the mountain base, and each pouring from 
its fountain depths bridal veil falls that help 
to make the little rivers here and the big 
rivers yonder and the great ocean at the 
jumping-off place of a continent. There is 
no more interesting sight among the myriad 
of sights in the mountains than the birth of a 
river as it trickles from under the nose of a 
glacier or flows from the overflow of a deep- 
hearted lake. Many of these Alpine lakes are 
dammed up in basins formed by the tilting 
of the strata. 

The trail trip to the upper camp made a 
delightful loop as one climbed One Tree Pass, 
noting by the way the imprints in the snow of 
what must have been a huge bruin; resting 
under the wall of Jericho and then finding a 
way through the Skoky Valley. So one 
reached the Red Deer group of tents under the 
lee of the Black and White Douglasses, two 
reat peaks that overtop the eleven thousand 
eet altitude. A splendid view of mount 
Molar also greeted the eye. 

There was no end of delightful excursions 
from either camp and many a charming trip 
of exploration was made from the main 
centres. As in past years, there was present 
a group of members who found their greatest 
happiness in giving pleasure to others by 
acting as guides. and they must have had 
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their reward in the enjoyment that came to 
all in their charge. 

As also in other valleys and at other camps, 
the glimpses of wild life were varied and 
interesting. Ptarmigan Valley, as its name 
implies, is alive with ptarmigan that perch 
on the wayside boulders and cluck stupidly 
and apparently ineffectively to their offspring. 
Footprints of moose and deer are often seen 
at the waterside. Of course there ‘are 
marmots innumerable, whistling their sur- 
prise from their stony retreats, while gophers 
soon make themselves at home wherever there 
is any dessert to be picked up. Once we saw 
an eagle soaring high aloft, and by way of 
contrast the smallest of small spiders flitted 
across the trail, carrying on his back his little 
basket of eggs. 

The camp fires were, as always occasions to 
be long remembered. Most delightful were 
the informal symposiums, the sing-songs, the 
story-telling, the reminiscences of other camps 
and other bonfire circles. The camaraderie 
generated in the firecircle is the finest pro- 
duct of the Alpine Club camp. There, new 
friendships are made and old ones strength- 
ened; opinions are exchanged with the greatest 
freedom, and the affairs of state; indeed, the 
problems created by war are settled offhand 
by this mountain parliament, representing 
democracy in its finest essence. 

But the Patriotic Camp Fire will long stand 
out as unique: as a press chronicler put it: 

“‘Never before in the annals of the club has 
an evening around the camp fire been of such 
enthralling interest. Apart from the fact 
that the subjects were those uppermost in all 
minds, the intelligent and skilful manner in 
which they were handled held the audience 
spell-bound by a depth of feeling that showed 
how closely the hearts of all present were 
joined to the brave defenders of the empire 
now fighting in other lands and particularly 
to the brave boys of the Alpine club who are 
so well and so successfully doing their share 
in such defence and in upholding ‘the endeavor 
of the British nation to stand for the rights 
of weaker nations against tyranny and op- 
pression.’ 

No wonder the cheers that echoed among 
the hills were hearty and loud, expressing a 
patriotism that is deep-seated, or that the 
national anthem was sung with unusually 
deep feeling. 

Then came the last night. as last nights are 
bound to come. The helpful camp laddies 
last laid in a special supply of wood, and the 
flames that leaped free and high drove away 
the creeping chill of the night air. For the 
last time a programme of war and patriotic 
songs was sung, followed by a score of psalm 
and hymn favorites and ending. with the 
Lord’s Prayer. Thus with uncovered heads 
the little Alpine company bowed in the pres- 
ence of the God of the mountains e’er the tents 
were sought for the last sleep under their 
protection. 

Group by group we struck the out-bound 
trail on camp-breaking day; to scatter in 
many directions and become submerged in 
the great machine of life, but a score or more 
made their way to Banff and our club house. 
1 doubt whether any kind of a Club anywhere 
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has such an unique retreat as the Alpine Club 
of Canada. You'll see it in Banff perched 
high up the slopes of Sulphur Mountain, its 
roof and big chimney making a patch of red 
in a wide canvas of green. One of the wind- 
ing roads of Banff will bring you to its portals 
and its hospitable doors, and within its walls 
of cedar reign comfort and companionship 
and good cheer. Wide and deep are the fire 
places, presented by appreciative friends, and 
“comfy” to the maximum point are the easy 
chairs and inviting couches. The library of 
Alpine literature, the photo albums that tell 
the story in pictures of the ten annual camps 
of the Club, the striking Alpine photographs 
on the walls—and the cheerful dining room: 
what more would mortal want here below? 
Sleeping tents line the winding paths higher 
up the steep hill-side, where from their 
entrances delectable views are had of all that 
Banff contains, and that is much: Cascade 
and Rundle, separated by little Tunnel; a 
fleecy streak of white that betokens the Bow 
River, the pretty little town itself, lying far 
below as if outlined on a map, the towers and 

turrets of big mountain hotels housing their 
hundreds of guests, and everywhere the 
roads and trails that a beneficent government 
have made. Lucky is he who is a member of 
the Alpine Club of Canada and who is per- 
mitted to attend its annual camps and use its 
Alpine Club House and incidentally enjoy 
the attractions of Banff the beautiful. 

The following are the names of those who 
graduated at the A.C.C. Camp of 1915: W.E. 
L. Broad, Calgary; Miss Clara Christie, Cal- 
gary; J. L. Fawcett, MacLeod, Alta; Miss C. 
R. Filer, Winnipeg; H. S. Hall, Jr., Boston; 
Miss Mary Macoun, Ottawa; Miss H. Moyle, 
Winnipeg; Miss B. McKinley, Calgary; Miss 
M. L. MacLean, East Kildonan, Man.; Miss 
M. C. Rowell, Winnipeg; Miss P. I. Rupp, 
Calgary; C. E. W. Stringer, Athalmer, B.C.; 
D. O. Taylor, M.D., Lethbridge; Mrs. G. E. 
Vincent, Minneapolis, Minn.; J. H. Vincent, 
Minneapolis; G. H. Theiss, Pittsburg, Pa.; P. 
Van Eyk, Calgary. 

SHALL WE INCREASE OUR BIG GAME 
ON A FOOD SUPPLY BASIS 

Ho. 

the New York Zoological Gardens, is 
touring the United States, particularly 

west of the Mississippi, where the vast bulk 
of the wild game remains, to urge people to 
establish sanctuaries where the game can 
breed. His very simple talk in San Francisco 
where the writer heard him, was illustrated 
by slides showing game hogs, the birds and 

animals extinct through them, as well as the 
brighter side showing what is being done to 
protect the game. Dr. Hornaday is the 
originator of the idea to establish, in the heart 
of the National Forest Reserves, breeding 
sanctuaries where no shooting will be allowed, 
the sanctuaries to be enclosed by stout wire 
fencing breast high. These sanctuaries would 
not be placed in reserves suitable to sheep or 
cattle grazing and Dr. Hornaday is appealing 
to the business sense of the people in order 
that the coming generations should receive 
their heritage. ‘Let every boy learn to shoot 
and shoot well’, said the speaker, “‘for while 
I now prefer to chase game with a camera, 
everybody is entitled to enjoy shooting, within 
the law, and the present generation has no 
right to destroy the game without considera- 
tion for the coming generations.” A chain of 
small sanctuaries, rather than larger ones 
farther apart, is the ideal system and in the 
sanctuaries all animals derogatory to wild 
game would be destroyed, more especially 
wolves and cougars; grizzlies, said the Doctor, 
should not be killed by the wardens but, 
being the king of sports, be left to hunters. To 
show the dark side of the picture, many pict- 
ures were shown. There were autos laden 

D‘ William T. Hornaday, director of with all they could carry, ducks strung along 
the sides, shore birds, rabbits, deer, everything 
the “‘sportsmen”’ had seen; there were various 
kinds of game hogs from two Alberta Stoney 
Indians, who had a great bag, to two men with 
ducks hung around their necks, extending to 
their waists. The latter picture showed what 
Spring shooting in the United States means 
to Canada. While not relating to the subject 
of his talk, Dr. Hornaday drew attention to 
the fact that the Federal Migratory Bird Law 
was soon to be on trial for its life, and if 
Spring shooting is allowed below the line, we 
in Canada will find our wild birds disappear- 
ing with alarming rapidity, and they are even 
now passing more quickly than we care to 
think about. Dr. Hornaday showed pictures 
of five birds now extinct, including the Pass- 
enger Pigeon which our fathers, believing 
them impossible of extermination ruthlessly 
destroyed in their nesting places. In showing 
the brighter side pictures were shown of a 
British Columbia sanctuary which, the 
speaker said, was an ideal one and the con- 
cluding slide was of a beautiful Rocky Moun- 
tain goat which, I hope, still lives among his 
beloved mountains. Hunting with the cam- 
era is even more difficult than with a modern 
rifle which, it has been declared, is so con- 
structed that the greenhorn may secure a bag 
almost as good as did the older hunters, who 
were experienced, so that I agree with the 
fisherman who says that his is the best sport, 
for with the lightest rod and the lightest tackle, 
the largest fish may sometimes be procured. 
With this only camera shooting can compare 
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THE PACIFIC SALMON 
Robert Page Lincoln 

Shapely the form of the chinook; 
King of the foam and the deep— 

Wrought in the olive that decks him, 
Shimmering silver his leap. 

As, like a bolt of sharp lightning, 
Up he speeds o’er the last steep: 

Over the tumult and clamour, 
Flung from the rapid and fall— 

Onward and inland determined, 
Held in that vision of thrall; 

Chevalier brave is the chinook, 
Truly the king of them all. 

Ah, when the army came homeward; 
Long live the king—he was dead; 

Faded the beautiful glamour 
And from him beauty had fled. 

Nature had voiced: ‘* Heed the ruling, 
** Death—it’s the price when you wed!” 

Chas. Henshaw Cameron. 

F the Pacific salmon, William Hornaday 
has very aptly said: “The salmon 
were made for the millions. The Si- 

wash Indian eats them fresh in the summer, 
dries them, and later on freezes them for 
himself and his dogs in winter. The epicure 
pays for having the fresh fish shipped in ice 
to his table, wherever that table may happen 
to be. In mid-ocean the great American 
canned salmon is often the best and only fish 
afloat. In the jungles of the far East, in the 
frontier bazaar of the enterprising Chinese 
trader it bobs up serenely to greet and cheer 
the lonesome white man who is far from 
home and meat-markets. Even in_ the 
wilds of Borneo its name is known and 
respected; and he who goes beyond the last 
empty salmon tin truly goes beyond the pale 
of civilization. The diffusion of knowledge 
among men is not much greater than the 
diffusion of canned salmon; and the farther 
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Americans travel from home, the more they 
rejoice that it follows the flag.” 

The industry of salmon packing is one of 
the most important upon this continent, and 
vearly adds to its importance as the demand 
for beef is lessened, or as beef grows more 
scarce. There were some past years when 
it seemed as though the destructiveness of the 
salmon fishers would eventually prove dis- 
astrous to this well known fish; but the fact 
that the fish hatcheries have been working 
overtime is proof of the perpetuation of the 
supply and there seems hardly anything to 
fear from that end though in the year 1911 
almost fourty-four million salmon were 
taken out of Pacific waters, and these were 
not wee sma’ ones at that. But at the 
same time five hatcheries alone in the year 
of 1911 stripped something like two hundred 
and seventy-seven millions of eggs from three 
of the notable salmon of the living Pacific 
group which will in time add to the already 
great supply that is feeding the markets of 
the world. The enormity of this business 
is quite lost upon one. At first it seems 
hardly conceivable and yet the extent of it 
cannot be exaggerated. Salmon canning 
saw its inception on the Columbia River in 
the year 1866; which was later followed after 
ten vears by canning plants in California, 
and later on, up to the vear 1878, along the 
Puget Sound, upon the Frazer River, gradu- 
ally making its initial start and its foundation 
in Alaska where today we witness the in- 
dustry at its height. While mentioning 
Alaska and its connection with the salmon 
business it may be interesting to note that 
the year 1914 saw one of the greatest salmon 
packs in the history of the canning profession, 
the Bristol Bay District of Alaska marking a 
steady run of these fish, a run that has never 
before in the history of the trade been equalled. 
Every canning factory was worked to the 
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limit and a scarcity of cans made further 
packing out of the question. The Nushagak 
River canneries rounded out their season 
with 546,200 cases of one pound tins, or forty- 
eight to the case—a most phenomenal pack; 
and this in the face of the common assertion 
that the Pacific salmon will soon be a thing of 
the past. It is admitted that the salmon 
canning business has gradually seen the with- 
drawal of numerous millions of this commercial 
fish; but it is yet a long look into the future 
before we can say that annihilation is the 
result of wholesale slaughter. Hornaday early 
remarked as follows regarding conditions in 
Alaska, in the perpetuation of this industry. 
He says: ‘The destruction of salmon comes 
about through the competition between the 
various canneries. Their greed is so great 
that each strives to catch all the fish there 
are, and all at one time, in order that its 
rivals may secure as few as possible. Not 
only are salmon taken by the steamer load, 
but in addition, millions of other food fish 
are captured, killed and thrown away. At 
times, also, it happens that far greater 
numbers of salmon are caught than can be 
used before they spoil. A friend of mine told 
me of the throwing away of sixty thousand 
salmon at one time, near a cannery in Prince 
William Sound in 1900; and again the similar 
throwing away of ten thousand fish. So 
something like seven hundred _ thousand 
pouncs of valuable fish were in that year 
alone, wasted. In the Kadiak and Chignik 
districts, the catch of salmon decreased from 
360,000 cases in 1896 to 90,0C0 cases in 1898 
and in 1899 it was almost a failure. In many 
of the small Alaskan streams the canning 
companies built dams or barricades to pre- 
vent the fish from ascending to their spawning 
beds, and to catch all of them! In some of 
the small lakes the fishermen actually haul 
their seines on the spawning grounds. In 
1903 I recorded a warning of the impending 
destruction of the Alaska salmon industry, 
and demanded strict governmental regula- 
tion. It is a pleasure to state that notwith- 
standing the enormous annual drain upon 
them, and the reckless and wasteful methods 
of fishing that once prevailed, the salmon 
fisheries of Alaska are still holding up remark- 
ably well. Ten years ago there were grounds 
for grave apprehension regarding the future 
salmon supply of Alaska, but Congress placed 
those fisheries under the control of the United 
States Commissioner of Fisheries, giving him 
arbitrary power to close against the fishermen 
any stream or streams, that seemed to be in 
danger of exhaustion.’”” The year 1913 wit- 
nessed one of the greatest catches of salmon 
in the waters of Alaska. In the twelve 
months of 1912-13 close on four million cases 
were packed; and in 1912 upwards of eighteen 
thousand people were employed in the sixty- 
five salmon canneries that were operated in 
Alaskan territory, showing the immensity of 
this combined Canadian and American in- 
dustry. That the future will see even a 
greater impetus in this remarkable trade 
there can be little doubt. 

_ In the salmon of the Pacific we have some 
interesting fish to consider, and because of 
their importance I have decided to give the 
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subject careful attention. First in considera- 
tion therefore is the genus of the fish. It 
should be made known that the salmon of the 
Pacific are not in reality salmon, of the genus 
Salmo (as are the Atlantic species), but are of 
a separate genus, Oncorhynchus, to be exact. 
It should be remarked however that there is 
not a wide range of difference between these 
species. The bones, or the rays of the anal 
fin form the main means of distinguishing the 
genus Oncorhynchus from Salmo; in the for- 
mer genus there are noted from fourteen to 
twenty bones in the anal fin, while in the 
latter genus there are but eight to twelve. 
There are also more branchiostegal rays (the 
bones that support the gill covers), in the 
Pacific salmon; also noticeably more of the 
gill rakers. However, the anal rays form the 
principal means of identification if so desired. 

Five individuals make up the salmon 
species of the northern Pacific waters, and to 
this list might be added another, a salmon 
found along the Japanese coast, known as 
the masu salmon (Oncorhynchus masou), 
though this same salmon is found along the 
North American coast as well. It is however, 
in this category, left out; as we are concerned 
with the most noted of these fish. In the 
Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tschawytscha) 
we have the foremost and practically the 
leader of them all. As a commercial fish he 
leads in value and is the most sought after by 
the canneries. He is the great commercial 
fish of the west and the largest in size of the 
salmon. some specimens in Alaskan waters 
going to 100 pounds in weight. He is also 
known as the Quinnat salmon, King salmon, 
California salmon, Tyee salmon and Columbia 
River salmon; ana it may be added that there 
are connected with each of the five fish of 
this species a string of terms, Indian and 
otherwise of jaw-breaking proclivities; in 
fact, travel where you will along the western 
coast, you will constantly come across some 
other name for them. ‘Then, too, individual 
members of the family are confused, one with 
another,—no two persons seem to have the 
same opinion or name for one fish or for any 
of the five. The best means of identifying 
the different specimens is by the rays of the 
anal fin; by the branchiostegal rays; and the 
gill rakers. Coloration and shape are often 
most unreliable things to go by, in identifying 
the different members, for there is a liability 
to promiscuous changeability. The chinook 
salmon is listed by Jordan as having about 
16 anal rays, 15 to 19 branchiostegals, 23 
gill-rakers on the anterior gill-arch, and 140 
to 185 pyloric coeca. 

Second on the list of the salmon comes the 
Blueback salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka), also 
known as the Sockeye, Red Salmon, Sukkegh, 
Redfish and Nerka. The blueback is widely 
scattered and the abundance of them should 
be a fact noted among many others. It is 
Alaska’s prime canning fish; a fine-flavored 
specimen, forming a table dainty that is only 
excelled by the valuable chinook. According 
to Jordan it has about 14 developed anal rays, 
14 branchiostegals and 75 to 95 pyloric coeca. 
The gill rakers are most numerous in this 
individual, numbering something like 39. 
Of the blueback it has been stated that “‘in the 
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spring its form is plumply rounded, and the 
color is a clear bright blue above, silvery 
below, and everywhere immaculate. Young 
fishes often show a few round spots, which 
disappear when they enter the sea. Fall 
specimens in the lakes are bright crimson in 
color, the head clear olive-green, anc they 
become in a high degree hook-nosed and slab- 
sided, and bear little resemblance to the 
spring run. Young spawning male grilse 
follow the changes which take place in the 
adult, although often not more than half a 
pound in weight. These little fishes often 
appear in mountain lakes, but whether they 
are landlocked or have come up from the sea 
is still uncertain. These dwarf forms are 
called kokos by the Indians and benimasu in 
Japan, for the sub-species Oncorhynchus nerka 
kennerlyi. The flesh in this species is firmer 
than that of any other and very red, of good 
flavour, though drier and less rich than the 
king-salmon.”’ The present writer wishes to 
make note of the fact that these degraded 
individuals, inland in habitat, are found in 
Idaho, Washington and Oregon, and north- 
ward also in British Columbian lakes. Hav- 
ing spawned, the mature individuals die, 
aeons the levelling rule that Nature has 
ald. 
Third on the list of these salmon comes the 

Silver salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch), also 
known as the Hoopid, Coho Salmon, Skowitz, 
and Whitefish. As a commercial fish it has 
third place, though the flesh is not overly 
well flavored, lacking in rich red in color and 
the delicious oils. While the  blueback 
salmon has a weight of five pounds in the 
average to its credit, the silver salmon is 
better, the weight being from six to eight 
pounds. According to Jordan it has 13 de- 
veloped rays in the anal, 13 branchiostegals, 
23 gill-rakers and 45 to 80 pyloric coeca. The 
scales on this salmon are thin and all except 
those of the lateral line readily fall off. The 
feature distinguishers the species readily from 
the red salmon.’ The silver salmon is silver 
and green; the green noted above, with a 
liability to a few black spottings. Despite 
its lack of the finer points in flavour, as a food 
fish, over two million pounds were brought 
in at Seattle alone in the year 1911. It 
should be noted that the silver salmon pos- 
sesses whitish flesh as different from the other 
salmon. 

Fourth on the list, and fourth in commercial 
value is the Humpback salmon (Oncorhynchus 
gorbuscha), also known as the Pink salmon, 
Holia, Haddah, and Hone. This salmon has 
to its credit a wide range of distribution, 
reaching from California to the coast of 
Kamschatka, to Japan, and northward. 
This salmon is by far the smallest of them, 
the average being in weight from three to a 
possible six pounds. The average weight 
however would be conservative. According 
to David Starr Jordan “‘it has usually 15 
anal rays, 12 branchiostegals, 28 gill-rakers 
and about 180 pyloric cocea. Its scales are 
much smaller than in any other salmon, 
there being 180 to 240 in the lateral line.” 
The humpback salmon is bluish in coloration 
as to back, and silvery below. When on the 
verge of the spawning season this salmon 

acquires a hump at-the shoulders from which 
is derived the name it bears. The food value 
of this salmon is questionable indeed and time 
was when it was absolutely disregarded by 
the canneries; but today there is a great 
impetus in this line. In the season of 1912 
and 1913 over ten and one half millions 
pounds of this fish were packed in Seattle. 
This proves that despite the fact that it has 
little commercial value, yet it is being made 
excellent use of in the canning business. 

Fifth and last in this category of the 
Pacific salmon is the Dog-salmon, scientifi- 
cally known as (Oncorhynchus keta). This 
fish is also known as the Calico salmon, 
Lekai, Qualoh, Heyo and Sake, after the 
Japanese. This fish is well known in Jap- 
anese rivers. It has a wide range of dis- 
tribution, reaching from Californian waters 
northward, then southward into Asian _ter- 
ritory. Also note the fact that its bulk is 
more appreciable than the last two named 
fish, and from eight to twelve pounds would 
take in this fish’s capacity in weight. The 
dog salmon. however is the most inferior 
of the five salmon as food and not until late 
years have the canneries sought, in the least, 
to concentrate on this specimen. In 1912, 
however, as high as seven and one half mil- 
lion pounds were tinned in Seattle, for dis- 
tribution throughout the markets of the 
world. Of this salmon Jordan, the highest 
authority on fishes in the world has said: “‘It 
has about 14 anal rays, 14 branchiostegals, 
24 gill rakers and 140 to 185 pyloric coeca. 
In the spring it is dirty silvery, immaculate, 
or sprinkled with small black specks, the fins 
dusky, the sides with faint traces of gridiron- 
like bars. In the fall the male is brick-red or 
blackish, and its jaws are greatly distorted. 
he pale flesh is well flavoured when fresh, 

but pale and mushy in texture and muddy in 
taste when canned. It is said to take salt well 
and great numbers of salt dog-salmon are 
consumed in Japan.” 

Information as to the habits and habitat of 
the various salmon individuals of the Pacific 
have not yet been decided upon, nor can there 
be any certainty as to the accuracy of many 
well-known investigations that have been 
laid down as facts. Jordan asserts that 
(‘there is no positive evidence that any 
salmon of the Pacific survives the sqawning 
season.) Governmental investigations tend 
to lay a doubt as to whether all of the salmon 
die after casting their spawn, and it has lately 
been held that many return to the ocean and 
live. Nor do they go to ary certain limit in 
distance up the freshwater streams. Some 
have said they go at least a thousand miles 
upstream, despite obstacles. As a matter of 
fact they ascend till they reasonably cannot 
go any further and then they, in natural 
sequence, spawn. It is commonly believed 
that these fishes spawn entirely in fresh water, 
but there has as yet been no proof that they 
do not also spawn in the ocean, or in salt 
water, to be more exact. From the time they 
become large enough to leave their fresh 
water home, to enter the ocean, till the time 
they return, no one knows exactly where they 
keep themselves. Salmon may be found 
around St. Lawrence Island, Alaska, the year 
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round. It has also been found that a great 
number of the salmon do not go any further 
up the rivers than three or four miles, and 
it may be said that these fisn return to the 
salt water quite unharmed. But there is 
reason for this, inasmuch as they have in- 
curred no gashes on their bodies, upon the 
rocks, wherein the freshwater parasites could 
gain a foothold. Logically speaking it is tne 
parasites that prove the undoing of the fish. 
not a set, immutable law on the part of 
Nature, making death the final outcome of 
reproduction and parenthood. This is what 
later-day investigations tend to prove. Revy- 
olutionizing processes of doing Nature one 
better are also under way. The government 
authorities have tried by. a number of meas- 
ures to help the fish in their spawning by strip- 
ping them of their eggs as they go upstream; 
and it is said that in the future a successful 
system will be formulated whereby the fish 
may be made to survive. Quinnat salmon 
are now successfully raised in many inland 
freshwater lakes, and in the eastern United 
States freshwater chinook salmon are an 
institution—large specimens are annually 
caught by the piscatorial element. The most 
notable of these successful attempts may be 
found in Lake Sunapee, New Hampshire, 
United States, where the Pacific chinook 
thrives well with absolutely no hint of 
degradation, or the decay that is peculiar to 
this fish at the close of the spawning season. 
It is also a noteworthy fact that the chinook 
salmon has been introduced into European 
streams and lakes with what may be said, 
eminent success. Time will prove whether 
or no the freshwater proposition, is fallacious 
and disastrous to the life of other fish, or if the 
salmon may not be weened away from its 
age-old habits of ascending streams to a more 
placid, conservative system of spawning in 
lakes. In Massachusetts, U. S. A. - there 
has been a successful transplanting of Pacific 
salmon. Lake Quinsigamond furnished the 
first experimental try-out in that state. The 
lake is deep and exceptionally cold; food is 
plentifully supplied by the numerous and 
highly reproductive landlocked smelts. The 
outlet of the lake was carefully screened; and 
ten thousand six inch fish were planted there 
in 1912; twenty months later, in July 1914 
anglers caught over six nundred salmon in 
that lake weighing from one to five pounds 
each. These successful results caused the 
Commissioners to stock five other lakes in 
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November 1914, and this year (1915), some 
100,000 of the chinook salmon’s eggs were 
hatched and planted. At first it was thought 
that the pickerel and perch of these lakes 
would wipe out the young salmon before they 
had attained a likely size, but strangely 
enough the best of results have been noted. 
George H. Graham, of the Mass. Fish Com- 
mission says regarding the work of transplant- 
ing these salmon: 

“Since 1873 the Government has been 
experimenting with these fish, but not until 
they were introduced into Lake Sunapee was 
the work successful. Millions of them have 
been planted with very little success. It is 
possible that the many years of failure by the 
Government were due principally to two 
causes: First, the fish were planted in lakes 
and ponds that were not properly screened 
and, second, most of these fish were planted 
when very small. Year after year the 
results were the same and instead of going to 
the bottom of the trouble the same plan was 
carried out by the government. Small fish 
were planted in the lakes without screens and 
the fish allowed to run downstream, never to 
return. After these salmon were well estab- 
lished in Lake Sunapee the government made 
a faint attempt to study their habits when 
raised in fresh water but their efforts were 
never finished and they know very little to- 
day as to the habits of these beautiful fish 
when confined to fresh water. They do not 
know whether or not these fish will spawn, or 
whether they spawn in the fall or in the 
spring. It is known that in France (the 
salmon by the way have also been introduced 
to European waters) they have been kept in 
confinement for many generations and that 
they do reproduce. After going to the ex- 
pense of getting them well established in 
Lake Sunapee it would seem that the govern- 
ment should endeavour to get all the infor- 
mation possible regarding them.” 

The proposition of stocking fresh water 
lakes with such salmon is surely a mighty big 
one, with a number of possibilities to its 
credit, the successful outcome of which 
promiscuous transplantings should give more 
sport to the fishermen yearly than has 
hitherto been realized. 

In the next number I shall consider the 
quinnat salmon in its spawning run up the 
rivers explaining his rise and decline; and will 
also, in this article, take up the Pacific salmon 
as a fishing proposition. 

“4 



BEY? TYING FOR THE TYRO 
Robert Page Lincoln 

point of the trout fisherman is distinctly 
an art. To tie a flv so that it looks 

like a fly and not like the personification of a 

blunder, with scarecrow curleycues fluttering 
around in all sorts of amateurish designs, 1s 
something that entails labour and a great deal 
of study on the part of the persevering angler. 
It has often beenremarked that the trout fisher- 
man most successful on the stream is he who, 
finding that a trout is taking a certain fly fall- 
ing to water, and not being able to imitate it 
with an artificial imitation, wades ashore and 
ties a fly upona hook, suitable to his needs, and 
as like the live fly as possible—and uses it; the 
creel will tell the rest. This may be quite 
true, and yet men who do this are in _ the 
minority and deserve more than passing 
mention. Yet there is nothing impossible 
about it. There-comes a time in the fishing 
days of every true and tried angler, and the 
trout specialist in particular, when it will be 
discovered that the timely addition of a bit 
of tinsel, or feather to a hook will work won- 
ders, and by such little additions, many a 
living fly—food of the fish—may be imitated. 
Fly tying, it should be remembered, need not 
be absolutely and elaborately perfect. Finish 
is not brought about instantly, unless one be 
the proverbial genius, and alas! they are few 
and far between, but it is by degrees only 
that success in fly tying culminates in the 
more complete and natural-appearing pro- 
duction. With ordinarily patient care how- 
ever, good flies can be tied, and they will 
prove of worth; it is not out of place to say 
that practically anyone with a love for it, 
ana sufficiently endowed with perseverence 
can tie his own flies. Good trout flies cost 
considerable money; at one dollar and one 
dollar and a half a dozen you are getting 
specimens that are worth using on the hook. 
These flies are well tied and tied by men who 
know what they are going to be used for. 
Cheap flies are, as I have often said, an 
abomination. If the average trout fisher 
who yearly buys his flies will take stock of 
his numerous specimens and estimate the 
expenditure accruing he will discover that 
much money has peen paid out. By tying 
his own flies he will be money ahead, and will 
have at the same time a deeper and more 
practical working knowledge of his favorite 
pastime. 

It must be said in the beginning that in 
articles of this sort, you will not gain the 
Same degree of complete information that 
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Fo tying, as considered from the view- 
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you will out of books written especially on this 
subject, and which treat it in all of its phases. 
The man who desires more complete infor- 
mation should procure various books and 
read up, on the subject. There are several 
that may be recommended, as for instance 
Frederick Halford’s treatise in his book, 
“Dry Fly Entomology’, and Leonard West's 
“Natural Trout Fly and Its Imitations’’. 
There is also Shipley’s, “‘Artificial Flies and 
How to Tie Them.’ Another book on the 
same subject is McClellan’s “How to Tie 
Flies for Trout and Grayling.’—-and in 
William C. Harriss’ volume “Salmon and 
Trout,” you will find a good deal of finished 
material that will aid you in this rather 
difficult performance. The chapters on fly 
tying therein are handled with admirable 
skill by no less an authority than the late John 
Harrington Keene. By the procuring of any 
one of these volumes your progress will be 
much greater than if you went about it with 
lack of information. Fly tying demands 
some little knowledge of the pastime of trout- 
ing, and certainly to become a finished fly 
tyer one must have more or less of a broad 
knowledge of the entomology of the streams, 
and the streams he intends to fish in par- 
ticular. Every thorough angler finds in time 
that by a comprehensive inventiveness, non- 
descript flies, or flies tied away from the 
standard regulation will often prove winners 
where the old-timers may fail. It is in these 
little journeys into the realm of-the new 
that much interest is created. It adds, in 
fact, impetus to a fascination that may in 
time become a trifle monotonous. These 
nondescript flies may be tied out of anything 
that you have on hand when fishing the 
stream. If you are prepared for just this 
sort of an occurrence, i. e., the utter inability 
to create an interest among the fishes with 
your all-around standard flies—then the 
addition of a bit of material, a white bit of 
feather for instance—will serve to interest 
the fish where otherwise they would fail in 
fascinating power. Theodore Gordon, an 
angling writer, lately deceased, tells how by 
persistent shaping of new flies, tied after 
pee success may be attained. Says Gor- 
on: 
“During an entire season and one month 

after another, I was trying to make flies that 
would be really of value for the region I had 
intentions of fishing. The only man who had 
faith, besides myself, in this, was a profess- 
ional duck hunter, always on or near the 

HOOK SIZES 
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water. I worked away at odd times and tried when on a fretted surface, where to our eyes 

the flies with poor success, until at last one they are very indistinct, and where even the 

morning he entered my office in triumph. form cannot be well defined.” 

‘You have gotit now,’ he said: ‘they will take 

this every time.’ In his hand was the fly, 

dressed to a number six sproat hook. At 

once we arranged for a thorough trial upon 

the first holiday. Of course this refers to j 

fishing for black bass and not salmon and 

trout. Meanwhile I tried quite a bunch of 

the flies, but knowing that red had always 

been considered a good color for bass. I made 

4 number of the flies with red bodies, although 

identical in other respects. We made up a 

party of six and voyaged to waters said to be 

well supplied with bass. It was a rarely 

beautiful day, but for a time things were a 

bit slow, although I took a few fish. Then 

the bass began to feed and the sport became 

very exciting. We fished together and the 

fish rose at every cast. They took the new 

fly exclusively. The redbodied flies on the 

same casts were entirely neglected by the 

bass, but a few perch rose at them. We quit 

fishing after killing 118 fish, 85 of which were 

fine bass. On the way to the boat we followed 
——- 

the banks of a wide canal, through which the 

dark, clear water was flowing rapidly. At 

intervals a good one would be seen to strike 3 

at something. the heavy loads of fish would 
| 

be put down and I would cast to the bass. 

I think I took every one we Saw. But all 

refused the fly with red body and not one bass 

was taken upon it.” 

What Gordon was striving to point out 

here was that first and last of all, insects = 

found on the stream should be diligently 

copied to obtain the best results. Fly tyers 

should take a lesson from this at the very ee 

outset. Subdued coloration should have the 

field rather than gaudy, unlifelike colors that 

are foreign to insect coloration, believing, as 

most of us do, that trout are not color-blind 

that is to say, unable to tell colors; that in 

reality trout can tell the difference in colors 

and their lives are governed accordingly. 

The lesson taught from this is that subdued 

colors in artificial flies are best to follow, and 

that, even in making nondescript flies the 

value of subdued colored materials cannot be 

over-estimated. James A. Henshall holds 

that ‘“‘fishes see and hear as well in and 

through the medium of the water. for all 

practical purposes, as the angler does through 

the medium of the atmosphere; the clearer 

and more ratified the medium, the clearer 
, 

and greater the range of vision in both in- 

stances,’—and asserts further that “it is ~ 

often the case that those anglers who are 

most strenuous in their theory that fish are 

near-sighted, stultify themselves by carrying 

a large and most varied assortment of artificial 

flies, of all shapes and colors in order to meet 

the fastidious tastes of the fish, that often 

refuse one pattern or color and rise eagerly to 

another, which could not be the fact were 

they near-sighted, as they believe. We can 

surmise that fish are not color-blind, other- 

wise there would be no reason for the beauti- 

ful colors that many male fishes assume 

during the breeding season. Fishes are 

possessed of keen vision and possibly have the 1. Aberdeen: 2. Sproat: 3. Pennell: 4. Limerick: 

faculty of distinguishing colors in a fly, even 5, Sneck: 6: O’Shaugnessy- 7. Kirby. 
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That flies can be very simply and adequate- 
ly made goes without the saying; and often 
the most common of material can be utilized. 
For instance in the hair fly we have a specimen 
that is readily made by the amateur and which 
is held by some to be better than the feathered 
fly. In the hair fly the material is taken from 
the squirrel, gray fox, or racoon. By far the 
easiest procurable material is from the 
squirrel, and the use of this hair brings success 
and a tasty looking fly. Bass flies are easily 
tied with squirrel hair; and can be made in 
many and varied designs that are all pleasing 
and prove killers both in fishing for the large 
mouth and the small mouth. The flies of this 
order may be tied to either eyed hooks or to the 
bare hooks (meaning the bare shanks), and 
when the body is tied in the gut for the snell 
is added readily enough just as in other fly 
manufacture. The shank of the hook is 
heated and is then pressed upon cobbler’s 
wax, which gives something to wind the body 
on without its slipping. ‘The first or founda- 
tion body of the fly may be ordinary silk, 
and should not be built too high—and should 
lie well. Over this is wrapped the selected 
floss silk to make the body becoming, and 
more or less perfect. The ends of the floss 
are well tied down and the work made 
smooth. The outer hairs, the long guard 
hairs of the tail of the grey squirrel are now 
applied to the hook shank and are tied in, 
usually one section at a time so that the whole 
hook shank is surrounded, the silken body 
showing partly through. Silk thread is 
then tied well, and stoutly around the ends 
of the hair at the ends, so as to leave clean 
work. These threads are then painted with 
shellac, or varnish, so as to give compactness. 
This, briefly speaking, is in.main the con- 
struction of the common artificial hair fly, 
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which, at times has been found far and away 
better than the feathered fly. I can name 
numerous instances where I have had success 
with this where all other large flies of brilliant 
design, and of standard pattern, have proven 
worthless, and having paid a good price for 
them, have yet found them coming apart, 
the long feathers breaking, after which de- 
terioration in the rest of the fly sets in. 
Because of the fact that it is attractive and of 
subdued coloring in its natural form, and be- 
cause the hairs of it wriggle, giving it ap- 
parent animation and lifelikeness, and be- 
cause it is strongly made, this fly will often 
outlast the best of the feather purchased flies 
of standard make. It is money in your 
pocket; and it may be so skillfully elaborated 
upon that it can to an even greater extent 
be made a killer. Also the hairs may be 
dyed to suit the taste; and the fly may be 
tagged off with two or three thin, taillike 
sweepers, or a bit of feather which will make 
it still more attractive. 

For the benefit of those who desire to 
follow these articles and tie flies, if such 
information can be gained from them, per- 
haps it would be a very good idea to mention 
something about hooks for trout. The 
majority of articles on the subject are in- 
complete; and I have not read an article yet 
showing pictures of the various styles of hooks. 
A glance at the illustrations accompanying 
this will make plain the different styles of 
trout hooks, in a larger size. which will serve 
to show the shape more clearly. Of these 
the Sneck hook is by far the better known, 
and many manufacturers tie flies to them al- 
most entirely, especially of the smaller flies. 
The Sneck with its distinct bend serves to 
give more of a hold on the fish when hooked. 
The Sproat hook is also well known. its neck 

1. GUT SNELL LAID ON HOOK SHANK AND WRAPPED WELL WITH WAXED THREAD 
2, BODY BUILT UP: THREAD FOUNDATION, FLOSS COVERED, WITH TWO STRANDS OF IBIS 

FOR TAIL WORKED IN 
3. FINISHED FLY: BODY RIBBED WITH GOLD TINSEL AND HAIR ADDED. WELL AND SE- CURELY BOUND AT THE HEAD 5 
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bend being singularly pronounced. Another 
highly recommended hook is the O’ Shaug- 
nessy, its neck bend also being pronounced. 
The pronounced bend in a hook has its vir- 
tues as you will find out, or have found out, 
therefore make your selections accordingly. 
These hooks should not cost too much. The 
best hollow point Sneck, ringed or tapered per 
hundred will cost not over forty-five cents. 
I refer of course to hooks in trout sizes; the 
larger the hook naturally the better the price; 
your bass size hooks, on which to tie your 
flies will cost anywhere from fifty to eighty 
cents. I refer here to size number 1, 1-0, or 
2-0, this price standing for one hundred hooks 
as mentioned. In an illustration accompany- 
ing this script will be found one showing the 
exact size of the trout hooks, from number 
3 to 12. By far the most common sizes in 
use, universally are the eights, tens and 
twelves. For all around use these are 
recommended. Rarely should you go below 
number six. In the still smaller sizes we 
have the midge flies tied to number fourteen 

——— = P= 
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and sixteen hooks, and that these have proven 
effective is well known. There are times when 
the smaller insects on a brook seem most con- 
clusively risen for, and which, imitated by the 
artificials, have proven more than average 
killers. Now in the matter of the gut snell, 
if this is desired. This snell which is tied in, 
should be of a grade of gut that is not too 
heavy. I would suggest that light gut be 
used, and it is always a rule to have the snells 
and the leader of the same coloration. The 
mist-colored type of leader is the one most 
in use, and that is here suggested. Were 
my opinion asked as to whether the flies 
should be eyed or snelled, I would say snelled 
of course, therefore you will purchase your 
trout hooks bare, or- tapered, and without 
the rings, or eyes. In the winding on of your 
body upon the shank of the hook the use of 
the wax, the cobbler’s wax upon same makes 
a hard surface and the body will not slip. 
Naturally the tapered or eye-less hooks, with 
the snells are the ones to use. 

Robert Page Lincoln 

No. 42.—I have tried in a number of 
places to gain information on how to make 
luminous paint to put on minnows to make 
them glow in the dark, or to use in night fishing 
for bass and other fish, but have been unable 
to gain any light on the subject. Perhaps 
you can help me out. I would be very 
thankful to you tor such information. 

Sincerely yours, 
George Silliman, Manitoba. 

Ans.—It is entirely by chance that I am 
able to help you out in this. I happened to 
read in Hunter-Trader-Trapper, an answer 
to such a question coincident with the receipt 
of your request. Accordingly I am able to 
give you directions for the making of these 
paints in four colors: 

Orange—46 parts of varnish, mix with 17.5 
parts of prepared barium sulphate; one part 
prepared Indian yellow, one and five tenths 
parts prepared madder lake, and thirty eight 
parts of luminous calcium sulphite. 

Green—A8& parts of varnish, ten and two 
tenths parts of prepared barium sulphate; 8 
parts of green chromic oxide, and thirty four 
parts of luminous calcium sulphide. 

Blue—42 parts of varnish; ten and two 
tenths parts of prepared barium sulphate; 
six and four tenths ultramarine blue; fiye and 
four tenths parts of cobalt blue; and four 
parts of luminous calcium sulphide. 

White—Take silica and whiting; mix with 
enough varnish and a generous amount of 
luminous calcium sulphide. 

The above mixtures should prove beneficial 
in painting baits and should be tried out 
by many for the reason that night fishing with 
phosphorescent baits is so productive of 
results. A notable thing also, now that it is 
winter time, is the fact that while fishing 
through the ice at night the presence of a 
luminous bait in the water calls the fish from 
great distances as they are attracted by its 
shostly glow. I would suggest that the 
baits be given liberal coatings of the above 

epee -. 
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Nobby Tread 
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round service, 
all the time, 
everywhere. 
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Chain Tread 
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solutions, and that they be held to the light 
a time before used in the dark, so that they 
will glow well. 

No. 43.—If you could belp me out in this 
little problem I would be greatly indebted to 
you. It concerns the construction of a 
trout pond upon my property. Part of my 
ground is always wet; undoubtedly it has 
springs in it. I would have to do some dig- 
ging, but if it could be done I would not mind 
the trouble nor the expense as I am an ardent 
lover of the speckled trout; the lakes and 
brooks, I may add are too far away from here; 
and thus the creating of a trout pond would 
be a mighty interesting, and perhaps profitable 
proposition. 

Yours truly, 
Paul R. Krasel, Melbourne, P. Q. 

Ans.—The creation of a trout pond upon 
your land, if it has springs in it, should cer- 
tainly be a practical thing. A good spring is 
a necessity, or if a spring is not to be had 
then a good cold and fast flowing stream, that 
is not given to frequent and spasmodic flood- 
ing must be utilized to create a thoroughly 
practical and successful trout pond. One of 
the requirements in the construction of the 
trout pond is that it must be situated where 
the ground slopes, or so that the water can 
readily be carried off. A place where a 
natural flowage is hindered by too level 
ground, which causes the water to stand and 
not flow readily away makes trout rearing a 
useless waste of time. If your land has not 
the proper slope you would have great diffi- 
culty in carrying through this proposition. 
If you cannot turn a brook or stream into 
service to supply you with water, then the 
spring must be of sufficient volume to take the 
place of the brook. A good smooth-flowing 
unexcitable brook, running through a pond 
makes ideal conditions though it must be 
remembered that trout desire cold water; it 
is a well known fact that trout are easier 
hatched in spring water than in any other. 
However, the stream water is decidedly better 
taken all in all, for at the time when the trout 
are growing, in the fingerling stage, the 
greater warmth in the water is vastly benefi- 
cial; also it is well known that such water is 
better aerated than the cold spring water even 
though it has a good volume of water to its 
credit; another thing, stream water contains 
more life for the trout to feed upon. It may 
here be said that if your land has not the 
required slope, the pond may be built on the 
top of the ground and a slopage made to 
order. But the natural slopage is most de- 
sirable. In the case of swamps, I may say 
that I have noted thousands of them where 
trout ponds might, with a little labour (that 
will be well paid for) be created, and yet 
because the owner of the gtound has not the 
ambition, the inclination or the time to spare, 
nothing has been done. The swamp must 
of course be cleaned out and if the bottom 
is sandy or gravelly, so much the _ better. 
The water must be clean and deep, as I have 
said, for trout. If the pond is shallow, 
sunfish, perch and the two varieties of bass 
may be raised with comparative ease. A 

dam, if this pond is to be made rough, should 
be created out of earth, to raise the water. 
It is unnecessary for a trout pond to be acres 
in extent. Often the trout pools are very 
small, yet successful. Of course it is taken 
for granted that you are going to put the 
trout or the fish in when they have reached 
the stage of fingerlings, such as can be pro- 
cured from the Federal hatcheries. In a case 
where you let your trout do their own spawn- 
ing, and incubating, a different system must 
be followed, and special troughs must be 
made. I shall in an article in one of the 
spring numbers go into this thoroughly, so 
that for the next spring and summer a number 
of the readers may follow it up and construct 
their own ponds, which will give pleasure 
untold. That the raising of fish is a profi- 
table enterprise, is well known. I am re- 
producing two photos of trout ponds, which 
will show how small they can be, also you will 
note the slopage here, and also how these pools 
are shaded. These photos are taken from Me- 
ehans book on trout culture, which I mentioned 
in the queries and answers for August, and 
which is a book that many should procure. It 
costs but a dollar. Thesides of the pondsshould 
be boarded up, rather than left natural, with 
banks. These cave in in the spring; and will 
harbour many animals and water creatures 
that prey upon the trout especially in their 
early stages of development. For the sides, 
boards of one inch thickness will suffice; they 
should be mailed to uprights composed of two 
by fours. It is a good idea to tar the boards 
before they are put down; the tar, however 
should be dried well on the boards. The 
suggestion is here made that a side of boards, 
nailed to the uprights, may be constructed 

TWO SMALL TRCUT PONDS 

2s OR AY ASO. 
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on top of the ground and then sunken along 
the side and driven down to suit your fancy. 
Shade is another thing that is necessary, and 
a glimpse at the two photos will show how 
simply, yet adequately this can be provided 
for. 

Before closing this general answer to our 
correspondent’s query, some remarks may 
be made upon the size and depth of the ponds. 
Meehan remarks as follows: 

“The size and depth of the ponds, con- 
sidered as factors of note, must depend 
mainly on the water supply and upon the 
purposes for which each pond is intended. 
I prefer ponds of moderate size, and believe 
for mature fish, the deeper they are the better, 
so long as they are not too deep for handling. 
Those for advanced fry and fingerlings should 
be shallower; an ideal pond for advanced fry 
might be, say, twenty-five feet long, about six 
feet wide and of a depth to allow from eighteen 
inches to two feet of water. A pond for 
yearlings and two-year-olds may be about 
forty to fifty feet long, fourteen wide and 
about three feet in depth. One for older fish 
might be from fifty to one hundred feet long, 
from fifteen to twenty feet wide, and about 
four feet deep, excepting in some cases. 
Where it is not desired to raise trout beyond 
the age of two years, the largest pond men- 
tioned would be used for the oldest fish, and 
the second size for fish from six to eight 
months to one year old. Where the trout 
breeding establishment is for commercial 
purposes exclusively it is well to have one or 
more ponds, half an acre or so in extent, slop- 
ing to a depth of eight to ten feet at the lower 
end. Such a pond will hold an almost in- 
incredible number of fish and requires less 
attention than a smaller pond.” 

The editor will later on go more deeply 
and thoroughly into the proposition of rearing 
trout and other fish, hoping thus to produce 
a work that will be of great usefulness to the 
readers. As yet fish culture is a thing so little 
understood that very few have taken it up. 
Hundreds, nay, thousands of farmers and 
country gentlemen of money and _ leisure 
could profit and gain pleasure by the ad- 
dition of a trout pond to their lands, thus 
making use of worthless swamps that are 
now nothing but a detriment. 

Rea Peis 

No. 44.—I have recently noted in an 
American sporting magazine information 
which tends to prove that the steelhead trout 
and the rainbow trout are identical—that 
they are one and the same fish. The state 
‘game warden of Oregon, U. S. A. is quoted as 
saying: “I would call the rainbow trout and 
the steelhead trout practically the same fish. 
Scientifically they are considered identical. 
The steelhead is called such because it goes 
to salt water for a while, while the typical 

NENG 

rainbow is accustomed to stay in fresh water. 
However, in many cases no one can tell by 
an examination of the two, side by side, which 
is the steelhead and which is the rainbow. 
Of course it is easy enough to distinguish 
what we call steelheads when they come in 
the mouth of the Columbia during the winter 
time. On the other hand, when the fish are 
caught in the Rogue River during the sum- 
mertime I think the steelhead and the rainbow 
trout identical.” The above is puzzling to 
me, and is no doubt to many others, for I 
have always thought that they were widely 
different. Even the scientists hold the same 
opinion if I do not mistake. I should like to 
know what you have to say on this matter, 
which should furnish substance for a little 
discussion to warm things up. 

W. C. Hazelton, Nelson, B. C. 

Ans.—Steelhead trout and rainbow trout 
have always been considered as different, and 
when W. C. Finley, State Game Warden of Ore- 
gon makes this assertion he takes a great deal 
for granted. Hesays forinstance, “‘Scientifically 
they are considered identical.’’ And yet is this 
true. When wesay “‘scientifically,”’ asconnected 
with fishes, we have to go to the foremost 
authorities on that especial subject. The 
leading lights in America are certainly 
David Starr Jordan and Barton Warren 
Everrman. Yet do these accurate men 
“consider” these two fish “identical’’. Let 
us see. Says Jordan: “Although it is not 
usually an anadromous species, the rainbow 
trout frequently moves about in the rivers, 
and it often enters the sea, large sea-run 
specimens being often mistaken for steel- 
heads.” That certainly is plain enough. 
Then in speaking of the steelhead these 
authors, in collaboration say: “It is thought 
by some anglers that the young fish hatched 
in the brooks from eggs of the steelhead 
remain in mountain streams from six to 
thirty-six months, going down to the sea with 
the high waters of spring, after which they 
return to spawn as typical steelhead trout. 
This view is unfounded. In my experience 
the rainbow and the steelhead are always 
distinguishable: the steelhead abounds where 
the rainbow trout is unknown; the scales in 
the steelhead are always smaller, (about 150), 
than in typical rainbow trout; finally, the 
small size of the head in the steelhead is 
always distinctive.” 

As far as I am concerned I cannot but 
think that they are different; and it does not 
need very close inspection to tell the difference. 
The larger head of the rainbow, as against the 
considerably smaller head of the steelhead 
trout will serve to distinguish one from the 
other. 
We should like to know what our readers 

have to say on this interesting prop lew: 
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is necessary 
with Mennen’s 

HAVING is a daily nuisance. Why make 
it worse by abusing your face? 

Because of its particular properties Mennen’s 
Shaving Cream softens the beard without the 
objectionable “rubbing in.” 
“Rubbing in” lather with your fingers is mussy 
and disagreeable, and if your soap contains 
free caustic, the rubbing works it into your 
skin, causing smarting, burning, soreness, 
skin eruptions, etc. 
Mennen’s Shaving Cream is put up in sanitary 
airtight tubes with handy hexagon screw tops. 
Just try it, on your own face, then you will 
realize what a relief and benefit it is. 

MENNEN’S TALCUM FOR MEN 

|B eee ile after shaving 

—natural tint—invisible— 

antiseptic and protective. Re- 
Hi tains all the high standards of 

| Mennen quality. Has a distinct- 
#} ive perfume and package that 
make a hit with the masculine. 

[]GeRHaRD Mennen 
CHemicaL Ca. 

Manuracrurers 

B NewarkK.NJUSA 

Canadian Factory—MONTREAL 

| Sales Agents for Canada 
HAROLD F. RITCHIE & CO) LED: 

Dept {0A McCaul St., Toronto 
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a ‘4~ em Readers are invited to contribute to this 7 = 33%, s 

depart:nent notes, comments and en- 3 ami 
quiries concerning firearms andammun- g7)/\/////// 
ition. Communications must be brief i 
and to the-point and persomalities must 
not be indulged in. The Editor will not 
be held responsible for opinions express- 
ed by cerresponcents. Address all 
communications to A. B. Geikie, c/o Rod 
and Gun, Woodstock, Ontario. 

An article wherein the author gives some inter- 
esting accounts with arms of an earlier day, 

and pronounces his verdict on some 
“deer rifle” theories 

Natty Clark 

HE writer belongs to that crowd of 
sportsmen now becoming very scarce 
—who have known the Kentucky 

rifle in its palmiest days and have used the 
Burnside and Ballard when these rifles of 
frontier fame were in their zenith of popularity. 
I have hunted in the Dakotas when the red 
man was still a prominent factor with which 
to contend and with my powder and ball.44 
revolver I have, on more than one occasion 
emerged from a free fight with a Rocky 
Mountain grizzly with my life; but as a result 
of these several encounters bearing scars which 
will attend me to the grave. For the West in 
those days was the sifting ground of humanity 
and he who came off on top was accounted 
a man and the plainsmen of my youth were 
generally silent taciturn men who gave not 
unsolicited advice nor in turn sought counsel. 
The true plainsman was grave and serious. 
He took life seriously and if at times he threw 
off the mask of taciturnity and let wild ex- 
huberant spirits get the upper hand when 
celebrating “in town’? who will blame him? 
He was a fitting type of the age in which he 
lived. To-day he is but a memory. 

The writer started out however not to dis- 
course upon a generation now forever obliter- 
ated but to give, as the title of this article 
would indicate, an account of what appeals 
to him after a half century of practical 
experience with rifles of all types from the 
cap and ball squirrel rifle of Kentucky fame 
to the muzzle-loading carbine of Christian 
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Sharp’s as a deer rifle. As has been stated 
many times in this good magazine, the de- 
crease in our wild game is a fact worthy of 
attention on the part of all true sportsmen 
but on the other hand I cannot agree with 
those writers who hold the belief that all 
things taken into consideration the diminish- 
ing of our big game necessitates a corres- 
ponding improvement in our big game rifles. 
On the other hand I am of the firm opinion 
that for such game as deer any of the high 
power rifles on the market to-day will account 
for our red-furred brethren of the silent places 
and in making this statement I am consider- 
ing only rifles of the so-called ‘.30-30 class.’ 
Rifles of the 3,000 ft. secs. velocity type have 
in reality a greatly undesirable excess of 
power and the meat-spoiling properties of 
these rifles is another matter greatly to be 
deplored. A deer this hunting season pre- 
sents the same appearance, will be found 
practically under the same surroundings, will 
usually be located at the same ranges and 
possesses the same amount of vitality and the 
same amount of susceptibility to succumb to 
a leaden messenger of death as the deer of 
the °65 season. Under these circumstances 
and after realizing that the hunters of fifty 
years ago killed more than their share of 
game with rifles, the average of which possessed 
greatly less power than most of our modern 
Winchester, Marlin, Savage and Remington 
repeaters, why should we of 1915 raise our 
voices to the heavens and cry for “‘more 
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For successful shooting in field or marsh 
and high scores at the traps, use 

Dominion Shot Shells 
Absolutely uniform and dependable—producing 

complete shooting satisfaction. 

The crimp on each shell is firm and hard, the 
action in pump guns is positive. The shooting 
of one shell shows the qualities of every other 
—close pattern; sure, quick primers; high 
velocity; even pressure; moderate recoil. 

Ask your dealer for the “Canuck,” the quick 
load for fast shooting, Other popular shot 
shells: Imperial, Regal, Sovereign and Crown. 

Sold everywhere. 

Send 10 cents postage for set of colored game 
Pictures. 
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823 Transportation Bldg. 
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power,”’ ‘“‘the ideal deer rifle,”’ “the anchoring 
bullet,’’ etc., etc., etc.? 

One contributor and one only out of all 
this magazine’s splendid line of writers, drew 
attention to the fact that once a deer having 
been located in our modern hunting season 
the relation between the game and the hunter 
bears exactly the same relation as it did fifty or 
more years ago. I personally killed my first deer 
with a rifle possessing but slightly greater 
power and of identically the same caliber as 
a modern .25-20 single shot Winchester or 
Stevens and the deer did not run two hundred 
paces at that rate but staggered four or five 
yards and dropped. 

At the time the Colt’s Lightning .44 re- 
peating rifle had just made its debut upon 
the market I hied myself out one morning in 
the fresh Dakota dawn and after covering 
about twenty miles on “Surry,” my wiry 
little bronch’, I ran plump into a band of 
about five hundred buffalo feeding in a deep, 
sloping gully about fifty yards distant. I 
being in the fettle of youth and more desirous 
of experimenting with the killing power of 
my new Colt’s than in actual want of meat 
for my camp, opened fire the best I knew, 
not promiscuously into the mass but on the 
animals apart from the main herd. I fired 
a quick volley of six shots without a halt and 
as the herd rolled away, went down on my 
pony to examine the havoc wrought with my 
new rifle. I had pulled on six different animals 
and I found to my surprise this number of 
“anchored” bison, three bulls and the same 
number of cows. The cows were stone dead 
and the two bulls were out of pain but the 
third of the latter though wounded, made for 
me at vicious gait, undoubtedly meaning to 
do for me once and for all. My gun was 
empty and I had no time to reload so pulling 
out my .44 revolver I held my terrified pony at 
a standstill as best I could and waited the 
onslaught of the wounded buffalo. When he 
was thirty feet away from me I fired twice at 
him and he turned slightly thus giving me 
the opening I had desired. I fired at his right 
foreshoulder and he dropped at the roar of 
the pistol and died on the spot. I could not 
then look into the future and know in advance 
as to the improvements to be made in rifles 
and ammunition but certain it is that if I 
had been capable of pulling apart the curtain 
and looking into the years which were yet to 
come I would have laughed at the claims of 
certain hunters who claim that rifles possess- 
ing five times the power of my powder and 
ball Colt were not adequate to deal with a 
deer—an animal requiring much less killing 
power than an American “Buffalo”. But in 
those days the .30-30 was yet undreamed of 
and we killed our big game with rifles which 
smoked acridly at the report and which fired 
bullets that were sometimes half an ounce in 
weight and kicked violently. The .44-40 
cartridge enjoyed a popularity perhaps second 
to none and fired in the various rifles of my 
days such as the Winchester of early model 
and the Colt’s repeating rifle they killed 
unlimited quantities of the biggest game. 
Moreover when the Colt Company placed 
their well-known .44 single action revolver 
upon the market the advantage of using a 

pistol and rifle adapted to the same ammuni- 
tion became apparent and so by a kind of 
invisible co-operation the Colt and Win- 
chester Companies boomed the sales of their 
respective products. 

The .44-40 cartridge even when fired from 
the Colt revolver was a deadly weapon, (this 
may as well read in the present tense as the 
.44 Colt Single Action Army is still on the 
market) and has to my knowledge killed 
some of the largest species of American game. 
An old plainsman of my acquaintance, but 
doubtless now dead, these thirty years, had 
a reputation of ‘roping’ and_ shooting 
grizzlies through the head. This was a very 
dangerous form of “sport” as may be well 
imagined and it speaks volumes for the cool- 
ness and “‘sand’”’ of my old friend. 

On the lonely plains while watching the 
herds of horses or cattle, time often hung 
dismally on my hands and I would resort to 
shooting the little gophers as they sat at the 
door of their dug-outs with their fat alderman- 
like bodies glistening in the sun. I have shot 
these little pests through the head at ranges 
which I hesitate to set down here for fear of 
being entitled to a membership in the Anna- 
nias Club of Vivid Imaginationists—at the 
hands of the readers—personally I know the 
possibilities of a .44 six-shooter. 

The marksmanship of the plainsmen of my 
acquaintance forty years or more ago was a 
revelation. They could perform freaks of 
marksmanship witha Ballard at two hundred 
vards which would keep many of our foremost 
modern critics stepping right lively to come 
within fifty per cent. of the score. Strangely 
enough -all these men were never heard in 
print denouncing a certain make of rifle but 
put the possibilities of any gun strictly up to 
the capabilities and holding powers of the 

~ owner. 

Deer is now about the only class of big 
game which is anywhere holding its own and 
showing any signs of marked increase. For 
this game there is not the slightest doubt but 
that nothing of more power than the .30-30 is 
indicated and there is also no use denying the 
fact that the number of rifles of this caliber 
hanging on the walls of hunters all through 
America is proof positive as to their adequacy 
for the purpose. Though the efforts of the 
high velocity cranks have been turned in the 
direction of still greater speed of bullet possi- 
bilities and there are indications that before 
long rifles will be regularly placed on the 
market developing velocities of around the 
3,200 ft. secs., still I am in a position to know 
positively from data supplied by proprietors 
of the largest gun stores both in this country 
and the United States that at no date since 
the advent of the .30-30 has there been such 
an unfailing demand for repeating rifles of 
this caliber and this includes the .303 Savage, 
.o2 Special, .25-35 and .33 W.C.F. 

Of all the rifles the writer has used on deer 
I am inclined to strongly favor the .30-30 
Marlin as being one of the most desirable for 
many reasons. Certain it is that in my hands 
this make of repeater has had a most enviable 
record and no wounded deer have’ever got 
away from this combination. The?fact that 
this rifle can be cleaned only from*the*muzzle 
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§| Thisis Mrs. Gus. Peret of Yoncalla, Oregon, 

with her Ithaca Trap Gun. 

{| Mrs. Peret is perhaps the best known lady 

shooter of the North West. 

§{ Why not start your wife, daughter or 

sweetheart shooting? Teach her to shoot 

at the trap or take her hunting. 

AN ITHACA FOR CHRISTMAS 
IS THE THING 

§| It will bring more health and pleasure than 

a $1000 worth of medicine. Ask your 

Doctor if that’s not true. 

§| We make 20 bores as light as 51% lbs., 16 

bores as light as 534 lhs., 12 bores as light 

as 614 lbs. 

{| Large catalogue FREE. Double guns $17.75 

up—Single Jrap Guns $85 up. 

ITHACA GUN CO., BOX 13, ITHACA, N.Y. 
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Smokeless Shotgun Powder 
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for Smokeless Shotgun 

Powder has been awarded 

the Hercules Powder Co. 

s at the Panama-Pacific Ex- 

} position. Buy shells loaded 

with Infallible. 

: Write for our booklet 

i) called ‘‘Trapshooting.”’ It 

is worth reading. 

Address 2 

HERCULES POWDER CO. \ ee 

Wilmington, Del. owe 
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HERCULES ti} POWDER CO 

| eRe the way to get coon, fox, pA 
mink and skunk: Pour 3-in-One == 

on your traps when setting them. 
Experience proves that the delicate 
odor of 

3-in-One oil 
draws fur bearing animals be ter than 

g bait. Keeps traps in splendid condi- ' 
tion, too. Prevents rust—makes them 

Fs lively, strong, sure. Fine to keep them rust- 
f proof through thesummer. Oils guns just right. § 
Prevents leading and pitting. 
3-in-One is sold in sporting goods stores, hardware, drug § mand general stores. 1 oz. bottle, 10c; 3 oz., 25c: 8 oz. (% pt.) 50c. Also non-leak Handy Oil Cans, just right for carrying, 3Y2 oz., 25c. If you do not find these cans at & your dealer’s, we will send one, by parcel post, full of ¥ 3-in-One for 30c. , 
FREE—Write for a free sample and Dictionary of uses. 

Three-in-One Oil Co., 
55 New St., New York 
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is one of the greatest drawbacks to the arm 
but by dint of a muzzle protector be it of the 
home-made type or of the kind readily pur- 
chased trom the large sporting goods stores, 
the wear on the muzzle is reduced to an 
absolute minimum and the accuracy life of 
the weapon drawn out to as long a stage as lies 
within power of the owner. To jam a steel 
cleaning rod down the muzzle of a fine 
Marlin without one of these little muzzle 
protectors shows a deplorable lack of horse 
sense on the part of the shooter and it is 
generally from men of this class that we hear 
revorts as to the inaccuracy. general in- 
efficiency and short-lived accuracy of many 
of our repeating rifles. 

The choice of a rifle handling a cartridge of 
this class of course is purely a matter of per- 
soval taste. The rifle should have a round, 
not octagon barrel, the barrel should not 
have a regular buckhorn rear sight but pre- 
ferably a Lyman or Marble peep and _ lastly 
should be of solid frame, not take-down type. 
Octagon barrels on high power rifles are always 
undesirable not only because of the fact that 
the sharp edges of the eight sharp corners 
are very easily burned and dented but the 
polish acquired by these corners is oftentimes 
a source of great annoyance to the shooter 
when he is firing in certain lights as the light - 
glancing down the barrel is apt to radiate in a 
very uneven manner across the line of sight. 
This trouble is never encountered by users of 
high power guns fitted with round barrels. 
The ordinary rear sight of the buck-horn 
type is worthless for fine shooting and surely 
the deer rifle will be used on other game, for 
example woodchucks, and such small game 
during the closed season to keep the hand of 
the owner in trim? For such small marks as 
these the open sight is not to be reeommended. 
For once-a-year use the hunter will find the 
buckhorn capable of as fine sighting as he 
himself is of holding for the simple reason that 
the firing nine or ten shots once a deer season 
never made a marksman and never will. While 
you are about it it is just as well to have a 
rifle without the rear sight slot since you are 
not going to use it for any purpose. Most 
American gun manufacturers can supply their 
guns on order with this feature, some cannot 
or at least will not. A slot in the middle of 
the barrel is not by any means a support to 
that bar of metal and at all times is but an 

unnecessary evil. A Lyman or Marble peep 
on the tang is a great improvement and brings 
out all the accuracy of which any .30-30 is 
capable—about a four-inch group at 100 yards 
possibly better, possibly worse. 

A take-down rifle is not, generally speaking 
as accurate as a solid frame gun notwithstand- 
ing the claims of certain of the American 
factories, who can supply rifles of the former 
type. Target shooters who know never use 
take-down rifles but use invariably solid 
frame arms.- A deer rifle’s accuracy while 
less exacting than that of a Schuetzen or 
military competition rifle should not vary its 
groups one to one and one-half inches from 
day to day and from week to week and this 
is just’ what certain take-down rifles will do. 
Therefore if at all possible obtain a rifle, the 
barrel of which is rigidly attached to the frame. 
In all justice, however, it may be said that one 
manufacturer of two models of sporting rifles 
offers the rifle in take-down model only. I 
have proved by tests that the “flip” or de- 
parture from the correct position at straight 
angles to the frame (lengthwise of course) of 
the barrel is so slight even if present at all 
that I can detect no variation in accuracy at 
any time owing no doubt to the fact that the 
ammunition adapted to these two models is 
not of a sufficiently strenuous nature to pro- 
duce the vibration necessary to produce the 
cause of take-down inaccuracy-“‘flip” at the 
junction of the barrel and receiver. 

Let us consider when next we fail to secure 
that antlered monarch with a .30-30 that Kit 
Carson killed hundreds of buffalo with a 
rifle barely three-quarters as powerful and 
when we stop to think that an American 
bison is an animal possessed of a far greater 
amount of vitality than any deer it gives us 
still greater food for reflection. A recent 
contributor to these pages made the statement 
with reference to increasing the effectiveness 
of our high power rifles—“The world moves 
and unless the unprogressive ones, etc., 
etc., etc.’ | Yes, I say ‘the world does move’ 
but a deer of this hunting season possesses no 
more supernatural vitality than did deer of 
1865. In other words the improvements in 
firearms may go on apace but the resistive 
powers of our wild game to bullets remain 
what they have been since Daniel Boone 
cae on the scene with his Kentucky flint- 
OcK. 

What is the Ideal Deer Rifle 
Ashley B. Haines 

ELIEVING that an article embodying 
B a reply to the above oft-repeated 

question would be of interest to the 
readers of Rod & Gun, I shall try and give 
my opinion concerning this very interesting 
heading. I very much doubt, however that 
all the readers will agree with me on all the 
statements likely to. be made and especially 
concerning the light-weight I am going to 
suggest for the ideal in deer rifles. 

We have long rifles, and short rifles; big 
bore rifles and small bore rifles; high-velocity 
rifles and low-velocity rifles; heavyweight 
rifles and lightweight rifles, as well as feather- 
weight (so-called) rifles, but as a matter of 
fact none that come strictly under the real 
featherweight class. And, as I see this matter, 
the ideal deer rifle will have to come under 
the featherweight type—and the real feather- 
weight, be it understood, is yet to appear. 
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A New Dress 

On An Old Friend 
HE old reliable .22 Savage box magazine 
rifle, the Model 1903, is now wearing the 
Savage extra long tapered forearm, the 

Savage extra full, sharply curved pistol grip, 
and the Savage corrugated steel shotgun butt- 
plate that have made the .22 tubular, the 
Model 1914, famous. 

Jf you don’t want to fumble with little greasy car- 
tridges when your fingers are cold and numb— 

If you want to carry several loaded magazines in 
your pocket so you can reload instantly by drawing the 
empty magazine out and slipping a loaded one in— 

If you want to keep the rifle empty and safe in the 
house (magazine filled but not in gun) and load it in 
a flash for the rat or hen-hawk that won't wait for the 
one-at-a-time loading of a tube magazine— 

Then the .22 Savage box magazine, the 
Model 1903, is the gun for you. 

Cartridges feed in straight line direct from 
magazine to chamber—no need of extra action 
parts like carriers to handle them—no chance 
of mutilating or jamming cartridges. A 
simpler, more reliable, more durable repeater 
can’t be made. 

This rifle introduced the original Savage .22 
calibre features — hammerless trombone 
action, solid breech, solid top, side ejection, 
no exposed moving parts, simpie takedown 
device, breech-bolt removable without tools, 
and spiral mainspring—features that every- 
one has imitated and no one has equalled. 

Write us for information about the new Savage Model 1903. 

SAVAGE ARMS CO., 5412 Savage Avenue, UTICA, N.Y. 
Manufacturers of High Power and Small Calibre Sporting Rifles: Automatic Pistols and Ammunition. 

THE GUN WITH A CONSCIENCE 
Absolutely Never Shoots Loose 

Prices $25.00 to $1,000 Net 

ASK FOR OUR ART CATALOG 

| The Hunter Arms Co., Inc. 29 Hubbard St., Fulton, 
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Right here some one will ask ‘‘why?,” the 
matter not being quite clear to them in view 
of the fact that several rifles are advertised 
as featherweights. But are they real feather- 
weights? In my opinion, hardly. But first 
let us see if a featherweight rifle can be said 
to properly represent the ideal in deer rifles. 
Back in granddad’s day, you know, they 
killed deer, and plenty of them, with the long, 
heavy, muzzle-loading rifles. But in those 
days, let us remember, deer were far more 
plentiful than in most sections at present, 
and it was not such a t.-esome task to carry 
around a heavy rifle the: when following the 
mowitch trail as at present, where, in many 
localities, the hunter may hunt with greatest 
care for days, or even wee s, without sighting 
a deer. Now to carry a heavy rifle for a day 
or so, or, often as was the case in the days 
when deer were more plentiful, for little more 
than a few hours, and carrying one for days 
at a stretch without sighting the game sought, 
are two widely different propositions. If 
game were as plentiful and as easily found, 
and as readily approached as in the old days, 
weight, range power, and a dozen other im- 
portant matters inseparable from the ideal 
deer rifle, would have little bearing in the 
matter. 

With the passing of the old heavy muzzle- 
loader, which many, no doubt, found the 
ideal deer rifle (just as many, perhaps, can 
select one from the many rifles of to-day that 
they will find ideal for deer hunting) came 
the single shot breech loader with the repeat- 
ing rifle following closely behind. But from 
among all these, many of them excellent 
rifles as we will all readily admit, were there 
any of them that the majority would consider 
as the ideal deer rifle for present-day con- 
ditions? Hardly. There isn’t a man living 
who admires the “‘old reliables,”’ such as the 
single shot Sharps, Ballards, Remingtons (rol- 
ling block or Hepburn models) and the later 
Winchester single shot, which has outlived 
them all, more than I do. And I can say the 
same concerning many features to be found 
about the best of the black powder repeating 
rifles such as the °73 model Winchester (still 
being made), the Old Centennial Winchester, 
the °86 model, the *81 model Marlins, and 
several others. However well they may have 
served their owners in their day, compara- 
tively few would be able to find one among 
them that he would call the ideal deer rifle 
for to-day. Why? (Before answering this 
question, the reader is requested to bear in 
mind that of the old rifles mentioned, I am 
not considering any of those that have been 
adapted to handle modern high-power smoke- 
less ammunition). I think that if the matter 
were put to a vote, the majority would say 

- that all of these, and other rifles of their day, 
were too heavy—or at least would be for 
deer hunting to-day. 

But, it may be argued, there are many rifles 
to be had using modern ammunition far 
lighter than any mentioned above, and from 
among these rifles surely one, at least, can 
be found that will be light enough to come 
within the specifications of the ideal deer 
rifle. 

With the appearance of every new rifle, 

nearly, we have noticed a reduction in weight, 
but not in a single instance has this reduction 
been as great as it could and I believe should 
have been. Take the old ’73 model Winches- 
ter as an example using the .44-40 cartridge. 
The Colt people in producing their Lightning 
model rifle for this cartridge cut over two 
pounds off the ’73 model and this Colt used 
a barrel two inches longer than that of the 
famous °73 model. Then the Marlin came 
along with their 88, ’89 and later, °94 models 
for the same cartridge, and, I think, these 
lightweight Marlin and Colt rifles paved the 
way for a lighter Winchester in this caliber, 
notably the 92 model. While this reduction 
in weight, to be found in all the rifles men- 
tioned over the heavier ’73 model Winchester, 
was a move in the right direction, it was not 
accompanied by any undesirable results—the - 
lighter guns shot just as accurately as the 
heavier one, while ninety-nine men out of a 
hundred without doubt preferred the lighter 
weight arms to the heavier. Among these 
men could be found many that considered 
some of these lightweight .44’s the ideal deer 
rifle simply due to the light weight, symmetri- 
cal form and ease of manipulation. But, in 
my opinion, not one of the rifles mentioned 
represented the lightest weight possible in 
the .44 caliber, for the weight, and bulk as 
well, could have been materially reduced 
without in any way detracting from the good 
shooting qualities of the rifles under discus- 
sion. 

But let’s come down to rifles of the .30-30 
class and see if we can find something among 
them that properly represents the ideal deer 
rifle. Probably seventy-five per cent. of deer 
hunters would agree that among rifles of the 
.30-30 class more of these rifles would be 
found in the hands of deer hunters than any 
others. Also that among these deer hunters, 
many would be also found who would care 
for nothing lighter than some of the light- 
weight Winchesters or Marlins, or the Savage 
(so-called) featherweights. Regardless of this, 
however, I firmly believe that the majority 
among these shooters would choose rifles of 
lighter weight shooting cartridges of the.30-30 
class provided such arms were offered them. 
Remember that I am considering hunters 
who have hunted for years in various local- 
ities under varying conditions—men_ who 
know, from actual experience, exactly what it 
is to hunt day after day in deep snow, up and 
down, and along steep mountain sides—men 
who know what it means to cross deep, 
rocky canyons, work their way through thick 
brush, over wind-falls, along mountain sides 
slippery with ice—men who know from long 
experience that under these conditions the 
lightest weight rifle, provided its good shoot- 
ing qualities are not sacrificed thereby, will 
be none too light. And while I am not put- 
ting up rifles of the .30-30 class as represent- 
ing the best that can be produced for deer 
shooting, at the same time I desire to impress 
this point firmly on the reader’s mind; that 
such rifles are undoubtedly used more for 
such hunting; that more deer hunters find 
their ideal deer rifle among rifles of this class 
than among any other sizes, but also tha 
rifles of the .30-30 class are not made in the 

Pe Poneman Gromattalima 6 
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The .32-40 High Power factory cartridges sell for 
$34.20 net per thousand. Ly reloading the same 
shells with factory primers, factory bullets and the 
same powder charge, your expense is $13.46; 

You save $20.74 on 1000 cartridges. 
The .32-40 low power smokeless factory cartridges 

cost $28.80 per thousand; when you reload, your 
expense is only $11.31, making a saving of $17.49. 
Factory .32-40 smokeless short range cartridges cost 
$25.20 per thousand; by reloading your shells, they 
cost you only $7.65 per thousand. Make your own 
bullets and you have 1000 short range cartridges 
for $3.80. 

You wouldn’t throw away your pipe after smoking 
it oncc; you waste money if you throw away your 
expensive high-grade shells without reloading. 

FREE—The Ideal Hand Book tells all about the 
tools and methods for reloading all standard rifle, 
pistol and shotgun ammunition; 160 pages of prac- 
tical information for shooters. Mailed free to any 
shooter interested enough to send three stamps 
postage to 

The Marlin Firearms Co. 
67 Willow Street New Haven, Conn. 

$12.50 
. Sora. :. 

$25.00 

Hard Wood 

Bun Cabinet 
Height, 70 inches. Depth, 12 inches. 

Width, 28 inches. 

If interested, write for our special Gun Cabinet 
Catalog. 

Send us your address for our Illustrated 
Gun Catalog. 

THE H. H. KIFFE CoO., 

525 Broadway 

Mission Finish 

New York 

I’s a oben bea 
Gun for Ducks! 

This 12-gauge Warf/iz repeater 
handles fast and with great ac- 
curacy —shoots close and hits 
hard — brings down ducks 
cleanly atlong ranges. Built 
so you can use heavy trap 
and duck loads without discom- 
fort. Easy to load and unload. 

It’s the one best all-around 
gun—for ducks, geese, foxes, 
for trap shooting and all small 
game—and the safest 
breech-loading gun built. 

No. 28A12-Ga. © 

$24.00 12-16-20 Gauge 
16 or 20-Ca: 

light Weight Hammerless 
$25.50 Repeating 

Shotguns 

They have Solid Top—a 
thick steel wall of protection 
that also keeps out rain, 
snow, dirt, leaves, twigs and 

sand. Side Ejection (away 
from your face and eyes). 
Matted Barrel—a great con- 
venience in quick sighting— 
costs extra on any other 
standard grade pump gun. 
Press-Button Cartridge Re- 

lease—to remove loaded cartridges 
quickly from magazine. Double 
Extractors — they pull any shell. 
Six quick shots (5 in 20 Ga.) 
Quick Take-Down — for conven- 
ientcarryingandcleaning. Trigger 
and Hammer Safety —a double 
guard against accidental firing. 
Solid Steel Breech — the receiver 
absolutely sclid steel at rear as well 
asontop. Ask your dealer! 

With Visible Hammer—12, 16, 20 
Gauges, Solid Top, side ejection, 
matted barrel,take-down, etc. , $21.60. 

Select the right gun! Send 3c postage 
for new big catalogue of all Harlin 
repeating rifles and shotguns. 

Tie Matlin Firearms ©, 
67 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 
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real featherweight form and, if I am to write 
of the ideal deer rifle—the subject striking 
me as being very appropriate at this season 
for this department—as I see it, it will be to 
write of that which is not within reach but 
which well might be, and I sincerely trust 
may be, at no far distant date. 

In this article I trust that I may express 
myself plainly without doing any manufac- 
turer any injustice. There is not a rifle I have 
mentioned I have not at some time defended 
in many ways, or that I am not ready to 
champion in future, if attacked at all points 
and ridden over rough shod by the heartless 
critic; and yet to write of the ideal rifle as 
I see it plainly outlined in the not far distant 
future I am compelled to reiterate that from 
the many desirable rifles offered us, not one 
can be found to adequately represent the real 
featherweight which is simply due to the fact 
that none of them have been built on a 
featherweight foundation. 

I wonder if the reader will agree with me 
when I say that when the real featherweight 
rifle appears, it will be made to handle a rim- 
less cartridge? And yet I firmly believe that 
if we are ever to have the real featherweight 
rifle it will have to be made for such a cart- 
ridge, for to produce a real featherweight we 
will have to come down to splitting hairs. 
First a rimless cartridge of suitable dimen- 
sions; then we will be able to lay a found- 
ation on which to make the real featherweight 
rifle to handle it. 

As the ideal in deer rifles, when it is found, 
will, in my opinion, be found in the real 
featherweight, it will at once be apparent that 
for me to write of the ideal deer rifle as I see 
it will be to write of rifles of the lightest 
weight possible to handle a cartridge power- 
ful enough for such game. And this rifle, 
though the lightest weight permissible, must 
not be so light as to give anything but the 
most accurate results. Now here is about 
what I think some enterprising manufacturer 
might well consider—in fact I think there is 
reason to believe that at least one manu- 
facturer is now considering this matter— 
and that is the manufacture of a repeating 
rifle to handle a .25 caliber rimless cartridge, 
this cartridge to use a bullet of 100 grains in 
weight and to have a velocity of not less than 
2500 f.s.—preferably 3000 f.s.—the bullet to 
be of the spitzer type, of course, but to be so 
constructed that it will hold together better 
than some after entering an animal which 
would insure better penetration without ex- 
cessive mutilation though mushrooming suffi- 
ciently to give plenty of shocking power. The 
gun should be of the box-magazine type 
holding four or five cartridges. This type of 
magazine would permit of a thin receiver 
which would be preferred by the writer to a 
thicker one that necessarily exists when a 
cylindrical or double column magazine is 
used. And this magazine could, and I think 
should be of the detachable type like the 
Winchester self-loading rifles, while the gun 
should have pivoted at the proper place a 
finger lever to permit of rapid manipulation 
when desired. If we cannot have a real 

featherweight, however, in the lever action 
type, then let it be a bolt action though this 

type should slow it down 50 per cent. Buta 
featherweight first, last and all the time; 
and by featherweight I mean a rifle to weigh 
exactly five pounds and no more. This will 
seem like going to extremes to many, I am 
well aware, but before being too positive 
about this matter let us consider the subject 
a little further. 

About the first thing some will say will be 
that such a lightweight rifle would have far 
too much recoil to be accurate. Now I am 
going to make a few statements that will be 
nothing more than close guessing but I am 
pretty sure that should the real featherweight 
ever appear, this guessing can be demon- 
strated a fact. Do you know of any 1ifles 
made more accurate than rifles using the .280 
Ross or .30 Springfield cartridges? And 
all guns using either of these cartridges 
develop a pretty healthy recoil simply due 
to the fact that for cartridges of such power 
the rifles are comparatively light. But wait: 
Are these guns lighter in proportion to the 
power of cartridges used than would be in 
the case of the featherweight deer rifle we 
are considering when using the cartridge that 
has been suggested for it? In my opinion the 
featherweight would not develop as disagree- 
able recoil, considering weight, as would the 
rifles using the Ross or Springfield cartridges. 

In producing a rimless cartridge of the 
smallest possible dimensions for our feather- 
weight we will be enabled to use smaller parts 
for the mechanism as well as a smaller re- 
ceiver. And this smaller receiver will enable 
us to use a less bulky butt-stock and fore- 
arm, the net result being a gun considerably 
lighter and less bulky than the lightest now 
within reach handling cartridges that could 
properly be ysed in our ideal deer rifle. 

In any of the extra lightweights, or so- 
called featherweights, none of the guns prop- 
erly represent the lightest weight possible, or 
desirable, simply due to the fact that the 
guns originally were designed for longer and 
heavier barrels: also for rimmed cartridges. 
By fitting with shorter and lighter barrels a 
lighter rifle was produced, but did all this 
result in a properly proportioned arm? Hardly. 
One could go into details concerning this 
matter, but it is really unnecessary as anyone 
can settle the matter for himself by merely 
reflecting a bit, after which he will agree that 
the real featherweight can never be produced 
by building on any existing foundation. 

That a rifle of the .30-30 class weighing as 
little as 514 pounds can be produced and give 
satisfactory results, I know for a certainty. 
Mr. Frank M. Woods, a writer on fire-arms 
topics, whose name has often appeared in the 
sportsmen’s magazines, has reduced the weight 
of a .30-30 Winchester carbine to 514 pounds. 
The gun has been in my possession for some 
time now, and while the gun is only in fair 
second-hand condition, and my experience 
with it has been limited to a few trials at the 
target and the killing of one deer, I am as 
positive as can be that one of these guns with 
barrel in first-class condition, worked down to 
this weight, could be made to show as good 
groups as the regular weight carbine. And to 
produce a real featherweight for the cart- 
ridge I have suggested, which would be but 
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World’s Record for Tournament Shooting made by Lester S. ] 
German with 499 x 500, and 647 x 650 on all 16 yd. targets, 
including practice day with runs of 372 and,149 straight at the 
Westy Hogans at Atlantic City, Sept. 15 to 17, 1915. 

Winner of Professional Average—Lester S. German, with 499 x 500 
Winner of Amateur Average Woolfolk Henderson, with 493 x 500 
Third, Amateur Average — — — Allen Heil with 485x500 

Winner Double Championship—Woolfolk Henderson, 86 x 50 pairs 
Second in Double Championship—Guy V. Deering, 85 x 50 pairs 
Third in Double Championship — — Allen Heil, 84x 50 pairs 

Sousa Trophy—Won by Woolfolk Henderson, with 100 straight. 

M k W ld’ Shanley Trophy—Won by Allen Heil with 99 x 100 and 19 on the 
a es or Ss shoot-off 

Record Tied Westy Hogans Trophy— 
Allen Heil, with 100 straight. 
National 18 yd. Champion- 
at won by Allen Heil, 97x 

In addition to the above, 
Parker Guns figured promi- ° 
nently in the winning of many 
other high places. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 
N. Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. | 

It's a Wonderful Gun 
For Penetration Power 
The material in barrels and our wonderful 

system of taper boring means that the 

LEFEVER 3% 
will not only last longer, but will give you better 
shooting than'you can get for the money any other $25 U List 
way. For field, traps and blind. & P Price 

If your’ dealer cannot supply you, we will sell you 
direct. We want to convince you that it does not 
pay to buy acheap gun. 

Write today for Catalog and 

tell us your requirements. 

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, 
203 Maltbie Street - -:+ = Syracuse, N.Y. 
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one-half pound less, would place within our 

reach a dainty little rifle which many would 

adopt at once as the ideal deer rifle. By 

loading with reduced loads, it could easily be 
made the all-round rifle we hear so much 
about. 

While neither Mr. Woods nor myself are 

satisfied to call this little .30-30 carbine a real 
featherweight, at the same time it is a strong 
hint of what might well be, and what we both 
think, should be. Let the manufacturer pro- 
duce a five-pound featherweight to handle a 
cartridge such as has been suggested; let this 
gun prove as accurate as I firmly believe it 
would be and I think the question you have 
asked,. ‘‘What is the Ideal Deer Rifle?’ will 
have been answered. Once accustomed to 
shooting such a lightweight arm, the hunter 
would find deer hunting under the most 
difficult conditions a pleasure compared to 
former experiences where, at best, it was but 
heart-breaking work to worry along for many 
weary hours with a much heavier but in no 
way more effective rifle in pursuit of the 
elusive mowitch, the landing of which con- 
stitutes the best of all sports when same can 
be accomplished without undue exertion, 
which is inseparable from an unnecessarily 
heavy rifle. 

Since writing the foregoing I notice that I 
have overlooked several important points, 
one of them being whether the suggested 
featherweight rifle shall, or shall not have a 
hammer. If it should be a lever action I 
should strongly urge that it be a hammer 
gun, but if it must be a bolt action then let 
it have a cocking piece same as the high- 
power Remington-Lee arranged to be carried 
with sear in a safety notch. This will be all 
the safety arrangement the majority of us 
would care for, I think. From the above the 
reader will understand that I do not fancy a 
hammerless gun. Perhaps this is due to long 
use of guns of the hammer type causing all 
others to seem lacking when devoid of the 
outside and always convenient hammer. 

Thus far I have only considered a rifle that 
many of us would like to have, provided such 
an arm was procurable. Perhaps to answer 
the question embodied in the heading of this 
article the best deer rifle that can now be had 
should be considered. Possibly if one had 
never used but one or two different rifles for 
deer hunting, it would be an easier matter to 
dispose of this subject, but when one has used 
so many different makes, models and calibers, 

and has found so many of these that were so 
satisfactory for deer shooting except the, to 
the writer, objectionable weight, the question 
becomes then one more difficult to handle. If 
we should ask of a dozen different hunters 
with experience, ““What is the best Deer Rifle?” 
I fancy that we would have at least two 
dozen conflicting answers. My summing up 
of the matter will be something like this: (if 
answering the question to-morrow, however, 
the opinion then handed out might, and 
probably would, differ somewhat from the 
one here given—a crank will change his mind 
slightly on short notice, sometimes), the best 
deer rifle is the one the shooter has found 
from_ experience to have proven the most 
satisfactory under the most conditions under 
which he has hunted deer. I have always 
taken the position that in the hands of the 
average hunter, the .30-30, or some other 
caliber of approximately its power, will come 
nearer giving universal satisfaction as a deer 
rifle than any others. In many localities, 
where long shots will be the exception, I 
could get along for deer shooting, very well 
with a .38-40 or .44-40 °92 model Winchester, 
while if exiled in the wilderness, an °86 model 
Winchester carbine, either .45-70 or a .45-90; 
with the indispensible Ideal reloading tools, 
unlimited primers, a keg of Du Pont No. 1, a 
gunny sack full of lead, a hunk of tin, and an 
absolute certainty of .all sportsmens’ maga- 
zines being kept out of my reach, I would 
feel that I was fixed for any kind of game and 
in a fair way to follow the hunters’ trail, 
contentment to the end., 
Now for a few concluding remarks: If 

tying to one gun—no more and no less—for 
the ideal deer rifle for my personal use, and 
there was absolutely no prospect of the real 
featherweight some of us would have, if we 
could have our way in the matter, then I 
should have made to order an extra light 
1894 model Winchester, .30-30 caliber, 22-inch 
round barrel, full magazine, carbine butt, 
open sights. With this gun in my hands I 
would have the gun for deer hunting, and with 
the reduced loads I should turn out with the: 
indispensable Ideal tools, a gun that would 
also answer for the smaller game when in the- 
mowitch districts. This gun is light, handy 
and powerful enough, as reliable as a repeater 
can be, and, as intimated above, would be the. 
one gun now obtainable I could tie to and be. 
satisfied with better than any other one gun, 
now within reach. 

i 
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KING IDEAL ‘‘COLD” BEAD, Price $1.25. Postpaid. 
Made for ALL ARMS. ;;”’ or #;’’ Beads. This sight 
has a perfect bead but made circular in form preventing it’s 
catching in brush or scabbard. Has braced blade and base 
and STEEL CENTERS in the beads. 
Made for Ross, Remington, Winchester, Savage, Marlin, 
and all other rifles, revolvers or pistols having a movable 
front sight. 
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EICHT COMBINATION FLAT TOP SPORTING REAR 
SIGHT: Price $1.25. Postpaid. Made for all stand- 
ard rifies and carbines. Adjustable reversible 
disc has four sighting notches. Black side for regular shoot- 
ing and the white diamond for twilight shooting. 

: Triple Bead Front Sight. Price $1.50 

Postpaid. This sight has three separate 
beads, Ivory, Gold, and Black. Instantly 
changed for any condition of light or back- 

==——___ ground. Catalogue “‘R”’ of over 100 other KING 
SIGHTS and ‘ Modern Sights for Modern Arms’ FREE. 

D. W. KING, P.0. 399, Denver, Colo., U S.A. 
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The .405 Winchester as a Big Game oa. and 
some facts concerning others 

‘“‘Reader”’ 

ERHAPS no other sporting rifle of 
American manufacture has been used 
to so large an extent upon the big 

game of this continent as the Winchester 
repeating rifle of 1895 model and of .405 
caliber. The .50 1906 government cartridge 
when adapted to either this model of sporting 
rifle or to the model 1903 New Springfield, 
rechambered for the more modern form of 
ammunition, has been used on big quadrupeds 
of this country in their wild state; but this 
latter caliber is in use more by those sports- 
men who by reason of their blind craze for 
the tiny pointed missile jerked from a rifle 
at intensely high velocity and depending upon 
this high speed for the killing qualities of the 
bullet. 

The 150-grain spitzer bullet used in the 
model *95 Winchester in the ’06 cartridge has 
proven an absolute fraud so far as game- 
getting is concerned and though this ammuni- 
tion has been praised times without number 
by hunters of supposedly world-wide experl- 
ence as a sure killer for “anything that wears 
hair,’ etc., until many hunters, who had 
formerly found arms of more staid per- 
formance, perfectly satisfactory on game, 
were persuaded into parting with their big 
game rifles of proven merit and investing 
in one of these high-speed wonders, whose 
deeds in the hunting field have existed, to 
the best of the writer’s knowledge at least, in 
print only. I venture to say that not one of 
ten hunters, using the modern full-jacketed 
spitzer bullets to-day can state honestly that 
they can rely upon this form of ammunition 
to surely, and without fail, bring home the 
bacon. When it comes to going after the 
harmless deer the ordinary user of the Cross- 
man-endorsed pointed bullet, speeded up by 
huge charges of pyro, will venture into the 
woods in the open season and blaze away at 
his game, sometimes landing his venison 
oftentimes not. In the case of the big game 
of America, however, the case has usually 
proved itself somewhat different to the writer’s 
knowledge at least, and I have yet to see the 
experienced and seasoned hunter go after the 
huge grizzly of the Rockies with a gun 
chambered for the model 1906 ammunition 
using the light 150-gr. full jacketed bullet. 
It may be that the reason for this backward- 
ness on the part of the above-mentioned 
‘seasoned’ hunter is on account of his in- 
sensibility to “‘progress’” in ammunition or 
rather on account of his distrust of the diving- 
in-and-out military ammunition. We 
wonder. 

Man, as he exists to-day, is perhaps the 
easiest killed in proportion to his growth of 
any living form of life and when we consider 
the fact that in modern warfare in which 
the only type of ammunition used is the 
sharp point jacketed bullet the number of 

deaths resulting in proportion to the number 
of rifle shots fired is absurdly low, we can see 
just about where the modern “‘spitzer’ bullet 
stands when used on heavier and more resis- 
tive-to-death forms of animal life. It is an 
absolute fact that a small deer is more 
tenacious of life than is a khaki-clad soldier, 
and when we have proof positive that in the 
recent fiasco in Mexico many of the Latins 
shot through the lungs actually smoked 
cigarettes five minutes after receiving the 
wound, while waiting for surgical attention 
and finally recovered in good shape, it should 
put claims as to the sure-killing qualities of 
modern full jacketed light pointed bullets (I 
am not touching the question of soft-nose 
bullets of the pointed type), even when driven 
at the highest possible velocities, forever on 
the shelf. 
From my own somewhat lengthy experi- 

ences with ammunition of the high velocity 
type, using bullets of light weight pointed 
persuasion, I am convinced once and for all 
that the only claim to attention on the part 
of this style of ammunition is the inexplica- 
able diving propensities of the bullet. As a 
clean sure explosive killer the light bullet is a 
fraud but at times the 159-gr. service .30 
caliber spitzer by reason of its strange action 
—its turning and _ going-off-in-all-directions 
performance through the body of the game— 
has actually landed the bacon under cireum- 
stances similar to those in which soft-nose 
bullets failed. But the general performance 
of the spitzer full jacketed bullet with the 
writer has been disastrous, and I will never 
again trust my chances into the keeping of 
such treacherous ammunition and would 
much rather depend upon the killing effects 
of a .45-70-500 loaded with black powder 
even though the trajectory of this cartridge 
is fearfully high and the powder is of the 
‘charcoal’ type. My slogan from henceforth 
will run something after this fashion—‘‘Better 
a one ounce slug at slow speed than a full 
jacketed lightweight with its high velocity 
and erractic performance.” All of those who 
read these lines will not agree with me. Many 
will be the condemnations of this article and 
many times will my theories (?) be trampled 
in the dust and my experiences scorned as 
being unworthy of consideration. 

I am firmly convinced that as things stand 
to-day the good old .30-40 with its 220-gr. 
bullet driven at an approximate velocity of 
2.000 ft. secs. is much superior to the .30 ’06 
U.S. Govt. using the 150-gr. full jacketed 
spitzer provided, of course, the Krag bullet 
is of the soft-nosed type. I have killed game 
with the .30-40 at ranges which would be an 
eye-opener to many, though this cartridge is 
rapidly becoming a very obsolete proposition, 
owing to the fanaticism produced by the 
many crusades carried on by those high 
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velocity artists who have an axe or maybe 
two or three axes to grind. 

The high velocity rifle when loaded with 
soft-nose jacketed bullets has not proved 
satisfactory to the writer in the big game 
field for the simple reason that none of these 
bullets are of sufficient weight to give the 
desired shocking effect on some of the tougher 
species of American game, the heavier bullet 
the slower velocity and as yet no bullet 
weighing anywhere in the neighborhood of 
300 grains has been loaded to give a velocity 
of 2,900 to 3,000 ft. secs. and if so loaded 
would produce a recoil which would make the 
arm almost unusable. I must needs stick to 
the nearest approach to what I consider the 
best big game cartridge, not necessarily rifle, 
now on the American market—the .405 Win- 
chester. 

This arm has drawbacks, it has quite a re- 
coil, the rifle handling this cartridge is not 
laid down on beautiful lines, the box magazine 
makes the rifle very awkward to carry at 
‘trail’ and the method of breech-locking is 
undeniably at fault and I have had trouble 
times without number when using ammuni- 
tion the shells of which had been fired in this 
gun, owing to the fact that the breech bolt 
has an undesirable amount of rearward play 
at the instant of explosion and as a result the 
shells are stretched sufficiently lengthwise to 
make the using of these same shells again in 
this arm a mighty hard proposition at times. 
Altogether, however, taking into consider- 
ation the big gun’s sure killing power, it 
inflicts wounds on the biggest game which 
surely anchors them if they be struck any- 
where fairly, the splendid sights with which 
this model can be equipped—my rifle has a 
Lyman receiver sight with wind gauge and a 
Sheard bead front—and the speed of fire of 
which the gun is capable I am willing right off 
the reel to take this rifle for hunting trips after 
the biggest and most dangerous of game. 

This rifle is seen to its best advantage at 
ranges under 300 yards and it will anchor 
such game as moose with a certainty at this 
range usually found lacking in other arms of 
my acquaintance with the possible exception 
of the .280 Ross which is not however adapted 
to ammunition using soft-nose bullets and this 
article deals only with the action of bullets 

either full jacketed or soft point. The accur- 
acy of the .405 is practically in the class of the 
.280—about five-inch groups at 100 yards— 
and using carefully hand-loaded ammunition 
the accuracy of the Winchester can be 
appreciably bettered. The heavy recoil of the 
.405 places this-arm out of the strictly target 
rifle class and we must not lose sight of the 
fact that Roosevelt’s lion gun is meant for 
something more strenuous than punching 
holes in paper targets or boring through the 
easiest killed of ‘‘animals’’—man. 

In the recent revolution down Mexico way 
I bad the comparative killing effects of the 
.30-1906 and the .405 Winchester brought in 
a particular manner to my attention. Madero’s 
troops had suffered a severe musketry fire all 
day from their dusky enemies and one poor 
young Mexican was_ brought in on a stretcher 
shot through the lungs with a .405. The 
whole chest cavity had been torn to shreds 

and though the mangled flesh still held the 
spark of that we call life, still it was plain 
that his case was a hopeless one and indeed 
he died inside of a few minutes after being 
brought into his lines. 

It appeared that the unfortunate young 
man had engaged in a rifle duel with an 
enemy soldier who was armed as we after-, 
wards ascertained, with a .405 Winchester— 
much battered in outward form but still a 
.405 and possessing all the deadly power 
peculiar to this arm—and hidden behind a 
boulder 100 yards distant had opened fire 
upon Madero’s youthful soldier who was 
armed with an American Springfield obtained 
from the Lord knows where. He of the .405 
missed at the first shot and at the responsive 
“crack”? of the American military rifle the 
owner of the .405 received a 150-gr. service 
spitzer square through the lungs. Replying, 
however, without delay he succeeded in catch- 
ing his enemy through the chest with the re- 
sult as told above. The man toting the .405 
was captured, and after being brought into 
the enemies’ lines and treated with all the 
rough surgery obtainable, ultimately recover- 
ed in fair shape though will doubtless carry a 
scarred lung all the remaining days of his 
natural life, that is if he is not finished off 
before by a Mauser. 

Much has been said on the respective merits 
of big game rifles as regards their game getting 
merits but a rifle, which can send a bullet 
cleanly through the lungs of a man at a range 
of slightly over 100 yards without killing or 
doing other than for the present incapacital- 
ing the recipient of the light high velocity 
bullet can hardly be depended upon to regular- 
ly kill—not maim—the tough-grained big 
game of this continent all of which possess 
greater vitality and greater resistive powers 
than mere man, the latter type of animal 
life being a comparatively easily killed animal 
and is actually excelled in resistive powers and 
tenacity to life by the humblest of the small 
game—the woodchuck. Before a howl of 
disagreement arises from those of the readers 
who may not have made a point of looking 
into these things and therefore are not 
qualified to judge allow me to ask. Did you 
-ever see a groundhog beat it across the field 
bearing in his chest cavity a 170-gr. .30-30 
bullet, as has the writer, the said woodchuck 
running for thirty yards or more with this 
wound which would have laid a man down 
and out at the crack of the gun? 
A moose, shot through the paunch, stumb- 

bled, ran for about three yards and dropped 
dead—this with the .405. A fellow sports- 
man hunting in the same neighborhood with 
that invention or misinvention of the Evil One 
—the .22 Hi-Power Savage—sighting a big 
antlered moose at a range of about 200 yards 
caught his game through the chest with the 
70-gr. pointed soft-nose bullet. The moose, 
though carrying at least a severe surface 
wound, made off and though two more shots 
were sent from the “Imp” at his retreating 
form he was not secured on that trip. Next 
day, armed with a gun of more power—in 
this case a .30-30 Savage—we tracked the 
moose for about a mile and finally sighted 
him about 150 yards distant. My friend fired 
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and at the report the big fellow staggered a 
few steps, .lifted his head and fell over. In- 
vestigation proved that the three-shot bom- 
bardment from the .22 Hi-Power in the hands 
of my friend the day before had produced a 
nastily messed-up surface wound in the 
moose’s chest, but the lack of penetrative 
powers had prevented the immediate anchor- 
ing or killing of this tough-grained big game. 
I may add that my chum now hunts moose 
with a .303 Savage and depends upon the 
heavy bullet of this caliber to secure good 
penetration on the shoulders, chest or paunch 
of any such animals. He was duly urged by the 
the author to pin his faith to a.405, but after 
a few trials my friend’s shoulder uttered a 
convincing protest against the recoil and the 
.oO3 model 1899 is his future moose rifle. 
Certain it is that this latter rifle will be much 
superior to the .22 Hi-Power for such big 
game, notwithstanding the fact that the .405 
would have been a better choice still. 

I have used the .405 upon mountain sheep 
with excellent results and have killed all of 
those animals whose heads now mounted 
adorn my “‘den”’ walls at ranges well over two 
hundred yards and sometimes over gullies 
and canyons so that the distance could not 
ye accurately gauged in order to adjust the 

sights properly. Under all these circum- 
stances the heavy-kicking rifle behaved with 
perfect uniformity and only in two instances 
out of the eleven sheep I have killed did one 
need more than one shot to do the business 
and I have seen these animals take five and 
six shots from a .30-30 and still not get knock- 
ed off their feet, this at a comparatively short 
range of about one hundred and fifty yards 
at which range the .30-30 is most deadly. 

At ranges over three hundred yards the 
.405 Winchester loses its velocity rapidly and 
the powerful punch at the three-hundred 
yard mark is absent at the 500-yard range, 
owing to blunt form of bullet which retains 
its even speed of flight but indifferently. 

All things taken into consideration, however, 
I will pin my faith to the powerful three-hun- 
dred yard striking energy of my .405 with 
its heavy soft nose-bullet rather than to any 
of the so-called ‘“‘modern’”’ cartridges loaded 
with light full jacketed bullets of the “‘spitzer”’ 
type. Experience is truly a teacher and I 
have learned from this source of information 
not to jump at all things found in print until 
such claims for certain guns and ammunition 
have been justified by events. How many of 
our 1915 class of guns are going to stand up 
under the test? We wonder. 

Some Random Hints 
H. G. Rigley 

The Proper Length eta for a Sporting 
Rifle 

T is sometimes well to remember that the 
days of Samuel Boone, Simon Kenton 
and Hawkins are over and to grasp the 

wholesome fact that while men of those days 
used and found perfectly satisfactory rifles 
with a length of barrel somewhere around 40 
inches in length, we as having benefitted by 
the improvement in modern rifles and ammu- 
nition can gain all the accuracy, range and 
killing power from our rifles with barrels 
forty per cent. shorter than those of the 
ancient squirrel rifles. 

It 1s strongly indicated that the barrel of a 
modern sporting rifle should be under no 
circumstances longer than twenty-six inches. 
Any additional length is only so much super- 
fluous hardware which deadens the balance 
of the whole arm, increases the weight and in 
nowise makes the rifle capable of any greater 
accuracy for all practical purposes than an 
arm fitted with a barrel of same proportions. 
True the modern repeaters are somewhat 
muzzle light as they are placed on the market 
to-day but better this feature than a hunting 
rifle with a 30-inch heavy barrel weighing in 
the morning when starting out for the day’s 
hunt something like séven and _ one-half 
pounds but weighing more like seventeen and 
one-half pounds when hungry and footsore 
we homeward (“‘campward”’ in this case) drag 
our weary way as the dusk deepens. 

The 20-inch barrel of the .22 Hi-Power 
Savage brings out practically all the accuracy 
of which this cartridge is capable and it is 
doubtful whether the accuracy of this gun 
would be in any way benefitted by an increase 
in barrel length though of course the velocity 
would be raised approximately 25 ft. secs. for 
every additional inch of barrel up to the 
point where the limit of the cartridge’s 
velocity is reached. 

Sweaty Hands As A Means of Rusiing 
Firearms 

Did you ever notice after you have entered 
the shop of any of our large gun stores and 
have mauled over the racks of rifles, bringing 
down a .d2 Special here and a .35 Winchester 
there and maybe lingering long over a .30 
Remington-UMC autoloader that the ob- 
sequious sales clerk while always polite and 
obliging to the point of servility will usually 
receive the gun from your hands and before 
placing the same back on the racks will wipe 
over the entire outer surface of the arm with 
either a greasy rag or what is likely to be a 
piece of chamois saturated in good oil of the 
**Three-In-One”’ variety. ; 

It can be taken as a solid fact that there is 
no surer means of rusting the outside surface 
of a fine rifle shotgun or revolver than by 
putting away said arms after they have been 
mauled by various hands without first giving 
the outer surface a thorough wiping with an 

ey 
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oil-soaked piece of chamois. This is the 
wrinkle of the dealer and it is worth adopting 
by all shooters who love not that reddish 
tinge peculiar to the frames and barrels of 
guns handled long and closely by owners who 
sport sweaty paws and dream not of wiping 
off the salty, minute and invisible coating of 
moisture invariably remaining on the gun 
wherever the hands have come in contact 
with the metal. 

The above wheeze will preserve indefinitely 
the shiny blue factory polish of the finest rifles, 
revolvers or shotguns on barrel, frames cylin- 
der or butt-plate. 

The Rifle Butt Plate 
Let us all joyfully assemble at a double 

funeral—the interment of the 40-inch barrel 
and of that relic of barbarism—the rifle butt- 
plate. Sharp cornered and with that horrible 
swallow curved shape it has caught us jabs 
in the shoulder and prodded us in divers 
places until we are sick to death of the con- 
traption. 
The proper butt-plate for a modern sport- 

ing rifle should be of the steel shotgun type 
and checked with a good deep checking which 
prevents the stock slipping from the shoulder 
and should preferably be equipped with a trap 
for the containing of a small phial of ammonia, 
a tiny bottle of sperm oil and a pull-through, 
also spare patches. 

But no matter what ideas we may have as 
to checking trap-door etc. let us all unite 
and consign the sharp pointed rifle butt-plate 
to the scrap heap where it belongs with the 
Kentucky and Hawkins rifle upon which this 
form of adornment was first used. 

The Important Subject of Sights 
The fact that the stock American rifle as 

turned out for Mr. Common Shooter is equip- 
ped with a forky pronged rear sight and a 
hunk of metal of a golden hue for a front 
sight does not speak volumes for the good taste 
of the above-mentioned gentleman. The rear 
sight of this type has usually no adjustments 
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for windage and no micrometer adjustments 
at all for elevation, the ordinary step ladder 
freak method of raising the sight having been 
pronounced good enough by our American 
sporting rifle manufacturers for the use of 
the American and Canadian shooting public. 
This fact proves nothing except that the pur- 
chaser of a modern rifle has either to take 
sights of the standard variety and grub along 
as best he may or go to the trouble of con- 
vincing the wooden-headed hardware clerk 
that he requires something of a different 
nature. Such persuasion is usually productive 
of grave suspicion on the part of the said 
hardware staff from the boss who deals 
regularly in coal oil stoves and only sells per- 
haps five rifles in a twelve-month, down to 
the ten-year wielder of a broom in the shape 
of the errand boy who grins from ear to ear 
at the sight of such hard-to-pleaseness on the 
part of a would-be purchaser and _ plainly 
considers the hard to please one a fit subject 
for a mad-house. Plainly if we wish to get 
what we want in the line of sights it is best to 
apply either at the house of their manufacture 
or at some of the large houses in the cities who 
really sell guns and are sometimes open to 
conviction as to one’s requirements. 

The best combination possibly to be ob- 
tained in the line of sights for any of our 
modern sporting rifles is a small sized gold, 
ivory or silver front sight used in connection 
with either a Lyman or Marble tang or 
receiver peep sight, the Lyman people making 
only sights adapted for use on the receiver of 
rifles and with a wind gauge arrangement. 

Let us also dance at the fur.eral rites of the 
ordinary set of sights equipped on our stock 
rifles—Rocky Mountain front and sporting 
rear—and let us turn our faces towards some- 
thing a little better. 

Let us also dance at the funeral rites of the 
ordinary set of sights with which our stock 
rifles are equipped—Rocky Mountain front 
and sporting rear—and let us turn our faces 
towards something a little better in this age 
of progress. 

The author of “Another Back Number” again 
breaks into print 

A> Doo 

N a recent issue of this magazine the 
writer was criticised by a contributor 
for being in error as to some ballistic 

figures relative to the .44-40 and .30-30—I 
have been cleared by the editor of the depart- 
ment of mentioning a ‘‘.40-40” rifle, so that 
part of the program can be laid away. With 
reference to the ballistic figures, however, my 
gentle critic is correct. In the rush and hurry 
of writing the short contribution I must have 
played pranks with figures in the Winchester 
people’s table of ballistics and I herewith 

stand corrected, acknowledge the fault and 
will take more care possibly in future. 

As to the popularity of the .44-40 which 
came to us about 1873 and has long since 
outlived its usefulness I have no bone to pick 
with those hunters who prefer the .44 W.C.F. 
for modern hunting requirements in prefer- 
ence to many of the high power rifles on the 
market to-day. If they can bring home the 
deer with these ancient arms all the more to 
their credit but at the same time I cannot 
help admiring the conservative principles 
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rather than the good common sense of thes? 
sportsmen who are insensible to progress and 
who at a time when improvements have been 
mace both in guns and in ammunition shut 
their eyes to all reason and prefer to be guided 
by sentiment and the rule that ““what answer- 
ed the purpose; of grandpap ought to be good 
enough for me.” That the users of such 
rifles as the .44-40 are in this class stands 
without question. 

As to the .30-30. Asa strictly ceer rifle up to 
100 yards it willbe found fairly satisfactory and 
at any rate is undeserving of the calumny 
which has been heaped upon it in these 
columns as well as in other publications of 
a similar nature. It is not a suitable big game 
rifle, we all know this but those who own arms 
only of this caliber won’t accept the truth 
and will continue to use the rifle on the biggest 
game with usually disappointment. whereas 
if they had limited the game upon which the 
.30-30 was to be turned loose to at most, 
deer, the results would not be so terribly dis- 
appointing at any rate not so much failure 
will follow in the train of hunters using this 
combination of rifle and common sense as our 
critics would have us believe. 

With the .44 the case is vastly different. 
This rifle is not a suitable deer rifle at even 
the shortest range and should never be used 
on such game. A lucky shot and a kill has 
given Many a sportsman an utterly wrong 
idea of the arm’s killing power and even in 
the old days of ’73 when the first Winchester 
repeating rifle adapted to this cartridge made 
its appearance many were the hunters both 
here in the East and on Western plains who 
swore by arms possessing greater power and 
carrying greater charges of powder and lead. 
In that interesting book written by Alfred 
Henry Lewis entitled ““The Sunset Trail’ the 
statement appears referring to a party carry- 
ing a Ballard rifle . . .‘the Ballard attracted 
note in a land where every fool carried a 
Winchester and every wise man a Sharp’s. 
The “‘fool’s” gun in this case would have to 
be either the model 1873 Winchester.44-40 
or perhaps some of the earlier rim fire re- 
peaters, for example the °66 model. Mr. 
Masterson—the hero, “swore by’’ a Sharp’s. 

I have seen examples of the lack of killing 
power of the ancient .44 on so many occasions 
that it might be of interest to Mr. Lewis— 
my critic, not the author of the book men- 
tioned above, to have a few instances brought 
to his attention. 
My note book tells me that in the fall of 

1880 I made a shot at a Rocky Mountain 
goat which struck the animal between the 
shoulders and did not keep it from running 
off as fast as it could make the high places. 
I had but two cartridges left and after a 
heart-breaking piece of climbing I again came 
within shooting distance of the goat (the dis- 
tance might be one hundred and twenty-five 
yards) I fired and he jumped but did not fall. 
I aimed as carefully as I could at his fore- 
shoulder and pulled the trigger. Away went 
Billy and away went the writer—home to get 
more ammunition to again take up the chase 
as it went against my instincts to allow a 
wounded animal to get away, and besides I 
was in dire need of meat. Allow me at this 

juncture to state that the Rocky Mountain 
goat is not the sweetest-tasting morsel obtain- 
able, but in this case it was needed and I was 
very much vexed at allowing it to escape. 
To cut things short I made camp in good 
shape, obtained my needed cartridges and 
again took up the trail of the goat, or rather 
took up a blind chase in the most likely 
direction. I came up with Mr. Billy after 
two hours of the most agonizing piece of 
climbing I have ever endured. After a 
fusilade of nine shots, all of which struck in 
a supposedly vital spot, I secured my goat. 
Truly the .44-40 is a “‘popular’’ rifle with the 
writer at least. 

As a deer rifle it has had a sorry record as 
far as I am concerned.and I am of the opinion 
that more deer have escaped at the crack of 
this arm than from -al-the .30-30’s put to- 
gether. Three vears ago I had an opportunity 
to observe the wondrous shocking power of 
this rifle on a Northern Ontario deer, when a 
brother of the writer’s poured no less than 
seven shots at a buck inside of half an hour 
and if another hunter had not come on the 
scene with a .38-72 that deer though wounded 
might have been living to this day. Still 
more “‘popularity”’ coming to the .44-40. The 
shots that struck the above deer would have 
laid the animal out stiff had they been deliver- 
ed to the crack of an ordinary .30-30 and any 
one of the wounds would incline one 
to believe that it was sufficient to stop such a 
small animal. 

The writer owns a model ’73 Winchester .44 
but the rifle is not his deer gun. That place 
of honor is reserved to the .303 Savage, and 
the .30 1903 Winchester box magazine, the 
latter preferred. The old .44 is retained 
principally for sentiment’s sake but the deer 
of Northern Ontario will not have to pay the 
penalty by having such a game-wounder 
turned loose upon them. 

The rifle itself is rather a handsome arm, 
weighty and with a balance that seems good to 
afellow. In truth Ican say that I preter the 
balance of this gun to that of the .22 Hi-Power 
Savage—the most modern of sporting rifles 
with the exception of its mate, the .250-3,000 
made in a similar model with but slightly 
longer barrel and weighing approximately 
the same. The thick heavy barrel is rather 
a desirable feature according to my views, 
and on a repeater is a source of good balance 
not obtainable in certain of the later models 
of the same manufacture, for example the 
model *94. 

The accurate range of the .44-40 is from one 
hundred and fifty to possibly two hundred 
yards and the capabilities of the arm on the 
target at the various ranges will average 
about a four to four and one-half or even 
five-inch group at one hundred varas. It is 
plainly evident, therefore, that the accuracy 
of this rifle is not in the gilt-edge class and it 
is not adapted for fine target work any more 
than is the .30-30. The latter arm_ gives 
groups anywhere from four to five inches at 
the above distance of one hundred yards. 
The accuracy life of the model 1873 .44-40 
with the above limitations is endless, notwith- 
standing the fact that the arm must be 
cleaned from the muzzle, as a wooden clean- 
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ing rod can be used with resulting absolute 
absence of wear on the delicate muzzle. 

I wonder how many of the readers of this 
magazine have ever stopped to consider the 
improvement in firearms since the day when 
“every fool carried a Winchester and every 
wise man a Sharp’s.” In those days the 
manufacture of metallic ammunition was in 
its infancy and we had to take what the 
manufacturers had to give us. At date of 
writing the manufacture of ammunition as 
well as the firearms for the same has been 
brought up to a high state of perfection and 
one can have his requirements in guns and 
ammunition met with at any time and place. 

I have had a wide experience with firearms 
of all makes and calibers and I can say that 
there is no rifle on the market to-day which 
will not answer the purpose for which it was 
intended. A deer rifle may not cut much of 
a showing on the target range and a Schuetzen 
muzzle loader will be found but slow work in 
the hunting field, put each in its place and we 
have satisfaction. 

Perhaps the most pronounced example of 
stretching the capabilities of any rifle was in 
the case of the .22 Hi-Power Savage, an arm 
designed for woodchucks and _ after having 
been proven suitable under certain circum- 
stances for the purpose of slaying deer was 
straight way tried upon moose with dis- 
astrous results—to the owner, and very likely 
cruel wounds for the moose. As a deer rifle 
I have found the little gun extremely good, 
and under certain conditions it has the .30-30 
badly beaten as to efficiency. The action of 
the model 99 Savage is quick, sure and smooth 
but it would be a good stunt if the manufac- 
turers were to put out this rifle with 26-inch 
standard weight barrel and give us the gun 
in solid frame though the latter feature would 
necessitate cleaning from the muzzle. A 
brass cleaning rod would not wear the muzzle 
to any extent and by the time any pro- 
nounced wear was in evidence the barrel 
would have gone to the bad through erosion 
anyhow, so what’s the odds? 

As a target rifle I have had varied results 
with the Imp, sometimes getting fine accuracy 
and another time securing groups as large as 
seven inches at one hundred yards. Where 
the trouble is I know not, the short barrel 
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may not give the best results possible with 
the sturdy little cartridge, but this may not 
be the cause of the trouble. 

The new .250-3,000 I have tried out and it 
has proven in my hands by far the most 
accurate arm I have ever used with the ex- 
ception of arms adapted to the .30-caliber 
Springfield ammunition. Groups at 100 yards 
which could be covered with a half-dollar 
were common, using a Winchester ’scope and 
the long range accuracy of the gun was also 
surprising, taking into thought the nature of 
the ammunition, that is the short light bullet 
driven at high velocity. It is by far the most 
accurate stock sporting rifle on the market 
adapted to sporting ammunition and the 
action of the Savage is equal to or excels any 
other sporting rifle’s action with the exception 
of the Ross, which is of military origin any- 
way. The .303 Ross is a good gun and is 
extremely accurate, much more so than the 
.280 using the copper tube ammunition. I 
have had excellent results on deer, using the 
.303 loaded with Du Ponts Military No. 20 
and believe the barrel life of this arm should 
be fully fifteen thousand rounds using care. 
My rifle has at date of writing this communi- 
cation been fired fully five thousand rounds 
and the interior of the bore shows no signs of 
the washed-out-at-the-breech appearance 
common to certain arms using nitroglycerine 
powders. I have never even troubled to 
lubricate my bullets and have fired them just 
as they are though I am fully aware that by 
using some form of lubricant on them I could 
reduce the wear on the bore considerably. 
The only objection to using lubricated bullets 
when hunting is that a certain amount of 
grease is almost certain to get smeared over 
the cartridge case and the firing of ammuni- 
tion in this state results in great pressures 
being exerted on the bolt. The Ross can 
well take care of itself in this respect, however, 
and has a breech-locking system that looks 
as though it would take dynamite to blow 
out. 

In closing I would like to assure Mr. Lewis 
that I have no intention of further knocking 
his pet .30-30 and .44-40, but wish him all 
the success possible, especially with the 
ancient gun of the seventies. 
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Greetings For Your Mirtsnte brjends 
The above isareproduction of a Christmas Card that the publishers of Rod and Gun 

will be glad to send to any number of YOUR friends. The suggestion on the other 

side of this is well worth your attention. 
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A Perplexing Problem Satisfactorily Solved 

“How Shall | Remember My Friends This Christmas?” 

This is the question that thousands of our readers will ask them- 
selves. between now and Christmas. You cannot answer it better than 
by sending your friends a year’s subscription to Rod and Gun. By 
doing this your friends will not only receive, your greetings during the 
Christmas season but will have a monthly reminder of your friendship 
during the coming year. 

SPECIAL PRESENTATION OFFER 

On receipt of One Dollar, (along with your own renewal if your 
subscription is in arrears) we will send Rod and Gun for a whole year 
to any friend whose address you give us; $1.50 will secure it for two 
friends or $2.00 for three. 

In addition to sending the magazine we will send you a suitable 
Christmas Card, (partially reproduced on the other side of this page) 
bearing an announcement that Rod and Gun is being sent with your 
compliments. All you have to do is sign your name in place provided 
on ecard, address envelope to your friend and post. 

W. J. TAYLOR, Ltd., Publisher. 

YOUR OWN SUBSCRIPTION ACCOUNT 

is enclosed in this copy of Rod and Gun. Be sure you find it. 

Tear off here. 

Remittance Form 

eek ee SE SAS) 1915 

W. J. Taylor, Publisher, Ltd., Woodstock, Ontario. 

Enclosed herewith find $...... covering my subscription to ROD AND GUN 

Se eee tO ose... oe ee ee 

BMC epee. extra for which forward the magazine for twelve months from 

2... a tO. 5.5 oc.4.....2)004. anchisive; tochedetlagaimne. 

Se Address... 22323 2c ee 

RR ice esses Address oh si a eee tees 

(Re Se ee WCOTESS are 25/3) eins le) eee: ce 

Rime vemitters...s.c.%........ AGVESS. oS ook wo eee 
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Prize Fish 
1. Caught with “BRISTOL” Rod and copper wire. Two 
fish in right hand Speckled Trout, 2and 23 lbs. Three 
fish in left hand, Lake Trout, 2, 33 and 4 lbs. 

14 1b. Chinock Salmen caught with “BRISTOL” Red in Lake Jumper 
by John Scott. 

“Hew's That?” said Wallace Wright of Brockvike, Ontario—*‘Mostas 
bie as the boy." 

4- 7 1b. Bass caught with “BRISTOL” Rcd by Harry Walker and father i, 
at Medina] am 1 

5. 5lb. Oswego Kass, caught with ‘BRISTOL’ Rod at Clearwater Lake by J. F. "it 
Hamilton, Waccnia. Minn. I 

" 6. A bunch of beauties caught with “BRISTOL” Rod No. 25 by A. E. Kehburg, 
Grand Lake. Mich. 

7. 19; and 161b. Muscallonge caught by W.G. Armstrong, Columbian Conservatory q 
i 

Sy 
of Music, Toronto, Ontario. ik ‘ 
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The Prize Winning Rods 
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All over the United States and Canada, wherever men and boys 
are Fishing, “BRISTOL” Rods are catching move Prize Fish than 
all other rods combined. Inthe Great National Field & Stream 
Fishing Contest of 1914, “BRISTOL” Rods won 32 prizes. 

“BRISTOL” Rods have the quick- 
ness, the action, the strength and 
the reliability, not only to catch the 
fish— big and little— but to give the 
fisherman the greatest joy in the 
sport of fishing. 

“BRISTOL” Rods are made in thirty- 
eight different styles, ranging from 
$3.50 to $25.00. They are sold by 
19,000 dealers. If vou cannot get 
the exact type of Bristo] you want 
from your dealer, let us know and 
we will see that you are supplied. 
Catalog FREE—pictures and de- 
scribes all the different rcds. 

NEW ART CALENDAR READY 
Sent prey aid an receipt of léc. 

The new 1916 “BRISTOL” art calendar is a full color repro- 
duction of an Oil Paintirg by Philip R.Goodwin, the noted out-door-sports 
artist. Avery handsome decoration for home denorcamp. 

THE!HORTON MFG. CO. 
32 Horton Street Bristol, Conn. 
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GRAND INTERNATIONAL HANDICAP 

Novanner 29, 30, December 1, 2, 3, 1915, St. Thomas, 
nt. 

The Management of the great International Shoot 
to}be held at St. Thomas from November 29th to Dec. 
3rd, both days inclusive, announce that an unlimited 
supply of live birds has been contracted for and every- 
thing has been done to make this the best International 
Shoot ever held in Canada. 
fF The Shoot will commence at 1.00 p.m. on Monday, 
November 29th when there will be five twenty-target 
events with an entrance fee of $1.40 each event. 
Divided Rose System. 5, 4, 3, 2. Targets 2¢ in- 
cluded in each event. Competitors may enter for 
targets only and be eligible to shoot for High Average 
money. 

$100 High Average Money 
High Average money for the day, divided High Guns, 

$20, $15, $10, $10, $10, $10, $8, $7, $5, $5. 
The second day’s events commencing at 9.00 a.m. 

Nov. 30th, include ten twenty-target events with an 
entrance fee of $1.40 each event. 

’ $200 High Average Money 
High Average money for the day, divided High 

Guns, $30, $25, $20, $15, $15, $13, $12, $10, $10, $10, 
$10, $8, $7, $5, $5, $5. 

On Wednesday morning there will be five twenty- 
target events with an entrance fee of $1.40 each event. 

$100 High Average Money 
High Average money for the day, divided High 

Guns, $20, $15, $10, $10, $10; $10, $8, $7, $5, $5. 

$50 High Average Money 
High Average for the 3 days’ regular events, divided 

High Guns, $10, $10, $10, $10, $10. 
Any ladies shooting through the entire program 

Monday; Tuesday and Wednesday, will receive suit- 
able prizes. 

On the afternoon of the third day, Wednesday, will 
be held the Grand International Handicap at 100 
targets, five twenty-target events, entrance fee $1.40 
each event, handicap from 16 to 23 yards. 

$300 High Average Money 
High Average Money $100 and a gold watch valued 

at $50, to High Gun and balance $200 to next High 
Guns, divided $35, $25, $20, $15, $15, $13, $12, $10, 
$10, $10, $10, $8, $7, $5, $5. 

The program for the fourth day is as follows: 
Ist Event, ten live birds, $100 cash guaranteed, 

handicap 26 to 32 yards. Entrance $7.00. Birds in- 
cluded. High Guns. Two monies in five entries. 

2nd Event, ten live birds, entrance fee $7.00, birds 
included, High Guns. Two monies in five entries. 

3rd Event, twenty live birds. 
Grand International Handicap, $300 cash guar- 

anteed. Entrance $15.00. High Gun $75.00. Balance 
Rose System 5, 4, 3, 2. Surplus added. $50.00 gold 
watch is donated as a special prize to the winner of the 
Grand International Handicap. 

Events 4th, 5th and 6th are scheduled for Friday, 
December 3rd, the concluding day of the shoot. The 
4th event is ten live birds when $100 cash is guar- 
anteed, handicap 26 to 32 yards, entrance $7.00, birds 
included, High Guns, two monies in five entries. 5th 
Event, twenty live birds, Grand International Handi- 
cap $300 cash guaranteed, being continuation of event 
No. 3 of the fourth day. A $50 gold watch is donated 
as a special prize to commemorate this event. The 
6th event is at ten live birds. 

A Miss and Out Event extending over Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, gives an oppor- 
tunity to secure valuable merchandise prizes of which 
over 60 are to be given. First high Gun—1,000 Eley 
shells, value $40.00. Second High Gun—$15 in cash 
or first choice of any of the other prizes. Third High 
Gun—$10 in cash or second choice of any of the other 
prizes. 

A list of special trophies has also been donated, 
Hon. F. G. MacDiarmid, Minister of Public Works 
having donated a beautiful piece of cut glass to the 
professional winning High Gun in the professional 

SSR 
F3ysSc0T: 

hart 

class in the Grand International Handicap;§$Mayor 
M. B. Johnson of St. Thomas a handsome piece of cut 
glass to the lady who makes the highest aggregate 
score in the regular events; Mr. Robert Coffey a 
beautiful piece of cut glass to second High Gun in the 
professional class in the Grand International Handicap; 
Dr. R. M. Lipsey handsome cut glass to the amateur 
shooting through the regular events who has the 
lowest average Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday; and 
Mr. W. G. Whiteside two handsome pieces of cut glass 
to the ladies winning second and third High Guns in the 
regular events of the program. 

The Management announce that it is possible for-a 
shooter to win at this Big Shoot, at targets, from 
$450.00 up, besides trophies. ; 

The St. Thomas Gun Club claim to have the finest 
shooting grounds and equipment in Canada and with 
the preparations they have made for this shoot deserve 
to have a shoot that will prove_an_unqualified success. 

At St. Hubert’s Gun Club. 
George Easdale had a big day at the St. Hubert 

traps Saturday, Oct. 9, when he headed the list in the 
weekly shoot and, coupled with V. V. Rogers, won the 
McCallum trophy. The crack gunner was in great 
form. The results were as follcws: 

WEEKLY EVENT. 
Geo. Easdale ... ... ay 23 25—48 
Dr. I. G. Smith 23 20—43 
V.V. Rogers 20 19—39 
F. A. Heney . 19 19—38 
A. Sheppard 19 17—36 
J.S. Black 19 17—36 
CSharp . 18 17—35 
J. Collins 18 17—35 
C. J. Booth 19 15—34 
Dr. Mohr . : id Was od) Bixbie See ere eee nD 12—31 
M. Fraser . 1 eh oa ee 9 17—26 
Dr. Watterson iy 11—22 

EXTRA EVENTS. : 
Easdale, 22: Rogers, 14 and 20—34; Sharp, 16; Heney 

92: Collins, 15: Sheppard, 12; Booth, 12; Mohr, 17; 
Watterson, 9; Gilbert, 7. . 

McCALLUM TROPHY. 
Easdale 25 21—-46 
JROSCES ae ee 19 17—36 

Total woe oee Se 
Smith ... 20 23—43 
Black. 17 20—37 

Total 80 

Mr. Jackson Booth was the winner of the silver 

spoon at the week-end shoot at St. Hubert’s Gun 

Club on Oct. 16. The winner had an excellent score 

of 44 out of 50 birds shot at. George Easdale and_V. 

V. Rogers, with 43 were tied for second place. The 
other scores were as follows: 

WEEKLY SPOON ape ia 

C. J. Booth 2 US Oe. Seed 22—44 

Geo. Easdale ...... © el Ee oe ae 23—43 

WoV Rogers? oc vce. hearers See 22—43 

JeBe Bunny. asi eicee ese ee eee 18—39 

Opa Ring ec: 18 19—37 

F. A. Heney . 17 15—32 

R. Brown 14 17—31 

N. Grant 15 15—30 

W. Forbes ©......: sane 13 15—28 

B: G-Haniilton <2. ce ee ee 10—21 

EXTRAS. on oi ae 

V. VY. Regers Pent es. Ae tae ter, eer 

F. A. Heney.. . 14 19—33 

Geo. Easdale, 23: Te B. Bunn, 22: C. J. Booth, 21; 

R. G. Hamilton, 16. : 

Balmy Beach Gun Club. - 

At the regular Saturday shoot of the Balmy’ Beach 

Gun Club on Nov. 15th, there was a good turnout of 

members and friends. J. G. Shaw, T. D. McGaw and 

C. N. Nicholls were high men for the day, not for- 

726 
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A Sportsman’s Gift List 
Remember your brother sportsman and guide this Christmas. 

They would appreciate a gift from the following assortment. 

SPORTSMEN—You always buy a Christmas present for your hunting pal 

and nothing could be found more appropriate than the following, which are 
quoted at special Christmas prices. Do not forget the guide you have had 

during hunting and fishing seasons. Send him one or more of the following. 

These goods will be shipped so as to arrive on Christmas day. The package 

will be bound with Christmas ribbons, tags and a greeting card giving the 

name of the sender. Would advise you to order at once so they will arrive 

in plenty of time. 

HUNTING BOOTS SPORTSMAN’S HATCHETS 
These hunting boots will be found one of the best Every sportsman requires a hatchet no es what 

So : sive 2 ak Pane Made time of year. All the following are postpaid. Com- 
igo. con eye anes sportsmen: = OE plete with sole leather case and best hickory handles. 
cream elk tanned leather, Goodyear welt. leather lined. steel of highest grade possible. 

Best boots made for hunting purposes. Uppers (15 No. Wet. Price 

inches high) are soft and plaible as kid. State sizes. 40 34 pp. $. ..97 
dq @16 = 41 1 >. 1.05 Postpaid $12.00 a pair. 42 1% Ibs. 11s 

43 11% lbs. 1.20 
FISHING RODS 44 13; Ibs. 1.35 

- 4 45 2) libs: 1.45 
1-10 inch fly rod, ash butt, hickory centre, green heart 16 214 Ibs. 1.55 

top, single bronzed snake rings and reel fittings. Price These axes are extraordinary bargains. 

postpaid $2.25 each. 

2-11 inch fly rods as above. Postpaid $5.35 each. ; LINE DRYING REELS 

F - It is very important to dry your lines properly and the 
FISHING REELS only way for this is with our line drying reels. They 

are the best on the market. Postpaid $1.80. 
All the above fishing tackle will please any sportsman 
and although the fishing season is far distant it will 
please any fisherman to receive any of the goods. 

FREEPORT HOOKS STUDY THESE BARGAINS CAREFULLY. 

11 minnow hooks for bass and musk, 75c each. 
29 frog hooks for bass and musk, 75c Eacue HUNTING SUITS 

{! women’s hats, waterproof. Postpaid $1.00 each. 
SULLIVAN HOOK AND REEL 2 women’s skirts, waterproot. Pee se ban each. 

1 hunting coat, extra large. 
GUARDS 1 hunting coat, medium. Postpaid $6.75. 

A small device made of brass and highly nickel plated, COLLAN OIL 
which springs on rod either above or below reel and 

3-24 ‘inch reels, rotary check, aluminum side plates 
bronzed, fitted with pillar backs. Postpaid $2.75 each. 
1-2 inch reels as above. Postpaid $2.75 each. 

holds same so it cannot fall off, as well as carries your This oil is used as a rust preventative and a cleansing 
hook or hooks and is of special advantage when in oil for guns, ete. and specially adapted tor keeping out 
bushes. Postpaid 35c each. snow water. Price postpaid 14 pint 30c: % pint 60c. 

SPORTSMEN’ SS: HEADQUARTERS 

Firearms, Ammunition and Sporting Goods 

ROBT. HODGSON, *t"* Raglan, Ont. 
{| SAME ADDRESS SINCE 1904. 
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| Dealers everywhere now 
sell at LOWEST PRICES 
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Reryggion 
228 

The same EXTRA QUALITY--- 
backed by 100 years’ experience 
---for which you heretofore 
gladly paid more! 

Made in Canada’s most modern munition- 
plant---of the same choice materials---on 
the same automatic machines--by the 
same skilled workers--as our celebrated 
higher-power shells. 

The BEST cost NOTHING EXTRA---if you 
insist on REMINGTON-UMC 22’s, 

Winners of the GRAND PRIX 

at the Panama-Pacific Exposit- 

ionfor MODERN Fire-arms and 

Ammunition. 

The Remingto 
(Contractors to the British Imperial ane 

London, Eng. WINDSOR, ONT. 
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Burrows, who broke getting the 14-year-old boy, G. 
18 out of 30. 

Shot at Broke. 
T. D. McGaw 90 84 
C. N. Candee ae ake ees ee) 26 
GABuTcOWwS eee eS. ie ae ORE ore |) 18 
CaMvisBernard essen. eye OO 68 
IW Elo ansing) (=... * ; 0 44 
RAGeHarriss =. AED ane Se eee 30 24 
GobiniGreene: 12% <-: Pe iS se 50 32 
J. A. Millichamp aH ‘ Mitte, OO 14 
A.V. Antle be pas E - 50 38 
R. Rothwell . ie SOT eee AD. 32 
FID ale: iene beet cues eee ; eer 5 34 
Jeo brimble =.) s-- ‘ jvea te 5) 39 
C.S. Nicholls : : 70 54 
Marr: Hodgson wrist tte Prick 22S) 4 
WED AGuitlency = spe a : ' WhO 56 
anneal , : vA) 42 
T. F. Hodgson ; 35 24 
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Gort: ‘Gattonl (hee see Ee 43 
Ws: Gombsi cere b enese pote k Oe 14 
GSD awis? inc cirevk eee Ee ee eM 
GeStnckland) -<Pnaee kt eae ee 31 
W.Summerhays . .. uh ees at ee 58 
GPRikewe yee sp ne. Ae 24 
GU Gooch setae ONS, ee ee TE 66 
Alf. Hewitt — itd ea Re 44 
F. Foster . Saba Lee OU 18 

Election of Gun Club Officers at Gananoque 
At the annual meeting of the Thousand Islands Gun 

Club held at Gananoque, the following officers were 
elected: E.P. Wright. president: A. W. Taylor, vice- 
president; F. A. Willis, secretary-treasurer; The club 
presented the retiring secretary-treasurer, Charles A. 
Lewis, who is leaving shortly for Galt, with a high- 
grade anti-back lash reel. The presentation was 
made by the president, E. P. Wright. 

CONDUCTED BY ARTHUR ELLISON. 

The Breeding of Dogs. 

(Continued) 

E will take it that our novice has bought 
W a bitch puppy at say eight weeks old, 

which, by the way, is a good age to pur- 
chase, if a young puppy has been decided 
upon. ‘The first problem is what and how to 
feed in order to keep our puppy growing as 
she should. Always keep in mind the fact 
that money spent in food is, up to a certain 
limit; adding to the value of the puppy. 
Many people think that anything which a 
dog will eat is food. This is entirely wrong 
as a hungry dog will eat merely to satisfy the 
demands of his appetite, without caring 
whether the “food” is suitable or not. The 
most suitable food for a puppy up to six 
months is a diet of bread and milk, bread and 
ep or gravy wiih vegetables, porridge and 
milk, with a little scraped raw lean beef daily. 
The milk should not be skimmed or separated. 
Little and often is a better rule than one big 
gorge a day as the puppy should never have 
a swollen or distended abdomen. Watery 
foods are most unsuitable. All bread used 
should be “‘rusked”’ or ‘‘crisped”’ in the oven 
as this renders digestion easier. Starehy 
foods are hard for the dog’s stomach to digest, 

his organs of digestion being adapted for the 
assimilation of meat foods. Many would say 
“Then why not feed him meat.” Meat, of 
course, the dog must have, but in order to 
digest it, he must have a large amount of 
exercise, which few dogs, especially those 
living in the city, ever get. Hunting dogs 
can, of course, stand large quantities of meat 
when working; in fact, they need meat, and as 
any old hand will agree, there is no substitute. 
A young puppy cannot digest large quantities 
of meat and when he is fed too much meat he 
almost invariably has eczema or some such 
skin trouble. 

At about the age of from four to six months 
our puppy changes her “milk” teeth for her 
permanent set and providing the state of 
health is right, little trouble is experienced. 
This period of teething, as a rule, affects the 
carriage of the ears of some breeds, especially 
terriers but they usually assume the correct 
carriage later. 

At the age of eight months we must keep 
watch on our bitch puppy for signs of her 
coming in season although in some instances 
it may appear even earlier. One case of 
which we are aware was of a Bull bitch coming 
in at five months, which, of course, was 
phenomenal. Some bitches are as late as one 
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“T will say to anyone who ts looking for the best thing 
inrifles, get a Ross and you will never be disappointed.” 

—Jas. L. McLauGuutin, Hunter and Guide, 
Valley, Wyoming, U.S.A. 

This extract is a fair sample of the many enthusiastic letters we receive 
daily praising the marvellous accuracy and killing power of the Ross .280 
High Velocity Sporting Rifle. Ross .303 Sporting Models also are very popu- 
lar—their accuracy, power and good workmanship having earned them many 
friends. But if you want to 

LEARN HOW TO SHOOT STRAIGHT 
and every Canadian, whether man, woman or child, should be able to do so, we cannot too 
strongly recommend the Ross .22 Cadet Rifle. 

_ This rifle has been adopted by the Government for Cadet Corps. It is free from all com- 
plicated parts, is easily handled, and is light, reliable and exceedingly accurate. It shoots the 
most inexpensive ammunition made—the .22 short, long, or long-rifle. 

Retails at $12.00. Sporting Models from $25.00. Sold by best dealers everywhere. 

FULL ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON REQUEST. 

ROSS RIFLE CO. - - QUEBEC 
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year old before coming in and have been 
known to reach nearly two years. i 
Many breeders argue that a bitch being in 

season is a sign of maturity. In this we beg 
to differ, as in these days of artificial sur- 
roundings and methods of feeding, most 
people will admit that conditions are con- 
ducive to unnatural results. Broadly speak- 
ing, no bitch should be bred from until she is 
at least one year old. 

The period of season usually lasts, from the 
first symptons to the last, from eighteen to 
twenty-one days, though the period varies 
considerably in different cases. At this time 
the utmost care should be taken not to allow 
the bitch her liberty, she should be kept in the 
most rigid confinement. Her nature changes 
completely for the time, and a hitherto 1m- 
passable fence or wall forms no longer a barrier 
to freedom. The same might apply to her 
admirers at this time many of them showing 
the most intrepid daring. To those who are 
fortunate enough to possess a loft in the barn, 
we would say, chain her there and lock the 
door. The food at this time should be light 
and of laxative nature rather than otherwise, 
whilst access to water other than for drinking 
purposes should be denied. To leave a bitch 
out in the rain or to give her a bath at this 
time is very risky. Should she be destined 
for a journey to her chosen mate, she should 
be securely crated with instructions for keep- 
ing her confined whilst in transit. On her 
return, she should be kept quiet for a few days, 
only allowing exercise under close vigilance 
then gradually resuming her former mode of 
life, the same wholesome food, plenty of fresh 
water and plenty of exercise. As she begins 
to show signs of being in whelp she should 
never be allowed to partake of violent exercise 
such as following a rig at a good speed, jump- 
ing fences or romping with other dogs. As 
her time draws nearer she should be allowed 
to choose her own method of exercise which 
is generally a steady walk of a short duration. 
She should be confined at night in the quar- 
ters assigned to her, as at this time most 
bitches have peculiar notions as to a suitable 
nest and it generally happens that, if left to 
-herself, her family is born in about the most 
inaccessable place possible. When at last 
the family arrives, she should be coaxed out 
and advantage taken of her absence to clean 
the kennel or renew the bed. Whilst on the 
subject, the box or kennel should not be too 
roomy or too small nor should she have to 
climb or jump to reach her puppies as she 
would be liable to hurt them. Clean straw 
makes about as good a bed as possible, saw- 
dust should be absolutely banned whilst a 
sack or cloth invites the death of some un- 
fortunate puppy which happening to crawl 
under or into’a fold is lain on and suffocated. 

As soon as the naval string falls off the 
puppy the place should be touched with a 
piece of bluestone. This cauterises' the 
aperture, killing any germs and closes it up. 
Many a puppy dies through infection or dirt 
entering at this place which could have been 
saved had precautions been taken. 
The bitch should now be fed liberally as 

she is under a heavy strain which daily grows 
greater and at the age of three weeks the 

puppies should be taught to lap a little cow’s 
milk, sweetened and a little butter melted 
into it. It may be an exasperating job at 
first as they seem to be willing to do anything 
with the milk other than drink it, but they 
soon become proficient and will put away a 
sufficient quantity to fill them up like bal- 
loons if alloweu. In another week or so a 
little ‘‘rusked’’ bread may be crushed into the 
milk with a little porridge for variety and so 
on until we come to beginning of the routine 
over again. Puppies at about six weeks 
should all be treated for worms for which 
purpose we know of no better remedy than the 
following :— 

4 oz. castor oil. 
1 dr. wormseed oil. 
1 dr. oil. of turpentine. 
1 dr. oil of aniseed. 

This should be given early in the morning 
before breakfast after missing supper the night 
previous taking care that no food is within 
reach. The bitch should be separated from 
them as her milk will completely spoil the 
effect of the medicine, as would any other 
kind of food, causing the puppies to vomit up 
the oil. In short, the stomach should be 
empty and no food given for at least three 
hours after the medicine, when a little warm 
soup will be relished and assist the action of 
the medicine. This amount of mixture 
usually costs 25 cents and the dose varies with 
the breed of puppy somewhat, but for a 
puppy the size of a beagle, Fox terrier or 
Cocker spaniel, half a teaspoonful will be 
sufficient; for a Setter or puppy of similar 
size three-quarters of a teaspoonful. 

Should anything in this article require 
further explanation, the writer will be pleased 
to answer any enquiries to the best of his 
ability. 

Notes of Interest. 
It may seem rather late in the day to an- 

nounce the death of Mr. James Mortimer 
whose illness we spoke of in last issue. His 
death took place at his home at Hempstead, 
L. I. early in October. Mr. Mortimer was 
one of the very few all-round judges who 
really was an all round judge and not an all- 
round “‘guesser.’” He was a man of command- 
ing presence in the ring, cool and painstaking, 
deliberate yet decisive, showing neither fear 
nor favor whilst anything in the way of grand- 
stand play was entirely lacking in his ring- 
craft. Under his rather surly exterior lurked 
a kindly disposition and a face once seen in 
the ring was immediately recognized in other 
surroundings. He was of English birth and a 
type of English gentleman that is an acquisi- 
tion to the country in which he makes his 
bome. God rest him for a man of sterling 
worth, he leaves a vacancy which will remain 
unfilled. 

Mr. Harry North reports the sale of his 
Airedale terrier dog, Acme Terror, to a 
gentleman in Toronto, while a bitch, litter 
sister to Terror, goes to a fancier in the same 
city. By the way, Mr. North is to judge all 
varieties of hares and rabbits at Hamilton 
Poultry Show to be held this month. 
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MAKE EVERY SHOT COUNT 
BY SHOOTING THE 

OU PONT 
POWDERS 
Made and guaranteed 

by the Pioneer Powder 

Makers of America 

OR over 100 years, Du Pont 

Powders have been known 

and shot by the sportsmen 

of ; America. Hee have gence 
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The fact that Du Pont Powders 

are preferred by over 80 per 
cent. of the shooters is conclusive 

proof of their superiority. 

Du Pont Smokeless—bulk or dense—is a favorite at the 

traps, because of its high velocity and uniform behavior,—im- 

portant factors in the making of high scores. 

Du Pont Rifle is the world famous Black Powder, first 

made by Du Ponts and the leader for over a century in§the 

black powder field. 

YOUR DEALER SELLS THESE DEPENDABLE SPORTING 
POWDERS. LOOK FOR DU PONT ON THE LABEL. 
INSIST ON GETTING THESE WORLD-KNOWN POWDERS 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. 
Powder Makers Since 1802 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, U.S.A. 
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Mr Bert Swan has purchased the sensa- 
tional English bulldog, Lanfine Chief from 
Mr. Jos. Perkins. This is the dog which 
scored so heavily at Toronto Exhibition 
winning all that was asked of him, from 
novice to winners. 

Mr. H. C. Davis of Duncéas is having a busy 
time lately with bis Cocker Spaniels, having 
had no less than three litters of puppies 
arrive. They are all by Mr. W. J. Jackson’s 
great dog Champion Dunbar. 

Mr. John Gartshore has bred his Scottish 
terrier bitch to Avondale Kennels’ Avondale 
Ambush. Five Scotties left these kennels 

for Boston, Mass. last week, all to one client. 
Another one was sold to Mr. 
Hamilton. 

We have an enquiry for a brace of Great 
Dane puppies about six months old. not for 
show purposes but must be sound and healthy. 
Anyone having same for disposal kindly let 
us have particulars. 

Next month’s issue will contain an article 
on English Setters. If you have a cut of a 
good dog of this breed, Rod and Gun will be 
pleased to receive same from you and use 
in that issue. 

CANADIAN NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS 
W. P. Smith 

This is the second year of the Canadian 
National Club and it is quite evident a sub- 
stantial purse must be hung up to get the 
handlers to break away from the circuit and 
come over to these trials, and next year the 
purses will be up and larger entries will cer- 
tainly be realized. Several new members 
were secured and more assured by those 
visitors present. Taking everything into 
consideration indications point to _ better 
success for the future. President F. A. 
Johnston, Frank Walker, James Hendricks, 
Calix Le Boeuf, Paul Langlois, Teddy Gray, 
W. F. Gilbert, Emile Seguin, John Pentland 
and several other gentlemen deserve credit 
for the interest and work devoted toward the 
promotion of the club, and they assure us that 
they are only beginning and that the club 
will be up among the best in the near future. 

The drawing for the stakes took place at 
the King George Hotel, Windsor. The judges 
officiating were J. Spracklin and Thomas Mor- 
ris. Mr. Spracklin has judged on several occa- 
sions, both at field trials and bench shows. 
Mr. Morris was out for the first time judging 
at Hamilton last week, but he is some hard 
and conscientious worker and deserves credit 
for the way the dogs were thoroughly tried 
out. He also demonstrated to this club that 
he is well qualified as a judge of field trial dogs. 

Honorable mention is due to W. T. Gilbert 
for the way he handled the lunch, and as the 
weather was quite favorable to the body the 
spectators as well as the handlers enjoyed 
‘themselves immensely. 

The Derby was not as classy as that stake 
of last year and did not draw out the entry 
expected, nevertheless there was work accom- 
plished on birds by Destiny’s Prince. Prince 
found a bevy and pointed a single stanchly, 
and was steady to flush. He works consist- 
ently and is looking for game from the time 
he is put down until taken up. Second went 
to Tipperary, which, by the way, has an 
Irish name, but is an English setter. This 
puppy goes out well and with more work 
should be a great dog in All-Age form. Third 
went to Peggy B. She is a steady working 

little thing and hunts her ground intelligently, 
but does not show the range and class expected 
of a Derby, and, by the way, won her place by 
the bad bird work of a better ranging bitch, 
Nell of Detroit, an Irish setter. Nell found a 
bevy which she flushed, and then to make 
matters worse nosed out two singles, and in 
this same heat she fell down miserably in 
range and pace, but for an Irishman she 
showed wonderfully good flashes of speed and 
likes the game. 

The Shooting Dog Stake brought out the 
largest entry and several of the All-Age dogs 
were entered in this event. Ojibway Kate, 
the pointer bitch which won the Derby last 
year while only fourteen months old, won 
this stake at twenty-four months of age. Her 
work on birds won for her, she nailing two 
singles, being stanch and steady to flush and 
sharing a bevy find with Daisy Dru, the 
runner-up. Daisy Dru, the runner-up, is a 
nice going setter bitch and, while being a 
little unsteady on birds, found and pointed 
one single and had a bevy find to her credit. 
Jingo’s Dot Speckle was awarded the first 
place of merit, as she found a bevy just before 
being taken up in her final heat. Destiny’s 
Roy, second place of merit, certainly deserves 
his position, as he put up two wide and 
classy heats, but was unfortunate in not 
getting on birds. 

The All-Age Stake developed a reverse to 
the decisions in the Shooting Dog Stake, as 
Daisy Dru won this stake, though she was 
pushed hard by Ojibway Kate and Roy’s 
Ransom. Morris, who judged at Hamilton, 
where Roy ran last week, says that had this 
same little dog put up the heats he ran here 
he would have been in the money. 

In connection with the trials a bench show 
was held. First in setters was awarded to 
Destiny’s Prince, second to Pat Kinmore and 
third to Destiny’s Roy. Pointers brought out 
the first winner in Fishel’s Frank’s Girl, 
second to Ojibway Kate and third to Jingo’s 
Dot Speckle. In addition to the prize moneys 
a beautiful cup was awarded to the winner of 
each stake. 
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Ch. Avondale Ascot 

AVONDALE KENNELS 
311 Wilson St., Hamilton, Ontario, 
Breeder, Importer and Exhibitor of High-class 

ee Ee 
I have usually for sale at reasonable 

prices, young stock for show, sport or 
companions. At Stud, the big winners:— 

CH. AVONDALE ASCOT (Imported) 

ALBOURSE RAVEN (Imported) 

AVONDALE AMBUSH (Canadian-bred) 

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY 

To Share Profits of 

FOX RANCHING 
The owner of 50 Foxes, nearly all of the 

highest grade and one a silver dog, is 

desirous of securing a partner with $5000 

capital to invest, for the purpose of 

doubling the stock. Partner furnishing 

capital would participate in the spring 

increase. Six of the females are from a 

silver fox and each is likely to throw one 

silver fox to the litter. Owner would like 

to secure a partner having a place in the 

East, State of Maine preferred, where 

the foxes could be moved in June or July. 

Owner would look after ranch on salary. 

For Further Information Address — 

ROD & GUN, Woodstock, Ont. 

BY APPOINTMENT TO 
HM GING GEORGE V. 

“No Recoil” 
You'll like this fine old 

Whisky for 

body and exquisite flavor. 

White Horse 

Scotch 
MACKIE & CO., Distillers, 

Ltd. 

its smooth 

John E. Turton, Can. Rep. 
MONTREAL 

~Estab 1742 

GENUINE 
DIAMONDS 
AND WATCHES 
ON CREDIT. 

Down, $1-2-3 - Weekly 

The Jacobs Credit System enables you to make beauti- 
ful Christmas presents without the outlay of much 
money. A Diamond constantly increases in value and 
lasts forever. 

CREAT BARGAINS IN LADIES AND MEN’S 
WATCHES FOR CHRISTMAS CIFTS. 

Write today for Catalog, Itis FREE. 

Terms 20% 

We send Diamonds or watches to any part of Canada 
for inspection at our expense. Payments may be made 
Weekly or Monthly. We trust any Honest Person. 

Jacobs Bros., 15 Toronto Arcade, 
TORONTO, CANADA. 

BETTER THAN EVER == 

LA CORONA HOTEL - MONTREAL 
European Plan 

$1.50 per day and up. John Healy, Manager 
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Tuesday 

THE DERBY 

Nell of Detroit—Destiny’s Prince.—The 
weather was dry and a heavy wind blew from 
the northwest. The puppies were put down 
where there were two bevies of quail known 
to be in and about a small patch of timber. 
They worked out a meadow, swung to corn- 
field, worked out bush, and were then sent 
into cornfield. Both went out and worked 
hard, Nell going the wider, but Prince was 
hunting more intelligently. Down 9:30, up 
10. 

Fishel’s Frank’s Girl—Tipperary.—Both 
started away at a great clip, but Girl seemed 
distressed owing to a bad case of poisoning by 
ivy and the heat was all Tip’s. He worked 
meadow, swung out to standing corn, through 
this to old cabin which was surrounded by 
heavy cover. The course was then changed 
and he was sent into buckwheat stubble, 
which was worked out without a find, from 
there to cornfield and then to bush. Down 
10:20, up 10:55. 

Peggy B, a bye—wNell of Detroit.—These 
bitches were cast off in large stubble fields 
which they worked out thoroughly without 
a find. The dryness and heavy wind were 
serious handicaps in finding birds. They were 
sent in bush which they worked out, and then 
were sent into stubble, and from that to corn- 
field. Down 11:10, up 11-50. 

Second Series 
Tipperary—Destiny’s Prince.—They were 

cast away into stubble, both busy from the 
start, but Prince had the edge, being more 
systematic in his work. They worked up to 
a cornfield, which was worked out for birds 
without a find. The course was then changed 
and they were sent through meadow to bush. 
Jeffries swung Prince down wind, but Prince’s 
good nose won him admiration, as he nailed 
a bevy through an out-lying feeding bird. 
He then nailed a single in an old stump, which 
he held until his handler kicked it out. This 
brace was then sent to where the scattered 
birds were marked down, but no further bird 
work was accomplished. Down 11:55, up 
12:25. 

Peggy B—WNell of Detroit.—They were sent 
away in meadow and worked through corn- 
field, both going nicely, but Nell seemed to 
have tired out somewhat. Peggy hunts con- 
sistently, ranging fairly well, but not getting 
out as a Derby should. They were worked 
down a ravine and through another cornfield, 
but did not get on birds. Down 1:30, up 1:45. 

Nell of Detroit—When down alone Nell, 
who had run two heats previous to this one, 
let up in pace considerably and while working 
out a cornfield and only a few feet ahead of 
spectators and judges flushed a bevy, and 
then nosed out two singles. Had she been 
going the pace, or showed exceptional range, 
during any of her heats, she certainly would 
have been placed. As it was, Peggy had very 
little on her for the place. Down 2, up 2:15 

Summary 
OJIBWAY, ONT., November 2.—Canadian 

National Field Trials Club’s annual Derby 
open to setters and pointers whelped on 
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and after January 1, 1914. Five starters, 
three English setters, one Irish setter and 
one pointer. Judges, James J. Spracklin 
and Thomas Morris. 

’ Nell of Detroit, red setter bitch, by Morty 
Oge—Glengariff Patsey. F. A. Johnston, 
owner; W. T. Gilbert, handler. 

With 
Destiny’s Prince, lemon and white setter dog, 

by Destiny’s Roy—Vittoria B. L. 
Walper, owner; F. Jeffries, handler. 

Fishel’s Frank’s Girl, liver and white pointer 
bitch, by Fishel’s Frank—Lady Carlin 
Frank Mason, owner; F. Walker, hand- 
ler. 

With 
Tipperary, blue belton setter dog, by New- 

castle Laddie—Princess Patricia. Brown 
Bros., owners; F. Drouillard, handler. 

Peggy B, blue belton setter bitch, by New- 
castle Laddie—Princess Patricia, a bye. 
Brown Bros., owners; J. F. Carr, hand- 
ler. 

With 
Nell of Detroit. 

: II 
Tipperary with Destiny’s Prince. 
Peggy B wh of Detroit. 

Nell of Detroit, a bye. 
Result 

lst—Destiny’s Prince. 
2d—Tipperary. 
3d—Peggy B. 

SHOOTING DOG STAKE 

Destiny’s Roy—Jingo’s Dot Speckle.— 
Turned loose in pasture land, they went right 
to business. oy cast straight ahead, then 
swung to left along swale, ranging out and 
working all likely places. Dot ranged well 
and covered her ground intelligently. They 
were worked to thicket, where birds were ex- 
pected to be found, and from there they were 
sent to clover-field, Roy ranging and staying 
out, cutting the pace for Dot. They were 
then worked through standing corn to stubble 
and on to another thicket, but no birds were 
found. They were then sent to another 
stubble, from there to cornfield, down a 
meadow to gully, which was worked out with- 
out a find. This was a high-class pair of dogs, 
which worked intelligently, covering lots of 
territory, but were unfortunate in not getting 
on birds. Down 2:40, up 3:15. 

Daisy Dru—Ojibway Kate.—Sent away in 
stubble, Daisy was swung through to standing 
corn. Kate worked another field of standing 
corn. Birds were seen to flush by the judges 
from her vicinity. Smith was sending Kate 
toward where the birds were scattered when 
ordered to change his course. Both bitches 
were brought together and worked down corn- 
field toward where birds were seen to go. 
Along ditch Kate nailed single, and was 
stanch. Daisy got a single, but left her 
point, circled and came back and pointed, 
and her handler flushed a bird. A little 
farther on Kate pointed again and a single 
was kicked up by her handler. They both 
worked down swale, and Langlois, getting 
Daisy out on other side, sent her through corn- 
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BOYEARS EXPERIENCE IN SKATE MAKING IN CANADA 
ISTHE REASON FOR THE POPULARITY AND SUPREMACY OF- 

Everybody from the youngster to the expert can get a 

“STARR” skate to suit their individual tastes both as 

to style and price, whether, for Hockey, Racing, Rink 

or Fancy Skating. 

“STARR” skates are highly tempered by hand by our special 

process and hold their cutting edge—thus do not need sharpening 

so often. They are braced just where support 1s most needed, 

therefore, you do not get tired on “STARR” skates. 

You can’t break “STARR” skates. They are the resuli of long 

years of experi designing and construction—special hand temper- 

ing and workmanship. 

“STARR?” skates are equally good for artificial and natural ice. 

Every pair of “STARR” skates we 

make is protected by the following 

GUARANTEE 

All “STARR” skates are guaranteed to be of the highest-quality. If they 

prove defective within one year from date of sale, return them to 

your dealer and he will give you another pair FREE OF COST. 
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Ask Your Dealer to Show You the “STARR” Line. 

Our FREE Booklet on Fancy Skating and Hockey Rules gladly mailed on request. 

STARR MANUFACTURING CO,, Ltd. 
DAR’ MOUTH, N.S. 

Branches—122 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.; 97 Chambers St., New York City. 

THEJLARGEST MAKERS OF ICE SKATES UNDER THE BRITISH FLAG. 
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field. Smith was right behind him and got 

Kate away. Both dogs swung down wind, and 
in casting back up wind Daisy pointed, and 
Kate, not ten feet to one side, also swung into 
point, both bitches having another bevy be- 
fore them, Kate the more stanch, as Daisy’s 
handler had to keep talking to Daisy to hold 
her. This bevy was flushed, and the dogs 
were sent on to the stubble. Down 3:30, up 4. 

Pat Kenmore—Destiny’s Prince.—Cast 
down in stubble, they were worked to bush, 
and from there to clover-field. These big 
fellows certainly are good to look at, both of 
grand conformation and wide ranging and 
diligent hunting dogs. 
field Prince’s handler claimed point, but un- 
fortunately Prince was a little over anxious 
and took a step too far, flushing a large bevy 
of birds, which went to the bush. They were 
worked along ditch to clover patch; from 
that to stubble. Prince had a little the better 
of this heat. Down 4:20, up 4:50. 

Nellie’s Girl—Loyal Girl.—Turned loose in 
meadow, these little bitches got to work 
right away, Loyal working down meadow to 
cornfield, while Nellie’s Girl worked down 
through a swale. The course was changed, 
bringing these bitches up wind, and while 
working fence row a large bevy flushed in 
front of Loyal, her handler claiming point, 
but it seemed evident that she was to blame. 
Part of this bunch of birds lit along a ditch, 
and the judges ordered both handlers to get 
on them. Gray got Nellie’s Girl over first, 
but though Loyal soon joined her, and dogs 
as well as handlers got right after these 
singles, only four were raised, and no points 
secured. It was very dry and windy and 
the birds seemed to lie close. Down 3:55, up 
4:20. 

Wednesday, November 3 

Second Series 
Destiny's Roy—Pat Kenmore.—They were 

put down in stubbles, and Roy went away the 
faster, cutting out his ground nicely. Pat 
ranged well and shows that he has been 
hunted a good deal. These dogs worked out 
lots of ground without a find, but both dogs 
put up a good heat. Down 9:40, up 10:15. 

Ojibway Kate—Daisy Dru—Cast away at 
edge of bush, both ranging well and going at 
their best, there was not much to choose be- 
tween them in range and style. Down 10.20, 
up 10.40. 

Third Series 
Destiny’s Roy—Jingo’s Dot Speckle.-—Roy 

‘was slowed up considerably by his previous 
heat. Dot went at her steady clip. These 
dogs worked out a couple of stubble-fields, 
and when going into cornfield Dot nailed a 
bevy. When worked on singles Roy seemed 
off in nose and no singles were picked up. It 
was dry and hot and the work was excusable, 
as the birds were in heavy cover and held 
close. Down 11, up 11:15. 

Summary 

OJIBWAY, ONT., November 2.—Canadian 
National Field Trials Club’s Shooting 
Dog Stake. Eight entries, five setters 
and three pointers. ; 

While working corn- . 
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Jingo’s Dot Speckle, black, white and ticked 
pointer bitch, by Lad of Jingo—Perkio- 
men Jewell. W. T. Gilbert, owner and 
handler. 

With 
Destiny’s Roy, black, white and tan setter 

dog, by Petrel’s Pride—Destiny’s Bab- 
ette. Emile Seguin, owner and handler. 

Daisy Dru, black, white and tan setter bitch, 
by Blake’s Boy—Ruby Dru. Paul Lang- 
lois, owner and handler. 

With 
Ojibway Kate, black, white and_ ticked 

pointer bitch, by Port’s Hawk—Jingo’s 
Dot Speckle. W. P. Smith, owner and 
handler. 

Pat Kenmore, red setter dog, by St. Cloud’s 
Kenmore—Lady Cloud. F. A. Johnston, 
owner; W. F. Gilbert, handler. 

With 
Destiny’s Prince, orange and white setter dog, 

by Destiny’s Roy—Victoria B. . 
Walper, owner; F. Jeffries, handler. 

Nellie’s Girl, black, white and tan setter 
bitch, by Little Joe—Nellie Bly. Ted 
Gray, owner and handler. 

With 
Loyal Girl, black, white and tan setter bitch, 

by Pepp Wind’em D—Blue Dot. : 
Drouillard, owner and handler. 

Destiny’s Roy with Pat Kenmore. 
Ojibway Kate with Daisy Dru. 

Ill 
Destiny’s Roy with Jingo’s Dot Speckle. 

Result 
Winner—Ojibway Kate. 
Runner-up—Daisy Dru. 

1st award of merit—Jingo’s Dot Speckle. 
2d award of merit—Destiny’s Roy. 3 

ALL-AGE 

Pepps’ Honey Boy—Roy’s Ransom.—Cast 
off in clover-field, they both went right to 
work, Roy to right and Honey Boy to left. 
Honey was away to a good cast along fence 
row, when Dr. Bromley whistled him in, to 
swing him across field. This was a very bad 
piece of handling, as it broke up this good 
dog’s heat. Roy’s Ransom was making some 
beautiful casts and seemed to be hunting the 
likely places. The dogs were worked through 
cornfield into bush, and from this to stubble, 
which they worked out thoroughly. They 
were picked up and let go again in cornfield. 
Roy was going out fast and wide all the time, 
while Honey Boy did not show up well along- 
side his bracemate’s clip. They were worked 
to swale, where a bevy had been put up and 
scattered in a previous heat, but after quite 
a bit of close work no birds were found by 
dogs. Down 11:20, up 11:50. 

Daisy Dru—Miss Indiana May.—The 
course for this brace was changed. We drove 
down the road to a crossroad, and after travel- 
ing about one mile of this road the brace was 
put down. Daisy started away at a great - 
clip, May not so wide, but a consistent hunter. 
Daisy went out of stubble to cornfield, on 
through and out of sight, the longest cast of 
the trials. She was sighted again on top of 
hill, her handler sending her through into | 
another stubble. She was working hard and ~ 
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ble, cheap. Sent on trial 0 i ire a es 
to prove it. Protected by 
U.S. Patents. Catalogand By R. M. Palmer 
measure blanks mailed 
free. Send nameand ad- 
dress today. 
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A Book of General Information 

——— : Valuable alike to dog lovers and owners, 
C. E. BROOKS, 60-R State Street, Marshall, Mich. breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from 

selected photographs of noted dogs and 
rare scenes. Interesting alike Lo the nov- 
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than [ a t J a ae mae of particular interest to 

2 | e Airedale fancier. 

iS e n a In Case You Tire | Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50 

of these ‘largest dealers’ and best ‘outlet men’, 

a!so ‘5% men’—even some offer farms and auto- ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE 

mobiles as premiums— just drop a postal for (Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
my Price List and give me a chance to prove to = 

. . . ~ 
you that a trapline conscience will help swell if i, FOX TRAPPING 

the trapper’s purse more than hot air and prom- lin ofan : . 
i : LS Walter Bray, Orland, Me., caught 24 
ises. I have been on the trapline myself for ; fox, 34 mink. Thomas Callahon, N. 

some thirty years and know who does the work. ieee Aas caueut. 25 ton wee 

JEREMIAH ZETTLE, Dealer in Pay Furs 
age methods. Stamp for testimon- 

ials and terms. Warranted land, 

MIDDLETOWN, N.Y. 

water, snow sets. Bait and scent in 
pints forsale by 

= There are several excellent Canoe Trips in ESTABLISHED 1835 
We Outfit Ontario, of which we can furnish serviceable 

Edgar Page Co., Orland, Maine 

charts, as well as providing the provisions = a 
Cc = Tents,’ Utensils, Blankets and General outrt, | MICHIE &CO. 

a m pl ng For upwards of a quarter of a century, it has LIMITED 
been a special feature of our business to outfit | 7 King Street, W. 

Bp ti Camping Parties, and we know ihe require- 
arties ments thoroughly and invite inquiries. Toronto, Can. 

NEWTON HIGH-POWER RIFLES (ioe °rxcrony aumunition 
New American made bolt action rifle ready for delivery about next September. Uses Newton high power 
cartridges in .22 caliber, .256 caliber, .280 Caliber, .30 caliber, .33 caliber, and .35 caliber, also .30 caliber 
Springfield. .256 Newton, 123 grain bullet, velocity 3100f.s. .30 Newton, 170 grain bullet, velocity 3000 f.s. 
PRICE $40.00. Send stamp for descriptive circular. We have been delayed in getting machinery on account of the 
demand for making military rifles for export; but it is now coming in. Sporting stocks and .256 barrels for Springfield 
rifles now ready, $12.50 each. NEWTON ARMS CoO., INGC., 506 Mutual Life Bldg., BUFFALO, N.Y. 
a ee 

Pocket size, 265 pp., blue flexible leather, fully illustrated , 
CONTENTS—tThe internal combustion engine. Principles and construction, A 
typical modern motor, The centrifugal governor, The hit-or-miss governor, Car- 
buretors, The float feed principle, The float chamber and jet, Various types of modern 
construction, Quality of mixture, Flooding the carburetor, Carburetor troubles and 
adjustments etc., Gear or Gearing, Belt and Chain Gearing, Friction gear, Spur on 
tooth gearing, Differential or balance gear, Shafts and their functions, The crank- | 

== AUTOMOBILE MOTORS AND MECHANISM | 

shaft, half speed shaft, countershaft, etc., Lubrication and Lubricators, Pumps and 
their purposes, Motor misfiring, causes and remedies, Noises in the Motor, causes 
and remedies, Motor overheating, causes and remedies, Electric motors, principles 
and operation, Steam cars, The engine, generator, reverse gear, elc. 

rices: Flexible Leather........ k Cloth Binding........ $1.00 

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED Woodstock, Ontario 
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covering lots of ground. This cast evidently 
made a lasting impression on the judges. 
Indiana May ranged well, but her handler 
explained that she was in whelp, and she was 
beginning to show it. She seemed afraid of 
the fences and got through rather slowly. 
After Daisy’s long cast they worked along 
ditch, through cornfield to edge of ditch, 
where, just as both dogs made game and 
seemed to have birds located Daisy’s handler 
walked in front of dogs and flushed a bevy. 
Down 11:55, up 12:30. 

Pat Kenmore—Ojibway Kate.—Cast down 
in cornfield, they were worked from edge of 
bush to stubble, Kate going the wider and 
faster. Pat seemed to have slowed up some, 
as his two heats in the Shooting. Dog Stake 
and this one were telling on him. These dogs 
were worked back across the same course the 
preceding brace traversed, only Smith forced 
Kate to cover about twice as much ground as 
the preceding brace in his endeavor to find 
birds, and she responded willingly. This was 
by far Kate’s best heat. Down 1:30, up 2. 

Second Series 
Daisy Dru—Roy’s Ransom.—Sent away in 

stubble, both started away fast and made a 
long cast to bush, from where they were sent 
into stubble. Roy’s Ransom broke right 
away on a long cast, but Daisy began to slow 
up, and until end of heat was out-classed in 
range by Roy. They were worked through 
cornfield to swale, but no bird work was 
accomplished. Down 2:10, up 2:40. 

Ojibway Kate—Miss Indiana May.—This 
was the longest heat of the trials, and Ojib- 
way Kate was going ,and going strong, at the 
finish. May put up a remarkable heat. This 
heat was birdless. Down 2:50, up 3:50. 

Third Series 
Roy’s Ransom—Ojibway Kate.—They were 

put down where birds had been found earlier 

in the day, and both dogs went away at a 
remarkable pace considering the number, of 
times they had been down. After working 
out several cornfields and small bush they 
were ordered up, this ending the All-Age and 
the trials. 

SUMMARY 
OJIBWAY, ONT., November 3.—The Can- 

adian National Field Trials Club’s All- 
Age Stake. Six entries, four setters and 
two pointers. 

Pepp’s Honey Boy, black, white and tan 
setter dog, by Destiny’s Roy—Ruby 
Dru. Dr. Bromley, owner and handler. 

With 
Roy’s Ransom, orange and white setter dog, 

by Destiny’s Roy—Blue Dot. C. Le 
Boeuf, owner and handler. 

Daisy Dru, black ,white and tan setter bitch, 
by Blake’s Boy—Ruby Dru. Paul Lang- 
lois, owner and handler. 

With 
Miss Indiana May, lemon and white pointer 

bitch, by Indiana Alford’s Johnnie—Miss 
Indiana Lady. Wesson Seyburn, owner; 
W. T. Gilbert, handler. 

Pat Kenmore, red setter dog, by St. Cloud’s 
Kenmore—Lady Cloud. F. A. Johnston, 
owner; W. T. Gilbert, handler. 

With 
Ojibway Kate, black, white and ticked pointer 

bitch, by Port’s Hawk—Jingo’s Dot 
specs’ W. P. Smith, owner and hand- 
er. $ 

II 
Daisy Dru with Roy’s Ransom. 
Ojibway Kate with Miss Indiana May. 

III 
Ojibway Kate with Roy’s Ransom 

Result 
lst—Daisy Dru. 
2d—Ojibway Kate. 
3d—Roy’s Ransom. 
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o> A NEW PREMIUM OFFER <== 
An Opportunity to secure FREE a Beautiful Oil Painting 

We have the originals of the oil paintings executed by our cover design 
artist, F. V. Williams, during the past year and have decided to give our sub- 
scribers the opportunity of securing one of these FREE. Mr. Williams excells 
in reproductions of Big Game Hunting, Canoeing, Fishing, Camping, etc. and 
his cover designs reproduce with skill and fidelity Canadian outdoor life in its 
varied phases. 

Your Den’s Attractiveness May Be Greatly Enhanced by One of These 
The paintings are of generous proportions being 19 in. deep by 14 in. in 

width. The reproductions give a hint as to the coloring and quality of the 
work but no reproduction can of course compare with the original painting. 
The original of any one of the paintings which Mr. Williams has done for us as 
well as the original of the December and subsequent covers may be procured 
by you 

For Twenty-Five New Subscriptions 
Look through your fyles for the past year and choose the design that 

appeals to you most. Then write us without delay ef your selection and at 
the same time ask for sample copies and subscription blanks which will be sent 
you promptly. Interest your friends in Red and Gun as a Christmas gift. 
You shculd ke able to secure a nice number of subscriptions from sportsmen 
who would like to remember their friends by sending them a year’s subscrip- 
tion to ROD AND GUN, Canada’s leading magazine of outdoor life. 

Address your application for copies and blanks to 

Premium Dept. | Rod and Gun in Canada = Woodstock, Ont. 

Pleasure Outdoors This Winter— 
Get one of these splendid little Rifles—FREE. It isn’t going to cost you any money—all 
we want is a little of your spare time, and you have surely lots of that after school or on 
holidays. Just think of having a real accurate-shooting .22 calibre Rifle of your own. 
And here’s your chance. 

$5.00 BOY SCOUT RIFLE—FREE Five New Yearly Subscriptions To 

This Rifle is .22 calibre, shoots .22 short, “Rod and Gun in Canada’ 
long or long rifle cartridges. Guaranteed for 
either black or smokeless powder. Barrel 
22 in. long. Weight 334 pounds. Hammer bs * cag rear and we will sae this Pee 

: ittle rifle, -all charges prepal o any address in 
breech block, trigger, extractor, and three pie IE erK: Aterecut dad tnvthe vanes of 
springs of tempered steel, are all the work- some of his sportsman friends. Call around and see 
ing parts. Barrel and action detachable them. Get them interested and they will be only 

from stock for convenience in carrying too glad to subscribe to Canada’s Leading Sporting 
: 3 LoS = Magazine. Begin at once and send for Sample 

All you have to do is to send us Copies, Subscription Blanks, etc., today. 

ADDRESS: PREMIUM DEPT. 

W. J. Taylor, Limited, Publishers, Woodstock, Ont. 
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The fur season is on in full’swing! 
High prices—the clamor for more and more 

furs by the dealers, who are striving to fill the 
orders of the manufacturers—have sent 
thousands and thousands after pelts. And 
reports from all over America indicate that 
the animals are numerous. 

This leads the editor of this department to 
refer to his predictions of the season of 1915- 
16, made in August, the accuracy of which 
prophecy is now known. 

The other day the editor talked for a short 
time with Mr. John Hallam of John Hallam 
Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, and also discussed 
the business for the coming year with Mr. 
Emanuel Bach, president of the Bach Fur 
Company, of Chicago and New York, and 
also with Mr. Fred Nocherman, another 
member of this concern. 

These dealers were quite enthusiastic about 
the coming season and it was intimated that 
dealers all over America had—and would— 
make great preparations to handle the enor- 
mous catch this year. 

But the early price lists—the letters sent 
out to trappers by some firms early in the 
season in an effort to get furs—had one 
damaging effect. Trappers—in the verna- 
cular of the street—went “fur crazy’’and 
started out to catch all the blue pelts they 
could get. While this condition was not so 
noticeable in the north, skins from some of 
the States in the South, were practically 
worthless. I have noticed thousands and 
thousands of early-caught furs in the Bach 

| EDITED BY GEORGE J.THIESSEN 
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Fur Company which represented such an 
enormous loss to trappers that I hesitate to 
name the amount. And remember, this is 
but one of several large firms. 

Mr. S. A. Sloman, of M. Sloman & Com- 
pany, Detroit, has taken special pains to 
educate pelt hunters not to trap too early. 
He has some interesting and practical plans 
which if they were enforced would do much 
to eliminate the extermination of the various 
animals. Of the commoner ones, mink seem 
to have suffered most. The fact that this 
fur is not popular with manufacturers at 
present, will give them some chance to 
‘multiply. 

I wonder how 
properly? 

(1) Skin animals so pelts do not have a 
ragged edge. 

(2) Skin as soon after fur bearer is caught 
as possible. Animals left in water for days, 
even though prime when caught, are liable 
to taint. 

(3) Remove all grease and flesh. 
(4) Stretch well and leave to dry in a cool, 

shady place until ready for market. 

But what about the letters you were to 
write of your experiences? We want to hear 
from you—your experiences. Photos, too, 
are acceptable—and we are going to give 
prizes for what you write. 
May we hear from you at once? 
Write a long letter telling your experiences 

on the trap line. 

many prepare their furs 

More than 1400 reckless forest conflagra- 
tions occur in Canada every month between 
April and December. The loss during the 
summer of 1915 was over $10,000,000 says 
Robson Black, secretary of the Canadian 
Forestry Association. More than 12,000 
forest fires. large and small occur in Canada 
every twelve months. A few thoughtless 
people say: “I am not a woodsman. I do 
not own a farm. I have no interest in the 
flow of streams. I have little occasion to 
use lumber. Whether the forest stands or 
falls makes no difference to me.’ Two-thirds 
of every dollar taken out of Canadian forests, 
it is pointed out, goes in wages to lumbermen. 
These wages buy food, clothing. footwear and 
a thousand other things which in turn con- 
tribute to the revenues of railroads and steam- 
boats and are finally distributed through the 
population for material and services. The 

forest dollar helps vou even if you live in the 
middle of a treeless plain. Take away the 
$200,009,000 that the Canadian forests pour 
into the pockets of the country in cash every 
year and practically every community would 
cry “hard times.” Settlers, campers, pros- 
pectors, surveyors, riv er-drivers and others 
who use the woods are chiefly responsible for 
preventable forest conflagrations. The fact 
that the destruction of the forests means the 
destruction of fish and game should make its 
appeal to all Rod and Gun readers. By drop- 
ping matches or pipe ashes or cigarettes in 
the dry duff or leaving camp fires half extin-. 
guished many disastrous fires are started. In 
dry weather the floor of a forest is like the 
fuse to a powcer barrel. A moment’s thought- 
lessness may cause a loss that can never be: 
made up. 
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PREMIUMS FOR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS 
We are desirous of adding 1000 new subscriptions to our lists between now and 

January 1st, and in order to accomplish this in the time limit we make the 

following generous offers. 

For One New Subscription 

A single action, raised pillar, rivetted 

brass reel with click, 80 yds.; A Standard 

waterproof Bass Line, 10 yds.; A Mackerel 

waterproof line, 25 feet; A Kelso Pearl 

Spoon Bait; A Sullivan Hook and Reel 

Guard; A Crow Call made from red cedar, 

with German Silver reed and band, hand- 

somely polished, guaranteed to give satis- 

faction; A Williams’ Battery Switch; A 

Finger Grip for fishing rods; A Fish Hook 

for Frog Bait; Two Rubber Grips for fish- 

ing rods; A Matchless Cigar Lighter; A 

Hunter’s Axe. 

For Two New Subscriptions 

A Beizler & Wilson Fountain Pen; A 
copy of ““Radford’s Garages and How to 
Build Them’; A Vest Pocket Flashlight; 
A Stag Brand Landing Ring; A copy of 
Deadfalls and Snares, a book of instruction 
for trappers about these and other home 
made traps; A Copy of Canadian Wilds, 
tells about the Hudson’s Bay Co., Nor- 
thern Indians and their modes of hunting, 
trapping, etc.; A Copy of Steel Traps, 
describes the various makes, and tells how 
to use them, also chapters on care of pelts; 
A copy of Camp and Trail Methods; A copy 
of Science of Fishing; A copy of Fox Trap- 
ping—Tells how to trap, snare, poison and 
shoot; A copy of Mink Trapping—Gives 
many methods of trapping; A copy of Wolf 
and Coyote Trapping; A copy of Science of 
Trapping—Describes the Fur bearing 
animals, their nature, habits and distribu- 
tion with practical methods of their 
capture; A copy of Fur Farming—A book 
of information on raising Furbearing ani- 
mals, telling all about enclosures, breeding 
feeding, habits, care, etc.; A Grease Gun 
manufactured by Miller & Starr; An Oil 
Gun manufactured by Brown Co.; A Gem 
Razor Safety; A reliable nickel watch; An 
Ideal Hunter’s Axe; An American Pedome- 
ter—Regulates to step and registers exact 
distances; A copy of The C amper’s Own 
Book (cloth); A copy of “Motor Craft 
Encyclopedia’; A copy of “The Culture of 
Black and Silver Foxes’—Contains chap- 
ters on Heredity, Origin, Breeding, Mating 
and Gestation, Pens and Dens, Food and 
Feeding, Food and Care, Value. 

For Three New Subscriptions 
A Landing Net manufactured by All- 

cock, Laight | & Westwood; A Line Drying 

Reel; A Pair of Elliott’s Ear Protectors for 
Trap- Shooters and Sportsmen; Three 
Crow Decoys; A New Wonder Flashlight, 
manufactured by Canadian Electric No- 
velty Co., Toronto. Case made of metal 
covered with leatherette; One half dozen 
Stag Brand Rubber Frogs or Froggies; 
One of Walter’s hand-made axes, handled. 
Length of handle, 14 inches; A copy of 
Camp Kits and Camp Life. 

For Four New Subscriptions 
A pipe—HBB brand; An Automatic 

Razor Stropper; A copy of Modern Sport- 
ing Gunnery. 

For Five New Subscriptions 
A Tobin Boy Scout Rifle—22 calibre, 

short, long or rifle cartridges. Barrel 22 
in. long, weight 334 pounds. 

For Six New Subscriptions 
A Minnow Pail manufactured by All- 

cock, Laight & Westwood; A Thermos 
Bottle. 

For Seven New Subscriptions 
A 10 ft. Fly Rod; A Younger Willow 

Chair. 

For Eight New Subscriptions 
A Conklin Fountain Pen. 

For Ten New Subscriptions 
A Frost Improved Kelso Automatic Reel, 

capacity 100 yards. 

For Twelve New Subscriptions 
A Stevens Favorite No. 17 Rifle; One 

dozen Cleveland Battery Connectors. 

For Thirteen New Subscriptions 
A Bait Casting Rod. 

For Fifteen New Subscriptions 
A Marvel Petit Camera. 

For Seventeen New Subscriptions 
A Pair of ‘Witch Elk’? Hunting Boots. 

For Twenty-five New Subscriptions 
A Handy Tent Cot, manufactured by 

Cutten & Fraser, Toronto; A Korona 
Petit Camera, size 34% x 5%, manufactur- 
ed by the Gundlach-Manhattan Co. 

If you are interested write for sub- 
scription blanks, sample copies, etc. 

The subscription price of ROD AND 
GUN is $1.50 per annum, 

Address nent, Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont 
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Our artist who is also a thorough sportsman, 
having hunted and fished from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific in Canadian waters, has offered 
to execute orders which he may receive for 
paintings of the out-of-doors from sportsmen 
readers of Rod and Gun, and at moderate 
prices. What sportsman but would like to 
enhance and prolong the pleasure of a success- 
ful outing in the woods by having hung on 
the walls of his den a painting depicting the 
life and light and action of his encounter with 
the deer, bear or big moose that provided 
him with such splendid sport while on his 
hunting expedition. More and more the 
camera is being brought into requisition to 
record the sportsman’s experiences on hunt- 
ing and fishing trips. But the camera after 
all is inadequate in its portrayal because it 
lacks the color that is such a vital part of the 
great out-of-doors. Mr. Williams will re- 
produce your hunting or fishing trip for you 
true to life and you have only to provide him 
with descriptive material and any snap-shots 
you may have of your outing. Such a paint- 
ing will furnish you with a permanent re- 
minder of your outing and prove a delight 
to yourself, your family and your friends as 
well as adding to the artistic attractiveness 
of your den. 

At the annual meeting of the Canadian So- 
ciety for the Protection of Birds held in 
Toronto on Oct. 25th, the reports of the 
various departments showed the organization 
to be in a flourishing condition and that much 
good work had been done during the year in 
protecting the birds of the province. It was 
reported that during the year 5,000 posters 
appealing to the public to protect bird-life 
had been placed throughout Ontario, while 
1,000 notices warning the public of the penal- 
ties incurred by the destruction of certain 
game were also posted in the environs of 
Toronto and throughout the province. 

The following officers were elected by 
acclamation:—President, Miss Helen M. 
Merrill; First Vice-President, Dr. C. K. 
Clarke; Second Vice-President, F. T. Wood; 
Secretary, Miss Laura B. Durand. A board 
of directors and auditors was also appointed. 

The most destructive enemy of the oyster, 
particularly in North Atlantic estuaries and 
river mouths, is the star-fish. Often these 
five-fingered creatures move in_ veritable 
armies from oyster bed to oyster bed, and 
literally wipe out the molluscan population 
over wide areas. 
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The oyster, though unable to get away, 
would be safe against the attack of star- 
fish, were it not for a clever expedient which 
the latter adopts. It literally wraps itself 
about the shell of the bivalve, in such a man- 
ner as to suffocate it—the result being that 
ce or later the oyster is obliged to open its 
shell. 
When this happens the starfish has its 

prey at its mercy, and pushes its stomach 
in between the valves of the mollusk, the 
substance of which it absorbs at gluttonous 
leisure. Then, having finished its repast, it 
seeks another oyster to devour. 

Years ago the oystermen in Long Island 
Sound, where starfish are very numerous and 
destructive were accustomed to cut in halves 
and throw overboard those which they fetched 
up in their dredges. This method of pro- 
cedure was discontinued, however, when it 
was ascertained that each half starfish thus 
disposed of became a whole one by growing 
new parts upon the mutilated body. | 

Disgruntled duck hunters from Chatham 
who were unsuccessful during the first month 
of the open season complained that the fine 
fall weather was responsible for their bad luck. 
Parties of shooters at Mitchell’s Bay were 
able to land only a very few birds although 
thousands were seen out of range of the guns. 

Two huntsmen living near Lang, Ont. while 
out coon hunting in October last treed a lynx 
instead of a coon and on seeing what they had 
dropped their guns and ran for home without 
waiting to round out their adventure by 
attempting its capture. 

Many a middle aged man of Canadian 
birth going back to the scenes of his boyhood 
looks and listens in vain for evidence of the 
presence of black squirrels, of which the 
woods seemed to be full when he was one of 
their persecutors. Their human _ enemies 
and their racial enemies, the red squirrels. 
proved too much for them, and now the red 
squirrel is also becoming scarce. It is true 
the black squirrel is reappearing timidly in 
some of his old purlieus. This is because in 
those regions the game law is not disregarded. 
With a little encouragement black squirrels 
would gradually prople the woods from which 
they have departed. The example of the 
county of Waterloo ought to be generally 
adopted. They have prohibited the killing 
of black squirres for three years. Instead 
of being treated as vermin the black squirrels. 
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Corned & Roast Beef 

Cambridge Sausage 

Lunch Ham 

Lunch Tongue 

Ox Tongues 

Jellied Hocks 

W. CLARK, LIMI 

CLARK’S 

CAMP SPECIALTIES 
Need No Eulogism — You Know Them 

CLARK’S CELEBRATED 
PORK and BEANS 

Your Camp Outfit is incomplete 

W ithout Them. 

IN CANADA 

Peanut Butter 

Tomato Ketchup 

Spaghetti with 

Tomato Sauce and 

Cheese 

Fluid Beef Cordial 

TED, MONTREAL 
ia 

TRAPS AND TARGETS 
Now is the time to look at 
your stock of Targets. 
Orders taken now will be shipped at 
any date desired. 

Canadian Blackbird Tar- 
gets are the best. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

NELSON LONG, 441 Mary St. 
HAMILTON, ONT. 

PRINCE GEORGE 
TORONTO 
Magnificiently Furnished. 
Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service 
European Plan. American Plen. 

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor 

CANADA 
Liberally Conducted. 

Baxter Portable Stove 
Erected On, and Packed In, its Metal 
Crate-Support. Carry by hand, auto- 
mobile, or check 
as baggage. Hoids 
complete outfit. 

Write for free 
Folder C 

eee W.E.BAXTER, Mfr. 
Louisville, Ky. 

U.S.A. 

MOWAT LODGE 
On Canoe Lake, Algonquin Park 

Open winter and summer. 

and skating. §{ Just the place for families. 

| Modern rates. { For information write 

J. S. FRASER, Mowat P.O., Ontario, 

{ Good snow-shoeing 

The Bait Sensation 
This is the bait that took fishermen everywhere by 
storm; fishermen the country over entered the Gold 
Prize Contest which this bait made possible No 
other bait has ever made such wonderful catches. 

RUSH'S TANGO 
MINNOW 

Is the bait that gets them all; new, lively, ideal for trol- 
ling or casting, appeals to amateurs or profe ssionals. 
Hooks being behind body ot bait make it practically 
weedless; floats when not in use—can’t catch on bot- 
tom. Made ot wood, enameled and finished in brilliant 
colors; our “‘Radiant’’ Bait—glows at night—bates’ em all. 

At Your Dealer—S$l1 each, or $4 for complete set of 
fouc assorted brilliant colors. If your dealer can’t 
supply you, remit to us direct, giving your dealer’s 
name, and we will supply you_ post paid. 

Dealers, this is a big proposition for you; if 
you haven’t the Rush Tango in stock, send us 
your jobber’s name and we will see that you 
get a ‘*New Dealers’’ special proposition. 

U S. SPECIALTY CO., 

9448S. A.& K. Bldg. Syracuse, N. Y. 

All the wobble, dip and dive of 
a live minnow tn action. 
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ought to be fostered for their very edible 
flesh and for their skin. 

Among the five moose shipped from Ken- 
netcook Corner, Hants County, N. S. during 
the early part ot the open season was one shot 
by a boy of tourteen whose elder brother, 
Daniel White of Noel Road, had shot a fine 
moose the week before. The tourteen year 
old however got the bigger moose of the two. 
Game was reported as plentiful but the mar- 
ket price for moose steak high notwithstand- 
ing the reporter of a Windsor paper who was 
commenting on this fact remarking that it 
was strange what an anatomical change took 
place in these animals after death, as soon as 
the meat was prepared every bone, muscle 
and bit of adipose tissue becoming steak at a 
rare price per pound. 

Mr. John N. Murray a guide and trapper 
of Dumfries, N. B. while on a visit to Fred- 
ericton told a story that was calculated to 
make old-timers sit up and take notice. Mr. 
Murray had spent two and a half days hunting 
on the Little Pokiok stream the preceding 
week and brought home with him as trophies 
of the chase the pelts of no less than eight 
bears. He shot every one of them and not 
only achieved great fame as a bear hunter 
but established a record for New Brunswick 
Province. While crossing a hardwood ridge 
on a tote road the first day out Mr. Murray 
first came into close contact with bruin. He 
sighted four of the species ambling ahead of 
him on the road. He opened fire and knocked 
over the largest of the quartette. One of the 
others took the hint and skulked away but 
the other two remaining in the vicinity were 
both shot by Mr. Murray. 

The next day on approaching a beechnut 
grove Mr Murray heard a noise which con- 
virced him that bears were in the vicinity. 
Upon investigation he discovered one scratch- 
ing at the bottom of a beech tree while ano- 
ther was perched on the very top of it. He 
fired at the one on the ground and then at the 
other. The latter let go its hold and came 
down with a heavy thud and never moved. 
The other, although wounded, made off. 
Mr. Murray followed ihe blood trail for a 
mile and then abandoned the chase. On 
the third day on approaching a hardwood 
ridge his attention was attracted by two 
bears climbing a tree and a third descending 
the same tree. He opened fire and bagged 
all three without moving out of his tracks, one 
shot being sufficient for each. In the after- 
noon he came on to two more and shot one of 
them, making a total bag of eight in less than 
three days. 

Dur_ng his journey through the woods Mr. 
Murray collected evidence which convinced 
him that there are still a few live bears left 
in that region and remarked that he thought 
it quite likely he might gather in some more 
before the season closed. As matters now 
stand Mr. Murray can very well claim to be 
the champion bear hunter of New Brunswick. 

William Morton, a butcher of 612 Queen 
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Street west, Toronto, died in Orangeville, in 
October last from the effects of a gun-shot 
wound. The tragedy was the sad termina- 
tion to a shooting party. Early the morning 
preceding his death, Mr. Morton, with two 
friends, C. L. Brooker and George J. Caslor, — 
left Toronto. A more friendly and happy 
trio never left the city in search of a day’s 
sport with guns and dogs. In an auto they 
travelled to Charleston, and at West Caledon 
two miles from the village, they housed their 
auto and went into the bush in search of rab- 
bits. Some little success followed their 
efforts before the dogs chased two rabbits 
within range of the waiting guns. It was 
then the accicent happened. It is thought 
that Mr. Brooker was changing his hammer- 
less gun from “‘sa*ety”’ into shooting position, 
when both barrels wert off simultaneously. 

Morton, who was only four feet distant 
from the muzzle, received both charges in 
his left leg. The almost solid nature of the 
shots shattered the bone and tore away the 
flesh and it was immediately apparent that 
his condition was critical. One friend sought 
to staunch the blood flow while the other ~ 
went to summon Dr. Thomas of Charleston. 
In spite of the first aid efforts administered 
by his friend, Morton, as a result of shock 
and continuous bleeding, was dying when 
Doctor Thomas arrived without loss of time. 
Meantime the automobile had been brought 
to the scere of the accident and after such 
medical attention as the doctor could give 
under the circumstances had been rendered 
Morton was removed to the hospital at 
Orangeville, where every means possible to 
save his life were adopted, but without satis- 
factory result. Mrs. Morton was informed 
of the tragedy without loss of time, but before 
she could get a train for Orangeville her 
husband died. 

At a general executive meeting of the 
Rossland Rod and Gun club it was resolved 
that L. A. Campbell, M.P.P., be requested 
‘o get in touch with the proper authorities 
and arrange with them to have the stripping 
of spawn from fish in Sheep creek by fishery 
officials stopped till satisfactory arrangements 
shall have been made with the Washington 
authorities. 

Sheep creek has been stocked only by the 
state of Washington and as the Canadian 
government has never stocked this creek alone 
the club feels that the Canadian government 
has no moral right to remove spawn without 
first consulting the Washington authorities. 
It is the intention of the fishery department 
to return sufficient fry to make up for the 
spawn removed and there is no intention in 
any way to deplete the stock but at the same 
time authorities will arrange with Washing- 
ton before continuing to take spawn. In 
accord with the request of the Rod and Gun 
club, Mr. Campbell immediately communi- 
cated with the authorities, asking that the 
matter be taken up with a view to making 
arrangements satisfactory to the Rossland 
organization. 
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75 Front Street, East 

RA TORONTO - - CANADA 
want FOX, WOLF, SKUNK 
Weare paying Good Prices for these 
furs which are in good demand, 
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST. We pay 
Express and Postage. ‘‘Prompt Returns’’. 

Pe TWill Pisvo 
7 More Money OUR CONTINUOUS GROWING DEMAND FOR 

CANADIAN FURS ha 
Puts us ina position to pay you the > oe ’ rs 
highest market values at ali times. ofS Peis this 

> son has put 

Ship us your furs and put your lowest + on ec wee 
price on them and if not satisfactory we feminine article 

will return your goods and pay all Ex- of clothing and 
press both ways. Who can make you a mata Beer 
fairer offer? Write us today for price SR Pi CE: 

= quick shipments. 

Thirty Years of Honorable Dealing 
Have built up an immense outlet for Sloman 

Furs. Won’t you comein with us? We mail 
check day furs are received. Your consignment 
held separate if requested, until you approve of 
our liberal assortment. 

Ask your banker or our competitors about us. 

Ship Early and Often — Write for Price List 

M. SLOMAN & CO. 
207 Sloman Bldé. Detroit, Mich. 

lists which are now ready. Price lists 
and tags are free. A postal will do. 

St. Joseph Hide & Fur Co. 
813-15-17-19 N. 3rd St., » 
St. Joseph, Le 

TRAPPERS, SHIP YOUR RAW FURS TO ME 

Highest Prices, Fair Assortment 

— WRITE FOR PRICE LIST FREE — 

C. H. ROCERS, Walkerton, Ontario. 

WeiL PAYS CASH forfursand a ae 5 
any other House. Furs much higher. Big money trap- 
ing Only House holding shipments 5 days without 
your asking. Cur Tranper's Guide is as different from others ] 
asan Auto from aStage Coach. It’s Free. Price list free. J 
Ref. your Bank. In business 45 vrse The Square Deal 
House. WEIL BROS. & CO., Bx A28 ae ayesha 

Pays Cash for FURS 
paces Higher ThisYear 

Big Money in Trapping skunk, coon, mink, musk- 
4 rat, fox, etc. You can trap furs—we teach you how. 

Funsten Animal Baits guaranteed to increase 

/ FREE your catch. $1.00 a can postpaid. The Funsten 
\ Perfect Smoker ‘‘smokes ’em out.’’ Price $1.50; 

ae wl parcel post 30 cents extra. Both guaranteed satis- 

| Ph SNA factory or money back. Traps at factory prices. 

| Gi r + \\\\ 8 books in one (trapper’s guide—game laws— 

a Oe FREE supply eer: Tells how, when, where to 

Linn trap, how to remove, prepare and ship skins. Will send you 

Mitt fur market reports, shipping tags and big book FREE—Write to- 

Mum day. We tan hides and furs for coats, robes and garments. 
World in Lady, | 
our Line "QY FUNSTENBROS. & CO., 799 Funsten Bldg., St.Louis, Mo. 



ALONG THE TRAP LINE 

(Continued from page 742) 

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 

Furs should not be trapped before they are 
prime. One prime pelt is worth many which 
grade as “‘trash.”” Skunk, civet, etc., become 
prime before mink and muskrat. Animals 
which become prime early in the season sned 
first. Skunks are trapped during February 
and March, because this is the running season 
of the animal. If you set the common steel 
traps during these months you will have to 
visit them very often for if skunk finds another 
in a trap the chances are they will fight. In 
this way the pelt is not pleasant to handle and 
guard hair of both animals 1s usually cut off. 

MINK 

This valuable little fur-bearing animal is 
shy, crafty and an inveterate hunter. Being 
endowed with a keen scent, he is not easily 
taken in traps. His favorite haunts are small 
streams, where he dens in thick willows, long 
marshy grass, or driftwood, usually having 
two dens not far apart. He will, however, 
take up temporary quarters (when away 
from home on long voyages) with his hospit- 
able friend, the Muskrat, who is ever ready 
to vacate a good warm nest for him, and 
occasionally yields up his own body to pro- 
vide a meal for his hungry guest. Crawfish, 
frogs, clams, fish, birds, field mice and rabbits 
form his principal diet, in pursuit of which 
he leaves no-hole unexplored. 

Here is one of his weak points—he prefers 
to capture and kill his own food, therefore, 
it is strategy to lure him into holes, with 
live bait where he is accustomed to find it, 
the presence of which at once allays his sus- 
picion and arouses his furious hunting spirit. 
Swifter than a cat he darts into the hole to 
seize his prey, and then and there cashes in 
his Mink check, between the powerful jaws of 
the trap that has been set for him, and lies 
motionless and hidden from view until the 
owner takes him out. 

Upon close examination of creek banks, 
shallow holes will be found from which Mink 
have dug out crawfish and frogs. For the 
purpose of concealing trap select holes in the 
most obscure places, enlarge them to 4 inches 
in diameter and 12 inches in depth, dash 
water over the hole to make it look old, open 
clam and drop in hole, tie live bait to small 
stick and stake in bottom of hole, out of reach 
of pedal, set trap and cover well with trash. 
Stake through loop of spring with live willows 
to look natural; make holes for this same set 
under shelving banks, brush piles, drift wood, 
tree roots and in thick willows, always near 
water’s edge. Make no litter, leave ground 
natural. Make set at the mouth of all tile, 
at ends of hollow logs. 

Secure a large tile and force one end of 
it into the mud along some creek bank, etc., 
where there are indications of mink. Dig out 
the earth within the tile and set your trap 
before it. Smear both trap and tile with mud. 
Place a few drops of Mink Bait on a chip, 
etc., place in the tile, carefully removing all 

marks made in the mud while making set, 
dash water over i twhen work is completed. 

Find a hollow log—put your trap at each 
entrance and conceal carefully with leaves. 
Stake bloody meat within the log and make 
a trail to and from the set with Trail Scent. 
A few drops of the compound rubbed on the 
soles when making the set will do this nicely. 

Dig some  pockets—small holes—about 
eighteen inches deep and three or four inches 
in diameter in a bank of earth, placing a bird 
or rabbit head in the excavation, concealing 
the trap at the entrance, and put some 
Animal Bait within. If this set is made within 
seventy-five yards of a Mink den the decoy 
will attract them to the trap. Often good 
places may be found for traps near roots, 
rocks, etc., near dens. Animals can be lured 
at will by Animal Bait to such places. Re- 
member it is always well to drench such sets 
as these with water thoroughly and to con- 
ceal the trap well. 

Build a small pen in the water out of rocks, 
leaving but one entrance to it. Set your trap 
to guard it. On a stone within the structure 
place some Animal Bait, care being taken so 
that the compound cannot be washed away 
by the water. 

RUNNING SEASON 
From February to March the Mink goes 

courting. This is the easiest time to take 
him. Set as above, using nothing for bait 
but the effluvium from Mink. It is a lure 
for both sexes. For this purpose save every 
Mink musk sack, squeeze out the contents, 
bottle up tight. To bait, dip a stick in bottle 
and place in hole. Every Mink that comes 
near picks up the scent and you are sure to 
pick him up dead in the morning. The writer 
has tracked them two hundred feet out of 
their course to these sets. Where one is 
caught is the place to catch another. Conceal 
traps well and it will not be necessary to visit 
them so frequently, as the Mink will be dead 
and hidden from view of passers by. 

GROUNDHOG 
Groundhog and Skunk often den together, 

especially in the fall, therefore, be careful in 
setting for these animals that you do not 
catch Skunk out of season, when their fur is 
unprime. The best way to avoid this is to be 
sure that a Groundhog is using the den. In 
setting for Groundhog set trap over hole with 
pedal on outer side and cover with a few leaves, 
and tie trap to small brush. 

BADGER 
The Badger is not considered a very _im- 

portant furbearer, generally speaking. It is 
not found east of the Mississippi. The little 
animals are extremely hard to catch. A Sure 
Death Trap carefully concealed over a den will 
often bring results. 

Sometimes places may be found where a 
trap can be concealed quite naturally. To 
lead the animal to such a place, make a trail 
with Trail Scent, and sprinkle some Animal 
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RED, WHITE, BLUE, CROSS, BLACK, SILVER 

FOXES, BEAVER, LYNX, Etc. 

WANTED FROM ALL SECTIONS OF CANADA 

Every raw-fur shipper who is looking for a better outlet for his raw 
furs should write at once for our price list. We are ina position 

) to pay top market prices, and will do so at all times. Let us hear 

ee = fom you. 

Send for our Price List.—_-NOW READY—We buy Ginseng. 

SERUCK & BOSSAK, Inc, Sone 
152 WEST 28TH ST., - NEW YORK. 

eer 

FREE 
Hallam’s Three Books 

‘*Trapper’s Guide” 

English or Freneh 

96 pages, illustrated, tells how 
and where to trap and other 
valuable information for trap- 
pers: also ‘‘Trapper’s and 
Sportsmen’s Supply Cata- 
log’’‘‘ Raw Fur Price List,”’ 
and latest ‘‘Fur Style Book” 
of beautiful fur sets and fur 
garments. 

All these books fully illus- 
trated and sent 

FREE ON REQUEST. 

TORONTO 

We Sau highest ‘Prices For 

RAW 
FURS 

- e 

And Remit 
Prom pt | y GUNS esnncons. tes emp Animal Bait, Shoepacks, 

Flashlights, Headlights, Fishing Nets, Fishing Tackle and 
Sportsmen s Supplies at lowest prices. CATALOG FREE 

imited 

More Trappers and Fur Collectors send 
their Raw Furs to us than to any other 

five houses in Canada. 

Because they know we pay highest prices, 
pay mail and express charges, charge 
no commissions, and treat our shippers 
right. Result, we are the largest in our 
line in Canada. Ship to us to-day and deal with 
a Reliable House. 
No shipment too -mall or too large to receive 

346 Hallam Building, Bae 

New Fur Profits for You 
You get a double return by sending your raw furs tous. Highest prices. Valuable prem- 

iums in addition. We are the biggest fur and wool house in America. We have 45-year-old 
connections with the largest fur manufacturers in the world. We have to have plenty of good 
furs, and know that we have to pay good prices to get them. We pay express charges. 
We send you your money at once. And we give you— : 
FREE Automatic Revolvers, Guns, Traps, Etc. Our profit-sharing plan not only gets you 

top cash prices, but also gives you, free, rifles, shot-guns, traps and other things you 
want. So don’t be tempted to’ send any furselsewhere. Write for our Fur Market Reports. 
Price List and List of Premiums. Also for the magazine, ““The Fur ClubNews.”’ Allsent free. 

. LARGEST FUR AND WOOL HOUSE IN AMERICA 
S. Silberman & Sons DEPT, 152. 1117-1125 W. 85TH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL. 

THIESSEN’S ATTRACTORS 
AND TRAIL SCENT. 

Manufactured under formulas by great trapping expert. 

Canadian .. 

To quickly introduce this decoy to Canadian trappers, we 
are going to distribute a few bottles at r2duced prices. 

Animal Attractor, $100 value .................6.. 65c., postpaid 
(Mink, Skunk, Bear, Lynx, Marten, Wolf, Fox, etc.) 

Muskrat Attractor, $1 00 value ........ .......... 65c., postpaid 
(Muskrat only ) 

Beaver Attractor, $1.00 value........ ........00-- 65c., postpaid 
(Beaver only) 

EMAL NCONG, @1.00 VALUC!. «.'50i0d:s jejcecnes seas caine ce 65c., postpaid 
Six bottles, Prepaid, $3.50. 

Money or Express Orders Accepted Only. 

We willreturn your money if these baits do not actually 
lure animals to traps. 

ANIMAL ATTRACTOR CO., (Box R) 
STANWOOD, - - IOWA. 

| 
Raw Furs Wanted 

cH MYERS, 

I want all the RAW FURS of all kinds that I can 
get from all parts of Canada. Top notch prices and 
satisfaction guaranteed on every shipment. I pay 
all transportation charges on shipments of ten dol- 
lars or over. You will get your check by return mail. 

Ship your RAW FURS into the State of New 
York and get what they are worth. 
list and tags—they are free. 

REFERENCE—Sherburne National Bank or any 
Bank in the United States. 

Write for price 

23 East Main St., 
Sherburne, N.Y. 
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Bait near the trap. Great care should be 
taken to leave the set natural in appearance. 

RABBITS 

Make set same as first set for Muskrat, 
using same bait, but make holes further from 
water, and in thickets. 

Rabbits caught by the leg in a steel trap 
are not fit to eat. They are feverish and sick 
when killed. A trap which kills the animal 
at once is the only kind to use 

SET TO PROTECT POULTRY HOUSES 

Cut a 41-inch hole through the back part 
of your Poultry House. Set your trap on 
the inside, drive a_nail- through spring 
to hold in position. Now take a_ small 
box about 15 inches square, knock out one 
end and place on inside of hen house, with the 
open end towards the trap. Fasten it securely 
so that an animal could not get into poultry 
house, if the trap was not there. Every animal 
that comes prowling around will crawl through 
this hole thinking it is entering the hen house, 
and will be killed instantly. Keep this trap 
set continuously. 

OTTER 
Dig some pockets along a stream and con- 

ceal your trap at entrance. Dip a stick in 
Otter Oil and stick it in the back part of the 
pocket. Drench set with water after it is 
made and conceal the trap with thin coat of 
mud. 
Note—In sets of this kind it is well to stake 

the trap so that it and the animal may be 
readily found. 
Note—In trapping the Otter a boat should 

be used whenever possible. Great care should 
be taken to leave no signs of having frequented 
the places in which the sets were made. 

RACCOON 
Find a place where the Raccoon enters a 

cornfield. Conceal your trap here, covering it 
carefully. Arrange weeds, etc., about so that 
the animal will be forced to spring the trap. 
Place some “Coon” bait on small twig or leaf, 
etc., directly between the rings of the trap. 

When the amateur starts out for Raccoon 
he usually loses the first few pelts he catches, 

_ because the animals escape. They are very 
strong, and with an ordinary steel trap a clog 
must be used. 

Good sets may be made for the Raccoon 
similar to those which are mentioned for such 
animals as Skunk, Civet, etc. 

Go where signs of coons are found along 
sand bars. Build a small structure in the 
water either of stone or wood. Set the trap 
at entrance, and put a few drops of Racoon 
Bait on a rock within the enclosure, so that 
the water will not wash the odor away. Smear 
trap with mud and conceal carefully with 
brush. 

Pocket sets may also be made for trapping 
the Raccoon. These should be made as pre- 
viously described. I would advise, however, 
that all sets for Raccoon be made in water. 
For the beginner at least, trapping the Rac- 
coon on land will not bring the best of success. 

BEAR 
A Bear has a very keen sense of smell. It 

can detect the faintest odors for a long dis- 
tance, and will follow a trail made by Trail 
Scent. At a steep bank arrange some logs or 
stones so as to form a partial enclosure—this 
must be quite strong—and_ sprinkle Bear 
Bait back of the trap. Conceal the trap well. 
Make a number of trails to and from the set. 
Any Bear approaching one of these will follow 
it and be caught. 

Where there are indications of Bear, find a 
low crotched-tree or high stump and set a 
trap at the base. Place several drops of Bear 
Bait in crotch—it should not be too high—or 
upon the top of the stump. A few logs can be 
conveniently arranged so as to forma kind of 
a guide. 

If beech nuts are to be found, look care- 
fully in that locality for signs of Bear. If they 
are to be seen sprinkle a few drops of Animal 
Bait near the set, which has been arranged at 
some convenient place, and make _ several 
trails with the Trail Scent. Cover the trap 
carefully. 

If a “biting tree’ can be found—this tree 
is one upon which Bears bite or claw—arrange 
several sets near it. Make trails leading from 
this tree to each set. Use a few drops of Bear 
Bait for each set. The number of sets to be 
made can be approximately determined by 
the abundance or scarcity of ““Bear signs” in 
the vicinity. 

Pens can be constructed—they should be 
V-shaped—similar to those already described. 
(See article on Skunk.) Animal Bait should 
be placed in the back part of it, and several 
trails made to the set with Trail Scent. 

Bears are not very cunning, and when once 
you attract their attention, they are easily 
caught. They seem to have very little fear of 
traps. A clog should be used for every set. 

MUSKRAT 
This plentiful little fur-bearing animal is 

not at all shy and is easily taken in traps. To 
set, make holes 4 inches in diameter and 10 
inches deep, near water’s edge where they 
land on bank to feed, and at riffles in small 
streams. Bait holes with open clam, thorn- 
apple, parsnip, carrot, turnip, apple, calamus 
root, or sweet joint of corn cut up fine. Set 
and cover lightly, staking through spring with 
willow top. The clam in this hole makes a 
double set for Rats or Mink. 

Dig holes in bank of stream such as the 
semi-water set and set your trap at entrance. 
On some object within place a few drops of 
Animal Bait, but be very sure to have trap 
carefully concealed. 

Anchor a hollow log in shallow water and 
conceal a trap at each entrance. Above the 
water and in the log a stick dipped in Muskrat 
Bait should be placed. This set is a good one 
and two rats are often caught in a single night 
They do not escape either, leaving the trapper 
but a claw or two for his trouble. 

SKUNK AND CIVET 
In their habits the Skunk and Civet are 

much alike and both are easily trapped, es- 
pecially in the early spring, which is their 
running season. Animal Bait arouses their 

> 
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century,’ 

Get “More Money for your Foxes 
Skunk, Muskrat, Lynx, Raccoon, Fisher, Wolves, Beaver, 
White Weasel and other Fur bearers collected in your section 

SHIP YOUR FURS DIRECT to “SHUBERT” the largest house in the World 
dealing exclusively in NORTH AMERICAN RAW FURS, a reliable—responsible 
—safe Fur House with an unblemished reputation existing for 

> along successful record of sending Fur Shippers prompt, 
AND PROFITABLE returns. 
ate market report and price list published. Write for it-NOW— it’s FREE. 

A. B. SHUBERT, Inc., 

“more than a third of a 
SATISFACTORY 

Write for “Ghe Shubert Shipper,” the only reliable, accur- 

25-27 WEST AUSTIN AVENUE 
Department C392, CHICAGO, U. S.A. 

en and Beys—Attention: 
There is a terrific demand for furs this season and prices 

are sky high. You can get a share-ef the millions of dollars 
ant will he paid to the trappers of North America this Winter. . 

WE WILL HELP YoU 
if ou aré in earnest and mean business we will send you 

MFREE ‘‘The Story of the Steel Trap’’ Contains 
everything a trapper shoule krow to be most successful. 

Our Trappers Supply Department will equip you. 

Write at once for full information. ‘ 

po-, 
<2 ‘C-TAYLOR FU URS, 

XCHANGE BLDG: 5 | 

ROSENBERG BROS. Most Responsible | 

RAW FUR 
Dealers In United States 
PALETTE ECL 
Don’t Delay in becoming one of our always 
satisfied shippers. 

Our Motto is a square deal toall our shippers. 

A Trial Shipment will Convince You. 

We attribute our success to honest grading of your Furs, 
paying the prices we quote and a square deal to all. 

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST TODAY, IT IS FREE | 

ROSENBERG BROS., 101 Jefferson Avenue 
DETROIT, MICH. 

Make Money. | 
‘On Raw Furs | | 

You can make money on the war if 
you send your raw furs tous. Europe 
can’t get furs at home this year, and the 
demand is heavier than ever, because of 
the fashions. We have four branches in 
Earope and numerous connec tions, and 2 

can get higher prices there than others | 
ean. We pass these higher prices on to | 
those we buy from. 

Try Us and Find Out 
Send us your first shipment on trial. 

You will get ackeck by return mail which 
will prove to you that we can make more 
money for you on your whole season’s 
catch, 
TRAUGOTT SCHMIDT & SONS 

22% Monroe Avenue, Detroit, Mich, 
Moscow—Paris—Leipzig—London 

No. 225 
Muff 

{$6.50 i 

No. 224 
Stole 
$6.25 | 

AND. FUR 
FURS GARMENTS 

No matter where you live or what you 
or your family want in Furs or Fur 
Garments, you can buy cheaper and 
better by dealing direct with us. 

When you realize that we are THE LARGEST 
CASH BUYERS OF RAW FURS IN CANADA 
direct from the trapper, you will appreciate 
our unrivalled opportunity to select the 
finest skins, manufacture them into de 
sirable Fur sets and Fur garments, then by 

selling direct by mail, save the middle- 
men's profits by our system of selling 

FROM TRAPPER 

BLACK WOLF SET, Thisis one of the many 

bargains illustrated in our FUR STYLE BOOK 
and is a beautiful set made from long haired— 
good quality—whole skins. THE ST«;LE IS 

cut extra deep and wide over shoulder and 
back—giving good protection against cold—is 
trimmed with head and tail over shoulders 
and tail at each end—lined with good quality 
satin and warmly interlined. 

THE MUFF is made in the large classy 

pillow style, trimmed with head, tail and 
paws and mounted on good down bed giving 
great warmth and comfort—lined with good 
satin—with wrist cord. 

IN On OAS tO leh setseate nice $6.25 
NORAD iain cays eee oot aes $6.50 

Every article is sold under OUR POSITIVE GUARANTEE to 
YOU OR REFUND YOUR MONEY 
Send for our Fur Style Book; 1915-16 edition. SENT FREE on request 
which contains #4 pages of illustrations of beautiful Fur Sets and Fur 
Garments 

WE 

TO WEARER 

“SATISFY 

PAY ALL DELIVERY CHARGES 

Do not wait but send today to 

Limited 
Room 246 Hallam Bldg., TORONTO, Canada 

ULM nt nt 

Scientific Taxidermist, 
Furrier, Tanner 

by latest museum 
I make a specialty 

Satisfactory work done 
methods at reasonable prices. 
of mounting to order GAME HEADS, BIRDS, 
FISH, ANIMALS, life size.. Also fur rugs and 
robes and make up ladies and gents fur coats, fur 
gloves, fur hats and ladies fur muffs, neck furs, 
etc. Large and small skins and hides tanned 
mothproof. 

E. R. F. NEIL, Lucan, Ontario 

TREREMDOCURECEDRCRBOCODRCRDOCODSCODGCHERCRBOCHRBCONEC RRO CHDRC ORAL! 
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passions, and will lead them directly to the 
traps. 
Take two logs, boards or rocks and place 

them parallel to each other a few inches apart, 
one end of the enclosure may be stopped up 
or left open, just as the trapper prefers. If 
two entrances are desired, two traps must be 
used. The trap should be concealed even for 
Skunk and Civet, although some trappers do 
not do so. Animal Bait should be placed in 
the enclosure. It is sometimes well to make 
a trail to the set with a piece of bloody meat 
over which some Trail Scent and Skunk Bait 
has been sprinkled. 

A pocket set is also very successful. It is 
made by digging a pocket two feet deep and 
5 inches in diameter. The trap should be set 
at the entrance and the Animal Bait put on a 
stick and placed in the pocket. Sometimes 
in frozen ground this set is very hard to make 
owing to the fact that digging is almost im- 
possible. 

The effect of the tremendous war now 
going on in Europe ts being felt in many 
obscure and unexpected ways throughout 
the world. One curious fact as regards the 
effect of the war on the buyer and seller of 
furs is that the usual relations between buyer 
and seller are reversed. Instead of having 
to seek purchases for their raw furs the men 
who catch them are much sought after by the 
manufacturers who carry on extensive and 
expensive campaigns of advertising to get 
trappers and hunters and raw fur dealers to 
send in their merchandise. As a result of 
this competitive condition in the securing of 
raw material, those who are engaged in pro- 
ducing it enjoy an advantage in prices rarely 
found. According to the statement of a 
large fur producing concern in Detroit this 
bids fair to be one of the most successful 
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seasons the raw fur shippers and catchers 
have enjoyed in many a year, as those who 
know how to take advantage of the foreign 
situation are sure to make a great deal of 
money. 

““Every woman is a lover of furs,” says 
A. B. Shubert, of A. B. Shubert, Inc., 
Chicago, who deal exclusively in American 
Raw Furs. The garment makers said, 
“This Fall we will trim all ready to wear 
garments with embroidery”, but the wearers 
of the garments said, ‘““Nix on embroidery, 
we want fur trimming and they got it. As 
a result everything the lady wears from 
shoes to hat, with the exception of her nighty, 
is trimmed with fur. That is what cleaned 
out the cold storage raw furs and depleted 
the stocks in the hands of the raw furs dealers, 
the dressed fur dealers, the manufacturers 
and retail merchants. It was a case of “See 
America First” if you want to sell your goods 
and brought to light the fact that we could 
get along without Europe if we had to, and 
still market the collection of American raw 
furs, a thing every mother’s son of us, a year 
ago, thought an impossibility. Mr. Shubert 
says, ‘You can’t keep a squirrel on the 
ground nor can you keep the price of American 
raw furs down so long as women want them.” 

According to a letter received from Funsten 
Bros. & Co. of St. Louis, at a recent auction 
sale of over a quarter of a million dollars 
worth of furs—the government’s Alaskan 
blue foxes being included—bids averaged 
something like 171% higher for these skins 
than for skins of like quality two years ago. 
‘“‘Last year’s prices are out of date. Do not 
be guided by these,” is this firm’s advice. 
Those who do any trapping should keep 
posted in regard to prices or else they are liable 
to be greatly under-paid. 

Ideal for a sportsman’s den are the repro- 
ductions in color of Rod and Gun’s cover cuts. 
These reproductions consist of the picture 
part of the cover only—the firm’s name and 
other typed matter appearing on the monthly 
covers being eliminated. The pictures are 
printed on best artist’s proof stock which 
brings out to perfection the rich coloring of 
the original painting, and of a size suitable 
for framing. Subscribers and readers who 
admire any special cover may secure a copy 
of same on remitting ten cents (postage 
stamps, Canadian or American accepted) to 
Rod and Gun In Canada, Woodstock, Ont. 
We direct our readers’ attention also to the 

advertisement contained on another page of 
this issue in which we offer the original of 
any cover design painted by Mr. Williams 
during the preceding year, or any subsequent 
cover which he may paint for us, in return 
for twenty-five new subscriptions to Rod 
and Gun. These paintings, from which the 
cover cuts for Rod and Gun have been re- 

produced, are artistic and exactly the thing 
for hanging in a sportsman’s den or library. 

“This year I had a bee yard located on the 
bank of a nice trout stream_so when I got 
tired working with my bees I could pick up 
the rod for a change.’ Thus writes Mr. 
Frank Kelly, a subscriber from Aylmer West, 
Ont. Who says this isn’t a fine combination 
of business and pleasure? Mr. Kelly has a 
liking both for the rod and the gun. 

Errata. In the names of birds given in the 
list furnished by Mr. Gordon Dana to the 
November issue of Rod and Gun as having 
been seen by him on Lake Simcoe during the 
past summer several errors in printing were 
unfortunately passed over. No. 10 should 
have read Greater Flycatcher, No. 42 Long- 
billed Marsh Wren, No. 44 Black Tern. No. 
55 Towhee or Chewink, and No. 56 Blue 
Winged Teal. 
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GAME FARMING FOR PLEASURE 
AND PROFIT 

Edward T. Martin 

UCK farming? Quail farming? 
Why not? Isn't the propa- 
gation of game either for pleas- 

ure or profit just as feasible as fox 
farming or mink raising? What is 
more wild than a silver fox in his 
natural state? What is meaner or 
more vicious than a mink, yet both 
have been tamed, and if they, why 
not birds that are neither unusually 
wild nor at all vicious—the more so as 
when free to come and go as they 
please, those of both varieties often 
select some city park for place of 
abode and frequently come close to 
lunching picnickers for crumbs of 
bread and scraps of food. 
Many experiments have of late 

been made in raising water fowl for 
ornament, for profit, or for releasing 
when grown, to replenish the fast 
disappearing wild life of our lakes 
and marshes. To a very considerable 
extent these experiments have proved 
successful, much more so than were 
the early efforts with foxes or minks. 
The first requisite is a pond of good 
water; no common mud hole will 
answer. All the destructive epi- 
demics among American ducks have 
been traced to impure water. What 
foul air is to humans in the crowded 
tenements of a great city, that and 
more, is stagnant, filth filled water to 
the habitants of a duck pond, bad 
for the parent birds, worse for the 
ducklings. 

757 

The size of a pond depends of course 
much upon the number of ducks to be 
raised and then upon whether the 
water is live or dead, running or 
stagnant. If there is a fair flow in 
and out, a pond of small area will do 
for several hundred ducks. If the 
reverse, a larger pond is necessary for 
a smaller number of birds. As an 
illustration: at a springhole in a 
certain large lake, everything else 
being frozen solid, for several winters 
from 500 to 1,000 mallards got water 
to drink and for an occasional bath, 
from an opening no larger than the 
head of a barrel, while had the weath- 
er been warm and the water stagnant, 
half that number would have fouled 
to the disease breeding point a pond 
of nearly an acre. 

For duck farming a pond must be 
surrounded by a tight fence of wire 
netting, varmint proof. The mesh 
of the netting should be not more 
than half an inch. Young teal will 
find places where the wire is bent and 
somehow work their way through 
inch mesh fencing and once in the 
great outside, fall easy prey to cats, 
rats and weasels, while these last 
game destroyers will go through inch 
mesh netting as though it was an open 
door. It is questionable also if they 
will not climb over an ordinary fence 
unless it has an outhanging board at 
the top. The ducks when large enough 
to be released in the pond enclosure 
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must be pinioned, that is the tip of one 
wing removed. This will do them no 
injury and if kept quiet and strangers 
are not allowed to annoy them, it Is 
surprising how tame they soon _ be- 
come, how quickly they adapt them- 

1. WEEK OLD MALLARDS. 

2. THIS QUAIL IS NOT AFRAID OF A DOG OR 
ANYTHING ELSE. 

3. FULVOUS TREE DUCKS, VERY RARE. IT 
2 THEY WILL BREED IN CAP- 
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selves to their surroundings, even fight- 
ing and trying to drive away strange 
ducks that may visit or be placed 
in the pond. 

In addition to the pond there 
should be a considerable tract of land 
surrounded by the wire fence. This 
if low and marshy or grass land that 
can be flooded and made wet—not too 
much water, just puddly—will prove 
a decided help in duck farming. The 
birds will range all over it hunting 
worms and insects so that at times 
the pond will be nearly deserted; then 
when nesting time comes almost every 
high place or fence corner will have 
its pair of breeding ducks. So far as 
known only the “‘puddle”’ ducks nest 
and lay in captivity. Expert game 
farmers say that while red-heads may, 
there is no chance that bluebill or 
canvasback will. Mallard are ex- 
tremely prolific. If their eggs are 
removed, they wll promptly lay a 
second clutch and possibly a third; 
not however going as far as quail 
which have been known to lay 100 
eggs the season; or pheasants which 
often lay 60, occasionally more. Mal- 
lards make good mothers and will 
fight anything from a rat to a man in 
defence of their nest and young. 
Teal, while brave when the pinch 
comes, are excitable and nervous, but 
will lay and continue laying. In thewild 
they stick to their nests until almost 
stepped on; when at a game farm they 
are pugnacious and object to being dis- 
turbed with the energy of a sitting hen. 

Young ducks show no fear of man 
and are swimmers and divers from 
the very start. They will follow.a 
plow looking for worms, so closely 
that often it is hard to avoid running 
over them. At the end of a few weeks. 
they are well feathered and after a 
little time, hard to distinguish from 
ducks of the year before. Wild ducks. 
can be fed anything their domestic 
cousins will eat. A mixture of wheat, 
barley and grass seed with meat 
ground up very fine, seems best. If 
the enclosure contains plenty of grass. 
no green feed is necessary for they 
will pasture on the grass like cattle. 
Mudhens which are easily raised and 
help set off a duck pond will scarcely 
notice grain if they can obtain suffi-- 
cient grass. 
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Wild ducks when grown are nearly 
disease proof, that is, as long as the 
pond water is good. When young 
however, some varieties are suscept- 
ible to every sickness that’s going and 
consequently are hard to raise, this 
being particularly the case with red- 
head and pintail, several nests of 
which to the writer’s knowledge have 
been found in the wild, the eggs 
incubated and almost every one 
hatched, but the ducklings seemed to 
contract disease from the ground 
formerly used for poultry, and cer- 
tainly did from the mother hens, one 
entire brood of sprigs dying from 
sore eyes which they caught from 
their bantam foster mother, her sick- 
ness developing after the ducklings 

was deemed best to isolate, so a circle 
of wire netting was placed around 
her as she sat on the nest, the place 
enclosed being six or eight feet in 
diameter. The last peg to hold the 
netting in position had hardly been 
driven before the duck went crazy. 
She knew she was in jail and was 
bound to break out. She ran around 
the small enclosure, tried to jump 
over and would not be pacified, in 
fact was so excited that in a short 
time she would not only have broken 
her eggs but probably have beaten 
herself to death against the wire. 
When it was removed she calmed 
down at once and after walking 
around a little to be sure she was 
free, returned to the nest and per- 

POND WITH MANY FARM RAISED DUCKS 

had been given her. Another brood, 
red-heads this time, seemed in per- 
fect health for several days leaving 
the incubator, then died of no ap- 
parent cause, just fell over in a fit. 
kicked a little, turned up their toes 
and died. They had been given good 
food, pure water, the mother hen was 
healthy and it must have been disease 
contracted from the ground, else 
pure contrariness which caused them 
to die. 

A nesting duck is wise in her own 
conceits. The writer knows of a 
sitting mallard, a bit belated in 
hatching her brood because a dozen of 
her eggs were removed and she felt 
compelled to lay as many more, that 
to protect from envious neighbors it 

severed until she brought ten little 
black and yellow balls of down out of 
the eggs and led them to water. 
Now as to raising ducks for profit. 

It can be done with mallards which 
are as easily raised as chickens and 
with but little more cost. A farmer 
who is able to sell ordinary chickens 
for a dollar and a half a pair, will 
grow rich at the business. Mallards, 
to be used as breeders, at present will 
bring more than double that figure, 
perhaps three times as much if extra 
stock, and for the table certainly the 
best hotels and clubs would pay a 
fancy price. With each female pro- 
ducing eggs for at least two broods, 
one hatched in an incubator, the other 
by herself, it is easy to figure thattwelve 
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or more young would be raised by 
each pair of ducks which would make 
this earning capacity in the neighbor- 
hood of twenty dollars the season. 
Feed will not cost so very much. Let 
us figure and see. A gill of grain, be- 
side what it can pick up in way of 
insects added to the grass it likes so 
well, should be enough for any one duck 
in a day, except that perhaps during 
winter the quantity will have to be 
increased, say two bushels per duck 
per year, four for a pair which would 
make $5 pay for the keep of any two 
ducks a year and this would cover all 
expenses. The writer thinks his es- 
timate is high but even if not there 
appears a good margin for profit. 
Wood ducks sell readily at about 

$10 each. They are easy to raise on a 
game farm but are not nearly as hardy 
as mallards. In some localities they 
are named summer ducks because of 
their liking for warm weather so I 
doubt if in a cold climate they can be 
kept over winter unless warmly 
housed and then with considerable 
risk, but mallards and sprigs, they 
are regular polar bears for ice. 

If widgeons, gadwalls and spoon- 
bills breed to any extent when cap- 
tives, I have never heard of it. They 
are of kinds not particularly suscep- 
tible to cold and could easily be 
housed as a protection against very 
severe weather but I have never seen 
them sitting in flocks of thousands on 
the ice waiting for an air hole to open 
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as I often have mallards and sprigs, 
nor shot them in mid winter among 
the old squaws, corwines and mergan- 
sers of the big lakes as I occasionally 
have the others. Teal, except as pets 
or to add beauty to a gentleman’s duck 
pond, are out of the question unless in 
a warm climate. Blue-wing and 
cinnamon are as tender when exposed 
to cold as the wood duck, green- 
wing not so much. Still in the 
Southern States and California these 
varieties would all be_ possibilities 
and might for breeders or display, 
being hard to raise, command a higher 
price even than mallards, but for the 
table would not do at all, nor should 
they be considered for farm propa- 
gation in Canada where the mallard 
seems the most desirable duck. 

The time may come when duck 
farming as an industry will equal fur 
farming as it is now, and perhaps in 
the future bounties may be paid the 
duck farmer for the release of his 
crop to help replenish the wild, but 
that is looking a long way ahead and 
for the present he will be fortunate to 
raise enough to meet the demand for 
breeding purposes and to supply the 
ponds of gentlemen and country 
clubs. 

Canada geese are easily raised on a 
farm, sometimes when pinioned being 
permitted to run with the poultry in a 
barnyard or share a fenced-in pond 
with their domestic cousins. They 
lay readily, hatch and mother their 

A WELL ARRANGED GAME FARM 
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young without trouble but I do not 
admire geese of any kind. Their 
flesh is usually tough and often rank. 
They are noisy and not particularly 
ornamental. Other varieties than 
the Canada seem to withhold their 
eggs when captives. I know of at 
least two flocks of 25 or 30 each, 
speckle-breasted, snow geese and the 
like, used by market shooters for 
decoys, all of which have been kept 
in the same yard and owned by the 
same parties for from 5 to 20 years, 
yet never an egg have any of them 
laid. They are tame and will feed 
from the owner’s hand. When told 
“mush now, mush,” they will go into 
their crates for transportation to or 
from the shooting grounds—but they 
lay no eggs. Why? Ask something 
easier. I am not answering riddles, 
just stating facts. 

So much for ducks and geese; now 
concerning quail. They are _ birds 
that can be raised on a farm in 
quantities but the pens must be built 
on absolutely virgin ground. Should 
the germs of any disease be there, 
they will contract it. If the old do 
not the young will. Pens may be as 
large as 100 feet square or as small as 
ten by ten, depending upon the 
number of birds, with the sides of 
weasel proof netting. For the top a 
larger mesh can be used, say an inch 
pean inch and 3 half. It .is not 
necessary to pinion the quail. They 
will soon learn what the netting is and 
will not bump into it. After a time 
they become so accustomed to their 
surroundings that they will rarely 
fly preferring as in their wild state to 
run, and avoid taking wing as much as 
possible. They get to be very tame, 
a sitting bird permitting the keeper 
whom she knows to stroke her head or 
scratch her back. And do not forget 
it, all the birds on a game farm know 
their keeper as well as they do their 
own chicks. Pens for quail should 
be in a grassy or weedy section where 
seeds and insects are to be found and 
where the birds can gratify their 
natural desire to skulk and hide. The 
Bob White and California Valley 
quail are much the best as breeders. 
In severe weather they must have 
warmth and_= shelter, perhaps an 
electric heater on the same principle 

as a brooder but larger, in the far 
part of a low shelter shed, would 
answer. A family of half a dozen 
hens to a single male has proved best. 
As fast as eggs are laid they should 
be gathered and when enough, in- 
cubated. In this way a female will 
lay from 50 up, while if allowed to 
remain in the nest 15 to 20 would be 
her limit. The young as soon as dry 
are given to bantam hens, or when the 
supply of hens is short, placed in 
electric brooders where the chicks 
make themselves at home and if for 
any reason the supply of heat is not 
sufficient, peep and tell their needs as 
plainly as if they called to the man, 
“Hey! fire up. Do you wish to freeze 
us to death?” 

But it is not nearly so easy 
this raising of quail as mallards. Too 
many must not be put in the same pen, 
for they pack in the corners and the 
strong smother the weak. They con- 
tract every bird disease that is going. 
They die when nothing seems the 
matter. However with so very 
many eggs, a large percent of which 
hatch, there is lots of lee-way. Three 
young out of every four might never 
reach maturity, yet the crop would bea 
profitable one, the main demand now 
being for well-established breeders, 
and for such the quail farmer at pres- 
ent can demand a very liberal price. 

As the chicks grow they are given 
the run of a large pen. When half 
grown they are able to fly and ean 
take care of themselves 
Much remains to be learned about 

Game Farming. To the writer it is 
more interesting than fur farming and 
if pecuniary gain is desired, mallard 
farming and possibly raising wood 
ducks now and quail breeding in the 
near future, will bring as large re- 
turns as will raising any of the fur 
bearers except the silver fox which 
requires so large a bank roll that 
common every day people are barred 
from engaging in it. Still we are-all 
novices in the business, pioneers 
blazing the trail, but is it not a fact 
that steam cars always follow the path 
of the pioneer? And so in game farm- 
ing the rush will come as soon as those 
showing the way have demonstrated 
what to do and how it should be 
done. 



CAPACITIES 
Describing how the Indians of the Abittibi gorge themselves to repletion 

R. J. Fraser 

OOK, boys!’ said Granlon, 
L “Watch those fellows finish off 

that moose meat.’ 
The older of the two Indians came 

back to the fire, carrying a frying pan, 
a Number One, the largest size sold 
by the traders. He had it heaped 
full of red, frozen moose steaks, part 
of the previous day’s kill. Fully 
fifteen pounds of meat the pan con- 
tained. 

sv bhat-is only a light meal for the 
two of them.”’ added our companion. 

The two natives, bearers of Rev- 
illon Freres’ winter mail from Coch- 
rane to Rupert River Post, had over- 
taken us on the Abittibi, early that 
afternoon, and had asked to be al- 
lowed to use our evening fire. It was 
not their intention to camp yet for 
the night, though they had already 
covered thirty miles since the morn- 
ing fire. Instead, they would push 
on until dark, and ‘add five or six miles 
more to the day’s run. 

‘“A mile today means a mile less 
some other day.” they said. 
_A few handsful of snow were added 

to the dish to keep the meat from 
burning, and the pan was set on the 
fire. Not long did it remain there. 
When the red, juicy meat had turned 
to a brown, Weebenisk removed the 
pan, and set it on the boughs between 
his companion and _ himself. The 
liteers produced a frozen piece’ of 
bannock, and with the tea-pail placed 
within easy reach, the two commenced 
their meal. After five minutes of 
gorging,—one would hate to call it 
“eating,” nothing remained in the pan 
but the gravy, which was quickly 
hardening under the frosty March air. 

Then the packetmen gathered their 
belongings together, bade us good- 
bye, and went on down the river 
trail. 

“That is what they call a snack— 
just a hurried repast.” Granlon in- 
formed us, as we watched the Indians 
disappear into the woods of the por- 
tage below our camp. 

‘‘Wait till you see them at a real 
feast at the post in springtime. If 
some of them should be lucky enough 
to bring in a deer, or a moose, when 
the winter’s trapping is over, you'll 
see some eating. They fill them- 
selves full like our husky dogs, till 
they can only grunt and smoke.” 
We were settled several weeks at 

Rupert House, daily on the lookout 
for any form of excitement that would 
help to pass away the weary hours, 
before we were gratified by the sight 
of just such a feasting as Granlon had 
promised for us. In the first week 
of May, a party of Coast Crees from 
the Eastmain River country arrived 
at the post. On the way two moose 
had been shot, and men, squaws, and 
dogs, had strained at the komatik 
traces, rather than leave behind any 
part of the kill. They crossed the 
Rupert River just before the break-up. 

Camped on the outskirts of the 
station were two other families, who 
had arrived a few days earlier, and 
close to their tents the newcomers 
pitched their own ragged and smoke- 
stained canvas. 

‘“‘What cheer!’ greeted the factor, 
when the leader of the little band 
entered the store. 

““‘Whatchee! §Whatchee!” res- 
ponded the Indian, shaking the others 
hand. 

‘Bring your fur into the office, boy. 
Let’s have a look at it.” said the fac- 
tor, turning towards the door. Re- 
ports of Benjamin Wapatches’ most 
successful hunt had preceded him to 
the post. 

The Indian, though, appeared to 
have other business on hand, to which 
the disposal of his catch was of second- 
ary importance. 

“No, not now.”’ he answered, “Fur 
can wait. Plenty moosemeat, me 
and Jeemie Wastigan; plenty eat 
tonight. Fur bye an’ bye. Want 
some peemee—grease,—now. 

“Alright, boy. Come around in a 
few days when you’re able to walk.” 
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Finlayson had not bartered for fur 
with these grown-up children of the 
Ungava wilds for the past fifteen 
years without becoming familiar with 
their improvident habits. So long as 
a pound of that moosemeat remained 
uneaten, there would be no trading 
done. 

So, with his little pail of lard, 
Benjamin returned to his tent. 

Then the feasting commenced. 
The leg bones of the moose were first 
hung up to the teepee poles. A 
white hunter would naturally have 
flung these to his dogs; but an Indian 
will give no part of an animal, fish, 
or bird, toadog. ’Tis neither mean- 
ness nor thrift that prompts them to 
act thus, but superstition. They 
believe it would bring bad luck in 
hunting, and they would themselves 
go hungry. So- the dogs are thrown 
on their own resources, and is it any 
wonder, then, that the half-starved 
brutes are natural-born thieves. 

One large fire was kept alight, and 
on this each family placed  stew- 
kettle and pan, crammed full of temp- 
ting venison cuts. Steadily, for a 
half-hour, all members of the party 
ate. Then, the first round over, 
pipes were filled, and the company 
stretched out on the blankets. But, 
after a short rest, the pans and 
kettles were refilled, and the “‘stuffing”’ 
recommenced. 

For a day and a half this gorging 
continued, and the one thing that 
finally terminated the feat, was not 
the exhaustion of the guests, but of 
the host’s larder. A day later, one 
of the children, a lad of ten years of 
age, died, in great agony. ‘The only 
apparent cause for his illness that the 
factor could discover was “‘over- 
stuffing.” 
Two full-grown moose had stocked 

the festive board, and the gathered 
company, men, squaws, and children, 
numbered but fourteen. The factor 
estimated there were over eleven 
hundred pounds of meat, clear of the 
bones and coarser portions, which 
were now drying in the heat and 
smoke of the wigwam peaks. ‘Thus, 
in less than two days, each member 
of the band had seventy-five pounds 
of fresh venison placed to the credit 
of his gastronomic powers. ‘This ac- 

complishment may seem incredible 
to many, but we were eye-witnesses 
of the scene. Also, the factor assur- 
ed us that it was not an uncommon 
feat among his trappers. 

I was curious to know had the 
supply been several times as great, 
how long the feasters, if put to an 
endurance test, could keep to it. 
Granlon claimed there would be no 
question of “‘endurance;” they would 
simply “eat as long as there was a 
pound of meat in sight.”” And Gran- 
lon was in dead earnest about it. 

Considering the nourishment and 
sustenance derived from seventy-five 
pounds of fresh meat, it is not hard to 
believe that for four days after the 
feast not a member of the party came 
near the store to trade. There was 
no need during that time to invest in 
more provisions. Most of the Indians 
were quite unable to do more than 
crawl forth from their tents. 

When once more hunger did rouse 
them from a state of stupor, the 
trappers brought their bales to the 
factor’s office. The trading over, 
they returned to their tents, recon- 
ciled to the summer’s menu of trader’s 
pork. 

I was surprised that Coulson, a 
member of our party, was so little 
moved by the exhibition we had 
witnessed. 

“That’s not so wonderful,’ he 
exclaimed to me. “When I was up 
in North Greenland, I often saw that 
feat excelled. The Eskimoes are 
much heavier eaters. 

“You should see them feast when 
a bear or a walrus, or better still, 
some musk-oxen, are killed. I saw 
four huskies eat a whole musk-ox in 
a night. And they waste less than 
these fellows here. All parts of the 
animal are eaten by them, and what 
we would discard as offal they con- 
sider tid-bits. These four I speak of 
started off on the raw meat, and after 
the first pangs of hunger had been 
relieved, they boiled the rest; hung 
a big kettle over the fire, and as they 
took a piece out to eat. they dropped 
another in its place. Never a stop 
they made, but sat up and ate tll 
nothing but the hide, bones, horns, 
and the greasy water in the pot 
remained.” 



THE UNWRITTEN LAW 
Jean Stevinson 

“6é ID I never tell you,” asked the 
old timer from the West Koot- 
enays, ‘“‘of the fuss we had with 

Pinky Davis over the Silver Core 
mine? That was twenty years ago, 
before the C. P. R. ran its branch 
through the Slocan Valley, and many 
places that are good towns now were 
only timber land then. New Denver 
had started up, but Slocan City and 
other lake towns were brush to the 
water’s edge. Rumors’ had _ got 
around, though, that there was silver 
in the Slocan hills, and prospectors 
were roaming round with their beans 
and bacon and the lightest camp kit 
they could muster. Of course you 
know there are fast and bound laws, 
both written and unwritten, govern- 
ing prospecting, and one of the un- 
written laws is that if you and a part- 
ner buy your provisions together for a 
trip you’ve got to go halves with him 
on what you stake, even if he gets 
scared and turns back at the first 
shadow. The alternative is for you 
to go back to the store and tell the 
dealer the partnership is off, paying 
him yourself for all the provisions. 
Well, I had been bitten this way 
twice, and wasn’t going to be again, 
so got my brother and started off into 
the hills. I knew I could depend on 
him. 

“Matt’’, he said, 
papers all right?” 

“Yes,” I answered. 
Well, we had a great old time. We 

spent days following up float in the 
creeks only to have it dodge us and 
lead us a pretty dance two miles 
around some ledge, or to lose it al- 
together. The climbing was so hard 
that the sixth day out we cached our 
tent in the hollow trunk of a tree, and 
slept in our blankets under trees 
‘afterward. The very day we cached 
our tent we staked a pretty fair mine, 
and the next day but one found an- 
other good prospect. It was not until 
the twentieth day out, though, that 
we struck the Silver Core, which 
makes the kernel of my story. The 
vein was two feet thick and ran four 
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thousand ounces to the ton of silver. 
You can figure it out for yourself at 
fifty cents an ounce. 

“No fooling after this,” Tom said. 
“We've got to get the papers into the 
registry office at New Denver in 
double quick time.” 

Everyone round these hills had to 
register in New Denver then, and as 
soon as our stakes were in we lost no 
time. We were on foot, though, with 
our camp kit, and travelling at best 
was slow work. When we got down 
about a mile we struck a trail, and 
soon heard a horseman coming along 
at full gallop. 

“It’s Nat Potter,’ I announced, 
“‘let’s get him to hustle the papers 
into the office for us, then we can stay 
a few days longer.” 

“If you think he’s safe enough,” 
my brother said doubtfully. 

“Nat,” I called as he came up, 
“will you get these papers into the 
registry office for us tonight?” 

“Sure thing,’ he answered readily, 
“T’m going straight there now.” 

I gave him the papers and showed 
him a sample of the ore I had brought 
down, and he rode off. 
Tom and I prospected around a 

week longer, till our grub was on its 
last legs, then started for town. Tom 
wanted to be sure there was no kink 
in our last claim, and I wanted to get 
a job for awhile. We had only a 
nickel between us, and knew that 
wouldn’t go very far in British Col- 
umbia. We thought we might get a 
loaf of bread for it. Well, we spent 
nearly a day sliding down rocks and 
butting through underbrush, but at 
last came to the town and made our 
way to a bake shop. The woman in 
charge said the smallest loaves were 
ten cents, but when she found five 
was all we had she let us have one for 
that. We spent another night out 
under a tree, and the next day went 
to the registry office. 

‘Your location is here,” the clerk 
informed us, “but it is not in your 
name. Pinkerton Davis came in a 
week ago and had it registered as his.” 

‘ 
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“What!” we both yelled. 
‘Pinkerton Davis,’ the clerk re- 

peated, “he registered the claim him- 
self. You must have made some 
mistake.” 

eieamade a mistake?? I. asked 
quietly; and if Pinkerton Davis had 
been there he might have wondered at 
the quiet tone. Had he known me 
well, he would have paled perhaps. 
Seome, I said’ to my. brother, 

“there is nothing more we can do 
here.” Then we went out. I was 
white with rage. I had started out 
prospecting with Pinky Davis once 
and he had left me in the lurch at the 
most critical time—scared, common 
scared, he was, and too lazy to do his 
share of the work. We had gone so 
far I did not want to lose time going 
back to call the partnership off at the 
dealer’s, so went on and staked a 
mine that I sold for twelve thousand 
cash afterward. Pinky made me 
stand by the unwritten law and give 
him six thousand, though I had 
trusted to his sense of fair play. 
Now I determined he should stand 

by the unwritten law that governed 
his act, and the unwritten law that 
governed his case was that a man who 
jumped an honest claim was a skunk 
and a thief, and if he refused to pull his 
stakes after due warning he was a dead 
man. 

According to written law my 
brother and I had not a vestige of a 
claim on our silver mine. We had not 
registered it and Pinky Davis had— 
had gone up and stuck his stakes in, 
too. The law was on his side, Now 
we were to see which was stronger, 
the law written on the statute books 
or the law written on the heart of 
every square out-door man in the 
British Columbia hills. 

The first thing to do was to get a job, 
which I did that very day, teaming. 
Men were scarce and wages were good. 

Next on my program was to see 
Nat Potter. How had the papers got 
from him to Pinky Davis? Was he an 
accomplice? I found out he was not, 
but was lax in business methods and 
matters of trust. He had gone into 
the hotel on arriving at New Denver, 
had dinner with Davis, and when he 
was “three sheets in the wind” at 
Davis’ invitation had let the cat out 

of the bag. The rest was easy. Pinky 
promised to register the claim for Nat 
at once, as Nat was too bowled over 
to walk straight, and the papers were 
handed over. 

Next my brother and I started a 
network of communications with 
other prospectors. All over the dis- 
trict, in three days, the men knew 
about Pinky Davis’ criminal act. 
The boatmen going up and down the 
lake knew, miners and loggers knew, 
store and hotel-keepers knew and 
were sneering at him. 

The prospectors, however, had the 
right of way. On the morning of the 
fourth day, when Pinkerton came 
down to breakfast at his hotel, he was 
handed a scrap of paper. It was 
signed by nineteen prospectors scat- 
tered throughout the Slocan_ hills, 
and read briefly: 

“Pull your stakes from the Silver 
Core mine inside of twenty-four hours 
or you go into the middle of Slocan 
Lake.” 

“Faugh!’ Pinky tried to laugh it 
Off. -Aekhey ean t) dois. :-7Yet) be 
paled, knowing the men of iron he was 
up against; knowing also the depth of 
Slocan Lake, “no bottom’ a mere 
child’s throw from land; and that no 
man who went down ever came up 
again on account of the iciness of the 
water. Pinky tried to laugh it off, 
yet he paled—for he couldn’t swim. 

He took a nervous turn up the 
street. ‘““The deal is so nearly through, 
too,” he muttered, “thirty thousand 
dollars clear. Well, I'll go into Nel- 
son, see my man, get what money 
down I can, and light out.” 

The Mary Ann was ploughing 
down the lake, making for the wharf, 
and as she made a trip only when she 
felt like it, Pinky hustled to his room, 
packed a suitcase in double quick 
time and ran to the dock. 

“T am sorry,” the purser said, ““but 
I can’t sell you a ticket. You are to 
be detained from going on the boat 
today.” 

‘Detained!’ yelled .Pinky, “‘and 
what have I done? Aijin’t this a free 
country?” 

“Yes,” returned the young man, 
“but Ill be fired if I sell you a ticket. 
There’s no use your trying to get on 
the boat without one, either.”’ 
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Pinky found this only too true, and 
began to get scared. He thought 
awhile, then sent a telegram to his 
man in Nelson. 

“How much down?” he wired, “‘at 
once?”’ 

“Fifteen hundred,’ came the reply, 
‘balance in one month.” 

“Lord!” breathed Pinkerton. It 
was now noon. 

He ordered a big meal, with a 
bottle of champagne, the latter more 
for the purpose of putting his missing 
backbone in place than because he 
wanted to pay forit. Then he sent a 
messenger for me to go and see him. 

I sent his note back. 
“Tell Pinky Davis I have nothing 

to say to him,” I told the boy. 
Two hours passed, and I saw Pinky 

puffing up the road to the spot where 
I was hauling logs. 
Matt. thessaid/) “I want to vtalls 

business with you.” 
I sat on my load of logs and looked 

at him. I knew if he were going to 
talk business it was crooked business, 
for he couldn’t talk straight business 
if he tried. He began to grow un- 
comfortable with my eyes on him. 

“You know, Matt,’ he began, 
shifting from one foot to the other, “‘I 
always intended doing the fair thing 
by you in the end. I knew a man in 
Nelson who was on the lookout for a 
good silver mine, and I felt I could 
make a fine deal with him if I had a 
free hand on the goods. He has been 
up to see the Silver Core, and offers 
thirty thousand dollars cash for it. 
He will pay fifteen hundred today and 
the balance in one month. . You say 
the word and I'll go halves with you. 
That'll be fifteen thousand dollars for 
you for three weeks time—and you 
know I have the law on my side.” 

Pinky straightened a little as he 
delivered the last stroke, but I sat 
still, looking curiously at him and 
saying nothing. 

“Will you,” he asked, beginning to 
whine a little, “‘take fifteen thousand 
for your share and call it quits?” 

“Not a cent!” 
That was all I said, and I started 

my horses on up the hill. It was now 
the middle of the afternoon, and I 
knew Pinky too well to believe for a 
minute that he would run the risk 
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rather the certainty, of getting his 
precious hundred and ninety pounds 
down in the icy depths of the twisted 
Slocan Lake. 

At six o’clock, as I was driving the 
horses to the barns, he came back. 
His face was strained and looked some 
years older. I knew he had tried to 
hire a team to take him out of town by 
land, but could not get one. No one 
with a row boat would take him in, 
nor hire him a boat. Oh, they were 
game, those western fellows in the old 
days! 

Pinky was a prisoner—with the law 
on his side. 
Now he came to the point. 
“Matt,” he wheedled, “Ill take a 

quarter of the thirty thousand and cry 
quits. You know by law I could get 
it all if I were determined to. Will 
you take twenty-two and a_ half 
thousand as your share?” 

I had stopped the horses and was 
taking a good look at him. 

“Not a cent!’ 
Then I drove on to the barn. The 

face I left behind me was white with 
rage and fright, but I knew Pinky 
deserved all that was coming to him. 

At eight o’clock that night he was 
sitting in the bar, a glass beside him 
and his head in his hand. A man 
gave him a note. 

“Time is half up,’ it read. “We 
have a man posted at the Silver Core 
to see what time your stakes are 
pulled. We also have men in readi- 
ness to haul you out of bed if neces- 
sary, take you out in a rowboat and 
throw you in the lake at eight o’clock 
tomorrow morning.” 

The note was signed boldly by the 
nineteen prospectors. 

Pinky walked unsteadily to the 
clerk’s desk. 

‘“Get me a saddle horse,’ he ordered 
‘for four o’clock tomorrow: morning, 
and see that I am called fifteen min- 
utes sooner. Send coffee to my 
room with the call.” 

“T am sorry,” the clerk answered 
suavely, “but all the available horses 
are engaged.” 

‘“‘Nonsense!’” Pinky turned even 
whiter than he was, and sat down 
with a bump in the nearest chair. 
No one seemed to notice him, no one 
seemed to care. 

> 
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“What a walk!” he groaned to him- 
self, “what an awful night’s climb!” 

He got a lantern and started for the 
hills. No one hindered him; no one 
asked where he was going—they all 
knew. 

Oh, but Pinky got his deserts that 
night! I followed him every foot of 
the way. His muscles were flabby, 
while mine were like iron, and the 
journey over rocks and_ streams, 
through brush and ravines, tired me 
after my day’s work. A _ hundred 
yards ahead of me the lantern bobbed 
and jolted, and every time I cracked 
a twig Pinky thought a bear or a 
cougar was after him, for he looked 
back with terror in his eyes. I needed 
no light with that beacon ahead; all 
night long I followed him, up hill and 
down, until at five the dawn began to 
show.. Then I kept in the shelter of 
the trees and brush, and had a faint 
suspicion of respect for Pinky because 
he did not get lost. To this day I 
cannot understand why he didn’t. I 
was not sorry, though, for the sneak 
who for once was paying the penalty 
for a mean act. 

At fifteen minutes. to eight he 
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stumbled up to his stakes. Two men 
stood there with watches in their 
hands. Pinky was dropping with 
fatigue, but went the rounds, and one 
by one pulled the three bogus pegs. 
First came the discovery stake, then 
the stake at each end of the fifteen 
hundred feet square that had looked 
so good to him; and the claim that had 
been his only in law was his no more. 
Then Pinky fell to the ground in a faint. 

The men closed their watches, but 
looked only with disgust at the mean 
bundle of clothes that lay on the 
ground. A bottle was sticking out of 
his pocket, so we knew when Pinky 
came to he could take care of himself, 
and the three of us left him there. 
He came to all right. He is still in 
British Columbia doing other people, 
but does not show his nose around 
New Denver any more. 

The Silver Core? Oh, yes, my 
brother and I sold it to Pinky’s man 
all right. We got the first fifteen 
hundred down for our magnificent 
vein, then it was discovered that the 
blinky thing ran only three feet into 
the ground and stopped short. So 
did our thirty thousand.” 

Photo by Leonard Frank, Alberni, B.C. 
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and the Northern night was settling 
down over the gloomy pine and spruce 

timber lands. Across the clearing from the 
men’s bunk house and the stables two and a 
half dozen hungry, husky loggers and team- 
sters trudged by ones and twos toward the 
long low log dining room set a little apart 
from the other buildings and from which 
the light was already streaming in a welcome 
blaze across the light covering of snow in 
front of the doorway. It looked cheery 
enough to anyone who had been swinging 
an axe, pulling on a cross-cut saw, or guiding 
the well-fed, spirited horses that the camp 
always boasted of, or at least it should have 
for “Higgins” camps were always on record 
for having the best horses, the best grub, the 
best bunk houses, and the most contented 
lot of men in this particular section. Suffice 
it to say that when the most temperate of 
the men came back to certain of the Higgins 
camps for five years in succession it looked 
as if there must be some inducement. But 
G. E. Higgins was one of the wise men of his 
generation, he seldom interfered in the work- 
ings of the camps aside from the fact that he 
gave instructions to his foremen, and when 
some uninitiated individual from some other 
camp became too frequently noisy, or, a 

qa sun had dropped behind the trees 
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nuisance among sober workmen, he was in- 
varibly taken to one side by a hard eyed 
foreman, given his time, and a curt bit of 
advice to pack his blankets and get out on 
the next train for town and not to come back 
to a Higgins camp unless he left whiskey 
behind him. It was forgiveable to come into 
camp drunk, or at least it had been overlooked, 
but the unforgiveable sin was to bring in the 
“stuff? to use in camp. The hard work and 
out-door air and regular nights’ sleep would 
bring back sobriety but it was not expected 
that a man would keep sober with his ‘‘wet 
goods continually on tap,’ so the wise ones 
smiled at the foolish one’s troubles and saved 
their pay until they arrived in town to satisfy 
their appetites for the liquid that was denied 
them in camp. 

Nevertheless Higgins camps were also noted 
for their cheerful crews as has been before 
stated, but now there was something wrong, 
very much wrong to judge by the appearance 
of the men on their way to the eat-house. 
There were Swedes, Norwegians, a few French- 
Canadians, and perhaps a half dozen American 
representatives in the group, and the only 
cheerful one in the bunch was Louie Bourgais. 
The strategy of a chipmunk in raiding a 
dinner pail would give Louie the subject for 
a story a yard long and a yard wide and a 
good laughable story at that. Louie was a 
past master at the art of story-telling and for- 
tunate indeed was the partner that worked 
with or near him, as he was sure to hear a 
story or two during the day that would make 
him forget his troubles and look forward to 
more entertainment. Even now as they ap- 
proached the door of the dining room the 
French Canadian was trying to raise a laugh 
with a story about a traveler who had stopped 
at a farm house and had been fed beans so 
often that—well he got no farther, for the 
heavy shoulder of one of the Swedes caught 
him in the side and sent him hurtling through 
the door. R 

“Good boy, Johnson,”’ called his companion. 
‘Beans, hell! we’ve had beans for four days 

straight now, and believe me,” as he heard 
grumblings of approval from the darkness 
behind, “if we have beans on this here table 
next week I’m going back to town if I do have 
to walk.”’ 

“Tt’s along walk”, grinned Louie from across 
the table where they were now seated, in two 
rows, with sixteen men on each side of the 
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long plank table, and as Louie remarked it 
looked like a ‘‘bean funeral.” 

“Say Frenchy!’ began one of the men— 
“Never mind the Frenchy part,’ retorted 
Louie, as his black eyes sparkled and he 
forgot his natural good nature at the tone of 
the other’s voice. ‘You know Frenchy 
could double you up and put you in the store 
damn quick, if it was worth the exertion, just 
like dat,’ with a snap of his fingers in the 
other’s face across the table. “If you should so 
desire,’—but right here he was interrupted 
from the doorway that led to the kitchen by 
a gruff good natured voice that announced 
“Beans once more boys! sorry, but that 
bunch of provisions is still in the ditch with 
the other wreckage down there at Muddy 
Creek, and the boss says that it'll take two 
or perhaps three days to get at the grub and 
get it up here.” 

~ Scowls and dark looks greeted this an- 
nouncement and good natured, jolly John 
Kent, the cook, known to everybody in 
camp as one of the best cooks ever, and an 
all-round friend of the boys looked mighty 
sober as he turned back to the kitchen and 
told the two boys, his helpers, to serve the 
“bean supper.’ The second boy had hardly 
passed through the door to the dining room 
when the cook heard the outside door slam 
and looking out through the kitchen window 
saw two of the teamsters walk away toward 
the cabins and bunk house across the clear- 
ing. As he stood watching them they stopped 
and one of the pair, a fellow called “Red 
Jake,’ reached to his inside coat pocket and 
brought forth a flask from which they both 
took a long “‘pull,’’ Stepping quickly to the 
door he was about to call to them when 
the sound of their voices stopped him. 

“Not a step do my horses go from the 
stable to-morrer Riley.” 

“Same here Red, old boy, to the devil with 
a camp that can’t feed their men nothin’ but 
beans. ‘To-morrow mornin’ we’re both sick, 
savvy? and if there aint nothing better’n 
beans here by to-morrow night we take a 
team and get back towards town, hey?” 

“You bet yer right Red, shick to-morrow 
haw, haw!’ laughed the one addressed as 
Riley and as they passed on and the cook 
stepped back and closed the door, he realized 
that if they did away with the flask of liquid 
trouble, which they were in a fair way to do, 
trouble would probably put the camp back 
days or possibly weeks in their work. The 
wreck down at Muddy Creek ten days ago 
had thrown the whole camp on end. Part 
of the wreck had burned and under the 
portion of it that burned was the two months’ 
provisions for the camp. On top of this had 
come a heavy gale of wind that had blown 
trees across the track and delayed the wreck- 
ing crews on their way to repair the trestle at 
Muddy Creek. Kent knew that it would be 
one, possibly two or three days before there 
could be any relief in the way of fresh meat 
or vegetables brought in. He had sent Ralph 
Weyburn, one of the boys, out with the rifle 
and the lad had hunted all the day before 
with one rabbit as a result, not a deer being 
seen, and very few signs, so that idea had 
been given up as a waste of time with too 

little chances of success. He busied himself 
in straightening up his kitchen setting things 
to rights for the morning and in the mean- 
time listening for the grumblings and mutter- 
ings from the other room to take definite 
word form that he might form an opinion as 
to whether any of the others were as desperate 
as the two teamsters. The door swung open 
and Louie, he of the good nature and story- 
telling ability, shoved his head through into 
the kitchen? 

“Say cook you do know how to cook beans!”’ 
Ha, ha, he laughed, and as the outside door 
slammed more forcibly than ever and a deris- 
ive, “bah! came to their ears as the last of the 
crew left the room, Louie’s face lost its usual 
expression and he remarked, “I don’t care a 
whoop about the beans John, I’d eat em for 
a month if there was nothing else but you 
know how the boys are, a few of the cranks 
start something in a place this far out and in 
a short time the whole gang have got it and 
I wanted to tell you that a lot of them say 
that there’s nothing doing to-morrow if there 
isn’t something besides ‘beans,’ see?—just a 
tip so they won’t surprise you and now I 
must be going as they will think you’ve saved 
out something special for me,’ and with a 
laugh he disappeared. 

Ralph Weyburn, the boy who had been out 
for deer the day before and failed to find one, 
and the other youngster, were washing dishes 
and Kent was taking a stealthy look at the 
foreman’s gloomy face through the small 
round opening in the door leading into the 
dining room, a place of observation when 
things were as they should be, that he often 
used to see the men were well supplied at 
meal time. This was the first time in his 
twelve years’ experience at the Higgins camps 
that the foreman had really ever been up 
against this sort of thing. Ejight of the men 
at the table had told him point blank that 
unless there was some new style of grub 
right away quick they’d walk back to town, 
if it took a week. He could do nothing and 
there was nothing to say so he let them talk. 
It was bad luck and not bad management he 
knew that had caused all the trouble, that 
and a suspicion,—just a suspicion. Had he 
been sure there was whiskey mixed up in the 
dissatisfaction he would have made short 
work of the offender, but he had no evidence 
that was worthy of the name, so could do 
nothing. Of a sudden there was a crash of 
broken crockery in the kitchen and a yell 
from young Weyburn of “I’ve got it cook!” 
The rest he could not hear, but Kent standing 
at the door turned as he heard the crockery 
smash and was surprised to see Ralph pay 
no attention to the smashed platter, but with 
a yell of “I’ve got it cook!’ came across the 
floor and drag him into a corner back of the 
door from which corner little sixteen year 
old Ole Johnson at his task of washing the 
dishes heard a most excitable five minutes’ 
whispering. At the end of that time and just 
as the foreman was leaving the empty dining 
room the cook walked in with a ‘‘I’ve got 
some news for you. If you'll tell the boys to 
stick on the job until to-morrow night I'll 
have a feed for them that they’ll not forget.” 
The foreman looked dubiously at the cook 
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but without asking any questions he went 
straight to the bunkhouse where a bunch of 
the boys were playing seven up, while others 
lay about in the bunks smoking and resting 
before turning in. The foreman did not stay 
long but delivered the cook’s message and 
then departed. He was too wrought up for 
words and was afraid if he stayed words 
might follow that would lead to trouble. 

This promise of the cook’s was discussed 
all evening by the men and an agreement 
entered into by all. Even the two teamsters, 
Red Jake and Riley, were talked into working 
one more day, but no more unless there was 
some change in the bill of fare, and over in 
the cook-house Kent was giving instructions 
to Ole about the men’s breakfast, just what 
to do and where to find things. Then he took 
an inventory of his larder. He had potatoes, 
flour, bacon, and beans—at the sight of them 
he had to grin to himself—and then he turned 
and looked at the bunk house where the last 
light had just disappeared for the night. 
Hustling around from his big wooden chest 
he brought forth two mysterious looking 
packages which he proceeded to place ,along 
with two axes, extra coats, socks and a lunch 
of bacon sandwiches, on a bench near the door. 
In ten minutes he was in his bunk and trying 
to sleep in spite of the dance being held by a 
dozen or more mice in the dining room on the 
other side of the partition. 

*“Sufferin’ bobcats, but its cold,’ muttered 
Ralph as at 3 a.m. he and the cook emerged 
into the starlit world outside the cook house. 
An early start before even the stablemen were 
out had been the cook’s idea of this venture 
and here they were, with a small bundle each 
and an axe, making their way from camp and 
in the very opposite direction from that the 
men took when going to work in the woods. 
The stars were gradually becoming obscured 
by smudges of light clouds but Ralph kept the 
lead and skirting the heaviest timber he fol- 
lowed a rocky ridge covered with small scrub 
timber for an hour or more, until at 5 a.m. as 
it was beginning to come daylight he turned 
abruptly to the left and went in under the 
shadow of the big timber. 

“Sure you know where you're going,” 
queried the cook. 

“Well I should say I do,’”’ retorted Ralph. 
“Say I could get there blindfolded,’ and 
after that they traveled in silence until day- 
light. Occasionally a branch would pop with 
the frost, and twice the big snow shoe rabbits 
of this region scuttled away before them, but 
the cook and his helper hardly noticed these 
little details so anxious were they to arrive 
at their goal. Shortly after the cook had 
looked at his watch which said 5.55 a.m. they 
came out of the timber onto a little ridge, and 
down below them lay a large lake, frozen over 
completely. Half-way across and directly 
opposite their vantage point were two fair- 
sized islands dividing the lake into three 
separate channels at this point. 

“See over there where that old snag leans 
out over the ice?” asked Ralph. “‘Well if 
you go half-way over there and make about 
three holes through the ice, I'll bet you'll have 
all you can tend to, and I'll go round the 
island into the other channel and do the same 
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and believe me I'll bet we get the fish. Why 
say, I must have been asleep the last two days 
not to have thought of the fish up here. I 
went over to one of the islands there the other 
day when I was out after deer and was walk- 
ing acrost here and I thought of these deep 
holes and say I’ve seen some whoppers of 
pickerel taken out of here, let’s get busy.’” 
Suiting the action to the word he started 
climbing and sliding down the bank, the 
cook following, and by holding on branches 
and bushes he succeeded in following his 
younger companion down to the ice, without 
taking a spill. 

“Go ahead and cut your poles,” Ralph 
remarked, “Ill get mine over at the island,” 
and he was half-way across to that place 
before Kent doubtfully began to cut a few 
small straight alders from the bank for “‘tip- 
ups.” Going out about one third the way 
across he cut a hole through the ice, arranged 
his tip-up by fastening a light upright pole 
to a crossbar that reached across the hole in 
the ice. To the end of the lighter pole he 
attached a short piece of line with a fair- 
sized hook with wire leader, and after baiting 
with a piece of white salt pork he tied a few 
threads from his red scarf to the upright end 
to make it more conspicuous in case of a strike. 
Out in mid channel he repeated his first set. 
His upright poles were just heavy enough to 
lie flat on the ice with the baited line attached 
and after finishing his second set he started 
over to the island. The last two sticks he 
had cut were slightly heavy for the purpose 
he wished to use them for. Arriving at the 
shore, or what would have been the beach, 
he climbed through the broken ice and drift- 
wood, got his sticks and was on his way back, 
when about one third the way across he 
glanced over his half-hour old back-track, 
and Ye Gods! one of the upright signal sticks 
of the tip-ups was beating a frantic slap, slap 
on the ice, while the stick farthest in shore 
stood up as straight as a “sore thumb.” 

Kent needed no urging now; he dropped 
his axe, sticks and extra tackle where he 
stood and raced toward the nearest hole. He 
knew there was just one reason for those 
signals flying and that was—fish. Sure 
enough, reaching down he got hold of the 
line and pulling up quickly he had the satis- 
faction of landing a pickerel of about three 
pounds weight, as near as he could judge. He 
struck him a sharp blow on the head with a 
stick, unhooked him quickly, and while bait- 
ing up again looked fearfully over his shoulder 
at the other signal stick, expecting every 
minute to see it drop back to its resting place 
on the ice. Just once as he watched did it 
drop toward the ice and then it came back 
with such a snap to its upright position that 
it seemed as if it was taking an all day con- 
tract. Hurriedly resetting his line the cook 
chased across to this, his first set, and one 
glance down at the taut line told him that it 
was no ordinary fish on the other end. At 
this place he had let down about eight feet 
of line and had fastened the bight in a slip 
knot to the cross bar. From down in the cold 
green water a something was moving the line 
about in a circle and as he reached out and 
grasped the taut line with one hand he jerked 
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the slip knot loose with the other, and it was 
well he did so, for with a jerk that surprised 
him and tore the line from his fingers the big 
fish at the other end became frantic to escape. 
The cook got his reel with the spare line on 
just in time, for in another second it would 
have disappeared under the ice. 
‘Now then old boy you hold on to your 

end, I will hold on to mine,” he exclaimed as 
he began to haul in slowly, hand over hand, 
the struggling fish. When but half the line 
was in the cook looking down into the clear 
water, gave a gasp of surprise and with a “he’s 
the great grand daddy of them all,” began to 
look about him. A few feet away lay an 
alder he had not used, possibly three quarters 
of an inch in diameter, and it was forked just 
right for the purpose of the cook. Holding 
his line with one hand, after a number of 
attempts he tied it back on the crossbar of 
the tip-up. The big fish was tired now and 
did not struggle so much though he kept all 
his weight on the line, the cook noted, as he 
quickly stepped back and picked up_ the 
forked branch, and with his pocket knife 
hastily cut one of the branches off about six 
inches from the fork. This he proceeded to 
sharpen, then cutting the stick off below the 
fork he soon had a very rough but serviceable 
gaff. After five or ten minutes careful man- 
oeuvering he succeeded in getting the big fish 
within a foot of the surface and his head direct- 
ly under the hole and then with a deft move- 
ment he slipped the stick under his head and 
jerked the short sharpened branch under the 
big fellow’s gill cover and half lifted, half 
dragged him out onto the ice. Such a fish! 
Kent pulled him back from the hole in the 
ice and spent five long minutes admiring 
im. 
Lucky thing for me I had those heavy lines 

or I’d never have known what whales there 
were in these waters—forty inches if he’s one, 
and I’ll bet he weighs close to eighteen pounds 
at the least, by heck, there’s another one’’— 
and sure enough there was another one. This 
time it was a fish of about the same size as 
the first. 

“Well that kid said there was good fishing 
here and I guess he was right eh! but I’ve 
got all I want to lug back to camp right now 
and I guess I'll quit,’ which he did and after 
eating his sandwiches and while dressing his 
catch, with a hungry crow watching him from 
a spruce stump a short distance away, Ralph 
came on the scene carrying six pickerel and 
one small pike. As he came to the spot where 
the cook had dropped his axe, he stopped 
before picking it up and looked round and at 
a glance he saw that something out of the 
ordinary had happened. Hustling up he was 
as excited over the big fellow as the cook had 
been. 

“IT knew we'd get some good fish over here, 
but I had no idea there was anything like 
that to come our way to-day and say, the 
boys ought to be happy to-night, eh? It was 
nine o’clock now and as they’d both finished 
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their lunch they started back, arriving after 
an uneventful journey at the camp, swearing 
Ole to secrecy—although that worthy young 
man while serving the boys at the table could 
not repress the glee within him—which caused 
sundry sarcastic and uncomplimentary re- 
marks from the curious men. Once the dinner 
hour was safely over the cook and his helpers 
worked feverishly getting up tieir fish dinner. 
While Ole was cutting up the big fish one of 
the camp cats skulking into the kitchen stole 
the head and bolted out of door headed 
straight for the stables, his favorite hiding 
place. Coming out of the stable door was 
“Red,” who was supposed to be very, very ill. 
At sight of ““Red”’ the cat stopped for an nstant 
undecided and ‘‘Red,” on his part astonished 
at the cat’s burden reached inside the stable 
door and seizing a convenient curry comb, 
hurled it at the cat with such good aim that 
it struck the cat in the ribs, causing him to 
take to his heels without his precious fish 
head which “Red” proceeded to examine for 
fully a minute. 

“The Saints be prased,’” he ejaculated. 
“Tf his isn’t Friday, and here’s fresh fish,” 
and dropping the fish-head, much to the 
relief of the ca who was watching him from 
under the stable where he had taken refuge, 
he started on th» run for the bunk house, got 
his coat and hat and by a long detour found 
his friend Riley, without seeing or being seen 
by the foreman, to whom he imparted the 
information that there was to be a fish dinner 
incamp. Needless to say, “Red” and “Riley” 
were the first in at the supper table and these 
two worthies were busy trying to get away 
with a second helping when the others came 
in. But there was plenty for everybody, 
Kent informed them, and more to be had 
when these were gone. It is a question as to 
whether the cook or the foreman was the 
happier to hear the men cracking jokes and 
telling stories between times, “‘kidding”’ each 
other on the size of their newly acquired 
appetites. Right in the midst of a grossly 
exaggerated account by Louie of a pickerel 
he had caught that contained a live wild 
duck, the sound of new arrivals outside was 
heard, and the men piling out greeted the 
relief crew that had finally got through, 
although without the expected fresh meat 
and vegetables which, however, they were 
informed would be along in a couple of days. 
The boys, however, hardly noticed this bit 
of supposedly good news, they were so busy 
praising John Kent’s fish dinner and some of 
them were already planning a trip for them- 
selves on some off day. Meantime out in 
the kitchen Ralph and Ole were making 
ready for another trip in the morning as per 
instructions from the cook, and out under 
the stables a big cat, gorged with his feed 
from the big fish head, was curled up asleep 
on a pile of straw, when he should by all the 
laws of nature have been out foraging for the 
small wood folk who have to venture out at 
night. 



THE RESTIGOUCHE 
The Salmon River of New Brunswick 

Margaret Grant MacWhirter 

EW places can rival the Restigouche in 
beautiful and striking scenery. During 
its entire course of two hundred miles it 

maintains a panorama of mountain and plain, 
wooded island and fertile field till it enters 
the Bay de Chaleur at Dalhousie, where it is 
three miles wide. 

In many places on alternate sides the 
mountains descend sheer to the water’s edge, 
while on the opposite shore rich, level tracts 
extend along the river for several miles at a 
stretch: fully a mile deep. 

Dalhousie, the picturesque shire-town of 
Restigouche County is situated at the head 
of Bay de Chaleur; it has all the facilities of a 
sea-port town. Before the railway pushed 
its way north it was a place of considerable 
importance in the exportation of lumber. 
Nature has been lavish in her gifts here as 
elsewhere along this river of the boundary. 

Ascending the river we enter a beautiful 
lake expansion which extends for nearly eight 
miles to Pointe a la Garde—the site in olden 
days of a French Battery, and the first to fall 
before Captain Byron the English commander, 
on that memorable day of July, 1760, when 
the fleeing store-fleet of France was pursued 
up the bay to its final stand on the Resti- 
gouche. 

On to Campbellton we go—the plucky town 
which has so nobly and bravely conquered all 
difficulties and discouragements to arise a 
new and more prosperous town on the ruins 
of the old. In the rear is Sugar Loaf Moun- 
tain; with Cross Point and the Indian Res- 
ervation opposite where the river is nearly 
a mile wide. 

A few miles above is Athol, with “‘Bour- 
deaux”’ opposite: between is the Basin of the 
Restigouche—the scene of the final battle 
between the English and French in America. 
With the lapse of years the mouldering hulls 
of the French wrecks are gradually disappear- 
ing, and where the battle raged the great 
Corporation boom stretches along the river. 

From Tide Head to Upsalquitch the river 
averages two hundred and fifty yards in width, 
and is thickly dotted with islands to Matap- 
edia; thirteen miles above Cross Point. Long 
Island, the largest, is fully a mile long; it has 
been cleared and responds richly to the hand of 
the agriculturalist. 

The Restigouche—meaning in the Micmac 
tongue “‘Five Finger River” has received its 
name from its five principal branches—the 
Matapedia, Upsalquitch, Patapedia, Kedge- 
wich and main river. At Matapedia is the 
terminus of the railway which runs through 
the Gaspesian Peninsula, skirting the Gulf, 
Bay andriver. At Matapedia, at its junction 
with the main river, the scenery is very grand. 
The Restigouche Salmon Club have purchased 
a large flat of land and erected thereon a 
number of buildings. Occasionally in the 
spring, when an ice-jam occurs, the rivers 

losing all control overflow their banks and at 
Matapedia the houses have. been flooded— 
the inmates being compelled to flee, leaving 
the furniture floating around. Crossing the 
Mercier Bridge, a road to the right leads to 
the large, prosperous French settlement of 
St. Alexis on the range of mountains which 
extends between the Restigouche and Matap- 
edia Rivers, and farther to Brandy Brook 
and Chain of Rocks. 

Six miles above is Grog Island, situated 
between high mountains. On the north 
bank a narrow road-way has been dug out of 
the cliff, while on the opposite shore the road 
has been built high up on the mountain side. 
The highway extends to the upper ehd of 
Runnymede, where farther progress is barred 
by the mountain and the traveller is com- 
pelled to proceed by way of the river. 

Opposite Runneymede is a high mountain, 
known as the “Slate Mountain,” rising in 
three natural terraces on a point of land be- 
tween the Restigouche and Upsalquitch, 
which enters the main river from the south. 
This tributary is wide—fully one hundred 
and fifty yards—at the mouth, with a large 
beach and divides into two channels. Across 
the river, a mile from its mouth a bridge has 
been erected for the convenience of travellers 
through the large farming district of Robinson- 
ville, near which the new International Rail- 
way passes on its way to St. Leonard’s. 

Above, for a great part of its course the 
main river is two hundred yards wide; then 
Patapedia, thirty miles beyond is reached, 
which in addition to the main river above 
Kedgwick, and the Kedgewick, have been 
reserved by the Government for salmon 
breeding purposes. 

The Restigouche flows through a country 
rich in valuable timber. For nearly a century 
and a half busy gangs of men have been 
cutting down the great trees for which 
northern New Brunswick is famous. The 
timber interests still remain a rich source of 
wealth to the country, giving employment 
to many men, those who fell the great 
trees, drive the logs, work in the mills, lade 
the ships ete. There seems to be no limit 
to the amount awaiting the axe of the woods- 
man. There is still another industry for 
which the Restigouche and its tributaries 
have long been famous. These waters are 
prolific in salmon and trout, which have 
greatly enriched the inhabitants, besides 
being a source of keen pleasure to the anglers, 
who every season spend many happy days in 
pursuit of the finny beauties to whose capture 
they are entitled as they have either bought 
or leased the fishing privileges. The _fly- 
fishing on the Restigouche has been good for 
the last five or six years, the year 1914 being 
the best in the history of the river: more fish 
being taken than in any previous year. The 
increase is doubtless owing to the removal 
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of the net-stands from the mouth of the river. 
The Matapedia is also“a good river for anglers, 
and has its goodly share of sportsmen: chiefly 
Americans. In proportion to number there 
are more large fish caught in the Matapedia 
than in the- Restigouche. The Upsalquitch 
is a small river, and the fishing does not 
commence till the beginning of July, but when 
it does begin it amply repays the time and 
skill expended on it, as large numbers of fish 
are taken, averaging eight ornine lbs. in weight. 
This river is nearly all government water, 
which has been leased to several parties on a 
ten years’ lease. There are four fine camps 
between the mouth and the Forks, a distance 
of twenty-four miles. 

Of course the fish are found in pools. 
Among the best on the river are Rogers’ Run, 
The Looking Glass, The Trotting Ground, 
Devil’s Half Acre, Whitcher’s Pool, Patapedia, 
Cross Point, Pine Island, Chamberlain’s 
Shoals, Toad Brook, Chain of Rocks, Brandy 
Brook, Main, Home, Rock, Adams (upper and 
lower), Jones and Titus. 

Retracing our way down river from the 
Keswick (or Kedgewick) the first camp is that 
belonging to Archibald Rogers, who owns 
the fishing right on both sides of the river for 
two miles, besides leasing four miles on the 
south side. For four miles from Little Cross 
Point to the mouth of the Patapedia the fishing 
is leased by the Restigouche Salmon Club from 
the New Brunswick Government. The Club 
has two camps on this part of the river, one at 
the Trotting Ground, eleven miles from 
Patapedia and another at Red Bank, four 
miles above Patapedia. 

There are fewer large pools and less fishing 
done on this part of the river than any other 
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of the same extent. “Indian House,” three 
miles below the Patapedia is a private station 
belonging to the Restigouche Salmon Club, 
and is considered the best station on the river. 
As many as twenty-one large fish have been 
taken from Patapedia Pool in one day by a 
single rod. 

Indian House is beautifully situated, being 
built on a rising ground overlooking the pool. 
From this station several pools extending about 
four miles are fished. Next in order is Big Cross 
Point, which was the property of Sir Sanford 
Fleming, usually fished by the membérs of 
the Restigouche Salmon Club. Pine Island, 
also belonging to the Club is a double station 
for four rods. Still descending the river are 
Red Pine for two rods, and Chamberlain’s 
Shoals with two camps: the upper one being a 
club, formed of well-known Montreal men, 
and the lower belonging to the Restigouche 
Salmon Club. The two camps at Toad 
Brook are private: the one on the South side 
has a beautiful situation. 

Camp Albany (Messrs. Alcott) is private 
and extensive, and repays the labour as the 
fishing lasts the entire season. Farther on is 
the station of H. R. Silver of Halifax, and 
that of W. P. Clyde at Deeside with a mile and 
a half of water. 

Club Harmony belongs to five members who 
own some of the most valuable fishing on the 
river. Their limit of three miles is private, 
and the situation of the camp is the finest on 
the river, being at the junction of the Upsal- 
quitch and Restigouche. Runnymede Lodge 
with three miles of water also belongs to five 
members. Three miles above Matapedia is 
a pretty little camp owned by Wm. M. 
Barnum. 

THE RESTIGOUCHE NEAR MATAPEDIA 
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Again we have reached the junction of the 
Matapedia with the Restigouche where is 
situated the camp of F. W. Ayer, who owns 
and leases considerable fishing on this part of 
the river, and has the reputation of being one 
of the most skilful fishermen who comes to 
the river. 

At Matapedia is the Club House and head- 
quarters of the Restigouche Salmon Club, the 
officers of which are as follows: Henry De 
Forest of New York, President; Walter Jen- 
nings of New York, Secy. Treas. The fishing 
here extends about three and a half miles 
and is very valuable, although its value is 
lessened by the logs, which cause considerable 
trouble during June. 

The camp of Mr. Brainerd of Montreal is 
private; he owns some good fishing, three 
miles below Matapedia, and has a beautiful 
little camp. Flatlands Club includes five 
members among which are: Messrs. Meredith, 
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The fishing season usually begins about 
the first of June—some years a little later, 
and occasionally during the last days of May, 

Gaspe or bark canoes are used by the fisher- 
men. In each boat are .two polers and one 
fisherman; aluggage canoe is also in attend- 
ance. 

The government has taken great precautions 
to preserve the salmon. Certain places are 
reserved for breeding purposes; the salmon 
are caught in large nets and kept in a pond. 

“The fresh water salmon retaining pond at 
Tide Head on the Restigouche has been 
abandoned and replaced by a salt water pond 
at New Mills, N. B. The parent fish for the 
old Tide Head pond were taken in nets 
operated by the department, and at New 
Mills they are purchased from the commercial 
fishermen. The New Mills pond is situated 
on the south side of Bay Chaleur. It is 
formed of two cribs constructed of logs in 

INTERIOR OF SALMON HATCHERY AT FLATLANDS ON THE RESTIGOUCHE 

Patterson, R. B. Angus and Dr. W.. W. 
Chipman of Montreal. The two miles of 
fishing is very good. 

Some good returns are received from Dr. 
H. H. Lunam’s water near Tide Head, but 
owing to the vicinity of tidal water salmon 
do not take the fly so readily as farther up 
river. 
¥& The Restigouche Salmon Club limit their 
members to eight fish per day: the others have 
no limit. To protect the salmon there are 
about thirty guardians on the Restigouche, 
and twenty on the Matapedia and Upsal- 
quitch. These guardians go on duty about 
June first and continue from four to five 
months: the average wage being fifty dollars 
per month. 

courses and saddled into one another. These 
cribs are 195 feet and 280 feet long respective- 
ly, and form with the bend in the shore line a 
quarter circle. The cribs are ballasted with 
stone and sheathed on both sides with plank- 
ing ““(Appendix No. 13. Marine & Fisheries’). 

The salmon are kept there till spawning 
time, which is between the latter part of 
October and the middle of November. When 
the spawn has been removed the old fish are 
set at liberty to return to salt water, and the 
eggs are removed to the Hatchery at Flat- 
lands where Mr. Mowatt is in charge. 

The ova or eggs are placed in trays, and 
laid in the water for the winter, while water 
is kept continually running over them. The 
useless eggs are picked out with “pickers” 
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made of wire or wood. This is repeated at 
regular intervals, till the eggs are hatched, 
which occurs in May. The sediment is 
cleaned from the eggs with a spray. They 
are kept in the hatchery from six to seven 
months. 

The young fish are kept about six weeks 
longer, until about one and a half inches 
long, when they are liberated, being placed in 
rivers where the current is not very strong, 
and where no other fish lie; with good rock 
or bottom gravel beneath which to hide, such 
as the upper waters of the Restigouche, 
Kedgewick, Matapedia, Nepisguit and Bon- 
aventure Rivers. 

The young fish known as fry remain in 
fresh water rivers for two and a-half years. 
In the fall they go to sea and are known as 
parr, being six inches long. Between one and 
two years they return as grilse—i. e. male 
fish—Female fish do not return till the fol- 

, lowing year, and are known as_ salmon. 
Ninety per cent of the young fry are liberated 
from the hatchery, while in the natural way 
only ten per cent are impregnated; thus in the 
artificial way there is a gain of eighty per 
cent. The result of artificial breeding is 
that the fish are increasing every year. 

The fish hatchery on the Restigouche was 
first built above Deeside: this being the 
second built in the Dominion. It was burnt 
and rebuilt at Flatlands, N. B. The late 
John Mowatt, Esq. was the first overseer of 
fisheries on the Restigouche River. This 
office is now filled by Mr. Max Mowatt 
Fishery Overseer for Restigouche County, 
and Mr. Eben. Ferguson for the Restigouche, 
River and its tributaries in the Counties of 
Restigouche and Victoria. 

Like many other important industries the 
fish hatchery had a humble beginning. The 
first fry was hatched out in the basement of 
Samuel Wilmot’s house: he afterwards be- 
came first superintendent of fisheries. The 
Messrs. T. & M. Mowatt of Restigouche built 
the first hatchery on the Fraser River in 
British Columbia. So unpopular was it that 

in 1884 cannery men petitioned the govern- 
ment through the Board of Trade of Victoria 
to stop the erection, as the river was teeming 
with fish. To-day these same cannery men 
have a hatchery themselves in addition to the 
Provincial Hatchery. The Dominion Goy- 
ernment has fourteen or fifteen among which 
is a splendidly equipped one 115 by 32 feet 
wide at Gaspe. 

The hatchery on the Nepisguit is subsidiary 
to the Restigouche Hatchery . According to- 
the Marine and Fisheries report of September 
1914 ‘‘—Five hundred and thirty salmon 
were taken in the Government net at Tide 
Head and ninety eight were purchased from 
the commercial fishermen at New Mills. 
These were retained in the fresh water pond 
at Tide Head on the Restigouche, and yielded 
2,356,500 eggs of which later 500,000 were 
transferred to the new subsidiary hatchery on 
the Nepisguit river.” 

During 1914, 1,654,700 salmon fingerlings 
in addition to a balance of 40,000 from the 
previous year were distributed in the various 
rivers from the Restigouche Hatchery. 

According to the report of marine and 
Fisheries the season’s (1914) catch of salmon 
far exceeded any former year within the 
remembrance of even the oldest inhabitant— 
‘“‘as many as thirty salmon having been taken _ 
in one day in the river with two rods.” Net 
fishermen received a good return, notwith- 
standing the damage effected by the severe 
storm of June 3rd. 

Such results have made all who are inter- 
ested in the salmon industry anxious for the 
continued success of the hatchery. 

Even in winter the Restigouche yields its 
harvest of fish: the smelt-fishing industry being 
of considerable consequence. The work is cold 
and wearisome, but’ rich returns usually 
reward the fisherman. 

The hardy residents of the Restigouche are 
not afraid of cold or hardship, and let no 
opportunity slip to secure the treasures which 
are to be found in the forests and waters of the 
Restigouche River. 

CHRISTMAS IN AN INDIAN WIGWAM 
Max McD. Tait 

N view of their distinctive taste for cere- 
monialand the strong vein of sentiment 
running through their nature, it seems 

Strange that our North American Indians 
have not developed from their own sources 
anything corresponding very nearly to our 
Christmas idea. They have memorial feasts 
in which they offer gifts to their dieties, 
partly in gratitude for having brought their 
tribe through some great crisis in the past, 
but more particularly by way of insuring 
similar favors in future crisis. 

But there is nothing corresponding to our 
Christmas. Contact with white people in 
the early days, however, brought about some 
changes in their holiday dates, and celebra- 
tions which had been held nearly at the 
beginning of the year, were held about our 

New Year’s time. It was the custom of the 
Hudson’s Bay Company, in the early days 
of trading in Western Canada, to take the 
end of the year‘and the beginning of the New 
Year asthe time for balancing accounts, and 
they usually accompanied the Indian’s settle- 
ment with a present of some sort. It became 
a time of giving gifts, and the Indians have 
adhered to the custom ever since, p*eferring 
to celebrate New Year’s Day rather than 
Christmas. : 

In the central part of the Canadian West 
the Indians long ago called Christmas, “‘kiss- 
ing day.’ The Chippewas down on the 
Mississippi River first learned the custom 
from the old French voyageurs, and they, in 
turn, transmitted it to the Indians of the 
North. The voyageurs were in the habit of 
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kissing each other when exchanging gifts and 
greetings: but these practices have now pretty 
well died out. 

The notion of feasting and conviviality is 
the first one associated with any holiday in 
the minds of most Indians, in whose primitive 
ideals of happiness the full of the stomach 
takes an important place. It is said that once 
the matron of a mission school, wishing to 
know how much of the significance of the 
Christmas occasion was borne home to the 
Indian mind, asked how many really under- 
stood what the day meant. Nearly all pro- 
fessed ignorance; but one old man assured 
her that he knew, and explained ““White man 
get heap drunk.” 

With the coming of missionaries to the 
great West of Canada, a new day dawned for 
the red man. Christmas became a day to be 
remembered. The old Indian orgies were put 
away and instead the tribe gathered on Christ- 
mas Day at the Mission school and were 
entertained in royal style by the missionaries, 
or by the traders, or by both combined. The 
Indians were guests, but were always encour- 
aged to do as much as possible for themselves 
On most of the reserves to-day a contribution 
is made by the people of the towns near the 
reserves for this Christmas dinner. Mer- 
chants and other business men donate gro- 
ceries and candy; the Government allows 
additional rations for the Christmas week: 
and all brought together, a sumptuous feast 
is provided. 

On the blood reserve in Southern Alberta, 
some 1,200 Indians are fed on Christmas Day. 
Most of these dine at the Stand Off Mission, 
where the Sisters of Charity in the Convent 
school do all the work. St. Paul’s Mission 
farther down the Belly River also entertains 
a number in the Anglican school there. A 
touching scene at all the Indian dinners on 
the Indian Reserves is the presence of a 
number of old men and old women who never 
having been at school and learned to sit up 
to a table and eat with a knife and fork, 
squat against the wall of the room and are 
there served by kind-hearted teachers and 
employees, eating their food in the more 
primitive way to which they are used. 
When the white people brought to the 

notice of the Indians the Christmas tree with 
its annual crop of beauties and benefits, the 
pretty fancy caught hold of their minds very 
promptly and in nearly every Canadian tribe 

it was named ‘“‘the giving tree.” 

There is a very pretty legend connected 
with the Christmas tree in the Indian wigwam, 
which may or may not have a historical 
foundation. It is said that many years ago, 
during the days of the medicine clans, a 
cedar tree was always brought in by the lead- 
ing medicine-man in the early Spring. Be- 
cause of the length of its life the cedar was 
called ‘‘grandmother.”” The tree was placed 
directly in front of the medicine lodge, but 
before it was put into place the people were 
invited to make offerings to the “grand- 
mother.’® Calicoes, shawls, moccasins, robes, 
etc., were brought and placed on the tree, 
chiefly by the children and youth, much as 
we do. The leading medicine-man offered a 
benediction and the gifts were distributed. 

After the season of medicine ceremonies 
was over, in the late autumn, the tree was 
hung with little children’s moccasins. A 
prayer was offered by one of the medicine 
men that the owners might be blessed with 
long life and good health, and taking up the 
tree, threw it into the river. As it floated 
down the river they sang until it was out of 
sight. 

As a rule there is little Chiistmas giving, 
even to-day among the Indians of Western 
Canada. Parents who are not too poor will 
sometimes make a donation of money or a 
part of their rations to the school in which 
their children are being educated. The kind 
of gifts made to the Indian children at the 
schools are much like those made to white 
children. The traders on the reservation, 
the contractors who supply the commissary, 
and others who depend upon the patronage 
of Indians and the Government for their 
business, contribute more or less liberally. 
The school authorities themselves also draw 
upon their slender purses for contributions. 

The children are encouraged to make little 
souveniers for each other—things made with 
their own hands. -The girls do needle-work 
which they present to each other and to their 
teachers. The boys constiuct mechanisms 
in the workshop and give these as Christmas 
gifts. The introduction of religious and in- 
dustrial work among the Indians of the 
Canadian West has done much to make 
Christmas a new day with them, and, to 
many, the :eal meaning of the Christmas 
season is well known. 
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WHEN CHARLIE MITCHELL BROKE 
THE GAME LAWS 

A story of old muzzle loading rifles, black powder and round lead balls, of a 

big deer, and a leather stocking of the old days who still lives 

J. W. Sangster 

panion upon many a hunt, and upon 
many a fishing trip. He is getting on a 

bit in life, which accounts for the fact that 
I can manage somehow to keep alongside ot 
him, even when occasion calls for a long or a 
hard tramp. He is taller than I am, taller 
than most men, and when his tall, straight 
figure is dressed in his field suit of brown 
whipcord, with hat of soft brown felt over his 
brown hair, large, soft eyes and _ reddish- 
brown beard, he is more the living personifi- 
cation of the old brown hero of the Leather- 
stocking tales, than any other man whom I 
have ever met, in the course of many years 
travel, and covering a great deal of the con- 
tinent of America. This resemblance is most 
strikingly intensified by his easy, deliberate 
manner, and movements. His rifle, resting 
easily in the hollow of his arm, further adds 
to the similarity, and as for the way in which 
he brings that rifle to his shoulder,—well, 
there is an impressiveness about it that is 
not soon forgotten. Intuitively does one 
feel that, when that steady muzzle flashes 
forth its tongue of flame, lead directed so 
carefully and well will not miss its mark. 

It is to Charlie that I owe, more than to 
anyone else, what little I know of the lore 
and the lure of the woods and the streams. 
He possesses a keen and observant sympathy 
with nature, one which finds expression not 
alone in fancy, but along the most practical 
lines. That he is a woodsman of the first 
order does not imply that he is not at the 
same time a shrewd and capable man of 
business, or a farmer of a high and progressive 
order, for he is both. Of the thousands of 
acres, over which, half a century ago, the 
forests waved,—and reverberated to the 
crash of the big, old-fashioned, English-made, 
muzzle loading rifle, that, as a boy, Charlie 
lugged about with him,—acres that now are 
stretches of fine farms,—Charlie’s own are 
the best cultivated and the best. In the 
long ago, Charlie laid aside the big muzzle 
loading rifle. Before the days of centre-fire 
cartridges, Charlie owned a repeater. But 

it wasn’t upon its rapid-fire qualities that 
_ Charlie depended,,to bring home his game. 
Nowadays, self style sportsmen are com- 
mitting to paper statements that the 30-30 or 
even the 32 Special <re out-of-date guns, not 
good enough for a sportsman to take to the 
woods, to kill the legal limit of deer. But, 
in the old days, Charlie could bring in his 
black bear, when armed with nothing worse 
than a 200 grain slug of lead, propelled by 
some 25 grains of black powder. And he 
didn’t fill the hide full of holes either, for 
that isn’t Charlie’s way. 

CC anion Mitchell had been my com- When occasion arises, Charlie can handle a 
modern Winchester lightning-fast. There are 
old timers still living, who saw him do that 
with his old Henry, many years agone. On 
one occasion a deer passed a party of them 
on the full jump. But it didn’t jump fast 
enough to escape the Leatherstocking man. 
“Bang-bang-bang-bang,” four times, went 
that old 44 Henry flat, and when the deer 
was gathered in, there were four bullet-holes 
in his ribs, that you could cover by throwing 
down your cap. More recently still, only 
a few years ago, did a deer try the same 
tactics. It passed a company of which 
Charlie was a member, amid a fusillade of 
bullets. When it was picked up, traces of 
soft-nosed, high-powered bullets there were 
none. But you could cover with your hand 
the two holes, made by two 38-55 balls of 
lead, as, from Charlie’s Model ’°94, they had 
sped their way. There was a rather dumb- 
founded, but somewhat crestfallen group 
of sportsmen standing about, and they one 
and all decided on the spot that Charlie was 
still the daddy of them all. 

A short time ago, it was my privilege to 
spend another day in the fields, with Charlie. 
We weren't out after big game,—it was June, 
and nothing better than a rather plentiful 
supply of woodchucks, very shy and wary 
woodchucks they were, offered for game. 
We only carried a pair of light rifles. I had 
my little 25-20 Stevens single-shot, a little 
gun about which I could write a pretty in- 
teresting tale, but that would be another 
story.. Charlie had a 32 Stevens rim-fire, a 
gun which he bets on for small game, and one’ 
which, in my opinion, should not be complete- 
ly overlooked, when the talk is all about which 
or what is the best gun for small game, at 
moderate ranges. I carried, beside, a field 
glass, which saved many a step, and, to fill in 
the spare time for rests, we had our briar 
pipes. 
Woodchucks were plentiful, but not very 

sociable. I had missed one at over 200 yards, 
chiefly, I determined, because 9 grains of 
Dupont No. I was just a little bit too urgent 
upon the 96 grain bullet, on such a hot, dry 
day, and had dropped my sights a_hair- 
breadth below a carefully calculated line, 
and got one at 150 yards. Charlie had put 
several others clean out of business, with 
never a miss, at from 85 to 125 yards. Charlie 
has a way of getting closer to game than most 
hunters can. We had decided to sit down 
upon the top rail of a tence, and we watched 
the gentle summer breeze drift the tobacco 
smoke lazily away, and gently sway the 
purple tops of the field of blooming clover. 
It was while sitting on the fence, with pipes 

y her 
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going gently and well, that Charlie told me 
the story of the big deer, and of how,. once 
upon a time, in the long ago, close to the spot 
where we sat, he had himself once broken the 
game laws. 

“Harvest was just about over’ said 
Charlie, ‘‘and, at home, we were all through. 
It was getting close to the hunting season 
again, and you know the feeling that begins 
to come over you about then. I felt it that 
year ‘as usual’ and one morning, long before 
daylight, I got up and took down the big- 
bored, muzzle-loading rifle, that father had 
sent to England for. It was a beauty in its 
day, and the only gun of its class in the whole 
country. 

It was something to own a good rifle, in 
those days. The man who settled on the 
farm we are looking across at, owned one 
later. He sent the money off to England, 
and, six months or more afterward, he heard 
that it had arrived. He set off on foot for 
London, Ont.—seventy miles or more,—and 
after a long, hard tramp, there and back, he 
returned with his rifle over his shoulder, 
proud to own a really good rifle at long last. 

“Well, I started out this morning, more 
to ‘prospect’ than wit the idea of shooting 
anything. I wanted to know where the 
partridge were the thickest, where the deer 
runs were, and to keep my eyes open for any 
signs of fur. I tramped along, and it was 
just about daylight when I came to this 
corner of this field, just over there It was 
an open space, clear to the other side, where 
the wood began again, and I rested the big 
rifle against the fence, while I looked care- 
fully about. 

“You see that corner at the far angle of 
the field? Well, it was just there, at the 
edge of the woods, that I got the first glimpse 
that I ever had of the big deer. You never 
heard of the big deer? Well, I suppose that 
every corner in Ontario has had its big deer 
at one time or another. Many of them had 
far more than one. In some places there 
was a big deer every year or so. But in this 
part, this was the bona fide biggest deer of 
all. He had been seen now and then, for 
many years past. Nearly every hunter had 
stories to tell of him. They had all seen him, 
some of them more than once, but all had 
failed; somehow, to get him. There were a 
number of crack hunters in this neighbor- 
hood then, so far as local reputation and old 
fashioned muzzle-loaders would let them. 
I had never seen the big deer before, but 
there could be no doubt about his identity. 
As he stood there, with his lordly head held 
high, looking about him, he made a noble 
picture. The dark woods were behind him, 
while about him a low morning mist rolled 
backwards. I have often wished that I could 
put down on canvas the picture, with all the 
impressions that it gave to me, of that far 
corner of this field as it appeared to me, on 
that morning, more than fifty years ago. 

“T guess that I was never quite so badly 
seized with a desire to get a deer, either be- 
fore or since, in all my life. I didn’t remem- 
ber whether it was open season or not,— 
forgot all about matters of that kind. Game 
laws were not the strictly enforced regulations 
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that they are to-day,—people didn’t always 
think much about them, and that may have 
had something to do with the fact that I 
didn’t remember anything about its being 
a day or two before the open season,—until 
later. 

“Tt would be a long shot. Straight across 
the field was an easy 200 yards. From 
corner to corner it must be 25 yards or so 
better. I knew the big rifle would do that 
much,—she wouldn’t do much more,—and 
be sure about it. I felt that I was a little 
bit excited, and realized that that wouldn’t 
do. Istopped, and decided to get as ready as 
possible for following up the deer, after I had 
made my shot. I took out the powder 
flask, and measured a charge into the top. 
I set that beside me on the fence. I took 
out a ball, and put it into its patch. I took 
out the ramrod, and placed it beside me. 
I got out a percussion cap, and then I raised 
the sights to the 200 yard mark, and shoved 
the long barrel out in front, over the fence. 

“It was a fine morning, just at the time of 
dawn. The air was still and calm. There 
were a few scattering mists rolling away, as 
I brought the old crotch sights down into line, 
and got the front sight steadied just on the 
centre of the big buck’s head. You know 
the name those old crotch sights got? ‘They 
were called “‘buckhorn”’ sights. If you never 
happened to know why, just imagine that 
you are sighting through them upon the 
forehead of a big buck, with a spreading set 
of horns. You will get the idea fast enough. 
That was how it all looked to me, as I settled 
the bead right on the head of that big deer, 
brought the pressure of the trigger to the 
loosening point, and the old gun roared 
out her blast of smoke and flame and lead. 

“*T didn’t wait to see the result of my shot. 
Those weren’t the days of ‘Lightning’ and 
‘Marksman’ or even ‘Dupont Rifle, No. 1’. 
Down behind a big thick, cloud of smoke I 
was pouring in my charge of powder, ram- 
ming down the ball, and getting ready to hop 
that fence and head for the place where I 
had seen the deer as I turned the trigger 
loose. Just as I put the cap in place, and 
was lifting the rifle up to the top of the fence, 
I heard a sudden ‘thud, thud,’ and then a 
snort. Instinctively, the rifle kept moving 
right on to my shoulder, as I looked over. 
There, right in front of me, amid the thinning 
smoke-cloud, stood the big deer. He had 
paused inthe actof “‘taking-off’ for a leap 
over the fence. Immediately he saw me, he 
turned that crouch into a sideboard spring. 
Immediately I saw him, that rifle swept 
right down toward his head. As he turned 
to jump, I pulled the trigger. Talk of 
your western tales of ‘getting the drop,’ 
nothing ever happened where spl/it-seconds 
counted more than they did then. It was 
all a case of who had moved the surest 
and the quickest. But instinctively, as the 
old gun roared her second blast that morning, 
and the echoes rolled away over the woods, 
I felt that the trick had been mine. When 
I got over the fence the evidence was there 
to prove it. His jump had ended in a drop 
to the ground, and before me lay the biggest 
and the fattest buck that I have ever seen. 
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He had got my bullet, not square in front, 
but in the corner of his head, and it had 
torn its ragged way through his brain, and 
the cervical vertebrae. I stooped down to 
bleed him, and it was then that the first 
thought came to me, of how to get him home. 

‘Get him home: Oh, Jiminey; these and 
also several other words that hunter men 
seldom use, except upon extreme occasions 
came to my lips. I had a very nice mental 
picture of Charlie Mitchell appearing at his 
father’s door,—with a big fat buck,—several 
days before the open season. It just hap- 
pened that Charlie M tchell’s father was, 
beside being a farmer, a miller, a store keeper, 
and severa: other things, local game warden 
and justice of the peace, an office that meant 
something in the way of responsibility in 
those far-off days. And it wouldn’t have 
made so very much difference if he hadn't 
been, when one considers the views that he 
held in regard to law, and order, and justice, 
and hard, honest, square-dealing, generally. 

For a little while, I stood there, not know- 
ing exactly what to do. I was standing upon 
the farm of big Geordie Brown. Geordie was 
a gigantic Scotsman of California gold dig- 
gings fame, a 49’er, and loudly and oft had 
Geordie sworn that this fall should not pass 
without the hide of that big buck hanging on 
his barn door. Geordie was a brother-in-law 
of mine, and the deer was lying right on his 
farm, dead. I might have simplified the 
matter by going to him about it. He would 
not have fet any scrup es about taking the 
deer, using the meat, and hanging the hide 
where in his idea of things it was a'ready as 
good as nailed up. He would have sworn 
himself to complete secrecy. But the trouble 
was that no sooner would he have sealed the 
secrecy with an oath, than he would go, 
straight off, and tell every man, woman, and 
child, all about it. 

Just then, off across the upper fence, there 
came to me the rattle and the ring of the 
long old-fashioned whetstones, as they were 
app ied to the big broad blades of old-fash- 
ioned cradles. It was the Bennett boys, and 
they were out, bright and early, whacking 
into a piece of late standing harvest. I 
decided that they were the likeliest people 
anywhere to help me out of my difficulty. 
They would take the deer home, take off 
the hide, put down and eat the meat,—and 
say nothing about it to anyone. So that 
was the best I could do. I went across, and 
told them all about it. The boys came over. 
and amongst us we dragged the deer to their 
home. Hunters as they were, scores of deer 
as their father had brought home, | guess 
that was about the best bit of venison they 
ever tasted in their lives. It was fat, and 
thick, and tender, and juicy as the best cut 
from an export steer, and perhaps their har- 
vest finish wasn’t delayed so much after all, 
for they were fed for their task, upon such 
meat as millionaires like to get for their 
tables, but can’t. I used to drop in to see 
the Bennetts often after that. It wasn’t 
exactly to get a taste of that venison. We 
soon had plenty of our own at home. But 
the boys were good fellows, the old man was a 
woodsman and a sport of the first order. 

And then—my wife, now,—she’s a Bennett. 
“Well, concluded Charlie,” as he slid down 

from the fence. “I guess we'd better be 
getting along. There are half a dozen wood- 
chucks waiting for us over that gravel ridge. 
I want to tell you, though, that for the whole 
of that season, and for years afterward, the 
old hunters used to wonder what became of 
the big buck and who had got him. I guess, 
too, you are the first of all my chums to learn 
the exact truth about that deer, outside of 
myself, and the Bennetts.” 

“About that first shot? Well, now, that 
was what I really started out to tell you about 
for it nad a lot to do with the way in which the 
whole thing turned out. I looked the deer 
over for marks of that first shot, and I found 
them. I had just nicked his ear to begin with; 
Then the ball had scratched him heavily along 
the rump, a long stinging welt. It had 
raked him close enough and hard enough to 
resemble a wicked blow from a big whip 
or a heavy gad. Feeling himself attacked 
too venemously from behind, he had just lit 
right out into the field, and made for the 
other side. The big cloud of smoke from the 
rifle looked to him, amid the scattering 
morning mists, as the thickest mistiest place, 
and the best one to head for, and to hide 
himself in. So he came right into me. I 
was loading up pretty fast, and while I was 
loading he was coming up to me on the full 
jump. From first to last, it was a case of who 
moved the faster.” 
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LAKE EDWARD 

A MOOSE HUNT IN NORTHERN 

QUEBEC 

Ross W. Salisbury 

Y old friend Bob did not realize what 
M a strenuous trip lay before him when 

he proposed a moose hunt in Northern 
Quebec. I had hunted moose before and had 
come to the conclusion that there was more 
work than pleasure connected with such a 
hunt, but the north woods have a peculiar 
fascination at this time of year and I found 
myself unable to refuse him. 

Several weeks were spent in writing guides 
and outfitters for information as to the most 
suitable place, etc., and finally it was decided 
that we were to venture into the famous 
‘“‘Laurentide Mountains” south of Lake St. 
John. These hunting tracts are nearly all 
reserves and it was through an agent or out- 
fitter that we made our final. arrangements. 
He was to furnish guides, canoes, tents and 
provisions and from the tone of his letters we 
could almost imagine the moose in waiting 
for us. 

On a clear cold morning we left Quebec for 
Lake Edward. There were a number of 
Canadian soldiers on the train bound for Val- 
cartier. They all seemed in good spirits and 
anxious to join the colors. We reached their 
camp about an hour later and their many 
tents, drill grounds and rifle ranges proved of 
great interest. 
We did not reach our destination until late 

in the afternoon. Here a launch awaited us 
and with another party of sportsmen from 
New York we were taken across the bay to the 
hotel. This was more a hunting lodge than 
a hotel and contained many fine specimens 

of moose and caribou heads. After an ap- 
petizing supper of moose steak we gathered 
around the fire-place relating past experiences 
and making our plans for the big hunt. 
We were all up bright and early the next 

morning and after a hurried breakfast found 
the guides and canoes waiting for us. The 
big launch with the canoes in tow took us as 
far as Rat River where we left the other party 
and proceeded with our two guides. Their 
canoes were well loaded with duffle and sup- 
plies and it was some time before we reached 
the rapids where we made our first portage 
or carry. It was here that Bob proved him- 
self a real sport carrying duffle for nearly a 
quarter of a mile to the next lake. It was 
necessary to make five portages before we 
reached Moose swamp where we made our 
first camp. ‘The Indians were expert guides — 
and while Jack who was Bob’s guide, pitched 
the tents, Oneshene, who proved my best man 
prepared dinner. He was a past master of 
cooking and had a way of serving bacon and 
eggs with fresh fried potatoes that would 
tempt a king. After camp was settled and 
dinner over we started on our first hunt. Bob 
and his guide went down Rat River while 
Oneshene paddled me through Moose swamp, 
We failed to see any game but Bob returned 
later, saying he had seen a cow mocse and 
two calves. The next morning the guides 
were up at daybreak and again started in 
different directions. We could see floating 
lily pads showing where the moose had been 
feeding during the night but still there was no 
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game in sight. On the way to camp we heard 
Bob shooting and he returned all excited 
saying, he had shot at a big fellow and missed. 
My old guide did not like the ideaof not seeing 
any moose and immediately after breakfast 
he began taking down the tents and packing 
camp. I asked him in sign language, as he 
spoke no English, ‘““Where now’? to which he 
replied by holding up seven fingers meaning 
seven portages. This, I knew, meant real 
work but we went about it and by nightfall 
were pitching our tents in as wild a place as 
one could imagine. The hooting of owls with 
occasionally the call of a cow moose or some 
other wild animal set Bob and me to thinking 
we were far from home and our rifles were 
kept withinreach andloaded in case of maraud- 
ing bears. 
We failed to locate any game the following 

morning but toward evening my guide pointed 
out three large bulls feeding on the edge of a 
marsh. It is wonderful to see how carefully 
he handled that canoe, so as not to attract 
their attention. The one nearest to us was 

a last year’s moose with no horns to speak of 
and no experience as to danger. He made a 
careful survey of us and instead of bolting 
into the bush came closer, running alongside 
the canoe, splashing the water and scenting 
the air in such a way that the other two took 
fright and ran. The old Indian did his best 
at calling them out but received only a few 
answers and we returned to camp empty 
handed. Bob and his guide had supper ready. 
and gave us the horse laugh when I related 
our adventure. Oneshene remained silent 
and when we turned in said: ‘To-morrow 
morning, four o’clock.”’ 

I spent a restless night thinking of what I 
had missed and was up at daybreak awaiting 
my guide. It was pouring rain when we 
paddled across Lake Canut for this same 
marsh. It may have been a gift of Provi- 
dence but there awaited us the largest of the 
three moose we had seen the day before. He 
seemed to be busy eating lily roots until we 
were within one hundred yards of him, then 
scenting danger he turned and I fired. 

CALLING FOR MOOSE 
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It was a regulation army Springfield gun I 
had turned on him and the one shot sent him 
to the happy hunting grounds. The old 
Indian seemed as pleased as I for it proved to 
be a record head measuring sixty inches across 
the horns. We discovered the veteran had 
been shot twice before and had had one rib 
fractured from fighting. After we had skin- 

ned him and with the beautiful head for a 
trophy we did not mind the two day tramp 
back to civilization. 

Bob admitted it was somewhat of a stren- 
uous trip but worth it, and expressed the hope 
that the following season he might go back and 
secure the equal of my trophy. 

NORTHERN CAMPING TRAILS 

C. H. Lockwood 

(PART 2) 

ARLY morning on Pitch Creek found 
E the man of the party unusually active, 

and before the women campers were 
awake, at a certain spot up stream the bending 
bamboo whipped brightly colored flies forth 
and back over a pool of darkly swirling and 
foaming waters. At frequent intervals the 
wrist turned, and the result at the end of the 
line was manifest, the silken thread gashed the 
waters and eventually a struggling trout 
came to net. 

There was no complaint to be made re- 
garding the fishing. As to being molested 
one might just as well have owned that part of 
the earth so far as there being any one to dis- 
pute it. It was one of these July mornings 
when the birds are astir early, when the hum 
of insects is heard (particularly mosquitoes) 
when the fisherman stays just long enough to 
fill his creel then beats it back tocamp. Such 
was the scribe’s experience, but the fish were 
worth a few mosquito bites. By the time 
I had returned to camp the women had the 
kettle boiling and this time it wasn’t necessary 

to tell them where I had been. As I approa- 
ched the place I strode confidently into camp, 
for like the ancient tribal hunter, I had met 
with success. Once upon a time the most 
honored among the tribes of men that inha- 
bited the earth were the great hunters and 
fishermen who went forth and brought back 
to the women and children and older men 
of the tribe the trophies of the chase. I have 
always felt that those old hunters were men 
to be admired from the fact that their motives 
were not self centered, they were a benefit to, 
and a bulwark of, the life of their time. Later 
when these great hunters became great 
warriors their day of usefulness was past for 
they made slaves of the people and made them 
work for them rather than working themselves 
for the good of the tribe. When, therefore, 
I strode into camp I tried to assume a lordly 
air such as might have become one of my hairy 
ancestors. My reception at the camp bore 
out the theory that the female of the species 
still entertains respect for the successful hun 
ter or fisherman. en: 
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Just as we were finishing a tasty breakfast, 
of which the fish formed the principal item 
on the menu, we heard a train whistle in the 
distance and while the scribe and madame 
were busy packing the tent and cooking outfit 
into the packsack Miss E. was stationed in the 
middle of the railroad track on the line of the: 
P. D. special to stop said train at all hazards. 
This was not as hard a job as one might 
suppose. The P. D. is a peculiar road and 
short skirted, felt hatted females are not so 
numerous in that locality but what the 
engineer will slow down for a good look. 
During the progress of that look the campers 
boarded the train, which consisted of a snort- 
ing locomotive, several flat cars, and a small 
passenger coach hooked on behind. Even 
admitting that the train was not in the flower 
of her youth it was with a distinct feeling of 
gladness that we swung up to a place upon the 
cushions, for apart from the walking, the 
carrying of the packsack was somewhat of a 
trial to the tenderfoot. Jim T. of Whitefish 
Lake was on board and from him we got some 
information about the trout fishing, etc., 
north of Silver Mountain where we 2zot off 
the train. ‘ 

Silver Mountain is twenty miles from 
Stanley Junction and forty miles from Port 
.Arthur. Three or four log houses and an 
abandoned depot were the only buildings 
to be seen but a mile back from the tracks was 
the famous old silver mine which gave the 
town its name. This mine has changed 
hands several times but at that time still 
continued to put out considerable ore al- 
though it was claimed it had seen its best 
days. Down by the mines were a few log 
cabins which formed a shelter for the men who 
worked there. The greatest amusement to 
the local inhabitants, however, seemed to be 
furnished by the sportsmen from Fort William 
or Port Arthur who came there to hunt or fish. 
As this region is one of the big game districts 
for moose, deer and bear and 1s also noted for 
its fishing, it is not unusual for hunters or fish- 
ermen to be seen at any of the little stops along 
the road. 
_For the benefit of the readers of this mag- 

azine who may care to go into this territory 
to hunt or fish let me add that the best hunt- 
ing and fishing naturally lies back some little 
distance from the railroad. One should go 
back at least three or four miles from the 
station. Between stations, it is true, moose 
and other game are frequently seen though 
if one really wants to see big game he should 
get off the main travelled roads and railroads. 
There are many lakes north of Silver Mount- 
ain which are alive with trout and which have 
never known the lure of an artificial fly. One 
can call moose here, too, or hunt deer or bear 
to his heart’s desire, while for the adventurous 
trapper there is still much fur as that of the 
lynx, marten, and fisher. 

Our stop at Silver Mountain was short, just 
long enough to stock up with some more 
supplies and to secure the assistance of Johnny 
G. or Jack as he was more often called. Jack 
was about five feet eight in height and his 
face was decorated with a neat little mous- 
tache which Jim T. claimed was a lady winner, 
Be that as it may Jim had some moustache 
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too, one of the long drooping variety, but 
more of him later for we had promised to 
visit him at one of his lumber camps on White- 
fish Lake. Jack helped load up the provisions 
and in two hours after landing we were on our 
way to a certain tributary of the Whitefish 
River north of Silver Mountain. 

Shortly after we had started it began to 
rain and we were mighty glad when we 
reached the shelter of the cabin on the north 
branch. This cabin had formerly been oc- 
cupied by a sailor, a Mr. Connor, and was 
known as Connor’s Cabin. We had per- 
mission to use this cabin which we found in 
good shape. It contained a cook-stove and 
was clean and comfortable. The cabin is 
built near the bank of the stream and is 
surrounded by a_ beautiful grove of young 
jack pines. The lower branches of the ever- 
greens are trimmed out so that it looks like 
a little park. We found some drawings by 
Connor on the cabin walls and it was easy to 
guess from other indications that the owner of 
the cabin had possessed artistic tastes. 

Despite the drizzling rain Jack and I 
determined to go out and try our luck for 
brook trout. A little dampness does not 
make so much difference when one wears 
woollens and mackinaw clothes so grabbing 
our fishing rods we started out to get fish 
while the women volunteered to straighten up 
the interior of the cabin. There was dry 
wood cut and stacked up in one corner so all 
we had to do was to shoulder our fish rods and 
vamoose. 

Fishing in a drizzling rain is rare sport 
when one is properly clothed. On such a day 
the pattering raindrops dent the placid sur- 
face of the beaver ponds, when the mosquitoes 
are busy keeping dry, the trout are full of 
witching ways for the rain seems their special 
amusement. Jack and I did not follow the 
stream when we left the cabin but struck a 
trail which led us out through the jack pines 
to a series of beaver workings. Here, need- 
less to add, we got all the fish we wanted. It 
was on our way back that an accident hap- 
pened. At a certain point on the stream 
which we had crossed on the way out we 
found the beavers had been busy for the 
waters seemed suddenly to have risen and our 
crossing place was flooded. We had to travel 
some distance upstream to find another log on 
which to cross the stream. While Jack got 
safely across the scribe slipped and went 
neck deep into the icy waters. Of course the 
fish in the basket probably appreciated this 
sudden departure from the slippery log but 
it taught the log walker a lesson, which was 
never to go into the bush without a good 
supply of hob nails in the soles and heels of 
his boots. However I comforted myself with 
the reflection that I had been nearly as wet 
before I fellin. Arrived at the cabin we were 
greeted by an appetizing odor of baked beans. 
There is an old saying that, the wise woman 
appeals to a man through his least protecte1 
point of attack. Be that as it may after 
Jack and I had been filled up and dried out we 
felt fit enough to have pulled down a tamarack 
tree to please them had they demanded this of 
us. 

This cabin of Connor’s being the farthest 
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dwelling north of Silver Mountain naturally 
sits somewhere near the edge of the.line which 
may be said to separate “the game country 
from the lines of civilized man. On our 
fishing trip we had seen several fresh moose 
tracks and the streams were fairly swarming 
with beaver. We also found the vicinity of 
the cabin to be the home of many wild wood 
rabbits and as Jack and I never shot any 
near the camp they soon became very tame. 
Without exaggerating we sometimes saw as 
many as a dozen during the course of an 
evening, feeding or scampering in play be- 
neath the young jackpines near the cabin. 
We spent considerable time watching them 
and the young rabbits especially were full 
of fun. When first we came to the cabin they 
were very shy and often we could hear the old 
rabbits giving the young rabbits the signal to 
scamper for cover. This rabbit language 
consists of the old rabbit thumping the 
ground seven sharp oe with her hind feet 
as she makes for cover This sound can be 
heard by the young rabbits for a considerable - 
distance and immediately they scamper out 
of sight. We tried in every way to make 
them feel at ease in our vicinity and after a 
few days of patient effort found that we were 
making considerable progress. Often in the 
evening we would build a big bonfire near the 
cabin and on these occasions the rabbits 
seemed to enjoy it, and soon learning that the 
fire would not hurt them, would come quite 
close to it. 

The climax with the rabbits came when we 
brought out a big gray tom cat from the 
mountain. He had been a present to the 
woman who owned him from one of the 
settlers and we got him to thin out the mice 
with which the cabin was infested. A red 
squirrel was also a frequent visitor to the 
cabin and had become very tame. The tom 
cat’s habits were strictly nocturnal and he was 
evidently an old hand at ranging the woods. 
It was an easy matter to keep Tom in the 
cabin during the day and he became a great 
pet of the women folks and would lounge 
around and sleep in the sunny places with 
great contentment. In the daytime we could 
pet him and he seemed to enjoy it but as soon 
as the evening shadows began to fall Tom 
was a different cat. The women at the 
station claimed that he was part wild cat and 
he certainly looked it. When night came 
Tom would usually creep out and that was the 
last seen of him until morning when he would 
return and go to sleep in the cabin. 

With such a formidable cat around one 
would have thought that the rabbits would 
have been scared away, but such was not the 
case. Being summer time there was an 
abundance of food for all. The cat’s natural 
food seemed to be wood mice and birds, but 
often when cleaning fish Tom would appear, 
having evidently been attracted by the smell. 
The red squirrel and the young rabbits Tom 
could easily have killed had he so desired. 
The fact that he let them live and even be- 
came playful with them provided us with some 
interesting reflections. 

One evening soon after dark I happened to 
step into the outer shed adjoining our cabin, 
and looking through the open door I saw a 
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young rabbit beneath the jack pines. He. 
came hopping along and smelled the saw | 
buck and the axe, seeming to be on a tour of 
investigation, more than in search for food, 
although we had previously thrown some 
potato peeling in that locality and it is possible 
he was looking for these. Standing perfectly 
still I continued to watch the rabbit and soon 
another object drew my attention. Only 
when the rabbit moved did the dark object 
change its position, and with each move it 
drew closer to its victim. It was crouched 
low to the ground and soon I made out that 
it was old Tom stalking a rabbit. I had 
never seen Tom catch a rabbit and wondered 
if that was what he was doing. When he got 
close to the rabbit, and just as the young wood 
hare started to move, he made a lightning like 
spring and landed just close enough to scare 
the rabbit badly. The rabbit escaped in 
short order and Tom sneaked off, probably 
to repeat the performance, as I soon learned 
that this sport was his greatest amusement. 
Not only did he confine himself to rabbits but 
we often afterwards caught him chasing our 
red squirrel and although he could have killed 
the squirrel many times he never so much as 
scratched a hair. It was comical to see the 
squirrel come on the jump, running for safety 
to the trees or the shack, with old Tom right 
at his heels. The squirrel kept up a lively 
scolding while he ran and did not seem to 
value his life very highly for he only kept out 
of reach by a bare margin. 

Thus did these animals amuse themselves 
during the summer months. One can 
imagine the difference in the winter when the 
cold icy weather has settled down on the 
wilderness, reaching out hoary hands to grip 
the things-of the wild. Then famine stalks 
into the ranks of wild life, the animals of the 
wood lose their surplus fat, most of the birds 
have migrated to the south, even the tiny 
mice hide deep beneath the snow and the 
necessity of getting a bare living is imperative. 
At this time one can imagine there is no 
mercy in the woods and that murder runs 
riot. From this we can deduce but one con- 
clusion, when animals, even human animals, 
have plenty to eat and are free from want, 
they become more sociable. Even the wolf, it 
is said, is a comparatively harmless animal 
during the summer months, but when forced 
to compete with others of the wild for bare 
existence, soon sinks to the level of the most 
brutal and murderous of beasts. 

Beavers occupy a distinct class among the 
habitants of the wilds. Their industry and 
social life places them more on a par with man, 
as regards their habits of life. The work of 
their sharp teeth in cutting down trees is 
familiar to most campers. We-found one dam 
spanning the head-waters of the Serpent 
River, over a hundred feet in width, and in it 
were stones as large as two feet in diameter. 
I could never figure out exactly how these 
beaver managed to get those large stones in 
their proper location, although it is generally 
known that a stone in water is not nearly so 
hard to lift as the same stone on land. Woods- 
men are often bothered in this locality by the 
beavers who seem able to dam up their particu- 
lar streams almost as fast as the lumbermencan 
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break the dams to let their logs through. 
There was a beaver dam and several houses 
within a few rods of Connor’s cabin. I often 
went there of an evening to fish for brook 
trout and so successful was I that we actually 
got tired of eating them. Always I was in 
hopes that I might see some beaver while 
fishing but they always seemed to know that 
night time was the safest time for them and 
often we could hear them splashing around 
and making considerable noise. One night, 
after I had caught several trout, I remained 
standing in a certain position and near to the 
beaver houses. My _ attention was first 
attracted by a rabbit that came hopping along 
the brink of the creek through the long grass. 
Every few jumps he would hop high into the 
air and look about him. Finally when very 
close he came to a little clearing and here he 
paused and sat up on his hind feet, from 
which position he peered in all directions, 
sniffing the air. Evidently the rabbit was 
badly scared and soon I saw the reason. 

About four minutes after he had dis- 
appeared a weasel slipped out of the grass and 
stopped at the very spot where the rabbit 
had squatted. While watching this _per- 
formance I had remained standing motionless 
over the water. Imagine my surprise when a 
soft winged bird lighted on my fish pole, about 
three feet out and looked me full in the face. 
Needless to add, one look was enough. This 
experience was followed by the advent of Mr. 
Beaver. 

I heard a rustling in the grass on the oppo- 
site side of the stream and continued my 

lonely game of immobile watching and wait- 
ing. It is often surprising what one can 
detect, if he will take a good stand near a lake 
or stream and remain perfectly still. The 
wilderness soon forgets even the most care- 
less intruder, if he remain s:lent for a short 
time, and the wild life continues on its way as 
before. Across the creek I could hear an 
animal moving among the tall grasses and 
occasionally a stick cracked slightly; then 
came a sound of sharp teeth cutting into wood, 
and I felt sure that the animal must be a 
beaver. I was in hopes the animal would 
come out of the long grass where I could see 
him; but it seemed that I had already ex- 
perienced more than my share of wilderness 
sights for one evening. It soon became so dark 
that it would have been impossible to have 
seen the beaver even had he come out. But 
now, after a long wait, came a spirit of youth, 
or foolishness, or the overflowing of life or the 
relaxation of the nerves, or whatever it might 
have been termed; at least the spirit moved me 
to do certain things. At my belt was my 
wife’s .38 calibre Colt’s revolver. To mar 
such a peaceful scene would seem to the 
conservative naturalist, almost a_ sacrilege; 
but that was just what I did. Levelling the 
old Colt’s into the long grass I pressed the 
trigger, once, twice. I had no intention of 
hitting the beaver, but I wished to scare him 
a little. The sounds awoke the echoes in the 
tall distant hills, the stream trickled musically 
through the old beaver dam; but the beaver, 
and all the creatures of Nature had suddenly 
become as silent as the grave. 

To be continued 
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was told when I came to Vancouver that 
| there was no good fishing to be had in 

the neighbourhood, all the fine streams 
which run into the Fraser being played out, 
and that if I wanted good sport I should have 
to go beyond Squamish on the P.G.E. or on 
to Vancouver Island. 

Like most general statements this proved 
to be only partly true and I have already 
discovered that there is sport to be had both 
in Vancouver and on the Fraser tributaries. 

Only last week in two day’s fishing in the 
second narrows my boy and I hooked thirteen 
salmon and landed eight—This in sight of 
the city and amidst its smoke; (smoke from 
bush fires alas, and not from its factories). 

And I would point out that a seven pound 
Cohoe on fine tackle puts up as good a fight 
as any fisherman would wish for. 

It was a day’s fishing for Dolly Vardons 
however which appealed to me particularly. 
I had heard a good deal about Dollies, but 

had never seen one, and when my friend H. J. 
Byrne of the C.P.R. asked me if I cared to 
have a day with him on the Coquahalla after 
Dollies, I jumped at the offer. 

I may say that what Byrne doesn’t know 
about the fishing in most of these Fraser 
streams isn’t worth knowing, and if there is 
a particular pool which holds the big ones, 
he not only knows it, but can get them out. 

We left Vancouver in the evening bound 
for Hope, passing through Mission on the way. 
I mention Mission because it recalled a shoot- 
ing story which I heard from the man who 
experienced it and which may be new to your 
readers. : 
Two Seattle men who were enthusiastic 

shots were told that if they wanted some 
really first class snipe shooting they should 
go to Mission as the birds were not only 
numerous but exceptionally big. 
They were off on the first opportunity and 

put up at an hotel overnight. They asked 
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the manager what sport they were likely to 
get, but received the discouraging reply that 
he hadn’t heard of such a thing as a snipe 
being seen for weeks, and that someone must 
have been pulling their legs. 

However, they guessed he didn’t know 
anything about it and got up at six in the 
morning for a couple of hours’ shooting before 
breakfast. 

They had the time of their lives. The 
number of birds was beyond belief, and they 
were two very satisfied sportsmen who re- 
turned to the hotel. 

The manager asked them how they had 
come on, “Sixty couple’ was the jubilant 
reply ‘‘and every bird as big as a pigeon’. 

He scratched his head in a puzzled kind of 
way—the thing was beyond him. He asked 
them to let him have a look at the bag and 
they spread it out on the verandah for his 
inspection. And a fine lot of birds they were. 

First astonishment, and then a broad smile 
broke out on his face. ‘“‘Why, you silly fools” 
said he, “‘those are not snipe, they're mos- 
quitoes’’. 

*“And”’ said the man who told me the story, 
‘““when we came to examine them, I’m d 
if they weren’t mosquitoes. They had been 
down to the river sharpening their beaks for 
the vis tors.” 

On arriving at Hope we put up at the 
Coquahalla Hotel and the manager, Mr. 
Boultbee asked what time we meant to start in 
the morning. We said four o’clock and he 
said he would waken us, a promise he kept 
to the minute, worse luck. Needless to say 
Mr. Boultbee is a good fisherman himself, 
as it takes some self sacrifice to get up at four 
in the morning merely to send others off on a 
day’s fishing. 

Our program was to walk up the valley 
on the railroad track for four miles until we 
reached the natural bridge pool. That 
meant an hour’s walk, and when we reached 
the place where we had to leave the track, 
and descend to the river, I realized the dif- 
ference between fishing in Scotland and _ fish- 
ing in B. C. 

The river was about 200 feet below us and 
the descent was not exactly perpendicular, but 
very nearly so. To lose your footing on the 
precipitous bank meant a glissade to the 
rocks below. 

Half way down I heard Bryne shout that 
he was going, and I saw him with arms and 
legs stretched out to their limits, hanging 
on against the laws of gravity. After twenty 
breathless seconds he got a grip somewhere, 
and we cautiously got down foot by foot. 

Later in the day I saw a youth from the 
construction camp come down that face with 
his hands in his pockets, and smoking a 
cigarette. It looked uncanny, and he told 
me it was dead easy. Perhaps it was, but if 
so, we must be getting old. 

The Coquahalla here at what is known 
as natural bridge pool runs between per- 
pendicular rocks, and is confined to, a width 
of about twenty-five yards. The pool is 
black and deep, and only at the tail where it 
runs out can the bottom be seen. 
I preferred a rest and smoke for a time 

to recover my breath so Byrne fitted up and 
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went over to fish the pool from the opposite 
side. 

He was using a small sized spoon with a 
Malloch reel, and, leaning over the rock, I 
could see all that went on below me. Three 
or four Dollies were visible on the gravel in 
about ten feet of water, one of them a good 
fish. 

He cast his spoon right to my side, and I 
then saw a sight such as I never saw before 
and probably may never see again. As the 
bait spun towards the center of the pool, 
fish seemed to spring from everywhere. 

Every nook and cranny in the rocks seemed 
to exude them until they reminded me of the 
rats which came pouring out of their holes to 
the strains of the Pied Piper of Hamelin. 

Fully twenty-five Dollies were after that 
spoon at the same time and from out of the 
depths below me two big salmon joined in 
the chase. 

A fish struck and after a struggle broke 
loose. Another got hold, and also got away. 
Then a third seized the spoon before the line 
was reeled in and it was landed. 

Three strikes at the one cast. My im- 
pressions of fishing in B. C. were being formed 
rapidly! The fish landed was a comparatively 
small Dolly of one and a half pounds. 

Byrne tried a few more casts here but 
got only one more strike, and when I looked 
over again into the pool only a few fish could 
be seen on the gravel. 

A few more casts and these gradually 
vanished into the deep until not a fin was 
visible. The pool seemed lifeless, and in the 
valley itself not a thing was to be heard or 
seen except a humming bird which hung poised 
over the river like a jewel blazing in the sun. 

The heat was awful, and even sitting still 
on those rocks made you sweat profusely. 
A glistening object near me turned out to be 
my companion’s flask sticking out of his 
bag, which goes to prove that however in- 
sufferable a man’s lot may appear to be, 
there is usually a remedy at hand, if he cares 
to look for it. 

I tried a cast a little below natural bridge 
pool, but it yielded nothing, so we went down 
a hundred and fifty yards to the next pool. 
This is one of the best in the river, but there 
is only one narrow ledge from which it can be 
fished. 

Byrne insisted that I should have the 
fishing in that pool so I fitted up a small blue 
poanom and proceeded to catch my first 

olly. 
My initial cast hooked a fish which I lost. 

The next I landed a three pounder, and im- 
mediately after, a beauty of five pounds. It 
was short and thick and I should say a perfect 
specimen of its kind. As Byrne however has 
had plenty of fish from this river ranging 
round ten pounds, I couldn’t crow very much 
over it. 

The fact of the river being low and the 
bright sunshine resulted in each pool being 
soon fished out. The surprising thing was 
that fish would take at all under such con- 
ditions. They certainly wouldn’t in the Old 
Country. 

Our next move was to two mile pool. It 
sounds easy to say our next move, but in 
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that heat and down that valley, the moving 
was desperate work. 

A member of the Alpine club would draw 
the line at what we did, and even a keen fish- 
erman would think it hard going. 

Byrne started in again at two mile pool, 
while I watched him. It was another fine 
pool, and Dollies by the dozen could be seen on 
the gravel where the water was not too deep. 

He hooked a good fish at the first cast, and 
lost it, hooked another and lost it, and re- 
peated the performance until he had lost 
five. Then he examined his hook and found 
it had no barb. 
How any man could talk as he talked in 

that dreadful heat I cannot understand, but 
I can remember nothing which he left unsaid 
which would have fitted the occasion. 

About a mile below two mile pool is Steel- 
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head pool, one of the finest reaches in the 
river. Here we had better luck, and landed 
three or four good fish, losing only one. 

On the day’s outing we had hooked twenty- 
one fish and landed seven of an average weight 
of three pounds. We should have had ten or 
eleven fish but if a man for some reason or 
other indulges his eccentric notions to the 
extent of using hooks without barbs, the 
average is bound to suffer. 
We got back to Hope two very very tired 

but satisfied fishermen, and if anyone wants 
a days (or a week’s) good sport I can recom- 
mend the Coquahalla. 

The fish are numerous, of good size, and 
they take. What more does a man want? 
Now I am looking forward to a day on the 

Stave, and another on the Vedder, in both 
of which I am promised good things. 

Photo by Sel. J. Wigley. 

Wood Hares or Snow-shoe rabbitsfturn white in winter even if snow fails to fall 



EASY PICKING 

Thos. 

somewhat peculiar turn of mind. Since 
his boyhood he had been fond of all 

outdoor sports and in all of them he excelled. 
It was but natural, perhaps, that he should 
be proud of his accomplishments and lord it 
over his athletic friends. 

The only sport which he could never be 
induced to try was fishing. Whenever any 
of his friends proposed a fishing trip to Philip 
he would answer: ‘Pooh, fishing’s no good. 
It’s too easy picking, only good for girls and 
old men.” 

This disinclination to fishing he persisted 
in till his twenty-first birthday always saying 
there was ‘nothing in it’? and that when he 
got old and lame he would perhaps try it. 

On his birthday a friend, in a spirit of fun, 
presented him with a fine fishing rod and told 
him that he would buy his first catch. That 
rather touched Philip in a sore spot as it 
seemed to reflect on his ability to catch any 
fish and in order to show them that he could 
fish as well as any of them he resolved to go 
the very next day and prove that he was able 
to beat at fishing as well as at other sports. 
Forthwith he consulted a friend who was an 
expert, as to where he should go and what he 
should use, and following his friend’s advice 
went to a sporting goods store and fitted 
himself out with hooks, line, landing net, ete. 

As he was leaving the store a thought struck 
him and turning to the clerk who had served 
him he said: “I think I have everything but 
a basket. Please give me one.’ The clerk 
at once handed him a nice one, large enough 
to hold ten or twelve pounds of trout. 

“Have you nothing bigger? Is not that a 
little small?” asked Philip. Finally he got one 
to suit him and hurrying along the street 
to his room he met a number of his friends all 
of whom stared in open wonder at the unex- 
pected sight of Philip who was apparently 
going fishing. However, they all wished 
him good luck and not a few got the promise 
of some trout when he came home. Early 
the next morning Philip set out for a famed 
trout stream about four miles distant, ex- 
pecting to get a basket full and get home 
in time to distribute them among his friends 
to whom he had promised them. 

Arrived at the edge of the stream he un- 
slung his basket and examined its contents, 
First he picked up a large flask, looked 
through it, holding it between himself and 
the sky, and muttered “You stay there till 
I get the first fish.’ Next came a parcel of 
sandwiches and then a miscellaneous assort- 
ment of other articles. Carefully laying 
them on a large rock he proceeded to put his 
rod together and get ready to fill his basket. 
This he believed would be an easy matter 
as he had often seen the fine catches secured 
by his friends. Having got everything ready, 
and being provided with a beautiful cast of 
flies, he proceeded to his task. At the first 
catch he was surprised to see the whole line 

P one Gordon was a young man of a 
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come down in a bunch about three feet from 
the top of his rod. This, of course, would 
never do. Again he tried with no better 
result. Becoming a little annoyed he gave a 
vigorous throw the next time, only to find 
that his line had not entered the water at all. 
Looking around to see what the trouble might 
be he noted that instead of catching a fish 
one of his hooks was fast in the seat of his 
pants. This was a nice dilemma. Turning 
round and round like a kitten chasing its 
tail, he found that he could not reach it and 
that he must resort to desperate means to get 
free. Looking along the road to make sure 
that the coast was clear he was just about to 
unbutton his clothes when he heard a shrill 
“Tipperary.” The voice was proceeding from 
a small boy who dangled a school bag in his. 
hand. Philip shouted to the boy to come to 
his assistance and the little fellow quickly had 
him freed from his difficulty, receiving a 
quarter for his trouble. He was about to 
rejoin his companions who had by this time 
come in sight, when turning to Philip with a 
serious face he said: “‘Is that the only one you 
have caught?’ Saying which he ran away. 
Having rejoined his friends they appeared to 
hold a consultation, and as they talked 
together their teacher, a blooming young girl 
of eighteen or twenty, came in sight and one 
of the urchins shouted to her: “Johnny 
Wood has catched a twenty-five cent sucker. 
There he is over there!” 

Philip was of course very much annoyed at 
this occurrence but it only strengthened his 
determination to fill his basket. In order 
to forget his annoyance he resolved to apply 
himself to the flask, quieting his conscience 
by saying that he would not take a drink when 
he got his first fish. He then started to cast 
more carefully and by dint of perseverance at 
last succeeded in making a fairly good cast. 
Feeling a slight pull on his line he swung a 
small fish about three inches in length over 
his head where it alighted in a bunch of grass. 
about ten yards from the shore. Seizing the 
net he rushed over and slapped it down on. 
the place where he was sure the fish had fallen. 
Carefully putting his hand underneath the 
edge of the net he felt all round but could 
find no fish. After a long and careful search 
he gave it up and was proceeding to the 
water’s edge to begin again when glancing 
to one side he saw a small garter snake making 
off with his fish. This was more than human 
nature could bear. Resource must be had 
again to the flask, and this time he took a 
more liberal swallow. With considerably 
less confidence he applied himself to his self 
imposed task of filling the basket, but after 
laboring for an hour with frequent applica- 
tions to the flask he at last gave it up in dis- 
gust. Laying down his rod he proceeded to light 
his pipe when, whether from the unevenness 
of the ground or from the too frequent ap- 
plication to the flask, he made a stumble, put 
his foot on his rod and broke it in two pieces 
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This was the last straw; he sat down by the 
rock on which he had deposited his tackle 
in the morning, emptied the flask and was 
soon in the arms of Morpheus. Late in the 
afternoon he was awakened from a dream in 
which he had seen a monster snake trying to 
stuff a small boy into a large flask. Looking 
up he saw his young friend of the morning 

dangling a large string of beautiful trout and 
singing “It’s a long, long way to Tipperary.” 

Gathering the remains of his rod and other 
tackle together into a heap he struck a match 
and set fire to them, then slunk home by a 
back way, and if ever he begins to boast of 
his athletic ability it is only necessary to say 
“‘Let’s go fishing, it is easy picking.” 

MY FIRST BEAR—and another one 
Geo. S. Broadbent 

OM, I’m going to get a bear to-day” 
said I, casually, as I stepped out of the 
tent dressed in my moleskins and 

moccasins with a pack on my back and the 
long barrelled fifty-seventy Lee-Enfield slung 
over my shoulder. I could not see his face 
but I felt sure he was grinning for he did not 
answer at once. 

“Better take me along” 
‘““No” I replied firmly, I intend to get that 

bear myself and with this rifle too.” 
“Which rifle’? said he swinging around, and 

his face hardened as he saw it. 
‘Look here lad it’s your own business but 

these bears up here are dangerous if you 
wound them, and you won’t have time to 
load that old gun again before he’s on you 
quick as a cat, see? Take my thirty-eight- 
fifty-five. Why only a year or two ago I shot 
one five times and laid him out, then like a 
greenhorn I goes up to him w ithout re- -loading 
when up he gets and chases me for a hundred 
yards—”’ 

“Then 
foolishly. 

He turned towards the fire again without 
answering. Resenting his attitude I started 
down the canon which ran towards the 

what happened” I interrupted 

Kiskabiskow River, a tributary of the 
mighty Peace. 

“Which way are you going, partner?” I 
heard his voice call, but I did not look around, 
thinking to pay him back for being so short 
with me and jumping from one windfall to 
another, soon reached the bottom of the 
canon and headed down to the Kiskabiskow. 

As I made my way over the fallen timber 
and big rocks in the bed of the dry canon I 
began to reflect what a fool I was, firstly for 
going off with this antiquated rifle, which was 
dated 1864, and which I knew nothing what- 
ever about; and secondly for not telling Tom 
which way I was going. Supposing some- 
thing happened—I stopped and thought of 
going back but, no, I was too stubborn, I 
must have my way this time at any rate; 
but I inwardly resolved to pay more heed to 
friendly councils in future and to trust more 
to my partner’s experience. Half way down 
Prospect Canon, for so I named it, having 
found some ore and coal there a few days 
previously, I came toa deer lick where there 
was plenty of fresh deer and moose sign. I 
was on the qui-vive now for anything that 
might appear but nothing did and in half 
an hour I was standing at the mouth of the 
canon on the brink of the Kiskabiskow River. 

Following the river up for five miles be- 
tween two steep slopes which reached upward 
for half a mile on either side of the river I 
came to a small flat clearing partly covered 
with grass and partly with thick alders, here 
I sat on a rock and ate a late lunch feeling 
rather nervous and lonely. I had just 
finished my lunch and was taking a survey 
of my surroundings when I heard a rustling 
in the bushes some distance above me and a 
few moments afterwards a big black bear 
came quickly down the slope towards the 
river. I was very nervous, and when some- 
thing whispered in my ear. “He has not 
seen you yet, there’s time to get away! 
Quick; your gun is no good; this means your 
death!” I confess I felt like obeying, but I 
swallowed hard and stayed. 

About two hundred yards away the bear, 
who was moving with great agility, stopped 
and began scraping ants out of an old log. 
Now was my chance thought I, so resting 
my rifle on the rock I took aim at his head and 
pulled the trigger. The explosion and echo 
that followed was enough to awaken the dead 
and the bear jumped straight into the air 
then made off into the alders. Had I hit 
him or not? I asked myself nervously as I 
hastily re-loaded. It would be madness to 
follow him into those thick alders with such 
a cumbersome weapon, so I stood undecided 
and wondered if my shoulder was dislocated, 
when up bobs the bear’s head and _ shoulders 
over the cutbank of the river twenty yards 
away. I don’t know whether I took aim or 
not but I pointed the old rifle at him and it 
went off. When I saw the splash of the 
bullet on the water I backed up re-loading 
and resolving to sell my life as dearly as 
possible. A thousand thoughts clamoured 
for recognition in my excited brain at that 
moment for I felt that there was no chance 
whatever now; then I heard a splash and 
experienced a great relief as I was sure the 
bear was going to swim the river so running 
up to the bank I prepared to get him as he 
swam across, but instead and to my great 
astonishment I was just in time to see him 
sink and a red streak go swirling down the 
river. For two minutes I stood looking at 
the water where the bear had disappeared, 
then hastily undressing I plunged into five 
feet of ice cold water, I was going to have that 
bear! A vision of Tom’s sardonic smile when 
I told a story of having shot a bear which 
disappeared mysteriously beneath the waters 
of the Kiskabiskow decided that question. 
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Feeling around gingerly with my feet, half 
expecting to feel my legs grabbed, they finally 
landed on something soft which gave me a 
queer sensation akin to panic, however I 
conquered it and diving, grabbed the bear’s 
fur and dragged him to the surface where he 
was easy to support and swimming down the 
river with him to a good landing place fifty 
yards away I pulled him ashore feeling much 
like I once felt after having a bad tooth 
extracted. 

An examination showed that my first shot 
had broken his left fore-leg which had been 
close to his head when he was scraping the 
log; the second shot had gone clean through 
his neck, severing the jugular vein. 

It was now sundown and I was seven long 
miles from camp so I dressed quickly and 
after lighting a smudge, to keep off the flies 
and animals, climbed the steep slope and 
struck out towards camp through the forest 
which I found on fire all around me. Having 
a good sense of direction however I made 
fairly good time through the dense smoke 
and by dark had reached the outskirts of the 
timber. The air was clearer here. I could 
see the big fire which Tom had thoughtfully 
built to guide me and I felt ashamed of my 
conduct to him that morning. Two miles 
of windfalls breast high took me two hours 
to negotiate in the dark but at last I topped 
the knoll whereon the tent stood and heard 
the welcome bark of Tom’s dog. 

“Well, Tom, I got a bear’ I said as I flung 
my pack on the ground. He was genuinely 
pleased and his manner changed to me from 
that time. You see I had been a greenhorn, 
now I was initiated into the exclusive Order 
of Sourdoughs. 

“And with that gun”’ he said incredulously 
after I had recited the details. 

“Yes” said I “with that gun which is a 
very good gun—if you know it. What did 
you Sell it to me for?” 

‘For five dollars’”’ he grinned. 
“Well it’s paid for itself anyhow”’ I retorted. 
The following day we took our pack sacks 

intending to bring back the hide and as much 
of the meat as we could carry, the canon being 
too steep for our pack-pony to descend. 

We found the dead bear undisturbed, I 
was half afraid that he might have been 
apuaied away, and Tom being an expert at 
skinning it did not take us long to strip him 
then quartering him with a small trapper’s 
hatchet we cut the meat into thin strips. 
Next we built a tall tripod of alder poles 
around which we wound string brought for the 
purpose, and on it hung the strips of bear 
meat. Underneath we built a smudge of 
green poplar, large enough to last two days, 
by which time the meat would be sealed and 
would keep indefinitely. Taking the heart, 
kidneys, some fat and the hide, (I also took 
two teeth to convince skeptics), we climbed 
the steep slope and hit for camp. 
Tom had set a gun close to an old pack 

trail half a mile from camp a few days pre- 
viously and had baited it with a piece of 
rancid bacon, some fish and some burnt sugar, 
so we were expecting results from that 
quarter. We had not long to wait for on 
the morning after we got back from the 

Kiskabiskow we found a two year old black 
bear lying stone dead twenty yards away 
from the set-gun, the large Snyder bullet 
having found his heart. We had now so much. 
meat that we decided to sell about a hundred 
pounds of it, so loading the pony I started 
out at six o’clock that evening to the Pouce 
Coupe settlement, thirty miles away, in- 
tending to travel all night but I had made 
about six miles when the rain started to come 
down in torrents and I was forced to camp. 
Luckily I had just come to a clearing, so 
picketing my pony I made a shelter of the 
pack-cover, underneath which I spent the 
most miserable night of my life as it rained 
hard all night and a furious wind drove it 
into my shelter so that I was soon wet through. 
About midnight, I judged, a terrible thunder- 
storm came up and one bolt of lightning, I 
remember struck the ground and seemed to. 
roll along it for some distance. 

Thinking my pony was hit I went out into. 
the inky night to locate him, which I did 
after half an hour’s search, sheltering under a 
tree. He had pulled up his picket stake and 
wisely made for cover. After I had tied him 
I went back to finish that awful night under 
the pack-cover which was now leaking like 
a sieve. 

At last day break, a lull in the storm, then 
the sun, and the world was laughing in light 
again. 

Alas, my bear meat was spoiling, the 
thunderstorm was responsible for that, I 
suppose. 

After eating a cold breakfast I hit the 
trail again very early so as to get ahead of the 
mosquitoes, and made the prairie that night. 

I managed to sell ninety cents worth of 
bear meat; the remainder I had to throw away. 

Somewhat disgusted, but not disheartened 
I jumped on the empty pack saddle and 
headed towards the Peace again. 

Arrived back in camp I solemnly placed 
forty-five cents in Tom’s hand instead of the 
expected five dollars. 

“Come again George,” said he stirring the 
pea-soup with the other hand. 

*“That’s half the collection Tom” ~ 
“Half what! Do you mean to say you 

sold that bear meat for ninety cents?” 
“Yes, all except the part of it that is lying 

on the prairie rotting.” 
Then I told him all about it. 
“And to think that that bear meat dried 

would have lasted us for two months” ob- 
served Tom sadly. 

That night we were awakened by a dense 
smoke which poured in through the open tent 
door. Hastening out we found ourselves 
surrounded by fire; the wind had changed 
to the west and the dry timber and brute 
between us and the forest were a mass of 
blazing red. Quickly we burnt all the grass 
and brush around the tent but we had little 
hopes of saving our outfit and were about 
to try a forlorn hope exit when the wind veered 
gradually and drove the fire back on to itself. 
We sat down, black, sweating and exhausted. 

“Those damned Indians are trying to 
drive us out of their hunting grounds” said 
Tom savagely. But Tom always was pre-. 
judiced against Indians. 



A CANOE TRIP THROUGH ALGON- 
QUIN PARK 

Jennie Sauble Seel 

FTER having spent a most delightful 
Sunday at Huntsville, we left early 
Monday morning for my first canoe trip 

through part of Algonquin Park, the national 
reservation of Canada. Hereafter my hus- 
band will be known as Billy. We, of course, 
went by steamer from Huntsville to Lake of 
Bays, crossing the portage on that w onderful 
railroad, the train havi ing been named “The 
Hot Tomali Limited.’ Our guides, Hank and 
Jack, met us there and we went by another 
steamer to Dwight, which place was entirely 
quarantined for diphtheria. From there our 
guides went by canoe to High Falls, to which 
place we drove in an ordinary dray wagon, 
together with all our luggage. I may have 
travelled over rougher roads in my life, but 
if so I have entirely forgotten it. Billy 
walked most of the way, because he felt sure 
he would be jostled out of the wagon. I 
managed to hold on and stay in. At one 
point our driver stopped so we could go to the 
water’s edge to view the falls from a distance 
and it was a most beautiful sight. 
We arrived at our meeting place sometime 

in advance of our guides, but they finally 
appeared, and we then started on our canoe 
trip on the Ox Tongue River, more commonly 
known as the north branch of the Muskoka. 
‘We paddled only a few miles when we made 
camp for the night. It seemed that our 
guides in making the trip from their homes 
near Dorset to Portage had met some con- 
genial friends and had imbibed quite freely 
en route, so that when it came time to make 
camp they were hardly able to do so. As it 
was my first attempt at sleeping in a tent, 
I was not wise enough to notice the lack of 
certain things. For instance we slept on the 
blankets without any balsam under us, but 
that was the only time it happened and always 
afterward the guides took very good care of us. 
We travelled in two canoes, and it is indeed 
marvelous how much these guides can stow 
away inacanoe. ‘The next morning when we 
left the Falls the mist was rising from the 
water, the birds singing and everything looked 
and smelled so fresh and good that we soon 
forgot the discomforts of the night before. 

Our next stop was at Twin Falls, where 
Billy caught a few trout which were soon 
sizzling in the pan. We stayed at this place 
but one night and from there went to South 
Tea Lake, where we spent two nights and 
where we had a delightful camp. We were 
near to Smoke Lake and went over there to 
fish, but were not at all successful. We 
paddled up to Canoe Lake Station, a point on 
the Canada-Atlantic Railroad. The second 
evening at South Tea Lake directly after 
supper, we noticed a canoe coming up the lake 
at great speed. When you are living in this 
manner, it is quite an event to see another 
canoe, Of course, both Billy and myself felt 

a trifle uneasy, but our fears were soon dis- 
pelled by the arrival of a fire ranger, whose 
duty it is to look atter parties and see that 
the fires are well out before leaving a camping 
place. As soon as the man recognized Hank, 
he left us and said he wanted to reach Cache 
Lake that night. Cache Lake is the head- 
quarters for the park employees. He seemed 
to think that with Hank as our guice the fire 
question was settled, as Hank never left a 
camp without thoroughly extinguishing the 
fire. We left South ‘Tea Lake early in the 
morning and passed through Smoke, Porcupine 
and Coon Lakes and finally reached Great 
Bear Lake, where we camped from a Saturday 
until the following Thursday. In making 
this journey we had several short portages, 
and from Porcupine Lake to Coon Lake we 
walked over an abandoned lumber slide, but 
when half way across it, Jack suggested that 
Billy and I leave the slide and take the path 
to Coon Lake. We tried to do this, but got 
lost and could not get out of the dense growth. 
We called to and would be answered by Hank, 
but it was sometime before he could locate us. 
However we finally reached Coon Lake. 
Billy then discovered that he had left his 
camera on the lumber slide, so that had to be 
gotten. There is no more beautiful spot to 
camp than at Bear Lake. It is no doubt 
used annually by some persons, as there are 
tables, benches and a fire place built. The 
guides cooked splendidly for us and I caught 
the fish for the party. We had many of them 
broiled right over the log fire. 

From Bear Lake we made several trips to 
Bonnechere Lake, which is small but I think 
quite the prettiest body of water we saw on 
the entire trip. It is such an odd shape and 
the border line is so irregular that it would 
never become monotonous. After leaving 
Great Bear Lake our destination was the 
Kahweam Club, on Long Island, Hollow Lake, 
so we again came to Coon Lake, over a portage 
and reached Rock Lake in time for our even- 
ing meal and the night. We saw several deer 
high up amongst the rocks surrounding Rock 
Lake, and they made an attractive picture. 
There were also a million mosquitoes (more 
or less) about that night, and so many visited 
me that I remembered them for a long time. 
From there we had a long portage, several 
paddles and finally reached Kimball Lake, 
a nice flat portage to Hollow Lake, and in a 
short time were at the club house. From 
indications we saw some member was visiting 
there. Later on we saw a canoe coming up the 
Lake and immediately I recognized the straw 
hat of Mr. Stranahan, of Harrisburg. We 
had not seen any familiar faces for almost 
three weeks, and we were happy to have him 
with us and to eat the nice fish he had caught 
that afternoon. He stayed with us until the 
following Monday morning. After his dce- 



parture. I caught my record fish, which 
weighed 914 lbs. My only regret on the 
entire trip was that Mr. Stranahan was not 
there to witness my success. 
We remained at Kahweam for one week 

and returned to the States after the very best 
vacation I have ever had. The trip through 
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the park is one that almost any women could 
stand, as the portages are all short and canoe- 
ing is one of the laziest ways to travel. I very 
often sat in the bow of the canoe and took a 
nice little sleep. For 12 days and nights we 
travelled by foot or canoe and slept in a tent. 
We had no rain on the entire trip. 

EDDIE'S BEAR 

18h 2 Ged 5 

the South shore of Nova Scotia, where 
he occupies his time between fishing 

during the summer months, and shooting 
ducks for market in the fall and winter, and 
what he does not know about ducks, shore- 
birds and their habits is scarcely worth know- 
ing at all. No man on the “South Shore” 
can compare with him as a guide for plover 
shooting, and his imitations of the calls of 
any members of the shore bird family cannot 
be approached by arti ‘cial device of tin or 
wood. Ducks are his specialty, and tolling 
dogs his constant companions. I believe his 
record tolling shot of thirty-two black ducks, 
has yet to be beaten. 

Little River Harbour is noted as the home 
of the Tolling dog, or Little River Duck dog, 
the finest wildfowl dog in existence. But it 
was not of dogs and ducks I started to write 
as the title of this story indicates. Eddie had 
been to the “States” all summer, and as fall 
came on he dreamed of the maple leaves just 
turning from green to purple, and the winnow 
of black duck wings as the birds flew over the 
barrens from Little Harbour to Goose Bay. 
Yes, he was homesick for his dogs and guns. 
Throwing up his job, he landed in his native 
province the latter week of October. Upon 
his arrival home, he heard numerous stories of 
the women and children having been nearly 
scared to death by a bear, which had been 
seen upon several occasions by the blueberry 
pickers during the months of August and 
September. 

From Little River Harbour to Goose Bay 
a trail runs through the barrens and granite 
boulders, and the first night of Eddie’s arrival 
home he was striding along in the moonlight 
with old Rover at heel, and his old ten bore 
under his arm. How good it was to feel the 
well worn trail beneath his rubber boots 
again, but the fog was drifting in and it was 
quite dark as he entered a spruce thicket. 
Any one not acquainted with the trail would 
never have found his way, but to Eddie it 
was as an open book. Every stone in the 
path had helped wear holes in his hip rubbers 
many, many times as he trod upon their 
ragged edges, either going to his favorite 
duck stand or returning with a_ back-load 
of game. He had forgotten all about the 
bear story the folks in the village had told him, 
and the only thing in his mind was to reach 

jE) tie lives in Little River Harbour on the spring hole where black ducks came into 
water. His finger itched to again press the 
trigger of the old gun as she dealt death out 
to the thickly hovered, drinking birds. Just 
as Eddie topped the crest of the, hill and the 
trail led out upon the barrens, he was frozen 
to the spot by an unearthly snort below him; 
even old Rover began to growl softly. Then 
into his mind flashed the story of the bear he 
had listened to that day. His gun was empty, 
his shells being tucked away beneath his 
sweater. Yes! Eddie ran! Back through 
the brush he fled, in his frantic haste losing the 
path, until crack, smash, he was fast in a 
barb wire fence. Tearing at the sharp barbs 
to free himself, he glanced over his shoulder, 
and there in the dim meon-blaze was a black 
object of gigantic size coming right up the 
path, pausing every few yards to snort and 
tear up the earth. Eddie’s hair began to 
rise! Perspiration broke out all over him! 
Backing up against the wire he sat down, 
tore open his sweater, and shoved two shells 
loaded with duck shot into the old ten bore. 
On came the bear, grunting and snorting, until 
hid momentarily from view by a sharp de- 
cline. Eddie’s mind was made up to shoot 
both barrels at once as soon as the beast came 
over the rise, and when he would not be over 
ten feet away. The instant the bear appeared 
Eddie slipped both fingers through the trigger 
guard, and taking as good an aim as his 
nerves and the uncertain light would permit 
of, yanked away. Eddie says he does not 
know to this day why the gun did not go off. 
Just then two gleaming horns topped the 
mound, and standing staring at him, looming 
monstrous through the fog was a brindle ox. 
Eddie’s hair went flat, the perspiration turned 
cold upon him, and with a heavy sigh he 
began to laugh. It seems that one of the 
neighbors had sold this ox to a man some 
miles away, and being lonesome for his kind, 
the animal had broken out of the pasture and 
wandered to his old haunts, when, scenting 
the trail recently travelled by his herd, he 
followed it up, pausing snort with 
pleasure every few steps. Eddie said it was 
lucky for him that the gun did not go off as 
the animal was worth at least one hundred 
dollars, and lucky for the ox as well because 
his loads were 414 drs. powder and No. 2 shot 
in “Canuck Shells.” 
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A 
THE HERMIT OF DEAN LAKE 

D. R. Oliver 

scattered farm residents along the 
Mississauga river, back of Dean Lake, 

call the aged hunter, who for thirty or forty 
years (stories differ) has squatted near the 
Townline bluff and lived his hermit life. But 
to us he was known as ““The Old Man.” In 
addressing him in this way there was not the 
slightest thought of irreverence on our part, 
but really he appeared so fragile in his torn 
garments and with his long grizzled beard 
playing about his chin, that no other ap- 
pellation. seemed suitable. And it was a 
wonder to us how he could possibly survive 
the bitter cold and deep snows of mid-winter. 
but he has done it for almost two score years, 
and in all likelihood next spring will find him 
tramping through the green bush. But some 
morning he will not be seen and his body will 
be discovered stretched out on the rudely 
constructed and battered cot that adorns his 
meagre ten by twelve and profusely chinked 
cabin. 

Everyone along the Mississaugua knows 
Billy Driver. We got our first glimpse of him 
in the early hours of the morning. Pulling 
back to our camping grounds from the railway 
station, a distance of five miles by guess and 
ten or fifteen by actual measurement, we 
passed his little shack, nestling on the side of 
the bleak bluff. The rude cabin presented no 
sign of life and we urged the horses over the 
rock and corduroy, wondering who the tenant 
might be. Twelve hours later we were en- 
joying a well earned and refreshing sleep when 

O=z Billy Driver’—That’s what the 

Mr. W- stirred uneasily, rolled over on his 
side, then sat up alert and listening. In a 
second the rest of us were wide awake. From 
a spot within one hundred yards of the little 
ravine in which we camped, resounded the 
steady stroke of a falling axe. Naturally we 
were very much astonished. We were not 
accustomed to felling trees in the moonlight, 
in the early hours of a frosty November 
morning. Finally Mr. W slipped into 
a convenient pair of trousers encased his 
stockinged feet in a pair of packs, caught up 
his .303, jammed a couple of shells in the 
magazine, and slipped out through the tent 
door. He was not long returning. 

“Why, it was only an old man pounding 
away as hard as he could” was the explanation 
made by Mr. W on the return from his 
sortie. The ring of the axe finally ceased as 
with a roar, the big pine that had been attack- 
ed, crashed downwards. Then followed 
shortly the monotonous hum of an old and 
rusty saw tearing its way through green wood. 
But at this juncture we lost track of every- 
thing as the demon sleep had again attacked 
us and beaten down our feeble resistance. 

That was our first introduction to Billy 
Driver. Our second and more formal meet- 
ing came next day when we were erecting the 
store tent. He hove in sight carrying a long 
rifle, in reality a young cannon that had seen 
better days. 
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“Be you all goin’ to camp here?” he asked 
of us as we dragged the ridge pole of the tent 
into place. 

““We be” was the response in chorus. 
“Well you never asked me if you could, 

but as I sees you're alright, I guess I’ll let 
you stay here if you won’t go down and shoot 
on the Indian reserve.” 

That was the first knowledge we had that 
the old man owned the land on which we had 
located. But to have no trouble we assured 
him we would slay no game on the Indian 
reserve, and decided to do nothing that would 
warrant his discarding his evidently hastily 
formed, but good opinion of us. ; 

It has been said that the way to a man’s 
friendship lies through his stomach. We 
tried the truth of the saying on Billy, and ii 
worked like a charm. Dinner had been on 
the stove so it was not long before Billy had 
a plate before him, overtaxed with a load of 
bacon, boiled potatoes, stewed corn, cold 
chicken and cakes of every description. As 
was the case with Jack Spratt he swept the 
platter clean and finished the meal off with 
several nice, Juicy snow apples. 

“That was good” he said. ‘The only 
picnic I’ve had this summer.” 

Billy grew more talkative and questions, 
some rather personal, I admit, were rained 
on him. 

‘““Where’s your wife?’ one of us asked. 
“You be answerin’ your own questions’’ 

was the quick retort. 
For a few moments there was stony silence, 

but suddenly the old man chipped in saying 
“T had a woman once but it wasn’t long before 
I found out she had another man and then 
another fellow came along and took her away 
from me. That was all right though ’cause 
if she liked him more than me she could have 
him alright.” 

Sitting there that day Billy told us a great 
deal of his past life and related many other 
interesting incidents. A little over a mile 
from our camp was a deserted mine shaft. 
Scattered about in profusion were hand-drills 
of every description. Years ago miners from 
the south invaded the Dean Lake country 
sinking several holes, one of which (the one 
we visited) Billy claimed had been on his 
property. Nuggets they sought but ail they 
got for their expense and labor was large 
quantities of stone, glittering all colors of the 
rainbow, that class of rock widely known as 
‘**Poor Man’s Gold.” 

“They never got anything’ Bill told us. 
They mighi of, but I had found the claim 
first and when I found they had run in on 
me I sent for my lawyer at T and he wrote 
them up and they git out like hurrah.” 

And then Billy told us how a score of years 
ago, murder had been committed in the big 
swamp, that from the big bald rock stretches 
almost a mile distant and nurses in ils midst 
the sluggish-watered Potomac river. Time 
blots out many things and apparently Billy’s 
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memory had suffered to some extent in this 
way for his particulars regarding the murder 
were none too clear. 

“There was news brought me afterwards” 
he said that the big man he thought the other 
two men wuz cheatin’ him so he up with his 
fists one day and killed them both. He was 
terrible powerful and they had no chanst with 
him. He bury them in the swamp under- 
neath the big tree and long ago I cross over 
and see the graves where they lie dead. But 
there was some more news fetched to me 
which was a woman that was the wife of the 
big man had got him under liquor and robbed 
him of his money and then skinned out. He 
thought the other men had done it and he 
fight terrible.” 

That was all we could learn of the double 
murder in the big swamp. Whether or not 
the murderer paid the penalty we were unable 
to make out. There is no doubt that the 
double crime was actually committed as we 
heard of it, from a farmer, later on. 

We invaded the swamp one morning in an 
endeavor to cross the swollen Potomac and 
reach the moose country. We were unable 
to locate the big tree or any trace of the graves 
but there is no doubt that some place in the 
marsh the remains of the victims may be 
found. 

Billy expressed great fear that we would 
lose our way in the woods, and constantly he 
came over to our camp to ascertain whether 
or not we were safe and sound. One evening 
he dropped in and at once was attracted by our 
rifles. The peep sights came in for consider- 
able comment. 

“Don’t that beat all’ he said, as he fingered 
one of the sights and squinted through the 
pin-point aperture along the barrel. “Don’t 
that beat all. Why that suit my ole eye like 
hurrah.” 

The lever action on the rifle came in for a 
lot of attention and the shells also. 

“That’s the prettiest, nicest, wickedest lead 
I’ve ever been seein’ he exclaimed as he closely 
examined a cartridge used in the new Savage 
H. P. 22 cal. Compared with the shell fired 
in Billy’s blunderbuss, the soft-nosed, copper 
sheathed bullet of the Savage, was a mere 
nothing in size. 

“What do you think of that, Billy?’ we 
asked as we placed a pocket flashlight in his 
hands. 

“That be a tolerable good thing to blind a 
moose at night” he replied. It was the first 
lamp of this kind Billy had ever handled and 
he kept pressing the button so long, that we 
feared he would eventually kill the battery, 
so we removed it from his grasp, merely by 
one of the men proffering him a wrist-watch 
for examination. 

Never could a man have been more taken 
up with anything than was Billy with that 
cheap little, leather-adorned time-piece. He 
tried it on his bony wrists fully half a dozen 
times and when he arose to leave for his lonely 
shack, he picked the watch up from the table 
on which it had been carelessly tossed, and 
fingering it lightly, remarked laughingly, 
“Don’t that beat all?” 

It was with tears in his eyes that the old 
hermit told us of his oxen. Several years 
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ago he possessed a yoke of the largest oxen 
ever seen in the North country. Billy spent 
most of his spare time in training the animals 
and later we learned that what the oxen could 
not do in the way of entertaining was not 
worth mentioning. On being introduced to 
a stranger they would get down on their knees 
and alternately raise and lower their heads. 
They also had different movements and bawls 
for replies, such as yes and no. It was the 
greatest blow in Billy’s stormy, rough life 
when one of the animals died. According to 
Billy’s story, the other ox’s demise resulted 
from a sorrowing heart. 

“They'd always pull strong together” said 
the old man, ‘‘and one could not get ahead of 
the other but one day the younger he pull 
ahead and walk in front. The older one he 
just stop and get pinin’ away and he die one 
night.” 

A small shack filled with hay situated near 
Billy’s humble abode, is mute testimony that 
he fed his oxen properly even though he stinted 
himself. This hay we learned had been cut 
in a field almost 500 yards distant. Unable 
to secure help the old man had cut it with 
a hand-knife and carried it in armfuls to the 
miniature barn near his dwelling. 

“If you want a good bed” he told us time 
and time again “‘just come and help yourself. 
I ain’t got any use for it now.”’ 

But it was through the death of the ox that 
Billy got his one and only glimpse, I’m certain 
of the outside world. The remaining ox was 
disposed of for some eighty dollars and Billy 
decided to take a trip through Manitoba in 
which province he claims a scattering of rel- 
atives. According to reports Billy had a 
good time while away, but despite all manner 
of inducement, declined to make his home 
ihere and returned to the bush country. 

“T was glad to get back” he told us. ““You 
jes bet they couldn’t make me stay there.” 

And naturally we asked his opinion of the 
war. 

““Why’’ said he, “I think it’s a blame shame 
that England and Canada has to go and pick 
on them poor Dutch.” 

So then we spent fully an hour convincing 
him that England and Canada were not pick- 
ing on the Dutch, that it was with Germany 
that Great Britain was battling and not 
Holland. Then we talked of machine guns, 
of the Cossacks, of battleships and their long- 
range guns, of the cost of warfare, and many 
other matters until Billy’s big eyes nearly 
popped out with apparent astonishment. 
Not a word he said while we sat there and 
expounded our knowledge of the present great 
struggle. I remember one story we told him, 
of a band of Cossacks charging across a railway 
bridge and slaughtering German infantry. 
He laughed a deep chuckle and then politely 
informed us we prevaricated like hurrah. 
I’m afraid Billy put little faith in our yarns. 

In the course of time we paid a brief visit 
to his home. It was near noon when we 
tapped on the door and heard his cheery 
“Come in, gentlemen, make yourselves ter 
home.’ He asked us to remain for dinner 
but we declined for several reasons, chief of 
which was that we could see little to eat. 
‘‘Where do you get your supplies?” we asked. 
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“Why?” he replied, “I ain’t got much now 
but I walks ter Blind River where they trust 
me at the store. I jes came back that night 
you fellows came. I walked all through the 
bush with some potatoes.” 

An old stove, one stick of wood would 
almost fill the fire-box, a rude cot with several 
coarse quilts, a few old clothes and thirty or 
forty axe-handles, occupied the room. Little 
wood was to be seen and we ascertained after- 
wards that he cut fuel only as he needed it. 
Also that he slept through the day and sat up 
at nights. He hated sleeping in the darkness 
he once told me, and as he had neither lamp 
nor oil of any description, his nightly practice 
of tree-cutting could easily be accounted for. 

It is nothing for him to tramp.miles through 
the woods after nightfall. He told us before 
we left that he was going on a long tramp that 
would occupy possibly a week’s time. 

“T want ter go away up the Mississaugua 
to look at a place where some trees blowed 
down” he informed us. | 

“What for Bill?” I asked. 
““Now you beanswerin’ your own questions.” 
Billy has squated near the Townline Bluff 

for a long time and he imagines, so we learned, 
he owns the property. No effort has been 
made to dispute his claims and he probably 
will own his “four hun’erd acres’’ till his 
death. Years ago he squatted on the ground 
where Traverse City, Michigan, now stands. 
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Several months ago, imagining he owned the 
entire city, he tried to enforce his claim to the 
property. The result naturally proved very 
disappointing to him. He continually builds 
‘castles in the air’ on this dream property of 
his and from his conversation one would 
imagine him a great land owner. 

I remember the morning we broke camp 
and pulled out for the railroad. We had set 
aside about a dozen loaves of bread, a quantity 
of bacon, some cake and fruit, and as we 
passed his door, one of us stole up to the step 
and was about to lay it down, when the door 
was suddenly jerked open. 

“Thank you, gentlemen” Billy cried even 
before we could open our mouths to tell him 
of our little donation. 

“T won’t forget you” he said, “‘and don’t 
you forget me. Send me some letters soon.” 

We promised to comply with his requests 
and as the heavy wagon commenced its 
laborious nine mile grind to the track I 
unlimbered my kodak and stole a picture of 
the old man as he was blinking at the early 
sun. 

Billy remained on the doorstep waving at 
us until his vision dimmed. A huge stone 
in front of us necessitated a sharp swerve to 
the right. When we regained the trail the 
cabin was hidden from view. 

“Ole Billy Driver,” the hermit of Dean 
Lake, had passed out of our lives. 

SOME DEER DON’TS 
Don’t shoot at anything you can’t see— 

the chances are you won’t hit it, unless it is 
something you don’t really care to hit—your 
hunting companion, perhaps. 

Don’t hustle around in the woods looking 
for an animal with the architecture and action 
of a cow—the critter you’re after more closely 
resembles a collie dog seeking an interview 
with the neighbor’s cat. 

Don’t believe all the dope handed you by 
the “deer slayers’’ assembled in the general 
store of the settlement where the cars drop 
you—and don‘t expect them to believe any- 
thing you tell them. 

Don’t neglect to make a careful study of 
the bullet holes in the carcass your guide has 
hung up for you. It is sometimes embarrass- 
ing to be suddenly asked to account for a 
broken hind leg on the buck you dropped 
with a single ball through his heart. 

Don’t go crawling through thickets on your 
hands and knees. The attitude won’t deceive 
any deer but it may mislead some well-mean- 
ing stranger into endowing you with a couple 
of three soft-points just where they will do 
you the least good. 

Don’t fail to shoot when you see a deer. 
Shoot at him, if possible, but by all means 
shoot—it makes a better impression upon the 
bystanders. 

Don’t rest your rifle on any hard support. 
It will shoot off aim if you do. Instead, rest 
your body or your elbows. 

Don’t think it necessary to mangle your 
victim’s throat with a bowie knife. It spoils 
the head for mounting. Stick him in the 
chest—and be blame sure he’s dead before 
you do it. 

Don’t run after a wounded deer, give it 
time to lie down and bleed. The chances are 
that it will never get up, if well hit. About 
the only exception is when falling snow is 
obliterating the trail. 

Don’t hurry—that’s a game where the deer 
has you beaten. 

Don’t go out without matches, a compass 
and a bite of something to eat stowed about 
your person. You may want to stay out 
longer than you anticipated. And again, you 
may have to when you don’t want to. 

Don’t let getting lost fuss you. It'll take 
you about a week to starve to death and you 
won’t freeze as long windfalls give shelter 
from the wind and wood and matches make 
a fire. Remember, your companions will be- 
gin looking for you the next morning and that 
a bonfire sending up a big smoke from the 
top of a hill will help them a heap in finding 
you. 



A HISTORY OF THE CANADIAN 

FISHERIES 

From a speech delivered by Hon. J. D. 
Hazn, K. C., Minister of Marine and Fish- 
eries at the luncheon of the directors of the 
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto on 
“Fisheries Day’ in September last. 

is full of interest and adventure. Indeed 
in it, is, in alarge measure bound up the 

early history of the northern portion of this 
continent. 

Fishing may properly be classed amongst 
the ancient and honourable callings. It wasa 
comparatively old means of earning a liveli- 
hood in the days of Our Saviour, and it was 
from amongst the fishermen that He drew 
His most illustrious Disciples. At that time 
the gill-net and drag-seine were used in a 
considerable way to “supply fish to the in- 
habitants of the towns and cities of the Holy 
Land lying around and in the vicinity of the 
lakes. 

There seems to be no record of when nets 
were first used, and there may be something 
in the opinion that it was the spider’s web 
that first suggested to reasoning man the 
idea of capturing fish in a similar contrivance. 

No doubt the earliest fishing ventures were 
confined to the lakes and rivers, and it was 
only as the demand for fish increased and the 
supplies in these waters were not adequate to 
meet the need, that fishermen began to ven- 
ture forth to sea. 

In the early days, owing to lack of proper 
transportation facilities, 1t was impossible to 
supp y fresh fish to the markets at any con- 
siderable distance from the coasts. Hence 
the necessity for curing arose. 

The fact that the codfish dried in the sun 
and air, makes a palatable and nourishing 
food that can be sent any distance from the 
sea-coast, was early learned, and almost 1m- 
mediate'ty following the acquiring of this 
knowledge, boats began to venture farther 
seaward in search of fish. 

As early as the 12th Century, the hardy 
Basque (from the Bay of Biscay) and Norse 
fishermen were faring forth in their small 
unwieldly boats as far as Iceland, and it is 
claimed by some historians that even before 
the discovery of this continent by Columbus, 
these fishermen had visited the coasts of 
what are now known as Newfoundland and 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and English fisher- 
men soon followed their lead. In any event 
in the 14th Century, English fishermen had 
come as far westward as Iceland, and follow- 
ing the discovery of the North American coast 
by the Cabots, they, almost immediately 
extended their operations to the shores of 
what are now known as Newfoundland the 
Maritime Provinces and the State of Maine. 
In these early days, foreigners called these 
countries by the generic name “‘Baccalaos’’— 
the land of dried codfish. 

Indeed, it may be said that the first and 
chief result of the discovery of North America, 

os history of the Canadian Fisheries 

was the immediate estab ishment of a great 
fishery. 

‘In all ages of the world, the fishery has 
been the mother of commerce and the parent 
o' navigation and it was the cod fishery, first 
pursued at Iceland and later on the coasts 
of North America, that made English sailors, 
and that made Britain a great maritime 
power. DeWitt says that “The navy of 
England became formidable by the discovery 
of the inexhaustibly rich fishing banks of 
Newfoundland.” 

Extent and Value of the Fisheries. 

Canada is blessed with an inexhaustible 
fish supply. Indeed, our fisheries are the 
most extensive in the world. In addition to 
such famous fishing banks as the Georges, 
Roseway, Lahave, Banquero, Misaine, Sable 
Island, the Grand Banks, and many others 
ajdacent to our Atlantic coast, we have on 
that seaboard, without taking into account 
the smaller bays and coves, about five thous- 
and miles of seaboard, practically every mile 
of which is stocked with excellent food fish, 
and the whole length of it is dotted with har- 
bours and coves from which the fishermen can 
carry on their calling with comparative ease 
and safety. Off the Pacific coast we have by _ 
far t e richest and largest halibut fishery in 
the world. The deep seas there are also 
stocked. with many other excellent varieties 
of food fish, and along the shore line there are 
over seven thousand miles of coast waters into 
which flow such large glacier-fed rivers as the 
Fraser Skeena, Naas and others, up which 
every year swarm count ess thousands of five 
different varieties of salmon. 

In addition to our sea fisheries, we have 
over 220,000 square miles of fresh waters, 
most of which are abundantly stocked with 
excellent fish, the supply of which is being 
kept up by our hatcheries. 

The annual value of the fisher es now runs 
from about $31,000,000 to about $34,000,000, 
depending on the extent of the salmon run 
to the Pacific rivers. In the Fraser river, 
there is a big run every four years, and in the 
three succeeding years the run to that river 
is on a sliding scale. 

The approximate total marketed value 
of all kinds of fish, fish products and marine 
animals taken by Canadian fishermen from 
the sea and inland rivers and lakes during the 
fiscal year ended March 31, 1915, amounted 
to $31,057, 000. The value of the fisheries 
of each province being as follows:— 

Britishy Columbia ese . $11,487,312 
Nova Scotian 1200 eo ORROM 
New Brunswicke:2. ee 4.940.083 
Ontario.. 2.600 000 
Quebec.. 1,924,430 
Prince Edward Island... 1,261,666 
Manitoba: Pu ae ence oe 825,417 
Saskatchewoans se. ne eee 132007 
Albertan 3: L2a ee ee eee 86,659 
Yukon... 4265.9. oe eee 69,775 
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Of this amount the sea fisheries contributed 

$27,170,483 and the inland fisheries $3,887,067 

The fishing industry now gives employment 

to almost 94,000 people, over 84,00 of these 

being engaged n the sea fisheries. 
To carry on the fisheries, 282 steam vessels, 

1,236 sailing and gasolene vessels, 431 carry- 
ing smacks and 38,058 boats are employed. 
Of the boats, 9,261 are now fitted with gaso- 
lene engines. 

There is now invested in fishing gear, ves- 
sels, etc., about $24,500,000, over $22,000,000 
being invested in the sea fisheries. 

While the fisheries are now one of the in- 
dustries of first importance to the country, 
their present value and importance are merely 
an index of what they can and will be made in 
the next few years. 

Lack of Progress in the Eastern Fisheries 
and Dawning of a New Day. 

While it is true that the fisheries are now 
worth from $31,000,000 to $34,000,000 an- 
nually, and not so many years ago their value 
was less than $20,000,000, the fact remains 
that this increase is practically altogether 
due to the phenomenal development of the 
salmon and halibut fisheries of the Pacific 
coast and of the fresh-water fisheries. 

Now, what is the cause of this non-pro- 
gression in the Atlantic fisheries? It cer- 
tainly is not due to any failure or shortage in 
the supply, nor to the necessity of going 
greater distances to make catches, nor to the 
need of considerable capital to engage in the 
industry. The supply of fish in our waters 
is as great as it ever was, and the fact that in 
the European waters, where fishing is so 
intensively prosecuted by all the countries 
bordering thereon, during every month in 
the year, there is no sign of depletion, is an 
evidence that we have little to fear in that 
direction. 

The whole difficulty in Canada, is_ the 
question of demand. The great bulk of the 
fish on the Atlantic coast is being sold in a 
salted and dried condition. The market for 
such fish is limited, and is being adequately 
supplied each year; but Canada itself should 
afford an exceedingly large and continuously 
growing market for the products of the fisher- 
men. 
We live in the north temperate zone, where 

fish are in greater abundance and of better 
quality than in the southern waters, and 
where, consequently, they should form an 
important portion of the daily food supply 
of the people. That the day is coming, when 
such will be the case, and when there will be a 
steady and rapid growth of the fishing indus- 
try, is evidenced by the development that has 
taken place in recent years in the fresh and 
mildly-cured fish business in this country. 

This will be referred to later on; but it may 
be here stated, that while this development 
has been a rapid one, it is merely a fraction 
of what there is room for. 

It is not surprising that in this new country, 
with its unsurpassed agricultural resources, 
and, until recently, with butcher’s meat 
readily available in all portions of it at moder- 
ate prices, there has been little demand, away 
from the immediate water fronts, for fish; 
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but a result of this condition, is that the 
Canadian-born population has grown up with- 
out a taste for fish, and what is worse, with 
little knowledge of our fisheries and of the 
value of fish as food. Even more unfortuuate 
is the fact that comparatively few _house- 
wives have learned how to cook fish so as to 
make it attractive and tasty, and at the same 
time to maintain, and, what may be readily 
done, even enhance its food value. 

Canada is now face to face with the pro- 
blem of a meat shortage. The settlement of 
those portions of the prairies, which im past 
years formed vast cattle ranches, and at the 
same time the increase in the value of grain, 
has made cattle raising for meat purposes 
on the small farm, a difficult problem. At 
such a time, it is of incalculable value to the 
country to be able to turn to its waters to 
make up the shortage and to find there an 
inexhaustible supply of excellent nitrogenous 
food, to be had for the catching. 

It is of the utmost importance at such a 
time, that people should speedily become 
informed of the excellency of fish as a food, 
as well as of its palatability, and of the fact 
that with the transportation facilities now 
available, it is quite practicable to lay fresh 
fish, smoked fish, etc., down in practically all 
parts of the country in as good condition as 
when shipped from the starting point. 

There seems to be a widespread opinion 
that fish is not a nourishing food, and that, 
consequently, it may not, with safety to 
health and strength, replace meat to any 
large extent. The sooner this impression is 
dispelled, the better. Not only is fish like 
meat rich in nitrogenous food—that is, food 
which supplies the body with the strength to 
do its work and builds up its tissues, but does 
not go to the supplying of fat and heat—but 
high medical authorities advise that it cannot 
be too strongly insisted on, that for working 
people of all classes—those who work with 
their heads, as well as those who work with 
their hands—fish is an economical source of 
the energy they require to enable them to 
carry on their work, and it furnishes the very 
materials that children and young persons 
need to enable them to grow healthy and 
strong. 
How much more economical it is as a sup- 

plier of the bodily needs than meat, keeping 
in view the price that has to be paid for each, 
is little appreciated. Without going into the 
analysis of the different kinds of butcher's 
meat and fish, it may be stated in a general 
way, that fish is only about 2 per cent. poorer 
in nitrogenous constituents than meat; but 
on account of its greatly cheaper price, it is a 
much more economical food than meat. For 
instance, if dressed cod—fish with the en- 
trails removed—can be purchased for 8 cents 
per pound, beefsteak would need to be sold at 
814 cents per pound to be as cheap a source 
of nourishment. If fresh haddock can be 
bought for 8 cents per pound, fresh mutton 
would require to sell at 7 cents to be as cheap 
a food. If halibut sells at 16 cents per pound 
fresh pork would need to sell at slightly less 
than 15 cents to be as economical a food, as 
halibut is even richer in nitrogen than meats. 

Also, sight should not be lost of the fact 
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that unlike meat, up to a large measure the 
greater the demand there is for fresh fish, the 
more cheaply can that demand be supplied. 

At the present time, there is no demand 
in this country—though there is an unlimited 
demand in Europe—for the smaller-sized 
fish. Hence, the fishermen do not find it 
worth while bringing these fish to shore, or if 
they do, they receive very little for them. 
Further, there are different varieties of ex- 
cellent food fish that are taken in large 
quantities by the fishermen for which there 
is no market. Large quantities of skate, the 
wings of which are in demand in the Old 
Country, are caught by our fishermen; but 
there is practically no market therefor. Dif- 
ferent kinds of flounders. like the English 
plaice and witches, are caught, which, though 
they make excellent eating, there is no market 
for. Many other varieties might be men- 
tioned. Obviously, if the fisherman could 
take his whole catch to shore and be assured 
of a market for it all, he could afford to sell 
that whole catch at a cheaper rate per pound 
and still make the same amount of money on 
it. 

If the demand is large enough to enable the 
dealers to ship fish in carload lots, the cheap- 
est transportation rates will be available, 
which will enable the dealers to sell the fish 
more cheaply without reducing their own 
profits. 

What the Government has done to Expand 
the Industry. 

It is only a few years ago that the more 
important Canadian centres, such as Toronto 
and Montreal, were obtaining such supplies 
of sea fish as they were consuming, from 
United States sources, though in some in- 
stances the fish were first imported into that 
country in carload lots from Canada. The 
business from the Canadian seacoasts was so 
small, that the railways did not find it feasible 
to place refrigerator cars at the disposal of 
shippers, and the express rates were so high 
that successful competition with Portland 
and Boston was not possible. 

The Government, with a view to over- 
coming these conditions, and to enable the 
dealers to expand the fresh fish business in 
this country, took up the matter; but it was 
found impossible to induce the express com- 
panies to lower their rates. It was, however, 
hoped that if it were shown them that a large 
business were available, they would find it 
desirable in their own interests to make the 
rates such as would assure that business being 
handled by them. 

In the first place, an arrangement was made 
with the railways, whereby refrigerator cars 
to be hauled by fast freight, were placed at 
the disposal of the shippers. Such cars are 
now available from the Atlantic coast three 
days each week. The Government further 
undertook to accept responsibility for the 
payment of one-third of the express charges 
on less than carload-lot shipments from the 
Atlantic coast to points as far west as the 
eastern boundary of Manitoba, and from the 
Pacific coast, as far east as that boundary. 
It also, for a time, had a refrigerator express 
service in operation from the Atlantic coast. 

The results have been highly satisfactory. 
The importation of fish from the United 
States to supply the Canadian markets, it 
may be said, has been stopped, only such 
varieties now being imported as are not avail- 
able in Canadian waters and for which there 
is a demand at hotels. |The increase in the 
shipments by express alone may be judged 
from the fact that in the fiscal year 1909-1910, 
the Department’s one-third of the rates 
amounted to about $29,000, while last year 
it was in the vicinity of $80,000. In addition 
to the less than carload-lot shipments by 
express, several carload lots per week, con- 
sisting of halibut and salmon, are shipped 
from the Pacific coast to Toronto and Mont- 
real and Winnipeg, while from the Atlantic 
coast, large quantities are shipped in re- 
frigerator cars by fast freight. Morever, 
during the whole winter season, large ship- 
ments of frozen fresh fish are made from 
both coasts by freight. 
My department has also prepared and 

distributed a very large number of copies of a 
little booklet, entitled ‘Fish and How to Cook 
It.’ It not only contains a large number of 
recipes for preparing fish for table use in 
cheap and tasty ways, but it also embraces 
in a condensed readable form much valuable 
information about fish and its value as a food. 

To keep up the supply of fish in our fresh- 
water lakes, and of such anadromous fish as 
salmon, which must ascend to the fresh 
waters of the upper portions of the rivers for 
spawning purposes, the Government operates 
what is probably the largest fish-breeding 
service conducted by any one government. 
There are now over fifty fish hatcheries pro- 
pagating such excellent varieties of fish as 
salmon, shad, whitefish, salmon trout, pickerel 
etc., in addition to fourteen lobster hatcheries. 
The annual appropriation for this service 
alone, is now $400,000. Its effectiveness is 
no longer a question of doubt. Attention 
need only be called to Lake Erie, in which 
there is no close season, but on which ex- 
tensive hatching operations have been carried 
on, on both sides of the line, and as a result 
of which the catches in the lake have vastly 
increased in the past twenty years. In Lake 
Winnipeg, the fish supply was represented 
to be fairly depleted a few years ago, but it 
has now been so built up that during the 
present summer fish have been more abundant 
than at any time since the early days of fish- 
ing in this lake. 

In many other ways the Government is 
giving direct assistance in the development 
of this great industry. 

Need of Advertising. 

It cannot be expected that the Government 
can for all time continue to pay a portion 
of the transportation charges on fresh fish. 
Moreover, with a large enough demand there- 
for, no reason for so doing would obtain, as 
carload-lot transportation rates would be 
available, and if the express companies could 
not see their way to make their rates low 
enough to enable the business to be handled 
by express, experience has shown that it is 
perfectly feasible to transport fresh fish in 
refrigerator cars by fast freight. Indeed, 
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shipments proceeding in the latter way are 
surer of reaching their destination in perfect 
eondition than iced shipments in ordinary 
express cars. 

As has previously been indicated, the 
growth of the industry from now on depends 
primarily on the consumer. He must be 
educated to use more fish,—to give it a daily 
place on his bill-of-fare. To accomplish this, 
the dealers must do their part by proper ad- 
vertising. It may be well to call their atten- 
tion to the fact that notwithstanding the 
enormous proportions to which the fresh fish 
business has grown in the United Kingdom, 
those in the business there realize that there is 
room for greater expansion, and to bring this 
about, they are, by united effort, carrying on 
an advertising campaign to encourage the 
use of more fish. They have formed them- 
selves into an association known as_ the 
“National Sea Fisheries Protection Associa- 
tion.” Its members embrace all branches of 
the industry, and the advertisements made by 
this association embrace the publishing of 
large attractively coloured posters of fishing 
scenes, calling attention of the public to the 
desirability of using more fish, as well as 
coloured wall-cards and the distribution of 
booklets containing useful information re- 
garding the value of fish as food and recipes 

r cooking it. 
It is encouraging to know that an associa- 

tion having similar aims in view has recently 
been formed in Canada, known as the ‘‘Cana- 
dian Fisheries Association,’ and it is hoped 
that much will be done by its efforts to edu- 
cate the public into freely using fish. 

Possibly the greatest outstanding need in 
developing the fish business in our different 

cities is the absence of proper fish stores. 
The general practice is to sell fish in meat 
shops, the sellers not being persons who are 
skilled in handling fish, and the fish itself 
is often displayed in anything but an attrac- 
tive way. The time has surely come when 
up-to-date fish stores, from which all kinds 
of fish in perfect condition and prepared ready 
to place in the oven can be obtained, w ould 
be paying ventures if properly operated in all 
our cities and more important towns. 

What energy in pushing the sale of fish, 
combined with advertising, will do, is evi- 
denced by the fact that in one of our growing 
towns this year, a concern increased its sales 
of fish in one month by $10,000. 

A Possible Field for Expansion of Trade. 

One effect of this disastrous war is to very 
seriously curtail the fish supply of the Mother- 
land. Not only have a large number of the 
most efficient fishing vessels there been taken 
over by the Admiralty for war purposes, but 
the area in which fishing may be carried on 
has been much restricted, so that there is little 
liklihood, until the war is over, of a normal 
supply being available from the usual sources. 

It seems quite feasible that this shortage 
should be made up by Canada. While the 
shipping of fresh fish packed in ice, to the Old 
Country, may not be practicable, the ship- 
ping of frozen fresh fish there has already 
passed beyond the experimental stage, and, no 
doubt, properly smoked and filleted fish w ould 
also be acceptable. I, therefore, think it well 
to direct the attention of the fish dealers to 
the possibilities of the business to be done 
there. 

THE GHOST OF DEVIL’S GLEN 

J. D. A. Evans 

PENDING the Christmas holidays of 
19—with a relative who lives in the 
Pembina Valley the writer hied him 

away to pay a visit to an old sportsman friend 
wo perceiving the visitor came out to meet 
im. 
“Merry Christmas, George’ said the 

visitor as he grasped the veteran’s hand. 
“Merry Christmas,’ was the response, ‘“‘and 

a merry one I expect to spend. Fine sport 
in the valley this fall, and the largest number 
of shots I ever had.” 
Many a Winnipeg sportsman will recall 

the “roost” kitchen, the evening duck flight 
and dinner a la Hotel Fort Garry in George’s 
kitchen. Following is the yarn spun by 
George to his Christmas guest. 

“There weren't many folks living in this 
part of Pembina when I came here. The 
story of Devil’s Glen was told me on the 
Christmas afternoon of my first year by an 
old Indian who lived on a hill above Swan 

Lake. He was a good Neche, I knew very 
well, so I invited him to come and have dinner 
with me. The Indian said that about forty 
years before, or I judged it to be about that 
length of time by the way he kept counting 
on his fingers, some kind of an old witch 
lived in the Glen. She was a squaw and none 
of the Indians would have anything to do 
with her. They blamed her for everything 
which went wrong; if the fish in the lake 
wouldn’t bite or the Neches couldn't get a 
good catch of furs they said it was through her 
evil powers. I haven’t lived near Indians 
all these years not to know what silly ideas 
they have of many things. This old squaw 
wasn’t seen for some time and after a while 
some Indians looked through the window of 
her shanty and found her dead—murdered 
evidently. Since that time the _ Indians, 
and yes, some white people too, say her ghost 
walks around the Glen and you may bet 
no Neche wants to go in there after dark, and 
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lots of them wouldn’t walk through the Glen 
in broad daylight either. 

“What are they afraid of?” interrupted 
George’s listener, who well knew that portions 
of the valley are supposed to be tenanted by 
ghostly habitants. 

“They don’t want to see the devil, that’s 
why,” answered George. “I saw the ghost 
there myself one evening last fall as I was 
making a short cut home. You needn’t laugh 
because I’m telling you an absolute truth.” 

“You just thought so George,’ cemarked 
the writer. ‘““That ghost of yours is on a par 
with the Indian giant with his large wings, 
the fellow some Winnipeg men chased around 
a few years ago.” 

“That spook wasn’t in this part of the 
valley,’ responded George, “‘that was toward 
Pelican Lake.” 

“That’s so and now we’ve got another un- 
earthly creation close to your place. Is there 
any other ghost flitting through this part of 
the valley?” . 

“There’s a strange light sometimes seen 
at Lower Marsh but I’ve never heard tell of 
it in winter.” 

The writer laughed and vouchsafed the 
information that will o’ the wisps or Jack 
lanterns are not visible when the ice of winter 
closes up the waterways. 

“Perhaps it is as you say. A Jack o’ 
lantern however doesn’t run backward and 
forward across the marsh. It’s something 
other than that. I’ve often wondered what 
LEGS ss 

After much argument on the part of 
George to prove up the wandering spook in 
Devil’s Glen the writer proposed that in 
company with George and his two sons he 
should pay a visit to the Glen during the 
evening. 

“All right,” George agreed, but along goes 
my Winchester. Indians tell too many 
stories of that ghost for a man to take any 
chances. Lord only knows what the thing 
may do.”’ 

Supper over a quartette of spook hunters left 
the house and walked along the snow laden 

trail to the toot of the hills that led to the © 
Glen. A highly interesting journey was 
this over fences, stumps, rocks until finally 
we came to the gulch of Devil’s Glen. With 
his finger George pointed to the wood with 
its poplars waving in the windstorm. 

“Quite a place remarked the writer. If 
ever the devil had a hand in this world’s 
creation he certainly was architect of this 
spot. Fine site for you, George, to build a 
new house, you’d have a delightful neighbor 
in this Indian ghost. 

Through the Glen tracks were made, the 
party clambered on toward the summit. 

““Where’s the spook, George?’ asked the 
writer. ‘Must be away spending Christmas 
in some part of the valley, perhaps entertain- 
ing old Joe Morrison at Rock Lake.” 

“It was in that clump of trees I saw the ~ 
ghost,” said George after a long silence. 
I’ve seen it years ago too and various men 
from Winnipeg have run across it and won- 
dered what it was.” 

““What’s that thing, dad?’ spoke up one 
of Herd’s boys, pointing to something which 
was moving through the trees a little in 
advance of us. 

“That’s it. Do you see?” ~ exclaimed 
George as he clasped the writer’s arm and 
pointed towards the tree clump. 

Certainly a weird spectacle was that which 
met our eyes. Whatever the figure was or 
whomever it represented the writer can make 
no attempt to explain. Suffice it to say 
some hideous object was swiftly running up 
the Glen. Indeed the writer might mention 
the names of many Winnipeg residents who 
have been eye witnesses of this ghastly 
spectacle as he is willing to pledge his word as 
to the truth of this narrative. 

This visit was probably George Herd’s 
final one to Devil’s Glen. The following 
spring he left for British Columbia where he 
later passed away. 

To-day let those who possessed George’s 
acquaintance lift their glasses to his immortal 
memory. 

AN: ALPINE CUUBIARTIGEE 
By CONRAD KAIN 

For the February Issue 

The next issue of Rod and Gun will contain the story of an ascent of 
Mt. Cook, New Zealand, by Conrad Kain, the well-known guide of the 
Alpine Club of Canada. After the camp of 1913 at Mt. Robson, Conrad 
went to New Zealand where he spent the winter of 1913-14. Mr. Frind, 
Conrad’s ‘“‘gentleman’’ accompanied by Conrad and Bill Brass, a New 
Zealand guide, made the ascent of Mt. Cook in February 1914. On the 
same day another party set out but encountering an avalanche their ex- 
pedition was brought to a tragic ending. 



THE PACIFIC SALMON 
Robert Page Lincoln 

best known of the Pacific 
salmon. First let us consider the 

matter of distances in which salmon run up 
the various rivers. It has been remarked 
that “‘in the Yukon the quinnat runs as far 
as Caribou Crossing znd Lake Bennett, 2,250 
miles; the red salmon runs to “‘Forty Mile,” 
which is nearly 1,800 miles. The red salmon 
and the chinook both ascend to the head of the 
Columbia, Fraser, Nass, Skeena, Stikeen and 
the Taku Rivers. Yet this does not prove 
that all of them go that far before they spawn 
as was commented on in our last paper; 
and it certainly is true that these fish that 
go as far upstream as those just mentioned 
come down stream dead, and decayed, for 
the reason that in the leaping of rapids and 
falls they have sustained bruises and hurts that 
would make survival a thing impossible, espe- 
cially when the fresh water parasites that attack 
them without mercy, are taken into consider- 
ation. The spawning run of the salmon occurs 
both in the Spring and in the Fall; the Spring 
run salmon being represented by the chinooks 
and the bluebacks. These fish are the ones 
that go the farthest up stream; others run 
in the Fall and it is doubtful if the majority 
of them do not spawn near to the ocean and 
in the rivers and if many do not return alive 
and active. They die, which, according to 
Jordan “is true of all, whether spawning 
remote from salt water, or only a few miles 
or yards from the sea.”’ The large rivers are 
always sought by the chinooks for spawning 
purposes. The last run of the salmon occurs 
during the early fall months, and is swifter 
than the first by far; in fact fish have been 
taken during a first run wherein individuals 
were practically ripe, with eggs running when 
only half-way to their destination. It is as yet 
unknown how long the salmon stays in the 

HE quinnat, or chinook salmon is by 
tfar the 
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salt water before the desire comes over him 
to reproduce. As a rule it may be said that 
he stays in one locality or another for the 
space of three years when he enters the rivers 
and ascends. A salmon, it has long been held, 
always returns to the river of his birth to 
reproduce; no matter how far away he has 
been from the river of his birth he returns to 
spawn and die. This has been proven in 
many cases to be a fact, and it is interesting 
to note this peculiarity of this fish. Fish, 
for instance, that have grown to practical 
maturity in a stream, and have been ready 
to go down have been marked. These same 
fishes have returned. Also these same salmon 
have been marked and placed in another 
stream far from the scene of their birth, and 
the result has been again, a return to the 
home river. Yet this theory has been proved by 
Jordan and other authorities to a certain extent. 
Jordan holds that while these fish, in general will 
return to these rivers they do not go any 
farther than the bays at the river’s mouth. 
Thus, he holds they are never quite away 
from the river and when they go upstream 
naturally they enter this river. Jordan re- 
marks as follows: “It is the prevailing im- 
pression that the salmon have some special 
instinct which leads them to return to spawn 
in the same spawning grounds in which they 
were originally hatched. We fail, however, 
to find any evidence of this in the case of 
the Pacific salmon and we do not believe it 
to be true. It seems more probable that the 
young salmon hatched in any river mostly 
remain in the ocean within a radius of twenty, 
thirty or forty miles of its mouth. These, in 
their movements about the ocean, may come 
into contact with the cold waters of their 
parent streams, or perhaps of any other river, 
at a considerable distance from the shore. In 
the case of the quinnat and the blueback 
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salmons their instinct seems to lead them to 
ascend these fresh waters, and in a majority 
of cases these waters will be those in which 
the fishes in question were originally spawned” 
It is this authority’s belief that they enter 
wherever they find fresh water, and the first 
likely stream they discover, whether the 
parent stream or no, they will ascend. The 
investigations by Mr. H. S. Davis show that 
in March of the year 1896 five thousand 
chinook fry marked by having the adipose 
fin cut off were released in the Clackamas 
River. Nearly four hundred of these fish-are 
said to have been taken in the Columbia in 
1896, and a few more in 1899. A few were 
also taken from the Sacramento River in 1900 
and the two years preceding it. In the 
Columbia most were taken at the mouth of 
the river where nearly all of the fishing was 
done, but a few were in the original stream, 
the Clackamas . . Further evidence, however, 
shows that the most which are hatched in a 
large stream tend to return to it and that in 
general most salmon return to the parent 
region. 

The investigations of Jordan are perhaps 
the best and most reliable on record, there- 
fore some of his comments are of special in- 
terest. We quote from him as follows: 

“The habits of the salmon in the ocean are 
not easily studied. Quinnat and silver salmon 
of all sizes are taken with the seine at almost 
any season in Puget sound and among the 
islands of Alaska. This would indicate that 
these species do not go far from the shore. 
The silver salmon certainly does not. The 
quinnat pursues the schools of herring. It 
takes the hook freely in Monterey Bay (Cali- 
fornia), both near the shore and at a distance 
of six to eight miles out. We have reason to 
believe that these two species do not neces- 
sarily seek great depths, but probably remain 
not very far from the mouth of the rivers in 
which they spawned. The blueback, or red 
salmon, certainly seeks deeper water, as it is 
seldom or never taken with the seine along 
shore, and it is known to enter the Strait of 
Fuca in July, just before the running season, 
therefore coming in from the open sea. The 
great majority of the quinnat salmon, and 
probably all of the blueback salmon enter the 
rivers in the Spring. The run of the quinnat 
begins generally at the last of March; it lasts, 
with various modifications and interruptions, 
until the actual spawning season in Novem- 
ber, the greatest run being in early June in 
Alaska, in July in the Columbia. The run 
begins earliest in the northernmost rivers and in 
the longest streams, the time of running and 
the proportionate amount in each of the 
subordinate runs varying with each different 
river. In general the runs are slack in the 
Summer and increase with the first high 
water of Fall. By the last of August only 
straggling bluebacks can be found in the 
lower course of any stream; but both in the 
Columbia and in the Sacramento the quinnat 
runs in considerable numbers at least till 
October. In the Sacramento the run is great- 
est in the Fall and more run in the Summer 
than in the Spring. In the Sacramento and 
the smaller rivers southward there is a Winter 
run, beginning in December. The Spring 
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quinnat salmon ascends only those rivers 
which are fed by the melting snows from the 
mountains and which have sufficient volume 
to send their waters well out to sea. Those 
salmon which run in the Spring are chiefly 
adults which are supposed to be at least 
three years old. Their milt and spawn are 
no more developed than at the same time in 
others of the same species which have not 
yet entered the rivers. It would appear that 
the contact with the cold waters, when in the 
ocean, in some ways causes them to run to- 
ward it, and to run before there is any special 
influence to that end exerted by the develop- 
ment of the organs of generation. High 
water on any of these rivers in the Spring is 
always followed by an increased run of salmon. 
The salmon-canners think—and this is prob- 
ably true—that salmon which would not have 
run tilllater are brought up by the contact 
with the cold water. ‘The cause of this effect 
of cold fresh water is not understood. We may 
call it an instinct of the salmon, which is ano- 
ther way of expressing our ignorance. In gene- 
ral it seems to be true that in these rivers, and 
during those years when the Spring run is great- 
est, the Fall run isleast to be depended upon.”’ 

The time for reproduction having come over 
these wonderful fish the great multitudinous 
army makes for the mouths of the various 
rivers. There is a steady pouring into the 
rivers from the great ocean, day succeeding 
day, each witnessing the countless thousands 
pouring in. Nor are the large fish alone 
represented in that vast aggregation; male 
fishes down to six inches in length are also 
running, their organs fully matured, each 
containing milt capable of impregnating the 
eggs of the female. Hordes of these small 
fish fill the water in one swarm of life and 
action, all urged upward and onward. The 
oddity of it is that these young fish also die 
after the spawning season is over. 

The female salmon are now fat with spawn 
and are easily distinguished by their rounded 
sides. The males are a picture of vivid and 
intense beauty; they swim the water like. 
gallant courtiers of yore, and with a grace 
and strength equalled only by the dominant 
ambition that gradually and insatiably rivets 
their attention. Their bodies are now (if it 
be in the late Spring or early Summer) more 
radiant and shimmering than ever; the olive 
green of the back vieing with the palpitant 
silver of the belly, and the head seems polished 
and vibrant with a living metallic color. The. 
immense army now swims onward, up, and 
up. Days come and days go and still that 
seemingly ceaseless army swims onward—one 
magnetic purpose held at the horizon of con- 
sciousness. Shortly the effects of the fresh- 
water begin to be noticeable. While in the 
Spring run the flesh of the salmon is red, 
toward the Autumnit changes to a washed- 
out, sickly whitish-grey color anda like-colored 
slime films the body. The scales on the 
upper parts become imbedded in the skin; 
as the season lengthens these scales come off 
and the skin undergoes a radical change, 
tending to decay. A closer drawing in upon 
the spawning season witnesses the decline 
in beauty of the males. Their jaws become 
prominently hooked in a most grotesque 

3 
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manner so that closing the jaws is an impos- 
sibility. And in a strange and puzzling 
manner also the fore teeth of these fish now 
take on an odd, swift growth which, in form, 
has appropriately been expressed as canine- 
like. Undoubtedly this is to aid them in 
combats among themselves for the possession 
of the females and.the spawning bars. And 
yet this is one of the oddities manifested. 
Upon leaving the salt water they forsake food 
of every variety; the stomach practically 
shrivels up, becoming peculiarly contracted, 
in fact to such an extent that food cannot 
successfully be eaten, even were it desired. 
This apparently serves to prove that Nature 
had meant these fish to die directly after 
spawning. Toward the approach of the 
spawning season the salmon will be found to 
have lost one fifth of their weight. The males 
have gradually changed coloring. The quin- 

_ nat males are a blotchy dark red, some even 

ew. 

blackish; the bodies grow disgustingly slab- 
sided and grotesque. What is the cause of 
this? Is it the action of the fresh water upon 
them? It is entirely brought on by the 
growth and development of the reproductive 
organs, which are now in a state of perfection 
while the body is on the verge of decay. 

In the first stages of the upstream swim no 
disastrous effects are noticeable upon the 
fish, but when the rivers become lower and 
shallows, rocks and rapids are encountered, 
then is when the fish really begin to suffer 
their apparently inevitable fate. The wear- 
ing against the rocks eventually rubs off the 
fins; sharp bits of rock cut gashes in their 
sides. And yet this does not consistently 
hold good in all cases for salmon have been 
taken from waters in the Sawtooth Moun- 
tains of Idaho, one thousand miles from the 
sea devoid of gash, bruise or mutilation. This 
is curious indeed considering the thorny path 
they must follow. For such is the dogged 
determination of this singular fish that he is 
able to leap the most seemingly impossible, 
insurmountable obstacles. Twelve-foot falls 
are as nothing to a salmon’s leap. Reaching 
an obstacle they swim back a certain goodly 
distance, judge this distance carefully, with 
the intelligent exactitude of the human eye, 
and then putting immense power into their 
symmetrical bodies flash forward; reaching 
the bottom of the fall they veritably rise from 
the water with a swift slap of the tail, giving 
two or three instantaneous extra slaps of the 
tail as they ascend. As they go up the rivers 
now, on their run, and the waters become 
hallower they increase their speed. Ordin- 
arily they make about three miles a day; 
ut later on will acquire four miles. 

Sometime, now, in the stage of their trip 
e destination is reached. The water must 

have a temperature of at least fifty degrees 
before spawning goes forward. A day or so 
follows and the spawning begins. Scooping 
out a shallow bed in clean bright gravel the 
female carefully deposits her eggs which run 
in a steady stream till all are vented. ‘The 
male then approaches from behind and im- 
pregnates these eggs with the life engendering 
mites. 
light of existence. After the eggs are impreg- 
nated they are slightly covered with sand or 

Not all of this spawn ever sees the - 
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light gravel—fanned into place by the action 
of the tail over them. Often they are covered 
too deeply and they die. Often also they form 
delicious food for the fish epicures; as a rule 
the male watches over them for the space of 
two or three days, if not more. The female 
will cast as many as one thousand eggs, only 
an inconsiderable number of which come to 
life. After spawning the female makes her 
way downstream, apparently to go back to 
a home in the salt water, but she invariably 
falls by the way exhausted, wholly decayed 
streamers of skin floating after her, great holes 
along the sides. The male follows but also 
dies, following the set rule—that none live 
after spawning! Rotting, smelling fish line 
the shores, and the air is putrified by their 
unsightly presence; wild animals gorge 
themselves on the spoils; bears grow alder- 
manic in proportion; eagle and fur clash in 
a battle for the possession of the choicest of 
the expiring salmon. This is the story of the 
spawning of the most peculiar of our fishes. 
The eggs that lie in the spawning beds hatch 
out after a space of time reaching over fifty 
days. For six weeks after hatching out the 
tiny fish lives upon the substance furnished 
by the yolk-sac, a receptacle forward of the 
breast. Six weeks having passed the yolk- 
sac is exhausted and the tiny fish begins to 
feed upon external life, in the form of para- 
sites in the water. Thereafter it is held that 
the young fish starts out for the sea, swim- 
ming gradually downstream. When entering 
the sea, at five or six inches, he is known to 
be in the well-known “‘parr’” stage. It is 
a common belief, that as soon as a young 
salmon in its native fresh water stream attains 
a certain age it instinctively makes for the 
ocean, but to the best of my observations 
this does not hold good in all cases. In 
such rivers as the Sacramento of California; 
the Williamette of Oregon; the Columbia of 
Washington and the Fraser of British Col- 
umbia. and in all of their tributaries small 
salmon are taken, and are even by men who 
should know better designated trout. The 
fact of it is that these members, instead 
of going to the ocean have thought well of 
the freshwater and have stayed on. 

It is highly doubtful if a great deal of fly- 
fishing has been done for the salmon, for that 
is not the method popularly in use. We bait 
cast for the black bass; though occasionally 
some of us fly-fish for them. Thus, in the 
case of the salmon, we troll for them, yet 
occasionally try the fly. It is in the fresh- 
water pools of the rivers such as the Sacra- 
mento where the flies are taken by the salmon 
if they are taken at all, and I wish to state 
that when a young grilse is hooked he is able 
to put up just about as wicked and enduring 
a fight as you could find anywhere, in any 
fish. Frankly, it is the grilse salmon that 
take the fly. On the spawning run the fish 
refuse the fly or any bait, though they will 
take the fly if it is persistently cast around 
their nose, this more out of anger and annoy- 
ance than anything else. The demand in 
fly-fishing for young salmon is a strong rod, 
line, salmon leader, and salmon or large bass 
flies of the standard regulation sort. There 
is hardly any need of imitating nature, for 
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they are not interested in the form so much 
as the attraction it makes. A grilse salmon 
on the fly hook will leap out of the water time 
and time again, and only when you have him 
in hand, quelled, can you really say that you 
have your fish. 

Trolling for the chinook salmon is a sport 
that some hold to be equal to tarpon fishing 
off the reefs of Florida; equal to capturing 
the giant salt water black bass off the Cali- 
fornian coast; equal to taking the giant tuna 
of the North Atlantic coast; and they say 
that it is quite as entertaining and spectacular 
as capturing the Salmo salar of New Bruns- 
wick. ‘To all of these assertions I must add 
mine—the chinook salmon is a great and 
good fighter on the hook. Trolling off of the 
sandbars out from the mouths of the various 
large rivers of that sportsmen’s paradise, 
British Columbia, is sport, of a rare sort. 
There the fish in the bright and vivid summer 
will be found in numbers and sooner or later 
one is going to rise and smash your spoon. 
For this sort of fishing I desire a short steel 
rod with a lot of backbone to it. The reel 
must be large, and the line must be strong; 
the metal lines have points in their favor that 
need hardly be mentioned for this sort of 
fishing. Some vastly prefer to have a long, 
ten-foot greenheart rod with a large reel, 
well supplied with durable and tested Cutty- 
hunk line. Be this as it may, I prefer the 
shorter rod. The spoonhook is the lure. It 
should be a Number 7 or 9 Skinner, which is 
about as good a spoon hook as can be found 
anywhere. In the case of the Columbia river, 
one has to go three miles out from the river’s 
mouth, past the sandbars, where the water 
is always choppy, to get the best fishing. Your 
craft is a fishing smack, with a staunch motor; 
and it makes its way over the water very 
easily—at good trolling speed. ‘The line is 
now let out and when an appreciable length 
is doing duty it is stopped and one waits for 
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the strike. All around there will be evidence 
of fish life and many times these great fish 
break water with a shattering splash. Here 
will be representations of all the salmon; and 
here the various beautiful and_ glistening 
steelhead trout disport themselves. It is a 
high time of the year, is Summer along the 
Pacific shore,—before the beginning of the 
great runs. Now, suddenly, as you work 
along bang! smash! you have hit into a great 
chinook. At first it seems a dead weight as 
the fish wonders what in the world he has 
accumulated. But then the barb finds him. 
He deliberately shakes his head and darts 
first right, then left. The smack is slowed 
down. Whir-r-r-r sings the line, as it whips 
from the reel. You give it out, your leather- 
patched thumb staying him as you press it to 
core. Suddenly after fifteen minutes he flings 
himself like a bolt of lightning out of the 
water. You half fall back in your seat as 
you mark his size. The boatman swears bad 
and wicked profanity; grabs the gaff in two 
hands, shouting encouragements and direc- 
tions. For that chinook is a mighty big one, 
well over thirty pounds. How that fellow 
Jights! ‘*There’s a reason.” He is now at his 
best; his body, glittering silver, his head of 
metallic and burnished luster; trim, symmet- 
rical, well-poised, and clean-cut is he. Fora 
long, long time it seems that he is going to 
get the best of you. The fight instead of 
decreasing in fervor, increases, and you find 
yourself amazed at his endurance. ‘The tar- 
pon you caught off Indian River fought no 
better and he was larger. 

But, finally, a strong line, a well set hook 
and your persistent fight wins and you get 
him up to the boat. The automatic gaff 
closes over him, and you are prepared for a — 
Jresh salmon steak. For never was there a fish 
invented more delicious than the salmon. He 
rivals comparison. He is the food of kings; 
the dream of the sleepless epicure! 

—— T= ee 

FLY TYING FOR THE TYRO | 
Robert Page Lincoln 

N the paper before this I made clear the 
question of hooks for trout, and here I 
shall speak of the various kinds of flies 

that are tied for trout; that is their inde- 
pendent styles. There are for instance the 
hackles and the palmers, well-known pro- 
ductions, and which are used by fishermen 
with every degree of success; there are also 
the reversed wing flies and the so-called 
matched wings. These are the most important 
in the wet fly class, though on the other hand 
we have the winged dry fly which has gained 
for itself considerable renown. ‘There is 
another fly that is known as the gauze wing 
that might also be mentioned in this list and 
which purports to be the closest imitation of 
the natural fly that can be made. These are 

_ made in three varieties: the gauze wing, with 

silk body; gauze wing with cork body and 
gauze wing with rubber body, and cost from 
$1.25 to $1.50 a dozen; that they are worthy 
affairs has many times been proven. I might 
here name the fluttering flies and several 
others tied away from the standard regula- 
tions but they are little known, hence we — 
will pass them over. In the palmer and the : 
hackle we have two well-known flies that are — 
much alike. They are wingless creations. In — 
the latter the fly is hackled at the head only, 
while the palmer has a body with hackles — 
rising out of the body the whole length. On — 
the palmer the hackles are a trifle thicker | 
than on the hackle fly. They are both good — 
killers on the streams and should have a promi- _ 
nent place in the trout fisheiman’s fly-book, _ 
to be used at all times when the trout are tak- 
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ing flies. In the reversed wing fly we have 
something, which, in its construction may be 
seemingly harder to tie and yet this is not the 
case. A great number of the flies are of this 
sort and I might as well make the system of 
tying them plain here as later on. In the 
reverse wing we have the wing, hackle, body, 
tail and tag. The tag it may be explained is 
used only to a moderate extent and it may be 
done without; this tag is simply a few turns 
of gold tinsel or silk floss at the tailward end 
of the body, at the base where the sweepers, 
or the tail strands are. In my opinion, if that 
is taken at its worth, I would suggest that 
this be left off, for I do not see that it helps 
out to any noticeable extent. With the fly in 
the vise you proceed to make the reverse 
winged fly. The feather (presumably a mal- 
lard specimen of the grey sort) is trimmed at 
the end and is laid upon the shaft of the hook, 
the soon-to-be wing pointing backward. The 
body is now built around the rib of the feather. 
The shank of the hook may either be waxed or 
the thread may be waxed to make it properly 
lie put. During this performance the tails, 
separate strands of dyed feather, often red, 
are worked in and the body built up close to 
the end of the hook shank. When the body 
is made the feather is bent forward as seen in 
Figure 2 of the drawings. This forms at the 
bend at the end of the hook shank what 
may be known as the head, and a few wrap- 
pings of silk thread will finish what may be 
an excellent imitation and deception. The 
hackles are now worked in and the fly is finish- 
ed as shown in the third illustration. The 
reversed wing fly is comparatively easy of 
accomplishment, though it is not the only 
method. Amateur fly-tiers have their own 
self-worked-out systems and they seem to 
adhere to them through thick and _ thin, 
against all rules and regulations. In the 
case of the matched winged flies, or two 
wings, we have a fly tied to the smaller size of 
hooks and worked in quite a different manner 
which will be shown later on. In the illustra- 
tion will be shown also what is known as the 
fluttering fly. This fly is undoubtedly more 
in use in the older country of England than 
*n this country. It will be noted on this fly 
that the head is tied near the bend in the 
hook, with the wings leaning backward. This, 
used in the water is drawn backward, and 
thus gives a struggling appearance in the 
water. There is yet another fly that might 
ere be mentioned which I shall speak of 
ore closely later on when I have waded 
hrough the preliminary particulars and that 

is the so-called detached body fly. A glimpse 
t the illustration will serve to show this fly, 
ost of the lower part of whose body is tied 
parate from the shank of the hook upon a 
icken quill or a boar’s bristle. A mere 
nee at the detached fly hook will make 

fou think it rather difficult to master and yet 
it can readily be done, with the exercise of skill 
and patience. 

Before we continue with these particulars 
let us for a moment study the reasons for the 
use of hackles in trout flies. It assuredly is 
inconceivable that they are there merely to 
represent legs of an insect, for six, at the 
highest is about all they have, and on some 
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of our artificial flies there will be seen any 
number of them. Camp states that “in the 
winged fly the hackle is intended to represent 
the legs of the natural insect. The hackle 
flies are representations of larval forms such 
as the caterpillar.” But it is a mistaken idea 
among many that the entire purpose of the 
hackles is to represent legs of an insect. Says 
a writer in the well-known and highly appre- 
ciated London Field, “The first function of a 
hackle is to break the fly’s fall, to let it down 
lightly on the water. And that is equally true 
whether it be a cock’s hackle, or a hen’s, or a 
soft hackle from any of the small birds. Any- 
one who has tried to fish with flies tied without 
hackles over moderately shy trout will find 
them apt to be scared by the violence of the 
fall of the fly on the water. When the fly 
reaches the water, another function, or other 
functions of the hackle come into play. If 
the fly be a floater, winged and hackled at 
the shoulder only, then the functions are, first, 
flotation, and secondly, imitation of the legs 
of the fly. Many good fly dressers hold that 
the body is the really attractive part of a 
trout fly, and that in a floater a hackle which 
is sufficient to insure proper flotation and is 
otherwise colorless and inconspicuous, serves 
its purpose best. A good cock’s hackle, such 
as is used for floating flies, is extremely sharp 
and bright when held up to the light, and even 
in the ruddy shades lets but little color 
through. There can, however, be no harm, 
and it is probably safer if the hackle, as held 
to the light, bears a fairly close resemblance 
in color to the legs of the fly it represents. A 
winged floater, hackled all down the body 
with cock’s hackles to represent a sedge—or 
even a similar pattern without wings—is 
probably taken for a fluttering sedge, by 
reason of the “‘buzz” effect. A floater, hackled 
with a sharp cock’s hackle at the shoulder 
only, and without wings, is probably the best 
method of suggesting a spinner spent, or still 
living. The wings of the natural spinner 
have an irridescent glitter which is_ well 
suggested by the extended fibres of a first- 
rate- rusty or honey blue dun, cock’s hackle. 
Such a hackle thus serves, beyond the pur- 
pose of breaking the fly’s fall, the double 
purpose of flotation and imitation of wings. 

In the case of the sunk flies, we find that 
these present still more coinplex proposit'ons, 
according to the way in which the fly is pre- 
sented to the fish. Fished directly up stream, 
a wet fly (whether winged or not), which is 
hackled with a stiff cock’s hackle, has thrown 
away one of its chief advantages,—the mo- 
bility of the hackle. In fact, one is inclined 
to think, that, if a hackle were not needed to 
break the fall, such a fly might best be dressed 
without a hackle. A hen’s hackle, or a small 
bird’s hackle would respond to every move- 
ment of the current, and would thus suggest 
an appearance of life in action, which is very 
fascinating. Doubtless the hackles suggest 
the wings and legs of hatched out insects, 
drowning or drowned, and tumbled by the 
current in some cases; in others they un- 
doubtedly suggest some nondescript, strug- 
gling subaqueous creature. In either case 
the mobility suggests life. However, an up- 
stream wet-fly man, no matter how keen he is 
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on this method, does.not always cast directly 
up-stream, but more often up and across, and 
occasionally across. When he casts across, 
or up and across, and holds his rod top so as 
to bring his team of flies as nearly as possible 
perpendicularly across the current, a new set 
of considerations arise. The droppers, catch- 
ing the stream, more than does the gut cast, 
are drawn head up stream and tail down 
stream in advance of the gut cast. Here 
soft hackles are apt to be drawn back so as 
completely to enfold the body of the fly, with 
the points of the fibers flickering softly beyond 
the bend of the hook, thus suggesting a nymph 
vainly attempting to swim against the current. 
The top dropper may be dibbing on the sur- 
face, thus suggesting an ovipositing fly. Here 
the hackle represents the wings of the natural 
fly in active motion. In these conditions 
cock’s hackles, whether dressed at shoulder 
only oc palmerlike, are apt to impart motion 
to the wings and body and to suggest life in 
this way rather than by their own motion, 
as do soft hackles. The resilience of a first- 
class cock’s hackle is great, and every exertion 
of it must react upon the fly body, which it 
surrounds, and impart a motion, which, 
whether lifelike in the sense of resembling 
the motions of some particular insect or not, 
at least is sufficient to attract attention and 
excite the rapacity or tryanny of the trout if 
it does not appeal to his appetite.” 
We now come to the actual gathering to- 

gether of materials for fly tying; this is a 
subject that is wide enough and the materials 
are so varied that I could not begin to name 
the things that may be utilized for the pur- 
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pose. With the aid of dyes, no matter what 
color a feather is it may be transformed into 
another color, and so made good use of. In 
my mind the Diamond Dyes are as good as 
any; and I presume that they are procurable 
through any commercial house handling 
general household supplies. These dyes will 
outlast the flies, so you may know they are 
worthy enough for this business. In the case 
of barnyard fowls you are able to obtain 
many natural colored feathers for hackles 
that cannot be excelled; of course there are 
many kinds that we cannot procure and which 
we must buy. These feathers and materials, 
however, come rather cheap, all things taken 
into consideration, and they should be pro- 
cured. Floss and silk threads of various 
colors are gotten hold of in the dry-goods 
stores; so also the gold and silver tinsel and 
the tinsel thread may be procured from the 
supply houses. Black shoemaker’s wax is a 
great necessity, with which to wax the thread 
when tying so that upon the hook shank it 
will not slip. The black wax will do in most 
cases. A can of shellac-varnish is another 
necessity, for your fly is never ready to use 
until the thread tied ends are touched with 
some of this varnish which may be home- 
made by dissolving brown flaked shellac in 
wood alcohol. This hardens and makes the 
knot compact and immovably firm. 

In the tying of flies it should be under- 
stood that branching out for oneself, with 
personal inventiveness is very desirable. Get 
away from the common notion that your flies, 
when tied, must look like the hand-tied 
prolessional flies that come from the supply 

MAKING THE REVERSED WING FLY 

1. Wing and light gut snell tied in: body built and ribbed with tinsel: 
i 3. Hackle finished and tied with winding silk. worked in. 

which same is shellacked. 

f2. Hackle two red ibis tail strands added. 
Wing bent forward and firmly tied atjhead,fafter - 

7) a 

wh! 

= 
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houses. It does not matter if your hackles 
bristle a little out of shape; your fly is tied 
for service, and not as an ornament. It really 
does seem to me that the majority of the 
flies are merely tied to appear in decorated, 
white paper boxes, or glass cases. A fly, 
however, should be strong, and should give 
service, anda lot of if. The person reading 
this may wish to know where he can obtain 
material tor fly dressing. Among a number 
of suppliers in this respect I might name 
W. Jamison, 736 California Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois, as being as good as any, 
and he will supply you with about everything 
you need as reasonably as any one. To aid 
you in getting a line on some of the material 
used for flies, and the cost of it, I am setting 
down his listed prices of same. They are as 
follows :— 

Fly Maker’s Tweezers, each.................... . $0.35 
Fly Maker’s Scissors, straight................ 50 
Pigeiaker’sS SCISSOrs, Curved ....::...........:.. .60 
J US USS SSG Gy Qe ee eee .05 
gin Silk, special made, extra small, 200 3 

yds.. . e2.5 
wie Silk, ‘assorted colors, per ‘skein ........ .05 
Gold and Silver Tinsel ..................... oe 
Mohair, per packet.. oi ea ae 
Pig’s Wool and Seal’s Fur............ 30 
Chenille assorted colors, per yard. .05 
Fancy English Pheasant Feathers, ‘per 

doz. pairs.. : .10 
Rooster Hackles, dry” fly ‘sizes, “natural 

color, doz.. 08 
Rooster Hackles, “natural. ‘color, “trout 

sizes, doz.. .05 
Rooster Hackles, ‘natural, ‘for large bass 

flies, doz.. .03 
Rooster Hackles, dy ed red, for large bass 
flies. doz.. : . .05 
Rooster Hackles’ “Honey ‘Duns,’ > “all 

sizes, doz.. .10 
Hen Hackles, black, ‘brown, white, “per 

doz.. .05 
Hen Wi ing Feathers, assorted, doz. pairs. 5 
White Hen Breast Feathers, or dyed red, 
oe yellow, green or blue, per doz. 

pi ey ee en ee eee 04 
Pigniouth Rock Breast Feathers, or dyed 

red, brown, yellow, green or blue, per 
doz. Se Ee ee Sa 04 

Fancy Hen Breast Feathers, assorted, 
per doz.. 04 

Goose Breast Feathers, large > white, per 
eR a ee 08 

Goose Breast Feathers, large, red, brown, 
yellow, green or blue, per doz.. .08 

Goose Breast Feathers, small, white, 
MIEN Sans cee hes 2s eka ee vas .03 

Goose Breast Feathers, small, red, brown, 
yellow, green or Blue, pel dpinig inca .06 

Goose Feathers, extra fine young quills, 
very thick, soft and velvet fibre, in 
sizes from 3¢x% inch to 34x14 inch, 
pure white, per doz... .. silts 
ame as above, 34x1\% inch to 1x21 inch 

MRM YES... o2 5, Scatesii i asadteettes~ 2, 
Guinea Wing Feathers, per matched pair .05 
uinea Body Feathers, per doz. pairs. 06 
uinea Hack les, per hy ee ee oe 06 

pair... .10 
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Turkey Wings. speckled, dyed red or yel- 
low, pailr.. .10 

Turkey Tails, “white, “each. Someday 
Turkey Tails, dyed red, ote ik ae ee .05 
Mallard Wing “Feathers, per matched 

pair... a .05 
Gray Mallard ‘large, per ‘doz. pairs. ee i als 
Gray Mallard, medium, per doz. pairs... .10 
Gray Mallard, small, per doz. pairs. 2S .06 
Dark Mallard, large, per doz. Dalts 2s. .20 
Dark Mallard, large, per doz. pairs........ ee20) 
Dark Mallard, small, per doz. pairs........ te LES 
Teal Feathers, large, per doz. pairs..... .10 
Teal Feathers, small, per doz. pairs ........ .10 
Peacock Tail Feathers, eyed, each............ sale: 
Peacock Tail Feathers, swords, each.. .08 
Partridge Wing Feathers, per matched 

pair. .05 
Partridge ‘Tail Feathers, each... ee ye OA 
Partridge Hackles, per doz.. re AA ONS 
Dark Grouse Hackles, per doce ee .06 
Golden Plover Wings, per pair.................12 
Hen Pheasant Wings, per pair.................. .15 
Jungle Cock Feathers, per doz................ .20 
Jay AWM OS eis [DANE to. aks heen .20 
Snipe Wi ings, per pair.. paved Spe See LO 
Starling Wings, per pair. Rec seta Os. Mees .10 
Woodcock Wings, per palr........................ 12 
Wood Duck Barred Feathers, each........ <0 
Wood Duck I.emon Feathers, per pair... .03 
Horse Mane hair, white, per ounce........ .20 
Horse Mane Hair, red, per ounce............ .30 

Among the implements that you need for 
tying flies, the vise is really the most im- 
portant. But the vise can without incon- 
venience be dispensed with if you have small 
fingers. We of the artistic clan have thin, 
tapering fingers you know (thanks: you may 
bring the flowers around to the stage door; 
don’t throw them). If your fingers are in- 
clined to be a bit clumsy, see to it that you 
have a vise. A vise is at times a direct 
necessity, for the tying of flies to wee sma’ 
hooks is a feat very difficult. To my way of 
thinking a pair of fly-tiers’ scissors is a mighty 
good purchase, and the straight sort is all 
you will need. I can easily get along with 
these; but they should be keen so that with 
one snip a thread, feather, fibre or tinsel may 
be cleanly severed. You will want a darning 
needle, the sharp point of which has been 
somewhat dulled, this to pick out thread 
that gets caught, or feather filaments that 
twist under as you wind the hackle rib. 
Personally I see no use for the tweezers; 
they can readily be done without. So also 
can forceps which I have found to be more 
a nuisance than anything else. I may add 
here, as a word of advice, that you should 
try to cultivate the use of your fingers almost 
entirely in fly-tying, for the reason that when 
you wish to imitate new flies on the stream you 
will have to get along without vise or other 
implements so that if you have learned al- 
ready how to get along without them you are 
that much ahead. 

It will be noted that much of the material 
that goes into the making of flies is simple and 
is easily procured. Visit a hen home where 
there is an assortment of the layers—and 
otherwise. You are able to procure in a 
short time a great variety of hackles that will 
answer your purpose to a dot. Says one 
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writer: ‘I paid a poultryman ten cents for 
the heads and necks of three roosters and have 
enough grey, black and red hackles to last 
for the rest of my life. You should obtain a 
few white swan’s plumes—from the wing or 
tail of the bird. White chicken wing feathers 
will do in a pinch, but swan’s plumes are far 
more easy to work into wings for flies. A 
few feathers from a turkey feather duster— 
brown and grey, speckled—will come in handy 
and you must have at least one peacock 
feather or plume. Peacock herl for the 
bodies of Brown Hackles and Coachmen, 
and some other artificial flies are the fila- 
ments plucked from a peacock tail feather. 
Those of a bronze hue are the most valuable 
and any feathers donated by the owner of an 
old bonnet may not come amiss. Indeed, if 
you continue your fad of fly-tying, ever have 
your eye on the alert for materials. A church 
—the inside—is the temptation of tempta- 
tions for the fly-tier. It is hard to sit behind 
a hat dressed with the very feathers you 
need and not take a twitch.” 
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so accurate as to detail, and since he gives 
a list of flies so very good, I am adding them 
to this article; and at the end will be found 
some hints by Mr. Taylor as to the flies he 
uses for various seasons. His list is as follows: 
Abbey—Body, crimson silk, ribbed with 

gold tinsel; wings, pintailed duck; hackle, 
brown; tail, three strands golden pheasant; 
tag, gold tinsel. 
Alder—Body, peacock herl; wings, wood 

duck; hackle, brown; tag, gold tinsel. 
Black Gnat—Body, peacock herl; wings, 

American crow; hackle, black. Se 
Cow Dung—Body, greenish-brown worsted; 

wings, brown hen’s feather; hackle, brown; 
tag, gold tinsel. 

Caldwell—Body, claret silk, ribbed with 
gold tinsel; wings, pintail duck; hackle, 
brown; tail, three fibres of wood duck; tag, 
gold tinsel. 

Cinnamon—Body, brown worsted; wings, 
speckled brown hen feather; hackle, brown; 
tail, pe strands of black hackle; tag, gold 
tinsel. 

METHODS OF WING CONSTRUCTION 

A. Showing two ways of acquiring wings from a selected feather. 
D. When firmly tied as in. Fig. C. the two fiber ends are bent forward, and other form—two feather tips. 

B. Tying in one form of wings. C. Tying in the 

tied also in front of the wings, thus holding them secure. 

In a humorous way this shows how readily 
feathers, ef cefera, are procurable. The total 
expenditure, in these purchases amounts to 
comparatively little; you gain, however, ten- 
fold by having your list of materials complete 
when you begin to tie your flies. 

I have decided, in this article, to include a 
sort of a category of some of the best trout 
flies; what materials go into them, that the 
amateur may be guided right in his selections. 
f my advice were to be followed I would 

positively say if you are going to tie flies, 
after the well-known standard regulations, 
be sure and procure professional tied speci- 
mens. Then, with one of each, carefully 
dissect each as you tie and follow closely the 
manner used and the materials. This list 
will give you an idea what to procure. Space 
will not permit of my continuing this article 
much further and therefore I must wait the 
next month to give details of actual tying of 
some well-known flies. The appended list 
of flies, from the pen of Charles S. Taylor, 
should be appreciated by all and since it is 

Coachman—Body, peacock herl; wings, 
white; hackle, brown. 

Green Drake—Body, straw silk, ribbed 
with loose coils of black silk; wings, wood 
duck; hackle, brown; tail, three fibres of 
wood duck. i 

Grasshopper—Body, brown worsted; wings, © 
jungle cock’s feather; above it one strip 
yellow, color, dyed, and one red ibis, about 
three fibres of each; hackle, scarlet; tail, 
yellow, swan and pintail duck, three fibres 
of each; tag, gold tinsel, and about one six- 
teenth inch green silk; head of peacock herl. 

Grizzly King—Body, green silk, ribbed 
with silver tinsel; wings, pintail duck; hackle, 
grizzled; tag, gold tinsel; tail, red ibis. : 
Jungle—Body, scarlet silk, ribbed with 

gold tinsel; wings, jungle cock’s feather, 
single; hackle, white, with black center; tag, 
gold tinsel; tail, three fibers red ibis. _ 

Montreal—Body, dark crimson silk, ribbed 
with gold tinsel; wings, turkey’s wing feather; 
hackle, scarlet; tag, gold tinsel; tail of ibis. — 

Pale Evening Dun—Body, yellow silk, 
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STYLES OF TROUT FLIES 

1. Gauze Wing Fly with detached body. 2. Palmer Hackle. 3. Reversed WingFly. 4. Matched Wing Fly. 
5. Fluttering Fly. 
hackle at head alone. 

ribbed with gold tinsel; wings, mallards’ 
under wing feather; hackle, yellow; tag, gold 
tinsel; tail, three fibers from mallard’s wing. 

Professor—Body, yellow silk, ribbed with 
tinsel; wings, pintailed breast; hackle, brown; 
tail, three fibers ibis. 

Red Ant—Body, scarlet silk; wings, ibis; 
ee orle, red or scarlet stained; tag, of peacock 

erl. 
Seth Green—Body, green silk, ribbed with 

yellow silk twist; wings, lead colored feather 
from under mallard’s wing; hackle, brown; 
tag, gold tinsel; tail, three strands mallard’s 
wing. 

Soldier Palmer—Body, scarlet silk, ribbed 
with gold tinsel; hackle, brown, one short 
up the body above, one full at head; tag, 
gold tinsel. 

Stone Fly—Body, grey silk, ribbed with 
silver tinsel; wings, mallard’s under wing 
feather; hackle, grey; tag, silver tinsel; tail, 
black hackle. 
Brown Hackle—Body, peacock herl; hackle, 
brown, wound thick; no wings. 

Canada—Body, red worsted; wound with 
gold tinsel; wings, light brown and mottled; 
hackle, brown; tail, red worsted. 

Grey Hackle—Body, green silk, ribbed 
with silver tinsel; hackle, grey; no wings. 

Blue Jay—Body, claret mohair; wings, 
matched English blue jay; tail, ibis. 

Jenny Lind—Body, yellow; wings, blue; 
hackle red. 
Page—A red fly with wood duck wings. 
Parmachene  Belle—Body, yellow; re- 

mainder red and white mixed. 
_ Rube Wood—Body, white chenille, fin- 
ished with red silk tag; hackle, brown; tail, 
brown mallard. 
_Searlet Ibis—Body, red, ribbed with gold 

tinsel; wings, scarlet ibis; hackle and tail of 
ibis. 
Silver Doctor—Body, silver tinsel, wound 

with red silk, finished with red tag; wings, 
mixed yellow and red, with wood duck and 

6. The Famous Dry Fly with upright wings. 7. The Common Hackle, flody unhackled. 

bars of wild turkey; hackle, blue and guinea 
hen; tail, golden pheasant. 

For mid-spring fishing, Coachman, Royal 
Coachman, White Miller, Professor, Brown 
Hackle and Grey Hackle, are the favorites, 
and the writers’ preference for casting during 
the latter days of April and the month of 
May. For the waters of the north-east, 
Silver Doctor, Jock Scott, Brown Hackle and 
Parmachene Belle on rather large hooks 
are sure “meat getters.” For Maine and 
Canada the three most successful flies are: 
Montreal, Parmachene Belle and _ Silver 
Doctor. 

Arranging the cast according to the fishing 
months, the writer’s experience suggests the 
following, in addition to those enumerated 
above. 
April—Cow Dung, Red Ibis, Cinnamon, 

Stone Fly, Red Spinner, and Parmachene 
Belle. 
May—Montreal, Yellow Dun, Turkey 

Brown, Iron Blue, Spinner, and Red Dun 
Fox. 
June—Grey Drake, Green Drake, Silver 

Doctor, Alder, Black Gnat, and Orange 
Dun. 

July—Pale Evening Dun, Grizzly Kung, 
July Dun, Red Ant, Brown Palmer. 

August—Governor, Coachman, Seth Green, 
Royal Coachman, August Dun and Shad. 

September and general fall fishing—Queen 
of the Water, Willow, Whirling Dun, Black 
Palmer, Red Palmer, Blue Bottle. 

As I have mentioned the best way is to get 
the real fly tied to hook; dissect that fly and 
you will learn more than I or anyone else 
could tell you. If you can possibly get 
plates showing colored flies, so much_ the 
better, but even then there is nothing to beat 
the system I have named. It may be men- 
tioned that Abbey and Imbie, tackle dealers 
New York City furnish plates with flies in 
their natural colors. If you can procure 
these it would not be a bad addition. 



No. 45.—I wish to procure a book on the 
different kinds of fish; a good, authoritative 
volume, not too technical, that one can rely 
upon and which treats the subject in full. I 
recently invested in a natural history and 
found it absolutely lacking in complete in- 
formation. I should be glad to hear from 
you on this subject. 

Fraternally, 
H. F. Moore, Flanders, P.Q. 

Ans.—I certainly would recommend David 
Starr Jordan’s work on ‘‘Fishes,’’ which seems 
to me to be just about as thorough and com- 
plete as anything of this sort can be. Jordan 
has long held the lead as an authority upon 
the fishes of this planet and the work above- 
mentioned shows him a success in that monu- 
mental endeavor at classification of the 
numerous subjects demanding attention. 
Works by Jordan in this respect include his 
two volumes entitled ““A Guide to the Study 
of Fishes,’ coming in which double form you 
have to pay twelve dollars for them. With 
Barton Warren Everrman, Mr. Jordan is 
also the author of two volumes, published 
by Doubleday, Page and Company, Garden 
City, New York, U.S.A., entitled ‘““American 
Food and Game Fishes’; they cost four 
dollars a volume and come in two volumes. 
But by far the best book I recommend is a 
more recent single volume entitled “‘Fishes,”’ 
Henry Holt and Company, Publishers, New 
York City, N.Y., which contains practically 
the better part of the two volumes above- 
mentioned. “A Guide to the Study of 
Fishes.’ This volume is procurable for six 
dollars and is complete in almost every 
respect. Mr. Jordan in his preface says: 
“This work contains virtually all the non- 
technical material contained in the author’s 
“Guide to the Study of Fishes.” It lacks 
the considerable portion relating to the 
structure and classification of fishes, which 
is intended rather for the technical student 
of Ichthyology. The present volume con- 
tains substantially all which the author 
would have written had his original purpose 
been to cover the subject of fishes in a general 
natural history of animals. The fishes used 
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Robert Page Lincoln 

as food and those sought by anglers in America 
are treated fully, and proportionate attention 
is paid to all the existing as well as all extinct 
families of fishes. Notwithstanding the re- 
lative absence of technical material in the 
present volume, the writer hopes that it may 
still be valuable to students of Ichthyology, 
though his chief aim has been to make it 
interesting to nature-lovers and anglers, and 
instructive to all who open its pages.” 

This book is well-bound, green, stamped 
with gold, containing close on eight hundred 
large pages, and a multitude of drawings of 
the fish listed, also some full-page reproduc- 
tions from paintings of trout in their natural 
colors. The book has my recommengotaa 

Paes 

No. 46.—Last Spring in one of the lakes in 
this part of the province we found great 
numbers of dead fish when the ice went out, 
and I cannot account for it. At first I came 
to the conclusion that an epidemic had been 
abroad, but then I noticed that the pickerel 
had been the worst sufferers since greater 
numbers of their bodies were found floating 
on the water, or washed up on the shore. An 
old-timer here holds that the fish were drown- 
ed; that they died from lack of air. What 
influence could bring about such a condition, 
and what do you believe the cause to be. I 
should like to hear from you about this, and 
a return answer would be greatly appreciated. 

Yours truly, 
Alfred Kelsie, Ont. 

Ans.—While it is not impossible that an 
epidemic was abroad in the course of the 
winter (and you should have had some of 
the dead specimen’s inspected by_ experts) 
still the chances are that the old-timer was 
right in his conclusions—that the fish actually 
died from lack of oxygen. To say that a fish 
has been drowned appears ridiculous, it is © 
true. A fish, however, can be drowned readily 
enough in his native waters. Simply hold the 
gill covers, or opercles close and keep him 
under the water a sufficient time and he will” 
drown “like a rat.” <A fish breathes the 
oxygen in the water he takes in in gulps; this 
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“I’m sorry, but I 

guess that good old 

‘DOMINION’ Tire 

will have to go at last. It 

has held out so long be- 

yond its mileage that I 

wondered if tt would 

ever wear out. It cer- 

tainly doesn’t owe me 

anything, and it never 

gave me any trouble.”’ 

“P?mcounting on this 

new ‘DOMINION’ 

though, to duplicate the 

good work. With four ‘DOMI NIONS’, and one HAT’S the way motorists who are 
using them, all feelabout 

‘DOMINION’ Tires. When they 

make replacements, they ‘“‘Say ‘DOMIN- 

ION’—and stick to it’—even if some 

dealer, with a keener eye to profit than 

to service, does try to sell them some 

3 - - . 

on the rack, Im never afraid my business or 

pleasure will suffer because of tire troubles’. 

: Best for all-round service, all the other tire. They prefer to pay a little 
time, everywhere. Grips the slip- : 5 
periest pavements—saves 90 per more if necessary, for the far greater 

cent of punctures. service and satisfaction they get from 

An effective anti-skid tire at a “DOMINION” Tires. 
moderate price—the best for the 
money. The best dealers recommend and 

The basis of all “Dominion” Tires sell ‘DOMINION” Tires. If you have any 

—the masterpiece of tire-making trouble in getting what you want, write 
our nearest Branch, or our Home Office 

in Montreal, and we will see that you 

are looked after. 

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. 
Limited 

7 

“DOMINION V1} Montreal 
Sa 2. ||: eee 

Z —and Stick-to-1t! & y e ina ia 

<3 , ll Lb & <4 F HEAD OFFICE: 

| S72 MONTREAL 
QUEBEC. 
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water passes over the gills and out through 
the covers. The gills are the red fringes 
occuring on the gill arches. Each has a 
blood vein running through it. When the 
water immerses the fringes they take the 
oxygen from the water, sending it in a puri- 
fied state throughout the body. While your 
explanation of this incident of the death of 
fishes was incomplete I take it for granted 
that it was a small lake. Mortality among 
fishes in small lakes from lack of air has 
often been noticed. The oxygen in the water 
becomes exhausted; there is no aeration. The 
rush of a stream over rocks sends air into 
water, causing good aeration. In still waters, 
ice fettered, from shore to shore, the air is 
gradually absorbed, especially if the winter 
is long. Death occurs when fish make for 
the shores and in shallow water, endeavoring 
to get air from crevices in the ice along shore, 
freeze in; or death may come through smoth- 
ering. A number of things have been noted 
as the cause of death among fishes when lakes 
have been frozen over. Cracks in the ice 
often save the fish, allowing a place where 
they might rise and gain air from without. 
Undoubtedly this saves the fish in most of 
the lakes. But disaster may come when a 
winter rain fills these cracks and crevices, or 
when a freshet overflows the ice, freezing 
solid. Then the snow will pack down on this 
and the deed is done, especially on ponds and 
small lakes. The cutting of holes in the ice 
is what saves the majority of the fish no doubt. 
Ice cutting, and fishermen cutting holes gives 
air and the fish obtain their demands. This 
is said by some to be the reason why fish are 
so readily caught, fishing through the ice. I 
have caught fish a foot or two from the sur- 
face in this manner. You mention the fact 
that pickerel seemed to be among the dead 
to a greater extent than others. Pickerel are 
known to go in shore for air, way up as far as 
will be permitted. A sudden, quixotic freeze 
will have the tendency to trap them in the 
shallows. Thus, fish are often found in the 
ice itself if investigation were carried forward 
to find the truth in this assertion. Pickerel 
like the shallows and the weeds that grow 
therein for the reason that they communicate 
the demanded oxygen to the water. It will 
be found that the water where aquatic plants 
grow in profusion is well oxygenated, for the 
reason that the plants feed upon the carbon 
dioxide of the air, diffusing the purities 
throughout the water. Trees likewise live 
upon carbon. This carbon is food for the 
trunk. This carbonic acid gas is death to us. 
The trees take it out of the air. Therefore, 
where trees are there you will find the air cool 
and delicious and tasty. 

| eg el 3 

No. 47.—There are some questions that I 
would like to ask you about our black bass. 
I do not know if I have ever seen small-mouth 
bass. Are there any specialmarkings by which © 
I could tell the small-mouth and the large- 

~mouth apart. I ask this because I under- 
stand at times the two cannot be told apart. 
Also, is there any method of knowing the 
correct weight of a bass. Are the black bass 
of Florida of the same sort that we have in 
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the north; and what is the reason they grow - — 
to as high as seventeen pounds in weight ™ 
there and not in the north. I should be glad 
to have you answer these queries in your 
department and the answer may be of in- 
terest to brother fishermen. 

Yours sincerely, 
V. B. Caywoodie, Que. 

Ans.—First let me chronicle a few little 
known facts about the bass. The bass, as 
“‘bass’’ have been misnamed, for the bass is 
not a bass at all; he belongs in fact to the 
sunfish family. The true bass, the black bass 
are salt water fishes and some specimens 
caught in the south Pacific waters go as high 
as five hundred pounds weight. ‘They are, 
strangely enough, an odd exaggeration of the 
bass of our waters—their weight being so 
ponderous; otherwise, to a startling extent, 
they are alike, and have often caused great 
wonderment. The word bass comes from 
the Dutch, meaning perch, or bars. You ask 
how to tell the small-mouth from its brother. 
To those familiar with them they are easily 
distinguished. The large-mouth has a large 
mouth; the small-mouth one a considerably 
smaller mouth, and this is noticeable always. 
The scales on the large-mouth are far larger. 
In the small-mouth they lie very close on 
one another. The large mouth is easily told 
by the black lateral line. This stripe is not 
noted on the small mouth, though it must be 
added that large-mouths are caught on which 
the black stripe is not noticed. The small- 
mouth is always told, especially at the time 
of spawning, by the perch-like, vertical, 
blotches or half bars that occur on the sides. 
In some specimens these are singularly pro- 
nounced. The haunts of the small-mouth 
and the large-mouths are widely different. 
Small-mouths, like trout, love cold, clear 
waters, and their favorite haunts are among 
the rocks, and they are especially partial 
to places where springs come up from the 
bottoms. Also the small-mouth is essentially 
a stream fish, whereas the large-mouth is a 
lake and pond fish, best at home among the 
pads and the weedy places; is not averse 
to muddy waters, and may often be taken in 
half stagnant ponds. Small mouths rarely 
go over five pounds weight and if you have 
caught one of this size you can really say that 
you have taken a very large small-mouth. A 
three-pound small-mouth in some places is 
considered large. Large-mouths on the other 
hand grow to be as much as eight pounds in 
weight in our northern waters. In regard 
to a method of estimating the weight of the 
black bass, I have puzzled over just what 
you mean. If you mean a table by which, at 
a glance at the fish, knowing its length and 
girth, you can correctly mark its weight, the 
following listing may be of help to you. This 
table should be correct for all sections, need- 
less to relate. 

Length = Girth Weight 
12. inch. 3- = ine 1 pound 6 ounces. 
ia “ec if se D “e 6 ee 

F ee int “% ee Ds ee 14 ee 

920 “é 13 “é 4 “sé 5 ee 

20 “é 1414 “ec 5 “ce ee 

PAL Wy “ce 16% . 6 ee 8 ee 
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5 lb. Small-Mouth Black Bass caught on a “BRISTOL” Rod at Laurel Lake, Pa., 
by Benj. H. Dittrich of Honesdale, Pa. 

Lake Fly Fishing with a “BRISTOL” when the Bass were running good. 

424 Ib. Salmon caught by A. E. Burgdoff. Won prize of “BRISTOL” Rod. 

A big ’un caught on a “BRISTOL” by our old friend *‘Jack’’. 

Bull Trout too big forthe basket. Caught witha “BRISTOL” Rod on Watches 
River by Volney Taft of No. Yakima, Wash. 

34 1b. Lake Trout, 41 inches long, 25 inches girth, caught on a “BRISTOL” Rod 
at Chaffey’s Lake, Ontario, by H. C. Austin. 

om Nee Pa aA SEN SERS You might as well buy a new automobile lighted by 
gas and started with an old hand crank as to buy wooden 
rods in comparison with 
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TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF 

The Prize Winning Rods 

In the Field and Stream Fishing Contest for 1912, 
1913 and 1914, ‘““BRISTOL” Rods won a great many 
prizes. In the 1915 Contest ““BRISTOL” Rods won more 
than twice as many prizes as any other rod. Everywhere 
(except in the rocking-chair squad) there are ten ‘““BRIS- 
TOL” Rods used to any other make of rod. 

“BRISTOL” Rods have won their over-whelming 
popularity by their absolute merit. They are the best 
hanging, the finest acting, the most reliable and the most 
serviceable fishing rods in the world. 

19,000 dealers sell the 36 different styles of “BRIS- 
TOL” Rods ranging from $3.50 to $25.00 each. If you 
cannot get the exact type of “BRISTOL” Rod that you 
want from your dealer, you can order it by mail from our 

catalogue at no additional cost. CATALOGUE FREE. 

NEWj ART CALENDAR READY 
Sent prepaid on receipt of 15 cents. 
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MITTEE a 
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Full color reproduction of a famous oil painting by Philip R. Goodwin, the 

noted painter of outdoor life. A beautiful decoration for home, den or 
camp. Supply limited. Send 15 cents immediately. 

THE HORTON MFG. CO. 
32 Horton Street Bristol, Conn. 
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Above. The large mouth bass. 

Below. The small mouth bass. 

The black bass of Florida are of the same 
sort that we have in the north, the only 
difference being that they attain to a better 
weight in the south than in the north. The 
reason for this should be plain enough. In 
the favored southern waters the bass feed 
the year around, and are active. In the 
northern waters the bass hibernate; their 
growth is practically at a standstill during 
the months of cold weather. The return of 
warmth to the waters of fifty degrees, brings 
them out of torpidity, into action. Bass 
hibernate, for instance, in the limestone reefs 
in Lake Erie. Otherwise they may be found 
among the rocks, obstructions, sunken logs, 
etc. 

I trust that the above will be of interest to 
you, and will answer the questions as you 
desired them answered. 

IRs TPs be 
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No. 48.—I remember in one of 
your last winter’s articles on ice 
fishing, you mentioned using small 
spinners upon the line in con- 
nection with the hook which is 
baited with a minnow which is 
hooked just forward of. the tail. 
Where can I procure these spin- 
ners, and what size would you 
deem the best? What sort of a 
line is best for crappie fishing? 

Yours truly, 

M.L., Michigan, U.S.A. 

Ans.—The size Number 1 tan- 
dem spinners are excellent for 
winter fishing through the ice; 
the Hildebrandts in - special 
being of note. ‘There are others 
on the market. The minnow 
should be hooked so that the back- 

bone is untouched. A lively minnow will last 
a long time this way, even after fish have been 
taken upon it. By drawing the line up and 
down in the water occasionally the spinners 
will twirl, thus attracting the fish. An ordin- 
ary bait casting silk line, tested to sixteen 
pounds has been my favorite in winter fishing, 
whenever I have cared to indulge in it. A 
tournament casting line of fine caliber is 
exceptionally good. Success has been best 
us'vg this very fine lme. I do not know, but 
1 contend that the finer line is less easily seen 
in the water, thus will not alarm the fish. ~ 

Be Pers 

The Hunter’s Soliloquy 3 
T. Wight 

To hunt, or not to hunt, that is the question— 
Whether it be wiser in the mind, 
To seize our gun and tramp through swamp 
And spongy marshes, wet to our knees 
And shivering in the sleety blast, 
Or buy our venison at nearest butcher stall 
At one-tenth the cost to pocket and to limb 
To hunt, and hunting to make good:— 
Then swells our bosom high with pride 
And boasts and whiskey fill the camp. 
We stand a hero in our comrades’ eyes; 
Exulting at our wondrous skill 
We tell how at a hundred yards our victim fell 
Well knowing that our yard stick lacked in 

length; 
But if, perchance, a shot we miss, 
Excuses plenty are in store— 
The sun or wind our eyes did blind, 
Or something intervened between us and our 

pley—- 
Buck fever? No such thoughts our bosoms 

ever feel. 
Here in the camp our nerves are strong as steel 
But inwardly, we must confess i; 
A certain shaky feeling o’er us comes _ 3 
At sight of the approaching prey. 
With shaky hands and trembling knees 
We think our aim should be so true 
Our victim must directly fall; = 
But expectations vanish into air : 
At sight of lordly form with spreading horns, 
Unharmed, unwounded and secure 
Beyond the reach of further shot. 
But why conjecture thoughts like these? 
Let us once more our trusty rifle seize 
And to the woods we'll straightway hie, 
Determined on the death of buck or doe, 
If they across our runway chance to fly. 
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” «MADE IN CANADA” 

The Ford Coupelet 
Price $730 

As a winter car, with top up—as a 

summer car, with top down—this : 

handsome two- passenger Ford 1s Bile 

easily and instantly adaptable to all | 

seasons. And it has all the good 

qualities of the more than million 

other Fords now in service. 

The Ford Runabout is $480; the Touring car $530; 

the Sedan $890; the Town car $780. All prices are 

f. 0. b. Ford, Ontario. All cars completely equipped 

including headlights. Ret: &. t u 

THE UNIVERSAL CAR 
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bute articles and letters to Mr. Geikie’s department on matters pertaining to guns and 
ammunition, but do not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed therein by these 

| contributors. 

Sizing up the .280 Ross 
E. C. Crossman 

ever sent to the States, fell into my 
hands. This was just after it had made 

its bow through the various English shooting 
publications, and before the Yankee sport had 
ever heard of it. For testing purposes the 
Ross Co. lent to me a hybrid rifle, with sport- 
ing stock, but 30-inch heavy barrel, and with 
this arm I did a lot of shooting in getting 
acquainted with the Ross rifle. 

Since that time I have owned various Ross 
rifles, have seen them made, have killed game 
with them, and had a little finger in the pres- 
ent sporting Mark 111, or 1910 model as they 
variously term it. I stood over their stock 
maker while he turned out the model stock 
for this rifle, full close pistol grip and all, 
from a model, friend Wundhammer and I had 
sent up to them, and this stock still stands as 
their regular issue.- The grip is a bit too long 
and extends too far from the line of the stock, 
but still it is a good rifle stock, even if I, who 
should. not, say so. 

The first .280 Ross was nearly hand-made. 
The reader will remember the rifle the Ross 
Co. used to advertise spasmodically at $70, 
and yclept the “‘deerstalker’s model.’’ They 
found after developing the .280 cartridge, 
worked out jointly by Ross, Jones the powder 
expert, and the Eley Co., that the regular .303 
Mark 11 Ross, would not stand the back- 
thrust of the big .280 case. They had made 
it so large deliberately to keep the various 
makers using Mauser actions from appropriat- 
ing the cartridges to their own use. 

A LONG in 1909, the first Ross .280 rifle So the .280 action was evolved, with screw 
thread lugs instead of the old solid type, after 
the fashion of the breech of a cannon. This 
so distributed the thrust that the lugs did not 
set back from the pressure, and the rifle work- 
ed smoothly. 

As the two models I had, demonstrated, 
the extraction was weak. The rifle worked 
splendidly while everything was all right, but 
when some soft cases got out, the rifle stuck 
up somewhat. This I told in. print, after 
ee of the virtues of the rifle and the cart- 
ridge. 

In 1911 the Canadian military people de- 
cided to get out a new rifle, one adapted to the 
new British .275 or .280 cartridge, then nearly 
ready, and so they got together with Ross, 
and worked out the Mark 111 rifle. This had 
the new screw-thread lugs, a new form of ex- 
tractor on Mauser lines, a bolt stop a la 
Springfield, heavier lugs and bolthead, and 
the lugs lay horizontally when the bolt slid 
back and forth, allowing the cartridge to rise 
from the magazine into the grasp of the ex- 
tractor, as with the Mauser, without having 
to pass up clear across one bolt lug, as it 
would have had to do had the bolt been kept 
as of yore, with the lugs lying up and down 
when the bolt was open. 

The magazine was changed over to the 
Mauser type instead of the old Harris. They 
put the unlocking stud for the magazine floor 
plate at the front end instead of the rear but 
in other respects, the rifle is much the Mauser 
in Magazine. 
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Ammunition 
for every purpose 

O matter what kind 
of ammunition you 

may need—.22 cartridges 
for targets—shot shells 
for wild fowl, small game and 
trap,.or high velocity cart- 
ridges for big game—thereis a 
Dominion metallic or shot 
shell to meet your require- 
ments. 

Dominion 

Ammunition 
(Entirely Made in Canada) 

isperfectinevery detail of man- 
ufacture. Best materials— 
careful loading—rigid inspec- 
tion—thorough testing—combine to 
insure perfect shooting results. 

There is no better ammunition at 
any price—make success certain by 
demanding Dominion Ammunition 
at your dealer’s. 
Send ten cents, stamps or coin, for 16 
beautifully colored pictures of Cana- 
dian game. 

DOMINION CARTRIDGE 
Co. LIMITED 

839 Transportation Bldg. 
Mentreal 
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The service rifle, now being built for the 

British and Canadians, has a protrudin g box 

magazine, to accommodate the rims of the .303 

case. The .280 cartridge was not yet ready 

ea the Canucks planned to rebarrel these 
303 rifles for the .280, and alter the magazine 
for the new rimless shell, when it came out. 
As we know, it did not come out before the 
war broke out although the British had nearly 
100,000 rifles for this cartridge, ready to issue 

to troops. This British .280 is of course not 

the Ross .280 but an inferior creation of the 
British War Office. 

The sporting Ross, the .280, has a flush 
magazine like the Mauser, holding but four 

cartridges, due to the huge size of these cases. 

S most other respects it is the Mark 111, and 
is made by the same machinery. 

The new rifle, is = once the strongest and 
lightest repeating magazine rifle in the world— 
and still open to atest ement. Yousee! am 
disposed to tell the truth, as I have hitherto 
done about this gun. 

The bolt head, as mace, and the extractor, 
form the best breech closing arrangement yet 

1. The first Deerstalker Model of the Ross costing $70 in Canada. 
_ dian troops with ihe new Ross M. 1910 action. This is a .303. 
—Mauser and Ross—and the lugs that lock it against the explosion. 
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evolved for a high power rifle. tp light, — 
and withal, stronger than the Staines or any — 
other magazine rifle. 

The bolt stop is neater and far more work- 
manlike than that of theSpringfield,and can be 
removed with the fingers alone. My partic- 
ular criticism of the .280 Ross as a military 
rifle is the manner in which the bolt is put 
together. 
The head of the firing pin, containing the 

sear notch, and the notches for the safety, is 
pinned to the firing pin by a key-shaped Ae 
which sometimes breaks, and either makes 
misfires, or else lets the rifle go off by allowing 
the firing pin to go forward. One example 
of each | have seen with my own eyes. 

To take the bolt apart, you pry off the 
extractor claw and pull out the extractor, 
then, turning the bolt-head until the bolt snaps 
back into the sleeve, you draw back the firing 
pin, until this keg-shaped pin is exposed and 
this you must push out, a thing which is not 
easily Cone. 

Then the bolt is turned and wiggled out of 
the sleeve. The safety can be removed only 

2. The Model III, the service model of the Can 
3. Showing the bolt of two types of military ri 
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You want a Gun with a Balance 

that helps you hold Right. You 

want a Gun with the Pattern and 

Penetration Power that Gives you 

the Best Chance. 

LEFEVER 
SHOT GUNS 
are built with over 35 years’ experience 
in making and handling. We know the 
value we give, not only from the know- 
ledge of material we use, but also from an 
actual knowledge of how they shoot. 

Buy a Lefever Now! 
It will give you more satisfaction and 

will last to give your son satisfaction, 

For Field, Blind and Traps 

If your dealer cannot supply you, we will 
sell you direct. 

Write to-day for Catalog and tell us your 
requirements. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO. 
203 Maltbie St. 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

List Price 

Meee ee ee es . 

| ITHACA GUN CO. 

ITHACA 
ONE 

BARREL 
TRAP 
GUN 

§ Start the New 

Year right with an 

ITHACA 
One Barrel 

Trap Gun 

{ Don’t be a “tail- 
ender.” 

§{ If you want to im- 
prove your score— 
get the right tools to 
work with—do as the 
wise ones have done, 
get a gun that you 
can point fast and 
accurate, one with a 
lightning lock. 

{| These cuts show the 
wide “ beaver-tail ” 
forend—it fits your 
hand and keeps it 
away from the hot 
barrel. 

{| Guns equipped with 
automatic — ejector, 
ventilated rib, three 
lugs, bolted at three 
points to stand the 
continuous strain of 
trapshooting. 

{| Already about 800 of 
the best shots in 
America have im- 
proved their scores 
2% to 16% with this 
new gun. 

{ Built in 12-gauge; 
30, 32 and 34 inch 
barrel; $85 up. 

{| Send for large catalog and 
prices on double 
single 

BOX 13 

ITHACA- NY. 
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by pushing out a plunger and its spring. 
The firing pin can be taken from the bolt 

only by unscrewing the retainer plug from the 
bolt. 

After that the bolt and firing pin must be 
fastened to that firing pin head with said keg- 
shaped pin. 

The Ross, as now made, is scarcely a mili- 
tary rifle, for ease of dismounting is a charact- 
acteristic of good military rifles. 

The magazine floor plate catch is in a hole 
so small that the ordinary spitzer, such as the 
Springfield, won’t enter. If you find some- 
thing small enough, it takes a strong man to 
move that plate. They sure made no im- 
provement on the Mauser when that magazine 
was evolved. 

Also they do not seem to get a light trigger 
pull on the rifle. I prefer a 314 lb. pull, but 
I never saw a Ross with a pull that light. 
Also they do not realize the necessity for put- 
ting a tag on each rifle, telling how to adjust 
the bolt when it is taken out of the gun, and 
the bolt snaps into the sleeve as always hap- 
pens. 

The action is wonderfully fast and easy. It 
is as strong as it iseasy. Not long ago I tried 
to blow open a Ross standard action with 
180 gr. bullet, and 58 grains of Sharpshooter 
powder. A 50 grain load in a Springfield 
case, and 175 gr. bullet, blew up the Mauser. 

The Ross stood the 45, and 50 and 55 and 
58 gr. loads of this enormously strong and 
quick powder without doing more than blow- 
ing off the extractor. The action is still in 
the ring, and can be worked easily by hand, 
although of course the bolthead is all pushed 
down out of shape by the frightful pressure. 
The pressure ran probably to 200,000 lbs. per 
square inch. 

In working the rifle at the shoulder, there 
seems to be no difference between the action 
handling loaded cartridges, and the action 
empty. It is smooth and fast. 

One of the chief triumphs of the designer 
was in getting rid of the superfluous hardware 
found on even the fine Mauser bolt, lighten- 
ing the receiver, and yet cutting down no 
strength in essential details. So we have a 
sporting rifle, stronger by far than the Mauser, 
weighing but 7% lbs. with 28-inch barrel. 
_ The Ross bolt, for example, in spite of havy- 
ing far more metal in the lugs, weighs 14140z., 
the Mauser weighs 1614. The receivers 
differ still more. 

About ever so often, there bobs up our 
friend Wisehiemer, first cousin to K. N. 
Owitall. He shows the crowd down at the 
store how the Ross can be “‘fired,’’ with the 
action not closed. 

And investigation shows that we can pull 
the trigger with the action not quite closed, | 
just as we can with the Mauser and with the 
Mannlicher and with the Springfield. 

The trouble is that we don’t fire it with the 
action not close, because as the firing pin 
goes forward, it hits the sleeve, and until it 
pushes the sleeve shut it cannot hit the primer, 
and when it does push the sleeve home, it 
turns the lugs and locks the bolt. So much 
for “‘firing’ the rifle with action open. [If it 
fires, the action must close first, but usually 
all that happens is that all the blow of the 
mainspring is used up in closing the bolt, just 
as on the Mauser, and the gun does not fire. 
The quick, snap in operating the Ross bolt, 
rarely leaves the action anything but shut 
tight as a drum. 

(To be concluded in next issue) 

The .250-3000 Savage not a Rabbit Rifle 
Doe: 

ITH the exception of Mr. Crossman’s 
W introductory article and Mr. Chas. 

Askin’s interesting ex, erierces in re- 
cent numbers of Rod & Gun cre .25C-3000 
Savage has been shrouded in mystery and ro 
bona fide reports on the rifle have been forth- 
coming. This is regrettable as the arm is ore 
around which intense interest is circulating 
just at present and prospective purchasers 
are but waiting for accounts through the 
sporting magazines as to the action of this 
rifle upon game to indulge in one of these 
wonderful little weapons. Iam of the opinion 
that accounts of the gun’s behavior in the 
game field will soon be coming in to the editor 
of the various gun and ammunition depart- 
ments of the magazines and it is to be hoped 
that the Guns and Ammunition Department 
of this fine magazine will receive its full share 
of interesting communications on this subject 
—the verdict on the .250-3000 Savage. 

Through temporary disablement the writer 
was prevented from joining the throng of deer 

hunters who wended their way to the hunting 
fields of this province and a wrenched ankle 
absorbed all my painful attention. I have 
had ihe chance of trying this rifle out, not on 
one of Mr. Askin’s ‘jack-rabbits’ of his Western 
plains but on an Ontario Molly Cottontail 
and with a result that taught me plainly that 
if one intends to use full charged loads in the 
gun for use on any small game one may come 
across when tramping the lonely Northern 
trails or Southern swamps, the arm had better 
be left at home and a .25-35 be taken along 
instead. Using the regular factory load the 
full charged cartridge is by far the best big 
game cartridge yet brought out by any gun 
factory. Newton’s rifles would be ideal if 
they really act on cold targets as they act in 
printer’s ink but as yet we know but little con- 
cerning them. Time alone can tell and we 
hope that we will soon know all that is to be 
known concerning these much-boosted guns 
of high-speed fame. 

But to return to the subject upon which I 
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THE GUN WITH A CONSCIENCE 
Absolutely Never Shoots Loose 

Prices $25.00 to $1,000 Net 

ASK FOR OUR ART CATALOG 

Hunter Arms Co., Inc. 29 Hubbard St., Fulton, N. Y. | The 

World’s Record for Tournament Shooting made by Lester S. 
German with 499 x 500, and 647 x 650 on all 16 yd. targets, 
including practice day with runs of 372 and 149 straight at the 
Westy Hogans at Atlantic City, Sept. 15 to 17, 1915. 

Winner of Professional Average—Lester S. German, with 499 x 500 
Winner of Amateur Average—W oolfolk Henderson, with 493 x 500 
Third, Amateur Average — — — Allen Heil with 485x500 

Winner Double Championship— Woolfolk Henderson, 86 x 50 pairs 
Second in Double Championship—Guy V. Deering, 85 x 50 pairs 
Third in Double Championship — — Allen Heil, 84x 50 pairs 
Sousa Trophy—Won by Woolfolk Henderson, with 100 straight. 

M k W ld’ Shanley Trophy—Won by Allen Heil with 99 x 100 and 19 on the 
a es or S shoot-off 

Record Tied Westy Hogans Trophy— 
Allen Heil, with 100 straight. 
National 18 yd. Champion- 
ship won by Allen Heil, 97 x 
100. 

In addition to the above, 
Parker Guns figured promi- 
nently in the winning of many 
other high places. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 
N. Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. 
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was intending to write—the .250-3000 Savage 
as a rabbit rifle. 

This fall, accompanied by my _ brother 
Archie, who was armed with a Parker 12- 
gauge shotgun, hammerless, followed by four 
of the finest rabbit dogs that ever ran a 
cottontail to death, and toting my brand new 
.250 Savage I beat it for the low swamps 
bordering along the banks of the river Shugenon 
near my farm in Northern Ontario. 
We turned the dogs loose and not ten min- 

utes had elapsed before there was a lively 
babel of tongue and we took our positions at 
suitable “‘openings’ as they are known to 
rabbit-hunters, and in keen anticipation 
awaited the coming of the bobbing owner of 
thecottony tail. I had my gun’ssafety off and 
my brother was prepared in the same manner. 
The chase grew fast and furious and the voices 
of the dogs grew louder and louder, nearer and 
nearer. Suddenly from an opening fifty yards 
from where I stood a loping form in brown 
was seen by the writer, bobbing gaily off at 
right angles. Without hesitation I centred 
the ivory tip of my Lyman front sight into 
the crotch of the buckhorn and holding slight- 
ly ahead, for the cottontail was going at a 
good gait notwithstanding his eccentric bob- 
bings, PULLED. 

As soon as my trigger-finger did its duty I 

felt that I had connected and had actually 
planted a .25-calibre bullet in a moving rab- 
bit’s small body. Iran up and on the ground 
where I had blazed at my game and saw a 
sight for the gods indeed. To cut a long 
story short there was scarcely any portion of 
the cottontail remaining which could be 
gathered together for the table with the ex- 
ception of the head which was unharmed. 
The body itself was simply scattered over 
twenty feet of landscape in a manner that 
was simply frightful. I had never seen any- 
thing like it in my life and when my brother 
came up he was equally surprised but never- 
theless said certain things about foolish people - 
who hunt rabbits with a high velocity devil 
of a rifle like the .250-3000. 

My .250 is now reserved for deer, moose 
and some of the larger species of Ontario game 
and the rabbits are no longer mutilated by a 
big game bullet. 

A 20-gauge shotgun or a .22-calibre repeat- 
er is both moreprofitable and more satisfactory 
inevery way, as a cottontail still has some 
meat remaining on its bones when shot with 
either a shotgun or a small toy like a twenty- 
two rifle. 

Once again let me repeat—the .250-3000 is 
not a rabbit rifle. 

A Review of the various “Deer Rifles” at present manufac- 
tured by The Savage Arms Co., and a suggestion 

J. H. Reed 

the Model 99 Savage repeating rifle in every 
calibre worthy of serious consideration viz. 

25-35, .30-30 and .303. I will not dwell upon 
the two high power, ultra-high velocity cart- 
ridges recently adapted to this excellent arm 
the .22 Hi-Power and the .250-3000 Savage 
but will confine myself strictly to calibres of 
the .30-30 type so far as killing power is 
concerned. 

I have found the .25-35 hardly what might 
be termed a “‘deer rifle’’—this for the benefit 
of a recent inquirer in these columns—it lacks 
the necessary shocking power to anchor these 
animals though on several occasions my .25-35 
has killed deer in a manner that at the time 
impressed me greatly. Since however. I have 
come to the conclusion that for this game 
something more powerful should be used. A 
deer is an animal exceedingly hard to kill re- 
gardless of what some .44-40 cranks have 
written on the subject and I have yet to see 
a big fellow that was killed too dead. Often 
with one of these light.25-35 bullets lodged 
in their chest cavities I have seen deer make 
their escape to be found next day with no 
great signs of having run up against a bullet 
at all, though when brought down with an arm 
a heavier calibre the little 117-grain missile 
was found securely buried in their bodies. I 

ant to impress upon the readers of this short 
article that the bullet of the .25-35 when fired 

jee the past fifteen years the writer has used at a greater range than 150 yards invariably 
made a poor mushroom or in other words ex- 
panded but indifferently in the body of the 
animal. This is due to the comparatively 
low velocity of the light bullet and the con- 
sequent loss of energy. Deer shot at such 
ranges as fifty or seventy-five yards showed 
quite generous wounds usually. 

The .30-30 Savage is in the same class as all 
other rifles of this calibre—a good deer rifle— 
and there is no doubt but that for game up to 
and including deer this calibre is amply suf- 
ficient especially when the shells are loaded 
with the fine new nitro-cellulose powders just 
put out by the progressive Du Pont people. 
The velocity of the .30-30 can by judicious 
loading be increased some 200 ft. secs. by aid 
of these new powders. If I draw upon the 
foreshoulder of a deer up to 200 yards with 
my .30-30 he is mine sure—provided nothing 
exceptional happens and I have not slept 
too little or too much the night previous and 
have shunned strong waters. The “crack” 
of the beautiful arm is followed by the usual 
start and slight jump of the buck and he rarely 
makes ten yards before succumbing to the 
fatal bullet. Amoose is a somewhat different 
proposition but I have seen these big animals. 
brought down with .30-30 carbines at what 
I would judge to be easily one hundred and 
fifty yards and the moose did not run one hun- — 
dred yards either but was finally found about — 
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The Ideal Hand Book 
New Edition— No, 26 —160 Pages. 
Shows in detail the enormous saving by hand 
loading and reloading your cartridges; factory | 

02-40 High Power cartridges cost 
$34.20 per 1000; hand § 

} loaded, buying new 
primed shells, etc. 
$26.96 per 1000; re- § 
loaded, only $13.46 
per 1000 (you save 
$20.74). 1000 .32-40 
smokeless S. R. fac- 

tory cartridges cost $25.20; by reloading you 
can have 1000 short range loads for $3.80. 
It pays to reload. 

The Ideal Hand Book contains full information 
regardirg powders, bullets, primers and reloading 
tools for all standard rifle, pistol and shotgun am- 
munition, tells how to measure powders accurately, 
and gives information on everything relating to 
loading and reloading of ammunition. 

It lists hand-cast bullets; tells all about gas-check 
bullets (which take the place of metal-jacketed bul- 
lets, giving increased accuracy with less wear of 
barrel); gives tables of shotgun or smooth-bore 
gauges; round ball for shotguns; tables of velocity, 
penetration, etc.; twists in rifling in rifle barrels 
made by the various arms companies; tells how to 
find the twist in any rifle barrel; tables reducing 
drams to grains, tables of powders, primers, etc. 
160 pages of information every shooter needs; sent 
free to any shooter for three stamps postage by 

The Marlin Firearms Co. 
67 WILLOW STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

$12.50 
For ae 

$25.00 

Hard Wood 

Mission Finish 

Bim Cabinet 
Height,{70 inches.~” Depth, 12 inches. 

Width,'28 inches. 

If interested, write for our special Gun Cabinet 
Catalog. 

Send us your address for our Illustrated 
Gun Catalog. 

THE H. H.”KIFFE CO., 
525 Broadway New York 

HERE’S double the charm and 
pleasure in shooting when you 

have exactly the right gun. You buy 
the best when you buy a Harn; and 

we want you to have exactly the right 
Marlin for your requirements. That's 
why wé make 

Marlin 
Repeating Shotguns 

—guns of famous shooting ability —in 12, 16 
and 20 gauges, both hammer and hammer- 
less types, in many grades and styles. 

The standard 12’s handle heavy trap 
and duck loads easily. The medium ; 
16's and light-weight 20 bores are per- 
fect for snipe, quail, partridge, wood- / 
cock, squirrels, rabbits, etc.—they 
handle fast and with wonder- 
y ful precision, 

Note the beauty 
of build and bal- 

ance in this 5-shot 20- 
gauge Marlin repeater. 

All Zaz¢4a hammerless guns 
have solid-top receiver, side ejec- 
tion, matted barrel, take-down con- 
struction. The solid-steel-breech 
and safety devices make them the 

safest breech-loading guns built. 

Select your gun now! Send 3 stamps 
postage today for our new 140-page catalog 
of repeating rifles and shotguns. It will help 
you select the right gun. Do it now! 

Lhe llartin Firearms ©, 
67 Willow Street New Haven, Conn. 
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fifty paces from where he had been shot. It 
is certainly the fact that no more powerful 
calibre for deer at least—mind I say nothing 
about moose—could be desired than a .30-30 
Marlin, Savage, Winchester or Remington and 
in this bunch of artillery might almost be 
classed the .303 British which is after all but 
slightly more powerful—that is when loaded 
to give the same velocity as the factory- 
loaded .30-30. When speeded up with the 
‘progressive’ nitro-cellulose powders of the 
Du Pont’s the .303 British can be loaded so 
as to give a velocity of nearly 2600 ft. secs. 
and surely this should satisfy even a moose- 
hunter. Now comes my favorite calibre— 
the .303 Savage. 

Without hesitation I pronounce this size 
and gun the most desirable combination for 
use on deer at present manufactured on this 
continent. This gun has the _ necessary 
“punch” to knock down and keep down the 
largest antlered monarch of the woods and 
even the moose hunter gets his moose in a 
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perfectly satisfactory manner with this arm. 
The heavy bullet of the .303 Savage retains its — 
energy at a range which the .32-40 H. V. and 
such made-over-to-meet-latter-day-require- 
ments makeshifts strike but a comparatively 
puny blow. 

writer in a back issue. 

This article is not a treatise on rifles so 
much as a very brief review of the calibers 
offered to meet the requirements of the deer 
hunter by a rifle manufacturing concern wnich 
is generally conceded to be an up-to-date and 
progressive one. 

Let us hope that some day the former firm 
will let us have rifles of the various calibres 
without the useless rear sight slot cut in the 
barrel. Most of us never use the regular rear 
sight and to fill in the slot with a blank piece 
such as are offered by the Lyman and Marble 
companies is a method of procedure not favor- 
ed by most true riflemen. 

In Defence of 

Chas. 

-T appears that one, E. C. Crossman, has a 
few corns and has never experienced the sen- 
sation of having any one tramp on them, as 

he seems to be rather indignant and highly of- 
fended because anyone could have the nerve 
to contradict any of his statements. Well, 
I am awfully sorry that I said anything that 
would hurt his feelings, but he puts me in 
mind of a spoilt child; or a woman who has 
always been used to having her own way, then 
when they come in contact with someone who 
objects, or does not agree fully with them,,. 
they fly into a rage, and throw a fit or two. 

Now if Mr. Crossman would cancel his 
subscription to Puck, and subscribe for Judge, 
and Life, I guarantee that he would find them 
as interesting and amusing as some of the 
articles in the Gun and Ammunition depart- 
ments of various sportsman’s magazines. 
‘Taken all together they might tend to loosen 
up his grouch. I myself, read all of the above 
mentioned comic papers, also look at the 
comic sections of all the Sunday papers I can 
get hold of, but I as yet, have never been able 
to run across anything that has amused me, 
or caused me as many hearty laughs (or 
chortles) as did his article in the October 
number of Rod and Gun. I am tickled yet, 
and even my old dog had to smile. So has 
everyone else who has read it, and if any of 
you brother sportsmen missed the article, 
better run to the nearest news-stand and have 
them order you that number so that you may 
enjoy yourselves for awhile, as I am of the 
same opinion there as Mr. Crossman in that 
we ought to miss no laughs if we can help it. 

Mistake. No. 1:—I have a Remington 
Special repeater, but it sells for $13.00 here 
with ordinary sights; nof $12.00, but I did 
not give $12.00 or $13.00 either for it. I 

the .22 Special 
Forsyth 

traded a Long Rifle Rem. repeater for it, 
giving $5.00 difference, and consider it the 
best trade I ever made in my whole lije. In 
fact it has given me so much better satisfac- 
tion and results since I have had it—which 
is about a year—over the Long Rifle that I 
would not trade back for twice the money. I 
have my Special equipped with Lyman rear 
peep sight, and the V. M. front sight, which 
I have found to be the best combination of 
sights I have ever used, and when I pull down 
on anything it is pretty near always my meat. 

I am happy in the thought of knowing that 
Mr. Crossman could condescend to extend me 
the right and privilege to be pleased with my 
.22 Special rifle, but rifles are not the argu- 
ment. Mistake No. 2 for Mr. Crossman. He 
is evidently laboring under a false impression 
like he is in regards to the cartridges. No! 
no! I have no argument on rifles. He stated 
the.22 W. R. F. and Rem. Special cartridge 
were “‘not one whit better than the .22 cal. Long 
Rifle.’ A rather broad statement, don’t you 
think? I said they were, so keep it in mind 
that the argument is over cartridges, not guns. 

He states that I am a young and ambitious 
beginner both in the rifle and magazine world. 
Ha! ha! another chortle. Am highly elated 
over the compliment; that of being ambitious. 
Ambition and stick-to-it-iveness are what win. 
I am not a “rut traveller,’ or a “has-been,” 
nor am I following exactly in the footsteps 
of my forefathers, nor do I consider that 
everything that was good enough for them is 
good enough for me. What a dreary monot- 
onous world we would have if there were no 
improvements. Neither am I a bit prejudiced 
on any one article, and when I see an improve- 
ment over some other article, I don’t say it 
isn’t. é 

This fact has, I am pleased to 5 
see, been noted in these columns by another 
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No doubt the Long Rifle cartridge is the 
accepted standard, highly accurate, and cheap 
(get this word cheap, as that is the founda- 
tion of his argument) ammunition for target 
practice, or to play with, but it is not unknown 
to ‘‘squirrel hunters’. Neither are the B.B. 
caps or shot gun. I have seen people knock 
squirrels out of a tree with a rock. 

Yes, crack shots usually learn by experience; 
in the way of the prone position, muzzle and 
elbow rests, arm slings, scope sights, etc., but 
that isn’t the scientific art of shooting. Why 
not put the gun in a machine rest and be done 
with it. Harness up a .22 Special in the same 
way and see what it will do. I have known 
fellows that were reputed crack shots at tar- 
gets, and small articles thrown in the air, go 
all to pieces when they ran onto live game and 
couldn’t hit a flock of barns. Taking your 
time shooting on the range at cold unfeeling 
targets or white paper, and cautiously tread- 
ing your way through the “tall and uncut,” 
or down the slough, when you are going to 
run onto live targets at the least unexpected 
moment, are twodifferent things. Ihave shot 
very little at the cold unfeeling targets, so that 
was why I did not class myself as a crack 
shot, although I have shot the ashes off a 
cigarette held in the mouth. 

Mistake No. 3:—Now I am sure his brain 
is befuddled, as he has taken the wrong im- 
pression of my statement in regard to shoot- 
ing at squirrels at a distance of 50 yds. with 
the Long Rifle. I had no intention of trying 
to make any one believe that a ball from a 
L. R. cartridge would not kill a squirrel at 
that distance, as anyone from the ‘Tall and 
Uncut” even, would know better than that, 
but I knew there was no use in shooting at 
them at that distance, as excepting an acci- 
dent I would miss them, which I seldom do 
with the Rem. Special. 

Iam not so young and uninformed but that 
I know it would kill a squirrel if hit, at that 
distance, as I myself with my experience have 
shot clear through a 1-inch, hard seasoned 
native lumber walnut board at a distance of 
200 yds. with the Long Rifle, and that surely 
ought to make a squirrel sit up and take 
notice. 

It is immaterial to me when I go out after 
squirrels, whether it is a calm balmy day, or 
the wind blowing a gale. I get them just the 
same, and really do enjoy picking a squirrel 
off the top of the highest trees with my 
Special, while they are swaying back and forth 
in the breeze. 

Right here I wish to express my most 
sincere thanks to Mr. Crossman for the secret 
formula containing such definite instructions 
on the art of killing squirrels at 50 yds. with 
the Long Rifle, but I can’t for the life of me 
see how he came to devote so much of “‘his 
valuable time’ to writing it out in detail. 

_ Having, in the past, had such confidence in 

+ 

his writings, and being young and ambitious, 
I thought if the formula were the dope for the 
Long Rifle, why wouldn’t it work equally as 
well with the Rem. Special? So I made a 
few copies of the recipe, pasted one in my 
hat, another on the stock of my gun, gave 
another to my dog, qpered up my insignificant 
Rem. Special, called my dog and hied for the 
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“Tall and Uncut,’’ determined to follow Mr. _ 
Crossman’s advice to the letter. “a 

It wasn’t long before my dog had a foxy © 
young squirrel up a tree, but he wasn’t a very — 
well behaved youngster and would not pose — 
according to the instructions. Possibly he — 
wasn’t used to “‘being dictated to,’’and he got — 
real fussy and made for his den in a hollow 
tree. Nothing daunted I tried for another 
that was not so “‘sot in his ways.” 
gone very far until I spied another basking ~ 
on a limb on the sunny side of a tree, at — 
what I judged to be about the right height — 
according to the formula. I approached him 
gently, doffed my hat, notified him that Iwas _ 
out for the sole purpose of trying the pet — 
formula on how to kill squirrels at 50 yds. — 
with a Long Rifle cartridge, as per one Mr. 
E. C. Crossman of world-wide fame, and 3 
asked him if he had any objections in assisting _ 
me in the experiment. He asked me if I were 
going to use the aforesaid Long Rifle cartridge. _ 
When I informed him that in the absence of 
the Long Rifle I would have to use the in- © 
significant Special, he flicked his tail, made a 
dive for his hole, and said, “‘Not on little 
Willie you don’t, as I have heard tell of them 
Specials!’ ; : 

By that time I was beginning to lose heart, 
when I spied a pleasant faced, good natured 
old dame dozing in another tree and decided ~ 
to try it once more. I said nothing, but © 
quietly measured off the 50 yds. to a good 
steady tree where I could get a muzzle rest, 
placed the rifle in position, threw off the 
safety, sighted the rifle very carefully and © 
deliberately, took note that the front and — 
rear sights were correctly related or juxta- 
positioned, arranged the geometrical center 
of the globe of the V. M. front sight just 
below the left ear, but here is where I fell 
down and discovered to my sorrow a flaw in 
the formula and that it was not practical. 
Mistake No. 4. As per directions I made 
a noise like a nut and the way that squirrel 
tore out of that tree and made for me would 
have made a grizzly bear ‘“‘climb for the tall 
and uncut,’ and I actually believe that 
squirrel would have scratched me if it had 
not been for my faithful old dog who came 
to my defence, and he isn’t a Long Rifle dog 
either. 
Why the very idea. Who ever heard of 

such a thing as an up-to-date, well regulated, 
self educated squirrel remaining calmly on a 
a limb while a noise like a nut was going on. 
Oh Mamma! Such ignorance is _ painful. — 
Then to think that I was bone-headed enough 
to fall for it. I feel like hiring some one to 
help me hate myself. Ain’t it awful Mabel? 

After that I came to the conclusion that 
Mr. Crossman’s instructions were not “one 
whit better’ than his far famed, world 
renowned L. R. shells, so discarded them and 
started hunting in the good reliable way, 
with the result that I got 5 squirrels out of 5 
shots, all through the head. Coming back I 
spied a good fat old Woodchuck sitting at the 
mouth of his den, 70 yards away. I pulled 
down on him without any adjustments of the 
sights, caught just behind the fore-leg, went 
over and found him stretched out at the 
bottom of his hole, deader than a salt mack- 

IT hadn’t — 
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erel. And he did not die from “‘care’’ either. 
Possibly Mr. Crossman never shot at a cat 

at any distance, or anything else but the 
“cold unfeeling targets,” and is therefore not 
in a position to make any statements regard- 
ing the killing power of the various sizes of 
cartridges. Possibly he is under the im- 
pression that simply because the Special ball 
does make a larger hole in the cold unfeeling 
targets than the Long Rifle, it is not any better 
because it costs a trifle more. 

In regards to killing the cat at 180 yards 
with the .22 short, the party I had reference to 
stands pat by his statement, and tells me that 
he hit if twice in succession. His first shot 
struck it in the back and paralyzed it, and his 
second shot killed it dead. Both shots were 
fired from the same distance, and he is willing 
to go before a Notary Public and swear to the 
above statement. 

Yes; Mr. Crossman is right for once when 
he says that you can tell the difference in the 
recoil between the L. R. and Special. The 
Special feels and sounds as though it had some 
energy behind it. 

According to my catalog, and taking the 
figures for black powder; the .22 Long is 
loaded with 5 grains of black powder and a 
30-grain ball. The .22 Long Rifle is loaded 
with 5 grains of black powder and a 40-grain 
ball. The heavier ball and same amount of 
powder gives the L. R. greater accuracy, more 
penetration, and triple the range of the Long. 
The Special is loaded with 7 grains of black 
powder, and a 45-grain ball. Now why in the 
name of sense, and under the canopy of 
Heaven will not more powder of the same 
quality and strength, give greater accuracy, 
range and killing power, also a flatter tra- 
jectory than less powder and a lighter ball? 
Why any mutt that knows the difference be- 
tween a gun and a knot club ought to be able 
to figure that out. 

I wish to state right here for the benefit 
of Mr. Crossman or any other theoretical 
writer in the magazine world, that figures are 
not always reliable. It is the practical de- 
monstration that shows the utility and re- 
sults of any article. You can’t always tell 
from the looks of a frog how far he is going 
to jump, neither can you take a pencil and 
paper and figure it out. 

We can apprehend very readily from the 
drift of Mr. Crossman’s article, that he has 
never been presented with a Special gun by 
the manufacturers, consequently he becomes 
insulted, waxes very angry, works himself up 
into a rage and proceeds to endeavor to 
beguile the unsuspecting public—especially 
the “Born every minute Species’’— that the 
Special, or W. R. F. cartridge is a fake, a 
worthless trifle to ke let severely alone. It is 
to laugh. I wonder if he really does think he 
can work that sort of dope off on everybody. 
He might be able to pull that sort of stuff 
over on those that are not familiar with the 
Special, but it leaves the impression on those 
that have used the two different shells that 
anyone who would make that kind of a state- 
ment, is closely related to the Nutty family. 
All of the people can’t ke fooled al’ of the 
time. 
~The .22 calibre Long. Rifle cartridge may 
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be the ‘standard’ all right, and we don’t know 
anything about how much more of that am- 
munition is being sent to England than the 
.303 ammunition, but still that does not rank 
it ahead of the Special. 

Have there ever been any world’s accuracy 
tests made with the Special? I venture to 
say there have not, simply because the short 
and Long Rifle are the accepted sizes for 
target practice, and small boys to shoot birds 
with. I take it for granted that Mr. Cross- 
man would have us believe that the short and 
Long Rifle cartridges are the most accurate 
of any made, regardless of size or distance. 

He says the world’s record group at 100 
yards, a group of which all ten shots can be 
touched by a quarter, was made by a long 
Rifle, but he doesn’t state a quarter of what. 
Perhaps it was a quarter of beef. No wonder 
that 180-yard cat gets his goat. 
_I note that he admits—through an over- 

sight on his part probably, but then we can 
readily perceive that it was caused from 
worrying over the loss of so much of his 
valuable time that he was giving up trying to 
defend his favorite pea-shooter—that_ the 
Special gives a harder blow than the Long 
Rifle, but still he insists the Special is the 
inferior of the two. Most any one should 
know that the lighter blow is superior to the 
heavy one. 

I see he occasionally tears himself away 
from the cold unfeeling targets, and takes a 
dose of nature’s best remedy, that of going 
hunting after live game. When he does, he is 
careful to use the highly recommended Long 
Rifle cartridges with the Hollow Pointed 
bullet. Well of all things! The very idea of 
a reputed crack shot, and one that is capable 
of placing ten successive shots in a circle the 
size of a quarter at a distance of 100 yards, 
condescending to use a hollow pointed bullet 
when hunting. Well, now wouldnt that jar 
your knowledge box? Yes, a hollow point 
will get them all right, but I would just as 
soon have my game torn up with a shot gun. 
Evidently his teeth are poor and he has to 
have his food ground up for him. 

According to my Catalog and the latest 
ballistics given on the two cartridges under 
argument, I find the following: 

Wt. ball 

5 

oe la Ree a ok Tt ae . 

Shooting 
100 yds. 

Muzzle 
Energy 
Ft. lbs. 

Muzzle 
Velocity | 

grs. Ft. Sec. Height 50 yds. 
.22 L. R. Lesmok 

AO 970 83 5.28” 
.22 Special Lesmok 

45 1110 123 ADT 
Making a difference in favor of the Special 

of 5 grains heavier ball, 140 foot seconds more 
velocity, 40 foot-pounds more energy and 1.01 
inches flatter trajectory. This is according 
to the latest reports from one of our largest { 
ammunition manufacturers. But still, the 
Special is not one whit better. Can you beat | 
that Sadie! Possibly the Special is not any 
better for target practice than the L. R. 
but when he makes the statement that if ts 
not one whit better, he takes a long shot and 
includes everything. See! 

He no doubt got his figures mixed, or else 
he has a different catalog than I have. Per- 
haps he was so rushed with business; and his 
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conscience was hurting him so much _ by 
wasting his time replying to my article that 
it befuddled his mind. He may get over it all 
right, but I have my doubts as to whether 
he will ever look like anything afterwards or 
not. 

As far as the nonsensical comments are con- 
cerned, can any of you see where Mr. Cross- 
man has said anything in his article—for 
which he gave up so much of his valuable 
time to write. I, nor anyone else around here 
who has read it cannot see where he has said a 
word in regard to the superiority of the Long 
Rifle cartridge over the Special, and the only 
thing he has done is to make light of my 
article in the August issue. He has no 
argument, as there is no argument coming, as 
everyone who has ever used the two different 
cartridges knows that the Special is far the 
superior of the Long Rifle in every stage of the 
game. 

To boil it down, the only defence Mr. 
Crossman has for the Long Rifle cartridge is, 
the recognized standard cartridge for target 
practice and low price, for target work only, 
but when it comes to getting the game, it is 

cheaper to use the Special, as you will make 
more clean kills, use less ammunition and 
there will not be so many cripples to crawl 
away and die a lingering death like there is 
when using the Long Rifle. 

I made this statement in my former article 
and I stand pat on it. The only infallible 
and accurate test is range, and you will have to 
give it to the cartridge that will carry up the 
farthest, conditions and elevation the same. 
By this I mean; place both the Long Rifle 
and Special guns at zero, elevate the rear 
sights exactly the same amount, fire both 
guns from the same position at the bull of the 
target placed at a given distance, and note 
which ball strikes the highest. You will soon 
see that the farther away you place your tar- 
get, that you will have to elevate your rear 
sight on the Long Rifle considerably more 
than you do on the Special, in order to get it 
to carry up equally with the Special. 

In regard to the superiority of one cart- 
ridge over the other, C. H. C. states the whole 
thing in a nut shell in one little paragraph, 
on page 494 of the October issue of Rod and 
Gun in Canada. 

Heard in a Sportsman’s Club Room 

Me W: 

Four members of the Camptown Rifle Club 
were grouped together in a corner of their 
club room talking over old times and recount- 
ing some of their experiences. Their names 
are John, William, James, and Fred: what 
their surnames are does not matter to us as 
we are only interested in what they had to 
say. 

“James,’® said William, after they had 
drawn their chairs together and got their 
pipes nicely going, ““How do you like that 
new .250-3000 Savage’’? 

“Well, replied James, “I have not had it 
long enough to be very sure about it, you see 
I only got it this month and I haven’t had a 
chance to try it out on real game yet, but as 
far as appearance, easy handling, and ac- 
curacy goes it is there with the goods, whether 
it has the punch to put a Moose out of busi- 
ness or not I don’t know.” 

“IT don’t believe it has,’’ said Fred, ‘‘the 
bullet is too light. It may be allright for 
deer but when it comes to Moose give me 
something heavier. I have seen a wounded 
Moose rushing about and he certainly was 
an ugly customer and needed some lead to 
stop him.”’ 

“Yes, that’s true,” said John, “‘but at the 
same time I think it is more often the hunter 
than the rifle that is to blame. I knew of a 
case down in New Brunswick where a Moose 
got clear away and was not found for several 
days after he had been shot with a .405 Win- 
chester and at only about 100 yds. at that. 
He was standing facing away from the hunter 
when first seen and the hunter did not take 
time enough to get round for a fair shot, was 

Guthrie 

too afraid he would lose him, so tried for his 
shoulder at a sharp angle with the result that 
he missed the shoulder and caught him in the 
neck, where the bullet made a fearful wound 
but did not strike the bone or large blood 
vessels and the consequence was that the Moose 
was found some days after in a swamp, dead 
of course. It was found that he must have 
‘travelled nearly five miles after he was shot, 
yet no one could say the .405 was too light 
for any game in this country at 100 yds. 
certainly not if they had shot one a few times 
and nursed the resulting sore shoulder.” 

“T believe the .250 is there with the punch 
all right,’ said William, “but I cannot use a 
lever action on account of this stiff elbow of 
mine so the Automatic is what appeals to me 
and I like the Remington very much.” 
i “Have you seen the Browning’? asked 
red. 
“No”! replied William. 
*T thought not,’ said Fred, “‘for I am sure 

no one, once they had seen and handled the 
Browning, would want a Remington. Why 
the Browning has it skinned every way, 
better finish, better stock, which by the way 
has a pistol grip and is beautifully checked, 
then it has a matted rib the whole length of 
the barrel, which adds to the appearance 
wonderfully and helps on quick shots. It is 
a little heavier rifle than the Remington and 
I believe sells at the same price.” : 

“Sounds good the way you tell it,” this from 
William, “but I shall stick to my Remington 
just the same, for I know what it will do and 
looks don’t cut much figure with me if the 
shooting is allright. You just listen a minute 
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and I will read you part of a letter I have 
from a friend of mine in New Brunswick, 
he says: ‘Have had good satisfaction with 
the .35 Remington Automatic I purchased 
from you in 1913. 

“The first time I had it in the woods was on 
the morning of Sept. 16th, 1913. Dr. 
and myself got to camp the previous night 
and succeded in calling up two Moose. They 
met and would not come near enough for a 
shot. We made camp and they stayed 
around all night making the night hideous 
with their calls. You could have heard them 
for miles but by noon they were quiet. We 
went to the spot where we last heard them and 
put ona low, low grunt, they stepped out in the 
open, we both opened fire on them and suc- 
ceeded in bringing down both, one 800 the 
other 600 Ibs., thus ended the hunt for that 
year. 

Last fall, 1914, on the morning of Oct. 16th, 
I asked the young man that works with me 
to drive me to the near-by woods. He left 
me on the edge of a big plain and returned to 
work. I was only in the woods an hour and 
a half when I heard a slight crack, and on 
looking ahead I noticed the hind legs of a 
Moose moving. To get the wind of me he 
had to pass through a small opening in the. 
thicket. I took the safety off and got ready 
quickly, as the opening was not more than 
eight feet and I had to act quickly, which I did. 
I fired three shots, the first struck in the neck, 
too low to take effect, the second back of the 
shoulder, the third struck a tree as he had 
got through the open. The one back of the 
shoulder caused him to take a few quick steps, 
then he settled down. Up and away, he ran 
about 200 yards with the main arteries of the 
heart cut off. I came up to him in about five 
minutes stone dead’. There is a man who 
swears by the .35 Remington Automatic, 
and he gets his Moose too, which is, after all, 
the real test.” 

“That’s true,’ said Fred, ‘‘and is just one 
of the reasons why I like my .303 Ross, it 
‘brings home the bacon’ and no mistake. I 
cannot understand why so many sportsmen 
in Canada neglect this splendid calibre, it 
almost seems as if it needed someone to draw 
their attention to the fact that it is probably 
the most desirable cartridge to be had in 
Canada today from a Canadian’s point of 
view.’ 
“Why do you say that’’? queried John. 

“Because,” replied Fred, “the cartridge is 
accurate, a good killer with the soft nose 
bullet, and above all, if one joins any of the 
numerous government rifle associations, one 
can get the government ammunition very 
cheaply for practice and it is my opinion that 
if hunters in general would practice more with 
their high power rifles there would be less 
ammunition thrown away at game and fewer 
animals wounced to wancer off and die some- 
where where they do no one any good, not to 
speak of the torture they have to undergo 
before they die. Did you ever think of the 
fate of a deer with a broken leg in a place 
where wolves are fairly plentiful? It must be 
some hell all right, and I really believe that 
sort of thing would happen less often if sports- 
men would practice more with their high power 
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rifle. For even the best of shots is not at his 
best with a rifle with which he is not perfectly 
familiar, but the high cost of most high power 
cartridges makes one hesitate about throwing 
away very many atatarget. It is there that 
the .303 British shines if one lives in Canada 
where he can procure the government cart- 
ridges. One of the chief reasons why the .30 
Springfield ’C6 is so popular in the United 
States is because they can procure the govern- 
ment ammunition so cheaply to practice with 
and not only that but those full metal jacketed 
bullets are all right for lots of game such as 
geese, wolves, foxes, etc.”’ 

“T agree with you,’ commented John, “as 
far as the cartridge goes but for a left handed 
sinner like myself the bolt action of the Ross 
is very slow. I prefer the Winchester, Model 
95, chambered for the .303 British and believe 
as you do that it is a fine cartridge for Can- 
adians on account of the ease of procuring 
the government ammunition and the low cost, 
by the way it may be that the war has had 
some effect on the supply so that it may not 
be so easy to get them now. I must find out 
as I will want a few in a week or so.” ; 

Marble’s ‘‘Ideal’’—a hunting knife put out 
by the Marble Co. 

“Say! fellows,’ exploded William suddenly, 
‘“‘T have found the hunting knife, ‘par excel- 
lence,’ it is very much like the Marble’s 
‘Ideal,’ only a whole lot cheaper. I just 
dropped into the sporting goods store to-day 
and they showed it to me, as they had just 
got them in. It is made in England and is 
called the ‘Invicta.’ I brought one home 
and ground it up and tried it some and it 
seems all right. 

‘Yes,’ said Fred, “he was showing them 
to me and I thought they certainly looked 
good. Personally though, I never carry one. 
I have a heavy single blade knife of the or- 
dinary pocket variety that I got in the West, 
which I have carried a goodly number of 
years and it has always filled the bill per- 
fectly. It looks like the devil but it gets 
there every time.” 

“Oh! say Jim,” said John, ‘what about 
that Stevens ‘Off Hand’ pistol you got a 
little while ago,—like it’’? 

“Sure I like it’’, replied James, “it is a 
dandy little gun all right. Sometimes I wish 
I had got an eight inch barrel instead of ten, 
but it certainly shoots and handles fine, and 
it came in very handy to pick off partridge 
when I was out deer hunting last month. 
went back to the same place I went last year 
and took the pistol along as I remembered 
how tame the partridges were last year and 
how plentiful and I certainly had some fun, 
wouldn’t be without the little gun now for a 
whole lot. Speaking of your .303 British 
cartridge it seems to me to lack velocity, how ~ 
about it Fred’’? 

‘‘Now look here Jim,”’ responded Fred, “‘we 
all know you are a small-bore, high speed 
crank and to a certain extent we agree with 
you because there are some kinds of hunting 
where it wins out, but to the average hunter 
it is not of such vital importance as some 
fellows like you would have us think. Why 
the majority of the game shot in the Eastern 
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provinces is shot under 100 yds. and the am- 
amount of game killed at over 150 yds. is 
small indeed. Now the chief argument as 
I see it in favor of the high-speed rifle is its 
flat trajectory but if you figure out this at 
100 yds or even 150 you will find that the 
difference between your .250 Savage and my 
.o03 British is not enough to worry over, and 
if there were sufficient demand (as there will 
be soon) for a soft nose pointed bullet of about 
170 grains weight for the .303 British the 
ammunition companies would soon turn them 
out. Then the velocity of the .303 British 
would satisfy most of us even for long range. 
It would be a little higher than the Mark VII 
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service shell with pointed bullet, the. velocity 
of which is 2450 foot seconds at the muzzle, 
and with the new powders which the Du Pont 
people have brought out recently we ought 
to get considerably more, so it is up to us to 5 
make the Remington, U. M. C. people turn 
us out a .303 British with an umbrella point, 
and they are the people who will do it too, 
you watch and see if they don’t.” 

“Hope you are right,”’ cried John, “‘but I 
see the clock says mid-night and the care- 
taker is beginning to tidy up which you know 
is a sign that ‘time’s up’so_ here is where we 
do the vanishing act.” 

Another reader likes the .35 Autoloader 

EEN EE 

was very much interested in the fine 
| artcie by a recent contributor to this 

department upon the subject of the 
Remington autoloading rifle of .35-calibre 
and like him I consider this arm big enough 
for any game found in America to-day, though 
no doubt if I were going to Africa I would take 
along an arm of the .280 Ross, .30 Newton or 
.oO Adolph Express class when I would feel 
equal to the task of dealing with any of the 
Dark Continent’s wild life with the exception, 
perhaps, of the elephant and rhino, which 
are animals most generously gifted with re- 
cuperative powers and capabilities for taking 
punishment. No, I have never set foot in 
either Africa or India but I have conversed 
with those who have not only been there but 
have killed the big game of those far-off lands. 

I have used the Remington autoloader 
upon deer with the most satisfactory results 
and have taken it with me when upon the 
trail with the utmost confidence in its shoot- 
ing powers, and it has never betrayed my 
confidence. 

I have killed moose with this gun at a 
range of one hundred yards and the bullet 
penetrated clean through the body of the 
huge animal and the game required no second 
shot. While out in Western Canada and the 
States—Saskatchewan and Montana—I had 
an opportunity to use this short, vicious 
little weapon on the most hated and most 
persecuted of Western game—the coyote. 
I shot a fine fellow with the Remington at 
fifty yards and the bullet tore a hole two 
inches in diameter at point of exit. This 
terrible wound did not stop the coyote from 
running one hundred yards with great speed 
but a fusilade from the automatic stung him 
with three more soft nosed-bullets and he 
stayed down for keeps. All the bullets had 
hit and I was somewhat proud of my marks- 
manship. A coyote’s body is a very small 
mark and is practically all hair. Wolvers 
who have hunted on the plains for many 
years will agree with me in this and will 
always state that a sailing prairie chicken is 
an easier mark than one of these hybrid 

wolves, even with the bird flying. 
I saw a small timber wolf killed with one 

of these guns but of .32-calibre, in the hands 
of a rancher. The brute was dropped with 
one shot through the stomach at fifty yards 
and he did not crawl three paces but turned 
a somersault and dropped in his tracks. The 
same day I saw an Eastern friend, who had 
journeyed out with me to the Western wilds 
empty five shots from a .33 Winchester at a 
coyote at thirty yards andhad it not been for 
the .45 Colt’s of the ranch owner that coyote 
would have been going to this day, and we 
generally suppose the .33 Winchester a power- 
ful gun. The bullets from my friend’s Win- 
chester all took effect in the body of the 
coyote and I am confident that had he been 
armed with my Remington the coyote 
would not have travelled as he did. Noting 
the effects of the different bullets on animal 
flesh is an interesting pursuit and if a hunter 
keeps a record of such happenings in his note 
book, at the end of twenty years’ hunting he 
will certainly have some rare theories and 
fancies as to the game-getting powers of 
bullets of certain calibres and guns of certain 
makes and models. 
My own records show that on January 5th, 

°89, ‘Hank’? Marshall, a Western ranch 
owner shot a coyote af fwo hundred measured 
yards with a .22-calibre Colt’s repeating rifle 
and the coyote in question needed no second 
shot. This may seem almost like a fairy tale 
but it must be remembered that the owner 
of the Colt’s heldit exactly right and pulled the 
trigger at the right instant or he would never 
have made such a wonderful shot. It must 
not be forgotten either that the possibilities 
of the .22-calibre rifle are as yet undreamed 
of and carloads of hig game are annually 
killed with this diminutive arm and no 
magazines such as Rod and Gun, etc., ever 
perhaps, hear of such events. If such reports 
were to be sent in to outdoor magazines the 
shooting public would surely receive a shock 
to learn that a twenty-two Short fired at 
one hundred yards killed an immense buck 
deer or dropped a bob-cat by ashot in the head. © 
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I started out, however, to give my views 
on the Remington autoloader in .35-calibre 

and I will close right here by saying that in 
my opinion—and I have followed the trails 
for twenty years—no more powerful arm 
could be desired for any of the big game of 
America from lynx up to and including grizzly. 
Would like to hear from other interested 

QUERIES AND 

AN ADVOCATE OF THE .405 WIN- 
CHESTER 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: In a pre- 
vious issue of this good magazine I note the 
discussions in regard to the bolt and lever 
action rifles also the controversies as to the 
comparative killing power of rifles of the.30-30 
class as against arms of a more powerful type. 

It has been my experience that the lever 
is superior to the bolt action gun. It is 
quicker for the reason that the forefinger is 
always on the trigger, the remaining fingers 
being in the loop of the lever. When a cart- 
ridge is discharged a downward then upward 
motion of the hand and the forefinger is re- 
turned to its former position on the trigger 
and the rifle is ready for another shot. The 
bolt of a Mauser or other arm of this type 
is always catching in bushes or fences. 

To load the bolt action rifle the grasp on 
the stock is released, the bolt of some arms 
of this style is pulled back then forwards, 
in other arms such as the Mauser the 
bolt has to be shoved up, then backwards, 
then forward and downward, all this before 
the finger can be returned to the trigger and 

i the rifle is ready to be discharged. 
. As to the killing powers of rifles it is a well 

known fact that the best test of a rifle’s killing 
power is the energy of the bullet in foot 
pounds, in which the .405 leads, striking as 
it does a blow of 3236 ft. Ibs., the .30 U. S. 

_ Goy’t. °06, 2517 ft. lbs., the .32 Special 1684 
ft. lbs., and the .32-40 H. V. 1124 ft. Ibs. 

4 Then aside from these figures I think the 
_ .405 is an ideal big game rifle. It is light, 

short and very powerful. The statement 
_has often been made that it hasa heavy kick, 
also that it is inaccurate over 500 yards. It 
has been my pleasure to use a .405 for some 
time and while at the first few shots it cer- 
tainly did kick still after I became accustomed 
to holding it there is never a jar and I have 
fired ten shots without cleaning and it did not 
how any signs of “kick.” Further I have 
ound it as accurate at more than 500 yards 
s at less than 500. 
In closing would say that I have shot 
veral moose, and deer without number and 
find the .405 the most deadly rifle in my 
timation. Yours sincerely, A Sport. 

OTHER READER DISAGREES WITH 

“SPECIAL” OR 
CHESTER RIM FIRE. 

___. Editor Guns and Ammunition: 
“ 

‘ ; I have just 
nished reading the October issue and while 
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sportsmen on this topic. I have given my 
contribution to Rod and Gun and am entitled 
to sit in the corner while the other fellow 
takes the stand and hands out his views. 
This portion of the magazine is of the greatest 
interest to the writer and the amount of in- 
structive gun information contained in these 
pages is certainly vast. 

ANSWERS 

I usually ike Mr. Crossman’s writings very 
much I don’t quite agree with him in this one. 
I think the .22 W. R. F. cartridge is superior 
to the .22 Long Rifle in many respects, 
especially power. If Mr. Crossman had not 
been in such a hurry to get “back at’? Mr. 
Forsyth, he would have looked more carefully 
in the Remington catalogue and might have 
seen that the velocity and energy he gave 
for the .22 Winchester Rim Fire were those 
of the .22 Winchester Automatic. The 
velocity of the .22 W. R. F. is 1,110 ft. secs., 
and the energy 123 ft lbs., at the muzzle, 
which is better than the .22 Long Rifle. I 
hope Mr . Crossman will take another look. 
Pelham Manor; New York. C-HeaPa Ir 

CHOICE OF A HUNTING RIFLE 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: As I have 

been a news stand subscriber to Rod and Gun 
for some months past I am taking the liberty 
of writing you to ask advice. 2 

Would you advise me as to the make of 
rifle I should purchase? I purpose using it 
principally on deer but may in the near future 
try my luck on moose and bear. Would you 
advise a Savage .303? Has this rifle enough 
punishing power for the larger game? What 
sights would you advise for use with it? 
Chatsworth, Ont. T. Hugh McC. 

(For such game as deer the .303 Savage is 
largely used by experienced hunters and the 
chances are that you might find this arm as 
perfectly satisfactory for this purpose as 
a .303) British, -30-30;- <32' Special or 
.33 Marlin, or a .35 Remington, the latter, 
either of the pump or autoloading type. This 
provided you are considering rifles of the 
.30-30 class only. If you are looking for 
something of a more powerful type, the .280 
Ross is what would fill the bill but for use on 
deer, the opinion among many hunters is 
that this rifle is almost too powerful for this 
game and the .303-calibre arm of this make 
amply powerful. The decision in this matter 
however, can be left entirely to your own 
experiences and beliefs and you will notice 
much matter on the ‘‘.30-30 controversy” 
appearing from time to time in the Guns and 
Ammunition Department of this magazine. 

As to sights we would recommend a Lyman 
or Marble’s peep used in connection with a 
gold, ivory, metal, silver or bronze bead front 
sight, rather than the ordinary factory sights 
fitted to the stock American repeater. Also 
in case you may at some time wish to indulge 
in target shooting it might be advisable to 
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have an extra cup disc on hand to fit to the 
regular stem of your tang sight. In this 
connection, I might say, that a tang sight 
cannot be fitted to the Ross rifle, a sight of the 
“‘receiver’’ pattern being the only one adapted 
tothisarm. ‘@ -432 

For game larger than deer, we would sug- 
gest such calibres as the .35 Rimless, .280 
Ross, .33 W. C. F., .405, etc., etc., which are 
used to a great extent by experienced hunters 
throughout America. 
We have known of big game hunters who 

have used the .303 Savage you mention on 
some olf the biggest game on this continent 
with success, notwithstanding the fact that 
it is sometimes advisable to have a little sur- 
plus power in one’s rifle when up against game 
which is capable of speaking for itself. I 
trust this information will be of some service 
to you and hope to hear from you further as 
to how your choice of a rifle panned out. 
(Editor. ) 

AS TO THE MANUFACTURER OF THE .30 
ADOLPH EXPRESS. 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: In the Oct- 
ber issue of this magazine I see an article on 
the .30 Adolph Express rifle. Would you be 
so kind as to send me the address of the maker 
and the price of the rifle, also the name and 
address of the manufacturer of the Newton 
high-power rifle. 

Galt, Ont. Jee Vie 

(In reply to your query would advise that 
the manufacturer of the .30 Adolph Express 
is Mr Fred Adolph, of Genoa, N. Y., while 
the Newton Arms Co., 506 Mutual Life Bldg., 
Buffalo, N. Y., manufacture the Newton 
rifles. The latter firm is advertising with 
this magazine each month and Mr. Adolph 
is a frequent contributor to these columns as 
is also Mr. Chas. Newton. The latter gentle- 
man is President of the Newton Arms Co., 
and the cartridges adapted to his rifles bear 
his name, such as the ‘*.256 Newton,” ‘‘.30- 
calibre Newton,”’ etc. 

We can give you no definite information as 
to the price of these rifles as they are offered 
in various grades and different models and 
calibres. We would suggest that you com- 
municate with the manufacturers, who will 
doubtless be pleased to give you exhaustive 

and exact information regarding their pro- 
ducts. Editor.) 

SOME ANCIENT WEAPONS 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: I have 

noticed from time to time accounts from 
subscribers of old and obsolete arms and 
curiosities, which they have in their posses- 
sion, and would like to take up a few lines in 
your valuable paper in describing a couple of 
curiosities which I have. 

They are in the shape of walking sticks, 
straight, with a white bone cap on the end 
and jointed in the centre, the upper half being 
meant for a compressed air chamber and the 
lower half as a barrel, equipped with two 
sights, and bored for a round ball of about 
35-calibre. The bore of the barrel is lined 
with brass, which is rifled very close and fine. 
The arm is cocked with a key similar to a 
clock key, and is discharged by pressing a 
small plunger on the side, which forces a 
small plunger against an air valve in the 
upper chamber, thus releasing a quantity of 
air against the ball, which is loaded into the 
arm by opening a small slide in the breach 
end of the barrel. One is apparently an 
improvement on the other, as the older one 
is the same in all particulars to the other, ex- 
cept that it is loaded from the muzzle, and 
looks much older. There is no date or maker’s 
name on either, and the locks are in excellent 
condition. They are finished to represent a 
knotted stick, similar to a thorn cane. 

I would be pleased to hear from other sub- 
scribers who might happen to know anything 
about them, as to their age, etc. 
Coleman, Ont. W. J. Baldwin. 

(We are interested in your communication 
and are pleased to publish same. We also 
trust that those of our readers who are in a 
position to hand out any facts regarding the 
age of the curious weapons described above 
will write us on the matter for the benefit of 
Mr. Baldwin 

Walking canes containing a rifle barrel 
were common some forty or fifty years ago 
but with the passing of recent laws prohibit- 
ing both their manufacture and use they have 
disappeared and are now a somewhat scarce 
article in every day life, though they can still 
be had from Francis Bannerman, 501 Broad- 
way, New York City. Editor.) 

Reducing Ammunition Expenses 

RE you paying a higher price for your 
A cartridges this season? The abnormal 

demand for metallic cartridges, resulting 
from the European conflict, has resulted in 
raising the cost of materials and labor in the 
production of arms and ammunition, con- 
siderably, and the result is increased cost to 
the individual shooter—if he uses only new fact- 
oryloaded cartridges. 2. 

This brings up again the question “‘Is there 
any practical way to reduce the high cost of 
shooting’, and the practical answer is found 
in the experience of many thousands of shoot- 

ers who are reloading their center-fire cart- 
ridges for rifles, pistol and shotguns. — 

The modern metallic cartridge. is a re- 
markably well-made article—made appar- 
ently without regard for expense. The 
material used is of the highest grade;. the 
workmanship is remarkably uniform and ac- 
curate—and the shell is so strong, and so per- 
fectly designed for the chambers in which it is 
used, that it is just as perfect and serviceable 
after the first discharge of the cartridge as 
when new. 

Any good metallic shell can be reloaded 
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This set of [deal Re- 
loading Tools casts the 
standard lead bullet; ex- 
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pels the exploded primer; 
seats a new primer; meas- 
ures the correct powder 
charge; seats the bullet 
in the shell; then crimps 
the shell on to the bullet, 
producing a cartridge in 

_ every way as satisfactory 
as the factory product. 

from 10 to 30 times on the average—and by 
utilizing the empty fired shell in this way you 
are saving the cost of the one biggest item 
in the production of the cartridge. 
Having the empty shell, it is a very simple 

matter to insert a new primer, insert the cor- 
rect powder charge, place a bullet in the end 
of the shell and crimp the shell onto the bullet. 
This gives you a complete cartridge. The 
investment of a little spare time, with a 
moderate expense for primers, powders and 
bullets, has given you a new cartridge at 
ot half the expense of the original factory 
oad. 
And it’s mighty interesting work. In its 

simplest form you simply buy the bullets 
ready made, buy the primers and powder— 
and with a simple, inexpensive reloading tool 
you can reload 100 cartridges by hand in about 
half an hour. 

No ‘‘crank ’’shooter, however, is satisfied 
with merely reloading to duplicate the factory 
cartridge. He finds that for a great many 
purposes some reduced load or special load is 
even better than the full factory loaded cart- 
ridges; some lighter or heavier bullet, or 
bullet of special shape can be utilized to bet- 
ter advantage than the regular factory bullet. 
He finds that factory ammunition is built to 
meet the average requirements of all makes 
and styles of rifles—and it does meet these 
general requirements mighty well indeed— 
but he finds that it is very easy and mighty 
interesting to develop loads which give in his 
particular rifle or shotgun better results than 
standard factory ammunition can produce. 

He makes a habit of reloading his cart- 

ridges, and thereby enjoys many pleasant 
hours in the preparation of his ammunition— 
he finds increased enjoyment in shooting 
cartridges at game or target where he knows 
the individual constituents of each particular 
cartridge intimately—and he can shoot about 
twice as much as he otherwise would shoot, 
on account of his reduced cost of ammunition. 

Lieutenant Townsend Whelen has summed 
up the matter splendidly in the following 
extract from an article on the reloading of .30 
caliber ammunition: 

“By using a little care reloaded ammunition 
can be made to give considerably more ac- 
curate results than factory ammunition, be- 
cause it can be fitted exactly to the particular 
rifle in which it is to be used. It is very much 
cheaper, often costing only about half what 
the factory cartridge costs, and you can ob- 
tain.a great variety of loads to meet all con- 
ditions of target shooting and hunting. The 
Ideal Hand Book. published by The Marlin 
Firearms Co., is the standard work on re- 
loading, and everyone who attempts to re- 
load at all simply must have a copy.” 

The Ideal Hand Book, which tells all about 
the powders, primer, bullets, methods, and the 
inexpensive Ideal reloading tools used in re- 
loading rifle, shotgun and pistol ammunition, 
is a book of 160 pages, which every real 
shooter should own. It is sent without 
charge or obligation by The Marlin Firearms 
Company to any shooter sufficiently interest- 
ed in cutting down his ammunition expense to 
‘send 3 stamps postage to The Marlin Fire- 
arms Co., 67 Willow Street, New Haven, 
Conn. 

ERRATA. The titles of illustrations 1 and 2 on page 818 should be transposed, the rifle at 
the top of the page being the Model III, the Service Model of the Canadian troops. 
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GRAND INTERNATIONAL SHOOT AT ST. THOMAS 

Seldom, if ever, has there been such a gathering of trap shooting experts at any Canadian tournament as 
attended the Grand International Handicap held at St. Thomas, Ontario, from Nov. 29th to Dec. 3rd inclusive. 
The very liberal prizes offered by the St. Thomas Club brought out a large number of the top-notchers among the 
amateur ranks from both Canada and the United States. Sam Huntley of Chicago, who has an average of 97 
per cent. of 6700 targets this season and who is regarded as the best amateur trap shooter in the United States, 
was among those whose shooting was watched with interest. F. S. Wright of Buffalo and C. D. Coburn of 
Mechanicsburg, Ohio, are other experts from across the border who fully sustained their reputation by keeping 
well up at the top in the various events during the tournament. 

Prominent Canadian Trapshooters. 

Among the Canadians in attendance well known internationally among trapshooters were J. E. Jennings of 
Toronto, Howard Bates of Ridgetown and S. G. Vance of Tillsonburg. The latter stood only fourth from the 
top}jin the regular events of the first three days, his average being 9314 per cent. 

Professional Shooters. 

There was also a good representation from the professional ranks. Among these R. O. Heikes, shooting 
for Peters Cartridge Co., broke 469 in 59). F. G. Bills shooting for Winchester was a close competitor with a 
score of 467, also J. R. Graham shooting for Hercules Powder Co. with 462. The other professionals were: E.S. 
Graham for Remington; U M C, John Boa and G. M. Dunk for Dominion Cartridge Co.; E. G. White for DuPont 
Powder Co.; W. S. Jones for Hercules Powder Co. and R. Day for Nobell’s. ? 

_ The weather throughout the tournament was anything but favorable for good scores. On the opening day 
a high wind swept across the traps and on the remaining days there was a fairly steady fall of wet snow accom- 
panied by more or less wind making it difficult for the shooters to break their usual percentage. The tournament 
however, was a complete success and much credit is due to Mr. McCance and the other officers of the Club for 
their untiring efforts in making the necessary arrangements and for their thoughtful attention to those participating. 

McCance Wins International. ; 

The big event of the tournament, the Grand International Handicap at 100 targets, was won by W. J. Mc~- 
Cance, manager of the St. Thomas Gun Club, who broke 96 at 17 yards. His closest competitor was S. G. Vance 
with a score of 93 at 20 yards. Mr. McCance was heartily congratulated on his win, as it is the first of the 
noteworthy honors that has fallen to his gun during his comparatively short career as a trapshooter. His portion 
of the purse was an even hundred, together with a beautiful gold watch. 

White Flyer International Handicap. 

The honor of winning the second biggest event of the tournament also went to a Canadian trapshooter, R 
Coffey of St. Thomas. In the International Handicap he killed 19 of a possible 20. Dolson of Chatham was 
the nearest competitor among Canadian shooters with a score of 18. Three from across the border, Willey, Manly 
and Bruns, tied with Dolson for second place. 

High Averages 

In the regular events of the opening day C. D. Coburn of Mechanicsburg, Ohio, was high amateur, breaking 
94 of a possible 100. KR. O. Heikes was high professional breaking 95. Coburn was also high amateur for the 
second day with a score of 194 out of 200. F. G. Bills was high professional with the same number of targets. 
For the third day, S. G. Vance of Tillsonburg and Howard Bates of Ridgetown tied for high guns, each breaking 
98 of a possible 100. J. R. Graham, professional, also broke the same number. The high guns for the three 
days were: C.D. Coburn, 380 x 400, S. G. Vance 374, F. S. Wright 374, S. A. Huntley 370 and H. W. Bates 370 | 
R. O. Heikes was high professional breaking 385 ex 400 with F. G. Bills next at 382. 

Lady Shooters. 

There were only two lady shooters participating. | Mrs. O’Loane of St. Thomas shot through all the regular 
events breaking 255 ex 400. Mrs. F. Conover of Leamington won first prize, a handsome piece of cut glass, 
donated by Mayor Johnson. Her score out of 500 total for the three days was 351. 

Trophy Winners. . i 

J. R. Graham, high professional in the Grand International Handicap, was the winner of a beautiful cut glasS 
trophy, donated by Hon. F. G. MacDiarmid, while F. G. Bills, second high professional in this event was the 
winner of a similar trophy donated by R. Coffey, St. Thomas. W. D. O’Loane, low gun in regular events, was 
the,recipient of a handsome piece of cut glass, the gift of Dr. R. M. Lipsey of St. Thomas. 

Merchandise Event. 

A Miss and Out Event for which some sixty valuable prizes were offered, was a severe trial of the skill of 
many of the shooters. The longest run in this event was 13 by B. Ehrlich of Terre Haute, Ind. The next longest 
was 10 by S. A. Huntley and R. H. Bruns. S. Marlett and W. Dillon tied for third with a score of 7 each. 
Special prizes were also awarded for the high guns each day. W. G. Rupp was in charge of this event and he 
was kept busy receiving entries and recording scores. 

Official Opening. : 

The tournament was formally opened with brief addresses by Hon. F. G. MacDiarmid, Minister of Public 
Works, Mayor M. B. Johnson of St. Thomas, and Major Guest, invalided home from Lemnos. These gentlemen 
fired the opening shots. 

Following are the scores:— 

Regular Events—First Three Days—400]Targets. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Daily Broke 
- Totals - 

R. O. Heikes, (pro.) 13) 590) Ome Sao) 95 : 
Pimms re. 18 20. - 20") 20, 120) 7205 318 B1Se) 19> <.20 2193 

1Se 20" 120) 20) Fat9 97 3 
838 



F. G. Bills, (pro.) 
Chicago, Ill... ... 

C. D. Cobwin, 
Mechanicsburg, Ohio . ............... 

SyGaavViance. .:.. 
Tillsonburg, Ont. 

F. S. Wright, 
Buffalo, N 

J.R. Graham, (pro.) 
Chicago, I 

S. A. Huntley 
Chicago, I 

H. W. Bates, 

Bo 

] 

Ridgetown, Ont. 

R. H. Burns, 
Broekwilles TN. 222.5 -:em:ceeeee ete 

G.N. Fish, 
Buffalo, N 

B. Ehrlich, 
Terre Hau 

W. A. Smith, 
BON CRVTMON ONE 2 acs. <.. sssseisesices ase 

5G 

te, Ind. 

J.S. Boa, (pro.) 
Montreal 

M. Combs, 
Connorsville, Ind. 

J. E. Jennings, 
SO EOULON te, Sit -<5 ss seeceiece 

J. McCausland 
London, O 

A. C, Connor, 

’ 

Springfield, Ill. 

R. Day, (pro.), 
London, O 

N. Long, 
Hamilton, 

W. Hart, 
Dresden, Ont. . 

H. W. Benson 
LL AUETS| 0) DEA] BN 

A. H. Willey, 
Darel lap IIS e es 

BL... Marris, 
Hamilton, 

O. C. Burk, 
Detroit, Mich. . ;........ 

A.M. Wesner, 
Mae ep IV ANCL Ms reo tveto=s eee) sete vajrealves eee 

G. McIntosh, 
Detroit, Mich. 

J. Summerhayes, 
Toronto, Ont. 

W.S. Jones, (p 
Pittsburg, 

J. Ebberts 
Buff alo, N 

C. A. Crothers, 
Kenton, O 

E.S. Graham, 
Chicago, I 

_H. Taylor, 
REM ELOM ONG. 5. sss sve casos reeled bas 

ro ), 
aera ares sieve cs Siccacend ovale 

Ceo CoRR CCH PCRCEE EP 

ll. 

_J.W. Broderick, 
Niagara F 

E. G. White, (pro.), 
Ottawa, 
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J. F. Balbirnie, 17) Peels 9). 16; 5/48 
Muskegon; Mich: =... 550i. ALT AS a Se AS ei tee ete 

14-399) SES STS FAG 
W. H. Kivets, 15 17 17 13 19 

Were Liaute> nd 9.0) f:c,c- vee 19 17 13 12 18 18 16 18 14 
12> 17, 19> Asy As 

G. M. Dunk, (pro.) 16. 16° SG sib vets 
‘ Toronto. Ont. ssc sis biehcn ov Ges kev) 4A IG Eh a ee ee 

17 15 14 19 18 
W. Dillon, 16°15) Bids els ee 

' Hamilton: Ont: 4.28 iS DSS See, aie 15-9 M7) A612 16a 
17°" AS 8 ohio 

| W. J. McCance, 13 15 12 1607216 
i St-shhomas,/Ont2) Su... oso ce 17 16 16 17 15 19 13 14 12 

16 19 19 19 18 
Dr. Conover, 16. 6, 2: = st4 16 

FilmtsMich-2) act oh nk AD Sa Gor et see 13 165.12 
: 14.417. “3S -hi 16 
; H. Wolbrock. 13 16 12.42 13 
‘ Detrow: Mich! 33-25. ot eee Se el eee 9 A218. Az.” 14a 

15). 5b) fbr 5) ae 
/ W.D. O’Loane, 14 17 8 12 17 
: St.Thomas, Ont. 4... 22.2.0. MG Ge 10 aks 13) ID 14 Ore 9 

14. “AOE 16. ST ie 
Mrs. O’Loane, 11 16 “83 30). 219 

St-Dhomas; Ontt.5.2.-5. Sore eee 10°. 496.5 315-0105 5 1Ge ee 74 

{ 

: F. Conover, ist Day 31474 a 14-9, FIG) wat 

{ 
Leamington, Ont. ........ 2nd Day 17 15) AG 245 19 17 18 1634-20 11 

3rd Day 17 dy fae bt fs 19 
Mrs. Conover, IstDay 15 15 14 11 15 

! Leamington, Ont. .... ... 15 15 -13> 3140 16" - 281 AO aa 
| 3rd) Day 1b 913" 10 ee 9 = 26 
| A. Shea, tshDays 16." 07) aoe oe eis. 
j Terre Haute, Ind. ........ 2nd Day 11 18 10 

SrasDay 19: tS aioe stam 2G 
T. Pendergast, 

Syracuse; N.Y. .......... 2nd Day 20 18 20 Ue deel Fi 19 20 19 19 (26 
Sra Day, 19-7194 220 20" 319 

H. Smith, 
Chatham: Ont? 5 =. .. epaway | 19 1G? Shy. 15 17 18 16.19 19 18 
a ord Day .18 °° 20° “18> “185. 18 

{ D. W. Tomlinson, 
Batavia, N.Y... ...223...«., 2nd. Day 18 "18 <=14° ~I18) {19 ve07)) 199) toes 

17 AS A i RIOR tS 
F. Dolson, 

Ghatham:. 225.55 <0. 23 no cand Day -18) 07 — a7, As ASS a ee eee 
3rd Day- 19> 220)" 120-3 AS), Gio 

F. Kerr, Ba 
Grediton: =: .. .......5.2.....5 -2nd Day. 19. 19) -19. 18> 9 oS) )20) = 19a tones 

ard Day 18. 18, 19 ies _ ts 
A. Wood, Bratf ord ..«......- Ist Day’ _12 8 14 10 17 
Geo. McColl, St. Thomas... Ist Day 13 14 15 16 15 
F.E. Thompson, St.Thomas 1st Day —-13 16 18 10 15 
R=Emslie, St. Thomas ....:.. IstDay -13 | 11 11 1a ho, 
R. Coffey, St. Thomas ....... IstDay 13 17 16 1B eins Org 
W.F. Stotts, BSsex.....: IstDay 16 13 £6; ~ 218" 20 
oe Thomas, Batavia, N.Y. 3rd Day 15 iS ator C87 £7. 
R.F. Jordan, London .......... 3rd Day 17 16 18 18 14 
McNeil, Chatham... 0 ded Day £20 5197187248 19 
D. Smith, Chatham . 3rd Day 17 15 19.5 2202, HAZ. 
BoP: Remy, Indianapolis,Mo. Ford: Day: * 19> 319" S99 20 ats 

Grand International Handicap. Third Day. BU hrlichsee 2c 18 16 
Yards ; Geo. McColl ......... 18 16 13 
H’cp 1 7 ee eee te iB NSDong 225-2 eee 19 15 

W.J.McCancee ...... 17 18 19 20 20 19 96 # Gonover 4. ne) ae 1S AG 
peGuaVencercs...:.:. 20 17 “19 19.2058" 793 In We Bates: eee te 16 15 
Weae smithy (=... ... 19 18: 19). 18-20-1681 Ae See pe ee by pS eae bry 
GaiNebishe es. 2 22 18-17 19% 182,99)91 Crowe ...... Bee 17S 
PEPECCRT scones =-- 19 15 19: 19-20: 184-91 18 McIntosh els 19 13 
DSsnntic es ss. 18 17 19 18 17 19+ 90 W.D.O’Loane.... .... 17 15-395 
eG a ey | 19: 17 19-16: 19) 390 C.D.Coburn ....... 23 18 14 
J.R. Graham nae 16 18 19 18 18 98 S: AvHuntley <= 23 4415 
J. W. Broderick . 18 18 48 18={f8 R783 Rey aes Sail) 14 17 
BoPielsan) oo.5 2k... - 19 16: 16 AS eee ste ss O.Crothers....... 21 iy ee 
J. Vance eee 4 18 18 16 16 18 8&6 i 5 (or meer ema ot ea | 15 14 
E. L. Harris 18 1G 17 M18 208 ees W. Hart 21 13 16 
H.Smith .. 19 1S 15 ATS esl eso Flach 16 16 14 
F.G.Bills . 23 Pie AL Aa ASSN s85 Axford 18 fs; 14 
O.C. Burk .. 20 192 13. 1818-17. 385 W.S. Jones 22 ie 54S 
R. F. Jordan aed Fe Re AS eae IB ee oe G. M. Dunk 18 17 Pome 
CEME 8... 19 Poy. 17-59 AG 1 St Dr. Conover 17 13) 16 
W. Dillon . 18 LGD AT 17 yt 5 284 ESRaps) 2 17 14 15 
J. McCausland. 18 7. AD PP AT has PBA H. Wol neck 16 fH ip (6 
Peetierkes x. ... 23 ive 20. 19 34: 14/84 Sinclair . 19 1593 
Weteambs.. 2... 21 ASE 18) T7914 SS ale Rump . bes 18 14 16 

_ J. Ebberts ee ee 15 16 177320 15 83 H. Benson 19 14 16 
T. Taylor 16 14-17-19 18 14 82 D. Tomlinson 21 1D id 
A. M. Mesner 19 Peis tGeo ly — 7 Se S. Webb 18 aN Yggee fn 
McNeil 20 ie 96; .19'> 161.48 . 82 Horens 16 tS; 44 
J. Jennings 21 MLZ, -16 -16.> 19 (82 HS Rayrtss oe 21 13° 14 
T. Pender; ae 22 aGootd «18.0 16,615. 482 Mrs. Conover 16 15. 15 
F.S. Wright .. 23 fee is 17°18 18° 82 J.¥F.Balbirnie . . 18 16 12 
R.H.Bruns ... 23 18) 44-35 316,59 82 F. Thomas: .......;. 18 16. +13 
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(Smeaton old 15, 1G, 470. ATES Walleye. cess.--: 137 10> 11--16 
13 U4 14 5514-70 J. McLaren... ... : JAG he by Cares RR BS 
13 13 13 15 15 69 A.C. Connor . : 
12 tS ibs 15-14) 169 RaDay soe. , 
155 10) 17, 1) 14, 68 Haire Seppe 

Grand International Handicap—20 White Flyers. 
Fourth and Fifth Days. 

ane Hp. 
J. Beattie, Hamilton. ... flee en esti a Ometmea erin) est ot Oot O° Te td B15 32 
meiwerr: Crediton | ...2....0...- fee ee lene ne te Orta On? of. 2 Ot 2) ot 216 30 
C.D. Coburn. Mechani OS eee ee Ome lea nOr 2 ee, OO 0 1! -O) (Or (2-19 31 
J. A. Ford, Detroit eee Aero eee tee Onan iOme rau ee) 2 ee Qu DD = O— 15 30 
F. W. Stotts, Essex . Daal oe Om rea aeOr sOnel, T2902 Ou 2 2" 2116 30 
op Green, Essex . ............. ere te cue a OO aah ere eh ttn Olde De Di DD De Do a1y 28 
R. D. Emslie, St. Thomas eae Or eee Oneal sles et te A Di D-DD -O-O==16 28 
O.C. Connor, Springfield . .. Cpe aie wiee ou nomial Olea On. 2 (0) «2>) ©. (0). 2. O==13 32 
J. Vance, Tillsonburg ...... Sein tee ieee meee Gate mer to ee OD De). De qe 17 31 
W.O’Loane, St. Thomas 10 ae OR Oe em ean ere Ola 2’ OU Or 2-16 28 
P. H. Willey, Dansville 2 ele Dee Oba ie na ee enero Ao Ohe ll .D.. 7-1) 2 1—18 31 
W. McRitchie, Rodney Dee ae One ae ee Os eee kOe ROM ee ae 2 COD Ae oD) -Qa=15 30 
F. Dolsen, Chatham ...... Dene One Meee Orb Dime P dA \Oo te 2 18 30 
J.W. Maney, Detroit ...... deel Ont ne Oe oe a rey Oe otn Dent. DoD. Do f 918 28 
H. D. Bates, Ridgetown ... DD Sen Om nO mewn Sel | Onstoe Oot On -2 OA 15 32 
SECS eGo str a Oe ee Se ee Onl Oem betes 2) 15 Os 2 B20 Di” O2Z=16 28 
BRMEMNCR HAVES LC OLONntG=. «0:2 eo Omer el ea One a2 2 oe oo ed 1 OD 2 DG 30 
PGR enconcvangsbure. 5220 aie 2 ie es 2h Os ely 2570" 2-250 1. 2-2 A—16 28 
J.W.™McCance, St. Thomas ...... Peete i a TOR Ore eas a" Ou OF At 8: af t=—19 30 
etomeaNtmltanias! so. et OP ae aa we nee ele eee te A D2 1, Qac2- I—19 30 
Pass etetroies oe = ee ee OO tee 1a Oe 2D a DO) 2 oP 116 28 
Peas STORK Vile 2 52......-.. 2 Omen A OD 2 de do 2-1 tT 2 218 30 
N. Coombs, Connelsville ... ... ... . feo eee Oe On POL UO ee ly 20d Dea, 29 
J. Kretschman, Hamilton ......... Oe Op eas OF Le Ee OO On Om 2 FON 08 O42) 227 0-10 28 
H. Taylor, Ridgetown Ter Omer ge) aoe ene l see Ome oe Oe ie Do De Da De in OSs 28 
G. McColl, St. Thomas DP Oe ie One a EO OR aie OA rot Ae De eee te 28 
J. McLaren, Highgate Dirt in ie De ast te, Sa tee ee A eee RE ee te Sr it Dn. OK Ne 30 
PRIAEie ELT Olbs ts - 1 CO) a 2k 2 0 2 Oe Nee sO 0s 220 OF 2 22) OF A318 28 
ArmeHeMigen gates cs ee sas ot Oma de 2a Lele 2 OP 1-22 i 1 On AF 26 

W.J. McCance, Mgr. St. Thomas Gun Club, winner of 
the Grand International Handicap at ,100,targets, who 
broke 96 at 17 yards. 

Mrs. F. H. Conover, Leamington, Ont., who won high 
aevrage in ladies’ class. Her prize was a handsome piece 
of cut glass donated by Mayor M. B. Johnson. R. Coffey, winner of the International Live Bird Event 

who killed 19 out of a possible 20, ‘ 
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10 White Flyers—Sec 

10 White Flyers—Handicap—Fourth Day. 
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TOURNAMENT NOTES. 
C. D. Coburn, high amateur in regular events, shot a Francot single gun using Leaaer shells, 3 drs. Du Pont. 

S. A. Huntley, the crack U. S. shooter, uses a Parker gun. 

S. G. Vance, winner of the Grand Canadian Handicap in 1914, and a top-notcher at this tournament, used 
a Greener single gun and Nitro Club shells. 

F. S. Wright of Buffalo, N. Y., second high gun in regular events of the second day, used a Baker gun and 
Western shells. 

Geo. R. Given of the Winchester Arms Co. and Rupert M. Watson of the Dominion Cartridge Co. had charge 
offthe office. 

J. Summerhayes had a good chance of being winner of the first white flyer event. He missed only one of 
ten and this was probably due to two birds being released at the same time through mistake. Only one shooter 
made a perfect score of ten. 

Dr. Conover of Flint, Mich., a former Leamington boy, is one of the most enthusiastic trap shooters in the 
country. He is a real lover of the game and seldom misses an opportunity of taking in Western Ontario shoots. 

: NOTES. 
A. Heikes, representing the Peters Cartridge Co., won the professional elimination contest in the Grand 

American Handicap held at Chicago this summer. 

Of seventeen in the money in the Grand International Handicap on the third day, thirteen were Canadian 
shooters. 

George Dunk of the Dominion Cartridge Co. was of great assistance as usual in helping the local officers to 
keep things running smoothly. Canadian trap shooting tournaments are not complete without the genial ‘ George’”’ 

Howard Bates, acknowledged to be one of the best trap shooters in Canada, used a Parker gun and Dominion 
shells. 

F. Kerr of Crediton, who stood well up in the averages, used a Marlin gun and Nitro Club shells. 

A. H. Bruns, who broke over 92 per cent. in the regular events, used a Lefever double gun and Nitro Club 
shells with Du Pont powder. 

T. Pendergast of Syracuse, who broke nearly 96 per cent. on last two days of regular events, used a Remington 
pump gun and Nitro Club shells. 

W. A. Smith of Kingsville, well known among Canadian trap shooters, was in good form. In the handicap 
he broke 91 in 100 and in the regular events 364 in 400. 

Lachine Gun Club Tourney. 

A cold high wind prevented good scores being made at the regular weekly shoot of the above club on Saturday 
afternoon, Oct. 30th. Reid headed the list with 42 birds out of 50, with Knight and Howard tied for 2nd place and 
Wood 3rd. 

Practice Practice Sweep- Sweep- 
Match, Match, stakes, stakes, 

10 birds. 15 birds. 15 birds. 10 birds. Total 

Knight 7 13 12 ve 39 
Rei 8 13 12 9 42 
SRA EO IPS fete ee cy, Sia! a) wccasdiere weekecesvsrees ed 8 e ~~ 15 
SPREE Ree LOS, ia eassenltes aes sebiess 6 7 10 7 30 
0 2 SET big GR Sab Rea een eee nee) vA 8 6 26 
ER ae fn Sas ran Soe hasjcus ave an ses tos o8 ast 5 9 12 7 33 
MMII TILT T RP EREM IE Noor occ 8o face a5 cos ace vesnes Fasveer ses 6 7 10 ae 23 
Howard 6 12 14 7 39 
Clark 5 9 10 6 30 
Wurtele 6 10 13 a 29 
PACE)... Ae 10 10 7 27 
Woodward 11 13 8 32 

Four events were shot off at the weekly meet of the 
Lachine Gun Club on Saturday, Nov. 27, Reid being 
the winner of three of these, which included a practice 
and two sweepstakes. The other practice was cap- 
tured by Hadley. The attendance was the best of the 
season, but the hich wind affected the scores somewhat. 
The results: 

__ Practice Match, 15 birds—Reid 14, Snoemaker 13, 
_ Howard 13, Doremus 12, Johnson 12, Woodward 12, 
Tilder 11, Woods 11, Lucas 10, Clark 10, Knight 9, 
Wurtele 9, Wainwright 8, Weigand 8. 

Sweepstakes, 15 birds—Reid 14, Howard 13, Dore- 
mus 12, Woodward 12, Shoemaker ‘12, Tilder 10, 
Knight 10, Weigand 10, Woods 10, Clark 9, Wurtele 9, 
Watson 9, Lucas 8, Johnson 8, Wainwright 7. 

Sweepstakes, 15 birds—Reid 15, Johnson 14, Howard 
14, Doremus 12. Watson 12, Shoemaker 11, Woodward 
11, Knight 10, Clark 10° Hadley 10, Lucas 9, Wurtele 9, 
Woods 9, Turley 9, Tilden 8, Wainwright 8, Miner 8. 

Practice match 15 birds—Hadley 14, Tilden 13, 
Doremus 11, Woods 11, Turley 11, Watson 8. 
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Balmy Beach Gun Club. 
G. Burrows, a four-year-old member of the Balmy 

Beach Gun Club, won the spoon offered in Class “C” 
at the weekly Saturday shoot on Nov. 27, with 16 out 
of a possible 25 birds. During the afternoon he broke 
32 out of a possible 45. The scores as a whole were 
good in spite of a cold high wind and the attendance 
was well up to the average. The scores were as follows: 

Shot at. Broke: 
GWiarwiCke ao vecsco cesarean 0 2 
W.Joselin ...... 90 75 
T. D. McGaw... 80 66 
T. Hodgson .- .. 80 64 
J.Murray .. 75 62 
W. Lansing 65 47 
G. Smith .... 60 51 
C. Nicholls .. 55 43 
Alf. Hewitt 50 42 
E. Pitcher 45 38 
G. Burrows 45 32 
Rabarris! 0 oes 45 32 
P. Boothe 15 39 
eS Siiwae ae 45 34 
J. Thimble 35 28 
W. Hodgson 30 18 
R. Dale 30 22 
H. Wase 30 20 
G. Pike .. ; 25 18 
ARGraig ss eer: SOS Core ae a coal ae AA, 16 
AC Urimblencs fo7es eee a oe es SU 14 

Officers Elected. 
The following officers were elected at the annual 

meeting of the Balmy Beach Club held last week: 
Hon. presidents—R. C. Harris and T. D. McGaw. 
President—P. J. Boothe. 
Vice-president—J. H. Trimble. 
Secretary-treasurer—T. F. Hodgson. 
Assistant secretary-treasurer—W. F. Hodgson. 
Captain—W. H. Joselin. 
Lieutenant—W. H. Cutter. 
Referees—W. H. Joselin, J. D. Shaw, T. D. McGaw 

W. F. Hodgson, C. S. Nicholls. 
Scorers—W. H. Cutter, Geo. Pike, G. H. Catton, W. 

S. Lansing, C. N. Bernard. 
Handicappers—J. G. Shaw, W. H. Joselin, P. J. 

Boothe. 
Solicitor—J. G. Shaw. 
Entertaining committee—T. D. McGaw, H. Wase, 

A. M. Bond, R. C. Harris, C. S. Nicholls, A. E. Craig, 
Geo. Gooch. 

Stanley Gun Club. 
At the Stanley Gun Club weekly shoot on Saturday, 

Dee. 4, all the traps were tried out, with the following 
results: 

IN CANADA 

Singles Shot at Broke 
Marsh 5. MSs So : er (5 60: 
Stevens .. 100 80 
Blackstock 50 28 
Keen .....,. 50 24 
Schiebe .. 50 29 
Salisbury 50 33 
Rolie = 50 27 
Hughes. 50 26 
Mackenzie 45, (38 

Doubles Bro 
Marsh 15 
DOLEVEHS Ge ter son eer ee Py) 
Blackstockccn22 toa 6 
Salighuryee eee e 19 
BIN GhES (5 o-n  e e 38 
Mackenzie 2.2.2: otcene ee eee 32 

Tower Trap— 
Marsh’ 25 Sik o5. <n be ee eee 9 
StCVERS 62 eosdeea Gs ae ee eee 19 
Blacks. ..aia: soe Be eee 5 
Kean ~ 0.2235 3 akin we oe ee 9 
Salisbury <i..3 cei  -e 12 
Rolfe 22 en oe eee 12 
TRUS 5. 5s coescincd Sas wi ctese-cie ane oe ee 2 
Mackenzie © 2...<: dns aa cet 1 

St. Hubert Gun Club. 
The appearance of John Boa, the well known pro- 

fessional shot of the Dominion Cartridge Company at 
St. Hubert’s Gun Club on Saturday afternoon, Oct. 
20th, attracted a large number of shooters and spec- 
tators. The wind and sleet prevented many other 
members from shooting and of the majority of those 
who did shoot, the weather conditions made it impos- 
sible to do themselves justice. 

Mr. Boa shot at 150 birds and succeeded in breaking 
128 of them, and considering the light and wind, this 
was very good. His second last twenty-five birds was 
his best as he succeeded in breaking them all but one. 
He ate had one 23, two of 22, one 20 and his lowest ~ 
was 17. 

Mr. George Easdale was also in good form and his 
score of 86 out of 100 was one of the best of the day. 

J. B. Bunn and W. J. Corby were also in good form. 
The scores were as follows: 
Boa |......clocs see a. 200 22) D2 eee 
Easdale  ... 00.:........ (20 22 22222 ee 
Bunn? 2... cee oe 19 19 2S ee 
White 2 ee 2 eGo ait 60 Ac eS 
Bethune 3.2: 2.4: 14,177 SS oe 
Ring’ >...005 ce.4 22. 17 1 eee 
Corby 2. 2.55.36 2 181 1S ie ee 
Colins 2.02.4 G.sccse 05) 7 D6 eee 
Shephard}. =: 32: 1b Se — 63 

FISH SCRAPS AS FERTILIZER 
Extensive Demand for Commercial Fertilizer—Financial Difficulties 

Artificial fertilizers are meeting with an 
increasing demand in America. ‘This, added 
to the sudden shutting off of the supply of 
German potash, has focused the attention of 
the governments of the United States and | 
Canada upon their respective sources of 
commercial fertilizers. The three elements 
chiefly sought are phosphates, potash and 
nitrogen. ‘These ingredients in varying pro- 
portions are used by farmers as fertilizers or 
“soil amendments.” 

One excellent source of potash and nitrogen 
and to a lesser extent of phosphates is fish 
scrap. This material is manufactured from 
the offal at canneries and other fish curing 
establishments. As yet but a comparatively 
small proportion of the waste in connection 
with the fisheries is utilized, owing chiefly 
to the economic problems of manafacturing. 
The fish reduction industry is carried on only 
for afew months each year and, as a result, 
the capital invested is unproductive for a 
considerable portion of the year. To over- 
come this, efforts have been made to couple 

the industry with some other that would make 
it possible for the plants to be kept in opera- 
tion for longer periods—possibly for the full 
year. In this connection, the work of the 
Federal government at Clark harbour, Nova 
Scotia, is worthy of note. For several years, 
the Department of Marine and Fisheries 
operated a fish reduction plant there chiefly 
to provide a market for the dog fish which 
infested the neighboring waters. During 
the past summer the plant was placed under 
the control of the Department of Agriculture 
and extensive experiments were undertaken 
to ascertain the possibility, commercially, of 
utilizing the extensive kelp beds found off the 
southern coast of western Nova Scotia. The 
investigations, while not complete as_ yet 
show much promise. These kelps, rich in 
potash and nitrogen, make excellent fertilizers. 
If, by combining the kelp industry with the 
fish scrap industry, the two can be placed on a 
commercial basis, a very serious waste will 
have been turned to excellent account. 
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CONDUCTED By ARTHUR ELLISON. 

The English Setter. 

HE origin of this friend of the sports- 
man is of great antiquity inasmuch as 
we are told that Dudley, Duke of 

Northumberland trained a dog of this breed 
to work in the year 1555. In those days he 
was known as the “Land Spaniel” and it is 
generally conceded that the Setter and the 
Spaniel are sprung from the same source. 
Mr. Edward Laverack, in the early part of the 
eighteenth century, played a part in the mak- 
ing of this breed, the influence of which is 
strongly in evidence to this day and there are 
few successful Field Trial and Bench winners 
which are not descended from his strain. 
Mr. Llewellyn also left his mark on the 
breed, but as he had the benefit of Mr. Lave- 
rack’s experience and the results of the latter 
gentleman’s efforts, the credit accorded to him 
must be considerably less than that given to 
Mr. Laverack. 

The terms ‘“‘show type” and “‘field type” 
are used to show the difference between the 
Setter which is bred for its good looks and the 
dog which follows his calling in the hunting 
field. This difference is quite pronounced, as 
in the case of the Bench Show product we have 
an animal which is the result of breeding for 
appearance regardless of working qualities so 
that after generations of Show dogs have been 
bred, providing that the ancestors have not 
been worked as well as shown, we have left 
to us a “‘beautiful fool.” 

The Field Trial dog is, on the other hand, 
the outcome of breeding only from dogs which 
have proven their worth in the field, leaving 
quality to take care of itself. Thus we have 
a strong workmanlike animal, lacking in 
symmetry when compared to the Show dog. 
Breeders of either type would hardly consider 
for a moment the intermingling of the two 
types, yet they are the same breed. The only 
solution to this problem would be to render 
ineligible any dog for Show which has not 
made a good showing in a Field Trial. This 
has been the rule in Britain for some years and 
the results have been most satisfactory. It 
is probably hard on the poor man or the one who 
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cannot break a dog or pay a breaker but it 
results in a better dog in an all-round sense. 

There is little doubt that the dog of the show 
type, were he broken and steadily worked, 
would soon respond to the sporting blood of 
his ancestors, as the two types are undoubtedly 
descended from a common stock. The 
Show dog, as a rule, does not make a very 
good showing in the field against a Field Trial 
winner, but it must be remembered that the 
latter is the result of selection for his working 
qualities and in that selection a considerable 
number of dogs bred on similar lines must be 
a ede as unfit for keen competition in the 
ield. 
Out of a number of photos that of ‘‘Des- 

tiny’s Prince’ has been selected as an illus- 
tration of a big Field Trial winner and a good 
specimen from a Bench Show standpoint, 
proving that it is possible to produce both 
quality and utility at one and the same time. 
Note the beautiful head with square muzzle, 
free from lippiness, the clear throat, the deep 
shoulders with perfect slope the whole out- 
line, in fact, is that of an English Setter as he 
should be. 

The English Setter is one of the handsomest 
of the canine species and usually excites com- 
ment wherever he is. His work is really 
that of a gun-dog, still he makes an excellent 
guard to person or property, whilst as a com- 
panion he is intelligent and most docile. 

The English Setter Club’s description is here 
given :— 

Head—Should be long and lean, with a well 
defined stop. The skull oval from ear to ear, 
showing plenty of brain-room, and with a well- 
defined occipital protuberance. The muzzle 
moderately deep and square: from the stop 
to the point of the nose should be long, the 
nostrils wide and the jaws of nearly equal 
length, flews not to be pendulous; the colour 
of the nose should be black or dark, or light 
liver, according to the colour of the coat. The 
eyes should be bright, mild and intelligent, and 
of a dark hazel colour, the darker the better. 
The ears of moderate length, set on low and 
hanging in neat folds close to the cheek; the 
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tip should be velvety, the upper part clothed 
with fine silky hair. 

Neck—Should be rather long, muscular and 
lean, slightly arched at the crest and clean cut 
where it joins the head; towards the shoulder 
it should be larger and very muscular, not 
throaty or any pendulosity below the throat, 
but elegant and blood-like in appearance. 
Body—Should be of moderate length with 

shoulders well laid back, or oblique; back 
short and level, loins wide, slightly arched, 
strong and muscular. Chest deep in the 
brisket with good, round, widely sprung ribs, 
deep in the back ribs; that is, well ribbed up. 

Legs and Feet—Stifles well bent and ragged, 
thighs long from hip to hock. The forearm 
big and very muscular, the elbow well let 
down. Pasterns short, muscular and straight. 
The feet very close and compact, and well 
protected with hair between the toes. 

Tail—Should be set on almost in a line 
with the back; medium length not curly or 
ropy, to be slightly curved or scimitar-shaped, 
but with no tendency to curl upwards, the 
flag or feather hanging in long pendant flakes. 
The feather should not commence at the root, 
but slightly below, and increase in length to 
the middle, then gradually taper off towards 
the end; and the hair long, bright, soft and 
silky, wavy but not curly. 

Coat and Feathering— The coat, from the 
back of the head in a line with the ears, 
should be slightly wavy, long and silky, which 
should be the case with the coat generally; 
the breeches and forelegs nearly down to the 
feet should be well feathered. 

Destiny’s Prince, —- of Derby, and handler, 
, ries. 

AND GUN IN CANADA 

Colour and Markings—The colour may be 
either Black and White, Lemon and White, 
Liver and White, or Tricolour, that is Black, 
White and Tan; Those without heavy patches 
of colour on the body, but flecked all over, 
preferred. 

The death of Mr. Charles Lyndon. 

In the death of “‘Charlie’? Lyndon of Toron- 
to we lose our best all-round judge of dogs. 
His reputation was that of a fearless and con- 
sistent judge with a large and varied experienc 
he having judged from New York to San Fran- 
cisco. His specialty was “terriers”, prefer- 
ably Fox and Irish, but there were few breeds 
that had not at some time or another, passed 
through his hands. He it was who led the 
one-time famous Norfolk kennel of Smooth 
Fox-terriors to victory. Mr. Gooderham 
appointed Charlie to the position of manager 
of his kennel with such results that in very 
short time, the Norfolk dogs were making such 
a pace that it required the bank-roll of a 
millionaire and some luck to touch the money 
at any show from Coast to Coast. 

This state of things continued until Fox 
terriers were practically a “‘drug”’ on the mar- 
ket, as probable buyers of their stock always 
had to pay a high price and then take a beat- 
ing as the astute Charlie always had a better 
one in hiding. The Fox-terrier game was too 
swift to last Mr. Gooderham finally selling 
out, so that Mr. Harley of San Francisco in- 
duced Charlie to take charge of his Wandee 
Kennel of Fox terriers. This kennel was 
dispersed soon after the famous earthquake 
when Charlie returned to Toronto where he 
commenced business in the liquor trade. 

His presence will be greatly missed around 
Toronto as few shows were left unvisited by 
him, where his reminisences of the old battles 
of ringcraft were always highly interesting. 

Notes of interest. 

We have received a folder from Mr. Walter 
Berwick of the Dufferin Airedale Kennels, 
Shelburne, Ont. Some highly interesting 
information is contained therein and we would 
advise all who are interested in Airedale 
terriers to write and secure one of these folders. 

Having had several inquiries as to the 
manner of registering a dog, we would like to 
impress upon our readers that this magazine 
is not connected in any way with any governing 
body so far as the canine world is concerned. 
The Natural Live Stock Records Association, 
Government Buildings, Ottawa, has assumed 
the responsibility of registering all thorough- 
bred dogs and they will give the necessary 
particulars.. 

‘fAll about Airedales”’ 

Having just spent an evening in reading the 
above book, it would seem positively selfish 
not to let the hunting fraternity know 
aboutit. Mr. Palmer the author, is evidently 
not only a dog breeder from a monetary point 
of view, his whole being seems to be saturated 
with Airedale enthusiasm,—in short he 
idolizes the Airedale. 

Unlike most monographs, this book does 
not dwell lovingly over the origin of the breed 
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Chastises without leaving a scar or blemish. A new and 

humane invention that will appeal to every lover oi dog 

and horse. Easy to carry—Lies flat in the pocket. 

The Toggles Spanker is made of choice leather, hand- 

somely embossed. Every owner of a hunting dog should 

carry one. For sale by leading Sporting Goods Houses. 

If your dealer cannot supply, mail 50 cents in stamps to 

Toggles Spanker Co. "tools 

All About Airedales 
By R. M. Palmer 

A Book of General Information 

Valuable alike to dog lovers and owners, 
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from 
selected photographs of noted dogs and 
rare scenes. Interesting alike Lo the nov- 
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than 
the Airedale and of particular interest to 
the Airedale fancier. 

Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE 
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT. 

now buys a dazzling Gophir Gem 
brilliance is eternal---they stand fire and acid tests, 
cut glass like diamonds, cost 1-30th as much. Sef ia 
solid Gold. The newest designs, sold on free trial. 

Illustrated Catalog Free! your name and 
address is enough. No obligation. Write to-day--now. 

GOPHIR DIAMOND CO. of CANADA 
140 Yonge Street,. Dept. [/-2. Toronto, Canada 

Mounted Maase Heads 

in excellent condition 

Bargain for quick sale. Pox 41, Rod and 
Gun, - - WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO 

_— 

TRAPS AND TARGETS 
Now is the time to look at 
your stock of Targets. 
Orders taken now will be shipped at 
any date desired. 

Canadian Blackbird Tar- 
gets are the best. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

NELSON LONG, aai Mary St. 
HAMILTON, ONT. 

cern ees ere 2 Se 

——<—<— 

Ch. Avondale Ascot 24 

AVONDALE KENNELS 
311 Wilson St., Hamilton, Ontario, 

SCOTTISH TERRIERS 
I have usually for sale at reasonable 

prices, young stock for show, sport or 
companions. At Stud, the big winners:— 

CH. AVONDALE ASCOT (Imported) 

ALBOURSE RAVEN (Imported) 

AVONDALE AMBUSH (Canadian-bred) 

| ARTHUR ELLISON, Proprietor. } | 

Baxter Portable Stove 
Erected On, and Packed In, its Metal 
Crate-Support. Carry by hand, auto- 
mobile, or check ' 
as baggage. Hoids 
complete outfit. 

Write for free 
Folder C. 

W.E.BAXTER, Mfr. 
Louisville, Ky. 

U.S.A. 

PRINCE GEORGE 
TORONTO - - CANADA 
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted 
Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service 
European Plan. American Plan. 

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor 

MOWAT LODGE 
On Canoe Lake, Algonquin Park 

Open winter and summer. § Good snow-shoeing 

and skating. - §{ Just the place for families. 

{ Modern rates. ~ { For information write 

| J. S. FRASER, Mowat P.O., Ontario, 
| 
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as so many do, and after wasting several useful 
words, dates and phrases, finally admit that 
neither they or any other person know any- 
thing about it. This book contains a descript- 
ion of the breed, its uses, feeding, breeding, 
treating for disease, showing and training and 
last, but by no means least, some w onderful 
anecdotes of Airedales, the whole making a 
really instructive and interesting book. The 
illustrations alone, all from actual photo- 
graphs, put this w ork on the breed absolutely 
in aclass by itself. The book can be obtained 
from Rod and Gun. 

A new device which is calculated to provide 
for a modern and humane but nevertheless 
effective form of punishment for dogs, horses 
or “bad boys” is that known as the “Toggles 
Spanker” an advertisement of which appears 
on another page of thisissue. The “Spanker”’ 
which is made of choice leather, and hand- 
somely embossed, can be carried easily in the 
pocket and is designed to chastise without 
leaving a scar or blemish. 

Kindly note that no letters will be answered 
by mail unless a stamped addressed envelope 
is enclosed with the query. Otherwise the 
letter will be. answered through these columns. 

Answers to Queries. 

R. S., St. Kitts—Glad to hear from you 
and to know that at least one person agrees 
with us. No letter is too lengthy on that 
subject. 

W. B. S., Peterboro.—There is no such 
breed. 

IN CANADA 

“Results Count” 

Sixth Annual Report of the 

casual reference to the annual VEN 
E report of the Commission of Conser- 

vation indicates the wide range of in- 
terests with which the Commission is con- 
cerned. In this respect, the Commission’s 
Sixth Annual Report, which has just been 
issued, is no exception. Well-informed dis- 
cussions are given concerning Canada’s re- 
sources in forests, fields, mines and streams 
and important papers are included on techni- 
cal education, agriculiural instruction, pro- 
viding sanctuaries for birds and last, but by 
no means least, an important place is given 
to housing and town planning. 
The address of the chairman, Sir Clifford 

Sifton, is an excellent summary of the Com- 
mission’s activities for the last fiscal year, 
and is, therefore, of value to the busy reader. 

Although the war has hampered some 
aspects of the work of the Commission, steady 
progress has been made in the matter of town 
planning. The National City Planning Con- 
ference, held in Toronto in 1914, and for which 
the Commission acted as host, gave a mark- 
ed impetus in Canada to this important 
economic and social question. Shortly after 
the holding of the Conference, the Commis- 

Commission of Conservation 

sion secured the services of Mr. Thos Adams, 
of London, England, an expert of international 
repute. Although in Canada les than a 
year, Mr. Adams’ services are in requisition 
constantly in every province of the Dominion. 
His address at the Annual Meeting of the 
Commission outlines the present status of 
housing and town planning with both clear- 
ness and vigour. 

In the conservation of forests steady 
progress has also been made. Inventories of 
Canadian forests are being complied by the 
Commission for the first time, and much has 
been done during the past year to lessen the 
number of forest free along railway lines. 
With but few exceptions, the Commission has 
had the hearty support of the railways in this 
work. As a result, great forest areas un- 
doubtedly have been saved from the ravages 
of fire. These and other phases of Canadian 
forestry questions are considered in the report 
by such well known authorities as Dr. B. E. 
Fernow, Messrs. R. H. Campbell, H. R. 
MacMillan, G. C. Piche, and A. D. MacTier. 

The report is splendidly illustrated, and a 
carefully prepared index makes it of unusual 
value for reference purposes. 

“4 
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buy cheaper and better from us under our system of 

Big Drop in Prices of ij 
IDG AND FUR. Ey 

GARMENTS Es 
No matter where you live or what you and your family want in Furs, or 

Fur garments,| you can buy cheaper,and better, by dealing direct with us. 

It will pay you to send for our Fur Style Book, 1915-16 edition, SENT FREE on request, - 
which contains 34 Pages of illustrations of beautiful furs, and will tell ycu how youcan 

FROM TRAPPER TO WEARER 

When you realize that we are the largest cash buyers of Raw Furs in Canada, purchasing 
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Black Wolf 
Set 

$6.25 

direct from the trapper, you wil] appreciate the unrivalled opportunity we have to select 
5 the finest skins, manufacture them into desirable Fur sets and Fur garments, then by 
: selling direct by mail save you the middlemen’'s profits. : 

You will be astonished to see the beautiful Furs you can purchase fromjus for a little 
' money, every one a gem in its class. 
: This season furs are lower in price than ever before, owing largely to most of the European 

markets being closed on account of the war, but the stock of Raw Furs in America now is 
so low, that prices are stiffening up, and it looks to us as ifthey will advancesteadily from 
now on. You should buy your furs thisseason WITHOUT FAIL. Remember our Fur Style 
Book prices mean goods DELIVERED TO YOU, AS et i ope Bet 

: WE PAY ALL DELIVERY CHARGES Be oe 
his isa beautiful set 

, Every article is sold under OUR POSITIVE GUARANTEE to “SATISFY YOU OR REFUND made from long-haired 
YOUR MONEY”. —good quality—whole 
The furs illustrated here are taken from our Fur Style Book. and give you but a faint idea skins. Thestole is cut 
of the numerous bargains offered to you, which are shown in our Fur Style Book. Should extra deep and wide 
the furs shown here meet with your approval, send us their price, and we will ship at over shoulder and back 
once, delivery charges paid by us, and guaranteed to be satisfactory __—giving good protect- 

MUSKRAT COAT ion against cold—is trimmed withhead and tail over shoul- 
112. This MUSKKAT COAT is 50 inches long, made from ders and tail at each end—lined with good quality satin 

evenly matched Muskrat skins in this popular style. and warmly interlined. 5 
This coat is very special value, well made in every The muff is made in the large classy pillow style, trimmed 
way. Lined throughout with good quality brown satin. with head, tail and paws and mounted on good down bed 

Deep shaw] collar and cuffs, fastens with large crotchet giving great warmth and comfort—lined with good satin 
buttons and silk loops, Sizes 32 to 42 bust... Price $34.50 —with wrist cord. No. 224, Stole. .$6.25 No. 225, Muff..$6.50 
Same coat 45 inches long ..............-.-. Price $32.00 i 
113. MUSKRAT MUFF to match above coat. in large Do not wait but send today to 
pillow shape, silk lined: down bed and wrist cord 
eee Pele aaa a aare snyoie cicisl aie eini=s said «oe ain wloleinle w's'wisin Price $5-40 

No. 112 Muskrat Coat « 
$34.50.— No. 113 Muff WE ARE THE LARGEST CASH BUY- 

} to Match $5.50. ERS OF RAW FURS 1N CANADA Limited 
Room 289 Hallam Bldg., TORONTO, Canada 

THIESSEN’S ATTRACTORS | 
AND TRAIL SCENT. ie 

Manufactured under formulas by great trapping expert. 

To quickly introduce this decoy to Canadian trappers, we 
are going to distribute a few bottles at reduced prices. 

Anima] Attractor, $100 value ..............eeee00. 65c., postpaid 
(Mink, Skunk, Bear, Lynx, Marten, Wolf, Fox, etc.) 

Muskrat Attractor, $1.00 value ........ ......---- 65c., postpaid 
(Muskrat only.) 

Beaver Attractor, $1.00 value ........ ......-0e00e 65c., postpaid 

(Beaver only) 
mmeil Scent, $1.00 value .......cccccccce sccccesess 65c., postpaid 

Money or Express Orders Accepted Only. 

We will return your money if these baits do not actually 
lure animals to traps. 

STANWOOD, - - IOWA 

Get “More Money for your Foxes 

Skunk, Muskrat, Lynx, Raccoon, Fisher, Wolves, Beaver, 
White Weasel and other Fur bearers collected in your section 

SHIP YOUR FURS DIRECT to ‘“‘SHUBERT” the largest house in the World 
dealing exclusively in NORTH AMERICAN RAW FURS, a reliable—responsible 
—safe Fur House with an unblemished reputation existing for “*more than a third of a 
century,” a long successful record of sending Fur Shippers prompt, SATISFACTORY 
AND PROFITABLE returns. Write for “Whe Shubert Shipper,” the only reliable, accur- 
ate market report and price list published. Write for it-NOW— it’s FREE 

25-27 WEST AUSTIN AVENUE 
A. B. SHUBERT, Inc., Department (392, CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

ANIMAL ATTRACTOR CO., (Box R) C. j MYERS, 23 East st Main St. sth 

: I 
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. . Canadian .. | 

Raw Furs Wanted 
I want all the RAW FURS of all kinds that I can 

get from all parts of Canada. Top notch prices and 
satisfaction guaranteed on every shipment. I pay 
all transportation charges on shipments of ten dol- 
lars or over. You will get your check by return mail. 

Ship your RAW FURS into the State of New 
York and get what they are worth. Write for price 
list and fags they are — 

rany 
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What the War Has Done to Fox Farming 

The war which is now being waged has 
dealt a severe blow to fox farming, especially 
those who raise the finer grades such as Silver 
and Black. Money is being hoarded and is 
not freely seeking the usual channels of in- 
vestment. Again, even among the wealthy— 
and London is the best market in the world 
for the expensive furs—there is little demand 
for Silver and Black fox. The luxury of these 
are forsworn—and prices have naturally 
fallen. In other words, the supply is greater 
than the demand. As a result, the prices of 
breeding stock are on the decline and the fox 
farmers of Canada have suffered the most. 
Let us hope that conditions will change 
shortly. 

Market Prospects For the Coming Season. 

The fur market started with a boom. How 
it will end, there is no telling. Already some 
of the large houses which “‘lead the market” 
are wondering whether they are going to beable 
to sell at a profit or not. There has been an 
enormous catch this season, due to low 
prices last year which discouraged trapping. 
This, necessarily, gave the fur bearers a 
chance to multiply. High quotations in 
October sent out an army of pelt hunters. 

With conditions such as they are now, 
dealers are wondering if it would not be 
policy to pay less for raw furs. Some of the 
widely advertised houses because of the lack 
of orders have been forced to lower their 
prices already. Therefore, I strongly advise 
all fur shippers who are holding their goods 

for probable raises, not to make the mistake— 
and later—the way things seem—accept less 
than their pelts are worth now. Get rid of 
your furs at once! 

Of course I cannot say positively that lower 
prices will prevail, but [ have information 
from the principal fur markets of the world 
and everything seems to point the way I have 
indicated. However, the unexpected may 
happen—as it did the beginning of the season 

and values may even go higher. 

Prize Story Contest. 

I am glad to see the interest which you have 
taken in our story contest. We received 
several letters, but these were not enough. 
Every one of you knows a good hunting or 
trapping story. Let us have it; get together 
around the camp fire and spin your yarn with 
the rest of the boys. We need your co- 
operation. You can make this department 
what you will. Let’s pull together and boost 
‘Rod and Gun.’ Already it has taken 
rapid strides as evinced by the number of fur 
advertisements we now carry. And while 
the editor thinks of it, those of you who have 
furs to sell or are interested in trapping, write 
the dealers who use this magazine, requesting 
their Price Lists and other information they 
issue. There are no firms more reliable than 
those which advertise in these columns. 
Their information about the fur market is 
absolutely reliable and up to the minute. 
Don’t forget when writing advertisers to 
mention “‘Rod and Gun.’’ 

A Few Hints and Some Experiences 
W. Bruce Johnson 

N giving these few hints and some ex- 
I periences I expect they will be old to 

some of you. But there will be some 
who have never heard them before, especially 
the beginner. I suppose most of you will 
have had some trouble in killing skunks while 
in the trap so I will tell you the way I generally 
do it. I get a long pole, something that is 
strong and can be easily handled. On the 
end I tie a noose made of brass snare wire. I 
make the noose big enough to go over the 
skunk’s head. The wire should be twisted 

double to make it stronger. I go up to the 
skunk as cautiously as possible holding the 
pole in front and slip the noose over the 
skunk’s head. I then lift the skunk off the 
ground and hang the pole over a stump or any- 
thing handy, that will take the weight off and 
keep. the skunk off the ground. In a few 
minutes the skunk will be dead and it doesn’t 
throw its scent at all. It is too much taken 
up with its neck. When I tell you that the 
operation isn’t dangerous I mean it. I have 
seen the old trapper that I learned this from 
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RED, WHITE, BLUE, CROSS, BLACK, SILVER 

[é A yd FOXES, BEAVER, LYNX, Etc. 

WANTED FROM ALL SECTIONS OF CANADA 

Every raw-fur shipper who is looking for a better outlet for his raw 
furs should write at once for our price list. We are in a position 
to pay top market prices, and will do so at all times. Let us hear 
from you. 

Send for our Price List—_NOW READY—We buy Ginseng. 

, I t f d Deal in RAW FURS. 

Beau cK & BOSSAK, Inc... Zicrsri sr. — new youn 

We pay highest Prices For. 
More Trappers and Fur Collectors send Hallam’s Three Books 
their Raw Furs to us than to any other ‘*Trapper’s Guide” 

ee ae a. STR ‘ac | 96 pages, illustrated, tells how é Because they know we pay highest prices, prdisiiere iteitaaaicadandnee 
m™ pay mail and express charges, charge | valuable information for trap- 

; no commissions, and treat our shippers pase wes ane : : 5 ; . portsmen’s Supply Cata- right. Result, we are the largest in our log”"* Raw Fur Price List,” 

RA five houses in Canada. English or French 

¢ s line in Canada. Ship to us to-day and deal with and latest ‘Fur St » i J yle Book 
Nate! Rem | E a Reliable House. ; of beautiful fur sets and fur No shipment too small-or too large to receive garments. 

our prompt attention. : 
We sell Guns, Rifles. Traps, Animal Bait, Shoepacks, All these books fully illus- 
Flashlights, Headlights, Fishing Nets, Fishing Tackle and trated and sent 
Sportsmen's Supplies at lowest prices. CATALOG FREE FREE ON REQUEST. 

385 Hallam Building, TORONTO 
imited 

AWW Share Our Profits On ey: ur F urs 

Don t let somebody get all the profit, after your furs leave your hands. We not only pay you the high 

est market prices for your furs. We also give you a share of our profits. Every man who sends his 
furs to us gets valuable premiums in addition to top prices We must have good furs, and plenty of 
them, to take care of our customers, and we can pay more than others becausea huge production, com- 
bined with special facilities for handling, cuts down our cost. 

We Distribute Our Saving! FREE Automatic Revolvers, Guns, Traps, Etc. 
Our profit-sharing plan not only gets you top cash prices, but also gives and valuable information. All sent free. Write today 

you, free, rifles, shot-guns, traps and other things you want. So don t S. SILBERMAN & SONS, Established 1866 
be tempted to send your furs elsewhere. We can make thisa big year Largest Fur and Wool Ho | A . 
for you. Write for Fur Market Reports and List of Premiums and Price g use in merica 

Lfst. Also for the Fur Club News—a live magazine full of Interesting Dept. 154, 1117-1125 W. 35th Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

OUR CONTINUOUS CROWINC DEMAND FOR 

CANADIAN FURS. 
Puts us ina position to pay you the 
highest market values at all times. ya 

Ship us your furs and put your lowest ~t: “+ 
: ; price on them and if not satisfactory we , fig & 

A D a e brings Illustrated Trappers will an your Boods and pay all Ex- ee ita 
m : a press both ways. Who can make you a »* Se 

I Guide. It tells how. Giving fairer offer? Write us today for price £Ue, | 
. . : ists which are now ready. Price lists Ger 

the first time in print the treasured secrets of and tags are free. A postal will do. + 
the wisest old trappers in this country, it’s 

worth dollars to you. 

TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY CO. 

St. Joseph Hide & Fur Co. 
813-15-17-19 N. 3rd St., = 4 ee, 
St. Joseph, Ss Tae te RY 

med ae eS 

Pay ee aii iad . Wise Pg . ao... -.- = OAK PARK, ILL U.S.A. 6 se < ae a 
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go up and put on a noose that was slipping 
off. It is a very simple trick, try it with the 
next skunk you catch. 

I’ll never forget the first skunk I caught. 
It took the trap into the hole, so I pulled trap 
and skunk out. I then hit it over the head 
with a club. Then ‘‘Whew” (nuff sed). 
There was a young minister, (a student) ran 
over one with his bicycle and got his first 
shower or spray bath. When he got home he 
buried his clothes. A short time after he was 
telling some of his friends about it. He said 
the air was simply blue. (Gosh he must have 
used some awful strong language. I wonder 
what he said). 

Did any of you ever try what is called 
“staking off”? a creek for mink. It works best 
on the small spring creeks. Drive stakes 
perpendicularly right across the creek. Drive 
them close enough so that the mink won’t be 
able to get through. Leave a space in the 
centre of the stakes to set your trap. If the 
water is too deep put a flat stone in the bottom 
and set your trap on it. If too deep for that 
cut four crotched sticks and drive them single 
end down, opposite each other on both sides 
of the opening. ‘Then put the other two sticks 
across the opening, with each end of the stick 
resting in acrotch. (The crotched sticks and 
cross pieces must be well under water.) Then 
set your trap on thesticks. The trap will hold 
the sticks down. Be sure and set your trap 
under water. A jump trap is the best for 
this set. It takes up less space, lies flatter, 
and hasn’t the same chance of being knocked 
off that the long spring trap has. Pile brush 
on both banks of the creek as far out as you 
feel like it. This will help to make the mink 
or muskrat take -to the water where he will 

have to go over your trap and nine times out 
of ten get caught. That is the best set I 
know for mink on small spring creeks. You 
can bait or not just as you think. I have just 
as much luck one way as the other. I use 
bait mostly in the early part of the season. 
The greatest trouble I have with bait is after 
the real cold weather sets in, the bait is always 
frozen stiff and fails to attract. I find that 
setting bait half in the water keeps it from 
freezing. I never tried any of the factory 
made baits, though I once tried an old 
trapper’s recipe. He told me it was for foxes. 
He said cut a few slices off that hard wart 
that grows on a horse’s leg between the knee 
and the ankle and fry it in pig’s lard and put 
it around your trap. __He said it would draw 
foxes a long way. Well I got it made all 
right. The next thing was to try it. I 
thought I would try it on mink and weasel. 
The first day I got three rabbits. I didn’t 
think anything of this as I sometimes used to 
get one or two. But when I got five rabbits 
the next time I looked at my traps I wished 
that bait was far enough away. 

I let my traps stay for a while. But it was 
the same story every time. Rabbits, rabbits, 
nothing but rabbits! So in a fit of rage I 
pulled up my traps and I haven’t used that 
bait since. But if it works as good on fox as 
it does on rabbits it certainly is a dandy. To 
any one wishing to catch rabbits I can cer- 
tainly recommend it. In setting my traps in 
the snow I always put a thin piece of white 
paper the size of the jaws, over the trap. 
This prevents snow from getting under the 
pan. I then get a small twig and brush the 
snow as evenly as possible over the trap_mak- 
ing it look as natural as I can. 

A CURIOUS CATCH 
S. H. de Mar 

OMETHING had been prowling around 
S the old shack for several nights; so we 

decided to set a trap for our noisy 
nocturnal visitor. After, some discussion as 
to the size of trap to use, we decided to set a 
fairly good sized trap, as Jim argued that the 
animal made enough noise to be a pretty big 
one. 

Perhaps you will wonder why we did not go 
out with a gun after the intruder? Well, it 
would have been useless, because the timber 
was so thick around the camp; our friend 
would have made good his escape, before we 
could locate him. Besides the weather 
wasn’t of the kind to invite any one out after 
some uncertainty, which surely would have 
been more at home in the dark than either Jim 
or I. 

THE STORY. 
“°Nuf wood in to keep us going in case she 

freezes up and blizzards during the night?” 
“Say! Henry why don’t you answer, asleep 

again I suppose?” 
‘Sure don’t you hear me sleeping—there’s 

plenty of wood Jim.” 
“Say, did you set that trap?” 

*‘Well I guess yes.” 
‘All right, let’s get to sleep. It’s getting 

ate.”’ 
*Let’s stick something in that hole near the 

stove.” 
“No, we need it for ventilation—Good 

night.” 
“T expect I was asleep before Jim finished 

speaking. 
Somewhere, in the wee sma’ hours, I was 

awakened by an emphatic dig in the ribs, 
administered by my “‘side-kicker.” 

“Say Henry, there’s something in the 
cabin.” 

“Cabin your foot’’, I replied. 
Just about that time down came the water 

bucket which had been on astump near the 
stove. 
“What the dickens is that?’’ inquired half- 

awake yours truly? 
“Shut up, and reach over there and get that 

shot-gun,” hissed Jim in my ear. Mean- 
while reaching for the candle and proceeding 
to light it I leveled the gun in the direction of 
the noise and was prepared to give the author 
of it a load of buck-shot. You can imagine 
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MORE MONEY FOR YOUR FURS SPORTING GOODS! 
Don’t envy the fur shipper who always 

ORDER BY MAIL. gets the highest prices and best sort— 

Ship to BACH Yourself. 

NO EXPRESS TO PAY. NO COMMISSION 

DEDUCTED PROMPT RETURNS. 

Furs Held Separate on Request. 

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST AND TAGS. 

BACH FUR COMPANY 
DEPT. 11 CHICAGO, ILL. 

TRAPS OF ALL KINDS for all kinds of animals 
at low prices. We carry in stock the largest assortment 
of animal traps in Canada. 

The use of HALLAM’S ANIMAL BAIT for Fox, 
Wolf and flesh-eating animals; HALLAM’S MUSK- 
RAT BAIT for Muskrats and HALLAM’S TRAIL 
SCENT will largely increase your catch of furs. Price 
$1.00 per bottle, or six for $5.00. Postage paid by us. 

en and Boys—Attention: 
There is a terrific demand for drs this season and prices 

are sky high. You can-get a share-gf the millions of dollars™ 

that. will be paid to the trappers of North America this Winter. 

» WE WILL HELP YOU. 
if you aren earnest and mean business we will send you 
FREE ‘“‘The Story of the Steel Trap’’ Contains 
everything a trapper shoulé-krow to be most successful. 

Our Trappers Supply Department will equip you. 

Write at once for full information. 

SEC TAYLOR FURS 
EX¢ ANGE BLDG. 

JUSTRITE ACETY- 
LENE LANTERN is 
equipped with a bull’s eye 
lens, gives a 20 candle 
power tight which can be 
projected 300 feet, burns 
5 to6 hours with 3 ounces 
of carbide. The flame is 

- controlled by a valve and 
4 can be turned high or low 

# and WILL NOT BLOW 
OUT. Itis made of brass 
throughout, nickel plated 
and highly polished. It 
has no complicated parts 
to get out of order and is 
easy to operate LEIS 
superior to any portable 
light in cleanliness, safety 
and candle power. Price 
$3.50. Mailing weight in 
metal case 3 pounds. If 
you wish it sent by mail 
send postage, 

ROSENBERG BROS. Most,,Responsible 

RAW FUR 
Dealers In United States 

AUTOMOBILE SKATES for everybody at 
Don’t Delay in becoming one of our always prices from $1.00 to $6.00, a skate for every purse. 
satisfied shippers. Sent postpaid on receipt of list price. Every one 
Our Motto is a square deal to all our shippers. guaranteed against breakage. 

eo mont will Convince You. GUNS AND RIFLES in all the popular makes 
We attribute our success to honest grading of your Furs, and models at very low prices 
paying the prices we quote and a square deal to all. : . 5 . 

3 Mackinaw and Sheep-lined Coats, Shoepacks. 
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST TODAY, IT IS FREE Camp Stoves, Gill Nets, Seines, Hoop Nets and all 

styles of Nets and Netting, Eveready Electric Flash- 
ROSENBERC BROS., 101 Jefferson Avenue lights, Acetylene Headlights and Camp Lamps, Fishing 

DETROIT, MICH. Tackle: these and many other kinds of sporting goods 
described and priced in our Supply Catalogue 

FREE— Hallam’s Trappers’ and Sportmen’s Supply 
Catalogue 

Hallam’s Trappers’ Guide (English or French 
Hallam’s Raw Fur Price List 
Hallam’s Fur Style Book of Manufactured 

Furs. 

All free for the asking. 

TRAPPERS, SHIP YOUR RAW FURS TO ME 

Highest Prices, Fair Assortment 
— WRITE FOR PRICE LIST FREE — 

C. H. ROCERS, Walkerton, Ontario. 

No. 911 Hallam 

Building, 

TORONTO. 
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my astonishment when after starting to cross 
the room, Jim shouted,“‘It’s a skunk,” and 
flicked the candle out. 
“Why you Ape—do you want me to step 

on him,” exclaimed the now thoroughly 
awakened writer. 

“Stand perfectly still,’’ was the retort. 
After a few minutes of jumping around on 

the woodpile, Mr. Skunk made his exit 
through our neglected ventilator. 

Jim, being a chap that gets almost every 
scalp of any quadruped he can lay his hands 
on, immediately jumped up, snatched the 
shot-gun from my hands, and nearly knocked 
me over in his wild flight for the door which 
he literally burst open. Out into the snow 
he dashed (barefooted at that,) and in the 

’ 
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direction of the skunk’s retreat. 
Suddenly I heard a yell which turned my 

hair skyward. I seized my Ross .280 from 
the wall and out into the snow in the direction 
of the sound, (also barefooted) I went. When 
I turned the corner of the shack, lo and behold 
there was a nice big biped in the trap in the 
form of my mutual friend Jim, and what he 
said about traps in general I need not men- - 
tion. After a little prying I got his foot re- 
leased, and outside of a swollen ankle and a 
little gash on the side, he was uninjured. 

I’ll bet the next time we go hunting and 
trapping, he won’t chase skunks around the 
cabin for a midnight appetizer. I am of the 
opinion this will be another one on him when 
he reads this Along the Trap Line next month. 

A Favorite Set for Muskrat 
“Justice” 

Well boys! the price of furis sky high again, 
and everybody that follows trapping is hard 
at work, seeing how much fur he can get. 
My favorite set for muskrat is to find a 

place where the water is not toe deep, say two 
or three inches, then build a dam of stones 
right across the brook and leave a gap big 
enough for a No. 1 trap. These dams should 
be built in the summer and then left until 
the fur is goodandprime. Nextset your traps 

THE GUERRILLAS 

and stake in deep water and every muskrat 
that passes is yours. 

What is a good set for weasels? Som eway 
an other I could never make a success trapping 
them. 

The weasel is not hard to trap. Itisa great 
traveller. A tempting bait will lure it.almost 
every time. Simple pen sets usually give 
good results. (G3 dig We 

OF DESTRUCTION 
“Broncho’’ 

N warfare, a guerrilla, or bushwhacker, 
i| is an armed man who recognizes none of 

the rules of civilized warfare, and very 
often has no commander. In France he is 
called a ‘‘franc-tireur,’’or free shooter. The 
guerrilla goes out to live on the country, to 
skulk, to war on the weak, and never attack 
save from ambush, or when the odds clearly 
are on his side. His military status is barely 
one remove from that of the spy. 

The meat-shooters who harry the game and 
other wild life in order to use it as a staple food 
supply; the Italians, negroes and others who 
shoot song-birds as food; the feather-hunters 
and hide and-tusk hunters all over the world 
are the guerrillas of the Army of Destruction. 
Let us consider some of these grand divisions 
in detail. 

Here is aninexorable law of Nature, to which 
there are no exceptions; no wild species of 
bird, mammal, reptile or fish can withstand 
exploitation for commercial purposes. 

The men who pursue wild creatures for the 
money or other value there is in them, never 
give up. They work at slaughter when other 
men are enjoying life, or are asleep. If they 
are persistent, no species on which they fix the 
Evil Eye escapes extermination at their hands. 

Does anyone question this statement? If 
so let him turn backward and look at the lists 
ot dead and dying species. 

The division of meat-shooters contains all 
men who sordidly shoot for the frying-pan, to 

save bacon and beef at the expense of the 
public, or for the markets. There are a few 
wilderness regions so remote and so difficult 
of access that the transportation of meat into 
them is a matter of much difficulty and ex- 
pense. There are a very few men in Canada 
who are justified in “‘living off the country,” 
for short periods. The genuine prospectors 
have always been counted in this class; but 
all miners who are tully located, all lumber- 
men and railway-builders certainly are not in 
the prospector’s class. They are abundantly 
able to maintain continuous lines of com- 
munication for the transit of beef and mutton. 

Of all the meat-shooters, the market-gun- 
ners who prey on wild fowl and ground game 
birds for the big-city markets are the most 
deadly to wild life. Enough geese, ducks, 
brant, quail, ruffed grouse, prairie chicken, 
heath hens and wild pigeons have been 
butchered by gunners and netters for “the 
market’”’ to have stocked the whole world. No 
section containing a good supply of game has 
escaped. 

The output of this systematic bird slaughter 
has supplied the greedy game markets of all 
the large Canadian cities. The history of 
this industry, its methods, its carnage, its 
profits and its losses would make a volume, 
but we can not enter upon it here. Beyond 
reasonable doubt, this awful traffic in dead 
game is responsible for at least three-fourths 
of the slaughter that has reduced our game 
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-22 SAVAGE TUBULAR 

OU have read what the experts have 
Y sia about this rifle in their magazine 

articles—Mr. T. K. Lee (‘“Tack-Hole’”’ 
Lee), Mr. John Patterson, Mr. C. L. Gil- 
man, Mr. S. D. Barnes and the rest of 
them. 

But have you seen the rifle itself? 
alook atit. You'll be glad you did. 
The clean-cut, symmetrical outlines, the 

parect balance, the sharply curved eztra 
ull pistol grip and the eztra long, grace- 

fully tapered forearm will show you an 
easy, complete, absolute control of barrel, 
of action and of trigger that make the gun 
a part of you. 

There is no unnatural, conscious effort, 
no straining or cramping. The .22 Savage 

Take 

See It For Yourself 
tubular obeys the shooter’s brain as nat- 
urally and unconsciously as the eye or the 
hand. 

It has all the original Savage .22 calibre 
features, hammerless trombone action with 
solid breech, solid top, side ejection, no 
exposed moving parts, simple take-down de- 
vice, breech-bolt removable without tools, 
and spiral mainspring—features everyone 
has imitated and no one has equalled. 
Tube magazine holds 20 shorts, 17 longs 

or 15 long rifles. 24-inch octagon barrel; 
weight, 534 pounds. 
When you ve tried the .22 Savage tubular, 

you know what a .22 repeater should be. 
After that, nothing else will be good enough 
for you. 

Wrile us for particulars 

SAVAGE ARMS CO., 541 Savage Avenue, UTICA, N.Y., U.S.A. 
Manufacturers of High Power and Small Calibre Sporting Rifles; Automatic Pistols and Ammunition. 

SAVAGE 

Deafness 
From All Causes, Head Noises and Other Ear 

Troubles Easily and Permanently Relieved! 
Thousands who were formerly 
deaf, now ear distinctly every 

escape them. Their life of lonell- 
ness has ended and ail is now joy 
and sunshine. The impaired cr 
lacking portions of their ear 
drums have been reinforced by 

cally constructed for that special 
purpose. 

Wilson Common-Sense 
Ear Drums 

often called “Little Wireless Phones for the Ears” are restor- 
ing pertect hearing in every condition of deafness or defective 
hearing from causes such as Catarrhal Deafness, Relaxed or 
Sunken Drums, Thickened Drums, Roaring and Hissing 
Sounds, Perforated, Whoily or Partially Destroyed Drums, 
ischarge from Ears, etc. No matter what the case or how 
ng standing it is, testimonials received c 

show marvelous results. Common Sense 
EarDrumsstrengthenthenervesoftheears 
and concentrate sound waves on one point 
of the natural drums, thus successfully re- 
storing perfect hearing where medical skill 
even fails to help. Theyare made ofasoft, 
sensitized material, comfortable and safe 
towear. They are easily adjusted by the 7 
wearer and out of sight when worn. v4 
What has done so much for thousands 5 

of others will help you. Don’t delay— ~ 
Write today for our 168 page Drum — A: 
BOOK on DEAFNESS — giving full in Position 
particulars and plenty of testimonials. 

WILSON EAR DRUM CO., Incorporated 
630 Inter-Southcrn Blidg., Louisville, Ky. 

SS 
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sound — whispers even do not | 

simple little devices, scientifi- | 

The Bait Sensation 
This is the bait that took fishermen everywhere by 
storm; fishermen the country over entered the Gold 
Prize Contest which this bait made possible No 
other bait has ever made such wonderful catches. 

RUSH'S TANGO 
MINNOW 

Is the bait that gets them all; new, lively, ideal for trol- 
ling or casting, appeals to amateurs or professionals. 
Hooks being behind body ol bait make it practically 
weedless; floats when not in use—can’t catch on bot- 
tom. Made ot wood, enameled and finished in brilliant 
colors; our ‘“‘Radiant’’ Bait—glows at night—bates' em all. 

At Your Dealzr—$l each, or $4 for complete set of 
fouc assorted brilliant colors. If your dealer can’t 
supply you, remit to us direct, giving your dealer’s 
name, and we will supply you post. paid. 

Dealers, this is a big proposition for you; if 
you haven’t the Rush Tango in stock, send us 
your jobber’s name and we will see that you 
get a ‘‘New Dealers’’ special 

U. S. SPECIALTY CO., 

944S.A.& K. Bldg. Syracuse, N.Y. 

proposition. 

All the wobble, dip and dive of 

a live minnow in actton. 
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birds to a mere remnant of their former 
abundance. There is no influence so deadly 
to wild life as that of the market-gunner who 
works six days a week, from long betore sun- 
rise until long after sunset, hunting down and 
killing every game bird that he can reach with 
a choke-bore gun. 

The reason why market shooting is so deadly 
destructive to wild life are not obscure. 

The true sportsman hunts during a very few 
days only each year. The market-gunners 
shoot early and late, six days a week, month 
after month. When game is abundant, the 
price is low, and a great quantity must be kill- 
ed in order to make it pay well. When game 
is scarce, the market prices are high, and the 
shooter makes the utmost exertions to find 
the last of the game in order to secure the “big 
money.” 
When game is protected by law, thousands 

of people with money desire it for their tables, 
just the same, and are willing to pay fabulous 
prices for what they want, when they want it. 
Many a dealer orrestauranteur is quite willing 
to run the risks of fines, because fines don’t 
really hurt; they are only annoying. The 
dealer wishes to make the big profit, and retain 
his patrons; ‘“‘and besides,’’*he reasons, “‘if I 
don’t supply them some one else will; so 
what is the difference?” 

When game is scarce, prices high and the 
consumer's money ready there are a hundred 
tricks to which shooters and dealers willingly 
resort to ship and receive unlawful game with- 
out detection. It takes the very best kind of 
game wardens, genuine detectives, in fact, to 
ferret out these cunning illegal practices, and 
catch lawbreakers “‘with the goods on them,” 
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so that they can be punished. Mind you, 
convictions can not be secured at both ends of 
the line save by the most extraordinary good 
fortune, and usually the shooter and shipper 
i ae when the dealer is apprehended and 
ined. 
The remedy for all this miserable game- 

stealing, law-breaking businessis simple and 
easily obtained. | Let every Province in Can- 
ada enact a similar law to the Bayne in the 
United States, absolutely prohibiting the sale 
of all wild game, and the thing is done. But 
nothing short of that will be really effective. 
It will not do at all to let Provincial laws rest 
with merely forbidding the sale of game “‘pro- 
tected by the Province,” for that law would 
be full of loop-holes. It does much good 
service, yes; but what earthly objection can 
there be in any Province to the enactment of 
a law that is sweepingly effective, and which 
can not be evaded, save through the criminal 
connivance of officers of the law? 

The mental attitude of the men who shoot 
constitutes a deadly factor in the destruction 
of wild life and the extermination of species. 
Fully ninety-five per cent of the sportsmen. 
gunners and other men and boys who kill 
game, all over the world and in all nations, 
regard game birds and animals only as things 
to be killed and eaten, and not as creatures 
worth preserving for their beauty or their in- 
terest to mankind. This is precisely the view- 
point of the cave-man and the savage, and it 
has come down from the Man-with-a-Club to 
the Man-with-a-Gun absolutely unchanged, 
save for one thing; the latter sometimes is 
prompted to save to-day in order to slaughter 
to-morrow. 

X= 
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An American Subscriber’s Bag. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 

Having taken Rod and Gun for a good 
many years and enjoyed reading it very much 
I think it is about time I sent in a small con- 
tribution. I am an old fellow, over sixty- 
five years of age, but still get out and tramp 
the fields with the best of them. This fall I 
took my two weeks’ vacation in October, as I 
generally do. Sometimes I go up to Canada 
but this year I decided I would take my gun 
and see what was to be had nearer home 
amongst the hills about 120 miles east of 
Buffato. The pheasant season opened the 
21st of October with us. I am sending you a 
picture of the game I shot while on my vaca- 
tion. The most of it was shot from October 
20th to 22nd as I found it necessary to leave 
on the 23rd. In the picture are three cock 
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Game bagged by Mr. W. C. Harrison of Buffalo, N.Y. 
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oxme> A NEW PREMIUM OFFER <== 
An Opportunity to secure FREE a Beautiful Oil Painting 

We have the originals of the oil paintings executed by our cover design 
artist, F. V. Williams, during the past year and have decided to give our sub- 
scribers the opportunity of securing one of these FREE. Mr. Williams excells 
in reproductions of Big Game Hunting, Canoeing, Fishing, Camping, etc. and 
his cover designs reproduce with skill and fidelity Canadian outdoor life in its 
varied phases. 

Your Den’s Attractiveness May Be Greatly Enhanced by One of These 
The paintings are of generous proportions being 19 in. deep by 14 in. in 

width. The repreductions give a hint as to the coloring and quality of the 
work but no reproduction can of course compare with the original painting. 
The original of any one of the paintings which Mr. Williams has done for us as 
pet as the original of the December and subsequent covers may be procured 

y you 

For Twenty-Five New Subscriptions 
Look through your fyles for the past year and choose the design that 

appeals to you most. Then write us without delay of your selection and at 
the same time ask for sample copies and subscription blanks which will be sent 
you promptly. Interest your friends in Rod and Gun as a Christmas gift. 
You should be able to secure a nice number of subscriptions from sportsmen 
who would like to remember their friends by sending them a year’s subscrip- 
tion'to ROD AND GUN, Canada’s leading magazine of outdoor life. 

Address your application for copies and blanks to 

Premium Dept. | Rod and Gun in Canada = Woodstock, Ont. 

The Deaf « 

For 8 Subscriptions Hearg 
| Write for our 

To Rod and Gun in Canada 

big Introduc- 
tory offer on the 
latest scientific 
hearing instru- 
ment, the perfected new \s 

| 1915 Thin Receiver Model 

| 
MANY times as efficientand pewerful 

Mears Ear Phone py the cid model, 9cdegrees of sound 
in 8 adjustments, instantly changed by a touch of the f 

f You can secure FREE a splendid ° Sold in Canada direct frum our Montreal 
ree Trial office only, on trial at our expense 

for 15 days, Costs noth if you do not wantt 
monthly paymentsif you wish, at the lowest Conklin Fountain Pen. 

dl to you. Send forthis offer and the Mears Bx g. 

Get to work at once. ay our GOODWINS LIMITED, Box 54 1: MONTREAL. 

I Will Pay You— 
™" More Money 

for 

friends will enjoy reading the 

magazine during 1916 and YOU 

will enjoy using the pen. Sample 

copies sent on request. 

is for 

; ; qui k ship nts 

Thirty Years of Honorabie Dealing 
: foc Sloman Have built up an immense outlet for PREMIUM DEPARTMENT 

e | Furs. Won't you comein with us? We mail 

W Ay l d bl | check day furs are received. our consigt 
2 J. ay or, Lt ot | Pu isher held Bananite Mranuested, until you approve of 

our liberal assortment. 

WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO Ask your banker or our competitors about us. 

Ship Early and Often — Write for Price List 

M. SLOMAN & CO. 
207 Sloman Bldg. Detroit, Mich. 
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pheasants, two woodcock, 1 cock partridge 
or grouse, two grey squirrels and one black 
which I skinned before going home. The rest 
are red squirrels which I also preserved and 
skins of which I stretched for the girls at 
home. 

_ Twenty-three years ago or thereabouts I 
shot over the traps with “‘Dick Swiveller”’ 
who some months ago contributed to your 
magazine. 

As to F. V. Williams, our artist, I have seen 
a good many in my time but none to compare 
with him. He is certainly great. Whether 
in the woods or on the water he has every- 
thing just right. I would like very much to 
meet him as well as many others who write 
for Rod and Gun. 

Respectfully yours, 
Buffalo, N. Y. W. C. Harrison. 

How may one re-proof Oilskin Clothing 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
Would some reader of your magazine tell 

the writer how to re-proof oilskin clothing 
that has become soft and sticky? 

Yours truly, 
Sixteen Island Lake. J. Greig. 

Ducks on the Decrease 

Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 
Please give space to the following in Rod 

and Gun. It may help to influence our game 
protection policy for 1916. 

The majority of duck shooters in Ontario | 
are waking up to the fact that ducks are 
actually becoming scarcer each year and that 
the marshes and tributaries are practically 
barren of marsh varieties, namely, grey and 
black mallards, pintail, gadwell, bald-pates, 
wood duck and teal. 

The perpetual throng of gunners through- 
out the Province invading every nook and 
corner of the marshes daily, without cessation, 
from the 15th of September to the end of the 
open season has driven the ducks to the large 
areas of open water, where they are partially 
undisturbed until driven by hunger to hasten 
their early trip of migration to the south. It 
is evident the birds are being constantly 
driven and frightened from their natural food 
and haunts by the constant warfare directed 
against them. The ducks are actually avoid- 
ing their old grounds and migrating south 
speedily over the larger bodies of open water, 
that heretofore were playgrounds in October. 
Essex County sportsmen strongly favor the 
elimination of two days’ shooting per week 
besides Sunday and no September killing of 
ducks. 

Don’t grumble at your poor luck, remember 
you to a certain extent are responsible by not 
informing your local representative of the 
conditions. Draw his notice to the fact or 
report the same directly to the Deputy 
Minister of Game and Fisheries, Government 
Building, Toronto, and you will receive a court- 
teous reply. These gentlemen are always 
ready to hear of obstacles that retard the 
rogress of any legitimate cause. If you are 
te tistied: make it known. The only remedy 
is to boostthe movement. It allhinges on the 
ambition of sportsmen. I would urge every 
sportsman to make known the advisibility 

IN CANADA 

of more stringent laws. The State of Michi- 
gan has 29 new recommendations for 1916 
restricting the excessive killing of game, with 
55 game refuges set aside covering 24,000 
acres. 

Yours truly, 
Leamington, Ont. Forest Conover 

Rabbits Very Plentiful 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
Shortly after the opening of the season for 

cotton-tail rabbits, I took a trip a few miles 
north of Oakville, in Halton County, to have 
a crack at these well known quadrupeds. I 
also intended shooting some partridges but 
found out they are protected for a period of 
three years, which is also the case with black 
and grey squirrels. 

I have not seen rabbits as thick as they were 
this year for a long time. We jumped on a 
lot of brush piles and two rabbits would jump 
out of nearly every pile. We shot about 
seven rabbits in a little over an hour. Any- 
one living in Toronto and wishing to have a 
good rabbit hunt would do well to take the 
train to Oakville and go a couple of miles 
north and he will get all he wants. We in- 
tend taking a trip up to Campbellville after 
hare in a few weeks, as we were up there last 
year but did not go quite far enough north 
and so did not meet with any luck. 

Trusting this may be of interest to some 
one wishing a rabbit hunt, and that it may be 
published before the season closes. 

Yours truly, 
Toronto, Ont. C.-T Askin 

A Successful Hunt Along the French River. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 
The Rambler’s Hunt Club, of Ingersoll, 

Ont., have just returned from their annual 
excursion to Parry Sound after deer. The 
members comprising this year’s party were: 
Hube Sumner, Captain; Sid Sumner, Jas. 
Christie, Secy.; John Brebner, Will Ryan, 
Ashton Williamson, Job Smith, Archie Clark 
and Geo. Towle. They again secured their 
full complement, John Brebner, Captain 
Sumner and Ashton Williamson securing ex- 
ceptionally fine heads. Their hunting grounds 
are located back of Satchel’s Bay, on the 
French River, which is reached by boat via 
Sturgeon Falls. Although rather strenuous 
work was necessary to get some of the deer 
to camp, stillall agreed that the hunt of 1915 was 
the most pleasant in the experienceof the club. 

G.W.S 

A Fox Hunt Near Huntsville. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 
I enclose you a snap-shot of a fox I secured 

recently. Some of the sports here have pro- 
nounced it a silver grey and others a silver 
black cross between the black andred. Its 
head neck, back shoulders and hips are grey, 
its belly and legs black, the tail very dark 
with a reddish tinge on the ribs. As it might 
be interesting to your readers I will give my 
experience in catching it. 

I came to Huntsville about the first of June 
last and after roving through the bush for 
awhile during the summer decided on trying 
my luck in trapping furs, having had consider- 
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Bovril develops big 
reserves of strength 

Pivot BE BOV RIL. 
Of all Stores, etc., 1-oz. 25c.; 2,0z. 40c.; 4-oz. 70c.; 8-oz. $1.30; 16-0z. $2,25. 

Bovril Cordial, large, $1.25; 5-oz. 40c.; 16-oz. Johnston’s Fluid Beef (Vimbos), $1.20. 

S.H.B. 

Highest Velocity Rifles in the World. 

NEWTON HIGH-POWER RIFLE ss aaavaraaees 
New American made bolt action rifle ready for delivery this winter. Uses Newton high power cartridges 
in .22 caliber, .256 caliber, .280 caliber, .30 caliber, .33 caliber, and .35 caliber, also .30 caliber Springfield. 
.256 Newton, 123 grain bullet, velocity 3100f.s. .30 Newton, 170 grain bullet, velocity 3000 f.s. 

PRICE $40.00. Send stamp for descriptive circular. We have been delayed in getting machinery on account of the 
demand for making military rifles for export; but it is now in, and the construction of the tools is well along. Sporting 

stgeks and -256 barrels for Spring~ NEWTON ARMS CO., ING., 506 Mutual Life Bldg., BUFFALO, N.Y. 

INEWFOUNDLAND 
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler Ideal Canoe Trip 

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish 
and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing. 
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other 
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound- 
land. Information together with Illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to 

J.W.N. JOHNSTONE, General Passenger Agent, Reid Newfoundland Company, ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND 

| Mizpah |] DECOYS ee mace” 
; oJ OC Kino. 44] 

very game 
species iml- 

Gives you a feeling of real comfort | 

tated with 
absolute 

and the assurance of perfect protection 
while exercising. | accuracy. 

Opening beneath Patent flap 

Gunners de- 
clare them 
perfect. 

Smallamount of material between thighs 

Perfect pouch ~ SS 
| “PREMIER” MALLARD Reg- U.S. Patent Office 

Welt-bound webbing 

Can be cleaned by boiling without injury to rub- They Lure Under Any Conditions 
ber. Fits perfectly Can’t rub or chafe. Finest\\ 
quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer, and if 
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able experience in my younger days. About 

the 25th of October I bought a few traps and 

started out to try my fortune, but met with 

very little luck until November 5th, when on 

approaching one of my traps I saw something 

grey trying desperately to free itself. As I 

had just a little. 22 I got in good position at 

close range to shoot it sideways through the 

head. I did not think of trying to catch it 

alive. To my surprise it bounded upwards 

and out came the stake and away went the 

animal with it at lightning speed through the 

thick undergrowth. Its front leg was caught 

in the trap. I gave chase thinking the animal 

would probably get caught some place by the 

trap or chain. As it had rained the preceding 

night I found it easy to follow the trail by 

means of the upturned leaves, until finally it 

reached a grassy spot where there were not 

many leaves and I lost the trail. 1 then start- 

ed for town to secure a hound but as it was 

deer hunting season all the good hounds were 

away north. Finally I was successful in 

locating a little rabbit hound and I started 

back and soon had him on the trail. The den 

was located away up amongst the rocks. I 

gave up the hunt for a hopeless case but for- 

tunately it snowed that night and I was off 

early next morning to the den where I found 

that the animal had come out with the trap 

still attached to its foot and that it was head- 

ing back for the direction in which it had been 

caught. After returning for the hound I 

started on the final chase but the hound re- 

fused to stay with it. I then followed her up 

hunting as fast as my strength would allow 

for about three hours. Finally the hound 

stopped at the top of a cliff but refused to go 

down. 
down amongst some logs. 

After some time I located the fox 
I didn’t take time 

Mr. R. Lennox, Huntsville, and a tox he captured 
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to try and secure it alive. thinking it might 
give me the slip, but shot it through the head. 
On inspecting the position it was in I decided 
however, that I would have had no trouble in 
securing it alive. A few days afterwards, I 
brought in a red fox in good condition alive. 

Yours truly, 
Huntsville. R. Lennox. 

A nice catfish taken before breakfast from the South 
Saskatchewan by Mr Jackson. 

Letter from a Rancher. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 
Enclosed please find my subscription of $1.50. 

Perhaps it might be of interest to mention 

that beavers are becoming more numerous 

on the banks of the S. Saskatchewan River. 

They are building a dam close to my ranch 

and actually had the impudence to cut down 

some cottonwoods to which my fence was 

fastened. Can’t you imagine that beaver 

cussing after all its hard work to find that it 

couldn’t drag the tree to the water on account 

of the wire? One day I cut a green willow 

rod to fish with and left it stuck in the bank, 

after baiting the line with a chub. Next 

morning I found the rod peeled and gnawed 

in two. 
Fishing was very poor all during the summer 

of 1915 on account of the frequent floods, but 

in the fall with the river low very good sport 

was to be had. I made several good mixed 

bags of goldeyes, pike, pickerel and catfish. 

Enclosed is a photo of myself with a nice 

catfish taken before breakfast a few days after 

the ice went out last spring. On opening it 

up I found two more catfish and two chubs 

besides the chub I had on for bait, and part of 

a pickerel. 
My log shack is just a few rods from the 

river so I do quite a bit of fishing in my spare 

time. Antelope and deer may still be seen 

around here but are getting very scarce and 

wild. Coyotes are a regular curse to the 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE WILD 
ANIMALS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

(PHOTOS BY HAROLD FLEMING) 

Bonnycastle Dale 

While wandering in the mighty 
forests that clothe the Pacific slope 
one seems utterly alone. A mile from 
the sea the giant firs rear their im- 
mense boles mile after mile, huge, 
standing upright trunks have they, 
clear of branches for a hundred feet 
and with an open, clean forest floor 
beneath them. On some of the slopes 
immense ferns grow, often to a height 
of from eight to ten feet, yes, even as 
high as sixteen feet on the Olympic 
Peninsula on the United States side 
of the Straits of Juan de Fuca. All 
these far reaching beds of fern are 
cut up and criss-crossed by the well 
trodden, if very narrow, trails of the 
wild animals, yet with all this evidence 
of the passing nightly of great num- 
bers of the denizens of the woods, the 
solitary hunter or prospector or natu- 
ralist feels absolutely alone. 
We were greatly impressed by these 

magnificent solitudes, so much so 
that at one lonely camp fire Fritz 
voiced this feeling when he asked :— 
“Are there no human beings on this 
Bella Coola?’ Our little expedition 
was slowly and wearily returning 
south along that wildly magnificent 
Stretch of sea-inlet-cut coast below 
the Chuckwalla. I had to translate 
to O’poots, our guide, (the lad said 
he guided food excellently well, but 
that he and I really guided the Noot- 
kan, and as this was his first trip here 

we only really relied on him for his 
Chinook dialect and knowledge of 
some Kwakiutl tongues), my answer. 
I am almost forced to think, while 
in these mighty forests, that if, un- 
happily, all the sons of men were 
killed in this cruel war, this old world 
would still swing along its path, sun- 
rise would succeed sunset as regularly 
as to-day, the forests would spring up 
over the dwelling places of mankind, 
the wild animals would again inhabit 
all the continents and boastful selfish 
Man would have ceased forever to 
bother whether he was better than 
his neighbor or whether his clothes 
were a better fit or ofa better texture. 
The weather pessimist with his “It 
looks like rain;’ the exultant fisher 
with his “Oh! I caught a bigger one 
than that!’ the blatant hunter with 
his Indian killed, money-bought deer, 
would all have passed into the shades, 
and that awful fellow who borrowed 
ten until “next Thursday” (he really 
meant “last Thursday’) would be 
consigned forever to realms unknown. 
Yet with all our faults, who would 
willingly leave this wondrous world 
of ours? 

The lad broke our reverie by the 
usual hair-raising question on a dark 
night—‘‘What’s that?’ That was 
a pair of light green glittering eyes 
reflecting our campfire from the gloomy 
background. One flash of the electric 
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THE ELK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

torch showed a_ dog-like animal, 
without doubt a slinking old timber 
wolf attracted by the yellow mongrel 
O’poots triumphantly calls a dog. 
Fritz gave the Maori “‘Coo—e " 
and the cowardly beast fled. In 
many years work we have never had 
more than a few fleeting glimpses of 
these overrated beasts. In one case 
I know of eight of them swiftly loping 
past a bicyclist, he was resting on his 
machine on a cross trail and they were 
hunting, nose to earth, and swiftly 
and silently sped after their prey. 
We often hear them after the camp- 
fire has died out to a mere flickering. 
The mournful dog-like wail of the 
bitch is very ear-piercing. Cowards 
they must be, as several times we 
have found the dog-like pads loam- 
marked in the trail, showing how 
closely they crept to our sleeping 
forms, a side of pork or a hunch of 
venison always being the attraction. 

The picture of the Big-horn Rocky 
Mountain Sheep bounding away be- 
side the great shoulder of the moun- 
tain is very typical of this region. 
which is a perfect pasture land for 
this native sheep, who is at home on 
the highest crags of a fearsome range. 
He can go at full speed down some 
of the most treacherous “‘slides’? and 
sheer slopes absolutely uninjured. 
Through the binoculars we have time 

after time seen big rams and does 
silhouetted against the clear blue sky, 
summer heat nor winters storm 
drives them from these ranges, al- 
though we do see them near tidewater 
on the far-inland reaches of the salt 
water ‘‘canals.”” One of the saddest 
sights we ever met in this violently 
upthrown Coast Range was a mag- 
nificient specimen of a Mountain 
Sheep at the end of a “blind trail.” 
The big white and grey ram had nib- 
bled mosses along the dizzy trail until 
he stood right over the creeping, 
swirling tide hundreds of feet beneath. 
Here the very narrow ledge ceased 
abruptly. There was no trace of a 
way ahead, above or below, and turn 
the nimble beast could not. How 
long he had been there no man knows, 
but two Chilcats, grizzly hunting on 
the flats below, had espied him and 
were only waiting for a turn of the 
tide to the ‘‘shore run-in,”’ to drop him 
into the channel. We very carefully 
examined the sheep with the glasses. 
He was evidently leg weary by the 
way he frequently raised and lowered 
one of his legs. The poor beast was 
really resting by pressing against the 
mighty wall behind. After we had 
passed up the trail we heard the re- 
port that, we will hope, put the poor 
thing instantly out of his misery. This 
animal provides excellent flesh for the 
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camp pot at all times, the lichens and 
mosses and grasses making really 
excellent mutton. The horns of this 
the only animal with circling horns, 
are worthy of a place in all collections. 
Many of them are picked up, others 
taken from the newly slain, but man 
kills a very small precentage of the 
many small flocks which roam the 
three backbone ridges. Sometimes 
the eagle takes its toll, but this is 
while the ewe is absent and the lamb 
is still quite young. We have six 
species on this continent, the largest 
ram may go as high as 250 to. 275 
pounds weight and if you get a horn 
with a fifteen inch base and over 
forty-five inches on the great curve 
it is a good specimen. The females 
also have horns but they are very 
small, flat and straight, usually.about 
six inches long. There is no doubt 
the slinking panther (felix concolor, 
the so called mountain lion, cougar, 
panther, or puma, an animal as deadly 
and dangerous to man as a cotton- 
tail rabbit) takes his toll, as _ his 
colour, intense secretiveness, noctural 
habits, sight, and excellent speed in 
the early part of the attack, make 
him a first-class mutton hunter. By 
the way, all the ranchmen may ask 
you, as you sit down to dinner, ““Have 
a bit of swift mutton?” 

Say “yes,” and eat it as mountain 
sheep of the tame variety, it really 
is usually deer meat, killed out of 
season. 

The Rocky Mountain goat was 
often seen on the more inaccessible 
parts of the range, a wise looking old 
chap he, through the glasses, but an 
awful fool nevertheless. His musky 
flesh and intensely dirty habits make 
him unworthy of the hunt, but the 
trophy appeals to many men and poor 
old “Billy” is potted, and the head 
preserved as an ornament. Even the 
skin is not valuable; the hair is long 
and coarse and there is another coat 
of very fine close wool underneath. 
Both coats are usually exceedingly 
dirty, so much so that they are stained 
yellow. Billy has a wise looking old 
face, but is really stupid, as he stares 
at you when you suddenly meet him 
on the trail and at last seems to think 
it is about time to go up the almost 
absolutely perpendicular side of the 
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trail, instead of speeding along the 
path as any animal of common sense 
would, and he can go up places, and 
across the face of sheer rocks, in a 
manner to elicit a “Well done, old 
fellow’ from Fritz and me. If they 
could add his inner pad and outer 
knife-like circle of the foot to these 
amateur mountain climbers we meet, 
and also put a nice modest skirt over 
some of the startling “‘trousers’’ worn 
by the fair sex (Yes! I know they are 
esteemed essential) they would add 
much to the “‘safety first’’ idea, albeit 
detract greatly from the gaiety of the 
onlookers. (Alpine Club members 
are exempt from these remarks so do 
not write the Editor and empty the 
phials of your wrath on his devoted 
head.) 

The trails of the deer and the count- 
less arrowpads in the sands at the 
mouths of the creeks and rivers speak 
well for the multitude of elk and 
black-tail and white-tail. Especially 
on the West Coast did we see these 
trails and see the mighty animals in 
their chosen haunts. One scene will 
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GREAT DOUGLAS FIRS: A TYPICAL SCENE IN 
THE KWAKIUTL COUNTRY 
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always stand out clear in memories of 
that blessed land. A solitary settler, 
a kindhearted chap, living alone on 
the upland slope behind a great cury- 
ing sandbeach, had brought in, at 
much expense of time and money a 
bull and cow. At this time he had 
thirty-seven in the herd, but as he had 
no market, “the richer he became the 
poorer he got,’ as he used to grumble, 
adding, “if a chap could sell a quarter, 
or use one off a beast it would be all 
right, but it’s a clear waste to slaught- 
er a whole beast for a few feeds.’ One 
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sprang, intent on swimming out and 
heading off the alarmed milker. In 
his hurry he forgot to throw off his 
smock and boots. This, however, he 
did as soon as he found he could not 
gain on the swimming animal, which 
seemed outward bound for distant 
Asia. This intrepid man, all alone, 
no nearby neighbor to render aid, not 
a boat or a canoe on all that exposed 
stretch swam bravely on until he turn- 
ed that struggling frantic beast and, 
in the great surf, safely herded it home 
to shore; where he lamented to us, on 

A SEASON’S FOOD ASSURED: IT TAKES MANY ANIMALS TO KEEP LIFE IN THE BIG 
ANIMAL MAN 

day this stouthearted rancher was 
astounded to see his whole herd dash 
madly down the shore, a mass of wav- 
ing horns and twirling tails. Behind 
them three dog-like animals were in 
hot pursuit. Imagining they were 
wolves he seized an axe, the nearest 
weapon, and started in pursuit. By 
the time he got to the tide edge the 
beasts had forced one cow—his only 
mileck one—apart from the herd and 
had driven it into the sea. 

“IT can’t let that one drown,” he 
cried out, as the wolves fled at his 
approach .and into the high surf he 

our arrival, the loss of his shoes. But 
the finale was the more interesting to 
us. The wolves, driven off from the 
herd by the black, upright figure of the 
running man (all animals fear us on 
account of our standing, belligerent 
attitude) sped along the smooth sands. 
At the big outer horn of the great 
sweep of the bay they espied a single 
lone blacktail buck, one with good 
long spikes the settler told us, and 
drove it back along the firm smooth 
beach almost to the herd of watchful, 
stamping cattle. Evidently the wol- 
ves thought the young buck belonged 
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to the herd, for they sat down like 
dogs, and watched it standing nearby 
before they attacked it from three 
quarters at once, but the nimble deer, 
“like a pea on a hot stove!” drove 
them off merely with swift downward 
and outward blows from his front 
hoofs, not using his sharp “spikers”’ 
in defence. Circling and swiftly strik- 
ing the deer danced upon the sands all 
the while the man was struggling to 
shore with a good “‘tailhold” of the 
struggling cow. No sooner were they 
ashore, than the three cowardly beasts 
ran back into the lagoon for shelter, 
and the deer calmly joined the stamp- 
ing herd. 

“T could have shot the poor beast 
any time up till sunset but I thought 
it kind of deserved its life,’ said the 
rugged old settler. 

It is a common occurrence to see 
deer in the water, driven there by 
wolf, man or dog. Several times we 
have been lucky enough to arrive in 
time to drive off the animals, or 
paddle out and buy off the man, as we 
think if a poor beast has to struggle 
with the tide, which often almost 
beats us, it has had enough trouble in 
all conscience. One bright day while 

Fritz was paddling me down a swift 
little ocean going mountain torrent, 
where the salmon and the cut-throat 
trout leaped like flashes of silver light, 
we saw an extra heavy splash ahead. 
Then the head of a doe or a fawn was 
seen and, on the bank, a pack of wild 
Indian dogs or wolves. Dropping 
the camera and rod I seized a paddle 
and off we darted down that brawling 
rain swollen stream. The previous 
week’s flood had borne a tree down 
and had lodged it from bank to bank; 
the falling waters had left a space 
sufficient for the deer to swim under 
but whether it was high enough for 
the canoe was another matter. As 
we were fairly rushed at the tree it 
was a plain case of pass beneath, leap 
upon it, or swirl sideways and upset, 
so down we flopped like two turtles 
into their shells; the canoe darted un- 
der, scraping off an avalanche of half 
dried mud and sand and weeds upon 
us. Up we leaped to our paddles 
again and off we went after the dogs. 
We could see them plainly now, stand- 
ing in a riffle ahead, ready to pull 
down the deer as it struggled through 
the shallow rapids. On we rushed and 
I felt sure the mongrel pack would 

THE DEAD PANTHER AND THE WEE DOG THAT TREED IT 
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TWO NATIVE HUNTERS AND BODY OF GRIZZLY 

give, but they had been deserted since 
early summer when the tribe had gone 
up to the canneries and had supported 
themselves ever since. The deer and 
our long cedar-board Eastern-made 
canoe entered the riffle at the same 
instant. The poor affrighted thing 
was casting appealing glances back at 
our great threatening shell-like craft 
and then ahead at the leaping, snarl- 
ing pack, perched on the exposed rock 
like so many howling snapping terrors. 
It evidently decided we were the most 
to be feared and perforce kept on. 
The tiny grey head and the big brown 
eyes were right under the bow as we 

DEER PICTURED AT DRINKING POOL 

swept into the rocky channel. _ Fritz 
had all he could do to keep the canoe 
right side up, so the vellow curs fell to 
my share, and I never remember 
smashing a paddle all to smithereens 
with more glee than I did that one, 
and then a nice long push pole seemed 
to force its way into my hand for on 
the second rock perched a group of 
starved mongrels. It wasreally pleas- 
ant to shower blows right and left on 
these hated deer killers as we sped, all 
too swiftly by, and I nearly upset the 
craft by a too vigorous stroke at a big — 
yellow brute perched just out of my 
reach, on a big wet rock. However I 

only lost the push- 
pole and we retriev- 
ed it further down 
just above a _ nice 
twelve footfall that 
would have forever 
ended our National 
History camps had 
we passed over it. 
Fritz, boylike, told 
me after as we watch- 
ed the tired deer 
wade slowly ashore, 
that he was proud 
of the way I had 
played ‘Duck-on- 
the-rock’’ with those 
dogs. He said he 
could not have duck- 
ed more than twice 
as many himself. i 
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ROUGHING IT DE LUXE 
Judson 

tion. It is almost as much 
a part™of his business as 

making money. The only place 
where indigestion cannot exist is 
alongside of a hardwood fire over 
which some just caught trout are 
sizzling. It is not surprising, there- 
fore, that about half-way between 
Montreal and Quebec, on the Cana- 
dian Northern Railway, a group of 
New York millionaires purchased 
from the Canadian Government the 
fishing and hunting rights on an 
enormous tract of land. Here they 
have built a magnificent club house, 
and keep the lakes and _ streams 
stocked so that even with the very 
latest in rods, reels, and landing nets, 

ion millionaire has indiges- 

they are able to catch fish at any 
time of day. 

It would hardly be etiquette for 
me to divulge the secret of the 
method by which I finally succeeded 
in invading this millionaire strong- 
hold. If 1 did they would at once 
find in their very midst other miser- 
able pikers like myself who insisted 
on referring to fishing poles instead 
of rods, and otherwise profaning the 
sanctity of their domain. However, 
on account of my sojourn this narra- 
tive will be entirely within the accept- 
ed code of propriety. 

Before the train which took me 
north from New York had pulled 
into Montreal, I was surprised to 
see that the old familiar railroad cross- 
ing sign “‘Look out for the Cars” had 
disappeared and a strange foreigner 
had filled his place. The stranger’s 
name was “Traverse du Chemin de 
fer.’ Of course, history had told me 
of the French influence in the early 
days in Canada, but I was hardly 
prepared to find that all public 
notices were printed sometimes in 
two languages, and if in only one, 
that one would be French. In fact 
if you are to be understood at all 
by a large percentage of the rural 
population of this section, you must 
speak French. This fact was em- 
phasized when the Canadian North- 

Gaylord 

ern set me down at the little station 
from which I was to go into the 
millionaire camp. With the except- 
tion of the Englishman who had come 
from the Club to meet us, everybody 
was talking French. The English- 
man spoke perfectly good United 
States. 

He had come to meet us in a Ford. 
I tound one last summer above the 
tree line on Long’s Peak in Estes 
Park so I was not surprised at the 
Ford, but I was somewhat startled 
to think of the lengths to which a 
millionaire will go when he reaily 
decides to rough it. 

As we stood pondering whether 
after all our tackle and outfit had 
been loaded on there would still be 
room left for ourselves, a man came 
by with two dogs hitched to a tiny 
cart. Not owning a horse, or even a 
Ford, he had made use of his favorite 
pets and was in the act of delivering 
some tarm produce to the nearby 
village store. In the village ordinary 
houses are often not even white- 
washed. Occasionally when the 
owner is wealthy enough to afford a 

GUIDE CALLING A MOOSE 
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little paint only the front is painted 
and the rest whitewashed. The sign, 
however, of real affluence and posi- 
tion in society is to have a sheet tin 
roof. 

The influence of the Jesuit Fathers 
who first visited this country still re- 
mains. Every little village has a 
large and well-kept church, a strik- 
ing evidence that religion plays a 
real part in their lives. Many houses 
out in the country have little shrines 
built in the front yard. At every 
crossing you will find a square place 
fenced off, and there you will find a 
wooden cross, on which are fastened 
a pair of plyers, a small spear, some 
huge iron nails, and other interesting 
instruments used at the Crucifixion. 
The particular cross which I photo- 
graphed was erected in memory of 
two men who lost their lives in a 
snow storm. They had become con- 
fused in the deep drifts and although 
within a few yards of a house were 
too exhausted to reach it and had 
perished without the services of a 
priest. 

In the meanwhile our stalwart 
little Ford had been plugging along. 
The farm houses became less fre- 
quent and even more discouraged in 
appearance. Finally we plunged 

right into the woods and for miles 
rode on, coming down from one 
bump just in time to connect with 
the Ford coming up on the next. 
Suddenly we coasted down a hill, 
around a corner and the beautiful 
Lac La Peche lay before us. Row- 
boats were waiting to take us up 
the remaining four miles to the club 
house, for it would never do to drive 
up to a fishing club in a machine, 
even a Ford would be too effete. 
Behold then the main club house 
nestled on the shores of a beautiful 
lake, known only to the millionaires 
and their guides. 

The camp consists of several build- 
ings tucked away here and there 
among the beeches, pines, and spruce, 
and to carry out the idea of the 
primitive, they have built them of 
logs, chinked with cement. Very 
primitive they are from the outside, 
but the wildest dream of the eager 
hunter never pictured the interior— 
such a collection of Moose head, 
stuffed ducks, birds, and fish of all 
descriptions—everything from _ptar- 
migan to tarpon is found in the big 
main sitting room. No one could 
sit in that room for more than two 
minutes without being infected with 
its atmosphere to-such an extent that 
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he would at once vie with his neigh- 
bor in tales of the trail. 

Like Ali Baba in the cave of the 
robbers, I stood in open-mouthed 
amazement envying the Commodore 
who presides over all this glory the 
year ‘round, keeping off poachers 
and preserving its sanctity for his 
millionaires. The Commodore knows 
where the fish are rising, the fly to 
use, the condition of the portages, 
where to lie in wait for the next 
moose, and how to whip Germany. 
He can silence all opposition in the 
story line by producing witnesses to 
the facts he describes. 

It is vouched for by at least two 
of his best guides that he caught a 
teal duck with a trout fly. It seems 
that one morning before breakfast 
he was practising casting from the 
dock when three ducks flew past. 
In a spirit of sport he whipped at 
them with his rod. The line fell 
across one of the birds and threw it 
into the water, entangling it long 
enough to enable him to capture it 
in a landing net. 

In back of the club is a small 
vegetable garden, a cow and a poultry 
yard, thus assuring palates jaded with 
trout, bear and moose steak with a 
supply of fresh eggs, butter, milk 
and garden truck. Everything from 
soup to nuts is served upon the Com- 
modore’s table. After supper the 
conversation turned towards tackle, 
guns, boots, trails, flies, guides, and 
former years, before we retired to 
pack up our duffle for an early start 

MOOSE SHOT IN THE LAKE EDWARD REGION 

the next morning. We were going © 
to make the round of the smaller 
camps, which are merely lesser imi- 
tations of the big one, situated more 
convenient to this, that or the other 
species of trout or big game. 

Even in the woods the incentive 
to get up early from a good iron cot 
with an excellent mattress and spot- 
less linen is not very great, especially 
when it has been announced the night 
before that breakfast is at eight. The 
sun was therefore high in heaven 
when my host and I dashed down- 
stairs and out on the dock to take our 
morning tub in the unruffled lake. 
As we knew there were no women in 
the camp at the time, we had wrapped 
ourselves in spare blankets as bath 
robes and figured on nature for our 
bathing suits. The water of these 
northern lakes is always so cold that 
none of the natives know how to 
swim. The sight we afforded was 
something in the nature of a three ring 
circus. We had not figured on this, 
nor on the fact that some of the 
guides’ wives and families assisted 
in caring for the club. It is an 
accepted fact that in order to get 
the fullest enjoyment from the circus, 
one must take the whole family, con- 
sequently our stay in Lac la Peche 
was somewhat longer than the tem- 
perature or our own _ dispositions 
warranted. Nor did our unabashed 
audience retreat until we were again 
swathed in our blankets and enroute 
for our rooms, I was informed later 
that our swim was regarded as a 

mild and harmless kind of 
insanity. 

Before we had _ finished 
breakfast the guides had put 
everything in our canoes and 
were patiently awalling our 
pleasure. ‘There were two 
guides for each canoe and an 
air cushion for the million- 
aire passenger. This was 
indeed a novelty for me, 
but I observed it was not 
good form to replace either 
of the guides, so I content- 
ed my self with enjoying the 
scenery to the fullest extent 
of my role of helplessness. 
Ere long we came to the first 
portage. Here, following 
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the example of those who had been 
there before, I removed my coat 
preparatory, I thought to helping 
with the duffle. But; He ae 
all! The guides carried my coat and 
all that I was supposed to be able to 
do was to get myself over the trail, 
and this usually well in the rear of 
the guides whose pace is reputed to 
be furious. In exceptional cases it 
is etiquette to carry your own camera 
and possibly your own rod, but to be 
strictly en regle, the trail must be 
“frightful,” the mosquitoes “‘savage” 
and your appetite “tremendous.” 

Some violent exercise was in store 
for us, however. After one or two 
small carries we came to the lake we 
were to fish. Leaving one guide on 
shore, from my air cushion in the 
middle of the canoe I whipped up 
one shore and down the other, getting 
violent exercise in the right forearm 
and wrist; also getting the fish right 
im the middle of the day. In all 
justice I must say the fishing couldn’t 
be improved. In an incredibly short 
time I had 18 or 20 trout weighing 
on an average of three-quarters of a 
pound apiece. 

Having caught enough fish for 
luncheon, we returned to the other 
guides, who in the meanwhile had 
been busy getting things started. 
While we rested from our Herculean 
labors they prepared the rest of the 
luncheon. You know how meals in 
the woods taste—every one better 
than the last. As one member of the 
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: party, who was making 
== his first trip into the 

| woods put it: “I am 
/ nearly 70 years old, and I 
have never known what 
living is until this noon. 
Hey, give me _ another 
trout!” 

On the trails we saw 
tracks and signs of moose, 

caribou and bear. Quail 
_ and partridge were con- 

stantly stirrmg from un- 
der foot, to rise and light 
in the nearby trees. I 
could almost hit them 
with my rod. Beaver dams 
were quite frequent and 
at one time we scared up 
a fox. 

That night we arrived at one of the 
branch camps, and found a fair-sized 
log cabin fitted up not quite so lux- 
uriously as the main camp, but en- 
joying a cow, garden and poultry 
yard. The guardian here had a family 
of some six or seven, and for the 
benefit of these children certain mem- 
bers of the club had built a school- 
house and supplied a teacher, but as 
yet they understood very little Eng- 
lish. 

The guardian’s eldest daughter was 
a very pretty girl of about 16 who 
waited on table, attending to our 
various needs and desires. One of 
the favorite dishes served at this 
camp was “‘Oeufs au Sucre’—eggs 
poached in maple syrup. It sounds 
bad, looks worse, but is really very 
delicious if you can get courage to 
taste it. Hank and I developed a 
passion for oeufs au sucre and capped 
off every meal with them. 
Hank had a college education, so 

he had an alibi for not speaking 
French. As the guardian’s daughter 
spoke no English the conversational 
duties fell upon my shoulders. Every - 
thing went well until Hank had a 
bigger oeufs au sucre appetite than 
mine, and I refused to order any more 
for him. ‘‘Well, tell me what to say,” 
asked Hank. “I can order them my- 
self.’ ‘‘All right, Hank, simply say: 
‘Edmondine, je vous aime’—you can 
say that, I guess.” 

Edmondine was called and Hank 
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explained his desire for eggs. Edmon- 
dine, je vous aime.” 

She turned crimson and stammered. 
“Comment M’sieu?”’ and Hank re- 

peated. 
“Je vous aime.”” Edmondine turn- 

ed and fled to the protection of the 
kitchen. A very indignant mother 
straightway appeared. Almost im- 
mediately she took in the situation 
and joined in the laughter which was 
shared by all but Hank and Edmon- 
dine. I don’t think Hank ever did 
get those eggs. 

Throughout my stay we followed 
our routine of roughing it De Luxe, 
which in spite of the fish, in spite of 
the game, the wonderful lakes and 
woods,#seemed to lack that punch 

which is found in “doing it on your 
own.” I wonder if any of my million- 
aire friends have ever slept in the 
open, wrapped only in a_ blanket. 
The night is pretty chilly, and along 
about half-past two you-wake. The 
fire is almost out. Cussing the luck 
you crawl out and put on another 
log and retreat once more with a 
shiver to your blanket. There you 
lie listening to. the woods’ noises, 
gazing at the stars; another shiver 
or two and you have dropped off to 
sleep. Why just this experience is 
worth almost a million dollars. Let 
the poor millionaires have their ex- 
clusive camps. Most of them have 
missed the big tent while looking at 
the side show. 

HOW TO RAISE WILD DUCKS ON 
THE FARM 

“Why not grow wild birds on the farm, 
both for pleasure and for profit?” inquires 
Fred L. Holmes in Country Gentleman, and 
proceeds to tell how, thusly: 

serot. J. C. Halpin, of the Wisconsin 
Experiment Station has demonstrated that 
the wild mallard is readily domesticated ana 
may easily be raised by farmers who have 
small ponds or streams. Professor Halpin, 
started about five years ago with a single pair. 
Although he sold many last year, he now has 
a flock of more than 200. The bird propagates 
so rapidly—from thirty to forty eggs a season 
—and shows the inherent ability to shift for 
itself at so early an age that the plan has 
evidences of being a good commercial pro- 
position. 

“The original stock was bagged by hunters. 
When turned over to Professor Halpin he 
clipped one wing of each bird to the first joint. 
The following spring the thirty-odd eggs laid 
were divided between the incubator and the 
mother. ‘The little ones became so domesti- 
cated from handling after hatching that they 
were even greater pets than the domesticated 
ducks on the farm. ‘Their rapid increase in 
numbers has not changed this condition. 

“It is a sight worth seeing to behold these 
200 mallards start on their exercise flights 
about four o’clock in the morning and Just 
before sundown, sometimes in groups, then in 
an unbroken straight line. At times during 
the day they may take a spin, but when the 
weather is hot they prefer to lie in some shady 
place and quack family gossip. Sometimes 
they will go miles away or alight in pastures 
long distances from the yards that have been 
fenced off for them. A word to the farm dog 
with whom they have been raised and he is 

after them. As if they understood the mes- 
sage they rise and circle to the yards. 

“Occasionally one or more pairs of these 
mallards may leave, but this happens too 
seldom to be considered of importance. On 
the leg of each duck, a few weeks after hatch- 
ing, is placed a registration seal. This gives 
an opportunity to keep an exact record of each 
bird as to laying and breeding qualities. 

“Not unlike guineas, these domesticated 
mallards retain many of the instincts peculiar 
to their wild nature. When mother and baby 
ducks are out in the field, let astrange object 
approach and with one quack the little brown 
birds hide in the grass close to the earth. 
Moreover, these wild ducks are habitual 
imitators. Let one mallard start limping 
and in ten minutes, unless there is something 
to attract attention elsewhere, a majority 
will be limping. A strange noise, the ap- 
pearance of the dog, and all will again be 
walking naturally. 

“Little feed is given these mallards because 
they fatten quickly and become logy. The 
200 are given fourteen quarts of cracked grains 
each morning. Without any feeding, five 
inallards that were hatched on October 12, 
1914, weighed three pounds apiece on Thanks- 
giving Day. At four to five pounds the birds 
give up their regular flights. 

“No special houses are demanded for them, 
even in winter. A shed is provided where 
they can get grain and drink, but during the 
daytime they sit on the snowbanks with their 
feet tucked in their feathers. 

*‘On the market these birds sell for twenty 
to twenty-five cents each more than the 
domestic ducks.” 



WILHELM THE HAWK 
A Tragedy of the Prairies 

James S. Jones 

UT to the wide green stretches of the 
Foot-Hill country in Southern Alberta, 
there appeared on acertain spring morn- 

ing a large specimen of Swainson’s hawk. 
This particular hawk was known to some 

by the name of “‘Wilhelm’”,—The name was 
suggested by Jake, the Badger, at a special 
meeting of the ‘Prairie Ground-Folks’ As- 
sociation, shortly after Wilhelm had put 
in his first appearance. 

Those present at the meeting besides 
Jake were,—Tony the Coyote, Meg _the 
Porcupine, Jack Rabbit, Collins the Red Fox, 
Chips the Gopher, Slim the Weasel and Mat 
the Skunk. 

Jake’s suggestion as to the name was 
unopposed; it seemed a suitable one, and in 
any case, none of Jake’s suggestions were 
ever opposed, unless one desired to break up 
a gathering with disorder and casualties. 

Once Jake got an idea under his thick 
skull, there was no dislodging it. He simply 
‘“‘hadgered”’ others until they gave in to his 
way of thinking,—and whether Jake got his 
name from this bad habit, or whether he had 
the name first, and we came to use it in des- 
cribing a person who acted like Jake, we have 
personally never been able to find out. 
Now Wilhelm was an exceptionally fine 

specimen, this could not be denied. He was 
not yet a year old; having chipped his shell, 
the previous spring at the family nest, jammed 
in the crotch of a cotton-wood tree along 
the upper reaches of the Highwood River. 

He was the first of the family to climb out 
of the nest and take his stand on a limb, and 
at meal times, by reason of his greater 
strength and agility he always got the largest 
share. 7 Ta ee 

His appetite was ferocious, and on oc- 
casions when his stomach had not been 
filled to his complete satisfaction, there 
would come a look in his eye that frightened 
his brothers, as he honed his bill and glared 
at them in cold selfishness. He appeared to 
blame them for his hunger, he begrudged 
them what it took to keep them alive. Wil- 
helm was one who thought he had a mission, 
and therefore that others should deny them- 
selves and contribute; that he might deliver 
his message with style and grace. 

From his bearing, one must assume that 
he was in accord with a higher being, and was, 
as such, required to adopt a highly dignified 
and patient look of forbearance on other 
forms of life. His attitude towards his 
parents was of a like nature. Their duty 
consisted in his eyes, of bringing him freshly 
killed meat; his future deeds would repay 
them amply for any services that they might 
at present render him,” and withit all Wilhelm 
was stubborn, all the dangers that he might 
have learned of by listening to the lore and 
history of his cousins and parents he dis- 
regarded entirely. 
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Strong in the knowledge of his own strength, 
he flew well at his first attempt, while the 
other members of the family, flopped clumsily 
to the ground, or went plunging through 
leafy branches in a frightened scramble for 
another toe-hold. When Wilhelm left his 
nest, he said, “I will do it for good and all”, 
and he did. By Autumn, one would not have 
known him for a fledgling. His plumage was 
without defect. His mastery of flight un- 
equalled, and he had learned to kill with a 
nicety and precision that demanded praise 
from all. Many of the ground folk regarded 
him as a personage, while Chips, who lived 
in mortal fear, even of Wilhelm’s shadow, 
credited him with unlimited knowledge, and 
led himself and his relations to believe, that 
Wilhelm obtained information from un- 
natural sources. 

But Slim, the Weasel did not hold these 
views, in fact he remarked to his wife at a 
mid-night supper of freshly killed young 
rabbit, that “It was a common error to 
suppose that Wilhelm had even a general 
knowledge’. 

Wilhelm did not know for instance that 
there was a higher power called the Govern- 
ment, which had issued orders for the pro- 
tection of Swainson’s Hawk, in fact he would 
probably have “‘bit the dust’ in his first 
summer, if it had not been for this wise 
Government’s protection. 

On the occasion to which we allude, 
Wilhelm had gorged himself on a fat gopher, 
and then planing in majesty to what he 
deemed in his inexperience, a splendid point 
of vantage, he plumed himself carefully and 
settled down in the sun-shine to sleep it 

Now this point of vantage, was a telephone 
post, carrying a line through Farmer Brown’s 
pasture, and at that very moment, Farmer 
Brown and his son Bobbie were out with the 
.22 on a gopher hunting expedition. Bobby 
urged his Father to “Knock him off’n the 
post’, as he had seen the hired man do to 
other live creatures that offered such a target, 
but Mr. Brown was a business man and there- 
fore knew, that while he and others spent 
considerable time and money each seeding 
season in killing, and laying out poison for 
gophers, this bird and his kind made war on 
them continually. 

So Wilhelm was spared, not through any 
care, or goodness in himself, but as a general 
utility, and it would have taken considerable 
conceit out of him had he known this as he 
perched there, with the contented mind that 
is the daughter of a full stomach. It was 
written that he was to meet his end in this 
very field at no great distant period, and it 
would perhaps have been better, at least, 
less humiliating to his family and friends, if 
Bobby’s father had pierced him with a bullet 
then and there, than to have made the dis- 
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graceful mistake he did, which we hasten to 
chronicle. ; 

With Wilhelm’s migratory journey South 
we will not deal, suffice it to say that it was 
a glorious experience. He went by_ easy 
stages through state after state, following at 
times the great Mississippi, until he arrived 
at Florida, where he settled, and took up 
family duties, until a time when something 
told him to go back to his birth place, and 
hunting ground-of-plenty. Competition for 
food was more keen in the Southern land, but 
Wilhelm did not lack, he arrived back a 
strong and active creature, full of virility and 
zest for living. 

A disadvantage to him lay in the fact of 
his never having had a fight, other than an 
attack by a number of skittlers; whose frantic 
and noisy efforts to oppose him, he beat off 
with his great strong pinions. Wilhelm 
Was growing to be too “cock-sure” he had 
commenced to judge other adversaries’ ability 
to out-do him ie the harmless attack of the 
poor brave little skittlers, and felt a too 
perfect confidence in his ability to handle any- 
thing that was at all likely to attack him. 
Wilhelm overlooked something, something 
that was too unimportant for him even to give 
amoment’s thought to, as we shall shortly see. 

Now in order to set down the details of 
Wilhelm’s end, it is necessary to describe 
his favorite method of killing his gopher 
meat. He had many schemes for appearing 
suddenly on his victims, but the spectacular 
appealed to him; it was his keenest pleasure 
to mount to a great height, then wheel in 
graceful circles towards the sun, in order that 
his shadow fell far behind. On perceiving a 
gopher, he would appear preoccupied, and 
presently slant away, as if engaged with 
something in the direction, but opposite. 
Suddenly turning to bring some object, a 
post, anything.—between him and his quarry, 
he would dive at terrific speed until this 
object was reached, then avoiding it with 
unexampled precision, speed close to the 
ground, and with a snap of that strong bill, a 
toss that is too quick to be seen, the trick 
is turned, the victim with his spine broken 
lies on his back, kicking his last. Wilhelm 
then curves on with the momentum for 100 
feet or so and brings up in a turn with one or 
two vigorous flaps then proceeding casually 
back he drops those sharp feathered talons, 
grasps the warm limp form and strikes out 
for a favorable spot to make his meal. 

And now reader that we have introduced 
Wilhelm, and spoken of his characteristics, 
let us view the scenery that he is accustomed 
to look down upon as his very own. 
_ While he soars far above us, all unsuspect- 
ing that the curtain in the final act of his 
life drama will shortly be rung down,—let us 
observe the setting,—Presently the actors 
will be in their places, and the play will have 
commenced,—Let us look at the stage detail, 
before the spot-light of interest is thrown on 
the action of the piece. 

_ The sun is well up and shining as he only 
shines in Alberta, the atmosphere clear as 
crystal. Thirty miles to the west lie the 
ponderous Rockies, their cold outlines and 
shadows piled against a pale blue sky. 

Except for odd strips of ploughing, the 
great undulating fields and hills are green with 
grass and new grain, as far as eye can see.— 
In hollows here and there are small lakes 
of water from the recent rain, so clear and 
cool looking that one is thirsty to drink them. 

From a distance one hears the flute like 
call of a curlew, and in answer a killdeer 
pipes. Larks whistle their clearest music. 
and skim from point to point as though all 
things depended on their activities. 

And look reader;—that spout of new back 
earth you see. It causes you to wonder. 
That is Jake digging a brand new hole. He 
is not in need of it. He digs out of pure 
ecstacy. 

While you or I would put in time at some 
unimportant occupation Jake employs his 
leisure moments digging wonderful round 
holes, straight down in the earth, plenty big 
and deep enough to break a horse’s leg. 

Look at that continuous stream of clawed 
earth spuming up there like a fountain and 
tell me if you could perform such a feat even 
with tools. No, you say, it reminds one more 
of chaff pouring from the flue of a wind- 
stacker. 

And lying behind that shriveled piece of 
buck-bush, his color scheme of grayish- 
yellow and black points, blending so perfectly 
with the foreground is “‘Tony’’ the Coyote. 
You will recognize him now by the long 
pointed ears. 

Early yesterday morning, he and a number 
of his pals, herded off one of Brown’s young 
pigs into a coulee, where they killed and ate 
it all. He does not look the sneaking murderer 
he is, as he lies there basking peacefully. 

Those neat buildings half a mile to the 
south near the grove of poplars, are Brown’s. 
Those cattle dotting the big hill, they are 
Browns’ too. Farmer Brown has lived there 
a good many years; the home that looks so 
cozy and prosperous with its white and green 
paint, those large roomy stables and spacious 
corralls were not always there. Jasper 
Brown and his tamily worked hard and 
suffered discomforts before those came. The 
story of his prosperity is already edging out 
to the great world, and one day Brown will 
have many neighbors to emulate his success. 

And above this peaceful home, above these 
great green distances of hills and valleys: 
far to the east and well up out of the danger 
zone is Wilhelm, sweeping in great even 
circles as though suspended by an invisable 
wire. 
Now kindly tocus your attention on the 

small bare knoll, just to the right of the 
telephone post. There are a number of small 
burrows there, and see; from one of the 
burrows there cautiously appears a_ pale 
wedge-shaped face, with a pair of heady eyes 
set very closely to the sharp snout, and the 
ears, they are so far back as to appear almost 
on the snakey neck. It is our friend “Slim”, 
just out from a cozy sleep. What Slim’s 
business has been that is his own affair; it 
is enough to say, that to one familiar with 
the knoll, a conspicuous absence of gophers is 
noticeable. 

Slim now draws his thin yellow body from 
the burrow, sniffs into a flowing air current, 
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gets himself into a position that would excite 
envy in the breast of a professional contor- 
tionist, and scratches his back vigorously in 
several places with a hind foot, then catching 
sight of Wilhelm, he fastens his eyes on him 
in a steady stare. 
Now none of Wilhelm’s relations had 

attacked a weasel for a number of generations 
and Wilhelm should have known this. 

It was Slim’s greatest wish that it would 
occur again. He had no fear of Wilhelm, in 
fact, was he winged, or could he climb, he 
would have before now hunted Wilhelm until 
he killed him, so set was he in purposes of this 
nature. 

Wilhelm excited his animosity in no small 
degree, and this increased as_ he 
watched the casual regard he had for things, 
other than his own self. Suddenly,—Wil- 
helm’s flight slowed,—just perceptibly,—in 
the middle of a circle,—He had looked; and 
at that moment Tony raised on his haunches, 
while as though connected by an electric 
current, Jake scuffled out on his dirt pile 
and stood there. 

Slim turned his head for a moment to make 
sure who was there, and when he peered 
again,—Wilhelm was not to be seen. 

Slim’s body stiffened. His head _ only 
pumed towards the post again, when Whizz,— 

More quickly than eye can follow, Wil- 
helm has crossed the distance, struck, and 
missed. The weasel tamily’s record for not 
being caught napping is still good. His 
movement to avoid is perfect in its poise; 
nothing hurried or frightened about it, just 
a sure crouch, with his body held tensely 
to one side, and without vour seeing anything 
but a little whirl of dried grass from Wilhelm’s 
vortex, Slim has turned to face. 

Wilhelm contused at his miss, checks up 
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quickly. His expression in one of amused 
anger, as his great spread, overshadows his 
small adversary. Slim leaps with the full 
strength of those short legs and a bunch of 
feathers fly from close to Wilhelm’s throat. 
Slim has fallen on his back, but leaps again 
before Wilhelm’s feet touch the ground, and 
this time he has hold. 

_ The sharp claws grasp for and cut his 
lithe body, but his eyes are shut, he feels 
nothing, and meanwhile those needle like 
fangs are piercing through the throat and 
windpipe of poor Wilhelm, who beats the air 
and snaps helplessly at nothing. 

Wilhelm now thinks he has made a mis- 
calculation somewhere, and that he will rise 
again and look things over. Too late Wilh- 
elm, Too late. With every ounce of wing 
power exerted, he rises to a height of fifty 
yards, but Slim goes with him, his long body 
dangling from Wilhelm’s throat reminding 
one of a lamprey eel fastened to a pike. 

There remains little to tell, a frenzied flap- 
ping, a hurtling fall, a resounding thud, and 
shortly Wilhelm’s talons are clutched for the 
last time. 

There he lies on his back, the film over 
his eyes, with his small and _insignificent 
enemy standing over him calmly cleaning his 
chops of blood and feather fluff. 
No sympathy went out to him. Those 

who witnessed his end spread it far and wide 
on the prairies that night, before the moon 
came up; and as though to keep it green in 
their memories as an example, Bobby Brown 
discovered the body next day, pulled out the 
tail and spiked the carcass on the spine offa 
barbed wire fence. There the bedraggled 
remains may be seen to this day swinging 
aimlessly in the winds he was once so strong 
and free to ride upon. 

JIM MARSHALL: A Character Sketch 
J. N. JARVIS 

The train puffed westward through the 
muskeg to the granite beyond the Nipigon, 
where Jim Marshall lives,—not James, mind 
you, but just plain Jim Marshall, a man with 
the eyes of a dreamer, the heart of a woman, 
and the spirit of the great white North. Shall 
I tell you about him—plain kind-hearted Jim? 

Born in sunny Texas about sixty years ago, 
he first punched cattle on the Panhandle, 
and then prospected in the Yaqui country of 
Old Mexico, where he had the restless spirit 
drilled into him by a hostile bullet, and since, 
he has searched, searched, for hidden gold. 
Many years ago he drifted to the country 
north and West of Port Arthur, and in this 
trackless wild he made his home. He knew 
the district before the engineers had run a 
trail line through it. He knew its rivers and 
its lakes, its granite ridges and the muskegs 
between. He knew the moose, the caribou, 
the fur carriers; and Indians were his friends 
—he loved them all because Jim Marshall 
was in tune. The whip was never used to 
rush his dogs. The Indian found welcome 
at his shack, and many a chilled marrow was 
thawed by hot tea, at the side of the box stove. 

I had arranged for Jim to be my guide,{and 
when I arrived at his cabin, I found an old 
squaw sick in his bunk, with her worthless 
husband and more worthless daughter billeted 
on Jim’s kindness. He had found her sick 
with pleurisy and had taken the family in. 
There was nothing else to do, he said. The 
old soul couldn’t be left to die with only a 
tent to shelter her from the November storms. 
He took her in—he took them all in—and she 
is well to-day. : 

Jim has a fur farm with pens of foxes, mink 
and fisher. Two years ago he caught a 
beautiful silver fox in a trap. She was good 
stock and the fox ranchers of Prince Edwards 
would have paid him thousands of dollars 
for her; he needed the money, but he saw 
that she had a family somewhere in a den, 
and that her babies needed her, so Jim just 
let her go,-and ~hiked off home whistling 
Casey Jones—for Jim you see was in tune. 
Your heart is right Jim, so when your time 

comes, sleep warm, Jim Marshall, sleep warm, 
under a thick blanket of snow, for God’s 
angel will be there to dig you out, Jim, when 
Gabriel blows his trumpet in the morning. 
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THE HOME TRAIL 
R. J. Fraser 

E were novices, we were “green’”’—had 
it been otherwise this tale would not be 
worth the telling. Also, we were 

strangers in the land and, contrary to our 
fond expectations and preconceived impres- 
sions of the great corporation whose old 
Scotch hospitality and assistance to way- 
farers have become traditional, we were taken 
in. Later dealings with the ‘““Company”’ and 
a closer intimacy with many of its officers 
have formed everlasting comradeships suffi- 
cient to banish all raised by that first trying 
experience. The six “‘greenhorns”’ shall al- 
ways esteem the officers of the Hudson Bay 
Company, bar those responsible for that 
torture-ridden trail to Oxford House. To the 
“Company” this explanation is due for 
throughout my experiences in the Hudson 
Bay country, I personally encountered but 
this one instance of “‘raw-dealing.”’ 

We were “‘tenderfeet”’ when, on that dreary 
August morning, we left our good old ship 
and watched it disappear into the snowstorm, 
homeward bound through the ice-laden waters 
of the Bay. Yes, we were tenderfeet when 
we landed in the ““Company’s” land. But 
we were cripples all when we had fought our 
way out ofit. I trust that readers will accept 
this,—my apology for the prelude. 

The home trail! None but the exile or he 
whom dutay or necessity has sent into the 
faraway places can fully sound to its depths 
the joy in the word “‘home.”’ Nearly a thous- 
and miles of snow wastes lay ahead of us,— 
from the icebound shores of the Hudson Bay 
to the end of steel near Winnipeg. The way 
for us stretched over frozen muskegs and 
frost-stilled winding streams, broad billowy- 
drifted lakes whose farther shores were dim,— 
a single, shallow rut haunted by the gaunt 
pray wolf and trod by few other than the 
rown-skinned lords of the wilderness, wind- 

ing across miles and miles and miles of snow. 
But for us it was the home trail! 

To forty-eight below zero did the mercury 
drop when on a February morning we left 
the time-worn buildings of historic Fort York 
and set forth on the first leg of our journey— 
three hundred miles to Oxford House. This 
was the dreaded stretch that had no house 
between and the veteran trippers cursed it and 
called it the toughest trail in the Nelson 
River country. Dogs we had, three teams 
of them, and long-legged, lanky drivers, full- 
blooded hunters of the Swampy Crees. The 
head guide was a French half-breed, Geordie 
Gibeault from the Churchill River, a gray- 
haired driver of many teams. A _ crooked- 
legzed Indian by the name of Wastiss picked 
the trail and showed, when we least wanted 
it, a wonderful capacity for endurance and 
speed. Of the fifteen dogs ten were lame 
from the start. One team had just returned 
from a southern trip to Fort Severn and had 
been starving for six days on the way. The 
husky has marvellous recuperative powers. 
Team number two had already been to 

Oxford House and back with the mail packet, 
three weeks on the road, and the dogs had 
broken a new trail through virgin snow. 
During the five days in which they rested up 
at York the huskies were employed in hauling 
firewood for the post. The third team was in 
better condition but would accompany us to 
Oxford only, where they belonged. Their 
crippled mates were destined to make the 
four hundred mile “mush” straight through 
to Norway House, at the head of Lake 
Winnipeg, the first post at which we expected 
to obtain relays. 

There were six of us and three were sailors. 
Bates, the cook, before he took this trail, had 
snowshoes on his feet but once. George 
Oleson, a Canadian Swede, nicknamed “‘Quiet 
George,” was the only one with any experience 
in winter travelling in the northern wilder- 
ness. To his magnificent finish the success- 
ful ending of the Lonesome Trail is due. 

The snowshoes and the moccasins supplied 
us by the “‘Company’s” factor were war- 
ranted to cripple all who wore them, veteran 
or “greenhorn’, and to them we attributed 
the most of our suffering. 

Footgear and clothing which we had 
ordered in the fall were sold over our heads, 
and when the time came for our departure 
none of these necessary articles were forth- 
coming. Instead, the culls, rejected by even 
the poorest Indians about the post, were of- 
fered us and we had no choice but to take 
them. We were in the factor’s hands and in 
the ““Company’s” land. 

The factor himself stood by and watched 
us trail out from the post, smiling scornfully 
at the inexperienced Bate’s efforts to adjust 
the snowshoe thongs. He laughed in derision 
as we bade farewell. ‘‘In three days you'll 
be riding on the loads’ he said, “In five 
you'll be on the back trail to York.” 

The factor’s predictions of disaster were 
true in part only. In three days’ time some 
of us were on the toboggans, but there never 
was even a word of turning back. 

Ten days’ rations were carried for ourselves 
and eight only for the dogs who for the last 
two or three days must travel with empty 
bellies for the loads were already overweight. 
Tents, on account of their weight and bulk, 
were prohibitive and comfort must be sacri- 
ficed for speed. We made open camps all the 
way. Barricades of felled trees held back 
the piercing north wind and spruce brush 
gave us beds. Over head was the hard winter 
sky whose myriad scintillating stars were 
dimmed at times by the fitful splashes of the 
Northern Lights. When it snowed we buried 
our heads in the bags and slept the warmer 
for the deep, white mantle, that falling over- 
night, completely covered men and dogs. 
When wood was plentiful—which times were 
rare—a huge fire was built to leeward. It 
burned for an hour or two. Then, pees i 
eaten and clothing partially dried, we pulled 
on all our extra wraps and crawled feet first 
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into the bags. Sleep was fitful at the best 
and after a night of alternate naps and shiver- 
ings we welcomed the sharp exercise of the 
early morning start. ; 

At half past three, six hours before sunrise, 
we were aroused by the sound of the guides’ 
axe biting into the iron-like frozen spruce. 
It was rising time. ; 

“All up, boys, all up. It’s thirty miles or 
bust to-day.” 

But not until the crackling fire had begun 
to throw the sparks and cinders over bag 
and blanket did we stir. It took some 
courage to crawl out of the warm eiderdowns; 
the spruce “‘feathers” were now nicely smooth- 
ed out and “sleep after toil was sweet.” 
Facing the frosty air of the early morning was 
always a trial and getting onto one’s feet a 
painful exertion, the overtaxed muscles and 
cold-tautened cords bitterly complaining. 
But, once erect and in front of the blaze, the 
heat had an easing effect and cramped limbs 
soon suppled. 

The teapail was on the fire and after we 
had each drunk a mugful of the scalding 
beverage and hastily devoured a bannock, 
we turned to help the natives with the dogs. 

“You watch your fingers, sir,” advised 
Old Geordie. ‘Dis harness will freeze them 
on you afore you know it.” 

True enough was Geordie! Most un- 
pleasantly true! Lashing or unloading the 
toboggans was a painfully disagreeable task. 
The hard, rough rawhide was kinked and 
stubborn with the frost. Knots refused to 
answer to benumbed fingers which were 
nipped with shooting pains as one after ano- 
ther the tightened nerves were shocked by 
every little contact with the frozen thongs. 
Handling lashings and snowshoe strings—or, 
even dunnage bags and blankets—froze and 
blistered the finger tips with a sensation and 
affect akin to burning. Each day they were 
thus nipped; each morning the Guardian of 
the Snow Trails greeted us with his cruel, 
freezing hand clasp. 

The Indians whose winters since childhood 
had been spent at such tasks seemed no more 
hardened to the exposure than we ‘‘green- 
horns” were, though they endured in silence. 
They knew that each morning and evening 
this painful hour must come. 
When two of the toboggans had been loaded 

and lashed we returned to the dying fire for a 
last warm up of fingers and toes. 

“You best take Wastiss and go on ahead” 
advised Old Geordie. ‘We'll soon catch up 
to you with the dogs. He can take you over 
the trail in the dark allright.’ 

Nothing loth to get into action once more 
we told Wastiss to pick the trail, back through 
the stubborn willows onto the river from 
whence we had dragged our leaden feet the 
evening before. The crooked-legged suide 
slipped his feet into the lashings. Twisting 
his axe into the folds of his many colored 
sash and shouldering his gun, he stepped over 
the barricade of trees. Then the seven of 
us, muffled to the eyes, left the feeble glare 
of the graying fire and in close file plunged 
into the perfectly dead stillness of the win- 
ter’s morn, an hour before dawn. 

The guide turned to the westward and the 

never-to-be-forgotten trail was once more 
resumed. 

With no light but that from the dimmin 
stars overhead, we plodded on. All we coul 
see on either hand was the hazy silhouette of 
the straight spruce woods against the slowly, 
very slowly lightening of the winter sky; all 
that was to be heard was the regular ‘swish, 
swish, swish,’ of the snowshoes as they sank, 
rose and glided through the feathery snow. 
The sense of feel was most in demand, the 
shoes falling into the invisible, packed im- 
pression of those before. The strength of 
other senses were merged into this one, until 
gradually the eye began to pierce the heavy 
gloom. 

Fifteen minutes tramping and the rapid 
pace had warmed us through and through. 
With the hot blood again in throbbing cir- 
culation our spirits were rekindled. We 
loosened up neck wrappings, and rolled up 
the face and ear coverings of our woollen caps, 
the better to rid them of the frozen moisture 
from our breath that was slowly freezing to 
the skin. 

Slowly the gloom began to lighten and we 
straightened up to see again and take notice 
of each other. We were a row of hoar- 
covered, ghostly figures silently plodding 
ahead under a canopy of starry-studded blue. 
Our now uncovered ears could distinguish 
far behind the tinkle of bells, a hoarse muffled 
command, accompanied by a medley of 
howls. Uniting all was the frosty glide of 
heavily laden toboggans. The sleigh dogs 
were on our trail and the whole caravan was 
again in motion. Thoughts of companion- 
ship loosened tongues and again our spirits 
rose. After all we were not quite alone in 
this vast wilderness of snow. It was in 
moments such as these that we forgot aching 
limbs and tortured feet, and the long grim 
trail ahead of us. 

Another hour and the sun burst forth, a 
golden red and yellow, through the scraggy 
tops of the avenue of spruces. A snowbird 
twittered a welcome. A fall of powdery snow 
close by told of a shaken bough and with a 
“‘whirr’ of awakened wings, a jay flew by and 
ahead to arouse his sleepy mates. The 
heralder of breakfast we called him and 
knew that our feathered friends would be on 
hand. Unconsciously each man quickened 
his pace. It was during this short hour 
before the winter dawn that we were truly 
glad,—glad that we were living, glad that 
we had red blood in our veins. 

The breakfast fire was roaring breast high 
when the steaming dogs and hoar-covered 
drivers bore in sight and halted beside the 
trail. Scant ceremony and but little time 
was given to this morning meal. In less 
than an hour we were on our way again and 
the steady grind continued. Lunch was 
merely a repetition of the other meals, eaten 
in haste and silence. 

In February north of fifty-three the tra- 
veller sees less than seven hours of daylight 
and some days when the snow fell deep on 
lake and river the progress was painfully slow. 
In the great spruce woods it was deeper and 
the tired, panting dogs struggled belly-deep 
until several of us plunged ahead and broke 
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a better trail. “Keep ahead of the dogs” 
was ever our aim but it was easier, oh so much 
easier to fall behind and tread in the cleaner 
path made by those before. Some days the 
tally showed but twelve to fifteen miles— 
thirty must be our average. But the short 
days were often far too long and the long 
ones fiendish torture. Several hours after 
dark the -weaker travellers would stagger 
into the radius of the fire-lit circle, stumble 
over the windbreak and fall exhausted on the 
boughs. Again, on the broad stretches of the 
open muskegs, where naught but stunted 
juniper grew, the guides would strike a 
heartbreaking pace and add mile after mile 
to the day’s run till, shelter and fuel had been 
reached. 
We were three days out when Bates and 

Jamieson quit and we had to lash them on 
the loads. The terrible snowshoe trouble— 
the “‘mal de raquette’—had taken them 
in its deadly grip and they could do little 
but curse and groan. The unaccustomed 
exercise had brought it on. Starting with 
the toes the sharp pains crept up through 
muscles and sinew until reaching the groins 
they stabbed with the viciousness of knife 
thrusts. Two days on the sleds brought 
them relief and partial recovery and then it 
was Percy’s turn. An hour and a half after 
dark he staggered in amongst us. What 
little energy he had left was being expended 
in - fruitless cursing—the snowshoes, the 
country, and the “Company” being impar- 
tially served. His right leg was so swollen 
that the trouser had to be slit to give the 
sailor relief. This, the seventh night on the 
trail was the coldest we experienced and there 
was little sleep for us under the soughing 
pines. The fearful grind was telling. 

An hour after sunrise we came to and 
crossed the Deer River. The climb down and 
up the banks was a painful struggle for the 
cripples and the sleepless night had already 
wrought havoc with the party. All that 
day progress was painfully slow and that 
night in camp with but twelve miles to our 
credit we gloomily discussed the situation. 

With pain racked bodies stretched before 
the blaze we reviewed the progress of the four 
eventful days. 
ultant in the thought that at last we were 
leaving that ice-bound waste, we had started 
on our way. Confidence in our ability to win 
out was not lacking—though we knew there 
was a full month’s tramping ahead. 

“You'll have four solid weeks of mushing.”’ 
said the experienced men at the post. 

“What of it?’ we had retorted, “At this 
game the time will pass very quickly.” 

“Nearly a thousand miles of snow to cross 
before you reach the railway. And you're 
green, every one of you,’ Big Alec had ad- 
ded. We recalled the conversation at the 
post the day before we left. The bitter 
thoughts that now rose with the remembrance 
of the man who had so cruelly outfitted us 
banished for the time our pains and aches. 
Our futile curses were hushed by Oleson, 
heretofore the quietest member of the party, 
by his terrible threats of punishment. ‘Then, 
exhausted in mind and body we fell into rest- 
elss sleep. 

Eager and expectant, ex- ~ 
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The next two days were repetitions of the 
preceeding ones except in that we made fair 
progress. We were now but thirty miles from 
Oxford House, the present goal of our aims. 
Our ultimate haven was still a three weeks 
journey away but Oxford House offered a 
place of rest and recuperation. The thought 
of its comparative nearness aroused us little 
as in our sorry state we could not hope to 
cover the remaining distance in Jess than two 
days’ time. For a day past the trail had 
been well defined and even hard in places 
where it had been travelled by the Oxford 
Indians. 

“On the other side’ said Old Geordie. at 
the breakfast fire, ‘“‘we’ll have a fine, hard 
trail. Factor McNab leaves for Norway 
House on the twentieth, with four light teams 
to get a load of freight. He'll be travelling 
just a day or two ahead of us.”’ 

“Light teams, did you say?’’ exclaimed 
Jamieson, and an eager light crept into his 
tired eyes. 

“Uh, huh. Just their grub and blankets 
and two day’s dog food. Plenty houses and 
fish between Oxford and Norway House.” 

‘To-morrow is the twentieth” said Bates. 
‘‘and we must sleep again this side of Oxford.” 
His keen disappointment was echoed by his 
fellows. 

Jamieson spoke again, after a moment’s 
deep consideration. ‘It’s dead certain not 
one of us six can make the post tonight,” he 
said, ‘‘but an Indian, Wastiss for example 
could do it easily and hold McNab’s dogs till 
we got in.” 

“Yes, can’t one of you get there to-night, 
Geordie?” we eagerly asked of the guide. 
‘May be. But they’ll no try. Factor 

Alec did not say to meet Mr. McNab. I ask 
them.” 

In low tones the Indians discussed our 
sudden proposal whilst we impatiently awaited 
the outcome. All we obtained was an_ ex- 
hibition of the stubborn independence of the 
Company Indian. No inducements offered 
could make them depart from the regular 
routine of travel planned at the start and 
threats only brought forth surly retorts. 
The situation was brought to a climax by 
Oleson, ““The Quiet,’ who again astounded 
us with speech. 

“T’ll go!’ he exclaimed, rising abruptly and 
tossing his mug across the fire. ‘““The trail 
is plain now and I think I can get to the post 
before morning. ‘There'll be a moon to-night, 
and if I can finish on my hands and knees, 
well—I’ll ride to-morrow.” 

Too eager to have him succeed we did not 
stop to consider whatrisks our comrade might 
run. As we limped about, busied with prepar- 
ations for a quick start in pursuit, the Swede, 
without more ado, disappeared among the 
towering spruces. 

Big, huskie Oleson was without doubt the 
fittest of the six to undertake the extra 
striving. The reserve strength which he now 
found at his command was surprising to him- 
self. The hot blood surged to his brain as for 
a moment or two he balances his chances of a 
win. He could not fully realize the great call 
that would be made upon his staying powers 
before the day was through—he only knew at 
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all costs he must win. So he stretched him- 
self. The rush, with which in his first en- 
thusiasm he had started off, gradually settled 
to a more rational gait. He swung along 
easily but with a power that belittled the 
effort and carried him forward at an even 
pace with the relentless precision of a machine. 
After five miles through the bush the trail led 
onto a narrow stream and he followed its 
intricate windings until the sun was over- 
head. 

Gradually the two lines of trees began to 
diverge—the river was widening and soon he 
would be on Oxford Lake. When, an hour 
later, he reached the mouth of the stream 
gray clouds had begun to scurry across the 
leaden sky. Snowflakes fell and quickly 
increased in volume. A heavy squall was 
approaching from the northward. 

“I’ve got to face it’? muttered Oleson, half 
aloud, as the cruel white cloud bore swiftly 
down upon him. It snarled in his ears and 
the hard sharp flakes bit into his tired eyes. 
But he bent his head and bore into the storm. 
It buffeted him relentlessly. Sight was 
denied the man and only by the feel of his 
showshoes on the harder ridge of snow could 
he keep to the beaten track. Again and 
again he was hurled aside and plunged into the 
softer depths. But as often his circlings 
brought him back to that narrow, frozen 
pathway. Weakness and hunger—for in his 
haste he had neglected to put food into his 
pocket—were fast making a madman of him. 
The wilderness trail was bringing the primi- 
tive fighting instinct uppermost and he knew 
now that he would struggle till he dropped. 
Now and again, as the dread thoughts of 
failure pierced his tiring brain, he would gasp 
forth a savage oath. The next moment his 
teeth shut on a stifled groan caused by an 
added twinge to his tortured muscles. “I’ve 
got to make it’’ he muttered, over and over 
again. “I’ve got to make it. God knows 
I’m trying. But, if I fail, those skulking 
Indians behind will never go back to tell it.” 

When the storm broke it left him breath- 
less and half stunned and a heavy toll had 
been exacted of his strength. During the 
battle with the squall little headway had been 
made and the gathering gloom of approaching 
night was fast blotting out the landmarks of 
the farther shore. 

The twilight hours were well gone when the 
first outlying buildings of the post rose dark 

and silently before his anxious gaze. The 
trail was harder now and met his staggering 
footsteps with a painful jar. He stopped, 
and swayed to keep his balance and failed 
to suppress a groan as his stiffening feet were 
wrenched from the cruel lashings. He had 
not the strength to kick the snowshoes from 
his path but stumbled over them, cursing 
them afresh. The stumbling trot into which 
he broke did not increase his speed. That 
was beyond his power now. The first shack 
he came to was dark and empty but he beat 
feebly upon the door till the sleigh dogs, 
scenting a stranger, raised their wolfish howl. 
Then a few yards distant from him a door 
swung wide with a frosty creak and a heavy 
beam of light shot forth across the path, 
blinding him with its’ sudden _ brilliance. 
With a cry that was half a sob the big man 
covered his burning eyes with his mitts and 
stumbled across the step. There Factor 
McNab caught him and closed the door on the 
wolf howls, and the cold and blackness of the 
winter night. 

The story of how the others covered those 
thirty torture-ridden miles is overshadowed 
by George Olesons’ achievement. We camp- 
ed again at the mouth of the river where the 
Swede had encountered the storm. Crossing 
the lake most of us discarded our snowshoes 
and stumbled along in the wake of the sleds. 
One minute we were on firm footing, the next 
floundering in the untrodden snow. That 
afternoon the last man trailed into the post 
exhausted by pain and fatigue—almost on 
the point of collapse. 

Factor McNab’s kind hospitality can never - 
be forgotten and his generous accommodation 
and the solicitude for our welfare did much 
to lighten the rest of the journey. He went 
so far as to delay the departure of his dogs 
whilst we recovered strength and spirits. 
Then to Oleson was given the pick of the teams, 

The most dreaded stretch of that lonesome 
trail was over and the the rest of the journey, 
first to Norway House, and thence down the 
hard, wind-packed surface of Lake Winnipeg 
to Gimli, was comparatively uneventful. At 
the latter place we forsook snowshoes and 
dogs and bade farewell to the Indians and 
their snow trails. 

Without a backward glance we boarded 
an “‘accommodation’’ and were quickly car- 
ried over twin trails of steel to the restful 
homeland in the south. 
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F. V. Williams 

“e O-000000-wow-ow-ow!”’ 
The big bul! moose standing in a thicket 
of alders heard it ana came to attention 

at once. his big ears flapping nervously as he 
turned his head in the direction of the sound. 
The wind was wrong, it was drawing directly 
toward the owner of that long wailing howl, 
and silently, for an animal of his bulk, he 
moved out of his shelter and headed for a big 
knoll a quarter of a mile away. Half way 
there, and that Ooo0000-wow-ow-ow! wailed 
through the timber and across the open places, 
it seemeu to carry some dread warning to this 
monarch of the North country for he quicken- 
ed his stride and shambled along at a half 
gallop for the big open knoll. Arriving at the 
top he plunged into a bunch of scrub firs and 
wheeling round looked irom his hiding place 
back over the way he had come. A splendid 
lookout this! Back in the near distance was 
the big alder swamp where he haa passed the 
night. The swamp extended in a long irre- 
ular line amid firs, spruce, and hemlock, 
ordering a small stream that was completely 

frozen over. Here and there among the trees 
were open patches of ground, and these he 
scanned carefully. Presently his quick eye 
caught sight of a bit of brush that swayed 
violently, and suadenly parting, a buck and 
two does leaped into the opening. In these 
open places the wind had swept the snow off 
until it made fairly good travelling for the 
eavier animals but there were places where it 

had drifted two or three, and even four feet 
deep, and this had crusted over since the rain 
of two days before until the crust would hold 
a dog or wolf, but a jumping deer or moose 
would go through at every leap or stride. 

**Qo000000-wow-ow-ow!”’ sounded the 
howl and ‘“‘Ooo0000-wow-ow-ow!”’ came the 
wailing answer from away over on the left, 
and—of a sudden the big bull’s sharp little 
eyes snapped and his heavy mane bristlea 
as a great grey wolf swung into the open- 
ing, covering the ground at an easy 
lope that spoke of tremendous reserve 
power. Scarcely had the first disap- 
peared on the opposite side of the clear- 
ing when two other big grey brutes drifted 
past; but something closer at hand drew his 

attention. At the foot of the knoll he had 
chosen for a lookout was a small frozen swamp 
that encircled this rise cf ground for one en- 
tire siae. On this place the snow had drifted 
to the depth of about three feet and the dis- 
turbance that kad attracied the big fellow was 
the smallest of the does who had dashed out 
of a thicket onto the treacherous crust only to 
go through to her nelly at every jump, three 
leaps she made, when like a flash a great wolf 
came out of the thicket on her right and ano- 
ther on the leit. There was a terrible rush, 
the snap o1 a powerful pair oi jaws and the 
little doe, struggling to get a toothold, sud- 
denly fel! side-ways on the snow and as the 
wolf leapt back a spurt of crimson from an 
awful wound half way across her throat 
spraved everything about her. The moose 
waited to see no more—this was not the first 
time he had seen or had dealings with these 
bandits of the wild. Away in the North 
where he had spent the first five years of his 
life he haa seen them and learned his lesson 
of avoiding them, ana now if his leaving the 
alder patch had been noiseless this get-away 
was like the passing of aspirit. Hugely built 
and heavy as he was,. he simply ‘faded’ off 
the top of that hill, and as this was his parti- 
cular domain he knew every clump of timber, 
swamp, and thicket this side of the little river. 

Across the river was a wonderful tract ot 
country but inhabited by those strange ani- 
mals that walk upright, and to his sorrow 
he remembered how three years ago after 
answering the call of his lady love in careless 
fashion he, being in no mood for intruaers, 
had upon rushing irom a thicket discovered 
one of these strange creatures facing him in a 
little open glade. <A subtle sense of danger 
had then made him furious at being thus 
balked in his love making and he had attempt- 
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ed to charge this creature who stood pointing 
a short stick at him. This charge, however, 
was cut short by a stab of flame from the 
stick, and a terrible numbing sensation in one 
ot his shoulders drove all the passion :rom 
him so that he had turned and crashed away 
before the astonished hunter could shoot 
again. Miles he had travelled, and had 
eventually arrived at his present “‘stamping”’ 
grouads, but it had taken months for the pain 
and misery to leave that torn shoulder and the 
lesson had been stamped heavily into his 
brain that the man animal was to be avoided 
above all others, with one exception, and that 
one was across the small river before men- 
tioned. In that country he had passed the 
summer ior two seasons, and in his 1eeding in 
a certain small lake on the succulent lily roots 
and water plants, he had been surprised one 
day by one of the man creatures in a curious 
shaped log, or something very like one. On 
this particular day he had been a long way 
out on an extra good bar where the roots were 
delicious, he had been feeding with his head 
submerged half the time when suddenly on 
raising his head a slight breeze gave him the 
man smell and there not twenty-five yards 
away sat this awful creature in his ‘“‘log.” 
For the space of perhaps five seconds he had 
gazed at the apparition and then dashed 
madly for the shore expecting every moment 
to hear the “‘crash’’, of one of those fire spitting 
sticks and feel that terrible shock again, but 
nothing happened, and after gaining the 
shelter of the woods he looked back curiously 
to see why something had not happened. 
The man still sat there and as he watched he 
saw him move in a peculiar manner and the 
“los” drifted away down the lake. After- 
ward he had watched this same man approach 
within seventy-five or one hundred yards of 
deer and smaller moose than himself without 
their taking alarm and he had finally decided 
that this was a particularly harmless variety 
of the man species, and after many misgivings 
had stood his ground on his dearly loved mud 
bar among the lily pads while the “log” 
passed quite close. Once, too, in the second 
summer there were three of these strange 
creatures, and they stopped opposite him 
with the sun at their backs shining full in his 
face and one of them had pointed a peculiar 
looking affair in his direction and he heard 
a sharp click, and then another,—but that 
was too much and as he started slowly for the 
shore the “log”? moved away and he heard 
strange sounds that interpreted were: 

“Well Miss Wilson, you must have got a 
good picture that time for sure. That’s my 
Baecular friend; he was mighty shy at first 
ut he will ‘stand’ with the best of them 

now, although he does not permit any undue 
familiarity—as you can see.” 

Passing these things over in his mind, he 
chose the best travelling there was to be had 
and put a long distance between himself and 
the scene of the “‘deer killing’’ He had worked 
around to leeward of the wolf pack and al- 
though the scent made him bristle with rage 
and fear he kept to leeward until too far away 
for a scent to travel and then swinging back 
in a huge circle he headed for the one place 
where he knew from experience he could ford 
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the little river and get back into his lasé 
summer’s refuge. The river was bordered by 
much mud, and many swamps, and the near- 
est place to ford was a huge pile of boulders 
surmounted by a few large fir trees a long 
distance 1rom his present position. Some in- 
stinct seemed to tell him that across there these 
dreaded Northern raiders would net dare to 
follow, but in maxing his detour to avoid the 
pack he had gone many miles away from his 
objective—the ford.—And that night - he 
selected a hiding place in a dense fir thicket 
and although he heard the hungry hunting - 
cry in thé night it did not come near enough 
to seem dangerous. However, just before 
daylight he heard the long dismal howl away 
beyond to the North, and his goal lay to the 
South. Snatching a hasty breakfast of 
edible sprouts from the nearby trees, he 
started slowly on his journey. There was no 
need to hurry as he might need all his reserve 
strength later, and the constant reminder in 
the last twenty-four hours of the wolf-pack 
nad begun to make the big fellow apprehen- 
sive of every shadow that he could not account 
for. It was now quite light and from all in- 
dications the weather would be exceptionally 
fine for the day. The inky black tops of the 
spruces stood out in sharp contrast against 
the brightening sky, throwing long black 
shadows that shortened gradually as the day 
advanced, and over everything the great still- 
ness of a Northern forest brooded, occasionally 
broken only in the thickets or around some 
evergreen tree, by the chick-a-dee-dee-dee, of 
the little black capped chick-a-dees. Once 
a crow called away in the distance and a 
belated rabbit scurried across an open spot 
in the brush stopping under an overhanging 
branch to glance over his back track to see if 
any of his enemies were on his track. All 
these things the big moose noted as he stood 
and surveyed every open piece of ground 
before crossing to the far side and right about 
this time a hardwood ridge just ahead took 
his attention. Climbing to the top, he 
browsed on the tender twigs and moss, then 
lay down and had a long siesta. He was 
about four miles from the ford and would 
make that easily by the afternoon and he had 
almost forgotten the wolf pack, when with 
the suddenness of a thunderbolt came the 
blood chilling, wailing, hunger cry again: 

““Q000000-wow-wow-ow!”’ 

Straight back on his trail, not half a mile 
away, came the answer, and after an interval 
of a few seconds up from the direction of the 
river came another answer. An_ electric 
shock could not have startled the animal into 
action any more quickly. There was no need 
for caution now,—that cry and the two 
answers from the right and left told the hunted 
moose that he must move and move quickly 
if he was to gain the ford. One or two wolves 
he would have taken a chance with, but there 
was a “pack”? and a hungry one at that. 
From the very reason of their hunting in 
broad day he knew they were desperate, and 
he shot ahead like an express train. With 
the river on his right and the heavier timber 
on his left he skirted the swamps. along the © 
river bank, avoiding the open places as much 
as possible as he knew his pursuers would re-_ 
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double their efforts upon catching sight of him. 
At this moment a perfect bedlam of howls 

broke out and he knew by their exultant ring 
that the brutes were rapidly gaining on him. 
And now he was at the edge of the big bog, 
frozen over to be sure, but there were two feet 
of snow here with the treacherous crust to 
travelon. He had no time to turn aside, but 
went straight across to the opposite side, 
breaking through the crust that at first merely 
bruised, but later cut the skin on his legs as he 
struggled forward. The distance was a good 
half mile and he was already two-thirds of the 
way across when he was aware of the rush of 
an animal beside and a little to the rear of him. 
Without turning his heaa he rolled his eye 
backward, and saw a monster wolf—who had 
evidently had the lead of his fellows for some 
distance—gathering himself for a spring as he 
ran. The moose’s clumsy gallop however, 
foiled him in this and he raced alongside his 
big victim, crossed over in front of him, leaped 
sideways under his very nose, and tried in a 
dozen ways to slacken the moose’s speed or 
turn him from his stride—anything to give 
his followers a chance to arrive and finish this 
tired monster. Here was a feed for the whole 
pack and the big wolf knew it, but so aid the 
moose and he never slackened his pace or 
wavered a root from the course he was pur- 
suing. 

Right here the big wolf made a mistake. 
It does not pay to make mistakes in the wild. 
They often lead to fatalities. The pursued and 
his tormenter had swiftly approached the high- 
er ground and the moose got better footing. 
The wolf, his hunger making him more reckless 
than he would otherwise have been, thought 
he saw a chance and made a leap and vicious 
snap at the bull’s neck. At the same moment 
the stride of the moose brought his feet down 
—not in through the crust but on solid footing 
and he turned as on a pivot catching the wolf 
in his leap with a swing of the great antlers 
that sent him sprawling, and the pack run- 
ning silently on their blood-thirsty business 
intent, saw an infuriated moose crash down 
on their leader with his forefeet before he 
turned and fled into the brush—and now it 
was but a few hundred yards to the ford. 
Turning inland to avoid the huge mass of 
rocks to the right of the ford he tore through 
the woods at a frantic gallop. He turned 
toward the river and hope rose high as he saw 
the open water with the shallow ice along the 
far shore. There was a haven. No wolf 
could get through that ice even if he dared 
the ford. Even as he looked and with the 
water not fifty yards distant, three great 
wolves bounded from the rocks in front of him 
and headed him off, while a fourth hurled 
himself out of the brush within twenty feet 
of his flank. He had just time to swing his 
big tired body back against the rocks when 
the whole pack were snarling and circling in 
front of him. They had just had a sample 
of the big fellows’ fighting ability and his 
position with bis back to the high rocks was a 
ifficult one to dislodge him from. The 

larger wolves in front made a feint—a rush 
and stop, just out of striking distance, then a 
uick side leap that was always just a little 

short. They would not close in,—not just 
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yet. Some of the smaller and more cowardly 
wolves climbed the rocks in back of the moose. 
Their strategy was to hamstring the larger 
animal while the leaders kept him busy from 
the front, but the leap to get down there be- 
hind their victim was a trifle more than they 
cared to risk and they compromised by get- 
ting as nearly over the moose as possible and 
endeavoring to drive him from his strong hold 
by short yelps and much rushing back and 
forth. The largest wolf of the pack climbed 
to the top of a boulder a few feet to the left 
and about on a level with his victim’s head 
and shoulders, preparing to spring the next 
time the big fellow’s attention was distracted. 
Meanwhile the moose, his little eyes bloodshot, 
his mane standing and his head held low 
watched his enemies and awaited their rush. 
One to ten (there had been eleven) he stood 
there at bay and all in a slaver from his long 
run, bloody from the cut of the crust though 
he was. he looked every inch a monarch. 

Arthur Dixon, ranger and guide at the 
Canadian Government Game preserve, had 
taken his leave of absence 1n the form of a trip 
to the very Northern limits of the preserve 
just to get the “‘lay of the land”’ for tne follow- 
ing summer and also to seek possible chances 
of new fishing spots along the little fisned 
river. On this particular morning he had 
left his snug cabin and gone down to the 
swamp to look at some rabbit snares and in 
the hope of seeing a lynx or similar game had 
taken his rifle along. When the wolves 
started their daylight hunt, and the first 
terrible cry had gone searching through the 
woods he had stopped in his tracks astonished 
to hear the hunting cry of the great grey 
wolves in broad daylight, and as he listened 
he realized that they were heading down to- 
ward the ford. Owing to a sharp bend in the 
river at this point he had only a short quarter 
mile to arrive at the ford on his side of the 
stream. Watching through an opening in the 
trees he had seen the big moose in his wild 
race from death and not doubting for a 
minute that this must be the big moose of the 
previous summer and the little lake, he started 
on the run for the ford, stumbling over half 
buried logs and pushing his way through 
tnickets. Once he went headlong into a big 
drift and stopped just long enough to blow 
the snow out of his rifle barrel and then he 
was away again. Arriving at the trail he 
threw his pack, axe, and mackinaw jacket 
aside in a pile of brush that he might run the 
better, and arrived at the river five minutes 
ahead of the chase. 

At any other time either the moose or 
wolves would have spied the figure in the red 
sweater across the stream on the instant, but 
in tnis fight to the death it was on neither 
side dreamed that aman animal was within one 
hundred miles of them. Have you ever seen 
a man—an experienced hunter, handle a 
repeater in an emergency? If you haven't, 
old son, you’ve missed something. If you 
have perhaps you'll not be interested in the 
remainder of this story. One wolf ran in and 
attempted a feint at catching the moose by 
the nose. The moose then swung up and 
sideways with his antlers and sent him flying 
but at the same time the leader sprang for 
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his neck and shoulders. Right at this junc- 
ture there was a spurt of flame from across the 
narrow river and the big wolf midway in his 
leap stiffened out, and with a horrible snarl 
fell backward and away from the moose. Up 
on the rocks above the main pack another 
wolf raised on his hind legs, spun around in 
the air and went sliding backward down to- 
ward his companions at the foot of the rocks. 

As the flame burst a second time from 
across the river, again there came that sharp 
crack, and a sound that can only be described 
as “phtt’’ as a soft nosed bullet hit another 
wolf and sent him in a crumpled heap into the 
snow. And now the echoes took it up. 
Crack! Crack! Crack! Bang! Bang! Bang! 
The fight was over, and as the King 
of the big preserve stood trembling and 
astonished he gazed stupidly at a great grey 
wolf who with glazing eyes and gasping breath 
glared at him from his huddled, crumpled 
position on the trampled snow. Slowly the 
moose turned toward the river. The wind, 
a light breeze, had shifted and blew directly 
toward him from the opposite shore. His 
big nostrils dilated and told him everything. 
Yes, there was a man there, but the wolves 
were gone, he was safe, and more, he knew 

He walked to the water’s edge and this man. 
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took a long, long drink, and lifting his drip- 
ping muzzle turned toward the figure in the 
red sweater and omitted a long gutteral grunt, 
then deliberately waded the river landing fifty 
yards away from Dixon, where he turned and 
took another long look and then walked on 
into the woods, and say! don’t laugh if Dixon 
tells you that old fellow said ‘“‘thank you” in 
the moose language, for you might get in bad. 
Take your camera next summer and go up 
there and try and get Dixon to help you get 
a photo of the big fellow at his lily pond. If 
you succeed you'll have ‘some’ picture. If 
vou don’t—well the trip will do you good 
anyhow. 

*“Snick, pull back, and snap,’’ went the 
action of Dixon’s rifle as he ejected the last 
empty cartridge and replaced a fresh one in 
the chamber and gazed across at the three 
bunches of grey fur which half an hour before 
had been ferocious grey wolves. 

“Guess they’re harmless enough now and 
my old friend is safe, but that’s going to be 
“some job’ to throw poles enough down here 
to cross over to get those pelts. However it’s 
early yet and I’ve got the little old axe back 
there, guess we can make it!” 

And he did. 

Reuben Harris, of Upper Clyde, in Shel- 
burne County, Nova Scotia, had an unusual 
experience last month when he was treed by a 
cow moose and held a prisoner for some time. 
He went into the woods to hunt up some young 
cattle which, as young cattle will do, had 
gone astray. When a young man in that 
section of Nova Scotia goes in the woods it 
is second nature for him to take a gun with 
him, and this time was no exception. After 
he had been hunting for some time he saw 
what he supposed was a bull moose. He took 
a shot at him but he made no move, and Mr. 
Harris fired three more bullets in quick suc- 
cession. After the fourth one the moose 
started off and thinking he had wounded it 
Mr. Harris started to follow it up. Before 
he had got very far he came upon a cow 
moose with two calves. Instead of taking 

fright and moving away the cow started 
towards Mr. Harris slowly. Mr. Harris gave 
way before it and the animal at once broke 
into a run, going straight for him. An in- 
teresting foot race then ensued the man 
making for the nearest tree and the moose 
making for the man. After they had been 
running some distance the man saw that the 
moose was gaining, but he succeeded in reach- 
ing the only tree in sight large enough to hold 
him—a small tamarack—and he got up it 
pretty lively. The tree bent beneath his 
weight and almost dropped him within reach 
of the infuriated animal. After keeping Mr. 
Harris a prisoner for about half an hour she 
moved away and went to rejoin her calves. 
Mr. Harris says he could see no signs of a 
wound on her and fully believes yet that it 
was a bull moose he fired at in the first place. 



NORTHERN CAMPING TRAILS 

C. H. Lockwood 

(PART 3) 

T was mid-summer. The cooling 
1 waters dashed melodiously through the 

drowsy July air, larger streams flowed 
transcendent through leafy, wooded lanes; 
wilderness lakes lay mirrored in the bright 
sunlight, and moose and deer stalked into the 
lake waters to escape the stinging bites of 
flies. Here, where the trout fisher daubed 
himself with patent dopes to keep away the 
mosquitoes; here in a great solitude of rocky 
hills, where bright wood hollows graced the 
glades, the scribe and party were encamped 
at Connor’s cabin on the north branch of the 
whitefish, near Silver Mountain. 

The days which we had passed at this cabin 
had been filled with joys allotted only to those 
who go in search of the primitive life. But 
on the morning of which I write, the occupants 
of the cabin were early astir and soon, four 
campers strode out into the early morning. 
The cabin door was carefully closed behind 
them (there were no locks in this country) and 
two women and two men started down a forest 
trail. Our happy days were over. It was 
with feelings of deep regret that we left the 
little shack, but it was imperative in order to 
complete our time limit that we move onward. 

A mere jack rabbit trail leads through pines 
along the river bank, thence to an old logging 
road where the going was easier and along this 
road the women campers somewhat delayed 
the outfit by their inclination to stop and 
pick wild raspberries. By noon we were 
within sight of the mountains beyond the 
railroad, and about this time we heard a train 
whistle. The train had stopped at Silver 
Mountain station, one mile down the tracks, 
and hurrying along we reached a crossing a 
mile from town where we succeeded in flagging 
the train and got a ride to our next stop at 
Whitefish lake. 

Whitefish lake is forty-six miles out of 
Port Arthur on the P. D. road. Its residents 
number two fishermen, and their families. 
An ice-house and a dock are the main features 
at this stopping point; and fishing nets and 
fishing outfits are the only industries in evi- 
dence. If one notices closely however he 
will see a big derrick down near the water 
edge, where a spur track leads up to it. This 
is where the T. & M. lumber company, located 
some two miles up the lake, loads its logs on 
flat cars after they have been rafted to this 
point. There were also the camps which we 
intended to visit; but our first night at White- 
fish lake we decided to camp out, on a high 
bluff overlooking the lake. We have always 
found it advantageous to steer away from 
anything that looks like a logging camp, 
when it comes to seeking sleeping quarters; 
no matter how welcome one may be. For 
dinner that night we had some fresh white- 
fish, which we got from the fishermen; and 
they were certainly excellent. 

The net fishing at this lake is under the con- 
trol of the two fishermen mentioned, who have 
a permit from the government and they 
claimed an estimated average of twelve 
hundred pounds daily. Only white fish are 
netted; although the lake abounds with pike, 
pickerel and perch. As for hunting, this lake 
is a favorite one with Port Arthur and Fort 
William sportsmen. One end of the lake is 
thick with wild rice and here in the fall the 
duck hunter has rare sport. The wooded 
shores on the far side from the railroad are 
well tenanted with deer and moose; and speak- 
ing of deer reminds me of a time I visited this 
lake, when the weather was not so warm. 

It was on a bleak day in mid-winter, when 
the thermometer registered in the neighbor- 
hood of forty below zero, that I started from 
a logging camp where [| had been staying and 
trudged down the railroad tracks three miles 
to Whitefish lake. In my pocket was an 
artificial spearing minnow and in my hand 
was aspear. ‘The boys at the camp had been 
telling of the wonderfully large wall-eyed 
pike in this lake, which they claimed weighed 
up to thirty pounds and over. I determined 
to investigate; so I went out and chopped a 
hole in the ice on the far side of the lake, near 
an island; and started to fish. Several fish 
decoyed and I speared one to take back. It 
was what we had always known in Minnesota 
as a pickerel, the small slim species, being 
commonly spoken of as grass pickerel. The 
Canadians thought this was a huge joke. 
After showing them the fish they all claimed 
it was a wall-eyed pike. Thus, do we call a 
pike a pickerel and a pickerel a pike. 

But it was of the deer at White-fish lake, 
that I wish to speak. The same day on 
which I went out to spear fish, I found out 
something about deer. I was busy fishing 
when happening to look down along the lake 
I saw a black speck in the distance. The 
speck seemed to be moving and I paused in 
my fishing to watch the animal, for such it 
evidently was. The creature appeared to be 
the size of a fox, but seemed to be jet black in 
color and in imagination I saw myself carrying 
a fine black fox skin to market,—as a matter of 
fact I had neglected to bring a gun. As the 
animal drew nearer I could see that his nose 
was close to the ground and that he was foll- 
owing a trail; imagine my surprise when a 
white wood-rabbit came hopping along with 
tail between his legs right toward where I was 
fishing. The rabbit passed within twenty 
feet of where I was located on the open lake 
and made straight for the island which was 
perhaps forty rods from the shore. I soon 
saw the reason for the rabbit’s peculiar actions 
for his pursuer by this ruse had been thrown 
off the trail. I now made out that the animal 
following the rabbit was a fisher, and not a 
fox. 
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The fisher, black-cat, or penant’s martin is 
about the size of a fox, built on the weasel 
type and good pelts of it are generally almost 
pure black. Like the weasel and mink they 
are fond of rabbits. Now the rabbit fol- 
lowing the lake, blended his white coat so 
well with the color of the snow that any animal 
would have a hard time following him, by 
sight. The weasel and fisher however have 
keen smellers, and their method is to keep 
doggedly on the trail until the rabbit allows 
them to get close enough to make a dash at 
him, or to sneak upon him unexpectedly. 
The rabbit’s movement in side-stepping and 
taking to the open lake, plainly fooled his 
pursuer for the time being; but he soon went 
back and picked up the trail and first thing 
the fisherman knew the fisher was within a few 
feet of the spot where the rabbit had been 
when he approached within twenty feet of the 
fisherman. About this time the only weapon 
at hand, an axe, went flying through the air 
and barely missed said fisher, who after taking 
a good look at the fisherman retreated toward 
the shore now being the pursued rather than 
the pursuing. The deep snow which was 
somewhat crusted on the lake hindered to 
some extent the progress of the fisherman so 
that by the time the shoreline was reached the 
fisher had outdistanced him and had dis- 
appeared. 

But as I said before, it was the deer to 
which I intended to refer, the rabbit and the 
fisher however were important factors in the 
story for without the incident here recorded 
I would never have been drawn _ to 
the shore line and consequently, I would 
not at this writing be telling about the 
deer near Whitefish lake. As stated I 
followed the fisher to the shore and started 
trailing him through the woods, so mad was I 
because of him trying to kill that poor rabbit; 
but I had not progressed very far into the 
woods before I forgot all about the fisher for 
the fisherman was soon busy investigating a 
deeryard. 

Yes! the weather was hot the day we pitched 
our tent on the wooded shore of Whitefish lake 
but the very contrast of things reminded me 
of that other day in mid-winter, when I had 
roamed in the forest, which we could plainly 
see from where we had our camp on the bluff, 
and where I had seen my first deeryard. I 
had been visiting an old friend of mine who 
had a trapping camp some six miles north of 
Silver Mountain. There we had seen moose 
innumerable and had followed caribou trails 
through the woods for hours at a time; but I 
had somehow got an impression that the 
country around this locality was rather thinly 
populated with white-tail deer. My trapping 
partner had told me that he knew where there 
were a couple of deer yards and the day I 
accidentally walked into the yard on the east 
shore of Whitefish lake I believed that he knew 
what he had been talking about. 

I speak of this deer-yard, because, first it is 
indicative of the amount of game in the 
vicinity of which I write; and secondly be- 
cause there are a great many good deer 
hunters who have never seen a real deer-yard. 
Deer do not yard up unless the snow is very 
deep and the day I followed the fisher to the 

shore and went a short distance into the woods 
I found the snow to be softer beneath the 
trees and sank in almost to my waistline. It 
was hard going I tell you and I did not go 
far, being busy fishing, as before mentioned; 
but I did go far enough to notice a few things 
about a deer-yard. There was a sort of a 
ridge running along the lake shore and down 
back of the ridge was a thicket of cedars, 
ground hemlock, young spruce etc. When 
first I entered this thicket I came upon some 
well travelled deer trails, while a little further 
on I came to a few sets of long jump marks, 
where a big buck had lit out having evidently 
been alarmed at my uncautious approach. 
Soon I saw where other deer had run and I 
fully decided that I stood in the network of a 
real deer-yard. In this deer yard the deer 
were not all cooped up in a bunch, as some 
writers have led people to believe; but were 
strung along through separate trails and beds 
and the whole bunch of them I later found out 
covered a stretch of woods some two miles in 
diameter. It was impossible, on our later 
investigation to tell anywhere near the number 
of deer in that yard. but I know there were a 
great many and I know a certain logging 
camp that appreciated their presence, at 
least so it was rumored. 

It was at this same Whitefish lake that we 
ran onto the trail of the well known writer— 
J. Oliver Curwood, who had been staying 
with a taxidermist named Brown. Brown 
lives down the track a mile or so beyond 
Whitefish station and I saw a picture of his 
shack published in one of Mr. Curwood’s 
articles. Mr. Curwood we understood had 
been in this region particularly for hunting 
bear, and he had been down the ‘“‘Sand River- 
Arrow lake route.’”’ Sportsmen wishing to 
hunt in this locality will do well to write 
Taxidermist Brown, Whitefish Lake, New 
Ont., although the author is not positive that 
he is still in this locality. From what I have 
heard, if he can be procured, he would make 
an excellent guide. There are also scattered 
Finlander settlers living along the tracks, who 
love to hunt and who can be hired as guides at 
a small wage, say not to exceed two dollars a 
day. The hunter who wishes to hunt in this 
region should go with a light, compact outfit; 
so that his packers can move him from place 
to place if he desires. No real hunter ever 
hunts along a railroad and back away from 
the railroad there are no shacks. I think I 
have said enough to reveal the possibilities 
for game around the vicintiy of this lake; I 
might add that in the Whitefish river, the 
main branch I mean, which approaches to 
within a short walking distance of Whitefish 
lake, the author and guide caught enough 
speckled trout in two hours, averaging about 
a pound weight each, to furnish an excellent 
dinner to a crew of some twenty hungry 
lumberjacks at T. & M. camps; besides re- 
serving a good mess for our private use. 

Again I noticed how wonderfully fast news 
travels in the bush country. When we had 
finished a hearty meal with those white-fish as 
the main feature, the sun had begun to dip 
behind a range of wooded hills and the long 
shadows of the pines crept over the lake. Our 
tents had been pitched and as we finished — 
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making snug for the night, far down the lake 
we heard the call of a loon; then the stars 
began to come out, the fishermen ceased their 
labors and once thesun had set, darkness came 
quickly. Thelonecry of a wolf, was heard, fol- 
lowed by another and yet another. Soon the 
woods echoed with unearthly sounds, and to 
say that the women folks of our little party 
were thoroughly scared, is putting it mildly. 
My wife and I were down at the lake shore 
sitting on an old pier at the time the howling 
started and at the first sound I tried to ex- 
plain to her that the sounds were unnatural, 
that they did not sound exactly real to my ears, 
In fact I told her there must be some mistake 
but I might as well have saved my breath as 
far as quieting her nerves while the wolf howl- 
ing continued. I will give her credit, however 
for the fact that she stuck by me, instead of 
running up to the camp-fire; while the wolves 
closed in on us and at last our old friend Jim 

T. stepped out of the brush, followed by his 
brother Dick and trapper Grant. They had 
heard of our coming and the wolf howls are 
only one of the little tricks by which the 
lumber jacks and woodsmen make life in- 
teresting for the adventurer who visits them, 
in the summer time, when they have little 
to do and find time for fun and frolic. 

The next day Jim T. the boss of the lumber- 
camp came with a sailboat and took us for a 
cruise around the lake. I am not going to 
bore the reader with descriptions or further 
notes of our adventures at this place, but will 
merely mention that we were delightfully 
entertained by the lumbermen, and given full 
use of everything onhand. The hospitality of 
those Canadian people in the vicinity of 
Whitefish lake and Silver Mountain, we will 
always remember with gratitude and feelings 
of true pone sED. 

Physical Exercise and the Outdoor Life 
Frank Hyde Woodcock 

T is generally conceded that the man 
| who follows the outdoors regularly, as 

a profession, or as an incident to the 
daily routine, practises the most ideal system 
of physical culture known. Health and 
strength are his from the very nature of his 
calling. 

But the man, and he is no solitary in- 
dividual, who of necessity, must confine him- 
self for fifty weeks of sedentary occupation 
in office or factory is the one to whom physical 
exercise is of great importance. 

For two weeks, more or less, the call of 
the woods can be answered, and eagerly 
the day has been sought, when cares go and 
with rod and gun, boat and canoe, pack and 
tent, the game is on: 

But what of the cost? During leisure 
hours a programme has been arranged, tackle 
overhauled, and everything down to the 
last buckle is in order, all except the body 
which for some period has been inactive 
and allowed to soften, and is in no condition 
for pulling the oar, paddling a canoe, or 
carrying a pack. 

Still the spirit is willing and the programme, 
must be carried out, with the result that 
instead of improved health, lots of energy and 
strength we find our man back at the office, 
tired, worn out and usually with the con- 
viction that “the life’? is a great imposter. 

Thus to enjoy the outdoor vacation to its 
fullest extent there must be some measure 
of physical fitness. To obtain this fitness 
there is nothing better than that old natural 
exercise of walking, and lots of it. This with 
say ten minutes per diem of physical exercise, 
following the movements apprehended, will 
serve to keep either young or old in prime 
physical condition, and not only will that 
vacation be a joy forever, but the daily 
routine will be more serviceable, consequently 
more profitable. 

Exercise 1. 
Stand with feet about 18 inches apart; 

clasp hands behind head; bend as far as 
possible toward right foot, keep knees stiff, 
return and bend toward left. Repeat six 
times. 

Exercise 2. 
Position as in exercise 1, with arms folded; 

turn body to right as far as possible, keeping 
legs still, return and repeat to left. Repeat 
six times. 

Exercise 3. 
Stand erect, feet together; rise on toes; 

dip with body until sitting on heels. Return 
and repeat ten times; hand may be rested 
on chair to maintain balance. 

Exercise 4. 
Stand erect, hands on hips; raise right leg 

outward and upward as far as possible, return 
and repeat six times. 

Exercise 5. 
Lie on back, arms folded across chest, feet 

under some heavy article of furniture; raise 
to sitting position; return and repeat six times. 

Exercise 6. 
Lie face downwards, hands on floor under 

shoulders; keep body and legs rigid; straight- 
en arms. Return and repeat ten times. 

Exercise 7. 
Stand erect, arms folded; bend body back- 

ward as far as possible keeping stomach in, 
and legs rigid. Repeat six times. 

Exercise 8. 
Stand erect, hands on head, fingers in- 

terlaced; pull with arms and raise hands as 
high as possible above head, keeping hands 
locked. Repeat six times. c 

These exercises should be practised on 
rising in the morning, and followed by the 
morning tub, or sponge down, finishing up 
with a brisk rubbing with a rough towel. 

Let the breathing, during movements, be 
regular and deep. 
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The following article is contributed by Conrad Kain, official guide to the Alpine Club of Canada, who during the 
season in which the climb described was made was engaged by the New Zealand Government to do high climbing and:in- 
struct the younger guides in jhe finer points of this work. Mr. H. O. Frind, Conrad’s “‘gentleman”’ is a liye member of 
the Alpine Club of Canada, also a member of the English Alpine Club, F.R.G.S., and a member as well of the Swiss Alpine 
Club. Mr. Frind is now a Lieutenant in the 36th Battalion. 

THE ASCENT OF MT. COOK 
Conrad Kain 

Mt. Cook (12,349 ft.) is the highest, among 
the many peaks of New Zealand, but, under 
favorable circumstances, by no means the 
most difficult, that is to say by the ordinary 
route of the Linda Glacier. 

As mountaineering in that far-off southern 
corner of the world cannot yet boast of such 
development as in European parts, so one 
is recognized in New Zealand as a true mount- 
aineer only when one has been on the top of 
Mt. Cook. It is the same here as it was 
twenty years ago in Europe. If in Switzer- 
land, he had not been on the Matterhorn, or 
in the Dolomites, on the Kleine Zinne, the’ 
tourist attracted no attention, no matter how 
many other mountains he might have climbed, 
which, though perhaps 1,000 or 2,000 ft. 
lower, were twice as difficult. Thus it is in 
New Zealand with Mt. Cook. It is the King 
of the mountains, the peak which places the 
feather in the mountaineer’s cap. I will 
proceed therefore, to describe briefly our 
ascent of this mountain and the experiences 
which we underwent during the expedition. 

On February 20, 1914, two parties left the 
Hermitage in beautiful weather. Mr. Sydney 
L. King, of London, with guides D. Thomson 
and J. Richmond, for the Bell Hut on the 
Tasman Glacier, and Mr. Frind, (my gentle- 
man), Bill Brass, (Hermitage guide) and I 
for the Hooker Hut. 

The programme was that we should meet 
on the summit, and that King’s party should 
descend by our ascending route to our former 
bivouac and that we should descend by their 
ascending route to their former bivouac. We 
ee with the words, “‘Au revoir, on the 
ummit.” 
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We spent a very pleasant evening in the 
Hooker Hut with the Messrs Malcher brothers 
from Baden, near Vienna, and Mr. Ranft. 
of Munich. On the 21st of February we took 
leave of our friends. The alarm had gone 
off at 3 a.m., and we all felt our eyes heavy 
after last night’s merriment, but we set off 
at about a quarter to five. It was a clear 
autumn morning. In the valley lay the mist, 
which is a good weather sign also in this part 
of the world. 
We followed the path over the moraine, 

which leads to the Hooker Icefall; here the 
crevasses began. We made slow progress 
through them, and after an hour had 
recourse to the rocks below the West Arch 
of the lower peak of Mt. Cook. We used as 
a bridge a block of ice which had sunk into the 
Bergschrund, and then we had a short rest 
under the rocks. A few hundred yards to 
the right was the Empress Icefalls, with the 
gigantic Seracs. I let Bill go first over the 
rocks in order to see what he could do. For 
a few rope lengths the climbing was not at all 
easy, with our heavy rucksacks. Consider- 
ing that the guides here, with the exception 
of Graham and Thomson, do not have much 
opportunity to make difficult climbs, Bill did 
not do badly. After the rocks there came 
an unpleasant slope, after which we had break- 
fast. It was an ideal spot; the view into the 
deep valley, which was filled with mist, 
was charming. Opposite the Baker Saddle 
was the Moorehouse Range, with one or two 
unclimbed peaks, and to the right of the Baker 
Saddle, Mt. La Perouse, over 10,000 ft., with 
its terrace, like hanging glaciers on the Hooker 
side, making a charming Alpine picture. 
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Those are indeed solemn moments in which 
one has such wondrous works of Nature be- 
fore the eyes, the thunder of the avalanches 
strike the ear, and the autumn mist drives 
through the valley. Scenes in the Tyrol, in 
Switzerland and in the Dauphine, memories 
of various experiences in the mountains 
passed through my mind. Byron, in ‘“‘Childe 
Harold,’’voices the feelings aroused at these 
times, when he says:‘‘I live not in myself, but 
I become Portion of that around me; and to 
me High Mountains are a feeling.” 

It was indeed beautiful from this spot, 
even more beautiful than from a high peak, 
but it was not the goal. We descended onto 
the glacier, and from that point there was 
good going for several hours, with difficulties 
only at intervals. We often stopped to rest, 
for our rucksacks became heavier and the sun 
became hotter. On these occasions we saw 
several avalanches plunging into the valley 
from the Empress Glacier, and from Mt. La 
Perouse came avalanches of small stones. The 
crossing of the Hooker Glacier on such a warm, 
sunny day, is by no means devoid of danger. 
On the upper part of the glacier we again had 
difficulty with big crevasses. At last we were 
at the bivouac, eight hours from the Hooker 
Hut. The Harper Saddle closes in the end 
of the valley and is the birthplace of the eight 
mile long Hooker Glacier, which takes with 
it five side-glaciers, and descends to as low a 
level as 3,287 ft. 

After the luncheon hour we set out again 
to cut steps for the next day. For the first 
few steps we had to take care to keep our 
balance on the snow-slope, without the accus- 
tomed heavy rucksacks. A gigantic crevasse 
which stretched across the glacier gave us 
some difficulty, otherwise all went well till 
we reached the mnuch-feared Bergschrund, 
which, however, we found to be in good con- 
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dition. Mr. Frind and Bill remained behind 
here and occupied their time with photo- 
graphy, while I made about 20 steps down 
the Schrund and on the steep snow slope. 
Avalanches swept down incessantly from 
Mt. Cook. It was a strange spectacle, and 
a joy to behold from a safely sheltered spot. 

On the descent to the bivouac we witnessed 
a fairylike display of colour in the West. I 
made the following note in my diary: “‘To 
everyone whose heart and mind are in sym- 
pathy with Nature, such moments are sacred.” 
The words, however, give to the reader no 
idea of the brilliant colours which would, 
perhaps, have puzzled many an artist. It 
grieves me deeply that I am not able to find 
words, that is, suitable words, for these rev- 
elations of Nature’s colour schemes. It is 
impossible for me to make any comparison 
between the many sunsets which, in the 
course of my travels, I have seen in different 
lands, among different mountain ranges and 
on voyages, for every sunset, with its play of 
colour, and every beauty of Nature has its 
own special characteristic charm. I only 
know that my mood is always the same at 
such moments. My heart beats faster, a 
feeling of melancholy comes over me, and I 
think of my many faithful mountaineering 
friends. I would like to have them all around 
me, to look into their eyes, for there I could 
read if they were happy, and if they all re- 
joiced with me in this wondrous Nature- 
drama. When the many colours have one 
by one vanished, and only the grey sky is 
to be seen, and night descends upon all Nature 
I feel contented on all points but one. This, 
however, I feel to be a chief point—it is 
education. I will, in a few words, describe 
this discontent. I regret that I, being the 
son of a simple “Stona Klopfer’ (stone- 
quarryman), did not have the good fortune 
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to attend better schools, in which I could have 
developed intellectually, and thereby been able 
to express in words these, to me, indescribable 
beauties of Nature. 

At 9 p.m., we crept in to our sleeping sacks, 
the night was warm, and we slept well, which 
is not always the case in a bivouac. Indeed 
we slept too well. The watch showed 5 
o’clock, at which hour I wanted to have been 
over the Bergschrund. 

February 22. We broke camp at 6.15 a.m. 
and it was a good thing that we had the steps 
cut to the Bergschrund. At 7.10 we were at 
the Bergschrund, where we roped. After the 
snowslope and some easy rock, we came to 
the great rockridge, which descends directly 
from the very summit to the level of 9,200 ft. 
The air was sultry and heavy. We had a 
glorious view ot the broken Empress Glacier. 
Bill now led. There was mixed climbing— 
rock, ice and snow. The snow was frozen 
hard, so that we had to cut steps. The snow- 
slopes became steeper, and the rock more 
difficult, so that after a few hours I became 
convinced that the trip would require more 
time than we had anticipated. We changed 
about in leading. I went first over a long 
snow-slope leading to a steeply terraced wall, 
where we tound a moist chimney. We had 
difficulty crossing over to the rock, but on 
the rock itself was fairly good climbing for a 
few rope lengths up to an overhang. 

Bill again took the lead over a steep slope 
to a couloir, which showed distinct traces of 
avalanches and rockslides. Bill hacked steps 
in the smooth ice and made a traverse to a 
rough cleft in the rock, where he turned sharp, 
and climbed straight up. Here we took a 
short rest, at an elevation of 10,200 ft. It 
was about 11 o’clock. 

I went first again, and at the very first pull 
a great stone came loose. It Mr. Frind had 
not been so close behind me the consequences 
might have been serious, as we discovered 
later, the stone severed one of the strands 
of the rope, and as a precaution, I knotted 
the weak part. 

From this rockface onwards, every advance 
upwards had to be gained by means of a step, 
for the rocks were covered with a sheet of ice. 
At last I stood on the overhang. A snow- 
slope of 500 to 600 ft., was before us, and we 
hoped to make quick progress on it. Un- 
fortunately we had a disappointment. The 
snow was only about an inch deep, so that 
here again we had to make steps. Crampons 
would have been very serviceable at this spot. 
Halfway up the slope Bill relieved me. The 
sun surmounted the summit, and its fierce 
rays, which shone almost perpendicularly 
down on our heads, began to set in motion the 
south side of Mt. Cook, on which side we 
were. A fall of rocks and several small 
avalanches became audible and visible. Our 
spowslope ended in a knife-edge snowridge 
about 10 to 12 yards long, and behind the 
ridge were small descents. 
We halted on a great rock for our midday- 

rest. To our astonishment the watch showed 
ten minutes past twelve. It was not a com- 
tortable resting place, for to the right we could 
hear uninterruptedly small avalanches. We 
set out at 1 o’clock, and I went first. To 

the left was a great couloir, and my plan was 
to cross it, as on the other side good,that is, 
easy, climbing might be expected. I was 
quite near to the couloir when suddenly, 
several blocks of ice came down it, stones 
flew whistling through the air, and the plan 
for easy climbing on the other side of the 
cleft came to nothing. 

I remained on the rock; some places were 
very difficult, and in addition to_ this, 
there was the exciting whistling and singing 
of the stones to the left, and the roar and 
thunder of the avalanches on the right. All 
who have been in such a situation can easily 
picture it to themselves, but it is very difficult 
to describe it to others who have had no ex- 
perience in the mountains. A few hundred 
yards up again I tried to cross the couloir, 
but this attempt nearly had a very disastrous 
ending. I was just in the act of drawing 
myself up over an overhang when a small 
avalanche of stones hurtled over me. Luckily 
I had a good foothold, and escaped with a blow 
on my head and a crushed finger. Mr Frind 
and Bill were in a sheltered place and were not 
touched by the avalanche. Here we discussed 
turning back, which, however, would have 
been just as dangerous, if not more so. I 
bent rather to the right till I reached a steep 
cliff, at the foot ot which there was a rock to 
which I told the others to come, as there was 
some shelter there. <A difficult bit was before 
me, and as I considered the matter, I saw the 
danger. 

There was only one way, and it led under an 
overhanging ice-pillar to a couloir, or rather, 
a narrow chimney, on the left ot ‘which was 
rock and on the right an icewall from which 
hung threatening ice masses. I warned Mr. 
Frind and Bill to be on the lookout every second 
forapullontherope. It was a comparatively 
short piece, but the ice was in bad condition, 
and I was rather tired; in addition to which, 
my crushed finger was beginning to hurt. As 
I could touch the rock I spent no more time 
in cutting steps, but worked myself up by 
means of bracing my back and legs against 
the opposite sides of the chimney. I breathed 
more freely when I stood on the top and had a 
good drink of water. This place was the 
most difficult in the whole trip. We rested 
for a few moments, ana from now on it was 
somewhat easier. A few outstanding rocks 
saved me cutting many steps. At last we 
were at the top of the couloir, and near the 
peak. We had leit the danger behind us. I 
traversed to the left in order to come onto 
easier ground, and after about 170 steps 
we reached it. It was a real joy to climb 
without making steps. About 150 feet below 
the summit we came upon the tracks of our 
friends. who, after long waiting, had probably 
given up all hope of our coming, and had gone 
down by the same route by which they had 
ascended. 

At about 5.15 we stood on the highest point 
of New Zealand—12,349 ft. high. According 
to the old custom we shook hands. The view 
was glorious; a sea of mountains rouna about, 
and in the west the ocean itself was visible. 
The most beautiful peak seen from the sum- 
mit was Mt. Tasman, which was climbed in 
1895 for the first time by the world-renowned 
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guide, M. Zurbruggen, and until now the 
ascent has been repeated only twice. Un- 
fortunately our rest on the summit was only 
a short one. At 5.40 we leit the top, and 
followed the tracks of the other party down 
the northeastern slope. What a strange feel- 
ing it is when one is on such a high mountain, 
and has only two hours of daylight be:ore one. 

By 7 o’clock we had descended both the 
cliffs known as the Summit Rocks. From 
here onwards we traversed to the left under 
these rocks, on which threatening glaciers 
hung. At last we came to the Linda Glacier, 
about 400 to 500 feet below Green’s Saddle, 
and haa goog going until we came to a plateau 
on which lay an enormous ice-avalanche which 
had descended in a northerly direction from 
Mt. Dampier. Here the tracks of our frienas 
alsappeareo. It was clear that the avalanche 
had aescended that afternoon. The going 
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over this avalanche, which was certainly 
more than half a mile wide, was very bad, 
and, in addition, we knew something more 
might fall at any moment. The sun had left 
us long ago, and we had only about fifteen 
or twenty minutes of daylight left. We saw 
that the lower part of the Linda Glacier was 
frightfully crevassed—no inviting place for a 
night march. At the end of the Glacier, we 
saw tracks again, but lost them on account 
of the oncoming darkness. 

Night is night! The clefts doubled in 
number; we traversed to theleft, and, mount- 
ing a little, Bill leading, came to a fearfully 
steep slope. I had no hope that we should 
find a descent here, for I feared a great Bergs- 
chrund. But Bill tried his luck! The Bergs- 
chrund was there, but, luckily for us, it was at 
one point filled with avalanche snow, so we 

were able without danger to reach better 
ground. 

Here we lighted the lanterns, and I relieved 
Bill. The descent took us across an old 
avalanche bed. For some few steps we went 
without sinking in, and then there was a tug 
on the rope and the second man was up to his 
hips in snow. After many and various excla- 
mations concerning the route, came the words 
“All right’’, and a minute later I myself fell 
in--my lantern went out--my iceaxe lay a few 
yards below, and the rope was twisted into a 
net. Strong words in German, Italian and 
English broke the almost uncanny silence of 
Nature. Here I can testify that the English 
language is, above all other languages, the 
best on such occasions. It has so many 
words, and one which stands for so much! 
At last we again came upon tracks, and we 
went carefully through the network of 
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crevasses in order not to lose them again. It 
would take too long if I were to describe these 
crevasses. There were between ten and 
twenty of them, under high walls of ice and 
snow, which were adornied with icicles and 
glistened in the light of the lanterns like the 
Christmas tree of the fairy story. This 
uncanny quiet, or peace, was now and again 
interrupted by the thunder of avalanches 
which sounded like the report of a cannon. 
We came to another avalanche which had 
fallen from the slopes of the Silver Horn, but 
it was not as large as the first one. At last 
we were on the long wished for Grand Plateau! 

Here we rested, and lit our spirit cooking- 
lamp, which proved to be a very slow process. 
I had almost lost my temper, and wished that 
we had forgotten the machine, for we were 
wet through, and I had no longer any feeling 
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in my feet. I was afraid that both were 
frozen. I need hardly mention, however, 
that after seventeen hours a warm drink was 
welcome. 
There was scarcely any danger over the great 

plateau, and it was a pleasure to be able to go 
forward witbout having to consider every step. 
We next had to ascend to the dome of the 
glacier, but also without danger. We stood 
on the dome and knew that we must descend 
1,900 ft. to the bivouac. There we shall meet 
our friends, who will bid us welcome! There 
we shall find food and drink, and there are 
warm coverings in which we shall wrap our 
wet and weary limbs! With these reflections 
we revived our drooping _ spirits. The 
descent began with a much broken cliff, 
then came a dizzy snow-bridge over the 
Bergschrund to a steep slope, down which we 
went slowly, but safely. Here I must say a 
word of thanks to my comrade, Bill. Bill 
had been here a week before, and remembered 
each step of the way, and led us safely over the 
complicated route to camp. I feel convinced 
that, without Bill, I should have bivouacked 
at the foot of the cliff, for it would have been 
too dangerous under such circumstances to 
have undertaken the descent. There is a 
great difference between ascending and 
descending unknown ground at night! 

As we approached the bivouac we heard 
voices,—it seemed as though a stone were 
lifted from our hearts, and we all three said 
at once, ‘*“They are in the bivouac,’’ meaning 
King’s party. 

After a few more steps we saw the illumi- 
nated tent. We shouted ‘“Hulloa! Our 
‘Hulloa!’’? was returned by an unfamiliar 
voice, which also asked “‘Are you King’s 
party.” ‘No, Frind’s.” “‘Where is King?” 
We entered the bivouac and recognized Mr. 
Dennistoun and Mr. Turner. King’s party 
had not returned. What was the matter? 
Where could they be? After much dis- 
cussion we decided that the party had descend- 
ded by another route to the Ball hut. 

The hands of the clock pointed to 2.15 a.m. 
That made twenty hours of ice and rock, out 
of which time we had rested perhaps one and 
a half hours. Mr. Dennistoun and Mr. 
Turner set out at 3 o’clock to ascend Mt. 

. Cook and we crept into the tent. We had 
not been deceived--we had heard voices, seen 
a light, met mountaineering friends,—but 
not King, not Darby, not Jock. ‘‘Where are 
they?” With this question I fell asleep, 
‘‘Where are they?” 

I got up at 7 o’clock. It was a glorious 
morning. We left the bivouac at 9 o’clock 
and reached the Ball hut at 1 o’clock. The 
first thing to do was to look at the book in the 
hut. There was no entry. To me it was 
now clear where they were—under the great 
avalanche. There was only one hope left, 
namely that all three had forgotten to make 
an entry in the hut book, and that we should 
find them safe and well at the Hermitage. 

Tired and excited we arrived at 7 o’clock at 
the Old Hermitage. Not a soul was there, 
but we heard through the telephone, to our 
sorrow, that the party had not returned. Oh! 
what a sorrowful feeling came over me. I 
would have loved, above all, to hear that they 

ROD. AND GUN IN CANADA 

Had slept at the New Hermitage. Of course 
we knew that everyone would question us 
about the party. We had been on Mt. Cook 
on the same day, had made use of the tracks 
and the steps of the party in the descent, and 
did not see them on the summit. That point- 
ed to a sad occurrence. It all happened as I 
expected—everyone asked, ‘““Where are the 
others?’’ One asked after Mr. King, another 
after Darby, someone else after Richmond. 

had to answer the questions evasively. 
Peter Graham, the chief guide, was in the 
Hooker hut. Alf and Frank set out at once 
with a letter to the Hooker hut. I watched 
them both go out into the stormy night. Yes, 
it was indeed a stormy night, and the two 
splendid fellows set off without any hesitation, 
a sign of true comradeship. 
‘In order to avoid further questions I went 

to my room. As I was opening the door, I 
heard my name called, and beside me stood a 
girl, with tears in her eyes. She asked me 
about Richmond. I comforted her by telling 
her that probably the party was in the Maltor 
Burn hut, but that did not satisfy her. She 
begged me to organize a rescue party. I 
promised her that we would all set out early 
the next morning, and that I would undertake 
the leadership myself. The poor girl thanked 
me warmly. I saw the tears streaming 
down her cheeks. I have often looked death 
in the face and remained as cold as ice, but 
these tears on the rosy cheeks of the girl moved 
me deeply. The thought that, under similiar 
circumstances, for me, too, tears would flow, 
melted my heart as never before. 

Searcely was I in bed, when someone 
knocked at.the door. It was Mr. Cook, the 
manager of the Hermitage, a thoroughly kind, 
warm-hearted fellow. He brought me a glass 
of brandy. I told him my conviction that 
sete was no hope that the three were still 
alive. 

About 3 o’clock in the morning, Graham 
and Frank came into my room. When I told 
Graham about the great avalanche, he turned 
pale and became agitated, for he could see 
that there was no hope, and that his best 
friend, Darby, with whom he had spent so 
many hours of joy, sorrow and danger on the 
mountains, was no more. 

At 5.30 a.m. on Feb. 24, we four guides set 
out on the search, Graham, Brass, Frank and 
I. The thought of that start in order to find 
out what had happened to our comrades will 
always call up a sad picture in my memory. 
On the way to the Ball hut we met Mr. Dennis- 
toun and Mr. Turner who were returning, 
without success and without further news, 
from Mt. Cook. Both turned back, ready to 
do their best and their utmost. Mr. Dennis- 
toun rode to the Hermitage and came back 
again to the bivouac in the evening. On 
that day we could not do more than go to the 
bivouac, only Graham and I cut steps up to the 
dome in order to save time the next day. 

On Dec. 25, at 5 a.m. we left the bivouac, 
taking a shovel and blankets with us. Bill 
and I explained the various tracks. There 
was no doubt that on Feb. 21, the day before 
their climb, the party had cut steps to some 
considerable height, in order to save time the 
next day. There were the following tracks, 
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without counting ours. One going up, three 
coming down—if the party had not been bur- 
ied under the avalanche there ought to have 
been six tracks coming down. On the ava- 
lanche we could clearly distinguish the six 
descending tracks. 

For our part, we climbed over the avalanche 
searching as we went, but without success, and 
in the descent we again scattered. 

I have already said that the avalanche was 
the largest I have ever seen, and so it was like 
looking for a needle in a bundle of hay. Near 
the edge of the glacier, Peter Graham came 
upon a body, and exclaimed, “‘Here is one of 
them! It is Richmond’’. 

The head and the feet were visible, the body 
was disfigured. The rope was broken. We 
searched in all directions for the others, but 
without success. We cut the corpse out of 
the ice and wrapped it in the blankets. Before 
we carried it away from the spot, the others 
said the Lord’s Prayer for the departed. As 
my religion does not allow of prayers and 
ceremonies, I remained silent. Did I really 
remain silent? No, I said in my heart the 
following words of sympathy for my three 
unfortunate comrades. ‘‘Beautiful and inde- 
scribable are the beauties of Nature, seen 
from the_heights! Grand and noble is the 
man who loves Nature, and who with heart- 
felt longing climbs to these heights over rock 
and ice, in storm and wind, in rain and 
sunshine, braving danger. Grand and noble 
were you three, friends of Nature! My heart 
shall ever preserve a faithful memory of you, 
in the name of Nature.” 

I do not think it necessary to give any fur- 
ther account of the work of removing the corpse 
but I cannot resist writing a few lines on the 
love and self sacrifice displayed by mountain- 
eers on such occasions. I had often felt con- 
vinced that the friendship and comradeship 
of mountaineers had a firmer foundation than 
any other, but it was a surprise to me when Mr 
Cook laid before me a number of telegrams, 
saying as he did so, ‘That is a sign of good 
fellowship among the boys.’ There were 
over a hundred telegrams, and the contents 
of all were more orless the same—in all help was 
offered. I am proud to say that, asa wanderer 
in the mountains, one meets everywhere with 
good fellows, without any destinction of nation- 
ality, and that the friendships of mountain- 
eers in every part of the world, are made 
on the same last. 

I will briefly describe the three unfortunate 
comrades. Mr. Sydney L. King was a tip- 
top English gentleman, and was recognised 
in the English Alpine Club as a skilled mount- 
taineer. I had the pleasure of making one 
short rock climb with him, and, besides that, 
we had passed many hours together in the 
Hermitage. Mr. King always spoke well of 
his Swiss guides, two of whom I know person- 
ally, and I am sure that they all will preserve 
a faithful memory of him as a real gentleman. 
He was in his thirty-sixth year, still young, 
but I count him as one of the ‘‘Old Timers” 
among tourists, for he was one of those who 
regarded as friends the guides and companions 
of his trips. Mr. King had climbed over one 
hundred mountains, most of the peaks being 
in Switzerland. I need hardly mention that 

he was a lover of Nature. 
Darby Thomson was a New Zealander. 

His home was Ross, on the west coast. Dar- 
by was much beloved by tourists and by his 
colleagues and was always known as Darby. 
One did not often hear his second name. He 
had been at the Hermitage for eight summers, 
and had begun as a porter. In the winter he 
was occupied with lumber on the west coast, 
and, as he himself told me, made just as much 
money in that way as in being guide. It is 
quite certain that Darby did not return every 
spring to the Hermitage just for the sake of 
the pay. No, it was not only money that 
brought him back to the dangerous profession, 
it was love for the mountains, “The Call of 
the Wild,” which always haled him back 
again. Once I was talking with him about 
Alpine Literature. He said that he liked 
best the books of the older mountaineers, and 
that the new ones, with the exception of those 
of Jack London, were not much to his taste. 
Later on, I found out something which per- 
haps contributed to his lack of esteem for the 
newer writers. (See the Alpine Club Journal, 
Vol. XXXII. No. 199,) ‘“The traverse of Mt. 
Cook from West to East.” On this trip Dar- 
by was one of the party, but his name is not 
mentioned. The account runs thus: ‘‘Miss 

—, with Peter Graham and a porter, “etc.” 
It is not my intention to criticise this account. 
It was perhaps a printer’s error. Darby made 
many first ascents, and was an excellent guide 
on ice and snow. 

Jock Richmond was a grand guide, and a 
very capable fellow. His home was at Fairlie, 
where he is now buried. Jock had been for 
three years on the staff of the Hermitage 
guides. He was the third best guide, and, in 
a few year’s time, with more experience, he 
would have had as good a standing as Graham 
and Thomson. I had the pleasure of meeting 
Jock’s sister and brother-in-law, and both 
said to me, “‘Oh, Jock was in love with mount- 
aineering.”” He was once asked if he were not 
afraid of its many dangers. His answer was 
accompanied by a beaming smile, ‘I am not 
afraid. Dangers often have a special charm.” 
And thus in Jock, as in Darby, we find the 
same characteristic love of the mountains. 
“The Call of the Wild”, brought him there 
where, with his “‘gentleman’”’ and his comrade, 
he found his death. 

In Jock and in Darby, New Zealand has 
lost two good sons of the mountains. 

My gentleman, Mr. Frind and I made 
seventeen ascents, and several new traverses. 
In the beginning of April, I had to leave the 
Hermitage which had become so dear to 
me. Pressing my friends’ hands, I 
turned to Mt. Cook with the words, 
“Auf Wiedersehen.”” The motor started, 
once again I heard their farewell shouts, and 
then we were gone. Yes, friendship which 
has been sown and nurtured in the mountains 
is friendship which one learns to value. 
Minds attuned alike, deepfelt love for the 
sacredness of Nature, the overcoming to- 
gether of difficulties and dangers,—all these 
help to form genuine, unalloyed friendships, 
and for this, also we have to thank the mount- 
ains. He who does not falter then is a true 
man—let us choose him as our friend. 



ALPINE CLUB NOTES 

T has been stated in many papers that 
Professor Holway and Dr. Gilmour 
climbed Mt. Geikie this summer. This 

is an error, the mountain climbed was Mt. 
Fitzhugh, sometimes, but wrongly called Giek- 
ie. Professor Holway hopes to climb the true 
Geikie next season. 

After climbing Fitzhugh, some time was 
spent in the fascinating Robson region and 
then Professor Holway says in his letter:— 
“We went up Horse Creek to the end of the 
south branch. At the head of the north fork 
are some high peaks, about 10,500 feet, with 
a very large glacier between. We expected to 
cross over at the head of the south fork but 
came out on a 1500 ft. precipice. We looked 
down into a large valley, a branch of the Beav- 
er about seven miles long, flowing nearly west. 
This region is quite different from the map. 
We retraced our route for a mile or two and 
camped. Climbed and explored for a few 
days and found that we could cross over a 
glacier on the south side of the valley and get 
into the Small River region; our packer was 
game and we made it all right by letting him 
and his pack down with the rope. Here was 
one of the most beautiful places I have seen; 
great meadows, waterfalls and magnificient 
views of the Longstaff range and glaciers. 
We followed this branch of Small River about 
seven miles and up the east fork and camped 
under cliffs 3000 feet high over which a great 
glacier discharged and down which poured 
many falls. We could not be sure of Long- 
staff at first and climbed the two peaks next 
south first. Then we went after Longstaff 
reached the northwest arete and found that 
the rocks could not be climbed but that a 
narrow ridge of ice led up; this was the hard- 
est kind and so steep that when standing in 
one step the next one had to be cut opposite 
my face. Weshould have backed out at once 
and gone down the glacier and tried to get up 
on the great glacier covering Longstaff from 
top to bottom on the south, but we kept cut- 
ting until nearly night and were within some 
150 feet of the top, but there was no poss- 
bility of making it. As it was we reached 
camp at 10.30. We expected to go back the 
next day, but found that there was not grub 
enough to reach the Fraser on, and had to go 
out. 

“The finest country to explore is no doubt 
the Cariboo range. I saw the peaks from 
various mountains and they are certainly good 
with many big glaciers. It is a most interest- 
ing region but difficult of access. East of the 
Yellowhead the going is not bad, but west it is 
much like the Selkirks. There are trails, so 
called, for a few miles up some of the valleys 
but horses can seldom be taken. In all the 
region near the Fraser River are Devil’s Club, 
Alders, and Willows and, worse than all, dense 
swamps where the beavers have built dams. 
When the upper valleys are reached there are 
meadows, lakes, falls and wonderful camps.” 

To the list of the names of those who grad- 
uated at the Ptarmigan Lake Camp of 1915 
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which “appears in the December number of 
Rod and Gun should be added: Rev. A. L. 
Harkness, Tomahawk, Alta.; Rev. A. W. 
MacMichael, Westlock, Alta.; Rev. G. D. 
Whitaker, Edmonton; Miss H. D. Banks, 
Miss M. Jamieson and C. W. Noble, all of 
Toronto. 

As far as is known the following members 
of the Alpine Club of Canada have volunteer- 
ed for Active Service. The Secretary- Treas- 
urer would be greatly obliged at receiving 
further names and particulars concerning 
members who are serving their country. 

L. S. Amery, Interpreter. 
W. A. Aldritt (Serst., 

Regiment. 
Dr. H. Anderson (Capt.), R. A. M. C. 
Mrs. H. Anderson, Nurse. 
Rev. W. R. Ball, 49th Battalion 

vie F. G. Bell (Capt., Wounded), R. A. 

E. W. Bickle (Capt.), 48th Highlanders. 
M. Bright (Lieut.), R. Engineers. 
W. C. Bruce, Canadian Engineers. 
K. C. Campbell (Capt.), 43rd Battalion. 
R. J. Casement, Sappers and Miners.. 
C. G. Chinneck, 13th Mtd. Rifles. 
Gapteiheees Glanke 
G.. Darling (Corp.); Ist G@] Wiese 
Miss M. Cowell, Nurse. 
A. Eastham. 
J. E. C. Eaton, Artist’s Rifles. 
Dr. C. E. Fortin, Lord Strathcona Horse. 
H. W. A. Foster (Lieut.), 20th Battalion. 
W. W. Foster (Capt. Grenade Officer), | 

Caves 
Lieut. H. O. Frind, 36th Battalion. 
Rev. A. Gillies-Wilken, C. M. R. 
Rev. A. Gordon, 5th Royal Highlanders. 
C. W. Gray (Wounded), Head Quarters 

Staff, France. 
W. F. Guild, (Lieut.) 52nd Battalion. 
Dr. J. A. Gunn (Lt. Col.), 3rd Field Am- 

bulance. 
Dr..J. N. Gunn (Gapt.) Roan aia: 

C. J. Heaney. i 
J. A. Hesketh (Major, D. S. O.), Strath- 

cona Horse. 
G. E. Howard, Artist’s Rifles. 
J. R.N. Irwen (wounded), Rifle Brigade. 
Dr Ay CG: Johnston, Caviake : | 
S. L. Jones (Capt.), Princess Patricia. ¥ 
Mrs. S. L. Jones, Nurse. 
F. V. Longstaff (Major), 5th BattalioniE. 

Surrey Regt. (Retd.). ; 
Dr. T. G. Longstaff (Lieut.), 7th Battalion 

Hampshire Rest. 
A. J. B. Milborne, 3rd Field Ambulance. 
C. H. Mitchell (Lt. Col.), General Staff 

Officer. 
Miss M. J. Monk, Nurse. 
J. C. McHutcheon, Cycle Corps. 
W. C. McNaught, O. T. C. 
Jas. G. McDougall. 
J. C. Oxborough, 12th Mounted Infantry. 
Wm. Oxborough, 12th Mounted Infantry- 
R. E. Patterson (Lieut.), 13th Regt. 

Prisoner), 90th 
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W. M. Pearce (Lieut. wounded) 1st Mont- 
~ real Regiment. 

R. F. Pilkington (Lieut.). 
J. M. Poucher, 51st Battalion. 
C. B. Reynolds, 9th C. M. R. 
Rev. G. S. Provis, Remount Depot. 
A. E. Robertson (Capt.), 5th G. A. 
F. A. Robertson (Capt.), 49th Battalion. 
Miss J. T. Scott, Nurse. 
G. M. Smith, (Capt.) University Corps. 
R. H. Smith, 4th Field Ambulance. 
Gon. Street, R. A. M. C. 
E. L. Taylor (Lieut.), R. Garrison Artillery. 
J. N. Taylor, King Edward’s Horse. 
T. J. Taylor, Staff Signalling Section. 
J. E. Tilleard. 

Odd 

F. Trant (wounded), 14th Battalion. 
H. Watts. 
Dr. A. W. Wakefield. 
Miss K. Walker, Nurse. 
A. F. Wedgwood (Lieut.), 5th Battalion N. 

Staffordshire. 
O} Os Warren,.G. M. BR: 
H. Westmorland (Lieut.), C. P. A. S. 
E. O. Wheeler (Lieut. R. E.), King George’s 

Own Sappers and Miners. 
E. N. White (Lieut.), 1st Battalion Middle- 

sex Regt. 
K. H. White, Motor Transport Service. 
Rev. R. B. Winser. 
J. R. Young, Belgian Red Cross. 
P. M. Humme, Royal Artillery. 

DEER HUNTING IN CANADA 
Empty Cartridge 

This is the only answer I will 
give to the oft repeated question. 

While fishing for big muskey or Maskenozay, 
to give the fish the correct Ojibway Indian 
name, in the French River District, Ontario, 
my Indian guide told me of the good moose 
and deer hunting that was to be had in that 
district and in another district, a little further 
away that he knew well. We went into this 
country the day before the season opened, 
transportation matters having been made 
easy for us by the C.P.R. agents. We had 
nothing to complain about in that respect. 
The sleeping and catering arrangements were 
perfect. 
We were afraid of dry weather and crack- 

ing leaves and twigs that would scare our 
quarry, but a welcome fall of wet snow, the 
“squaw’s winter,” preceding the Indian Sum- 
mer, gave us ideal conditions of moisture to 
deaden our footsteps. The hunters left for 
their stands in the morning full of hope and 
faith that good results would be attained 
before night. Before noon the snow had 
partly melted, leaving everything noiseless 
under foot. We were in a good moose country 
and we thought that calling the moose would 
bring immediate results, but we were dis- 
appointed. All moose tracks were old, but 
fresh deer tracks abounded. It was not long 
before the dogs had rounded up their game 
and put us on the alert, as we heard them 
approaching the lake shore. Three deer took 
to the water near our men, two were shot 
without taking to the canoes; one boy was 

Ween did we get the eight deer ?” 

still in such good wind and courage when we 
_ reached the water edge that he started out at 

a rattling clip for the further shore, and as no 
man was near him, he nearly reached the 
woods on the other side before one of our 
men, after a hard paddle in his canoe, over- 
hauled him enough to give him his quietus. 
I confess that I would not have felt very 
sorry if he had got away. He was landed at the 
Tun-way in time to give his captor another 
chance that day before darkness came on. 

Flurries of snow came on in the afternoon 
and our men who had something to drag 
home found the snow a great help. I had 
leather moccasins on without soles and slipped 

backward at every step I made and had some 
badstumbles. A happy thought came to me that 
I carried out in action. The larder contained 
a small burlap bag full of apricots which I 
emptied into dishes in the permanent camp; 
I then cut the bag in two, and tied one-half 
neatly to each foot. It gave a splendid 
amount of friction and not a member in the 
party was more surefooted during the entire 
day, notwithstanding the hob-nailed shoes. 
Take a note of this for some day’s predica- 
ment. 

We had almost too good luck because, 
when we had shot one deer per license, we 
had not yet put in as many days as we had 
intended. We supplied our table with par- 
tridges by shooting their heads off with our 
rifles. The 30x30 Winchester seemed to be 
the best weapon for that kind of sport. 

When we looked at our eight carcases 
hanging on the balsam pole, the bunch en- 
joyed the full amount of satisfaction that is 
characteristic of a hunting party. It was my 
first hunt with dogs, and personally I must 
confess to a slight feeling of disgust with my- 
self at not having given the deer more of a 
chance. Dogs do not seem to suit the Cana- 
dian woods. 

Deer thrive wonderfully in Ontario, owing 
to the invigorating climate and abundance of 
suitable food. Some of the famous deer 
hunting resorts in Ontario are: Mattawa, 
Sturgeon Falls, Desbarats, Parry Sound and 
French River. In Quebec: Kipawa, Wal- 
tham, Maniwaki, Chaudiere, Lake Megantic, 
and the Laurentians. In British Columbia: 
Lillooet, Chilcoten, East Kootenay. Colum- 
bian or Coast deer are found all along the 
west of British Columbia as far east as the 
Cascade Range, and all through the Crow’s Nest 
Pass. The best heads are obtained on the 
Fraser River and at the end of the Jervis 
Inlet. British Columbia has an increasing 
number of Mule deer. ‘The world’s record 
head was obtained in this Province. These 
deer are found over practically the whole of 
the interior of the Province but they are most 
plentiful in the Lillooet District. | White 
tailed deer are found in great numbers all 
through East Kootenay.— 



A HUNT IN THE LAURENTIANS 

Less 

yYORTHWEST of Montreal is an exten- 
N sive mountainous district, picturesque 

and full of attraction for those 
who love nature, who love sport, and who 
seek health. Through this wilderness, for it 
is little better, the C.P.R. have built arailway, 
which terminates at Mount Laurier, a small 
town 158 miles from Montreal and 1400 feet 
above sea level. To reach this small lumber- 
ing village the rails wind in and out between 
the mountains, at places almost doubling back 
on themselves. ‘Two-thirds of the distance 
from Montreal summer cottages and comfort- 
able hotels become few and far between and 
after passing Nomining the country is still 
largely in the hands of the lumberman, ex- 
plorer and miner. From this land of lakes, 
mountains and swamps the Quebec govern- 
ment derives considerable revenue, not only 
from selling lumber but from leasing tracts 
of land to fishers and hunters. Spring and 
fall see parties journeying to their respective 
preserves, and no doubt they derive as much 
benefit from the outing as do the legislature 
and railway in a monetary sense. The season 
to hunt for deer, moose, and caribou opens 
on October Ist, but to hunt with dogs is for- 
bidden except between the 12th of October 
and the Ist of November. The days preced- 
ing these dates see many boxes, trunks, and 
dogs being loaded at Place Viger station, for 
the hunter must carry his provisions with 
him, and either drive, pack, or float his load 
to camp, which usually is situated near the 
centre of his alloted district and on the side 
of a lake or stream. The lakes are beautiful, 
being surrounded by mountains, but to a 
certain extent the beauty of the forest has 
been scarred by fires which periodically sweep 
the country. The majority of the club houses 
are small frame or log buildings, while here 
and there you find a spacious structure which 
seems out of place in so wild a district, where 
its few inhabitants and visitors are glad to 
accept accommodation more primitive. A tract 
of this district is leased by the Huntingdon 
Fish and Game Club. The club have two 
buildings, one on Lake Clair, six miles from 
Labelle, and one on Lake Macaza; the latter 
is the headquarters of the hunters. Lake 
Macaza is two and a half miles long and at 
places a third of a mile wide. Along its north- 
ern shore runs a road close to the water. The 
camp is almost unaccessible without a boat. 
A hunt at this camp we will describe. 

A week before the hunt the boys round up 
the dogs, who seem to have a knowing look, 
and when the train pulls in they are eager to 
climb aboard. The older dogs are quiet and 
easy to manage, but the pups kick up a con- 
tinual row and on landing in Montreal are 
frantic, and hard to manage. To lead them 
down Craig Street would clear the walk and 
in all probability swing you round a telegraph 
pole, so a cab is hailed and the pups tumbled 
aboard. At once heads are out at the win- 
dows to see the sights and to release a chain 

_am glad to see you,” so the old guide hails us; 
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means a leap into mid-air and a pup to be 
chastised. A howl goes up when they are left 
alone in a cage at Place Viger station. Pro- 
visions are secured and loaded on the same 
train. All aboard, the train moves, and the 
time is usually spent playing cards until 
Macaza is reached, which consists of a tiny 
station and freight shed, hotel and four small 
houses. You are royally received by the 
guides, while the cook is on hand to see that 
there are sufficient boxes. 

“Ba gosh, hello Mr. Phelip! Dat you Mr. 

SOME OF THE TROPHIES 

O’Rourke? Where Mr. Thompson? I shu 

while all assure you they have rigs, wagons 
and boats to take you to camp. Camp is 
reached and you find the cook has, in some 
mysterious way, already arrived, and has 
supper about ready. Supper and then to bed, 
for the first hunt is tomorrow, and allare tired. 
Immediately after breakfast a meeting was 
called and one of the party was appointed 
captain of the hunt, whose duty it is to decide 
where the hunts will be and how they are to 
be managed. He is the boss and the guides 
must take orders from no one else. A hat is 
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CAMP ON LAKE MACAZA 

passed and each man draws a tag, which de- 
notes the position he will occupy that day. 
As a rule the guides take the dogs to the top 
of a mountain bordering on a lake, which is 
watched from points on the opposite shore, 
as are also the runways at the head and foot 
of the lake. Soon the dogs are heard, they 
have started a deer, and, to avoid them, the 
buck or doe takes to the lake, either swimming 
it or coasting along the shore and’ re-entering 
the woods at another point. On lake Macaza 
the shots are long and to give the hunter a 
better chance each is supplied with a boat 
with which to chase the game. A chase is 
exciting, for a buck can swim as fast as a man 
can row. If the lake is rough shooting is 
difficult and often the hunter returns empty 
handed. The hunt is usually over by two 
o’clock, when dinner is enjoyed. The after- 
noon is spent with the shot-gun, looking for 
rabbits or partridge, or a tramp through the 
woods. Evening finds all around the fire or 
indulging in a friendly game of cards. All 
are to bed before eight. Two meals a day, 
but such meals! The fresh air of the moun- 
tains is better than medicine for the city man. 
Big men forget their troubles and are boys 
once more, the feeling of good friendship is 
theirs; the business strain is relaxed and they 
live but for today. A small gasoline engine 
tows the row boats up and down the lake and 
is acuriosity to the natives. One of the party 
who is 6 ft. 1 in., and boasts a weight of 237 
lbs., attempted to take the tiny boat up a 
small river, which had many sharp curves. 
Seated in the stern of the boat his 237 pounds 
plus the weight of the engine, again proved 
that water will find its level. A shout as from 
a wild Indian, and suddenly there is a mad 
scramble for terra firma, as the little ship 
begins to settle. Such little troubles draw 
the members of the party closer, and each day 
increases their pleasure. The first week of the 
hunt was not very exciting. The different 
members rowing or being towed to their re- 
spective posts, waited patiently where stat- 
ioned, listening and hoping for a shot. Dur- 
ing this period four deer were shot and we 

were becoming accustomed to the life. The 
second week proved more strenuous. Before 
daylight the cook was up preparing breakfast. 
“Hooch, hooch, Come on, you dead heads,” 
is the order from Capt. Phillips, who already 
is up, for he declares if the camp is to sustain 
its reputation we must be up with the first 

- streak of dawn to secure the big bucks. Yes, 
it is cold, there is ice on the edge of the lake, 
but extra clothing makes up for it. Splash, 
a big buck is in the lake between Lourey and 
Phillips. The cap. pulls off his coat and 
throws himself flat on the road, where he ex- 
pects the buck will land. The buck comes 
proudly on, and nota sound is to be heard. 
Suddenly he swerves in his course. There is 
a rush for the boat to find Lourey is already 
out and in mad pursuit which is an error in 
strategy. Soon the guns begin to spit, 24 
shots fired and Mr. Buck is safe and away. 
It is the joke of the camp and the neighborhood. 
The hunters at fault are quick to reproach one 
another and themselves, and are the butt of 
much ridicule, for both were crack shots and 
had on previous occasions demonstrated their 
ability. Another day a buck was sighted 
coasting. Two boats put out and by good 
manoeuvering forced him toswim the lake, 
enabling the hunters to come within range; 
four shots are fired and he is towed to shore 
by a couple of kids who do not forget to rub 
it into those who failed. Six deer were secur- 
ed in this manner at about the same spot on 
the lake. 

On one occasion the writer drew a tag which 
entitled him to follow a guide. Knowing he 
would likely set a good pace, I was prep: ared 
and travelled light, and was glad of it. The 
guide was a man in his 74th year, who could 
sleep in the open. He told me of his life in 
the hills, how he had left Montreal 38 years 
ago, purchasing 72 acres of. land for $18, 
clearing and cultivating it. He had reared a 
large family, worked and hunted in the woods 
and, before the railway came, had tramped 
to Montreal on snowshoes. When we got 
back to camp the guide, thovgh old in years, was 
quite fresh, while I was weary and footsore. 
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As the days for hunting with dogs became 
fewer the hunt became more strenuous, and 
we were up earlier and had longer hours. The 
last day each of the party subscribed 50c, the 
total to be presented to the hunter who bag- 
ged the biggest game that day. Till then the 
dogs had been running in twos and threes, 
using four to six of them a day. This morn- 
ing all were taken, it was to be the grand finale. 
The district chosen is known as Cold Creek, 
the little waterway, perhaps 25 to 30 feet 
wide, being so very crooked that it forms two 
sides of a square. Into this corner it was 
proposed to drive the deer, posting the hunt- 
ers on elevations overlooking the water, except 
several who were to accompany the dogs and 
trv to catch any deer that might double back. 
One would imagine the deer had little chance 
to escape, but considering he can cross the 
water in two or three jumps and seldom 
chooses a place that is watched, his chances 
were better than might be imagined. A shot 
was fired, signalling that those on the creek 
are ready. Fifteen minutes later dogs are 
heard approaching, coats come off, an extra 
shell is shoved into rifle barrels, down you go 
flat on the grass or behind a fallen log orstump. 
Suddenly on the opposite side of a mountain 
pandemonium reigns. A buck has turned and 
is fighting the dogs, which bark and howl, and 
the deer snorts, making a terrible melee. You 
don’t know whether you snould rush to the 
scene of conflict or sit tight, waiting for him 
to turn and cross the river. Suddenly five 
shots ring out in quick succession, Phillips and 
Cluff, who were in the hills, had hastened to 
the scene of the rumpus, only to have Mr. 
Buck rush so close between them that they 
are afraid to shoot for fear of hitting one 
another. Shots follow him butheis gone. An 
hour later the dogs are again heard and their 
rush is followed by a splash and then silence, 
apparently a buck has jumped into the creek 
(a doe would slip in) and the dogs cannot fol- 
low and return to the guide. Shots are heard 
in the hills at intervals but no killing is report- 
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ed. The hunt ended at 12 o’clock, wnen 
several left their posts to wander in the woods, 
for some of the dogs were still running, and 
there was still a chance of ashot. One of the 
hunters went in search of the fighting buck 
who had entered the creek, and spied him 
sunning himself in some alders, only his horns 
showing above tne slash. Guessing where his 
head was, he fired and then rushed to the spot 
to find he had bagged an animal that would 
be hard to beat. The buck was not killed, 
and showed fight, so a second shot was neces- 
sary. The shooting of two more followed 
shortly in the hills, the hunt bringing in a 
fine doe, a small buck, and a large buck. 

A walk through this district is of much in- 
terest to the city man. The mountains are 
steep and not heavily wooded, while the val- 
leys are thick in brush and hard to walk in. 
A beaver meadow attracted much attention. 
The world’s first engineers had been at work, 
and trees had been felled, skidded, or dragged 
into the water and floated into position, not 
a branch being left. The dam was 5% feet 
high and about 60 feet wide. A fair sized 
tree in the centre had been used as a key to 
build from, branches were woven and inter- 
woven between the logs, and then the whole 
structure was packed with mud, grass and 
leaves. Supports and braces were placed be- 
hind the dam to relieve the strain of the 
weight of water above, and the tiny stream 
was effectively held. You could carry all the 
water that leaked from the dam inapail. The 
lake formed by the dam was about half a mile 
long and perhaps 200 yards wide. In its 
centre could be seen the dome of the beaver 
house, securely protected by fallen trees. To 
reach it would have been impossible without 
destroying the dam, and the guide told us any 
slight damage to it is at once repaired by 
these wonderful builders. Two of the hunters 
came across a bear trap, a large steel trap 
attached to a stick and surrounded in such a 
way that Bruin, to secure the desired bait, had 
to pass over it. When caugbt he carried the 
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trap away, but sooner or later the trailing 
stick caught and he was held. Our hunt 
netted 13 deer, and was declared one of the 
most enjoyable the club has had. Those who 
attended were—James A. Phillips, T. A. 
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O’Rouke, and Walter Thompson from New 
York, Frank Tait from Springfield, Mass.; 
James Lourey, Montreal; G. C. Stark, James 
Cluff, Cecil Murray, and Less Sellar, Hunt- 
ingdon. 

The Story of Two Moose Hunts on the 
Hunting Grounds of the Madawaska 

Fish and Game Club 
H. G. Kidd 

S I am a reader of a number of sporting 
magazines and enjoy reading accounts 
of successful sportsmen in all parts of 

the United States and Canada I thought 
perhaps it might interest some of Rod and 
Gun’s readers to hear from a guide who for 
many years has followed the business of 
guiding, trapping and trying to protect large 
game during the big game season, which latter 
thing is by no means an easy task in a country 
where every one thinks it is one of the meanest 
things a man can do to give information that 
will lead to the conviction of anyone killing 
an animal during the close season. I am 
sure that every hunting trip I have taken 
is as clear in my head to-day as the day 
following the hunt. Whether I can make it 
clear and of interest to my readers is another 
matter. However, if the editor does decide, 
upon reading my manuscript, to consign it to 
the waste paper basket I do not suppose any 
reader will cancel his subscription. I can 
handle a paddle or a rifle with much greater 
ease than I can a pen. I think this must be 
due partially to the difference in weight of 
these articles. If my pen weighed eight or 
nine pounds I think I would feel more at 
home with it. 

At present I am employed by the Mad- 
awaska Fish and Game Club, guiding and 
looking after the preserve. This country is 
one of the best tracts of hunting ground in the 
Dominion and a guide that cannot get a 
moose here cannot be expected to get one 
anywhere else. He is either unlucky or he 
isno good. I have sometimes been unlucky 
or no good—myself, when I have blamed my 
ill luck on the wind, or the weather, but I 
have never blamed the country for there 
are always signs of game everywhere. I may 
have disappointed some whom I have taken 
out in search of big game and made them 
think that hunting was hard work or expen- 
sive fun, but I have never yet disappointed 
them as regards trout fishing for I always 
know where the trout are. They cannot get 
out of the water and take to new feeding 
grounds as can some of my four footed friends. 
Throw a fly most anywhere in the lakes and 
it does not take many minutes until the trout 
will hunt it up. Then we are sure to have 
fun as our trout are fighters and always in 
the pink of condition. 

It has always seemed to me that luck is a 
great factor in hunting. Some men will get 
game without any trouble while others will 
hunt and hunt without success. It would 
almost seem that the moose had been warned 
to avoid the places where these hunters were, 
and counselled to pay no attention if a cow 
called. 

On a hunting trip in 1913 I had the pleasure 
of guiding Mr. D. C. Bell of North Hatley, 
P.Q. Inthe fall of 1909 Mr. Bell came down 
on his first trip atter big game. I heard much 
of Mr. Bell, after he had joined the club, from 
Dr. McRea and Mr. Taylor, the former being 
president of the club and the latter secretary- 
treasurer. They told me that when he came 
down I would find him a sport from the soles. 
of his moccasins up, a crack shot, a good 
canoeist, and one who would never confess 
that he was tired. Finally I got a letter from 
Dr. McRea asking me to meet him and three 
of his friends, Mr. Turner, Mr. LeBaron and 
last, but not least, the famous Mr. Bell. 
Mr. Bell turned out to be a man five feet six 
in height, weighing’ about 130 pounds, and 
with only one hand. The right hand he had 
had the misfortune to lose about two inches 
below the elbow a few years previously. 
After the arrival of the party we had eleven 
miles to go, of which seven miles was on the 
river, with about a mile of rapids, before dark. 
It was then nearly four o’clock. Mr. Bell 
took a paddle and stepped into the canoe with 
the other guide saying that he would help 
him paddle, that it would keep him from 
being lonesome after the darkness came on. 
There was a look on the guide’s face which 
seemed to say that he could probably get 
along as well without such assistance as Mr. 
Bell could give, but if he thought this at the 
outset I am sure he changed his mind long 
before he got up the river. I never was 
more surprised in my life than I was to see: 
the way that man could paddle with his one 
hand and a little piece of the other arm. 
When we got up to Eagle Lake we had a 

little fun with a bull moose that was in the 
water but as it was on the other club’s limit 
we did nothing more than give him a job of 
looking for a cow that had only two legs, 
and if he had met her the hair on his back 
would have stood up for an hour. We kept 
him walking the shore and grunting till about 
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10 o’clock that night. We then left him and 
went on tocamp. Supper was ready in a few 
minutes and everyone was ready for it. 
I think there is nothing a guide can do to 
make a sportsman feel so much at home as 
to give him a good supper the first night. 
The next morning we were up in good time 
and ready for business. Dr. McRea an- 
nounced that he must have a moose with a 
spread greater than fifty-three inches, or 
none at all. The one he had got the pre- 
ceding season had had a spread of fifty-three 
inches, and he determined he would kill 
nothing smaller. The rest of the party were 
not so particular. It was finally decided that 
Mr. Bell and Mr. LeBaron were to hunt with 
me and Dr. McRae and Mr. Turner with 
Paul Therriault, the other guide. I will say 
nothing further about the other party but 
relate my own experiences. 

I called every time there was no ‘wind, we 
watched the lakes when we could not call, 
and when it rained we walked around but it 
was of no avail. Every time I got a moose 
started something turned to stop him. On 
one occasion I had to have some things from 
Eagle Lake and the man I had working for 
me was going after them. We went out in 
that direction to a nice open maple ridge 
which the trail crossed. I called for an hour 
but there was no answer. I then gave it up 
and started for another place and the man 
went to bring the stuff from Eagle Lake. He 
had only gone a few hundred yards when he 
met Mr. Moose coming up the trail as if he 
had been sent for. Of course he changed 
his mind and left for parts unknown. After 
that every time I could get an answer there 
would be a cow with him and she would coax 
him back. The days were passing too 
quickly and no moose came our way. The 
wind blew almost all the time for a week. In 
the evening we would fish a little while to get 
trout for the next day. One evening when 
we were fishing I was handling the boat and 
calling every few minutes. Suddenly I 
heard an answer on the other side of the lake. 
We headed tor shore and I had just time to 
say that one was coming when he was out on the 
shore. There we were about one hundred 
yards from shore in plain view, with Mr. 
Moose looking at us about five hundred yards 
off. I thought that our only chance was 
to try him at that distance, so the fun began. 
The .30-55 would not carry across with sights 
elevated to the top notch, every shot struck 
the water in line with the moose, and another 
shot or two would have sent Mr. Moose to 
the happy hunting grounds but he seemed to 
have no desire to go, judging by the way he 
got out of there. You can imagine how I 
felt to get caught that way and the names I 
called myself would not look well in Rod and 
Gun. I made up my mind that calling 
moose and fishing do not go well together. 
It then started and rained all the remainder 
of the time Mr. Bell was in camp. Many 
sportsmen think that a guide does not care 
whether he gets a moose or not, but such is 
not the case as far as I am concerned at any 
rate, and I know of other guides that feel 
thesame. I do not believe I ever saw a party 
go home without a head that I did not feel as 

disappointed as the sportsman himself. 
Some will say, “but look at the money you 
get out of the trip.”’ Nevertheless to a real 
sportsman, which many guides are, failure 
to get a head is always a disappointment. 
and the realization that the man he has been 
guiding, who has perhaps been planning a 
trip for a whole year, has not succeeded in 
obtaining the head for which he had hoped 
is a matter which every real guide will deplore. 
Some men try to make you believe they were 
not particular as to the head, that they just 
wanted to get into the woods for a couple of 
weeks. Others admit their disappointment, 
and nearly every one blames their own bad 
luck. One sure thing if everyone who goes 
after it got a moose the sport would soon die 
out. It is after all the uncertainty of the 
game that gives to it its charm, but almost 
any one will admit that to stand beside one 
of the kings of the forest that one has killed 
with his own rifle, is worth a dozen trips that 
were unsuccessful. A great many will not 
agree with me when I say that two or three 
moose are enough for any sportsman to kill. 

On leaving Mr. Bell said to me: ‘Well if 
I had a rifle that would carry a little farther 
I would have had a pretty good moose head to 
take out with me but if all is well I will try 
my luck again next fall. My experience this 
fall has interested me in Moose hunting. I 
think a man who shoots a moose has some- 
thing of which to be proud and if I come next 
fall I will stay till I get one if it should take 
all winter. A couple of weeks after his return 
I had a letter from Dr. McRea saying that 
Mr. Bell was preparing for a moose hunt the 
following fall and had bought a .405 Win- 
chester and if the rifle did not kick him to 
pieces and he ever got his eye on a moose that 
I would not have much of a job dressing him 
off. I got a letter from Mr. Bell about the 
10th of October saying he was coming in on 
the 20th. I sent him a telegram to come at 
once and I would guarantee him a moose, that 
if he waited until the 20th the calling would 
be over and then we would need snow before 
we could do anything. However he had made 
arrangements to go with a party duck shoot- 
ing for a week and could not act on my 
suggestion. 

On the 20th Mr. Bell landed bag and 
baggage and on the way to camp I asked him 
how long he was going to stay, to which he 
replied that he was going to stay until he got 
a moose. For the first few days we did not 
attempt to hunt moose. I took him over the 
limit showing him what I had done and we 
made plans for some additional improvements. 
He also visited a lake which none of the 
members had ever been to, shot partridges 
and had a fine time generally. He was not 
going to hunt for moose until snow came, 
and did not care to run into one by chance, 
unless of course he proved to be an extra big 
fellow. Sometimes he would shoot the head 
off a partridge with the .405. It would do 
your heart good to hear thatriflespeak. How 
the echoes would roll from hill to hill. I'll 
bet that more than one king of the forest 
bristled up his hair and wondered what right 
anything had to come into those silent, 
peaceful woods and make such a noise; or 
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perhaps he shook his magnificent head and 
said: “Come on and try a rub with these 
horns.” 

At last the snow came and the work began. 
Trees were loaded for days. Many a branch 
broke under the weight of snow that covered 
it but the moose would not move. We 
hunted everywhere, even going into the 
swamps, but it is scarcely possible for a man 
to get through these with no snow on the 
bushes and even more impossible when every 
bit of brush is loaded down with snow. For 
days the sun did not shine and we could not 
travel in a straight line; and still it snowed. 
We decided to move to another part of the 
limit. When we got there we found lots of 
old tracks, most of them travelling in the 
direction from which we had come. It looked 
as if the moose were having a little fun at our 
expense. We had been travelling hard all 
the time and it did not take many days before 
I could see the stuff of which Mr. Bell was 
made. He never became discouraged, never 
said he was tired, never thought that he was 
going to be ‘ ‘skunked.” I think if I had 
remarked that there was a pretty good ridge 
for moose near the north pole he would have 
answered “Let us go and try it.’’ One day 
we followed a caribou until about 3.30, and 
the country he took us through was “‘fierce.”’ 
I never followed an animal that was good at 
finding all the bad places. When we gave it 
up and started for camp Mr. Bell made 
the remark that he was not after caribou, 
that a moose head was all he cared for this 
trip. I asked him if he thought he was going 
to get one. “‘Oh yes,”’ was his reply, ‘“‘I think 
we shall get him to-morrow.” 

There are two things that all sportsmen 
seem to enjoy talking about, one being the 
size of my moccasins, the other the size of my 
appetite. I must admit that both are built 
on a large scale and the things I had to listen 
to from Mr. Bell must have made even my 
old moccasins blush. However after about 
a week in camp it was noticeable that he 
stopped talking about the amount I ate. I 
knew the reason but said nothing. <A few 
days more and he remarked that I did not eat 
much fora man of my size. In another day 
he acknowledged that for a big man I was a 
very small eater. One night after this last 
remark I had finished supper and drawing 
up to the stove was drying my trousers, 
Mr. Bell was still chewing away. 
you think it’s time for a smoke?’ I asked. 
There was no response. About five minutes 
elapsed and again J suggested that we have 
oursmoke. Mr. Bel! indicated his willingness 
by a grunt of approval but still he continued 
chewing. A third time I made the suggestion 
that we have a smoke and go to bed. 

“Yes,’’ agreed the man at the table, but I 
cannot get this supper to come out even. 
When my tea is done I have a piece of bread 
left and when the bread is done I have some 
tea and preserves left. I guess I had better 
give it up and have a smoke with you. 
We had come back to the main camp and 

it was still snowing a little. The snow was 
then about eighteen inches deep. We went 

to bed with the thought that had been in 
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our minds for days, would we get a mocse 
tomorrow? ‘The next morning we started 
again. It was cloudy then. _and looked like 
more snow. “No sun again’’ was the remark 
we made as we entered the thick woods. 
Everything was silent. Not even a squirrel 
seemed to be moving but on a nice maple ridge 
about two miles away was a battle scarred 
veteran moving along with not a thought 
that before the sun set that night all would 
be over with him. In silence we moved along 
on the lookout all the time for a track but 
not even a deer track did we see which seemed 
strange for deer tracks had been as plentiful 
over on the ridges as were the rabbits’ in 
the swamps. When about two miles from 
camp we struck the veteran’s track, which was a 
big one. We could easily follow it as he had 
shaken all the snow off the bushes in passing 
as though desiring to make everything as 
pleasant for us as possible. Slowly and 
silently we moved along over ridges w here we 
could see two hundred yards in all directions, 
and through little thickets where we could 
see only afewfeet. Mile after mile we moved 
along, going all the time away from our camp. 
I watched my man pretty closely to see if 
there were any signs of buck fever but none 
appeared. At last we saw our moose and the 
hunt was over for the .405 sang the same tune 
that it had done to the partridges and a 
bullet back of the shoulder did the work. 
The spread was fifty-five inches. We did not 
have time to dress him off that night so went 
back tocamp. It was just getting dark when 
we arrived there. We had supper and then 
the easiest, and I think the pleasantest part 
of the hunt, the smoke. That night we slept 
the sleep of the justified. The hunt was over 
and all was well. The days of weary travel- 
ling through snow up to our knees were over 
and all that had to be done was to dress the 
animal and get out the head. In two days 
the head was at Eagle Lake and Mr. Bell 
was starting home. The lake was _ frozen 
along the shore for a short way so we loaded 
the canoe on to a hand sleigh and _ started. 
After going for about half a mile we struck 
open water and launched the canoe. We 
went for about a mile before we struck ice 
again when we had to load up the sleigh once 
more. All went well till we came to the foot 
of the lake when we saw a canoe half full of 
water and frozen in the ice. When quite 
close we saw a man’s hat close by. We knew 
that some one had lost his life in trying to 
break through with a canoe. Going out to 
the canoe we found a man clinging to the 
side of the craft. I broke the ice around the 
face and recognized a friend of mine who had 
many a time shared my blanket. It was a 
sad ending to one of the finest hunts I have 
ever had. Mr. Bell was detained for the in- 
quest which was held the next day. 

The fine moose head secured by Mr. Bell 
now adorns a prominent corner of his place 
of business and no doubt brings back to 
memory the hard and oftentimes discourag- 
ing tramps through swamps and over hills that 
preceded its capture, and the homeward trip 
over partly frozen lakes and rivers. 



THE LAST STRAW 
Geo. J. Thiessen 

N the first place, I never did like Ezra 
Steel. He was one of those meddle- 
some pests who was all the time sug- 

gesting something for your own good, which 
was entirely against your better judgment. 
And talk! He always hung around reading 
the exchanges and making comments upon 
them just at the time when I was busiest 
setting up an obituary notice or some other 
important piece of news. Why he was that 
cantankerous that he used to come into the 
office and try to convert me into running a 
Republican campaign notice in the “‘Argus’’, 
free of charge. Yes Siree! Try to corrupt 
ny. loyalty to the great and glorious party 
that— 

But wait. That ain’t all. Just after we 
had run off last week’s edition in he came, 
looking critically about and w earing a satisfied 
smile upon his face. ‘‘Hiram,’’ says _ he, 
casting an eye upon a cob-web which swung 
pendulum- like from the ceiling, ““‘Hiram, what 
you need is some good, fresh air. Why man, 
you ain’t livi ing at all. Just think! The voice 
of the brook—” 

I laid down ‘“The Commoner” which I had 
been looking over, and glanced in Ezra’s 
direction. At first I thought he had taken 
too much at the Drug Store on the corner, 
but so far as I could see he was all right. 
Swinging my feet from the desk I took several 
whiffs from my pipe. and inquired, kind of 
mad like: ‘‘What in all Jehosephat are you 
talking about? Here I am a respectable 
married man, with three square meals a day, 
money for a ‘skuttle of beer occasionally and 
a game of Kelley. Now here you come 
wanting to make me dissatisfied with what 
the Lord—”’ 

*‘Shucks!”’ 
He came forward, grasped me by the arm 

and marched me to the window. ‘Look 
there,” he commanded, pointing out. ‘That 
is the greatest invention ever made for the 
poor man.” And before I could stop him he 
had started upon a long spiel about the 
beauties of nature and the adv antages of get- 
ting enjoyment from them. 

Against the board walk in front of the 
office leaned a gray thing on two wheels. I 
had seen the tourists come through on them, 
but I never hankered after ow ning one of my 
own. “Surely, ” J began, “‘you don’t mean 
to tell me you’ve been foolish enough to buy 
that—a motorcycle? Why—” 

“T sure mean that I got lt. he replied, in 
a dogged tone of voice. ‘‘And what is more, 
if you don’t agree with me that it is the best 
sport you ever tackled I’ll make you a 
present—”’ 

“Me ride that? 
ee 

Not on your life.” 

I'll admit, that Steel is some talker. He 
argued and coaxed and pleaded for nearly an 
hour. By that time we had gotten as far as 
the walk, and Ezra was explaining the way 
the thing worked. ‘All you have to do,” 
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he said, “‘is to sit on the back seat and leave 
the rest to me. We’ll coast over the road as 
smooth as you please.”’ 

After a considerable spell, I kind of got it 
into my head to take aride. First, however, 
we steadied our nerves with some liquid 
refreshments. Ezra promised not to go fast. 
Accordingly, he pumped the thing, adjusted 
a little screw, and then pumped it some more. 
After a while he got it going. The next 
instant we went zigzagging down the street, 
followed by a yellow dog which kept at my 
side barking and waiting for an opportunity 
to nip my shins. Once or twice I was tempted 
to kick at it, but hesitated knowing that only 
a circus rider could keep his seat after such a 
manoeuvre. ‘‘Never mind the cur,” Steel 
shouted back—We’ll soon be out of his wa 

And we were. With scarcely a jerk t at 
little one-cylinder affair yanked us along with 
angry snorts, until we were miles away from 
town. Then, turning, we loafed leisurely 
back. 
Now the funny part was that nothing 

happened. Ezra drovelike a veteran and the 
trip was enjoyable. At supper that night I 
ate more than I usually did. Best of all, I 
felt fine. The fresh air had done me good. 
After I had lighted my pipe for an evening 
smoke, I secretly wondered if I could learn 
to run a machine. 

The next day, Steel was back again. This 
time he had a fishing rod. Ten miles away 
was a place where the perch were biting good, 
he said. Would I go along? 

Would I! Grabbing a short jointed pole 
which stood in the corner of the office, I 
started for the door, even forgetting my coat 
in the excitement. 
Now if there is anything I like to do it is to 

fish. Luck was with us that morning and we 
soon had a good string. About an hour 
before noon, we started the gray thing toward 
Melowville again. Dinner was ready when I 
reached home. 

‘““My,’’ I said to my wife, ‘“‘a motorcycle is 
a fine thing. I have a notion—”’ 

‘Now, Hiram,” she expostulated. “Don’t 
you go buying no such contraption as that. 
Get an automobile, if you can afford it, but 
not a two wheeled chugger so that I can’t go 
riding too.” 

“Youcan. Thereare two seats 
“Huh! I'd look nice on that, wouldn’t I? 

What would the people say if they saw me 
whizzing around behind you!” 

Ezra and I made several trips that week. 
Then he suggested what times we could have 
if I had a machine too. He said they were 
easy to ride, and as proof insisted that I take 
the front seat. After a few instructions, I 
learned to drive it almost as well as he. 
“Why don’t you buy a motorcycle?” he 

asked, at the conclusion of the trials. 
“T would only my wife—”’ 
‘“‘Fiddlesticks. Mandy was the same way. 

Why man, when I first got it she raised 
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thunderation. But one little ride and the 
trouble was all over.” 

Sh ut— 

“And besides, I think I know a man who 
has one just like this that he will sell. It is 
only up to Cedar Rapids and you could ride 
it home. I'll write and ask him what he 
wants for it.” 
Two days later I got the information. The 

price was a hundred and eighty-five dollars. 
I decided to invest, so by collecting some 
back subscriptions on the ‘‘Argus’’ that had 
been due me for a long time, I raised the 
money. Ezra was to accompany me, but 
decided it would be best for him to go up 
Friday and me to follow on the next day. 

Saturday came. I could hardly wait until 
the morning train reached my destination. 
When I alighted on the platform, there was 
Ezra and a young fellow whom he introduced 
to me as Mr. Wicks. He was the owner of 
the motorcycle I had come to buy. 
We wasted no time, but went directly to 

the shed where the machine was kept. Yes, 
it was just like Steel’s. It even had a bent 
peddle on the left side. I noticed that 
particularly, for Ezra’s had too. I bought 
the motorcycle, cranked up, started for home. 

The ride was enjoyable. That little engine 
snorted and chugged, but it carried me over 
the roads even faster than I should have gone. 
I knew my wife would not be pleased when 
she learned of my purchase, but I thought I 
could win her over. A ride—and it was easy. 
With these thoughts in my mind, I rode up to 
the house and stopped. 

Sarah was sure sore. She raved and 
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stormed. The promise of a new dress, how- 
ever, abated her anger somewhat. But she 
flatly refused to ride with me. ‘All right,” 
said I. ‘When you change your mind let me 
know.”’ 

The strange thing was that she did change 
her mind the very next day. What made her 
I do not know. Anyway, when I came home 
to dinner she announced she was ready to go. 
Accordingly, she mounted back of me on the 
machine, and by going the back streets we 
were soon out of town. Few of the neighbors 
had seen us. 

Along the road we went. I opened the 
throttle wider. My wife, scared at the speed, 
clutched my arm. I glanced back—and both 
of us landed in the ditch. Fortunately, 
neither was hurt. The motorcycle was as 
good as new except the front wheel which was 
smashed. As we picked ourselves up, we 
heard the horn of an automobile. It was 
seven miles to town and we meant to hail the 
machine. 

A minute more and a brand new touring 
car hove insight. Ezra and his wife occupied 
the front seat. They stopped. We loaded 
the motorcycle and got in ourselves. 

“Seems to me you're kind of foxy,” I 
remarked to Steel, ““owning a car and a 
motorcycle too. Yourrich uncle must—” 

“Not exactly,’ he grinned. You see I had 
a chance to sell mine at a profit, so I bought 
something I could take my wife—”’ 

‘“He has some sense,’ Sarah interrupted, 
with a look at me which was dark. 

“Yes,” Mandy answered. “You see—’ 
I closed my ears, unwilling to hear more. 

EHE-COT FON? PAL: 
Nell Gwynne 

ONSIDERING what a menace it is to 
CG orchards the increase in the cotton-tail 

rabbit in Southern Ontario within the 
last two years has been alarming. 

The fierce warfare necessarily waged against 
the rabbit in Australia ought to be a warning 
to those in a position to check its inroads. 
Brer Rabbit is seldom seen during the day 
but he must be a rare nocturnal wanderer as 
his tracks always embroider the snow in 
winter in every direction. He is hunted by 
boys big and little in fine weather, and falls a 
prey to many a pitfall in the shape of traps. 
Once this prolific creature gets a headway 
here, such means of destruction would be 
but small detriment to him. Some children 
in a certain Ontario neighborhood set a 
number of traps in the orchard and about the 
fences last winter, and in the early mornings 
their signal shouts could be heard announcing 

their success in securing the game. During 
a wintry thaw I saw a rabbit stuck in a snow 
bank by the wayside. A man passing in a 
sleigh extricated it from its perilous position 
and then sent it to kingdom come by knock- 
ing its head against the sleigh. He drove off 
with an elated air, doubtless in prospect of 
rabbit pie for dinner. A boy with a gun shot 
another unfortunate bunny as it skipped across 
the road. A little further on a wounded one 
trailed itself through the snow and ran to the 
end of the chapter, or the end of the road. 
In the woods rabbits are scuttling in every 
direction, being more noticeable in winter 
than in summer owing to the lack of cover. 
The cotton-tail is much smaller than its 
relative the rabbit, or true hare of the northern 
hunting grounds. In the fall they feed upon 
a coarse blue green ground moss which grows 
in large beds in low woods. 
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THE LURE OF THE DRY 2HEXS 
Robert Page Lincoln 

most treasures are those experiences 
of early days wherein he caught some 

nice trout by means of that most poetic 
method of capture—fly fishing. He will re- 
call how he played the fish among the snags 
and obstructions that obtruded and how with 
well gauged finesse he kept it away from 
those snags and in due course brought it into 
a pool below where he netted it, finding to his 
elation that it tipped the scales at six pounds. 
Six pounds for a brook trout was a very good 
weight indeed. Those he has taken since 
have rarely weighed more than three pounds. 
For this reason it may be he will ever after 
treasure the memory of this lucky capture. 
Or perchance the memory may be of the fish 
that got away and our angler will recall how 
he raved and expostulated and generally 
performed after the manner of a maniac, 
and the world of anglers, being human, will 
have pardoned him. Such experiences as 
these go to make up every angler’s book of 
life. To the great majority, however, the 
loss of a fish is not so much a cause for sor- 
row as an impetus to redoubled efforts in 
the future. First experiences in angling, as 
in anything, are not apt to be paved with 
glory. 

The first use of the dry fly by the angler is 
indeed an epoch making event. The very 
fact that the dry-fly was known in the mother 
country and used there as far back as 1860 or 
earlier on the chalk streams in the southern 
counties, does not imply that we in this 
country knew very much about it until quite 
recently. 

Now, with the dry-fly movement getting a 
practical hold upon the world of fishermen, 
and the elite in particular, there is every 
reason to believe that this little winged 
creation will drift itself steadily into popular 

A MONG the experiences that an angler favor. Some wet-fly enthusiasts who are 
favorably and prejudicially inclined toward 
this submerged creation look upon the dry- 
fly as an ignominious intruder. Wet-fly men 
in this country persistently aver that the 
dry-fly, and its use revolves upon a fancy— 
that it is first, last and all the time a fad, and 
those who use it are eccentric faddists. The 
fact of the matter is that the dry fly is a 
deadly artificial device and with it one can 
capture a wily trout when all other systems 
completely fail. The dry-fly may be fished 
in waters where the trout. are inordinately 
wily and alert and where the wet-fly is of 
little use. The dry-fly purports to be an 
exact imitation of the living insect in so far as 
this is possible; specimens of the dry-fly are 
carefully matched either in purchased or 
tied form with the living insect, native to a 
stream, and by a skillful floating of same on 
the water, with wings cocked, it aims to de- 
ceive the fish into rising for it. 

It took me a long time to become enamour- 
ed of the dry-fly. At first I looked upon it 
merely as a concoction made to sell with no 
exceptional killing points to its credit. I 
held that the wet-fly embraced all the salient 
features demanded and that by careful fish- 
ing with the wet-fly, equally as good success 
could be had as with any artificial produc- 
tion. 

Nevertheless I possessed the desire to try 
out the little winged sprites and test them 
to the full extent of their ability, and in this 
was for a time only prevented by lack of 
means to purchase same for I belong to the 
class of average anglers who know that it 
takes years of infinite care and judicious 
selection as well as considerable outlay to 
complete one’s outfit. It took time therefore 
before I was able to lay in a good stock of 
dry-flies and much it grieved me to think of 
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the good coin I had expended on their pur- 
chase. But the pain was but for the moment, 
what followed made up for the money I had 
spent on them. After considerable thought 
and a conning over of books by Halford, 
Dewar and Emlyn M. Gill I decided upon 
certain flies. Out of the Halford collection 
I selected the Green May-fly, the Pale Watery 
Dun, the Pale Watery Spinner, the Iron-blue 
Spinner, the Spent Gnat, the Sherry Spinner, 
Red Olive Spinner, the Medium Sedge and 
the Cinnamon Sedge and many others. I 
stocked well on these for while I was doubt- 
ful as to their use I knew that I should stand 
a good chance of matching them at least 
fairly well with those on the stream I meant 
to fish. Out of the Emlyn Gill collection I 
chose the following flies: the Whirling Dun, 
Wickham’s Fancy, the Jenny Spinner, the 
Orange Fish Hawk, the Coachman, the White 
Miller, the Black Gnat, Red Ant, Hares’ Ear, 
March Brown and Greenwell’s Glory. Here 
I thought, I have a collection that will fit me 
out for any stream. I knew what exacting 
patience would be required before I could 
coax to my fold the capricious success for 
which I yearned, and yet looking at my col- 
lection I felt that out of them I could match 
something suitable in imitation of insects 
that fell to the waters of my stream and so 
deceive the trout. It was with extreme tre- 
pidation that I went to the stream, which 
held within its jurisdiction a wealth of un- 
conceived delights. Could I with skill place 
a fly yusf so without blunder, and gain the 
desired results. 

Dry flies it will be remembered come in 
the eyed-fly style and but one fly is used upon 
the leader. Nature is carefully imitated. 
One notes the insects along the stream and 
chooses artificials to accord with their shape 
and coloration. In this country the dry-fly 
is fished ordinarily—that is to say, we of this 
country “fish the stream,’ meaning that we 
fish wherever we think a trout happens to be 
ensconsed. In England those who fish the 
stream are called purists. The acme of all 
dry-fly fishing is the “‘fishing of the rise” 
which is explained thus: A trout is watched 
rising for flies. The angler knowing just 

about what insect that particular trout is 
rising for will rig himself out with an artificial 
to conform with it. and will cast above the 
fish, allowing the fly to float down over the 
spot where the trout rose. The idea is that 
the trout will be deceived so that he will rise 
and take the skilfully constructed imitation, 
believing it to be the real thing. Such fishing 
as this gives to the fishermen practising it the 
name of ultra-purists. That fishing the rise 
is productive of good results anyone who has 
tried it out will know. 

The stream of my ardent fancy on that early 
summer day was more or less suitable for the 
use of the dry-fly. I will not say that it com- 
pared favorably with the still-flowing, placid 
streams that flow through the meadowlands 
and countryside environments of bonny Eng- 
land; for all along the stream, at intervals, 
there were rapids and swift waters, though 
at times, too, there were some excellent still- 
waters that were exactly fitted for the pur- 
pose in view. Many northern streams are 
like this and provide a good means for allow- 
ing one to manipulate with good hope of 
success the little winged sprites. It was 
morning when I reached my fishing grounds. 
At once I began my study of the stream in 
an endeavor to locate some insect which I 
knew and which I could match with my 
artificials. The first one I happened to see 
was that prime favourite of the trout’s—the 
inimitable, succulent March Brown, which is 
seen along the streams throughout the month 
of May. Now the March Brown, during its 
stay along the stream (before it is replaced 
by other winged sprites such as the duns, 
drakes, spinners and shad-flies) is the object 
of great attention on the part of the trout. 
When the warm weather has finally arrived 
to stay and the trout have left their winter 
quarters in the mud, and have come into the 
bright water and the shallows, and have be- 
gun to take on a lighter coloration than the 
subdued tone of spring, then they will be 
voracious—and the March Brown will win 
then when others fail. As luck would have 
it I had my March Brown and with the 
greatest of delight bent it on the leader, nine 
feet of superfine undrawn gut. I had been 

WHERE I CAUGHT A TROUTZAT ‘THE BANK 
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tempted to use the very fine, diamond-drawn 
gut for my leader, but remembering the fact 
that there were rainbow trout and German 
brown trout scattered promiscously among 
the speckled beauties, I thought twice and 
allowed myself to choose from the superfine, 
undrawn variety. I found the stream just as 
tranquil as ever, flowing along silently under 
the over-canopying branches; selecting a 
position I prepared to cast. No rising fish 
were in view and there was ,therefore, but 
one system to follow—that of fishing the 
stream, choosing the best spots. I saw at 
once a vantage point. It was up along an 
overhanging bank. I made up my mind that 
along beside that bank lay my fish. With as 
much care as experience would allow I length- 
ened my line in several false casts and cast 
above the spot in question. It was excellently 
done, though I am not going to endeavor to 
pose as a wonderful angler—for I am nothing 
more or less than an amateur. However, 
that fly fell well. It set to floating and the 
wash of the water curved it in almost under 
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water such as comes in May; those hours of 
tranquil contemplation—of Nature at her 
very best, with the sun sloping steadily west- 
ward. This part of the day is the most like- 
able to the dry-fly fisherman, for then. the 
insects are hovering often in clouds over the 
stream, dipping now and then to water and 
as often never rising again. I was still using 
the March Brown. One will find that it is 
unnecessary to use more than one good fly, 
which is well represented by the natural ones 
on the water—and I had found the March 
Brown exceptionally good. I was now watch- 
ing for the most desirable rise, and after a 
careful survey of the stream, walking slowly 
along its course, I finally noted the circle of 
ripples that inevitably denotes the rise of a 
fish after an insect. I was of course unable 
to know what variety of insect the fish had 
risen for, but I knew that the March Brown 
was quite numerous all along the course. 
With what hurry I made for the spot in ques- 
tion those of my readers, who have enjoyed 
thespirit of the sport can easily understand. 

- 
— 

WHERE TWO TROUT WERE CAPTURED AT THE STONE 

the bank. Ere I knew it, or expected it there 
was a swirl in the water, a dip, and I had him. 
There followed a setting of the hook and as 
the tension grew, up rose a rainbow out of 
that murky depth and made a heavenward 
curve. This was indeed more than I had ex- 
pected. What skill I could muster I put 
forth, following his every move and fancy 
and in time I had him so that I could slip 
the net under him. I had caught my first 
trout upon the dry-fly, at the very first cast. 
The god of Luck had surely been present at 
my initial performance; but I remembered 
also the good selection, the knowledge of 
knowing, seemingly instinctively the best 
place to cast, and the delivery of the fly—all 
these points I had mastered. 

However, that same day I fished diligently 
enough in some very likely places but without 
luck. I made a day of it notwithstanding, 
and had the luck to fish under conditions that 
were assuredly of the best—I tried out that 
other system—that of ‘‘fishing the rise,” 
after the method of the ultra-purists. There 
was an almost absclute calmness over the 

The ripples had not quite been blotted out in 
silent nothingness when I was ready, near at 
hand, with the fly. A stone lay in the stream, 
beside which the fish had risen and I judged 
that the finny denizen was lying in_ that 
pocket. I lengthened the line as skillfully 
as possible and made the cast above the nook, 
in such a manner that the sweep of the water 
would take it past the rock in question. 
slight indrawing of the rod caused the fly to 
dip with the leader to the water and drawing 
line I succeeded in keeping both leader and 
line from “‘bellying’” in water as it passed 
the rock. But though my cast was good, as 
good on the average, as could be expected, 
still the fish would not rise. I let the line 
float by, and when it had reached its termin- 
ation I picked it up and proceeded to dry the 
fly with the “‘false casts’’ in the air, prepara- 
tory to the second cast. It was then that I 
noted just the suspicion of a rise a trifle above 
the stone, and judged therefrom that a trout 
had risen for a dead insect, since practically 
two-thirds of the insects trout feed upon are 
dead ones. I now made a cast above that 
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point and slightly in shore. The fly floated, 
wings cocked, and as it passed by the spot in 
question there was a savage rise and I had 
a brook trout on. This was a catch that did 
credit to the speckled family, for the fight 
was a good one. The fish was large. Nor 
was that all. As I led the fish away from the 
cosy nook by the rock, I instinctively felt that 
there was another one there, I cast above as 
before but this time allowed the fly to curve 
in well toward the stone. As it actually 
brushed against the stone and was swept out 
up rose the second one and the fly was taken. 
This fish I lost. I set the hook at just the 
wrong moment and but a thread of skin lay 
on the hook—it snapped off and the fish was 
gone. I had had enough for that day and 
made my way homeward. My first attempts 
with, the dry-fly had been crowned with 
success. 

Since then I have carefully studied the 
reasons for my success, and have come to 
think that it was because I had so carefully 
chosen my fly, the March Brown, then so 
numerous on the stream in a living state— 
and because of this I caught ny fish. Study 
your flies, the natural flies first, and then try 
to be as careful as possible; match them with 
the artificial reproductions and your success 
will certainly be worth noting. In fact I may 
say that this is the keynote to success in this 
method of fishing. Unmatched dry-flies will 
bring little or no success. A trout must be 
very hungry indeed to pick up a fly that 
occurs in the month of August on a stream in 
May, when such an imitation is used. By 
careful selection one is well rewarded and he 
will know that dry-fly fishing is a deadly and 
accurate system of circumventing the most 
wily of the trout familv! 

One of the hardest things, in this branch 
of angling for the writer to master was the 
regulation drying of the fly. By zealous de- 
termination and experimentation I had (be- 
fore I actually tackled the stream for my 
initial try-out) endeavored to learn the svs- 
tem. According to the old rules and regula- 
tions there exists but one system of drying 
the flv, that being by means of the fhree false 
casts through the air. But, unhappily, in some 
cases we have little more than elbow-room 
wherein to cast, and it therefore follows that 
the fly must be dried in some other manner. 
It was not till I read of a brother angler’s new 
method that I adopted this new way, following 
his acknowledged leadership, and I find that 
it is equally as good as the three false casts in 
the air, and the fly dries as well by the use of 
this forceful instead of gentle application. 
This writer, Walter McGuckin, says as follows: 

“Let the fly float down to within about six 
feet of you, then lift it off the water with a 
quick, snappy switch cast, and cast forward 
into the air about eight feet above the water. 
Then with another quick snap make the back 
cast up into the air, back over head, and then 
with your eye on the spot where the fly is to 
be placed, the forward cast is made, the rod 
held with a tight grasp and the line is extended 
with your arm stretched out straight from, 

and on a level with the shoulder. At the final 
extension of the arm the line is made too short 
through the air by a downward snap of the 

Sit 

wrist and pressure of the thumb on the rod. 
The rod is now a straight extension of the 
arm, with the thumb on top and the end of the 
butt close up against and underneath the 
angler’s wrist—the now fully extended arm 
and the rod being approximately on the same 
level above the water. The wrist and thumb 
action exerted at the end of the forward cast 
throws the action from the rod into the line, 
and consequently the line shoots forward on 
about the same level as the rod and arm are 
on, then straightens out with the fly at the 
extreme end, the line, rod and arm being now 
on a level] of three or four feet above the water. 

The line being now fully straightened out 
over the watei, the forceful action derived 
from the rod disappears and the fly drops as 
quietly on the water as does a feather. The 
snappy motion used in litting the fly from off 
the water, in the switch cast, causes all the 
water to leave the fly, so that when it is 
placed on the water in the final forward cast 
the fly is perfectly dry and consequently 
cocked. Hence this style ot casting obviates 
the necessity of the many forward casts and 
back casts, which are made through the air 
in order to dry the fly. And besides, this 
quick, snappy method of casting the light 
line, virtually on a level directly over the 
water’s surface, in windy weather, gives the 
angler much better control over his line than 
can be had with a heavy line being cast to and 
fro, well up in the air. And then again when 
the wind is heavy this snappy method may 
be used in the same manner in an underhand 
cast, which will have the line extended on a 
level still nearer the surface of the water and 
consequently easier to manage. The under- 
hand cast may also be used when the angler 
wishes the fly placed directly to his right or 
left side, which can thus be done without his 
changing his position, and consequently mak- 
ing no movement in the water, for when a 
trout is discovered the angler should 
remain motionless, if possible, so far as dis- 
turbing the water is concernea at least. The 
three casts, the switch, the back and the for- 
ward cast are all that it is necessary to make, 
because the fly is then perfectly dry. After 
the forward cast has been made the line is 
extended its full length in a straight line over 
the water, and all the action having gone out 
when the line was fully extended, then the 
line, being a light one, does not pull the fly at 
all towards the angler but permits the fly to 
drop upon the water before it does itself. 
This is accomplished by dropping the tip at 
the finish of the forward cast just a trifle 
lower than is the angler’s extended arm, so 
that the line, while almost on a level with 
the surface of the water shoots slightly down- 
ward during its extension and when it is finally 
fully extended the fly is about a foot nearer 
the water than is the tip of the rod, and con- 
sequently the fly drops down quietly on the 
water sooner than does the line, hence the 
shadow of the floating line is not seen by the 
trout until after the fly has been noticed by 
him. After continued use of this quick, 
snappy method the mode of casting becomes 
automatic and permits the angler’s mind and 
eye both to be concentrated on the floating 
fly, and the consequent possibility of a rise, 
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which features are the soul of this attractive 
pastime, for it is mainly this concentration 
of thought without severe physical exertion 
which makes the use of the dry-fly attractive 
to the angler in the capture of the trout.” 

At first I doubted the efficiency of this 
method, and tried it out under various con- 
ditions, only to find that I was forced to a 
conclusion similar to that of the writer I have 
quoted from. It is, singularly enough, not 
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hard to master in comparison with the deli- 
cate and elaborate three false casts in the 
air, which serve more than ever to bring into 
use the whole arm. By the switch, back and 
forward cast here outlined, wrist work has 
the dominating trend; wrist work and the 
pressure of the thumb in collaboration. I 
certainly would suggest that the amateur 
study this form of casting, though a know- 
ledge of making false casts will not be amiss. 

FLY TYING FOR THE tye 
Robert Page Lincoln 

EFORE I penetrate into the depths of 
B this article and get lost in the mad 

swirl of winding tinsel, harl and thread 
let me pause here to mention again the virtues 
of the nondescript fly. Presuming now that 
you are following a trout stream and you 
note flies that you cannot for the life of you 
match with those in your fly book; what to 
do. As a matter of fact the demand is that 
you obtain an imitation, that you make one 
and place it before the trout, to see whether 
or no it will not work, since those in your fly 
book have registered no kill. You therefore 
capture various of these winged sprites, now 
spending a short existence on wing ere they 
drop to surface and are lost—and you tie 
flies like them, matching your material care- 
fully from the large supply that you should 
always have on hand. What will the result 
be. Will it not be success for the fly tied in 
imitation, and should it not have more virtues 
than the regulation fly, which is not tied 
after the living fly, and is often so widely 
different from it in coloration that it would 
seem a trout could never get himself to be- 
lieve that it was an actual insect. Your 
Silver Doctors, Grizzly Kings, Scarlet Ibises 
and all those other highly colored creations 
are, what one might say, ‘‘nondescript flies 
tied in the standard regulation form.” 

Yet nondescript flies tied away from the 
standard regulation form would have other 
virtues in that they would be tied in the well- 
known and appreciated subdued coloration 
in which, for trout flies, the browns, greys, 
etc., predominate. Nondescript flies may be 
just experimentations, with a selection in 
material, of whatever comes to hand. How- 
ever, the body, wings and hackle should 
always be represented in the fly, despite the 
form of it. If there is a good rise on the 
streams you should easily be able to imitate 
the natural with your hand-tied creations. 
And if they do not work then surely it is 
our fishing of these imitations that is at 
ault. 

Ty ng the Brown Hackle 

This is one of the valuable forms of the 
insect tied to hook for use on the trout stream, 
and is very easily tied, all things taken into 
consideration. The body of the brown hackle 
is peacock herl; the hackle is brown and is 

bunched more or less at the head. In the 
brown hackle the body is bare. In the pal- 
mer fly the hackle is noticed throughout. 
There are about ten kinds of hackle flies on 
the market, all purporting to be the brown 
hackle, and perhaps if they are well tied they 
will all fill the bill, and that goes to show 
that you do not have to tie by rote. Tie to 
suit your eye, but use your experience. The 
hackle is really simply made. With your 
tying silk well waxed with cobbler’s wax to 
make it lie well you start near the eye of the 
hook and wrap the beginning of a body, end- 
ing up at the termination of the body, front- 
ward; see illustration No. 1. You then take 
up your peacock herls and catch them in as 
seen in the illustration; it should be added 
here that for a small hook one her! is suffi- 
cient; if a larger hook then three herls may 
be used. I may note here however, the 
fact that I often use three herls, thus mak- 
ing a very compact body. Having caught 
in and tied the herls well, you start to wind 
them toward the eye of the hook, backward; 
see illustration No. 2. pale 

It should be remembered that the winding 
silk is wound along with the herls; every 
twist around the hook shank should be fol- 
lowed by a sharp twist of the thread, which 
holds it firmly in place. ‘You finish up as 
seen in No. 3, tying well with two _ half 
hitches. When done your hackle body 
should show up as well as the purchased fly. 
With a bit of space between the backward 
termination of the body and the eye of the 
hook you now catch in your selected brown 
hackle as seen in illustration No. 4. Tie well, 
and then begin your winding of the fiber 
around at the head of the fly, remembering 
that in the hackle fly the hackle is mostly 
gathered at the head. As you twist the fiber, 
smooth the feather filaments toward the front 
(meaning toward the vise). Finally hold the 
hackle fiber tight, catch the winding silk 
around it, and lastly wind good and tight. 
Then touch the windings with the varnish, 
which will harden and more than ever pre- 
serve the head. This, briefly, is the hackle, 
and is easily made by anyone. Careful work 
is the demand, however, and in the case of 
the hackle, when the tying is finished, with a 
sharpened match pick out from under the 
threads, or windings, any filaments that may 
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have gotten under. This, when finished 
should leave a fly like No. 5. 

Tying the Soldier Palmer 

Here we have a fly that is at times about 
as valuable an addition to the fly book as 
can be found. I would consider an angler 
pretty poorly supplied if he did not have in 
his possession some good ones of this sort. 
The palmer fly (though it is not a fly at all) 
is tied to represent a form of the caterpillar; 
that is the reason for the hairs, along the whole 
body, and therein it differs greatly from the 
common hackle fly, in that the hackle’s body 
is bare with the filaments at the head only. 
It is hard to say when the palmer first was 
used, and yet Walton says of it as follows: 
“It is needless to tell you what the curious 
searchers into nature’s productions have ob- 
served of the worms and flies; but I shall 
tell you what one Topsel says of the canker, 
palmer-worm, or caterpillar; that, whereas 
the others content themselves to feed on 
particular herbs or leaves, yet, he observes, 
that this is called a pilgrim, or palmer-worm 
for his very wandering life and various foods; 
not contenting himself with (as others do) 
any certain place for his abode and any 
certain kind of herb or flower for his feeding; 
but will boldly and disorderly wander up 
and down, and not endure to be kept to a 
diet, or fixed to a particular place.” The 
palmer-worm fly is still in use, needless to 
say. There are several ways of making the 
palmer. Some use both hackles and pea- 
cock herl; though for my part I think it as well 
to have but the hackles. Two feathers, or 
hackles are used as seen in No. 6. The body 
is started. The largest hackle is tied in at the 
head; the smallest hackle at the tail. At the 
same time that the tail hackle is tied in when the 
body is being first made, a length of tinsel of 
gold is whipped in and bound tight with the 

~ herl. 
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winding silk. Remember this when tying in 
tinsel and tails, in the construction of any fly 
where this is demanded. 
Now when your selected hackles are tied 

in begin to wrap your tailward hackle (the 
large hackle at the head remains stationary 
and is not wound till last). Wind your hackle 
and the tinsel to bind it as seen in iitstration 
No. 7. Take your time about it, and make 
everything lie well, and the filaments stand 
out. Do not be hasty. Hastiness spells poor 
work and in fly-tying, delicate work is what 
makes for perfection. When you have wound 
the entire body the affair should look like 
No. 8; when you have reached the head wrap 
the winding silk around it, binding tight. 
This done, start with your larger head hackle 
and gradually make the head as seen in No. 9. 
Finally tie your winding silk around the head 
well, and paint with the varnish. This, when 
done, should have larger hackles at the head 
and small, stubby ones along the body; the 
ribbing of gold tinsel should show up plainly. 
If the tinsel is of the untarnishable sort it 
should last a long time. The tinsel ribbing 
can readily be left out though I believe it 
adds glitter and attraction to the lure. The 
palmer creation is tagged at the tailward 
termination with a few turns of gold tinsel. 
In the case where it is desired to use both 
peacock herl and hackle in making the stubby 
portion of the body, select a good herl and 
when you tie in your small hackle, and tinsel 
in the beginning, also insert the herl. Wind 
the silk thread, hackle and herl all together. 
As a rule I dispense with using the peacock 

Do your work well. The body should 
not be clumsy; but should be laid on well 
and lifelike. 

Tying the Coachman 

In the Coachman we have a winged fly 
that is considered by persevering anglers as 

THE BROWN HACKLE 
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the acme of excellent selection, and as a fly 
in the artificial, is about as deadly as any, 
for any water at that. The Coachman is 
composed of a body of peacock herl, brown 
hackle. and two white wings that lie close 
together. Place your hook in the vise and 
having waxed your thread well wind on a 
partial body, bringing up at the tail. Here 
catch in your three strands of peacock herl 
and after fastening them with care, so that 
after they are tied in they will not come out— 
begin to wind them, along with the silk thread 
toward the head, or the eye of the hook. No. 
11 shows the herls finished and tied well with 
the silk. Now, as in No. 11 catch in a well 
selected red-brown hackle, with a soft and 
windable fiber. Wind tightly, and brush the 
filaments vise-ward, so that none will come 
under the thread or the fiber. When finished 
this should look like No. 12. The wings are 
white and can either be from chicken or swan. 
What is desired is a soft feather with a small 
fiber running out to the end. Never select 
the tip of a feather for a wing that has a 
hard fiber. The fibers should be soft and 
have an easy give, and yet the filaments 
adhering to the fiber should be firm enough 
and old enough (from a mature fowl) to keep 
the wings more or less erect. In the drawing, 
No. 13, is shown a form of tying in wings as 
better illustrated in the January Number of 
Rod and Gun. The tips of the feathers are 
used and the fibers, stripped point out back- 
ward. The thread is well and firmly bound 
around the two fibers, then they are pressed 
forward and in turn the thread is well bound 
over this. Then the ends showing are cut 
close to the thread windings, and the whole 
is painted with varnish. Major care should 
be taken with winding the herls right. Ifa 
bad job is done it will be clumsy looking 
enough. I should add here that the Coach- 
man may be made in the reversed wing form, 
and you can select between the two. I 
would suggest that you try out both forms. 
The mere tying of the feathers, the wings, as 
shown in No. 13, is not sufficient. They will 
come out. The ends must be laid forward 
and tied on top of the other firmly. In this 
manner the wings will not pull out. 

Tying the Professor 

The Professor is one of those flies that I 
would not think of being without. It is a 

E. The finished fly. 

fly, that, like the Coachman, always proves 
its merits and is easily matched with insects 
that fall to water along the stream—the 
natural food of the trout. The beginner 
should by all means try and tie some of the 
Professors. Now that the snow is on the 
ground and the northern gales are tossing 
pellets at the windows of the shack, get out 
your material and make up two or three 
dozen at your leisure. There is nothing like 
having enough of the supply and the Pro- 
fessor can be depended upon. O. Warren 
Smith speaks of the origin of this fly as fol- 
lows: “‘It seems that Professor John Wilson, 
better known to the angling fraternity by the 
pen name, Christopher North, while upon one 
of his fishing excursions was so unfortunate 
as to run short of flies, and being without 
fly-tying materials cast about for something 
to take their place. Spying some buttercups 
close to the water’s brink he used their bright 
petals to form the body, added thereto some 
bits of dead grass for wings, and lo, he found 
that he possessed a marvellously successful 
fly. Be that as it may, the ‘‘Professor,’”’ so 
named in honor of Christopher who created 
it, is one of the most popular flies found in 
the book of the fisherman to-day.” 

The body of the Professor is yellow silk, 
wound neatly with gold tinsel; hackled with 
brown; the wings are of grey mallard, from 
a pintailed breast; three strands of red ibis 
make the tail, and at the termination of the 
body there is a winding or so of gold tinsel, 
which forms the tag. 

If your hook is eyeless, or of the tapered 
sort, which is to be snelled, wax your thread 
well, lay on first the fine gut and bind it tight 
to the shank; wind toward the vise, or the 
bend in the hook and catch in your floss, also 
your tinsel. Having bound the tinsel and 
floss tight, wind the body a trifle, then return 
to the head of the hook with the thread. This 
may be made either a reversed wing fly or 
the common tip-end feather fly as last ex- 
plained. Make this a reversed wing fly then. 
Lay your mallard feather with the wing part 
pointing out beyond the head of the hook 
toward the gut snell. This will remain there 
till you have tied the body and the hackle, 
when it is bent forward, the bend forming a 
riser, around which the thread is tightly 
bound. Having tied in the feather begin with 
your floss and tinsel to wrap toward the head, 
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wrapping upon a body that has first been 
built up with the thread suitable to it. Do 
careful work, and be sure that each thread 
lies well in place so that when the fly is done 
it will be an artistic creation. Strive to make 
as finished work of your home-made flies as 
is shown in the standard, expert tied speci- 
mens. Now wind your floss well and rib 
with the tinsel to the end. Tie this stoutly 
here and you are ready for the hackle. This 
done begin to wrap the fiber around, and tie 
here and there occasionally, if on a sufficiently 
large fly. As you proceed with the winding, 
with your sharpened stick pick out all of the 
filaments that come under the fiber. When 
neatly done tie the end of the fiber with a 
couple of half hitches. Now bend forward 
the mallard wing feather, and tie firmly and 
well, and particularly see that it stands 
up naturally and not sideways. If it inclines 
to go sideways, this may be remedied by pass- 
ing the thread a couple of times in front of it 
ere it is firmly bound in place. When finished 
the head is painted with varnish and your fly 
is ready to dry. In regard to the head it may 
be noted that this is as small as possible, 
especially on the expert tied flies. Contrary 
to this, however, I make flies that have a 
rather good head, striving to imitate nature 
to a certain extent, which is most true in the 
case of my large bass flies; in the smaller flies, 
with winding room scarce, and the head really 
minute, the small knot is the right thing of 
course, but on large bass flies, I have gone 
so far as to build a neck and head as well. 

There remains now one variety of fly upon 
which I would like to dwell before closing this 
article; and the illustrations that go with this 
latter form should surely make it clear to the 
veriest amateur. I speak of the particular 
detached body form of fly. As an imitation 
of the living insect I doubt whether anything 
could be more true to form and I especially 
suggest that fishermen who read this and are 
interested tie from this, for they will find, as 
I have found, that it is a killing specimen, 
without a doubt, and in no matter what sort 
of water it is fished, I have found that this 
form of fly, when it has the gauze wings, can 
be fished where trout are exceptionally wise 
and reluctant to be wooed into the net; in 
fact the famous gauze-wing fly is the best 
imitation of the natural insect that there is 
extant. Ordinarily, however, the wings, and 
hackle of this fly may be the same as any 
other fly, only the body is added. The body 
may be constructed of one of three things, 
namely, horse hair, boar’s bristle, or the fine 
quill of a chicken feather. For my part I 
vastly prefer the horse hair, as with this I 
can add or subtract as many hairs as I like 
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till I get the right number. Five strands or 
so of horse hair are assembled as in illustra- 
tion A. Two strands of red ibis are added, 
which will make the tail. Then as in B. the 
floss is started and is wound tight around the 
hair and the tail strands. When finished the 
body should be smooth; the floss should lie 
well, especially if it is of the good sort. With 
cheap floss you can hardly expect to con- 
struct a smooth body, for I have tried it out 
to my satisfaction many a time. Now then, 
having made the body proper the next thing 
to do is to build it onto the hook shaft, and 
the illustration number C. shows the begin- 
ning of this. However, the beginning of the 
body may already be made by building up 
with well-waxed thread, then the hairs may 
be laid on and the floss wound over all, after 
the hairs have first been tied in well with the 
waxed thread. When thus tied in the body 
is held firmly in place and cannot be removed. 
This fly is readily made, and entails practically 
no more work than any other fly, save that one 
must use care and patience in getting every- 
thing ship-shape and more or less perfect. 

It is my suggestion to amateurs that before 
fly-tying be gone into to any great extent, 
that a wide range of material be procured; 
thus, for instance, the materials that go into 
each fly of the kind you wish to tie you should 
have on hand so that you may go right ahead 
with it when you sit down. If you are given 
to gathering feathers wherever you go as I 
do, then you must sort those feathers and 
keep them in drawers, or boxes, labeled, so 
that your wants can be located without dely- 
ing through mixtures and assortments, thus 
wasting valuable time. I would suggest that 
a great number of flies of both the large, 
small and medium be tied so that you will 
have many to select from when the time 
comes. Also it is well to see to it that you 
have both the snelled and the eyed-flies in 
your possession. Some are partial to eyed- 
flies; others cannot be made to use them, 
preferring the snelled hooks. This gut mater- 
ial may be purchased from the well-known 
supply houses, in hanks of one hundred 
strands to the hank. It goes without the 
saying that for small hooks fine gut should 
be used. If the strands are of too white a 
color to suit you, they should be dipped in 
black ink for a moment, then wiped dry. 
This gives them a mist, or tea-color that is 
eminently desirable in snells and leaders. It 
need not be mentioned here that a good grade 
of gut should be purchased; this is under- 
stood. Some gut of the cheap sort is so cheap 
that often, when twisted, it breaks clean off. 
See to it that you have good gut material. 
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Robert Page Lincoln 

No. 48.—Can you give me any information 
on how to make horsehair fishing lines. I 
have tried many times to construct a specimen 
that I could use with success but have failed 
through one thing or another. 

H. A. Drummond. 
Wisconsin, U.S. A. 

Ans.—Har lines are the oldest form of lines 
known. Comparatively few such lines are 
now in use, though in out-of-the-way places 
in Canada, such specimens are yet found. In 
Europe, however, they are found, quite ex- 
tensively. Hair lines possess the virtue of 
great strength, a notable elasticity and re- 
markable durability; they rarely rot or fray, 
no matter where they are thrown or what 
elements they face. Horsehair is used mainly 
in their construction and if an especially 
worthy line be desired the hairs are well 
selected, the best ones only finding preference. 
Short hairs are of little use and are more 

HORSE HAIR LINE 
IN CLAMP; ADVANCED 
AS iT 1S TWISTED 

bothersome in the twisting process than the 
long hairs which allow one more elbow room, 
and do not run out so soon. As shown in 
the illustration accompanying this, a piece 
of split wood is used as a clamp to receive the 
line as it is twisted. To begin with the line, 
select eight long hairs—four hairs to a strand. 
Fix these in the clamp and begin to twist 
them,—four around the four and so on in the 
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common manner of twisting. As each section 
is finished, or nearly finished the line is ad- 
vanced up in and over the clamp to hold it 
while the other strands are twisted. The in- 
dividual hairs that make up each strand 
should be of various lengths. When one hair 
is exhausted another is lapped on and is 
woven into the twist. Rather nimble work 
is demanded in getting these parts together, 
but if care is taken no trouble should be ex- 
perienced. When an appreciable length, of, 
say, ten feet has been twisted it is hung up, 
a weight is tied to the other end and the 
finishing twist is given it by setting the weight 
a-turning. It should be well twisted, and if 
so twisted the finished line should look like a 
thread, all connecting points being unnotice- 
able. The small ends where the strands were 
worked in here and there along the length 
are now closely clipped. When through 
twisting keep the weight in its final position 
and let the line remain so for a day or so. 
When taken down it will not untwist but 
will hold its place. Remember to twist it 
stoutly and well, and in particular remember 
to take care in working in the individual 
hairs that make up the strands. A horsehair 
line can, of course, be used only in common 
fishing—never in bait casting—but as a still 
fishing line I doubt if you can duplicate it, 
for strength and durability on ihe nae 

No. 49.—Can you tell me how the erect 
wing dry-flies are made. I should like to 
make a collection of various flies this winter 
but do not know the various moves required 
for making the original dry-flies—the wings of 
which seem to stand straight up. If you 
would offer me this information I would be 
very thankful to you. 

Victor Maye, 
Flanders, P. Q. 

Ans.—As shown in the accompanying il- 
lustration the wings are taken from the ends 
or tips of the feathers used and are set up 
against the body of the fly as shown. The 
winding thread binds the two fibres in place. 
The thread is passed alternately to the fron 
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1. THE TIP OF THE FEATHER USED AS WING 
2. WING TIED IN 

3. THE FINISHED FLY 

of the wings, and then to the back of them to 
keep them erect. When securely in place, so 
that they will hold their erect position the 
fibre ends are brought up alongside the body 
and covered. The wings should not lie too 
close together, but should be an appreciable 
distance apart, for it is the wings that float 
the fly and naturally close lying wings have 
the tendency to tip the fly, whereas, prepared 
as suggested more of a balance is assured, and 
the fly floats up, given the regulation ablution 
of a good grade of dry-fly oil. The construc- 
tion of the dry fly is simple indeed and is 
easily mastered by the amateur hand if the 
few recognized rules are followed; the princi- 
pal thing being to see to it that the wings are 
erect and well bound in place. Many of the 
winged “‘wet”’ flies are readily converted into 
dry flies, though they slope forward and are 
not erect. The genuine dry-fly has erect 
wings, purporting to be a live winged insect 
riding momentarily on the water, ere it shall 
be snapped up by a waiting fish. 

oP de 

No. 50.—I am thinking of investing both 
in a baiting-casting and a fly-casting outfit 
this spring and feel that I will be able to in- 
vest thirty-five dollars in both of them. 
However, before making my purchase I 
should like to ask your opinion about this 
proposition. Can I get these two outfits at 
this price as a starter and will this material 
be worth while? Any suggestions you may be 
able to give me will be appreciated. Thank- 
ing you in advance, I beg to remain, 

Truly yours, 
Martin S. Williams, 

Manchester, N. H. 

Ans.—The purchase of the two outfits you 
call attention to can readily be made at the 
price you name, or at least very close to it. 
There are certain highly necessary things in 
both outfits that must be durable, and trust- 
worthy, and efficient. While the rod for bait 
casting may be secondary in importance. 
the bait casting reel on the other hand must 
be a good one. On the contrary, in the 
trouting outfit the rod should be a good one, 
but the reel is not of such great importance. 
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I have gone over both outfits and have de- 
cided that for thirty-five dollars and fifty 
cents, the main features of both can be pur- 
chased. A good steel, bait casting rod should 
cost about five dollars. Such a rod has many 
of the excellent points of the twelve dollar rod, 
such as a tip with a merging, yet springy 
give to it, though having imitation, not genu- 
ine guides to its credit. I doubt if I would 
care to go under five dollars for such a rod. 
There are many low-priced reels on the market 
at five dollars that you can select from, or by 
adding a trifle more, a better reel yet may be 
had. I would rather pay less for the rod for 
bait casting and add another dollar to the 
purchase of a better reel than vice versa. A 
smooth running, German Silver reel will give 
service; a cheap nickle reel is but a trifle 
better than nothing. For two dollars you 
should be able to pick up four or five well- 
known surface, underwater and wobbler 
baits. A glancing over of my past articles on 
the subject should aid you in making very 
likely purchases. 

A pair of good weedless hooks, such as those 
put out by the South Bend Bait Co., are very 
likely additions to the outfit, though for 
thirty cents a couple of good hooks are pro- 
curable. A last item, the tackle box, can 
be procured for one dollar. The total ex- 
penditure need not be over fifteen dollars. 
If you do not care to use artificial baits, being 
a live’ bait enthusiast, of course you can cut 
out the artificials. 

In the trout outfit a good rod is an absolute 
necessity and I would especially and _ parti- 
cularly suggest the purchase of a handmade, 
split bamboo rod. Such a rod, at the lowest 
will cost you ten dollars; this rod has high 
degrees of efficiency to its credit—as, for in- 
stance, pliancy and _ resiliency—values not to 
be second. This rod may be purchased from 
reputable makers (advertising in this maga- 
zine) and will last you for years, and if given 
a rehauling now and then—such as re-var- 
nishing and rewinding, will be the same as 
new. 

An enamelled line, of fair quality will cost 
two dollars. Such a line will make a good 
starter, but it is not comparable with a four 
or five dollar Perry D. Frazer, special vacuum 
prepared line. However, as the initial pur- 
chase a two dollar line is perfectly satis- 
factory. 

A reel is rather important, and balance 
must be considered. A nickle and rubber 
reel, of single action is to be had in nearly 
any reputable store at one dollar and a half. 
I would not suggest using the bait casting 
reel on the fly-rod. This is a poor combina- 
tion indeed. 

Good leaders cost thirty cents apiece. 
Leaders should be selected with care. If you 
have followed my articles carefully you will 
know how to tie gut leaders from the strands 
that are purchased in hanks. 

Flies, of standard make, ranging in price 
from sixty cents to one dollar a dozen are 
open to purchase and a five dollar bill should 
get you the starters. If you can tie your own 
flies (and you should be able to after having 
read my various articles on fly-tying) you 
will save a great deal. 
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In closing I should’say that both outfits 
are readily procurable at thirty-five or thirty- 
six dollars. Reel: 

Letter: 
“T have been reading your ‘Angling 

Queries and Answers’ in the November issue, 
and regret that I cannot come in with valuable 
information. There was a time some twenty 
years ago when I thought I knew considerable 
about fish and game. But I have learned so 
much since then that I am not sure I know 
anything worth talking about, and I am look- 
ing for information right now. 

“Mr. Henry Ainloss asks a few questions 
about white fish, and like him I want to know. 
In the lakes of the Highlands of Ontario there 
is a small white fish that I think is much like 
a fresh water herring. It is about ten inches 
long, with the shape of the herring. From the 
time the ice breaks up until the latter part of 
October this fish, so far as I know, cannot be 
found. But during the last ten days of Octob- 
er, and first ten days of November, it may be 
seen at the surface of the water in thousands. 
It will not take bait or fly, but may be caught 
in small gill net. It is much better eating than 
any trout at that season, and seems to be the 
favourite food of the grey trout. ~ F*& 

“What is this fish, and where does he hang 
out during the summer months? 

“There is another white fish that I have 
seen in one place only, and that is in the waste 

Law and Sentiment as 
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water from the waterworks aqueduct in the 
City of Ottawa. : 

“This fish is the most beautiful silver white 
I have ever seen. It is ten to twelve inches 
long, and as deep in the body asa bass. You 
cannot see it in twenty inches of clear water 
over stone bottom, and it will take bait, but 
you must handle it with great care or the hook 
will tear out of its delicate mouth. 

“The above is the only place in the Ottawa 
River waters where I have seen this fish, 
though I expect he has been found in other 
swilt water. But can you say what 
it is?” —KE. J. McVeigh, Montreal, P.Q. 

EDITOR’S NOTE: Frankly we are rather in 
a puzzle about the identification of the 
two specimens of fish life above referred 
to, and we would be greatly pleased if 
some of our many readers will offer 
some light on the subject, as to the 
identity of the fish, their specie, distri- 
bution, etc. 
We have also received a letter asking 
for information on how to grow dew- 
worms for fishing. Dew-worms are 
used in bass fishing and they make a 
very successful bait for this purpose 
when the bass are taking well, but the 
present editor does not know how to 
grow them. If any reader can offer the 
information it will be much appreciated. 

Factors in Preservation 
““Broncho” 

HERE is grave danger that through 
ignorance of the true character of about 
eighty percent of the men and boys who 

shoot wild creatures, a great wrong will be 
done the latter. Let us not make a fatal 
mistake. 

After quite a period of observation among 
all kinds of sportsmen, hunters and gunners, I 
am convinced that it is utterly futile and dead- 
ly dangerous to rely on humane, high-class 
sentiment to diminish the slaughter of wild 
things by game-hogs and pot-hunters. 

In some respects, the term ‘“‘game-hog”’ is a 
rude rough word; but it is needed in the Eng- 
lish language, and it has come to stay. Itisa 
disagreeable term, but it was brought into use 
to apply to a class of very disagreeable persons. 

A “‘game-hog” is a hunter of game who 
knows no such thing as sentiment or con- 
science in the killing of game, so long as he 
keeps within tne law. Regardless of the 
scarcity of game, or of its hard struggle for 
existence, he will kill right up to the bag limit 
every day that he goes out, provided it is 
possible to do so. He uses the ‘‘law’ as a 
salve for the spot where his conscience should 
be. He will shoot with any machine gun, or 
gun of big calibre, in every way that the law 
allows, and he knows no such thing as giving 
the game a square deal. He brags of his big 
bags of game, and he loves to ne photographed 
with a wagon-load of dead birds as a back- 
ground. He believes in pump guns, early and 
late shooting, longer open seasons and ‘“‘more 
game.” He is quite content to shoot half 

tame ducks in a preserve or a private corner 
as they fly between coop and pond, whenever 
he secures an opportunity. He will gladly 
sell his game whenever he can do so without 
being found out, and sometimes when he is. 

Often a true sportsman drifts without real- 
izing it into some one way of the confirmed 
game-hog; but the moment he is made to 
realize his position, he changes his course and 
his standing. The game-hog is impervious to 
argument. Youcanshamea horse away from 
his oats more easily than you can shame him 
from doing “‘what the law allows.” 

There are thousands of gentlemen who never 
once come in touch with real cloven-footed 
game-hogs, who do not understand the species 
at all, and do not recognize the ear-marks. 
Thousanas of such persons will tell you; “In 
my opinion, the best way to save the wild life 
is to educate the people.”’ I have heard that, 
many, many times. 

For right-hearted people, a little law is 
quite sufficient, and the best people need none 
at all; but the game-hogs are different. For 
such as these who operate at the foot of Ron- 
deau Bay and elsewhere, after planting over 
one hundred bushels of wheat, and occupying 
an oil-stove-heated blind large enough to 
accommodate three or four hunters and over 
a dozen pump-guns, the strict letter of the 
law, backed up by a strong-arm squad, is the 
only controlling influence that they recognize. 
To them it is necessary to say; “You shall,” 
and ‘‘You shall not.” 
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SIZING UP THE .280 ROSS 
E. C. Crossman 

OME. ot the rifles made by this company 
S for the American market have the bolt 

handles turned down flush with the 
stock of the rifle, very close up. ‘“Them as 
likes ’em, this way, can have them.’ Person- 
ally I want my bolt handle sticking out as on 
the military rifle, so if necessity arises, I can 
get hold of it, and the cold or damp hand won’t 
slip off. I’Jl kick beauty in the ribs any day, 
for the sake of utility. Also the fore side of 
the bolt handle should be checked, guarding 
against any slip. 

It is rather a homely rifle, particularly with 
the firing pin forward. While graceful in out- 
line, this square cut, little bench back ot the 
bolt is not beautiful and I dislike the looks of it. 

The working parts, friction parts of bolt, 
sear, etc., are nicely polished, and the rifle is 
well finished in this respect. The magazine is 
plain stuff, and surely not much ot a job. 

Tne rifle is splendidly balanced, and handles 
with a “‘live’’ feeling, that is lacking in the 
short, clumsy, clubby automatics. 

The recoil is merely that ot the Springfield 
of the same weight. I have never been able to 
tell the difference, and others agree with me, 
including Lieut. Whelen who has done much 
shooting with both rifles. 

he magazine, to the man who has stuffed 
cartridges into the clumsy Savage or 1895 
Winchester magazines, is a pleasure to load. 
Merely roll a shell over the lip of the receiver 
until the follower grasps it, then it is there. 
You can slip four shells into it with more ease 
and certainty than you can load one into the 
rifles before mentioned. 
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The standard equipment is a white metal 
front sight, and a folding leaf rear, with “V”’ 
cutinit. Itis invariably sighted too high for 
the average man, the idea being to draw the 
bead nearly out of sight into the V to hit 200, 
and full in sight for 500 or 400. ‘The result is 
that most men use the bead in sight, as they 
should, and shoot over the moon. ‘The tra- 
jectory is flat, but even then if the bullet is a 
foot high at 200, it is plenty high enough to 
miss. 

There is a folding peep sight for the bridge, 
sold by the Ross Co., and made for them by 
the Lyman Co., but it gives no elevation 
changes and it is not satisfactory. By doping 
around with different front sights, one can get 
the elevation one needs with this fixed peep, 
but this is a confounded nuisance. 

The rifle is checked in grip and forestock, 
the pull is usually about 51% lbs and clean if 
heavy, and the rifle is quite ready to use with- 
out further doping than good sights. 

It is noteworthy that there are no slots or 
cuts in the barrel--these remain for the cheap 
American rifles the makers of which find it too 
much trouble to put the sights and forestock 
and magazine fasteners on in workmanlike 
manner. 

So much for the rifle. With its faults, per- 
haps never noticed by the ordinary sportsman, 
it leads them all in strength, quickness of ac- 
tion, and light weight. 

The cartridge is ballistically the best one so 
far produced. With its velocity of 3100 ft. 
secs.—using 142 gr. copper tube bullet—it 
leads any other cartridge on the market out- 
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side of these fly-by-night alleged ‘‘Specials”’ 
a which any velocity on earth may be claim- 
ed. 

The copper tube bullet is at once the best 
shaped to overcome air resistance with its long 
sharp point, and the most deadly of any small 
arms missile. j 

The point is sharper than any other spitzer, 
and its clean lines give it an enormous power to 
overcome the terrific resistance of the air. As 
a matter of comparison, the Ross 142 gr. bullet 
overcomes air resistance, compared to the 
Springfield 150 gr., as 50 is to 40. So when it 
starts out with 3100 ft. secs., it hangs on to more 
of its speed than any other spitzer of the same 
weight proportion to diameter. 

The result is that at 500 yards, it has a 
punch left of 1680 ft. lbs. or more than that of 
the 30-30 at the muzzle, and at 1000 yards, it has 
a punch of 800 ft. Ibs. which is more than the 30- 
30 has at 300 yards. Over game ranges and 
over the extreme ranges, the Ross .280 has 
more power than any cartridge sold in the 
American and Canadian markets, outside the 
.333 Jeffrey, which performs as its makers tell 
us it performs—on paper, but not in tests. 

On game this copper tube is most deadly, 
fairly carrying out the boast of its makers that 
it “anchors” the gameit hits. Like every rifle 
it sometimes fails, but its proportion ot failures 
ae mighty small campared with those of other 
rifles. z 

The high velocity of the bullet, and the soft 
copper tube, combine to make the bullet blow 
up on impact. The enormous energy in the 
missile ensures that there is no lack of punch 
of penetration of the bullet in spite of the 
breakup, and so the biggest animals collapse 
under its blow. 

I should say that it is the most certain of any 
small arms bullet with the possible exception 
of the big capped Westley Richard’s bullets 
like the .425, at short range. Even then the 
Ross beats if the range is much over 200, and 
the Ross does not kick 56 ft. Ibs, nor weigh 
9% lbs. 

THE .280 ROSS 
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So far I have killed with the Ross copper 
tube seven caribou, a bear and three bucks, 
besides various goats shot for experiment over 
on Catalina. 

The- results prove thoroughly that it is a 
certain bullet, knocking out the game if it is 
hit fairly anywhere in the body—with the 
minor and freak exceptions that sometimes 
occur even with the biggest and most powerful 
rifles. This not because it is a copper tube 
bullet or fired from the Ross, but because it 
breaks up through its high velocity ana it gets 
out with ample velocity due to the fine shape 
of the bullet’s point. 

The only cartridges I know of that are in the 
Ross class, although not the equal of the Ross, 
are the Springfield, with 172 gr. spitzer, full 
metal patched bullet, or with soft point spitzer, 
the .250 Savage—doing the same sort of dama- 
age on much smaller scale—and the .318 West- 
ley Richards. 

The .333 Jeffrey is too inaccurate, and too 
uncertain in bullet behavior to merit our con- 
sideration. 

The .318 Westley Richards is a high speed 
rifle but using a very heavy bullet. With its 
250 gr. capped bullet, it has 2500 ft. secs. 
velocity, and owing to the weight of the bullet, 
it holds its velocity nearly as well as does the 
Ross with sharper point. The capped bullet 
breaks up well, and the weight ensures pene- 
tration, where even the Ross .142 gsr. would 
fail. This means of course only on the hugest 
of big game, not anything found on the 
American continent. 

Needless to say, the Ross trajectory is as flat 
asa floor. Over 300 yards the bullet rises but 
31% inches, and over 500, but 13 inches. Itis 
hardly 2 inches high at 200—in fact it hardly 
gets an inch above the line of sights, because 
pd are in turn set an inch nigher than the 
ore. r y 

The objections to the cartridge are; its high 
and absurdly uncalled for cost, 8c, against 5¢ 
for tne 1906 and 3c for the .250 Savage,—and 
its metal fouling proclivities. 
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Spitzer and blunt nose bullets. A modern highjvelocity 
cartridge. and a large bore of the type used prior,to 18990. 
Left, .280, velocity 3,000 ft. secs., much like the}German 
Mauser 8 m.m. 
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At the present time}I do not own a Ross 
rifle, merely because when they try to make 
one for me they just naturally fall all over 
themselves. I get weary after a while. The 
chief objection I have to the rifle is its metal 
fouling habits, that with some rifles are most 
serious, and the &c stunt, due to the idea of the 
Ross Co. in loading the stuff themselves, and 
paying duty to this country on it. = 

\lso the Ross varies hugely in its accuracy 
with the 142 gr. bullet although it is high with 
the 180 gr. match. Six rifles tried out. and 
taken from stock here gave me an average of 
about 8 inches for 10 shot groups at 200. This 
is good enough for game, but not as accurate 
as the rifle should be for target and the finest 
work on game. 

The cartridge is loaded with 5S8’grains of py- 
rocellulose powder, the same as used in the 
1906, but cut of coarse grain for the reduced 
bore and proportionately heavier bullet. The 
cases are made by the U. S. Cartridge Co. and 
are of fine quality, and the primers are non- 
mercuric brass, of the same make. The 
bullets heretofore have been made by the 
Remington. U. M. C. Co. for the Ross people. 

The high quality of the cartridges, hand- 
weighed powder charges, beautifully made and 
uniform bullets, and the best of our powder, 
makes the comparative inaccuracy of the rifle 
hard to understand. Sure it is that the trouble 
does not lie in the ammunition, or the beauti- 
ful barrels put on the rifles. 

Despite this lack of gilt edged accuracy. I 
would choose the Ross as my big game rifle if 
they could ever make one that had the trigger 
pull as ordered, and with the details attended 
toin half-way satisfactory manner. This is of 
course merely the troubles of the crank, not 
those of the average sportsman. 

THE .303 FOR DEER 

H. A. Preston 

scriber wishes to know if the .303 British 
is powerful enough for deer. Well I just 

want to say that my advice to him is to pur- 
chase a .303 Ross or Winchester 1895 adapted 
to the same ammunition. Let him take it 
out and try it on moose and deer and if it is 
not a peach of a gun with which to kill them 
dead I will buy it from him forcash. Yest e 
.303 is the gun for moose and deer and per- 
sonally I have killed several with this caliber. 
I ca led one moose with 63-inch spread and he 
stood watching me scarcely fifteen yards 
away. In this case the .303 did the business. 

If those .30-30 cranks would use a .303 
British there would be far fewer deer get 
simply wounded and escape to die. Several 
.32 Special and .30-30 lovers have taken my 
advice and they thanked me too and now 

I note in the November issue that a sub- would not use anything else but a.303 simply 
because it seems to clean up everything 
everytime. I have never had a deer escape 
vet that was hit in the body and it won't tear 
them up. 

There is a farmer near here named Withers 
whom I advised to buy a .303 Ross. I told 
him that it might be possible for him to run 
across a bear four or five hundred yards away 
on the hills across his farm during the spring 
and I would guarantee the Ross to fetch him 
down. Sure enough he did ‘run across’ a bear 
and with the aid of the .303 secured it. 
Now if the enquirer wants to know the 

names of about thirty-six hunters here who 
use the .303 Ross, and Winchester °95 .303 
carbine I will gladly furnish their names and 
addresses. I often wonder why there are no 
more questions asked about the .303. I can 
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1. Three prize ““Muskies’’, 8 1b., 10 1b. and 12 1b., caught on a “BRISTOL” 
Rod, French River. Ontario, by Chas. F. Henry, Marietta, Ohio. 

2and 3, 631b, Square Tail Trout caught in Moosehead Lake, Me., on ‘BRIS 
TOL” Kod by R. Gordon Baldwin, of Bristol, Conn. 

4. 15 1b. Salmon from Royal River, Oregon. Caught by O. F. Smith, King 
fisher, Okla, 

41b. 10 oz, and 3 1b. 10 oz. Small mouth Bass caught by W. Moles, Sr., Wilmerd- 
ing. Pa. 

Another prize ‘““Muskie”’ caught at Rut Iron, Connecticut River by S. A. Harris, 
Hartford, Conn. 

Large Mouth Bass caught at Lake Weir, Florida, by Grace B. Willard. 

Gar Fish. Weight 117lb. Length 7 feet. 33; inches, One of ten big “Gars’’ 
caught in Red River at Alexandria, La., by Pat 0’Shea. 

The only fishing rods, of any material or make, able 
to stand up in actual hard fishing, year after year, under 
any and all conditions are the three-year guaranteed 

TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF " 

The Prize Winning Rods 
For three successive years, in the greatest National 

Fishing Contest ever held, ‘“‘BRISTOL’’ Rods have won 
more than twice as many prizes asany other rod. ‘‘BRIS- 
TOL” Steel is better than any wood, bamboo or any other 
material for regular fishing—the proof being that there are 
more “BRISTOL” Rods sold than any other ten rods 
combined. 

Every “BRISTOL” is guaranteed three years. There 
are imitations. Look for the trade-mark name on the 
handle. 

Order of your dealer or if he hasn’t what you want, 
order by mail from us at no additional cost. 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE — SHOWING 38 
DIFFERENT KINDS OF “BRISTOL” RODS. 

New 1916 Art Calendar sent prepaid on receipt of 15 cents. Full color 
reproduction of a famous oil painting by Philip R. Goodwin, the noted 
painter of outdoor life. A beautiful decoration for home, den or camp. 
Supply limited. Send 15 cents immediately. 

THE HORTON MFG. CO. 
32 Horton Street Bristol, Conn. , 

We offer prizes for the best Fishing Pictures—Send in your Fishing Photos. a 
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promise that it is the best all-around cart- 
ridge for game in Northern Ontario where I 
have lived for twelve years. I own a Win- 
chester model 1895 Carbine chambered for 
the .303 British cartridge and while it is my 
favorite deer gun I generally use .280 Ross 
for moose as these animals are sometimes 
sighted a long way off and this is where the 
.280 comes in handy as the bullet travels 
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faster and the arm is more powerful. How- 
ever for travelling through the bush or swamp 
the .303 carbine is the boy. The .280 is ex- 
cellent if you happen to see any wolves on a 
lake a long way off. 

I intend to have one of Charles Newton’s 
.30 caliber rifles when they come on the 
market. 

THAT 30-30 AGAim 
CoH. G: 

cussion carried on through the medium 
of this gun department as to the value of 

such rifles as the .25-35, .30-30, and others of 
this class, for deer shooting. 

I have made careful tests on this subject 
for some four years and it seems to me that 
these rifles leave nothing to be desired for the 
purpose. Contrary to many statements made 
in these columns and in similar departments 
in other outdoor magazines, the deer is a 
comparatively easily killed animal. I have 
seen them killed with a .22 W. R. F. and on 
one occasion actually was in company with a 
man who shot one dead at twenty paces with 
a common Winchester rifle chambered for the 
well known .22 Long rim fire cartridge loaded 
with black powder. Of course this does not 
prove that the .22 Long is an ideal deer rifle 
or that the .22 W. R. F. is any better, but it 
does indicate that but little more power is re- 
quired to kill deer quickly and thoroughly. 

I have used the .30-30 Winchester for five 
years and have killed six deer with it to date. 
Not one got away and none ‘dropped in their 
tracks’ like we read of in the books. In one in- 
stance the deer ran fifty yards with a .30-30 
bullet through his lungs, but he went no 
further and I didn’t fire again either. Another 

I HAVE been much interested in the dis- 

deer ran about half this distance and stood | 
with his head swaying from side to side. I 
fired again and struck him in the heart and he 
was down for keeps. I found that the first 
bullet had gone clean through the hips of the 
deer and seemingly had anchored him for the 
time being. The last and finishing shot took 
effect in the shoulder and raked the heart in 
going through. 

In answer to Mr. Holsinger’s query as to 
the .25-35 for a deer gun I want to say that 

this is a very good caliber and I have seen 
deer killed with this rifle at very long range 
and they didn’t run one hundred yards like 
a deer I saw shot with a .303 Savage four 
yearsago. This last named deer was shot by 
a fellow hunter up in Northern Ontario at a 
range of about fifty yards. At the shot the 
deer jumped and made for the timber. We 
trailed that deer by the blood marks the 
better part of that day and when we finally 
came across him he had considerable fight 
left in him. He was pretty near all in, how- 
ever and a shot through the heart put an end 
to what was a pretty hard chase, or rather 
trail. A wounded deer that has been brought 
to bay and can go no farther will often put up 
a wicked fight and in this case there is no 
doubt that if we had been venturesome 
enough to risk a close encounter with the 
animal he would have brought his hoofs into 
play with vicious effect. We ascertained, 
upon cutting the animal up that the first 
.303 Savage bullet had entered through the 
foreshoulder but had swerved seemingly, and 
making a wound, while not immediately fatal, 
would in time have allowed the deer to bleed 
to death. I do not lay this case up against 
the Savage though, for perhaps under similar 
conditions a .30-40 would have done no better. 
I want to say also that the good old .30-40 
is powerful enough for the biggest of American 
game. Even those who took part in the 
.30-30 Vs Big Bore controversy in the columns 
of other magazines some time ago, on the side 
of the larger bore arms, admitted that the 
.30-40 would take care of the American 
hunter’s needs perfectly. The bullet of this 
caliber makes an ideal mushroom and there 
is no half-hearted mushroom either. Me for 
the .25-35, .30-30 and .30-4U. 

Se et ee 

as Shniy 
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Ammunition 
for every purpose 

O matter what kind 
of ammunition you 

may need—.22 cartridges 
for targets—shot shells 
for wild fowl, small game and 

trap, or high velocity cart- 

ridges for big Same—there is a 

Dominion metallic or shot 

shell to meet your require- 

ments. 

Dominion 

Ammunition 
(Entirely Made in Canada) 

isperfectin every detail of man- 

ufacture. Best materials— 

careful loading—trigid inspec- 

tion—thorough testing—combine to 

insure perfect shooting results. 

There is no better ammunition at 

any price—make success certain by 

demanding Dominion Ammunition 

at your dealer’s. 

Send ten cents, stamps or coin, for 16 

beautifully colored pictures of Cana- 

dian game. 

DOMINION CARTRIDGE 
Co. LIMITED 

839 Transportation Bldg. 
Mentreal 



SOME INTERESTING SINGLE SHOT 
TARGET RIFLES 

A. L. King. 

HE accompanying illustrations show four 
specimens of single shot target rifles 
which, will no doubt recall to many of 

the readers visions of boyhood days, ground- 
hog shooting and turkey matches. In spite 
of recent improvements in firearms and am- 
munition this type of rifle along with the 
cartridges used, stands easily first in the es- 
timation of a large number of the residents of 
older Ontario. Personally if I ever should be 
unfortunate enough to see the day when the 
lady of the house would allow me to have one 
rifle only, without hesitation my vote would 
be cast in favor of a single shot. 

True, the cartridges adapted to these rifles 
do not break any speed ordinances and a 
woodchuck when struck by the bullet is not 
necessarily picked up with a piece of blotting- 
paper but what of that? Mr. Woodchuck is 
hit just the same. and presents something 
tangible to pick up. Cartridges have been 
developed in recent times which for long range 
shooting hopelessly outclass all the older 
types of ammunition, yet at the short and 
mid-ranges they would needs be at their very 
best to even hold their own with the old re- 
liable loads so well known to all. Troubles 
without end are attendant on the use of the 
ultra-high velocity ammunition. The high 
cost of ammunition, short life of shells, burnt- 
out barrels, fouling troubles and the difficulty 

of re-loading this speedy class of ammunition 
all tend to warm my heart towards the easily 
loaded cartridges used in the single shot rifles. 
I am just old fashioned enough to think that 
the .45-70, .38-55, .32.-40 and the various .25 
calibers are classics as far as accuracy within 
their range is concerned. 

Single shot rifles stand for accuracy. 
Almost invariably the user of one of these 
rifles is a rifle-shot to the full extent of his 
native ability. He is deliberate, hangs on 
and holds close, fires his first shot when, and 
only when, he is good and ready, and takes 
pride in his work. 

The rifles illustrated herewith are interest- 
ing from the fact that they differ in almost 
every detail, and particularly as they include 
two specimens daily becoming more and more 
scarce—the Sharp’s and the Ballard. 

The upper rifle is a No. 47 Stevens with a 
30-inch No. 3 half-octagon barrel, checked 
grip and fore-end, Swiss butt-plate, double set 
triggers. The rear sight is a new Lyman 
Micrometer. <A peculiar feature of the front 
sight is that the pin head is oval like an egg 
broadside on, yet, owing to a defect in the 
owner's eyesight, it appears perfectly round 
to him. 

The second rifle from the top is a splendid 
specimen of the “Old Reliable’ Sharp’s ham- 
merless. This gun is fitted with a 30-inch 

From top to bottom is shown Stevens No. 47, Sharp’s Hammerless_known as “‘The Old Reliable,’ Ballard. 
Stevens No. 52. 
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MAKE EVERY SHOT COUNT 
BY SHOOTING THE 

POWDERS 
Made and guaranteed 

by the Pioneer Powder 

Makers of America 

OR over 100 years, Du Pont 

Powders have been known 

and shot by the sportsmen 

of America. They have gained 
a world-wide reputation for de- 
pendability and uniformity. 

are preferred by over 80 per 
cent. of the shooters is conclusive 

proof of their superiority. 

LASS = 

ND OF A GOOD DAY 

Du Pont Smokeless—bulk or dense—is a favorite at the 
traps, because of its high velocity and uniform behavior,—im- 

portant factors in the making of high scores. 

Du Pont Rifle is the world famous Black Powder, first 
made by Du Pont and the leader for over a century in the 

black powder field. 

YOUR DEALER SELLS THESE DEPENDABLE SPORTING 
POWDERS. LOOK FOR DU PONT ON THE LABEL. 
INSIST ON GETTING THESE WORLD-KNOWN POWDERS 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company 
Powder Makers Since 1802 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, U.S.A. 

The fact that Du Pont Powders 



full octagon barrel made by the Stevens Co. 
and is No. 3 weight. The tang sight is a 
Stevens Pope Armory. The owner of this 
arm being left-handed removed the cheek- 
piece and was then guilty of defacing one of 
the finest stocks I have ever seen. The pistol 
grip is a masterpiece, the most real thing in the 
shape of a grip to be found on any rifle of this 
kind. The butt-plate is extra full and gives 
lots of shoulder room. It is attached by one 
ordinary screw and a long screw, the head of 
the latter being nicely turned and forming 
the heel portion of the plate. Although oper- 
ated in the same manner as a set trigger, the 
rear trigger is really an automatic safety. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

The next lower rifle is a Ballard. Yes sir! 
A genuine sure-enough Ballard. It is fit to 
stand up on its hind legs along with that other 
real rifle, the Sharp’s. 

As originally obtained from a_nutmeg- 
selling gentleman in Vermont it had a barrel 
34 inches in length and about one and one- 
half inches in diameter at the muzzle. The 
breech end projected past the receiver all 
around leaving no possible place for a fore- 
end. It surely was a young cannon. A pair 
of wheels would have been a great conven- 
lence. 

This barrel was replaced by a 30-inch No.3 
.32-40 full octogan barrel built by Mr. Schoyen 

SAME RIFLES, ACTIONS OPEN 

The forward trigger is adjusted to a very fine 
pull. All features of this rifle show indivi- 
duality and superiority, but none more so 
than the action. 

It drops clear down out of sight when open, 
leaving no hammer sticking up in the way 
like the proverbial sore thumb. It is reliable 
and fits tightly when closed—just how tight 
you will realize when I say that it will shear 
off the primers if they are not seated properly. 
A test accidentally undergone by this arm 
will serve to illustrate the great strength 
of the action. 

The owner was engaged in a “kidding 
match” while loading, and inadvertently 
seated a second bullet in the breech. The old 
rifle notified him of his absent-minded work 
by registering a kick like a mule and (wo hits 
on the target—of the latter, one hit was a six 
and the other a five. It was well for him 
that he was using an action that would stand 
ruil 

of Denver, Colo. who rifled it with seven 
lands and throated it for the Hudson bullet, 
chambering it very tight. Mr. Schoyen is a 
maker of real barrels that will bear comparison 
with any other. A fore-end belonging to a 
plain .38-55 Ballard was fitted and checked 
by a gunsmith of the very ordinary variety. 
This artist also made several screws and 
straightened the forward trigger to give more 
‘finger room.’ The or iginal set trigger being 
a make- shift affair he made a new one and 
managed to break it in two places, brazing it 
and making a most beautiful job. He surely 
is a past master in the art of brazing, due no 
doubt to the wealth of experience he has had 
in fixing up his own botch work. 

The action of this old rifle is really good. 
The repairs done to it were all made necessary 
by downright abuse and with ordinary care 
it will last to be handed down from one genera- | 
tion to another. In spite of its age the action — 
is so tight that it opens almost like drawing a_ 
cork out of a bottle. 
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730 Year Record 
“The gun that you built for me about thirty 
years ago seems to work as well and shoot 
as well as it did the day it left your factory, 
while other guns here of other makes that 
have only been in use for from three to ten 
years look badly worn and some of them 
not fit to use. The mechanism of my gun 
shows no wear, the joints fit perfectly and 
every piece is inits proper place except the 
short wide-headed screw that holds the front 
end of the trigger guard as indicated by 
arrow shown in cut enclosed. Can you 
supply a screw to fit this place? If so, 
please forward me one by first mail enclosing 
bill for the same, and [| will remit just as 
soon asI can learn the price of the screw. 
My gun is a twelve gauge F Grade.” 

Respectfully, 

Dr. S. P. Nash. 

Decatur, Texas, Dec. 3, 1915. 

Dr. Nash is one of several hundred Lefever users 

who have written us about the satisfaction they have 

had with their Lefever Gun. Itis this quality and 

selection of material, workmanship on details that 

makes the Lefever Gun the one you want. 

LEFEVER 
SHOT GUNS 

All Gauges 

If your dealer does not carry a Lefever in 

stock, do not accept a cheaper gun - it only 

costs you a few dollars more than the cheap- 

est gun you can buy to own a Lefever. If 

there is no dealer in your section handling 

our gun, we will take pains to see that you 

are supplied and we have a proposition that 
will interest you. 

Write today for 

that explains the 

system of boring, 

plicity of lock, etc. 

catalog 

taper 

sim- 

Lefever Arms Co. 
203 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N.Y. J 

MADE IN U,S; 
h 

REASON 1 — LOCK SPEED 

| § | Birds flying a mile a minute travel 
| 4 over 17 feet in 1/5 of asecond. A 

j 

lightning lock and a quick load are 
important. Ithaca lightninglocks 
operate in 1/625 of asecond—a bird 
flying a mile a minute travels but 
a fraction over an inch inthis time. 
We figure this lock speed will in- 
crease your score atleast 5 percent. Ni 
Large catalog free— double guns 5 
$17.75 up—SingleTrapGuns $85 up 

GUN COMPANY 
ITHACA=N.Y. 

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK 

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER 
Regulates to Step and Registers Exact Dis- 

tances ; Simple, Accurate, Durable. 

Indispensable to every lover 
of outdoor sport, and especially 
to those who love WALKING. 
Instructive because of value in 
determining distances ; a neces- 
sary adjunct to compass and as 
useful to SPORTSMEN. It 
furnishes the true solution of 
many a disputed question of 
how far it is toor from various 

points. Best of all it 
is a wonderful! health 
promotor because its 
interesting notations 
afford real incentive 
for WALKING 
Whether you walk 
for health, business 
or pleasure — any- 

jm where, everywhere, 
soe m@the AMERICAN 

@ Pedometer tells the 
whole story of just 
how far you have 
travelled 

FULLY 
GUARANTEED 

One Hundred Mile 
Pedometer, $1 50 

Sold by all Dealers or Direct 

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY 

902 CHAPEL ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

€. & A. CUNTHER CO. = . Toronto, Canada 

Agents for the Dominion of Canada 
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FIRING THE STEVENS NO. 52 FROM THE SITTING POSITION 

When open, as you may see in the cut, the 
whole action,—hammer, breech-block and 
triggers—drop clear down out of the way 
thus making it a real pleasure to load, or clean 
the bore. The stock, while lacking the 
splendid lines and generous proportions of 
the Sharp’s, has a cheek-piece, a Swiss butt- 
plate and was also given almost the identical 
drop at comb and heel of the other stock. 
The front sight is hooded and fitted with a set 
of Martin’s discs. The rear sight is an old 
original Lyman non-locking tang sight fitted 
by the Lyman people with their No. 47 stem 
giving lateral adjustment. This again, was 
sent to Mr. Martin to be fitted with his 
famous peep cup and with shading dise and 
set of apertures. 
The owner has taken considerable pains to 

have the old Ballard brought up to date both 
for the sake of having a real gun to shoot with 
and for the sake of the old rifle itself. Among 
old timers ‘Sharp’s’ and ‘Ballard’ are names 
to conjure with. 

The rifle shown at the bottom of the photo 
is one of the Stevens Company’s best models— 
the No. 52. It has a .32-40 caliber 30-inch 
half octagon No. 2 barrel, selected walnut 
stock and heavy Schuetzen butt-plate which, 
along with the receiver, lever, etc., is silvered 
finish. In appearance this rifle is a beauty 
and its shooting qualities may be judged from 
the fact that on three occasions it has won the 
club championship. 

Another rifle much in favor among shooters 
—the single shot Winchester—is not included 
because it was not convenient to obtain one at 
the time the pictures were taken, which I 
regret. The Winchester action, while a 
doubtful improvement on the old Sharp’s 
is without doubt the finest action made on any 
of our present day hair-trigger single shot 
rifles. Of their barrels I have not so high an 
opinion. On the other hand the Stevens 
barrel will “bunch ’em”’ closely, holding their 
own in accuracy with all others. ’Tis a pity 

to have such a good barrel attached to a pot- 
metal action. 

You will perhaps wonder why none of the 
rifles shown are fitted with palm-rests or 
*scopes. While there is an Offhand Rifle 
Association the members of which indulge 
in off-hand shooting at 200 yards using palm 
rests and telescopes, none of the clubs in this 
locality are members and we have theretore 
no occasion to use either of the accessories 
mentioned. What off-hand shooting we do 
is usually in the ‘fiager-tips’ position. 

The ‘sitting’ positioa illustrated is one that 
is little used, yet is very steady, almost as 
much so as the prone position and oiten per- 
mits a hunter to fire a carefully delivered shot 
when the formation of the ground does not 
admit of shooting prone and the wind is too 
heavy for off-hand work. I find it to be fine 
business for woodchuck shooting. 

Most of our shooting is done from a body 
rest with the wrist and rifle clear of every- 
thing. At turkey matches the custom is to 
use a muzzle or fore-end rest. Here is where 
the trouble commences. The ‘flip’, vibration 
or whatever you wish to term it is so much 
affected by resting the barrel on a support 
that the shooter is cussing away to himself 
half the time. At every match a different sort 
of rest is used with the result that the con- 
testants get considerable experience at so 
much per shot. In my opinion more satis- 
factory results may be obtained by keeping 
the rifle clear of everything. A good holder, 
shooting prone, would make some of the 
muzzle-rest scores hustle. , 

Scopes we do not use in our matches. Their 
use would likely discourage shooters who 
could not afford them. Our rear sights com- 
prise most of the tang sights on the market. 
The Stevens Pope Armory sight shown on two 
of the rifles is well made, locks absolutely 
tight and is capable of very fine adjustment. 
On the other hand it is adjusted by means of 
a pin which is liable to be lost, it is slow to 
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THE SMITH 

THE GUN WITH A CONSCIENCE 
Absolutely Never Shoots Loose 

Prices $25.00 to $1,000 Net 

ASK FOR OUR ART CATALOG 

| The Hunter Arms Co., Inc. 29 Hubbard St., Fulton, N. Y. | 

Westy Hogans at Atlantic City, Sept. 15 to 17, 1915 

World’s Record for Tournament Shooting made by Lester S. 
German with 499 x 500, and 647 x 650 on all 16 yd. targets, 

PARKER including practice day with runs of 372 and 149 straight at the 

Winner of Professional Average—Lester S. German, with 499 x 500 
Winner of Amateur Average—W oolfolk Henderson, with 493 x 500 
Third, Amateur Average —~ — — Allen Heil with 485 x 500 

Winner Double Championship—Woolfolk Henderson, 86 x 50 pairs 
Second in Double Championship—Guy V. Deering, 85x 50 pairs 
Third in Double Championship — — Allen Heil, 84x 50 pairs 

Sousa Trophy—Won by Woolfolk Henderson, with 100 straight. 

Mak W Id’ Shanley Trophy—Won by Allen Heil with 99 x 100 and 19 on the 
es or S A shoot-off 

Record Tied Westy Hogans Trophy— 
Allen Heil, with 100 straight 
National 18 yd. Champion- 
ship won by Allen Heil, 97 x 
100. 

In addition to the above, 
Parker Guns figured promi- 
nently in the winning of many 
other high places. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 
| N. Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. 
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adjust and confusing to read. Quick changes 
from one range to another are hopelessly out 
of the question when using this sight. The 
various forms of Vernier sights are very good, 
especially as manufactured by the B. S. A. 
Co. The Lyman JA with a No. 47 stem 
makes a very satisfactory sight both for hunt- 
ing and target work. Any one can convert 
his hunting tang sight into a very satisfactory 
target sight by using this special stem. The best 
sight however in my opinion is the new Lyman 
Micrometer tang sight which was mentioned 
before in Rod and Gun. This sight when 
fitted with Martin’s peep cup and used in 
conjunction with his front sight discs gives 
clearer definition, quicker accurate adjust- 
ment than any other I have had the oppor- 
tunity to use. The optical principles in- 
volved in the design of Martin’s discs are 
apparently correct as eye-strain is eliminated 
to a very great extent. 

This is as it should be. A four-inch bull is 
commonly used at 100 yards and experience 
shows that this size is too small. No man has 
any eye-sight to spare and no reason exists 
for putting his eyes to any unnecessary strain. 
My idea of a good target is to use the ring 

system and allow the shooter to use any old 
size of black he likes best. On the ring target, 
a hit one-half inch closer in, means ‘points’ on 
the score and the actual value of the score 
is more correctly indicated than by our pre- 
sent system. On the targets in use the hits 
may be splashed all over the bull and still 
count as ‘possibles’. This idea could be 
carried out in all shooting from 25 yards to 
1000 yards. 

The loading outfit shown in connection 
with tnis article is fairly complete. It con- 
sists of several Ideal tools, a Universal Pow- 
der Measure, sizing and lubricating press, 
armory mould, re and de-capper, bullet seater, 

melting pot and ‘dipper, apothecaries’ scales, 
micrometer, can of “Schuetzen’’ powder, 
cleaning rods, cleaning ‘dope’, score books, 
glasses and numerous other little articles 
dear to the heart of a rifle-bug. 

Half the fun in shooting is found in re- 
loading and experimenting with various com- 
binations. If those who do not re-load would 
secure an Ideal Handbook and a tool and go 
to it, their knowledge of cartridges would soon 
be materially increased. Another advantage 
of re-loading is that it lessens the cost of am- 
munition. This same cost is a great item if 
much shooting be done. 

As stated before, this experimenting busi- 
ness is some fun. To illustrate—most of our 
members use the .32-40 caliber with 185-gr. 
Ideal bullet No. 319289, cast in the armory 
mould and shell full of black powder with a 
blotting paper wad on top. The bullet is 
seated in the breech by means of a bullet 
seater. 

One ‘bug’ is not satisfied with the way the 
armory mould performs. In cutting off, it 
slightly distorts the base of the bullet. Not 
having another 185-gr. mould he is using a 
165-grain mould casting bullet No. 319247 
with 38 grains of “Schuetzen” and seats the 
bullet half-way in the shell, which is very 
slightly crimped in an adjustable chamber to 
prevent the bullet falling out. This method 
is certainly more pleasant to use in the snow 
or cold and even in fine weather it cuts out a 
lot of work at the firing point. This use of 
“Schuetzen’? saves the trouble of washing 
shells after firing them and with a light bullet 
gives a speedy load, placing the hit about one 
inch higher than with the 185-gr. bullet when 
using the same sighting. 

Another ‘nut’ has a .25-21 Stevens which 
has not been giving the results demanded of 
it. . Being a mechanic of the first water he is 

LOADING OUTFIT MENTIONED IN THIS ARTICLE 

: 
} 

f 
; 
| 
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) TAFCER FINE PURE WOOL| 
oo FOR THE MAN WHO 
le IS OUT-OF-DOORS 

Tyhe soldier, the sportsman, the 
prospector, the engineer will find Jaeger 

Pure Wool Garments wonderfully well 

adapted for Outdoor life—comfort- 

able and durable. 

Here are some useful articles: Colic bands, 

Socks, Sleeping Caps, Mufflers, Sleeping Bags, 

Underwear, Flannel Shirts, Wristlets, Spencers, 

Cardigan Jackets, Coat Sweaters, Knitted Waist- 
COALSHELG.. Cues 

A FULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 
AND DR. JAEGER’S HEALTH CUL- AEGEK 
TURE WILL BE SENT FREE ON 

TORONTO OWtaEAL WINNIPEG 
APPLICATION TO: — 

Incorporated in England in 1883 with British 

Capital for the British Empire- 

CLARK’S “@ 

CAMP SPECIALTIES 
Need No Eulogism — You Know Them 

Corned & Roast Beef Peanut Butter 

Cambridge Sausage Tomato Ketchup 

Lunch Ham Spaghetti with 

Lunch Tongue Tomato Sauce and ee 

Ox Tongues Cheese ———_s ae 

Jellied Hocks Fluid Beef Cordial SPAG H ETT 

: WITH? as 
PMMATO SAUCE & CHEESE 

CLARK’S CELEBRATED 
PORK and BEANS 

Your Camp Outfit is incomplete 

Without Them. 

CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL 
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doing considerable work on it in order to prove 
that his theories will work out in practice. 
The use of a test-plug disclosed the fact that 
the barrel was not absolutely true. ‘Lapping 
out’ was then resorted to until the bore show- 
ed by tests that it was in a perfect state. This 
necessitated the use of a larger bullet so an 
old-fashioned mould with plunger was made 
casting a bullet of the desired dimensions for 
use with a paper patch, having a “dirt catch- 
ing’ and “target punching” shoulder at the 
spring line, but no bands of course. 

The rifle being one of the older types of 
Stevens, with lots of lost motion in the lever 
and block mechanism, allowed the use of a 
bullet seater somewhat out of the ordinary. 

A .25-25 shell considerably tonger than the 
.25-21 was reamed out at the neck to allow 
the insertion of the patch and bullet and was 
fitted with a shouldered plunger. To load, 
the bullet on which the patch is waxed, is 
placed in the seater, the whole is inserted in the 
chamber and the action closed thus forcing 
the bullet into the rifling. 
Throwing the action open extracts the 

seater and the balance of the operation is per- 
formed in the usual manner. He proposes to 
use Schuetzen powder and an 84-gr. bullet. 
We differ on the question of whether or not the 
gas from smokeless powder will get past the 
bullets thus burning out the patch. Also we 
are in doubt as to whether the bullets as mis- 

made by the armory mould have time to be 
expanded true to fit the bore before they get 
going on their way. 

This gentleman has a work-shop fitted up 
in his attic. It contains a_ screw-cutting 
lathe and the most complete outfit of very 
fine tools I have ever seen. Some of them 
are handed down from his father who also had 
his own ideas about rifles and was equal to 
the task of proving them right or wrong. 
This is all solely as a means of riding his 
hobby—guns, ammunition and sights. 

In this holy of holies a few chosen ‘fans’ are 
in the custom of gathering and there are few 
subjects in connection with shooting that are 
not threshed out to the satisfaction—or 
otherwise—of all who are so fortunate as to 
be in on it. The fur will certainly fly when 
the exponents of the various ideas get to 
going together. 

Some day when dreams come true I will get 
me a rifle, Sharp’s, Ballard or Winchester 
action, Pope, Schoyen or Stevens barrel to be 
30-inch No. 3 full octagon, .38-55 caliber 
chambered very tight and throated for the 
Hudson bullet which must be poured from the 
nose. This rifle of my dreams will have a 
palm rest, selected stock with cheek piece in 
London oil finish, and heavy Swiss butt-plate 
The finish of the action will be blue. Micro- 
meter sights there will be, also Martin’s discs 
and a ‘scope. 

FOR A MAN'S SIZE RIFLE 
Peel aiG: 

RE we becoming a nation of effeminates? 
It certainly looks like it judging from the 
modern rifles that are being put on the 

market. In my day we used a gun (a muzzle 
loader) weighing anywhere from ten to twelve 
or even fourteen pounds and thought nothing 
of its weight. Times seem to change and hunt- 
ers who have tiny little light-weight hunting 
rifles within their reach weighing scarcely six 
eoands still howl for lighter and still lighter 
rifles. 

Accuracy does not go hand in hand with 
lightness. A thin, short light barrel fitted to 
a rifle adapted to modern high power smoke- 
less ammunition ‘throws up’ unbearably. The 
.22 high power Savage is an example of this. 
True this gun had not a great recoil but it has 
the nasty flip at the muzzle that I dislike so 
much. I would certainly jump at the rifle 
if they would put it out with a 30-inch heavy 

barrel and with a man size stock with a good 
heavy wood. At present the wood of the 
stock is so hollowed out that but a little bang 
against a tree will occasionally crack it across. 
This is not as it should be and I look forward 
to the day when American rifle manufacturers 
realize that there are some hunters on this 
green earth (hardly true at this period) who 
want rifles built “‘man size’ not according to 
the measurements of a twelve-year boy. 

A decent ‘‘featherweight”’ rifle for those 
that desire them is another matter. What I 
dislike so much is the practice of American 
armorers putting out repeating rifles suppose- 
dly full weight arms but weighing a scant 
seven pounds. The .22 high power Savage is 
only obtainable in “‘feather-weight”’ style and 
this is unfortunate for those who desire the 
same gun in a more substantial model. I am 
one of the latter. 
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| Are You Interested In Fishing? | 
ee a em: 2) SD (SD () (DED GD () ED (EDD | GED) >| ) ED | (|) ee) ee) ob. 

‘““HARDYS”’ THE GREAT ENGLISH FISHING ROD MAKERS 

MANUFACTURERS TO H.I.M. KING GEORGE V. 

The Champion Fly and Bait Casters of Europe 
Want You To Know About Their Famous 

“DE LUXE” FLY AND BAIT CASTING RODS 
THE ROD FOR 1916. 

Order Now. Take Delivery in the Spring. You Will Never Regret It. 

Length 8 ft. 9 ft. 9 ft., Gins. 10 ft. 
Weight 434 0z. 534 oz. 6 oz. 614 oz. 

Built of “Hardys” Celebrated “Palakona”’ Split Bamboo carefully made (by hand) every item 
examined at every process. Balanced by Mr. J. J. Hardy, the champion professional fly 
easter of Europe. This Jatest design embodies all that is useful and practical with great 
elegance and refinement. The reel fittings are our new patent screw grips, with reel seat 
under the cork hand grasp so that no metal can cause friction by contact with the hand and 
no reel fall off. This rod is of ‘‘blood breed” and will kill the largest trout. 

PRICES—Rod as above with 1 top only £3 15 0 or $18.37; with 2 tops £4 10 0 or $22.04. 
Bamboo case to take the whole rod 10/- or $2.24 extra. Byjfar the biggest value ever offered 
All plus duty and import expenses. 

Manufacturers of the Finest Reels, Lines, Gut Casts, Flies, etc., in Europe 
WHOLESALE DEALERS—Cet Catalogue and Terms from Mr. Harry Smail, 82 Donane St., New York. 
ANGLE RS—Can send direct to us for the finest Angling catalogue in the world. Hundreds of Flies 

in correct colors. 

The great English Field Newspaper says: ‘It is to Hardy of Alnwick that we 
owe the supremacy we have achieved as Rod makers.” 
The Principals of this firm look after your requirements personally. State them clearly and you 

will get what you need. : 

Hardy Bros., Ltd., Mamfactoy, Alnwick, England 
| London Showrooms—61 Pall Mall S.W. 



AN IDEAL FRONT SIGHT FOR 

TARGET AND HUNTING PURPOSES 

J. A. Brough 

HAVE used a repeating rifle for some fif- 
I teen years and have come to_ believe 

firmly in the oft-repeated statements to 
the effect that “‘sights are half the rifle’ or 
“sights are the eyes of the rifle” and it is only 
after many set-backs that I have finally come 
to find what constitutes the correct sighting 
combination for the target range, the gallery 
and the field. 

I own at present three rifles and all these 
arms are fitted with the old standard Lyman 
front sight (catalogued as No. 3) ivory bead. 
This is the perfect front sight I am positive and 
it will show up white and clear in the darkest 
timber or in the subdued glare of the electric- 
lighted gallery. It is of the correct shape, is 
strongly supported by the steel base and will 
stand the hardest usage to which a front sight is 
subjected. 

The principle upon which the Lyman ivory 
bead front sight is founded is that the face of a 
“bead” front sight should be practically flat 
and should not be irregular, hemispherical or 
cone like. The sides should be straight, taper- 
ing from the edge of the face towards the 
muzzle and the reason for this being that in a 
normal light all points of an unshaded small 
flat surface are equally illuminated. Should 
the bead be hemispherical or conoidal, unless 
the light strikes squarely on its face or comes 
directly back of its centre, one or the other of 
the sides, or else the top and bottom, will be in 
the shade and the opposite half in the light. * 

The above paragraph is quoted from the 
manufacturer's statement and shows clearly 
the requirements of a perfect front sight of the 
bead pattern, and this without useless 
repetition. 

In a recent number of Outer’s Book, there 
appeared the statement from the pen of one 
supposedly well versed in things pertaining to 
guns and rifle equipment, that the ivory bead 
front sight is easily chipped and damaged, or 
words to that effect. Now I hate seeing state- 
ments like that in print. This party could not 
have given the matter much thought or he 
would not have said what he did. The truth 
of the matter is that there is no bead front 
sight made that will stand such a great amount 
of hard usage as the old standard ivory bead. 
I would advise the gentleman making the 
statement to the contrary to give the subject 
a test before breaking out in print in such a 
manner and giving the readers a wrong im- 

pression. The same writer went on to give 
another form of front sight a general over-haul- 
ing through the coals—a gold bead front sight 
this time—and this sight in the hands of a 
colored gun-bearer in African wilds had been 
banged into a rock with natural damage re- 
sulting to the “‘gold” bead. No sights will 
stand this treatment. No, not even the sight 
this gentleman goes on to laud up to the skies 
as being all that is proper and strong will stand 
being bumped into a rock and they who allow 
their fine rifles to be carried by ignorant and 
careless darkies deserve to get their guns, as 
well as their sights broken. 

As regards a rear sight nothing is better 
than the tang or receiver sight. I use the 
Lyman as well as the Marble. Two of my 
rifles are fitted with Marble tang peep sight 
and my .22 Hi-Power is fitted with a Lyman 
combination rear sight No. 30% 

The gun department of ROD & GUN is by 
far the best of any outdoor magazine publish- 
ed on the continent with one or two possible 
exceptions and at that price it is an even 
break which is the best anyway. 

Give us lots of .22-caliber rifle talk, the ac- 
curacy to be expected from rifles of the target 
class in this caliber, as well as some more of the 
.30-30 Vs. .405 discussion. It makes good 
reading all right even though we can’t all 
agree on what every enthusiast has to say. 

For example to say that a .30-30 won’t kill 
a deer, or a .44-40 is a deer rifle. One of these 
statements is as absurd as the other. 

I have used a .30-30 for many years and 
have never yet seen one of these rifles that was 
unsuitable for such game as deer but I have 
never been convinced that a 744-40 was a 
reliable deer killer though this gun will kill 
these animals under favorable conditions. 

If the readers do not like seeing their pet 
deer rifles trailed in the dust it is up to them to | 
come forth andchampionthem. I have never 
vet been afraid to say what I thought was right 
in such discussions and trust the time will never 
come when I will be. I consider Lt. Whelen 
the most reliable of all the contributors with 
Mr. Crossman (generally) a close second. The 
former gives facts in amuch more soft-spoken 
way and gives the reader the impression that he 
is dealing with a man who is a gentleman 
through and through. And afterall what’sthe 
use of talking at all if we can’t do it in 
gentlemanly language? 
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THE .380 SAVAGE AUTOMATIC PISTOL 
A. FG: 

BELIEVE it would be of interest to the 
il readers of ROD & GUN if I were to tell 

some of my experiences with the above 
named pistol which I have owned for a little 
over a year. It surely is a “big little’’ pistol 
and as a means of defence and offense leaves 
nothing wanting. 

The gun itself is comparatively short, of 
medium weight and moderately powerful— 
hard shooting enough for all our needs I am 
sure. The pistol is of absolutely faultless 
finish and my gun is fitted with the new spur 
cocking lever but recently fitted to these arms. 

I had occasion to shoot a vicious dog for a 
friend last spring and when I say that I shot 
the brute at a full thirty yards, catching the 
snapper through the chest and finishing him 
off right there and then, you will have an idea 
of the pistol’s stopping power other than on 
white paper. The dog in question was a big 
fellow, a collie four years old and as he had 
grown so cross to all the household there was 
no other way open to the owner except to 
dispatch the dog. 

I will admit that I felt something like a 
murderer when I faced the collie, intent on 
doing him to death and I was glad to see that 
the pistol did its work quickly and mercifully. 
The bullet did not go clean through, but con- 
trary to the statements of a writer in a maga- 
zine recently (not ROD & GUN) the bullet 
showed good explosive efject. It therefore 
seems as though intensely high velocity were 
not absolutely a necessity to obtain a perfectly 
“deaded”’ dog. 

I had also the good luck to shoot a big wood- 
chuck with this pistol by dint of careful stalk- 

ing like an Apache Indian. I got within 
twenty feet of the woodchuck and after a care- 
ful aim pressed the trigger. The woodchuck 
which had been sitting straight up like a picket 
dropped down and I immediately thought I 
had lost him. However upon running over I 
saw the big fat fellow holding himself rigidly 
upright in the mouth of his den and in his last 
struggles. He was seemingly paralyzed and 
the strange part of it was the way he was hold- 
ing himself from slipping altogether into the 
hole by means of extended arms. This bullet 
had struck the woodchuck in the head and 
there was a nasty wound. 

This completes the list of notches I have 
already made on the butt and the only remarks 
I can make further upon this beautiful little 
pistol will be confined to paper bulls-eyes, 
empty tin cans, and old stumps. 

Up to forty and fifty yards I found the 
Savage .380 fully as accurate as a .38 caliber 
Colt or Smith & Wesson revolver and the 
smashing effect in wood considerably greater. 
It is in all respects a man’s gun, not a Fourth 
of July noise-maker for the kids. It is a good 
auxiliary weapon for the single action .44 
Colt and will keep the camp stew pot well 
supplied with meat if you but hold steady and 
true on a rabbit’s or grouse’s head. Crack! a 
flirted shell is noiselessly thrown from the 
chamber and you are again ready for action. 

It is the best little pistol of its type in the 
world and its absolutely faultless finish is a 
credit to American ingenuity and craft. I 
would like to hear from other users of this 
pistol through these columns. 

THE STEEL CLEANING ROD 
MR ad. 

T seems to the writer that the steel 
I cleaning rod recommended to users of 

high power rifles by Lt. Townsend Whel- 
en and spoken of recently by contributors to 
this magazine, has at least one serious dis- 
advantage. A steel rod will rust whereas a 
brass rod will not. It is a well known fact 
that a rusted rod drawn through a rifle barrel 
has a very bad action on the latter. <A brass 
rod it is true will become discolored from the 
use of ammonia, but it will not become cor- 
roded as these writers would have us believe. 
The discoloration seen on the brass after being 
moistened with the ammonia is simply due to 
the chemical action of the cleaning fluid men- 
tioned and this stain on the rod can be easily 
removed by means of a piece of cloth and thor- 
ough rubbing. If allowed to evaporate on the 
brass rod it will produce a kind of stain very 

difficult to remove but it is not ordinary cor- 
rosion. 

It is with rifles of the Savage, Winchester 
and Marlin solid frame type and which by 
necessity have to be cleaned from the muzzle 
that a rusted steel rod produces the most un- 
desirable results. The rough rusted portion 
of the rod scraping over the delicate muzzle is 
a prominent factor in muzzle wear and the 
consequent falling-off in accuracy. ; 

To sum up—if your rifle is of the type which 
has to be cleaned from the muzzle, if you 
use the ammonia cleaning agent, and also if 
you are not careful to see that the steel rod 
does not take on rust spots, by all means use a 
brass cleaning rod as it is the rod least liable 
to injure the interior of the bore at the muzzle. 

On the other hand, if your rifle is of the 1899 
take-down Savage type and you always clean 
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the arm from the breech and are always care- 
ful to see that the steel rod is not put away 
without a careful wipe from an oiled rag, a 
Marble steel jointed rod of either the “‘Pocket”’ 
or ordinary jointed style will work no harm 
whatsoever on the sensitive bore of your rifle. 

Some of the other makes of rifles which can 
be readily cleaned from the breech might be 

mentioned as follows—the Springfield Model 
1903, Sauer-Mauser, take-down Winchester, 
Marlin, Savage and Remington, single shot 
Winchester and Stevens. 

The articles appearing in these columns are 
of the greatest help to the beginner and tyro, I 
have not a doubt. Personally I have used a 
high power rifle for many years. 

QUERIES AND 

THE CHOICE OF A RIFLE. 
Fditor Guns and Ammunition: Will you 

please give me some advice as to what kind of 
a rifle to purchase? I wish to buy a rifle for 
outdoor rifle practice—one that is accurate up 
to two hundred and fifty or even three hun- 
dred yards as the latter range is the distance 
at which most of the big game is killed. The 
cartridges should cost not more than one and 
one-quarter or one and one-half cents each. 
Also I would like it to be a large caliber so 
that I could learn to shoot the large calibers 
accurately. I refer to such calibers as the .32 
Special. The trouble is to get a rifle adapted 
to ammunition, using bullets which are heavy 
and accurate and the cartridges cheap. I 
would like the rifle to use smokeless powder. 
It voce not matter about the price of the rifle 
itself. 

A few of the rifles I have in mind are as 
follows :— 

Marlin .32 Long Rifle repeater Model 1892. 
Marlin .44, .38, .32-20 or .25-20 Model 1894. 
Marlin .22 Long Rifle repeater Model 1892. 
Marlin .22 Long Rifle Model 1897. 
Winchester .44, .38, .32 or .25-20 Model 

1892. 
Winchester .22 Long Rifle Musket. 
Stevens .25-25 or .25-21. 

What rifle would you advise me to buy? There 
are many other points to be considered in 
choosing an arm for my purpose which I have 
failed to mention. However you know them 
and considering everything what rifle would 
you name as good for second choice? Also 
please give the best combination of sights to 
use on the guns you recommend? It does not 
matter in the least about the cost of the sights. 
What about the following :— 

(a) Marble’s Flexible Rear Sight, and adjust- 
able Leaf as a middle sight and Marble’s 
Improved or Reversible or a Sheard “‘gold 
bead” front sight. 

(b) Marble Flexible Rear with Sheard adjust- 
able three-leaf middle sight and Sheard 
gold bead front signt. 

(ec) Lyman Combination Rear sight with 
Lyman Leaf sight, and Lyman ivory bead 
front sight. 

Of course I do not expect a lengthy answer to 
this but just a short bit of advice would be 
greatly appreciated. 
Hardin, Mo., U.S. A. Bers: 

(In reply to your recent favor would advise 
that no modern ammunition can be obtained 

__at the low figure you have set though the class 
of ammunition such as the .44-40, .32-20 and 

ANSWERS 

.25-20 you have mentioned comes within the 
figure you have in mind. Moreover the cost 
of ammunition can be materially reduced by 
judicious re-loading by the aid of Ideal Tools 
manufactured by the Marlin Firearms Co., of 
New Haven, Conn. and by paying strict 
attention to the suggestions contained in the 
Ideal Handbook issued by that firm. 

I would suggest that you purchase as a 
beginning a .25-35 Savage or Remington, or 
a .25-36 Marlin, or perhaps a .303 Ross would 
fill the billas well. The accuracy of the .25-35 
is equal to practically all of the .30-30 class of 
rifles and while we would not recommend this 
caliber for such game as deer under all con- 
ditions still there are many hunters who habit- 
ually use the .25-35 for such work. We have 
had much matter in these columns of late on 
this subject and these articles are bound to be 
of great help in forming the opinions of those 
who are ‘“‘groping in the dark.” 

As to sights my advice would be to cut out 
the open sights altogether if possible. They 
are not designed for target work—at any rate 
this remark may be safely applied to some of 
the sight productions regularly furnished on 
some of the standard American sporting rifles 
—a Lyman or Marble peep used in connection. 
with a small or medium sized ivory or gold 
bead front sight is what we would recommend. 
The choice between ivory or, “gold” bead is 
largely a matter of personal preference:and 
only after using both types can you safely 
come to a conclusion. 

For three-hundred yard work as outlined in 
your letter we would hardly recommend a .22- 
caliber Winder musket, excellent as these arms 
are for fifty-yard gallery work. As stated 
above a .25-35 is what we would suggest or a 
.303 Ross though in this case from the .25-35 
to the .303 British is rather a large jump— 
the .303 cartridge adapted to the Ross being 
the service cartridge of the British Army and 
possessing considerably greater energy—at 
both ends. 

The Ross rifle is not adapted to a tang sight 
of the Lyman or Marble pattern the only sight 
which can be suitably fitted to this arm being 
the Lyman described by Mr. Crossman in this 
issue. 
We trust that this advice will be of service 

and will be pleased to hear from you further as 
to how your choice of a rifle worked out. 
I-ditor.) 

The .22-Caliber Take-Down Repeater. 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: In the Nov- 

vember issue of the gun department there 
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appeared two articles—one by Lieut. Town- 
send Whelen, the other by Mr. Chas. Newton. 
I believe that they contain the answer to what 
haslong puzzledme. My present .303 Savage 
is a take-down and my first was a solid frame. 
Now though my present rifle was ordered 
direct from the Savage Arms Co. and is a 
handsome weapon, it has never been the equal 
of the firstin accuracy, particularly with the so- 
called ‘““Miniature” cartridges. I wrote the 
manufacturers and they blamed the powder I 
was using. They advised me to use Sharp- 
shooter and I did but there was no improve- 
ment whatever. 

The trouble was that even at 20 yards with 
No. 4 and 6 Miniature cartridge the rifle shot 
low and to the left. Of course I could correct 
the error but to do so I had to put the sights 
out of adjustment entirely for tne full load. 

In both the articles I referred to the writers 
claim that such trouble is due to the take- 
down feature and my experience leads me to 
fully concur with their statements. Mr. 
Newton’s article describes my experience 
exactly. 

I am about to purchase a .22-caliber repeat- 
er and-I want to know if the take-down feature 
will effect its accuracy in a like manner? 

The only .22 repeater I find advertised with 
a solid frame is the Marlin model 1892. I 
have no objection to the Marlin as I have used 
these rifles and have found them Al. The 
take-down feature is desirable as is also a 
hammerless rifle, but I do not wish to sacri- 
fice accuracy. 

With apologies for trespassing on your kind- 
ness, 

Sincerely yours, 

Arnprior, Ont. A. W. Mac. G. 

(I have your letter of December 10th and 
have fully noted contents. It is a fact that 
generally speaking, target shooters prefer 
rifles of tne solid frame type rather than those 
of the “‘take-down”’ style for the reasons that 
are so clearly set down by Lieut. Whelen and 
Mr. Newton that they need no repetition. 

With reference to your contemplated pur- 
chas2 of a .22-caliber rifle—it is pretty gener- 
ally conceded that the rules bearing on the 
take-down principle of the high power rifle 
apply in a proportionate degree to even the 
diminutive .22 and it is a fact that crack 
gallery shooters who shoot at ranges varying 
from 25 to 50 yards almost invariably use the 
heavy, solid frame, light triggered single shot 
rifle equipped with target sights in preference 
to the light short-barrelled, take-down repeat- 
er as the former type of rifle is without doubt 
capable of better results at this style of shoot- 
ing. 

On the other hand, for aerial shooting such 
as the fancy shooters indulge in—shooting at 
oranges or blue rocks tossed in the air (eggs 
are rather expensive targets these days) the 
light take-down repeater with its rather short, 
and decidedly light barrel excels and if you 
intend to cultivate the art of smashing blue 
rocks or other targets thrown in the air, the 
24-inch barrel, take-down repeater is the arm 
for you and this without a doubt. You have 
doubtless observed the fancy shooters at the 
circus who are capable of hitting three marbles 

feature. 
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tossed into the air by their partners. These 
crack shots almost without exception use the 
pump action repeater weighing in the neigh- 
borhood of five pounds, rather than the un- 
wieldy (for this type of shooting) single shot 
solid frame rifle. It must not be understood 
that the take-down .22 repeater makes good 
in aerial shooting by virtue of its take-down 

Let us rather say that it enjoys such 
popularity notwithstanding. 

One of our foremost American authorities 
has expressed his opinion forcibly on the sub- 
ject of shooting running small game with a .22 
and condemns the practice absolutely. We 
heartily concur with this verdict and not one 
man in ten thousand ever possesses the ability 
to make head shots on small running game 
such as squirrel and rabbits. To hit these 
little animals elsewhere means a_ painful 
wound and probably a cruel lingering death 
with an ultimate meal for varmints. 

Let us confine our snap shooting to the un- 
feeling blue rock or the proverbial lemon. 
Editor.) 

The .351 Winchester and The .303 and 
-250-3000 Savage. 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: Would vou 
please tell me which of the following calibers 
is the best on moose—the .351 Winchester, the 
.003 Savage or the .250-3000? 

Yours truly. 
Tramping Lake, Sask. Owen Wilson. 

(In reply to your question would advise 
that the energies of the various calibers des- 
cribed by you, are according to the figures of 
Mr. Newton, as follows) 

2303 250-3000 
.301 Winchester Savage Savage 

At muzzle 1385 ft. lbs 1658 ft. Ibs 1740 ft. lbs 
“ 1L00yds 927 ©) 5 1285 "9 alee 
ee 200 ee 630 “é ee 987 se ee 1061 ce es 

ee 300 “ec 468 ec ee 762 ce ee 783 ce se 

ce 509 ee 324 ce ee 509 “se ee 435 ce ee 

ee 1000 “é 144 ee ee 994 “e ee 165 “ce ee 

ee 1500 ee 54 ee ce 176 “<e ee 95 “es ee 

However, energy figures are not always a true 
indication of any rifle’s actual killing power. 
For example the .22 Tli-Power Savage does 
not loom up large in actual “‘ft. pounds,” but 
il has proven itself far more effective on ani- 
mal flesh than many of its more pretentious 
brothers. The .250-3000 Savage promises to 
be one of the most popular big game arms on 
the market but-as to its effectiveness on moose, 
like Mr. Crossman “we reserve our opinion” 
until we have more facts to work upon. We 
do not consider the .351 Winchester a desirable 
big game gun under any circumstances. Our 
choice would waver between the .250 and the 
.303 Savage for the purpose you mention. We 
feel sure in our own mind however that the 
.250-3000 will make good on elk, moose or any 
of the American big game, as the shocking and 
lacerating effect produced by the light spitzer 
soft nose bullet travelling at high velocity 1s 
something terrific. We expect very shortly 
to publish an account of the action of the .250- 
3000 on big game and we believe that the art- 
icle will be of great interest and value. | 
We trust that this bit of information will be 

of service. Editor.) 
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Port Stanley Gun Club. 

The¥Port Stanley Gun Club held a shoot for silver- 
ware prizes on December 24th, and also presented their 
vice-president, Mr. “Arthur Glover, with a handsome 
companion set. the address accompanying same being 
read by Mr. C. A. Cromwell, while Mr. C. Hough made 
the presentation. The scores at the fifty target event 
poder a silent handicap for silverware prizes were as 
ollows: 

50 Targets. 
C. A. Cromwell........ 3 
BRC ANG yi Aen eee arene eee 44 
RieiMloore.. ee 44 
Wars tanton: (fee 38 
Ee ann eee 30 
Ary GION er 2:5 eee ed 45 
CeHough=.42-= tS 33 
IWrebiindley..) some 43 
ee OU Geen. 8 ROT re he teiees eee 43 
J. FR. Moore........ ee aad sel ee Nee pede: 
MAS Brown eke = e: bt Ee Sa) 
PB rOOks.: AN ee eee et he k Se OF: 
M. Blake........ Fees monte. Pattee il! 

25 Targets 
EP anken 2: sige ee -5.o-. oe 12 
De Smmlthee eee : 9 
Weiviackles (2 2 9 
Fe ann... ee d (corer 
Be Ganyoe ee ; : baal 
125 NEO te ee Coe ee ; 5 20; 
Je Re Moore........ 18 
W. Kindley........ 22 
C. Hough.. 19 
R. Newman.......... Sates se oe i{) 
A. Glovet.......... ; seh) 
H. Moore. : na set 
W. Stanton... PAR : : eee sel it5) 
ee arkeree 15 
W. Mactkle 12 
BH. Dunn... eres 16 
W. Goodhutr... 16 
Dee RING. cose ar, aes aioe 17 
i Gibbs..; 18 

Although there was a hard wind blowing the scores 
were fair. Prizes were won as follows: Ist prize by 
Arthur Glover; 2nd, J. R. Moore; 2rd. H. Moore; 4th, 
E. Carey and low prize, H. Dunn. 

Gun Club Championship Event Proved Close 
Right Up to the End. 

The club championship event of 25 birds over the 
Fulford traps at the Hamilton Gun club on Saturday, 
December 18th, aroused a lot of interest, with the result 
that there was a large attendance of enthusiasts of the 
shotgun who were well rewarded with a keenly contest- 
ed match. There was a delay in starting due to a mis- 
hap, and in order to finish up the contest in the after- 
noon it was necessary to enforce a rule that as soon asa 
contestant lost three birds he dropped out. There were 
22 entries and up to the tenth bird only a couple had 
dropped out. At the fifteenth bird the contest started 
to narrow down, as George Beattie and D. Konkle were 
the only ones with straight scores, while H. Kretchman 
was one down and B. Smyth, C. Graham and J. Hunter 
were two down. At the twentieth bird the standing 
was the same except that Kretchman dropped another 
and Hunter had gone out on the nineteenth bird. Kon- 
kle and Beattie were putting up a fine exhibition and it 
looked like a tie, but Beattie lost his last two birds on 
the finish, which gave him second place, while Konkle 
finished with a perfect score of 25, winning the gold 
medal. The winner used good judgment throughout 
and was well congratulated on the result. C. Graham 
and B. Symth were runners-up with 22, the latter, who 
won the title last vear, having got off to a bad start by 
missing his first bird. 

The scores were: 
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Nelsontlong:2e.is5tet ee ee eee 
We Dillon 2 eee : 6 3 
WW? Marshall. ee ae eee 12 9 
E. Sturt I, 9 
M. Carr 16 13 
George Beattie 25 Ps 
B. Smyt 25 22 
D. Reid 9 6 
M. Goodale 15 12 
GaGraham 22 eo hte eee 25 22 
H. Dynes 11 8 
Eilarris=-- 10 7. 
DE tKonklenic. cc ro eee 25. 25 
H. Kretchman. 21 18 
C. Syer 8 5 
J. Hunter......... 19 16 
A. Parmenter 9 6 
J.G 13 10 
G. 11 8 
Dr. (GrOVES 3.22 2052 a eee 5 LO) ff 
A. James..... 11 8 
J Stroud. Sn eee 14 ne 

Balmy Beach Gun Club Shoot. 

The attendance at Saturday’s shoot held Dec. 11th, 
was very pleasing to the officers and committee, as 
there was quite a good turnout of members and spec- 
tators. J.S. Shaw was successful in winning the spoon 
in “A” class, after a hard struggle. 

Shot at. Broke. 
iD 68 Wis tt So eke, ites oe eee 

Boster:. 232 ites ee ~50 34 
Wehinaincismsce: cee hiisesctegeotee ee 50 43 
FiMatthewssse- 2 eee 30 26 
GAG 2 ee See 80 72 
G.I x Gatton? = see AES. 45 38 
A.V ean bles oe once ees ca ee ee 30 19 
Re Black oe ; Rea eae le 3 
BH GoBedwillls 22 2a ee 45 35 
De “Trimible: 66-7 ae ee eee 45 37 
AS DS Craiged 2 See ee 70 61 
A: El ewit test nee fa ee ee 30 16 
P. J. Boothe.. 80 56 
E. R. Glover 30 21 
G. -Caukecle ae 30 22 
WH. Cutler ee eee 70 50 
AC Tomlin. 50 43 
We Geos cet 70 66 
C. S. Nicholis.. 50 43 
Bee WHOOTG 2 cin oe oeteen eee ee 20 16 
ih. BevElodgsonts.. 2. 315) 27 
Gs Barrows 4.2 ie: 40 28 
C. M. Bernard 70 56 
WAS aansing =e 55 43, 
ips NicGaw:.- sas ee eas om Lill 62 
Weebe Foselimnes = hviheed eee ree 69 

Stanley Gun Club Shoot. ~ 

Quite a few members and friends were present at the 
Stanley Gun Club Shoot on Dec 11ithafternoon. The 
weather was ideal, and some good scores were made. 
W. Stevens was high man in the regular events with a 
score of 83 out of 100. The following are the names of 
those who took part in the shooting with their scores:— 

Shot at. Broke 
Pree! f Stevens.... 00 83 

Marsh...... 85 61 
Rey a1) Fe eae SRE a PO. Bo ee neers 80 60 
Burnham 80 53 
Parker 03.01 eae see Se eee 65 49 
FIO DD Si. Se oe 4 ae ee 60 43 
Piueheseins.t an. 55 38 
Hulme........... Fade Malena ea nee 55 ou 
Bowlenty se ache ee oe 50 44 
Blacks ee See ae een eee 50 30 
Widmer: 4233 Jah obo et eee 40 32 
Roltitsc 3.55452 eee See eee 40 30 
Salshumyiec 2s 5 sage a ee e740) 25 
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Hy if 
Id “No man 

~r- ig a born 
woodsman or 
trapper... 

There is always something 
more to learn.” 

“Those who seek to be trappers today must in a measure, at least, 
emulate the old-timers’ ways, and, profiting by the experience of others, 
learn even to avoid their failures, yet achieve their successes. Life 
is too short for universal personal experiment; the successful man 
of today is the one who profits by the experience of others—reaps 
a harvest or reward.” 

The above is an extract ’ In this book, Buzzacott 

Bees DUZZACOLES ue cancer, ct 
ad his “ = i 

man's Guide” know that Mi : Talicemild bs. onctals 
ee MASterplece: tet th me 
doors. within your reach. 
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BUZZACOTT’S MASTERPIECE, together with an annual 

sae to Rod and Gun, either new or renewal, postpaid, 
3.00. 

OFFER C 
BUZZACOTT’S MASTERPIECE, will be sent free to any- 

one sending two new annual subscriptions to Rod and Gun, at. 
the regular subscription price, $1.50 per annum. Your own 
subscription and that of one of your friends will be accepted. 

ADDRESS 

W. J.” TAYLOR, Limited, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
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Pairs. 
20 26 
12 14 
15 15 
5 

10 12 
5 a 

15 12 
24 23 
12 2 

60 47 
40 21 
25 12 
25 19 
15 10 
10 4 
10 5 
10 4d 
10 5 

Thompson Won The Spoon Shoot. 

J. J. Thompson was the winner of the spoon shoot 

held December ist, by the Toronto Revolver Club 

The scores were as follows:— 
ia US SDR 09) OO) eeepc cece ae oer Ee CREE REE ORD SEECESO IC 72 22—94 

C. E. Peterkin. ... ree Seater AB 7/15) 0 1S} 

(C2, Se AWG irri ie =e eps ec cer cee Ber peer occ: 83 7—90 

cIpan GoeMIN AT CETUS tee ey ast cutee ancces stress .83  4—87 

is ARRGN Bi jecsser eres eee 65 17—82 

C. D. Henderson , 55 19—74 

WieSquires. ee. vost DD, 20—73 

Abs SS. WMURSCG IGEN GL oe Oe eceeeseeeeee peeeereaesrocnceeogs 50 23—73 

Lachine Gun Club. 

Each week the attendance at the Lachine Gun Club 
shoot, held every Saturday afternoon, increases, Dec. 
11th being the best so far thisseason. The committee, 
too, have made some improvements for the comfort ot 
the shooters. A new plattorm has been laid down, and 
the inside of the club-house made more comfortable. 
Four events were shot off on Saturday afternoon, Dec. 
11th,—One practice, one sweepstake and two spoon 
events, the captain (Mr. Clark) winning his own spoon. 
Mr. John Boa made an exceedingly good score—57 out 
of 60 birds—Mr. Johnson coming next with 46, closely 
followed by Mr. T. Boa with 45. There was a high cold 
wind blowing, which caused the }irds to take tricky 
{urns on leaving the trap, and this prevented very 
high scores being made. 

n 

Sale ~, & ra 
ee ee 2 

un oe Oo n 5 = anes 
BS yOu 304” gu 
a AEE 5 Soe eae om = 

a MM lo) roa eo Yq 

ne “dum Saag. wan = 
| BVA Ve aeeee anne sesea 7 10 11 153 41 
Doremus......... 10 12 12 10 44 
Johnson........ . 10 10 14 1h 46 

pba denar.cec.- 10 9 12 10 41 

J. Boa (pro.) 13 15 15 14 57 
F Odea sce 10 11 14 10 45 
Clark..... 10 14 9 10 43 

Diawis Sic..:: 6 10 11 10 37 
Wurtele......... 8 10 13 10 Al 
NVA OOS sree = = 8 10 12 10 40 
Shoemaker 7 10 15 11 43 
Cockburn 5 as. x 5 
Wilson a - 14 12 26 
W oodwar 13 10 11 34 
Howard........ 11 13 14 38 

Knight 10 14 10 34 
TAT @AS eek s-as: = 10 9 10 29 

St. Hubert Holiday Shoot. 

The St. Hubert Gun Club held an all day shoot 
Saturday, Jan. 1, with ideal conditions prevailing— 
good light and very little wind. Twenty-four shooters 

took part throughout the day. It will be noticed, that 
the fifteen who took part in every event of the pro- 
gramme, made an average of over 70 per cent. 
Many prizes were given, as lollows:— 
Silver spoons (engraved) sor each of the regular 

events, vlz: : 
: Event No. 1, G. R. White; No. 2, N. Brownlee; 
No. 3, O. T. Ring; No. 4, A. Shepard; No. 5, R._L. 
Cameron: No. 8, B. Beattie; No. 9, H. W. Fairchild; 
No. 10, V. V. Rogers. 
Event No. 7 was a team shoot ot all members on the 

~ grounds of which Blyth Beattie’s team proved the 
winners, thus earning a silver spoon each. It was a 
close race, Captain Easdale’s team being just three 
birds behind. Following is a detail of the scores:— 

AND GUN IN CANADA 

_. TEAM SHOOT. 
Blyth Beattie’s Team:—A. W. Throop, 13; V. V. 

Rogers, 13; G. B. Greene, 12; J. Bradley, 11; H. W. 
Fairchild, 11; W. L. Cameron, 11; B. Beattie (Capt.), 
11: R. L. Cameron, 11; Geo. O’Connor, 10; O. T. Ring, 
8; Dr. Mohr, 5. Total, 116. 

Geo. Easdale’s Team:—Geo. Easdale (Capt), 14; 
E. G. White, 12; W. J. Corby, 12; Geo. White, 12; 
Jos. Dionne, 12; N. Brownlee, 10; W. Slaney, 10; J. B. 
Harkin, 10: C. Bethune, 8: L. J. MacDiarmid, 8; A. 
Shepard, 5. Total, 113. . 

Majority for Beattie’s team 3 birds. 
Most 01 the members took part in the special event, 

Le.: “Partridge Shoot,” at 15 birds. The scores in this 
event were somewhat low and Blyth Beattie with 14 
took Ist prize: $5.00 donated by the President, Mr. 
Corby. 2nd prize, a pair of wild ducks went to G. B. 
Greene, who prought down 13 birds. 

: (Sweepstakes.) 
E. G. White (pro.), Geo. Easdale and B. Beattie 

headed the list:—-Ist money, viz. $6.00 going to 
Easdale and B. Beattie carried off 2nd honors #4.00. 
These amounts donated by the club. 

SPOON HANDICAP. 
S.A. Broke. 

IE. G. White (pro.) 
14 14 14 12 14 12 14 12 12.135 118 

Geo. Easdale 
3.15 10 13 11214 12 12hi2aosee 

B. Beattie 
10 13 12 12 14.0 14 Tae iaatoaie 

V.V. Rogers 
4 911 12 12 13 10 14 14 135 109 

W. J. Corby 
2 13 11 11 12 12 12 12mI2etSS oF 

G. B. Greene 
9 15 14 12°11 12) 11 10 Diets5 0S 

H. W. Fairchild 
143 9 12 9 11 Tf We lAeisagO2 

Geo. White 
1214 8-12 21) 12 VS eOMiiea SSeS 

9 12°11 109912" Geils sor 
W. L. Cameron 

A. W. Throop 
10), 185) “96 6 

11 13 13 11 13:10) 105 10RiaaaeS 

11 1015 12 SeeeeLe 

N. Brownlee 

O. T. Ring 

C. Bethune 
eit 

L. G. MacDiarmid 
ibPe 

A. Shepard 
LOP8Hi265 10 135 72 

R. L. Cameron 
: 11 9 613 1112—— 105 71 

W. Sleney 
10.912 8 910 5 6 — 120 69 

Jos. Dionne 
a a = = 10012 AO 

J. Bradley 
5 5 5 911 6—— 105 47 

Geo. O’ Connor 
—- —- —- — 10 10 13 12) €0)45 

J.B. Harkin 
=. 2 5S SOB AIDE Seo 

Dr. Mohr 
So ee = = 5 Oem 

A. Latimer 
2-9 6 10 —==— = — — 0a 

Mr. Graham 
; Sone = SSS 9) 8 ae 

Event No. 6 special partridge shcot. 

Port Stanley Gun Club 

At the New Year’s shoot of the Port Stanley Gun 

Club at live birds and targets the scores were very good, 

considering the fact that there was a heavy fog and a 

light rain falling. 

lst Event at 10 Live Birds. 
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: More Trappers and Fur Collectors send Hallam’s Three Books 
their Raw Furs to us than to any other ‘*Trapper’s Guide”’ 

five houses in Canada. English or French 
Bh 1G snac | 96 pages, illustrated, tells how : Because they know we pay highest prices, and where to trap and other 

pay mail and express charges, charge | valuable information for trap- 
: no commissions, and treat our shippers pereiyalee Senn a au 

right. Result, we are the largest in our | SPortsmen’s Supply Cata- Eire : : log’ R Fur Price List,” line in Canada. Ship to us to-day and deal with a labece Fur Style Book” 
« e . 

And Rem ) E a Reliable House. : of beautiful fur sets and fur No shipment too small or too large to receive garments. 
our prompt attention. 

Prom ptliy GUNS We sell Guns, Rifles. Traps, Animal Bait, Shoepacks, All these books fully illus- Flashlights, Headlights, Fishing Nets, Fishing Tackle and trated and sent Sportsmen's Supplies at lowest prices. CATALOG FREE FREE ON REQUEST. 

dhina flatten, 386 Hallam Building, ye TORONTO imite a 

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them 
By CHARLES P. ROOT 

CONTENTS—Back firing, Blow-back of gas into carburetor, Popping noises, Buzz in coil (other than contact breaker buzz), clatter and grind in gear box, Compression, faulty, Compression, none, Explosions, Irregular or uncertain running, Metallic or puffing noises, Misfires, Resistance slight when operating starting handle, Start, failure to, Steering er- ratic, Stoppage of engine, Water escapes, Air lock, Batteries, Bearings, Bent axle, Brakes, Carburation, Change Speed gear, Clutch, Coil, Connecting rod or crank shaft broken, Contact breaker ( High tension magneto), Contact maker, Knock in bearings generally or in Transmission system. Leaks: Loss of power, Gear, Governor, Hunting, Ignition, Lub- Tication, Misfires, Muffler troubles, Noise, Overheating, Pipes burst out or fractured, Piston troubles, Popping in carburetor, Pressure leaking (in case of pressure feed) Pre- “oe Short circuits. Spark plug, Steam bound or air lock, Steering, Supply pipe choked, Tining, Tires, Valves, Valve springs, Water circulation, Wheels. 
Prices: Flexible Leather.......... $1.50 : Cloth Binding.......... $1.00 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
SS SSS SSS 
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SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY | Songs of Foroar | 
: b To Share Profits of ES) i aren 

FOX RANCHING A Fine Little Cellection of Poems 

for the Nature Lover and Sports- 
The owner of 50 Foxes, nearly all of the man, Including the Following: 
highest grade and one a silver dog, is 
desirous of securing a partner with $5000 
capital to invest, for the purpose of 
doubling the stock. Partner furnishing 
capital would participate in the spring 
increase. Six of the females are from a 

silver fox and each is likely to throw one 
silver fox to the litter. Owner would like 
to secure a partner having a place in the 

East, State of Maine preferred, where 

the foxes could be moved in June or July. 

Owner would look after ranch on salary. 

We pay highest Prices For 

= 

aR 

The Trout Stream; Lines on a Mayflow- 
er; The Fisherman’s Dream; A Morning’s 
Walk; Winter; The Sanctuary: The Last 
of the Buffaloes; A Nimrod; Hunting 
the Moose; A Summer Morning; In Ar- 
cady; Wanderlust; The Fullness of Joy; 
Halcyon Days; Plovers; The Death of 
Summer; A Flower of the Wild; Pontiac's 
Speech. 

Neatly bound and moderately priced at 
15¢c a copy. Orders received and given 
prompt attention by the publishers. 

| a | 

ie 

For Further Information Address— 

ROD & GUN, Woodstock, Ont. 
Ts mae W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED 

Woodstock, Ont. 

\ 
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2nd Event at 10 Live Birds. 
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Tournament Date 

The Ruthven Gun Club will hold their Annual Tour- 
nament on Good Friday, April 21st. Registration has 
en applied for. P.J. Shanks, Sec’y-Treas, Ruthven, 

nt. 
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Conducted by Arthur Ellison 

The Pointer. 

HE origin of this handsome member of 
the canine tribe seems to be generally 
accredited to Spain, though its perfect- 

ion has to be laid at the doors of the old Eng- 
lish sportsman, the majority of our best au- 
thorities claiming that the English Foxhound 
was used as a cross in order to increase the 
pace and stamina of the Pointer. Most of the 
Pointer breeders of fifty years ago were either 
Masters of Hounds or identified with the Eng- 
lish Foxhound in some way or another so that 
they had ample material on hand for such an 
experiment, and although this cross does not 
seem to have been freely admitted, neither 
was it denied. Different strains have their 
family peculiarities, possibly according to the 
percentage of Foxhound blood used in the 
endeavor to produce the class of dog desired. 

As in the case of the English Setter, few 
dogs are both worked in the field and shown at 
the bench shows, as the breeder of the show 
winners claim that consistent field work spoils 
the feet and shoulders of their dogs. On the 
other hand, if their feet and shoulders are pre- 
served, they lack the workmanlike appearance 
of the field dog. The Pointer is.undoubtedly 
a most handsome dog, his lines of conformat- 
ion being pleasing to the eye, showing speed 
combined with staying power. At his work, 

of course, he shows to best advantage, but 
there are few breeds can rivai him for appear- 
ance in the showring. He is popular in every 
country in which game is found or bench- 
shows flourish, although Canadian bench-show 
are but poorly supplied by Pointer breeders. 

The following anecdote is taken from “‘Rur- 
al Life” a very old publication in the writer’s 
possession. 

“A gentleman having requested thefloan of 
a Pointer dog from a friend, was informed by 
him that the dog would behave very well so 
long as he could kill his birds; but if he fre- 
quently missed them, the dog would run home 
and leave him. The Pointer was accordingly 
sent, and the following day was fixed for trial; 
but unfortunately, his new master happened 
to be a remarkably bad shot. Bird after bird 
arose and was fired at, but still pursued its 
flight untouched, till, at last, the dog became 
careless, and often missed his game. As if 
seemingly willing, however, to give one chance 
more, he made a dead stop at a fern bush, 
with his nose pointed downward, his foreleg 
bent, tail straight and steady. In this posit- 
ion he remained steady till the sportsman was 
close to him, with both barrels cocked; then 
moving steadily forward a few paces, he at 
last stood still near a bunch of heather, the tail ~ 
expressing the anxiety he felt by moving reg- 

ts 
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“The Culture of Black 
and Silver Foxes” 

BY R. B.and L. V. CROFT, B.A., M.D. 

Raising is rapidly becoming popular 

and its money making possibilities are 

becoming recognized. Canada’s leading 
sportsman’s magazine, ‘‘ROD AND GuN,”’ is 
being besieged by requests for information, 
the result of the interest created by the splen- 
did articles that have appeared in recent 
issues. To meet this demand, the publish- 
ers are’issuing the articles in booklet form 
in which enthusiasts are given valuable and 
hitherto unknown information about foxes, 
under the following heads: 

q The new arid growing industry of Fox 

Introduction; Heredity; Origin; Breed- 
ing; Mating and Gestation; Pens and 
Dens; Food and Feeding; Food and 
Care; Value. 

The volume is profusely illustrated with pic- 
tures taken from life, and will doubtless be 
eagerly received by everyone interested in the 
profitable raising of this valuable animal. 

Mailed to any address upon receipt of price, 

60c POSTPAID 

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, Publishers 
Dr. Croft on his Fox Ranch WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
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For Every Camper—Fisherman—Hunter 

THE WAY OF THE WOODS 
A Manual for Sportsmen in North-Eastern 
United States and Canada. . . ae 

By EDWARD BRECK 

A PRACTICAL Field Manual intended to form a part of the kit of every Camper, 
Fisherman and Hunter. It contains concise, thorough and authoritative information on 

every subject connected with life in the Woods, such as Ouffitting, Fishing, Shooting, 
Canoeing, Tenting, Trapping, Photography, Cooking, Hygiene, Etc. 

“Excellent practical directions and advice.’”’—N. Y. Sun. 

436 Pages. Pocket Size. 80 Illustrations. Price $1.75 Post Paid. 

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher - Woodstock, Ont. 
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“Raps Ben,” six times Field Trial Winner and thirty- 
one firsts on the Bench. Sire: “‘Ch. Manitoba Rap”— 
“Girlie Cash.” At stud. Owner: V. C. Kobald, Win- 
nipeg, Man. 

ularly backwards and forwards. At last out 
sprang a fine old blackcock. Bang! bang! 
went both barrels—but the bird escaped un- 
hurt. The patience of the dog was now ex- 
hausted, and instead of dropping to the charge 
he turned boldly around, tail between his legs, 
gave one howl, long and loud, and set off as 
fast as he could to his own home.” 

Baron Munchhausen tells of having owned a 
marvellous pointer which never missed a point. 
At last it died, and the Baron being so much 
attached to it, had a vest made from its hide. 
He soon had to discard the vest, however, as, 
whenever he was within range of any of the 
feathered tribe, the dog-skin would stiffen it- 
self until the Baron could not move. 

Another rather hoary story is the one of the 
old lady at the dog-show. Seeing a rather 
down-cast young man emerge from the judg- 
ing ring, separated by a yard of chain from a 

OJIBWAY KATE 

dubious-looking dog, she asked him if the dog 
was a Setter or a Pointer. 

“The judge tells me that he is neither,” he 
replied, ‘“‘but personally, I think he is a little of 
both—an upsetter and a disappointer.” 
¥3One of our illustrations shows ‘‘Ojibway 
Kate’? a well-known field-trial winner; -and 
a good specimen of the breed, and the other 
‘“Raps Ben,” six times Field Trial Winner. 

Toronto Kennel Club Evening Show. 

The above event took place on Dec. 21st, in 
the old Y.M.C.A. building on Yonge St., To- 
ronto. The hall was much too small as the 
attendance proved’ remarkably heavy, the 
ringside being lined three and four deep. Mr. 
John Kenyon judged the big breeds, Mr. 
Donald Wheeler the Collies, whilst the writer 
took all breeds of Terriers, a report of which 
follows: 

Airedale Terriers— 
Puppy bitches numbered five, the best of 

which was Rugged Miss Dignity, (E. G. Bing- 
ham) an easy winner. This bitch - shows 
great quality, having.a-long well-balanced 
head, with small ears, dark eye, good neck and 
shoulders, whilst her front feet, coat and color 
are first-class. A little more bone would im- 
prove her. The rest were very young but 
showed promise. 

Novice bitches again showed Rugged Miss 
Dignity leading, followed by Harvie (Mr. 
Newby) and Paulette (Mr. Hicks) respective- 
ly. There was little to choose between these 
two except size, both being fairly good bitches 
but both right out of coat. 

In Limit bitches R. M. D. again led with 
Primrose Regard (Mr. Jos. Russell) second, 
and Lady R. (Mr. Reynolds) third. Primrose 
Regard is a rare sort, better in finish of fore- 
face and bone than R. M. D. but was beaten 
in refusing to show and by her indifferent 
hind action. 2 

Open bitches—Rockley Militant Maid (L. 
Perkins) stepped in between Ist and 2nd in the 
previous class. This is a very stylish bitch, 
with a long lean head, small dark eye, small 
ears, good neck and front, short body and a 
rare shower. She was beaten in feet and color 
by the winner. =~ -- ae 

Puppu dogs uncovered only one, but a real 
good one in Morning King (E. W. Billinger) 
A very good puppy in every respect excepting 
that he is alittle too well off forear. 

Limit dogs was won by Morning Admiration 
(E. W. Billinger) hard to fault, but for his be- 
ing a shade small for my taste, Moorside Bou- 
sor (Jos. Russell) a wonderful headed dog was 
my choice for second place. His body is 
good, coat fair, but he fails in feet and is a 
little out at elbow. Third was Clommel Mas- 
ter Crack (H. Clayton) not exactly “in the 
pink,” was well beaten. He is weak in foreface 
light in bone and could be shorter in body. 
His dark eve, rare front and terrier expression 
were his best assets. 

Wire-haired Fox Terriers— 
The choice of this class was Doney Dazaler 

(Mr. Ward) a very assertive terrier, always 
showing and put down fit. His head is of 
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Tw 
Ch. Avondale Ascot 

AVONDALE KENNELS 
311 Wilson St., Hamilton, Ontario, 

SCOTTISH TERRIERS 
I have usually for sale at reasonable 

prices, young stock for show, sport or 
companions. At Stud, the big winners:— 

CH. AVONDALE ASCOT (Imported) 

ALBOURSE RAVEN (Imported) 

AVONDALE AMBUSH (Canadian-bred) 

ARTHUR ELLISON, Proprietor. 

The Bait Sensation 
This is the bait that took fishermen everywhere by 
storm; fishermen the country over entered the Gold 
Prize Contest which this bait made possible No 
-other bait has ever made such wonderful catches. 

RUSH’'S TANGO 
MINNOW 

Is the bait that gets them all; new, lively, ideal for trol- 
‘ling or casting, appeals to amateurs or professionals. 
Hooks being behind body oi bait make it practically 
weedless; floats when not in use—can’t catch on bot- 
tom. Made ot wood, enameled and finished in brilliant 
colors; our ‘‘Radiant’’ Bait—glows at night—bates’ em all. 

At Your Dealer—$i each, or $4 for complete set of 
four assorted brilliant colors. If your dealer can’t 
supply you, remit to us direct, giving your dealer’s 
name, and we will supply you post paid. 

Dealers, this is a big proposition for you; if 
you haven’t the Rush Tango in stock, send us 
your jobber’s name and we will see that you 
get a ‘‘New Dealers’ special proposition. 

— U. S. SPECIALTY CO., 
944S8.A.& K. Bidg. Syracuse, N.Y. 

a live minnow tn action. 
All the wobble, dip and dive of 
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THE TOGGLES SPANKER 

y THE MERCIFUL MAN IS MERCIFUL TO HIS BEAST — 

Chastises without leaving a scar or blemish. A new and 

humane invention that will appeal to every lover of dog 

and horse. __ Easy to carry—Lies flat in the pocket. 

The Toggles Spanker is made of choice leather, hand- 
somely embossed. Every owner of a hunting dog should 

carry one. For sale by leading Sporting Goods Houses. 
If your dealer cannot supply, mail 50 cents in stamps to 

Toggles Spanker Co. *ibong Sere Bids. 

All About Airedales 
By R. M. Palmer 

A Book of General Information 

Valuable alike to dog lovers and owners, 
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from 
selected photographs of noted dogs and 
rare scenes. Interesting alike Lo.the nov- 
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than 
the Airedale and of particular interest to 
the Airedale fancier. 

Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE 
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT. 

> Fora--& 

$25.00 

Hard Wood 

Mission Finish 

Con Cabinet 
Height, 70 inches. Depth, 12 inches. 

Width, 28 inches. 

If interested, write for our special Gun Cabinet 
Catalog. 

Send us your address for our Illustrated 
Gun Catalog. 

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., 

525 Broadway New York 
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good length and shape, eye and ear of the best, 
neck, shoulders, legs and feet all good. He is 
too gay in tail carriage and could be harsher 
in coat. Ensign Patrol Leader (J. Perkins) 
was lacking in confidence and maturity. He 
scored over his opponent in coat and feet but 
as he refused to show had to suffer the conse- 
quences. 

Irish Terriers— 

Novice—Irish Doctor (Mr. Hayes) won 
over Kathleen and Master Doyle (same owner) 
The winner scored in eye, ear carriage and 
colour over his kennel mates. Kathleen, a 
grand coated bitch carried her ears indifferent- 
ly and was not so good in front. Master 
Doyle refused to show. 

Limit—Peggy Aboo (Mr. Howard) won 
here. She is just a fair bitch and was too fat. 
Second was Toots O’Leary (Mr. Chamberlain) 
beaten in coat and bone, was a good coloured 
one with a dark eye and small ear, rather soft 
in expression. 

Bull Terriers— 

Limit bitches—The fight lay between Sheri- 
dan Betty (Mr. Bailey) and Inferno Firefly 
(Mr. J. Miles) they finally being placed as 
written. The winner scored in strength of 
foreface, body and condition whilst the second 
was the better of the two in front. 

The fight for the Cup for best Airedale 
terrier puppy lay between Rugged Miss Dig- 
nity and Morning King, the former winning 
on maturity. 

The cup for the best terrier of any breed in 
the show was won by Morning Admiration by 
a wide'margin. 

ARTHUR ELLISON, Judge. 

On Tuesaay, February 29th, 1916, another 
show will be held at the same building. Two 
cups are up for competition and are to be won 
outright. The breeds to compete at this fix- 
ture are as follows:—Boston terrier, Bull 
terriers,*Bull Dogs, French Bull Dogs, Bed- 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

lington terriers, All spaniels, Poodles, Pom- 
eranians, Pugs and all other toys. 

Notes of interest. 

Orangeville Dog and Poultry Show will take 
place on Thursday, February, 10th, at Orange- 
ville, Ontario. The Dog Show will be under 
Canadian Kennel Club rules. Entries close 
Feb. 3rd, so intending exhibitors should write 
at once for prize list to the Secretary, Mr. H. 
A. Dorrance, Orangeville, Ontario. 

The Annual Bench-Show of the Toronto 
Kennel Club will be held on Good Friday and 
Saturday following. This is always a great 
fixture, as this Club secures the most popular 
judges, gives good special prizes and last but 
not least, all the officials are real dog-men 
from the ground up. Mr. Arthur Atkinson, 
1129 College St., Toronto, is the Secretary and 
will be pleased to answer any enquiries. 

Mr. Walter M. Berwick writes to say that 
he has shipped the following Airedale Terriers: 
A bitch to Aloza Lake, B. C., a dog puppy b 
King Nobbler’s Double to Regina, a bite 
puppy by the same sire to Greenwood, Mo. 
This is one week’s shipments and by no means 
a record from this kennel. 
We have just received a booklet from the 

Anoakia Kennels, Santa Anita, California, 
which illustrates their Russian Wolfhounds, 
Airedale} Terriers and English Bulldogs. They 
have top-notch dogs of each breed -at stud, 
including the wonderful Airedales Cyprus 
Cadet and Champion King Ourang the Bor- 
zois, Rolf of Addlestone, Kief of Miresol, and 
Konzka O’Valley Farm, the sensational Eng- 
lish Bulldog, Failsworth White Knight and 
Tewksbury Tux of Anokia. Mr. R. D. Wil- 
son (late of Hamiiton) is the superintendent. 

Answers to Correspondents. 

Mr. Choate, Hamilton—Your photos were 
too late for our Setter number. Thanks. 

Mr. Skelton—A formula was sent you by 
mail, and we hope it will be satisfactory. 
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y, DIAMONDS | 
WY $1, $2, $3, WEEKLY 

Save money on your Dia- 
monds by buying from us. We 
are Diamond Importers. Terms 
20% down, $1, $2 or $3 Week- 
ly. We guarantee you every 

advantage in Price and Quality. 10% off for cash. 
Write to-day for Catalogue, it is free 

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for in- 
spection at our expense. Payments may be made 
weekly or monthly. 

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers 
15 Toronto Arcade Toronto, Canada 

DEPT. D. 

Don’ t Wear a Truss” 
ROOKS’ APPLIANCE, 
the modern, scientific 

invention, the wonderiul 
new discovery that cures 
rupture will be sent on 

si trial No obnoxious 
springs or pads. Has 
automatic Air Cushions. 
Binds and draws the 
broken parts together as 
you would a broken limb. 
No salves. No lies. Dura- 
ble, cheap. Sent on trial 
to prove it. 
U.S. Patents. 

Protected by 
Catalogand 

measure blanks mailed 
free. Send name and ad- 

; dress today. 

c. E. BROOKS, 1639 State Street, Marshall, Mich. 

WHY NOT USE 
MADE-IN-CANADA 

STEEL BARRELS 
For Your Gasoline & Coal Oil 
Instead of Leaky Wooden ()nes? 

Cut Shows 43 Imp. Gallon Galvanized 

Barrel - $5.00 

Write For Particulars To 

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO. 
LIMITED. 

HAMILTON - - CANA'DA 

953 

BY APPOINTMENT TO 
HM KING GEORGE V. 

SAFETY 
FIRST 
When out in the open, 

always carry 

White Horse 
Scotch 

In the non-refillable 
bottle. 

eee 

MACKIE & CO., Distillers, 

Ltd. 

| 

5 

John E. Turton, Can. Rep. 
MONTREAL 

~Estab - 1742 

Baxter Portable Stove 
Erected On, and Packed In, its Metal 
Crate-Support. Carry by hand, auto- 
mobile, or check 
as baggage. Hoids 
complete outfit. 

Write Le ia 
Folder 

W.E.BAXTER, Mfr. 
Louisville, Ky. 

U.S.A. 

Newmic= 
+3 

BearHunting hii, 
H. G. LOW, Sportsmen’s Guide 

Galena P.O., B.C. 

Rates $15.00 per day. 

Spillamacheen Str., 

Everything Furnished. - 

RAW. FURS 
TRAPPERS, SHIP YOUR RAW FURS TO ME 

Highest Prices, Fair Assortment 

| — ‘WRITE FOR PRICE LIST FREE — 

C. H. ROCERS, Walkerton, Ontario. 



Monitor Shooting 

Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 
Some time has gone by since I last wrote 

Rod and Gun and another year at the ducks 
has also gone. 

Sportsmen need frequently to be reminded 
of the many devices that are being used to 
destroy this fine game bird. 

I suppose it would be breaking the rule laid 
down by the editor of your guns and ammuni- 
tion department barring the pump gun to refer 
to this method, which though used by myself 
I recognize as an evil. 

In Monitor shooting with one or two or 
maybe three hundred decoys out, maybe not 
more than two hundred yards from shore 
(maybe more) and the green ducks on their 
flight we can see what the result will be from 
the employment of this method. Then, too, 
if the monitor fails to work the duck hunter 
will sometimes shove back to windward and 
paddle on the ducks after they have lighted 
in the decoys, with the result that thousands 
are taken in this way. 

In some of our island bays just when the 
ducks are coming in some of the vultures to 
whom the government gives a license to fish 
with net will watch where the ducks are feed- 
ing and—you can guess the rest. I saw one 
small piece of net that contained many of our 
best ducks. 

Is it not time to look this thing squarely in 
the face? Either we should stop the sale of 
this fast going game or we should prepare 
ourselves to see the ducks go like the wild 
pigeon. Stop the sale of game and you stop 
the methods, or most of them, used to take 
the ducks. Yours truly, 

“Nimrod.” 

Information re Frogs Wanted 

Editor, ROD AND GUN— 

. Have you a book on ho {o raise frogs and 
could you give me the names and addresses of 
persons who make a business of raising frogs? 
Any information which you or your readers 
may be able to furnish along this line will be 
appreciated by 

Yours truly, 
Johnstown, Pa. Chas. C. Wehn. 
Note. Can any of our readers be of assistance. 
to Mr. Wehn? 

A Bear Hunt South West of Buck Lake, Alta. 
Edilor, ROD AND GUN: 
Your readers may like to hear of a trip which 

a friend of mine who acted as guide, and I 
made in the month of May, 1914. Westarted 
off in the morning with our horses from the 
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south end of Buck Lake and hit the Indian 
trail, running south-west. When we were 
about four miles on the way my friend stopped 
to set one of his bear traps between two trees. 
From this we tramped on for some distance, 
leading our horses. Finally a heavy crash to, 
our right led us both to exclaim, “‘What’s 
that?” It sounded as though it might have 
been a bear or a moose making itself scarce. 
We could however see nothing so proceeded 
till we reached the edge of a dense timber 
where we mounted our horses and rode Indian 
fashion along a pack trail my friend had cut 
for his own convenience. The going was any-. 
thing but comfortable, the amount of “log 
straddling” the horses had to do making rid- 
ing very tiresome. Looking up over my head 
I saw an enormous owl blinking at me. A 
little further on my friend pointed out to me 
a pool where the moose bathe and stand to 
cool themselves. Wealso came on fresh moose 
tracks. Soon we crossed the edge of a tama- 
rack swamp. _ A bear, a week or two previous- 
ly, had raided a camp tent pitched near this 
and demolished the supplies. After we had 
travelled twelve miles or so we came out of the 
woods at the Horseshoe Creek and a flock of 
wild geese passed over our heads. Then we 
picketed our horses and had dinner. Walking 
along the creek we came on the footprints of 
an enormous bear but though we searched 
diligently we failed to find him. We could see 
where he had been in the habit of crossing the. 
creek where there was a small island, and had 
evidently been making short work of the hund-, 
reds of rabbits in the locality. My friend set 
a trap for him and in the evening we rode 
home sadly disappointed, so far as Bruin was 
concerned, but having enjoyed the beautiful 
woods where grew tamarack, poplar, spruce 
and balsam. Hundreds of brown squirrels 
had enlivened the sohtudes for us. In the 
middle of the wood a creek was still thickly 
coated with ice, no sun having penetrated to 
it. The next time my friend visited his traps, 
he found that he had caught two black bears, 
the skin of one of which I carried home over. 
eighty miles, packed at the back of my saddle. 

Yours truly, 
Ponoka, Alta. Robert W. W. Alexander. 

North Essex F.F. & G.P.A. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

In order that your readers may get better. 
acquainted with the North and South Essex 
Branches of the Ontario Forest Fish and Game. 
Protective Associations I would point out 
that the aim and purpose. of our organization 
is to promote the protection and enjoyment of 
wild things. As the cone scatters the seeds of 
the pine and fir trees, so, may we scatter the. 
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poem: | he Camper's Own Book 

1915—FOURTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR—1915 

This is that BIG little book of the open—America’s new 
outdoor manual, It comes to you bound as you see here. It is 
‘“‘woodsy”’ from cover to cover—stirred by lale-breezes and 
redolent of pine. It is endorsed by outdoor men everywhere. 

Authors of country-wide repute have, with their enthusiasm 
and familiar knowledge, aided its making. Dan Beard, Emlyn 
M. Gill, Captain Kenealy, Oliver Kemp, Dr. E. H, Forbrush— 
these and others join this camp fire council. They say their 

say about a hundred little practical details that hold close interest for you; and they 
spin a yarn or two by the way, 

“The Camper’s Own Book’”’ measures 8x5 3% inches over all, It is a goodly gener- 
ous volume with over 200 pages and 21 of the finest illustrations you’ve ever seen. 
Everybody should have a copy who believes that a day under the free sky makes the 
pomp of emperors ridiculous. And you’re one—you know you are. 

PRICE PER VOLUME 

In the appropriate green T-cloth - - - - $1.00 

Post-paid 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED | WOODSTOCK, ONT. | 

——_—_ 

Best Books Published For tees 
bilists and Motorcyclists "somes and 

Irrespective of price, the following publications are the greatest values of 
their kind on the market. 

Works are almost indispensable to—OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERA- 
TORS, BUILDERS, SALESMEN OR REPAIRMEN. 
Buy one or all: In the complete series there are 350 pages of Text, 1000 Illus- 
trations and 24 full-page charts. 

While technical, are written in simple language. Practical and convenient works of refer- 
ence. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United States. 
Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers and their 
agents. Thisrecommendation is a guarantee of the educational value of these works. 

ThelA.B.C. of Motor Car Operation. .50c 

The A.B.C. of Internal Combustion, En- 
gine, Maintenance and Repairs. . .25c 

The A.B.C. of Magneto Ignition Sys- 

The A.B.C,. of Motor Car Chassis, Main- 
aap pe ee yy ee ee 25c 

Maintenance and Repair of Motor Car 
RECO ooo Sore tela lo mele aveis Gh. oe cue) a euc wine 25c 

RAS ENE eee tote valeveacote: satetciereis ss ae) seseleie 15c - 
The A.B.C. of Carburetor Construction Lighting The Motor Car by eae 4 

Maintenance and Repair.......... 2OGS, |||! © Meee eo cere cheats ITS iene. eee ie 
The A,B,C, of Battery Ignition Systems *The A.B.C., of Aerial Navigation, a work 

S500 50 An COD DIGR S DODO aac 25c that is up-to-date................50c 

*In this book the Engineering Science as applied to Construction of Aerial 
Craft and the Essential Principals,Governing Aviators are Summarized. 

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO 

W. J. TAYLOR Ltd., Book Dept., Woodstock, Ontario, Canada | 
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seeds of wisdom and understanding among 
men, to the end that every citizen may learn 
to hold the lives of harmless wild creatures as a 
public trust for human good, against the abuse 
of which he stands personally responsible. 
Thus. and thus only, will our wild life be con- 
served. Be this not done, and that quickly, 
it must forever vanish from the earth. 

We stand for such an increase in game and _ 
fish as will furnish legitimate sport for every 
citizen and a new material source of wealth 
for the Province (the people) of Ontario. 

Yours truly, 
Edward. R. Kerr, 

Walkerville, Ont. 
Pres. North Essex Branch. 

Moose have been very plentiful in New 
Brunswick this season. J. Harold McMurray 
of the New Brunswick Guides’ Association, 
had a successful hunting trip along the upper 
reaches of the St. John River. A friend of his 
who was recently in Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, 
told a newspaper man in that town that Mr. 
McMurray, in his fourteen days in the woods, 
saw no less than 133 moose—76 cows, 17 calves 
and 40 bulls—as well as 10 doe deer and 2 
bucks. Big game in such profusion gave 
Mr. McMurray a chance to pick and choose 
and he picked out an animal with antlers 
sprang 521% inches, from a herd of half a 
ozen. 

A flock of geese passed over Amherst in 
November. They had evidently heard of 
the interned Germans and wanted to see them 
at close quarters, and they flew so low that a 
number got caught in the telephone wires. 
On Lower Adelaide street one of the residents 
went hunting in his pyjamas and had goose 
the next day for dinner. 

For the first time in twenty years a white 
deer has come down from the Adirondacks 
and the lucky shot which killed it was fired 
by a woman. Miss Marion Beatrice Fuller, 
= | Boston, did the trick, and she is mighty 
roud of her achievement. Considerable 

interest is attached to this white deer, which 
has been seen by huntsmen for the past few 
years. On account of its elusiveness, it has 
been called the “phantom deer.” Men who 
hunt regularly in the district claim to have 
shot at the deer, and this seems probable, as 
its left shoulder shows a break, which may 
have been caused by a bullet, and its left leg 
is much shorter than the right. 
Though regarded as one of the best shots 

~ in the United States, Miss Fuller thinks the 
left hind rabbit’s foot she carried had some- 
thing to do with her luck. 

Far out in the Atlantic Ocean, 40 miles off 
the Hebrides or Western Isles of Scotland, 
more than 40 miles from North Uist, lies the 
small island of St. Kilda. This island is 
covered with myriads of sea-fowl, and a 
population of human beings scarcely more 
than one hundred. It is farther out in the 
Atlantic Ocean than any other island off the 
Scotch coast. As a matter of fact, it is a 
lonely rock and receives services from the 
Mainland only four times a year. The mails 
at St. Kilda are generally put in a wooden 
box and thrown in the sea and left to drift 
with the tide to the Mainland. This island 
is so far from the influence of civilization that 
money is very little used. The bartering 
system still prevails. The growth of the 
popularity of rowboat motors has been rapid, 
but one would scarcely expect to find them 
in this out-of-the-way place. However, W. 
& S. Pollock & Co., Glasgow, Scotland have 
recently sold a Ferro rowboat motor to the 
leading citizen of this island. 

Bert Crowell, David Snow, and Ira Snow, 
of Port LaTour, Shelburne County, while on 
their way to join a party of moose hunters at 
Middle Ohio, one of Shelburne county’s 
celebrated moose “headquarters” travelled 
by auto, and while on the Clyde Road, only 
a few miles from Shelburne, they saw in the 
darkness something ahead of them which 
they believed was an ox or a moose. Mr. 
Crowell, who was acting as chauffeur, speeded 
up the car and took chase. In turning a 
corner they came upon their quarry and it 
proved to be a moose. Mr. Crowell fired and 
brought it down when it proved to be one of 
the finest specimens of the season. It isn’t 
everybody that can drive a car and shootia 
moose at the same time. 

Jack DeVany, at one time editor of the 
Annapolis Royal Spectator, but who now 
lives the simple life in Dalhousie West, An- 
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I PREMIUMS FOR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS | 
We are desirous of adding 1000 new subscriptions to our lists between now and 

February Ist, and in order to accorrplish this in the time limit we make the 

following generous offers. 

For One New Subscription 

A single action, raised pillar, rivetted 

brass reel with click, 80 yds.; A Standard 

waterproof Bass Line, 10 yds.; A Mackerel 
waterproof line, 25 feet; A Kelso Pearl 

Spoon Bait; A Sullivan Hook and Reel 

Guard; A Crow Call made from red cedar, 

with German Silver reed and band, hand- 

somely polished, guaranteed to give satis- 

faction; A Williams’ Battery Switch; A 

Finger Grip for fishing rods; A Fish Hook 

for Frog Bait; Two Rubber Grips for fish- 

ing rods; A Matchless Cigar Lighter; A 

Hunter’s Axe. 

For Two New Subscriptions 

A Betzler & Wilson Fountain Pen; A 
copy of “Radford’s Garages and How to 
Build Them’; A Vest Pocket Flashlight; 
A Stag Brand Landing Ring; A copy of 
Deadfalls and Snares, a book of instruction 
for trappers about these and other home 
made traps; A Copy of Canadian Wilds, 
tells about the Hudson’s Bay Co., Nor- 
thern Indians and their modes of hunting, 
trapping, etc.; A Copy of Steel Traps, 
describes the various makes, and tells how 
to use them, also chapters on care of pelts; 
A copy of Camp and Trail Methods; A copy 
of Science of Fishing; A copy of Fox Trap- 
ping—tTells how to trap, snare, poison and 
shoot; A copy of Mink Trapping—Gives 
many methods of trapping; A copy of Wolf 
and Coyote Trapping; A copy of Science of 
Trapping—Describes the Fur _ bearing 
animals, their nature, habits and distribu- 
tion with practical methods of their 
capture; A copy of Fur Farming—A book 
of information on raising Furbearing ani- 
mals, telling all about enclosures, breeding 
feeding, habits, care, etc.; A Grease Gun 
manufactured by Miller & Starr; An Oil 
Gun manufactured by Brown Co.; A Gem 
Razor Safety; A reliable nickel watch; An 
Ideal Hunter’s Axe; An American Pedome- 
ter—Regulates to step and registers exact 
distances; A copy of The Camper’s Own 
Book (cloth); A copy of “Motor Craft 
Encyclopedia’; A copy of ‘““The Culture of 
Black and Silver Foxes’’—Contains chap- 
ters on Heredity, Origin, Breeding, Mating 
and Gestation, Pens and Dens, Food and 
Feeding, Food and Care, Value. 

Address |_Subserinion Dent Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont. 

For Three New Subscriptions 
A Landing Net manufactured by All- 

cock, Laight & Westwood; A Line Drying 
Reel; A Pair of Elliott’s Ear Protectors for 
Trap-Shooters and Sportsmen; Three 
Crow Decoys; A New Wonder Flashlight, 
manufactured by Canadian Electric No- 
velty Co., Toronto. Case made of metal 
covered with leatherette; One half dozen 
Stag Brand Rubber Frogs or Froggies; 
One of Walter’s hand-made axes, handled. 
Length of handle, 14 inches; A copy of 
Camp Kits and Camp Life. 

For Four New Subscriptions 
A pipe—HBB brand; An Automatic 

Razor Stropper; A copy of Modern Sport- 
ing Gunnery. 

For Five New Subscriptions 
A Tobin Boy Scout Rifle—22 calibre, 

short, long or rifle cartridges. Barrel 22 
in. long, weight 334 pounds. 

For Six New Subscriptions 
A Minnow Pail manufactured by All- 

cock, Laight & Westwood; A Thermos 
Bottle. 

For Seven New Subscriptions 
A 10 ft. Fly Rod; A Younger Willow 

Chair. 

For Eight New Subscriptions 
A Conklin Fountain Pen. 

For Ten New Subscriptions| 
A Frost Improved Kelso Automatic Reel, 

capacity 100 yards. 

For Twelve New Subscriptions 
A Stevens Favorite No. 17 Rifle; One 

dozen Cleveland Battery Connectors. 

For Thirteen New Subscriptions 
A Bait Casting Rod. 

For Fifteen New Subscriptions 
A Marvel Petit Camera. 

For Seventeen New Subscriptions 
A Pair of “Witch Elk’ Hunting Boots. 

For Twenty-five New Subscriptions 
A Handy Tent Cot, manufactured by 

Cutten & Fraser, Toronto; A Korona 
Petit Camera, size 3144 x 5%, manufactur- 
ed by the Gundlach-Manhattan Co. 

If you are interested write for sub- 
scription blanks, sample copies, etc. 

The subscription price of ROD AND 
GUN is $1.50 per annum. 
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napolis County, left his home at four o’clock 
one morning during the open season to go on 
a moose hunt. By five o’clock he had 
brought down a splendid bull, and at seven 
o’clock was back at his home for breakfast, 
with the dressed carcase. That’s going some. 

The Quebec Fish and Game Society will ask 
the Legislature, according to a statement in 
the society’s annual report, to reduce the time 
allowed tor killing big game by one month, 
making it open October 1, and close January 1. 
September has been found too warm a menth 
for getting the meat out of the woods. The 
Lgislature will turther be asked to put a clos- 
er limit on the number of trout, wild duck and 
partridges killed and to empower a magistrate 
to confiscate the rifle of a man caught shooting 
insectivorous birds. 

Mr. Wm. Hickson, of Bobcaygeon, accom- 
panied by Mr. J. R. Bedford, of the C.P.R., 
spent a week in October playing the wary 
trout of Lake Massassaga in the township of 
Cavandish. The weather was fair and the 
sport good so that both of these ardent anglers 
put in a most enjoyable outing. The accom- 
panying reproduction shows their tent nicely 
located among the oaks and conifers on Corona 
Island in the southern end of the lake, and Mr. 
Hickson standing before the tent with the first 
evenings catch of eight beauties. There is a 
chain of ten beautiful lakes in Cavandish and 
Anstruther townships all of which contain trout 
inlarge numbers and which any ordinary canoe- 
ist can travel over in two days as there are 
only short reaches of river between each lake 
and only one portage in a cruise over these 
scenic lakes. This was the twenty-sixth 
annual trip to these lakes for Mr. Hickson 
who always meets with good success on his 
yearly outing. 

Wm. Hickson, Bobeaygeon, Ont. 

A proposal to register Tourists, Fisher- 
ermen, Hunters, Proprietors, and others 
who make occasional use of the Forest. 

HE following communication is pvub- 
lished at the request of Mr. Robson 
Black, secretary of the Canadian For- 

estry Association, Ottawa. The Association 
is merely seeking information not having 
committed itself to any action whatever and 
state that while they do not wish to place any 
obstacles in the way of the sportsman who 
cares to make use of the Canadian forests, 
they wish to gain his co-operation in reducing 
the very large annual fire loss which undoubt- 
edly can be attributed in part to carelessness 
among itinerant visitors to the forested dis- 
tricts. 
We have had under consideration for some 

time the advisability of requesting our pro- 
vincial governments to consider the registra- 
tion of all tourists, fishermen, hunters, pros- 
pectors and others who make occasional use 
of the forests. We have received suggestions 
from many quarters that fire-guarding would 
be greatly facilitated if the rangers knew 
approximately the routes taken through the 
woods by these parties. It is asserted that 
registration could be carried out very easily 
without the appointment of new officials 
or the opening of new offices, by the simple 
utilization of Crown Lands or other govern- 
ment offices at present in existence in most 
localities. 

A system amounting practically to regis- 
tration of tourists, fishermen, etc., is now in 
force for Algonquin Park, Ontario, so that 
the rangers are immediately made acquainted 
with the number of persons in their locality 
and the route which they have planned to 
take. At least one of the Canadian lumber 
companies followed a system for some years 
of compelling all persons using their limits 
to register, giving details of their intended 
excursion. The company, forthwith, sent 
a ranger on their trail, and this system was 
instrumental through a long period of years 
in preventing many fires. 

It is not suggested that registration should 
be enforced except during the months of 
actual fire risk—roughly, April 15th to Nov- 
ember 15th. The mere fact of having to 
register for the purpose of giving fire rangers 
information should in itself have a deterrent 
effect, although it would of course be more 
advisable to have a ranger keep all parties 
under actual supervision. 

iThere may be valid objections to the en- 
forcement of such a provision, and the Assoc- 
ciation does not care to attempt to influence 
any provincial government if there is likely 
to be an unfavorable reception from the 
public in general. We would greatly apprec- 
late a representative opinion in this matter 
similar to this, to foresters, fire rangers, 
hunters, settlers, government officials and 
others'throughout Canada. 
May we hear from you at your earliest 

convenience, and shall be pleased to receive 
the opinion of hunters, fisherman, etc., who 
are readers of Rod and Gun and as such in- 
terested in the proposition as outlined. 

eee ee ee See re 
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——This is Your Book 
com Sportman should have a copy of this 

CAMPING AND CAMPING OUTFITS 
fe) R LIFE PROVISIONS 

OUTFITS RECEIPTS © CLOTHING 
|| MEDICINE FISHERMEN’S AND 
| ANGLERS MANUAL 
| AND SPORTSMEN'S GUIDE 
|| SHOTGUN SHOOTERS MANUAL 

CAMPERS MANUAL WOODCRAFT 
BIC CAME HUNTERS’ MANUAL 

RIFLEMEN’S GUIDE 
TRAPPERS CUIDE 

SECRETS OF ALL ARTS 

Complete Sportsman’s Guide. It is unquestion- 
ably the best, most complete and authoritive 

book ever published for sportsmen. Contains 544 
pages, with 1,000 illustrations. Weight 20 ounces. It 
is the only complete sportsman’s library in one volume. 
I! is the book you need—therefore, the book you 
should have. Read what these critics say about it— 
men who know the open. 

FISH LAWS. ETC BLINDS 
WING AND FOWL SHOOTING 

AND 1,000 OTHER SUBJECTS 

APPROVED AND ADOPTED OY Tams 
“AMERNEAD AMD CAKADIAN SPORTSMANS ASS@GRA TIES 

EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT SAYS: 

“Its chapters on camping and big game hunting are excep- 
tionally good. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., also thanks you for the 
note and book which you kindly sent him.”’ 

EX-PRESIDENT CLEVELAND SAYS: 

“Your books are so very practical in their treatment of met- 
ters connected with the sport you and I so greatly love, that they 
cannot fail to be useful to every sportsman.”’ 

GENERAL NELSON A. MILES SAYS: 

“Your book is certainly one of the most practical, instructive 
and interesting volumes I have ever had the pleasure of reading. 
I congratulate you on the success it deserves.’’ 

SPECIAL OFFERS — GET THIS BOOK FREE 
By a special arrangement with the publishers of this great book we are en- 

abled to make the following exceptional offers. These offers are made for a limit- 
ed time and we advise everyone who wishes the book to take advantage of them at 
once, 

OFFER A 
The complete American and Canadian Sportaman’s Encyclo- 

pedia, Full Gilt Library Edition, sent to any address in Canada, 
the United States or Great Britain, postpaid, for $1.75. 

OFFER B 
The Complete American and Canadian Sportsman’s Encyclo- 

pedia, together with an annual subscription to Rod and Gun, eith- 
er new or renewal, postpaid, $3.00. 

OFFER C 
The Complete American and Canadian Sportaman’s Encyclo- 

pedia will be sent free to anyone sending two new annual subscrip- 
tions to Rod and Gun, at the regular subscription price, $1.50 per 
annum. Your own subscription and that of one of your friends 
will be accepted. : 

ADDRESS 

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
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OUR WOOD DUCK, BLUE WING TEAL® 
AND QUAIL 

The}Next Candidates for Oblivion 

Edward R. Kerr 

N the world of human beings, murder is 
I the most serious of all crimes. To take 

from a man that which no one ever can 
restore to him, his life, is murder; and its 
penalty is the most severe ot all penalties. 

The murder of wild life, birds and animals, 
consists in taking from it that which man with 
all his cunning and all his preserves and breed- 
ing can not give back to it,—its God-given 
place in the ranks of Living Things. Where is 
man’s boasted intelligence, or his sense of 
proportion, that every man does not see the 
monstrous moral obliquity involved in the 
destruction ot species? 

A failure to appreciate either the beauty or 
the value of our living birds and animals is the 
hall-mark o: arresLed mental development and 
ignorance. The victim is not always to blame, 
but in this practical country the conservation 
of legal jurisprudence is the inexorable prin- 
ciple that “ignorance of the law excuses no 
man.” 

This article is directed at those who persist 
in opposing sane legislation in behalf of our 
fast vanishing Wood duck, Blue Wing Teal 
and Quail as well as other species of bird and 
animal life. 

The extermination of wild species that is 
now being proceeded with in this country, as 
in every other country, is a dreadful thing. 
It is not only injurious to the economy of the 
country, but it is a disgrace to our civilized 
population. 

It is of little avail that I should enter here 
into a detailed description of each species that 
is now being railroaded into oblivion. There 
is time and space only in which to notice the 
most prominent of our doomed species. 

As regards the Wood duck and Blue Wing 
Teal my own opinion and position is that these 
birds are altogether too beautiful to shoot at 
as game. I think that ethically it is as wrong 
to kill these species for good purposes as it 
would be to shoot humming-birds and birds 
of paradise for the same purpose. ‘There are 
some things that are too beautiful to eat, and 
among them are Wood duck, Blue Wing Teal, 
Quail, humming birds and orchids. 

most valuable bird we have to do battle with 
the weed-seed and insect pests. 

I most strongly suggest that the sportsmen 
and people of Ontario take a bold stand in_ 
behalf of ;their most beautiful migratory and 
upland game birds, and demand for them abso- 
lute immunity from slaughter for food pur- 
poses throughout the entire Province, then go 
into the other Provinces and ask them to do 

_.the same thing. 
- Jam not afraid, and no honest sportsman in 
Ontario should be afraid, of being called an 

: ; : . Temnant. 
Aside from its beauty “‘Bob-White”’ is the 

men restrict ourselves to-day, the greater the 
liklihood of more game to shoot twenty or fifty 
years from hence, and the greater the certain- 
ty that sportsmen fifty years from now will 
honor us for the forethought that we are man- 
ifesting in 1915. 

Let no honest Canadian sportsmen believe 
that these species are safe from extermination. 
The very fact that there are a few birds here 
and there does not disprove the fact. If the 
sportsmen desire, and I honestly believe they 
do, to assist to save the seed stock of their 
Wood duck and Blue Wing Teal they must 
stop shooting them at once by setting back the 
open season to October 15th. 

In mingling with various bodies of bird- 
shooting sportsmen I have steadily—and also 
painfully—been impressed by the intentness 
of many on killing, and by the fact that they 
seek to preserve game only to kill it. Who 
ever saw a bird-shooter rise up in a game pro- 
tective meeting and advocate the preservation 
of any species of game bird on account of its 
beauty or its aesthetic interest alive? I never 
did and I have sat in many such meetings of . 
sportsmen. All the talk is of open seasons, 
bag limits and killing rights. The man who 
has the hardihood to stand up in a convention 
and propose a five-year close season has a hard 
row to hoe, I will admit. Other men rise up 
and say; “‘It’s all nonsense; there’s plenty of 
Quail shooting in Essex County yet.” Yes, 
there is after two years of government pro- 
tection and we aré going to try and protect 
these birds two years more as we do not relish 
the idea of purchasing new stocks from the 
Zoological Arenas at three dollars each. 

It is my impression that of the men who 
shoot, it is among the big-game hunt >rs that 
we find much genuine admiration for game 
animals, or any feeling remotely resembling 
regard for it. 

The very moment that a majority of On- 
tario gunners concede the fact that game birds 
are worth preserving for tneir beauty, and 
their value as living neighbors to man, from 
that moment there is hope for the saving of the 

That will indeed be the beginning 
of a new era, of a millenium in fact, in the pre- 
servation of wild life. It will then be easy to 
enact laws for ten years closed seasons on 
whole groups of species. Think what it 
would mean for'such a close season to be enact- 
ed for all the Quail in the Counties of Essex, 
Kent, Elgin and Middlesex. 
Unfortunately, a great many men who shoot 

have become possessed’ of the idea that they 
have certain inherent, God-given “rights” to 
kill game and Essex County is not exempt 
from such criticism... . ee 

Aside from the foregoing truths, other duties 
of the present hour, thrust upon us, are:— ~ 
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CAMP KITS AND CAMP LIFE 
By CHARLES STEDMAN HANKS “NIBLICK.” 

Author of “Hints to Golfers” 

A* practical handbook for the woods, founded on many camping trips with a varied assortment of 
panies and after many kinds of game and fish The veteran sportsman as well as the neophyte will read the 

k with pleasure and profit. It takes up camp cooking, outfit, illness in camp, shooting, fishing. trapping 
and general woodcraft. 

There are cross-headings for each topic, and in addition there are conspicuous running head-lines giving 
the subjects of each page. The index is also full and definite: moreover the chapters classify the information 
in peety the way the sportsmen is apt to need it. The book is the size and shape to slip conveniently into the 
pocket 

‘fA valuable manual of every phase of out-door life. Offersathousand and one suggestions.”’ 
—Boston Transcript. 

"A complete encyclopedia of the requisites for camping, practical and helpful, and should 

: i : ! : + 

drive all who can get there to the woods.’’—N. Y. Sun. 

CONTENTS: 
Preliminary Canter Some Lake Fish that Played with Me 
The Man Behind the Gun Some Deer-that I Have Met 
The Wangan Some Moose that I Know About 
Camps and Camp Fires Some Geese and Ducks that Flew Away 
Camp Cooking Some Portas that Taught Me a Thing or Two 
What to Do if Lost in the Woods Some of the Pleasures of Trapping 
Some Trout that taught me something about Angling Some Suggestions About Camping Out 
Some Black Bass, Sir, that I Didn’t Get Some Remedies for Sickness or Accidents in Camp. 

With 52 Illustrations in Tint 8vo. $1.62 Prepaid 

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited 
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO ne 
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CANADIAN WILDS 
Tells about the Hudson Bay Company, Northern 

Indians and their modes of Hunting, Trapping, etc. 

This book contains 277 pages, size 5x7 inches, is printed on good 

quality heavy paper and contains thirty-seven chapters, 

The book is from the pen of a Hudson’s Bay Officer (Martin Hunter), 

who has had 40 years’ experience with the Hudson’s Bay Company— 

from 1863 to 1903. During that time he was stationed at different 

trading posts in Canada, Price, cloth bound, 60c. Postpaid, 70c. 

W. J. TAYLOR Ltd., PUBLISHER Woodstock, Ont. 
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1. To save valuable game birds and animals 
from extinction. 

To conserve a satisfactory representation 
of each species to hand down to future 
generations. 

3. To protect the farmers and fruit growers 
from the enormous losses that the 
destruction of our insectivorous and 
rodent-eating birds is now inflicting 
upon both the producer and consumer. 

4. To protect our forests, by protecting the 
birds that keep down myriads of insects 
that are destructive to trees and shrubs. 

5. To preserve to the future sportsmen of 
Canada enough game and food fishes 
that they may have at least a taste of 
the legitimate pursuit of game in the 
open that has made life so interest'ng 
and worth living to the sportsmen of 
to-day. 

6. The wild animal and bird life of to-day is 
not ours, to do with as we please. The 
original stock is given to us in trust, for 
the benefit both of the present and the 
future. Wearein duty bound to render 
an accounting of this trust to those who 
come after us. 

Tne sale of game is incompatible with the 
perpetual preservation of a _ proper 
stock of game therefore it should be 
prohibited by laws and by _ public 
sentiment. 

~) 

~ 

8. Noman can be a good citizen and also be 
a slaughterer, or lend encouragement 
to the slaughter of game beyond the 
narrow limits compatible with high- 
class sportsmanship. 

9. A game-butcher or a market-hunter is an 
undesirable citizen and should be treat- 
ed as such. 

10. If rightly conserved, wild game con- 
stitutes a valuable asset to any country 
which possesses it, and it is good states- 
manship to protect it. 

11. An ideal hunting trip consists of a good 
comrade, fine country, and a very few 
trophies per hunter. 

12. In an ideal hunting trip, the death of the 
game is only an incident; and by no 
means is it really necessary to a success- 
ful outing. 

13. The best hunter is the man who finds the 
most game, kills the least, and leaves 
behind him no wounded animals or 
birds. 

Will the true, humanitarian sportsmen rise 
up at once, and do their duty bravely and 
unselfishly? 

Will our law-makers heed the hand-writing 
on the wall, and make laws that represent the 
full discharge of their duty toward wild life and 
humanity? 

On the answers to these questions hang the 
fate of the wild creatures of this country,— 
their preservation or extermination. 

FISH AND GAME TRANSPORTATION 
publication entitled Federal and State 

A Laws and Regulations Governing the 
Acceptance, Transportation and delivery 

of Fish and Game in the United States and 
Canada which has been issued by an agent in 
New York on behalf of the various American 
and Canadian Express companies recently 
reached this office. Prospective hunters in 
Canadian woods during 1916 would do well 
to paste the follow‘ng regulations in their scrap 
book forreference. Canada has a general law 
prohititing export of deer (except those raised 
on private preserves), wild turkeys, fowl and 
woodcock but permitting any person not 
domiciled in Canada to export under the 
following conditions and limitations, deer, 
when shot for sport, under Provincial or 
Territorial authority in Canada. The deer 
may be exported only at the Customs Ports, 
of Coutts, Alta., Kingsgate and Waneta, 
B. C.; Emerson, Man.; Halifax and Yar- 
mouth, N.S.; McAdam Junction, St. Stephen 
and St. John, N. B.; Quebec, Sherbrooke, 
Beebe Junction, St. Armand and Montreal, 
P. Q.; Ottawa, Kingston, Niagara Falls, 
Fort Erie, Windsor, Sault Ste. Marie, Toronto, 
Brockville, Prescott and Port Arthur, Ont., 
North Portal, Sask.; White Horse, Yukon 
Territory, and such other ports as shall from 
time to time be designated by the Minister 
of Customs for the export of deer. 

The exportation of carcass of deer or parts 
thereof (except as to cured deer heads and 

hides of deer) shall be permitted only during ~ 
or within fifteen days after the “‘open season” 
allowed for shooting deer under the laws of 
the Province or Territory where the deer to 
be exported has been shot. No person shall 
in one year export more than the whole or 
parts of one moose and of three deer not being 
moose (except from Provinces where the 
Provincial law is different), nor shall exporta- 
tion of such moose or deer be made by the 
same person on more than two occasions 
during one calendar year. 

Deer in the carcass or any part thereof 
which has been killed in contravention of any 
Provincial or Territorial law shall not be 
exported, nor shall any deer in the carcass or 
parts thereof be exported without the permit 
of the Collector of Customs accompanying 
the shipment. 

A person not domiciled in Canada, who has 
shot deer for sport and not tor gain or hire, 
under Provincial or Territorial authority, 
may make an export entry in duplicate of 
deer in the carcass or parts thereof so shot 
by him and allowed to be exported. 

The exporter shall produce his license or 
permit for shooting deer under Provincial or 
Territorial authority to the Collector of 
Customs before the exportation of the deer, 
and the Collector shall endorse thereon a des- 
cription of the quantity and parts entered for 
exportation. 

The Collector of Customs at any Customs — 
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Best Books Published 

For Automobilists 

And Motorcyclists 

Eight Complete and Distinct Works 

Irrespective of price, the following publications are the greatest values of their kind 

on the market 

Works are almost indispensable to— 

OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERATORS, BUILDERS, SALESMEN or REPAIRMEN. 

Buy one or all— 

IN THE COMPLETE SERIES THERE !ARE 350 PAGES OF TEXT, 1,000 Illustra- 

TIONS AND 24 FULL PAGE CHARTS. 

While technical, are Written in Simple Language. Practical and convenient works of 
reference. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United 

States. Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers 
and their agents. This recommendation is a guarantee of the educational value of 

these works. 

: thers. Ba C. .of Motor Car-Operation®. 020.0 fc. 5 50c 

The A. B. C. of Internal Combustion Engine, Mainten- 
BnceeanaG IeNAITS: % f.ii14 23s ahs 6 eS eT ON a Re 25c 

The A. B. C. of Magneto Ignition Systems ............ 15c 

The A. B. C. of Battery Ignition Systems.............. DC 
) The A. B. C. of Motor Car Chassis, Maintenance and 
. LE te a ARTY A I 95 8 9 00 ek ere UE 25c 
| Maintenance and Repair of Motor Car Tires .......... 25c 

| Lighting the Motor Car by Electricity ................ 25c 

mnie, A.B: C. of. Aerial Ne a work that is 
Up-to-Date . . bh og cen 7 50c 
(In this book, the Eacueeie Sci lence as ovina ta Sonctristion 

of Aerial Craft and the Essential Principles Governing Aviators are 
Summarized). 

Address all orders to 

Il W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher, Woodstock, Ontario 
= sie 
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Port of Entry designated for the export of 
deer, upon receiving the said export entries 
duly completed, may thereupon, under the 
seal of the Customs House, issue his permit 
for the exportation of the deer; if satisfied as 
to the identity of the sportsman and that the 
exportation is not prohibited. 

As well as the above the pamphlet referred 
to contains the special regulations existing in 
the various Provinces and States along with 
the open season for game and fish and the 
number which it is permitted the sportsman 

to kill during the season. 
Transportation is a most important teature 

of the traffic in game and if permitted without 
limitation is a great factor in game desruc- 
tion. A realization of the fact has induced 
many of the States to prohibit export of all or 
certain kinds of game and in a few instances all 
transportation even within the state. The 
express companies request that employees co- 
operate as fully as possible with the Federal and 
State Governments in the enforcement of 
these various laws. 

To Use Snowshoes Requires Science 
What constitutes a necessity for Indians and Trappers is sport for town dwellers 

of locomotion in their origin, as the Indians 
used them in their winter travels before 

the white man came to the ancient hunting 
grounds. Nowadays they are used more for 
sport than for serious work, save among the 
trappers and frontiersmen of the North. Even 
as a sport their popularity declined for some 
years and skating reigned supreme, but lately 
there has been a decided revival of snow- 
shoeing 

The snowshoe is an elemental, irreducible 
sort of thing. In form it varies, but in prin- 
ciple it does not alter. The club, the spear 
aud the sword evolved from the broken branch; 
the flung stone grew into the arrow, and the 
canoe, no doubt, came from a log. The first 
snowshoe, probably, was invented by some 
savage who found that he did not sink, so deep 
into the snow when he stood on the fallen 
branches of a tree. Wherefore, he braided 
some of the branches together and took them 
with him, and later produced a shoe that was 
good enough for his environment. 

The frame of the present day snowshoe 
usually has two cross-bars, one in front of the 
toe and one back of the heel. These bars 
stiffen the shoe and give a shorter bearing to 
the thongs in the part of the shoe where most 
of the weight comes. The toe-bar of the shoe 
is a most useful, interesting and dangerous 
thing for the amateur. Of course, he sees 
that it serves as anchorage for the heavier 
thongs that rim the toe-hole. Also, he sees 
that his toe is intended to work up and down 
in that hole. What he does not see is that, 
unless his straps are just right or his handling 
of the shoe just right, his toe is apt sometimes 
to land on the toe-bar instead of in the toe- 
hole. In that case he is in for a stumble and 
a tumble. 

Soi tocomotio are a strictly American form 

An Amateur’s Troubles 

The beginner may divine that his toe must 
work up and down in this hole, but what is his 
neel going to do, and what part does his ankle 
play, and how is he going to keep this contri- 
vance on his foot? 

As to snowshoe fastenings, the Indian 
‘simply did the best he could. He made his 
fastenings out of deer or moose hide. The 
trapper and lumberman improved on these 
stretchy things in some cases by using rags 

instead of hide. Both trapper and Indian 
used a permanent toe-strap adjusted at the 
rear end of the toe-hole, and both trapper and 
Indian passed the heel-straps back, allowing 
them to rest directly on that softest spot of a 
man, the Achilles tendon, The trapper or the 
Indian could kick his toe into the toe-strap, 
wiggle his foot into the loop of the heel-strap 
and so put on his shoe without touching it 
with his hands, a trick the amateur cannot at 
first master. Of course, as the condition of 
the snow varies or the temperature of the day 
changes, the best of thongs will stretch or 
shrink a little. The trapper or the Indian 
wears his strap very loose, and when they need 
tightening he accomplishes this by rolling 
them together at the heel. He would consider 
it unprofessional to be stopping all the time 
to adjust knots or splices. The amateur, how- 
ever, finds that his straps need continual ad- 
justing. They stretch, and his shoes fall off. 
They shrink, and he feels agony at the back of 
his ankle—an agony that not even the five- 
fold woolen socks serve wholly to mitigate, if 
he is wearing moccasins or even the grain- 
leather shoe packs of the North. 

Shoes Always Drag 

The shoe itself is, of course, never lifted 
from the snow. The heel drags all the time 
in the forward step. One does not thinkofthe — 
shoe, or, at least, should not thinkof it. He 
does not plant it or plunk it forward, but just 
allows it to hang on the front end of his foot, 
which drops down, perhaps, a little more than 
it does when walking on a level surface. The 
rear two-thirds of the shoe, lying back and 
hanging down, will serve to keep the line of the 
shoe correct, no matter how loose the toe- 
strap be. The ankle, of course, must play 
with absolute freedom, and the tightly-laced 
street boot would be an impossbility in this. 
work, You advance, after a time, without 
much difficulty, letting your shoes take care 
of themselves and just raising the front end 
enough, as you lope forward, to clear the rear 
curve of the advancing’ shoe ahead of the 
front curve of the one that is on or under the 
snow. : 
You will in time learn to walk with that roll 

of the hips that is the secret of the long dis~ 
tance pedestrians. 

a 
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MORE DEER AND FEWER COUGARS 

Some Interesting Facts and Figures of the Hunting Districts of B.C. 

URING the months ot open season in 
wood and on lake, when restrictions 
protecting the lite of game and birds are 

renewed, the British Columbia hunter has his 
inning ot sport with the furred ana feathered 
denizens of the hills and waters of the prov- 
ince. No better hunting ground exists on the 
continent, according to recognized authori- 
ties, than that which British Columbia offers, 
as nearly every kind of game known to Amer- 
ica is to be found in British Columbia, and 
perhaps no city is so closely situated to such 
fields of sport as is Vancouver. 

Information gleaned from the provincial 
game warden’s office, and from other sources 
shows that the past season was one particular- 

; ly good in all branches ot hunting, says ‘the 
Vancouver “Province. Deer abounded in 

| plenty, and sportsmen who went out from 
town in pursuit of venison were generally 
successful, while settlers in the woods were 
able to keep themselves well supplied with 
meat. In the unorganized districts far out 

: from town, farmers are allowed to hunt as 
: they require meat, and in organized districts 

1000 special permits were last year granted to 
settlers who needed the help which tree meat 
offers in order that they might continue on 
their homesteads or pre-emptions during the 
trying first vears. 

Taking the province as a whole Mr. Will- 
iams ot the game warden’s office declares deer 
is becoming more plentiful instead of dimin- 
ishing, in spite of the large number of hunters 
who are invading their haunts. This is in 
part due to the stringent game laws and the 
well policed fields of sport continuously par- 
trolled by game wardens, and also to the 
decrease of cougar. 

EEE Se 

Cougars Disappearing. 

Owing to tne bounty of $15 offered by the 
government for cougar, a strenuous effort is 
being made each year to bring down these 
soft-pawed poachers tnat play such havoc with 
the deer herds. Bounty was last year claimed 
on 280 of these big cats, the largest proportion 
of these naving been killed on Vancouver 
Island, where 162 fell by the hand of the hunt- 
er. Two brothers living near Cowichan, hold 
the record, as they together brought down 
twenty-five in that district last season. 

One interesting feature of the report is the 
record that twenty-seven cougars were shot 
in Richmond electoral district last year, 
which was then the district immediately sur- 
rounding Vancouver, including North and 
South Vancouvers, Point Grey and part of 
Howe Sound. In these districts deer are pro- 
tected, so they came close in, and the Cougars, 
following them down too close to civilization, 
met their fate. In some cases chickens and 
dogs, as toothsome dainties for their evening 
meal, lured tnem down too near to the dwell- 
Ings of men. 

ne 
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The most difficult feature of their work with 
which the game wardens have to deal is pit 
lamping. This practice of hunting with a 
lamp on the head proves not only destructive 
to the deer, who will walk right out into the 
light to satisfy their curiosity as to what the 
light is, but it has proven dangerous to other 
animals and even men. Over 100 head of 
cattle and horses were shot last year by night 
hunters in British Columbia woods. ‘The pit 
lamp’s glare is designed to catch the eye of 
the animal, and when the hunter’s light flashes 
on an eye, he is ape to fire, whether he is bring- 
ing down a buck or some settler’s innocent 
muley cow. 

Killed’ Over 700 Bears. 

Bear are recorded as increasing also. Hunt- 
ers at any time may go out into the wilds and 
enjoy a bout with bruin, in either the black, 
brown or grizzly variety. Bears do not mo- 
lest the deer, and do very little harm. Few 
cases have been reported where they have done 
damage to human beings, unless it was in a 
fight when wounded. Although the official 
reports of bears killed do not represent the 
total number of bruins slain, records at the 
office in the courthouse report that 721 were 
laid low last year by hunters, who were out for 
hides or merely for sport. = ar 
Many more must have been killed by In- 

dians and hunters in far out places, but of 
these it is impossible to obtain a record. The 
chief case which settlers can get against bruin 
as an undesirable citizen, is his fondness for 
pork. If he sees a nice collection of fat pigs 
in a farmer’s pen he is liable to help himself to 
one witnout asking permission, and even to 
run away with a calf. But usually he con- 
tents himself with fishing salmon on the beach- 
es, or in hunting in his own well-stocked terri- 
ory. 
Excellent fields for mountain sheep exist 

within a short distance of Vancouver in the 
Lillooet and other aistricts, which animals 
make the best of meat. There are moose, 
caribou and all the other varieties of big game 
in their particular districts, so that the hunter 
is never at a loss for variety when he wishes to 
try his hand at some new kind of game. 

Even buffalo are authentically reported to 
be running wild in the northeastern portion of 
the province. Surveyors brought word to the 
game warden’s office of a herd of fourteen 
which they had seen but two years ago in this 
far outpost of the province. The buffalo had 
taken to the woods where instead of deteriorat- 
ing, they had improved, as their coats had 
grown better and themselves bigger and more 
muscular than they had been when running 
the prairies. 

Pheasants and Ducks. 

Bird hunting last season was _ particularly 
good. Ducks were more plentiful than for 
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years, and the game officers report that tre- 
mendous bags of ducks have been made. One 
ot the best duck districts is in the 
vicinity surrounding Vancouver within a ra- 
dius of fifty miles. Pheasants have been 
plentiful, but wild. The early spring of 1915 
meant that the birds were hatched earlier and 
so matured to lively strength of wing before 
the season opened. Another reasoa for their 
shyness was the fact that an unusually large 
number of hunters training dogs for the season 
of 1915, practiced them on the birds before 
the season opened. 

The facts that pheasants still made good 
hunting however is evidenced in the bag which 
two men made in one day—and were duly 
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prosecuted for their disregard of the limit law. 
—who brought home 27 birds between them. 
A lot of geese were shot, and a flock of them 
were frequenting Burnaby Lake where settlers 
say they have not been seen for years. They 
are protected there, as are also the ducks in 
Beaver Lake, Stanley Park. Coal Harbor 
will soon be the rendezvous of ducks, also, 
where they will become very tame as they find 
out that they are safe there. 

Grouse were not plentiful although there 
were many young birds in the spring. Their 
failure to mature is attributed to wood ticks, 
of which there was a regular plague in the 
upper country last year. 

THE FATE OF OUR WILDFOWL 
Edward R. Kerr 

f is authoritatively estimated that dur- 
I ing the fifty year period ending in 1913, 

the wildfowl supply of the United States, 
decreased something over ninety per cent. 
This period may be called the Era of Spring 
Shooting. It ended on October Ist, 1913, 
when the Federal Regulations under the 
Migratory Bird Law went into effect. 

It is authoritatively estimated that during 
the two year period which has elapsed, the 
wildfowl supply of the United States has held 
its own, or even increased. Reports received 
from the Biological Survey estimate the in- 
crease since 1913 as anywhere from nothing 
to one hundred per cent. 
Now the question is: Has the Migratory 

Bird Law been the direct and principal cause 
of these improved conditions? 

Put this question to the chronic destroyer 
and those who would indulge in spring shoot- 
ing were they afforded the opportunity and he 
will immediately fire a salvo of his customary 
assertions about the egg-hunting Canadian 
Indian. Put it to the chronic game protect- 
ionist (may his tribe increase;) and he will 
immediately give you a most emphatic “‘Yes;”’ 
Which one is right? 

Let us discard both assertions, and just take 
an example. Suppose Ontario had, up to 
now, allowed Quail shooting. Then suppose 
the season were cut one week, and then, a 
vear later cut two weeks, and then, a year later 
a closed season of two years put into effect 
and a marked increased supply noticeable. 
Would any reasonable man doubt for a min- 
ute that the shortening of the season and the 
protection of two years was the direct and 
principal cause of the improved conditions? 
Now the essential principle of the Non- 

Sale of Ducks Law. and the adjustment of the 
open season, is to curtail the tremendous 
slaughter and remove a source of illegitimate 
supply, and to increase the extremely low 
stocks ot species that are very nearly extinct. 

No other game bird has been able to stand 
up against sale, marketing, and a long open 
season; why should we expect the ducks to? 
As for the egg-hunting Indian, he has been a 

constant factor, and was one for a thousand 
years before the decrease began. 
that his operations will soon be cut short, but 
let us also make it perfectly clear that as a 
stalking-horse for continued slaughter, his 
“usefulness” is at an end. 

The platforms of the various Game Protect- 
ive Associations show very clearly what they 
think about this whole Conservation question, 
but thinking is generally a long way from do- 
ing. Many of Ontario’s sportsmen “‘thought” 
a few years ago that spring-shooting was a bad 
thing long before such a thing was prohibited, 
but they did mighty little. Each man waited 
for the other fellow to stop. Each Province 
in Ontario waited to see what the other Proy- 
ince did or what the States were doing to stop. 
Result—nobody stopped. except the ducks, 
They stopped, lots of them, lying on the ripp- 
ling waters and kicking their last kick into the 
balmy April atmosphere. Now this “‘other 
fellow” business is of course all ancient history, 
and spilled milk. But if the Non-Sale-of- 
Duck-Law goes by the boards, may the Red 
Gods help us to remember its lesson and profit 
by it. 
tet us remember that none of the United 

States are waiting on us. Every State in the 
union prohibits the sale of all game and nearly 
all the ‘““Bob-White”’ Quail States protect him 
for five years. 

Let us get off the black-list right away. 
Shall it be “‘extermination” or “‘preserva- 

tion’? Which do you want? 

Also remember that your grandfather hunt- 
ed swans. There were swans in those days. 

Your father hunted geese. There were 
geese in those days. 

You hunt Ducks. 
left. 

What do you want your sons to hunt? 
Mudhens? 

Stand up for the Non-Sale Law and shorter 
season by abolishing September shooting. 
Help Game Protective Associations and sports- 
men in general to be satisfied with a moderate 
bag and give your son a square deal. 

There are some ducks 

Let us hope 

« 
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HUNTERS THREE 
L. Francis Utley 

HE sombre sun shone dully through the 
hazy autumn air at mid-day as we three 
hunters, armed and equipped, mobili- 

zed at the station waiting for our steel bound 
Pegasus to bear us to the northland where we 
were to pass a short vacation of two weeks’ 
eae. and incidentally bring home a deer 
each. 

After a few hours of travel, during which 
time we solaced ourselves with short smokes, 
with long smokes, with little lunches and with 
big lunches, and by swapping hunting anec- 
dotes with hunters both brave and bold, and 
maybe veracious, we arrived at the Pickerel 
River, at which place we were to commence 
the riparian portion of our trip. 

Our marine conveyances consisted of two 
Oldtime canoes “‘World renowned and justly 
so.” of the seventeen foot model, of which 
S. E. Sangster says: “It is the best cruising 
canoe I have ever used.” 

After hastily transferring our armament, 
transitory domicile and non-starvation sup- 
plies to the ample holds of our canoes we 
procrastinated over another lunch and when 
that was over were soon guiding our canoes 
over the placid and moonlit waters of the 
lower Pickerel. Through starlight and moon- 
light we glided up the stream, careless and 
free, forgetful of our Lares and Penates, in- 
toxicated by pure air and ozone, leaving in our 
wake a thousand twinkling gleams. 

The gurgling of the waters as our canoes 
broke their filmy surface was soothing and 
sung of rest and peace and it must have been 
that ““Old Mars”’ having banished the angel 

. of peace from Europe’s shores was allowing 
her to dwell with us. 

All too soon a portage awoke us from our 
reverie but strong and sturdy voyageurs soon 
dispelled the giant that disputed our way. 
Another short trip and we were at the “‘Old 

Camp Site” in the Happy Hunting Grounds, 
just as the moon was shedding its last wan 
light from the West through dark green pines 
aud the twilight was announcing the return of 
ay. 
Pitching our tent with alacrity we soon 

resigned ourselves to sleep only for a short 
session, however. Then we awoke and com- 
pleted the installation of our camp fixtures. 

Our composite armament consisted of one 
351 Winchester, two model *95 Winchesters 
using U. S. G. 06 ammunition, one model °95 
Winchester, .25 calibre, one .25 calibre 
Stevens and one 12 gauge Stevens, all of 
which proved satisfactory and effective. 
We ate, we hunted, we wandered day by 

day, we slept the sleep that’s full of rest, 
wherein both body and spirit awake refreshed. 
We invaded the sanctum of Nature and she 
smiled upon us. We joined her primal con- 
clave. So alluring and enchanting was it that 
it would be sacriligious to blot these pages with 
sordid details of gory slaughter, distant shots 
and record kills. The chanting of the pines, 
the murmur of the winds, the rushing of the 
rapids and the roaring of little waterfalls 
seemed almost to transfer us to dreamland. 
We discovered transparent blue lakes hid- 

den behind walls of ancient rock; we heard the 
mournful wolt howl at midnight; saw the 
partridge strut vainly before his mate and 
noted where the beaver had felled his trees for 
food and for lodge construction. 

The unpolluted air, the aroma of the pines 
and balsams, the freedom and the non-re- 
straint of artificial civilization left us healthy 
in body and wealthy in mind as the 15th of 
November came on apace and we had to re- 
turn to our duties. 
From the hunter’s standpoint we were very 

successful but that success was only a tithe of 
the rewards that were ours, 

THE MASTER-KEY 

C. L. Gilman 

Always beyond the place you stand, 
The Forest’s soul entreats you still; 

The secret of The Lonely Land 
Hides just ahead—and always will. 

Until your last, lone camp you make 
Its mystery will lure you on 

To find, from each new hold you take, 
The Thing you seek for freshly gone. 
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The Wilderness, it seems to me, 
Is one vast house of many a room, 

All opening to the master-key— 
Some awesome with cathedral gloom— 

And some aflame with blue and gold— 
And each kept ready for that one 

Who, in his self-reliance bold, 
Unlocks its portals with a gun. 
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Smoking Out Furs---And Other Experiences 
OW many have tried to smoke out skunk 

H and raccoon? The animals can be driv- 
en from their den by aheavy smoke. pro- 

vided a means is found to force the smoke en- 
tirely through the burrow. Almost anything 
will serve to make the smudge if it will pro- 
duce a heavy, thick smoke. I have done this 
repeatedly using nothing but damp grass. 
My method is as follows: Take a couple of 

burlap sacks and cover the smudge after it gets 
to going nicely. There must not be too much 
flame and yet there ought to bea fairly good fire 
otherwise the sacks will have a tendency to 
smother same so that there will be but little 
smoke. Some use sulphur with their smudges 
but this is not necessary. 

It is almost impossible to force smoke into a 
den having but oneentrance. The back pres- 
sure of the air will not permit the draft. And 
even if it did, the animal would not come 
toward the source of the smoke to escape and 
would, nine times out of ten, die in the hole 
rather thancome out. Therefore, it isa waste 
of time to attempt to smoke out fur bearers 
where a perfect circulation cannot be obtained 
in one entrance and out another. 

Some time ago I witnessed two small boys 
trying to smoke out a skunk which had taken 
refuge under a small culvert. They built a 
fire but the animal did not budge. Finally 
they procured a long pole and thrust some of 
the burning grass directly against the fur bear- 
er. It came out all right, but the pelt was 
ruined. On the market it would bring pro- 
bably a half dollar, but had it been taken with- 
out damage, the skin would have sold for three 
dollars and a half. 

Particularly do raccoon which have been 
smoked out, show the effects of fire. I was 
down to visit a large fur firm the other day and 
was shown a pile of pelts which were singed. 
In this lot there were nearly fifty and at a 
liberal estimate they were not worth a fifth of 
what they would have brought had more care 
been taken. a 

Remember, it is not necessary, in most 
cases, to burn the animal to drive it from its 
retreat. In case it is, better let the fur bearer 
live for the skin will hardly pay you for the 
troubleit takes.to capture it. Be sure you get 
a good smoke and draft that is all there is 
needed. 

Another thing: It is best in my estimation 
when smoking out animals, to set one or more 
steel traps to take them.when they leave their 
fancied place of. security. I haye known 
where fur bearers escaped when -\a' club was 
employed; seen the hides ruined with bullets 
when a gun was used—and once, unfortunate- 
ly saw a boy shot by his companion who tried 
to kill a skunk as it fled from its den. 

I wonder how many ever tried ferrets}for 
hunting skunk and mink? My experience 
with these—limited I will admit—has been 
anything but satisfactory. For instance, a 
friend of mine purchased a large male which 
was claimed would drive out these furbearers 
fromahole. In most cases, the mink or skunk 
drove out the ferret—and the skunks made it 
so offensive to handle that we came in for a 
good lecture when we got home. We did 
catch one small female mink, and with the 
capture of this is a story I shall never forget. 
My chum and I started out with the ferret 

the first morning he received it. We had 
trapped all fall and prices on muskrats bein 
low, it took quite a few of them to pay six doll- 
ars and the express charges.on our mighty — 
hunter, which was guaranteed to drive out 
skunks and mink. Some of our boy friends 
wanted to go along with us, but we would not 
let them. Nosir! Just Fred and I. 

Well, we tracked a mink into a hole and put 
in theferret. I had ashort club and like Fred, 
stood waiting at the hole for the animal to 
come out. It did, with a rush. I struck, 
hitting Fred a smart blow on the tips of his 
fingers but missing the mink altogether. He 
grabbed the animal with the uninjured hand ~ 
and almost before he had taken a grip, the mink 
turned and bithim. The fur bearer was final- 
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ly killed but not until it had torn the flesh — 
loose from his hand. 
Now this was the result of the first day’s 

hunt with our ferret. Fred had both hands 
tied up, a doctor’s bill to pay and between us 
we had one small pale mink, worth less than 
two dollars. We never found out the value 
for a few days after we had it skinned, as some 
one stole it from us. 

It was about three weeks after this that we 
tried our ferret again. This time we took 
with us a steel trap, size number one and a half. 
We set this at one entrance to the den and left 
the ferret down the other. Everything went 
along smoothly. Snap, the trap sounded as 
it was sprung. We dragged it out and there 
was our ferret, its front leg broken. 

I can truthfully say that we were two boy 
trappers who were disappointed. After weeks 
we nursed the mink and_skunk driver back in- 
to a semblence of its former self although we 
realized it never would do to use..it for fur- 
bearing animals again. So we decided to hunt 
rabbits with the ferret. _The very, first hole 
we put it down was a “Jonah” for it would not 
come out.. We had heard that if we would 
block up the den for.a day or two the animal 
would get hungry and come out when we per- 
mitted it. Three days were spent in watchful 
waiting. We removed the old root we had 
used to shut up the den and nearly froze watch- 
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Build British Muscle with 

BOVRIL 
The All-British Beef Preparation 

Bovril is “British to the Backbone.’’ Unlike some beef preparations, 
not a single bottle of Bovril is made from cattle on enemy farms. 

Canada is the country of origin of Bovril. 

RED, WHITE, BLUE, CROSS, BLACK, SILVER 

2 A Wi FOXES, BEAVER,J LYNX, Etc. 

WANTED FROM ALL SECTIONS OF CANADA 

Every raw-fur shipper who is looking for a better outlet for his raw 
furs should write at once for our price list. Weare ina position 

Beene ete Ni ter a ad 
to pay top market prices,fand will do so at all times. Let us hear 
from you. 

Send for our Price List—_NOW READY—We buy Ginseng. 

Importers of and Dealers in RAW FURS. 

STRUCK & BOSSAK, Inc., SS WEST TE ST NEW WOE - NEW YORK. 

‘‘MADE IN CANADA’”’ 

COSGRAVE’S 
Mild (Chill-Proof) 

Peete A, 
The Best Beer That 

Can Be Brewed 

It fully?justifies the national fame for supreme 

goodness which Cosgrave’s beers have earned dur- 

ing over half a century of master brewing. 
—ask your dealer to send you home a case of 
Cosgrave’s. 

For over half a century, the Cosgrave Label has meant 

thejbest in hop and malt beverages. (37-V) cig el here 
you. 
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ing. But no ferret. Then I went over to a 
farmer’s house and borrowed an axe and shov- 
el. We blistered our hands and dug most of 
the forenoon. At last we gave up and so far 
as I know our mighty hunter is raising havoc 
among the mink and skunk on the Iowa 
prairies to-day. : 

Another amusing incident on the trap line 
accurred a few years previous. ‘There was an 
old trapper in our neighborhood with whom 
the boys liked to visit. He always had a fund 
of stories on hand and was glad to beguile his 
hearers with wonderful tales of his experiences. 
He told us about a wonderful invention of his 
which would positively drive out all kinds of 
animals from their dens. It was simple too; 
nothing more nor less than a piece of hose 
which could be inserted into a burrow and by 
yelling into it, the fur bearers would positively 
be scared out. Well, we tried the plan, 
borrowing a piece of garden hose from a neigh- 
bor—by the way, we forgot to ask his per- 
mission—and started.out. We carried that 
outfit for a whole day and not even one rabbit 
did we get out. While we were gone the man 
who lived next door to us discovered his loss 
and with a little detective work, found out the 
culprit. My father was notified and shortly 
after I arrived home, tired, hungry and disap- 
pointed, I was stimulated quite thoroughly 
with a lath for my part of the affair. 

The Result of the St. Louis Fur Sales 

America, realizing the importance of con- 
ducting her own fur sales, has made a splendid 
start at St. Louis. The co-operation as shown 
by the large number of representatives of the 
various houses, testifies to the wisdom of this 
plan. As I write this it is the second day of 
the sales, and from reports goods are going 
well. Some articles, it is understood, such as 
oppossum, wolf and skunk have advanced 
materially, as has raccoon. This is an indi- 
cation that the present high prices will prevail 
during the entire season. 

How many remember the first skunk you 
ever trapped? Write this up for our next 
issue. It will prove interesting and instruct- 
lve to our readers. The editor may have 
something to say on this subject himself in the 
March issue. 

January Prize Winners. 

_ For articles contributed to the January 
issue of Rod and Gun the following prizes 
were given: One year’s ‘subscription to Rod 
and Gun, W. Bruce Johnston, Sutton Bay, 
New Liskeard; bottle of Attractor, S. H. de- 
Mar, Medicine Hat, Alta; three months’ 
subscription to Rod and Gun, Jabez Lidstone, 
Ellerslie Station, P. E. I. 

Formula For Tanning Small Skins. 

Soak skins in warm water. Then apply, 
after surplus meat, etc., has been removed, a 
mixture of salt, alum and powdered charcoal. 
Let stand in a warm place for 48 hours. Rinse 
in warm water and repeat operation using 
equal parts of alum and charcoal. Remove as 
before and work until pliable. The writer 
does not advise home tanning for the reason 
that so many pelts are spoiled. G.J.T. 
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Wanted: A Book on Scent Baits. 

Editor, “‘Along the Trap Line” :— 

Dear Sir: Can you furnish a book on 
scent baits that is reliable and explains clearly 
how to mix the different ingredients for each 
different animal. I have a book on general 
trapping and have seen others that are no 
good so that is why I ask for a book on scent 
bait. Or perhaps you could give me a re- 
ceipt for a good lynx bait as that is what ’'m 
interested in principally and if so what is the 
price? 

Yours truly, 
Rocky Mountain House, Alta. V. Haworth. 

(I regret to state I have no book on baits 
and scents. Write the Animal Attractor Co., 
Stanwood, Iowa. They will be able to 
supply you with all kinds of guaranteed lures. 
Ed.) 

What’s the Matter with Canadian Trappers? 

Editor, ‘‘Along the Trap Line” :— 

Dear Sir: What is the matter with the 
trappers in Canada? Are they afraid to 
write to you because the Rod and Gun has 
advertisements in it? Now, I’ll tell you what 
I think. As a rule the trapper is not a very 
good writer. I hate to wrile a letter because 
I’m afraid the person I write to will not be 
able to read it, but it should be remembered 
that the editor of this department patches up 
some pretty tough ones and when he gets 
through with them and you see them in print, 
anyone can read them. 

I know lots of trappers who have exper- 
iences on the trap line and say, Id like to 
write a story about my own experiences—but 
I can no more write than I can fly. Now if 
you'll just write to Mr. Thiessen and tell him 
as nearly as you can what happened he will 
fix it up into a story that will surprise you. 

And why don’t some of you trappers give 
your ideas of raw fur quotations, whether you 
like about thirty grades on skunk like the 
western dealers, and some of the eastern deal- 
ers have, or Black, Short, Narrow, Broad and 
unprime skunk? Come on give your ideas. 

ours, 
Fred. C. Ralph. 

(Mr. Ralph is too modest. I wish his letter 
was the average I receive, for it needed very 
few corrections. I thank Mr. Ralph for his 
boost and wish my readers would follow his 
advice. He certainly deserves a prize, and he 
will get it too—three months’ subscription to 
the magazine. Ed.) 

Massassauga Point, Pa. 

The First Fur of the Season. 

Editor, ‘‘Along the Trap Line” :— 
It was on an October evening that Bob 

could have been seen at one end of the field 
where some corn had been left, setting the 
first traps of the season. He had three traps 
in all. Getting a curved corn stock and tak- 
ing the tusk off a cob, he sprinkled some 
attractor on it and hung it up on the corn 
stock. Then, cutting three holes in the 
ground so the traps would fit in them he set 
them. The first, second, third and fourth 
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morning brought nothing but a few small 
birds. As he was going back the next morn- 
ing he stopped to look at the cattle, then going 
on he saw a big dark object—yes, it’s some- 
thing in the trap all right. Jumping over the 
fence he viewed his catch contentedly. Then 
getting a stick he killed his prize and carried it 
away. By the time he got to the house he 
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was puffing. Then he showed it to his father 
and mother, the first fur of the season—a big 
dark coon. 

Gordon Hargrave. 
R.R. No. 1, Gowanstowm, Ont. 

(Honourable mention, no prize. Come 
again; better luck next time, perhaps. G.J.T). 

That the people of Sydney, Australia, may 
derive full benefit from fish caught by the 
recently purchased Government trawlers, the 
municipality of Sydney has opened a fish 
market where the catch is disposed of at 
moderate prices to the public. The windows 
at the market are specially constructed, being 
air-tight and fitted with panes of glass in front, 
so that the place in which the fish are kept is 
insulated. From a refrigerator beneath, a 
blast of cold air is constantly passing over 
the fish, which, it is stated, will keep fresh for 
several weeks. 

In view of the exceptional importance 
which at present attaches to a favourable 
balance of trade, the unique position of our 
fishing industry is worthy of note. No other 
branch of Canadian industry contributes to 
our exports so large a proportion of its total 
output as the fisheries. During 1914-1915, 
out of a production valued at $31,000,000 in 
round numbers, Canada exported fish pro- 
ducts valued at more than_ $19,000,000, or 
nearly 63 per cent. of the total. As we im- 
ported about $2,000,000 worth of fish pro- 
ducts, the net balance in our favour on this 
branch of trade is about $17,000,000. The 
fisheries must, therefore, be regarded as a 
valuable national asset. But it is scarcely 
open to question that the fishing industry 
would be in a much stronger position, and the 
prosperity of those engaged in it more solidly 
based, were it rendered less dependent upon 
foreign markets by the development of the 
domestic demand to absorb a larger portion 
of its output. 

The skins of two chickadees were noticed 
on a lady’s hat the other day by an official 
of the Central Experimental Farm. Ottawa. 
The chickadee is one of our most beautiful 
and widely distributed birds, 70 per cent of 
whose food consists of injurious insects. To 
all lovers ot the Canadian woods, it is a 
general favourite. There is every reason, 
humane, aesthetic and economic. for pre- 
serving it; yet thoughtless, fashion-crazy 

women persist in wantonly sacrificing it and 
others of man’s feathered friends to decorate 
their millinery. 

Not all women are included in this indict- 
ment, but the law should be amended to 
reach those who will not refrain from patron- 
izing the slaughter of innocent and _ useful 
birds. Already, our legislators have for- 
bidden the importation of foreign plumage, 
but this must be supplemented by an act to 
suppress the traffic in native birds. It 
should be made illegal, not only to kill useful, 
rare and insectivorous birds, but the vendors 
and wearers of the plumes of such birds should 
be punished likewise. 

To dispose of 600 barrels of cured herring 
at $11 per barrel, f.o.b. Nova Scotia, while 
his neighbors were .getting only $4 to $4.50 
per barrel, was, last summer, the fortunate 
experience of a fish packer at Goldboro, 
Guysborough county, N. S. This highly 
satisfactory result was secured by discarding 
the old-fashioned Nova Scotian style of pack- 
ing in favour of the modern Scotch method 
of carefully packing the fish in tight, well- 
made barrels that will retain the pickle and 
preserve the flavour. This was done in con- 
sequence of the representations of Mr. J. J. 
Cowie, inspector of pickled fish for the Fish- 
eries Branch, who, at the request of the Gold- 
boro firm, secured an expert from Scotland to 
take charge of the work. As a result of this 
valuable object-lesson, Mr. S. Y. Wilson, a 
large dealer of Halifax, has determined to 
put up some 2,000 barrels next summer in the 
Scotch way. 

The photograph reproduced on page 767 of 
our January issue was wrongly credited to Mr. 
Leonard Frank of Alberni, B.C. This photo- 
graph was sent us by Mr. McGaffey of Victoria 
Pade understood same to have been taken 
by Mr. Frank, which it appears was not the 
case. Mr. Frank asks us to make this correc- 
tion in case some one should be led to believe 
that he was endeavoring to take credit for 
work which was not his. 
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ONTARIO’S STURGEON FISHERIES 
Depletion{of Lakes and Streams almost complete. 

The sturgeon is the most valuable fish 
found in Canadian waters. Aside from the 
importance of its roe, as the basis of the 
caviare industry, it is remarkable for the 
number, variety and value of its other pro- 
ducts. Practically every portion can be 
utilized in the manufacture of some valuable 
commodity. The roe is worth $1.00 per 
pound, the flesh is the highest-priced of all 
Canadian fish, the skin produces excellent 
leather, the swim-bladder is made into isin- 
glass, the entrails into fertilizer, the brain, 
backbone, nose, fins, tail and other portions 
into various articles of commerce. In short 
its economic utilization is complete. There 
is no offal or waste. 

This remarkable fish was formerly abundant 
in Ontario lakes and streams. To-day, the 
various sources of supply are ia a state of 
depletion. The sturgeon fishery of the Lake 
of the Woods, once regarded as the most 
productive in the world, is virtually extinct. 
Other waters have been depleted only in a 
less degree. During the past five years the 
average output for the whole province has 
been less than one-fitth of that of twenty-five 
years ago. The fishery was opened up on a 
commercial basis in the early eighties and the 
average annual yields for five-year periods 
during the past thirty years show the progress 
of depletion: 

No sign of renewal. 

Period Average Buty catch 
S. 

1884-1888....3: 0.33535 eee 1,205,000 
1889=1893:......hncct eee 981,000 
1894-18932... 258. oe 1,377,000 
1899-1903... Se 74,000 
1904-1908... 3k ee eee 379,000 
1909-1913.. 227,000 

For fifteen years, 1884-1898, the average 
output was maintained at over 1,000,000 
pounds, owing to the constant development 
of new fisheries within the province. The 
production of these virgin waters served to 
swell the returns from the entire province and 
thus to conceal the depletion of older fisheries. 
For instance, in 1896 considerably more than 
half of the total catch for Ontario came from 
the newly developed fishery of the Lake of the — 
Woods. The production of that famous 
fishery declined from 900,000 pounds in 1896, 
to 30,000 pounds in 1903. When virgin 
waters were no longer available, the com- 
pensatory factor ceased to act and the effect 
on the statistical returns was the more disas- 
trous because cumulative. The rapid decline 
of the annual catches soon exposed the real 
condition of Ontario’s sturgeon fishery. Dur- 
ing the past five years, it has reached its 
lowest ebb and there is, as yet, little or no 
sign of revival. 

NEW REGULATIONS REGARDING 
STURGEON FISHING 

In view of the fact that the fishery regula- 
tions prohibiting sturgeon fishing in Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan and Alberta for a period of four 
years expired on the 31st of December,1915, 
regulations Nos. 10, 17 and 21 of the special 
Fishery Regulations for these provinces have 
been rescinded and the tollowing resolutions 
have been substituted. 

Sturgeon. 
1. No one shall fish for, catch or kill stur- 

geon otherwise than by means of gill-nets or 
baited hooks. 

2. (a) A sturgeon fishing license for com- 
mercial fishing shall authorize the use of not 
more than 500 yards of gill-net or 500 baited 
hooks. The fee on such license shall be $5.00. 

(b) Asturgeon fishing permit for domestic 
fishing shall authorize the use of not more than 
100 yards ot gill-net or 50 baited hooks. 

3. (a) The mesh of a sturgeon gill-net used 
for fishing in lake Winnipeg, Manitoba, shall 
not be less than twelve inches, extension 
measure, and the mesh of such net used for 
fishing in any other waters of the Provinces of 
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Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and the 
Territories north thereof, shall not be less than 
eleven inches extension measure, as used in 
fishing. 

(b) The lines to which baited hooks are 
attached shall be fastened to the back line at 
intervals of not less than three feet. 

4. No sturgeon fishing for commercial pur- 
poses shall be allowed in the Winnipeg river, 
Manitoba, above a line drawn across it from 
Papineau’s mill to Sproul’se Point, which line 
is about one-half mile below Pine Falls. 

5. No sturgeon weighing less than eighteen 
pounds undressed, shall be retained, and any 
sturgeon weighing less than eighteen pounds 
undressed shall be immediately returned alive 
and if possible uninjured to the waters from 
which it was taken by the person catching it. 

6. Penning. tying up, or tethering sturgeon 
is prohibited. 

7. Under a sturgeon fishing permit for do- 
mestic use, not more than three sturgeon per 

week may be taken. When such number has 
been captured under any one permit in any 
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onefweek, the gill-net or baited{hooks,Fas the 
case may be, authorized by it to be used shall 
be removed from and kept out of the water for 
the remainder of that week. 

FIRE WARNINGS 
As a result of representations made by the 

Canadian Forestry Association, several of 
the provincial governments have decided to 
place upon the backs of licenses and other 
literature issued to sportsmen, a form of fire 
warning. The Chief Game Commissioner of 
Nova Scotia and the Deputy Minister of 
Lands and Mines for New Brunswick, have 
already undertaken to have the next issue 
of game tags contain a warning, and it is 
confidently expected that most of the other 
provinces will take similar action in the near 
future. The response to the Association’s 
suggestion was most hearty. 

Following is a form of fire warning which 
has been sent out to the officials interested: 

To All Sportsmen: A Friendly Word 

You have a personal interest in protecting 
the forests of this province from fire.. The 
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8. No’ one shall fishffor, catch, kill or sell 
any sturgeon from the 16th day ofj October in 
any year to the 15th day of June following, 
both days inclusive. 

ON GAME TAGS 
pleasures of fishing and hunting depend abso- 
lutely upon keeping the forests green. 
Please adopt these sensible rules for your 

trip; they are endorsed and followed by the 
best fishermen and hunters everywhere: 
_Never toss away burning matches, cigars, 

cigarettes or pipe ashes. 
Never start a fire in the woods among leaves 

dry wood or against a log, or against a tree 
whether it be dead or alive. Build your 
fire wherever possible among rocks or gravel 
and away from trees. 

Never start a fire in the moss or peat of a 
dry bog. It may smoulder for weeks and 
then leap into flame. 

Never leave a fire until it is out. Camp 
fires “supposed to be out’”’ have burned down 
thousands of acres of splendid woodland. 
Remember: A forest is about the easiest 

thing on earth to set ablaze, 

DEER HUNTING 
Don’t take a pot shot at the figure in the 

cornfield. It’s no credit to bag a scarecrow. 
Besides it may not be a scarecrow—these 
modern styles are deceiving. : 

Don’t fire a round of buckshot into a hay- 
stack. There may be somebody sleeping 
inside it who doesn’t want to be called so 
early, either to this life or another. 

In climbing over a fence with a loaded 
gun, first unload the weapon, let down the 
hammer, unscrew the barrel and knock off 

the sights to make it harmless. 
Don’t shoot at perfect strangers. 

shoot at close friends. Be sociable. 
Remember that a guide who works for a 

measly per diem and smoking tobacco isn’t 
supposed to double as a moving target. 

Be not deceived by any “moo” that may 
sound to the windward. How weak is the 
mere unsupported testimony of the spoken 
word. 

Don’t 

THE BOY SCOUTS FOREST BOOK 
Under this title, the Canadian Forestry 

Association will issue shortly 15,000 copies 
of a 20-page booklet designed especially for 
the use of Boy Scouts. Through the kind 
co-operation of the Honorary Secretary of the 
Boy Scout Movement, Mr. Gerald H. Brown 
of Ottawa, a very careful distribution will be 
made by sending packets of the books to the 
various local masters with instructions to 
place one in the hands of each Scout. 

_ The booklet should be an attractive pub- 
lication as it will contain ten pages of half-tone 

illustrations and about ten pages of reading 
matter. The army of Boy Scouts of 1915 
will be the bosses of the country a few years 
hence. It is highly important that the at- 
tractive truths ot forest conservation should 
reach them at their present stage. 

As an added incentive to study the “Forest 
Book” carefully, the Association will offer 
substantial cash prizes for essays to be written 
upon a set of questions. Full details of the 
essay competition and prizes will appear in 
each copy of the booklet. 



FOR SALE, WANT AND 
EXCHANGE DEPT. 

Advertisements will be 
inserted in this Department 

at 4c. a word. Send re- 

mittance with order. Copy 

should not be later than 
the 10th of the month. 

AUTOMOBILES 

MOTOR CAR BARGAIN 
FOR SALE—2-Passenger Motor Car, 

combined pleasure and business car, suit- 
able for light delivery. Bargain if sold 
at once. Apply, Box T, 

Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. 

ACCESSORIES 

FOR SALE—Tire Chains, several pairs, in good condi- 
tion. State size required, to Box L. ROD AND GUN, 
Woodstock, Ont. TF 

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side 
and one tail. Never been used. Box L. ROD ANDGUN, 
Woodstock, Ontario. TF 

FOR SALE—Several B and B Bronze Propeller wheels. 
two or three blades, all new. Will se]J at a sacrifice. For 
further particulars, write Box G. Rod and Gun, Weer 

t stock Ont. 

FOR SALE.—Bryant and Berry Propeller. 3 blade. 
20 in. diameter. 18 in. pitch. right hand, bore 114 ins 
New. never used. Apply Box K. Rod and Gun, Wood- 
stock. Ont Palute 

ANTIQUE FIREARMS 

ANTIQUE pistols, blunderbus- 
ses, cross bows, fine perfect. 
Armour, swords, daggers. No 

[ama | catalog. Good photos. State 
| eam sane requirements. Allen, The Fa- 

cade, Charing Cross, London, 
Eng Aaa 

BOATS AND CANOES. 

FOR SALE—16 foot, 30 inch beam, 12 inch depth canoe, 
close rib, metallic joint, basswood, half-round ribs 1 1-8 in- 
ches apart. Copper fastened, varnished inside and out. 
All oak gunwales. Weight about 65 Ibs. This canoe is 
absolutely new. For price, etc., write box E. Rod and Gun, 
Woodstock, Ont. tf 

BIRDS AND ANIMALS. 

quick sale. T. R. Lyons, Waterville, Kings Co., N. S 
2 ii 

CAMERAS. 

FOR SALE—Korona Camera for either plate or film 
packs, made by Gundlach-Manhattan Co., size 4 x 5. 
Brilliant finder, horizon level, piano hinge, automatic 
swing back, reversible back, detachable lens, board rising 
and falling front, extension bed, with equipment of plate 
holder, adapter for filmpack, folding tripod, sole leather 
carrying case with shoulder strap. As good as new, only 
used short time, cost over $30.00. What offers for cash. 
Box B. Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. TF 

DOGS. 

FOR | SALE—Foxhound pups, trained _ rabbit 
dogs. All sure high class hunting stock. L. Walters, Nor- 
wich, Ont. 10 tf 

FOR SALE—Exceptionally high class Irish Water 
ca 5 months old, by Champion Imported Bally- 
aller Mike ex Lady Venus she litter sister to Hooker Oak 
Hogan, winner at the last San Francisco Show. What 
better do you want. Get busy. Guaranteed. H. R. 
French, Wetaskiwin, Alta. 

FOR SALE—Splendid Llewellin. English, Irish, Gordon 
setter pups and trained dogs, pointers, spaniels and re- 
trievers in pups and trained dogs. Enclose stamp for 
description. Thoroughbred Kennels, Atlantic, Iowa. tf 

FOR SALE—Pedigree Cocker Spaniel Dog, liver and 
white. In A-1 condition. Price reasonable. Apply Box 
D. Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. 
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nN 29 1DCG DISEASES 
UF And How to Feed 

Mailed free to any address by 
the Author 

H. CLAY GLOVER, V. S. 
118 Vest 31st Street, New York 

America’s 
Pioneer 

Dog Remedies 

TRAINED HOUNDS—Norwegian bearhounds 
Irish wolf hounds, Blood hounds, Foxhounds, 
Deer, Cat, Wolf and Coon dogs. Absolute guar- 
antee, trial allowed, purchaser alone to judge, no 
questions asked, money refunded. Fifty-page 
illustrated catalogue five-cent stamp. Rookwood 
Kennels, Lexington, Ky. 12 tf 

FOR SALE—Best 
Canada wild geese. 
Edward Island. 

Bob White Quail, Pheasants, Peafowl, wild Ducks, 
Geese, Swans, Cranes, Fancy Pigeons, Fancy Poultry, Pet 
stock, Game Birds, Cage Birds, Parrots, Canaries, etc. 
Also Elk, Deer, Buffalo, Silver Foxes, Mink, Odorless 
Skunks, etc. Big beautifully illustrated catalogue animals 
and birds 25 cents, price list free. Horne’s Zoological 
Arena Co., Kansas City, Mo. 11 6T 

BUFFALO, Elk, Deer, Mountain Sheep, Antelope, 
Moose, Silver Black Foxes, Mink, Marten, Beaver, Otter, 
Fisher, Skunks, Raccoons, Red and Grey Foxes, Cub 
Bears, Wild Boars, Lynx, Civets ,Monkeys, Shetland 
Ponies, Arabian Horses, Karakule Sheep and all kinds of 
Animals. Big beautiful illus ated Catalog 25 cents, price 
lists free. Hornes Zoological Arena Co., Kansas eee 

uality ranch raised mink, also 
Nelson Waldron, Tyne Valley, ae 

FOXES.—Black, patch, some red cross, with large 
per cent. silver blood: also one female coon. Price low for 

AIREDALES FOR SALE— Exceptionally high class 
puppies ready for delivery, sire, Stormy-Weather, dam, 
Topsy-Turvy. Write for booklet if interested. B. Wel- 

bank, Quill Lake, Sask. 

The Blue Grass Farm Kennels of Berry, Ky., offer for 

sale setters and pointers, fox and cat hounds, wolf and deer 

hounds, coon and opossum hounds, varmint and rabbit 

hounds, bear and lion hounds. Also Airedale terriers. 
All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge the 

quality. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded. 
56 page illustrated, instructive and interesting catalogue for 

ten cents in stamps or coin. 7 tf 

FOR SALE.—Airedale bitch, 9 months old. by Cae 

philly Marvel and Elruge Monarch bitch, $20.00, also three 

dos pups, 4 months old by Acme Terror and Grayston 

G:owlet Bitch, $15.00 each. 
St., Hamilton, Ont. 

AIREDALES FOR SALE.—High class puppies from 
registered stock. Sire, Dalmahoy King, dam, Dufferin 

Betzy. Write H. McCullough, Chatsworth, Ont. 2. Te 

Shi i & 
Harry North, 28 Chatham 7 
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Hunters, Trappers, Explorers 

On the Trail and at the Portage “Smart-Woods’ Feather- 
weight Sail Silk Tents Have Long Ago Proven Their Worth. 

OT only will they stand the hardest of wear but they provide 
the maximum of protection at the minimum of weight and 
space. Made of Green or Khaki ‘‘Smart-Woods’”’ Sail Silk 

they are absolutely water and mildewproof. Because of their color 
‘““Smart-Woods” Sail Silk Tents are to a greater extent kept free 

- from flies and mosquitoes. 

Three styles—Pyramid, Wedge and House. The latter 

as shown in illustration. - All are in several sizes. 
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THE NEW SPORT FOR THE SPRING 
DUCK SHOOTER 

Bonnycastle Dale 

OR weeks we had vainly waited 
F on the island of the Beaver. 

All the icebound lake groaned 
and shook beneath the fury of the 
nor west gales but yield it would not. 
So terrific was this daily struggle 
between wind and sun on one side and 
ice and water on the other that the 
incessant howling of the blast, and the 
intermittent grinding and bellowing 
of the fractured ice field, gave us 
little time for rest or sleep. Never 
have the great guns of modern war- 
fare sung louder notes than sang the 
mending icepack at night. Miles 
away in the darkness we could hear 
the first blast-like report then with the 
speed of ice-carried sound, the rend- 
ing, roaring forces of expansion and 
contraction hurled themselves direct 
on our devoted camp, striking the 
shore with a great blast of sound 
wilder far than midsummer thunder, 
until the continued conflict made 
nerves tingle and tempers shorten up 
considerably. But lo! at the mouth 
of the Crooked River or the Atona- 
bee appears a blue ribbon-like streak, 
the first sign of open water in all this 
northern snowscene—straight as an 
arrow from the bow sped the first 
flock of ducks for that welcome sight— 
open water, and please remember this 
one thing the duck must have, it can 
stand any rigors of climate provided 
it can get open water to place its feet 
in and save them from freezing, so as 
a rule, its migration is regulated by 

the thermometer, 32 degrees meaning 
to continue the migration. 
We sat on that north point and 

watched the river wear its course out 
into the main icefield, then, as the 
flocks of wildfowl were gathering 
rapidly we mounted the canoes on 
runners and propelled them over the 
glare honeycombed ice by the aid of 
long poled ice-chisels. You can get 
a good rate of speed this way and 
when the canoe does finally break 
through you are sitting safely in it. 
As soon as our craft went Splash! 
into the crack all the ducks leaped up 
and flew over to another bit of open 
water to the East. 

We threw out twelve decoys, six 
on a String, as they are easy to pick 
up before the “‘iceshove’’, then with 
dry rushes and willow branches con- 
cealing the canoe we crouched down 
with cameras set and nerves strained. 
Along comes a pair of black ducks, I 
use the word pair in its true sense as 
they were already mated. If vou 
study the wild duck note this: they 
are the most social of all the birds, 
fretting and whimpering at every 
leg or wingstroke that takes the mate 
away. They will follow one another 
into all sorts of danger impulsed by 
this feeling of comradeship. We 
have had wild ducks as pets and the 
way they tracked and trailed one 
another was ludicrous. You need 
to leg-tie only one of a number as the 
rest will never desert it. In fact I 
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know of decoy flocks that would fol- 
low one trained bird into the canoe 
and sit quietly there until she was 
lifted out. Then they would all flap 
overboard and feed and play about 
her anchor all day long. I should 
have used the past tense as both the 
good Boston sportsmen have long 
since gone to the unknown hunting 
grounds, as indeed has their faithful 
euide Franklin, but the members of 
the Alynwick Band still on the reserve 
well remember these clever birds. 
Along come those’ Black Ducks. 
Now notice, the male does not want 
to decoy. How do we know it is 
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launching out was no mean one and 
once out “how will I get ashore again” 
was the cry, but the opening marshes 
were calling, the excitement of dodg- 
ing the drifting ice packs was before 
us and soon we were paddling north- 
ward again. It is most astounding 
how thoroughly Mother Nature does 
her work. Yesterday ice and snow 
were everywhere; today the ice is all 
thrown in broken fields ashore and the 
snow rapidly melting, while ducks 
and geese appear as if by magic. 
The Whistlewings had gathered along 
a good fishing ground, a goodly flock 
of hundreds. Bluebills were stream- 

GREATER SCAUP EATING MASKINONGE SPAWN 

the male as both are marked exactly 
alike? By his silence, as she has 
already called three times. and his 
high piercing “‘myamph” has _ not 
sounded out once. She turns, so 
perforce must he—neow she sees she is 
in danger, as she espies us, but so is he, 
for she has led him within close gun- 
shot. Whirr-r-r-r,” up they both 
speed and away off behind us. Sud- 
denly the scene darkens, a great cloud 
obscures the sun, a blinding snow- 
storm sets in and off we paddle and 
ice-chise! for camp. 
When we approached the shore 

next morning great heaps of glittering 
broken ice lay piled ashore everywhere. 
So high was it that the problem of 

ing in from the sreat lakes where they 
pass the winter months. Black ducks 
were returning from the Middle and 
Southern States and with them a 
motley host of Widgeon, Pintails, 
Mallards (anas boschas) a very rare 
Eider, some long-tailed Coween, a 
very few Buffleheads, more Hooded 
mergansers and lots of “‘old ships” as 
we call the American and Red- 
breasted Mergansers from the lakes. 
Amongst these rare teal swam with 
equally as rare weod-ducks (although 
the absence of spring shooting is 
really helping to bring these back in 
ever increasing numbers and we 
killed many more wood-ducks last 
fall than usual.) We saw the very 
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unusual sight of a drake Ruddy, he 
is as handsome as the drake of the 
Ringneck, a very well set up little 
chap indeed and rather. too tame for 
his own safety, I should imagine. 
Later we sometimes see a few Shov- 
ellers and in a few days many Red- 
heads and Canvas backs {the reason 
for the decline of these birds along the 
Eastern and great Lakes shooting 
grounds lies in the fact that. the ever 
advancing line northward of farms on 
the prairies has driven these birds so 
far North to find nesting grounds that 
it is easier for them then to follow the 
great rivers of the Pacific Coast to 
the ocean—in fact I have killed these 
birds all along that northern Pacific 
coast when the natives and white 
hunters there did not know or recog- 
nize these then strange birds. We 
also see on this Spring migration 
numbers of Surf ducks on their way 
to the breeding grounds in northern 
Ontario and even to Winnipegosis. 

While waiting for Fritz to “‘paddle- 
up” some birds I studied the effects of 
the iceshove upon the rocks of the 
shore—one of my photos shows where 
the immense boulder has been easily 
carried along and stood upright by 
ice, certainly not more than eight 
inches thick and honeycombed at 
that. The force of a mile square 

patch of ice moving before a twenty- 
mile nor’wester is something tremen- 
dous. 

A few days later we saw flocks of 
great and lesser Scaup that would 
number fully 25,000. Here we were 
concealed within close range of great 
masses, our nerves tingling with 
excitement, spoiling much really good 
film and getting a small percentage of 
fair pictures, for remember, grand and 
wonderful though this new sport is, 
it is still as hard to get a good set of 
pictures of flying, diving, feeding 
birds as ever. Why! You set the 
camera for the centre of the flock, 
curtain and speed for bright light, 
you wait for about an hour—hist!— 
here they come. A flock of ducks 
sweeps rapidly past and “‘clang”’ goes 
the focal plane. “Oh! bother’ you 
exclaim, the sun was behind thick 
clouds and the bally things were out 
of focus—**Will you believe me when 
I tel! you that out of one spring’s 
work we did not get a first class 
picture from the focal-plane. In 
fact I only figure on one out of six 
anyway, having taken some_ ten 
thousand pictures so far and only 
having kept seventeen or eighteen 
hundred, but gentlemen the sport of 
it is keener than in killing the bird, 
and then you so eften exclaim, “‘Well 

PICKING UP A CRIPPLE 
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TWO DRAKE GREATER SCAUP AND ONE AMERICAN 

GOLDEN EYE 

I’ve got it.and I didn’t hurt it either.” 
For years the cause of so many 

sick and injured and dying birds has 
puzzled us. Gradually we have come 
to the following conclusions. As 
fully fifty thousand wild ducks use 
this lake in the spring, and as the life 
of the bird is not more than eight 
vears or less than four, let us average 
it at six—this, roughly speaking 
would give us 8000 dead per year or 
over 600 per month, so you see there 
should be a pretty large number of 
dead and dying always near the flock 
even allowing that the greater number 
perish between September and Jan- 
uary. To prove our case we collected 
these poor things and examined them. 
They were readily caught (so was 
Fritz, I must tell “you this later). 
I picture him with two drake Greater 
Scaup, and one drake American Gol- 

den Eye, (we do rarely see 
Barrows Golden Eye here. 
I have noted a drake also 
in the Spring, a smaller, 
handsomer bird than the 
bigger American). I asked 
the lad to get me a few of 
the many feeble ducks that 
swam about the marsh. 

Later I forgot about having 
asked him and, seated over 
the decoys I watched him 
in his canoe creeping along 
the edges of the bog. « Si- 
lently he went from ee to. 
bay, and’ point . to point. 
Then I noticed a row boat 
that too went silently from 
bay to bay and point to 
point. Suddenly the lad 
disappeared around a dis- 
tant island and I saw the 
occupant of the boat throw 
en power into an Evinrude 
and get out the oars and 
hustle for all they were 
worth.” Around the island 
the boat darted and again 
around another one the boy 
had lately disappeared be- 
hind. “It cannot be they 
are chasing Fritz’ I quer- 
ied. If so he was quite’ 
unconscious of it as he pad- 
dled unconcernedly along. 
Now the launch draws so 

near that he hears the exhaust and 
slows up and they draw alongside. 
The fishery overseer thought Fritz 
was an Indian fishing, and his face 
browned by the March sun told no 
tales, but the absence of lines and the 
poor cripples in the bow told the stery 
and later we all had a good laugh over 
the chase. 
Day in and day out we tried for 

nictures, one that we got one spring 
of four Great Scaup drakes eating 
wind-drifted Maskinonge spawn is 
yet our best picture. I also took one 
of the lad picking up a cripple. 
We found the cause of death to be, 

in most cases, inanition with old age. 
as the direct cause, also we found 
cancerous tongues and, evidently, 
very severe cases of dysentry, but in 
no case did we find the cause to be 
injury by man or animals, although 
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I have shot duck with the top of the 
skull picked clean by a hawk and the 
wing injured, yet the bird had escaped. 

Did you ever for a moment sit 
down and consider the very intense 
suffering we subject these birds to in 

HOW SHALL I LAUNCH IT? 

HOW SHALL I GET ASHORE AGAIN? 
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our so called sport? We were seated 
off the edge of a mud bank, concealed 
by a wee bit of brush; the time was 
the late fall, ice all over the lake save 
a mere ribbon at the mouth of the 
river beside us: a howling blast was 
pouring down the lake over the ice 
and we held control of the only bit of 
blue water in al! that white scene, of 
course killing everything that decoyed 
as they are very stupid in ice shooting. 
Now we saw, driven before the wind, 
with a broken wing, a Redhead, 
Time after time it essayed to regain 
its feet on the icy surface, but the 
wind instantly upset it and drifted it 
along down the lake. Surely this 
was intense suffering enough for the 
poor bird. No, man was yet to be 
reckoned with. Although the ice 
was so treacherous the canoe had to 
go on a sleigh, one of our party set off, 
adding by the rumbling loud roarof the 
sleigh another terror to the poor bird 
which vainly tried to aid itself along. 
The great roaring black object how- 
ever continued to approach and 
(mercifully) flung fire and stinging 
shot at it. I tell you it makes our 
hearts sorry even in the midst of 
sport to have to endure sights like 
this, but once the bird is dead and out 
of misery, (have you ever picked up 
one of these tender injured things and 
felt the rapid beating of the heart 
and seen the alarm that peered from 
the startled eyes?) our natural 
feelings return and Man-like, or 
Brute-like, we are ready to kill the 
next Wild Duck that answers to our 
wooden counterfeits. 

IT’S LIKE THIS---SOMETIMES. 

C. L. Gilman 

When a drizzly rain is falling 
And you shiver in the blind, 

When the ducks are slow in coming 
And you picture in your mind, 

All the warmth and cheer and comfort 
Of the home you left to make 

This essay at fruitless hunting 
On a duck-deserted lake, 

Then you promise that you'll never 
Be again so rank a fool 

As to—Hark, a flock is coming, 
Will it circle to your stool? 

Sure, crouch low and let them settle, 
Let them have it as they fly. 

Gee, but life is worth the living 
When the ducks are flying by. 



THE MEN WHO CAN’T COME BACKS 
R. J. Fraser 

HE commissioner had finished 
paying the treaty money to the 
Indians that morning and in a 

group about the flagstaff we were 
discussing the natives’ ignorance of 
the value of the notes in their posses- 
sion. 

“Watch me collect some of it now” 
said McDonald, as a Chippewyan 
buck slouched towards us. ““Want 
your razor, Jim?” he asked of the 
Indian. 

“Uh, how much?” replied the other, 
pulling forth a roll of bills. They 
were of several denominations. 

“Five dollars, boy’’ answered the 
trader with his eyes on the coveted 
wealth. He did not notice that Cor- 
poral Jones had joined the group and 
become an interested witness of the 
transaction. Jimmie Crow counted 
off five bills and handed them to the 
other who quietly crumpled them up 
in his hand and shoved them into his 
pocket. ; 

““Hadn’t you better give him his 
change?’ inquired the cool quiet 
voice of the representative of the law 
in the north and McDonald turned to 
gaze with dismay into the command- 
ing eyes of the corporal. Without a 
murmur he counted out forty-five 
dollars and returned them to the 
Indian. Then the little group broke 
up and the Inspector and I strolled 
down to our favorite lounging place 
on the edge of the grassy bank. 

“That is Mac every time,” re- 
marked my companion when we had 
made ourselves comfortable. He 
‘cant keep from trying to do some 
fellow for his money. Why, do you 
know, that chap could make a fortune 
in a year with his swindling schemes. 
He’s chock full of them.” 

“He shouldn’t be up here then,” 
I said, “‘but down in the cities where 
he could ply his trade to advantage.” 

“That is just why he is up here,” 
answered the inspector. ‘He made 

‘nearly half a million in a get-rich- 
quick scheme in Chicago. They got 
most of the money back but couldn’t 
catch him, though they followed him 

-roundings. 

to the end of the line. When they 
learned that he had come this far 
north the authorities dropped the 
pursuit—they considered that he was 
as safe as behind bars and if he ever 
attempted to make south again they 
would nab him sure. You see up 
here in the North we don’t bother 
about a man’s past; the question is, 
not what were you? but what are you 
and what can you do? McDonald 
here, I believe, is wanted by the 
police in three different countries and 
has quite a shady record. He is 
about the only one of the men who 
can’t come back that I’ve met and 
never become intimate with. Most 
of the others I know like brothers.” 
My companion was inspector and 

district manager of the Hudson Bay 
and few men knew that vast tract 
of wilderness and its odd people more ~ 
intimately than he. 
“The man who can’t come back! 

What a story that would make.” I 
said, and my friend only smiled in 
response. 

‘““Would you care to tell me of some 
of them—the most interesting ones?” 
I asked. The 
answered “‘Certainly. 

“T shall not mention their right 
names,” he began. “In fact few of 
them are known in this country under 
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inspector promptly — 

the names they were born with. 
There’s Ducharme now, at Big River 
Post,—been in charge for the French 
Company for five years. That chap 
is getting sixty dollars a month and 
his board, and living like a native 
and he was born and raised in a 
chateau—a palace, to tell the truth— 
in the south of France. His parents 
still live there in regal style, with a 
host of servants and luxurious sur- 

Philip was a younger 
son and endowed with more money 
than was good for him. He entered 
the army but found it too slow so 
bought his release. From one ex- 
travagance to another he went, al- 
ways seeking some new form of ex- 
citement. Finally, with the last of 
his resources, he bought out, on a 
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wager, a small travelling circus, and 
in company with a French actress 
toured France and Belgium. He 
chose to be a lion-tamer and had sev- 
eral thrilling tussles with the beasts. 
Then one night his companion mocked 
him for always carrying a loaded re- 
volver when putting his animals 
through their acts. He _ retorted, 
daring her to enter the cage even for 
asecond. The actress took the dare, 
stepped inside the door, and before 
Ducharme had recovered from his 
surprise a savage tigress had felled 
the woman and torn her to pieces. 
Ducharme’s people in disgust turned 
against him. The actress’s friends 
brought a charge of murder and he 
had to skip out. 

“That was seven years ago and 
Ducharme says France and his home 
will never see him again. Each year 
when the ship comes out he receives 
a cask of wine—the vintage of his 
father’s estate. That is his. only 
connection with the past. 

“The case of Baum, the German 
trader at Fort Chimo, in Ungava Bay, 
one of the dreariest posts in the north, 
is a similar one. He is a talented 
musician and one of the most cul- 
tured men I ever met,—speaks five 
languages and can out-talk one on 
any subject imaginable. He has a 
grand piano and a chest of violins 
with him, among them a valuable 
Stradivarius that has been in the 
family for generations. For six years 
he has played the old masterpieces 
and many a composition of his own 
to the untrained ears of the breeds 
and natives of the George River 
country, and he is actually tearing 
his heart out to return to the Father- 
land. But he can never go back. 
He became entangled with a woman 
at the Emperor’s court; an admirer 
of hers interfered and in the duel that 
followed Baum killed his man. The 
other was a rank blackguard, I believe 
but poor Baum has to pay the pen- 
alty.”’ 

“Do you know that chap who is 
accountant at Port Harrison?” I 
asked, “‘I forget his name but I found 
him one of the finest heads I ever met. 
Why does he stick up there?” 

“Connelly, you mean? Yes, he’s 
white, every bit of him. But he’s 
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a lunger, poor chap—a consumptive. 
It’s only a couple of years ago that he 
came north, a mere wreck of a man, 
and the air of the hills there has 
worked wonders for him. I guess 
he’s good for many years yet, maybe 
a lifetime, if he sticks to that country. 
But he daren’t leave it. 

“There are numbers like him in 
this country, self-banished because of 
some incurable disease. Bannister, 
down the coast at Whale River is a 
queer case. He believes himself to 
be a tubercular goner. I don’t, and 
I would wager that nine out of ten 
doctors would pass him as perfectly 
sound. But he will not take a chance 
and go home and he has a wife and 
family in England, too. The last 
time,—it’s over a year ago—that I 
saw him, he was talking of going in- 
land into the Long Lake country and 
spending the rest of his life in mis- 
sionary work among the Ungava In- 
dians. 

‘Right back in here at Cross Lake 
there was a chap, a Canadian, who is 
booked for the rest of his life in this 
country. He’s been moved away 
west of there lately so I don’t mind 
telling you about him. He deserves 
all that is stacked up against him. 
Got mixed up with a girl in Montreal, 
a society leader there,—you perhaps 
remember the Graham case. No? 
Well, anyway, he is the fellow who 
was at the bottom of it. He left her 
to face the music and skipped to 
Winnipeg. The girl’s brothers fol- 
lowed him for two years till they 
learned he was far in the north. 
Then, like McDonald here, they de- 
cided to leave him and get him if he 
ever attempted to return. He is a 
bad one, too, and going a fast pace 
that will finish him soon. I know 
two breeds and an Indian who have 
their knives out for him for the same 
offence that sent him up here. 

*“Not so very far south of here there 
is a missionary,—an awfully fine chap 
—who has a similar past. He was 
young and foolhardy, and perhaps 
not altogether to blame. But his 
home circle and society are forever 
barred to him though God Himself 
knows he has worked out his redemp- 
tion in the north. 

“The church has many of these 
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derelicts in its employ. Away up at 
Chesterfield Father Camembeau, a 
worthy Jesuit, is tussling with the 
distorted morals of the Eskimaux. 
He was not born to the priesthood, as 
a certain little town in France well 
knows, but he is wearing the cassock 
now and has taken a rigid vow to 
spend his lifetime among his Arctic 
flock—never to revisit the cities of 
the south. 

“There are many men who can, 
and yet strange as it may sound to 
you cannot return and live in the land 
that they were born in. Many of 
them have tried and have gone back 
to the paternal fireside—but only for 
a time. Their very natures, their 
primitive instincts as it were, drove 
them north again. The call of the 
wild, the wanderlust—call it what 
you like—has them bound, hand and 
foot, and for them the cramped cities 
south of the height of land offers 
nothing. For there is a fever, which 
once it enters the blood, cannot be 
driven out, and the infected ones are 
drawn like so many pieces of steel 
ever towards the Pole.” 

“Can you tell,”’ I asked, “of any 
who were condemned to _ lifelong 
banishment up here who, in spite of 
all, did return?’ Such cases would 
be interesting.” 

“T cannot think of one at present 
and such are very rare. But let me 
tell you of another,—Jack Allison, 
poor chap—whose case 1s perhaps the 
saddest I have known. He was a 
Scotch lad from Aberdeen, and he 
told me his life-story himself, for we 
had knocked around a lot together. 
Allison and his cousin were both in 
love with the same girl at home when 
a large sum of money disappeared. 
Circumstantial evidence pointed to 
Jack and though he knew his cousin 
was the thief he took the blame and 
quietly left the country. For over 
twelve years he worked for the Com- 
pany at various posts about the bay, 
eating his heart out in silence. Then 
came word from home that the real 
culprit had confessed and the sweet- 

-heart of his youth begged Allison 
to return. Jack’s joy knew no 
bounds—he had_-lived a clean, manly 
life here and nothing now barred him 
from going home. 

IN CANADA 

“T travelled with him on the last 
stage of his journey to the line, up the 
Missanabie. I was bound for Con- 
jurer’s; House. Never was there a 
happier lad than Allison on that trip. 
I remember going over the Long 
Portage how, despite the weather and 
the trail, and the loads we%had to 
pack, he used to sing at the top of his 
voice snatches of the old Scotch songs. 
He would clap me on the back and 
exclaim: “‘At last, man, at last, I am 
going home to her!” 

“At the foot of Hell’s Gate, just as 
his canoe was making the dash across 
below the fall, both his and his bow- 
man’s paddles snapped. They had 
no spare ones and could do nothing. 
Quickly the current swept them down 
and in less time than I am telling it 
they were torn to pieces in the rapids. 

‘““And so poor Jack was numbered 
among those who could not go back.” 

The inspector remained _ silent 
awhile, then looked as though he fain 
would speak again, but hesitated. 
Finally he said: ““There are, perhaps 
more men who live and die here, not 
because of bars that shut them out — 
from the places of their early life, but 
because of fetters that bind them to 
the new one. They are neither to be 
pitied nor to be blamed—so long as 
they are true to the ethics of their 
adopted life, for they have entered 
this bondage unbidden and with open 
eyes. Some there are who have gone 
back but only to cause pain and 
misery. Thank God these are few. 
Thirty-seven years ago I left my 
home in Scotland and the Company's 
ship landed me at York Factory. In 
the north I have been ever since for 
I am one of the ‘Men Who Can’t Go 
Back.’ I am still fettered to this land 
but no man living has ever heard me 
complain.” 

I was taken aback by this: un 
looked-for revelation. 

“You!” I exclaimed, “why, of all 
men, can’t you go back?” 

The inspector, in his turn, was 
quite as surprised as I. “Don’t you 
really know?” he asked, doubtingly, 
and I silently nodded my head. The 
old man made a brave attempt to 
conceal the yearning in his tone as he 
replied “I thought you understood. | 
You see, I’m asquawman.” , ] Fs 



BLANCHARD’S TRAP 
E. O. Perrin 

zi IN’T they an awful size?” 
Jake Blanchard leaned over and 
examined the huge tracks which 

were clearly marked in the wet snow. 
**Guess it’s the big grizzly old Dutch 
Smith was tellin’ us about. Bet he'd 
weigh a thousand pounds.” 

“Sure is a big bear,’’ said Lamoy, 
carefully slicing off a fresh quid of 
tobacco. “That is, unless he wears 
snowshoes.” 

“Tf it wan't so near sundown,” 
continued Blanchard, “‘I’d foller *im 
mea prt. Id like to get jest one 
erack at-that critter.” 

“You might foller ‘im a month 
without gettin’ a shy at ’im,” replied 
the other. “An’ then you'd be liable 
to hurt his feelin’s. Look at them 
claw marks!” 

The two trappers were standing at 
the foot of a deep ravine on the head 
waters of the Big Horn. The sun 
was just sinking below the rim of the 
hills, and the dwarf pines cast giant 
shadows across the white plateau 
below. them. The spring thaw had 
already begun, and the river was 
almost clear of ice, but back under 
the hemlocks were great banks of 
snow. 

As evening fell the men made their 
way slowly down the river toward 
their camp, stopping now and then to 
re-bait a mink trap, or to skin one of 
their little victims. They led a hard 
life, these trappers, battling all win- 
ter with the cold and the solitude. 
And their reward was small, even 
though their labors furnished adorn- 
ment for scores of women in far away 
cities. 

Once Lamoy paused and raised his 
hand. The distant whistle of a loco- 
motive sounded faintly through the 
valley. 

‘“‘Limited’s on time to-night,” he 
Said. “Looks as if summer was 
comin’.” . 

Their cabin was only five miles 
from the branch line of the Northern 
Pacific, but the nearest settlement 
was at Gilford, twelve miles to the 
east. 

oen 

That night, as they sat by the fire 
and smoked, their conversation turn- 
ed again to the big grizzly. 

“I have an idea,” said Blanchard. 
“that a man could trap that old cuss 
if he went about it right. He’s wore 
quite a trail up through the notch, 
an’ must be comin’ there regular.”’ 

“T dunno,” replied the older man. 
“T reckon he could wind a trap a mile 
off. Bear trappin’s hard work now- 
adays; an’ besides it don’t pay— 
there’s more profit in mushrats.” 

Nothing further was said on the 
subject, but Blanchard did not forget 
it. The following week it was his 
turn to go out to Gilford with a ship- 
ment of furs. When he returned he 
carried, in addition to his usual pack 
of supplies, a forty pound steel bear- 
trap. 

‘Goin’ into the hardware business?”’ 
asked Lamoy when he saw it. 

Blanchard grinned as he lowered 
the great trap to the cabin floor. 
“I’m goin’ to set that bear if it takes 
till next fall,’ he declared, ‘“‘an’ I have 
a feelin’ this little trinket 71] do the 
job. Want to come along an’ wit- 
ness the tragedy?” 

“No, he’s your game, Jake. Be- 
sides I got a lot of otter-traps to look 
over this afternoon.” 

Blanchard prepared at once _ to 
carry out his plan. First he gathered 
an armful of small hemlock twigs, and 
boiled them in a kettle of water until 
the solution became thick and paste- 
hike. With this he thoroughly coated 
the entire trap and chain, in order 
to neutralize as far as possible the 
iron smell which is so hateful to wild 
animals. Then he set out for the 
bear country, arriving at the ravine 
early in the afternoon. He chuckled 
as he noticed fresh footprints of the 
enormous grizzly. 

A well defined runway led up 
through the pass, made by the bear 
and other animals as they travelled 
to and from the river. The trapper 
picked out a spot where the defile 
narrowed down to some six or eight 
feet, and was lined on either side with 
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iow brambles. At this point there 
had been a heavy drift, and the snow 
was still nearly a foot in depth, and 
packed very hard. Here he pro- 
ceeded to set the trap. It was an 
old-fashioned, hand forged grizzly- 
catcher, with double springs, and 
ponderous jaws that spread out a foot 
and a half. Two men could hardly 
have set it by the old leverage method 
but Blanchard forced down the pow- 
erful springs very easily with a pair 
of large screw clamps. 

He was careful not to disturb the 
surface of the runway. and began by 
digging a small trench well off to one 
side. Then with a sharp wedge- 
shaped piece of wood he scraped out 
the snow in a lateral direction, until 
he had made a cavity large enough 
to admit the trap. The surface snow 
was unbroken, and constituted a 
shell which, though not very thick, 
was strong enough to prevent any 
but a large animal from breaking 
through and springing the trap. The 
chain was fastened to a short heavy 
clog, which was buried at the side. 
the spot being covered with loose 
brambles. 

The next morning Blanchard was 
up at dawn. Lamoy was still asleep, 
so he dressed quietly, took his rifle, 
and slipped out. The previous day 
had been bright and warm, but dur- 
ing the night an icy chill had settled 
over the forest. In the south the 
rugged peaks of the Shoshones rose 
white against a lifeless sky. As the 
trapper hastened along the river the 
little twigs rattled at his touch, and 
the frozen snow creaked under his 
moccasins. 

At the lower end of the gorge he 
stopped and listened. Hearing no 
sound he proceeded cautiously up 
the runway, keeping a sharp lookout, 
and holding his rifle in readiness. 
Suddenly he straightened up, and a 
look of extreme horror came over his 
face. There was a man in the trap. 
He was lying motionless on his back, 
with arms extended, and Blanchard 
could see that his leg was broken just 

below the knee. For some time the 
trapper stood as if paralyzed, and 
then a violent trembling seized him, 
and a cold sweat broke out on his 

_ forehead. 

IN CANADA 

““God,”’ he said slowly, “he’s froze.” 
At the sound the man stirred and 

groaned. Blanchard dropped his 
gun, and rushed forward. 

‘It’s all right pardner,”’ he cma 
as he feverishly adjusted the clamps 
to the trap. “You'll be out in five 
shakes.” ¥ 

The man on the ground did not’ 
answer, but fumbled with something 
under his coat, and then whipped 
out a big frontier revolver. Blanch-— 
ard saw it in the nick of time, and 
dodged just as the powder blazed i in| 
his face. A .45 bullet ripped open 
the sleeve of his mackinaw coat, 
taking away a portion of the flesh. i 
The trapper turned and rushed down — 
the hill, slipping and falling in his~ 
haste to reach cover. As he ran two 
more shots rang out, and he heard 
the zip of a bullet in the frozen bank 
at his side. Once safe behind a large | 
boulder it took him some time to 
discover that he was not killed. His 
arm was painfully torn, and bled 
profusely until he stopped the flow 
by making a tourniquet of his ban- 
dana handkerchief. 

“That’s gratitude,” he muttered. 
“Still if /’d been out here all night 
in a bear-trap I might want to take 7 
pot at somebody.’ 

Keeping in line with the boulder 
he crept away several yards before 
he ventured to peer around the edge, - 
and steal a look at his prisoner. The 
man still had his gun out, and was — 
evidently on the watch. Blanchard 
now began to get angry. The pain 
in his arm, and the realization of his 
narrow escape, by no means improved 
his feelings. 

“You utter blame fool!”’ he shouted. 
“T’ve a good notion to go way am’ let 
you starve! You come near losin’ 
your last chance.” 

There was no answer, and after 
waiting a few moments the trapper 
called out again: 

“If you throw that gun away Ill 
let you out. If you don’t I'll have 
to shoot you in self-defence!” 

Still there was no reply. The 
captive answered neither threats nor 
entreaties. Blanchard was at a loss © 
what to do. At any rate he was 
determined not to expose himself to 
another bullet. Finally he deciee 
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to return to the cabin and get Lamoy. 
Perhaps they could then devise some 
method of getting the man out of the 
trap without being shot. 

With this in view he crept quietly 
away and hurried down the river. 
He had not gone far before he en- 
countered what seemed to be a hunt- 
ing party coming up the bank. There 
were four men, clad as mountaineers, 
and all carrying guns. They were 
leading a pair of large hounds, which 
barked frantically when they saw 
Blanchard. At the same time two of 
the men rushed forward, and made 
as if to cover him with their rifles. 
The trapper was amazed at their 
conduct, but he realized that he must 
present a Strange appearance. He 
had lost his hat, and his hands and 
face were smeared with blood. 

wriold on!’ he. said.~. “I ain’t as 
wild as I look. I’ve got a man up 
here in a bear-trap, and I wish to hell 
you'd help me get him out.” 

““A man in a bear-trap?” asked one 
of the men in surprise. 

“Yes, an’ when I went to let *im 
out he tried to shoot my head off. 
Mebbe he’s one 0’ your party. He’s 
a little black haired cuss in a brown 
coat.” 

“Don’t know him,” replied one of 
the strangers, “‘but we'll have a look 
at him.” 

“Better not make love to ‘im,” 
said the trapper. “‘He’s a pretty 
fair shot, an’ he’s longin’ for more 
practice. Look at the hole he put 
in my wing.” 

The men examined Blanchard’s 
arm, and one of them bandaged it 
for him. Then the whole party pro- 
ceeded up the river. The strangers 
walked rapidly, and spoke but little. 

interest to They listened*® with 
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Blanchard’s story, but there was 
something peculiar in their manner 
which he did not altogether like. 

As they neared the trap they were 
all careful to keep under cover. 
They found the man lying on his side, 
and still holding the revolver. It 
was decided that one of the party 
should make a detour, and come 
down from above. This was easily 
accomplished, for brush and stones 
were thick on the farther side of the 
trap. One of the men crawled up to 
within a few feet of the captive, and 
then a sharp blow with a long pole 
sent the revolver flying. But the 
prisoner made no move. He _ had 
already lost consciousness. The trap 
was quickly removed, and it was 
found that the bones of his lower leg 
were badly crushed; but the heavy 
cowhide boot had prevented the jaws 
of the trap from cutting into the 
flesh. He was given some brandy, 
and soon showed signs of life. Mean- 
while one of the men extracted a 
canvas bag from under the injured 
man’s coat. 

“Tt’s all right, boys,’ he said, “the 
boodle’s all here.” 

Then turning to Blanchard: 
sure are in luck.” 

“Luck!” said the trapper sarcasti- 
cally. “I’ve lost a chance at the 
biggest bear in the ; 

“What do you care? You'll col- 
lect five hundred for this.” 

‘For what?” askéd Blanchard in 
amazement. 

““Why, Great Scott, man! Didn't 
we tell you? ‘You’ve trapped the 
feller that held up the Limited last 
night, and shot the express agent. 
The Company’s offered five hundred 
dollars’ reward for his capture.” 

“You 



The Diary of a Three Weeks’ Canoe Trip in 
Algonquin Park 

Norman Lett 

Ottawa, 31st July, 1915. 

O-DAY John A. and I left by the G. T. 
Ry. at 12 noon for a canoe trip through 
Algonquin Park. We arrived at Rock 

Lake Station at 5.22 p.m. sharp on time, por- 
taged our bark canoe and outfit up the track 
about one hundred yards to a small creek, 
where we put in and started on our aquatic 
tour. We paddled down stream to the con- 
fluence of the creek and the Madawaska River, 
4 short distance then up stream by this river 
to Whitefish Lake. Just before entering the 
Lake we called on Steve Watters, one of the 
Park Rangers, stationed in a new shelter hut 
just South of the G.T.R. bridge crossing the 
Madawaska. Shortly after leaving the shelter 
hut we stopped to examine Dr. Parent’s 
summer cottage, situated on the East end of 
Whitefish Lake, a very good roomy cottage 
with a beautiful sand beach at the door. 

As it was only about half past six we decided 
to make for the old shelter hut at the upper 
end of this pretty sheet of water. I forgot to 
say that we had a long distance telephone con- 
versation with Mr. Bartlett of Watters’ shelter. 
We reached our objective just before dusk 

and had the good luck to find that John’s old 
key gave us access to the hut. This was very 
opportune as it saved us pitching the tent. I 

can’t say we enjoyed our night’s rest very 
much the heat was so great and the bed so hard. 

Sunday, Ist August. 

Up at 5 and off at 7. On our way up the 
Madawaska, which enters the lake just oppos- 
ite the shelter, we saw no less than seven deer; 
some of them were so close we could see them 
wink the other eye before waving us adieu 
with their white banners. 
Now we left the river and entered the Lake 

of Two Rivers which, by the way, is a beauty. 
On fhis lake is located the Bordertown School 
Boys’ camp. A pleasant paddle up the lake 
and we again found ourselves in the Mada- 
waska. After afew very short portages and a 
long journey, in the crookedest stream imagin- 
able, we reached the point where Head Creek 
joins the Madawaska. We turned into this 
creek and after lifting over a couple of beaver 
dams and a short portage reached the outlet 
of Head Lake. As we were portaging over the 
dam at this point we met a Toronto couple on 
their way down with the Highland Inn as 
their destination. _We had quite a conversa- 
tion with them. The wife was so infatuated 
with the prospect of the lovely trip we had in 
view she was very nearly deserting her better- 
half and joining us. 

At the portage between Smoke Lake and Ragged Lake. We went ashore on a beautiful camp ground 

overlooking Ragged Lake 
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A family party camping at Joe Lake. 
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When we entered this sheet of water we went ashore and very soon John 
had the bass in the pan and shortly afterwards the bass had disappeared into the interior. 

We did enjoy the meal. 

Although pretty hungry we decided to go a 
little further before lunch. We paddled on 
up Head Lake until we suddenly thought of 
Cedar Falls where Kenneth Lake discharged 
into Head Lake. This is a lovely spot, and 
while boiling our kettle and eating our lunch 
we enjoyed very much the music of the falls. 
After lunch a short paddle brought us to the 
portage to Boundary Lake which is about 
three-quarters of a mile of a carry. On this 
portage we perspired all the fine water we had 
imbibed during the morning. 

Boundary Lake was reached at 3.30. We 
again took to our craft and proceeded up the 
lake to the spot usually selected by tourists, 
and pitched our camp for the night having 
done a good day’s work as a starter, in a boil- 
ingsun. Before retiring we visited the shelter 
huts on this lake and spent a pleasant hour 
with the fire rangers. Several things about 
the buildings brought back many fond recol- 
lections to John and also reminded me of the 
time when I saw Anna Eliza skipping around 
cooking dinner dressed in her old man’s 
flannel underwear, her own garments having 
received a baptism, shortly before, by a fall 
in the lake. 

Monday, 2nd August. 

Up at 5. Caught some minnows, paddled 
to a likely looking spot near the South end of 
the lake and fished tor an hour, without success. 
Returned to camp, had breakfast, broke 
camp at 9.30 and continued our journey. 

As we were both working up to the portag- 
ing form, it was not very long before we sight- 
ed Crooked Lake. It is so well named that 
the ordinary tourist sees a small part of it on 
account of the route crossing one end of it 
only. Another portage of a quarter of a mile. 
mostly up hill, brought us to the Little Bonne- 
chere Lake. By the way, I would like to 
remind the tenderfoot who fancies taking this 
trip, that since we left the train at Rock Lake 
we have been steadily climbing. A _ short 
paddle through this Lake and we lifted over a 
lumberman’s dam into another lake of the 
Bonnechere chain which we traversed in short 
order but not before we were caught in a 
downpour of rain which drove us ashore. We 
very soon had our luggage under the canoe 
and ourselves in the tent. In about half an 
hour we were again under way and soon reach- 
ed the portage into the Big Bonnechere Lake. 
John was much surprised to find that a bush- 
fire had destroyed the old lumberman’s camp 
at this point which has sheltered him more 
than once in the past. A _ short portage 
brought us to the Lake and the shelter hut 
located on a narrow ridge separating the Big 
Bonnechere from Cradle Lake. 

We took our lunch beside the shelter and 
needless to say we had appetites ready to 
enjoy it. John was disgusted to find that 
through someone’s carelessness, or worse, fire 
had burnt the East shore of Cradle Lake 
which was formerly a birch grove and very 
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attractive. The fire had been checked about 
100 yards from the shelter hut. As it was 
now about three o’clock, and time to be look- 
ing for a camp ground, we lifted into Cradle 
Lake, which, by the way, has water as clear as 
crystal, paddled over to its west shore where 
we very soon selected a spot and fixed things 
up for the night. Afterwards we trolled up 
and down the Lake without any luck. We 
turned in at 8.30 and as might be expected did 
not require to be rocked asleep. 

Tuesday, 3rd August. ~ 

Up at 5, packed and away again at 7. We 
intended portaging across a narrow strip of 
land in rear of our camp ground into an arm of 
the Bonnechere but on investigating we found 
that owing to lowness of water the inlet to it 
was dry and grown up, so we recrossed Cradle 
Lake, portaged at the shelter and continued 
our journey up the Bonnechere. This lake is 
a beauty, nicely wooded to the water line. 
About half a mile up we came to a barricade 
of rocks at the narrows which resembled very 
much a cofferdam just clearing the surface of 
the water which necessitated another lift over 
without unloading. A half hour’s paddle 
brought us to the portage into Bear Lake, 
another beauty and quite large. A nice pleas- 
ant paddle through this lake and we reached 
the narrows connecting Bear and Porcupine 
Lakes. Up to the point of entering the latter 
we had the wind in our favour all the way, but 
the route turns to the right through Porcu- 
pine, and had to face our accommodating friend 
and dig in a little stronger with our paddles. 
We felt very much inclined to explore the 
Southwest part of this fine lake but as the 
weather began to look threatening we pushed 
on for the portage to Ragged Lake, which we 
reached at 10.30 a.m. This portage would 
make a grand ski slide. It is about five or six 
hundred yards long, a great place to pack a 
load down but a heart breaker on the upward 
march. To overcome the heavy drop the 
lumbermen have a chute constructed for the 
logs, the longest I ever saw. When we were 
half way down the portage we met a party of 
two men, three girls and a boy on a round trip 
from Cache Lake. These girls were a great 
attraction for John, especially as they were 
rigged out in knickerbockers and were well 
propped up. We earned their gratitude by 
relieving them of their loads on our way back 
for our second pack. ‘This party was from 
Cambridge, Mass. 
We reached Ragged Lake about eleven 

oclock. A dandy lake it is too. We paddled 
along the East shore until opposite the North- 
erly end of the large island where we went 
ashore on a beautiful camp-ground command- 
ing a view of the tourist route to both ends of 
the lake, and prepared tor lunch. While en- 
gaged in this very acceptable pastime, a few 
drops of rain induced us to pitch the tent, 
which was not done a bit too soon. The 
victuals suffered at this meal. Pork, potatoes, 
onions, homemade bread, strawberry jam and 
a few more musical instruments, made a re- 
past fit for the King. The rain came down 
steadily but not heavily for the balance of the 
day, poured during the night and was still 
doing its duty at 10 o’clock. We had such a_ 

lovely camp ground we didn’t care if it rained 
till the cows came home. When it did clear 
we waned to explore the Southwest arm of this 
ake. 

Wednesday, 4th August. 

Well, the rain did not let up and looked as if 
it intended to continue for a week. Of course 
we could not move about, but in the evening 
we took the bull by the horns and went trolling 
in Outlet Bay. Ina very short time we landed 
a beautiful three pound trout with coloring 
almost as bright as a brook trout. As this 
was all we could eat we pointed for camp and 
despite the rain John cooked half of it to per- 
fection, which we more than enjoyed. 

Not being able to spend the evening on the 
lake owing to the continued rain, we crawled 
into our sleepings bags and I read to John 
until the candle burnt out. 

Thursday, 5th August. 

Still raining but towards noon it cleared up 
sufficiently to allow us to explore this beauti- 
ful lake. Tourists passing through can form 
no idea of its magnitude. I am sure we paddl- 
ed three miles away up into what is called 
West Bay without reaching its extreme limit. 
This bay cannot be seen without the expendi- 
ture of a good deal of muscle. On the South 
shore of the bay we investigated a large desert- 
edlumber camp. _ In this out of the way place 
we found the chimney swifts in possession. 
We returned to camp, had a good lunch, al- 
though still pretty full after our breakfast, on 
the remainder of the trout, and after half an 
hour’s smoke we were off again to see what 
was in store for us by exploring Moose Creek 
at the South end of the Lake. On the way up 
this large creek we sneaked to within 20 feet 
of a deer for which we were very sorry when 
we saw the fright the poor thing received 
when our unwelcome presence was discovered. 
We also saw an otter quite close. 

At the end of the creek an old portage road 
was found which we followed for a mile and a 
half before reaching Crown Lake, a great sheet 
of clear green water right up in the hills, from 
which fact I suppose it derives its name. We 
regretted very much that we had no boat to 
explore it. About half way over the portage 
we came upon another lumbering settlement, 
also deserted. On our return trip down the 
creek we ran across a mother otter with two 
young ones. She was very much annoyed at 
our intrusion on her private preserve and al- 
most charged the canoe in her rage with both 
youngsters keeping her close company. She 
snorted at us and growled like a young tiger. 
Hardly had we emerged from the creek when 
a great downpour struck us and we had to put 
ashore and claim the protection of our canoe. 
We passed the time away by singing all the 
songs learnt from childhood. When the storm 
blew over we made tracks for camp, which we 
reached about 7 p.m. Another good snack 
and we curled up for the night. I almost for- 
got to record a good joke on poor old John. 
He was so engrossed in a story he was telling, 
while holding an unlighted cigar in one hand 
and the remains of an old burnt candle in the 
other, that when I said suddenly “throw that 
candle in the fire” he threw the cigar where the 

candle should have gone and shoved the candle 
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into his mouth—sure sign of old age creeping 
onapace. Wehad anice fireplace at this spot 
built of large stones chinked with smaller ones, 
and in front of it our canoe turned upside 
down on tripods about four feet from the 
ground, under which we made use of a flatten- 
ed log for a table as well as for a seat. This 
makes a nice summer kitchen to sil in and en- 
joy the fire. 

Friday, 6th August 

It has been raining so continuously since we 
turned in last night that we decided not to 
move out but amused ourselves reading and 
watching the loons training for the fall races. 
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day. <As our provisions, which were only 
intended to last for a through trip to Joe Lake 
Station, were getting pretty low, things began 
to look serious, so we agreed to push ahead on 
the following day rain or shine. 

Sunday, 8th August. 

This morning the weather looked so muc h 
better we broke camp and “hit the trail again.’ 
Although we covered the next portage dry 
overhead but very wet underfoot, it looked 
very threatening. However it held off and we 
had a lovely paddle through Smoke Lake after 
a small feed of raspberries of which there was 
abundance on the portages. As it was pretty 

A good spot for trout. 

For fifteen minutes we watched a couple rac- 
ing and then they were not through but dis- 
appeared in the distance. The waters in 
front of our camp seemed to be a favorite 
sporting rendezvous. I never heard s>9 much 
loony music in my life. 

Saturday, 7th August. 

Stull raining and has been all night, but 
things look brighter for a clearup as the sun 
peeped through the clouds for the first time 
since the beginning of the week. During the 
limited sunshine we had a visit from three 
young men from Windsor, who were travelling 
in the opposite direction to us. Very soon the 
rain started in from another quarter which we 
hoped was a good sign, but nothwitstanding, 
it rained off and on for the remainder of the 

The Park affords the best fishing opportunities on the cont nent 

early when we passed Nominigan Camp we 
did not call but visited Callaghan’s shelter hut, 
just opposite the hotel, on a pretty sandy 
beach. Everything was very neat about the 
place with a nice potato patch in full flower. 
After leaving our card for Callaghan, who was 
absent, we continued our journey through this 
srand lake and out the creek into Tea Lake, 
the end of which we crossed and entered a 
little river which introduced us to Mink Lake. 
When we left the lake and again entered the 
river, connecting with Canoe Lake, it was 
getting time to think of what we would have 
for dinner. I suggested a nice black bass. and 
following up the suggestion threw in the troll 
and very soon had our dinner secured. When 
emerging into Canoe Lake we heard singing In 
the distance and ois awhile, upon drawing 
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nearer, we found that the campers on this lake 
were holding church on the verandah of one of 
the Gilmour bungalows situated on a fine island 
beautifully wooded with second growth white 
and rel pine. At the North end of the Canoe 
Lake the G. T. Ry. Co. has converted into 
cheap hotels the large boarding houses formerly 
used by Gilmours’ employees. When we en- 
tered Joe Creek we went ashore at the first 
nice spot and very soon John had the bass in 
the pan and shortly arterwards the bass had 
disappeared into the interior. We did enjoy 
this meal. 

A short padale up the creek brought us to 
the Algonquin Hotel at Joe Lake Station 
where we picked up the bulk of our provisions 
shipped up ahead. We visited the hotel and 
met Mrs. Merrill, Sr. and Mr. Merrill who 
were very nice to us. The tormer went to 
great pains to show me all through the Al- 
gonquin, treated us to fruit and invited us to 
dinner which was just being served. Of 
course after dinner on the creek we had to de- 
cline but we managed to find room for a dish 
of ice cream. A great number of improve- 
ments to the hotel have made it very pretty 
and comfortable. 

While packing up for our long tour, a couple 
of fine girls from Toronto, stopping at the 
Algonquin, took such a fancy to John and his 
birch bark canoe that had there been accomm- 
odation I believe our party would have con- 
sisted of four during the trip. Everywhere 
the canoe, in particular, was greatly admired. 
Of course the occupants had now and then to 
submit to a few complimentary remarks. Af- 
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ter leaving the hotel about 3 o’clock, we passed 
through Joe Lake, then up a creek to an old 
fallen down bridge where we took the portage 
to Little Joe Lake. As the day was drawing 
to its close we camped beside an old lumber 
shanty for the night, on a pretty eminence over 
looking Little and Baby Joe. After another 
good snack we took a short paddle to the next 
portage and walked across to the South West 
end of Island Lake, just for a little exercise, 
the evening was so fine. When starting out 
from Rock Lake I kept count of the number 
of deer seen but they got so common I gave it 
up at this point. 

Monday, 9th August. 

Up early and off at seven. Very soon we 
reached that Queen of Lakes, Big Island. 
Just after entering it we came to the Minnesing 
Cottage Hotel, a very picturesque structure, 
all rustic. It is prettily situated with a fine 
view up the lake. We paid it a flying visit. 
Although the weather looked very threatening 
we had a grand paddle right up the centre of 
the lake with a nice little wind in our favour. 
Just as we were unloading at the portage to the 
Little Otter Slide Lake a tourist from Toronto 
with his guide came down the trail, wet to 
the part that crossed the fence last. They 
had been in at Lake Lameur fishing. The 
account they gave of the moist state of the 
portage, owing to recent rains, was enough to 
frighten the ordinary tourist, but we tackled 
it without gloves. Most of the trail was 
swimming in water and sufficiently boggy to 
submerge our dancing pumps. We reached 

Minnesing Camp, one of the Grand Trunk’s log cabin hotels. We paidjit a flying visit. a very picturesque 

structure. sllrustic. with a fine situation 
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Little Otter Slide safely, however, with noth- 
ing worse than very wet feet and legs. My 
waterproof boots were true to the brand, up 
till then, but when the water takes liberties 
with your uppers and trickles down your legs 
one’s feet are liable to feel damp. 
When about half way over this lake our old 

friend the rain again overtook us. Weran in 
under some overhanging trees and made a 
shelter with our waterproofs which saved wet- 
ting that part of our bodies not already satur- 
ated. After the rain let up we left the lake by 
a small creek which opened up into a very 
pretty lake called Otter Slide. This is used 
exclusively by the adult otters for recreation 
purposes, the smaller lake, just passed, being 
reserved for the youngsters. 

Just before reaching the next portage the 
rain again broke loose but before anything 
suffered we managed to get our luggage into an 
old shanty. When this shower passed on its 
way rejoicing we had our lunch and then con- 
tinued our journey. As the portage is quite 
short here we were soon again in thecanoe. A 
long narrow creek brought us to arapids and 
an old dam, renewed by the busy beaver. 

The day being now well advanced and the 
sky anything but promising we pitched our 
tent in the wet grass beside the little falls made 
by the overflow from the dam, which made 
such a pleasant lullaby that we were soon in 
the land of nod after drying our clothes before 
a good birch fire. 

Tuesday, 10th August. 

An early start, a comparatively short por- 
tage and we were in the creek again. Another 
portage over a dam and slide and a paddle 
down the creek for a short distance brought-us 
to a grand expanse o1 water, White Trout Lake. 
The day being perfect, and no wind to raise a 
swell, we went straight down the middle of this 
lake for about four miles to the outlet where 
is located the nicest shelter yet seen on our 
trip. This hut is built with a bungalo roof 
and painted white. After a conversation with 
the ranger we portaged into Longer Lake, 
where the Petawawa River takes its rise. 
Through this lake and down the river we went, 
over two portages—sreat exercise—then into 
Red Pine Lake. Before starting out into this 
lake we had our lunch in a narrow rocky gorge 
of the river with the rapids alongside singing 
their everlasting song. While waiting for the 
kettke to boil, four canoes with a party of 
eight young men trom Toronto, by way of 
Bracebridge and Chalk River, with the Mus- 
koka Lakes as their destination, hove in sight. 
A great trip they had had, with plenty ot exer- 
cise. 

Lunch over we weresoon off again down Red 
Pine Lake. passing on our left an opening or 
channel into Burnt lake where one of the 
MelLachlan Bros. Depots is situated. Red 
Pine is a very picturesque little luke about a 
couple of miles in length. Another portage 
introduced us to a most beautiful clear water 
lake named Lameur, studded with islands and 
wooded to the water’s edse. No dead nor 
fallen trees of any consequence to mar its 
loveliness {A two mile paddle down this lake 
and we c..1iped on the peak of a dear little 
island. As we had an hour or so before eating 
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time we trolled tor a short time and landed a 
fine one and a half pound speckled trout with 
flesh as red as a beaver’s tongue. With acc- 
companying delicacies, such as_ potatoes, 
onions, pickles, jam and good breaa, you may 
be sure we enjoyed that meal. During the 
evening two young New Yorkers called and 
presented us with a three pound lake trout, 
half of which went for breakfast next day, the 
remainder doing its duty later on. These 
young fellows were having a fine time. Be- 
sides the trout given us they had another 
weighing five pounds. They told us that the 
day previous a seventeen pounder had been 
landed. This was another point on our trip 
where a cradle wasn’t required to assist us to 
sleep. 

Wednesday, 11th August. 

Up early and off again at 7.30 down the 
lake to its outlet. The beauty of the scene 
that morning, as we worked along, is indes- 
cribable. Another portage of considerable 
length, passing on the way one of McLaugh- 
lin’s deserted lumber camps, and we reached 
our destination in this direction, Hogan Lake. 
Such a beautitul body of water deserves a 
more euphonious name. It is quite large, 
about six or seven miles long, and wide in 
places. The shores are clean and prettily 
wooded. We paddled over to a point to see 
the shelter hut built by, and under the personal 
supervision, of those eminent architects, Arm- 
strong and Bell. The hut was there all right 
but sad to relate, the McLachlin firm has sur- 
rounded the nice little shelter with large 
shanty buildiags very much to the disgust of 
John. There were other places suitable for a 
lumbering settlement without destroying this 
lovely spot. The fire ranger, who makes this 
hut his headquarters, was absent when we 
arrived, which gave us a good opportunity of 
looking over everything and brought back 
fond recollections to John and his experience 
in its erection. In the shanty storehouse we 
found a nice little black cat nursing a small 
kitteri of the same color. The mother looked 
up at us with an expression as much as to say 
“A good dish of milk would be very acceptable 
just now.” 

A little island a short distance away looked 
so inviting we decided to camp there for the 
night. Before getting lunch we pitched our 
tent and made things comfortable. I climbed 
to the top of the island and for a change gath- 
ered enough deer moss to make a grand feather 
bed about a foot thick. After a real good 
snack on the remainder of the three pound 
trout we decided to explore a very large creek 
emptying into the lake on the South West 
shore. For at least two hours we paddled 
through drowned land which we discovered to 
be a rendezvous for black ducks. [I am sure 
we raised fifty. This is the only place so far 
that ducks seemed to frequent. With the 
sowing of rice it could be made a grand breed- 
ing spot. Away up this creek we discovered 
some pieces of square timber bearing the stamp 
“R._S.’? (Robert Skead) which must have been 
cut 60 or 70 years ago. As the tail end of the 
day was approaching we returned to camp, 
after paddling about 10 miles, had another 
good tuck in, a good bath and a smoke and 
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Whipping the trout stream 

then crawled in on the feathery moss. Before 
falling asleep we heard an old crane light on a 
tree over our fireplace where he roosted all 
night. In the morning we found that it had 
left some nice little visiting cards on the rocks 
below as a reminder of his sociability. 

Thursday, 12th August. 

Up at 5 and away at 7 on the return trip to 
White Trout Lake where, all going well, we 
hoped to branch off enroute for Opeongo. 
Nothing of any note occured up to the point 
where we took our lunch on the way down be- 
side the rapids at the head of Red Pine Lake. 
By a strange coincidence we again discovered 
it was time to attend to the wants of the inner 
man. We no sooner began to prepare for 
lunch than the rain started to fall with a ven- 
geance which necessitated our making the up- 
turned canoe again act asa shelter. As there 
was no sign of the rain stopping after we finish- 
ed our meal, I got out the book and read aloud 
to John until I fell asleep to be wakened by the 
book tumbling down the rocks to the water. 
About 4 o'clock it began to clear sufficiently to 
permit us to make a break for the old shelter 
at the lower end of White Front Lake portage. 
which we reached about 5, only to find it 
occupied by a party from the Boys’ camp. 
They had been caught in the rain on their way 
to Manitou Lake and naturally took possess- 
ion of the first available dry spot. We pushed 
on over the portage to the new shelter at White 
Trout and were made very welcome by Ranger 

Capon. After we got our luggage under coy- 
, the bovs arrived on the scene and between 

us we agreed to have a grand dinner, pooling 
our best and using the ranger’s stove and 
house for the partv. Mr. Frad, the physicial 
culture director of the Boys’ Camp, who was 
in charge of his party, undertook the cooking 
and in a very short time he had currant buns, 
boiled rice, bacon and other good things dished 
up, and eleven of us sat down. Everyone 
enjoyed that meal. The hut was a little 
crowded but we all had ample room to work 
ourjaws. After a very pleasant conversation 
the boys retired to the old shelter and John 
and I curled up on the floor in our sleeping 
bags and were soon dead to the world. 

Friday, 13th Augus'. 

Without arousing the rangers we got up at 
5 o'clock and silently stole away like the Arabs 
minus the tent to fold. We padaled up the 
lake tor about an hour and then went ashore 
on the North West end of Bell Island, for 
breakfast, but as it still looked like rain we 
pitched our tent. This is a beautiful camp- 
ground with an outlook hard to beat. The 
day turned out so pleasant we decided to re- 
main over night and at the same time give 
John a chance to bake a fine pan of scones m 
the little dutch oven he made for this trip. 
We very nearly finished a whole pan for dinner. 
The view down the lake that evening was very 

fine. 
After tea. or dinner rather, we went for a 
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paddle around the large island lying north of 
our camp, just to settle down our meal before 
turning in, which was very soon, as it was our 
intention to make anearly start for Opeongo, 
weather permitting. : 

Saturday, 1Jth August. 

Up again at 5 and as the breeze was from the 
north we concluded, after a council of war, 
that we might travel in safety, so we polished 
off a good breakfast and were away at 7 
o'clock. We regretted so much leaving this 
lovely spot, but we were looking forward to 
something better. After leaving White Trout 
we travelled up a creek for about a mile before 
reaching the portage to Merchant’s Lake 
whieh is about one and a half miles long, a 
little damp and rough at the start but after 
that we found it very fair. We timed the 
actual carry at 30 minutes for a continuous 
trip. It took two trips to transport our dun- 
nage which meant that we were travelling very 
nearly two hours. As it was early in the day 
we took a short breathing spell and started 
across Merchant’s Lake, a very fine sheet of 
water with good fishing. We were sorry to 
see that through someone’s carelessness the 
first of the three small islands directly opposite 
the portage had been burnt and its beauty 
destroyed. This and Lake Lemeur are said to 
be the best fishing lakes in the Park. 

In about half an hour we reached the portage 
to Green Lake. This carry is quite short, 
only about a quarter of a mileand very pleas- 
ant. One of old Dennison’s trapping huts is 
located on the portage. It has fallen into a state 
of decay like its builder. If everalake was well 
named Green Lake is the one. The water is so 
green and clear I amsure the bottom can be seen 
for a depth of twenty feet or more. Its shores are 
beautifully wooded with the exception of a por- 
tion of the South Side which has been burnt 
over. Green Lake is larger than the one just 
passed and more interesting in its shape. We 
were very much tempted to camp for a day on 
the sandy beach near its outlet, but as the fine 
days for travelling were so few and far be- 
tween we thought it better to push on to our 
goal, Great Opeongo. By timing ourselves 
we found the portage to Opeongo the same 
length as that from White Trout Creek to 
Merchant’s Lake, but to the credit of those 
who cut it out, very much better. 

We were exceedingly pleased to reach Opeon- 
go and hailed it with a cheer. We had put in 
a good day’s work for tenderfeet. As it was 
only a quarter to five o’clock we paddled over 
to and inspected the old shelter hut built in 
the corner of an old shanty, and in which 
John and Watters had five wolfskins decorat- 
ing the walls at one time some years ago. The 
roof has now fallen in and its usefulness as a 
shelter is gone. 

Opeongo being like a mirror we immediately 
made up our minds to lose no time in reaching 
Sunnyside shelter hut about six or seven miles 
down the lake. We paddled straight down 
the centre of this glorious expanse of water, 
studded with small islands. On reaching what 
are known as the Battery islands, John nearly 
sprung a fit when he saw that they all had 
been burnt over and their former beauty and 
attractiveness destroyed. Our destination, 
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Sunnyside, is such a beautiful place with its 
grove of red pines and sand and gravel beach, 
we considered it well worth the day’s strenu- 
ous exercise toreachit. It was about a quart- 
er to seven when we arrived and in very short 
order we had our tent pitched on what is 
supposed to be the site of one of the cld fur 
trading factories. The shelter hut at this 
point was unoccupied but we preferred the 
canvas house every time to the poorly ventil- 
ated huts. In view of our good day’s work 
we retired just as soon as we had _ things 
straightened out and a good substantial wad 
inside. 

Sunday, 15th August. 

Unlike preceding days we were not up very 
early but took a good sleep. .Atter breakfast 
we took a walk through one of the most beau- 
tiful natural parks imaginable between Sunny- 
side beach and the old Dennison farm. Iam 
sure we spent three hours enjoying its beauty 
and inspecting the old buildings on the farm 
now fallen into decay. This farm must have 
been a great place in its palmy days and after- 
wards when used as a lumberman’s cepot. In 
the middle of the park is a small plot fenced in 
which contains the remains of old Dennison 
who was killed by a bear he had trapped. This 
burial must have taken place many years ago 
judging by the size of two trees which have 
grown over the grave—a lonely one but a fit- 
ting place for one who spent his life in the woods 

In the afternoon we took a walk down to the 
narrows a small stream connecting two large 
portions of the lake. As the woods and clear- 
ing on the opposite side looked so tempting 
and attractive we stripped off our boots, 
stockings and trousers, rolled up our shirts 
and waded across. Needless to say we had no 
spectators, it being church hour. After cross- 
ing safely John re-dressed but I just put on my 
boots and stockings. We wandered around 
berrypicking and exploring for an hour. ‘The 
only living creature seen was a skunk who, the 
minute he caught sight of the funny looking 
animal John had with him, cocked his tail and 
took to the woods for protection. My undress 
uniform was anything but attractive. As the 
day was closing in we returned to camp, had 
our tea, and after listening to the beaver slap- 
ping the water with their tails we turned in. 

Monday, 16th August. 

Arose early and were off on a voyage of 
discovery to Annie’s Bay about seven miles 
down the lake to its outlet where the Opeongo 
River takes its rise. The weather was fine 
and bright until about noon, or just as we sat 
down to lunch, when the clouds came up and 
the rain came down forcing us to finish our 
meal under the upturned canoe. We were 
getting quite expert at this from almost daily 
practice. In about an hour it began to clear 
so we made tracks for camp. While in Annie’s 
Bay we caught a small chub at the outlet dam 
which we used for bait attached to a spoon 
troll. In a very short time a fine large trout 
was hooked but just as I was on the point of 
landing it the brute made a cross rush under 
the canoe and cut itself loose against John’s 
paddle. It looked like a ten pounder. 

The branch of Opeongo Lake leading down 
to Annie’s Bay is a grand sheet of water. 
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When nearing camp the sky got fearfully 
dark and threatening in the North West and 
we just had time to get into our snug little 
tent when the rain came down in torrents. So 
far we had been favoured with four really nice 
days without rain as a musical accompani- 
ment 

We were quite ready for bed that night hav- 
ing travelled about fifteen miles, and it didn’t 
take us long to get there after satisfying the 
inner man. 

Tuesday, 17th August. 
The day broke fine and as we intended to 

move down the South end of the lake to our 
next portage about six miles distant, we were 
up early and made a start before the wind, 
which was beginning to rise, got too strong. 
Although what wind there was helped us 
along at the start, before reaching the opposite 
shore the whitecaps were tossing us along in 
great style. A little later start and we would 
not have been able to cross. On our way we 
stopped at Squaw Island to see the grave and 
remains of asquaw. Some mercenary vandal 
had cut down the pine and removed the tree 
which served as a monument with a cross cut 
in its bark, but most of the skeleton 1s left. 

We reached the foot of the lake, or rather 
the portage, about 8.30 o’clock and found 
that the fire had laid waste the old shelter hut. 
At nine we took the trail for Little Opeongo 
Lake. It took 70 long minutes straight or 
rather crooked continuous carrying to cover 
this portage and over three hours work taking 
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into consideration twice over and return for 
packs. This was the longest carry on the trip 
but not the worst, that was yet to come. 

After dinner, which we enjoyed at the end 
of the portage, we paddled a short distance on 
this little gem of a lake, Little Opeongo, to a 
grand camp ground on a point to the left and 
pitched our tent for the night as we were both 
strongly of the opinion that a rest would be 
very beneficial. Three and a half hours on a 
rough hilly portage, seldom used now, is about 
all one wants in a day. The balsam bed I 
made that day served as a grand panacea to a 
good night’s rest. 

Wednesday, 18th August. 

When morning came around, all too soon, 
we were both of the opinion that we had slept 
on the best bed of the trip. An early start 
and a short paddle brought us to the portage 
to Sunday Lake a very small specimen of lake- 
land, which we reached in about ten minutes. 
Crossing this we carried over another short 
portage to Little Rock Lake. This was cross- 
ed in short order bringing us to another com- 
paratively short carry to the Pond, not much 
bigger than the impression the name would 
convey. Every bit of water, no matter how 
small is welcome in breaking portages. Five 
minutes took us to the other sice of the Pond 
where we encountered or experienced the 
worst portage on the tour. The fire had cross- 
ed it last summer obliterating the blazes, fell- 
ing trees and making the carrying of a pack or 
canoe both troublesome and dangerous. The 

Wolf Lake is one of the typical island studded lakes of Algonquin Park 
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beaver have added to the difficulties on this 
trail by flooding the low spots which made 
travelling very juicy. That we got over this 
portage without breaking or spraining a leg or 
two is a miracle. The sight of Kearney Lake 
towards which we were pushing: was more 
than welcome. 

As we were pretty hungry by this time we 
made a quick run to the North end of the lake 
to where an inviting little rapids comes 
tumbling down the rocks, and very soon had a 
good pan of bacon on the coals which quickly 
disappeared before our onslaught. Half an 
hour’s rest, for digestive purposes, and we 
were off for the last portage into the Mada- 
waska River at the south end of the lake. 
Kearney Lake has the most desolate surround- 
ings imaginable. The fire has completely 
circled it and left nothing but charred trees to 
grace its shores. 

The portage across to the Madawaska is 
like the Lovers’ Walk, on Parliament Hill, in 
comparison with those immediately preceding. 
We covered this in good style and then made 
quick time to Sunset Point on the island in 
Whitefish Lake where we pitched camp for a 
two days’ rest before taking the train for home 
after completing the loop. This point is an 
ideal camping spot, clean, high and dry, and 
in the midst of red pines. It is convenient to 
Rock Lake Station and directly on the route 
for trips East and West. 

Both mornings, during our stay there, we 

enjoyed the company of three or four deer 
feeding along the shore a_ short distance 
across a narrow channel while we were at 
breakfast. 

While John was baking buns here I discover- 
ed a deer salt lick while prowling in the woods 
on the mainland. From the continued lick- 
ing a hole has been made in the ground large 
enough to bury a cow. All around the spot 
the ground is tramped like a barnyard. 

Thursday, 19th August. 

The day being fine and pleasant we lay 
around camp and cleaned up a bit. We also 
took an odd 40 winks. 

Friday, 20th August. 

Besides catching enough black bass for the 
table we went over to the mainland to the 
North and climbed a very high rocky bluff 
swept clear by bush fires. This is the great- 
est rocky bluff I ever saw, commanding a 
grand view. In the afternoon we stretched 
ourselves in the pine needles and read and slept. 

Saturday, 21st August.’ 
Ten-thirty saw us on the train speeding 

along on our way to relatives, friends and 
slavery. 

We had a grand trip but I wouldn’t advise 
any person with a weak heart or delicate con- 
stitution to tackle it. 

PIGEONS IN WARFARE 

Were Used Extensively During the Boer War 

It is not generally known that all the armies 
and navies of the world can fall back on official 
pigeons, if necessary, and that the birds be- 
longing to the British Navy have their official 
standing and numbers just as the handymen 
have. 

During the Boer War the British Army had 
its carrier-pigeon system. The birds brought 
messages from all the towns beleaguered by the 
Boer invaders, and when Sir George White’s 

force was cooped up in Ladysmith winged 
messengers carried several despatches from 
that gallant officer to the men who were slowly 
fighting their way to his relief. 

The first war in which_pigeons were used as 
messengers was the Franco-Prussian, and the 
birds carried news into and out of besieged 
Paris. A post was established at Tours, and 
right through the siege regular mails were 
carried between Paris and Tours by Pigeons. 

SHADE 
Theodosia Garrison 

The kindliest thing God ever made, 
His hand of very healing laid 
Upon a fevered world, is shade. 

His glorious company of trees 
Throw out their mantles, and on these 
The dust-stained wanderer finds ease. 

Green temples, closed against the beat 
Of noontime’s blinding glare and heat, 
Open to any pilgrim’s feet. 

The white road blisters in the sun: 
Now half the weary journey’s done, 
Enter and rest, O weary one! 

And feel the dew of dawn still wet 
Beneath thy feet, and so forget 
The burning highway’s ac he and fret. 

This is Goa’s hospitality, 
And whoso rests beneath a tree 
Hath cause to thank Him gratefully. 
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F. V. Williams and disappeared. How long he’d been watch- 
ing that frog it would be hard to say, but he 

T was the first of March. Ever since evidently knew just when and where to get a 
last May, when Jim saw the big fox frog for lunch. Other evidences of his being 
make the raid on the partridge, we’d about were plentiful enough for the fact is he 

been talking of this very thing,—the getting had helped himself to three of my choice 
of the big fox. James had already made his Plymouth Rock Fowls at different times 
boast that he would get him while Jhadakind during the summer, as we found by an ex- 
of hunch that I knew more about that fox’s amination of the soft ground in back of the 
habits and feelings, and in time I came to feel chicken coops. 
that he was already mine. Just once during Well, we were after him at last, and as Jim 
the summer had I seen old red-coat and that remarked if we didn’t get him perhaps we’d 
was down at a little swamp where I’d been get some of the others, as there were other 
doing some sketching. Seated quietly in the foxes back in the hills where the big fellow had 
shade of an old willow I was supposed to be his den, but there were none quite as large 
sketching, but was in reality paying more or quite as bold as this fellow and besides 
attention to the performance of a large frog. we'd none of us ever seen a fox to equal this 
There were a number of them quite near my fellow. Jim had two hounds, one of proven 
station,—but one big fellow in particular with ability, and another he’d bought at a bargain 
his er-r-r-runk, cr-r-r-runk-a-runk-runk-was _ from some fellow from town, a fine looking 
more than out doing his fellows. He was dog he was, and we had great hopes of his 
seated on the end of an old water soaked log _ being a good one. Pes 
half sunken in the ooze and slime of the As we climbed the hill back of an old farm- 
stagnant pool—about fifty feet distant—and house we turned to get a look at the village. 
was so interested in his musical endeavors The view was fine, but right in the foreground 
that he seemed to have forgotten all else in of our picture wandered one of my neighbors 
the universe. Suddenly—there was no pre- and across his shoulder was an ancient 
liminary waving of grasses or twigs—the big breech-loader, an old “Zulu gun,” a musket 
fox leaped lightly out onto the old log, put that had had the breach fitted with breech- 
one forefoot accurately on the frog’s back, block and as nearly as I can remember this 
and at the same time reached down with his _ piece of homely ordinance took a twelve gauge 
sharp nose and evidently killed the frog at the shell. Some gun it was, but the owner of it, 
first nip. At any rate the frog did not strug- to my personal knowledge had brought in 
gle and the fox, picking him up, stood and considerable game and far be it from me to 
looked about for perhaps a quarter of a condemn a man because he chooses to stick 
minute, and then leaped back into the bushes _ to old customs or old guns. 
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“After the fox?’’ queried the new comer, not 
pausing in his stride, and heading at right 
angles to the way we were taking. 
Upon our assuring him we were he cheer- 

fully imparted the information that he had 
seen us start out and thought he’d try for him 
on his own account, as he'd often done before. 

“But don’t worry, he added. I won't in- 
terfere with your fun. I’m going over to the 
old swamp, and I see you fellows are headed 
for the birch woods,’ which was right. We 
had no intention of going to the swamp, as it 
was too hard for the dogs to pick up a trail 
there. My friend had a dandy English 
double gun while I carried my old standby, an 
up to date repeater, and we both smiled at 
the farmer’s boy with his ancient artillery, as 
Jim described it. As we arrived at the birch 
woods shortly afterwards Jim turned the dogs 
loose and they went scampering away while we 
sat on a log to rest a few moments and give 
the dogs a chance to “start something.’ 
Guess we'd been there ten minutes, when, 
Wow, Wow, 0-0-Wow, came the voice of old 
Spot that was Jim’s best bet in the dog line. 
(As to the new hound he was evidently run- 
ning silent as we did not hear him at all.) 
After listening a few minutes we knew the 
chase was going straight across these woods 
to another old “chopping” some distance 
away. 

‘“*Choose quick’, says Jim; and I chose an 
old woodroad that led to the old “‘Chopping”’. 
Now Id seen this big fox’s tracks on this 
wood road a half dozen times during the past 
winter and knew it to be a favorite runway of 
his. And about one half mile down this place 
a little trail came in, a short-cut to the old 
trout stream and this I hoped would give me 
my opportunity at old Reynard as I felt sure 
he'd take this trail first and then the woodroad 
to the retreats farther on. The dogs were 
swinging away from my choice of positions 
as I could tell by the occasional baying of 
“Spot”, but nevertheless I hustled along and 
found an excellent hiding place under a big 
windfall where I could have a clear view of 
the end of the trail where it came out onto 
the old road. Outside the wood the snow 
was practically all gone, although here in the 
woods there were patches of it in the more 
sheltered places. Through an opening in the 
trees I had a good view of the brown and grey 
hillside a mile away in the direction of the old 
swamp. I looked at my watch and it was 
nine A.M. Then I arranged myself a com- 
fortable seat on an old root, and prepared to 
wait until doomsday, if need be, for that fox. 

Jim was a sticker, and had his own ideas 
about the way Mr. Fox would travel. He 
gave me one of his cheerful grins when he saw 
me choose my station, then started off in the 
opposite direction to my course, but it was 
agreed that we should travel towards the 
other fellow’s shot should either of us be 
fortunate enough to get one. 

One hour passed,—an inquisitive chip- 
munk dodged around an old stump, and took 
a few peeks at the strange creature sitting 
there so quietly. Finally “‘stripes’ got up 
courage enough to come within five feet of 
where I sat, but at the first movement he was 
away off down some secret passage-way, 
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leaving me staring at the space he had oc- 
cupied a second before. He reappeared 
shortly thirty feet away on an old log where 
with many nervous jerkings of his slender 
brush he regarded me silently for a few mo- 
ments and then, evidently satisfied with his 
adventure, scampered away for good. ‘There 
followed another long interval of silence, 
broken only by an occasional chic-a-dee, and 
once a woodpecker came and investigated a 
dead tree, but after a few preliminary raps 
he too sailed away as if disgusted with this 
particular neighborhood. To tell the truth 
I was beginning to feel that way myself about 
this vigil of mine. I took another look at my 
watch and learned it was twelve o’clock, noon, 
and I’d been ambushed here for three hours. 
Naturally I was getting a bit cramped and 
stiff and also a little careless in my watchful- 
ness. In fact I’d turned my head from the 
trail in front of me and was trying to see the 
cause of an apparently very faint movement 
in the bush behind me. On resuming my 
natural position I glanced up the road to- 
ward the trail and almost fell off my “perch’’. 
There not forty yards away, standing with 
one fore foot uplifted and gazing directly 
at me was the “fox.” As I gazed I could 
not help but admire the old rascal’s perfect 
composure as he stood there posed as grace- 
fully as anyone could wish. Perhaps he 
knew that one little side leap would send him 
into safety in the thick bush that bordered 
the narrow trail, or perhaps with his fox’s 
intuition of the right thing to do at the right 
moment he was confident that he was master 
of the situation, as far as his own safety was 
concerned. At any rate my cramped limbs 
and the cold March wind were all forgotten 
in less time than it takes to tell and the one 
question with me was—could I raise my gun 
from my knees and shoot in time to get him?” 
Now or never. Up went the gun, and I 

cast my eye along the barrel and gazed at— 
the empty trail. Say! Honest now! I’m not 
given to more than the average use of cuss 
words, neither do I approve of it in others 
but I’m awfully glad that none of my family, 
or lady acquaintances were present because 
I used every combination of profanity I'd 
ever heard of, and was feeling sorry that I was 
not able to kick myself. Imagine sitting on 
a runway for three hours, then having your 
quarry come and gaze at you like a long lost 
friend and yet allow it to get away without 
your being able to get in a shot. Can you 
imagine that? 

Bow-wow, Wow, wow. Faint but clear 
came the noise of the dogs. Yes, they were 
coming my way at last, but I knew only too 
well that my chances for a shot were gone, 
having vanished with old bushy-tail when he 
leaped into the bush, as I threw up my gun to 
shoot. 

Well, that sure was luck, and going back to 
my seat, I leaned my gun against a tree and 
proceeded to put away a couple of sand- 
wiches. All the while the dogs were coming 
closer, closer, until at last I could hear the 
bush moving as they rushed along. Yes 
indeed they were after him all right, but the 
fox had a good big lead and it looked as if he 
stood a very good chance of keeping it. 
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Presently the dogs broke into sight at the end 
of the trail. They were so busy they did not 
even glance in my direction and it was a pretty 
sight to see “‘Sport’’, the old veteran, when 
he came to the abrupt ending of the hot trail 
pause for perhaps ten seconds then with nose 
to the ground turn in a small circle to the left. 

As he eame across to the right side of the 
trail again he sent out his wonderful voice 
and I knew as he disappeared, followed close- 
ly by the other dog, that they were hot on the 
‘scent once more. Where the dogs had been 
for the three hours of the forenoon, or where 
the fox had led them was beyond me. I 
knew the jig was up as far as the old wood- 
road was concerned. The only satisfaction 
that I had was in knowing that my guess had 
been right about his line of travel. At any 
rate there was no object in staying here 
and my cold lunch having been put away, I 
started slowly back toward where Jim and [ 
had separated earlier in the day. It was 
nearly two P.M., and it looked like one of 
those unlucky days that every hunter some- 
times has—if one can call it unlucky to come 
home without the game,—it has always 
seemed to me that a fellow who could get out 
and take a hike with his gun through the 
woods occasionally was in luck to be able to 
do these things, regardless of the game, al- 
though IT like to have a successful ending to 
my hunting trips as well as the next one. 

Walking slowly along and enjoying the woods 
just for their own sake and noting some of the 
bushes and trees already had buds _ that 
seemed about to burst, although so early in 
the season,—I almost stepped on three part- 
ridge ina small clump of evergreens close..by a 
little stream. They seemed to know it was 
close season, as—instead of flying they de- 
liberately walked away down the little sandy 
beach of the stream to the next bit of cover, 
pausing to strut and turn their heads to sec 
who their disturber might be and finally 
disappearing into the next bit of jungle. The 
sound of the dogs had long since died away, 
and it occurred to me it might be worth 
while to follow the little stream down to where 
it left the wood to go tumbling along through 
some small hills to join the big trout stream 
farther on. There was lots of opportunity for 
admiring and studying nature al! along this 
stream. Every bit of it was interesting, even 
the group of big boulders which Jim said had 
been left there “by ice, ages ago, (perhaps he 
was right; we never asked him to prove it; 
at any rate they were of a different formation 
from any rock in the vicinity). These bould- 
ers were enormous, and sat well up on the 
ground. Once IJ shot a large hawk from the 
top of one of them, which always gave me the 
idea that this was, or had been, his lookout 
‘and hunting ground, for the top of the boulder 
had a good sprinkling of feathers and small 
bird bones. Passing these boulders there was 
a pretty fair stretch of sugar maples and about 
fifty yards south of the stream was the old 

sugar house. Arriving here I decided to sit 
down for a few moments and rest. I’d about 
forgotten my disappointment of the morning. 
It was so quiet and peaceful out here away 
from town, some treat to get away from 
telephones, automobile horns, and clanging 
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street car gongs. Well I’d just been having 
a whole gob of beautiful thoughts like these 
and was considering whether I had time to go 
over and rummage about the old sugar house 
a bit when a rabbit came by the corner of the 
little old log house going as if pursued by the 
evil one. He came straight toward me and 
arriving within fifteen yards of my position 
turned down stream and ran into what looked . 
to me from where I sat to be a hollow log. 
He was not much more than out of sight when 
with a Yip-Yip-ki-yi-ki-yi, came a mongrel 
hound, covering the ground with all the speed 
at his disposal. It would be hard to say if 
that ‘dawg’ hunted by scent or sight. He 
sure was a speed merchant and he followed 
Mr. Cottontail to that log as if he’d known his 
address all his life. Arrived there he put 
in five exciting minutes running around the 
log and sniff, sniffing at what was inside. 
It evidently seemed good to him, for every 
minute he became more excited and then 
quite suddenly he had a bright idea. He 
began tearing at the side of the old log with 
his teeth, alternating this with a vigorous 
digging with his forefeet. By the chunks of 
bark and decayed wood he threw about he 
would soon have made a hole in the side of the 
log. Just at this point bunny popped out of 
the end of the log and sat for almost a half 
minute watching the dog tearing away at the 
side of his shelter. I could see his nostrils 
dilate and his little nose wabble nervously 
as if he were trying to decide whether to make 
a run for it or dodge back into the log, bui the 
dog helped him make a decision by suddenly 
withdrawing his head from the hole, he had 
by now made in the old shell, and on seeing 
bunny sitting there, making a dive at him. 

Like a flash the rabbit was back in the log 
and this time the dog worked his head into the 
end of the log and by shoving with might and 
main split off a piece of the end and went in 
up to his shoulders. I was beginning to think 
it was all up with bunny when suddenly he 
darted out of the hole torn by the ‘purp’ in 
the side of the log, and away he went as 
silently as a bird almost, and that fool dog 
remained behind, with his head and shoulders 
rammed into the end of the log. Thinking 
to surprise him I gave a sharp whistle—the 
dog jerked his head out and gazed with as- 
tonishment at me sitting there watching him. 
Astonishment gave way to a look of abject 
fear and although I chirped and whistled to 
him in my most enticing manner he would 
have none of it, but with his tail between his 
legs scuttled for the cover of the brush looking 
back over his shoulder as if he had seena ghost. 
Only for misleading Jim I would have fired a 
shot in the air to have helped his speed. 
Instead I put my fingers in my mouth and 
gave him a parting whistle, which was ans- 
wered almost immediately by Jim who had 
just come into sight, unobserved by me, and — 
evidently travelling in the direction I had 
been before the burlesque of dog, and rabbit 
had started. Jim was in a hurry too—he 
didn’t have to tell me that. It was written 
all over his face and perspiration was stand- 
ing in beads on his brow as he came up to 
where I sat with the remark:— 

“Get a move on and perhaps we'll be able 
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to head off that fox.’’” And we did get a move 
on. Then he started telling me how way over 
on the other side of the ridge from a lookout 
he had been waiting in he saw the two dogs 
not two hundred yards behind the fox and 
headed for the stream where it left the wood. 

“Tl bet that old rascal will try and fool 
the dogs there at the brook and if he can’t 
do that he’ll hit it up for the swamp,” he 
concluded. On we went, falling over logs, 
crashed through brush, scratching our faces 
with blackberry thorns. Once too I went 
through a moss covered piece of turf into 
water up to my knees, but at last we arrived 
at our destination where the brook, a yellow- 
ish colored stream from the little swamp on 
the hill,.came tumbling and rushing out, and 
down, twisting away among a dozen small 
hills within our range of vision. It was now 
late in the afternoon and on the eastern side 
of the hills the shadows were falling long and 
dark, while the western sides were all aglow 
with the rays from the setting sun. 

“Look! what do you know about that?’ 
exclaimed Jim, gripping my arm and pointing 
across the stream to the top of one of the 
little hills. At first I could see nothing, but 
on following the line of the hill, where it 
stood out against the sky, I could see the 
shape of a fox lying down on the very brow 
and intently watching something back of his 
position and to his right, and in front of where 
we were. On following his gaze we saw the 
two dogs. Spot had given up, and was lying 
down apparently ‘all in’ quite near the stream, 
while the new dog that we had both felt so 
doubtful about was running about, silent as 
ever, but with the evident intention of finding 
the lost trail. And at last he did find it. It 
led to the brook and across this he leapt, only 
to follow the trail a few short yards, when he 
turned back to the brook. Jumping across 
again the trail led back up stream a short 
distance and then to the water again. 

“That’s some dog,” ejaculated Jim, as we 
watched him look at the brook, and then at 
Spot lying down with his tongue lolling and 
watching him with wistful eyes. 

“They're both plum tuckered out and that 
durn tox just lying up there laughing at them. 
Gee I'd give fifty dollars to have a rifle right 
now! Say! You stay here and watch the tox, 
and I’ll go down and get the dogs,’ which he 
proceeded to do. The fox, although he could 
not help but see the man walking i plain 
sight down the hillside, did not move until he 
was within fifty feet ot the dogs, then he 
suddenly vanished. Watching carerully for 
perhaps fifteen minutes the tops of the little 
hills, and occasionally glancing at Jim return- 
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ing with the tired dogs, I saw the fox stand 
boldly on top of a very steep hillock, and 
after taking a look back in our direction trot 
leisurely out o: sight toward an old elm that 
stood on the edge ot the big swamp and right 
near the stream. I called Jim’s attention to 
this, and we both watched to see if Reynard 
would cross over here to the sw amp. At the 
root or the tree were some goocly sized bould- 
ers and across the stream directly opposite 
were several more, while between these the 
brook rushed in a miniature Niagara. As we 
watched the fox stepped up on one of the 
boulders and leapt lightly into the air. 

“Ba-ang!”? A roar like one of “Liz- 
zie’s’’, fifteen inch guns split the-air, and the 
big bushy-tailed thief’s head dropped grotes- 
guely forward and he fell in a furry heap at 
the foot of the Lig elm. 

Jim and I looked at each other without a 
word, and then James turned right about and 
says he 

““Let’s go down and see that fox, and con- 
gratulate that fellow.” 

Or course you’ve guessed who it was. None 
other than our friend of the morning with his 
old Zulu gun, and although he looked rather 
embarrassed at our praise of his shooting he 
was more than pleased when Jim told him 
that he did not consider we had a1y claim on 
the .ox at all, although the other insisted 
that if it had not been for the dogs the fox 
would never have come that way. But, as I 
knew, I had seen that fox’s tracks at. this 
place when the snow was on the ground, and 
I added that anyone who would stick to his 
post for eight hours as he had done deserved 
a reward. 

“Well fellows it you insist of course, I 
spose Ill have to keep him, but he added 
with a grin, I’m going to blow myself for a 
regular gun next season as this old “‘fusee, 
has got a kick like a baby elephant.” We 
quite agreed with him for judging by the noise 
the weapon made, it must have been some 
little kicker. Our triend left us at the gate, 
and trudged off down the darkening road with 
the fox over his shoulder, and listen—do you 
know what that fellow did with that fox? 
He took it over to the corner grocery and left 
it in exchange for an order for groceries to be 
sent to old Grandma Russell who had been 
sick half the winter and was taking care of an 
orphaned grandchild to boot. I found this 
out through the groceryman. The fellow 
never mentioned the fox to anyone, which 
same is why Jim and I think the fellow that 
beat us to it with a Zulu gun is white all the 
way through. 



QUEER WAYS OF CATCHING WILD 
ANIMALS 

N. Tourneur 

HE energy, enterprise, patience and 
skill displayed in the methods used in 
uncivilized countries for the capture of 

wild animals find issue in most remarkable 
artifices. 

A common way of ensnaring prey is to set 
up effigies of the species and to imitate their 
peculiar call or cry. 

In Siberia, where the peasant, if he sees any 
one shoot a bird on the wing, stands with 
mouth gaping in astonishment, not at the 
skill of the sportsman but at his folly in ex- 
pending his ammunition, the fowler, having 
constructed a small hut of green branches in 
order to hide himself, spreads his nets over the 
grass in its vicinity where are scattered some 
stuffed geese or, say, some sitting, others 
standing in the natural positions of the bird in 
case. Ona flock of wild geese passing overhead, 
the Siberian with a small bit of birch bark, curi- 
ously fashioned, imitates with singular verisimil- 
tude the notes of the birds. On hearing, they 
wheel and alight among the stuffed skins, 
when he instantly draws the nets over them 
and easily secures a considerable number. 

Incidentally; as a ‘‘shot’’ the average Siber- 
ian fowler especially among those inhabiting 
the great marshlands between the lower 
courses of the Obi, Yenesi, and Lena, where 
wild fowl abound, excels almost all. If he 
does shoot, though he prefers to trap even the 
black-cock and other game birds, the Siberian 
always hits the bird on the head. When he 
shoots, he at first approaches the object on all 
fours, and then crawls on his stomach till he 
is at a proper distance for firing. Rarely if 
ever does he miss, and always hits an animal, 
the fur of which is of worth, through the 
muzzle. 

Along the east coast of Central America 
the Indians use a similiar method for catching 
waterfowl. With artificial birds resembling 
the teal or wild duck or other bird, made out 
of rushes, and set afloat on the waters of the 
lagoon, they lure their prey to its capture, a 
large calabash hiding the head of the Indian 
as he approaches, swimming very gently. 
Something of a corresponding method also 
obtains in the deserts of Arabia among the 
ostrich-hunters. The hunter covers himself 
with an ostrich skin, and passing an arm up 
the neck he imitates the motion of the great 
bird, by means of which artifice he approaches 
near enough to secure his victim. 

Capture through imitation also is resorted 
to by the Esquimaux, where untouched by 
civilization or when short of powder and 
shot. Concealing himself behind a heap of 
stones, the hunter imitates the peculiar bellow 
or grunt of the deer, and thus lures it within 
range of his spear or arrow—an artifice which 
once a day was common to almost all Ameri- 
can Indians. During the winter and early 
spring the Esquimaux to this day catch 

wolves and other animals in traps or small 
houses built of ice. At one end of the hut isa 
door made of the same material, fitted to slide 
up and down in a grove. ‘To the upper part of 
this a line is attached which, passing over the 
roof, is let down into the trap at the inner end, 
and there held by slipping an eye in the end 
of it over a peg of ice. Over the peg is placed 
a loose grummet, to which the line has been 
fastened, and a false roof, placed over all to 
hide the line. The instant the animal drags. 
at the bait the grummet slips off the peg, 
bringing with it the line holding up the door, 
and this falling closes the trap, and secures the 
prey. 

The Northmen also make use of bird traps 
just large enough to contain one person, who 
shuts himself up in his snow-built lure. On 
the top of it is left a tiny opening, through 
which the man thrusts out one of his hands to 
lay hold of the bird the moment it alights to 
take away a bait of meat laid there. In 
certain outlying parts of France, and in the 
Spanish Pyrenees, also in the hilly regions of 
north-east Portugal, a similiar contrivance is 
in vogue among the poorer inhabitants, the 
lure in which the fowlers hide being formed 
of green boughs instead of snow. 

It is however in the trapping of wild beasts 
for exhibition purposes that most ingenuity 
is shown. 

In giraffe hunting, trappers usually employ 
a contrivance of three posts joined together at 
one end and weighted at the other. Pursuing 
the animals out in the open land, the trapper 
draws as close to his quarry as the latter will 
allow, and casts his entanglement in such a 
way and with such skill that it winds round 
the giraffe’s legs and brings it to the ground, 
when it is immediately secured. 

Zebras are also captured in this manner, 
though the lasso used by cowboys is often 
utilised. But the difficulty with the giraffe 
and zebra is to get near enough for the entan- 
glement to be thrown the intervening distance. 

The experienced trapper runs little risk 
with elephants. He finds the place where 
elephants are evidently in the habit of passing 
or halting, and here with the aid of natives he 
digs a great cavity some twenty feet in diam- 
eter and five to six deep, erecting a strong, 
high, wooden fence all around it, except at one 
place, where a large gate is swung. 

On a herd of elephants being discovered in 
the vicinity, the trapper rides out to encounter 
them, and inveigles one of them, usually a bull, 
to give him chase. Generally the quadruped 
is only too willing, and pursues him at a round 
pace toward the trap, for which the trapper 
rides. But when he isright on the gate of the 
trap, he swings his horse round and _ slips 
through the narrow opening in the fence, 
which has escaped the notice of the irate 

elephant, that being less agile than the horse 
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MEMORIES 

cannot turn in time to stop itself but plunges 
into the trap, the gate of which closes quickly 
behind it; and lands with no little impetus in 
the great hole prepared for its reception. 
After having remained in this position for 
some days, during which it is subjected to the 
suffocating fumes of many fires, driven stupid 
with the noise the trapper’s natives purposely 
make, and deprived of water and food, the 
quadruped’s spirit breaks; and completely 
humbled he is loaded with chains and ropes, 
and led away. 

Apes of all species, save the gorilla, are more 
easily captured than any other class of wild 
animal. 

All the trapper has to do is to walk near 
their haunts, when they scurry off to their 
retreats among the boughs of the trees and 
catch him. He drinks, or pretends to drink, 
from a bottle containing a crude spirit, and 
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leaving the bottle behind walks away. Direct- 
ly his back is turned the monkeys shoot down 
from the trees, and investigating the bottle 
taste its contents. In due course, the trapper 
returns, and easily ropes in the animals that 
have been overcome by the intoxicant. 

The gorilla is not to be caught in this fash- 
ion. Indeed, it has been said that a full- 
grown gorilla has never yet been captured 
alive. Certainly no sane man wouid attempt 
such a feat. When a wild-beast trapper en- 
counters a gorilla, the very great market value 
of it may occur to his mind; but it does not 
tempt him to try to make a capture. He 
shoots to save his life. If his aim is indiffer- 
ent, the probability is that a human skeleton 
will mark the place of the encounter. The 
few gorillas seen in captivity are either victims 
of infantile indiscretion or very large baboons. 

MEMORIES 
Gordon Dana 

steady grind of office work, I decided to 
take a holiday. Where to go was a 

problem. Ihad no inclination to try the traps 
no enthusiasm for baseball, so decided to visit 
a place where I had summered when a boy. 
It is situated on a lake not far from my home 
town, in fact a couple of hours in a pullman 
car is all that is necessarry to bring you from 
the city to a very pretty spot near a beautiful 
and fairly dense woodland. I had not visited 
this place for a long time so I closed my desk 
with a very emphatic hand, picked up my hat, 
and walked to the rail-road station. 

Two hours later found me at the lake, where 
I hired a canoe and paddled, or attempted to 
paddle, to one of my favorite haunts. I 
found that I was very much in need of practice 
but after two or three hundred yards, I settled 
down to that slow rhythmical swing that I had 
used in years gone by. As I neared my des- 
tination I appreciated more than ever the 
situation and beauty of the place. It is an 
ideal spot for the nature lover. A creek with 
a dense swamp on either side leading to an 
extensive clump of hardwoods; further along 
is a thicket of pines, spruces, and general soft 
timber. 

! paddled softly up the creek and made a 
landing at the beginning of the hardwoods, 
and as I stood there a flood of memories rushed 
through my mind. I recalled the time in my 
boyhood when I ‘had seen a pair of mink 
just beside that enormous oak tree; and there 
was the spot where I had seen my first young 
partridge. I remembered how fascinated I had 
been when those beautiful little balls of fluff 
dashed for shelter under leaves and pieces of 
bark, and my admiration for the mother as 
she fluttered from place to place whining like a 
little puppy. 

I left the canoe and wandered up through 
the hardwoods. Numbers of black squirrels 
had I slaughtered there in my boyhood. 1 
glanced up in the trees, and just above me 

H ‘stesay grown exceedingly tired of the sitting en the limb of a beech tree was one of 
the nervy little beasts peering down at me very 
curiously. 

I wandered still further into the cedars, and 
a loud whir startled me as a partridge flushed 
off to my left. I laughed at myself for being 
startled by an old friend like Mr. Ruffled 
Grouse. 

I entered the swamp and over me describing 
wide varying circles was a Marsh Hawk. This 
had been one of my favorite birds when a boy, 
because I used to think that he seemed king of 
them all as he circled slowly back and forth 
giving that strange shrill whistle that is so 
familiar to people who visit the swamps. 

I returned to the cedars, and walked for 
perhaps ten minutes, at last coming out on a 
field. This same field had neen one of my 
favorite ground hog hunting grounds, and 
even as I crossed it then, I saw numerous 
inquisitive heads peering from their burrows. 

I returned to the canoe by way of the 
swamp and three times heard that long waver- 
ing cry of the coon. After I had placed the 
canoe on the water I glanced back to the 
beginning of the swamp, and there watching 
me intently was a very large and well coloured 
mink. We looked at each other for some min- 
utes and he at last decided that he had busi- 
ness elsewhere. I boarded the canoe and 
pushed my way out of the sheltered creek and 
paddled briskly for I found that quite a 
choppy sea had started up while I was in the 
bush. 

After returning the canoe to its owner, I 
went to the station and waited.for my train. 
As the locomotive rounded a hill about four 
hundred yards away, I remembered that that 
same hill near the railroad track had been one 
of my favorite wild strawherry patches, and 
as I boarded the train I was indeed sorry to 
leave, for it seemed a pity to return to the 
slavery of the city, after the care-free atmos- 
phere of the woods, and the pleasant remin- 
iscences that make life worth living. 



A MOOSE HUNT IN ALBERTA 
Carl Anderson 

my brother Fritz and I started out to- 
wards the foothills west of Wetaskiwin, 

Alberta. 
One morning, after we had got located, 

after going a couple of miles through the 
thickets and windfalls we struck the fresh 
track of a deer. I told Fritz to stay where he 
was for a few minutes while I cut across to a 
knoll where I expected my deer to come. 
Hurrying through the dry poplars and spruce 
I had gone but a few hundred yards when I 
came to a place where two deer had been ly- 
ing down, and I could see by the way they 
had been jumping that we must have started 
them up. Making a circle a little different 
from what I had first intended I got up on 
the knoll from the opposite side, walking 
very cautiously and carefully. Is there any- 
thing more exciting, I wonder, or anything 
better calculated to stir the blood than the 
quiet waiting in expectation of suddenly see- 
ing one of these noble denizens of the woods 
jump up and make off in graceful leaps and 
bounds. By this time I was in among the 
heavy timber, the trees standing so thickly 
about me that I could only see forty or fifty 
yards ahead. Every nook and corner was 
thoroughly examined. Suddenly down the 
other slope between a couple of big spruce 
trees I saw the well-known white flag of Mr. 
Deer who was keeping an intent look-out in 
the opposite direction. I will admit it was a 
mean thing to do, but seconds are dear in a 
case like that and I fired at what I could see, 
“the flag’. I was using a 45-85 Colt jump- 
action, black powder, which smokes awfully, 
and I could see nothing of the effect of that 
chunk of lead. But what is that to the left 
of the cloud of smoke? A flag, making off 
down the slope, “bang.” Now I could see 
nothing at all for the smoke was everywhere. 
Grabbing my heavy young cannon I hurried 
down the hill for all I was worth and lo I 

A BOUT the middle of November, 1914, 
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found, not one, but two, nice little bucks lying 
stone dead. The fellow that got the surprise 
was me, all right, all right. However I got 
my knife out in a hurry to attend to the last 
part of a hunter’s Job, the cleaning up of the 
game. Hark! A crack, and then another 
one, and I jumped for the gun I had left 
beside a tree a couple of yards away. Then 
everything was quiet and I returned to my 
job till, after a time, Fritz came dashing up 
between the trees asking if I had seen the 
moose. “‘No,” I said, “but see what I did 
get.’ It was then his turn to look surprised. 
Fritz stated he had started a moose coming 
my way and sure enough there about fifty 
yards off he had passed while I was bleeding 
my deer and too busily engaged to look up. 
“Two deer and a moose within five minutes, 
is about the limit,’ I said to Fritz. We 
then left our deer and started after the moose 
but as the day was getting short, had to go 
back home contenting ourselves with the two 
bucks we had secured. 

At the first streak of daylight we were at 
it again but for a few days we met with no 
success. Then one day after a fresh snow I 
suggested to Fritz that as the moose always 
seemed to strike off south after the open flat, 
he should go there and watch while I went 
on the track. Along in the forenoon I got on 
a fresh moose track and started off hot on 
the trail hoping to start him off out of the tim- 
ber. I ran and ran, jumping over windfalls, 
etc., for an hour or two, but though he made 
many a crook and turn he would not go 
south. Finally I got in a burnt area where 
I could see a fair distance ahead. There was 
something black between the trees and wind- 
falls, something that looked like my moose. 
Bang! went the cannon and there was a jump 
at least five feet high and off he went down 
the track like a cyclone. Bang! A miss 
again, but at last he swung to the right, 
crossing a little opening,and with another 
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UNEXPECTED GAME 

bang I hit my mark and the big brute tum- 
bled over. On opening him up I found that 
two bullets had broken the ribs back of the 
shoulder, not two inches apart but the other 
two were clean misses. We met in camp that 
evening, Fritz being half frozen and as for 
me my clothes were wringing wet with per- 
spiration, but I was happy for I had got my 
moose. It took four days to pack the monster 
out to civilization but we had our horses and 
accomplished it without too much trouble. 

There still remained Fritz’s moose to get, 
and as it looked as though he was making 
south we had to go south too. That first 
evening we made camp and went to sleep 
rolled in our blankets. Next morning after a 
light. breakfast we grabbed our guns and 
started out for a nearby lake where we had 
set out hooks the night before. We took out 
guns because we had seen wolf tracks the 
preceding day. There were no fish, however, 
and I suggested to Fritz we should take a 
little walk along the lake shore before going 
back to our camp. We had gone about a 
quarter of a mile when there was a crackling 
sound and Fritz yelled, “Here he is!’ At 
first sight of the King of the Woods howev er, 
buck fever took possession of Fritz and he 
could not fire. All we could do was to beat 
his track and stay with it. We kept on till 
noon with the sweat pouring down our backs, 
tramping along in the deep snow with a bright 
Alberta sun beating down upon us. We were 
getting pretty hungry too and we had no 
lunch, not having intended to stay out. By 
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this time we were getling to more open 
country. Off to the south was a big hill and 
I imagined the moose might have made for 
that hill. We made a big circle of about 
three quarters of a mile and crossing well up 
on the slope we heard something crack. Sure 
enough there he went. “Bang, bang!’ He 
must have got it, look how he reared, but no, 
there he is, off on a gallop.’’ Does a moose 
ever gallop. It seemed to us this fellow did, 
and moreover kept it up for about four miles. 
Towards evening when he was beginning to 
zig zag we had to give it up. Starving, tired, 
sweaty, with our clothes frozen in places to 
the consistency of sheet iron, we were in the 
midst of the wilderness, miles from any human 
habitat’on, with nothing to eat and nothing 
to drink but snow. However, we knew our 
directions so we struck off north and after 
hours of tramping through swamps and 
thickets we at last struck a narrow rail that 
led us to th» shack of a homesteader. We 
were all in, but don’t mention it. However, 
if you get your moose you surely earn him. 
Next morning found us somewhat rested up 
and with an extra loaf of bread we hunted up 
the marks of the big feet and about noon 
that day one of the biggest moose killed in 
that part of the country was brought down. 
On opening him we found his chest full of 
blood, black blood, and a big bullet hole 
through his lungs from the day before, which 
goes to show how much one of these fellows 
can stand. 

UNEXPECTED GAME 
D. L. Findley 

roads and made good sleighing and Bill 
Jordan was up bright and early, had his 

wood loaded and was just hitching his team to 
the sleds when Tom Brownleigh came racing 
down the hill all out of breath. 

“Leave your wood, Bill, and come with me 
after the biggest moose ever seen in this part 
of the country.”’ 

“Moose! Forget it. There’s 
around these parts.” said Bill. 

“Yes, there is. Why man alive the tracks 
are as big as a cow’s and good and fresh too.” 

““Where did you see the tracks?” 
“Up in our sugar bush. Just went up to 

cut some wood and spotted those footprints. 
It’s some moose, believe me. Get some speed 
on now and let the kid put the horses back in 
the stable. Let’s hit the high spots up across 
the hill and strike the moose’s tracks where 
he passed over the ridge.” 

In five minutes the two were off doing double 
quick time on their skis with their rifles slung 
on their backs, for, as Tom said, somebody 
else might see the tracks and get in ahead of 
them, when it would be good-bye to Mr. 
Moose. 

They soon found the tracks and hurried 

A heavy fall of snow had improved the 

no moose 

down through the woods hot on the trail. On 
and on they tramped and not a sign of their 
game was to be had. Suddenly Tom ex- 
claimed: 

**He’s been running here, must have heard 
us coming. We're making too much noise, I 
guess. Anyway he can’t be far ahead, prob- 
ably just across the pond in the heavy under- 
brush.” 

Crossing the pond on the ice and carrying 
their skis the two men climbed up a steep 
knoll, Tom leading the way. Looking 
around to tell Bill that they must go carefully 
now, he tripped over a hidden log and went 
sprawling headlong down a steep bank about 
ten feet high, landing almost on top of the 
quarry which had lain down to rest, thinking 
himself safe from pursuit and tired out doubt- 
less by his long tramp through the snow. 
With a snort the animal was on his feet just 
as Bill appeared at the top of.the knoll with a 
“What in all ‘Sam Hill’ happened to you 
Tom?” 

Instantly the animal charged for Bill (Tom 
having all but vanished headfirst into the soft 
snow at the foot of the bank.) Dropping his 
rifle Bill shinned it up the first tree in sight, 
and just in time for scarcely had he swung 
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himself out of reach when the animal struck 
the slender stalk full force with his horns, giv- 
ing Bill the jolt of his life as the tree in which 
he had taken refuge was only a small second 
growth which rocked giddily from the impact. 

By this time Tom had emerged from the 
snow-bank and appeared at the brink of the 
hill to give some advice. 

“Jerushy cats! What in the name of for- 

tune is that?” 
Hardly had the words left his mouth when 

the animal took after him and he too had to 

seek safety in a tree. Then between one tree 

and the other like a khaki clad sentry on guard 

marched the big steer, for such was the quarry 
which they had pursued for so long. 

In attempting to change his position and 

get a better hold while the steer was battering 

and shaking the tree, Tom’s perch broke off 

and down he went with a flop landing astride 
the steer’s back. With a startled and angry 
boo! the beast flung him sprawling into the 
snow-bank and immediately transferred his 
attention to Bill who had shown signs of de- 
scending from his perch. Safely ensconced once 
more, this time in a stalwart birch, Tom began 
to plan ways and means of capturing the ani- 
mal and getting him home. 

“That must be one of the steers that John 
Greer could not get last fall. Don’t you remem- 
ber there were three of them that were so wild 
they couldn’t get them out of the pasture 
when taking the other stock home and next 
day when they went back with additional 
men to try and round them up they couldn’t 
find them at all.’ This information came 
from Bill who was still confined to his perch 
in the tree. 

“Seems to me I do remember something 
about them now you speak of it.”’ replied Tom, 
“but gee whiz, he must have travelled some. 
re pasture was fifteen miles or more from 
eres: 
*“T know, but I haven’t heard of anyone 

else losing any stock. Wonder where the 
other two are. He must have caught them.” 

“By the way, Bill, couldn’t you drop down 
beside him and grab him round the neck and 
see if we can’t lead him home between us. He’s 
dead tired wading through this snow, hadn’t 
any skis to travel on you know, and besides 
he’s half starved since this snow covered up 
the swamp grass. We ought to be able to get 
him along some way.” 

“He’s trying to dig that tree of yours out by 
the roots. Now is your chance, drop on his 
back. You always claimed to be a wonderful 
rough rider. Now’s your chance to show your 
uncle. %I’m from Missouri, you know.” 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

‘All right, me bhoy I’ll make a try at it, 
but if he starts for parts unknown with poor 
Bill clinging to his tail tell Mary it was your 
idea first and last that made me leave home, 
and remember you're to have my old musket. 
Au revoir, I’m going to try the rough riding.” 

Crawling out on the limb until directly 
over the animal Bill dropped squarely on his 
back and gripping his bony sides with his knees 
stuck there while the steer tried his best to 
fling him off as he had flung Tom. 

However to the surprise of all three Bill re- 
fused to be pitched off and away he and the 
steer went at a furious gait down through the 
woods in the direction of the pond. Gather- 
ing up his own and Bill’s skis that were 
scattered around half buried in the snow, Tom 
hustled off in the wake of the rough rider and 
his furious steed. Between skiing and rolling 
he soon reached the edge of the pond and there 
about half way across was a funny sight. 
Glissading down the hill on his haunches the 
steer had dislodged his hated rider, but Bill 
had managed to get hold of the animal’s neck 
and ‘‘twixt hoppin’ and jumpin” the two had 
got half way across the pond when the steer 
came a cropper on the ice and refused to get 
up. Bill with his arms clasped lovingly 
around his neck in case heymight suddenly 
make a break for liberty, was strenuously en- 
deavoring to make the beast get onto his feet 
again. Tom joined himself to the pushing 
and pulling committee but all seemed useless. 
The steer refused to move. Tom then cross- 
ed the pond, got a stout switch and returned 
to the fray. ie 

As he came towards the animal with one 
bound he was on his feet and charged for him, 
head down and tail switching and towing poor 
Bill along regardless of consequences. ‘Tom 
ducked suddenly and as the steer tried to turn 
also he lost his footing on the smooth icy sur- 
face and down he went sprawling. Then once 
more he refused to budge. Suddenly Tom 
thought of what had started him before and 
went out ahead for a little way, then came 
back towards him. Immediately with an 
angry boo! he was on his feet again and charg- 
ing for him. Again the slippery surface foiled 
him. By pushing, pulling and tantalizing 
the beast they kept him moving and in this 
way got the animal home but it would be hard 
to find a more tired out trio. A day or so in 
captivity and plenty to eat and the steer was 
as docile as any of the herd, but the standard 
joke of the countryside for weeks was the story 
of Bill and Tom’s moose—and how they cap- 
tured him. f 
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Capt. E. O. Wheeler of the Royal Engineers 

has been presented by the French Government 
with ihe Cross of the Legion of Hoi.our (Croix 
cegChevalier). The young Lieutenant went 
to France with the Indian Expeditionary 
Force and has twice been mentioned in des- 
patches by General French for his disting- 
uished services. That his work is appreciated 
by the French Government as well as by his 
own countrymen is proved by the distinction 
accorded him in the conferring of the Cross 
of the Legion of Honour. 

Lieut. Wheeler was an honour graduate at 
the R. M. C., Kingston and is a member of the 
Alpine Club of England as well as of the Al- 
pine Club of Canada 

Additional names of volunteers who are 
members of the A. C. C. are forwarded by the 
secretary-treasurer as follows: Lt. Col. Clark, 
72nd Highlanders; I. N. Austen, R. A. M. C.; 
Lieutenant C. D. Creighton in the Artillery; 
Lt. Fitzsimen, Princess Patricias. Additional 
information is that R. J. Casement has the 
D. C. M. and T. J. Taylor is now Lieutenant, 
88th Battalion; Captain W. W. Foster is now 
Divisional Grenade Instructor; E. F. Pilking- 
ton is Major in the 6th Battn. Manchester 
Regiment. H.W. A. Foster, we regret to hear, 
has been wounded in the shoulder. Captain 
R. P. Clark, 7th Battalion, has been awarded 
the D.S.O., and A. B. Morkillis a Lieutenant 
in the 88th. 

At the annual meeting of the Edmonton 
section the following officers were elected for 
the year 1916: Chairman, A. S. Matheson; 
Local Secretary, Miss K. Sharpe, 7 Rene Le- 
Marchand, Edmonton: Committee, P. S. 
Bailey, G. L. Oliphant, Miss K. Walker and 
Mrs. J. B. Alcock. 

At the annual meeting of the Vancouver 
Island section held on December 14th, Capt. 
W. W. Foster was elected Hon. Chairman, 

R. D. McCaw, Chairman, Miss J. L.. MeCull- 
och, 912 London Ave., Victoria, Local Secre- 
tary and the following were elected members 
of the committee: W. S. Drewry, W. H: Dou- 
gan, G. Cameron, Miss N. G. McCulloch, 
Miss M. Cowell and A. B. Morkill. 

The New York Annual Dinner of the A.C.C. 
was a great success. The new officers, to take 
office April Ist next, are: Chairman, A. H. 
MacCarthy; Secretary, Mrs. E. B. Smith, 219 
East 17th St., Flatbush, N.Y.; Committee, 
L. L. Delafield, Mrs. Mary Vaux Walcott, F. 
W. Freeborn, Miss Hinman, H. W. Vernon, 
and H. Palmer. 

With the permission of the Director we 
publish herewith a letter addressed to him by 
Capt. W. W. Foster, whom Alpine Club mem- 
bers know as a keen and expert mountaineer, 
the conqueror of Mt. Robson, and a man who 
possesses a practical appreciation of the work 
the Club is doing for Canada. Capt. Foster, 
late Deputy Minister of Public Works in 
B. C. and now M. L. A. for the Islands con- 
stituency of that province is now in Belgium 
and his letter should prove of much interest 
to every Canadian and particularly to those 
members of the Alpine Club of Canada who 
have met and climbed with him at the various 
summer camps held by the Club. 

Letter Received From 
Captain W. W. Foster, M.L.A. 

In Belgium. 
December 4th, 1915. 

My dear Mr. Wheeler: 
It was such a pleasure to receive your letter 

with the news of the Alpine Club. After we 
have finished out here I can think of nothing 
more delightful than another gathering to- 
gether in the mountains, and I can assure 
you all we appreciate very much the kindly 
wishes of those who were at the Camp this 
year. 
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Col. Mitchell, Hesketh, Gordon, Westmor- 
land and many others are in this vicinity and 
Mitchell suggests the possibility a little later 
on of a dinner for members of the A.C.C. with 
the expeditionary forces:—it would make a 
unique event in the annals of the Club. 

Before leaving England I imagined writing 
so many interesting letters from “‘somewhere 
this side’ to my~friends, but unfortunately 
overlooked the superior authority in this affair, 
“The Censor’; as after deferring to his wishes, 
the available topics are greatly reduced so 
that what should be, with the material avail- 
able, a letter full of great happenings. must 
become a sort of a glorified Kitchener post- 
card. 

You will have obtained from other sources 
some description of the country. Our way il 
is a wonderfully fertile area in which every 
available foot is cultivated, —slightly rolling 
ground,—numbers of beautiful chateaux which 
together with all other buildings adjacent to 
the front line are just a heap of ruins,—small 
towns, not very far apart, and the land dotted 
all over with farm houses. Farming is carried 
on by the women, children and old men just 
as usual and they work as close up to the firing 
line as they are permitted to go; it is also sur- 
prising to see bow in the ruined towns, still 
subject to shell fire, the inhabitants still 
cling to their old homes. They are a brave 
people, although incidentally of course the 
farmer is making lots of money selling produce 
and billeting troops, while others that remain 
open little stores or cook-shops and cater to 
the soldiers, who are, of course, very free 
spenders. 

The farm houses. are most picturesque, and 
exceedingly dirty; it may be, of course, that 
many of the original owners have gone and 
tenants and caretakers fill their places; but 
the general design is not conducive to clean- 
liness;—it is as follows: 

Build 2 hole in a low part of the land and 
surround it by four buildings in the form of a 
square, all of them connected together: one 
side of the square becomes the living quarters 
for the family, one a cow barn, one for horses 
and feed, and the other, pigs, hens and mis- 
cellaneous. ‘The hole in the centre is to empty 
or drain all refuse into from the surrounding 
buildings;—all doors and most of the windows 
face it. Around the outside walls in many 
cases Is a moat of stagnant water. 

It may be the time of year, but our impress- 
on of the country just now is “Everything 
very pretty, but covered up with mud.” 

Behind the firing line the troops out of the 
trenches are usually billetted in these farm 
houses, occupying the barn, stable lofts, etc., 
and the ambition of many of our chaps is to 
meet the artist who is responsible for a poster 
entitled What are you missing in France? 
Enlist To-day. On this poster was depicted 
an immense farm house, surrounded by beau- 
tiful gardens, orchards and meadows, several 
very lovely French maidens were on the way 
to the latter, attired in white dresses, blue 

e sashes, golden hair, etc., escorted by gallant 
~ Tommies carrying the milking stools and pails, 
whilst khaki clad officers, weary of tennis and 
croquet lounged around the lovely lawns or 
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sat in hammocks sipping tea with the beauti-_ 
ful daughters of the house. | 

The organization which provides for the 
army is really wonderful. From rail head the 
mechanical transport, strings and strings of 
motor trucks, convey supplies of all kinds, 
ammunition, food and clothing as far as pess- 
ible. ‘There is a never ending column of these 
trucks up and down, but never the slightest 
confusion in its movements. Where mechan- 
ical transport must cease horses and mules 
commence and the never failing supp!y goes on 
to the point where hand distribution takes its 
place. Never have troops been so well taken 
care of, and the supply never seems to fail, no 
matter what the prevailing conditions may be. 

The Red Cross, too, could not be improved 
upon,—as fast as wounded can be evacuated 
from the trenches motor ambulances meet 
them, and, if circumstances permit, by means 
of the special Red Cross trains and boats the 
patient may be in England the same day. 

The eyes of the army provide the most 
spectacular work. Day by day, apparently 
disregarding the stream of shells directed at 
them by hostile guns, the air craft patrol for 
information. Occasionally there is an excit- 
ing air duel,—three times have we had German 
air craft drop into our lines, twice being 
brought down after a fight with one of ours. 
The third occasion was when a Hun pilot lost 
himself and did not realize the location. He 
found out as soon as he alighted. 

The artillery is some way back from the lines, 
under cover to elude the observation of air 
craft, the most ingenious devices are used to 
hide its real position, and it is marvellous the 
accuracy attained by men who do not see the 
target they are firing at: but of course obser- 
vers sent forward give the result of each shot 
by ’phone.. 

Speaking of the ’phone, it is the usual meth- 
od of signalling, everything and everybody is 
connected up somehow by the wonderful 
*phone system. As soon as a unit moves, its 
signallers connect if up. 

Of the great army holding the line of trench- 
es running north and south through France 
and Belgium nothing can be seen. Jt is in 
rather than on earth, and the contrast be- 
tween the magnificent organization one sees 
everywhere to maintain the army and the 
invisible army itself is most striking; but go 
down to the trenches and it is there all right 
and in “‘tep hole’ form. Despite the hard- 
ships and, at this time of year they are neces- 
sarily many, every one of our chaps is in the 
highest spirits and more confident than ever 
of success. Our chaps are magnificent, you 
never hear a grumble, and all are ready for any- 
thing at any time. The difference between 
the morale in our ranks end that prevailing in 
the Huns must be tremendous. I don’t think 
the Germans have yet realized the difference in 
men, or that there is one battle our peo 
always win, no matter how long it takes or 
what the cost may be, and that is the Last One. 

During the past week a great bombardment 
took place. From the hill on which I am 
stationed, it was a most magnificent sight; 
our guns made one continuous roar all the 
afternoon, shelling trenches, gun emplace- 
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ments, artillery positions, in fact the whole 
position opposite was covered with bursting 
shells: one wondered how anything could 
escape. ‘The other side came back at us and 
made things hot for a while, but our artillery 
has the undoubted superiority now that 
plenty of ammunition is available. jer b, peed 

The trenches are, of course, very wet and 
muddy,—what between rain and shells the 
shape of them continually changes and a lot of 
work is entailed in keeping them up. 

At night, of course, every one is on duty and 
all special undertakings are carried out. The 
strip of ““No-man’s land” between our trenches 
and the German is patrolled by both sides, 
whilst on dark nights all suspicious spots are 
lighted up by Flares and rocket lights in order 
to guard against any possible surprise. The 
lights give a weird effect until one is used to 
them. 
The dug-outs in the trenches are simply 

shelves cut out without disturbing the surface 
of the ground, re-enforced and augmented by 
sand bags with sometimes a sack over the 
opening, but usually of course one side open. 

It is rumored that during some heavy work 
the Brigadier “phoned the O. C. in charge of a 
piece of line, who happened to be very busy, as 
is usually the case, for a report upon the “‘Atti- 
tude of the enemy.” Being ‘“‘fed up”’ with re- 
ports and under shell fire at the time, he re- 
plied: ““Enemy’s attitude hostile.’ This did 
not suit and a message came back: “‘Report 
inadequate; amplify it.”’. The weary O. C. 
then reported: “Enemy’s attack decidedly 
hostile.” 

Personally I am in the best of shape, and if 
every one feels as fit as I do they must con- 
clude that apart from incidents due to the 
enemy’s attitude, waris a healthy occupation. 
It is indeed a great adventure, and whilst it is 
impossible to forget the serious and painful 
side of it, as one by one our friends and com- 
rades go,—we all realize that it is in the best 
of causes, and over here where one can see 
first hand the effect of the German idea and 
what our country and homes would become if 
the Huns prevailed, I am sure every man is 
not only glad to be in Khaki, but grateful that 
he has the opportunity to help at such a time. 
Our men are splendid—it is more then inspir- 
ing to be with them. 

You mention our bombing work; it is of 
course the great thing in trench warfare, and 
as the grenade men are ones who specially 
volunteer for such wark, in every case you 
find them enthusiastic in that particular 
branch. [In a brigade there are 160 men, 
known as the grenade company, who are ex- 
perts in the work, and in addition all men are 
trained to handle grenades in case they are 
required to do so. The term ‘suicide club” 
as applied to the grenade company arose in the 
following manner: When the war started tne 
Germans had plenty of grenades and we had 
none, so, to offset their grenade attacks our 
chaps made up grenades by using jam tins and 
filling them with explosives and missiles, bu’ 
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in order to get the empty tins they first had to 
eat the jam, hence the term ‘‘Suicide Club.’ 

I hope this is legible. but as my left arm is 
in a sling through being tumbled into a ditch 
during an altercation with a shell, am a little 
unsteady. Our own M. O. is fixing me up so 
did not have to go back and will be O.K. in a 
few days. 

Yours Sincerely, 
W. W. FOSTER. 

A recent issue of the Canadian Forestry 
Journal contained a comprehensive article 
by Mr. A. O. Wheeler, Director-.of the Alpine 
Club of Canada on Destruction of Scenic 
Beauties by Forest Fires. Under the sub- . 
heading ‘“‘Not a Club for ‘“‘Stunts”” Mr. Wheel- 
er savs:— 

There is a very generally fixed idea in the 
public mind that the Alpine Club of Canada 
is a species of high-grade athletic association, 
whose one and only aim is to train its members 
to daring stunts of climbing on next to imposs- 
ible mountains; and that having once attained 
a summit and returned by a still more nearly 
impossible route the interest has ended. While 
such persons exist, they are a very small min- 
ority and form by no means its most lasting 
or most important section of members. Your 
real alpine climber is a lover of Nature in her 
primeval fastness—the outposts of the earth— 
where the forces of construction are at work, 
where all are extremes, and types of greatest 
beauty lie side by side with those of grotesque 
ugliness. Here, in what may well he termed a 
factory of creation, are seen at work forces 
that lead to the construction of fertile plains 
and wide agricultural valleys thousands of 
miles distant, and as such are of intense inter- 
est to those who care to give them a careful 
study. 

Moreover, apart from the wonderful and 
unexplained exhilaration that comes from 
climbing on snow and ice, and the overwhelm- 
ing desire to see what lies beyond your true 
alpine enthusiast glories in the wide-spreading 
spectacular panorama that is seen from a 
mountain top, when all in view is spread be- 
fore him as on a living map. It is in places 
such as these, where the prescience of an Al- 
mighty Power is ever present, and which can 
only be attained through hard bodily exertion, 
that he loves for a brief space to enjoy the 
wonders that are spread at his feet. 

It will thus be readily understood how deep- 
ly the true mountain lover deplores the ravag- 
es of the fire demon in the destruction of the 
forests that are so necessary to a complete 
realization of his ideals. Nowhere else in the 
world can similar forests to those of the Rocky 
Mountains be found, and it is their special 
charm in contrast with the vast deposits of 
snow and ice, for which the Canadian portion 
of the range is remarkable, that render the. 
alpine districts of the North American conti- 
nent unique, and fashioned’on a pattern ot 
their own. 
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DUFFY’S PEAK, CANADIAN ROCKIES 

Beavers did so much damage at Merry 
Brook, Victoria County, N. B., that it became 
necessary for the Department of Lands and 
Mines to issue instructions to the game warden 
in that section to kill a number of them. 

A colony of beavers were damming the 
brook so successfully as to cause destruction to 
property in that section and the residents ask- 

ed that some measures be taken to protect 
their interests. The only way out of the situ- 
ation was to order the game warden to kill 
some of the beavers. 

Ten of the beavers were accordingly killed 
and their skins sold by the Department. The 
colony of beavers near Merry Brook is the 
largest in the province. 



atu RE OR Bae DRY FLY 
Robert Page Lincoln 

HE subject of the dry-fly has been treat- 
| ed so fully that to add any thing more 

to the general output would seem to be 
needless and an encumbrance to those fisher- 
men who care little or nothing for the sport; 
and who would rather have treated those sub- 
jects which they like best. But the matter 
that has been printed on the dry-fly has been 
read by so few people in either Canada or in 
the States, that these words, coming through 
the medium of the press, and easily procurable 
by all, may be eagerly read by those who have 
as vet little or no insight into the singular 
originality of this device. As I mentioned in 
the article preceding this, tne dry-fly, though 
it is an old production and was used in Eng- 
land as early as 1860, in this country, until 
but recently was a thing but slightly known. 
Books on dry-fly fishing in this country may 
now be had, and are as follows: ‘‘Practical 
Dry-Fly Fishing,” by Emlyn M. Gill; ‘The 
Dry-Fly in America,” by M. L. LaBranche; 
“The Dry Fly On Fast Water,’ by M. L. 
LaBranche; also “‘Floating Flies And How To 
Fish Them,” by Samuel G. Camp. These 
books all give a good insight into how the flies 
should be fished in our native waters; since, 
having streams that are vastly different from 
the streams of England, the fishing of these 
flies is often another and deeper concern. It 
is because of this that I have chosen to here 
present the dry-fly as carefully as_ possible 
that some few may profit by it. I cannot 
hope to present anything new—over such 
heads as Halford and Dewar! 

With the publication in England in the year 
1889, by Frederick M. Halford of his book, 
“Dry-Fly Fishing In Theory And Practice,” 
the sport was introduced into this country 
with more or less zeal, though it was the arriv- 
al of Emlyn M. Gill’s book in a recent year 
that really brought the dry-fly comprehen- 

sively to our attention. Since then the dry- 
fly has mounted steadily into popular fancy 
and in coming years, owing to the agitation in 
its behalf, innumerable anglers will be trying 
it out on calm waters and otherwise. Halford 
has been termed the great prophet of the mys- 
terious art called dry-fly fishing. Halford 
devoting practically his lifetime to tne practi- 
cal and comprehensive uplift of the singular 
system is to-day recognized as one of the great 
angling men of the world, whose name will 
consistently live with that of the immortal 
Isaac Walton. One wonders not a little if the 
eternal Walton did not at some time, even in 
those early days, suspect such a thing as a 
floating fly, but there are no hints of it, if such 
were the case. Frederick Halford was a pains- 
taking writer, student and observer. His 
unnumbered writings under the name of 
“Detached Badger’, always in late years 
found in the columns of the London Field, 
were accepted by each and every one as gospel 
truth; and one could feel satisfied that they 
were the cream of untiring experience. The 
books by Halford, ““‘Dry-Fly Entomology.” 
“Dry-Fly Fishing in Theory and Practice,” 
“Modern Development of the Dry-Fly,” 
“The Dry-Fly Man’s Handbook,” ‘““Making a 
Fishery’, and “‘“An Angler’s Autobiography,” 
are works that are worth their weight in gold 
to those who are engrossed in the immortal 
pastime and all those features that go to make 
it worth while. A recent writer, in comment- 
ing upon the death of Halford, in the spring 
of 1914, says as follows: 

“To the study of trout and the various 
natural flies to be found in the haunts of trout 
the deceased sportsman devoted most of his 
time. As a result, the Halford series of flies 
became famous. At first he found it neces- 
sary to make his list of flies embrace one hun- 
dred patterns; but after years of enthusiastic 
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THE DRY-FLY MAN OFTEN HAS SUCCESS ON THE MOST OBSCURE Worthy _ of 
OF OUR STREAMS 

devotion to experimenting and classification 
he pronounced as thoroughly equipped the 
angler having thirty -three flies in his flannel- 
leaved book. ‘This writer never made a state- 
ment without having excellent grounds for it. 
Whether he was recommending a rod of a 
certain balance, and action, whether he was 
advising a certain method of handling a weed- 
ed fish, whether he was giving details about 
flies, or instructions for the proper manage- 
ment of a fishery his readers knew that he was 
to be trusted and that his counsels might be 
followed almost blindly.” 

In a previous article I have pointed out the 
ruggedness of our streams in comparison with 
the streams that are found in England. In 
using the dry-fly on our waters many things 
have to be taken into consideration. First, 
the streams are more or !ess.of a swift nature; 
second, placid, wide, smooth-flowing streams 
are few and far between, and the dry-fly must 
needs be made suitable for use in rather swift 
water at times, if it is to be used at all; ‘third, 
a great number of our trout streams are in the 
rivulet class, small, unnoteworthy streams 
that are inclosed with brush and where even 
wet-fly fishing is sometimes a physical imposs- 
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ibility, let alone the cer- 
tain manipulation of the 
quixotic dry-fly. 

into our consideration 
with due regard, apprais- 
ing as we must the 
subject in its entirety. 
The floating of the dry- 
fly therefore, must, at 
times, be accomplished 
only under detrimental 
conditions, and certainly 
not by the rote of the reg- 
ulations set down by the 
masters. In our atten- 
tion given to the dry-fly 
here, there is no reason 
to be in the least dog- 
matic: the widest free- 
dom of opinion will be 
the rule, and in my 
position, as a writer on 
outdoor subjects, and 
angling subjects in parti- 
cular, an impartiality 
must be shown. A stu- 
dy of the dry-fly and a 
comparison of its merits 
alongside of the wet-fly 
must be shown. A study 
of the dry-fly and a welt- 
fly is a consideration of 
singular importance. 
There are enrolled to-day 
a set of controversialists, 
wet-fly and dry-fly men, 
each arguing their side of 
the question, each hold- 
ing that his fly is the 
most deadly, and the 
most correct for use. 
Frankly either fly is 

note; in 
some places, at certain 
times, a dry-fly will 
prove the best, in another 

place the wet-fly will prove the winner, at yet 
another time. Says Louis Rhead. one of the 
best-known angling writers living in our day, 
and from whom we may expect some rather 
brilliant work in the future: 

“For every fly a trout takes alive on the 
surface a thousand are consumed in the 
water, or near the surface; and to one natural 
fly able to float on the surface, there are a 
hundred which cannot. Because of this fact 
I believe it to be the height of folly to fish 
exclusively with dry flies on the surface. Wet- 
fishing with two or three accurately copied 
insects is in every way as effective on the aver- 
age American stream.” 

And yet, having studied the subject valiant- 
ly, the sum total of my viewpoint is that no 
wet-fly man can afford to let the dry-fly go by 
without giving it a tryout. In its very in- 
ception it imitates nature; it purports to be 
a true counterpart of the living thing, freshly 
fallen to water, floating and struggling to rise 
into the air again, andI have known /it, as 
have many other fishermen, to catch the most 
educated of trout where the wet-fly has been 
shunned. But it has been held that dry-fly 
fishing is not to be compared to wet-fly fishing; 

These elements enter 
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that to be an expert wet-fly fisherman is 
more difficult than its mate—the charges each 
as against each being about even, and in this 
country, principally, the dry-fly men have 
been noted for their gentle thrusting of tre 
wet-fly men into the obscure background. In 
looking over the proposition these things will 
rivet themselves in our attention and I shall 
select the best portions of a recent writer’s 
opinion to uphold it: 

“The dry-fly angler uses flies that are con- 
structed so as most nearly to represent the 
natural ones found upon the streams, and also 
in such a manner as to make them float upon 
the surface of the water. The wet-fly angler 
uses flies that only passably represent a few of 
the natural ones, but which, in most instances, 
do not represent, in the remotest manner any 
known kind of a fly. The dry-fly fisherman 
uses his fly upon the surface of the water ex- 
clusively, while the wet-fly angler fishes his 
fly, or flies, both upon and below the surface 
of the water, depending upon conditions. 
Now consider the flies mentioned and deter- 
mine for yourself which fly is most likely to 
deceive the wary trout, the one most nearly 
representing the natural fly or the one which 
is a poor imitation? And to which fly would 

DRIFTING THE FLY IS A DEADLY METHOD. IT WILL OFTEN GET 
THE WISEST OF THE TROUT 
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you expect the trout to rise, assuming the 
attraction to be solely the fly and nothing 
else? Can it be other than self-evident, first, 
that the dry-fly would better deceive the trout, 
and, second, that the trout would naturally 
rise to the most natural-locking fly? Is it not 
fair and just to say that so far as the fly alone 
is concerned the dry-fly has the advantage 
over the wet-fly? Now consider the dry-fly 
and the wet-fly when it is fished below the 
surface of the water to a depth of twelve inch- 
es, or so deep that the angler cannot see the 
fly, yet not so deep as to prevent his seeing the 
rise or swirl of the trout. The dry-fly is “‘with- 
in the range of vision”’ and the wet-fly is with- 
out or beyond the range of vision. With 
which fly, the wet or the dry, would it be easier 
to hook the fish. With the dry-fly, surely, 
while, to hook the fish with the wet-fly would 
require the greater skill? Does it not appear 
again as if the dry-fly had the advant- 
age over the wet-fly? The dry-fly floats and 
moves without any aid from the angler after 
it falls upon the water; therefore, after the 
cast is made up to the time the fly is recovered 
for another cast, no act of the angler’s plays 
any part in the deception or attraction of the 
trout—the fly does it all. How is it with the 

wet fly? The angler 
makes his cast, he then 
plays or fishes his fly 
until a recovery is neces- 
sary for another cast— 
it is the angler who 
does it all. Under these 
conditions, and facts, 
where does the greater 
skill le, with the wet or 
the dry-fly angler? 

“The dry-fly angler 
can successfully ply his 
art on streams that are 
placid. slow-running and 
clear; on streams that 
are shallow, having many 
rocks and small or large 
pools of no great depth; 
on portions of more 
rugged streams, such as 
eddies, pools and slack 
waters and sometimes on 
lakes just beyond where 
a stream enters. Hay- 
ing the proper waters to 
fish, the dry-fly angler 
can enjoy fishing, usu- 
ally with success. when- 
ever the weather, wind 
and water conditions are 
favourable, but at no 
other time. The dry-fly 
angler cannot hope to 
accomplish anything 
when it is rainy, or when 
the wind is high or 
gusty, or when the water 
is disturbed or roily; so 
it is apparent that nat- 
ural conditions must play 
a most important part 
in the proper applica- 
tion of the art of dry- 
fly fishing under all 
circumstances. On _ the 
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other hand, for the  wet-fly angler 
to enjoy fishing with more than average 
chance of success, all that is necessary 
is available fishable water, and it makes no 
difference what the weather, wind and water 
conditions may be, so far as applying the art 
of wet-fly fishing is concerned, because success 
rests largely with the angler, and not neces- 
sarily with the physical conditions, as is the 
case in dry-fly fishing. The wet-fly angler is 
not restricted as to time and place, as he is not 
restricted as to kind of fly, or as to any par- 
ticular rules for fishing it, would it not appear 
as if the wet-fly fisherman was the more ver- 
satile, and would it not follow that he was also 
the more skillful for the same reason?” 

The above trenchant information, coming 
from the storehouse of a man who has fished 
with the fly for a time covering a space of 
twenty-five vears is especially good. Herein 
are contained the features the dry-fly man 
must recognize: 

First,—Weather conditions play a great 
part in the successful performance of the dry- 
fly angler; the day must be of merited placid- 
ity. not disturbed by either wind or rain and the 
waters of the stream must be more or less 
smooth-flowing, and never muddy or roiled. 

Secornd,—Natural insects must be carefully 
imitated; the fly is floated, invested as it is in 
its oiled, or paraffined, coat; and the time of 
the day must be taken into consideration; 
any hour cannot be selected, and only choice 
occasions see the dry-fly man in his element. 

Third,—The dry-fly man beside being a 
skilled fly-caster (that is skilled in the proper, 
often even, exact delivery of the fly) must be 
vastly more of..an entomologist than the wet- 
fly man whose flies for the greater part are 
often tied nowhere near an imitation of true 
insects, native to a stream; the dry-fly man 
can measure his success by his ability to 
imitate the natural flies that fall to water and 
are snapped off the surface by rising trout. 
Fourth—American trout streams, being as 

a rule of rather rough water, the dry-fly man 
must adapt himself to conditions never fore- 
seen by English dry-fly men, who fish the 
placid streams of their country. It appears 
then. that we of this continent must employ 
the dry-fly under a different set of rules to 
those adapted by English fishermen. That 
is to say we have to use the dry-fly on streams 
that are naturally fitted best for the wet-fly, 
and the doing of this, under obverse conditions 
calls for increased skill and ingenious art. 
This from the fact that the dry-fly cannot well 
hold its own by any dashing of water, as once 
soaked, its function departs and it becomes in 
reality a—wet-fly. 

The concensus of opinion on the subject of 
fly-fishing seems to bring forth the fact that 
there are fly-fishermen and _ fly-fishermen. 
Any man of ordinary ability can learn the art 
of using the fly, that is, of casting it, to a 
measured distance, say twenty, or thirty feet. 
Tournament casters of to-day have made 
some rather brilliant records, but whether 
they amount to much as fishermen, the catch- 
ers of trout, is another question. Therefore. 
do not think because you know how to cast 
the line to a certain distance that you have 
accomplished the highly-coveted goal. The 
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sum total of it is that really good fly fishermen 
—and I have known this to be a fact—may 
not be able to cast over thirty feet at a marked 
distance, but they know how to play the flies; 
just how to work them, whether upon the sur- | 
face, or four to six inches under the surface, 
and they may do it not at a distance of thirty 
or forty feet, but ten or fifteen feet away and, 
with the most happy results. At remarkably 
short distances, by cautiousness and skill they 
can reach the fish and completely outwit them: 
they can place a fly just at the right place: 
they are cool and collected, and make no 
blunders in the operation of reaching the ex- 
act spot. Self-consciousness and nervousness, 
many fly-fishermen will hold are unknown to 
them. Therefore, let me ease your mind on 
the point that long-distance casting is the 
gateway to fly-fishing either in the wet form, 
or the dry. Just how much of your success 
depends upon your skill and the pointers you 
have gotten through study of the fish, can 
easily be understood after the sport has been 
participated in for a very short time. The 
dry-fly man has great gains over the wet-fly 
man in that the trout is made to rise to the 
surface for the lure and the action is easily, to 
say the least, seen. The wet-fly man, fishing 
the stream, and with flies submerged has not 
this advantage and must watch for the swirl 
in the water—and just how true his eye must 
be and how instinctively he must regard the 
psychological moment is well-known. Either 
method is first and last of all meant to deceive 
the fish. Just what the flies, the wet-flies, 
fished wnder the water purport to be in the 
insect world, has never been straightened out 
nor will it ever he. Fishing downstream, for 
instance, a wet-fly is cast to a point of advant- 
age, and the flies are allowed to sink at an 
appreciable depth. The flies are then drawn 
toward the angler and released, thus opening 
and closing the wings of the artificial creature, 
and setting the hairs, or hackles into motion, 
imbuing them with animation. 

Smooth-flowing streams, as | have said. are 
few and far between. But there are always 
pools along a stream where a dry-fly may be 
worked in rightly, with deadly effect. I remem- 
ber once, on amountain stream, having except- 
ionally good luck with the dry-fly on these 
transparent pools, floating them closely up 
against the canyon walls. Small streams, of 
from four to ten feet wide, that can never be 
reached with a wet-fly, owing to the fact that 
they are so overgrown with brush are ideal 
spots for the dry-fly. I remember one in- 
stance in particular, in fishing an overgrown 
stream, and it was in the rivulet class at that. 
By bending down I noted that the brush lifted 
a foot or more from the surface of the water: 
and instantly it came over me that I could 
float a dry-fly there for a great distance, and 
that by bending down I could keep it “within 
the range of my vision’’, without a curvature 
of the spine. Choosing a Pale Watery Dun, 
the duns then being in evidence, I started it to 
floating and with wings cocked it set out upon 
its peculiar and rather perilous voyage. _ 
knew there were trout there and I knew that if 
there were an old fellow on the alert he must 
certainly see my fly. There was no help for 
it. And it proved so to be, but the fly had 
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floated fifteen feet before it happened, and 
then there was a plunging rise and the fish had 
it. Holding the tip of the rod close to the 
water, I worked that trout in and netted him 
successfully. I had caught my first trout on 
streams of the rivulet class, and that with 
every degree of success—and yet that fly was 
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not floated according to rote. 
The elements that go into the make-up and 

manipulation of the dry-fly are many, and 
varied, and in coming chapters I shall give 
aciitle better insight into the working parts 
of it. 

THE ANGLING 
CANOEIST 
Robert Page Lincoln 

HAD occasion some time ago to read an 
I article by a well-known angling writer, 

a contributor to our American outdoor 
press, in which he gave in detail the cost of a 
fishing trip over the famous waters of Florida, 
a trip after the large sea fishes which are there 
angled for with all due ceremony and formal- 
ity and rules, attended by regulations and all 
the eccentricities that go with the taking of 
pleasure money away from the ultra-rich. 
Now sea angling is one of those sports that 
belong to the gentry—that is if you intend to 
angle in style, and angling in the sea is a sport 
that is supposed to be accompanied by coin of 
the realm, anywhere and everywhere you 
choose toroam. Angling in the southern wat- 
ers for such famed fish as the silver tarpon, 
the amberjack, sailfish and others is supposed 
to be rare sport and to get the best there is out 
of it one must go properly equipped and to go 
properly equipped you must have the best of 
tackle and the best of accommodation as re- 
gards guides and boats. It is all very well to 
have the experience and know just where to 
go, and to go alone, but such is noi the luck of 
the average of even the men of fair means. 
To angle in southern waters, and to angle in 
style, one must be well and plentifully fixed 
with money. Only under such accommodat- 
ing circumstances can good sport of the sort 
desired be obtained. The above mentioned 
writer mentions the trip from Chicago to a 
certain resort and return as costing close on a 
hundred dollars, which includes of course the 
meals and the tips. The cost of living at the 
resort, at the lowest estimate, is three dollars 
a ene tips twenty dollars; total for a month, 
one hundred and ten dollars. Boats for fish- 
ing purposes at the least bring fifteen dollars a 
day, or four hundred and fifty dollars by the 
month. Rods and reels rent for as high as five 
dollars a day, and if you are to purchase your 
own sea denne paraphernalia naturally the 
cost will come higher yet. A trip into south- 
ern waters in quest of fair fish should only be 

_ taken if one has money for if one has not, the 
cost of it takes away the glamour and enjoy- 
ment of such an enterprise, for all but the 
wealthy man. Of course to the rich man a 
matter of five hundred dollars for a month’s 
pleasure is nothing to speak of, but this is 
different where the dollars are with difficulty 
secured and pleasure must be exacted from 
each one in proportion. 

I have often mused upon what constitutes 
good sport, where good sport is obtainable, 
and what amount of money is necessary to 
pave the way to success—success that leads to 
gratification, and I shall strive to show in the 
following articles that a well managed trip into 
the north woods need not cost the exorbitant 
price demanded in the south. Wealth is all 
very well in its place, but it has one failing. 
It makes for stagnation, and entails the loss 
of a desire to physically exert oneself to the 
extent of paddling, camp building, or any of 
the other features of roughing it—which work 
is generally left to guides, the men who, being 
well-paid, do all these things as a business. 
The majority of the well moneyed men who 
enter the woods are soft to the core and. so 
implanted in them is the desire to recline at 
ease while others work for them, that it might 
well be said their vacations are a mockery of 
the name. They go fishing. Their guide 
does the rowing. The man of ease sits in a 
well-cushioned chair and holds the rod. He 
has a strike at the spoon, and hooks a fish. 
Chances are that it will end by the guide play- 
ing and landing the fish. The man of ease 
gets the credit and the fish. All those who 
visit these resorts however are not in this 
class, and many people of moderate means 
may be found among them enjoying a vacation 
and roughing it, and doing all the canoeing and 
fishing to their own special pleasure. It is 
really inspiring to see men of means, cramped 
of brain and muscle take to the woods after 
the good, old manly system and push things 
on their own hook, building good fires and eat- 
ing hearty meals along with seasoned woods- 
men. A man who does this has a vacation 
worth looking back upon when the winter days 
come. 

So many vacations and trips into the realm 
of Nature are conducted at a comparatively 
small expenditure, that more and more are 
annually following the long trail after the lead 
of those who have gone before. The great 
pleasure ground of Canada is but yet little ex- 
ploited, though thousands are streaming in 
every new year to appreciate its wonderful 
ruggedness, and primeval apartness from the 
world of fret and care. Iam not going to pen 
exuberant railroad folder accounts of the 
beauties of Canada; the vast fishing oppor- 
tunities that are in natural course attainable, 
but I am going to describe in this article some 
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of the necessities that go towards making a true 
vacation in the northern woods a possibility. 
The angler has been considered in many as- 
pects but to the canoeing angler little or no 
attention has been given. It is all very well 
where the angler within civilization takes a 
train to his stream, finds his boarding place, 
fishes his time out and again stepping on the 
train is soon home. But how different, when 
the proposition of northern travel is considered. 

The wild places are of course tapped by the 
railroad, but from the haunt of the iron trail 
into the secluded places of Canadian territory 
another mode of travel besides walking must 
be considered. Walking is foreign in these 
woods. There enters, however, the ever- 
ready canoe into consideration and since this 
part of the hemisphere is so dotted and spotted 
with the lakes, and so lined with water-ways 
as to be a perfect fret-work of them, one enters 
upon this new adventure in a spirit of excite- 
ment and enjoyment. Now when such a 
thing as a canoe trip is suggested there are 
nine hundred and two people who will hold 
up their hands in terror, having visions, not of 
the dangers and hardships the trip would in- 
cur but of the supposed high rate of expendi- 
ture that will, in all probability, (in their 
notion at least), be entailed. NNow I am not 
going to say that it is impossible for you to 
spend good money in such travels; but if you 
have a good head on your shoulders, and if 
you are not too accustomed to vain-glorious 
luxury you can circumvent high rates of ex- 
penditure with remarkable finesse. If youcan 
paddle a canoe well; if you can eat without 
fairy white linen; if you can wear soiled and 
perhaps smoky clothes so that you look abso- 
lutely clean and respectable—and if you can 
stand the shifting around from city street to 
wood way and portage, then everything is 
coming your way. 

I once wrote an article for a leading maga- 
zine in which I called especial attention to the 
demands of experience in travel of this sort. 
And I would suggest that if a canoe-angling- 
touring party be gotten up, and if there be 
three or four in the party, that one member, at 
least, should possess out-of-doors experience, 
i. e., knowledge of canoeing, woodsmanship, 
camping, ef cetera, and that such a person be 
appointed to act as guide. ‘The actual route 
to be followed may of course be of such a 
character as to make following it without a 
professional guide, impracticable or even 
impossible. However there is information 
and literature now galore, and new routes are 
yearly followed by the venturesome so that 
by writing to the railway companies for infor- 
mation a pretty good idea of your route may 
be located. If a census of various trips that 
were undertaken last year were taken you will 
find that the above mentioned plan has been 
followed in a surprising number of cases—and 
the saving by going in parties of this sort has 
been such that it will gradually be adopted 
more and more throughout the north country. 
Expenditure will be split four ways, or double, 

A shelter tent will hold two as well 
as one, and even three can accommodate them- 
selves in a pyramid tent or an open front tent 
if it comes to that. Canoes may be purchased 
at reasonable prices and with, say, four in a 
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party the sum entailed in the way of expendi- 
ture by each is reduced. Then too, as has 
been said “‘the more the merrier,” and four 
good, comradely fellows who have for the 
time being banished love affairs, family 
troubles, stocks and bonds, medicines, books 

‘and ledgers can catch fish in perfect peace, 
and come back with alarming tales of the fish 
they caught. 

As an example of one of Canada’s foremost 
trips on which a party of canoeists are able to 
share beauties and delights in abundance— 
let me mention a trip up the famous Nipigon 
River to Lake Nipigon. You ship your canoe 
and paraphernalia (if you are in the central 
part of the United States) to Duluth; you 
then take boat to Port Arthur; and thence by 
train to Nipigon, a large city composed of 
three or so log cabins and a Hudson Bay store. 
After preliminary preparations you launch in 
and your trip to beautiful Lake Nipigon is un- 
der way. Nipigon River is a place that has 
long been famous, and while it is a riotous, 
dashing, rapid-interspersed waterway, and 
sometimes very treacherous, it still holds some 
of the finest trout, and the largest brook trout 
upon this continent; in point of fact in the 
northern Lake Nipigon region 10 and 11 | 
pound Brook trout have been taken, incredible | 
as it may seem. Go where you will it will be hard 
to find better fishing. The fish are pugnacious, 
and full of mettle; to meet the forcible onrush 
of the water these fish are imbued with re- 
markable vigor and fins that enable them to 
face the most angry water. In those pools at 
any time of the day you are able to get a 
string of fish, each representative member of 
which will make your reel whirr and your rod 
bend double. You go past Alexander, camp- 
ing here, and pausing there; spending some 
little time at Pine Portage for the fishing is 
good and the scenery wonderful. Large 
trout are captured at all times and rarely good 
photos are taken as a memory of the catch. 
The trip is continued and Camp Victoria is 
reached; it is a fact of course that the higher 
up you go the larger fish you get. Five pound 
fish are quite common and four and four and 
one-half pounders are consistently met with. 
When you have taken trout at the foot of Vir- 
gin Falls where the river flows out of the lake 
with a fall of about thirty or more feet, and 
have truly felt a pugnacious trout at the end 
of your line you will know what this part of the 
world has to offer in out-oaf-the-ordinary 
attractiveness. The country here is a rugged 
wilderness, apparently the same as when it 
was left after the days of creation, whenever 
that was. Lake Nipigon is a wonderful ) 
sheet of water. The lake is seventy miles 
long, by fifty wide; possessing a rocky shore- i 
line and islands galore. t 

This is practically but one of thousands of 
splendid trips that enterprising vacationers . 
may take. In the case of the Nipigon the 
canoeist paddles upstream. Yet in all cases } 
upstream progress does not hold good: Many 
ship their canoes to some station as far north 
as possible, launch their craft there, and float 
down. One should always endeavour to get 
away from the stereotyped trip which takes 
one over a mucn travelled route. Newer and 
more hazardous routes that entail a maximum 
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of adventure are being more and more sought 
for. On such, the fishing is of the best and 
one can try out to his entire satisfaction the 
various systems and modes of fishing of which 
he has read, but which his circumstances have 
not heretofore enabled him to put into practice. 
Speaking of trips where one may float down 
with the rivers and waterways, some years ago 
in this magazine I mentioned a trip taken from 
the Canadian Pacific railroad town of Wabi- 
goon, through Lake Wabigoon, and the Min- 
nehaha Lake chain, thence by portage to Lake 
Manitou, thence southwestward through many 
other chains, finally ending in Rainy Lake a 
trip of over two hundred miles through a prac- 
tical wilderness with fishing of all sorts in 
abundance. Undoubtedly the floating down 
system is a good one; but there is also the 
equally fascinating system of going up one 
way and coming back by another route. All 
that you have to do in any case is to procure 
accurate maps of the country you intend to 
cover, and then lay your route. 

To the angling-canoeist the canoe, that 
apparently frail and unseaworthy affair is a 
means toward an end. It is the happy 
medium whereby success and good fortune is 
assured. In this wonderful adjunct the water 
trails are covered no matter how rugged and 
battering they be; for where the hand of the 
paddler is experienced, rapids are gone over as 
easily as smooth water, though beware of the 
spume if your hand has not the required know- 
ledge. Here is where the hard won experience 
I have so often mentioned is your best asset. 

Presuming then that it is your intention to 
go by way of canoe, your trip may be of long or 
short duration. If you are a Canadian, 
things are of course somewhat simplified, for 
then you are closer to the starting point than 
your brother American across the line, who 
must ship a considerable distance. To pull 
down the cost of transferring your craft over 
the railroad as much as possible, buy your 
material in a northern state. Thus, if you are 
coming up from Saint Louis, buy, say in 
Chicago or Minneapolis, ef cetera; or Duluth, 
which will be the nearest if you are in the 
middle west, and ship from there to Port 
Arthur or to whatever other well known outing 
centre you are to make your starting point. 
I often harken back to the good advice that I 
once took, as follows: 

“Some canoe men are willing to take their 
chance with what they find at the starting 
point of the trip, often a railroad station on the 
arm of a lake or asummer hotel at the end of a 
steamboat route. On Temagami, for instance 
there is a Hudson Bay post, the factor at 
which 1s an efficient outfitter. But even he 
will tell you that if you are particular about 
your canoe you had better get it yourself. 
The secret is that no so-called boat livery can 
afford to keep canoes light enough or fast 
enough for the real canoe man’s wants. Such 
canoes cannot stand the wear of season after 
season, and a re-painted canoe is too heavy for 
easy work in the woods. It is bettér and in 
the end scarcely more expensive to buy your 
own canoes. Use them gently on your trip 
and when you come out you will not have any 
trouble in selling them, minus the sum that 
you would have paid in rent.” 
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There is a great deal of solid wisdom in the 
above suggestions; as practical advice it 
should be followed, especially by those who 
wish to economize. In the selection of the 
canoe lightness, roominess and the ability to 
hold a goed load without impairing its efficien- 
cy in speed and sinkage are especial points to 
consider. What sort of a canoe shall I buy? 
That is a question often asked. There are 
two sorts of canoes from which one may choose 
The canvas covered canoe, and the wooden 
canoe. The canvas covered canoes that are 
made in Old Town, Maine have long held an 
enviable reputation for their efficiency, their 
staunchness and ability to bear up under ex- 
acting conditions. In the canvas covered 
canoe, the bow and the stern come high; they 
are wide at beam and have a goodly depth. 
Notice: Since writing the above I have reterr- 
ed to the conclusions of a certain writer, 
whose article I have just located among my 
papers, who writes as follows: 

“We had two cedar canvas-covered canoes. 
17 feet in length, 32 inches beam, and 12 inches 
deep. This style of craft was new to our 
guides, and when they saw 1,000 pounds or 
more of baggage, including a heavy photo- 
graphic outfit, three well-fed men and two 
guides for two canoes they shook their heads 
and doubted. But when everything was 
packed into the two canoes, and the passen- 
gers comfortably seated on high cane seats,the 
steadiness of the canoes and their height out of 
the water satisfied them. When they had 
paddled a few miles they were loud in their 
praises of the craft. Both guides declared 
that they had never paddled any canoes so 
steady, so fast, and yet so light.” 

The value of lightness when making a por- 
tage is well understood and appreciated by 
those who have followed such trails. How 
much five or eight pounds additional will 
make! It is known that wooden canoes will 
gather to themselves weight as water soaks 
into the wood. A scratch in the wood is the 
means of .allowing entry to the water; and 
scratches ‘of the sort are hard to escape no 
matter how you try to preventit. Aside from 
the canvas-covered canoe the wooden canoe is 
under consideration and woodsmen of the 
north aver that it is by far the best canoe that 
has ever been put on the market. One of the 
foremost producers of wooden canoes operates 
at Peterborough, Ontario, and the canoes of 
this make are well known under that name. The 
Peterborough canoes are shapely, tending to a 
more conservative narrowness at the beam 
than is the case in canvas-covered canoes; 
also the bow and the stern are not raised: as 
high as in the former mentioned craft. These 
points, in the opinion of old hands at the game, 
much of whose life is spent at the paddle, are 
to be commended. The Peterborough is ab- 
solutely seaworthy; carries a good load; can 
buck storm and wave and come out smiling. 

If such a canoe as the above well known 
specimen is desired (and surely it is famed 
enough as it is not to need any coaching from 
my machine), it can of course be purchased 
right in Canada, shipped to the place where 
you are to start from, and nothing will be lost. 
The great advantage of the wooden canoe and 
especially the one made out of basswood is 
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that it can so easily be sold at the termination 
of the trip. The basswood canoe is known as 
the canoe of commerce. Of it it may be said 
that it holds its value like a horse, or a dia- 
mond. If well cared for, upon coming back 
it should bring nearly as much as was paid for 
it. 

The question of weight is one that is open to 
conjecture in the selection of a likely canoe, 
and so is the question of length in the craft. 
Personally I hold that a canoe to carry two 
men and an agreeable weight in duffle should 
not go over sixty-five pounds weight (that is 
of course the weight of the canoe itself). The 
length should not be under sixteen feet and 
for perfect service, commend me to the seven- 
teen foot affair. Woodsmen want even longer 
canoes than this and sometimes do not stop at 
eighteen feet. The seventeen foot canoe 
however bears up well, has steadiness and all 
the other demanded points. I would suggest 
the purchase of either an Old Town canoe, ora 
Peterborough, because I am well acquainted 
with their virtues, though far be it from me to 
deride the merits of other makes of which | 
know nothing ._ If it isan Old Town, see to it 
that itis not acheap imitation. It must have 
the name of E. M. White upon it. A seven- 
teen foot, sixty-five pound Old Town, canvas- 
covered canoe, first-class, will cost thirty-nine 
dollars, The second grade canoe is the same 
make (with the same original feature that 
identifies the White canoes with planking 
seams lapped and bevelled, thus insuring an 
absolutely water-proof canoe)—the only diff- 
erence being that it is heavier. This canoe 
costs thirty-four dollars. With this as with 
the other items of your outing paraphernalia 
you must remember that a cheap article will 
not give you the service and pleasure you ex- 
pect; whereas by paying a reasonable sum for 
your canoe you can expect something which 
will prove satisfactory in all respects. 

Fecturing Canoe Tents:—Once in the he- 
ginning of a certain canoeist’s career ventur- 
ing into forsaken places, far from clang of car 
and roar of traffic he learned by sad experience 
a very important thing. He hore along with 
him on th's initial outing a large twelve by 
fourteen wall tent of aggravating héight, and 
guy-ropes enough to make a clothesline from 
pole to pole. The two who made the trip, 
(which was a rather long one and into far 
places at that), finally clipped off the sides and 
parts of the ends of the tent, and in due order 
eoustructed a fairlv cecent shelter tent, ot the 
lean-to type, with one portion stretched ovt in 
iront. The less you have in the outfit the 
better off you are, was the lesson learnea— 
and the lighter your duffle the greater your 
happiness, aS a uirect result. One of the two 
outers referrea to vowed at the end o: the trip 
that never again would he make such a trip, out- 
fitted as ne haa been. He vowed however 
that he woula make a similar trip again just to 
show that he had learu.ed something, and that 
he knew just what to take and what not to 
take; that he would outfit as lightly as possible, 
and yet be perfectly comfortable. The person 
mentioned has been going into the woods every 
summer since which is sign enough that he 
attained his end’ The first thing one learns 
through experience, is that heavy canvas is 
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absolutely unfitted for travel in a canoe; that 
lightweight material, which will take up little 
room is, in all cases, the most satisfactory. It 
is almost an absolute necessity and to travel 
without 1t one cannot be as comfortable as one 
should. There are now so many excellent 
models of shelter tents to choose from, all of 
which have a good reputation behind them, 
that it is foolish to make a trip without one or 
the other. The lightness of them is the first 
thing to be taken into consideration, and the 
fact that they are absolutely serviceable and 
waterproof puts the final crimp to the argu- 
ment in their favour. 
sufficient to hold two men well, when rolled up 
will make but a trifling bundle that you can 
carry under your arm, not weighing over 
seven pounds, and is most desirable. or one 

THE CRUISERS 

SEPERABLE TENT 

THE DAW REARD 

PATTERN 

THE CANE TENT 

R-A-TENT 

thing it is really and truly waterproof. It 
may rain upon its roof as much as it likes and 
it will be just as dry in your tent after the two 
day downpour is over as before the first drops 
fell. And right there I wish to pause to make 
plain a few points regarding rain—for you are 
liable to butt head on into a seasonable and 
penetrating shower that may last a few hours 
and may last, off and on, for a week. That 
will mean the making of a camp till fine weath- 
er returns. Imagine such a camp where or- 
dinary, unwaterproofed canvas, soggy and 
dripping is overhead. 
Among the well known models of shelter 

tents open to your purchase will be found the 
Wedge, or A shaped tents; the Cruiser’s 
Separable tent; the Compac pattern; the 
George Shelter tent; the Canoe tents; the 
Pyramid tents in two styles; the Baker tents; 
the Dan Beard pattern of shelter tent; the 

A silk shelter tent, 
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Amazon pattern and the Miner’s tent, the 
latter model being well known in the mountain 
region of the west. There is another tent 
that is well known—that being the Forester, 
which was patterned by no less an authority 
than Warren Miller, the editor of Field and 
Stream. Among the above you will find some 
excellent types in shelter tents, and it should 
not be hard to fix you out at a very reasonable 
expenditure. Some of the above are very 
light; others of course heavier. 

A tent that is well known to those who have 
used the various models and which, among 
many. they have come to rely upon, is the 
Baker tent: and four men can easily find room 
in such a tent if they arrange themselves with 
their feet outward. The only practical object- 
ion there is against the Baker tent is that it has 
too large an opening in front which allows 
much of the heat, from the fire outside circu- 
lating inward, to escape. Of course, as a 
general rule the fire does not play a great part 
in summer season canoeing. but it must also 
be remembered that the chill of morning and 
evening in Canadian territory is not to be for- 
gotten. If you are going to get a Baker tent, 
I suggest the 7 ft. x 9 ft. affair, which is large 
enough: and it is not necessary that it cost 
over sixteen dollars at the very highest for a 
waterproof tent, though in exceptionally good 
silken waterproof material in an appreciable 
size you will have to pay twenty, or twenty- 
four dollars for a specimen. The advantages 
‘of the Baker tent are that it has a very good 
room space and will accommodate four men, 
lying with feet outward, or toward the fire. 

In the Forester tent, designed and given to 
the outdoor public by Warren Miller we have 
a tent that is a distinct success in its especial 
line. Warren Miller, by the way, is the auth- 
or of a recent book, published by Charles 
Scribner’s Sons, Publishers, of New York City, 
entitled Camp Craft which is one of the best 
outdoor handbooks that have appeared since 
the days of Nessmuck, and belongs in a class 
with the works of Horace Kephart and 
Stewart Edward White. I would suggest that 
all those especially interested in going into the 
woods light, get this book, which is sure to 
prove an invaluable addition to the nomad 
angler’s library. The Forester tent is quite 
original in design and as Miller says, “I de- 
signed it ten years ago as a protest against the 
lean-to. JI wanted something in which all the 
draftiness and lack of coseyness of the sheet 
walls of the tent would reflect the fire heat- 
rays down on the occupant.’? The Forester 
tent is set up with a slanting ridge-pole, which 
may be raised inside the tent, or outside, 
though, as a general rule, the best way is to 
have it inside which serves to stretch the tent 
better. The front of the tent is held in place 
by two shear poles. as shown in the illustration 
which, connected with the ridge pole, holds it 
in place, and the sides are properly pegged 
down. This tent can be erected in little or no 
time. If you build a fire in front you can be 

_ perfectly sure that you will get practically all 
of the warmth from the fire. The heat-rays 
radiate inward, and do not escape at the top, 
which is a fault with many open fronted tents. 
The Forester tent is roomy, and two sleeping 
bags, with their occupants can easily find 
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space within. As a guard against the insects. 
etc., mosquito nettings (a moderate amount 
that takes up very little room in the duffle), 
may be inserted in front and perfect comfort. 
for every night in the wilderness, is assured. 
Such a tent as the Forester should not weight 
much over seven pounds, and is one of the 
very light tents that you may consider as open 
to purchase. Many manufacturers turn out 
these tents, and they come in waterproofed 
lightweight material, 8 and 10 ounce duck. 
khaki and silk, and the prices range much in 
proportion to other tents. I suggest that vou 
look over this tent. You know it can easily 
be made out of 8-ounce duck right at home. 
and will really cost you only the price of the 
material. 

Small tents such as the shelter tents, for 
use upon canoe, or fishing trips, should then he 
light in weight and waterproof. Anyone who 
has gone into the wilderness of Canada with a 
poor tent, and one that will not keep out the 
rain, knows the misery that accompanies such 
a performance. ‘The desire to lay out as little 
money as possible is so great that poor and 
unwaterproofed materia! is often taken along: 
when by expending a few more dollars a per- 
fect structure might be had. Some go into 
the woods without any tent at all, tipping up 
the canoe, and lying lengthways underneath 
it. Now this is satisfactory to a certain ex- 
tent, but in case of continued rain you cannot 
protect yourself against it and insects, mos- 
quitoes and those apparent thousands of other 
winged devils that assail one in the stillv 
night. Again, we have the long strip of can- 
vas known as the paulin, or tarpaulin, which 
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may be rigged up in one or two ways to serve 
as a roof merely. 

In the writer’s opinion comfort on a trip, 
in the shape of a tent, is a prime requisite and 

rn 2 

ANG LING 

Robert Page Lincoln CY 

No. 51.—I would be greatly interested it 
you could give me any information as to the 
fishing in the province of British Columbia. 
Intending to remove to that province I have 
been speculating as to where one will find the 
best fishing. Is the lake trout found in this 
province? Are the brook trout of the western 
mountains good fighters, and what general 
all-round paraphernalia would you suggest to 
take along on a trip into that country. I 
should be pleased to hear from you, and am 
enclosing stamped and addressed envelope. 

Rhenhold Wigginson, Manitoba. 

Ans.—As Bryan Williams the Game War- 
den of this province told me, “it would take a 
pretty good sized book to handle such a mat- 
ter.’ As everyone should know the province 
of British Columbia is one of the best fishing 
places upon this continent, a real “‘fisherman’s 
paradise.” British Columbia may yet be 
called a vast wilderness where civilization has 
just begun to thrust its face in at the open 
door. It is one of those territories which it 
would seem could never be tamed; for its 
ruggedness, the immensity of its mountains; 
the innumerable rivers and streams that cover 
it like net-work make it a place eminently fit- 
ted as a kingdom for the outdoor man. Natur- 
ally in such a wild territory the fishing is of the 
best. There are streams where it seems a fly 
has never fallen, and where trout rise in num- 
bers to snatch it out of the very air before it 
has fallen. To name any one spot where the 
fishing is good is quite useless, for there is good 
fishing everywhere. There is excellent sal- 
mon fishing all the year round in the tidal 
-waters. Steel-heads (Salmo gairdneri), are 
found in abundance, running from 7 pounds 
to 20 pounds in weight. These are taken 
easily enough by spinning with a minnow, tho’ 
in rare instances and especially at certain 
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it is better not to go at all, than to go with an 
imperfect outfit. 

(Continued.) 

periods of the year they afford fine sport for 
the fly-fisherman, rising well to the artificial 
lure. They are vigorous fighters when taken 
on the bamboo or hardy-veined steel rod, and 
they fight every inch of the way too. The 
brook trout you ask about is not the fontinalis 
of our ‘eastern streams. The Dolly Varden 
trout (Salvelinus Malma) is the brook trout of 
the mountains. This trout is a vigorous fight- 
er, and those taken in the higher altitudes are 
certainly the most pugnacious of all the mem- 
bers of the trout family. As a rule they are 
liable to run small in size; they are more trim; 
their fins are stronger, ‘and heavier, to aid 
them in facing the rapid, turbulent waters of 
these ice-cold streams. These trout are appar- 
ently all of them inordinately keen, and as far 
as sight is concerned they excell over all the 
trout. As has been mentioned there is good 
fishing for them in most of the mountain 
streams, and any of the well-known, standard 
regulation artificial flies will prove successful. 
In western methods ot fishing, by the way, — 
hardly ever more than two flies are used, and ~ 
since the fish rise so well to the lure, one ‘fly i isa 
ofien thought plenty and enough. The tackle 
for these high altitude fish should be compara- 
tively light: a light bamboo rod, one should 
say, a tapered line; a tapered leader—and if 
one fly alone is to be used then eyed-flies may 
be used. In this sort of fishing the very 
small flies—those of the midge sort, sizes 14 
and 16 always prove excellent. As a rule it is 
admitted that these trout are hard to hook. 
There is a certain moment when the lure is 
touched that a twitch of the red tip will set the 
hook in the lip of the little fellow. _Do not set 
the hook hard; but just easily. Ot this var- 
iety of mountain fishing I shall latter have 
more to say. 
Now for ‘all-around fishing in the mountains 

in rough rivers and streams you want an outfit 
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a little heavier; and the 7 to 9 ounce rod, 10 
feet in length, perfectly answers your purposes, 
and a reel carrying 100 yards of line will be 
about right. Large fish will be encountered, 
often in the streams with the small ones, and 
to be prepared for such a circumstance is 
certainly not amiss. Very light leaders of gut 
should not be used. Get a leader that will 
bear some strain: and for all around use in the 
rushing rivers the medium leader is none too 
heavy. Remember the added tension the 
force of the water adds to the strain upon the 
line and leader. I would firmly suggest that 
you use good lines, good leaders and good rods. 
It always pays in the long run. 

In the great lakes in the interior of British 
Columbia there is a steelhead trout that is 
known as Salmo gardneiri Kamloops. It is 
really a land-locked steel-head, and is gener- 
ally taken by trolling, but in some of the lakes 
it is known to rise well to the fly. It runs, by 
the way, to a very appreciable weight in the 
large lakes and it is not exactly uncommon to 
catch 25 lb. and 26 lb. fish. The Great Lake 
Trout (Cristivomer namaycush) is found here, 
quite different from what some think. The 
lake trout is really the real trout; as in other 
places, here too they run to husky weights. 
While there may have been lake trout caught 
that reach 100 pounds in weight, no record 
has been made of it. On the other hand 
thirty and forty pound specimens have been 
taken. They are not much of a fighting fish; 
they are taken by means of trolling, at a 
tremendous depth. They do not put up much 
of a fight. 

About the best fly fishing in the Province of 
British Columbia is obtained in the Kamloops 
district in the month of July. Some of the 
lakes there swarm with fish and it is very easy 
to get one’s limit of 25 fish a day and not take 
one fish under one and one-half pounds in 
some of these lakes. The North Thompson 
River, which is also in the Kamloops district, 
while not giving so many fish in the day, is a 
splendid sporting river, if one only has the 
luck to fish when the water is falling, as the fish 
run to good size, from 2 lbs to 4 lbs. They 
take the fly exceptionally well and are very 
game. 

It should be understood by all that every 
bay and inlet on the coast of this province has 
a stream running into it and nearly all of these 
streams are good for trout fishing. People, 
must, however, remember that British Colum- 
bia is like any other country—you cannot 
cateh fish unless the water is in the right con- 
dition. There are certain months in each dis- 
trict when the waters are fishable and they 
vary tremendously as a rule. 

Salmon fishing in British Columbia obtains 
almost anywhere one may desire to go, though 
by far the best fishing is offered on and around 
Vancouver Island. It is here that the largest 
specimens are taken, some records having 
been made that it is hard to equal. Seventy 
and eighty pound salmon have been taken on 
the rod here; and that they are good fighters 
it is needless to relate. In time, of course, the 
salmon fishing on the western coast will be- 
come more famous than it now is. It will, 
undoubtedly, assume the aristocratic propor- 
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tions accorded salmon fishing in the British 
Isles. Good Salmon fishing obtains around Vic- 
toria, Vancouver, Cowichan Bay, Alberni Ca- 
nal and around the mouth of Campbel! River. 
They are fished for here a great ceal. At 
Campbell River around the mouth good fish- 
ing for the Spring, or Chinook salmon, also 
known as Tyee is had in July, August and 
September. The Campbell River is on the 
eastern coast of Vancouver Island, south from 
the Seymour Narrows, north of Cape Mudge. 
The favorite way of taking these fish is with 
rod, line and spoon, same being used as a troll. 
Bait casting is rarely, if ever, resorted to in the 
capture of the salmon, odd as it may seem, for 
the opportunities for such are certainly of the 
very best. Of the two species of salmon most 
common here, the Coho and the Tyee, or 
Spring salmon, the Coho is most numerous. 
though smaller than the Spring salmon. It is 
considered by some to far excell the Spring 
salmon as a fighter upon the hook. 

Be Pu 

No. 52—A subject that has caused me some 
curiosity and some concern is that regarding 
the rain-ow and the speckled trout, it having 
been averred that the promiscuous plantings 
of rainbow trout are inimical to the welfare of 
the native brook trout; that the rainbow will 
crowd, or kill out the native brook trout. 
This is oi course something that should he 
given the earnest attention ot all the anglers 
of this northland, tor it is well known that the 
rainbow trout are getting a fast foothold in 
Canada, and that the northern states of the 
Unitea States are now very well supplied with 
this latter fish is common knowledge. A well- 
known angling writer living in Wisconsin, Mr. 
O. Warren Smith, has often spoken of the fact 
that the rainbow will kill out the brook trout, 
and in one instance says, “it is my honest con- 
viction, arrived at after fishing many waters, 
that all else being equal, rainbow in time will 
drive out our native Eastern brook trout.” 
I have on hand another excerpt from another 
magazine which pursues the same topic as 
follows; I quote verbatim: 

“The rainbow trout, salmo iredeus, may be 
called one of the coming fish of America. In 
tact he has already arrived, and his progress 
from west to east is limited only by salt water. 
The rainbow, if he does not exemplify the sur- 
vival of the fittest, as indeed many claim that 
he does, at least illustrates the survival of the 
strongest, for he thrives with less difficulty 
than the equally beautiful salmo fontinalis, 
and acquires greater avoirdupois at no sacrifice 
of fighting quality. In truth the worst that 
can be said of him is that he is inclined to drive 
out the speckled trout just as the speckled 
trout in Michigan played havoc with the gray- 
ling. It is not at all unlikely that our larger 
bodies of fresh water will in time become a 
surplus source of supply for rainbow trout for 
they increase with any kinds of rivers or 
streams to run up in spawning time, so that 
there is no occasion to worry over the perman- 
ence of their existence. Even in Newfound- 
land the rainbow is becoming the real game 
fish of the trout family. To what extent he 
will overrun Canada is uncertain. but in the 
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passing enthusiasm of the moment it is to be 
hoped that fish commissioners will not open to 
him the door ot too wide habitat, if his coming 
means the disappearance of the beautiful 
native trout.” 

The above two intimations are selected 
at random and I could supply others, but 
this will serve to bring the matter up again, 
and it has not been treated herefully. I should 
be vastly interestea to know what you would 
say about this, as I notice in none of your 
estimable papers have you directly touched 
upon this subject. In your opinion therefore, 
is the rainbow trout inimical to the perpetu- 
ation of the brook trout; and will a so-called 
over-running of Canada by this rainhow trout 
mean the end of our speckled trout. If you 
would answer this openly through Fishing 
Notes Department I would consider it a 
special favour. Thanking you for the pleas- 
ure and profit you have given me through 
vour writings, I beg to remain, 

Yours truly, 
Harrison Rhodes, Ontario. 

Ans.—My idea is that the rainbow trout 
will never crowd any speckled brook trout out 
of Canada; when that day comes, if ever, you 
and I will be under the pine needles, resting 
our last long rest. An ocd thing about this 
“crowding out” proposition is that nothing, to 
my way of thinking, has ever been proven 
that the rainbow worked such disastrous in- 
roads upon the native brook trout; and now, 
speaking about the speckled trout crowding 
out, or killing out the grayling of Michigan, 
was it ever proven that the kindly little brook 
trout did this; and if this is so will someone 
come out and tell us through what special 
methods the brook trout created this havoc. 
Does this mean that the brook trout devoured 
the spawn of the grayling, or did they go still 
further and raid the grayling minnow schools. 
Personally I always thought that this was 
absolutely foreign to the nature of the brook 
trout. The brook trout is not a murderous 
fish, and I will first have to have some rather 
deliberate testimony as to this point offered 
me before I even give it my consideration. 
Theory is all well and good—as far as it goes; 
but there is always a Jimit to its practical use- 
fulness. Of course the proposition of a sur- 
vival of the fittest is one that we must always 
consider. We can even consider the Indian 
in the same light; for the Indian is fast dis- 
appearing trom the face of this continent, but 
certainly no one is stopping squaws and In- 
dian bucks from propagating. The white 
man’s syphilis, and other venereal taints do 
the cutting off; and a train of other diseases 
that civilization brings with it. 
Now re this proposition of the rainbow and 

the brook trout. Let me quote you what Neal 
Brown wrote some time ago in Rod and Gun. 
Mr. Brown is an ardent fisherman, a keen 
observer, and you can rely upon him for he 
knows whereof he speaks. He has said: 
“Among vain imaginings should be placed 

those warnings of hysterical anglers against 
rainbow trout. They will aver that rainbow 
trout in a stream will soon destroy all the 
brook trout. This never has happened in any 
stream and never will happen. [In all trout 
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streams the rainbow trout always will be in a 
hopeless minority. He grows lusty and vig- 
orous in all trout waters where the brook trout 
thrives, and he probably often takes toll of his 
more exquisite cousin, but he is not prolific 
enough in our middle west waters to become 
a monopoly. In some streams the supply of 
rainbow trout must be constantly replenished 
from the hatcheries or it will dwindle away to 
an occasional specimen. The rainbow trout 
will not run out the brook trout. But he will 
at times furnish a fighting diversion that will 
tingle the butt of a rod as no brook trout can 
do. The brook trout always will be the ang- 
ler’s greatest Joy, but the German Brown and 
the rainbow add variety to the social life of the 
streams.” 

In my way of thinking there need be no fear 
that Canada will have any raids upon its 
brook trout contingent by Salmo trideus. 
Rather let us agitate for more plantings of 
rainbow trout, for the fighting qualities of 
this wonderful fish wil! not do worse than add 
to the glory of Canada as the greatest fishing 
territory upon this planet. When one con- 
siders the immensity of this northern country, 
its almost apparently inexhaustible and in- 
numerable rivers, lakes, streams, brooks etc., 
it seems almost inconceivable to think that any 
sort of fish can be undermined as to existence. 
The safety of our native brook trout ts assured, 
and anyone who fishes in the northern Nipig- 
on country (where some of the largest brook 
trout upon this continent are taken) will 
know that a great deal is talk and very much 
theory. 

Salma irediis is a fighting fish; one of the 
liveliest of them all, and to have one blade the 
water by his impetuous rush upon capture: to 
have one fight every inch from the time the 
barb digs in till the net closes around him is a 
sensation that calls for more than ordinary 
comment. The rainbow trout is worthy of a 
chapter (a solid chapter) in commendation. 

And yet despite what Warren Smith has 
said about the rainbow driving out the char 
(or native brook trout) he has times without 
mention sung the praises of the rainbow. Here 
are some of his words: 

‘There is no question in my mind but that 
the introduced fish (the salmon trout, or rain- 
bow) is in all game points the peer of the speck- 
led trout, or char. There is a dash about the 
former not possessed by the latter One 
sometimes reads of a speckled trout leaping 
from the water when hooked, dancing on its 
tail, etc.,—an absolute falsehood I believe, I 
have been a careful trout fisher and student 
for twenty-five years and I have yet to see my 
first speckled trout leap from the water on 
slack line; true, the angler can jerk them from 
the water by main strength, but the char will 
never go into the air of his own free will. 
Upon the other hand, hook a salmon trout 
(the rainbow), and almost the first thing the 
fish does is to leap free of the water. Not 
only once does the true salmon trout go into 
the air but two, three and even more times. 
A brook trout is not possessed of the speed 
resourcefulness of a salmon trout though the 
char puts up a long and well-sustained battle. 

The supposition of rainbows killing off the 
native brook trout loses some of its glamour 
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when it has been proven that they do not enter 
the same streams at the same time, during the 
spawningrun. As to the devastation that rain- 
bows wage upon spawn and fry of the native 
brook trout I will say nothing. I doubt if any 
one knows a whit about it. If so, I also would 
be inordinately interested to have the facts 
laid before me. 

he Pal; 

No. 53—Can you give me the fishing regu- 
lations of the Provinces of Ontario and Que- 
bec, meaning the open season on same in these 
two provinces. Will I be charged duty on 
such things as I bring into Canada with me, 
as for instance a canoe, fishing rods, camera, 
etc. I am intending to go to Canada this 
summer and would be glad to have you reply 
to these questions which I will greatly appre- 
ciate. 

Yours truly, 
Raymond S. Westlund, 

Chicago, Illinois. 

Ans.—The open season on fish in the Pro- 
vince of Ontario is as follows, with further 
information that you may desire to know: 
Bass—June 16th to April 14th following 

year (vicinity of Point Pelee July 16th to May 
24th, following year), both days inclusive. 
Under ten inches must be returned to the wa- 
ter uninjured. Not more than eight may be 
caught in any one day by any person. 

Salmon Trout—December Ist to October 
31st following year, both days inclusive. § 

Lake Trout and Gray Trout—December Ist 
to October 31st. All lake trout under two 
pounds must be returned to the water un- 
harmed. 

Maskinonge—June 16th to April 14th foll- 
owing year, both days inclusive. Only four 
may be taken in one day by any person. Un- 
der twenty-four inches must be returned to 
the water uninjured. 

Pickerel (Dore)—May 16th to April 14th 
following year, both days inclusive. Only 
twelve pickerel (dore) may be caught in one 
day by one person, and all under fifteen inches 
must be returned to the water uninjured. 

Brook Trout—May Ist to September 14th, 
both days inclusive. This open season also 
applies to river trout and speckled trout. 
Thirty only may be caught in one day by any 
person. Under six inches must be returned 
to the water. Not more than ten pounds may 
be taken in one day though the number may be 
less than thirty. 
Whitefish—December 1st to October 31st 

following year, both days inclusive. Under 
two pounds may not be caught. 
Any non-resident of the Province of Ontario 

desiring to angle in the waters of the Province 
must first obtain an angling permit the fee for 
which shall be $2.00 per rod, said permits to be 
good until the 31st of December of the Calen- 
dar year and must be produced by the person 
angling when required to do so by the Over- 
seer or other official authority. When re- 
maining on their own boats and ‘not tem porar- 
ily residing at hotels or boarding houses, or 
living in their own cottages, the fee is $5, 00 
per rod. The holder of such permit shall be 
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entitled to take with him, when leaving the 
Province, the lawful catch of two days’ fishing, 
when the coupon accompanying the permit Is 
attached to the receptacle containing the fish, 
otherwise the fish will be liable to corfiscation. 
These regulations do not apply to the follow- 
ing waters: Niagara River, Detroit River, 
River St. Clair and St. Marys River opposite 
the State of Michigan. Non-residents fishing 
in these waters will be charged a fee of $2.00 
per rod; whether they are ‘residing in the 
Province or fishing from their own boats or 
yachts. 

Permits may be obtained from officers of 
Game and Fisheries or from the Department. 
Legislative Building, Toronto, Ont. Persons 
acting as guides for hunting or fishing parties 
must take out licenses. 

Now in regard to the charging of duty upon 
things brought into Canada, there are many 
who do not have this straight in their minds. 
The articles which may be brought into Cana- 
da (in addition to wearing apparel, on which 
no duty is levied), as tourists’ outfits, comprise 
guns, fishing rods, canoes, tents, camp equip- 
ment, cooking utensils, musical instruments. 
kodaks, etc., etc. A deposit of duty on the 
appraised value of the articles imported 
must be made with the nearest Collector on 
arrival in Canada, which deposit will be re- 
turned ,in full, provided the articles are export- 
ed from Canada within six months. Another 
point that may as well be brought up here is 
that of exporting certain kinds of trout from 
Canada to the States. The regulations (all 
of which are subject to revision by the Pro- 
Meh Legislatures when in session), hold 
that: 

No one shall receive, ship, transport or have 
in possession for the purpose of shipping or 
transporting out of the Dominion of Canada 
any speckled trout, river trout or sea trout. 
taken or caught in the Provinces of Ontario, 
Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and 
Prince Edwardj Island :j provided :— 

(a) Any person may so ship such ‘trout 
caught by him for sport, to the extent of 25 lbs. 
in weight, if the shipment is accompanied by a 
certificate to that effect from either the local 
fishery officer in whose district the fish were 
caught or from the local station agent adjacent 
to the locality in which they were caught, or is 
accompanied by copy of the official license or 
permit issued to the person making the ship- 
ment. 

(b) No single package of such trout shall 
exceed 25 Ibs. in weight, nor shall any person 
be permitted to ship more than one package 
during the season. 

The open season on fish in Quebec is as 
follows with additional information as regards 
entrance fees: 

Salmon—Fly 
August 15th. 

Salmon Trout—December 
SUS. 
Ouananiche—December 1st to September 

30th. 
Speckled Trout—May Ist to September 

30th. Fishing through the ice prohibited. 
Six inches is the minimum length. 

fishing from May Ist to 

Ist to October 
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Grey Trout (Lake Trout)—December 2nd 
to October 14th. 
Bass—June 16th to March 3lst. 

less than nine inches long to be taken. 
Maskinonge—June 16th to April 14th. 
Dore and Pickerel—May 16th to April 14th 

Fifteen inches is minimum length. 
Maskinonge—June 15th to Apri! 14th. No 

fish under 24 inches long may be taken. 
White Fish—December Ist to November 

9th. 
Sturgeon—July Ist to May 3lst. No fish 

less than 30 inches to be taken. 
The salmon license fee for non-residents is 

$25.00, but those who are full members of 
incorporated clubs are only required to pay 
$10.00. The fee for non-residents for all 
other fishing but salmon is $10.00, reduced to 
$5.00 for members of clubs. Invited guests 
or honorary members of clubs must pay the 
full license. Persons domiciled in the Pro- 
vince are not required to pay license fees. 

Line or rod and line fishing is alone permit- 
tedin non-navigable waters. No one shall 
transport out of the Dominion of Canada any 
speckled, river, or sea trout, except to the 
extent of 25 lbs., when same have been caught 
by him for sport, in which case the shipment 
must be accompanied by an official license 
issued to the person making the eet 

i Sal 

None 

No. 54—I have for the last five years or so 
been an ardent disciple of Walton; and am 
now sincerely glad that I took up this greateat 
of all, and most harmonious of all diversions. 
It is an exceeding wonder that I was not 
attracted to the pastime before, though my 
timely removal to outdoor scenes and an 
excellent trout stream upon the-north shore 
of Superior served to fasten its attractiveness 
upon my mind. I am now one of those 
fanatics who ply the stream early and late, 
catching my share, no more, and gaining out 
of Nature just the excellent viewpoints and 
vistas that alone can make for a_ peaceful 
frame of mind, and clean living. 

I started in, by the way, using a rather too 
heavy outfit for trout, and though it was none 
too heavy for some of the rainbows I captured, 
it was, nevertheless, not just what I seemed to 
desire. A chance meeting with a friend angler 
one day showed me the advantages and de- 
lights in using a lighter rod—one say of from 
four to six ounces weight. I supplied myself 
shortly thereafter with a light rod of five and 
one-half ounces, trim, and having, when bal- 
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anced with the correct reel, just the right feel 
to it. With this rod, a line in proportion to 
the rod and reel, moderation was supplied and 
leaders also in proportion were used. The 
result of my experiments at first resulted in 
failures galore; my light leaders were snagged, 
and broken, and once I lost a very large fish. 
This almost discouraged me, but gathering 
heart I followed my own ideas with all the 
stubbornness that I could muster. I found 
out that there must be shown a great deal of 
skill and keenness to play fish with light 
tackle. Accordingly I so schooled myself that 
in time I would hook and play a fish from 
strike to the net with all degrees of sureness. 
I have been successful using light tackle, and 
I would not think of using heavy tackle unless 
going up along the more rushing and rapid 
rivers. I find that the chances for genuine 
enjoyment are greater using the light material, 
and the enjoyment of it is the fascination that 
keeps us ever at it. I am an exponent of the 
light tackle, first and last of all, but one thing 
I want to impress upon the minds of those 
who may care to try this stunt: remember 
that there will be many failures before you 
finally acquire the knack of manipulating the 
rod with finish and deliberation; it is a matter, 
often, of giving and taking in line, and leading 
your fish into some quiet water where there is 
less liability of his snagging, and where you 
can ultimately contrive to circumvent him 
with the net. 

I gain much pleasure and delight in reading 
your various articles, and find them both 
practical and accurate. 

Truly yours, 
Theo. H. Jordan, 

Port Hudson. 

Ediior’s Note—Mr. Jordan is to be compli- 
mented upon the success he has had with the 
lighter rods, and surely the pleasures of the 
performance are as many as they are varied— 
and the road to success in this special method 
is often paved with unthought of and uncon- 
sidered difficulties. The amateur, and others 
who are not used to this method, should 
think twice before attempting it. It is always 
best to use the regulation rod, reel, line and 
leader, which will be the best on all-around 
rivers and streams. I certainly know, in 
company with Mr. Jordan, the exquisite de- 
lights of the light rod, but one must know the 
knack of it to be successful. 

R: PSs 



A SYMPOSIUM ON MATTERS 

REGARDING CONSERVATION |e: 
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OD AND GUN presents herewith a symposium on matters relating to 
Conservation, with a view to influencing sportsmen to take immediate 
action in the matter of bringing to the attention of the Fish and Game 

Department of the Ontario Government the need of progressive legislation at 
the coming session of the Legislature. 

No law making body can be depended upon to act in other than a dilatory 
and unprogressive manner until it is thoroughly alive to the fact that the 
great majority of the people desire reform and are determined to have it. 
If the sportsmen of Ontario wish to preserve from destruction our finest game 
bird, the wild duck: if they are not content to allow a few hundred market 
gunners to dictate our game legislation; if they wish to prove that they have 
the best interests of the greatest number at heart; if they desire to demonstrate 
the unselfishness of the viewpoint that “the wild life of to-day is not wholly 
ours to dispose of as we please, that we must account for it to those who come 
after us and audit our records’; then they must act and act quickly. Let 
every sportsman who reads this assist the cause of Conservation by directing 
a letter to the Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries, Mr. A. H. Sheriff, 
Toronto, fully setting forth his views on the subject of preserving our wild 
ducks. Or, if he will not take time to express his views at length on this 
important subject, let him without a day’s delay attach his signature to a 
statement simply enunciating the fact that he is in favor of strong game re- 
strictions, particularly as regards the non-sale of game, and forward this at 
once to Mr. Sheriff. Concerted action of this kind on the part of Ontario 
sportsmen will prove an effective means of bringing the matter of better 
conservation to the attention of the department, so that if the legislation 
asked for is not put through at the coming session and the cause of Conser- 
vation thereby retarded, the onus will rest upon those in authority. The 
time for discussion is now past; now is the time for action. 

Both the president of the North Essex and the president of the South 
Essex branches of the F. F. & G. P. Associations, Mr. Forest Conover, and Mr. 
Edward R. Kerr, respectively, contribute to the discussion of conservation 
matters in this issue, and both have been working assiduously for amendments 
to the present game laws. Suggestions for the protection of the ducks as set 
forth by the Essex Associations are as follows :— 

1. Abolish the marketing of game. 
2. Reduce the present bag limit of 200 to 100. 
3. Reduce the bag limit for the day to 15. 
4. Eliminate two days’ shooting per week. 
5. Open season in southwestern Ontario zone to be from 15th October 

to 31st December. 
6. Hunter’s badge to be given with game license. 
7. Forbid the chasing of birds from their resting and feeding grounds by 

punt raids. 
In the opinion of Rod and Gun, which we believe to be the consensus of 

opinion held by sportsmen of experience, and those who are still participating 
in the pastime of duck shooting, undoubtedly the most necessary regulation 
is the abolition of the sale of game. To this all other considerations are secondary. 
Forty-seven states now prohibit the sale of all or certain kinds of game at all 
seasons. In Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, 
Kansas, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, 
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas 
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and Washington, the sale, and in Delaware the re-sale of all protected game is 
prohibited; in Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, New York, Ohio, West 
Virginia and Wisconsin, except rabbits or a few unimportant species; and in 
Utah and Manitoba of all big game and upland game. MRuffed grouse may 
not be sold in any state or province along the Canadian border except Quebec. 
Practically every state in which prairie chickens occur now prohibits their sale 
or export. Thisserves to show the consensus of opinion as to prohibition of the 
sale of wild-fowl among our American sportsmen, and sportsmen in Manitoba. 

Not only does the consensus of opinion among Canadian sportsmen, and 
among Ontario sportsmen, in particular, call for the prohibition of the sale of 
wild game, but for immediate prohibition. 

The proposal to limit the bag to 100 ducks per season is a good one if the 
Government will enforce it. The change from an unlimited number of ducks 
to a bag limit of 200 was a good move, but if the Government have not been 
able to enforce it can they be depended upon to make the amended bag limit 
effective? 

The reduction to 15 of the bag limit per day might be a good thing for 
the ducks if the sportsmen were unanimous in support of the measure and 
would enforce the regulation when it became law. Many, however, will argue 
that to reduce the bag limit per day to 15 might easily mean for them the 
reduction of the bag limit to 15 per week, or even to 15 perseason in the case 
of the man who had only a week’s vacation to devote to duck shooting and 
who was only fortunate enough to have one day’s good shooting, 

Probably many shooters could appreciate the value of eliminating two days’ 
shooting per week, but it may be consistently argued that the uncertainty and 
irregularity of the weather conditions during the duck shooting season might 
well spoil the week’s vacation for many a shooter if the two days per week 
shooting were eliminated, as not improbably the two days whereon shooting 
was prohibited might be the only two days of the week in which suitable 
weather obtained. The proposal to eliminate two days shooting per week 
might be highly desirable in some localities, but it is a question whether the 
great host of sportsmen would be in accord with the practicability of such an 
innovation. 

Rod and Gun heartily agrees with the proposal that the open season in 
South-western Ontario might with profit be put on to October 15th, as those 
who engage in shooting between September 15th and October 15th know full 
well that this change would prove of benefit to the sportsmen in the quality of 
the birds secured after the latter date. 

Rod and Gun is in sympathy with the suggestion that the hunter possess- 
ing a license should signify it by wearing a hunter’s badge. 

Regarding the proposal to forbid the chasing of birds from ee resting 
and feeding grounds by punt raids. Complaints of this practice have fre- 
quently come to Rod and Gun’s attention. Some men there are who engage 
in it or hire men to practice it to the detriment of their fellow sportsman whose 
flight of migratory birds to their particular places or locality is as a result of this 
practice ultimately ruined. 

It may not be well to approach those in authority with a request for too 
many changes in the laws at one time, but we would emphatically reiterate 
that the most vitally necessary step for the preservation of our wild ducks and 
other wild-fowl, and the future benefit of the sportsmen, is the establishment 
of a prohibitory measure against the trafficking in those things which have 
been left to us as heritages and for which we shall have to account to those who 
come after us. 

Year by year additional states of the Union to the South of us are being 
added to the list of those who prohibit the sale of game. Why should Ontario 
lag behind? Probably no state or province stands to profit more by a con- 
tinental observance of a non-sale of game law than does Ontario. Let every 
sportsman therefore stand firm for a measure that more than anything ‘else 
will serve to maintain, if not to increase, our present stock of migratory birds. 



A Report on Conditions at Rondeau 

Mr. Edward R. Kerr, president of the North Essex branch of the Forest, Fish & Game Pro- 
tectwe Association spent four days at Rondeau in December last (Dec. 6th to Dec. 10th) investiga- 
ting game conditions in that locality and as a result, and with a view to influencing the Ontario 
Department of Game & Fisheries in the matter of much needed reform in the matter of the conserva- 
tion of our wild fowl, prepared the following report, a copy of which was submitted to Mr. A. H. 
Sherif?, Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries for Ontario. 

QUAIL 
“Bob White” can be heard distinctly. There is not any material increase evident, though 

it is maintained this valuable little upland bird has held its own during the past two years’ 
protection. ~ Pot hunters have been operating as well as the farmer’s cat. People desire 
government action previous to interest in propagation. 

WILD DUCKS 
Wood-duck is practically extinct, two birds are reported to have been seen. Blue Wing 

Teal are decreasing fearfully while Green Wing Teal and Ruddy are in little better condition; 
Red Head, Whistler and Butter Ball holding their own while Canvasback, Blue Bill and Widgeon 
are increasing. Blacks, Grays, Mallards and Pintail are decreasing. 

SNIPE, PLOVER AND SHORE BIRDS 

Only very small numbers of these birds are seen, they are decreasing and require daily bag 
limits. 

MUSKRAT AND MINK 
___ Both these valuable little fur bearers are decreasing at a fearful rate. Shorter season and 
limited number to be taken requested while closed season of five years is most desired. 

MARSH FIRES 

On the night of December 6th, 1915 the entire acreage of marshlands from Lake Shore to 
Gerunday Bay (East side of Bay) was aflame and burned. I covered this portion on the morning 
of the 7th and noted that all grass and rushes to within six feet of ponds were destroyed. Musk- 
rat houses were very badly scorched in some places, while intense heat melted the thin ice in the 
ponds making easy access with a boat by marketers whom I saw entering the morning of the 
7th. On the morning of the 8th the west side of the bay was enveloped in flames and practi- 
cally all cover destroyed. 

CLASS OF PEOPLE AND PUBLIC OPINION 
I believe that public opinion at Erieau is in advance of opinion of Game Protective Asso- 

ciations and sportsmen in general, and this may be truthfully attributed to the fact of their 
close proximity to a vast shooting and hunting ground where all law is totally disregarded by 
those operating for the markets. 

Shooting on Sunday took place on December 5th in some places while shooting in the 
morning’s and evening’s darkness may be heard. 

The law abiding citizens are in hearty sympathy with the list of recommendations placed 
before the Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries last year and confirmed this year by Pro- 
tective Associations and sportsmen in Essex and Elgin Counties, but maintain that we do not 
go far enough, and in addition suggest the following:— 

1. Daily bag limit on ducks of 15 per day, 100 for the season per man. 
2. Elimination of Saturday, Sunday and Monday from the shooting days with heavy fine 

for violations. It is desired to give the ducks three days’ rest each week. 
3. Three years’ closed season for quail, at the expiration of which it be renewed. 
4. The appointment of two salaried game wardens employed the year round to patrol 

both water and land (by launch and foot) to prevent violations if possible and enforce the law 
and impose penalties. The class of game warden desired to be of the non-political type and 

_ one feared by violators. 
5. Prohibiting the netting of ducks. It is claimed that marketers at foot of Rondeau 

Bay use nets and place them below the surface of the water above the feed. 
6. Prohibit the burning of marshlands and provide heavy penalty for violations. 

These people, the ordinary man and plain citizen, to be found at Rondeau and Erieau work 
eleven and a half months a year and during the Christmas and New Year’s period are deprived 
of any recreation with the gun. The farming population are as busily engaged up until very 
late in October and sometimes as late as early November. They are mainly of English, Scotch 
and Irish nationality and are a hard working, industrious sober and law abiding people. 

At Erieau are to be found those engaged with the railway and coaling station. ‘Their 
homes are small and of frame construction and while not elaborate in furnishings for the in- 
leriors, are clean, tidy and neat in appearance. 

These people do not ask that the shooting of any bird that is nearing extinction shall be 
permitted but demand that it be protected by the most stringent system. Certain species 
of ducks are increasing and these linger in their vicinity well into January Ist. 

In the absence of any reforms next year these people suggest that the Game Department 
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remove all present restrictions from the statute books and permit them to slaughter at will as the 
marketers are permitted to do in the midst of present restrictions. 

ADMINISTRATION 

_The prevalent opinion is that game wardens should be selected irrespective of political 
affiliations and that in the event of any official participating in elections of any kind he be 
dismissed from the service. 

The Duty of the Citizen in Game Conservation 

Edward R. Kerr 

URING the past twenty years the changes that have taken place in the status of North 
American game and game shooting, have been swift and numerous. Forty years ago few 
persons, or comparatively few, recognized the necessity of adopting stern measures for 

the protection of the sport. To-day, however, sport with the rod and gun is threatened with 
extinction. The friends of wild life who do not shoot are busy in trying to protect wild species 
from extinction, but now the sportsmen of Canada must also bestir themselves to protect sport 
with the rod and gun from becoming equally extinct. 

It is to be supposed that no true sportsman will willingly witness the killing of the last bird 
or the catching of the last fish. Every right-minded father will recoil from the thought of 
robbing his son and _ his grandsons of their lawful heritage of game and of sport with the gun 
or rifle. Every good citizen who stops to think about it will agree that the wild life of to-day 
is not ours to destroy and exterminate as we please. It is an entailed heritage toward which we 
owe a conservationist’s duty, and which we are bound to turn over to posterity in a satisfactory 
state. The shame of the present list of dead is yet over us, and it would take another thirty 
years to wipe out the memory of that disgrace. 

Thanks to the millions of deadly machine guns and rifles, the automobiles and good roads, 
the gunners of Canada are now engaged annually in a wild effort to exterminate every species 
of bird and mammal which by any stretch of the imagination can be classified as ““game.” 
Comparatively few persons realize the awful havoc that is being wrought through the instru- 
mentality of the automobile and “‘good roads.” There is no time to dwell here upon that 
subject, but the extent of the menace may well be taken for granted by those who have not 
personally witnessed the automobile in action in the destruction of wild life. 1 

The question now before the Canadian people is, are the sportsmen of Canada going to 
preserve their own sport, or are they going to destroy it utterly? It needs no seer nor prophet 
to foretell that, with the destruction of wild life now going on, all the well settled portions of 
Canada will be destitute of game everywhere save in well-defined sanctuaries and preserves. 
The game sanctuaries will indeed protect the game that is within their borders; but they will 
not and can not, protect the game at large and perpetuate sport. Around the borders of the 
game preserve there will be hunting for years to come, but with the free shooting that is now 
going on so joyously everywhere, the overflow of game from the preserves will not go far. 

The men and boys of Canada who desire a continuance of sport with the gun and rod must 
now make their choice between two things; viz.: taking determined and even drastic measures. 
to prevent game from being killed faster than it is bred, or bidding game a long farewell. The 
expert operators of machine guns in the killing off of our game birds are the greatest enemies of 
legitimate sport. Everywhere the open seasons and bag limits are entirely too liberal. The 
sale of game anywhere, and under any circumstances whatsoever, is a gross outrage, not only 
against the game and against the friends of wild life who do not shoot, but against’ the sport 
itself. There is nothing more destructive to a species than the placing of a price on the heads 
of its members. No wild species on earth can long withstand commercial exploitation, and 
anyone who doubts this truism takes a position against the perpetuation of sport, and the 
privileges of the ordinary citizen. 

What will the people of Canada have? Indiscriminate shooting for five years, and after 
that lifeless desolation? Or will they put the lid on now, and resolutely enact laws to provide 
that all species of game shall be permitted to breed faster than the increase is killed? The 4 
situation offers just two alternatives, and the necessity to choose one or the other is now in- — 
exorable. Which shall it be? ; 

CONCLUSIONS 
We have endeavored to lay before the sportsmen and citizens of Ontario a sane plan of con- 

servation of wild life. We have almost confined our presentation of this question to the people 
of the Province, and to various organizations for wild life protection whose work is national in 
scope. ; 

P This game protective movement is being taken very seriously. Of the many people closely 
concerned witn this issue, all are cordially supporting it. ) 

_ Concerning the cnaracter and extent of support, it is needless to comment. The bare fact 
that thus far not one opposition letter had been published in any magazine or newspaper is of it- 
self a striking testimonial of public approval. Had opponents to our conservation plan found 

it not to their liking, some of them would long ago have publicly registered their disapproval. 
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And yet, it is not to be expected that a proposal as large as this can run its course and 
achieve success wholly without opposition. It has been our observation that every great 
reform movement, no matter now great the benefits it is destined to confer, always arouses some 
opposition. There are a few natures so suspicious that they accept nothing at its face value. 
For example, there are men who cannot conceive of such a thing as men working hard for the 
increasing of funds t» carry on the war of the British Empire to a successful conclusion, and the 
enlistment of all nationalities to create a tremendous army strength to back up Britain’s demand 
at the finish, purely through patriotic motives, and without any selfish interests to be served. 
No doubt a few men will now come forward who will pretend to believe that this movement has 
been started because there are “personal interests” back of it. 

But we wait the rise of opposition with entire confidence in the ability and the disposition 
of our Legislators to judge men and motives. We do not need to remind members of the Leg- 
islature that the friends of wild life always have dealt frankly with them, and always have kept 
their promises. 

The only opposition that we can imagine is that which might come from “‘market-butchers” 
and exponents of “killing rights’’ who are enmeshed in “‘leased lands’’ and have become so selflsh 
and disgruntled in their “bad luck” that their entrance into the dotage period prompts them to 
demand the right to exterminate the last seed stock of our wild stocks previous to their depart- 
ure from this earth, and even some of these tell us that we are right and that they are beginning 
to see the light,—“‘but’’. 

The years are slipping by; and all species of game birds and animals are rushing into 
oblivion. There is no time to be lost. The full consummation of this great plan is, in the 
vivid language of the old Rancher, ‘‘a long shot, with a limb in the way.”’ Its success means 
a great amount of hard thinking and hard work, and boundless perseverance. Let no man 
think for a moment that if a sane conservation plan is enacted into law that the entire Govern- 
mental Service will have an easy task, or one which can quickly be brought to the point**game 
for all.” Labor, patience, and helpful waiting on the part of all are just as necessary to succes 
as the forests, marshes, and fields, and the seed stock of our game. 

But the End is worth the Effort. Think what it will mean to make game permanently 
plentiful in many areas that to-day are little better than lifeless, so far as killable game is con- 
cerned. ‘Therein lie vast possibilities in real game conservation. 

Let us give the Canadians of the future a chance to hunt game and consume the surplus 
with clear consciences. 

GAME EXTERMINATION 

Sportsmanship and the Game Butcher 

Forest H. Conover 

OR educated civilized man to exterminate a valuable wild species of living things is a 
K crime. It is a crime against his own children and posterity. 

No man has a right either moral or legal to destroy or squander an inheritance of his 
children that he holds for them in trust, and, man, the greedy and wasteful spendthrift that he 
is, has not created even the humblest of the species of birds and mammals that enrich the earth. 
The earth is the Lord’s, and the fulness thereof. With all his wisdom man has not even placed 
here so much as a chipmunk, wren or even a clam,—only juggled with swine and goats. 

The wild things of this earth are not ours to do with as we please. They have been left 
to us in “Trust”? and we must ‘‘account for them to the generations that follow us, and audit our 
accounts’, but man, the shameless destroyer of nature’s gifts, blithely and persistently exter- 
minates one species after another, possibly ten per cent of the human race consists of people 
that have been known to lie, steal, throw rubbish in parks, and trout streams, fire the forests, and 
destroy any propagating element wherever their cruel natures will permit without being clubbed 
by the law. ‘These are hard words, nevertheless true. In ten per cent (or more) of the human 
race, the high moral instinct which is honest without compulsion is absent. The things that 
seemingly decent citizens,—men posing as gentlemen, will do to wild game when they secure 
great chances to slaughter, are appalling. Readers of Rod and Gun have all doubtless wit- 
nessed. some of these cases in point. ; 

That the best and most interesting wild life of America is fast disappearing at a rapid rate, 
we all know, only too well. That proposition is entirely beyond the domain of argument. 
The fact that a species or a group of species has made a little gain here and there, or is stationary, 
does not sensibly diminish the force of the descending blow. In migrating birds, especially 
ducks, the migrating course varies considerably, at periods showing more or less in numbers in 
many localities, the former indicating to the inexperienced an increase, while the total of the 
whole colony complete, falls short of the minimum number each succeeding year. 
_’ In the opinion of the writer the duties of the present hour that fairly thrust themselves 
into our faces, and will not be put aside, are these, 

To save the valuable species from extermination. 
2. To preserve a satisfactory representation of our once rich fauna to hand down to 

posterity. 
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3. To protect the farmer and fruit grower from the enormous losses that the destruction 
of our insectiverous and rodent eating birds is now inflicting upon the producer and consumer. 

4. To preserve to the future sportsman of our country enough game that they may have 
at least, a taste of the legitimate pursuits of game in the open, that has made life so interesting 
to the sportsmen of to-day. 

For the people of a civilized nation to permit the slaughter of the wild birds that protect 
its crops, its fruits and its forests from the insect hordes is worse than folly. 

The procrastinating movement of official superiors (as indicated by the wretchedly slow 
process of game law revision), and the experience and ignorance of the rigid law requirements, 
(that should have been enforced ten years ago to promote the reproduction of game birds, 
inclusive of migratory species), are the cause of dangerous delays. 

We must not depend upon the academic education of the public by the seductive illus- 
trated lecture on birds or the articles about the habits of mammals. Those methods are all 
well enough in their place, but we must not depend upon them in emergencies like the present, 
for they do not pass laws, or arrest law-breakers; give the public all of that material that you 
can supply, the more the better, but for heaven’s sake, and for the sake of our posterity, do not 
depend solely upon the spread of bird lore education to stop the ravages of the game hogs. 
If you do, all the wild life will be destroyed before the educational work is completed. To-day 
it is necessary to employ the most direct, forceful, and at times, even rude methods; where 
wilful killing to excess cannot be checked by moral suasion, it must be stopped by a hickory 
club. The thing to do is to get results, and get them quickly before it is too late. 

The inducement to market shooters is backed up to a certain extent by the law’s per- 
mitting the open doors of the market, and the fact that the long open season is reinforced with 
six days per week perpetual hunting in the open season, contrary to wild life requirements. 
The migratory element (the wild ducks) are actually bombarded from their resting and feeding 
haunts throughout the Province. 

The people of the country are being educated in the science of all manner of fire arms, not 
alone of military arms, but the rising generation of young boys are being taught the expert 
manner of aligning and handling weapons, they are being drilled in the use of the most powerful 
methods of extermination, methods which are being directed against the game birds of our 
country. Surely the remnant left bespeaks our best efforts in safeguarding it. 

If the people, as a whole, elect that our birds and mammals shall be saved, and to a reason- 
able extent, brought back, then by the Eternal they may be saved. The'road lies straight before 
us, and the going is easy, if we only co-operate in acting without further delay. 

The people who do not kill must act independently, selfishness must be subdued. We 
have seen both selfish and unselfish sportsmen’s journals attempt to solve this problem, and 
fail. Some were great and broad-minded mediums. Their records have not been of disgrace 
although of partial defeat. Some desired success more than they desired dividends, and their 
efforts have not been wholly in vain. 

It will be recalled that in 1913 a provincial petition was presented to the Game Committee 
at Toronto signed by approximately four thousand of the leading sportsmen of the Province 
in which it was proposed that the season’s bag of ducks be limited to 100, and that the marketing 
of wild ducks be abolished. These four thousand names signified a big majority when com- 
pared with the insignificant number of market shooters and café roundups. 

Will the true sportsmen rise up and do their duty bravely and unselfishly? 
Will the law-makers heed the hand-writing on the wall, and makelaws that represent 

the full discharge of their duty toward wild life and humanity? Will the Editors herald the 
message early and forcefully? On the answer hangs the fate of our feathered game. 

Advocating Discussion of Changes in the Game Laws 

Editor, Rod and Gun: 
bes JT have great pleasure in enclosing $1.50 renewing my subscription to Rod and Gun, and 
again congratulate you for maintaining the high excellence of Canada’s real sportsman’s journal. 

I don’t want to bother you with suggestions but there is one fly in the sportsman’s ointment 
and that is the tendency of quite a few local members of the Legislature to tinker with the 
Game Laws. : 

The average M. L. A. is not conversant with game conditions and requirements, so that 
the danger of freak legislation is always with us. Now, couldn’t you advocate that before any 
changes are made in the Game Laws that the sportsmen of the Province have an opportunity 
to be heard. ‘Rod and Gun” is now considered the sportsman’s mouthpiece and authority 
and its position on game questions carries weight. 

Yours truly, 
WM. PRATT, 

Pres. Willcox Lake Brick Co., Richmond Hill, Ont. 
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It’s the ‘‘EXTRA”’ that you get 

which makes it worth while to 

‘‘Say Dominion’’—and stick to it” 

Extra high-grade up-river Para Rubber - extra 
quality flawless Sea Island Cotton - extra experi- 
ence gained in making the type of tires which are 
the biggest sellers in America - extra rubber that 
goes into the “nobs” of ‘Nobby Treads”, making 
them 90 per cent less liable to puncture than 
ordinary tires. 

-these make “DOMINION” Tires such ‘‘extra’”’ 
value that motorists who use them once insist on 
them thereafter. 

aN 
\NION Ties 

Such tires cost money in the making, and the 
extra value is yours. Remember that, if a dealer 
tries to switch you off the extra value “DOMINION” 
to another tire more profitable to him. 

“Say “DOMINION’’—and stick to it” 

If you have any trouble getting what you want 
write our nearest Branch or our Home Office in 
Montreal and we will see that you are promptly 
supplied. 

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited 
on real 

28 Branches in Canada 

Head Office, Montreal, Quebec Best for all-round service, 
all the time, everywhere. 

Tread Grips the slipperiest pave- 
ments—saves 90 per cent of 

Ch ° punctures. 

— An effective anti-skid lire 
Lread at a moderate price—the best 

for the money. 

Plain _ The basis of all ““Domin- 
ton’ Tires—the masterplece 

Tread ,; tire-making skill. 

ts, 
oD OMIN ION, 
—and Stick: to ut! 



ITED BY A.B.GEIKIE- 
quiries <onceminy firearms and ammun- 
ition. Communications must be brief 
and to the -poini and persomalities must 
not be inclulged in. The Editor will not Z] ~ 
be held responsible tor opinwns express- 
ed by ccrresponcents. Address all 
communications to A. B. Geikie, c/o Rod 
and Gun, Woodstock, Ontario. 

The Publishers of Rod and Gun Magazine invite readers of the magazine to contri- 
bute articles and letters to Mr. Geikie’s department on matters pertaining to guns and 
ammunition, but do not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed therein by these 
contributors. 

BACKWOODS TRAJECTORY TABLES 
Lieut. Townsend Whelen 

N the September number of Rod and 
Gun, “H.R.” voices a demand for tra- 
jectory and other ballistic tables that 

will be of more practical benefit to the hunter 
in the woods than those found at present in 
catalogues and magazines. I can sympathize 
with him for I realize of how little practical 
use are the ordinary tables. Years ago I dis- 
carded them for ones of my own. 
hunter wishes to know is, if he sights his rifle 
correctly and gets the trigger pulled without 
disturbing the aim, where will the bullet go at 
all ranges? Let us see if we can make it a 
little plainer and more practical than the 
catalogues do. 

Let us take the .30-30 rifle and cartridge 
for example, as the average hunter is perhaps 
more familiar with that caliber than with any 
other. This rifle is sighted at the factory to 
hit center at 200 yards. The Winchester 
trajectory tables tell one that when thus 
sighted the bullet will fly 5.79 inches above the 
line of aim at 100 yards. This is all the in- 
formation that can be gotten out of the 
catalogue. Of course, as H.R. says, the path 
of the bullet is not a true half circle, but is 
more the shape of an egg with the muzzle of 
the gun at the small and the game at the big 
end. The summit of the trajectory, that is 
the highesi point in its path, is not at 100 
yards, but is somewhere near 115 yards, and 
at this summit the bullet flies a trifle higher 
than it does midway, say about 6.10 inches. 
But for practical purposes at ranges under 
300 yards, (game ranges) we can just as well 
disregard this. 

What the 

Now do you consider a rifle practically 
sighted when it shoots 5384 inches above the 
point of aim at 100 yards? Not much. One 
would overshoot too much at these ranges 
around which he kills 90 per cent of his game. 
It would be better perhaps to lower that 
sighting 3 inches at 100 yards, making the 
rifle shoot only 2.79 inches high at 100 yards. 
Now pay attention to this. If our rifle is 
sighted in as it comes from the factory to hit 
5.79 inches above the point of aim at 100 
yards, then if we lower the rear sight gradu- 
ally until it only shoots 2.79 inches high at 
that range, in other words lower its point of 
impact 3 inches at 100 yards, we will have 
lowered it twice this amount at 200 yards, or 
six inches. When the rifle was sighted to 
shoot 5.79 inches high at 100 yards it was cor- 
rectly sighted to hit the point of aim at 200 
yards. With this change of sighting it will 
now shoot 6 inches low at 200 yards. This 
is a much more practical trajectory than as 
sent out from the factory. : 

But hold up a minute. When you tried to 
sight in that rifle to shoot 2.79 inches above 
the point of aim at 100 yards, what success did 
‘you have?, If you were a good shot you pro- 
bably got a group of shots in about a 3 inch 
circle at 100 yards, and the center of this 
circle was about 234 inches above the point 
of aim. If you did this you were doing pretty 
well, and your rifle is now finely sighted. You 
also realized that the top bullet in that group 
was not flying 2.79 inches high at 100 yards 
but something like 4.29 inches high. And 
similarly the lowest bullet in the group was 

1032 
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j 

33 lb. Pike caught on ‘““BRISTOL''!Rod in Moon River, Georgian Bay. by Dr. Jas. 
Mechein, Wilkinsburg, Pa. 

2. 54 1b. Malmon-Trout. The first catch of the year by Moss Smith. 

6 lb. 8 ez. Small-Mouth bass caught on “‘BRISTOL”’ Rod in Lake Winnipesaukee, N.H., 
by E. H. Coultas, New Bedford. Mass. 

25 1b., 47 in. long Muscallonge, caught on a No. 16 “BRISTOL” Rod at Ottawa, by Frank 
Ault of Ottawa, Canada. 

Landlock Salmon caught on a “‘BRISTOL'' Rod at Lake Sunapee, N, H.. by M. C: 
Treadway. 

6. 6% 1b. Square-Tail Brook Trout, caught in Moosehead Lake by R. Gordon Baldwin, Bristol, Conn. 

7. 16 1b. Black-Spotted Salmon-Trout caught in Doe Lake, Algonquin Park, by Mrs. “Canuck”. 

If you want your picture printed in the Sportsman’s ‘Hall of Fame” and 
yourself recognized as the Prize Fisherman of your circle, you naturally 
would start out with the rod and tackle that have for years proven their 
superiority in landing Prize Fish and in giving the fisherman the most 
glorious sport. 

TRADE (MARK, REG. U.S. PAT. OFF my 

The Prize Winning Rods 
There is no getting around the fact that “‘BRISTOL” Steel Fishing Rods have estab- 
lished their overwhelming superiority in every National Fishing Contest for the last 
four years. . Their strength, their ability to stand the strain and do hard work; their 
resiliency in catching and hanging on to game fish: their elegance and beauty: their 
national reputation for fine service. and everything else about them, make them the 
national favorites. 

19,000 dealers sell 38 different styles of “BRISTOL” Rods, ranging from $3.50 to $25.00 
each. Everyone guaranteed. If you cannot get the particular “BRISTOL” that youlwant 
from your dealer, you can order by mail from our catalogue at no additional cost. 

CATALOGUE FREE 
New Art Calendar—Philip R. Goodwin’s famous oil painting, “Team Work’, reproduced 
in full colors in a 1916 Calendar. Beautiful for framing for home, den or camp. Supply 
limited. Sent only on receipt of 15 cents. 

LAE eHORTOMeMEG.)CO-, 
32 Horton Street Bristol, Conn. 

Pacific Coast Branch: Phil B. Bekeart Company, 717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 

We offer prizes for the best Fishing Pictures—Send in your Fishing Photos. 
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only flying 1.29 inches high at the same range. 
In other words, if you would know what your 
rifle will do and is liable to do when you do 
your part correctly you must not only take 
into consideration the trajectory of the arm 
but the accuracy as well. 

You have always had a high opinion of a 
rifle with a flat trajectory. You don’t have te 
estimate the distance so closely. The rifle 
holds up so well. You can hit game much bet- 
ter with a rifle that has a high velocity. Othet 
things being the same this is so, but let us see 
about those other things. Here is one of the 
very newest and much advertised rifles. It 
has a velocity of 3100 feet per second, and 
when sighted for 300 yards its bullet is flying 
only about 5 inches high at 150 yards. Tine! 

) 

ere. a<-n-- 

big moose. 
right, but it is worthless to you because of its 
inaccuracy. You will do better work with 
your old .30-30. 

Trajectory and accuracy must go hand in 
hand. No commercial rifle handling factory 
ammunition is made, nor is likely to be made 
in the near future which will do much better 
than keep its shots in a 2 inch circle at 100 
yards, a 5 inch circle at 200 yards, or an 8 inch 
circle at 300 yards. Describe these circles 
around the path of your trajectory at the 
proper ranges and you will see what a really 
fine rifle will do in the way of hitting where 
you aim it. All rifles will not shoot this well. 
You cannot expect accurate results at long 
range from short bullets at high velocity. 
Rifles like the .401 automatic are intended 
only for short range in thick timber. The 
purely sporting cartridges like the .30-30; .32 
Special; .33; .35; etc. will not do quite as well 
as the military cartridges that have had lots 
of brains expended on their design, and then 
have constantly been improved from time to 
time, like the .30-40; .30 Model 1906; 644m/m 
7 m/m; .303 British; and 8 m/m. 

Keeping in mind that accuracy must go 
hand in hand with trajectory, here are some 
tables that I think will be of some real value 
to the hunter in the field. _ Remember you 
must test your rifle at various ranges and find 
out the size group you can make at those 
ranges and then describe this group around 
the point of impact given in the tables to find 
out what you can do with that particular rifle. 
These tables cover rifles with quite a range 
in velocity. If you happen to be using another 
rifle use the table which comes nearest to the 
advertised trajectory of your own rifle. It 
will be near enough for all practical purposes. 
With the tables I have given columns showing 
approximately the size group that a good shot 
should get from a rifle of that caliber. The 
figures with the minus sign in front of them 
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are below the point of aim. 

Energy and Killing Power. 

The ballistic tables in the catalogues give 
tne energy of each cartridge and you have been 
led to believe that energy is a true gauge of the 
killing power of the cartridge. Well ‘It aint 
no such thing.” Energy is a purely theoreti- 
cal calculation giving no indication whatever 
of the killing power. You can throw all the 
energy you want to into a rabbit and off it 
will run in spite of the foot pounds. What 
does count in killing power is the ability oi 
the bullet to inflict damage to the vital parts 
of the game. There are certain vital organs 
and nerve centers in all animals which, if 
materially injured, will cause death sooner or 
later, such as the heart, the brain, the large 
blood vessels, and the srinal colemn. Ex- 
tensive injuries in other localities may cause 
death, but not the quick humane death that 
brings us our game. 

If you are inexperienced in the game fields 
you have been led to picture large game 
always offering a side shot. But how many 
times on an average do you get a side shot in 
practice? As a matter of fact you are no 
more liable to get a side shot than any other, 
and in fact you are quite a little more liable 
to get a stern shot, because the game usually 
sees you first. ey gg 

Suppose you have one of those extremely 
high velocity rifles with a specially made soft 
point spitzer bullet which gives an explosive 
effect. You get a side shot and hit in the chest, 
practically tearing the chest cavity all to 
pieces. Your game drops in its tracks. You 
have effected material damage to the heart, 
the large blood vessels leading to and from the 
heart, and perhaps to the spinal column. 
And incidentally you have expended 3000 
foot pounds of energy in that moose. 

Suppose again that the moose sees you first, 
and your explosive bullet hits him in the south 
end when he is going north, hits him below the 
backbone, and the wolves lead you to him 
five miles off three days later, so you know that 
in that case too you incidentally expended 
3000 foot pounds of energy on the moose, but 
what good did it do? 

But suppose that raking shot from the rear 
had been with a long and heavy bullet, even 
at a relatively low velocity, say something 
like the 280 grain bullet from the 9 m/m 
Mauser. Your bullet in all probability would 
have plowed right through into the chest 
cavity and you would have gotten your moose 
before the meat was spoiled and the wolves 
had their feast. But again that bullet fired 

at the game side on might have injured Pe 
the lungs thus failing to make a quick F 

You pay your money and you take your 
choice. 

You can depend upon the explosive effect 

of a light, high velocity bullet to create the 
damage to vital tissue, or you can depend upon 

the plow right through effect of a heavy, long 

bullet. If you are not a very good shot you 

will probably choose the first. If you are 

capable of picking out_a vital point and hit- 

ting close to it you will probably think that 

the long heavy bullet gives yon a little better 

chance. Or perhaps the flat trajectory and 
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Ammunition 
for every purpose 

O matter what kind 
: of ammunition you 

may need—.22 cartridges 
for targets—shot shells 

| for wild fowl, small game and 

| trap, or high velocity cart- 
ridges for big Same—there is a 
Dominion metallic or shot 
shell to meet your require- 
ments. 

Dominion 

Ammunition 
(Entirely Made in Canada) 

isperfectinevery detail of man- 
ufacture. Best materials— 
careful loading—trigid inspec- 
tion—thorough testing—combine to 
insure perfect shooting results. 

There is no better ammunition at 
any price—make success certain by 
demanding Dominion Ammunition 
at your dealer’s. 
Send ten cents, stamps or coin, for 16 
beautifully colored pictures of Cana- 
dian game. 

DOMINION CARTRIDGE 
Co. LIMITED 

839 Transportation Bldg. 
Mentreal 
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lighter recoil of the small bullet will influence 
your choice as it nas that of many sportsmen. 

If you are still wedded, either through 
economy or choice, to the older rifles of the 
.30-30 class remember that you can_ hardly 
expect a large proportion of clean tills with 

the first snot. You must make up in the 
relative lack of killing power in rapidity of 
fire, and hence you should choose a light 
handy rifle, something like a carbine, and 
when your sight settles down on the brown 
make the lever fly like blazes. 

Rifle sighted for 75 yds. 100 yds. | 150 yds. | 200 yds. 

Accuracy circle, 
diam. 

.30-30 W.G.F. |Height of bullet at | Inches | Inches Inches Inches 5 
Bullet 170 grs. — — — ‘ 
Vel. 2000 f.s. 25 yards 6 9 1G Pit t 

BOE Ws 6 eee 2G 4.2 

15 m0) 1.0 3.0 yp! 

100 —2..2 0 2.8 5.9 

E50 -8.7 -6.5 0 4.6 

PAU De -16.5 -9.9 0 

250)" —23 .7 13.8. 

Accuracy circle, 
diam on LOE ee 

a |Rifle sighted for 50 yds. | 100 yds. | 150 yds. | 200 yds. | 50 yds 

.30-40 U.S. Height of bullet at | Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches 
Bullet 220 grs. 
Vel. 1960 f.s. 50 yards 0 VW 2.5) fe, 5.5 

LOO? ss —2.4 0 26 ape 8.6 

RSD —7 .6 =3..9 0 A.3 9.0 

PAN Os -15.6 -11.0 —5.6 0 6.2 

250) ors —27.0 —21.0 —14.7 -7.8 0 

300! = —42 .2 —35 .0 —27.5 -19.0 -7.6 

Rifle sighted for 50 yds. | 100 yds. | 150 yds. | 200 yds. 250 yds. 

Accuracy circle, 
diam. 

.303 British Height of bullet at | Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches 
Bullet 215 grs. ESD SLAES SERRE SOUL 
Vel. 2000 f.s. 50 yards 0 12 2.5 3.9 B5.5 

100 “ =o Al 0 206 5.5 8.6 

150) = -3.9 0 4.3 | 9.0 

200. < Ble) li alile aed 0.) a) Sita 

250“ -27.5 | -21.5 | -14.9 ~7.8 | 0 

300 -43.0 | -35.8 | -27.9 | -19.3 | -10.0 
i We Ne ES ees - 

| 
| 

ite | 
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Get the : 

3-in-One oiled guns shoot 
straight—never pit or lead. 

3-in-One Oil 
reaches every friction point in 
gun actions, too. Ends sticking 

and jamming. Keeps rust away. All 
dealers. 10c, 25c and 50c bottles. 

. Handy Oil Cans full of 
3-in-One,25c. Avoid substitutes. 
Free-Sample and Use Dictionary 

3-in-One Oil Co.. 55 New St . N.Y. 

Al BLE Waterproof 
Mar a S Matchbox | 
Worth far more than its weight in gold to the hunter, 
trapper or camper, or to anyone who may find himself 
without shelter. Every soldier and militiaman ought 
to have one. Holds enough matches for several days 
and is absolutely waterproof, Made of seamless brass 
with water-tight cover. Size of 10-gauge 
shell—just right for pocket. Thousands 
of dozens used by European soldiers and 
officers. Get one now—be prepared for 
emergencies 

50c at Your Dealers 
or by mail postpaid upon receipt of price 
if your dealer won't supply you WRITE 
FOR CATALOG of Marble’s Came -Getter 
Gun and Sixty Specialties for Sportsmen, 

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co. 
581 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich 

| SHOOT 
thaca Guns 

AADE IN U.S.A. 

Reason 2 — Shooting 

Qualities Warranted 

{ Shot travel through a gun bar- 
rel over 800 feet per second. 
{ Shot flatten when driven at 
this high speed into animproper 

' choke. 
| § Flat shot fly wild and make a 
| poor pattern 
i § Our taper choke givesa close, = 

hard hitting pattern. % 
{| ask your father, grandfather 
or any man who uses an Ithaca 
{| Shooting qualities guaranteed. 
{ Catalog FREE—double guns, 
$17.75 up;single trap guns. $85 up 

GUN COMPANY . 
ITHACA-N.Y || 

/ ITHACA ae 

BOX 13 , 

| Th 
successive winning of the Interstate high average. 
the season. 

2d, S$. A. Huntley, 86% 

r Long Run for 1915, 372 straight,—Lester 
German, Atlantic City, N. J., inSeptember. 

The PARKER double gun has won nine out 
of twenty-five G.A.H., and holds the only 100 
straight record ever made in that classic event. 

e Parker Double Gun Supre 
Wins high amateur average in the 1915 Inierstate Registered To é ? £ 2 a £ JI: cerste gis urnaments. 

winner, shot at 2800 targets and broke 2731,—average 97.53%. a 
Mr. Henderson having won in 1914 by shooting 96.63% for 

More PARKER Winnings! 
1915 Amateur Average/at doubles in the Interstate Registered Tournaments; Ist, Guy V, Deering, 90%: 

2c %;: 3d,,Woolfolk Henderson, 84%. 
Tournaments for 1915 won by L. S. German, 97.42%. 

me 
urn Mr. Woolfolk Henderson, 

This is the PARKER double gun’s second 

Second Professional Average in Interstate Registered 

Out of nine Interstate Cham- 
pionships of Americathathave 
been held, the PARKER gun 
has won seven. 

A GUN WITH A 

REPUTATION! 

In the shooting world the 
name PARKER stands for 
unvarying excellence. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 
. Y¥. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. 

G. W. du Bray, Resident Agent, P.O. Box 102, San Francisco, Cal. 
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| Rifle sightedfor | 50yds. | 100yds. | 150 yds. | 200 yds. | 250 yds. 

256 Mannlicher |Height of bullet at | Inches Inches Inches Inches | Inches 
Bullet 156 grs. SS 
Vel. 2350 f.s. 50 yards 0 BS) 1.9 310% |e eee 

100 +“ 1.8 0. Pre) 4.2 6.6 

1) Reel —5.7 —3.0 0 Ses 6.9 

200 -11.9 —9.4 —4.4 0 4.8 

2aQr —20.9 —16.5 —11.5 —6.0 0 

300, .* —33 .0 —27 .6 —21.7 -15.1 -7.9 

Accuracy circle, 
diam. a 8 2. oe 

Rifle sighted for | 150 yds. ) 200 yds. | 250 yds. | 300 yds. | 400 yds. ; 

30 U.S.G. Height of bullet at | Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches vf 
Mod. 1906 oo } 

(Springfield) 50 yards 10 De PET Sys 5.4 : 
Bullet 150 grs. : 
Vel. 2700 f.s. BOOs es ile: 2.9 4. 6.1 9.8 

150 223 4.6 Lok 12.7 

200 5 0 352 6.5 14 : 

250 —11 —4.1 0 4.6 13.6 ? 

0G: .* -10.1 —6 0 11.2 

350 —15.1 -9.1 8 

100 —23. 0 

Accuracy circle, 
| diam. 

THE .22 LONG RIFLE RIM FIRS 
CARTRIDGE 

B. NOM: 

amused, in the recent attempts of certain 
parties to condemn the well-known .22 

Long Rifle cartridge to the scrap heap as 
being neither a target or suitable small game 
load. As to the suitability of .22-caliber 
rim fire cartridges for small game we had best 
leave this part of the question to each in- 
dividual; as to accuracy the Long Rifle shell 
is as far ahead of anything in the rim fire line 
as is the night different from the day. 

It is no good kicking. The long rifle 
cartridge fired in heavy single shot rifles has 
simply cleaned up on all comers among which 
might be mentioned the wondrous ‘“‘Special’’ 
championed in a recent article by one who 
claims citizenship in Missouri or thereabouts 
and has to be shown. 
The best way of ‘“‘showing’’ these would-be 

knockers is to refer them to the recoras of 
important matches both in Canada anu in 

“wv 

I have been much interested and as greatly the States. The .22 Special is never used in 
these matches not because it is not a good 
cartridge or because it lacks killing power but 
simply because it does lack the accuracy 
necessary on the 25-yard indoor range. 

The matter has been so thoroughly gone 
into by those perfectly competent to deal with 
these matters that I will not further trespass on 
the gun department’s space. 

In closing I want to say that the next time 
those Missourians break into print in con- 
demnation of any gun or load let them have 
something to back them up save words. 
Publication of machine rest tests are valuable 
while mere assertions unbacked by anything 
except a man’s own prejudiced statements are 
worth nothing to anyone. 

The gun department of this publication¥is 
intensely interesting and is well worth the 
cost of the whole magazine. 
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THE SMITH 
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THE HUNTER ARMS cO.MFRS- ro! 

THE GUN WITH A CONSCIENCE 
Absolutely Never Shoots Loose 

Prices $25.00 to $1,000 Net 

ASK FOR OUR ART CATALOG 

Great shooting power with least recoil—great | s5¢ Price 
penetration with accuracy—perfect balance to $25 

‘‘swing-up” gracefully—these added to faultless up 

workmanship and our own exclusive system of taper boring has produce 

masterpiece in shot guns. 

Combine all these superiorities of gun making—a victory gained by more than 
35 years’ experience. 

For Field, Traps or Blind 
Write for our beautiful catalog. It tells about our 20-, 16-, 12-gauge Letever 
Shot Gun. We have a direct-to-you offer if your dealer cannot supply you. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO., 203 Maltbie Street, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 
aecallll 



ANOTHER BOOSTER FOR THE .22 
LONG RIFLE 

H. L. Sheldon 

S the controversy re the merits of the 
A .22 long rifle versus the .22 Special 1s 

waxing warm I would like to make a few 
statements on this subject. 

From my limited experience o1 some four- 
teen years handling of small bore rifles, during 
which time I have owned and shot practically 

every make of these popular little rifles I 

long ago drew the conclusion that the .22 

long rifle cartridge as manufactured by the 
standard cartridge manufacturers is the last 
word in accuracy. I do not pose zs an expert 

shot; yet when after shooting tens of thous- 
ands of the different styles of small-bore 
cartridges I sum up the results, I find that up 
to a range of one hundred yards the .22 long 
rifle cartridge has made the best scores in 
eighty-seven per cent. of the total number 
of targets shot at; I am very naturally drawn 
to the conclusion that this cartridge must be 
a very accurate one indeed. 

The different styles of cartridges used in 
making these tests, were the .22 short, .22 
long, .22 long rifle, .22 Special, .22 W. R. F., 
.22 extra long and the .25 Stevens both long 
and short. Up to a range of 25 yards I have 
never found enough of a difference between 
the .22 short and .22 long rifle that could not 
be explained through a difference in marks- 
manship, but over this range the longer and 
heavier bullet at all times has proven in my 
case at least to be the most accurate of any of 
the .22 calibre cartridges. The .22 “‘Special’’ 
has satisfied me that it is accurate enough for 

all small game shooting, but when it comes 
down to a matter of extreme accuracy the .22 
long rifle is a safe bet. 

As pointed out by Mr. Crossman the long 
rifle cartridge is much the cheaper of the two, 

~ an item which to the man who shoots a great 
deal, is a considerable advantage. 

No one ever claimed the .22 long rifle to be 
a big game gun, yet if Mr. Forsyth will use 
this cartridge and shoot his squirrels through 
the head as he does with his .22 Special, he 
will not have many wounded, (but not 
dangerously so) victims to his credit. If he 
can hit them in the head with his Special he 
can most assuredly do so with the .22 long 
rifle. As for his remarks re the .22 long rifle 
hollow point tearing game so badly, I never 
knew it was such a powertul cartridge, or I 
would not have invested my money in a .22 
Hi-power. 
We do not have squirrels out here (Robsart, 

Sask.) but we do have that very destructive 
little pest, the gopher and I sometimes shoot 
them in the head, at that. It is often the only 
part of them one can see, for although gophers 
are prone to stand upright atthe door of their 
home to better survey their enemies, it is 
also a fact that they very soon become wary 
it hunted a great deal. 

If any man prefers the .22 Special, why let 
him use it by all means, yet it would be very 
easy to find 90 per cent. of the users of small- 
arms swearing by the .22 long rifle, and in 
democratic countries, the majority wins. 

PROGRESS IN RIFLE MANUFACTURE 
G.W.C. 

N an article in your January issue, by 
E. C. Crossman, entitled “Sizing up the 
.280 Ross,” he states several things with 

which I do not agree. 
One of these is, that the Ross cartridge was 

deliberately made as large as it is, to prevent 
makers who use Mauser actions from using it. 
This is absurd! Many makers turn out rifles 
to use the .280 cartridge, and put the Mauser 
Action on them; and when. the Mannlicher 
Action was available, before its manufacturer 
reiused to supply it as a separate part, some 
makers put that action on their .280 rifles, and 
both were most satisfactory. 

In the development of the Ross cartridge, 
Mr. Crossman fails to mention the late Mr. 
Thorne, proprietor of the old English gun and 
rifle making firm of Charles Lancaster & Co., 
Panton St., London. Mr. Thorne was very 
active in assisting Sir Charles Ross in his ex- 
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periments, and for some time turned out 
rifles taking the .280 cartridge which he called 
the Ross-Lancaster. 

He built me a .280 rifle a couple of years 
ago—in fact it was not finished until after 
his death—with the Lancaster oval bore 
rifling Mauser Action. 

This beautitul weapon takes a cartridge 
using three weights of bullets, viz: 140-gr., 
160-gr., and a solid 175-gr. 

The first two are hollow point. 
My experience is the 160-gr., in which there 

is a very small hollow. 

Mr. Crossman further says, that a 50-gr. 
load of Sharpshooter powder behind a 175-gr; 
bullet blew up the Mauser. 

Ii he is referring to the barrel of the rifle, 
it is quite possible—he.may have been using 
a weak barrel! , 
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The .22 Savage Model 1914 Tubular Rifle 

We Leave it to You 
Naa type of magazine do you prefer, tube or de- 

tachable box ? 

The .22:Savage Model 1914 has a tubular magazine 
holding 20 shorts or 17 longs or 15 long rifles. The average 
shooter likes this, because it holds “lots of cartridges’’. 

The .22 Savage Model 1903 uses detachable box maga- 
zines, each holding 7 cartridges of either length. The expert 
prefers this rifle because it ts simpler in mechanism and 
quicker to reload. 

In other respects these rifles are exactly the same. 
They have the same barrels which the finest shot in the 

world —Mr. T. K. Lee, the International Champion, says 
all shoot better than he can hold. 

And they have the extra-long, gracefully tapered slide 
handle, the ezxtra-full sharply curved pistol grip, and the 

REENER'S. = EMPIRE 
Bee 

The Gun _ possesses 

Mechanism — Solid 

—— CATALOGUE FREE 

W. W. GREENER 

An “All British” Made 

GREENER GUN 
Manufactured in the most completely 

equipped Gun factory in the world by Experts 

who are keen sportsmen and know just what 

YOU require. 

all the well-known Greener features— 

Treble Wedge Fast, (Cross Bolt), Choke Boring, Simple 

Construction — Perfect 

Balance—in fact ‘‘The World’s Best Gun” for 

Gun and Rifle Maker 
101 Windsor Arcade 
478A St. Catherine St. 

GE 

corrugated steel shotgun butt-plate that make them handle, 
balance and hang like expensive shotguns. 

They have all the original Savage .22 calibre features— 
hammerless trombone action, solid breech. solid top, side 
ejection, no exposed moving parts, shotgun safety on top'of 
tang, simple takedown device, breech-bolt removable with- 
out tools, spiral mainspring — features everyone has 
imitated but no one has equalled. 

Write us tor particulars about the Savage .22 Tubular, 
Model 1914 and the new style Savage .22 box magazine, 
Model 1903. 

SAVAGE ARMS CO., 543 Savace Ave., UTICA, N.Y. 

Manufacturers of High Power and Small Calibre Sporting 
Rifles; Automatic Pistols and Ammunition. 

SAVAGE 

UUQEUETEQQQUUEDGEREOGEREOR! OEE JEUEGEGREGURERERDSE DOE DER GER DERGODORTEEDEODS)OUDSUCETOQDDERQTORDEREUGOUGORDJUGNTOODIUONTOORSOONQOUEESOEN 

$65.00 
MONTREAL, P.O. 
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Ii he refers to the action being blown up, I 
cannot understand it. 

As an expert, Mr. Crossman knows that 
cartridge cases for use with modern smokeless 
powders, in rifles, are made larger than is 
absolutely necessary to contain the powder, 
and part of bullet they enclose, so as to provide 
an air space, and thus reduce pressure. 

Sometimes we speak of the inhabitants of 
the British Isles as being insular, and knowing 
little of what goes on in other countries; but 
sometimes it surprises me to see how little is 
generally known on this North American 
Continent of what is going on in the British 
Isles, and Europe generally. 

Things which have been in use there for 
several years, are suddenly manufactured 
here, ana hailed as “Inventions.” 

There is nothing new in the principle ot a 
high charge of powder and a light bullet. 
Many years ago it was used in the old black 
powder “‘express’’ rifles, manufactured chiefly 
in England. 

Eventually, big game hunters practically 
gave them up, as they found they wounded 
more animals than they killed. 

Now, with the advent of high pressure 
smokeless powders, they are coming into 
fashion again. It must not be thought the 
.280, .250-3000, .22 “Imp.” Newton’s, and 
the Adolphs, are the only types of these 
cartridges. ‘They are the ones we hear about 
here. in England, Holland and Holland with 
their .275 and new .375, Westley Richards 
with their .280, .375-303 and .318, the latter 
giving a velocity of 2500 ft. secs., with a 
250 gr. bullet; Jefferies with a .280 of over 
3000 it., bullet having a point made of solder; 
Geo. Gibbs of Bristol with a .256 taking a 
135 gr., bullet; Fraser of Edinburgh, Rigby of 
London, Lang, Bland, lots of other gunmakers, 
manufacture and have manufactured for 
years, ultra high-velocity rifles. It must not 
be torgotten (I am aot an Englishman) that 
England, (and when I say England I include 
Ireland and Scotland) has been the hore for 
many long years of men of wealth, of leisure, 
and of sporting instincts. 

Before this war, I am not afraid to make 
the assertion, that more game has been shot 
there annually, than in the whole of our 
North American continent, if you except 
what is slaughtered by the Indians and 
Esquimaux of the tar North, and date the 
time after the disappearance of the buffalo 
and the wild Pigeon. 
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Naturally, the combination of wealth, 
leisure, and the love of shooting, has led to the 
production of arms best suited tor the sports 
or uses to which they sere adapted. Nor is 
that all:—Take Lhe wild places of the earth 
Who first explored them? Sportsmen! Those 
of them who returned, reported what they 
had seen in the way of game, and quickly they 
were followed by sportsmen. These were 
equipped with the best guns and rifles ob- 
tainable, on their departure. On their return 
they mos:ly wrote their experieuces. either to 
the “‘Field,’’ “‘Lana and Water” or some other 
sporting journal. They described what they 
saw, and the performances of their rifles on 
the various animals. 
What was lacking, the rifle makers ex- 

perimented, to supply in new weapons. 
Instead of two, or three, or four, large 

factories, turning out with a wearied mono- 
tony, year after vear, standard Arms taking 
a standara cartridge, averse to any change 
unless something could be adapted, and thus 
save expense in new tools; protected by a 
tariff so high that only the very rich could 
afford to pay the duty on an imported article, 
there were dozens of competitive gunmakers, 
protected by no tariff, and with only their 
skill and inventive genius, and quality of 
work turned out, to assure their success. 

The. result is, that to-day English and 
foreign gunmakers turn out High Velocity 
rifles in the following calibres:—.600, .577, 
.577-500, .505, .500, .475, .500-465, .500- 
450, .450, .404, .400, .375, 360,..504eee 
-300, .303 and .280. Also .256 and .318. You 
can get them single barrelled, double barrelled, 
side by side, or over and under, and, with the 
exception of the very largest calibres, maga- 
zine. 

Gibbs, of Bristol, does turn out a .505 
magazine. You can have Mauser Actions, 
Mannlicher (no not now) or Lee-Enfield. 

You can have a barrel fitted to any action, 
and any shape or size of stock you require. 
You can get three barrelled guns—two shot 
and one rifle. Double barrel ‘““Combination”’ 
guns, one shot and one rifle. Three barrel 
shot guns, and what are termed ‘“Explora’’ 
and “‘Paradox”’ guns. 

These are smooth bored to within a couple 
ot inches of the muzzle, where they are choked 
and heavily rifled. They throw shot closer 
than a evlinder gun, and elongated ball up to 
three hundred yards almost as well as a rifle; 
the trajectory though at that distance is high. 

THE BOY’S SECOND RIFLE 
““Mossback”’ 

Boy Scout friend recently asked my 
A advice on the selection ot a new rifle. 

He is 16 years old, and has been using a 
.22 caliber rifle, but now he wants one that 
has more “punch’’, that will shoot true, carry 
far and hit hard, and have all the range and 
power that can be safely used in the fields and 

wood-lots within a few miles of his home in a 
town in South-western Ontario. He is em- 
ployed every business day, and can use a rifle 
only on public holidays and summer evenings, 
and the biggest game in the county is the 
woodchuck, called “‘ground hog’’ on this part — 
of the map. He expects to pay more for 
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Build up the defensive 

forces of your body 

with BOVRIL 
It takes a joint of beef 

It must be BOVRIL to make a bottle of BOVRIL 

SEE ua re i 

(CHALLENGE/ @igp) COLLATE i] C WATERPROOF 
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ALWAYS SMART - = “ALWAYS “DRESSY 
HAVE THE CORRECT “DOMESTIC” FINISH AND DULL TEXTURE OF THE FINEST 

LINEN COLLARS. QUICKLY CLEANED BY USING SOAP AND WATER WITH 

SPONGE OR CLOTH. SAVE YOU MONEY. NO LAUNDRY BILLS TO PAY. 

— FIRST COST IS THE LAST AND ONLY COST — 

AT YOUR DEALER’S, OR DIRECT FROM US. COLLARS 25c each- CUFFS 50c a pair 

WRITE FOR NEW STYLE Book 
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NEWFOUNDLAND 
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler Ideal Canoe Trip 

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is BARR Rie nel me all kinds of fish 

and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALM ROUT fishing. 

Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Nea tonadland! he there, is no other 

country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound- 

land. Information together with Illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forw yarded upon application to 

J.W.N. JOHNSTONE, General Passenger Agent, Reid Newfoundland Company, ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND 

- MADE IN CANADA _~ = 

Kank Rack Coated Linen 

Recognised as the Best, by sportsmen, autoists, “machinists, 
and railway men. Cleaned i in amoment with a damp sponge. 

ONE GRADE ONLY AND THAT THE BEST 

Ask your dealer for our booklet entitled ‘‘A Little Talk on Collars 
and Dress,”’ make your selection; or if he cannot supply, send us 25c., 
stating style and size desired, and we will forward by mail. 

HAMILTON 
FRONT 1 7/81, THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. 

Dundurn and Homewood Ave. HAMILTON, CANADA 
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ammunition but hopes to find a good cart- 
ridge at a price so moderate that he can afford 
the practice necessary to the attainment of a 
fair degree of marksmanship. 

He seemed to have the idea, not uncommon 
among the inexperienced, that if he could find 
out the right combination of figures and the 
name of the right make of rifle, he could safely 
trust the clerk at the hardware store to sell 
him the right sort of stuff to load it with. I 
told him that the most important point was 
to decide upon the cartridge best suited for 
the work, a well-balanced combination of as 
much powder and lead as it would be ad- 
visable for him to use. If the cartridge 
selected is of proven merit, he will find that 
most of the established firearms makers turn 
out, at very moderate prices, good serviceable 
rifles which will handle that cartridge, and 
get out of it practically all of the power, range 
and accuracy there is in it. 

I told my young friend, that the .25-20 is 
just what he was looking for. It is a brisk 
snappy little cartridge with very light recoil, 
surprisingly accurate and efficient up to 200 
or even 300 yards. One of its best features 
is the low cost at which shells may be re- 
loaded. A pound can of powder will load 366 
of the single-shot, or 411 of the repeater shells. 
You can afford to use the best to be had if you 
are lucky enough to find any variety of smoke- 
less and semi-smokeless rifle powders on sale 
in your market town. But if, as is the case 
here, your choice is extremely limited, the 
.25-20 will do pretty fair field shooting with 
any sort of common black powder you can 
get at the nearest cross-roads store. Lead 
pipe will cost my boy friend nothing, and the 
cost of primers will be his chief expense. He 
should be able to re-load .25-20 shells for less 
than the price of .22 shorts. If he has taken 
pains tc load them properly he can stop a 
woodchuck as far away as he can place his 
shot,—from 50 to 100 yards,—or he can have 
pleasant and satisfactory target practice up 
to 200 or even 300 yards. The limit of ac- 
curate flight of the .25-20 bullet is passed 
somewhere between 300 and 400 yards. You 
can hold a string of shots reasonably close to 
the tack at 300 yards, but at 400 you will find 
that holding dead on you will miss the target 
about 4 out of 10 shots, and the six which land 
on the target will hit anywhere they please. 
Somewhere about 350 yards the .25-20 bullet 
is all in, and begins to look around for a soft 
spot to fall on. 

I recommended a single-shot, as being best 
value for the money, the repeating feature 
being of little or no use here and adding to the 
cost with a possible loss in shooting quality. 
Boy-like he wants a repeater and is willing to 
pay the extra cost. I tell him while shorter 
in the barrel and burning less powder the re- 
peater will hold its own with the single-shot 
in all round field work or at the target up to 
200 yards or more. I advise him to have 
nothing to do with the “‘set”’ or “‘hair-trigger.”’ 
It is not a desirable feature on a sporting 
rifle. A moderate trigger-pull as free from 
“creep” as he can get it, will be best and safest. 
I advise a standard rifle, that is the regular 
model carried in stock by the dealers. They 
are not up to the Scheutzen game, hut they 
are great value for their cost and will shoot 
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better than the average man can hold them. 
Variations from standard, made-to-order 
barrels, etc., run into money, and the average 
“fair-to-middling” rifle shot cannot avail him- 
self of the super-accuracy. 

Whether a single-shot or repeater is chosen, 
it should be equipped with an aperture sight 
on the tang. One of the Lyman type, with 
the sight stem raised or lowered quickly by 
turning the knurled sleeve is best; the front 
sight is of less importance. The Lyman is 
absolutely necessary to get full use of the rifle’s 
shooting qualities. It costs so little and is so 
easily put on that it is surprising it is not uni- 
versally used. [ 

Then he should get a set of re-loading tools 
and an Ideal dipper and with a copy of the 
Ideal Hand-Book for a guide, he would have 
an outfit that would give him lasting satis- 
faction. When he has outgrown it, we will 
put him next to an outfit for $150.00 or so that 
will hold an inch or two closer to the tack at 
200 yards. 

The makers of re-loading tools make a 
mistake in not including an Ideal dipper as an 
essential part of the set, as something of the 
sort is necessary to the satisfactory use of the 
bullet mold. An expert would not attempt to 
make a good grooved bullet by pouring lead 
from an old iron spoon. A “green hand” 
doesn’t know that it cannot be done. He tries 
and fails and is discouraged and dissatisfied 
with a really good outfit, and may give up 
before he learns the cause of his failure and 
how easily it can be remedied. 

It must be kept in mind that the .25-20 
cartridge and the .25-20 re-loading sets are to 
be found in three different shapes and each 
will fit only the rifle it was intended for. I 
have seen the village merchant “‘stuck’’ with 
several hundred .25-20 cartridges that would 
not fit in the .25-20’s used in that township. 
The boys had .25-20 rifles, so he ordered some. 
The city jobber guessed wrong as to which of 
the three shapes he wanted. In ordering 
your re-loading set say whether for single-shot 
or repeater; if the latter, which? 

Reduced loading works well in the .25-20 
if one will use only smokeless powder. Shot- 
gun smokeless can be used up to about one 
third of the full load and works out better in 
charges of 3 to 5 grains. The limit in reduced 
loading would seem to be a smokeless primer, 
an empty .22-short shell full of a bulk shotgun 
smokeless and a No. 8 buckshot stuck in the 
muzzle. Good sport for indoors. 
at 30 to 40 feet, man who cuts the-smallest 
key-hole in a smooth board wins. 

As we review the. cartridges with more 
energy than the .22 rim fire, we find several 
very good and very accurate ones with not 
enough more power to make a change worth 
while. There are several, like the .32 rim~ 
fire, that we do not care to stick anyone we 
know with. There are good rifles using about 
20 grains of powder, which we may set as the 
limit of safety, but the .25-20 will beat them. 
out beyond 150 yards. 

The outfit I have recommended is nothing 
like the one I have, nor the quite different one 
you take so much care of. l 
will agree with me that it is amuch better one — 
than we could get when we were about big | 
enough to hold up the heavy-barrelled rifles 

Five shots” 

But_I think yous | 
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You May Forget The Distance 
If you are using the Ross .280 High Velocity Rifle, its low trajectory makes 

alterations of elevation almost superfluous at any ordinary shooting distance. Then 
the Ross .280 Sporting Cartridge, with its Copper tube expanding bullet (patented), 
does the rest. The quarry, if at all tairly hit, never gets away. 

Get your share of “ROSS” Luck, the increased bag which goes to the users 
of the best rifle and the best ammunition. 

Ross .303 Sporting Models and the Ross .22 Cadet Rifle are made to meet the 
requirements of the most critical sportsmen and marksmen. Prices $12.00 and up. 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE ON REQUEST. 

Ross Rifle Company Quebec 
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that were the correct style about that time. 
Let us draw on our own experience and help 
the boys of 1916 to a wise choice in a rifle 

that will measure up to any work they have 
any business to try in a thickly settled 
community. 

THE RIFLE FOR EVERY DAY IN 
THE YEAR | 

C.2S:, Landis 

NOTHER hunting season has passed 
A into history. The old double barrel or 

pump has been cleaned, oiled and laid 
away for another year and the big game rifle 
likewise. Neither of them is the ideal every 
day plaything for the average sportsman on 
account of the high price of the ammunition. 

*Alas’tis true,’’ but the average sportsman 
is unfortunately usually in only moderate 

- circumstances financially and the clay bird 
game is not for him nor the high power rifle 
and the one thousand yard range either, for 
thev cost too much for ammunition even if 
used moderately and who wants to stop shoot- 
ing about the time he gets warmed up and 
then stand around and watch some other 
fellow grind them out all afternoon simply 
because he was born with a silver spoon in his 
mouth, while poor Bill who reads this was not 
even born in sight of a plugged nickel. 

Possibly my method of solving the problem 
will help out some other fellows. I am one of 
those flea bitten cranks who simply must 
chase over the country and do some kind of 
shooting every day I have free all year through. 
That means ammunition and plenty of it so 
naturally one turns to the .22 rifle. 
Twenty-two caliber rifle ammunition costs, 

in New York City, from $3.20 to $3.40 per 
thousand rounds of the best grade. Eight or 
ten shots for the price of one with the shotgun 
and ten to twenty for every one with the ultra 
high power rifle, using factory ammunition in 
both cases. Of course the price of the rifle 
ammunition can be cut down very much by 
careful reloading but not every person has the 
education, temperament, skill, time or incli- 
nation to successfully do the job as it should 
be done to get satisfaction. 

First we will select the cartridge. 
That cartridge will be the .22 long rifle 

cartridge loaded with Lesmok or Semi Smoke- 
less powder. They cost no more than black 
powder cartridges, are much cleaner to shoot, 
and are considerably more accurate if one 
shoots for some time without cleaning, and 
are somewhat more accurate under any cir- 
cumstances. The smokeless cartridges in this 
caliber are slightly less accurate than the Semi 
Smokeless and Lesmok, are more expensive 
and the residue remaining in the barrel after 
firing is so acrid as to ruin any barrel in time, 
no matter how carefully it is cleaned. 

Naturally with the present scarcity of game 
one will do considerably more target shooting 
than game shooting and we must have a very 
accurate cartridge. Fortunately the .22 long 

rifle cartridge is the most accurate cartridge 
made commercially and loaded with lead 
bullets up to 100 yards. Too many tests by 
expert marksmen and too many machine rests 
have shown this to be so to admit of argument. 
However the above does not refer to VERY 
CAREFULLY hand loaded ammunition 
which is a dog of another color entirely. 

In the past two years I have fired approxi- 
mately 6000 shots from rest at 50 yards on a 
very nicely protected range using or testing 13 
different kinds of .22 long rifle cartridges to 
find out accurately which would prove the 
most satisfactory for target work and game 
shooting. 

In the rifle I was using and another a co- 
worker was using, we found that the Winches- 
ter Lesmck cartridge loaded with hollow point 
bullets was much more uniformly accurate 
than others using hollow point bullets. With 
200 consecutive shots in still weather I hit the 
2 inch bull or 9 circle 199 times and the cen- 
tral 1-inch circle or ten ring 148 times. Quite 
sufficient accuracy for hunting at this range. 

Peters Semi-Smokeless cartridges loaded 
with solid bullets usually gave slightly better 
accuracy on the average for a long number of 
shots. With these cartridges I made scores 
of 495 and 498 out of 500 for 50 consecutive 
shots, the latter score containing 26 consecu- 
tive shots in the 1 inch circle. These two 
scores are much above the average forme. It 
takes quite a marksman to average over 490 at 
50 yards. Those who are inclined to doubt 
this should first try it for not less than 500 
shots. The above scores remember, are on a 1 
inch bull and not a 2 inch. 
Tne Peters Solid bullet Semi Smokeless 

cartridges were therefore selected for the tar- 
get cartridge. They are also the choice of more 
expert shots for 100 yards out door shooting 
than any other. Winchester Lesmok hollow 
point cartridges easily outshot any other make 
than Peters of the Solid bullet cartridges at 50 
yards on this range in calm weather. There 
was no question about this. It is not the 
result of 3 or 5 groups but of dozens of groups 
and in the aggregate of hundreds of groups. 
Sometimes they would trim the Peters good 
and proper at that. In fact it was often a 
question of which to use but luckily they both 
shot in this heavy rifle with almost exactly the 
same elevation at 50 yards, although other 
makes and styles did not show the same 
accommodation in this respect. 

The average size of 30, ten-shot groups of 
the Winchester hollow point Lesmok taken _ 

asians aig 
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Hotel Griswold 
PostaL HoreEL CoMPANY - PROPRIETORS 

The Most modern and home like 
hostelry in Detroit. 

Located in the centre of the shop- 
ping district and within short walk- 
ing distance of all the theatres. 
Come where YOU will be properly 
taken care of at 

REASONABLE RATES— 
$1.50 and up, European. 

Finest musical program in the city: dancing every 
evening. YOU will have MY personal attention. 

GRISWOLD ST. and GRAND RIVER AVE. 
DETROIT, MICH, 

Fred Postal, Pres. - Chas. L. Postal, Sec’y. 

Hepat 

BOSTON 
Commonwealth Ave. 

100 yards from Massachusetts Ave. car lines. 

Che Distinctive Boston Bouse 
A public house for those who demand the best 

and prefer a homelike atmosphere. 

"TUT 

Single rooms from $2. Combined sitting 
room, bedroom and bathroom from $4. 
Self contained suites. In summer dinner 
at a fixed price is served in the roof garden. 

Some globe trotters have been good enough to say 
that the Puritan is!one of the most attractive and 
comfortable hotels in the world. 

Our booklet with guide to Boston on receipt 
of your card. R. G. COSTELLO, MANAGER 
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HOTEL LENOX 
North St., at Delaware Ave. 

BUFFALO’S LEADING TOURIST HOTEL 

Hotel Lenox is modern, fireproof and beautifully locat- 
It is popular with tourists because of its fair rates, 

courteous treatment and complete equipment. The 
cuisine and service are the best obtainable. 

EUROPEAN PLAN 

$1.50 per day and up. 

SPECIAL WEEKLY AND MONTHLY RATES 
Write for compliment “Guide of Buffalo and Niag- 
ara Falls.” Also Special Taxicab Arrangement. 

C. A. MINER, Manager. 

PRE yeoupi rt 

Meet me at the TULLER—For Value, Service, Home Comforts 

cd 

: 

New HOTEL TULLER | 
DETROIT, MICHIGAN | 

:\ 

| 
Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take 

Woodward car, get off at Adams Avenue 

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF 
200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double 
200i =: s ie 2:00") 00 mes 
100 — oe 2.50 ~* 4.00 “ 
100 ec: os ** 3.00 to 5.00°° 4.50 “ 

Tolal 600 Outside Rooms 
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET 

Two Floors—Agents’ New Unique Cafes 
Sample Rooms and Cabaret Excellente 
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just as they came was 1.13 inches measured 
edge to edge of shot holes farthest apart. 
Better still this average holds good after two 
years of constant shooting. T remember on 
one occasion the Peters solid points put up 
an average of 0.88 inch for 80 consecutive 
shots but this was an exceptionally fine lot of 
cartridges. 

The Rifle— 
The average individual walks into a sporting 

goods store and buys the rifle that some 
SMART clerk sells him, ‘Because it is the 
latest thing out!’ This means of course that 
it has NOT stood the test of time like one of 
the older and most likely better models which 
has done so. Also it will likely be a feather- 
weight repeater with a pistol size barrel on 
a rifle action fitted with a stock that is almost 
erse enough for a 10 year old boy and friend 
Bill might be 6 ft. and weigh 200 and have 
arms in proportion. I have often wondered 
what kind of an average man that human 
freak must have been that the manufacturers 
have used as a model for their .22 rifle stocks. 
He certainly was not a white hope. Why not 
buy a man’s size rifle which in this case means 
a single shot rifle, for no other .22 is made large 
enough and heavy enough to give satisfaction. 

Notice the photo of the writer’s rifle. Looks 
just a little like a real gun and believe me that 
rifle has been a very satisfactory investment. 

We will suppose that Bill has the price of a 
pump gun to spend and wants a rifle to shoot 
squirrels in the fall, crows, hawks and foxes in 
the winter and woodchucks in the summer. 
Also he will shoot at targets of various kinds 
from the regulation paper ones to floating ice 
cakes, button wood “balls,” hickory nuts, 
apples, walnuts, stones or most any old thing 
that presents itself and looks as if it might be 
worth the attempt. 

My Selection of a Winchester Rifle 
for the above— 

Winchester single shot rifle, 26 to 28-inch 
number 3 round barrel (barrel length to de- 
pend on whether you are strong or weak 
physically and how you like a rifle to balance), 
Schuetzen double set triggers, Lyman wind- 
gauge rear tang sight or else the No. 1A Ly- 
man rear with either a Ly man or W atson 
front sight having a medium size ivory or gold 
bead, but NOT a silver bead, for hunting; ‘and 
a pinhead or aperture to interchange for target 
shooting; and if they are both on at once the 
better, as a person always has the wrong sight 
on when most needed. The front sight to be 
a windguage if the other is not for there are 
more accurate ways of adjusting aset of sights 
than with a hatchet and a piece of brass. 

I would also have the rifle fitted with Win- 
chester Telescope sight bases on top of the 
barrel (they do not interfere at all with the 
other sights) and if I could not spare the mon- 
ey at once as soon as possible I would add a 
Winchester telescope of the grade I could 
afford fitted in the No. 2 rear mount which is 
a double micrometer mounting. Or if pre- 
ferred a Malcolm or other scope of different 
power or price can be fitted hy the manufact- 
urers of the scope into the Winchester mount- 
ings. They will probably put up a bluff 
about the advantages of their own mounts but 

the Winchester mounts are the best made 
commercially. 

By ordering the telescope mount bases on 
the rifle at the factory when the rifle is ordered, 
you save express charges on the rifle to the 
factory and back again which in some cases 
is a very considerable amount. However 
you will want to be mighty sure beforehand 
what length of scope will be ordered because 
otherwise it may be necessary to take off the 
front mount base and slide it front or back on 
the barrel and that will leave two brand new 
screw holes in the barrel where they are not 

50 shot score: 488 out of 500 at 50 yards: .22 Stevens 
. rifle, 3 power Winchester telescope and Peters 

cartridges 

needed and do not improve the appearance 
any, not to mention the fact that the front 
mount will not be the right height because 
the barrel will most likely “be tapered. «i 

Be certain to order a round barrel ‘as a¥26- 
inch number 3 octagon barrel has all the beauty 
of a brand new crowbar and not a blame bit 
more. 

The Selection of a Stevens Rifle— 

Stevens Ideal No. 45-28-inch number 2 
barrel, 144 octagon because it is cheapest and 
prettiest ‘and best balanced: rifle to be fitted 
with Schuetzen double set triggers and loop 
lever—either rifle or shotgun butt as you pre- 
fer but not Swiss butt unless it is the heavy no. 
3 Swiss butt and you know beforehand from 
trial with another just like it that the drop of 
the stock will fit you exacily), which ten chances 
to one it will not. Exactly the same sights 
as advised on the Winchester. Both of these 
rifles in .22 rim fire sizes are fitted with aut- 
omatic ejectors, and can be shot as fast as 
there is any necessity for except in except- 
ional circumstances and can be shot a good 
deal too fast for most people’s pocketbooks. 
Such a rifle can be shot much more accurately 
either at game or at target than a light weight 
repeater and the execution an expert shot can 
do with such a rifle must be seen to be appre- 
ciated. A person who is fitted by reason of 
education in matters relating to rifle shoo 
by experience, and by natural or acquired, 
(mostly acquired) skill can make a fellow who 
is used to the resu!ts usually obtained from a 
light rifle, open both his eyes and mouth in 
wonder. 

icis shaht? np aes 
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Linking Prairie with Ocean 

Winnipeg Cochrane Quebec 

Montreal St. John Halifax 

Charlottetown The Sydneys 

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT RYS. 
Operate over 4,000 Miles of Railway 

Transcontinental Ry., - Intercolonial Ry., - Prince 

Edward I. Ry., - St. John and Quebec Ry. 

Toronto and Montreal and 

Halifax W innipeg 

Ocean Limited, 
Daily except Saturday Thr Ou gh The National 

(tri weekly service 

Maritime Express, Expresses 

czec<s> ee 

Head Offices: Moncton, N.B. 
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Daily. A New train via 

Bemeeemaection. tor St.John, ———_ a New route 

‘= + Prince Edward Island, through 
= Newfoundland, except a i 
— Sunday. a TTS a New country. 

= 
_ F. P. GUTELIUS, C. A. HAYES. H. H. MELANSON 
= General Manager General Traffic Manager General Passenger Agent 
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The reason for advising the heavy Number 
3 barrel on the Winchester is because they no 
longer make a number 2 barrel and they can- 
not or will not fit Schuetzen double set triggers 
to a rifle equipped with anumber 1 barrel. A 
number 1 barrel is too light for fine shooting 
anyhow but for those that feel that 7 pounds 
is their limit the Stevens can be obtained with 
Schuetzen triggers and a No. 1 tapered barrel. 

Schuetzen double set triggers cost $4.80 net 
on both the Winchester and Stevens rifles. 
This sounds like a lot of money but right here 
is the place to spend money on a rifle. Next 
to the boring and chambering of the barrel, 
the careful adjustment of trigger. sear and 
hammer is the most important thing in a rifle 
but judging by the output of our factories 
this is the last thing that the manufacturers 
ever think of wasting any time on. Where 
one rifle is found that has its pull adjusted as 
it should be, there are ninety and nine that 
have never seen the light. 

50 consecutive shots at 50 yards: .22 Stevens rifle with 
12 power Stevens telescope and Peters cartridges; 

Score 495 out of 500 

By turning up for loosening the small set 
screw between the triggers the pull can be 
adjusted from a veritable “hair” to the full 
pull and that is usually a very safe margin of 
safety in that ‘full pull.” 

The Schuetzen triggers on both the Stevens 
and Winchester rifles are both the right shape 
and size, and set at the correct angle for fi>+ 
shooting. 
The trigger usually put on Winche 

single shot rifles suggests that it may | 
been originally designed for a shovel bla 
and put on in mistake for it is at least three 
times as large and heavy as there is any excuse 
for and in addition is curved too much. The 
Schuetzen triggers are about the same size, 
shape and set at the angle of the trigger on the 
old cap and ball Colt .45 which was some gun. 

A little trick worth knowing— 

With a rifle equipped with Schuetzen trig- 
gers half cockthehammer, then pull back on 
the rear trigger until a click is heard and then 
pull the front trigger in the ordinary manner. 
Lo and behold this gives the same trigger pull 
as if you had snapped the hammer. It is not 
necessary to fire a shot to get all the practice 
one wishes in holding and pulling nor is it 

necessary to snap the hammer and dent up the — 
edge of the chamber and possibly break the 
firng pin. To “shoot” again just repeat the 
operation, it being necessary to pull back on the 
rear trigger to set it each time. 

Just look at the ammunition one saves with 
this little scheme. Possibry the $4.80 was not 
wasted after all. I have never heard of any 
other person using this method vf practice 
but I have been using this little scheme for 
three years and it has not hurt the action any. 

Under no circumstances would I waste mon- 
ey on a fancy stock made at the factory. I 
did this once but NEVER AGAIN. The 
same amount of money will buy a hand made 
stock, made to exact measurements to fit you, 
not the above mentioned freak; or it will pay 
for Schuetzen double set triggers, a loop lever — 
and a fine set of Lyman or other sights; or a 
good Telescope either of which will be far — 
more useful. The factory-made fancy stocks 
are pretty to look at but that is all as if made 
with a pistol grip they are placed too far tothe — 
rear to be of much account and besides most 
of them are varnished. ‘The first briar patch 
will cause a mild haze to obscure the sun but 
the first barb wire fence walked into unseeing- 
ly will bring down a blessing on the fool who — 
made it and the blankety blank fool and idiot 
who spends from 15 to 20 dollars for it. 

It is not my idea to advertise any person’s: 
business but I believe in giving credit where 

- credit is due. 
I have used a sporting Springfield belonging ~ 

to a friend, that rifle, not the friend, was re- 
stocked with a black walnut stock made to 
exact measurements, including cast off and 
pistol grip by John W. Harrison of Grass 
Creek, Indiana, U.S.A., for about $8.00. The — 
checking on this stock was very poor. He — 
might have made that better for more money 
but the stock otherwise was a peach. It fitted 
both the owner of the rifle, for whom it was 
made, and myself like a tailor made suit. If © 
there is a weapon made that deserves a decent 
stock it is a fine target rifle and the cost is not ~ 
pane than necessary to make a good job out 
ot it. 
However “‘Bill’’ does not feel like spending — 

any more than he must, so when the peach 
arrives after making 15 futile trips to the ex- 
press office in hopes that it MIGHT be there © 
before the express agent hands it over and you 
hear him mutter, ‘““Well I hope that d 
is satisfied now,” he opens the box and knocks 
a nice fat nick in the stock in his eagerness to 
get a look at it. ‘“Thunder what a barrel!” 
Now do not get worried about that barrel. — 
It will still be there when the cows come home 
and you will not care if it is twice as thick af- 
ter you have made your first possible score 
with it. Now we see a funny little tag on the 
lever and when opened there is a target or two 
enclosed that is like those you see in the maga- 
zines made by some shark you had often en- 
vied. Some evening about sunset after you 
have become accustomed to the gun by good 
luck and straight shooting you might get a 
better one or that old crow that has sat out 
on that dead tree top every morning and caw- 
ed at you in derision for the last 3 years and 
always flew just in time before the old Parker 
could get him, stops something suddenly and 

fool — 
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In %, 1 and 2 pound cans. 

Whole — ground — pulverized— 

have been on the market for over § | also Fine Ground for Percolators. 
sixty years and are known from § | 
Atlantic to Pacific for their uniform § | 
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THE WRITER’S RIFLE WITH A MORNING’S BAG 

then that telescope gets the “‘once over’ before 
you see how wide it is across the wings. Forty 
inches! Whew, must be an old codger sure! 
No wonder it was so hard to stalk. The old 
cannon -begins to look like the real thing 
doesn’t it and nobody cares much if it is a 
little heavy after a long trip. 

After the gun has been used for some time 
and the stock commences to look hard from 
so much use buy a few cents worth of sand 
paper or steel wool, I prefer both coarse and 
fine sand paper, a pint of Linseed oil and ten 
cents worth of Aleanet Root. Put the alcanet 
root in the oil and leave it to soak for afew days 
which will darken the oil. In the meantime 
take the rough sandpaper and sandpaper off 
the forearm and stock until the nicks and 
varnish all disappear and then smooth it up 
with the fine sandpaper. Then wet it well 
with water and this will bring up fine particles 
which will be sandpapered off and repeat 
several times. When no more comes up 
smooth up and oil and rub it in good with the 
hands. Now then when no more oil can be 
rubbed in be sure that the barrel is wel! 
greased inside and hang it up in some safe 
place protected from the weather and thieves 
but not in the house otherwise you may find 
that the long suffering wife has cast it out on 
the garbage pile in your absence for it will 
smell to heaven in a hot closed room. Rub 
more oil in the stock as often as you can spare 

small game. 

the time and need the exercise and in a week 
or so that stock will begin to look much better 
than it ever did when new. A good wood 
filler applied after sandpapering will help a 
stock that shows a lot of open pores. 

I use such a rifle exclusively for hunting 
For shooting squirrels in the 

fall, for crow shooting over the snow in the 
winter, for ducks and geese in open water 
where they can be shot from cover and for 
shooting woodchucks in the summer such a 
rifle has anything else skinned a mile. Make 
the cartridge suit your pocketbook, the size of 
the game and the range. 

In anotner article I will give a lot of loads 
that I have been experimenting with, with a 
.25-21 rifle of this type. Some of these loads 
are more accurate than the .22 long rifle at 50 
yards or over and only cost about one half more. 
They are much more effective and the shell 
being a straight taper is practically everlast- 
ing; very easily cleaned and very easily re- 
loaded and the tools absolutely necessary are 
cheap and few in number. 

After you have the rifle be most mighty sure 
that you clean it THOROUGHLY net later 
tnan the evening of the day it is used and then 
oil or grease it and put away for safe keeping 
until needed again and there is not a rifleman 
in your neighborhood who will not envy you 
your gun once they use it. 

AN ADMIRER OF THE .22 HP. Al 
.250-3,000 SAVAGE 

Pap ase 

AVING been a constant reader of your 
H valuable magazine since its infancy I 

have in that time noted some very amus- 
ing instances concerning the different makes 
of rifles, and their anchoring qualities. Now 

I, myself, during the pest eight or nine years 
have had some experience with the different 
rifles, but my favorite of the bunch is the 
.250-3000 Savage with the .23 H. P. a close 
second. I have used both on deer and in one 
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at the time. 

Date and title every negative at the time you make the exposure. 
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case, I killed a full grown doe at 170 stepped 
yards, with one shot of the Imp, the much- 
condemned and run-down rifle by some would 
be hunters, and people who know practically 
nothing about this wonderful little arm. In 
this case I was speaking of, the deer was stand- 
ing broadside (left side to me.) I hit it in the 
side of the head, and when I examined the 
wound, found that the other side of the head 
was completely torn away. 
does anyone want for anchoring ability? 

I also know of another case where a C.P.R. 
engineer killed a full grown bull moose at a 
distance of six telegraph poles, with a single 
shot of the .22 H.P., the bullet entering the 
left foreshoulder and dropping him in his 
tracks. I can also furnish the name of the 
above gentleman if necessary. 

Now, in regard to the cleaning process. It 
is a little tedious, to clean all right, but the 
killing power and han‘iness of the arm more 
than makes up for the little bother of keeping 
it clean. As soon as the .250-3000 Savage 
was put on the market, I bought one of them 
on account of the appearance and good quali- 
ties of it, and I am surely satisfied with the 

ROD AND GUN 

What better 
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gun. I killed a 185 lb. buck last fall with fit 
with one shot, the bullet entering fully 14 
inches behind the heart, and heiscarcely mov- 
edamuscle. The preceding year I hit a buck at 
just about the same spot with a .32 Special Win- 
chester, and at about the same distance—100 
or probably 125 yards—and he went a full 
mile before I got him. Now, I do not mean 
to run down the .32 Special at all, as it is a © 
good rifle but that is my experience with the 
three guns. I think that this stuff about 
the .22 H. P. making a bad flesh wound on a 
moose was merely a dream the writer had. I 
find that the .250-3000 has a terrible shocking 
power and is good up to 500 or 600 yards for 
any big game that travels this North country 
of ours. 

I have used the .32 Winchester Special, 
.30-30 Winchester and Savage, .38-55 Marlin | 
and Winchester, .303 Savage, .22 H. P. and 
the .250-3000 Savage, and find that of either 
of the latter the best gun is the .250-3000 with 
the .22 H. P. close second. The .35 Remington 
Automatic is also an excellent rifle for big 
game. 

A REPORT OF GAME KILLED IN NEW 
BRUNSWICK IN 1915 

R. A. E. O’Leary, provincial fire inspect- 
M or, board of railway commissioners, and 

chief game warden for New Brunswick 
has prepared a comprehensive and very com- 
plete yearly report on the work of his depart- 
ment during the year 1915. The report calls 
attention to the fact that outside of two count- 
ies, Gloucester and HRestigouche, there has 
been very little damage from forest fires, and 
it may be added that this gratifying condition 
is the result of the keen vigilance of the pro- 
vincial inspector and his assistants who were 
very active in suppressing fires in their early 
stages. 

In regard to big game Chief Game Warden 
O’Leary reports a considerable decrease in the 
number of moose, deer, etc., shot during the 
big game “‘season”’ as compared with 1914 
this being due principally to the absence of so 
many former hunters at the front. 

The returns of game killed are possibly not 
quite complete but in so far as it is possible to 
secure figures, the returns are: 
ounty Moose Deer Caribou Bears 

PATOYEIEL Eg ees ee eee U2 PB) 
CaTletomy cs.c...t.5 78 427 
EMO Utes noe oot f= '62 166 1 1 
Gloucester... ee tly. 49 
Restigouche... Sf 39 
Northumberland... 238 434 74 10 
NACTONIAr et ..... .42. 76 176 21 

‘and 427 deer killea during the year. 

Charlotte 60 67 4 
Kings.. 13 OO eae 1 
Madawaska... 17 31 
Queens... Se eee 4 125 2 
St: John ec eee 30 
Sunbury... pa a ah OT 99 146 2 
Westmorland... ... 69 173 
Works 2 ee) eee 3 13 

OF 23 55celOee 30 
Total number of animals killed 3616. 
The figures for two previous years are: 
Ao Aeaee moose; 2075 deer; 454 caribou 

ee moose; 2705 deer; 231 caribou 
—4673 

In Carleton County there were 78 me 
or- 

thumberland with 434 deer killed was the only 
county that led Carleton in the number of 
deer killed. There was $600 taken in for 
licenses in Woodstock, which probably is a bet- 
ter showing than for any town of its size in the 
province, although the amount is not as large 
as the previous year, this being due princi- 
pally to the absence of many tormer hunters 
at the front. In Northampton parish, a few 
minutes walk from Woodstock, there were 13 
moose and 130 deer killed. On the whole 
Carleton County held its own as to the num- 
ber killed. 
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Why PayaBig Price For 
A Diamond ? 
Instead, pick out one of the glorious radiant Gophir Gems, 
set in solid 14 kt. gold, and get it on a 5 days’ free trial. 
Wear it to the ball—to the opera—on the street—to work— 
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if you consider its splendor one trifle less than that of a 
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REMEMBER ! 
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$1.50 
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Ask your dealer to show you ‘‘The Deacon" 
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St. Hubert Gun Club 
At the st- Hubert’s Gun Club on Saturday afternoon, 

January 29th, in the contest for the dessert spoons do- 
nated by Mr. W. J- Corby, five teams took part- The 
scores of the club spoon shoot, with handicaps added, 
were taken and Messrs- Throop and Harkin turned in 
the highest score. 82 out of 100, having an edge of one 
bird over Collins and Sheppard- However. the scores 
of the shoot on Feb. 4th have to be added and the 
other teams are still in the running. 

Following is the standing of the teams: 
Throop-Harkin ._............ — 43 39—82 
Gollins-Sheppard: 25. 2.05.5 25.35.62 45 36—81 
White-Bethune...... ethene, See ate 43 35—78 
Bia SAC EROBETS: nice. 05 fot eestor eee ee 16 
SE OND Gr wit te oe cas ee eee ee 39 34—73 

25 birds: 
SB aon 47.5 ce oS Sek eee ee OL 
A. Wie nYOO pes... 3.0:262. 22 21—43 
Geo. White... : : bene 2 ener A Pe 22 17—39 
= BSS § Erg ‘oh eee Sscc eset Re he 
Wears Gorbynn 25. ne ee ae ee ae ae 19 20—39 
Geo. Easdale......... be duscusecuntnsdies eee pede oe 
Vie. Vio uRogers...s-.. ee eet ox VAL ee oe 
A labimer = ..: 2s. weeds Resa scaete aces oO wo — Se 
C-. Bethune E ee ee ety eee wre) WV fee! (ros 
O. T. Rung eer rer on rt 20 13—33 
A. Sheppard 21 11—32 

Extras—At 25 birds: | Rogers, 23: Harkin, 21- Eas- 
dale, 20: Graham, 15. 

Long Run Trophies Badge 
Of Trapshooting Experts 

For years coveted prizes in the trapshooting game 
have been the Du Pont Long Run Gold Trophies. The 
exceptional attractivenzss of the trophies offered, 
which have been of a different design each year. and 
which are now recognized as being almost official bad- 
ges of expertness, has made them eagerly sought tro- 
phies in the sport of trapshooting. 

A long run, it may be explained. now consists of a 
shooter breaking consecutively 50 or more clay targets 
in a registered trapshooting tournament. Whereas 
prior to 1913, the long run regulations were that an 
amateur must break 100 targets in as many shots, and 
a professional 125. to win the long run badge of expert- 
ness- 

In every respect the year 1915 must be considered the 
greatest in the history of clay bird shooting, and the in- 
creasing number of long runs made is simply additional 
evidence of this fact. 

The following figures are of interest in this connection, 
1911-107 Long Runs of 100 straight or better were made 1912-115” Sst 3s < « PA 

1913-135 “ eo 1914-198 <« Serer cc “ « << 

1915-135 < eae ce < 3 #7 
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ae shooters made 1142 runs of 50 straight or 
etter. 

Tee, shooters made 2747 runs of 50 straight or 
etter- - 

(These records only cover runs made in registered 
tournaments and with Du Pont Powders.) 

In 1914 the Du Pont Long Run Trophy regulations 
were amended so that shooters making runs of 50 
straight or better in a registered tournament (a very 
commendable performance by the way.) were able to 
share in the Long Run trophy awards. 

The popularity of the new system having been so 
completely demonstrated, the Du Pont Company 
have announced that they will continue same during 
the vear 1916. The manner of awarding the long 
run trophies is: 

A gold watch fob tor the firs. run of 50 or better. For 
succeeding runs gold bars which are attachable to the 
fobs are awarded on the following basis: 

Run or 50 to 74—-in. gold bar- 
Run of 75 to 99—¥44-in. gold bar. 
Run of 100 and over—%-in.- gold bar- 
A Waltham 20 year gold watch is sen: to an amaceur 

shooter who makes 15 runs of 50 or more during1915 
and 1916. 
making 25 runs of 50 or more during the same period. 
There is no limit to the number of watches which may 
be won during the two years. 

The winners of Du Pont gold watches during 1915 
were: 

Eastern Amateurs— 

H. B.- Shoop, Harrisburg, Pa-; W- S-FBehm, Es,cerly, 
Pa-.: Woolfolk Henderson, Louisville, Ky-: C- H- New- 
comb, Philadelphia. Pa.; J- H- Noel, Nashville, Tenn-: 

N- 

Western Amateurs— 

Jas- W- Bell, St- Louis, Mo.; J. S. Frink, Worthing- 
ton, Minn.; Chas- Hummael, La Porte. Ia-: S- A- Hunt- 
ley, Chicago. Tll-; W- H- Tolen, Ft. Dodge, Ia-; F. M. 
Troeh, Vancouver, Wash-: J- P- White, Watertown, S-D 

Professionals— 

Fred G. Bills. Chicago. Ill-; Lester S- German, Aber- 
deen, Md-.: Fred Gilbert. Spirit Lake, Ia-; *J- M- Haw- 
kins, Baltimore. Md-: *A. Killam, St. Louis, Mo-; 
C. G- Spencer, st- Louis, Mo-: Joan R- Taylor, Newark, 
Ohio: C. A. Young, Springfield. Ohio. 

* Messrs. Hawkins and Killam each won two watches 
during 1915, Hawkins making 50 runs of 50 or over and 
Killam making 56 runs during the season. oN 

By .way of explanation: ''nder che conditions a 
shooter making 10 runs during 1915, may carry them 
over and by making 5 more during 1916. wins a watch, 
er an amateur shooter making 20 runs during 1915, wins 
a watch and has 5 runs to carry over to 1916 to applyjon 
another watch. 

A professional shooter may win a watch by ~ 

A. Richardson, Dover, Del-: F- 5- Wright, Bufialo, — 
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Hardy’s The Great British Specialists 
In ‘“‘Palakona”’ Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 

Manufacturers to 

HIS MAJESTY 

KING GEORGE V. 

| design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing. 

champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, “‘Hardy’s’’. Don’t 
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% lessthan in America we can 

give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by experts 
|| whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS have 
| | been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 514 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 534 ozs.; 10-ft., 
| | weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy’s patent screw grip reel fittings. PRICE— 

Rod, with one top only, $18.37; with two tops, $22.04. If in Bamboo protector 
case to carry THE WHOLE ROD, $2.44 extra. 

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford, 
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc., 60 cents per doz. 

GUT CASTS—tThe Anglo-American ‘tapered mist color 
No. 1 medium, No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford. 

never forget that it f aD t ad Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine, Ditto to 
eF Alnwick Ss / medium, Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft. 
owe the supremacy &/6d. per doz. or $2.08, 9-ft. 11/- per doz. or $2.69. 
we have achieved as 

Rod makers. Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, England 

‘‘MADE IN CANADA’’ 

COSGRAVE’S 
Mild (Chill-Proof) 

[Pte ee 
The Best Beer That 

Can Be Brewed 

1: is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the 

POH Be Gales AT 
ENGLISH FIELD 
says “We must 

It fully justifies the national fame for supreme 
goodness which Cosgrave’s beers have earned dur- 

ing over half a century of master brewing. 

—ask your dealer to send you home a case of 

Cosgrave’s. 

For over half a century, the Cosgrave Label has meant 

the best in hop and malt beverages. (37-V) gg te dea 
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Conducted by Arthur Ellison 

Notes of Interest 
The Christmas numbers of “Our Dogs,” 

*“Tllustrated Kennel News,” and “Kennel and 
Bench,” the latter being a Canadian publi- 
cation, are out. With the latter, we received 
a pleasant surprise, in the form of a beauti- 
fully executed coloured plate of Mr. Bert 
Swann’s latest importation, the St. Bernard 
“Facsimile of Parkdale.’’ This picture is a 
vast improvement on the portrait of Ch. 
“Culmingtor Nettie’? which accompanied 
the Christmas number of the same paper two 
or three years ago: in fact it impressed us so 
strongly that, although not exactly a St. Ber- 
nard enthusiast, it was promptly embellished 
with a suitable frame and a place on the wall. 

The news of the serious illness of Doctor 
Boultbee, Editor of ‘‘Kennel and Bench 
will be received with much regret by his many 
friends, and although we are told that his 
recovery ‘s doubtful, we cannot but hope for 
the best. 

Mr. Bert Swann has undertaken another 
trip to England and will return with several 
additions to our Bench Shows. Amongst oth- 
er orders, he has one for an Afghan Hound. 

Mr. Donald McKellar reports the sale of 
several Scottish Terriers, but is holding on 
to one or two extra promising puppies. He 
has also recently sold several White West 
Highland terriers. 

The Fox-hound 
The Fox-hound is of English origin, al- 

though he may now be found wherever a 
white man has made his home. His name, of 
course, would imply that he is essentially used 
for fox-hunting but the trail of the deer has its 
charms for him too, not only in this country 
but in the land of his origin The Stag-hound 
or Buck-hound, as he is called in England, is 
neither more nor less than a pure-bred Fox- 
bound. drafted from a Fox-hound pack. 
For over three hundred years he has been care- 
fully bred until he has reached a stage of per- 

' 
i fection both in good looks and prowess in"the 

chase, that has not yet been attained by any 
other breed of dog. In England, it is given on 
good authority, that over four and a half 
millions sterling are spent yearly on the up- 
keep of Fox-hound packs, whilst a Bench- 
show, for Fox-hounds only, is held annually 
at Peterboro, England. 

In type, the modern Fox-hound differs, per- 
haps less than any breed, from the hounds of 
two or three hundred years ago—that is if 
the old pictures may be considered representa- 
tive of the breed in those days. No dog breeds 
truer to type, and fewer are more prepotent, as 
taking each pack, there is a marvellous uni- 
formity of general appearance. Possibly the 
modern dog shows more bone and general 
substance, the bone in foreleg being carried 
right down to the feet in the modern dog. 
Possibly the reason for this uniformity is that 
there has never been a craze for any particular 
feature such as head, tremendous ears, colour 
or any such fads from which most of our 
standards breeds are and have been suffering. 
True, legs and feet, have always been the aim 
of the breeder, but without the round, deep 
closely knit foot and the straight round-boned 
leg, the hound is unfit for work; and that is 
what he is bred for. Clean sloping shoulders, 
well sprung ribs and powerful loins all go to 
make up an animal built solely for speed and 
endurance. Each strain has its little peculiar- 
ities, but these are only visible to the eye of an 
expert. The writer well remembers Mr. 
Desmond O’ Connell coming out from England 
to judge Fox-hounds and Fox-terriers at the 
Canadian National Exhibition a few years ago. 
A brace of Fox-hounds were shown by a 
gentleman from Ottawa, and on their appear- 
ance in the ring, Mr. O’Connell remarked that 
he felt sure that they were bred from Belvoir 
hounds, the Belvoir Pack being a famous one 
in England. On enquiry it was found that 
they were imported direct from that_pack. 

The American Fox-hound is of much lighter 
build than his English ancestor, and is, doubt- 
less, the better for it in working a more thickly 
timbered country, but it is doubtful if he is~ 
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For All Outing Purposes 
For comfort and ease of movement Jaeger Pure Wool wear is 
specially suitable for outdoor sports. 

It offers perfect protection from sudden changes in temperature and can be had 
in all weights to suit all seasons. 

Be sure and equip yourself with Jaeger Wear for your next 
outing to ensure health and comfort. 

Underwear in all weights. Sweaters, Cardigans, Jerseys, Blankets, 
Rugs, Waistcoats, Hosiery, Golf Stockings, Caps, Mufflers, 
Gloves, etc. 

ee a. A fully illustrated catalogue and Dr. Jaeger’s 

hee : Health Culture will be sent free on application to 

DR. JAEGE ce eee CoO. Limiteo 
TORONTO - MONT REAL - WINNIPEG 

Incorporated in 1883 with British Capital for the British E mpire 

CLARK’S 

CAMP SPECIALTIES 
Need No Eulogism — You Know Them 

Corned & Roast Beef Peanut Butter 

Cambridge Sausage Tomato Ketchup 

Lunch Ham Spaghetti with 

Lunch Tongue Tomato Sauce and 

Ox Tongues Cheese 

Jellied Hocks Fluid Beef Cordial 

CLARK’S CELEBRATED 
PORK and BEANS 

Your Camp Outfit is incomplete 

Without Them. 

CLARK, LIMITED, ON eT W. 
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possessed ‘of the same stamina, and if he is 
he belies his looks. On the Show Bench the 
American hound always has a weedy appear- 
ance when compared with the English Hound, 
he looks frail and delicate. Mr. Cox of Oak- 
ville showed a fine pack at Oakville show last 
year, where they created quite a sensation, one 
home-bred puppy was particularly high-class. 
Doctor Webster of Ottawa has or had a grand 
specimen which had, previous to importation; 
won the gold medal at Peterboro Hound Show. 

The standard of the English Fox-hound 
follows :— 

The Head should be of full size, but by no 
means heavy. Brow pronounced, but not 
high nor sharp. There must be good length 
and breadth, sufficient to give in the dog 
hound a girth in front of the ears of fully 16 
inches. The nose should be long (4 14% inches) 
and wide, with open nostrils. Ears set on low 
and lying close to the cheek. 

The Neck must be long and clean, without 
the slightest throatiness. It should taper 
nicely from the shoulders to the head, and the 
upper outline should be slightly convex. 

The Shoulders should be long, and well 
clothed with muscle without being heavy, 
especially at the points. They must be well 
sloped, and the true arm between the front 
and the elbow must be long and muscular, but 
free from fat or lumber. 

Chest and Back Ribs—The chest should 
girth over 30 inches in a 24 inch hound and the 
back ribs should be very deep. 

The Back and Loin must be very muscular, 
running into each other without any con- 
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traction between them. The couples must 
be wide even to raggedness, and there should 
be the very slightest arch in the loin, so as to 
be scarcely perceptible. 

The Htindquarters or propellers are required 
to be very strong, and, as endurance is of even 
more consequence than speed, straight stifles 
are preferred to those much bent, as in the 
Grey-hound. 

Elbows set quite straight and neither turned 
in or out are a “sine qua non.” They must 
be well let down by means of the long true 
arm above mentioned. 

Legs and Feet—Every master of Fox-hounds 
insists on legs as straight as a post, and as 
strong; size of bone at the ankles and stifles 
being specially regarded as all important. 
The feet in all cases should be round and cat- 
like with well developed knuckles, and strong 
pads and nails are of the utmost importance. 

Colour and Coat are not regarded as very 
important so long as the former is a “‘hound 
colour,’ and the latter is short, dense, hard, 
and glossy. 

Hound colours are black, tan, and white— 
black and white, and the various “‘pies’” com- 
pounded of white and the colour of the hare 
and badger, or yellow, or tan. In some old 
strains the blue mottle of the Southern hound 
is still preserved. 

The Stern is gently arched, carried gaily 
over the back, and slightly fringed with hair 
below. The end should taper to a point. 

The Symmetry of the Fox-hound is consider- 
able, and what is called “quality” is highly . 
regarded by all good judges. 

FOX HOUNDS AND FOX HUNTING 
John A. McKinnon 

INDLY allow me to enter your family 
kK circle and introduce myself to the fox 

hunters of Rod and Gun. In the first 
place, if any of the brethren wish to call me up 
by the long distance phone ‘Fox Hound 

. Johnnie,” or “McKinnon, the Fox Hunter,” 
will always get me, providing you get the 
home office. I have hunted foxes with 
hounds for the past twenty years and it is 
some of these past incidents that I wish to 
relate. 
My biggest string of reds in one season was 

sixty-three, killed ahead of the hounds. In 
the fall of 1915 I shot thirteen and one on New 
Year’s Day which is a good omen for 1916. 
While I have not kept strict account of the 
number of foxes killed each season I think 
that to say I had killed between five or six 
hundred during the past twenty years would 
be a fair estimate. 

In my fox hunting I have tried out nearly 
every type and strain of fox dog known, in- 
cluding the beagle and half-blood hound and 
judging from past experience there is no fox 
dog to compete with a first class strain of pure 
bred fox hounds bred for staying qualities, 
brains, ‘hunting instinct and powers of endur- 

ance. It is just as easy to breed and raise this 
type of hound as it is a batch of culls, provid- 
ing a man will build his foundation on bed 
rock and start with hounds that possess fully 
the desired traits, not paying any attention to 
the shape of the tail or color of hair. The 
most desirable qualities that go to make up a 
satisfactory fox hound are not seen in a photo 
or even in the color of his coat, but by a trail 
in the woods after fox. I have owned, raised, 
trained and hunted with the strain of fox dogs 
I now possess and their ancestors as far back 
as six generations, adding only enough new 
blood to prevent inbreeding and I have some- 
times bred pretty close, but as long as the pro- 
duct justifies the means I feel well repaid and 
will continue to do so. 

As to the mode of trailing the fox, I have 
seen hounds that would start to give tongue 
and run the first old fox tracks on snow that 
they would find, thus tiring themselves out 
and wasting valuable time when our winter 
days are all too short anyway, or perhaps run- 
ning a back track for acouple of miles with the 
wrathful hunter following him up swearing 
what he will do to him once he gets in fouct : 
with the owner of that useless noise. A rea 

Ee 
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Pups out of four different litters; the largest pup was four months old when the picture was taken. 
the smallest one about five weeks old 

fox hound should depend more on his brains 
and nose than on his sight and a dog that is 
continually howling for nothing should be shot. 

Foxes are none too plentiful in my vicinity 
now and sometimes I have to walk five or six 
miles for a start. One afternoon I was com- 
ing home across the fields which were covered 
with a bare and glazed crust. I bad one old 
and one young hound. The wind was from 
the east and we were travelling south-east 
across an open country, the closest woods be- 
ing over half a mile away. The dogs were 
some distance ahead when I noticed old Bruce 
sniffing the air in the direction the wind came 
from. I watched him as he slowly wended his 
way across the field, his head_ high, and stop- 
ping every now and then to make sure of the line 
of scent. Before reaching the woods there 
was a creek where he started his fox, fully 
half a mile from where he caught the faint 
scent in the air. Another time I was coming 
home the day following Christmas and by the 
way I had shot two foxes before my Christmas 
dinner which I had taken at my brother-in- 
law’s that year and as one of those killed was 
one of the best shots I had ever made at a fox 
with a rifle I’ve simply got to tell about it. 

e fox was circling in some thick second 
growth poplars through the centre of which 
ran a ditch, the brush being newly cut and 
iled which made a clear opening the full 
ength of the woods about six feet in width. 
I stood at one end of the ditch waiting as 
Carlo had been running this fox fully an hour 
and he seemed to be determined not to break 
cover. At any rate he had to occasionally 
cross the ditch and for the time being it was! 
my only chance. Once stationed there I had 
not long to wait. Carlo was trying to roar his 
lungs out and coming directly for the ditch 
and by the way he was talking I knew the fox 
wasn’t far ahead of him. Still the noise con- 
inued and I stood there with my 38-56 at the 

Teady pointed where I thought old red skin 
_ would be most likely to make the jump. There 
he is! With a flying jump he is across and I 

| fired. As I did so I was sure his tail gave a 

peculiar twist for a healthy fox. Old curlo 
soon told me that my game was there. I 
stepped off the distance, one hundred and 
twenty paces—some shot. The ball had 
struck him back of the ribs tearing out his 
intestines yet he dragged himself fully forty 
yards. I am not strong on history but some 
of you will remember the children of Israel 
setting fire to some foxes and letting them 
loose in the Philistines’ corn. Well this was 
one of them, a pure Sampson fox and for the 
benefit of those readers who have never seen a 
Sampson fox I will describe it. The fur of 
this fox partakes of the nature of down or wool 
and they have no long top or guard hair, their 
color being bluish white. 

That night six inches of snow fell and as it 
had _ snowed till daylight I knew the foxes 
would not travel much but I had to go home 
and having reached the woods I sat down to 
give Carlo time to ferret around. He worked 
the east side of the bush and was gone about 
an hour: still there was nothing doing. He 
came back then and crossed over into a small 
point of maple where he suddenly became in- 
terested in a trail under the snow. He would 
stick his head clean to the ears in the loose 
powdery snow and sniff. I went over to look 
the thing over to see if I could not help him 
out but I could not see even a faint outline of a 
track so was powerless to help for the time 
being. I sat down therefore like a knot on a 
log and waited for developments. In about 
fifteen minutes Carlo routed out from under a 
brush heap a fine male fox which only ran 
about ten minutes when it went to earth in a 
sand hill. As the nearest farm-house was only 
a short distance away I went for a shovel and 
axe and having dug away the frozen earth and 
enlarged the mouth of the hole I let-the dog in. 
Carlo soon told me that he could see the fox 
and a little later he told me the fox had made 
connections. 

I was powerless to help him as the frost was 
about nine inches deep and my digging was a 
slow process. However I knew that he 
would take him out if he could once get a good 
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J. A. McKinnon with Rose and Hunter after a 
successful hunt 

hold. Finally everything became strangely 
quiet. There was only a low gurgling sound 
coming from the hole and I felt satisfied that 
the hound had turned the tables on Sir Renard. 
Presently Carlo’s hind feet appeared at the 
mouth of the den and I bent down, club in 
hand, ready to render any assistance needed. 
Just as he was pulling the fox into the daylight 
the fox pulled backwards and the whole pro- 
cess had to be gone through with again. How- 
ever the next time I was ready forhim. Grab- 
bing Sir Renard by a foot I soonhad him where 
Carlo could put the finishing touches on his 
ribs, which he did in short order. I never 
knew this hound to quarrel or fight with 
another dog and I had him eight years, but he 
would kill a fox as quick as any dog I ever 
saw if he had a fair chance. I picked one up 
once that he had run down and killed himself. 
I knew he was running a fox in the open fields 
and as he had quit giving tongue just after 
giving a few extra loud hoots I thought I had 
better investigate. It was lucky that I did 
as it was snowing at the time and the fox lav 
half covered with snow where he had been 

J. D: A. Evans of Crystal City, Man., 
writing under date of January 26th, says that 
during a residence of many years in Manitoba 
he cannot recall a January so rigorous as the 
one which has just passed. Those birds w ho 
have had the courage to spend the winter in 
that Province, Mr. Evans writes, have appar- 
ently bivouacked in quarters that are pro- 
tected from the blizzards that have raged so 

over taken and killed by the dog. 
have known foxes to take refuge in all 

kinds of places. -Last February I got one 
that was fully thirty feet up into a hollow bass- 
wood standing tree. I got another one in a 
cedar rail, the hollow being just large enough 
to let his body in. The end of his tail was 
flush with the end of the rail. Carlo ran one 
down and killed it in the village cemetery, it 
having run down one of the principal streets 
of the village, and passed in front of the C.P.R. 
station, after which it made a large circle be- 
fore the dog caught it. The dog and fox 
had covered about fifteen miles in two straight 
lines, seven miles up one concession where 
they crossed over and then went down the 
other. There was equal footing for dog and 
fox with about two inches of new snow over a 
crust. It proved a case of the survival of the 
fittest. The dog won. 

Mr. McKinnon does not solicit correspon- 
dence as he has no fox hounds or young stock 
for sale. 

Next month we wiJl feature the Airedale 
Terrier. All readers having cuts of celebrated 
dogs are invited to send same for publication. 

A fair sample of the type of foxhound used by 
r. McKinnon 

fiercely. There has been a noticeable dearth 
of fish at waterways where these usually 
abound, at Rock Lake, for instance, of the 
Pembina chain, where there is usually an 
abundance of pike and sucker. Possibly the 

fish have migrated, says Mr. Evans or per 

haps when winter’s sway has relaxed thous- 

ands in frozen masses may be dashed in to the 

shores. 
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Ch. Avondale Ascot i 

AVONDALE KENNELS 
311 Wilson St., Hamilton, Cntario, 

SCOTTISH TERRIERS 
I have usually fer sale at reasonable 

prices, young stock for show, sport or 
companions. At Stud, the big winners: — 

CH. AVONDALE ASCOT (Imported) 

ALBOURSE RAVEN (Imported) 

AVONDALE AMBUSH penadar bed) 

ARTHUR ELLISON, ie ietor. | 

= TOGGLES SPANKER 

Chastises without leaving a scar or blemish. A new and 

humane invention that will appeal to every lover oi dog 

and horse. Easy to carry—Lies flat in the pocket. 

The Toggles*Spanker is made of choice leather, hand- 

| somely embossed. Every owner of a hunting dog should 

carry one. {For sale by leading Sporting Goods Houses. 

If your dealer cannot supply, mail 50 cents in stamps to 

| Toggles Spanker Co. *ilong Acre Bide. 

All About Airedales 
A Book of General Information 

Valuable alike to dog lovers and owners, 
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from 
selected photographs of noted dogs and 
rare scenes. Interesting alike Lo the noy- 
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than 
the Airedale and of particular interest to 
the Airedale fancier. 

Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50 

(ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE 
‘(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
| EE SE ESLER 
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Bull Moose 
Ferociously Charged 

Theodore Roosevelt 
near Quebec,last hunting season. 

How the Colonel killed the 
Bull in self defence, after having 
previously obtained his _ legal 
limit of Moose, is told by him in 
the February 1916 ‘Scribner’, 
and by sworn affidavit at Quebec. 

Caribou and Deer 
are abundant in parts of Quebec 
Province, as well as moose and 
bear. - ee ce 

THE BEST TROUT FISHING} 
in the world is in the Province ot Que- 
bee, and so are the best Guides both for 
fishing and hunting. Read Henry van 
Dy ke’s desc ription of some of them in 
“Little Rivers.” 

Would you like to own 

A Summer Camp 
for your family, by a forest- clad stream 
or mountain-surrounded lake? 

You can build one of vour own, by !eas- 
ing a fishing and hunting territory from 
the Government of the Province, 
whether a resident of it or not. or by 
joining ore of the many fish and game 
clubs. 

Write for an illustrated booklet on 
“The Fish and Game Clubs of Quebec,” 
which tells you all about them, and ad- 
dress all enquiries concerning fishing 
and hunting rights, fish and game laws, 
guides, etc., to 

Hon. Honore Mercier, 
Minister of Colonization, 

Mines and Fisheries. 

Quebec, Que. 
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DISSATISFIED FUR SHIPPERS 
Geo. J. Thiessen 

have always been a friend of the fur 
| shippers. I know what it means to 

tramp miles over the line when the weath- 
er is below zero, before the sun is up; and may- 
be then receive but a pelt or two which hardly 
paid for the cost of the shoe leather worn. 
Consequently, I fought the crooked buyers 
and exposed them whenever I had the ¢hance. 
A few years ago I explained the methods of 
some crooked dealers and as a result of this 
brought down upon me the wrath of those 
whose wings I singed. Pressure was brought 
to bear on me by a strong society; at least in 
one instance an editor of a magazine was 
cautioned against printing any more of my 
material, a firm which I owned was boycotted 
by a fur firm and even the men who employed 
me at that particular time, were prevailed 
upon to dispense with my services. However, 
this company happened to be composed of 
broadminded executives and did not favor 
anything but a square deal in handling their 
own shippers, so did not co-operate with those 
who made the complaint. Further than this, 
being influential, they succeeded in supressing 
the matter entirely—for which I was thankful. 
But had they not, I would have fought on 
alone, for I knew every fur shipper was behind 
me. I had no fear of the outcome, for right 
was bound to prevail. 

These few words bring me directly to the 
subject of this article. I have had the oppor- 
tunity of investigating complaints of fur ship- 
pers and find that in every instance the firm is 
not always wrong. Some of those who have 
pelts to sell are so unreasonable that they can- 
not be satisfied no matter what they are offer- 
ed for their goods. For instance: 
= Ind. 

Sane fave OC 

Gentlemen: 
You done me right. If you want to rob 

banks why don’t you get a gun? You beat 
me out of $3.00 or more on my shipment. I 
have a list from.........and they quote: Ex- 
tra Lge $2.25 to $1.00 and mine were all extra 
large and I am done with you. 

Respectfully yours, 

The man had shipped three oppossum. The 
goods were held so I sorted them and put the 
prices, according to the firm’s list, on them. 

He had one large, one medium, both prime, 
and one large No. 2. The firm allowed him 
something hke fifteen cents more than I 
figured the goods. These furs averaged 
about 93 cents each—and there are many 
dealers who would be glad to sell their entire 
collection at less than this price. 

From the West comes: 
tees Montana. 

& Bros., 

Dear Sirs: 
You quote wolves at from $6.00 to $5.00 

and when I send you the only one I ever shot 
you allow me only $3.50. I know this skin 
was cut down the belly and the head removed 
but what difference does that make? There 
is just as much fur on a pelt cut down the belly 
as on one taken off any other way and the 
head is not used for making fur coats. Send 
me another $2.50 or you will get no more fur 
from here. Truly yours, 

Here was another case where the fur com- 
pany got a “black eye’ from an inexperienced 
fur shipper, notwithstanding the fact that it 
stated plainly on the list that open and head- 
less skins would be figured at reduced prices. 
Manufacturers will not pay within ten or 
twenty per cent. for skins of this kind, so the 
buyers cannot do so either While an expla- 
nation was given, probably it failed to satisfy 
the aggrieved one and asa result he would not 
ship again to the firm he thought had cheated 
him and would prevent others from doing so if 
he could. 

Perhaps the greatest per cent. of complaints 
come from those who ship muskrats and be- 
cause they are caught in the winter or spring, 
the shipper expects that the pelts ought to be 
graded as winter and spring skins. Let me 
say that the names refer only to the quality of 
the fur and not to the time when the pelts were 
taken. I have seen muskrats caught after 
December first in Illinois and Indiana no better 
than those caught in the middle of November, — 
but when they were graded as fall skins there 
were compalints without number. And yet the 
buyer did not cheat the shipper. He was abso- 
lutely fair. It would be better if firms i- 
stead of using the terms spring, winter, fall 
and kitts would substitute—and some do— 
No. 1; No. 2; No. 3 and No. 4. 
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McGregor ot Ford 

IN CANADA 

His father, William McGregor, was a Cana- 
dian of Scotch ancestry who took a very active 
interest in the business and political life of 
Canada and was elected a member of the 
Dominion Parliament, serving his country 
and his district well and faithfully for twenty 
years. 

The son, Gordon McGregor. about whom 
this is written, was born at Windsor, Ont. 

William McGregor eventually became in- 
terested in the Walkerville Wagon Co., at 
Walkerville, Ontario, ana, shortly after, his 
son Gordon McGregor, was made manager of 
the firm. Here the son began to show that 
business foresight that has made him one of 
the prominent figures in the business world ot 
‘Canada. 

About this time an event took place in the 
carriage and wagon industry that caused the 
greatest concern. This was the advent and the 
establishment of the automobile as a practical 
vehicle. 

Some dealers and builders were so alarmed 
that they thought their business would go to 
immediate rack and ruin and that the auto 
would supersede horse-drawn vehicles en- 
titely. Others were cool-headed enough to 
see the advantages that this new industry 
afforded and governed themselves accordingly. 

Among the latter was Gordon McGregor, 
who believed that he could successfully enter 
upon the business of manufacturing auto- 
mobiles and looked about him for wise meth- 
ods of doing this. 

He got in touch with many manufacturers 
and looked over many makes of cars. Finally 
he decided on one make and effected arrange- 
ments for its production in this country. The 
car he chose was the Ford. 

And this is the story of Gordon McGregor 
of Ford, Ontario, and of the Canadian Com- 
pany he established now known as the Ford 
Motor Company of Canada, Limited. 

Today, half the population of four towns 
depend upon the Ford Company of Canada 
for their earnings. These are Ford City, 
Walkerville, Windsor and Sandwich. 

In April 1915, a time when most Canadian 
manufacturers were following a policy o1 re- 
trenchment, the present Ford schedule ot 
wages was adopted by which the company 
virtually handed to its employees. $50,000 a 

_ month increased wages and reduced the work- 
% 

} ing hours fiom nine to eight per day. 

Surely, this is a great boon to Canadian 
workmen and their families. It is a boon to 
Canadian merchants who benefit by the in- 
creased purchasing power of all these families. 
It is a boon to the entire country in time of 

ar when living expenses are higher than ever 
before. 
_ And these employees have responded in like 

_ Measure to the Empire’s need for her people’s 
Support, Ford City alone having made what is 
probably a record contribution to the Patrio- 
tic Fund of $34 per capita, 

More than 300 Ford employees have en- 
listed for overseas service, and the Company 
is spending thousands: of dollars in moving 
pictures which are offered free to assist in 
recruiting work all over the Dominion. 

What an immense expression of confidence 
in the ultimate and unquestionable success 
of British Arms and the allied cause was this 
great wage increase! 

But it was not the only evidence of the Ford 
Company’s faith in the Empire. 

Before the outbreak of hostilities the com- 
pany decided to reduce the price of the car by 
$60. When the war came upon us the com- 
pany might well have been pardoned for 
withholding this reduction for a time. But 
they never even considered it. The reduc- 
tion was made the same day war was declared. 

And you can realize how real this confidence 
in the victorious prosperity of Canada was when 
you consider that the prices of Ford cars are 
set in accordance with the estimated pro- 
duction for the coming fiscal year and not by 
any means are they based on the profits of the 
preceding year. 

$652,000 has been spent on new buildings 
in Ford City since the war began. 

Over $1,000,000 has been spent on new 
buildings in four Canadian cities since the 
war began, making a total expenditure for 
new buildings of approximately a million and 
three quarters. 

$1,000,000 has been spent in new equip- 
ment since war began. 

900 men have been added to the pay roll 
since war began. Z 

And it there is needed further proof of this 
company’s absolute conviction in the progress 
and prosperity of the Dominion, it may be 
found in the fact that another $60 reduction 
in the price of the car was made last August— 
making a total reduction ot $120.00 since war 
began. 

This new price requires an output ot 40,000 
cars this year. 

Then, too, the price of Ford parts has been 
reduced by $147 per car—a reduction that 
means a big increased economy to Ford 
owners. i 

Such immense expenditures and price re- 
ductions as these are of the greatest benefit to 
the general welfare of the nation under existing 
conditions. They form one of the greatest 
possible influences towards boosting the pros- 
perity of Canada. é 
Remember that all but $16.88 worth of the material 

that goes into the construction of a Ford car is bought 
here in Canada—and it would be all bought here if it 
were possible to get it. : : 

Truly, the Ford is, after all, a Canadian Car, built by 
Canadians. Very few Canadian manufacturers are able 
to show such a support to Canadian industry as this. 

The Canadian Ford Company is basing this year’s 
factory production plans on just double the business 
done last year. 

They stake everything on the conviction that Can- 
ada is bound to prosper. They place all on the belief that 
Britain and her allies are bound to win ; 

McGregor of Ford and his Canadian associates may 
be pardoned for feeling proud of this record. 
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Most of the complaints are received in the 
early fallandinthelatespring. These usually 
are from those who know little or nothing 
about fur values. The tyro gets a price list— 
and some houses are guilty of getting out 
quotations on prime goods when furs will sort 
no better than threes—and starts trapping. 
He ships his goods and consequently, as they 
are of poor quality, he does not receive what 
he thinks they are worth. Immediately he 
gets out his quotations and “‘sets up a holler.” 
On the other hand, in the South skins begin to 
get springy; that is, fade in color, shed, etc., 
early in February. The trapper sends in his 
goods and because they are in this condition 
and do not command the prices on the list, 
registers his complaint and sincerely believes 
the buyer has robbed him. With a reliable 
house this is not the case and I can say without 
fear of contradiction that they actually hate 
to make returns on springy goods, in some 
instances. Even though it is not requested, I 
have known many times when furs were held 
separate rather than take a chance of offend- 
ing the shipper. 

It often happens that furs on the verge of 
tainting—they are apparantly all right when 
they are shipped—are spoiled by the heat of 
the express car. No dealer can pay top prices 
for this class of goods, yet if he does not there 
is usually a complaint. 

I do not wish to state that all fur firms are 
honest and will not take advantage of a ship- 
per. Some do this with such frequency—and 
some day I may give their names—that it is 
wonderful how they exist at all. Yet most of 
the buyers are honest and really try to pay 
those who deal with them every cent their furs 
are worth, knowing it is to their interest to do 
so. 

A Favorite Set For Muskrats Also For Mink. 

Editor, “‘Along the Trap Line”: 

I received my Rod and Gun yesterday and 
noticed the names of the winners of prizes on 
subjects written for Along the Trap Line. I 
not only hope to win a prize but want to help 
beginners along. 

Let us suppose that the place where we are 
trapping is a swift flowing stream where the 
muskrats cannot build houses but where they 
live in holes in the bank, for it is along just 
such a stream as this where I do my trapping. 
When I started in to trap I was advised to set 
my traps in the holes which are under water. 
I did it, yes, but met with disappointment so 
gave that method up as a bad job and instead 
dug a shelf in the bank, the front being a few 
inches under water only and the back being 
above water. I then set the trap at the front 
and placed bait at the back—the bait con- 
sisting of parsnips, apples or turnips—then 
placed a few water-soaked leaves on the trap— 
it 1s important of course not to place too many 
leaves in this case--staked the trap so the musk- 
rat would drown and success came my way. 
In water where muskrats build houses I have 
had no experience so some one else will have to 
furnish advice on the method to be used in this 
event. 

Regarding a good set for mink in the spring. 
Take the castors of a mink and squeeze them, 
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then place them in a hole along the bank of a 
stream. Set your trap at the entrance and 
cover them with the material that surrounds 
the hole, leaves or grass, etc. If castors can- 
not be obtained use a pigeon orrabbit. If the 
bait is placed inside a hollow log and a trap set 
at both ends it is liable to catch either skunk 
or mink. 

In the winter I cover my traps with butter 
paper and brush snow over them. It is best 
to cut two slits about two inches long across 
the paper at right angles to each other, form- 
ing a Cross. 
By the way have any of the readers of this 

department used Shaw’s Phneumatic Smoker. 
If you have I wish you would write your ex- 
perience with it. 

Mr. Thiessen has got us going now. 
keep it up. 

Let us 

Yours truly, y 
Gowanstown, Ontario. Eldon Ankenman. 
(P.S.) I certainly hope the Ontario Govern- 
ment prohibits the sale of all game birds when 
they make the amendments at the coming 
session. 

Along the Trap Line Experiences. 

Dear Sir and Brother Trappers: 

I have just “fired up my jimmy pipe,” so 
thought that perhaps I could say a word or so 
even if no one derives any benefit from my 
remarks. 

Now, first of all, when you get your returns 
from that shipment of furs, are you satisfied? 
Perhaps two or three of those December caught 
mink were graded “springy and rubbed”— 
Yes that has happened and not so very long 
ago. If the firms that treat you in this way 
were to see themselves written up in our 
“Along the Trap Line Department” do you 
not suppose that that sort of robbery would 
stop. I am pleased to say that very few fur 
dealers will stoop to those tactics nowadays, 
but let those that do be advertised so that 
some trapper who has not had experience 
with them will give them a wide birth. 

Talking about smoking out skunk—Well— 
I’ve heard that it works—sometimes. Pard 
and I tried it—had all the latest contrivances 
—and then some. We used the most suffo- 
cating combination of noxious gases known 
before the war. Started the smoker, smoking, 
kept it smoking, took turns at smoking the 
smoker and kept at it for one hour. Nothing 
doing and three fresh tracks going into the den. 
Well we got most of the gas. 
and was in the hospital two months. 
—Smoker for sale very cheap. 

Do any of you trappers have trouble getting : 
separated from the smell after skinning a 
skunk? Perhaps at some future date I may 
tell you.the easiest way. Cheap, sure and 
quick. 

Have you ever met “Johnny Sneak’em’™? 
He is the trap and fur thief. Nice old chap, 
isn’t he? I never met him; saw him going 
once—then he went faster. Billy Dig-em-out 
is not so bad. His trouble is that he knows 
no better—sometimes he does not care. It 
is a mistake to destroy dens. Remember the 
story of the goose that laid the golden egg. — 
Now boys get busy. Let us make this - 

= 4] 

Pard took sick 
Result 
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department a good big one. I know the 
Editor is not nearly as busy as he ought to be 
—So get busy! Tell about some experience 
you had and get some of the boys who don’t 
take Rod and Gun to send in for a year’s 
subscription. 

“< 
Casey,” the trapper. 

A Young Trapper’s First Capture. 
Editor, “‘“Along the Trap Line.” 

Just a few lines to tell you about my first 
skunk. It was a beautiful October evening 
and the sun was beginning to shine in through 
the trees, when Bert came up to me and said: 

Did you ever see a white beaver? The editor of Along the Trap Line has never seen one but the 
postcard from which the accompanying illustration was made was sent to the Bach Fur Com= 
pany of Chicago by Mr. Rogers, one of their patrons. 

“The Chinese,” says the National Geo- 
graphic magazine in an article in their Jan- 
uary issue on “How the World is Fed,” “‘are 
among the greatest fish eaters in the world 
and they have accepted so many varieties in 
their list of edible fishes that they can have a 
different kind for breakfast every morning in 
the year. Not only are their seas filled with 
fish, but their rivers as well, and while no other 
nation has gone as far as the United States in 
scientific fish propagation in fresh waters, the 
Chinese have cared for their fish. supply 
through a hundred generations. 

“All sorts of methods of catching fish have 
been developed by the nations of the earth 
It is a far cry from the big steam trawler of the 
North Sea to the hook and line of the small boy 
on a country creek bank. But most picture- 
sque of all the ways of fishing in the world is 
that resorted to by the Chinese—fishing with 
cormorants. The cormorants are hatched 

‘There is a big skunk up in our pasture in a 
hole. He’s been after our chickens. Wil! you 
come up with me after him?” a | 

Needless to say I went, and we put a few 
sticks around the entrance to the hole and 
then I set a trap and put it just inside the 
sticks. We then went away and left it. In 
the morning Bert said the skunk was caught 
so after school I went up with four other boys 
and a gun and we soon put an end to the 
miserable chicken stealer. 

Yours truly, 

Ral Foote, (aged thirteen.) Rosseau, Ont. 

under chicken pens, and when about three 
months old are taught to fish. 

‘*The trainer ties a string to one of the bird’ 
legs and drives it into the water. He then 
throws out some small fish which the bird) 
promptly catches. It is taught to dive and 
come back at the call of the whistle. When | 
trained, collars are put about the bird’s neck 
so that it cannot swallow the fish it catches. 
A fisherman goes out with the brail of his boat 
lined with string-hitched cormorants. At @ 
given signal they dive, and the fish that can | 
outswim them under water is as rare as @ | 
small fish in an angler’s description of his | 
catch.” 

One of our subscribers writes us: “I will | 
have to discontinue ‘‘Rod and Gun in Canada” 
in favor of ‘Hell and Guns in Europe.” I © 
have applied for the job of removing the 
Kaiser’s Teeth.” 
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WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO 

You can secure FREE a splendid 

Conklin Fountain Pen. 
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YES, WE HAVE THEM, all kinds at low prices. We 
carry in stock the largest assortment of animal traps in 
Canada. 
USE HALLAM’S ANIMAL BAIT for all flesh eating, 
HALLAM’S MUSKRAT BAIT for muskrats and 
HALLAM’S TRAIL SCENT and increase your catch 
of furs. Price $1.00 per bottle or six bottles tor $5.00, 
postpaid by us. 
GET A MARBLE REAR SIGHT for your rifle and 
improve your marksmanship. —MARBLE’S FLEX- 
1BLE REAR SIGHT for all standard American rifles, 
except Remington models 12-14 and 16. Price post- 
paid $3.00. 
MARBLE’S SPECIAL REAR SIGHT for Remington 

models 12,14 or 16. 
Price postpaid $3.00 

MARBLE’S’ SIM- 
PLEX REAR SIGHT 
for 22 calibre rifles only. 
Price postpaid $1.50. 
When ordering sights 
give make, model and 
calibre of rifle. 

MARBLE’S’- AUXIL- 
IARY CARTRIDGES 

$y : permit the use of cheap 
ammunition in your large high power rifles for target 
and small game shooting. Price postpaid 75c each. 
SAVAGE, MARLIN, REMINGTON, ROSS, STE- 
VENS and other popular makes of rifles and shotguns 
at extremely low prices. 
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EXROR ORICES) 

ORDER YOUR NETS EARLY. 
and be ready for the fishing season. No maiter what 
you want in nets or netting we can fill your order. Gill 
nets, Seines, Pound Nets, Hoop Nets, Trammel Nets, 
Dip Nets. Write and say just what you want and we 
will be pleased to quote our lowest prices by return mail. 
EVEREADY NICKEL PLATED POCKET FLASH- 

LIGHTS with flash and perma- 
nent contact. No. 6962P Size 
2 15-16 x 2 x 34 inches (com- 
plete) $1.10: No. 6961P Size 

i. 2 15-16 x1 3-8 x 34 inches com- 

‘ plete) .85; No. 6900 P Midget 
} Size 2% x 1%x 11 16 inches 

(complete) .85; Any other Ever- 
ready Flashlights mailed free on 
receipt of list price. Acetylene 
Headlights, Camp Lamps and 

: Lanterns, Mackinaw and Sheep 
; Lined Coats, Collapsible Camp 

Stoves, Tents, Shoepacks, Razors 

< - » 
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y Watches, Clocks, Waterproof 
f \ Clothing, Fishing Tackle and 

ae other kinds of sporting goods are 
described and priced in our 
Supply Catalogue. 

F REE—Hallam’s Trappers’ and Sportsmen's Supply 
Catalogue (34 pages illustrated.) 
Hallam’s Trappers’ Guide (English or French 
96 pages, illustrated.) 
Hallam’s Raw Fur Price List. 
Hallam’s Fur Style Book (32 pages illustrated 
of beautiful fur sets and fur garments.) 

All mailed free for the asking. 

No. 913 Hallam 
Building, 

TCRONTO 
-—— 



THE TRAE 
(Continued from page 1056) 

Four Prominent Hamilton Trap-Shooters Who Have Made And Brokel 
Records in the Past. 

SIC) Seen 

<a 

Mr. Walter P. Thomson. Mr. Edgar H. Sturt. 

Gun Club secretaries who would like to see 
the records of shoots which they hold from time 
to time in Rod and Gun are invited to send 
these in as soon after the shoots take place as 
possible. It enclosed in an unsealed envelope ad- 
dressed to the Trap Editor, Rod and Gun, Wood- 
stock, Ont., and marked ‘‘Printers Copy,” 
written reports or new spaper clippings giving 
the scores of shoots held may be forwarded for 
one cent postage. Pjease be sure to mark on 
the copy the date when the shoot was held. 

Dominion Game Protective and Trap Shooting 
Association Tournament to be held at Cobourg. 

Officers of the Cobourg Gun Club are determined to 
make the coming shoot of the Dominion Game Pro- 
tective and Trap Shooting Association which is to be 
held at Cobourg on June 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th one of the 
most successful shoots ever held in Canada. 

The officers of the Cobourg Gun Club have the 
arrangements for the tournament in their hands and in- 
tend sparing no trouble to make it a success. Follow- 
ing are those in charge of the arrangements: Pres., 
Geo. Armour; Sec’y., C. McCallum; Executive: J. D. 
Hayden, E. W. Hargraft, Thos. Green, W. H. A. Sem- 
ple, O. F. Allison, W. J. Maher, F. M. Field, J. B. Mc- 
Coll, J. K. Fraser, Geo. Bonce. In charge of the ad- 
vertising and programs are C. McCallum, T. S. Chatter- 
ton and A. J. Gould: on the reception committee are 
J. G. Jackson, S. S. Purser and E. Vivian: in charge of 
the prizes are W. L. Allen, H. McCullough and H. 
Field: while G. Armour, T. J. Yorke and G. Crowther 

— are to look after the grounds. 
e June 5th is practice day. $1200 cash in prizes is to 

be offered during the progress of the shoot. Further 
details will follow when the arrangements have been got 
under way. 

Tournament Dates 
April 24, 1916—St. Hubert Gun Club Patriotic 

Tournament, at Ottawa, Secretary, O. T. Ring, Ottawa, 
Ontario. 
June 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th—Dominion Game Pro- 

tective and Trap Shooting Association Journament 
at Cobourg, Ont. Secretary of Cobourg Gun Club 
(which has charge of the Tournament) C. McCallum, 
Cobourg. Ont. 

Annual Meeting of St. Hubert Gun Club 
One sport that is advancing in leaps and bounds in the 

Ottawa district is trap shooting. Ottawa boasts of 
only one club, but its membership is a virile one and 

Mr. Court Thompson. Mr. George Beattie. 

ed membership and a committee was named to go inte 
the matter. 

The present grounds at Westboro, where the traps 
are located, have been in use for many years. In addi 
tion to being cramped, the background is poor. on 
account of a grove of trees. The club members fee 
with more favorable conditions, the game would deve 
op more rapidly, though on that score they have had no 
complaint in the last two years. 

Secretary O. T. Ring reported the best season in the 
history of the club in 1915. The Canadian Trap Shoot 
ing tournament was pulled off at the Rockcliffe ranges 
and brought crack guns from ali over Canada and the 
United States. 

That trapshooters are abreast the times is shown by 
the announcement that St. Hubert’s Club will hold 
patriotic tournament on Easter Monday, Apiil 24th, the 
proceeds of which will be turned over to one of the local 
funds. Other clubs from outside will be asked te 
compete in the tournament and the members figure i 
will be a howling success. 

The following members attended the meeting: 
J. Corby, chairman: William Perel George White, _ 
Geo. Easdale, R. Cameron, C. H. Rogers, E. O’Connor, 
J. J. Heney. Jr.:; Joseph Dionne, N. Brownlee. E. G 
White. C. B. Dougherty, C. J. wrace — Bethune 
V. V. Rogers, William Forbes, O. T. ? 

The officers: President, Cecil pr esr first vil : 
president, F. A. Heney (re-elected): second vice-presi 
dent, George White; field captain, George Easdalla 
treasurer, Blyth Beattie (re-elected); secretary, O. T 
Ring (re-elected); executive: W. J. Corby, V. V. Rog 
J. J. Heney, George O’Connor, and J. B. Harkin. 
The first shoot of the season of 1916 took place Satu r- 

day afternoon, January 22nd, at the traps of the § 
Hubert Gun Club. Although the light and tempe 
ture were favorable. a strong west wind blew, makings 
the targets jump and keeping the scores below the aver- 
age. Ted White, O. T. Ring, George Easdale and V. V. 
Rogers were high guns all shooting over 80 per cent. 
In the competition for the club spoon, 2, 
shooting in Class B. and having a handicap of two birds, 
broke 42 out of 50 and so proved the winner. George 
Easdale with 43 was a close second. Below are the 
scores in detail: 

CLUB SPOON 
0. To Rime ee eee 22 20—44 
E.G. Whites (pro) ee eee 23 21—44 
Geo: EBasdalee i 4 2 isto eee 23 20—43 
V. V. Rogers hes OFT ee A re) 18—41 

aie in such proportions new quarters are necess- 15 ‘aaa 
< aye . / 

ame the annual meeting of the St. Hubert’s Gun Club : 17 18—35 
held January 18th, the club discussed the question of = B. Brown... ieee eects ees 17 14—31 | 
procuring a new site to better accommodate the enlarg- Jf Collitts:.2..ncn oe ee eee 13 12—25 
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sp A NEW PREMIUM OFFER <== 
An Opportunity to secure FREE a Beautiful Oil Painting 

We have the originals of the oil paintings executed by our cover design 
artist, F. V. Williams, during the past year and have decided to give our sub- 
scribers the opportunity of securing one of these FREE. Mr. Williams excells 
in reproductions of Big Game Hunting, Canoeing, Fishing, Camping, etc. and 
his cover designs reproduce with skill and fidelity Canadian outdoor life in its 
varied phases. 

Your Den’s Attractiveness: May Be Greatly Enhanced by One of These 
The paintings are of generous proportions being 19 in. deep by 14 in. in 

width. The reproductions give a hint as to the coloring and quality of the 
work but no reproduction can of course compare with the original painting. 
The original of any one of the paintings which Mr. Williams has done for us as 
well eae of the December and subsequent covers may be procured 

y you 

For Twenty-Five New Subscriptions 
Look through your fyles for the past year and choose the design that 

appeals to you most. Then write us without delay of your selection and at 
the same time ask for sample copies and subscription blanks which will be sent 
you promptly. Interest your friends in Rod and Gun as a Christmas gift. 
You should be able to secure a nice number of subscriptions from sportsmen 
who would like to remember their friends by sending them a year’s subscrip- 
tion'to ROD AND GUN, Canada’s leading magazine of outdoor life. 

Address your application for copies and blanks to 

Premium Dept. | Rod and Gun in Canada § Woodstock, Ont. 

This Reliable Nickel J 

WATCH sim wwiaes FREE 

To Any Boy For 

2 Subscriptions to 

ROD and GUN in CANADA 

Address Premium Dept. 

W. J. Taylor, Ltd., Publisher 

Woodstock, Ontario. | 
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Extras at 25 birds—V. V. Rogers, 23: E. G. White, 
21, 23, 44: Geo. White, 20; F. A. Heney, 19; O. T. 
Ring, 19; Geo. Easdale, 17, 15, 21—53; J. B. Bunn, 16; 
H. W. Fairchild, 15: B. Brown, 14; J. Collins, 12, 7—19 
J. E. Caldwell, 6. 

Jordan Gun Club 
The first shoot of the winter series of the Jordan Gun 

Clut was he'd on Saturday, January 15th, and, al- 
though the weather was coid and stormy, a fair-sized 
ccowd of shooters was in attendance to enioy the sport. 
In the handicap event of 25 birds for the club spoons 
the competition was keen, the winners being P. Wismer, 
H. W. Hunsherry, Mel. Honsherger and Walt Moyer. 
Mr. Geo. Gunn presentea the ciub with a 20-lb. goose, 
which was won by H. Boulton with a straignt scoie. 

Those ~hooting and their scores were as follows: 
Names Shot at Broke 

P. Wismer tah Se 35 33 
H. W. Honsberry........ 35 33 
M. Honsherger 35 32 
W. Moyer 35 28 
PLES 011 oe ee eee 35 28 
A. Wismer 35 27 
182 (TEAC [ee pate en ee ee 35 27 
De Prices. 35 26 
W. Troup. 35 26 
BaGnip. se ; eepeer en aEE Sal 15) 26 
H. Heckadon.... 4 pane MOS 24 
Nie Guip. 26-0 : pe eS SD 24 
E. Honsbersger........... , : Se 15 
SEIT CHOISOR sok eccccreeoor sss setter ate GEO 14 

New Gun Club Organized At Gowganda, Ontario 

On January Ist, a number of shot gun enthusiasts at 
Gowganda, Ont., organized a club which they called the 
Gowganda Gun Club, electing the following officers for 
1916'—Pres., R. J. Robb: Vice.-Pres., Thos. Barrett: 
Sec.-Treas., Dr. Crann- Committee, the officers and 
Peter Grant and H. M. Springer. Alchough most of the 
members are new to trap shooting the enthusiasm with 
which the organization was carried on augurs well for 
the success of the undertaking. 

Secretaries of gun clubs are reminded that copy for 
the trap should be in our hands not later than the first 
of the morith previous fo the date of issue. Copy for April 
should reach us by March Ist. -Send scores anyway. 

Port Stanley Gun Club. 

Port Stanley, Jan. 11.—The Port}Stanley Gun Club 
shot at blue rocks on Monday, January 10th, with the 
following results: 

First event, 25 rocks— 
CRANCromwell 25:2. eee 18 
1D (SETA .c. SoeR CRE BrOCee Se eR Aoi CAS Mn Pr iS ae 1 
Webbndley =... ......:...... 17 
lg LCR, a 22 
W. Stanton... 15 
TS LECT, 6 ee ee ene eae 16 
iv GO 18 
OW iin GS eee 20 
13. CAMO ee ee 14 
OO) ECRREIS: 2c ee ae 9 CT 16 
R. Guest...... 20 
wry LBC er 14 

Second event, 25 rocks— 
ES. GLOGS aN a ee 22 
1p pOUNs: 16 
“Gey ERATE Tahu a i I 13 
LSE avd Dnt re ee 12 
BQ he 21 
UL, LTTE eee 17 
“De UBS ES SULA tr ope Sees eo 17 

On Monday, January 24th. the scores at blue rocks 
were: 

First event, 25 rocks— 
SLO al seer 5 eae eee eee) ot |S) 

Ep W ONTEIR ES ere oe Cs oss 
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CS Hotgh ss eee need -ese es ee «308 «5 
Glover won first prize; H. Moore, won second; W. 

Pindly won third; F. Young won fourth; H. Taylor, 
ow. 
Second event at 25— 

18 beh 18 
H. Dunn 19 
W. Stanton.. 17 
W. Hindly 20 
E. 16 
C. Hough 17 
F. Young 19 
A. Glover 24 
H. Taylor 18 
R. 20 
L. Brown LZ 

Under the title ‘“‘Teach them Young’’ C. L. Gil- 
man writes in the Minneapolis News as follows: 

Of course it was mighty pleasant to give that boy a 
.22 rifle for Christmas. His delight at the gift warmed 
the cockles of your heart. 

But your gift and his delight in it carried with it the 
obligation on your part to see that he learned to use it 
not only efficiently, but also with due care for the 
safety of others and of himself. 

Just recently we ran across a transcript of a lengthy 
speech made by some schoo] teacher to a lot more of 
sort contending that military training was bad, both 
physically and morally, for growing boys. In his eager- 
ness to prove his case he went on piling up arguments 
until he got to making assertions widely at variance 
with the facts. 

As, for instance, that it was impossible to teach 
young boys to handle the weapons of a soldier and con- 
sequently drill would inculcate in them the spirit of 
“*tin soldierism’’ without any correcting impression of 
the grim horror of war. 

Probably the good schoolmaster believed what he 
said. 

But the average man knows that the five years be- 
tween 10 and 15 are the best years in which to train a 
shooter. At the start of that period the boy, if prop- 
erly raised, is still responsive to discipline, stil] free from 
the coltish impulse to run contrary to the commands of 
his elders. Here is the time to thoroughly instill by 
prcerde the simple, basic rules of safety which are so 
ard to impress upon the older boy or the grown man, 

save through the slow process of suggestion and example. 
It is little short of a crime to turn a boy under 15 

years of age loose with a gun. On the other hand, it is 
both safe and profitable to let even a younger lad shoot 
under the strict supervision of a competent man. The 
lessons learned then are learned to last. h 
_ And, even more important than actual shooting skill, 
is the fact that, priding himself on this skill, the boy 
will face the temptations of young manhood fortified b 
a full realization of the priceless value of clear eyes a 
steady nerves. 
Shootingskill is one of the fundamentals of good sports- 

manship—and we hold strongly the belief that a good, 
all-around sportsman is the best of good citizens, finely 
fitted to meet competently all of the many obligations 
which the high privilege of citizenship involves. 

Club Shoot. 

The Jordan Gun Club held the first shoot of the series 
for the Stevens’ trophy on Saturday, Jan. 29th. There 
was a good attendance of members and the shooti 
was below the average, because of a strong wind whic 
was blowing across the traps. . : 

For the trophy there are five tied, with scores of 23x25 
The winner of the spoons in the handicap event of 25 
birds were: C. Fisher, H. Boulton, Walt. Moyer and 
P. Wismer. 
Those shooting and their scores were as follows: 
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right. 
line in Canada. 
a Reliable House. 

We sell Guns. GUNS 

More Trappers and Fur Collectors send 
their Raw Furs to us than to any other 

five houses in Canada. 

Because they know we pay highest prices, 
pay mail and express charges, 
no commissions, and treat our shippers 

Result, we are the largest in our 
Ship to us to-day and deal with 

No shipment too small or too large to receive 
our prompt attention. 

Rifles. Traps, 
Flashlights. Headlights, Fishing Nets, Fishing Tackle and 
Sportsmen's Supplies at lowest prices. 

387 Hallam Building, A 

FREE 
Hallam’s Three Books 

‘*Trapper’s Guide” 

English or French 

96 pages, illustrated, tells how 
and where to trap and other 
valuable information for trap- 
pers: also ‘‘Trapper’s and 
Sportsmen’s Supply Cata- 
log’’‘*‘ Raw Fur Price List,”’ 
and latest ‘‘Fur Style Book” 
of beautiful fur sets and fur 
garments. 

All these books fully illus- 
trated and sent 

FREE ON REQUEST. 

TORONTO 

charge 

Animal Bait, Shoepacks, 

CATALOG FREE 

4 Cylinder 12-15 H.P. ‘‘D” Jr. 

much money.,; Here are a few features:— 

Bore, 3 inches; stroke 4 inches; crank shaft, 
21-8 inches in diameter: positive pressure 
oiling system through crank shaft; large 
hand-hole plates; silent chain; large valves: 
latest engineering practice in exery detail. 

its power and quality. 

1 to 6 cylinder. 

Have you our catalog? Sent free on request. 

A small 4-cycle marine motor made in two sizes—2- 
cylinder 6-7 H.P. and 4 cylinder 12-15 H.P. with features 
that have never heretofore been incorporated ina Marine 
Motor, excepting those selling for three or four times as 

The price is by far the lowest ever established by a 
responsible marine motor manufacturer on a motor of 

Other Gray Motors both 2 cycle and 4 cycle—3 to 90 H.P.— 

GRAY MOTOR CO. 
3102 Gray Motor Building, Detroit, Mich., U.S.A. 

os [atest improvement 
in rowboat motors 

fir from seat without 
| teaching Tly-wheel 

iecGeee 
-CYLINDER 

KOBAN 
ROWBOAT MOTOR 
The original 2-cylinder 

Rowboat Motor. 

EW features, including 
starter, tilting device, mul- 

tiple speeds, side steering tiller, 
waterproof timer, foolproof car- 
buretor, aer oplane type mag- 
neto and many others. Smooth 
running and speedy. Winner of 
races even under handicaps. 

Does Not shake the boat 
osed cylinders fire simultaneously and ab- | 

a shock. Absolutely removes vibration. Own 
a Koban and you'll havea realengine. 
sent free on request. 

+ | 
Catalog | 

Agents and dealers write. | 

Koban Mfg. Co., 237 south Water st., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Ask about the ORE Koban 3 H. P. Inboard Motor 

Don’ t Wear a Iruss 
ROOKS’ APPLIANCE, 
the modern, scientific 

invention, the wonderiul 
new discovery that cures 

~\ rupture will be sent on 
trial. No obnoxious 
springs or pads. Has 
automatic Air Cushions. 
Binds and draws the 
broken parts together as 
you would a broken limb. 
No salves. No lies. Dura- 
ble, cheap. Sent on trial 
to prove #t. Protected by 
U.S. Patents. Catalogand 
measure blanks mailed 
free. Send name and ad- 
dress today. 

C. E. BROOKS, 1639 State Street, Marshall, Mic . 

— Mizpah 
JOCK no. 44 

Gives you a feeling of real comfort 
and the assurance of perfect protection 
while exercising. 

Opening beneath Patent flap 

Smallamount of material between thighs 

Perfect pouch 

Welt-bound webbing Pr 06. 26-05 
Can be cleaned by boiling without injury to rub- 
ber. Fits perfectly Can't rub or chafe. Finest 
quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer, and if \ he will not supply you with MIZPAH JOCK NO. 44, 
send us 75c instamps and waist measurement and 
we will send by mail. 

THE WALTER F. WARE CO., Dept. C., PHILA. 
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Shot at Broke 
55 48 Vg OY Cb om. 2 ft te ec cenes Pe eh es 3 5 

1 Eee Bs hd ee ae een eee Blade Se 38 
EP OW Eunsberg. 220630... ; . 49 36 
H. Boulton........ SP Re On : ap RE 33 
Mes ousbercer. ses Ey) By 
A NW ASIROY 05 see hac ave res eee d 45 32 
Sitileckadon =. anos ever : aera tO) 30 
P. Wismer... Aor. Seen cove .. 35 29 
A. Heckadon............ meee se, 27 
TICE Stitt ee ee eect 35 25 
J. Spence... 35 25 
CG IMEERGH tone cet 35 24 
1 Dhol Ba en hb aed ae Beer een ey et 25 13 

Ruthven Gun Club. 
The Ruthven Gun Club held their regular weekly 

shoot Wednesday afternoon, January 19th. Fine 
weather prevailed, and a crowd of spectators saw the 
boys do some good work. Following are the scores: 

se at Broke 
William Malott... 60 
Dr. Brice.. AC nee i ¥ 100 ahi 
William Smith... ae A eee wes! 31 
O. Bunn... ee: a as a es |) 38 
P. Shanks............ be : OU 37 
Oliver Orton... : : - cans) 33 
ROU Billig eeeeeenee ae 1s es 13 
Vkegel 87 V1 hel a ere : i . £58 39 
A. Knight. Sas Siig ae ah 
E. Marshall......... : ee ee 15), 41 

The Ruthven Gun Club met on their grounds Wed- 
nesday afternoon, January 26th. The clubhouse was 
filled with spectators, who saw the boys do some good 
shooting at blue rocks. The following are the scores: 

noe at Broke 
Forest Conover........ 60 
William Malott...... ete eee 83 69 
irs Be Gono ver..2.:-..-2..00- 35 24 
George Orton......00.0....... in : ee 35) 20 
Percyhox 22. on caro 62 
Oliver Bruner=—. 5.2.5. : 50 43 
Perry Shanks....... oak you 37 
Wire Sent 2 esc ees + 50 39 
Oliver Orton....... ees See way lt 64 
Ee Warshand:.......2..... omer 85 65 
Dial oi (yore ee ee eee ee Been ae 60 49 
1 51 ERTS. eat is ee ee mee Ra Rn aaa OPC ne Rn! 25 16 

Athletic Gun Club. 
The following scores were made at the annual shoot 

of the Athletic Gun Club, a new gun club, at St. Catha- 
rines, on February 5th. The first prize was won by 
H. W. Hunsberry, second by R. Reade, third by W. 
Elliott, Fourth by A. Heckerton, and fifth by M. 
Hunsburgher. 

Shot at Broke 
Wie eiunsberry~.--.2:.. 50 46 
Wismer.. eee 50 31 
Sam Heckerton............ 50 
a rere ene ee ort. s Fe Se oO 36 
M. Hunsburghet................. SO 39 
EE SPeNGe wes *<.2..2.5) PRS oe eae! LG 33 
TMS 0 i) 50 40 
QUI TLECEDOGIE: 2 oo ee, 50 22 
BeiGaveer we tee 2. See i 250 17 
Cs ike WHS Ie c 50 22 
eeGluttenbuck. <2. 600) 50 37 
PWG eeIOLES ....=..,.:-.22. =e ee ee 50 41 
A. Notman. SO ee ef pO 35 
G. Pinder... 50 34 
esi 50 20 

Clutterbuck... 50 21 
R Gat Cee 50 43 
D. Blank 50 29 
F. Rowley. 50 25 
T. Colgate... 50 15 

St. Hubert Gun Club. 
Under conditions not altogether favorable,with a bad 

east wind and snow falling, which made the light poor 
for good shooting, a large number turned out Saturday, 
peraary 5th, for the weekly events at St. Hubert’s 

ub 
The main attraction was the final shoot for the des- 

sert spoons donated by Mr. W. J. Corby. This event 
was in such favor that Mr. Geo. White has donated two 
more dessert spoons, to be shot for under similar con- 
ditions, viz., contest of three consecutive Saturdays, 

score of any two Saturdays to count. Messrs. A.W 
Throop and J. B. Bunn were the successful team for — 
the Corby spoons, winning the silverware with a score | 
of 164 out of 200. Following is a record of the scores — 
in detail, showing the handicaps included, of two week- 
end shoots: 

Total 2 ci.) ei . 1m 
White (handicap, 8 birds)__................. .. 43 42—85 
Bethune (handicap, 4 birds)... 

Total. wecesescstetsweice ane ae 
Collins (handicap, ‘12 birds)... eee 45 36—81 
Sheppard (handicap, 8 birds)... 36 29—65 

"Total .o...-..2...cé0. c-c.c0cose05-ccsstees ee . 146 
*Signifies scratch. “ 
In the regular week-end competition for a silver 

spoon donated by the club, V. V. Rogers was high gun 
bagging 45 birds out of 50. Considering the light and 
wind, the shooting throughout was very mage the 
mencral average being 74 per cent. Followingis the 
etailed list: 
CLUB SPOON—Two events at 25 birds. 

V. V. Rogers 2 
W..J: Corby 
A. W. Throop. ape 
Oe Rings 
J25--Boungs. 
Geo. Easdale........ 
Ted White (pro.) 
Geo. White.............. 
A. atimer. 2. 

C. Bethune Se 

A. Shee ara Tres iis doth heat 10 
Extras, at 25 birds—Rogers 22: Easdale 20, 23—43; 

Ted White, 21, 21—42: Bunn, 21; Geo. White, 21; 
ft bros Rates Sheppard, 17, 16—33: Booth, 16: Collins 

_ The Port Stanley gunners carried off the trophies 
in the shoot against St. Thomas and Tillsonburg a 
the St. Thomas Gun Club on Friday, February 4th 
the score being 319 out of 375. The Port Stanley tea 
won the cut glass trophies by a score of 319 out fn 
possible 375 with a five man team. Tillsonburg was 
second with 312, St. Thomas third with 305. Arrange- 
ments were made at first for London and Dutton te 
send a team but they were unable to attend. Each 
member of the winning Port Stanley team was present- 
ed with a cut glass trophy. Following are the scores 

PORT STANLEY— 

Totall..i3.2.5.489.. s See F 

ST. THOMAS— 
Moana oo ee eee eee ms 
McCance.... 
C. Axtord... 
O’ Lone... se 
Mrs O’Lone.. 
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cs 

‘/ “No man 
~r- 3g a born 

woodsman or 

p Si <S/E f Wy? 
ga oe a ae AU I ake A eas 

irapper .... 

There is always something 
more to learn.” 

“Those who seek to be trappers today must in a measure, at least, 
emulate the old-timers’ ways, and, profiting by the experience of others, 
learn even to avoid their failures, yet achieve their successes. Life 
is too short for universal personal experiment; the successful man 
of today is the one who profits by the experience of others—reaps 
a harvest or reward.” 

The above is an extract ’ In this book, Buzzacott 

css DUZZACOLL § dane ancien, snc 
have read his “ = i 

man’s Guide” now tha Mi : tena ehctaie 
1 

i = 

es ASLEI PIECE ee 
doors. within your reach. 

SPECIAL OFFERS — GET THIS BOOK FREE 
By a special arrangement with the publishers of this great book we are en- 

abled to make the following exceptional offers. These offers are made for a limit- 

ed time and we advise everyone who wishes the boo to take advantage of them 

at once. 

OFFER A 
BUZZACOTT’S MASTERPIECE, Full Gilt Library Edition, 

sent to any address in Canada, the United States or Great Britain, 
Postpaid, for $1.75. 

OFFER B 
BUZZACOTT’S MASTERPIECE, together with an annual 
es to Rod and Gun, either new or renewal, postpaid, 
3.00. 

OFFER C 
BUZZACOTT’S MASTERPIECE, will be sent free to any- 

one sending two new annual subscriptions to Rod and Gun, at 

the regular subscription price, $1.50 per annum. Your own 

subscription and that of one of your friends will be accepted. © 

ADDRESS 

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
DAAA Eee GAPS SWAseOee SaEEEEEEEeeeeeesaesaaS —— & 

enlealeacrcncaclolelelalolor cole le el ole cll oiololololalols ls.) 



A Deer Hunt in Victoria County, Ont. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

The following account of an enjoyable tr-p 
which was made by the writer into the north 
woods of Victoria County, Ontario, may per- 
haps be of interest to some of the younger 
readers of Rod and Gun. 

Accompanied hy my eldest boy who was at 
that time about fifteen, we took the Grand 
Trunk Railway for Kinmount on the Hali- 
burton line, finding the officials of the road to 
be very obliging in the matter of handling our 
butter-nut board canoe and camp stuff. We put 
up for the night at the Kinmount Hote! which 
combined good service with low charges. I 
was sorry to find that my old reliable guide, 
John Barnum, had ‘pulled up stakes” and 
gone to pastures pew in Michigan. 

The next morning we trimmed our “‘Rang- 
ers’ summer growth of nails, as if these are 
left long on the hound and the travelling is ov- 
er stony ground much irritation is caused to 
the dog. While waiting for breakfast we 
were much amused by the antics of a recently 
captured black bear cub in the hotel yard. 

Hunting up a settler’s team we loaded up 
for a seven mile portage to Long Lake upon 
which we soon embarked for the Bank Shanty. 
After an hour’s paddle we landed at the north 
end of the !ake, receiving a hearty welcome 
from the shanty manager, Mr. Stephen Otto. 

As the next day was Sunday we took it easv, 
becoming acquainted with our surroundings 
and sketching the comfortable ‘“‘palace in the 
woods” as the “cook’s devil” declared the 
aforesaid shanty to be. Towards evening we 
had a rather exciting experience. The French 
cook Francois had been off for the day visiting 
some well meaning friends who had treated 
him too well, and too often before his departure 
via canoe for his ‘ ‘palace”’ the other side of the 
lake. ‘The result was an upset canoe near the 
landing and although the victim’s lusty shouts 
brought speedy rescuers to his assistance it 
was for a time thought that Francois was done 
for. However the scribe set to work at once 
and with willing helpers applied artificial 
means of respiration which proved successful 
and the cook’s strong French vitality soon 
completed the cure, much to the relief of all 
concerned. 

While enjoying the hospitality of our shanty 
friends we witnessed a contest between two 
knights of the axe to prove which could in the 
shortest time make from standing timber an 
axe handle. At the word “go” the two con- 
testants rushed to the task and soon had a slab 
cut from the tree. — In less than twenty min- 

~ an il ey 

utes they had each carved out a useable helve 
that was ready for the morning’s work. 

The next day we set up camp near Pretty 
Round Lake, missing a long shot at a running 
buck on the other shore. Again and again 
we heard far away shots before the return of 
our dog. An opposition camp from Kinmount 
had been set up on Davis Lake and we began 
to despair of getting what we had come for. 
Friend Otto came to the rescue saying he 
would put out the dog while both of us would 
go on the watch. He did so and it proved a 
long all day race, the buck going off south, 
crossing the Burnt River several times to 
avoid the tenacity of our “Ranger.” From 
an elevated point on Davis Lake the buck was 
spied late in the afternoon picking his weary 
way back over a creek ravine, heading north 
for the larger lakes in that direction, pluckily 
followed by the tired and yelping hound. Bi 
Lake and the darkness brought a well mae 
victory to the monarch of the glen. 

After this bit of bad luck I packed up to 
make the return trip but Mr. Cole of the Day- 
is Lake camp, invited us to stay in his camp 
and try again, which invitation was accepted. 
I had a fine watch ground on Rock Island, 
Davis Lake. Cole went south leaving his 
chum to take care of us. While the three of us 
were on the lookout I spied the well known 
wake of a deer coming out of South Bay. 
Without delay I urged my son to get his 
paddle to work though our opposition friend 
with his bank canoe was at least sixty yards 
nearer to the deer when we started in the race 
after the deer. “Do or die” was the pass- 
word. The Butternut however forged ahead 
and we turned the big doe campward. A 
single shot from Frank’s rifle stopped the 
race and won the compliment “Well done” 
from our quondam friend who kindly offered 
to tow the deer to camp and hang it up, ad- ° 
vising us to watch again for a probable second 
trophy. We did so but seeing none returned 
to camp to find “Ranger” there ahead of us 
and the deer hanging up in good shape. I 
immediately tramped off for the settler’s rig 
while Frank prepared supper. Everything 
except dog and gun was sent to Kinmount in 
good time for the early morning train. We 
enjoyed supper in the big military tent of our 
opposition hunter, who not satisfied with one 
deer a day, laid claim to the deer we had killed. 
He fairly slared at us on his return and when — 
we invited him to prove his claim and take the 
deer if he could, he concluded the odds were 
against him and finally left us alone, ae 
“Good Night—I want to sleep.” 

1076 4 
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The Bait Sensation 
This is the bait that took fishermen everywhere by 
storm; fishermen the country over entered the Gold 
Prize Contest which this bait made possible. No 
other bait has ever made such wonderful catches. 

RUSH’'S TANGO 
MINNOW 

Is the bait that gets them all; new, lively, ideal for trol- 
ling or casting, appeals to amateurs or professionals. 
Hooks being behind body oi bait make it practically 
weedless; floats when not in use—can’t catch on bot- 
tom. Made ot wood, enameled and finished in brilliant 
colors; our ““Radiant’’ Bait—glows at night—bates’ em all. 

At Your Dealzr—$l1 each, or $4 for complete set of 
four assorted brilliant colors. If your dealer can’t 
supply you, remit to us direct, giving your dealer’s 
name, and we will supply you _ post paid. 

Dealers, this is a big proposition for you; if 
you haven’t the Rush Tango in stock, send us 
your jobber’s name and we will see that you 
get a ‘‘New Dealers’ special proposition. 

yr mk U. S. SPECIALTY CO., 
i Sa 944 S.A. & K. Bldg. Syracuse, N. Y. 
Sep Me 

Pais NIN cess 
it ! ee 

Nee 

— < 
See 

Pole’ 

All the wobble, dip and dive of 
a live minnow in action. 

For a... 

$25.00 

Hard Wood 

Mission Finish 
e 

| Gun Cabinet 
Height, 70 inches. Depth, 12 inches. 

Width, 28 inches. 

If interested, write for our special Gun Cabinet 
Catalog. 

Send us your address for our Illustrated 
Gun Catalog. 

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., 
525 Broadway New York 
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BY APPOINTMENT TO 
H™M- KING GEORGE V. 

‘“‘Like a Duck 

to Water’’— 

Sportsmen take to 

White Horse 
Scotch 

In the non-refillable bottle 

roms 

MACKIE & CO., Distillers, 

Ltd. 
Kau guaitte Co 
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John E. Turton, Can. Rep. 
MONTREAL 
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Songs of Forest 

and Stream 
—By C. T. EASTON 

A Fine Little Cellection of Poems 

for the Nature Lover and Sports- 

man, Including the Following: 

The Trout Stream; Lines on a Mayflow- 
er; The Fisherman’s Dream; A Morning’s 
Walk; Winter; The Sanctuary: The Last 
of the Buffaloes; A Nimrod; Hunting 
the Moose; A Summer Morning; In Ar- 
cady; Wanderlust; The Fullness of Joy; 
Halcyon Days; Plovers; The Death of 
Summer; A Flower of the Wild; Pontiac's 
Speech. 

Neatly bound and moderately priced at 
15c a copy. Orders received and given 
prompt attention by the publishers. 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED 

Woodstock, Ont. 
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We were up bright and early the next morn- 
ing and footed it into Kinmount in time to 
catch the Lindsay train, killing several par- 
tridge on the way. 

Yours truly, 
Lindsay, Ontario. W. A. G. 

Seines Beneficial to Pass 
Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

A few years ago anglers at London and 
Chatham and along the banks of the Thames 
induced the Department to do away with the 
seining along the banks of the river from the 
mouth up to Bothwell where there was a dam 
which was also done away with. The net 
fishermen made a great kick saying that there 
were no bass in the river, that it was not a 
bass river, etc., etc. The writer was able to 
say that when a small boy after supper at 
Chatham he had killed from 16 to 20 bass, 
whether small or large mouth he could not say 
as all were called by the local name of green 
bass atthattime. Since then we have become 
more expert and can tell a small from a large 
mouth. A friend showed me a snapshot of a 
string of bass caught half a mile above Chat- 
ham last June or July by a thirteen year old 
boy in one afternoon. This would seem to 
indicate that the aoing away with the seines 
has had a beneficial effect on the bass. In 
May and June the river at Chatham is lined 
by anglers, boys and old men and women fish- 
ing for mullets. Some of them take enough 
to make a fair wage selling them to towns- 
people at 5 cents each. A large number of 
people all along the river are able through the 
wise regulation not only to have sport but ts 
have a mess of fish for themselves. This is 
much better than allowing a few fishermen to 
take all the fish and ship them to the American 
market. 

Yours truly, 
Chatham, Ont. W. B. Wells. 

Some Comments On Mr. Kerr’s Article 
In The February Issue 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

In looking through the February issue of 
Rod and Gun I notice Mr. Kerr’s article on 
“The Fate of our Wildfowl.” 

Now, while I agree with my neighbor in 
many things, I differ from him in others. 
Take, for instance, Bob White’s case. Bob 
White the gamiest of all our game birds. 
Suppose we do shut off quail for five years. 
Can Mr. Kerr give us any guarantee that 
there will be any great increase in quail. I, 
for one, doubt it very much for in case we 
were unlucky enough to have one or two hard 
winters we should probably find that the 
rigorous weather had killed more quail than 
all the shooters in five years of open season, 
or sucn is the conclusion I would arrive at 
from what experience I have had. Why not 
allow the shooter to compete with the ele- 
ments? 

In regard to the wild duck. If our season 
were cut it would mean no duck shooting for 
us in tnis section, our shooting being all from 
September 15th, to October 15th. Now it 
sure is a good thing for the Essex boys to have 
a short season and take it off the first part as 
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our small lakes freeze over early and they there- 
by reap the benefit of the late snooting. Why 
not take it off the tail end if the season is to be 
shortened? The city sports take their outing 
when the duck season is on,no matter when 
it may be and they spend the whole season at 
it with a pump gun, while we in the country 
town get about a day a week and for the 
season as it now stands would make about 
five trips with, say, about 25 to 35 birds all 
told, where the city sport would not tnank you 
cor fess than our grand total for each day’s 
ag. 

I agree with Mr. Kerr as to stopping the 
sale of ducks or any other game bird and I 
think when tne sale is stopped a limit of 10 to 
15 birds a day imposed, and one man allowed 
in a boat or blind with one gun, not a pump 
gun, our wild ducks will sure increase rapidly. 
Leave the season as it is is my advice. It 
would be hard to change it and suit the boys 
all around and it seems to fit pretty weil as it 
stands. 

I may state that we had more ducks last 
season in our vicinity than for any season for 
the past five years, which doesn’t look as 
though these birds were decreasing. 

Yours truly, 
Forest, Ont. John Shaw. 

Some Old Time Shooting Results In 
Prince Edward Island 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

My son sent me eight or ten copies of Rod 
and Gun from the city a few days ago and I 
have been much interested in reading their 
contents. The contributors have certainly 
told their experiences in an entertaining way, 
much better than the writer can hope to do, 
but the results have not always been as great 
as one would expect from so many expert 
trappers and hunters. I have shot every year 
for the past fifty years and spent many excit- 
ing days afield. 
My wife said to me two years ago when she 

heard me fumbling for matches at about 4° 
o'clock in the morning on the day of the open- 
ing of the duck season: 

“Dad, what’s the matter now? Surely 
you're not going at your old game again this 
year?” 

I said yes I was good for a few years yet and 
added, “I think you should be proud to have 
me go’’; and she finally agreed that she was. 
We have a lake near our home called Moss 

Lake, which has been one of the finest feeding 
grounds for black ducks I have ever seen. 
Recently, however, the railway department 
have opened up a line which runs near it and 
this has injured the shooting very much as the ~ 
toot, toot of the trains in passing always puts 
the ducks on the move. I am not given to 
swearing but I often feel some very nasty 
words moving around inside of me on seeing 
perhaps fifty to seventy fine ducks put to 
flight by a passing train. 
dreds of ducks from this lake, which is only 
about twenty-five acres in extent, and other — 
sportsmen have also taken a large toll. I re- 
member on one occasion shooting thirteen 
ducks at one double discharge and my dog re- 
trieved twelve of them. On another occasion 

I have taken hun- - 
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I PREMIUMS FOR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS | 
We are desirous of adding 1000 new subscriptions to our lists and in order to ac- 

complish this we make the following generous offers. 

For One New Subscription 

A single action, raised pillar, rivetted 

brass reel with click, 80 yds.; A Standard 

waterproof Bass Line, 10 yds.; A Mackerel 

waterproof line, 25 feet; A Kelso Pearl 

Spoon Bait; A Sullivan Hook and Reel 

Guard; A Crow Call made from red cedar, 

with German Silver reed and band, hand- 

somely polished, guaranteed to give satis- 

faction; A Williams’ Battery Switch; A 

Finger Grip for fishing rods; A Fish Hook 
for Frog Bait; Two Rubber Grips for fish- 

ing rods; A Matchless Cigar Lighter; A 

Hunter’s Axe. 

For Two New_Subscriptions 
A Betzler & Wilson Fountain Pen; A 

copy of “Radford’s Garages and How to 
Build Them’’; A Vest Pocket Flashlight; 
A Stag Brand Landing Ring; A copy of 
Deadfalls and Snares, a book of instruction 
for trappers about these and other home 
made traps; A Copy of Canadian Wilds, 
tells about the Hudson’s Bay Co., Nor- 
thern Indians and their modes of hunting, 
trapping, etc.; A Copy of Steel Traps, 
describes the various makes, and tells how 
to use them, also chapters on care of pelts; 
A copy of Camp and Trail Methods; A copy 
of Science of Fishing; A copy of Fox Trap- 
ping—Tells how to trap, snare, poison and 
shoot; A copy of Mink Trapping—Gives 
many methods of trapping; A copy of Wolf 
and Coyote Trapping; A copy of Science of 
Trapping—Describes the Fur _ bearing 
animals, their nature, habits and distribu- 
tion with practical methods of their 
capture; A copy of Fur Farming—A book 
of information on raising Furbearing ani- 
mals, telling all about enclosures, breeding 
feeding, habits, care, etc.; A Grease Gun 
manufactured by Miller & Starr; An Oil 
Gun manufactured by Brown Co.; A Gem 
Razor Safety; A reliable nickel watch; An 
Ideal Hunter’s Axe; An American Pedome- 
ter—Regulates to step and registers exact 
distances; A copy of The Camper’s Own 
Book (cloth) ; copy of “Motor Craft 
Encyclopedia’”’; vt copy of * “The Culture of 
Black and Silver Foxes’”—Contains ch ap- 
ters on Heredity, Origin, Breeding, Mating 
and Gestation, Pens and Dens, Food and 
Feeding, Food and Care, Value. 

For Three New Subscriptions 
A Landing Net manufactured by All- 

cock, Laight & Westwood; A Line Drying 
Reel; A Pair of Elliott’s Ear Protectors for 
Trap- Shooters and Sportsmen; Three 
Crow Decoys; A New Wonder Flashlight, 
manufactured by Canadian Electric No- 
velty Co., Toronto. Case made of metal 
covered with leatherette; One half dozen 
Stag Brand Rubber Frogs or Froggies; 
One of Walter’s hand-made axes, handled. 
Length of handle, 14 inches; A copy of 
Camp Kits and Camp Life. 

For Four New Subscriptions 
A pipe—HBB brand; An Automatic 

Razor Stropper; A copy of Modern Sport- 
ing Gunnery. 

For Five New Subscriptions 
A Tobin Boy Scout Rifle—22 calibre, 

short, long or rifle cartridges. Barrel 22 
in. long, weight 334 pounds. 

For Six New Subscriptions 
A Minnow Pail manufactured by All- 

cock, Laight & Westwood; A Thermos 
Bottle. 

For Seven New Subscriptions 
A 10 ft. Fly Rod; A Younger Willow 

Chair. 

For Eight New Subscriptions 
A Conklin Fountain Pen. 

For Ten New Subscriptions 
A Frost Improved Kelso Automatic Reel, 

capacity 100 yards. 

For Twelve New Subscriptions 
A Stevens Favorite No. 17 Rifle; One 

dozen Cleveland Battery Connectors. 

For Thirteen New Subscriptions 
A Bait Casting Rod. 

For Fifteen New Subscriptions 
A Marvel Petit Camera. 

For Seventeen New Subscriptions 
A Pair of ‘‘Witch Elk’? Hunting Boots. 

For Twenty-five New Subscriptions 
A Handy Tent Cot, manufactured by 

Cutten & Fraser, Toronto; A Korona 
Petit Camera, size 344 x 5%, manufactur- 
ed by the Gundlach-Manhattan Co. 

If you are interested write for sub- 
scription blanks, sample copies, etc. 

The subscription price of ROD AND 
GUN is $1.50 per annum. 

| address ion Dept, ROG and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont | 
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my son and I shot at three flocks and literally 
dotted the lake with dead ducks and many fell 
about the swamp. We dropped at least 
thirty out of the three flocks. After the third 
discharge I sent my son out in a small skiff 
and he picked up twenty-one ducks. : 

The ducks and the geese are the only game 
birds that are holding their own in our pro- 
vince (Prince Edward Island). The Wood- 
duck, Snipe (Wilson’s), Golden Plover and 
Partridge are becoming very scarce, but of 
course are to be got in a limited supply yet. 
Thirty or more years ago I saw as many 
as one hundred woodcock in a cover. This 
would be after an early fall of snow in October 
when the birds would collect for their flight 
south. I can remember now when I was quite 
a young chap as a bird would start from under 
almost every knot, I would point my old 
muzzle loader and pull the trigger so feebly 
that the lock would invariably catch at half 
cock. I sometimes wish now that I could 
have back just one of those days. Equipped as 
I am now with a No. 12 repeater, a few boxes 
of ammunition and No. 10 shot, what a bag one 
could show, but after all it would be an unfair 
advantage to take of the game and unworthy 
a real sportsman. We consider now that if 
we can flush six or eight woodcock in a day’s 
tramp we have fared very well. I think if one 
shoots every second bird at woodcock shoot- 
ing he does very well. In my palmiest days I 
could take three out of four but considered 
every second shot at Woodcock or snipe shoot- 
ing very good work. I have met very few in 
my long experience that could do even that. 

I hope the readers of Rod and Gun will not 
think I am a braggart. I could tell them of 
many “‘off’’ days, of course when I would be 
ashamed to record results on paper, but I 
guess every shooter has to account for such 
days. I found if I can get in my first few shots 
I generally did well. Failing to do this one is 
apt to lose confidence. 

If this note proves of any interest to your 
readers I may later tell of some of my exper- 
iences in shooting, trapping or fishing. 

Yours truly, 
Mt. Albion, P.E.I. Robt. Jenkins. 

Careless Shooters 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

The writer regrets exceedingly to read of the 
great number of lives that are lost through 
careless hunters shooting one another in mis- 
take for deer. The Government of the United 
States and our own Ontario Government, too, 
are responsible for a great deal of this careless- 
ness. Supposing I go to Coboconk or Killaloe 
and there I see a nice young lady with beauti- 
ful hair and face and I fall in love with her and 
a year afterwards want to marry her. Before 
I can get married I will have to get a license 
and then oh dear me how many questions I 
will have to answer. My own father issued 
over 2,000 marriages 1icenses in his day,— 
that’s how I know. But when it comes to 
hunters any old Tom, Dick or Harry can get a 
license and all he has to do is to slap down 
$2.00 for a deer and $5.00 for a moose and not 
a single question is put to him. He can take 
along a bottle of booze with him on his hunt 
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and in some cases it’s his first deer hunt. He 
imagines a deer is red in color because they are 
called “Red Deer.” Who ever saw an animal 
in the woods that was bright red in color or 
half black and the other half red; This fellow 
sees an object at a distance. It is red and it is 
a man with a red sweater on. Our hunter 
takes aim. If it’s a man he hits him sure, 
if it’s a deer he is more than likely to miss him. 
In my opinion there is no excuse for a man who 
shoots another because he mistakes him for a 
deer. Let the hunter see the deer and the four 
legs that a deer carries with him or let him see 
the deer witn his white tail up in the air when 
running or if what he sees does not appear to 
him definitely as anything then let him say to 
himself, “It’s a man or a human being of some 
sort,’ and take out his field glass and have a 
look at it. So mucn for the careless man. 

As to the Government. If it would have a 
good strong lecture printed on the back of 
every license issued and make it a severe pen- 
alty to shoot a man in mistake for a deer care- 
less hunters would soon be deterred from mak- 
ing this sort of mistake. Instead they would 
say to themselves when tempted to shoot: 
“T don’t want to go to jail, I’ll make sure my 
quarry is not a man before I shoot.” Some 
of them too would carry a good field glass in- 
stead of a flask or a quart bottle of the stuff 
that makes a man get bis gun off in too much 
of a hurry. Believe me, if any one in my vi- 
cinity shoots a man in mistake for a deer, they 
want to hit me too for if they don’t they'll be 
likely to hear a crack near them that will more 
than startle them. 

Yours truly, 
H. A. Preston. 

Farewell Old Camp. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

Massey, Ontario. 

I enclose lines written in a hunter’s camp 
up in the northern part of the Province of 
Ontario the night before the writer came back — 
to civilization after a very pleasant and suc- 
cessful outing. If they do not meet with your 
approval consign them to the oblivion of the 
waste paper basket. 

Yours truly, 
Pefferlaw, Ont. W. H. Johnston. 

We are bidding farewell to the old log hut 
In the wilds of the rock ribbed North, 

We have packed up our outfit right to tin cup ~ 
And sad hearted are sallying forth. 

We Aha long for the click of the battered old 
atch, 
And the creaking old door facing West, 

The tangle and tear of the old briar patch, 
And the trail through the wood we love best. 

Oh the crack of the rifle! The bay of the hound! 
Sent a thrill through each red bedecked 
breast; 

As we rambled and shambled the ridges around 
The red deer our quarry and quest. 

But pow it is over, our hunt it is done, 
We'll returi to our office or den, 

But as sure as the dickens when next year has 
come 

We'll be back on the first of Novem. 
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WY DIAMONDS G. M. SKINNER’S 
FAMOUS FLUTED SPOON BAITS | 

100 Varieties and Sizes 

$1, $2, $3, WEEKLY 
~tSave*money“on your Dia- 
monds by buying from us. We 
are Diamond Importers. Terms 
20% down, $1, $2 or $3 Week- 
ly. We guarantee you every 

advantage n Price and Quality. 10% off for cash. 

Write to-day for Catalogue, it is free 

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for in- 
spection at our expense. Payments may be made 

Send for Catalog No. 47 f 
describing New Baits. CLAYTON, N.Y. 

i weekly or monthly. 
Made in 3 shapes, 11 sizes and 6 y 

finishes. Reversible blades, inter- c JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers 
changeable flies, providing outfits 
fer any kind of game fishing | 15 Toronto Arcade Toronto, Canada 
Send for Tackle Gatalogue DEPT. D. 

with color sheet, Logansport, Ind. 

John J. Hildebrandt Co. 1133 High St 

Baxter Portable Stove 
Erected On, and Packed In, its Metal 
Crate-Support. Carry by hand, auto- 
mobile, or check 
as baggage. Hoids 
complete outfit. 

Write for free 
Folder C. 

| W.E.BAXTER, Mfr. 
Louisville, Ky. 

U.S.A. 

FOR 1916 FOR SOMEBODY 

One 30-foot War canoe and one 20-foot Racing 
canoe. - - - If interested write at once. 

The Lakefield Canoe Company, Limited 
—— —— LAKEFIELD, ONTARIO. — — — — 

* Fish Bit iZ BIS 1te@ Mounted Moose Heads 
Se ee ee ean | —— Oo ather, lu youg } e a e 

see MAGIC.FISH.LURE. in excellent condition 
Best bait everinvented for attracting allkinds | 
of fish. Keeps you busy pulling ’em out. Price 
25cts.a box. Satisfaction or money refun- Bargain for quick sale. Box 41, Rod and 
ded. Write for interesting booklet and prics 
list of fishermen’s specialties, They re free. | Gun, -  - WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO 
J. F. GREGORY, Dept E, St.Louis,Mo | 

NDS THE TEST 
ORVIS RODS 

REELS, FLIES, MINNOW TRAPS 
Special Four Ounce Fly Rod Now Ready 

For Delivery. 

Not the Cheapest but the Best Is Our Motto. 

CHARLES F. ORVIS CO., MANCHESTER, VT. 
Catalogue on Request. 

FISHING TACKLE THAT STA 

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them 
By CHARLES P. ROOT 

CONTENTS—Back firing, Blow-back of gas into carburetor, Popping noises, Buzz in 
coil (other than contact breaker buzz), clatter and grind in gear box, Compression, faulty, 
Compression, none, Explosions, Irregular or uncertain running, Metallic or puffing noises, 
Misfires, Resistance slight when operating starting handle, Start, failure to, Steering er- 
ratic, Stoppage of engine, Water escapes, Air lock, Batteries, Bearings, Bent axle, Brakes, 
Carburation, Change Speed gear, Clutch, Coil, Connecting rod or crank shaft broken, 
Contact breaker ( High tension magneto), Contact maker, Knock in bearings generally or 
in Transmission system. Leaks: Loss of power, Gear, Governor, Hunting, [gnition,.Lub- 
rication, Misfires, Muffler troubles, Noise, Overheating, Pipes burst out or fractured, 
Piston troubles, Popping in carburetor, Pressure leaking (in case of pressure feed) Pre- 
ignition, Short circuits. Spark plug, Steam bound or air lock, Steering, Supply pipe 
choked, Tining, Tires, Valves, Valve springs, Water circulation, Wheels. 

Prices: Flexible Leather.......... $1.50 Cloth Binding.......... $1.00 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
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Their Thirty-Ninth Annual Hunt. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 

Our party consisted of O. J. Riddle, Enon 
Valley, Pa., J. A. Hunter and the writer of 
Oakmont, Pa. We left Oakmont Nov. 3rd, 
by way of Buffalo, thence to Toronto, to Mon- 
treal, St. John and Peticodiac, N. B., thence to 
Havelock, which is the end of the Elgin Have- 
lock R. R. which was built in the year one; and 
they have the same cars yet, but have made 
some improvements as they are burning oil 
lamps now instead of candles. From Have- 
lock we went by wagon twenty-five miles up 
the north fork of the Canaan River to where 
our guide, V. H. Keirstead, was stationed. 
We reached his place at 11 o’clock at night on 
November 5th, making pretty good time for a 
thirteen hundred mile jaunt. I am not going 
into the details of our hunt. Suffice it to say 
we killed our count and the fourth and last one 
was nearly all white, which you can see from 
the picture I am sending you and which I am 
afraid is not clear enough to make a good re- 
production. ._We got moose in the same hunt- 

ing grounds in 1913 and 1914 but this fall we 
did not see one lawful bull moose. I think the 
season should open October Ist, and close on 
November 30th, and then there would not be 
so many killed as the hunters would have to 
hunt, not merely lie in a crow’s nest and have 
the moose come to them. 

I note where a fellow writing of the .30-30 
Winchester says it is a good rifle for partridge 
shooting. Yes, I have shot partridge with it, 
also deer, bear and moose. I brought down a 
moose with a spread of 56 inches with one shot 
on one of my hunts. I would like to see some- 
thing that I could not shoot with the .30-30. 

oe want to have sport that is chuck full of 
un, 

Where you carry a pack and a high power 
gun, 

Just win the good graces of Albert and Tom, 
And maybe some time they will take you 
along. 

Oakmont, Pa. A. Lonabough. 

ONLY 
Geo. D. Pratt 

Only a man in a forest green, 
Only a match that was dropped unseen. 

Only a flame—some leaves and wood. 
And only a waste where the forest stood. 

Photo by Bonnycastle Dale 

Tens of thousands of red wing blackbirds flving over the wild rice beds 
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“GARAGES AND HOW TO 
BUILD THEM” 

Every Auto owner is vitally interested in the subject of where to keep his machine. 
The most convenient place is on your own property in a privale garage, the 
architecture of which is in keeping with your house. 

This large 158-page book is the oaly one of its 
kind and shows a standard collection of New, 
Original and Artistic designs for up-to-date Priv- 

ate and Public Garages adapted to Frame, 
Brick, Stone, Cement, Stucco, or Concrete Con- 

struction, togetber with Estimates of Cost. 

55 DESIGNS OF GARAGES are shown by per- 
spective views and floor plans giving dimensions, 

There is also an extensive chapter on Garage 

Equipment and Accessories in which is des- 

cribed the construction and operation of turn 

tables; gasoline storage and pumping: o:! cabin- 

ets; constructing a repair bench and tool cabin- 

ets; lockers; rules to prevent freezing of wuter 

in cylinders, radiators, etc.; washing apparatus; 

lighting apparatus; etc. 
etc. Also remarks on Garage Construction, 
explaining the advantages o1 each form of con- 
struction and giving details about the manner of 
erection. selection of materials, hints on super- 
vision, etc. 

It is just the book to give: you important points 

and ideas if you ure about to build a garage. Its 

information will save you money. 

A Brand New Book, Elabsrately Illustrated, Artist- 
ically Bound, Price $1.00, Postpaid. . Address: 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO 

—————— 

No Motor Boatman Should Be Without a Copy 
of This Reference Book, Price $1.25 

If you own a motor boat or ever expect to, you should not be without a copy of this 
book. It costs only $1.25, but its worth cannot be estimated. It is endursed by the 
leading boat and engine manufacturers, motor boating publications and boat clubs. The 
largest firm of marine engine builders in the world, after reading a copy of Motor Cralt 
Encyclopedia, said: “‘We never expected that such a usefu!, practical book, would ever 
be published. Instead of $1.25 you ought to charge $5.00. The information it contains 
is invaluable. 

MOTOR CRAFT ENCYCLOPEDIA 
The Standard Hand Book on Boats and Engines 

Written in popular language from a non-technical standpoint. Contains over 150 
ages of valuable information. Twenty-seven chapters, covering every phase of motor 

baring! Tells a thousand-and-one things every motor boatmanshould know. Helps you 
to overcome all motor boat and engine troubles. Handsomely illustrated and bound in 
attractive three-color stiff board cover. A useful reference book for any library. 

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS. 

The evolution of the motor boat. 
Various types of motor boats in 

common use. 
The Built to Order, Stock and Knock 

Down Boat. 
How to select amotor boat. _ 
Points to be observed in buying a 

second-hand boat. 
How to build a motor boat. 
Smoothing off and calking. 
How to paint a motor boat. 
How to install a marine motor. 

The history of the internal combus- 
tion motor. 

Explanation of two and four-cycle 
motor. 

Internal combustion motor auxiliar- 
ies and their functions. 

How to operate an internal combus- 
tion motor. 

Engine trouble 
Propeller wheels. 
Reversible equipment. 
Furnishings and fittings. 
Navigation rules. 

Distress signals. 
Harbor regulations. 
U. S. Life Saving Service Signals. 
National Motor Boat Bill. 
What to do in case of accident. 
Rules for determining horse power. 
How to lay up boat and engine for 

the winter. 
How to remove carbon deposits, and 

other useful receipts. 
How to build a motor ice boat. 
Dictionary of Motor Craft terms. 

TROUBLE; CHART—Enables you to locate any ordinary engine trouble with dispatch 

“WHERE TO GET WHAT YOU WANT?’ ’SECTION 

This is a very useful feature for anyone interested in the purchase of a motor boat or equipment. 
classified index of manufacturers and supply houses of everything needed by the motor boatman. 

Describes and illustrates many of the latest and best things on the market. get what you want. 

Address Orders co Book Department 

It gives a 
Tells where to 

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., PUBLISHER, Woodstock, Ont. 

SS SS 



Itiis apt to be rather a costly matter for Van- 
couver hunters who take the risk of going out 
to hunt without obtaining a license. In Jan- 
uary at Point Grey, Arthur T. Welsh and 
T. H. Williams were each fined $50 and costs, 
Williams for shooting on Welsh’s license and 
Welsh for permitting it to be done. The two 
men were caught in the woods in the vicinity 
of where the wardens are spreading out feed 
for the pheasants. They claimed, however, 
to be looking for wild ducks and had two span- 
iels with them. 

An interesting coincidence was that Mr. 
Welsh had been summoned only ten days be- 
fore for shooting without a license, but got off 
on suspended sentence on a plea that he had 
sent his brother to take out the license for him 
and did not know that it had not been taken 
out. 

Halibut fisheries in British Columbia, says 
an editorial writer in the Toronto Globe, are 
reported in danger of depletion. The yield is 
now: second only to that of the salmon in the 
coast fisheries. During 1914 the quantity 
landed at Canadian ports was over 64,000,000 
pounds, and it is expected that the record for 
the past year will be slightly greater. These 
years show a marked increase over the total 
of 55,000,000 pounds in 1913. The advance 
is said to be due mainly to the adoption of 
more effective methods of fishing, and to the 
better profits obtained through facilities for 
preserving, shipping, and marketing. Cold- 
storage and refrigerator cars make it possible 
to place the catch of the northern Pacific 
fresh on the markets of California, and the 
cities of the east in Canada and the United 
States. 

More information is necessary regarding the 
special circumstances of the Pacific coast be- 
fore effective means of protection can be de- 
vised. The hair seal is suspected of being 
among the destroyers. A Government boun- 
ty for destruction, established chiefly as a 
means of protecting the salmon, has led to the 
destruction of many seals. It is claimed that 
only about one in five shot in the water is 
recovered to make a claim for the bounty. 
Sea lions are also destructive. As they herd 
on known islands during their breeding season 
systematic means can keep them in check. 
Methods of fishing may some day need regula- 
tion if found necessary. 

Although a bottom fish, and keeping in 
comparatively deep water, the halibut come 

to the shallows to spawn. The Government 
is alive to the importance of the industry, and 
signs of serious depletion should prompt 
immediate efforts toward protective measures. 

The never-take-a-holiday morbids, says 
Charles Bradford in his book ““The Bayman,”’ 
look upon the lover of sport and good nature 
as a frivolous creature who lives long but ne- 
glects the true duties of 1sife. But how few of 
us but know that these hypocrites are the real 
duty neglecters? We are here to enjoy the 
world, not suffer it. Why live a little while 
in misery in preference to a long life of mer- 
ry-making? In what sense are the scowls and 
growls of these good-cheer and _ true-health 
abolitionists of service? Who is benefited by 
their every minute and the every minute of 
the poor wretches in their clutches being de- 
voted to drudgery and health destroying? 
And the jovial man of kind heart—the gentle 
sportsman—who raises up the very victims of 
these sour-mouths and restores broken-heart- 
ed men and their shattered homes—he is but a 
frivolous thing! If so, frivolousness is god- 
liness, and let us all hope our children may be 
thus afflicted. 

The State Convention of the Michigan Wild 
Life Conservation Association will be held in 
Saginaw, Mich., February 23rd, 24th, 25th 
and 26th. Seven thousand people were at the 
last State meet and undoubtedly a still greater 
attendance will gather at the coming meet. 
During the meetings to be held in the city 
auditorium stereopticon and moving pictures 
of hunting, camping and fishing scenes will be 
projected by the finest apparatus manufact- . 
ured. Almost everything pertaining to out- 
door life will be exhibited. 

Talks on Forestry for children are being 
sent out by the Association to school teachers 
under various attractive headings. The mat- 
teris all in story or semi-story form and in 
many cases the manuscripts furnished to 
teachers will be accompanied by sets of photo- 
graphs which can be passed about a class room. 

In nearly all Canadian schools a portion of 
Friday afternoon is devoted to miscellaneious 
reading and it has been shown that simple 
talks on forest subjects would be acceptable 
to teachers and pupils alike. In this way, the 
inculcation of the rudiments of Forestry may 
be assisted from a new angle. 

1084 
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Best Books Published 

For Automobilists 

And Motorcyclists 

Eight Complete and Distinct Works 

Irrespective of price, the following publications are the greatest values of their kind 

on the market 

Works are almost indispensable to— 
OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERATORS, BUILDERS, SALESMEN or REPAIRMEN. 

Buy one or all— 
IN THE COMPLETE SERIES THERE 'ARE 350 PAGES OF TEXT, 1,000 Illustra- 

TIONS AND 24 FULL PAGE CHARTS. 

While technical, are Written in Simple Language. Practical and convenient works of 
reference. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United 

States. Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers 

and their agents. This recommendation is a guarantee of the educational value of 

these works. 

The A}BSC..of Motor:Car Operation’... 2S ee 50c 
The A.B. C. of Internal Combustion Engine, Mainten- 

PRICE GANG ICN ANTS) ota A SEL ee cre vcore ues 25c 

The A. B. C. of Magneto Ignition Systems ............15c 

The A. B. C. of Battery Ignition Systems.............. 25c 

The A. B.C. of Motor Car Chassis, Maintenance and 
(PE ON Ty Be A SE SE OS ee ee ea eo 25c 

Maintenance and Repair of Motor Car Tires .......... 25¢ 

Lighting the Motor Car by Electricity .......:........25¢ 

The A. B. C. of Aerial pevisetlon, a work that is 
Up-to-Date . . bee Ue 
(In this book, ther Bapniece ieccnas as Pe pplicd't to Reoncicucnnn 

of Recsi Craft and the Essential Principles Governing Aviators are 
Summarized). 

Address all orders to 

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher, Woodstock, Ontario 
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“Canadian Fisherman” is responsible for the 
following “very fishy” story: 
I once knew an angler who was always 

bragging about his catcnes. In fact, it was 
his “sole” pleasure. He was a little “‘shrimp”’ 
of a man, with not much “‘mussel” to speak of. 
He considered himself a “‘dab’’ at fishing. I 
knew his yarns were all ‘‘cod,’’ and when he 
began to “flounder” I pulled him off his 
“perch,” put him in his “‘place,’’ and told him 
not to “carp” at my remarks; but he swallow- 
ed the “bait,” took his “hook” and I have not 
seen him nor had as much as a “‘line”’ from 
him since. 

In spite of the war and the loss of several 
markets the Canadian fisheries, according to 
the Annual report of the Marine and Fisheries 
Department show a decrease of only $1,943,- 
117, which is largely accounted for by the 
“lean year”’ of the Fraser River salmon pack— 
the year 1913 being the big four year run of 
salmon. 

Pinnated Grouse in Alberta. 

“Ranging only a short distance north of our 
boundaries the Prairie Chicken, (Tympanu- 
chus americanus, ) is in a strict sense an Amer- 
ican game bird and one must go far to find a 
finer. Nothing short of a closed season for a 
term of years can save this noble bird from 
extinction.” 

Thus writes H. W. Hensnaw, Chief of the 
U.S. Biological Survey. It is therefore with 
some sense of satisfaction that we can record 
the presence of this game bird in Northern 
Alberta. It has come to find a refuge and as a 
refugee should obtain kind consideration from 
all sportsmen till it has firmly established itself 
in its new home. It is a non-migratory bird, 
able to stand the severest cold, and it will be 
our own fault if through want of legal pro- 
tection the bird becomes extinct. 

These birds are rare even in the south of 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Its first record- 
ed appearance was made by Seton in 1881 
when a specimen was shot near Winnipeg. In 
1882 a specimen was shot at Portage la Prairie, 
and Dr. Macoun was much interested in one 
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that was killed at Indian Head in 1895. From 
that time the pinnated grouse seems to have 
spread and increased. One of these birds was 
shot by J. Stannard of Edgerton while on a 
hunting trip some sixty miles north of Vegre- 
ville in Alberta. In the States the bird is 
called the Prairie Chicken, a name usually 
given to the sharp tailed grouse (Pediocetes 
phasianellus.) It is a true prairie bird being 
always found in the open and is an expert in 
scratching through the snow in search of 
frozen grasshoppers and wild berries. 

“Tt is my belief, and I venture to assert it.” 
declared the lecturer, raising nis voice, “that - 
there tsn’t a man in this audience who has ever 
done anything to prevent the destruction of 
our vast forests.” A rather timid-lookin 
man quietly arose in the rear of the hall an 
said: “‘I-er--I’ve shot woodpeckers.” 

In the quaint Derbyshire hamlet of Amber- 
gate lives John Gaunt, a famous ratcatcher. 
He is nearly sixty-seven years of age, and is 
often to be seen over hill and in dale with his 
two tamed foxes tucked under his arms. He 
claims to be the only man in this country who 
has trained foxes to work with ferrets. 

Whenever rats are ‘too numerous in any of 
the buildings belonging to the Midland Rail- 
way it is customary for a letter and a railway 
pass to be sent to old John. He nas been 
killing railway rats for twenty-five years 
When a boy he was taught ratcatching by his 
father. He soon found the work lucrative 
and adopted it as his calling. 

“When a lad I kept killing a few rats in my 
spare time,’ he says in an interview, “‘and I 
gave such satisfaction that I got recommended 
from one farm to another till I got known all 
over the country. 

“Some twenty years ago I found a nest of 
foxes in a wood and took one home. _[ trained 
him to kill rats and broke him in to a ferret 
and took nim up and down the country with 
me. Since tnen I’ve broken in about six 
young foxes—and fine tney are to work with. 
Tney can follow a rat where a dog cannot, for, 
as you may know, a fox is used to getting his 
living in the dark.” 

hare ainer 4 ae - 
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The “DEAN 404” Rowboat 

The only boat for use with your Row-Boat Motor 
Se a ee ee er 

Catalog ‘‘R’ and full There is no vibration with the ““-DEAN 404” when used Send for sample of 
information will be with any make of Outboard Motor. We can manufacture the “‘DEAN™ Close 
sent you promptly every style of Canoe, Row-boat, Launch, Sail-boat. ete. rib, metallic Joint 
on request. on the Market. We handle all makes of Outboard and construction, FREE 

Inboard Motors. Let us quote you on your requirements. 

Write now, before the Season begins, for further particulars 

WALIER DEAN Foot of York Street TORON fO, ONTARIO 

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY 

To Share Profits of 

FOX RANCHING 
. The owner of 50 Foxes, nearly all of the 

at ' highest grade and one a silver dog, is 
Guns, Ammunition, Sporting Goods desirous of securing a partner with $5000 
and Trapshooting Supplies. capital to invest, for the purpose of 

doubling the stock. Partner furnishing 

capital would participate in the spring 

increase. Six of the females are from a 

silver fox and each is likely to throw one 

silver fox to the litter. Owner would like 

We also supply Military Camp Equipment. to secure a partner having a place in the 

East, State of Maine preferred, where 

EVERYTHING IN CANVAS the foxes could be moved in June or July. 

Owner would look after ranch on salary. 

re) PIKE
 Go ae of : pail For Further Information Address— 

123 Kime Sr- 2. | ROD & GUN, Woodstock, Ont. 

BUY NOW AS PRICES 
WILL BE HIGHER. 

a ae ee oe oe a ae a a ee: a >: ee ee ee + 

j ANADA’S leading sportsm: an’s magazine, ‘“‘Rop AND 

e Culture of Black Gun” is being besieged by requests for information, the 
j result of the interest created by the splendid articles 
+- that have appeared in recent issues. 

and Silver Foxes To meet this demand, the publishers are issuing the articles 
in book form, in which enthusiasts are given valuable and 

By R.B.and L. V. ee unknown information about foxes, under the tol- 
Croft, B.A., M.D. lowing heads; Introduction, Heredity, Origin, Breed- 

ing, Mating and Gestation, Pens and Dens, Food and 
Feeding, Food and Care, Value. j 
The volume is peceanely illustrated with pictures taken j 

3 | 

+ 

+ from life, and will doubtless be eagerly reccived by everyone 
interested in the pref ‘able raising of this valuable animal W. J. Taylor Ltd., Publishers 

WOODSTOCK - ONTARIO 

= ee ee ee 

Mailed to any address upon receipt of price—60c postpaid. 
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Illinois Club Men Favor Protection for Mi- 
gratory Birds | 

One of our American readers, Mr. Edwin 
T. Johnson of Chicago writes us as follows: 

“The writer has noticed with satisfaction 
the effort being made by your publication to 
secure adequate game laws for the protection 
of migratory birds in Canada and sincerely 
trusts that when matters again assume their 
normal conditions, your efforts will meet with 
every success. 

I thought it might be of interest to you to 
know of the action taken in this direction in 
the States, and enclose herewith a clipping 
taken from the Chicago Evening Post’s 
editorial column of February 2nd. The Gun 
Club mentioned is known as the Swan Lake 
Club, consisting of fifty members, practically 
all of whom are Chicago business men. The 
vote as taken stood forty-six for closing, four 
against. This vote was taken at the suggest- 
ion of the directors who felt it was not fair to 
arbitrarily deprive the members of their 
privilege unless it was the desire of the ma- 
jority.” 
__ We have much pleasure in re-printing the 
items referred to, as follows: 

A Club of Real Sportsmen 

About two years ago the federal govern- 
ment enacted a most progressive and com- 
mendable law tending toward the conser- 
vation of America’s rapidly disappearing 
water fowl. 

This law is known as the federal migratory 
bird law, and its principal constructive feat- 
ure is the prohibition of all shooting during the 
time when the birds are mating and wnen 
they are en route in the spring of the year for 
their breeding grounds in the far North. 
The constitutionality of tris law has been 
questioned, and cases are now before the Su- 
preme Court with the end in view of determin- 
ing its constitutionality, and a decision on the 
subject is expected in the near future. 

It is recognized by all true sportsmen and 
those who have studied the subject that the 
continuation of spring shooting will mean 

destruction of our migratory game birds with- 
in a short time. It is to be noped that the 
Se Court will uphold the preventive 
aw. 
That sentiment among those who are famil- 

iar with the subject and who derive the bene- 
fits from an abundance of water fowl tends 
strongly in favor of an anti-spring shooting 
law is indicated by the recent action of the 
members of one of our Illinois shooting clubs. 

The Swan Lake Club at Henry, Ill., by 
action of its members, has voted to close their 
marsh of about 3,500 acres, on the Illinois 
River, during the spring season, and will pro- 
tect this large tract against shooting, even 
should the federal migratory bird law not be 
upheld. In doing so the club members are 
depriving themselves of what they might be 
entitled to legally enjov at a time when others 
will be enjoying it, for tne sole reason that 
they realize the importance of conserving our 
wild-bird life during and just prior to the 
breeding season. : 

It is to be hoped that enlightened action 
of this kind will be followed by other aggre- 
gations of sportsmen. 

The Federal Migratory Bird Law has been 
frequently criticized by its opponents as 
“class legislation.’”” One writer from Illinois 
airing his grievances in “The American Shoot- 
er,’ a new publication devoted to the interests 
of American trap-shooters, insists that the 
hunter along the Mississippi River is deprived 
of his sport by this law and that in his opinion 
the State laws would be sufficient if they were 
rigidly and properly enforced. However, the 
editor of the publication mentioned, takes the 
broader minded stand that a law prohibiting 
spring shooting is necessary and that while it 
may work a hardship on sportsmen in some 
communities it must be remembered that all 
statutes are enacted to benefit the whole and 
though they may accomplish this end it is 
inevitable that they may displease individuals 
or units. 

One morning’s 
bag of prairie 
chicken secur- 
ed by M. A. 
Thompson, 
Regina, Sask. 



FIFTEEN CENTS 1916 

“THAT BRISTOL ROD” 



Do You Know What Style of a Tent 
You Want For Use This Coming Summer? 

ee you an Idea---one born 
ot past experience---a new 

thought that means comtort--- 
ie different that will add pleasure to camp- 
ing whether upon a vacation or as an accessory to a 
miner’s, explorer’s or surveyor’s outfit P If you have 
we want to know about it. We want to quote youa 
price for its manufacture. We know that on ac- 
count of our huge plant---our wide and varied exper- 
ience and our staff of experts with their intelligence 
and readiness to grasp an idea that it will pay you 
to take the matter up with us at once. And in the 
meantime don’t forget that we may have something 
to show you that you have not already thought out. 
Tell us your troubles--we’ll solve them. ito -:! 

Overhaul Your Summer Outfit Now and 
Get Our Quotations Upon Your Needs. 

Send Contains over 200 illustrations of the very newest and lat- 

est Tents, Miner’s, Camper’s and Lumbermen’s goods, in- 

For Our cluding Clothing, Camping and Tent Accessories, Horse ~ 

Covers, Tarpaulins, Awnings, Bags, Camp I*urniture, Flags, 

New Sleeping Bags and Robes. etc., etc. The finest and best 
illustrated catalogue of its kind issued in America. <A 

Catalogue | Postcard will bring one for the asking. 

Smart- Woods Limited, Canada 
OTTAWA, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG 
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MatY MAY Bi OF HELP-FO US 
Aubrey Fullerton 

IVE years ago a novel experi- 
ment was made by the Domin- 

ion Government in the way of 
wilderness colonization in the far 

Northwest. It was animal coloniza- 

tion, rather than human, but its suc- 

cess was likely to mean a great deal 

to the people who might settle there 
at some future time. For these new 

animal colonists were reindeer. 

Forty reindeer were brought by the 
Government from Dr. Grenfell’s 

herds in Newfoundland, and were 

taken across Canada to Fort Smith, 

up in the Mackenzie River country. 
There they were placed in a reserved 

area and left to make themselves at 
home in new surroundings. It was 
hoped that they would take kindly to 
the change, and for a time they seem- 
ed to do so; but something over a year 
ago it was reported that of the forty 
animals all but three had died or es- 
caped. The Mackenzie country did 
not suit the Newfoundland deer, and 

the attempted colonization proved a 
comparative failure. 

There are still many deer:in the 

North, however, and though the 
native deer of those wilderness parts 
are far less tractable for domesticat- 
ing than the reindeer of Labrador or 
Alaska, they have in a few cases, at 

least, submitted to the taming pro- 
cess—in proof of which is the accom- 
panying picture of a deer team that a 

persevering halfbreed in the Atha- 
basca country has trained to harness. 

The reindeer has been a pronounc- 

ed success in Alaska, where there are 
now some fifty thousand descendants 

of the fifteen or twenty animals orig- 

inally imported from Siberia. As a 

beast of burden the reindeer is far 

more satisfactory than dogs, and it 
finds its own living. feeding the year 

round on the moss and lichens of the 

Alaskan plains. Its powers of en- 

durance are remarkable. Two hun- 

dred pounds. besides the sled, is a 
normal load for one animal on a Jong 

journey. A few winters ago a Gov- 

ernment official travelled four months 

with reindeer teams, covering two 
thousand miles of barren country, in 

which the deer lived entirely on moss 

that they dug from under the snow. 

At another time a relief expedition 

was sent to the Arctic coast, where 

some whalers were ice-bound, with 
three hundred reindeer, which were 

driven eight hundred miles with the 
temperature from twenty to fifty de- 

grees below zero. The animals, 
which were intended for food for the 

imprisoned whalers, reached the end 
1093 
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of the long journey in good condition, 

having foraged for their own food 
along the way. 

The United States mails have also 
been carried along the Behring Sea 
coast, for several winters, by strong 

reindeer teams, and more satisfac- 

torily than the Canadian mails in our 

own North-land have been carried by 

dog-teams. 
Another benefit that has followed 

the introduction of domesticated rein- 

deer in Alaska has been the increase 

it has made in the meat-supply. 
Reindeer meat is not only the staple 
diet of the Alaskan natives but is 
already being shipped in small quan- 

tities to such markets as Seattle, and 

is finding its way to good American 
dinner tables. It is believed that, as 

the herds of reindeer increase, the 

mossy grazing grounds of Alaska will 
become a great meat-producing re- 

gion for the Western States market. 
The Canadian North has _ possi- 

bilities of exactly the same kind. It, 
too, can produce meat, and may some 
day be a valuable source of supply for 
our own market. The great sub- 

Arctic prairies are covered for hund- 
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reds of miles with rich grass, and in 

such abundant pasturage there is feed- 

ing for countless droves of cattle- 

kind. <A suggestion has even been 

made that beef cattle should be taken 
into.the North, as soon as the rail- 
roads make it possible, and turned out 

to feed upon the wide grass-covered 
plains of the Mackenzie and Atha- 

basca territories; but at any rate those 

plains are the natura! feeding-ground 
of meat-producers of almost equal 

value, the roving herds of deer and 

caribou. One of these days we shall 
perhaps be bringing down deer meat 
from the North and making use of it 
to lower the cost of living in our 
towns and cities. 

If the experiment in domesticating 
reindeer at Fort Smith had been suc- 
cessful it would have meant a great 

deal to northern Canada, and in time 

might have led to as beneficial results 
as in Alaska. Something may come 
of it yet, or another trial of the same 
kind may be made. But the native 
deer are there, at any rate, and it re- 
mains for Canadian genius to find 
some way of utilizing them. That 
Athabasca halfbreed has shown a 
very good example, as a beginning. 

Deer team driven by half-breeds in Athabasca District. 
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F.V. Williams 

e HE handle is fourteen inches 
long with double cork grip and 
our, ’— 

“Albert Kent you will kindly bring 
whatever you have in your lap that 
makes such interesting reading to my 
desk’. 

Albert Kent, aged thirteen, freckled 
faced, blue eyed, and sturdy of frame 
almost jumped from his seat where 
behind his desk he had been guilty of 
studying the latest catalogue from the 
Horton Mfg. Co. Bristol, Conn. 
This had come into his possession but 
the week before. Having seen their 
ad. in Rod and Gun, Albert had con- 
eeived the bright idea of writing for a 
eatalogue. Said catalogue had ar- 
rived in due time and many the spare 
moment he had put in studying the 
different rods and different prices. 
Prices! that’s where the ‘rub’ came in. 
Albert’s choice had fallen on ‘“‘Spec- 
ial Bait Casting Rod No. 27” and if 
you had asked him why he chose that 
particular rod, he could not have 
answered you even to have saved his 
reputation as a fisherman, which by 
the way was some reputation. 

‘Well!’ demanded the teacher, 
“you know the penalty for amusing 
yourself in school hours? I believe I 
made that very plain some time ago.” 

“Yes sir!’ answered the culprit 
still holding back on the catalogue, 
he was only a boy (even if he was a 
fisherman) and the loss of that cata- 
logue was like the end of the world 
to him. However the teacher’s look 
and action meant business and gulp- 
ing hard at a big lump that seemed 
determined to choke him the boy 
handed over the precious pamphlet 
and returned to his seat. His seat- 
mate held a large school geography 
in front of his face and resting the 
lower edge on the desk and being 
safely hidden from the _ teacher’s 
watchful eye took advantage of said 
cover to laugh derisively and make 
disparaging remarks. (He was two 
years older than the fisherman and 
noted for his sharp wit which was not 
always of the kindest.) 

“Poor little man is he goin’ to cry? 
Don’t cry, p’raps his mama will let 
him go fishin’ Saturday if he’s real. 
good.” 

This reference to his mother put 
the spark to the powder. Everett 
Osbourne, his seat-mate; should have 
known better. Once before Everett 
had made a slighting remark about 
the freckled faced one’s mother, and 
barely escaped with it. The fact that 
Albert’s mother was a widow with one 
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child younger than Albert made that 
young man feel himself the “head 0’ 
the house.”’ On the other hand some 
of the others in the school who had 
heard their elders—who by the way, 
should have known better—speak of the 
widow’s children as poverty stricken 
etc., thought it great fun to tease the 
boy about his thread-bare clothes, 
going barefoot to save shoe leather, 
and Albert had frequently suffered 
from the heartless little remarks of 
which children are capable. All these 
hurt, of course, but this Mama’s boy 
stuff that the Osbourne boy was 
‘pulling’ was a little too much, for 
down in his heart Albert knew that 
his mother often let him go off fishing, 
not because she could spare him so 
well at home but because in her 
mother heart she somehow under- 
stood what it meant to this boy of 
hers to get away off up the wild trout 
stream and tramp, and climb, and 
tumble around through brush and 
over logs and breathe God’s good pure 
air. It was better for him than loaf- 
ing round the “corner’’, at any rate, 
and while engaged in this way he was 
storing up a splendid stock of vitality 
for future use if nothing else.  Be- 
sides he surely did bring home some 
fine strings of fish, though sometimes 
Mrs. Kent looked at his torn clothes 
and wondered if she ever would be 
able to make them fit for school again. 

‘““Spcse muver will’—Osborne got 
no farther. The Kent boy pivoting 
in his seat put his feet against the 
other’s side, and grasping the back of 
the old fashioned seat with one strong 
little fist, he caught the edge of the 
desk with the other, and with a shove 
of both feet sent seat-mate, geo- 
graphy and all, sprawling sideways 
into the aisle-where he hit the floor 
with a crash. 

The school roared, the girls laughed 
at Everett the harder because of his 
ruffled personal appearance (of which 
needless to say he was always very 
careful) while some of the older boys 
made no pretense at being quiet. 
They “haw, hawed”’ and “‘ho-hoed to 
their heart’s content, and Everett 
picking himself up stood facing a 
wrathful teacher. 

“Silence! Order!’ thundered the 
teacher, glaring at each offender in 
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‘throughout the winter. 

turn.” As for you two, you stay after 
school to-night and I’ll attend to your 
case in a way that. you'll have cause 
to remember. 

‘But please Sir!’ Osborne tried to 4 
explain, “I didn’t do anything” and 
as the Kent boy simply glared at him 
he continued: ‘““He shoved me off my 
seat sir, it wasn’t my fault.” 

““What was you kiddin’ him for?” 
demanded one of the larger boys who 
sat directly behind the pair. 
got what you deserved only there 
wasn’t enough of it.” 

“That will do.’ Scott Wooster, you 
may stay in also. Now get back to 
your studies and not one word more.” 
The wrathy pedagogue strode back to 
his desk. As principal of the advanced 
grades in the country school he had 
charge of, this was his first real case of 
broken rules, such as the forcible 
ejection of Master Everett Osborne 
from his seat and the resultant ex- 
citement. 

The pedagogue, Herbert Barton, 
wasn’t such a bad fellow at heart. 
He had, it is true, an exaggerated idea 
of his own importance, but then this 
was his first school. Brought up in a 
comfortable home, a great lover of 
the out of doors himself he had sud- 
denly surprised his doting parents 
on the finishing of his college course, 
by deciding to teach school, and this 
school of rugged country girls and boys 
was his first appointment which he 
had taken with the feeling that he 
was a superior being, much superior 
in fact to most of the people with 
whom he came in contact. This feel- 
ing had been humored and encourag- 
ed by several ambitious mamas of 
marriageable daughters at the dif- 
ferent “‘pie-suppers,’’ and box socials 
and other high jinks affairs held: saa 
the town hall on festive occasions 

But as we 
have said way down in his heart he 
was very much of a man, this same 
Barton, and presently you shall agree 
with me. 
ed over the faces before him for any 
sign of merriment that should call for 
squelching but beyond the suspicious ~ sae 
shaking of a pair of shoulders over — 
some school book (which he did not 
think it necessary to suppress) every- 
thing seemed fairly quiet again. His — 

“You. 

Seated at his desk he look- 
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survey completed, he glanced at the 
offending pamphlet in front of him: 
and it was his turn to smile. One of 
the girls in the front row nudged her 
companion and nodded toward the 
principal, and that young lady be- 
came so interested in what she saw 
that her curiosity got the better of her 
and she carefully raised herself to her 
tip-toes and peeked over the edge of 
the principal’s desk to see the title 
of this book that was so interesting. 

“Horton Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.,”’ 
she read, and with a tilt of her pretty 
nose sat down and straightway lost 
interest in the whole proceedings. 
But such was not the case with the 
principal. The hour for dismissing 
school arrived and the three culprits, 
with something akin to fear, stole 
furtive glances at their instructor and 
tried to gauge the state of his mind. 
As the others filed out, some of the 
boys glanced back at the three remain- 
ing in their seats, and one or two of 
the more mischievous of them grinned 
appreciatively at the thought of what 
they'd have for fun on the morrow. 

When the dismissed scholars were 
safely out of earshot and on their 
way home, the principal looked sharp- 
ly at the three in front of him, then 
took a turn up and down the floor and 
went over and glanced out the win- 
dow a moment. Then abruptly he 
turned and going to his desk picked 
up the catalogue which he laid on the 
Kent boy’s desk. 

“Now boys,” he said, “I’m sorry 
for this disturbance, but this time 
I'm going to let you off and let’s see 
that we all work together in future 
to prevent such disturbances as this. 
And you'd better go now as your 
parents will be expecting you I pre- 
sume,’ he added, with a smile as he 
remembered how some fond mothers 
had praised their children to him, 
commenting on their punctuality, 
general good behaviour, etc. 

Three astonished boys put away 
their books and as they passed 
through the door Barton called after 
them and asked Albert Kent to come 
back fora moment. Albert returned 
as the others passed on outside, ex- 
pecting he knew not what, but his 
face broke into a happy grin as 
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Barton looked at him quizzically and 
asked: 

“Do you go my way Albert?” 
“Sure I do!’ the boy responded. 

and the other closing his desk picked 
up his hat and remarked: 

“Then if you don’t mind I’ll ac- 
company you!” 

They passed out of the building - 
and down the country road walking 
some distance in silence. Then 
Barton who had seemed to be turning 
over in his mind some mighty pro- 
blem said—‘‘You fish,—I mean trout 
fish a lot do you not?” 

“Every chance I get,’’ returned the 
OY. 
‘Well then, remarked the teacher, 

this is Thursday. Now if there’s any 
sort of a chance for this coming Sat- 
urday, I'd like to have you take me 
along and show me some good trout 
fishing. I’ve got a good fishing outfit 
that I’ve never used and this will be 
my first opportunity and it will be a 
pleasure to have you show me round. 

“Show you round,” Albert’s eved 
danced, “Say I’ve got some wood to 
cut but I’ll dig in like everything and 
be ready Saturday morning sure.”’ 

“Well this is where I turn off, good- 
bye Mr. Barton.”’ and Albert fairly 
raced up the fifty yards of lane that 
separated the house from the main 
road. Friday was an awfully long 
day to a certain young man in the 
school but the day—as all others 
long or short must—finally came to 
an end. At recess Mr. Barton had 
called the boy over to his desk and 
asked what they would do in case of 
rain for the weather had been foggy 
and overcast and was even then, in 
that condition. 

“Oh we'll go anyway: sometimes 
they bite good when it’s rainin.’” 

To this Barton had replied that if 
he was not up at six o’clock next 
morning not to disturb the others in 
the house but to go along without him 
and as the boy’s face looked a bit long 
at this information he added: 

“Oh never fear, if it isn’t raining 
torrents [’ll be up,’’ whereat Albert 
had cheered up visibly. 

Mrs. Kent smiled to herself as she 
worked about the kitchen late Fri- 
day afternoon to see the way the boy 
sawed and split away at the wood- 
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pile. He had told her of the teacher’s 
intention and although she had plan- 
ned to send him to a neighbor’s with 
a dress she had finished for her, she 
had not the heart to ask him to post- 
pone his trip, and decided that she 
would either go herself or send Mina, 
Albert’s sister who although two 
years younger than the boy, was a 
great help to her mother. 

At four o’clock Saturday morning 
it was raining, a fine misty rain, and 
Mrs. Kent, awakening in the down- 
stair bedroom, heard Albert go to 
the window and after apparently 
taking a long look at the weather go 
back to bed. At five-thirty she was 
disturbed again when he dropped a 
spoon, or fork, or some such other 
““feed-time’’ implement on the floor 
with a tremendous clatter. Shortly 
afterward she saw him hurrying down 
the road where he was presently lost 
to view behind the alders that fringed 
the roadway. It had stopped rain- 
ing and the clouds lifted a bit but 
gave no promise of a pleasant day. 
This however was no obstacle to a 
good day’s fishing and Albert walked 
briskly along, a goodly sized can of 
“angleworms,”’ in his pocket and his 
line and two or three extra hooks 
securely fastened to the end of his 
last trip’s “grown by the stream” 
fishing pole, which he had broken off 
as a spool for his line. A robin’s nest 
about here, he remembered and a 
little farther along a ground sparrow 
had built, but aside from taking a 
glance at these places he kept on the 
move. Crossing the bridge he glanc- 
ed down at the water of the big brook 
which had not risen during the rain 
perceptibly, a fact which gladdened 
his heart a bit for with the brook too 
high the trout seldom were in a biting 
mood. On past the old cemetery he 
went and grandfather Foster’s place 
and, at last he was opposite Mr. Gup- 
till’s, but still there was no sign of the 
fellow who was to accompany him. 
He looked the house over carefully, 
but there was no hint of life about 
the well kept premises. He could not 
resist the temptation to ‘give a low 
whistle but there was no answer and 
filled with disappointment he stood 
irresolutely in the middle of the road 
and then finally turned and retraced 

his steps back across the old bridge 
and up over the hill past the parson- 
age to a road he knew of that led 
to two old mills called respectively 
by the local fisherman, the Big Mill, 
and the “Little Mill.” Although 
missing the company he had thought 
so much about he was doing his best 
to forget this. In planning to work 

' down stream from these old mills, he 
would thus be a long way from home 
before he started fishing and would 
end his trip at Gardner’s mill a short 
distance above Mr. Guptill’s, where 
he was to have met his companion. 
It was at this place—Gardner’s mill— 
that the trip was to have begun but 
now he decided to reserve the day’s 
travel and perhaps if he had good luck 
pass Guptills’ house with some good 
trout to show if Mr. Barton should ~ 
be about. 7 

“T suppose he thought it too wet,” _ 
mused Albert, “but Jimmy Crickets — 
I would like to have seen his outfit, I 
never saw a regular fisherman ~ 
sportsman’s outfit in my life. Well 
here’s the place now. I’ve got to see ~ 
if I can find a pole.” After ten or ; 
fifteen minutes’ skirmishing round —~ 
he found one and cutting it dragged — 
it forth into the opening beside the ~ 
stream and proceeded to strip off the — 
branches, rewind his line, and fasten — 
on anew hook. This latter he baited — 
with a fat worm and crossing above 
the dam on an old piece of timber 
came down below and in a little eddy 
where there was a big patch of foam 
lying on the water he dropped his 3 
bait into the upstream side of the 
foam. There was a pause of perhaps 
a half minute as the line with baited — 

backwards with his clumsy tackle 
sent a trout whirling back of him on — 
the grass. Running back he picked 
him up,—about ten inches long it 
was—and a fine fish. A smart slap 
on the back of the head and he was 
‘strung’ on a forked stick cut for the 
purpose from a nearby bush. A fresh — 
worm and this performance was Tre 
peated with an eight inch trout as a 
reward. ” 
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fell back into the pool with a tremen- 
dous splash, and although he tried 
for ten minutes longer the boy could 
not get another bite. 

Picking up his string of two he 
Started off down the stream. There 
were not many likely places between 
the two mills and he scarcely wasted 
a “try” along there, but at the “little 
Mill” there was a drop of four or five 
feet of the stream, making quite a 
waterfall and below that a pool of 
about twelve or fifteen feet in depth. 
Here was another likely place, but 
patient fishing gave no results and as 
he was about to give up a huge snake- 
like creature—a big eel— swam out 
from between the logs of the old dam - 
and he knew at once there was no 
trout in that pool. Down the stream 
he went and just here was a tangle of 
old logs and brush-wood such as is 
found on nearly every trout stream 
that flows through a country that the 
lumber men have worked. Right in 
the middle of this tangle was a nice, 
open spot but to reach it one had to 
reach away in with a rod and drop 
his line straight down. Now it would 
have been easy enough with a straight 
steel rod to have done this, but with 
the crooked (and it was as straight a 
young alder as he could find that 
morning) “‘cut-by-the-roadside”’ rod, 
with its stubs of branches where the 
leaves etc., had been trimmed off it 
was quite like playing “Jackstraws’’, 
to reach in there and drop the bait 
in the right place, let alone take out 
a fish. Right here the boy thought 
how easy it would have been to have 
lowered the tip of his rod and reeled 
an ordinary trout up on a short line 
to get out of this tangle. His short- 
ened line with a freshly baited hook 
on the end had scarcely touched the 
dark bit of water before mentioned 
when with a gleam of blue, red, and 
gold spots a big fellow took the bait. 
Quickly lifting him out he shortened 
his grip on the pole and brought the 
struggling fish towards him and_ it 
was just within reach of his hand 
when with a last despairing jerk the 
trout tore himself loose and dropped 
into the brush pile where he soon 
flopped into a hole and back into the 

_ stream. A second trial brought forth 
_ safely out of the brush a little six inch 
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fellow, very game, but very small. 
Him the young fisherman dropped 
back into the stream as soon as he 
saw he was not injured from the hook. 
Another trial resulted in another lost 
fish and he gave it up in disgust. 
Down below this a long ripple gave 
him two more splendid trout, and 
from an over-hanging bank he cap- 
tured another, but as he unhooked 
his prize he noticed that the big rain- 
drops had begun to fall and before 
he was ready for business again there 
was a regular rain falling. A glance 
at the sky told him this was no 
“shower” and-as he had still three 
miles to go he concluded to start for 
Gardner’s Mill at once. He had five 
nice fish and perhaps he might get 
another from the Mill pond, if he was 
not too wet. Not that Albert minded 
an ordinary wetting but the bushes 
would soon be thoroughly wet and 
that was worse than the rain itself, 
as one could not possibly avoid walk- 
ing through brush shoulder high in a 
great many places along the stream. 
He was only a quarter of a mile from 
the mill now and there were the big 
boulders in the bend of the stream. 

“Gee! I’ll have to try just once,” 
he thought, unwinding his line and 
baiting his hook as he hurried along. 
Arriving just opposite a big black 
boulder he dropped his bait in the 
shadow on the upstream side and let 
it drift with the current. He was re- 
warded with a mighty tug, and jerk- 
ing back on his pole sent a lusty trout 
flopping and jumping onto the peb- 
bly shore where it promptly fell off 
the hook and at every struggle landed 
closer to the water. Dropping his 
pole the boy rushed forward and at- 
tempted to catch the trout. Then his 
foot slipped and in he went flat down 
into about two inches of water. In 
a moment he had jumped to his feet 
holding the trout. He could not help 
but grin at his own condition. 

“Well I guess I’ll go home, I can’t 
get any wetter,’ he soliloquized, 
“but these clothes are getting mighty 
uncomfortable.” 
Away he went, the water in his 

shoes sloshing over the tops as he 
half ran the remaining distance down 
the stream and around the edge of 
the Mill pond. There was a good bit 
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of shelter under the old dam and he 
made for this, intending to hide his 
bait can and cut off the end of his pole 
in the shelter before starting for 
home. Turning abruptly round a pile 
of old logs there in the friendly dry- 
ness of the under part of the dam sat 
Mr. Barton. 
“Why hello, Albert.” Say, that’s 

some fine bunch of trout you’ve got 
there. By Jove, I did not know there 
were such husky fellows in this stream: 
and he held out his hand for the 
string of fish. It was about the same 
time “that Albert caught sight of a 
real Steel Rod. The interest in his 
face was quickly noted by his friend 
but the friend gave no outward sign 
of it. Albert, his eyes on the rod, 
slowly wound his line about the end 
of the pole, cut off the pole just below 
the bunch of line and tossed the now 

-useless alder away. He put the line 
in his pocket and hid his can of 
worms in a dark corner after throwing 
in a handful of earth and putting a 
flat stone on top. He straightened 
up to be met with the query: 
‘How much for the fish Albert?” 

Mr. Barton was to the boy at that 
minute a very imposing figure. 
Dressed in a regular sportsman’s 
outfit the _ school-master had 
lighted a cigarette and as he sat 
looking at the boy the latter shyly 
sized him up. Albert did not know 
what to answer. Truth to tel! he did 
not want to se!l those trout: some- 
where he had read that real sports- 
men never sell game or fish, that only 
market hunters or their like did that. 
Albert considered himself a real sports- 
man and besides he knew those were 
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‘if I’m not up you call me even if you 

ns ? ’ See 
: < 

extremely fine trout. Still he hesitat-. ae 
ed and the silence was becoming em- 
barassing, when the man with the | 
cigarette spoke again. = 

““‘Now let me suggest, that as I 
disappointed you this morning and it — 
has turned out to be such a gloomy — 
day for us fisherman—here Mr. Bar- 
ton made what he considered a very © 
“funny face’—that you accept my — 
Bristol Steel rod in exchange for these — 
trout and, he added, rising and ex- — 
tending two fingers of his left hand to 
impress the boy, who stood pulling on 
the line and putting that precious rod — 
into all kinds of graceful curves and — 
bends, ““The next time you go fishing, | 

have to wake the whole household. 
Mr. Guptill gave me those instruc- 
tions this morning at the breakfast 
table. He said he saw you from the 
barn this morning but could not make 
you hear his call. Never mind the 
reel, that and the line goes with the 
rod,’ he remarked, as he saw the boy 
looking at it—*and now you d better 
start home as you're soaked. I shall 
stay here until it lets up a little. 
“With a “Thank you very much 

Mr. Barton” the drenched little figure 
started off toward home. It was too 
good to believe. He could not have 
told you whom he passed that ra 
day on the road home, but at any rat 
it was the most speedy retu 1 
from a fishing trip he had ever made 
or is ever likely to make again an 1d 
although there may be thousands 0} 
proud possessors of Bristol rods in 
America there are none happier thai 
Albert Kent for it would be impossible 
to be so. 
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Robert W. 

S the setting sun spread its 
crimson tints across the western 
sky, and the noisy crows gath- 

ered in the wind-worn tops of the 
ancient pines, the female fox came 
from her den at the base of a hollow 
tree and sniffed the chill. damp 
breeze of spring. It seemed to con- vey no message of importance. so 
she turned and made her way, silently 
and -swiftly up the sheltered ravine. As she emerged from the thick 
bushes and skirted the meadow, at the rear of Jim Hackett’s backwoods 
farm she heard the lowing of the cattle as they waited to be released from their burden of milk. She had a purpose in coming that way, so she lingered in the bushes at the far edge of the meadow until all was quiet. Then; silently as a shadow, she stole across the meadow until she was behind the barn. Her dark form then moved cautiously along in the shelter of the wood pile until she came to a small opening in the rear of the hencoop. She entered care- 
fully, and seizing the nearest fow] by the neck she gave it one dexterous nip and turned towards the small opening through which she had en- tered. 
But just as she was about to leave 
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the coop and start for the woods, she heard a sharp growl and saw Hack- ett’s large collie not twelve feet away. She dropped the hen at once and showed her teeth viciously as her big captor approached. The dog ran quickly to the opening, barking fiercely as he came, and on reaching it he thrust in his long muzzle and srowled savagely, for he had a hearty contempt for all foxes. The fox seeing that she was trapped, snapped quickly at that hated face and -left a deep, red furrow in the 
collie’s nose. 

The farmer had heard the com- motion by this time and issued from the house with a lantern in his hand. He ran quickly and closed the small door where the dog was, and then. suspecting a fox to be inside. for he had lost chickens before. he walked around to the small window in front and looked in. He could see the fox’s eyes in the farthest corner, near the small door. He knew he could not leave the fox in with the hens until morning, so, after glancing in the window again he opened the door quickly and stepped inside. 
The sudden light of the lantern 
frightened the fox terribly and she 
jumped into another corner where 
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a broody hen was setting on some eggs. 
The hen flew out of the box with a 
loud cackle, blowing the chaff and 
dust thickly imto the air.*-In a 
moment the hen house was in a 
terrible confusion. The lantern was 
put out and the atmosphere seemed 
to be filled with dust, chaff, foxes 
and hens. One of the hens flew 
directly into Jim Hackett’s face, 
knocking him backwards. He trip- 
ped over the fallen lantern and losing 
his hold on the door it swung open. 
The fox saw her chance and with one 
long leap she cleared the intervening 
space and shot over the struggling 
form of Hackett. Out on the damp 
earth she lit, and in half a second 
was stretching herself across the 
meadow. The dog gave chase but 
after following her half way across 
the clearing, turned back at the 
sound of Mrs. Hackett’s voice. 

Like all other families the fox 
family had its giant and its runt; 
and in this family Rufus was the 
giant. He was the fox who, from 
the very first had outgrown his 
brothers and sisters and was always 
the first to welcome his mother home 
from the hunt; for she was usually 
more successful than on the night of» 
her last visit to Jim Hackett’s farm. 
The mother was now beginning to 
train her youngsters in the secrets of 
killing their own prey. Whenever 
it was possible she brought home live 
game and allowed them to kill it. 
One day she succeeded in capturing a 
live woodchuck and bringing it to 
the den. She then led her family 
out into an open spot in the woods 
near their lair; and let the miserable 
woodchuck loose in the centre of her 
five eager children. The woodchuck 
was already wounded by the mother 
fox and was not very vicious. The 
young foxes crowded around the poor 
animal and nipped at it. He return- 
ed their nips feebly enough, and in a 
short time the foxes were having 
their meal. The foxes continued to 
eat, sleep and grow without any 

interruption until one day a farmer 
boy found the den and succeeded in 
capturing two of them. The mother 
and the other three immediatelv 
-moved from so hostile a neighborhood 

~ and took up their abode in a hollow 
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basswood tree, where they remained 
together until the family finally broke 
up, and each one went his or her own 
way. 

II 

Rufus was now a full grown fox. 
No more was he to play with his 
gentle mother or smaller brothers 
and sisters; but now he must bear all 
the responsibitities his mother had 
borne so long for him and he must 
now fight the great battle for a living. 
At first he was a little lonely but after 
a few nights of solitary hunting in 
the crisp October air he entirely 
forgot his loss, as Nature intended 
all the wild kindred to do, and he 
followed the trail almost as eagerly 
as his mother. Although his mother 
was a good teacher he had many 
lessons yet to learn, and the most 
important of all, the terror of the 
trap. 

One morning at dawn he crept into — 
his familiar den, after an unsuccessful 
night’s hunt. 

many other foxes and numerous 
lynxs. 

It was midwinter now 
and the rabbits were exceedingly 
scarce: for not only Rufus depended __ 
on these innocent creatures for the 
greater part of his meals but also ~ 

All day long Rufus lay in his a 
snug den, his stomach paining him — q 
for want of food. 

At the first approach of darkness 
he stole forth, the ruddy brown of 
his sides blending nicely with his 

He headed) woodland surroundings. 
straight for a tamarack swamp near 
the settlements, where he had seen : 
rabbits hanging in some snares about 
a week before. 

not stopped to investigate. But 
now, if ever, he needed nourishment ~ 
and he quickened his pace as he 
anticipated a full stomach and, after- — 
wards, a good day’s rest. 

As he approached the swamp he 
met a snowshoe trail leading in his i 
direction and at once followed it up. — 
The trail had been made during the 
day and after following it a short 
time Rufus came to a rabbit snare, 
which had not yet been sprung. 
He sniffed suspiciously at the slight” 
scent of man, which seemed to linger 

there and then moved on along the 
trail. In a moment he came upon 

te 

He was well fed 
at the time and being ina hurry had 

ql 
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+ the next set, which held a stiff, white 
body, dangling high in the arr. 
Rufus ran under the rabbit and 
leaped; but it was far above his 
reach, and after a few unavailing 
jumps he followed along the line again. 
He passed three more snares but 
none of them had been sprung, and 
then after continuing on the trail 
for about half a mile he gave it up in 
disgust and turned off in a northerly 
direction. He hunted until it was 
broad daylight and only succeeded 
in getting a small sized muskrat. 
which had been caught in a trap and 
was struggling to free himself, when 
Rufus caught the sound and killed it. 

In the meantime Jim Hackett had 
come to look at his traps. As he 
approached the spot he noticed the 
fox’s tracks mixed in with his own, 
and on arriving at the snare he read 
the whole story of Rufus’s unsuccess- 
ful attempt to rob him of his rabbit. 
He knew that the hunting was poor 
and that the fox would likely return, 
so he left the rabbit in the snare and 
came back in the afternoon with a 
number two trap. He cleared away 
the snow directly below the rabbit 
so that the trap would fit in even with 
the surface. Before placing the trap 
in the hollow, however, he laid a thin 
sheet of birch bark next to the snow 
to prevent the trap from sinking 
‘down and freezing. Then he put 
in the trap and cut another thin 
piece of bark the shape of the trap 
and put it on top. The top piece 
was small enough for the jaws to 
close around it and was to keep the 
snow from blocking the treddle of 
the trap; which, of course, had been 
smoked to remove the iron smell. 
During the whole process he wore 
gloves, which he used specially for 
trapping, and after sprinkling the 
snow over it again he started for 
home. 
When Rufus awoke from his 

troubled afternoon nap he was very 
hungry and the sun was already 
sinking in the west, while in the 
eastern sky the moon was rising, 
spectral and glassy. He left his den 
at once and started for the rabbit 
snares. As he approached a swift 
flowing stream he saw a mink just 
disappearing in the water, where 
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it was kept open by the current along 
a steep bank. He hurried on and 
met the same snow shoe trail, but 
it seemed to have increased a great 
deal. However he decided that it 
was all right and started at a trot. 
As he drew near that fatal spot he 
noticed the dangling rabbit. It 
seemed to be lower to-night and after 
a slight pause he ran up and jumped. 
Hackett had lowered the rabbit and 
the fox’s long jaws closed on his 
prize; but the moment his feet 
touched the snow there was a muffled 
click, and Rufus jumped aside only 
to be thrown on his shoulder as he 
reached the full length of the trap 
chain. He- struggled violently for 
an hour or more; then lay down with 
exhaustion. When the first gray 
of dawn was showing in the eastern 
sky Rufus heard a faint sound. 
Listening intently he made it out 
to be the swish of approaching snow 
shoes. He rose on three legs and 
looked in the direction of the sound. 
He could see Hackett coming along 
the trail, and just then Hackett also 
noticed him and broke into a run. 
The fox became frantic at the ap- 
proach of man and tore and bit at 
the trap, until in sheer desperation 
he began to gnaw off his two im- 
prisoned toes. Hackett continued 
to approach and when within about 
forty yards of the trap Rufus raised 
his bleeding paw and trotted feebly 
away. Hackett stopped and looked 
in dismay at the receding form. 
which he had thought would be hang- 
ing from his shoulder in a few minutes. 
Hackett was too surprised to think of 
following so he returned to his farm. 
Rufus reached’ his den, feeble frona 
loss of blood and it was many days 
before he could work at his hunting 
with any degree of comfort. 

By the time Rufus’s foot was 
totally healed spring had come upon 
the land. He ran about and seemed 
to rejoice for the sheer joy of being 
alive: and well he might for.on every 
side life appeared in clusters. The 
trees were filled with birds and the 
whole atmosphere seemed to vibrate 
with their heraldings of spring and 
the happy days to come. ‘The forest 
floor was flooded with the tide of 
sweet smelling wild flowers and as 
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Rufus trotted merrily up the old, 
familiar ravine his cute mind was 
not troubled with any cares and his 
stomach was full, so you could hardly 
imagine a more contented animal 
in all the spring-time woods. He 
was now in prime condition, and his 
only flaw was where he had lost the 
two toes from the left hind foot, and 
this was the way that Jim Hackett 
learned to know his track. The 
happy spring months gave place to 
summer and Rufus led an ideal life 
in the great woods. One warm 
August afternoon he was. trotting 
past a small lake, when he noticed a 
large lynx lying on a log, which 
projected out into the water. The 
lynx was fishing and he lay without 
moving a muscle, until a large fish 
came within his reach; then with one 
sweep of his armoured paw he sent 
it flying up on the bank, and turning 
sprang upon it and devoured it. 
Rufus’s were not the only eyes which 
watched the lynx, however, for just 
as the lynx turned to move away 
after his meal, there came a flash and 
a loud report from the bushes and the 
big lynx leaped into the air with a 
screech, and fell kicking on_ the 
ground. Jim Hackett burst from 
the bushes and ran to the struggling 
form. 

Rufus, however, was so startled 
that he did not budge for a moment, 
and when he did Hackett’s collie 
caught the movement and with a 
yelp darted after him: Under 
ordinary circumstances Rufus would 
have had little trouble in shaking off 
his pursuer; but at the very start 
luck went against him. He was 
heading for the swamp and _ after 
travelling a short distance, came to 
a creek with a fallen tree across it. 
The tree was rotten and was resting 
at one end on a smooth rock and 
when Rufus was nearly across the 
dog stepped on the other end. The 
combined weight of the two made 
the log slip off the rock and Rufus 
fell into the swift flowing stream. 

~The current dragged him with it, 
while the dog ran along the bank 
“snapping at him if he attempted to 
land. On the other side of the 
stream the bank was too steep for 
him to leave the water so he was 

compelled to keep to the middle. A “J 
little distance below the stream nar- — 
rowed and ran over a great many — 
rocks and when Rufus came to this — 
place he was knocked about and — 
forced under water until he had to — 
land. The dog ran at him when he ~ 
came to the shore; but Rufus never 
turned, for although the dog was — 
bigger he limped as a result of his — 
fall from the log. The dog rushed 
at the fox’s throat, but Rufus dodged 
and turning, he slashed quickly with — 
his long fangs and caught the -dog 
just back of the ear. Rufus did not 
want. to fight, so seeing his chance, 
when the dog stumbled past him 
he wheeled about and made off 
quickly for the woods. 

The long summer months finally 
wore away and the autumn days 
came, and with them came_ the 
hunters, who searched the woods in 
quest of the mighty moose and other 
game. This made conditions a little 
harder for Rufus, for although they 
did not come after him they were all — 
willing to try their aim on his ruddy 
coat. But this did not trouble him 
a great deal for he was always on the 
alert and had never placed any 
confidence in man. One afternoon 
as he trotted leisurely along the side 
of a hill he heard a far-off clamour 
and straining his eyes in that direction 
he could see a group of fast moving 
specks coming in his direction. He 
ran a little higher up the hill to get 
a better view. That was enough: 
He turned and headed off towards 
his old den. é 

That same day about a dozen boys 
from the settlements ae y eather 

up the ae a on a fresh scent, 
Rufus continued towards his dea, 
glancing anxiously backwards as the 
dogs steadily gained on him. He hat 
often been chased by single hounds 
but never had he seen such a pack a 
this on his trail before. He 
down to a shallow stream and spla 
ed along for about two hundred ya 
and then came out on the OPES 
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bank. He crossed again farther down 
and ran along the ravine to his den. 

Meanwhile the dogs all kept to- 
gether while the farmer boys spread 
about the country in the directions 

- they thought the fox would take. 

} 

When the dogs came to the place 
where Rufus went into the water 
most of them spread out on the same 
side of the stream and endeavored 
to pick up the scent there but the 
four trained hounds followed along 
the banks in different directions, 
until they finally got the scent again 
after a great loss of time. 

But Rufus was not using this time as 
he should have, and when he heard 
the far baying of the hounds again 
he crept out of his den and listened 
intently. Yes, they were coming and 
just as eagerly as before. He did 
not hesitate but fairly flew in his 
endeavor to put that awful din be- 
hind him. Although he was _ not 
doing his utmost he was certainly not 
killing time and he never slackened 
his pace until the sound had died 
away in the distance. Something 
must have delayed the hounds, for as 
Rufus crossed a bit of rocky country 
he began to think that he had shaken 
them off again and when he came to 
a hollow in the rocks he lay down to 
rest his panting sides. His rest was 
short however for he had not been 
down long before he heard that dis- 
mal baying again. He did not rise 
at once but lay there looking in the 
direction of the sound. Suddenly 
two boys broke from the thick growth 
and started straight towards him. 
The hounds were drawing much 
nearer now and the boys headed for 
the high rocks so they could watch 
their movements. Rufus lay _per- 
fectly still until the boys came too 
close for his comfort. then with a 
sudden jump he left his hiding place. 
just as the dogs came in view along 
the river bank. Rufus turned quickly 
and seemed to change from a fox to 
a reddish streak along the bank. 
The dogs gave tongue more loudly 
and quickened their pace at such 
a close glimpse of their quarry. But 
Rufus never slackened that gait for 
the next two miles. His tongue was 
out now and his feet were cut in 
many places and when he came to a 

- rest was easy. 
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shallow part of the river he ran in it 
with a twofold purpose in view. First 
with the hope of shaking off his 
pursuers and secondly to cool his sting- 
ing feet. After travelling about three 
hundred yards in the water he came 
to a place where a small brook 
emptied into the river. He turned 
at once and started up the creek with 
new hope. He _ kept in the water 
nearly half a mile and then turned 
into the woods. 

On his right was a steep hill, which 
continued for some distance in each 
direction. The side of this embank- 
ment were too steep for him to climh 
at that point, so he ran along the 
bottom until he came to a tall elm 
tree, which had been struck by 
lightning and whose top rested against 
the bank. The bank was about 
twenty feet high at this point so the 
_tree trunk was fairly slanting. Rufus 
started up and although his path was 
very narrow he succeeded in reaching 
the top of it, which rested about three 
feet from the crest of the bank. The 

He soon found a 
footing and sprang to the top; then 
turned his head once more towards 
his favourite den. The hounds 
hunted hard the rest of the afternoon. 
but when they came to the side of the 
stream they separated; some going 
each way. They tried in vain to get 
the scent again, but after failing they 
turned back to the settlements, one 
by one, as the shades of night were 
closing upon the woodland. 

Rufus awoke one evening after a 
good day’s sleep. It was winter 
again and as he hunted alone on a 
sull February night a feeling of 
loneliness and desire for companion- 
ship .seemed to seize him. That 
night he robbed Jim Hackett’s hen 
roost, just as his mother had done 
two years before. During the next 
few nights that strange desire for 
something seemed to grow on him. 
until finally on a_ still moon-light 
night he went forth, sat on a rock on 
the top of a hill, and lifting-his long. 
red muzzle to the moon he poured 
forth a long, yapping wail which 
served him as a love song. Far away 
he got an answer, and slipping down 
from the rock he vanished into the 

_ darkness of the woods. 



THE HAUNTS OF SMALL 

A Bagging Experience In The Bush With 
The Red Chalk Fishing and 

GAME, FISH AND DEER. 

Hunting Club. 

Simon Silvers poon 

AVE you ever taken a hop, skip 
and jump—like a red deer clear- 
ing a fallen birch—and with the 

aid of a train and couple of boats, 
found yourself catapulted from the 
workaday environment and limitat- 
ions of noisy, congested ““King and 
Yonge St.’ vicinity to the heart of 
quiet places in the north before the 
exploding dream bubble rang up the 
curtain on your whereabouts? Never 
did, eh, but you think you would like 
the prospect! Well, affix your ear 
trumpet and out of the fullness of my 
lately acquired experience, please 
permit a ““Tenderfoot” sufficient lee- 
way to explain that the first entry in 
my log book was a reiterated invi- 
tation from one thoughtful member, 
endorsed by three or four others, of 
the Red Chalk Fishing and Game 
Club to inspect their hospitable habi- 
tation in the bush before expiry of the 
legal date, without recourse to the 
hunter’s period of three days grace. 

This club is an incorporated inter- 
national body of good fellows, who fish, 

resulting from spasmodic excursions 

\ 

into the wilderness, made years ago 
by Burton H. Bennett, John L. Rose, 
P. G. VanVleet and the late Andrew | 
J. Taylor and the limited personnel | 
is recruited from “‘New Yawk’ to 

a 

Kalamazoo and Chicago, but well — 
known Ontario railway representa-— 
tives predominate. 

The preliminary canter—circum- 
spect in many ways—was throughout ~ 
that get-a-way day devoted to licen-— 
ses, to preparatory details and the re- 
quisitioning of a_ graceful 

deerslayer. and for my companion, 
‘bump’ shot and shell firearms from 
Eddie I——, an expert nimrod and 
brilliant Cleveland member. They 
recommended to me lizard oil for 
emergencies and suggested some anti- 
dote for snake bite, claiming rattlers 
were not uncommon in the rocky fast- 
nesses of Northern Muskoka. The 
committee commissioned to guide 
“the dogs of war’ to the train, said 
we would suffer no shortage of fur and 
feathered game as the club’s pedigreed 
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*“Fox”’ ; 

double barrelled, hammerless fowling — 
piece for “‘yours truly,’’ the embryo ~ 
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bloodhound: would locate and _ re- 
trieve abundance. However, the best 
this back-tracking beast could do was 
to ““give tongue’ when the bacon ran 
out. 

To the accompaniment of other 
such pleasantries we cast off from our 
Huntsville moorings. Fortified with 
genial W. J. Moore’s documentary 
credentials, also his blessing and some 
home made bread for ballast, Fairy 
and Peninsular lakes were safely neg- 
otiated in Mohawk Belle, (the crew 
shipping with us), and that antique— 
the Corkscrew Special—which could 
adorn any man’s watch chain, intro- 
duced the voyageurs to Lake of Bays’ 
beautiful expanse and series of in- 
dentations. Mindful of the admon- 
itions given by the President and Sec- 
retary, Dorset was commandeered 
for additional edibles and behind 
Jerry Clayton’s silver grey fox carri- 
age horses we did four miles and then 
away we trudged on shank’s mare for 
exhibit “‘A”’ or the slippery portage of 
the dismal swamp. Following our 
sturdy guide Joshua, with multitudin- 
ous packages concealed and in evi- 
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dence, the trek to hill 60 was accom- 
plished without skidding into the bay- 
ous, although the bloodhound, ~by 
running between his legs, did his ut- 
most to precipitate the writer into the 
cypress bog—and it just crammed 
with alligators and _ crocodiles—so 
they told me. Personally, I had 
fancied the latitude too cool for such 
carnivorii. I had taken a “sponge” 
before starting, but scaling the hill 
burdened with impedimenta, (imped- 
imenta is right), and garbed like Doc- 
tor Cook when he discovered that 
region, I went through all the motions 
of a Turkish bath except peeling down 
to ‘“‘the altogether’? and the rub. 
This experience awakened a lively 
conjecture in me as to the sensations 
of some of my acquaintances of great- 
er avoirdupois, of embonpoint re- 
sembling a concrete mixer, when they 
rushed the kopje. My wide-a-wake 
pal showed me tracks where reynard 
did a fox trot, but my word, old top, 
I thought it was the footprints of our 
uneasy canine. 

The green canoe glided over Clear 
Lake’s transparent depths: comes 

Red Chalk Lake and Lodge. 
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then another portage, more water and 
my mate cried “Head her southeast 
and run her on shore” as we were now 
at the centre of the universe. Mount- 
ains to the left of us, and nestling in 
their lap with placid Red Chalk lake 
at the door, was the Lodge of Leisure. 
This was no shingle shanty or log 
cabin where the wind whistles through 
your whiskers with the razor on fur- 
lough, where at reveille you find the 
snow has filtered past the chinks into 
mounds on your unshapely anatomy, 
but the backwoods home of thirty 
thoroughbreds, thirty doughty stags, 
including several wags, with hatches 
battened down and all made tight. 
Nor was it like my lady’s boudoir o1 
be-rugged for a Sultan of Bagdad. 
Though blessed with bawth and bas- 

A boquet of Club Members. 

ins, with pans and pots and pantry, 
elegance was de trop in that snuggery, 
some six miles beyant the “‘Bigwin”’ 
and the ““‘Wawa,” where Old Sol care- 
lessly splashes about at sunup more 
rainbow tints than there are in sunsets 
down south. 

The wind stiffened to a gale, with 
snow, that first night we rolled into 
the blankets seeming to surround the 
silent spot with swarms of spooks, 
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specires and wailing banshees, visions 
of double-barrelled shot guns, mixed 
up with two pairs of socks and un- 
mentionables, of owls’ eyes peering 
‘in, hallucinations of wild cat duetis, 
of pumas, wolverines and skunks 
operating in unison made uncanny 
the nocturnal vigil— 

“Like one that on a lonesome road 
doth walk in fear and dread, and 
having once turned round walks on, 
and turns no more his head because 
he knows a frightful fiend doth close £ 
behind him tread,’ 

but impaired not the morning appe- © 
tite. Betimes, we made for the bush 
and hit the trail goose fashion, the 
guide pointing the way. My chaper- 
one and mentor, Frederic T. ; 

who is one of the most 
observing mortals and 
wild animals I have met, 
was able, by concentrat- 
ing his hypnotic gaze on 
the knot of an ironwood 
tree, to transform it into 

bird each time. Learning 
wild fowl was everywhere 
scarce through destruc- 
tion by rain, of eggs and 
young, my howitzer was 
fixed up as bravely as 
could be with birdseed for 
moose and buckshot for 
bear and reminds me of 
Peter B. Kyne describing 
the predicament of a 
hunter who left camp in 
the morning, saying he’d 
be home with a bear by 
sundown: he came back 
to camp with the bear, all 

jumps ahead of the beast. 
Hence it came to pass, 

in the fullness of time, ~ 
large | 

drumming bird flashed from _ un-— 
that at~- thizs- junctures 

der foot causing my solar plexis to 
skip a beat or two and then slide up 
and down like the plunger in a pump, ~ 
but they wouldn’t let me shoot for 
fear of alarming deer and they would- 
n’t let me invoke maledictions on 
them out loud for fear of cracking the 
twigs or commandments or something. 

I had enough clothes on me to re- 
- 

a partridge and bag the — 

right—he was just two - 

PS gh ee 4 
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stock a York St. second hand shop and 
the way the guide and that sociable 
Irish friend of mine—always with 
honeyed words and seductive chatter 
trotted me up hills, over crags and 
down beaver meadows made me wish 
I had enlisted for Gallipoli. Ere long, 
I developed a marvelous stamina and 
thirst and they were puffing, sweat- 
ing, perspiring and in the loveliest 
ladylike glow, and all without a nurse 
and hot stove lids. Occasionally 
they’d lean me up against a tree be- 
side the runway with Whiskey Jack 
for company, to whistle and wait for 
Katie, and leave me there for the 
small space. of three or four hours 
until you got a cast in your eye ex- 
pecting the flying quadruped or threw 
your ear out of clutch listening for 
the Yolp! Yolp! of that pesky pup. 
Later the guide would come back and 
pick me up like a “‘returned empty. 
It was then I appreciated wearing 
three pairs of socks and three pairs of 
—again those unmentionables, and 
didn’t we wire into Josh’s rabbit 
junket, hot toast and Ceylon that 
night. 
~ “Have a heart,” said I when my 
pal wanted to get into bed at 6 p.m. 
How we did eat and sleep and “‘smoka 
de fina segaar,” under the blinking, 
twinkling stars shining away across 
to where the grayling and trout lay at 
the bottom of Island, Skeleton, Twins 
Eagle, Raven and Shoe lakes. 

In much variegated but “chawm- 
ing weathaw, old chap,’ we smelled 
about, traced deer tracks, tip-toed 
and pussy-footed the whole bailiwick, 
like Sherlock Holmes with his magni- 
fier, until even our larrigans developed 
corns. They talked in my hearing of 
buck fever enough to make one pee- 
vish and at that, Dick Deadeye, who 
is really some woodsman and gunner 
—having pinked the wild pigs at 
Prang Prang—at first did the “‘hesi- 
tation” and thought the varmint 
bearing down on him through the 
slashings, which he got, was a rabbit 
or a humming-bird, but wasn’t it 
tender and toothsome? 

I saw the ‘‘flag,’’ as large as your 
hand, of one nimble fellow and waited 
to pass my calling card, imitating 
that ingratiating Beau Brummel sal- 
aam of our dear friend Mac- but 
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he had pressing business elsewhere: 
should I spy the half of him next 
season, I may snare the beauty in the 
third heat. 

Coming out we fell in—not in the 
bay or bog—but with a trainfull of 
homebound hunters and one thrifty 
man offered me a buck for Ten Dollars 
and seemed surprised I wouldn't give 
Ten Cents to bring out another man’s 
game. The skeins of yarns they spun 

_-would crack the gloom of a gargoyle. 

Some Dwellers of the Depths. 

Lean and padded alike were eager to 
unload their ridiculous stories before 
the closed season set in. One ra- 
conteur remembered a fine buck that 
fell when shot and when he grasped 
the hind leg to hang and bleed it the 
deer scampered away. A _heavy- 
weight hunter slept on the runway 
and pulling the trigger in a nightmare, 
woke up to find he had perforated a 
doe in the act of leaping over him. A 
third one suddenly met a big deer 
around a shanty corner so close that 
the game unwillingly skidded forward 
and coughed an “‘Au revoir” in his 
face. A fourth delegate claims a 
fawn butted him as a billy-goat would 
and he had to push it off with his rifle. 
It was then I heard the wild geese 
scream o’erhead. These ancient mar- 
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iners of the woods went after their 
prey in close formation and hollow 
squares. They pictured the deer 
vaulting from ridge to ridge over the 
tree tops and climbing the trunks. 
One novice told me that next year he 
will wear a white suit and another had 
advanced a guide One Dollar to salt 
a stump near the runway as an in- 
ducement. Can you beat them for 
imagination? I trow not. The ang- 
lers will have to he awake nights as 
those fellows with the pea shooters 
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have it over them like a tent. 
Bon voyage to the speeding sawbill, 

the soaring hawks and whip-poor- 
will: farewell to the silent night and 
the soft swish swash of the moonlit 
waters. Benny Beaver bubbles be- 
neath his dam, and the hare’s coat 
resembles the white mantle covering 
his warren. Down comes the Union 
Jack and for a space, the noisy jest, 
snatches of song and ringing echoes 
have departed from the lodge of Red 
Chalk Fishing and Game Club. 

FISHING ON THE SKEENA RIVER 

A. R. Ellis 

1. Saturday no fishing is allowed. On these 
days fishermen are kept busy mending 
nets and gear. 

3. On the banks of the Skeena River. 

i) By Sunday evening the salmon have got 
well up the river and the fishing boats 
are towed 10 or 15 miles up to intercept 
them. It is not uncommon to see a string 
from a quarter to a half mile long. 

4, Inverness cannery,*SkeenatRiver: 
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A HUNTING AND FISHING OUTING 
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA: A TRIP 

TO POWELL RIVER 
John Landon Vallie 

ATURDAY, October 2nd, 1912 
was a beautiful sunshiny day in 
the great city of the last great 

West, Vancouver, British Columbia. 
It was also a red letter day in the 
lives of at least three young men of 
this same town. To the casual ob- 
server there was no apparent cause 
for this, no celebration, no great event 
was taking place on that day. But 
you fellow sportsmen, brothers of the 
woods and watchers of the trails, will 
understand and appreciate our feel- 
ings when I tell you that this was the 
day for which we had long looked, 
and for which we had long prepared, 
the day on which we were to leave for 
our hunting trip to the wilds. of 
British Columbia. Weeks before we 
had made out innumerable lists ot 
supplies, reckoned up the gross weight 
of the whole, and had then gone 
patiently over it all again, cutting out 
a pound here and several ounces there, 
leaving behind all luxuries, and taking 

us only what we absolutely need- 
ed. 
Now we were at last on board the 

packs, 
averaging some 8) pounds apiece on 
our backs, our trusty weapons in our 
hands and hope exultant in our 
hearts. 

The weapons for our party of three 
consisted of one .44 Winchester, one 
.303 Savage, one double barreled 
shotgun, and one .22 Winchester for 
small game. Wecarried with us also, 
aS may be imagined, a goodly supply. 
of ammunition. Experience had 
taught us that, next to a rifle, an axe 
is man’s best friend in the woods, so 
we took one of the single bitted species 
along with us. ‘Bonnie Latoh’’, a 
pup several months old, with the 
scent of a wolf and the appetite of a 
horse, was also included in our party. 

Powell River, our destination, was 
some seventy miles distant by boat. 

The most extensive pulp and paper 
mills on the Pacific coast were located 
there. Unfortunately Sunday was 
both the day of our arrival and our 
departure so that we were unable to 
see the interior workings of a paper 
mill. 

The journey up the coast baffles 
description. Islands by the score 
nestled cosily in the water, with 
verdure clad, their loveliness intensi- 
fied by the pulseless, steel-blue water 
that surrounded them. 

At all our landings the population 
turned out en masse to welcome us, 

for the calling of the steamer was one 
of the events of the week. It was in 
fact the only link that bound them 
to the outside world. A curious lot 
they were too,—burly loggers, keen- 
eyed trappers, eager prospectors, 
lonely ranchers, and the aborigines 
themselves, the squat, stolid Siwashes. 

Sometimes one experienced a shock 
on perceiving a white woman among 
the curious faces staring upwards; for 
in most of those small coastal places 
a white woman is a rarity indeed. 

Once, too, on a lonely hillside near 
a small Indian village we saw the 
mission cemetery with its rows and 
rows of white. wooden slats, mutely 
attesting to the ravages of some for- 
mer scourge of smallpox among the 
natives. 

About 11.30 that night we reached 
Powell River. Our original intention 
had been to seek some likely spot 
along the shore and, after getting 
something to eat, to roll up in our 
blankets and in the morning hunt up 
our guide, but it is one thing to plan 
in the daytime what you will do and 
another thing to carry out the same 
at night. 
We were dog-tired when the boat 

docked. The night was jet-black and 
our packs in some strange manner 
had increased from the original eighty- 
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five pounds to about a hundred and 
eighty-five, so that it is not to be 
wondered at that we should direct 
our steps at once towards the only 
hotel the place boasted. 
We were up betimes the next morn- 

ing and after breakfast set out in 
Search of our guide. The first person 
we met readily directed us to his 
cabin for he is one of the pioneers of 
the district. ““Tom Ogburn, guide. 
Will furnish you anything from the 
cradle to the grave’ was the notice 
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Homeward bound. 

upon the little cabin which was guar- 
ed on either side by two huge, carved 
figures, graven images of some weird 
Indian gods. 
We soon met Tom Ogburn himself, 

a grizzled old nickle-spectacled eter- 
nally smoking, shrewd, canny old 
veteran; a pioneer of the pioneers. 
the story of whose life and experiences, 
thrilling adventures and hair-breadth 
escapes would fill volumes. 

After some moments of vain bar- 
gaining with him (for in many mat- 
ters Tom can “‘put one over’ anyone) 
we made arrangements for an im- 
mediate start for Goat River and lake, 
Some twenty miles distant, where 
Tom had built a few cabins and where 
he also kept a number of boats for 
rent. 

Powell Lake, or rather, river, is 
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here forty miles long. Practically 
unknown a few years ago it is un- 
excelled for both shooting and fishing. 
Here, too, the all-round sportsman 
may have aS much variety as he 
wishes. Deer, bear, goats, Serub 
wolves and cougars are comparatively 
numerous, while smaller game, such 
as grouse, ducks, etc. are as plentiful 
as the fleas on a “‘yaller dawg.’ Trout 
of several species, and exceedingly 
voracious, abound in the lake, the 
waters pf which are dotted with is- 

The cub the dog got. 

lands, while along the shore there are 
dozens of ideal camping places. 

About seven miles from the settle- 
ment is Cassiar Island, a clump of 
some few dozen trees set down in the 
middle of the lake flush with the 
waterline and having the appearance 
of being rooted on the bottom and 
sending their branches up above the 
surface of the lake. 

The shoreline is very irregular, 
bay succeeding bay in rapid succes- 
sion with here and there a tiny cape 
or peninsula jutting out suddenly 
from the land as though in a vain 
endeavor to reach the further shore. 

A two hours’ trip in Tom’s launch 
brought us to his headquarters on 
Powell Lake, at the mouth of Goat 
River, where he has a sort of minia- 
ture hotel with accommodation for 



some few guests. This is also his base 
of supplies. 
We had now gone as far as Tom 

could take us as it is utterly impos- 
sible to get a boat of the lightest 
draught up Goat River to the lake. 
To this fact is ascribed the scarcity 
of sportsmen in and around Goat 
Lake as the majority keep along the 
shores of Powell Lake which is much 
easier of access. | 

After making arrangements with 
Tom to meet us in two weeks’ time 
we shouldered our packs and hiked 
over the mile and a quarter trail to 
Goat Lake, where after a hearty din- 
ner we commandeered one of the 
boats and started out for the head of 
the lake which was some six miles 
distant. Relieving one another at 
the oars the miles sped swiftly by 
and soon we were tying our boat up 
and packing ashore our various sup- 
plies. The mountain formation on 
either side of Goat Lake struck us as 
exceedingly curious. One _ side 
bare, precipitous walls of rock tower- 
ed thousands of feet in the air, reach- 
ing down right to the water’s edge. 
A few stunted trees, spared in some 
miraculous manner from the numer- 
ous iandslides that are of almost daily 
occurrence, appeared here and there 
like the few treasured hairs on a bald 
man’s pate. 

On the other side of the lake, how- 
ever, a green wooded valley stretched 
lazily to the densely wooded moun- 
tains in the background. It was on 
this range of peaks our guide had told 
us of counting as many as eighteen 
goats in one morning in the late fall. 

Ahead of us the lake suddenly 
dwindled down to a couple of narrow 
streams, and away up the valley a 
mighty peak, crowned ever with 
eternal snow, dwarfed into insignifi- 
cance the lofty mountains around it. 
This mountain was some two days’ 
journey from us and our guide had 
siven us full directions how to reach 
‘t. It was, he said, the Mecca of the 
nimble footed goats which were so 
unused to the biped, man, that it was 
a comparatively easy matter to get 
well within range of them. 

liere, too, was the happy hunting 
srounds of that monarch of American 

-veasts the redoubtable grizzly bear. 
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Many were the stories Tom told of 
exciting encounters and thrilling es- 
capes from this beast. 
Tom had himself accounted for the 

grand total of fifty-seven bears. These 
included the white or polar bear of the 
Arctico, the Kodiak bear of Alaska, 
the black and brown bear of our own 
forests and last but not least, the 
most to be feared of them all, the 
dreaded grizzly. 

However, our time was limited, 
so we could only cast longing glances 
at the white peak in the distance, and 
inwardly resolve to get a longer leave 
of absence next year. 

That night, after supper, we sat 
around a huge campfire and told 
stories, repeating tales our elders 
had told us of some hunting trips 
they had participated in years and 
years ago “back East’’, when the east 
was as wild and woolly as parts of 
British Columbia are to-day. 
We also sang, our voices awaking 

strange echoes among the hills across 
the stream. 

“Adam was the first man that ever 
was invented, 

He lived long ago and he never was 
contented! 

Made him out of mud in the days 
gone by, 

Stuck him up against the fence to 
dry.” 

Chorus: 
‘Live a humble, live a humble, 
Humble you’self for de bells am a’ 

ringing; 
Live a humble, live a humble, 
Humble yo’self to de Lawd!”’ 

and so on through all the other dozen 
verses or SO. 

The dog got lazily up from his nap 
by the fire, stretched himself, looked 
curiously at us for several seconds 
and finally concluding that, though 
our actions belied it, we were still 
sane, turned around a couple of times 
and then went back to sleep. 

On the conclusion of our singing we 
had some hot Bovril which cannot be 
too highly recommended for trips like 
these. It puts new life into a fellow 
after wearily tramping around all 
day; taken before rolling in at night, 
it fortifies a person against the cold 
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in the event of the fire dying out. In 
short, it has all the good qualities of 
the old fashioned ginger tea and a 
much more pleasant taste. 

Earlier in the evening we had stored 
all our supplies in the cedar shake 
shack we had found here, but we 
disdained sleeping there ourselves, so 
arranging a couple of huge back logs 
to the fire and, banking it up for the 
night, we rolled up in our blankets and 
were soon in the land of dreams. 

We had perhaps been asleep two 
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direction of the noise we perceived 
tons upon tons of rocks and debris 
bounding down the face of one of the 
cliffs opposite, to be engulfed in the 
waters of the lake. 

It was indeed an awe-inspiring 
sight. Huge boulders, many of them 
the size of a small cottage would bound — 
out from the face of the cliff, many 
feet in the air, turning dizzily round — 
and round in their descent and finally _ 
landing with such a splash in the lake ~ 
that the hole in the water made by 

“Only the good die young.”’ 

hours when we all three awoke with 
the most infernal creaking and split- 
ting and rumbling and roaring noise 
ringing in our ears. I babbled some- 
thing incoherently about ‘‘The dam 
is breaking, flee for your lives.”’ This 
had been one of my lines in some 
amateur theatricals once and in my 
half awake state it was the first thing 
that came to my lips. 

The rumbling died away in the dis- 
tance and one of my chums remarked: 
“It might possibly be the dam break- 
ing, but, as there was no dam about, 
there was something d—~ funny about 
tbat.’ With this witticism ringing 
in Our ears, we retired once more to 
our blankets. 

In the morning, however, the my- 
stery was explained, for while at 
breakfast we were again startled by 
the same rumbling, though the noise 
made was not so great as the night 
previous. Turning our heads in the 

their passage, was plainly visible. 
After breakfast one of the boys 

took the .303, and accompanied by 
the dog, made a beeline for the woods. 

Barely a quarter of an hour had ~ 
elapsed when we were startled by a 
shot and while we were idly specula- 
ting as to what he had bagged, he ap- 
peared himself, cussing everything in 
general and the dog in particular. 
The dog had, it seemed, raised a deer, 
but at such a distance as to make it 
almost impossible to get in an effec- 
tive shot. 

Ernie thereupon grabbed the other 
rifle and beat it into the bushes, 
though whether in hopes of getting 
the same deer or not, I cannot say. 

I took the .22 and loafed up and 
down the river in the boat shooting 
squirrels and killing time. I discover- 
ed a rather extensive beaver colony, 
traces of them existing along all the 

While in-- streams in the vicinity. 
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specting their workings I heard the 
crack, crack of the shotgun in the 
brush nearby, and a moment later 
Gordon burst forth with three dead 
grouse in his hands and his face 
radiant with pleasure. 

“Come on in’’, he cried, ‘“‘the woods 
are full of them’. But I decided that 
he had enough for dinner already; 
besides, I was too lazy. 

The grouse Gordon secured were 
almost too fat to walk. There was 
an abundance of wild crab-apple trees 
hereabouts and the grouse were so 
plentiful in and about them that one 
could almost knock them over with a 
stick. There were others besides the 
grouse that liked the crab apples as 
we discovered later. 
‘Ernie presently returned without 

having seen anything of note and we 
had dinner. My, how good those 
grouse tasted, fat and plump; and 
tender as young asparagus; it was in- 
deed a feast for the gods. 

Shortly after dinner Gordon ran 
slam-bang into a family of snakes 
afew feetfrom the camp, which had, I 
presume, been interested spectators 
of our mid-day meal. 

Snakes, I may say, are my pet 
aversion: I would rather tackle a full 
grown cougar I believe, than a couple 
of husky members of the snake tribe. 
We soon dispatched this family, how- 
ever, which consisted of the old man 
or old woman and three young hope- 
fuls. The old one measured between 
four and five feet and was about one 
aigeea mali inches. thick, quite a 
skookum looking customer. We shot 
him with the .22 four times through 
the head and three times through the 
body, but, an hour later when we went 
once more to gloat over him we were 
surprised to find he had dragged him- 
self some twenty yards distant and 
was still alive. This time, however, I 
got the axe and we held a mock trial 
over his snakeship, where he was ad- 
judged a spy and an enemy to the 
public welfare, and sentence of death 
was accordingly passed; whereupon 
he was dragged to the guillotine and 
the solemn headsman did his duty. 

I spoke about a_ peculiar habit 
credited snakes of following the slayer 
of their mate, and said that in all pro- 
bability we should find the mate of 
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the one we had just killed curled up in 
our blankets when we awoke in the 
morning. 

That evening while I was fixing up 
my bed a little, I observed the other 
boys packing their blankets into the 
shack. It looked a lot like rain, they 
said, and anyway it was much more 
comfortable than sleeping outside. 
No, of course they were not afraid 
of the biggest snake that ever crawled 
but they were not going to get wet 
for nothing. 

I thought I would have the dog at 
least for company but along about 
midnight he too deserted me and beat 
it inside the shack. However the 
snakes left me strictly alone and I 
awoke in the morning feeling greatly 
refreshed and with the appetite of an 
elephant. 

After breakfast the two boys start- 
ed out on a systematic hunt regarding 
the outcome of which I was extremely 
pessimistic. Ernie, whose experience 
in deer-hunting had been confined for 
the most part to comparatively open 
country, proposed the plan which was 
as follows: One was to proceed up 
along the stream, while the other was 
to pursue the same course, some few 
hundred yards inland. Each of them 
was to whistle from time to time on 
an empty cartridge shell so as to en- 
able them to keep abreast of one 
another. The idea was that any game 
they scared up would pass either one 
or the other, affording the opportunity 
for a chance shot. I think however, 
they made enough noise in their ef- 
forts to keep up with each other, to 
scare away all the game for miles 
around. Eventually they returned 
to camp, late in the afternoon, thor- 
oughly done out and utterly dis- 
couraged. 

The next day we closed up the 
shack and proceeded to the farther 
shore in the boat where we climbed 
one of the mountains in search of 
goats. We went up some 6,000 feet 
but though the tracks were numerous 
they were all old, most of them having 
been made the previous spring. The 
goats were doubtless feeding on the 
slopes above, near the summit, which 
meant at least a two days’ trip from 
camp. On our way back we came 
across a large porcupine, that im- 
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mediately rolled up in a ball on seeing 
us, Spears uppermost, presenting a 
very business like appearance, in- 
deed. We however decided that in 
this case at least, discretion was the 
better part of valor, so we left Spikes 
alone in his glory. 

Porcupines are I may add, pro- 
tected by the game-laws of British 
Columbia. 

The next morning the other boys 
concluded to stay around the camp, 
one going fishing and the other after 

Near the head of Goat Lake 

some more grouse and ducks, so tak- 
ing the Savage and some cartridges 
and bread along I told the boys if I 
were not back at nightfall not to be 
alarmed as I was going to keep going 
till I got something. 

I now thanked my stars for having 
procured a pair of shoepacks, or oil- 
tan moccasins, having tried them and 
proved their worth on former oc- 
casions. They now stood me in good 
stead, for, through them I was en- 
abled to proceed, with some little care 
almost noiselessly. 

Twigs which otherwise would have 
snapped underfoot with an ominous 
twang were pressed silently into the 
earth by the invaluable shoepack. I 
proceeded cautiously trying rather 
to cover thoroughly the ground over 
which I passed, than endeavoring to 
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make any great progress. Sometimes 
I would stop for ten or fifteen minutes 
while I closely investigated every- 
thing in sight. This I had found in the > 
past to be a much more efficient 
method, than rushing  pell-mell 
through the bush and scaring every= 
thing ahead of me. 3 

The wind was dead in my favor and 
suddenly as I was proceeding cau= 
tiously up an old trail I got an une 
mistakable whiff of bear. There was 
no mistaking that; it was the old 

familiar Kootenay smell. A few se= 
conds later I got another whiff and this 
time I thought I could locate him: 
about two hundred yards ahead and 
over a little to the right. So down I 
went on my hands and knees, and 
having a big fallen tree ahead as any 
objective point I began slowly but 
surely to drag myself towards it. 

If you have ever tried pitting your 
wits against those of a shrewd mem-= 
ber of the Ursine species, you will ap-~ 
preciate the position in which I now” 
found myself. One false move on my 
part, the inadvertent crackling of a 
twig, and it would have been good- 
bye, bear. 

Slowly and carefully I dragged my- 
self over that hundred yards removy- 
ing all the twigs etc. as I went. At 
last I reached the shelter of the log — 

. oa 
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and removing my cap peered cau- 
tiously over it. Away over to the 
right I could make out the dim out- 
lines of ashadowy form. At times just 
the top of his back was visible above 
the bushes as he moved noiselessly 
about and then suddenly. as I was 
stealthily watching him he disappear- 
ed completely. Momentarily  ex- 
pecting to see him reappear I peered 
cautiously over the log but strain my 
eyes as I might, not a glimpse of him 
could I see. 

I listened intently, inwardly hop- 
ing that some sound would betray his 
whereabouts to me, but the sigh of 
the wind in the giant firs was all I 
heard. Mr. Bear had completely and 
inconsiderately vanished. 

I then heaped a torrent of abuse 
(silently of course) upon my own poor, 
innocent head, roundly cursing my- 
self for not risking a chance shot be- 
fore, and, then, just as I was about 
to start in pursuit, a black form quiet- 
ly emerged from the brush, directly 
in front of me and not over twenty 
foe from where I crouched behind the 
og. 
Utterly oblivious of my presence, 

unsuspicious of the danger that lurk- 
ed nearby, he had halted irresolutely, 
undetermined which course to pursue. 
My rifle lay right to my hand, and, as 
he stepped into sight it was but the 
work of an instant to get a bead on 
him. Now with my finger pressing 
the trigger I paused a moment. The 
picture of clumsiness and withal the 
embodiment of grace, which he pre- 
sented, with the apparent awkward- 
ness of the elephant, and, when re- 
quired, also the agility of the cat, 
made me hesitate, for it seemed rather 
a shame to shoot him as he stood, 
utterly unaware, of my presence with 
his head half turned away. 

At least, I thought, let him see 
where the bullet comes from, so with 
my finger on the trigger I coughed, 
just a discreet little cough, but loud 
enough to reach the ears of his bear- 
ship. Then, as he swung around his 
head I pulled the trigger. The bullet 
struck him directly below the left 
eye, and penetrating the brain, came 
out on the other side near the right 
ear. He gazed at me for a brief 
second, then, opening his mouth, tried 

to take a step in my direction, but his 
legs suddenly failed him and he col- 
lapsed all in a heap stone dead. I 
walked carefully over to him, knife 
ready if he should show any signs of 
life, but his spirit had already fled 
to its happy hunting grounds. 

He was, I judged, not more than 
two years old and very thin, having 
just recently got his winter coat. 
The fur was in prime conditon, the 
hair in some places measuring about 

' five inches in length. He had I guess- 
ed lately raided some wasp’s or bee’s 
nest as I helped extricate several of 
these angry insects that had got en- 
tangled in his hide. 

Fortunately I had brought some 
rope along for just such an emergency 
and soon I had him on my back and 
started on the hike back to camp. 
But a bear weighing between 100 and 
200 Ibs. is, as one may imagine, no 
light burden, particularly when the 
travelling is over country so rugged 
and forests so dense as was this por- 
tion of British Columbia. 

Eventually, however, I reached 
camp and was accorded a royal wel- 
come and a warm supper, and though 
my feet were tired and my muscles 
sore with the long pack, yet in a short 
time I felt as chipper as the best of 
them. 

After supper Ernie took the boat 
and shotgun and rowed over to the 
mouth of one of the sloughs among 
the crab-apples, where, earlier in the 
evening he had seen some ducks. 

Upon reaching the spot, however, 
in the early dusk, after infinite pains 
and all due caution he found to his 
disgust that his quarry had taken 
their departure for parts unknown. 

As he was rowing slowly along near 
shore before returning, he heard a 
noise from out the depths, of a thicket 
of crab-apples and peering over in that 
direction, as his eyes gradually grew 
accustomed to the uncertain light, he 
presently perceived the shadowy out- 
lines of a huge bear in one of the big- 
gest trees. Bruin was evidently par- 
taking of a light repast before retiring 
and so Ernie solemnly assured us, 
was thoroughly enjoying himself upon 
the, ahem, delicious fruit. 

Disdaining to descend to the ground 
when desirous of a fresh supply he 

a 
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swung himselfjfrom bough to bough 
and from tree to tree as he changed 
his positions with the agility and ease 
of a monstrous cat. 

Ernie was some fifty yards distant 
or more and the light was, as I re- 
marked previously, very uncertain, 
but he let blaze with both barrels of 
the shotgun without effect, of course, 
and then put back pell-mell to camp 
for a rifle. 

It was however, too dark to go in 
search of anything then, so we com- 
posed ourselves and sat about the 

Torn Ooburns 
: uide. 
Vil furnish Sou any thing tram the 
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It is the exultant call of scores upon 
scores of primeval ancestors, which 
causes the rich, red blood of man- 
hood to surge madly through your 
veins, until you would cry aloud from 
the very joy of living, as doubtless 
aeons and aeons ago those self same 
ancestors of yours shouted madly in 
the first joy of their triumph over 
the mysterious forces of fire and their 
subjection by its use of the brute 
beasts about them. 

But you will doubtless think I am 
straying aside from the main issue 

Huge carved figures, graven images of some weird Indian gods. 

fire playing cards for a time. I then 
sprung a great surprise on the boys in 
the shape of a few choice cigars which 
I had packed carefully away before 
leaving town for just such an event. 

They did indeed taste fine away 
up in that wilderness. They seemed 
to bind us by some strange, subtle, in- 
fluence to that civilization which we 
had left many miles behind. No, we 
were not homesick, far from it. You 
who are reading this, who have, per- 
haps been deep in the wilds, who have 
heard and obeyed the call of the 
forest, will readily understand me. 

It is not homesickness, rather is it 
heart longing for the free, pure whole- 
some life of the open, a sudden realiz- 
ation of the stupendous works of 
Nature, and a vague undercurrent of 
awe at the grim majesty of the 
wilderness. 

and preaching sermons on Nature 
when I should be occupying my time 
to better advantage. 
When our cigars had at last been 

smoked to the bitter end and our 
worship at the shrine of the goddess 
Nicotine of necessity concluded, we 
busied ourselves about the fire and 
soon had some rice pudding and some 
fried trout which the boys had caught 
that afternoon. After our diet of 
duck and grouse, perhaps those trout 
did not taste good fried to a delicate 
edible brown over some hot coals. 
We feasted like lords that night and 
it was away into the wee sma’ hours 
ere at last we sought the refuge of 
our blankets. 

And here I want to say something 
about the wonderful fishing which 
was available and which hereto- 
fore I have barely mentioned. 
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In waters near civilization where 
it requires the patience of a Job to 
become an ardent follower of Izaak 
Walton, I had made no effort to 
qualify. But here you did not have 
to come armed and primed to the 
muzzle with credentials and refer- 
ences in the shape of some few hun- 
dred extraordinary looking flies. Oh 
no, these trout were not so fastidious 
as all that. They were just dying to 
make our acquaintance and I regret 
to say that a good few husky ones 
did die through simply attaining 
their own ambition. 

Trout, apparently, like us poor 
humans, always want what is not 
good for them. 

You see, the way I had it figured 
out was that the lake being but a few 
miles in extent, the trout knew one 
another too well and were just lonely 
for some stranger to talk to. 

Often while out rowing, some big 
fellow would stick his head right out 
of water beside the boat and want 
us to give him full particulars about 
the last election. 

In matters of sport, however, they 
were sadly behind the times; the 
Jeffries-Johnson bout being the topic 
of interest with the fight fans of the 
trout tribe at that time. 

However in point of numbers, 
gameness, etc., this spot cannot be 
excelled. If we merely wanted a meal 
in a hurry we would row out right 
opposite camp, bait our hooks with 
squirrel meat and in the space of a 
few minutes our dinner would be 
flopping about in the bottom of the 
boat. For sport we would go fly 
fishing about a mile from camp at the 
foot of some rapids. We did not 
catch more than we could use, but 
before leaving we caught quite a few 
and salted them down to take home. 

Needless to say they were much 
relished by the old folks, for even in 
town, real, genuine trout are familiar 
in name only. 

The second morning after I had 
got my bear, while we were at break- 
fast we noticed the dog suddenly 
making a beeline for the woods. This 
struck us as decidedly strange for, 
wherever else he might be during the 
day, at meal time you could always 
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stake your chips that he, at anyrate, 
would be Johnny on the spot. 

He was but a pup however and not 
yet arrived at years of discretion so 
that presently when we heard him 
talking away to himself in very 
excited tones we at first paid no at- 
tention to him but went on with our 
breakfast. But Latoh, judging from 
the noise he was making was evident- 
ly not crying wolf for nothing this 
time, at least so Gordon thought for 
grabbing the .22 rifle he hiked off in 
that direction. In the course of a 
very few minutes we were startled 
by the sound of two shots in rapid 
succession. The dog’s note of anger 
changed suddenly to one of joy, and 
presently Gordon came into view 
with a bear cub slung across one 
shoulder. 

Poor Bruin, his inveterate curios- 
ity proved his undoing for, doubtless 
attracted by the appetising smell of 
our breakfast, he had been an in- 
terested and envious observer until 
the keen sight or equally keen scent 
of Bonnie Latoh had spelled disaster 
to his bearship. 

The dog, too, realized just how 
much credit was due him, for he 
strutted about with a self satisfied 
look that would have done justice 
to a tin-horn politician. Ernie or I 
he would not condescend to notice 
at all and while he was a little more 
social towards Gordon, one could 
see he merely regarded him as a means 
to an end. 

The cub weighed, I would judge, 
about 65 pounds and was certainly 
a perfect specimen. Gordon an- 
nounced his intention of taking it 
back to town as it was, and getting it 
mounted. 

For now, alas, our trip was rapidly 
drawing to aclose. The following day 
we had promised to meet Tom at the 
junction of the Goat and Powell and 
then, back to town and the dull 
routine of every day life. And yet 
again we were not sorry. The two 
weeks spent in the wilds had given 
us a new grip on life, for after all to 
be able to leave this sham civilization 
of ours even for a time and get back 
to the heart of things is the best life 
insurance that any one can possibly 
carry. 
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And, while we were a trifle disap- 
pointed at being a little too early for 
deer and goats still we had thorough- 
ly enjoyed ourselves and not come 
home exactly empty handed. If 
space but allowed I would tell you 
about the sport we had one night in 
trying to take flashlight pictures of 
animals along the shores of the lake 
by rigging up a powerful search light 
on one end of the boat; or about the 
night I slept by a waterhole in a berry 
swamp in the hope of bagging some- 
thing; of how I nearly froze to death; 
about the wise old bear I almost got, 
etc. But space is limited. Before I 
close however, a few words about the 
game laws of British Columbia will 
doubtless prove welcome to a number 
of my readers who are, perhaps, con- 
templating a trip to this country. 
If not qualified, by at least six months 
residence in the province, a non-resi- 
dent fee of $100 is required. This 
applies to caribou, moose, goat and 
other animals protected by the game 
laws, the number of each available of 
course being restricted. Deer some 
little time ago were cut from three 
to two per head and a special license 
for each gun is also necessary. 

Bear of all kinds are of course, 
unprotected and the same applies 

to cougars, wolves, etc., etc. 
Of course it is a long cry from the 

Eastern States and provinces to 
British Columbia and this, coupled 
with the seemingly excessive non- 
resident fee acts as a deterrent factor 
in a great many instances. 

But the possibility of any bona 
fide sportsman returning home with- 
out his due share of trophies of the 
chase, is so remote that it need hardly 
be reckoned with. 

For British Columbia with its vast 
wooded expanses, its fertile valleys, 
numerous lakes and waterways and 
stupendous, awe-inspiring moun- 
tains takes its place in the front rank 
as one of the few remaining game 
regions of the northern hemisphere. 
Surely our Eastern cousins cannot 
blame us, if, with the lesson of their 
folly ever before us, we should take 
such steps as seem fit and proper to 
conserve and protect the native big 
game of our fair province. 

The game is here, boys, and if the 
difficulties encountered in securing 
it are numerous, if the hardships of 
the trail are apparently insurmount- 
able so also are the after-recollections 
of a hunting trip in the wildsXof 
British Columbia, even more self- 
satisfying and agreeable. 

A herd of deer in the Northern bush country. 



THREE DAYS WITH THE MOON 
Jack Walwyn 

Five of us, with three dunnage bags in, two 
canoes, left Bala Falls one hot July morning. 

A nice paddle it was to Moon Chutes, 
where we shouldered our freight and made 
that smooth portage. There we left behind 
all trace of the tourist in ice cream trousers 
or the civilized habitation of man. 

The Chutes are wild and angry. The 
water comes dashing, swirling, churning over 
the rocky tedges to divide into two of the 
prettiest, most interesting rivers in Canada, 
on the left into the Mosquash, on the right 
the Moon. We chose the latter. 

The first excitement was a little rapids 
which we shot nicely. As we came to a 
steady paddle again we saw a large heron 
“the shuh-shuh-gah.’’ He stood contem- 
plating the country-side from the peak of a 
tall pine. A scouting kingfisher warned him 
of our arrival. He stretched himself out for 
the fly and was soon lost to view. 
j~ Few rivers, I think, afford the variety ot 
scenery, the contrast in woods or the excite- 
ment of rapids or fishing within easy access 
of Toronto, as does the Moon. 

A distant roar warned us of Island Falls. 
Cutting across the swift current and running 
up beside a flat rock, we were soon out and 

The Camp 

ready for the rocky portage. This perhaps 
is one lof the prettiest fallsin theriver. The 
water /divides, one current going down a 
steep gorge, the other rushing over a ledge 
of rock. ; Then they splash into each other 
and rush on over the stony bed. 

It seemed hardly worth while getting in 
again for the short distance was gravelly 
but the portageur is glad to take advantage 
of the smallest stretch of water. 

At Annie Rooney we lunched. We were 
then almost ready to eat wire nails. Pork 
and beans, bread and coffee sound good 
most any time but down there beside that 
noisy gurgling water, in the shade of the 
maple, ash and birch, overtopped with 
stately pines, say, we wouldn’t have traded 
for the “Frenchiest’? menu the best hotel 
could boast. 

A little snooze and we were off. A shuffling 
porcupine never noticed us as we slipped 
along. 

There’s ever a mysterious bend on _ that 
Moon. It keeps you wondering all the time. 
Sometimes a lumberman’s shack or a log 
chute are to be seen. Sometimes a ranger’s 
corduroy bridge, or a campers’ clearing comes 
in sight. Sometimes the laugh of the 
loon or the wierd call of the veery are the 
only sounds that break the silence. 
Two or three more portages and the sun 

tells you it is about time a hot day’s work is 
done. But there are those Seven Sisters 
yet, those laughting, gurgling, splashing 
sisters. 
Steady! Faster and faster slips the canoe. 

Zip! Splash! Bang! 
_ Steady! A few more strokes and we were 
into the next one. She was even more play- 
ful. Two big waves leap up to meet us. 
Splash! and the bowman is soaked. Thus 
we took the six of them. We pitched camp 
above the seventh on a high rocky point, 
clean and sheltered by a woody ridge behind. A 
stream trinkled down the opposite shore, 
where was also lots of brush bedding. Every- 
body got busy, and in short time the tent was 
up, the water boiling for the tea, and every- 
one smiling. First we had a swim in the 
swilt current above the last little rapids. A 
speedy swim it was. Faster and faster we 
went around the point until near the rapids 
we slid into the more shallow water and 
swam up again in the backwater close to the 
shore. 

A few casts in the cool of the evening 
brought a pretty bass to the surface. He 
knew if he Jumped above the water and 
could get a slack line, he had a chance of 
getting rid of the hook. He took his chances 
and got away. 

Then came that bewitching hour of night 
around the fire, with:mouth organ and 
songs, yarns and laughing. Jim was an ideal 

Jim feeling good. 
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entertainer. His yarns were of the North, 
of the men he knew and had learned to love 
and his Irish songs were doubly sweet on the 
evening air. Then to bed, on a good soft 
mattress of hemlock brush and ferns, and 
a little smudge for the mosquitoes. 

The first night, it’s a little noise here, a 
little crackling there, a mysterious bump in 
the bed, a mosquito in your ear, and in the 
morning when you're starting to say you 
didn’t sleep at all someone says, “Say Art, 
you have an awful snore.” 

Five a. m. was the popular 
Until seven the fish were playful. 

The following day was very hot and for 
that reason we desisted from our original in- 
tention of going to Georgian Bay, but a few 
miles beyond where we were. Apart from 
shooting a couple of rapids we loafed, just 
snoozed and swam or ate the raspberries and 
blueberries at hand, until six when came the 
meal of the trip. 

Jim dumped Aunt Jemima’s pancake flour 
in apail. A stick and some water soon had 
it ready for the pan. We all had to halt our 
several activities to see Jim flip the cake, the 
size of the pan, and blow the ashes out and 

rising hour. 

catch it again. Hezzie (that’s short for 
Hezekiah) made buns and ey were all right 
though they hadn’t any currants in them 
but he said our currants had stones and he 
objected to using them. 

Sunset found us watching the bit of colored 
sky in between the dark trees. It’s a beauti- 
ful hour, that changing of the light into the 
dark, the rapids singing, singing all the while. 
It’s the mosquitoes that chase you back to 
the fire, then all was song and tales. 

Ww hen the laughs didn’t come in the right 
place the yarner sniffed and despite our 
efforts to tell the last word or give the drift, 
insisted upon going to hed. 

Oh! sweet sleep. If you haven’t had that 
delicious awakening in the wilds after a good 
night’s sleep, don’t let another summer pass 
without it, unless you have strong reasons 
for not being an optimist. The blood tinkles 
in every vein. 

me! hat’s the time?” 
“Seven o'clock, if you’d believe it.’ 

the only watch. 
“Come on boys, a swim and eat, then Bala. 

There’ i be a train w aiting for us you know at 
eight.’ 

“We're off at nine did you say? 
“Right you are, Bala at four.” 
And at nine we started. “W ere on our 

way to Bala Bay.” ‘‘Pull hard there.”” Try- 
ing to get up one of the sisters there was a 
rock in “the way—the bow caught the current 
and the boat quickly turned around. Another 
try, —“‘Steady pull there,’ and aw ay she 
eat The next one was not so easy, and we 
had to make two attempts. 

“All right boys, we'll have to frog it,’ as 
we did the rest of the Sisters. 

“What was that?” “A wee drap o’ rain, 
anither an’ anither.” A lively little shower 
came along then a steady pour. 

At Annie Rooney my watch said twelve 
o'clock so we stopped for lunch. The rain 
ceased and we dried out by the fire. Then 
more pork and beans for the inner man. 
Two lumbermen, fishing below the falls, 

I had 
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partook of our meal with us. They had two 
nice pickerel about four and three pounds 

“What's the time ?” said someone. 
“Four o’clock,”’ answered one of the visit- 

ing gentlemen. 
“What!” All looked al me. I proved my 

ability to tell time by producing my time- 
piece 

‘One o’clock it says sare enough.’ 
wind it last night is the verdict. 

A little speed and we made the train, to 
find that we were an hour ahead of time. 

We wondered, as many have wondered, 
why the up-trip seems easier and takes less 
time. Anyhow we came back with larger 
ideas, stronger purposes, and with much of 
that haziness of every day life cleared away. 

Didn’t 

es 

1. Jim with a load. 2. {Sunset from the camp. 
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ROUND GRAND MANAN IN THE 
ROSE ANN 
Marianne Grey Otty 

RAND MANAN is the happy hunting 
ground of tourists The first of that 
Uk to visit Grand Manan was Samuel 

de Champlain, who took a little run across 
from France in 1613. Hotel accommodations 
on the Island were not as good then as they 
are now, and he stayed but ashort time. The 
object of his stay was mainly to make repairs 
on his little ship, which had run on one of the 
sharp ledges which make coasting ‘round 
Grand Manan so full of delightful interest. 
It was, while engaged in their repair-work that 
his men found something that no one else, 
since that day, has been able to find at Grand 
Manan. Embedded in the keel was a big 
lump of beautiful blue lapis lazuli. 

But, really, there are things at Grand 
Manan quite as valuable as lapis lazuli, and 
not nearly as hard to find. Suppose all winter 
long you had been living with books,—books 
on shelves all around you, people always com- 
ing and going, and continually asking for 
books, and not a speck of sky to be seen, 
except a peep out of the windows over the top 
of the bookshelves; no sounds but the turning 
of leaves and the rattle of the Elevated near at 
hand,—I just guess you would find something 
worth while ‘round Grand Manan! Why, the 
people there are so healthy that they live to 
ages of Biblical proportions. Our host grave- 
ly told us of calling one day at a neat little 
house to get a drink of water. The white- 
haired man who opened the door admitted 
that he was verging on eighty. “Surely you 
don’t live here all alone?” he was asked. ‘“‘Oh, 
no,” he replied proudly, “‘Father’s upstairs, 
putting Grandpa to bed.” 
* Grand Manan is up in the Bay of Fundy, 
off the coast of New Brunswick. It looks, 
according to the map, as if it ought to belong 
to Maine, but it is really a part of Canada. 
The Indians called it ““Menan” long before 
Champlain came over, ‘““Menan”’ being the 
Micmac for “island.” Champlain promptly 
tacked on “Grand”’ to distinguish this island 
from Petit Manan, which lurks in behind its 
big brother and is seldom heard from. 
When one approaches Grand Manan, the 

Island looks like a giant whale, lying at ease 
out there in the bay, its sides smooth and 
brown as if it had just risen from the sea. The 
first view one gets is only of the western side, 
which doesn’t count. It is so different from 
the eastern side that you would hardly believe 
that they belonged to the same island. Just 
as soon as you round North Head and chuckle 
to yourself over the quaint wooden “swallow” 
perched on top of Swallowtail Light, you are 
in the midst of bays and inlets, rocky little 
islands, just large enough to accommodate 
one or two select families of gulls, smooth 
white beaches, and jagged rocks, sure to be 
full of real bona fide smugglers’ caves. 

That lovely landscape is one of many reas- 
ons why you should have been with us when 
we took that trip in the Rose Ann. We start- 
ed on the east side first. Morning you see, is 
the best time to take in the beauties of the 
eastern side. By afternoon, when you are 
well sunburned, and a bit drowsy from the blow 
of the sea-air all day, you want to feel that you 
can slack up some in your observatory powers, 
so you should always leave the western side to 
the last. 

There were twenty-five of us on the good 
ship Rose Ann when we made our trip. We 
filed down the long gravel path to the beach, 
past masses of pink wild roses, gorgeous 
purple asters and royal goldenrod. Nature 
strives hard to cover up Manan’s bare rocks 
with prodigal displays of wildflowers, and 
allows them to bloom later there than on the 
mainland. 
We embarked gayly, sure of a Golden Fleece 

of sunshine and matchless air, with ‘‘Uncle 
Ira’? waving to us from the shore. After the 
never-ending hardness of the floor in that big 
building, how grand to lie on the bow of the 
Rose Ann, at full length, and just as far out on 
the boom as possible, with the wind puff-puff- 
ing in your face, the vessel swaying up and 
down, and the sparkles and green of the water 
coming up to meet your eyes! 

Flagg’s Cove was our starting point. It 
takes quite a while to get out of it, and as you 
go, you can watch the pretty homes that 
people who love Grand Manan have put up 
close to the beach,—so close that the tide ean 
meander lazily along the gravel, almost into 
the gardens. Further up the shore are the 
white roofs of Castalia, where the bronzed 
fishermen live, and watch the weirs for herring. 
These weirs are made in a great circle from 
slender young hardwoods stuck down into the 
sand, where the water is fifteen or more feet 
in depth. A long “leader,” also made of 
trees, stretches up to the weir and finds a small 
inlet, about ten feet in width. The silly 
herring race along the “‘leaders” and find 
themselves in the weir. There is plenty of 
room to escape between the trees, but they 
never think of it, and by and by, the fisher- 
men run out their fishing fleet and ‘‘seine the 
weirs,’ scooping up hogsheads of fish and pour- 
ing them down into the holds of their vessels. 
We spent a whole lazy afternoon watching 
them, one day,—but “‘that is another story.” 

Veering off from Castalia, towards the open — 
sea, we Passed brown rocks hung with sea- 
weed and touched, that early morning, with 
fluffs of mist. You must look sharply, or you 
will miss seeing the sleek, dripping heads of 
seals, as they bob up and down around these 
little islands. Passing beyond the outward 
fringes on the garment of Grand Manan, one 
puts out into the open sea,—straight out into 
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the world of blue, till everything back there 
in the city is forgotten, as one watches the 
light strike a silver gleam on the wing of a 

gull, or counts the varying shades that sea- 
water can take in the morning light. 

What a surprise, then, to see apparently 
rising from the midst of the ocean, a light- 
house,—Gannet Rock Light. One wonders 
how anyone can bear the loneliness of an 
existence there year after year. That bit of 
rock has a history. Years ago a great storm 
arose in the Bay, and day after day drove 
towering masses of wave up against the light, 
until it seemed as if their persistency would 
surely drag down the staunch building before 

1. The Hole in the Wall. 
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2. Seining the!Weirs. 
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their hunger was appeased. But the keeper 
of the light did not fear the waves. They 
were a part of his life. A greater danger 
threatened him,—the Government supply 
boat was delayed by the storm. One day he 
woke to the realization that his store of food 
was reduced to only a few crusts. The boat 
was already overdue, but he knew that it 
would be days before she could arrive. Starv- 
ing men must take chances,the keeper thought, 
as he watched the gannets wheeling and 
shrieking with joy at the storm. When next 
he climbed the ladder to trim his lamp, the 
keeper took with him the few remaining crusts. 
His thin hands spread them on the window- 
sill. A ravenous gull swept by, and snatched 
up one, before he could make a movement. 
He swore softly in his desperation, and watch- 
ed more carefully. Soon a gannet poised for a 
moment on the sill to pick up a crust, and the 
keeper’s quick hands drew the screaming bird 
within. So, for days, he subsisted on the rank 
flesh of the gannets, until the Government 
steamer could make its way across the Bay to 
the lighthouse,—Gannet Rock Light, now. 

On we speed, the canvas aided by the six 
horse power engine which now prevails along 
the Island. Morning has changed to noon, 
and down in the hold is a basket, and in the 
basket is a lunch. One wonders where in this 
wilderness of waters a landing place is to be 
found, when, Lo! as by magic, encircled with 
hundreds of clamorous sea-fowl, Gull Island 
breaks through the fog that still lurks in the 
distance. Gull Island is the gull metropolis 
for the whole Atlantic Ocean. The spruces. 
and firs that struggle out of its rocky soil are 
literally stunted and flattened to the ground 
from having had to serve as perching places 
for the gulls. Once there, it was all we could 
do to leave. We explored the little island 
from one end to the other. Securely situated 
in the heights were the breeding places of these 
mysterious white birds. It was fascinating to 
see how near we could come to a gull, as it sat 
viewing the landscape from the vantage 
ground of a gaunt gray stump; or equally 
fascinating to chase a fluffy yellow ball of a 
baby gull, till he was found hiding under a bit 
of brush, from which he was dragged forth, 

protesting loudly, and 
forced to sit for his 
portrait. 

But, ““We knew the 
merry world was 
round and we might 
sail for evermore.” 
We simply had to see 
Southern Cross before 
we got home. Leay- 
ing the heights of rock, 
where we seemed so 
near to that lovely 
blue overhead, we 
took a new path 
through the woods, 
past a solitary fisher- 
man’s nut, with a 
lonely child in the 
doorway, and reached 
the beach. Our tiny 
skiff had to take sever- 
al trips back and forth 
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from shore to boat, and meanwhile the Rose 
Ann sat rocking peacefully in the gentle swell, 
watching the antics of the Fat Banker and the 
dainty grace of the White Linen Lady. 

Out again into the Bay,—passing from the 
olive tints of shallow water to the rich blue 
of the deep. As we neared Southern Head, 
everyone grew silent at the beauty of the scene. 
Do you know that green is nature’s supremest 
mode of expression? To realize it in all its 
loveliness, you should visit Southern Head. 
A rampart of cliff meets the eye, clothed with 
ariot of green. Deep woods crown the sum- 
mit, and down the sides of the rocks gleam the 
varying green of summer trees, the gray- 
green of curious mosses, and the delicate green- 
ery of close-clinging fern fronds. And in the 
water, all this beauty is reflected in deeper 
tones that give it an added solemnity, a 
solemnity which is intensified by the first 
sight of Southern Cross. 

Southern Cross stands, like a giant monu- 
ment, on a ledge running out some yards from 
shore. It seems as if God had placed this 
sign here to be a guide to all those who tra- 
verse the dangerous rocks and shoals that 
abound in the waters about the Island. The 
Rose Ann glides on through the shadows, and 
finds us a trifle more thoughtful than we were; 
and so we round the southernmost point of 
Manan, and start homeward along the red, 
barren stretches of the western shore. Some- 
times we strike a beauty spot, and everyone 
exclaims. Now itis a tiny cabin, set in a nook 
in the rocks, just large enough to accommodate 
a lobster fisher and the tools of his trade; 
again, it is a riotous wilderness of creamy 
boneset spilling down the side of a cliff. Our 
pilot tells us how the Indians and early settlers 
used to make a tea of boneset leaves, and ad- 
minister it to anyone who had suffered a 
broken bone, secure in the belief that it would 
effect a speedy cure. 

Five miles or so from North Head the beauty 
spots begin to jostle against each other. Dark 
Harbour is one of the best of them. It runs, 
long and dark and mysterious, half a mile in- 
land, the rocks which encircle it casting dark 
shadows in the water. Our next beauty spot 
may more rightly be’termed a “‘place of inter- 
est.” It recalls vividly the long, uncomfort- 
able physiography: lectures of our younger 
days. Six Day’s Work, according to the 
natives, took half a dozen days to construct. 
It consists of a ledge half a mile long, display- 
ing to perfection the strata of six different 
periods of rock formation. It “gives one 
pause” to think of the gigantic force that 
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threw up this mighty arc of rock, and of the 
patient erosion of the sea through countless 
centuries. To the frivolous minds of the Rose 
Ann’s crew, however, it suggested nothing so 
much as a prize Washington pie, the layers 
neatly divided with luscious interlinings of 
chocolate. 

As the Rose Ann neared Whale Cove, specu- 
lation was rife as to whether we should see a 
whale. Even whilst the argument waxed hot, 
Madam Whale, as if scheduled to appear by 
express command of a movie manager, popped 
up and spouted with delightful abandon, thus 
saving the Cove’s good name from scorn. The 
Rose Ann rocked with cameras, levelled at 
spots liable to be the whale’s next point of 
appearance. ““There she blows! was our 
watchword for the rest of the trip. 

Whale Cove contains a feature which must 
be approached from the land side to be fully 
appreciated. This feature is the ‘Hole in the 
Wall” which makes one think of smugglers, 
and pirates, and cannons levelled at ships com- 
ing around the point. It forms a picture 
frame for the pretty scene which lies across the 
cove, and, to the peacefully inclined, makes an 
inviting retreat where one may “‘lean and look 
on the waters.” 

Swallowtail Light meant practically the end 
of our journey but there still remained some- 
thing to see. During the Rose Ann’s absence 
from home, a big stranger had taken possess- 
ion of the Cove. The Government cruiser, 
“Landsdowne” lay at anchor, her decks lined 
with jolly tars, watching the efforts of four of 
their number to right a bell-buoy, which the 
last storm had turned heels up. In the sud- 
denness of the righting-process, two of the tars 
enjoyed an impromptu plunge, which brought 
roars of laughter from the deck-grandstand. 
Even the fat old chef ran up, arrayed in fine 
white linen, to share the joke. A hearty 
greeting met the Rose Ann as we sailed past. 

Not the passing of the least shadow warned 
us that these jolly lads would one day take 
their part in a world struggle. Nothing re- 
mained with us but a spirit of vast content- 
ment with ourselves, and enormous appetite. 
A sense of achievement cheered our flagging 
footsteps up the slippery gravel to Rose Cot- 
tage; for we were proudly conscious of having 
covered fifty miles in the one day. 

There was but one rift within the lute. I 
realized, as I dabbed on the cold cream, that 
my rosy countenance would proclaim, for 
many a day, that I had been ’round Grand 
Manan in the Rose Ann. 
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we were alone. 

A TRIP TO BURLEIGH FALLS, ONE 

OF CANADA’S BEAUTY SPOTS 
R. A. Hayes 

HE 26th of July arrived at last and our 
party consisting of Squire Laughlin, 
Edward Bettler and the writer were 

eager to get started. We had been looking 
forward to our Canadian trip as a kid looks 
forward to Christmas. Before leaving we 
were given a dinner at the Hotel Krick (New 
Kensington, Pa.) followed by a motor trip 
through the beautiful country surrounding 
the town. Leaving New Kensington we 
reached Buffalo at 7 a.m. and after sending a 
few cards took the train for Niagara Falls 
where we caught our boat tor Toronto. 

The trip across the lake was extremely in- 
vigorating and we reached Toronto in the best 
ot spirits. From Toronto we took the train to 
Port Hope. The trip, though uneventful, was 
a very pretty and pleasant one. We changed 
cars at Port Hope and reached Peterboro, a 
beautitul little city, in time to witness the re- 
turn of one of the Canadian boys from the 
front who was being given quite an ovation. 

A further ride by train took us to Lakefield 
which we reached about 6.30 in the evening. 
Here we met Mr. Brown from whom we were 
to get our supplies, tents, skiffs, ete. Mr. 
Brown attended to everything for us and we 
were not put to any trouble at all. The train 
stopped at the boat wharf where the boat was 
waiting to carry us through some of the most 
beautiful lake scenery in Ontario. Quite afew 
stops were made on our way to Stoney Lake. 
So far our trip was proving very delightful. 
This was our first trip over the border. The 
air was bracing and we were glad indeed when 
supper was announced. We certainly did 
justice to the meal. Supper over we went on 
deck to enjoy the beautiful sunset, the most 
beautiful I think J had ever seen. Hundreds 
of islands dotted here and there with tents, 
cottages or hotels were to be seen and at each 
stop a merry crowd was ready to greet the 
travellers with a smile or other form of 
salutation. 
We were nearing Burleigh and we were 

getting shaky. Squire told Ed. and me we 
would have to ford over an island and then 
make six miles in a skiff, anything but a 
pleasant prospect. A_ skiff trip through 
islands we did not know and over water sixty 
feet deep did not appeal to us just at that time. ° 

At last the captain called out “Burleigh 
Falls.” We had arrived. We were both glad, 
and sorry that our lake trip. for the time being 
was over. Squire, who had charge of the party, 
left poor Ed. and me at the wharf and went up 
through the woods we knew not where. We 
were actually in the country of Indians, bear, 
deer and bass and felt quite outside the pale 
of civilization. Ten minutes passed and still 

All we could hear was the 
murmur of a waterfall which we imagined 
must be the one over which we were supposed 
to pull that skiff ot ours. At last the monot- 

ony was broken by foot-steps whether of man 
or beast we were unable to determine. How- 
ever we took a chance, Ed. slipping behind a 
pile of empty cases while I sought refuge be- 
hind the boat-house. The sounds turned out 
to be not foot-steps at all but the wagon from 
the hotel coming to take our traps to the hotel 
we were to call home for two short weeks. 
Ed. and Bob crawled up over the rocks to the 
hotel and there we found Squire, big as life, 
and never giving us a thought. He had met 
an old friend of his, Mr. Underwood from 
California, Pa., whom we came to think of as 
one of the finest men we had ever met, a real 
sportsman the kind you don’t meet in the city. 
We were then initiated into the order of Tick- 
mo, which is quite a strong order among Cana- 
dian fishermen and fishermen elsewhere. At 
the hotel about twenty Indian guides were 
waiting to escort prospective fishermen to 
where the big-mouth and small-mouth bass 
could be caught. Jack Jacobs and his son, 
both Indians, erected our tent for us just 
above the Burleigh Locks and tried to make 
everything as comfortable as possible for us so 
that we could get an early start in the morning, 
Mr. Underwood having invited us to take a 
lake trip to Bobcaygeon in a launch. Bob- 
caygeon is thirty-nine miles up Deer Lake. 

We slept soundly until 4 a.m. the next 
morning, when we were wakened by the sound 
of a bass hitting the bed, Mr. Underwood hay- 
ing been up before us and caught this specimen. 
We were out of bed in an instant. Meantime 
Squire started in to get the breakfast. Break- 
fast this morning was to consist of bacon and 
eggs. the kind you can get only in Canada. 
Believe me it smelled good and we had our 
mouths fixed for it. | Unfortunately however 
the cook left the bacon in the pan on a rock 
for an instant and went into the tent to get the 
eggs. When he returned the fry pan was 
empty. The pup had eaten up our breakfast. 
As a consequence our first meal consisted of 
coffee, bread and some of Ed’s mother’s jam, 
which tasted fine. 
We left camp at 8.30 and reached Chemong, 

an Indian village, at 10. One hour was spent 
here in looking for and at baskets and trinkets 
made by the Indian squaws. Mr. Under- 
wood had some fun kidding the Indian squaws. 
Our party comprised Mr. and Mrs. Under- 
wood, Miss Mildred Underwood, and her 
friend, Miss Rebecca Gross, Mr. Squire 
Laughlin, Edward Bettler, the writer and Abe 
Taylor our Indian guide. Dinner was ordered 
for the party by Mr. Underwood-who called 
Oak Orchard on the phone so that when we © 
arrived the dinner was ready for us, and need- 
less to say we were ready for it. 
We left Oak Orchard for Bobcaygeon at 1.30 

and reached the latter place at 3 p.m. After 
spending a little time there we started back 
for camp which we reached at 7 the same eve- 
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ning. My advice is not to miss this trip if you 
go to Burleigh as it surely is a fine one. 

While we were in camp our dishes were 
never washed. The hound cleaned them for 
us. Certainly a good dog, don’t you agree? 
If the dog hadn’t cleaned them Ed would 
have to have done it and he was too busy 
cleaning his shoes and shaving to bother with 
anything so trivial. Our bed consisted of 
boards raised off the ground on logs twelve 
inches high. Blankets covered the boards 
and blankets covered us. Bob was never 
troubled with mosquitoes as Ed snored and 
Squire employed his spare time during the 
night in striking out valiantly at the mosquit- 
oes, thus keeping them away from him. Our 
cooking utensils consisted of two buckets for 
cooking potatoes and coffee and a frying pan 
for bacon and eggs. We used Wear-ever pie 
pans for dishes and, as Miss Underwood said, 
taking everything into consideration, we had 
a very clean camp. Jack Jacob’s son took 
care of our bed and made it up every morning 
so that we had nothing to do but fish, cook and 
eat. Our milk and eggs and chicken we got 
from a farm house situated just above our 
camp on the lake. We made a trip up the 
lake most every day and had quite a number 
of enjoyable shore dinners, Mrs. Underwood 
acting as chaperone. We had one dinner at 
Mr. Nichol’s little cottage, that we will long 
remember. Mildred, Rebecca, Ed and the 
writer had set the table with everything that 
looked good to a hungry crowd who had spent 
a good part of the day out fishing. Mrs. Un- 
derwood had just gone over to help superin- 
tend Bill’s cooking when bang! Mildred hit 
Ed on the head with an orange. As Ed’s 
head is solid ivory trom the shoulders up the 
orange glanced off that piece of ivory and hit 
Bob’s walnut. Bang! and down went the 
table, dishes, bread, butter and pie, the latter 
soft side up. Inside of thirty seconds the 
writer was picking berries out in the woods 
while Ed repaired to the hammock and affect- 
ed sleep. Mildred and Rebecca stood spell- 
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bound in the presence of the ruins. We all 
expected Mrs. Underwood to appear on the 
scene at any moment but as luck would have 
it she did not and in two jiffies we had every- 
thing back on the table, Rebecca discreetly 
removing the dirt that attached itself to the 
butter. A little later we had “some dinner’’ 
including as it did fried bass, potatoes, chicken 
and chicken gravy of the kind that Mrs. 
Underwood makes. 

Squire suggested going home in the rain and 
that trip back I will never forget. Ed and I 
were in one skiff, Mrs. Underwood, Squire and 
Bill, the guide, in a canoe and Mildred and 
Rebecca in another canoe. Our party left 
first, Mrs. Underwood’s party second and the 
young ladies brought up the rear. The latter 
pair were barely rescued from an awful weét- 
ting and their canoe was then tied on the back 
of our skiff and we started down through 
Love-sick Locks. The waves were about ten 
feet high and the wind was blowing a gale. 
Commander Bettler stood up and looking the 
situation over advised me to just keep on pull- 
ing and we would soon be home. We made a 
transfer of the baggage at Love-sick Locks. Ed 
getting in Mrs. Underwood’s canoe and Squire 
getting in mine. It was a Journey and we did 
not arrive till about 5 p.m. Of course every- 
thing in the tent was wet so we made a hasty 
retreat and ran for the hotel which having 
reached we begged Mr. Dorsey, the proprietor, 
to take us in. We told him we could put up 
with cellar accommodation if nothing better 
were available. All we-wanted was a hot bath 
and to get in out of the wet. The hot baths 
were forthcoming and afterwards Mrs. Under- 
wood sent up some good hot tea which restored 
us to our usual state of health and mind. The 
next morning Squire decided he must leave for 
home. Ed and the writer stayed three days 
longer at Burleigh then left for home which 
we reached early Saturday morning. Not- 
withstanding the splendid outing we had had 
we were glad to be once more back in Home 
Sweet Home. 

A BEAR HUNT IN SASKATCHEWAN 
C. J. Brady 

residing in the Northern part of Sask- 
atchewan some forty-two miles north of 

the nearest town, that is by the winter road. 
In the summer time we had to go over sixty 
miles and the road was very nearly impassable 
there beimg so many swamps and sloughs to 
go through. 

The country of which I write is a very 
pretty country, and very level except close 
to the river where there were lots of sand 
ridges and Jack pine. 

The woods abounded with big game of all 
kinds, including bear, although I had never 
_had the good fortune to see one though I had 
been in that part of the country-for over a 
year and there were plenty of bear signs 
everywhere. 

A T the time of this story the author was One beautiful afternoon in late September 
in the year 1914, a friend who was staying with 
me said, “‘Charlie what do you say if we go for 
a ride this afternoon and see if we can see 
anything?” ‘‘All right Jack,’ was my reply 
and forthwith we went to the stable and 
saddled two horses. We each took our rifles, 
mine being a 30-30 Savage and also took my 
two dogs, one being a hound and bird dog, the 
other one an old sled dog almost blind. We 
went north, up over the sand ridges and 
through the Jack pine until we reached the 
Saskatchewan River, a distance of about five 
miles, keeping a good lookout. Returning, we 
were over half way home when we met a 
wagon load of friends, who were out for the 
same purpose as we were ourselves. Like us 
they had seen nothing. Observing a nice’ 
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patch of blueberries we got off to pick some, 
our friends meantime going on home. Jack 
and I picked all that we couid eat, then 
mounted our horses and made for home. 
We only were about a mile and a half from 
home, when I saw something out to the west 
of the road that looked like a big black stump. 
I drew Jack’s attention to it and he also 
thought it looked like a stump. However I 
kept looking back and pretty soon I saw it 
turn its head and then I knew that it was a 
bear. 

“You stay here Jack and I will go around 
him and see if I can drive him down towards 
you, as my horse is the swiftest.” 

I then started back as fast as the horse 
could go. ‘The hound and bird dog saw the 
bear and the bear saw us and away he went 
westward as fast as he could go. I soon lost 
sight of both bear and dog, but the old dog 
was keen of scent and he soon struck his track. 
“‘Now’’ said I to myself. “I am all right if 
I can only keep the old dog in sight.” 

Of all the rides I ever had in my life, that 
was the roughest and swiftest. The way was 
strewn with logs from a foot to eighteen 
inches, through. I didn’t take time to go 
around them, but went right over them for 
about two miles, and there found that the 
dogs had old Mr. Bruin up a big Jack pine 
stub. My horse and I were coming so fast 
when I dropped the reins for him to stop that 
he halted so suddenly I had all I could do to 
keep from going out of the saddle over the top 
of the horses’*head. Ail I could see of the 

* John Williams and Lloyd Travis and their deer shot 
near Bruce Mines, Ont. 
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bear was his head, as he looked around the 
stub at me. I tried to get a good shot at him 
but he kept going around the stub from me 
and I was obliged to take a shot at his head. 
The first shot I hit him in the mouth and 
broke his jaw; the second shot went down his 
throat, after I had shot the second time he ~ 
backed down the stub. The steam was rising 
from him like a cloud. I have heard people 
say that when a bear is mortally wounded he 
will make for you, but this one did not. He 
just went away a short distance and dropped — 
dead. The dogs were snapping at his heels all 
the time but he paid no attention to them. 

As to Jack he waited and waited until he 
was tired, expecting me to drive the bear 
down towards him. 
where he had seen me going last and arrived 
pore everything was over. He laughingly 
said: 

. 
7 

Finally he struck out © 

“You don’t get me to wait until you drive — 
any more bears down to me, next time there 
is any fun going on I am going to be there.” 

When it came to getting Mr. Bear home we 
found he was the biggest black bear we had ever 
seen. As we were about a mile from anyone, 
we went down to a neighbor’s and he hitched 
up his team and drove up to where the bear — 
was. Two other fellows that were at his place, 
Gant along to help us load the bear and to see 
im. 

him in a low wheeled truck wagon. 
back home with the bear at about eight o’clock 
in the evening. 

Youthful Deer Hunters 
Mr. Alex. West, of Schreiber, a subscriber 

to Rod and Gun, sends us a picture of his young 

nephew and another youthful hunter who ~ 
started out to do some shooting with their 
.22’s near Bruce Mines, Ont. Masters John 

Williams and Lloyd Travis, the boys in the 

picture, while out hunting in December last 
stopped to eat dinner and while they were — 

seated a large buck hove in sight. As he was 

It was all the five of us could do to load — 
We got — 

= 

unconscious of their presence they had ample — 

time to take good aim. ‘Three shots were fired 

which wounded the animal seriously. Be- 

coming enraged he charged young Travis, 

knocking him down and then proceeded to 
gore and trample him. At this juncture the 

dog that accompanied the boys took a hand 

in the melee and grabbing Mr. Buck by his 
hind leg pulled as hard as he could which © 

somewhat diverted the deer’s attention from 

his’ victim. 

away to safety. 

young Williams’ gun rang out. 

ful animal weighing over 250 lbs. 

Travis was thus able to crawl 

Then a rifle shot from — 

The bullet — 

found the heart of the deer and he fell to the © 

earth slain and conquered. -He was a beauti- | 
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mab STORY OF THE SKI: ITS ORIGIN 

AND INTRODUCTION INTO 

CANADA 
R. S. Garrett 

country as compared to centuries of use 
on the European continent, it is no long- 

er necessary for tourists to migrate to Switzer- 
land and Norway for their winter sports. 
While many good skiruns and jumps are to be 
found in Canada there are many reasons to 
believe that on the new hill recently completed 
on Mount Revelstoke, Revelstoke, B.C., the 

W count ski-ing is in its infancy in this 

_ world’s record for long distance jumping will 
be broken. 

At last year’s tournament, Mr. Iverson, 
president of the National Ski Association, pre- 
sided as judge of sports, and staying over 
another day, explored the mountain side. He 
discovered a natural jumping incline which, 
in his opinion, equals the famous Blumendal 
leap of Norway, and does not hesitate to say 
that on it, with certainty and safety,an expert 
jumper should make a world’s record. The 
new hill has been perfected and the local club 
are endeavoring to establishit as a centre for 
ski-jumpers on this continent. In his first 
practices on this new hill Nels Nelson, cham- 
pion ski-jumper of British Columbia, made 
151 feet six inches which is 26 feet six inches in 
excess of the Canadian record and another 26 
feet would break the world’s record. 

At present there are but few Ski Clubs in 
Canada chief among them being the Montreal 
Ski Club, Ottawa Ski Club, Quebec Ski Club, 
Three Rivers Ski Club, Sherbrooke Ski Club, 
Toronto Ski Club, Twin Cities Ski Club 
(Ft. William and Port Arthur,) Winnipeg Ski 
Club, Fram Ski Club, Camrose, Alberta; 
Edmonton Ski-Club and Revelstoke Ski Club. 
The latter has as its home the superb Selkirk 
mountains, with Mount Revelstoke and its 
National Park, and famous mountain auto- 
road at its very doors, perhaps more favorably 
situated for the enjoyment and cultivation of 
the Ski sport than any club on the continent. 
Tours, runs, tramp outings, jumping hills, 
abound in every direction; and snow season 
can, by getting elevation, be found till early 
June. Indeed it is possible at the summit of 
Mt. Revelstoke, and its famous National 
park, to have (like as in Norway at Finse, on 
midsummer days) a summer ski tournament 
in all its features. Then, within say a month, 
to play golf or pick flowers; for on the crests of 
mountains like this, seasons are but two— 
winter and summer meet there. 

The ski (in Europe pronounced shee) are 
gliders, first invented by peasants and hunters 
of northern, or snow countries, as a means of 
easy travel without sinking, when following 
the daily tasks or wild game in chase. Where 
and by whom the ski was first developed is an 
unsettled matter, but it is rather generally 
thought they came into use first in Central 
Asia by the Finno-Ugrian tribes, ancestors of 

the Finnish race of our own day. In the mi- 
grations of these tribes they passed northward 
to the Arctic ocean, and overran the Scandina- 
vian peninsula; while other branches spread 
eastward as far as Behring strait. Legend 
mentions that Nor (ancestor of the Nor- 
wegians and his followers, waited in Finland 
till snowtime, so they could use their skis on 
their way to Norway. All early Norse liter- 
ature and The Sagas abound with references 
to the Ski, and their use. Skade, the giantess, 
who wedded Njord, one of the northern gods, 
left her husband and the coast to return to her 
mountains and the ski. She is known as the 
Goddess of the Ski, and Ulla as the god. It 
the ski originated with the Finns, and came 
first from Central Asia, they left it as a legacy 
and almost national emblem to Norway, 
which has to the present day been its home, 
and its people are the most notable, numerous 
and skillful followers of the ski for use and in 
sport. 

In 1200 A.D., King Sverre of Norway had a 
military company of ski-ers; and old Nor- 
wegian papers show military competitions 
were held as far back as 1767. Such com- 
petitions are still kept up, and now are of in- 
ternational character. The military employ- 
ment of the ski is prominently noticeable in 
this winter’s campaign of the great war. 
Olaus Magnus, Archbishop of Upsala, pro- 
duced a book about 1555 A.D., of travels in 
Norway, in which he dwells upon the use of 
skis; andStephanius, 1644 A.D., also describes 
them. This is said to be the first correct 
drawing of the ski yet discovered. Valvasor, 
a German writer, about 1689 A.D., gives the 
first description of European (continenta) 
ski-ing, stating the natives of Krain, an Aus- 
trian province, used the ski and though some 
writers think their introduction to the con- 
tinent occurred in the Thirty Year’s War, 
when they were used (1618-1648) in a military 
way—other authorities think a development 
of the ski occurred in Austria in a manner dis- 
tinct from that in Scandinavia. 
DeJong visited Norway in 1796 A.D., and 

describes ski-ing in his famous book; and 
many other writers have added to his des- 
cription of their use in Norway. Several 
splendid stories and traditions live in print of 
one, Trysil Knut, a champion Norse ski-er, 
who flourished about 1800 but space will not 
allow their recital here. Sir A. de Capel 
Brooks, in his book—‘‘A Winter in Sweden 
and Lapland”’ 1827 gives a fine: description of 
ski-ing, Ulustrated by a Norwegian artist. 

The ski seems to have been used in Great 
Britain at an early date though not then, 
since or now, in any national way as in Nor- 
way. They are mentioned in “Lorna Doone.” 
About 1860, Cumberland boys used them go- 
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Revelstoke Ski Club on a run. 

ing to school and Weardale miners, going to 
work, and here and there, they have been 
handed down to descendants. 

Thus from the utilitarian or practical point 
of view, skis have played a prominent part in 
the distribution of the world’s people; they 
have been of great service in the life, vocation 
and means of living, such as hunting, of the 
people of early days; they were serviceable in 
military movements and are altogether wor- 
thy of special notice for their usefulness to the 
peoples of the northern world or wherever 
there is snow-country. 

In our own day we see their worth and use- 
fulness exhibited in the “First Crossing of 
Greenland” by Nansen in 1888; and Amund- 
sen achieved the south pole in the winter of 
1911-12 by their swift aid. We read of their 
frequent use by scouts and chasseurs in the 
great war of this year, and of the aid they have 
been to such in discovering positions of the 
enemy, and making quick report. The wond- 
er is, if the Finno-Ugrian tribes reached to 
Behring strait, and the ski were introduced 
there, that their use did not extend into the 
American continent. The Laplander used 
them, and they are still in use in Asia as far 
south as Lake Baikal, the Altai mountains 
and Mongolia. They do not appear to have 
been introduced to the American continent 
for some reason, etymological or otherwise, 
till European (Scandinavian) emigration 
brought them with it. The slower and less 
graceful snowshoe still continues to be the 
hunter’s, trapper’s and back woodsman’s 
means of travel in the snow belt of this con- 
tinent and the Aborigines who handed it 
down to us, seemingly know nothing of the 
ski. Their use however, on this side of the 
world, is becoming much more general and a 
longer acquaintance must mean an equally 
greater field of usefulness. 

The very much greater variety of move- 
ment possible with the ski over, say the snow- 
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shoe, their greater swiftness, ease and grace 
with dexterous management, is first, re- 
sponsible for their introduction as a sport. 
Their sporting use requires a skilfullness and 
gives an exhilaration which the steady plodd- 
ing ‘webbs’ neither call for nor give. Second- 
ly, the introduction and general use of roads 
and their vehicles and railroads and their 
carriages had a weighty influence in changing 
the ski from a utilitarian to a sporting in- 
strument. They have as eagerly met the eall 
of the one, as faithfully they serve the other — 
and first inventive need. Now, wherever 
there is snow, from Norway to Australia,east — 
to west, no matter the flag above, the ski 
sport is followed with a zeal and devotion, as 
great as that of ancient Skade herself. Ski-ers 
are a circle bigger than country, a fraternity 
whose language is action. They are sports- 
men and sportswomen, who with the enjoy- 
ment of sport, the pleasure of speed, the trial 
of endurance, the test of skill, the romance of — 
adventure, have felt, too, the soul call Nature 
on earth’s pillars somewhere. ; 

As a sport it ranks in these essentials, with 
sailing, mountaineering and the chase of game; 
where, combined with exhiliaration of the 
sport (the art), and the science of safety in the 
encounter with nature, mingles over the call 
of what is yet unrevealed. 

From the viewpoint of sport the ski became 
popular in Norway and Sweden through the 
people of the province ot Telemarken. They 
evolved a ski of a special type, and became 
very expert in its use in running, gliding, 
stemming, swinging and jumping. In 1870a 
couple of them visitedChristiana and gave an 
exhibition so marvellous as to attract immedi- 
ate attention. The ski sport at once became 
popular and the Christiana Ski Club was form- 
ed in 1877, holding a very successful com- | 
petition on Huseby Hill in 1878. In 1883) 
the Norwegian Ski Association was formed 
and held its first tournament on the same hill. — | 

al 

aay ale 
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Nels Nelson, 1915 Champion of B.C.—151 ft., 6 inches. 

It unfortunately possessed a southerly expos- 
ure frequently rendering the snow in bad 
condition when wanted. So in 1892 the scene 
ot the national tournament took place on the 
famous Holmenkollenhill, which has been in 
use ever since. Ski-ing has long been in use 
in Sweden from early times, but its sporting 
introduction there dates from 1892, when the 
Swedish Ski Association was founded. The 
Todneau Ski Club, Black Forest, Germany 
was started in 1892, and it was the first per- 
manent continental (European) ski club. It 
is now a branch of the Schwarzwald club, 
organized in 1895. The first Swiss Ski club 
was formed at Glarus in 1893 though the sport 

had been attempted, in a small3Zway, earlier 
than that. The first ski races in Central 
Europe were held near Vienna, Austria, in 
1893, and were also run on the Feldberg in 
1896. The first Italian club was organized at 
Turin in 1900 and an English club was started 
at Davos in 1903. Out of the many then 
active clubs in and about the Alps came the 
Swiss Ski Association in 1904 and the German 
and Austrian Associations in 19C5. The 
latter two (again an alliance) afterwards 
united as the Mid-European Ski Association. 
To-day the Ski clubs and ski grounds of Scand- 
inavia and Central Europe are too numerous 
to mention and the number of club members is 

——$————x———————————— Ee” 

Crowd at the 1915 Tournament. 
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legion. In organized clubs Norway has some 
20,000 members; Sweden about 10,000; Aus- 
tria-Hungary about 14,000: Germany about 
17,000; France about 8,000 and Switzerland 
about 4000. Nordmarken, Finse, Fefor, in 
Norway; Fiskar and Torket near Stockholm, 
in Sweden; Feldberg, in Germany; Kitzbuhel, 
Mittendorf and Stanton, in Austria; Nenzer- 
heide, Villars, and Davos in Switzerland are 
some of the many places now famous as Alpine 
resorts and centres of ski-ing visited yearly 
by thousands of people devoted to this great 
sport. 

On our side of the world the growth of the 
ski sport though nothing like that of the other 
side, has still been very remarkable. Its 
introduction is undoubtedly due to the Scan- 
dinavians. These settling mainly in the 
north-western states of America, though using 
the ski in an unorganized way for many years, 
found themselves strong and confident enough 
to form a central ski association in 1886. It 
included clubs from St. Paul, Stillwater, Red- 
wing, Eau Claire and Ispheming. From this 
sprang the National Ski Association of Ameri- 
ca in 1904. It commenced with five clubs 
and 135members. In 1911 it covered twenty- 
eight clubs and nearly 1200 members and at 
this date has made gains in both in proportion 
te the lapse of time. On account of the ab- 
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sence of suitable natural hills the clubs of the 
States have had to erect immense trestle 
approaches to their hill jumps, and this 
artifice has had, too, to be followed in several 
places in Canada. Immense jumps are re- 
peatedly made on these trestle leaps, but in 
many cases the snow condition is not always 
what it should be, snow having to be carted 
and placed to insure sport. 

In Canada, though the sport has been foll- 
owed privately for years, the first organized 
club was started by the Montreal Ski club in 
the fall of 1903. It is in a flourishing con- 
dition, holds jumping competitions yearly 
and following the British attachment to the 
sport, goes in strongly for cross country runs 
and tours. 

Since the above was written Nels Nelson has 
held up a new mark for the Dominion in ski 
jumping. Atthe tournament on February 9th ~ 
Nelson jumped 136 feet, thereby establishinga 
new Canadian record. Nelson had previGaal 
jumped 169 feet equalling the American recor 
but as this was not at a tournament it was not 
official. His jump of 136 feet was with a sprained 
ankle, he having been in the hospital for days. — 

(The writer is largely indebted to Mr. B. R. 
Atkins, Secretary of the Revelstoke Ski Club 
for the material contained in this article.) 

JAKE TO THE RESCUE 
‘Bae Free 

HINGS had been going pretty slowly 
on the runway for George. It was half 
past nine and he had been there since the 

break of day. A keen north-east wind had 
been blowing down the cut and whistling 
about his ears, and searching out all sorts of 
tiny openings in his “outfit.” He had heard 
the hounds running in an uncertain sort of 
way about 8 o’clock—once they seemed to be 
skirting the cranberry marsh just over the 
ridge—close enough to mildly excite his inter- 
est. He had tired of watching a chipmunk 
hopping around a fallen pine, chattering and 
scolding him at the top of its strident voice, 
and now a heavy sleet had set in—adding a 
last straw to his restless discomfort. He be- 
gan to wonder how Ed. was getting on up at 
the “‘split rock,’ the next runway down the 
long cut which bisects our hunting grounds. 
Convincing himself that the dogs must have 
taken the deer down to the River away to the 
South, George finally sloped arms in the most 
approved ““Home-Guard” style and wandered 
off over the rocks to pay a friendly visit to his 
nearest neighbor. He found Ed sheltering 
himself beneath an overhanging rock and 
wondering whether the trenches in Flanders 
were any more uncomfortable than a runway 
on the French River in a sleet storm. They 
exchanged views on the subject of the ‘‘run’””— 
Ed naturally enough insisting that the deer 
had gone north instead south, had crossed the 
narrows round Dorothy Lake, had been shot 
by the boys up there and that George had 
better buy an ear trumpet. George returned 
that Ed had an imagination like a June sun- 

set—and after that the conversation got down 
to all and sundry. 

Then the unexpected happened. Crash! — 
Crash! came the very evident sound of a deer 
running hard through the bush. The boys’ 
rifles came up to the “‘ready”’’, their hearts in 
their mouths—every nerve singing with ex- 
citement. Then suddenly out of the thick 
swale to the bare rock—forty yards away,— 
straight in front, leaped a magnificent buck, © 
going likemad. Catching sight of the hunters 
the buck suddenly stopped, and wheeled. As 
he did so two shots rang out, then a third 
from Ed’s automatic; there was a glimpse of — 
a brown body leaping away through the bush, — 
an ever decreasing crashing of underbrush, 
which finally died away in the distance, and 
all was silent again. George looked at Ed, 
and Ed looked at George. . 2 

‘Well, of all the dunder-headed asses in 
North America—you and I should get first 
prize.”’ Ed was too aghast to refute the com- 
pliment. aa 

“George,” said he solemnly, “If you should” 
hunt for a hundred years, you will never get 

gallery on Agnes Street. As for me, I’m go- 
ing back to camp. If I can miss a buck in 
full view at forty yards I ought to be’’—and 
so on and so on. _— 

There were no names too vile, no insults” 
too deep, no reproaches too bitter for these — 
valiant knights to heap upon each other, upon 
their respective rifles, upon the goddess of 
their fitful luck, or upon their heirs, adminis~ 

i. 
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trators, executors and assigns, as they followed 
the long, wet trail back to the Club House. 
Here they sought solace by telling the doleful 
tale to the unsympathetic ears of some of the 
other boys who had just returned to camp. 

Scenes around Camp. 
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Taunts, abuse and all and every shade of inso- 
lent mockery were leveled at their unhappy 
heads—culminating in a piping query from 

“What will you say when Jake gets back?” 
Jake is our captain-of- 

the-hunt, stern disciplinar- 
ian and unforgiving chief. 
All over Canada we are 
proud of him as the late 
champion oarsman of the 
world, but woe betide the 
miserable wretch who wan- 
ders off his watch, misses 
the blazed trail, or—crime 
of crimes—lets the quarry 
get past. 

“Tell Jake he’ll find me 
behind the stove. Ed, you’d 
betterrun and commit sui- 
eide. The deer came out to 
your stand soit’s up to you 
to make excuses,” said 
George. 

Meanwhile, Jake, across 
at the ““Death-trap” heard 
the shooting and the tardy 
dogs who—running far be- 
hind the deer, had not been 
heard by Ed and George— 
and figuring out that the 
deer was killed—skirted the 
big swamp, hit the head of 
the cut and bore down to 
help bring in the spoils. 
Tom and Bill from their re- 
spective runways coming 
through to the cut on the 
same errand, met one an- 
other and soon ran across 
Jake, who had reached Ed’s 
deserted stamping ground, 
and was trying to figure 
out what had happened. 
The dogs had ‘come 
through’’ and their foot- 
prints in the light snow 
showed that they had taken 
the trail back tocamp. The 
empty shells, and the track 
of the buck retreating into 
the bush told the tale as 
plainly as could be; but Jake 
was far from satisfied. 

*“Bill,”’ said he, ‘“Tell me 
—if the buck got away, 
why did the dogs go home?”’ 

““Damfino,”’ said Bill, lac- 
onically. 

“Allright, then,’’ answer- 
ed Jake. ‘“‘Wait here till I 
skirt around a few.”’ Fol- 
lowing the buck trail into 
the bush for fifty yards, 
Jake came across a tell-tale 
drop of blood on the earth’s 
white mantle, and his 
“Whoopee” brought the 
others to his side in a twink- 
ling. Another spot further 
on — dog tracks —more 
blood—and still more— 
a place where the beat- 
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en snow showed where the deer had fallen 
in his mad flight—a long pursuit over rocks 
and fallen timber, through swamp and beaver 
meadow—Jake leading the way with long im- 
patient strides, picking out that crimsoned 
path, and the others panting breathlessly in 
the rear. At length, close to a mile from 
where he had been shot, they found the object 
of their search—lying across a fallen tree in a 
thick slash—quite dead, with two bullet holes 
in his shoulder. How he had run 0 far is one 
of the mysteries of the hunt, but there he was, 
a sure-enough fine buck. 

Can you imagine the scene in camp later 
on that day, when, having been reinforced by 
two more of our party, the tittle company 
brought the deer down the cut and to the club 
house door, where poor George and Ed were 
still weeping on one another’s shoulders. 
Such a riot the old Club House never witness- 
ed, such whoops, and cheers and laughter. 
Far down the lake an old bear heard the noise 
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and, eaee complainingly, ambled off — 
away from such unheard of tumult. ; 

When another hour later—while dinner was 
progressing noisily—Ike and Joe staggered 
into Camp, soaking wet from head to foot— 
hungry, dirty, tired but triumphant, with 
another big buck to add to the growing string, 
all Bedlam was let loose and the scene beggars — 
description. 

Yes, it was a great day! Just one of those — 
days one loves to picture in the long winter ~ 
evenings, in the great city, when one sits in 
front of the blazing fireplace with half shut 
eyes and again sees the pines and the rocks 
and the silver lakes, hears faintly the music of 
the running hounds, and catches for a fleeting 
moment the old thrill of the chase. These are 
the dear memories which haunt and burn, and 
which will surely send our ardent footsteps 
North again when the maples turn to crimson 
and November comes once more. 

HOW TO WRITE A VACATION 

STORY 

OW could the way to write about your 

Hout-aco: trip be more plainly and effect- 

ively shown than in this masterpiece of 

instruction, by Editor F. L. Johnson, of the 

Michigan Sportsman..:— 

“In writing, drop into as easy a narrative 
vein as you can, bringing out the little inci- 
dents of the jaunt which made it delightful 
to you. ‘Tell us how the crisp air of the pine 
slashings inspired you, what the tall, sighing 
pines whispered to you in the night wind, or 
the pictures you saw in the smoke of the camp 
curling up through snow-laden boughs. A 
swamp Is merely a “dismal, unattractive swamp 
the great sweep of hill and valley just a burned 
barren or a dreary waste, unless you people it 
with song and sweep of birds or the throb and 
thrill of animate w ild things, or unless you get 
from far horizon rising to meet a blue vault of 
sky, a distinct message.. Your reader does- 
n't want to know merely that you got a seven- 
prong buck or your limit of birds or fish. 
What will chain his attention is the incidents 
of the chase, kill or catch which gave you 
excitement and j joy, and the beauties you saw 
which made the trip a dream in memory to 
you. He isn’t blood-thirsty while reading, 
whatever he may become on the trail. Nor is 

‘it was good to 

commune with Nature in her own domain” 
enough. Tell what was the message you got 
from Nature’s God, and how it found its va 
to you. 

“Write in your own language the exeill ‘ 
ment of tracking and finding your game, the 
thrill of the draw and of the shot—‘‘buck 
fever” if you had it—the beautiful point of 
your dog, the sight and sound of whirring, 
brown wings, perhaps the sympathetic twinge 
at sight of a pair of hurt, deep, brown e 
pitifully speaking to you of a life going out. 
But don’t as you prize your honor as a sports 
nam, gloat over blood and the struggling death 
agony. Picture the sun-lit lake or stre 
with its shore tracery of beach or bank, gr 
and drooping leaf and branch—it might 

of the strike and relate every detail of leap, of 
sulk, of run or of successful wrenching of the 
leader over sunken logs. Not the writer ver: 
ed in the use of the most perfect English, but 
he who feelingly and directly tells yust how he 
felt, holds the reader. : 

“Lastly, write only on one side of ea 
sheet, with wide margins at top, bottom a 
sides. If you can type your story, so much 
better. But let it tell, unreservedly, your own 
joyful experiences.’ 



A SYMPOSIUM ON MATTERS 

REGARDING CONSERVATION 

One Hundred Game Protective Associations for Ontario 

By January Ist, 1917: Rod and Gun in Canada 

Their Headquarters. 

E. R. Kerr 

VEN in the face of a cruel war abroad 
E and great national unrest and anxiety 

at home, the preservation and increase 
of our national wild life must go on. To 
permit any serious neglect of the latter cause 
would be equivalent to going to meet half way 
one of the evil consequences of war. Of 
course the time may come, and shortly too, 
when every male defender of wild life will be 
needed on the present European firing line, 
but sufficient unto that day will be the evil 
thereof. 

Along with the protection of wild life we are 
endeavoring to do our part in promoting the 
defences of this nation and our enlistments are 
increasing wonderfully. 

At this hour, the cause of wild life protection 
in Ontario is moving forward with constantly 
accelerating speed. The splendid momentum 
that this cause is acquiring is a constant in- 
spiration and encouragement to those who 
toil in that particular vineyard. Even the 
inland towns, cities and hamlets, which 
represent the plague-spots on the wild life 
map, show signs of awakening conscience, and 
a desire to be decent. 

In these troubled days, the protectors of 
wild life need public sympathy and encourage- 
ment, more than in piping times of peace. 
To-day the public mind is in a state of war, but 
the killers of game are killing just as diligently 
asever. Even though our Governments have 
to deal with some very serious national meas- 
ures, revenues, etc., they appear to always 
have time to listen to us, and consider and 
pass sane and business-like legislation to assist 
to conserve the remaining fragment of our 
wild fowl, and also to listen to overtures 
respecting the creation of sanctuaries, for the 
sake of deriving from now profitless lands a 
great annual food supply. 

The question is—Will the Canadian sports- 
men and people in general handle this matter 
in a resolute and business-like way, or will 
they allow General Suspicion to defeat the 
plan? 

The enormous annual increase in the num- 
ber of men and boys who wish to go hunting, 
and kill something, is a condition that must 
be faced, whether we like it or not. Add to 
this factor the increase in the number and the 
deadliness of firearms, the rapid increase in 
facilities for getting at the game, and finally 
the craze for trophies, and the thoughtful 
man may well pause and inquire about the 
general result. The automobile has now 

become a new and terrible factor in game de- 
struction and to an extent not realized by the 
public. 

The unavoidable influences that make for 
game destruction already are appalling. We 
refer to the utilization of all available agri- 
cultural lands, the drainage of marshes, the 
extensions of cities and towns, the destruction 
of cover for small game; the increasing of 
hunting cats, and the killing of female deer. 
Throughout this land of upwards of ten 
millions of people, every city, town, village 
and crossroads hamlet turns out its quota of 
hunters and killers of wild life; and with dogs. 
horses, automobiles, boats and guides, they 
ransack, every haunt of wild creatures 
called “‘game.”’ 

Rarely indeed does any body of sportsmen, 
or hunters, do anything to “increase” the 
supply of killable game. It is right here that 
the shoe pinches long and hard. The great 
mass of sportsmen and “‘hunters” in the past, 
have done absolutely nothing to increase wild 
life. Like the horse-leech they cry: “Give: 
Give;” and they give back nothing. Their 
annual hunting license fee is nothing in the 
world but a payment to have their favorite 
game protected from the other fellow until 
they themselves can get to it and shoot it. 
To-day some sportsmen are taking great 
credit to themselves and their kind, not be- 
cause they and other sportsmen have increased 
the game supply but because they have passed 
laws “‘retarding the annihilation of it.” And 
the men who now insist that things shall be 
done to increase the supply of game, and 
prevent species from being exterminated, are 
loftily spoken of as ‘‘fanatics.”’ 

One thing now should be apparent to the 
dullest mind. It is that unless a great number 
of game sanctuaries are made and maintained 
inviolate for the safe breeding and increase of 
game, the noble sport of game hunting fifteen 
years hence will be limited to deer around 
certain secluded areas, where deer are so 
preserved that they are breeding more rapidly 
than they are killed. 
What shall it be in 1931—A large number of 

ae sanctuaries or no hunting at all to speak 
of? . 

Every sportsmen and citizen in Ontario 
should become fully and thoroughly acquaint- 
ed with the “HORNADAY PLAN.” Millions 
of acres of our national forests now are very 
nearly destitute of game worthy of mention. 
Over hundreds of square miles you now can 
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hunt till doomsday without finding enough 
to shoot as food. Vast opportunities to create 
a great annual supply of both large and small 
game are being wasted through lack of intell- 
igence and resolute action. 
ze The “HORNADAY PLAN” proposes an 
enormous increase in game that may leg- 
itimately be killed for food purposes. This 
can be secured without loss to any industrial 
interests. All that is needed is a safe and sane 
law, honestly enforced, and a little patience . 
on the part of all, in waiting for results. 

The ‘HORNADAY PLAN” translated for 
adoption to our terms of officialdom is as 
follows :— i 

(1). A federal law empowering the Min- 
ister of Agriculture to select and delimit 
areas in national forests suitable for game 
sanctuaries. ; 

(2). These sanctuaries shall be established 
by proclamationofthe Prime Minister. 

(3). These sanctuaries shall be so located 
that they will not occupy lands chiefly suitable 
for agriculture. 

(4). These sanctuaries shall be located 
where they will interfere to the least extent 
practicable with the grazing of domestic 
stock, especially the stock of actual settlers or 
farmers. 

(5). These sanctuaries shall be established 
with the approval of the Ministers of Game, 
Fisheries and Agriculture of each Province 
concerned. 

(6). It is expedient to establish a large 
number of medium size rather than a few 
large preserves. 

(7). The ideal condition would be a chain 
of sanctuaries which, in time, would restore 
game to all the intervening territory. 

(8). 
Ministers of Game, Fisheries and Agriculture. 

(9). Boundaries are to be settled after 
full consideration of all conditions. 

(10). All predatory animals are to be 
killed. : Ro 

(11). The object of these sanctuaries is to 
provide breeding places for game which will 
spread over adjacent territory, where it will 
be subject to the regular open season provided 
bylaw. This will prevent danger of overstock- 
ing and it will therefore not be the general 
policy to extend these sanctuaries. 

In addition to the above, it is to be under- 
stood that the final success of the plan con- 
templates strict regulation of the game that 
may and may not be killed annually. A 
large stock of game must be kept alive so that 
the annual increase will yield a large food 
supply that will be permanent. 
Now the question is—Is it worth while for 

the Canadian sportsman, and people in general 
to take the trouble to make the increase in 
their annual food supply that this plan pro- 
poses? 

I am heartily interested in this plan. Re- 
garding both the judgment and the executive 
power of a great many Ontario sportsmen, 
with whom I enjoy an acquaintanceship, and 
the Canadian people in general I am pro- 
foundly optimistic. Our silent thousands are 
quick to do the right thing when they are 
Peenuchily. aroused to necessities, and shown 
the way. We do not court a reputation for 
senseless destruction of nature’s resources, 
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Administration will be vested in the - 
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and folly in conservation methods. It is for 
this reason that the friends and the defenders © 
of wild life feel that it is ‘“‘worth while to 
strive.” The best Canadians, who, God be — 
thanked, are yet in the majority, distinctly do 
not wish to rob Posterity of its rightful her- 
itage in the game of this country. : 
Now then I propose one hundred Game 

Protective Associations for Ontario by Jan- 
uary Ist, 1917. Do not say that it cannot be 
done because it can and easily. 
_The Essex County branches of the Ontario 

Fish and Game Protective Associations are 
the only active ones, apparently, engaged 
at present in the preservation of species. The 
original organization fathered by Mr. A. Kelly 
Evans, with headquarters at Toronto, has a set 
of by-laws and a form of constitution. The ~ 
constitution and by-laws served their purpose 
at that time, but after all, by-laws and con- 
stitutions of wild life protective associations 
are mere matters of detail. The great 
thing is the platform and aim upon which © 
each organization proposes to stand and to 
act. It is of little use for men to join an or- 
ganization of game protectionists unless they 
propose to actually do something worth 
while for protection. We must start out right 
and on the right course to get further results 
and put Ontario on the map alongside the 
best states in the United States. If you 
want to make sure of the future game supply 
of Ontario, we must have everyone assisting, 
both actively and financially. 

First of all we want more associations or ~ 
organizations. Every man in Ontario can 
afford fifty cents or one dollar a year to help 
push the work and “back-up” the govern- 
ment. You need not, necessarily, call your-— 
selves the Ontario Fish and Game Protective 
Association, but you can if you wish. If you” 
prefer you can name your association after 
some old and well respected citizen or sports- 
man. I would suggest that the man who is~ 
reading this article now, when he has fully 
digested it, go out and talk to a friend and 
ask him to join in getting ten more to form an 
association. When these ten have been se- 
cured call a meeting and elect the following 
officers:—Honorary President, President, Vice 
President, Secretary, Treasurer, Executive 
Committee. Then I would suggest that you ~ 
adopt the following platform:— ; 

Platform— 4 
(1). We stand for vigorous enforcement 

of the Ontario Game Laws. 
(2). We stand for the Non-Sale-of-Game | 

Law. 
(3). We stand for co-operation wi 

stockmen or farmers in a systematic campaig 
against predatory animal menace to game ane 
livestock. J 

(4). We stand for the “HORNADAY 
PLAN” of Game Refuges. 4 

(5). We stand for such an increase mm 
game and fish as will furnish “‘legitimate™ 
sport for every citizen’’ and a new continued 
material source of wealth for the Province of 
Ontario. ; 

(6). We are pledged, individually and 
collectively, to observe the letter of the law 
and the spirit of good sportsmanship, and te 
report for prosecution, through and in the 
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name of this association, violations of the 
law which come to our notice. 

Your Aim— 
I would suggest that your aim be as follows: 
(1). Our aim and purpose is to promote 

the protection and enjoyment of wild things 
As the cone scatters the seeds of the pine and 
fir trees, so may we scatter the seeds of wis- 
dom and understanding among men, to the 
end that every citizen may learn to hold the 
lives of harmless wild creatures as a public 
trust for human good, against the abuse of 
which he stands personally responsible. 
Thus, and thus only, will our wild life be con- 
served. Be this not done, and that quickly, 
it must forever vanish from the earth. 
Now then, after you have done this, I 

would further suggest that you notify Mr. 
Alfred Sheriff, Deputy Minister of Game and 
Fisheries, Parliament Buildings, Toronto, 
Ontario, that you have organized and mean 
business. But before you do it, select some 
good stationery and use a type-writer and 
balance your letter in business form. Also 
notify W. J. Tavlor Limited, Publisher of 
Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ontario, 
as he is going to keep and publish a list of all 
the new organizations as they are formed. 

After you have done this, let the twelve of 
you go out, and each procure another mem- 
ber. That will make your membership 
twenty-four. After these have pledged them- 
selves, send them out for twelve more. When 
your membership reaches one hundred try 
and make it two hundred. Go to everybody 
in your neighborhood, whether he is a hunter 
or not; whether he is a millionaire or one who 
has not acent. In the case of the latter get 
him in anyway if you have to give him a mem- 
bership, as he might have some good ideas. 
When you have done that you will find you 
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will have a yearly revenue sufficient to carry 
on your work and provide stationery, ink and 
postage stamps. 
When a hundred associations are formed we 

should call a convention at Woodstock and 
have delegates in attendance. At this con- 
vention, after a thorough discussion of various 
conditions, we may find that Ontario requires 
three or four zones instead of two as at present, 
in order to meet climatic conditions. We 
would, therefore, have to group the various 
organizations and they would have to deal 
with all matters pertaining to that grouping. 

Now, we know, of course, that the Canadian 
public is being ‘‘milked”’ for contributions for 
a worthy cause, but if our wild life is to be 
saved we must have only a little money and a 
whole lot of enthusiasm. ‘That’s all. 

In asking the friends of wild life in Ontario, 
and Canada, to carefully consider the con- 
tents of the “HORNADAY PLAN” of Game 
Conservation, I do so only, after having given 
it a very careful study. We have had ample 
opportunity to watch the attitude of the 
Washington administration during tne past 
ten years and we know that, link by link, the 
Hornaday chain of policies is encircling the 
United States with the result that game is fast 
increasing where, formerly, it was practically 
extinct. The United States to-day has passed 
the experimental stage in game-saving, and 
I feel we would be most wise to follow this 
plan wherever we found it adaptable because 
it would save us much time and money. 

I should like to hear other game conser- 
vationists in Ontario express their opinions in 
these pages as regards the creation of One 
Hundred Game Protective Associations by 
January Ist, 1917. An exchange often works 
wonders in game conservation. 

Let everyone begin now and see how many 
associations we can roll up by June Ist. 

MR. KERR COMMENTS ON MR. SHAW’S 

AND MR. PRATT’S LETTERS 

The March number contained a comment 
by Mr. John Shaw, Forest on my contribution 
to your February issue. 

Regarding Mr. Shaw’s remarks on our 
valuable little upland gamester. Mr. Shaw 
should realize that a covey of from twelve to 
twenty birds, provided food is obtainable or 
where it is furnished by the farmers, for this 
purpose, can withstand any ordinary western 
Ontario winter. But where a “‘shot-out’”’ 
season has obtained and there are only four 
to six birds to a covey left to buffet the winter 
winds the chances for the preservation of Bob 
White are considerably slimmer. In the 
opinion of the writer, sportsmen of the right 
kind will not wish to be “allowed to compete 
with the elements” but rather will wish to 
offset the damage caused by rigorous winter 
weather by providing a measure of protection 
for these valuable birds. I would like to urge 
upon Mr. Shaw, the desirability of interesting 
his friends in providing both food and shelter 
during the rigorous winter months for ‘“‘Bob 
White,” the farmer’s friend. In this way he 

could materially assist our Government in its 
attempts to provide for the future. 

Mr. Shaw also complains of his lack of op- 
portunity to get more than thirty-five ducks a 
season, but is not this a better bag than he can 
hope to get in a few years if the ducks are al- 
lowed to dwindle down to a point that ul- 
timately means the abolition of the sport? 

I am well satisfied that Mr. Pratt can be of 
much service in the discussion of Game Con- 
servation matters, and sincerely hope that he 
will continue to contribute to your pages. I 
regret, very much though, that Mr. Pratt’s 
letter did not appear ten years ago. 

I would respectfully draw Mr. Pratt’s at- 
tention to my April contribution and would 
ask him, if there is no Game Protective As- 
sociation in his vicinity, to organize one at 
once with a view to assisting us-in the work we 
have undertaken. It would be an injustice 
to clog the machine and stall the action that 
has begun by dangerous delays and “‘watch- 
ful waiting.” We must play ‘Safety First,” 
then increase the number and quantity of 
killable game so that all citizens may parti- 
cipate with clear consciences. 



Organization Meeting of the Fish and Game Protective 

Association of the District of Sudbury 

AR*on the pot hunter and ruthless 
W destructor of wild fish and game in 

general was declared at the inaugural 
meeting of the “‘Fish and Game Protective 
Association of the District of Sudbury,”’ held 
in February. The meeting was quite large 
and representative, sportsmen from Sudbury, 
Copper Cliff, Coniston and many outlying 
points of the district being present, while the 
machinery of an active association was set in 
motion to follow up and act on the many 
good suggestions offered during the course of 
the meeting. Rev. Fr. Crowley of Copper 
Cliff is the President-elect. 

Resolutions favoring a close partridge season 
for a period of one or two years and the 
appointment of two game wardens for this 
district were adopted and copies sent to the 
department and local member, Mr. Charles 
McCrea, M. P.P. 

The new association promises an interesting 
time to the pot hunter and poacher. With a 
membership of fifty or more, which will surely 
grow, and an active executive, it is expected 
that many of the infractions of the law now 
passing unnoticed will be promptly reported 
to the executive, who in turn will take steps 
to presecute, if. deemed advisable. As pointed 
out at the meeting the success of the asso- 
ciation, of course, rests to a considerable 
extent upon the alertness and activity of the 
individual members to fearlessly report every 
infraction of the law. 

“Everybody seems to be racing with one 
another to destroy our game,”’ was one of the 
remarks of Mr. A. E. Storie, who, with a few 
other prominent sportsmen, was a leading 
spirit in the formation of the association. 
“This ruthless destruction has been going on 
for ten years to my knowledge,” said the 
chairman. “Animals are shot, and left lying 
in the bush simply to try out a new gun. Only 
a short time ago I saw the carcasses of five 
moose lying rotting in one stream and from 
one only had meat been taken.’ Chairman 
Storie quoted many other instances equally 
repulsive and glaring. 
Among other abuses of the game laws 

practiced, and quoted from data and personal 
experiences of the chairman was the fact that 
lumber companies in this district actually 
hire men to go out and shoot deer and moose 
in season and out and create their own market 
for the same. 

Settlers who have lived for fifteen years on 
their land have only a few acres cleared and 
have settled on the land for nothing more or 
less than for the purpose of fishing and hunt- 
ing with absolute contempt for the game laws. 

Another abuse quoted by the chairman was 
the annual race between the different factions 
of town sportsmen to see who is going to get 
out into the bush first. The result is that 
hundreds of partridge are shot before the 
season opens. 

“IT have had it called to my attention,” 
continued Chairman Storie, “‘where partridge 
have been shot out of season while hatching 
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their young; where a net has been set across 
the mouth of a stream after the fish have gone 
up to spawn; where dynamite has been used to ~ 
land one big fish and kill three or four hundred 
small minnows.”’ 

In conclusion the chairman pleaded for 
fearlessness on the part of the members in 
reporting infractions. In the past the in- 
formant had been looked upon and even con-— 
sidered himself a mean man for “‘squealing.” 
Still another point was that abuses were re- 
ported too late—years after the offence was 
committed. ; 

“It is the right of every man to see that 
offenders are brought to justice. If you men 
feel that you cannot inform without bringing 
a shower of wrath upon your head, then, I say, 
there is no use organizing this association,” 
were the coneluding remarks of the chairman. 

Rev. Fr. Crowley, of Copper Cliff, an en- 
thusiastic sportsman, was glad to see so many 
come to the penitence bench. Personally he 
thought he knew of two men in the meeting 
who had not broken the game laws, a jJocular 
remark which greatly tickled the meeting. 
The reverend gentleman was convinced from 
the chairman’s remarks that an association 
such as proposed was necessary. : 

“For the past ten years there has been a 
great commercial slaughter in progress for the 
benefit of about five per cent of the population. 
This association will be just what the inéivid-_ 
ual makes it. We have a wonderful heritage 
and it is the duty of every citizen te aid in 
conserving our game and fish. Ten years ago 
you could get all the feathered game you 
wanted, and I venture to say that ninety-five 
per cent. of it has now been shot away. One 
point I would like to drive home is the fact 
that if this organization is to be made efficient — 
there will have to be personal sacrifices made.” 

Fr. Crowley quoted from an article in Rod~ 
and Gun by Dr. Hornaday, Chief of the New 
York Zoological Gardens, pressing for the 
total prohibition of the sale of wild fish and 
game. 

Officers Elected— y 
On motion of Rev. Fr. Crowley the meeting” 

decided to organize under the name of “Fish 
and Game Protective Association of the Dis- 
trict of Sudbury.” The following officers: 
and executive were elected, the latter olf 
which is not yet complete: : 

Pres.—Rev. Fr. Crowley, Copper Cliff. 
lst Vice-Pres.—Mr. C. R. Reid, Sudbury. 
2nd Vice-Pres.—D. McAuley, Copper Cliff. 
Executive Committee—Wm. Hall, White- 

‘ 

intention of the association to distribute con-— 
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siderable literature on the subject of the con- 
servation of wild game and fish, and an ed- 
ucative campaign of publicity followed. In 
this connection the aid of the local newspapers 
was solicited. 

FAVORS STRONGLY THE NON-SALE 
OF GAME 

Mr. Jas. E. Blea, of Toronto, writes as follows: 
Seeing several letters published in your 

valuable magazine re the saving of the 
wild game from extinction, I take the liberty 
of expressing my opinion. I have been a 
sportsman, shooting here for twenty years, 
and have seen the game diminishing rapidly 
every year. Where the stores used to sell 
thousands of ducks, etc., they now only have 
two or three odd pair, not because they are 
saving the game, but because they cannot get 
them to sell, owing to their scarcity. It 
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seems to me it is high time the government 
stopped the sale of wild game, which was never 
meant to put money in any one’s pockets. 

The little money made on them does not 
warrant their sale and it is no sport to the 
murderer, who makes his living at some other 
occupation ten months during the year. I 
also believe that the open season for ducks in 
the spring that some of our neighboring juris- 
dictions enjoy is not only unfair to other 
shooters, but is the worst exterminator of any, 
as ducks are migrating north to rear their 
young, and in most cases the seed is planted. 

There are some shooters who go out for 
game because they have a gun and not having 
any knowledge of how to get “‘em”’ deliberately 
shoot insectivorious birds, etc., These birds 
which are nearly exterminated not only help 
to make the woods entrancing, but help to 
keep the game birds with us. 

DAMNED BROOK 
J. W. Russell 

In the Highlands of Muskoka, 
In the rear of Garryowen 

Through a ferny gorge it gurgled, 
Bickered where the pines have grown. 

From an emerald lake it floweth: 
Through a fairy woodland maze, 

Many speckled trout, it laveth, 
Tumbling into Lake of Bays. 

Thirty thousand years it gurgled 
In its vale, nor deep nor wide, 

Till a booster bought its gurgles, 
Bought the land on either side. 

Then he built a dam across it; 
Damned it back with wood and stone 

Made its gurgles quite quiescent, 
That it might be all his own. 

In its iron pipes imprisoned, 
Silent all its sylvan songs; 

Silent all its mystic music; 
In its shame, it’s forced along. 

In his house the languid liquid 
Slakes the thirst of summer guests; 

Slakes the thirst of cows and chickens, 
Breeds a multitude of pests. 

In his garden waters pumpkins; 
Muddies all the paths and plots; 

In his kitchen and his pantry 
Washes up his pans and pots. - 

Every charm that nature gives us 
Must be made to serve our wants; 

Though a thousand gems be scattered 
Thus are damned our choicest haunts. 



THE LURE OF THE DRY Fey 
Robert Page Lincoln 

may be said that the good wet-fly rod 
may also be utilized as a dry-fly rod, 

ether things being equal, among the first to be 
considered being the value of the rod, and, 
second the kind of material that goes into the 
making of that rod. Naturally it goes with- 
out saying that any rod will not do and the 
true dry-fly rod has many points to its credit 
that the average wet-fly does not possess; 
this for the reason that a dry-fly rod is built 
mainly for that sort of fishing and not for 
general all-around work. Were the present 
editor partial, and favouring a certain class of 
moneyed people alone, it would be in order to 
mention a host of varieties ot fishing rods, one 
for each species and sub-species of fish, but 
since I am at all times, more or less, impartial, 
remembering the average angler, there must 
be taken into consideration the fact that two- 
thirds of the men looking for a rod, if not 
purse-empty are obliged to be moderately 
economical. For these, then, the rod that is pur- 
chased will require to be first, a good wet-fly rod, 
and, second—a good dry-fly rod as well. Dry- 
fly men may hold that such a thing is not 
practicable, but then what dry-fly men say 
and what they do will always remain in the 
realm of the utterly mysterious. Some men 
of this school know little or nothing about wet- 
fly fishing. In point this may be said of 
Frederick Halford, the world’s greatest ex- 
ponent of the pastime of dry-fly fishing, who 
cheerfully admitted that he could not speak 
with any semblance of authority upon wet-fly 
fishing. It may be that the same could be 
said of some of our lesser dry-fly men, who 
have followed in the path of the great leader. 

In the selection of the dry-fly rod, the weight 
of the appliance may or may not have much 
to do with the proposition. We of this count- 
ry have used the very light rod, and we have 
used it successfully , in a number of instances, 
particularly in wet-fly fishing, but dry-fly 

Cae as a matter of general opinion it men will not tolerate the light rod, claiming © 
that with it no general good results can be ob- 
tained. The desire on the part of American — 
and Canadian anglers to use the light rod led © 
to attention being given the subject in Eng- 
land and as a result the light rod was intro- 
duced there and was sanctioned by many 
anglers. Previous to that, however, the 
light rod in England was practically an un- 
heard of thing. Halford comments as follows: 

““T have discussed at some length the origin 
of what is often called the light rod, which has 
been adopted by our American cousins, and 
to some extent in this country. I have de- 
monstrated the absurdity of grading rods by 
their gross weight in ounces and I have done 
my best to show that mere weight is in fact no 
criterion. A rod of four ounces may be, and 
often is, far more tiring to the hand, wrist, and 
forearm of the angler than a correctly balanced 
one of ten or even twelve ounces.” 

In this country it has been conceded that 
the use of light tackle is surrounded with 
difficulties, and the claim is that by far the 
greater degree of fairness is shown by such use. 
But whether as great efficiency is the result, 
is another matter. Hardy, of Hardy Brothers, 
the famous rod makers of England, outfitters 
to his Majesty the King, has this to say of 
the light rod, considering it as an adjunct to 
dry-fly fishing: j 

“During the last few years a considerable 
advance has been made in reducing the weight 
of rods, due to the hardness of the material 
and reduction in the weight of the metal parts. 
In reference to this it is worth while to consid- 
er whether we have gained much, and whether 
the reduction has been of any practical value, 
or whether in some rods it has not been over- 
done. In this direction the effort has been to 
decrease as far as possible the exertion requir 
ed to perform a certain work, and so render 
the day’s fishing less fatiguing to the angler, 
but we must not forget that nothing must be 
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sacrificed in point of efficiency. Actual 
weight is not of so much account in a rod as 
the disposal of it. Experiment has satisfied 
the writer, that, given two rods of unequal 
weight, the heavier has frequently proved to 
be the more pleasant and lighter in use, and 
less tiring to the muscles of the forearm 
than the lighter one. Balanre, i.e., counter- 
poise, is the important point. Where the 
weight of the rod can be reduced without 
impairing its efficiency, something has been 
achieved. Some little reduction in weight, 
due.to improvement in material, and the use of 
lighter metal fittings is quite practicable. 
With some men, however, the notion of light 
rods seems to be quite a mild sort of a mania 
and to such an extent is this carried that short 
rods of two and one half ounces are actually 
in use. These rods can undoubtedly place a 
fly within reasonable distance of a fish, and it 
may rise to the fly, and even be hooked but 
here the trouble begins. This little bit of bam- 
boo has really become the thick end of the line 
and on the river you must follow Mr. Trout 
wherever he cares to lead, and woe betide you 
if there are snags or dangerous roots at the 
sides. The rod being very thin, lacking in 
power and very short, you have nothing with 
which to stop or hold the fish out of the weeds 
—therefore disaster is almost certain.” 

English dry-fly rods by the way will reach 
up to fourteen ounces in weight; whereas here 
our lighter rods, are universally considered as 
being the most correct for general use. That 
the well-balanced English rods have eminent 
points to their credit, there is little doubt— 
and that a captured trout can be well enough 
handled is another consideration that must 
be taken into account. It is a fact that two 
and three ounce rods are used in this country 
though such rods are not in universal demand. 
The rod most generally in use, I believe, 
weighs six ounces. In fact I consider the six 
and one-half ounce, well-made bamboo rod to 
be the correct weight for our streams, regard- 
less of streams in other parts of the world. 

In the selection of a rod that shall be useful 
for both wet and dry-fly fishing, some special 
points must be recognized. In my opinion, 
which I believe to be the average opinion 
among actual anglers, bamboo is much prefer- 
able to solid wood. But good material must 
be had, for poor bamboo is an abomination 
and where it is used a gooa rod cannot be 
manufactured. A hancsome bamboo rod 
that will cost fifteen dollars, should prove 
emminently satisfactory. Such a rod will give 
lasting wear, and possess both strength and 
resilience. It has also pliancy and the perfect 
balance that should not be overlooked 

James A. Henshall in one of his books, 
comments as follows regarding the rod and the 
desirable features that go into it, to make it 
perfect: 

“It is the continuous spring and yielding 
resistence of the bent rod, constantly main- 
tained, that not only tires out the fish, but 
protects the weak snell or leader from breakage 
and prevents a weak hold of the hook from 
giving way; this ts the proper function of the 
rod. 
+ Dry-fly men, will, however, hold that the 
rod shoule not have a tendency toward soft- 
ness; that this constant{resiliency is not an 
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all-around desirable quality. It has been said 
that the proper rod for dry-fly fishing is one 
that is powerful, and that has more or less 
backbone to it, somewhat of sfiffness to be 
exact. This tendency toward power, brought 
on by this stiffness makes for speed, and, 
supposedly, helps towara plaring the fly de- 
liberately at just the right spot. However, 
the rod of noticeable stiffness is not one which 
is fitted for general use; and if one follows the 
words of Henshall in making his rod selection 
he will do well. Give us that rod of yielding 
resistence, that is ‘‘constantly maintained” 
and we will consider it both as a wet-fly and a 
dry-fly rod. In point of fact, I need go no 
further for my own part for I have used the 
rod that answers the Henshall description, 
and have found it entirely suitable. Praise as 
you will your rod with much backbone but 
give me the rod with the pronounced resiliency 
since, as Henshall points out—‘‘The essential 
and most important office of a rod_ is that 
which is exhibited after the fish is hooked; in 
other words, in the playing and landing of the 
fish. In practical angling the act of casting, 
either with fly, or bait, is preliminary, and 
subordinate to the real uses of a rod. The 
poorest fly-rod made will cast a fly thirty or — 
forty feet, which is about as far as ordinary 
angling calls for.’”’ This, in my opinion, sums 
up the essentials of the fly-rod, whether it be 
used for wet or dry-fly angling. 

Nor do I believe it is necessary to be en- 
cumbered with a rod that goes over ten feet 
in length. At this, one has a rod that he can 
use fairly well in open environments; but it 
must also be remembered that many of our 
streams are surrounded by brush and a shorter 
rod is not a bad idea. For my part I would 
choose the regulation nine and one half footer. 
This is length enough for me, and with it I 
need not get entangled in the aspects of the 
landscape. Anyone who has roamed along 
brush-environed streams, in and among rocks, 
through woods and what not with along rod 
will know why I prefer a nine and one half 
foot rod to the eleven foot appliance. I can 
fully sympathize with the feelings of the angler 
who said: 

“The first thing to do is to pass over any 
rod exceeding ten feet—that is, for actual 
trout fishing. These rods are concessions to 
the English trade, and for the long-distance 
tournament fly-casters. Although it is possi- 
ble to imagine circumstances under which one 
could use a rod of this sort to advantage on 
some particular occasion, for ordinary use it is 
quite out of the question. The choice of the 
rod should be made not only with regard to 
giving the fish a show, but also with due re- 
gard to the comtort of the angler. By way of 
experiment the writer once put in a day’s fish- 
ing with a II 1-2 foot roa. This was on a 
stream that could truly be called typical of our 
American trout waters. Morally the experi- 
ment was costly. By sunset the rod had 
attained a length of, approximately, one mile, 
and a duly proportionate weight. When go- 
ing through brush its action was beautifully 
precise; it never failed to catch. However, 
the necessity of enlarging upon this is probably 
not imperative.” 

A six strip, hexagonal rod is the best, easily 
proven in the long run, having six points of 
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resisteace in its makeup with the retainment, 
as noted in it, of the enameling; this enameling 
or surfacing material, that forms the outer 
part of the wood, and which is exceptionally 
strorg and durable of fiber is especially de- 
sirable in a good rod. ‘The round rod for this 
reason should not be chosen for the outer 
enameling, or fibre material has been sliced off 
in rounding it. This rod should have the 
regulation, recommended, three joints; the 
mountings of the rod coming in German Silver; 
the ferrules should be waterproof, welted, 
capped ana serrated; the guides to the rod 
should be of the “‘snake’”’ variety, and it is 
vastly proper that the reel guide, or the guide 
closest to the reel and the top guide should be 
fitted with agate; this for the eminent reason 
that it improves its efficiency in casting, 
allowing a smoother space over which the line 
may pass, it also saves the line, for it is against 
the tip guide and the reel guide that the line 
wears most. Ordinary, unagated guides often 
go hard on the line if put to the test in hard 
work. The handgrasp of the rod is preferable 
in solid cork. 

Windings on a rod are of benefit for the 
reason that these improve the strength of the 
appliance, making it more durable. They 
should be in plain colors, green preferred, and 
not set too close together. 

In selecting a rod that you intend to use for 
dry-fly fishing, and a general all-around rod at 
the same time, examine it well for flaws. Of- 
ten the most insignificant spots will develop 
into disasters and the psychological moment 
may find you with a rod that will not be equal 
to the demands made upon it. In testing 
out the rod it is doubtful if I can improve 
upon the advice given by Samuel G. Camp in 
one of his books, “Fishing Kits and Equip- 
ment,” about the best little handbook that 
has ever been put out on the subject. He 
writes as follows: 

“Tf you hold the rod straight out in front of 
you, you will notice that it bends down slight- 
ly; if the bend is more than slight, aiscard the 
rod, tf ts too whippy, and the bend should be 
graceful and even. Still holding the rod in 
this manner, rotate the rod on its axis, and 
during the entire period of rotation see that 
the bend or dip remains constant. If, at 
some time during the rotation, the point of the 
tip moves upward, it denotes a sufficient fault 
of construction, or material, to warrant setting 
the rod aside. If the rod successfully passes 
the tests suggested, then fit it with a suitable 
reel and line, reeving the line through the 
guides as for fishing. Reel off a convenient 
length of line and attach the end of it to some 
substantial object or have someone hola it. 
Then, steadily, put a good, stiff strain on the 
rod and carefully examine the bend. As said 
above, the rod should bend evenly throughout 
its entire length from handgrasp to tip-end; 
the bend should not be entirely confined to the 
middle joint and tip as is often the case. An 
even, graceful bend spells equal distribution 
of strength, and equally distributed strength 
means long life to the rod. Put this strain on 
the rod with the guides both above and below 
the rod, and also with the sides of the rod 
held upward. The pull of a hooked fish and 
the strain upon the rod when casting are by no 
means from one direction only and the rod 
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must be capable of sustaining with equal re- 
silience and safety, strains coming trom any 
direction. After each of these tests for equal- 
ity of bend see that the rod returns readily 
and at once to its normal straightness. If it 
does not, but seems to have a slight set, or to 
come back in a lifeless manner it lacks re- 
siliency and backbone.”’ 

Messrs. Hardy Brothers of Alnwick, Eng- 
land, have long been recognized as among the 
best rod makers of the world. The Hardy 
rods are always to be depended upon, illus- 
trating as they do exact and painstaking work- 
manship. These rods are made from a hard 
and tough bamboo which is called Palakona. 
This bamboo has stiffness; permitting rods 
light in weight to be used, yet which possess 
distinct resistence. The virtue of this is not 
lost upon’ one who has tested the question. 
The efficiency of the Palakona is its best 
recommendation. It isa purchaseable mater- 
ial well up to the standard. Hardy rods were 
at one time only made in rather heavy weights, 
and great lengths. However, the demand in 
this country for shorter rods has led this 
company to put out rods more nearly con- 
forming to our own, yet being handmade, and 
personally tested by Hardy himself. These 
rods are in the Palakona material, coming in 
the following weights and lengths: 8 feet, 
weighing close to five ounces; 9 feet, weighing 
close to six ounces; 9 ft., 6 inches, weighing 
six ounces; and ten feet, weighing six and one 
fourth ounces. ‘These rods sell for something 
like eighteen and a half dollars each, with one 
top; with two tops, they sell for twenty-two 
dollars. a 

The one big thing to keep in your mind in 
reading these articles is the fact that I am nol 
coaching you to follow any set rules. I do 
not suggest that you fish the dry-fly entirely, 
making a pastime of that alone. Despite 
what desires you have in this line, dry-/ly water 
only obtains here and there; and to pass such 
water by without trying examples of the dry- 
fly would certainly be to miss a good oppor- 
tunity. For this reason, obtain a good all- 
around dry and wet-fiy rod. 

The reel used with the fly-fisherman’s rod 
is of more use than merely to hold the line. 
It has been repeated time and time again that 
in fly-fishing the winch is the main object of 
this appliance, but a little careful study of the 
proposition reveals the fact that the reel is 
truly an important feature, the correct select- 
ion of which cannot but improve your casting 
ability. Then, too, it will be more agreeable, 
for casting with a rod and reel rightly and 
correctly balanced the work will not be as — 
tiresome as will casting with a light rod to 
which is connected a heavy reel which fre- 
quently displaces the balance. Very tiny 
single-action reels will sometimes be noted on 
six and seven ounce rods. If the caster is a 
strong man he may accomplish his end but his 
wrist will tire twice as quickly as it would if 
his reel were carefully selected. Many things 
have to be taken into consideration even in the 
selection of a trout reel. What I shall speak 
of has rarely been touched upon by writers on 
this engrossing subject, namely: the reel as 
used when a fish has been captured and is 
being worked toward the ready net. 

In trout fishing the accurate fishing of the 
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fly purports to deceive the trout, whether it be 

upon Ee surface, floating it, or under the sur- 

face, as witnessed in wet-fly fishing. Second 

comes the capture of the trout and the proper 
and timely setting of the hook. Upon this 
point many things depend and that experience 
counts for a great deal here there is little or no 
doubt. 
The dry-fly man has the actual rise, with 

everything within the range of his vision to 
guide him; the wet-fly man must depend upon 
setting the hook when the swirl in the water 
signifying the strike of the fish is noted. The 
fish having been hooked, the playing of that 
fish is the third move. Just how this is done 
depends greatly upon the nature of the waters 
and the environment. Undoubtedly the 
fisherman angling on thicketed streams has by 
far the hardest proposition to contend with; 
on an open stream the angler is at a great 
advantage, in that the trout is easier to get at. 
Then, too, it must be remembered that snags, 

’ logs and other obstructions, not to mention 
tne aggravating driftwood and scum are de- 
triments to the landing of the trout, for, 
naturally, being hooked, the fish will make for 
these friendly aids to escape. Incidental 
with the setting of the hook must come the 
taut line and the endeavour at leading the fish 
ey from obstructions; and it is sometimes 
the luck of an angler that he may lead that 
captured fish into a pool below, less obstructed 
and there bring him successfully to net. 
Then too the flowage of the stream must be 
taken into careful consideration. If the 
waters are rough and swift-flowing the tension 
on the line will be greater and the fish harder 
by far tocircumvent. Here the reel, as identi- 
fied with the fly-rod, comes in for a certain 
deal of attention. The reel will play a part 
in the hands of some fishermen like that of 
the larger or quadruple-multiplying reel, and 
the fish will actually be reeled in, at least reel- 
ed in within reach of the net. Just how the 
majority of the angling element manipulate 
the rod and the reel in a case of this sort is 
hard to say. In acase where the reel remains 
inert, and but holds the line, the fish is drawn 
in witn the left hand, the line being allowed to 
hang, the angler watches the fight keenly and 
gives and takes in line equal to the strength of 
the fish, remembering the capacity of his 
leader. Then, if the fish is very close in, the 
angler reels his line in and bending the rod on 
high, reaches far ahead and nets the fish. The 
former method will do where the angler is far 
from the fish, and where, in dry-fly fisning he 
is using a light leader and must therefore safe- 
guard its preservation and the fish, by releas- 
ing and drawing in the line till the fish is 
weakened. 

All things considered, the proper reel for 
fly-fishing is the single-action winch; and an 
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added point is that the handle should tie close 

to the plate, in fact should be connected 

directly with the plate itself; it should never 

be outstanding, as in the bait reel, for then the 

line will surely foul upon it with inconsiderate 

results. The barrel of the reel need not be 

long as is proper in a bait-casting reel, but the 

plates of that reel should be fairly large. The 

single-action reel need not be exceptionally 

smooth-working but it should have a good 

action to improve reeling capacity when it 1s 

needed. The single-action ree! need not have 

drag and click too, if a strong click is to be had 

upon that reel. And then comes the question 

of selecting the reel in lightness, weight to 

conform with the weight of the rod. That 

this is a question that should be considered 

there is little doubt. If you do not believe 

this take a light rod and place on it a too heavy 

reel; then take a heavier rod and place on it a 

very light reel. Cast with them both and you 

will know just what I mean. Says Southard: 

“Having talked with many experienced and 
successful anglers as to the balance of rod and 

reel, and finding that their views were quite 

in accord with my own, I suggest to the be- 

ginner and otners that they first start with the 
idea that the reel, without the line, should 
weigh at least one and one half times more 
than the rod and let the basis be a seven and 
one half ounce reel for a five ounce rod. As 
the weight of rod decreases, or increases, 
some deviation must be allowed to meet the 
change in weight and the individual require- 
ments of the angler. The statement that a 
reel to be used on a fly-rod ‘should be light, 
and cannot well be too light’ is fundamentally 
wrong in principle; the greater the weight of 
the rod, line and leader forward of the casting 
hand, not balanced by the weight of the rod, 
reel and line back of the casting hand, the 
greater must be the strain placed upon the 
wrist of the caster. Tnis is due to the fact 
that weight is added to the longer part of the 
rod which acts as a long lever with the hand as 
a fulcrum without sufficient weight back of the 
fuicrum point, or hand, to make a balance. 
If the reel used is as light or lighter than the 
rod, then the rod is unbalanced in increasing 
proportion as the reel used decreases in weight 
and moves the balance point toward the tip 
end of the rod and away from the handle end 
of the rod. From my experience and experi- 
ments with many different makes of split- 
bamboo fly-rods, I have reached the con- 
clusion, after many years that the proper 
balance for any fly-rod can be very nearly 
obtained, as a general proposition, by using a 
reel which, without the line, weighs, as I have 

already stated, one and one-half times the 

weight of the rod, and this is irrespective of 

the length of the rod.” 
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THE TRAIL OF THE ANGLING 

CANOEIST 

Robert Page Lincoln 

the Baker tent with its rather open 
front, it is, nevertheless quite prom- 

inent in use among outing people and has been 
used by a great many canoeists, and with con- 
siderable satisfaction resulting. One point to 
its credit, as I have pointed out in a previous 
paper, is that it will accommodate as many as 
four men without any trouble whatever. 
Somewhat on the order of the Baker tent is 
tne Dan Beard pattern, which some say is the 
best designed sheiter tent on the market, and 
one that it is hard to duplicate. With it one 
is able to make the fire closer to the tent ana 
it is said to retain the neat thrown inward from 
the blaze. The Dan Beard tent may be set 
up with either poles, or by stretching a rope 
between two trees. Tne roof of the tent is 
steep enough to tnrow off the rain well and the 
flap, or awning in front, may be either lifted 
out in front and connected to sticks set up for 
the purpose, thrown over the tent, or fastened 
down, forming of it a sort of tent. It is 
really a model shelter tent and may be had in 
many sizes, and in about three materials. 
A 7x7 Dan Beard made of Khaki costs about 
thirteen dollars; waterproofed khaki, fifteen 
dollars. A 7x 7 silk Beard tent will cost not 
less than twenty-three dollars. Another tent 
that may be described is the Cruiser’s Separ- 
able tent, and those who want a tent that is 
comparatively light, and somewhat unique in 
construction, will not make a mistake in se- 
lecting this tent; wnich will be found to give 
lasting service. This tent comes in two dis- 
tinct sections: if you desire to travel and carry 
your tent, and there are two of you, then eacn 
man carries a section. One section of the tent 
alone may he set up, as has been seen in an 
illustration especially pointing out this unique 
idea, and then serves wnat may be called the 
purposes of a lean-to; the fire may be built in 
front of the tent and comfort is assured. Or, 
as seen in the illustration, the two sections 
may be adjoined, a canvas cap, or guard in- 
serted over the top to keep out the rain and 
behold you have a real Figure A tent, answer- 
ing your every want on a trip of the sort where 
lightness as well as efficiency is a factor. The 
Cruiser’s Separable tent is much in use and to 
be recommended. It has a width of seven 
and one-half feet; depth three and one-half; 
height four and one-half. In one grade of 
waterproofing it will cost you six dollars and a 
half. Of the same dimensions, only in silk, it 
wilt cost about fifteen dollars. 

A shelter tent of exceptional merit is the Ca- 
noe tent, which, I may say is really the favor- 
ite of two thirds of those who go on canoeing 
trips. Especially is this true where tne canoe- 
ist desires ligntness above all things, and is 
anxious that each factor in the equipment take 
up as little room as possible. The Canoe tent 
is comparatively light; and better yet it has 

D ite Be the fact that some do not like excellent headroom and a good floor space. 
The simplicity of it is better understood when 
itis noted that it can be erected with but one 
pole and a rope from the peak to the limb of a 
tree holds it well in place. Frankly this tent 
takes into consideration the demands of the 
canoeist more than perhaps any other make of 
tent. In this style of tents there are two de- 
signs, one naving a round front; the other a 
square front. By its round front the circular 
fronted tent obviates the necessity of having a 
rope from the peak to a limb of a tree, as its 
canvas may be stretched and pegged down in 
front. By this process, of course the tent is 
held in place. The circular fronted tent 
should accommodate two men well, while the 
larger, square-fronted tent will hold a number, 
and ‘s in fact a four man tent. In one mater- 
ial of lightweight waterproofed quality the 
circular fronted tent, size 7 x 9, 7 1-2 feet high 
at centre will cost close on twelve dollars; 
same tent in silk, twenty dollars. The square- 
fronted tent of this sort may be had in various 
materials at prices ranging from ten to twenty 
dollars. In my estimation the old and origin- 
al Canoe tent, with the rounded front is the 
perfect tent for a canoe trip, if a selection is 
made between these two. Remember that if 
your tent is not in silk material it should be in 
a substantial waterproofed material and 
should have the required degree of lightness. 
Be sure to buy from good, reputable firms and 
not from cheap shops whose business is chiefly 
to fleece you with abominable imitations. 

The Wedge, or A-shaped tent previously 
shown in an illustration is another well-known 
and highly appreciated tent, though if such a 
type be desired I certainly would procure the 
Cruiser’s Separable tent which takes in all the 
features of this tent, and does not cost any 
more—in fact a good sized tent in Wedge type, 
of silk cannot be procured under twenty- 
three dollars. It is not therefore a tent for the 
one who wishes to economize. 

On the other hand we have the whiteman’s 
improvement upon the redman’s teepee in the 
shape of the well known model, known as the 
Miner’s tent. Of course tnis tent is mostly 
known in the west and throughout the moun- 
tain regions, where it is preeminently in its 
element, though it may be used anywhere for 
that matter and on a canoe trip is a factor of 
due and recognizable proportions. The Min- 
er’s tent is square at the bottom, coming to a 
peak, and is held in place by a single stick in 
the center. The pegging down process on all 
sides holds it in place. A seven and one- 
half, by a seven and one-half Miner’s tent, 
height seven feet to peak; weighing seven and 
one-fourth pounds in absolutely waterproof 
silk will cost you the sum of tnirteen dollars, 
and is about as good a tent for the money as 
you can buy anywhere. Ithas fine headroom 
and excellent floor space and is well worthy of 
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.consideration. A fire built in front of it, with 
the flaps of the tent well shielded will throw 
the heat inward as well as can be expected in 
this tent. The Miner’s style of tent is not the 
only one on the market. There is also the 
Frazer pattern and the Gypsy pyramid style 
and the George shelter tent is another type of 
this sort that is well known and used wherever 
you go in the northern woods. If you should 
look up these models I do not doubt but that 
you would find something suitable to your 
needs. And in another type, but circular as to 
floor plan is the white man’s modification of 
the Indian Teepee, to be had in all weights of 

One having a diameter of 
ten feet, nine feet in height, weighing under 
ten pounds should not cost over twelve doll- 
ars. This is a very reasonable sum; and the 
weight of it being inconsiderate often finds 
ready favour, even with woodsmen. 

It would be unsatisfactory if in concluding 
this talk on tents I forgot to mention the well- 
known Compac tent; which is really one of the 
lightest tents that money can buy anc is pur- 
chased of the manufacturers at Indianapolis, 
Indiana, U.S.A. This tent isa marvel of its 
kind and will accommodate two inmates; its 
size when erected is six by eight feet; its size 
when folded up is four by sixteen inches; and 
the weight is not quite four pounds. It is 
absolutely waterproof: and_ since the floor 
cloth is sewed in and everything is tight it is 
considered also absolutely insect and snake- 
proof. {thas four ventilators that are adjust- 
able irom the inside, yet when the door flap is 

drawn, the best of ventilation is furnished. 
The Compac tent is one of those tents that is 
especially acceptanle to the hiker, and to the 
angler who wishes to travel along the streams 
carrying his outfit. Or, in the case of the 
canoeis{ where lightness is especially desirable, 
the Compac tent offers the best in this order and 
should in many cases be given much thought- 
ful consideration. 

In the purchase of any of the above tents, 
especially if they come in silken material, sod 
cloths, and tent bags and other sundries are 
supposed to go with the purchase of the tent 
iree. A sod cloth is of great practical value 
and should not be forgotten. A floor cloth is 
often a mighty important thing. For one 
thing it offers something hetween the earth 
and your body. There are a number of ways 
of constructing beds, within shelter and out, 
one of the common systems entailing the use 
of prowse. One of the common methods is to 
make a foundation with selected balsam twigs, 
over which a canvas is spread. Thereon vour 
blankets may be spread, or your one sizable 
blanket may be pinned together to form a sort 
of a sleeping bag, allowing thus more uniform 

_ comfort without the waste of much blanket— 
also your ieet and body will not be exposed by 
the blankets creeping off during the night. 
There are those who would not go into the 
woods, by the way, without sleeping bags, 
with waterproof canvas covers. The argument 

that to keep perfectly warm something 
ust be had besides the blankets and the 

covering of canvas will fulfill the purpose. The 
‘Most practical usefulness of this scheme is 

at the blankets when rolled up are abso- 
utely protected from the water, and are al- 

_Waysdry. All the sleeping bags, clothes bags 
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and other duffle should be protected by some 
waterproofed material, to keep out moisture. 
When the material is in the canoe to protect 
everything, the tent itself is used as a pack 
cloth,—the same being wrapped over the 
other goods. Thus, if in stormy weather, 
you ship a sea, or if it rains, your goods are 
absolutely dry. That is one great value in 
having a silk shelter tent. It fulfills many 
purposes, and in the long run, despite the fact 
that you have paid a good price for it, you will 
find it the most valuable and economical. 
By all means, therefore, purchase a good silk 
tent—and it will last you for years. 

On a well-organized trip along the flowing 
road, the canoeist-angler should use system in 
making up his duffle, and his load so that it 
will carry well; always remembering the prime 
idea of lightness. Blankets, or sleeping bags, 
and the tent are made up in one bundle. Food 
bags and clothes bags are other things to be 
considered, also the few utensils, ever handy 
and absolutely necessary. The larger bags 
hold the smaller bags containing the various 
things that are in demand upon your trip. A 
duffle bag of waterproof canvas (a convenient 
size is the 9x 24) for your food bags, should 
cost not much over seventy-five cents. Small 
food bags, waterproof, each containing five 
pounds, to fit into the above larger bag will 
cost you ten cents each. These are 9 x 9 
inches. Larger bags, 9 x 15 inches, holding 
ten pounds of food stuff will cost all the way 
from ten to fifty cents, depending upon the 
material that goes into them. The larger 
duffle bags, diameter 18 inches, by thirty-four 
in length are meant for the heavier duffle and 
will cost as high as two dollars the bag. The 
system is that the various materials, clothes, 
and wearing apparel, or the foodstuffs can be 
packed in the small bags, and the small bags 
in turn inserted in the larger duffle bags which 
are fastened around the top with acord. Then 
if the silk shelter tent (acting as a pack-cloth, ) 
is covered over these they are kept absolutely 
dry. There, in a word, is the virtue of the 
duffle and small bags. They afford genuine 
protection to your things. In fact no canoe 
trip, well organized and up to the standard 
is complete without duffle bags, etc., that will 
afford protection to the goods you carry with 
you. 

For carrying your duffle, as, for instance, 
over the portages the use of the tump-line 
comes in for special mention. The tump- 
line is the carrying method of the north, and 
a few words in explanation of it are, of course, 
not out-of-place here. The tump-line is com- 
prised of two straps of reasonable length con- 
nected to a soft leather band that passes over 
the forehead. The duffle is made up over 
these straps, or is so strapped on to them that 
they will hang over the back, well-proportion- 
ed, so as to carry in a balanced state. The 
leather band over the forehead, which par- 
tially takes the weight, supplies the means 
whereby the load is carried, and while it may 
seem a neck-breaking method, is, nevertheless, 
nothing of the sort, and one rapidly becomes 
familiar with the process. The loads that 
some of the Indians carry up north are some- 
times staggering; often two hundred and fifty 
pounds are borne in this manner with apparent 
unconcern. This does not mean that you are 
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going to carry any such load as this. Don’t 
try it. If you are not physically up to the 
test—don’t do it. Therefore, see to it that 
lightness in a practical sense, obtains as far as 
your outfit is concerned, and do not stack up 
with a lot of unnecessary and ill-selected 
luggage. If you do you will feel it before 
your trip is half done. It would be all very 
well if it were clean canoeing the whole way, 
but portages are met with and they must be 
packed over. 
A rather touchy problem to many men, and 

especially those who have not tackled the prop- 
osition of outfitting for the flowing road is the 
cooking kit and food problem; and yet this is 

- no great problem if one will only use thought 
and make the right selections. In fact it is 
rather easily met with. If you are a red 
blooded man you can do without the hundred 
and one unnecessary luxuries and conveniences 
of civilization. If you do not belong to that 
clan, well, you will have to put up with it or 
learn it, or hire guides to tote your stuff. But 
I am talking to those who wish to go on their 
own path, be their own guides, and hunt things 
out for themselves. Now in considering a 
cooking and eating outfit, where lightness is 
especially desired, the diameter and weight of 
the whole must be taken into consideraiion— 
it should at the same time,take up as little 
space as possible. It is therefore desirable 
that the various units of the cooking outfit 
should nest within each other to take up but 
little space. Thus one begins with a large pot, 
a smaller one goes within that and so on. An 
outfit I have had good success with is the Mill- 
er suggestion, and while I have added some to 
it, in the main it is the most likely of all I have 
tried out. The Miller kit contains two gallon 
aluminum pots, seven and one fourth inches in 
diameter by six and one-half inches in height; 
there are two, 7 x 3-inch tin mixing pans, 
three, six and one-half by one inch baking pans 
that can be used as soup plates; also one 9- 
inch aluminum plate; two 7-inch aluminum 
frying pans, with handles, one aluminum cup; 
and one tin-tea pail holding about 7 pints. 
This kit without knives, forks and spoons 
weighs four and one-half pounds, and has a 
size of 13 by 7 1-4 inches. The only change 
I work on the above is the addition of enamel- 
led ware in place of the plate, and I certainly 
demand white enamelled ware for cups. In 
an individual outfit such as the above I always 
add two plates instead of one, though for one 
man the one cup is plenty. At the same time 
the above utensils will and should cook for a 
party of three, additions of course, having to 
be made in proportion to the number that will 
use them. Thus for a party of three add 
three knives, three forks, three teaspoons, etc. 
I have always found it advisable to add an 
extra knife, fork, etc., for there are always 
chances of loss. The extra weight will not be 
noticed. In an outfit such as the above you 
have represented three wares: Aluminum, 
tin and enamel. This is just a hint on how to 
select your outfit. Be sure that they are so 
selected that they will properly nest within 
each other. This is the most essential, for 
less space is utilized, and coming in lightweight 

. material the weight is not overly great. Some 
feel that more things should be added, but 
this is of course left to yourself and your in- 
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dividual aims. Some can get along perfectly 
well with an odd number of few things; others — 
who are dismally careless make a mess of | 
with more than enough. : 

It is of course necessary that you have wi 
you some style of a baker, for there is hardl 
more needful thing than this on a trip into 
woods. It is, in fact, the golden key to a 
rather baffling situation. The baker, coming 
in a light-weight is therefore a blessing. There 
are two forms to choose from, namely: thi 
aluminum dutch oven and the well-knowr 
and highly appreciated reflecting baker, whic! 
can be folded up to take very little room in 
your outfit. The first form, the dutch oven 
as seen in the illustration, is made in aluminum 
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THE DUTCH OVEN 

and you may boil, roast, or bake im it to suit_ 
your needs. It is ground down in the hot | 
coals, the cover put on and coals are heaped — 
all over it. Result: perfect baking effici-” 
ency.. Ten inches in diameter, four and one= | 
half inches deep, with iron top, weighing five — 
pounds it costs something like five dollars.” 
One 13 inches in diameter, six inches deep, — 
with iron top, and weighing eight pounds 
costs eight dollars. On the other hand we 
have the reflector baker, an appliance very | 
much in demand, which, set alongside of the 
fire, open front to the blaze will readily bake or 
roast what you place therein, biscuits, bread | 
or game, or fish. Any degrees of heat may be 
obtained by moving the baker to, or away 
from the fire. A reflecting baker with acen 
ter pan 8 x 12 inches, weighing two pounds” 
costs three dollars. One 8 x 18 inches, weigh= 
ing 214 lbs costs three and one half, one 10x 18 | 
inches weighing five pounds costs five dollars. 
The reflecting baker hasmy best recommenda 
tion and you certainly will make no mistake by | 
supplying yourself with one of these. It 1s) 
simply indispensable. A glimpse at the illus- | 
trations will show you both tne highly val 
uable reflector baker and the dutch oven. a | 

There are those who deem the wire grate, 
which can be pinned down over the fire for use | 
in frying, boiling and cooking the coffee, un-_ 
necessary, yet anyone who has once used one 
of these good grates will not be without one, — 
no matter where they go. There is, for in- 
stance, a certain grate constructed of heavy 
wire rods, with legs that may be folded up; 
when pinned in the ground it stands pelea 
stiff and unmoving. This grate in a small 
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size will cost the sum of sixty cents, weighing 
a trifle over two pounds. A grate such as this 
has only to be used to find out its virtues. It 
makes cooking a matter of comparative ease 
when, on the other hand, one often makes a 
smoky mess of cooking on the coals, or over 
two logs with the embers between. I would 
certainly recommend the grate. It is a good 
thing in my opinion. 
We have now reviewed the most necessary 

things that go with the cooking utensils, and 
the cook kit. You can of course work upon 
the practical outline I have submitted, sub- 
tracting or adding to suit your own tastes. 
There is always room for improvement, of 
course. 

Next I shall touch upon the problem of 
food and this really is one that is puzzling— 
puzzling to some, easily gotten around by 

Here fastidious tastes or rough and 
ready tastes are first to be considered. If you 
are the fable d’hote, nibbling, sort, I will not 
talk to you, but it you can eat a fair-sized 
man’s meal and take absolute delight in doing 
it you may fina some things I have to say 
worth while. I may not add anything new to 
your experience, but I certainly hope I will be 

In the first place it is a 
mistake to take along with you too many pro- 
visions. The provender may be the most 
bulky part of your outfit, or by a careful, 
thoughtful selection it may really be one of 
the light units. The first question the pro- 
spective outer asks is, how many pounds of the 
various foodstuffs shall I take along? Natur- 
ally that depends upon the length of your trip, 
if two weeks, or a month; it also depends 
upon whether you are going into an utterly 
wild place where you cannot hit an outpost to 
take in more provisions, or whether you know 
that you will come in contact with a place 
along your trip where you can again stock up. 
In the latter case you need provide only enough 
tolast you through the first stages of your trip. 
Fish and game are always reckoned as torming 
a goodly portion of the food supply, 
things being equal. Some figure that fifteen 
pounds of provisions (which includes flour, 
pancake flour, pork, dried apricots and prunes) 
also coffee and powdered and compressed 
foods to the weight of fifteen pounds should 
last a man two weeks; with fish and game it 
should last three weeks. There are those who 
claim that the above is insufficient and that a 
better line of provisions should be taken. Of 
course the above list can be added to if one 
desires but I am giving here a list of pro- 

visions that should alone last two men well 

that are of value. 

other’ 
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over a space of three weeks, adding of course 
a proportionate length of time if fish and game 
be had. This list it will be found will weigh 
about fifty pounds all told, and it takes in 
some things of course that may be left out. 
My list follows, for two men, for a space of 
three weeks: Flour, 15 lbs.; pancake flour, 
5 lbs. (Note: There are famous brands of 
pancake flour, to mix with which all that is need- 
ed is cold water. Such flour contains wheat, 
corn and rice in goodly proportions; it also 
contains powdered sweet milk. It is_self- 
rising, and as I have said all that is needed is 
to mix it with cold water, and make flapjacks 
that are wonderfully nourishing. Flapjacks 
in the woods are a delight). Sugar, 5 lbs.; 
Coffee, 3 lbs.; Baking Powder, 1 lb.; Beans, 5 
lbs.; Salt Pork, Hlbses Bacon, 6 lbs.; Salt, 1 
Ib.; Milk Powder, 1 Ib.; Egg Powder, 1 lb. 
Erbswurst, 2 lbs. This gives you the limited 
fifty pounds and you will find that it contains 
practically all that you need. 

Changes and additions can of course be 
made, and other things supplied. For in- 
stance, if you shorten down your white flour 
to ten pounds, five pounds of corn meal can be 
added. Some want a pound or so of lard 
along, but the pork and the bacon I figure will 
do as well in supplying grease. Some reduce 
the amount of bulky things and in place of 
these try to bring along as much powdered 
foods, evaporated and concentrated foods, as 
they can. These compressed foods certainly 
have my recommendation. They contain 
practically all the valuable food elements in 
meats and vegetables, with the bulk eliminat- 
ed. In this line, do not fail to bring along the 
erbswurst, or souprolls. This isa strengthening 
substance; and making a soup of this, meats 
and fish may be cut up and added and you 
have a meal that will more than satisfy your 
needs. There are also bouillon cubes, coming 
in boxes of twelves that are excellent. At the 
same time there are the evaporated vegetables 
to be had in small five ounce packages, which, 
when dissolved in water, and prepared, con- 
tain no less that twelve times their weight in 
the green material. There are many who 
cannot see the values of these compressed 
foods; they believe that the only way to fill up 
is with the real thing, in the raw, or prepared 
from the raw. On the other hand it is just 
the rich juices of the various food elements 

When the stomach has 
separated these juices from the bulk that is 
taken in, the unavailable elements are dis- 
carded by way of the intestines. Compressed 
foods go Nature one better by pre-separating 
these juices from the bulk, which in turn are 
powdered. In powdered foods there is abso- 
lutely no waste. All is useful—and entering 
the body at once it goes to make up blood, bone 
and muscle and the stomach is spared the vast 
eliminating process. I certainly suggest that 
you look into this matter; for if you intend to 
‘go light,”’ then these various foods in powder- 
ed form must appeal to you. 

The very best advice I can give in regard to 
your wearing apparel is that you have a long 
pair of woolen pants for daily use, reserving 
in the duffle a lighter pair. Also add a suit of 
woolen underwear; and you may add a lighter 
suit for use while you are thawing out the real 
estate from your heavy suit. Some go with- 
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out heavy underwear, using light underwear 
entirely but in the early morning and in the 
evening, in northern Canada, even in summer 
good heavy woolens are a blessing. In the 
matter of shirts, let me suggest one heavy 
olive green army shirt, and a lighter flannel 
shirt. A heavy sweater and a Duxbac hunt- 
ing coat, waterproof should also be added. 

Footwear is another thing to be considered. 
After a great deal of experimenting I have 
found that there is only one practical thing 
in this line, that being the well-known shoe- 
pacs, which are made of elk or moosehiae. 
They give comfort to the feet, are the only 
thing on rough, stony portages, and do not 
slip beneath one but hold fast. In other 
words they allow the feet to dig in; they are 

*"LUNGE FISHING WITH LIVE BAI® 
T. Wight 

= ANY men of many minds.” In 
M nothing is this more strikingly exempli- 

fied than in maskinonge fishing. Almost 
every fisherman has his favorite lure which he 
is prepared to swear by to the exclusion of all 
others. He is prepared to give what he 
thinks sufficient reasons for his belief, but if 
he will carefully analyzesaid reasons he will 
generally find that it is because he has at one 
time or another been successful in making a 
good catch with it, and consequently uses it 
more carefully and persistently than any 
other. Another may have a bait the very 
opposite of it, which for the same reasons he 
swears by, and uses, and consequently con- 
siders the best. 

After many years of fishing, and watching 
others I have come to the conclusion that there 
is very little difference in any of the artificial 
lines used and that it is merely a question of 
whether the fish are in a biting humor. 
;» If I were placed in a position where it was 
necessary to procure a fish for dinner on short 
notice, I would certainly discard all artificial 
baits and take to the natural food of the fish 
and this, especially in the case of maskinonge, 
is small sized fish of the most available kind. 
Apart from the greater certainty of securing 
an early result I would consider that I had 
captured my fish by skill and not by chance, 
as I consider rt nothing else but chance to 
drag an artificial lure behind one. 

About twenty years ago slow trolling with 
the natural minnow was introduced into this 
district—the Trent River—and year by year 
has gained in favor until now, it is almost 
universally used, especially in the fall, and 
once used all other baits are discarded, as it 
requires more skill and is considered more 
sportsmanlike. For the benefit of those who 
have not tried it, I will give a short descrip- 
tion of how it is used. 

First procure your minnows—as large as 
possible—which in the late fall, of course is 

Keep them as lively as 
possible. This is important, as the lunge is a 
natural born hunter and likes to catch his 
prey alive. He will often seize a lively min- 
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not compressed ana tight like the leather shoe. 
These moccasins should have nine inch tops 
and good soles; some even hold that two soles” 
are not amiss where much rock is encountered, 
but to my mind, the single soled affair is all 
right. One thing note: get these moccasins 
large enough so that you cal. wear two pa rs 
of woolen socks in them. Nobody i is going t 
point you out like they do in “civilization’ 
centers, and jeer at your big feet. Two pair 
of socks are not too warm on your feet. Th 
fact they are just right. Get good sock ma- 
terial; and an additional two pairs in the cloth 
es bag will allow you the means of a cha nge 
And jinally, get only shoepacs, or moccasir 
to use upon your canoe trip; but be sure the 
have good soles! 

now when a half-dead one will pass by un 
noticed. Use a good large-sized hook, 
number 5/0 or 6/6 Bass hook, with a wire 
leader. The lunge’s teeth will cut througk 
gut. Hook your minnow through both lip 
with as little injury as possible; let out abou 
30 or 40 feet of line from your reel, accordin 
to the depth of water, and troll as slowly a 
you possibly can either along the weeds, o1 
along the rocky shores. The lunge are some= 
times along the weeds, and sometimes yo 
will get them off the rocks, it depends wher 
the minnows are feeding. 

Immediately you feel your line running 
out—as you have no click on—ask your guid 
to back up, meanwhile reeling in slowly unt 
you are directly above your bait; wait som 
little while, and you might lift on your lim 
ever so easily to see if there is life there. If] 
is a lunge, there will be a distinct tremor in th 
line, if not you can determine you are caugh 
in the weeds or else on a rock or limb, 
therefore you disentangle your bait. ‘One 
you know it is a fish, you must give hin 

Two Days’ Catch with a 5/0 bass hook and live = 
bait at Trent Bridge, Ont. . 
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plenty of time to swallow the bait, as you 
know he seizes it by the belly and ‘works it 
around in a see-saw fashion in his mouth to 
swallow it head first. If you are not accus- 
tomed to this kind of fishing the chances are 
that you will pull your bait out of his mouth, 
and farewell to your chance. Never on any 
account be in a hurry. In all probability as 
soon as you strike your fish,—and you do this 
when you see your line moving away fast,— 
he will make a rush for deep water and throw 
himself clear of the surface, in an attempt to 
shake the hook from his mouth. This is the 
most critical time in the whole game. If he 
does not succeed in breaking away at the first 
jump the chances are he is well hooked; and 
_by eareful management you may succeed in 
bringing him to the net, but never get over 
confident, or rash as you will sometimes find 
there is many a slip “tween the cup and the 
lip’. If your bait is lively you will generally 
see or feel a tremulus motion in your line just 
before it is seized; such motion being caused 
by the minnow in an endeavor to escape from 
its foe, which it evidently sees. 

We find that after a frosty night in the 
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latter part of October or the beginning of 
November the lunge generally bite best; but 
every fisherman knows there is no telling to a 
certainty when or under what conditions of 
weather they will bite, and therein consider 
the glorious uncertainty of fishing. 
When the water is shallow, it 1s necessary 

to troll a little faster, and you will generally 
find that your fish requires less time to take 
the bait. In very deep water they seem to 
be surer of their prey and consequently are 
not in such a hurry to swallow it. often act- 
ing very much like a cat with a mouse, seizing 
and letting it go again. I have sometimes 
found it advisable when they are acting this 
way, to pull the bait away from them for a 
short distance, when they will make a rush 
at it. In this way I have had them follow 
the bait, clear up to the surface of the water 
and then seize it and plunge to the bottom. 
This is a good time to strike before they have 
time to throw it from their mouth. 

If you succeed in capturing your fish 
accept the congratulations of your friends 
with a good grace, but if it gets away don’t 
swear but try again. It takes practice. 

Robert Page Lincoln 

No. 55.—Could you give me any informa- 
tion on where I could obtain colored leaders— 
leaders that are colored to harmonize with 
various waters, and environments of streams, 
the theory being that by using leaders like 
your surroundings the trout are the more 
easily outwitted. For instance, if the sky is 
intensely blue and the sun is bright and warm, 
I have read that then the sky-blue leader 
should be used. If there is much green grass 
and moss along the stream, a pale green one 
comes into use. A favorite color seems to be 
orange, not dark orange, but rather shading 
from medium to light orange. It is claimed 
for this latter one that on some days it is 
almost invisible to the fish. I have been 
rather interested in this topic, and if you 
know of a manufacturer who puts these out, 
can you give me the necessary information, 
and his address? Do you know of any system 
for coloring leaders to make them mist-colored 
or more in harmony with the water? I 

should be greatly interested to hear from you 
upon this topic. 

Truly yours, 
F. D. Greer, Toronto, Can. 

Ans.—I am sincerely sorry that I cannot 
give you the address of any manufacturer who 
puts out such leaders as you mention; though 
I will admit I have heard of these colored 
leaders, but have never had any in my hands, 
and have never used them. ‘They are quite 
foreign to my knowledge, so that I cannot tell 
you whether they are worthy or unworthy. 
However, I cannot see that such leaders need 
be used. Of course in streams where trout are 
ultra-civilized, and ultra-keen it is different, 
and fine leaders in these colors might work all 
right, and perhaps even better than the reg- 
ulation shades, but the latter work as well 
along our untamed streams—so why bother 
with these -dyed leaders, ever changing ae 
fussing. The regulation mist-colored, or tee 
colored leaders will fully answer your ene 
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Personally I have never dyed leaders but I can 
give you information as to how it is done, and 
since the explanation comes from an acknow- 
ledged expert, Charles Southard, it is worthy 
of trying out. Southard says: 

“Personally I am a believer in coloring the 
finished leader, not the separate strands of gut 

out of which the leader is made, because my 

experience and experiments have convinced 
me that better results are thus obtained. 
Leaders can be given almost any kind of color 
with hot dye, and the color can be made fast 
to a greater or less extent, usually the faster 
the color the weaker the leader is made, owing, 
in a great measure, to the heat of the dye and 
the length of time consumed by the process. 
There are, in my judgment, just two leaders 
to use, the white and the mist; the former 
requires no coloring, while the latter does. 
The mist-colored leader, to my mind, is the 
best color to use, and it can be made any shade 
from very light to very dark, depending en- 
tirely upon the desire of the angler, and with- 
out detriment to the gut. The shade of the 
mist-dyed leader depends only upon the length 
of time it remains in the solution, provided it is 
properly prepared in the first place. Before 
dyeing a leader mist or any other color the lead- 
er must first be thoroughly washed and wiped 
to remove all dirt and any oily or greasy film 
that may be on the gut. This can best be 
done with a piece of clean chamois and ninety- 
five per cent. pure alcohol. After the leader 
has been cleaned it should be soaked in cool 
water for at least one half hour, then taken out 
and pressed gently between two pieces of 
cotton cloth to remove all surface moisture. 
After this it should be submerged at once in 
the cold coloring fluid until the proper shade 
is obtained. Either Arnold’s or Stafford’s 
writing fluid can be used as the dye, and I 
have found little, if any, choice between them 
as both answer better than other dyes, with 
less bad effect than any I have been able ,to 
discover. To make the proper dye solution, 
take one pint of Arnold’s or Stafford’s writing 
fluid, pour it carefully into a two-quart china 
or enameled ware pitcher, avoiding, as far as 
possible, getting any sediment into the pitcher, 
if there is any. To the fluid in the pitcher add 
a full pint of clear, cold water (not ice water), 
now stir the ink and water with a clean white 
a stick or paddle, afterward strain the so- 
ution through at least four thicknesses of 
cheese cloth. The dye is now ready to receive 
the leader that is to be dyed, and it is best to 
suspend the leader in the solution in such a 
way that it can be raised from time to time so 
that the effect of the dye upon the leader can 
be observed. When washing the leader taken 
from the dye great care must be observed to 
remove all of the free dye clinging to the lead- 
er, and this is best accomplished by using 
three sets of cool water. After washing, press 
the leader between two cotton cloths to re- 
move all moisture, then stretch the leader out 
to dry, preferably in such a manner that it will 

' not come in contact with anything except the 

< 

. 

hooks that hold it at each end. When the 
leader is thoroughly dry, take it down, coil 
and put it away to be tested in about a week 
in the manner already described. Any num- 
ber of leaders can be dyed at the same time. 
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It is my custom to dye about twenty with one 
solution.” , 

I trust the above information will prove of 
value to you. 

RB: Bae 

No. 56.—I have just read in your last num- — 
ber a remark (an excerpt from the writings of 
one Warren Smith) to which I beg to take ex- — 
ception. That is where Mr. Smith says: 
“One sometimes reads of a speckled trout 
leaping from the water when hooked, dancing 
on its tail, ete..—an absolute falsehood I believe. 
I have been a careful student and trout fisher 
for twenty-five years and I have yet to see my ~ 
first speckled trout leap from the water on 
slack line—the char will never go into the air — 
of his own free will.” 
Now I beg to say, after the greater portion 

of my life spent along Canadian streams, east — 
ana west, that speckled trout do leap from the © 
water upon slack line, and I have actually 
seen them dance upon their tails if we are 
allowed to use that phrasing. Not once or 
twice have I seen this done, but any number 
of times. On some of our northern streams, 
which have been but little fished I have taken 
speckled brook trout that have gone into the 
air two or three times upon the slack line, the 
‘very demon of pugnaciousness getting a grip 
upon them; such fight as some of these little 
fellows put up is as worthy of commendation 
as the fight of the rainbow, which is no gamier, 
in my estimation, than the alert speckled- 
brook-trout. Mr. Smith, in my estimation 
takes a great deal for granted in making a re- 
mark of this sort. I do not know where he ob- 
tains his fishing, whether north or south, but 
surely where he fishes the trout must be very _ 
sluggish, for in the cold, crystal clear waters of 
some northern brooks I can prove my assertion 
that speckled trout leap on the slack line time 
and again—that is, upon a loose line, and nota 
line drawn taut, or forced. 

Henry Pennington, Quebec, Can. 

Editor's Comment:—When I quoted O. 
Warren Smith with his reference to the speck- 
led trout and the rainbows, and added his bit 
about brook trout not leaping on a slack line, 
it did not cross my mind at the time that this 
would bring forth any comment, but here I 
have your letter before me. I am answering 
the latter half of your letter through the mail, 
and have put in print your reference to the 
trout and the slack line and am herewith 
commenting upon it, as I no doubt will receive © 
other letters on the heels of yours. I am 
therefore answering it, and giving some 
additional information along this line through 
another source that should prove interesting. — 

That brook trout will leap upon a slack line 
I have known to be the case, not so much in 
eastern and northern waters as in the streams 
of the mountains of the west. These small 
trout of the high altitudes, the Dolly Vardens, 
also the introduced native brook trout are the 
very demon of fight; and will often leap at the 
prick of the barb; or will run a trifle and then 
leap at an angle, often essaying a real typical, 
magazine cover trout curve; in other words an 
absolute somersault with the slap of the tail 
added, from whence comes the phrase, “‘danc- _ 
ing upon the tail.” - 
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Naturally trout in cold waters have more 
vigor and ability to fight than trout in calm, 
more or less slow water, and in such calm 
waters it may be a rare occurence to have a 
brook trout leap upon a slack line; this appar- 
ently is Mr. Smith’s experience, which, he 
says, extends over twenty-five years of fishing 
(in Wisconsin streams by the way.) Mr. 
Smith claims for the German Brown trout, or 
fario, that it is more active than the brook 
trout when hooked and that it will break water 
any number of times. 

Mr. Edward Breck of Nova Scotia, the 
well-known out-door man and authoritative 
writer on fishing and hunting questions, took 
exception to this, claiming that “in all my 
experience the lovely American Char has the 
German Brown trout stung to death for live- 
liness and fight. I have never seen a brown 
trout jump out of the water at all, but I will 
show you that trick here any day you care to 
go out with me, and it is a common thing to 
see the fish, especially the little fellows, turn 
somersaults in the air, trying to take the fly, 
and be so enthusiastic that they will jump 
clean beyond it. I cannot imagine the brown 
trout doing such a thing. The brown trout 
does not commonly leave the water on a slack 
line, and yet I have seen it do so time after 
time. Those who state the contrary please 
take notice: I have seen, when the mayflies 
were on the hatch, a pool near here where the 
trout were jumping out of the water (after 
flies, not hooked of course), in such numbers 
that the effect was a half dozen standing on 
their tails at the same time, and this is no 
exaggeration whatsoever. 

Mr. Smith defended by saying, “‘I have seen 
trout leap from the water when rising for flies, 
but that is not on a slack line.””, He repeated 
that, in as far as his experience went, he had 
never known a brook trout to do this. 

Mr. Breck rejoined by asserting: ““My ex- 
perience with the brown trout in America 
(Mr. Breck, during twelve years spent in Ger- 
many fished a great deal for the brown trout) 
has been inadequate to judge, but I am sure 
that those who know the two fish, in lower 
latitudes, have never fished much in Northern 
Maine or the Maritime Provinces. The 
brown trout is a logy loafer compared with 
the Northern fontinalis, according to my past. 
I never saw one go clean out of water where 
ontinalis jumps high out. Now of course 
the brook trout does not commonly jump on a 
slack line, but I protest against saying, as 
ninety-nine out of one hundred writers do, 
that it never does that, for I have seen it do 
so scores of times; usually smaller fish of 
course, but several times those of over a pound 
in weight. I object to such incorrect generali- 
ties. And as for the impression of “‘trout 
dancing upon their tails,’ | have seen many 
times here in spring pools or stretches of still- 
water, so many trout, mostly small, out of 
water at the same moment as to give the im- 
ression of a trout dance on the surface. 
he smaller ones would often turn complete 

somersaults in the air. Compare this with a 
brown trout in England, or Germany, lazily 
ore in the fly while hardly showing him- 
self. 

I note that Mr. Breck also asserts that it is 
the smaller trout that are liable to leap on the 
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slack line. Angle in the western mountains 
for the small, arrowy, strong-finned, dashing, 
current-stemming speckled trout if you want 
an exhibition of brook trout leaping on the 
slack line. That is all I have to say! 

Repos 

No. 57.—There is a subject that I would 
like to call your attention to, and that is as to 
the Province of Quebec and the system I 
understand they have there of fish and game 
clubs, on the order of leasing privileges which 
practically shut out the average fisherman or 
sportsman from entering that province only 
save where great sums of money are laid out. 
Does this not seem an unfair monopoly; and is 
this the manner in which Canada will event- 
ually shut out the average sportsman from 
getting a share of the bounties of the earth, 
which should be, and are the property of all 
the people, to do with as they see fit. If it is 
true that game clubs are taking over, and 
have taken over all Quebec Province, in this 
manner, will this not also be the fate of On- 
tario and the rest of Canada where good fish- 
ing and hunting is to be had? I hold that the 
land should be free for the people to enter, with 
a moderate license as is the case elsewhere, 
that all may have equal chances. As it is, 
Quebec is not for the average. The sports- 
men of Canada and the United States are shut 
out because of the high rates demanded of 
them. 

Sincerely yours, 
S. B. Hadley, Winnipeg, Can. 

Ans.—I must say in answer to your letter 
that you have an entirely wrong impression 
in regard to this matter of leasing by the Gov- 
ernment, or the Crown, of land to clubs; and 
because you have touched upon a rather im- 
portant matter I shall here take space to show 
the advantages of so-called clubs; attempting 
to prove that they are not harmful, and that 
they are not run on such a scale that men of 
ordinary means cannot enter them. And one 
thing I wish to make plain is that the whole. 
of the Province of Quebec is nof taken up by 
preserves. ‘This is absurd, for the territory 
yet unsettled is enormous in extent, though 
parts of it are open to rental in the form of 
preserves to parties, or clubs, wishing to have 
these extraordinary privileges extended to 
them. Fishing rights to certain tracts of land, 
greater or less in proportion are certainly 
reasonable, when one considers the good sport 
thatistobehad. Naturally I refer to average 
fishing, and I can see where you have obtained 
your impression that it costs so much to fish 
in Quebec, or become a club member of some 
preserve. You had in view the salmon fishing 
rights along some of the famous rivers there. 
I will admit that this is way and beyond the 
average person, and is resorted to only by 
those who have sums of money, to which this 
annual fishing would seem but a slight touch 
upon the purse. Note for instance the salmon 
fishing along the famous Grand Cascapedia; 
no less a sum than twelve thousand dollars a 
year is paid for the angling rights on a portion 
of that river. One American fisherman, who 
angles for the festive salmon, pays out four 
thousand dollars on each of his trips north. 
But you must not gain the impression that all 
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fishing privileges are operated on that scale. 
That would truly shut out the people. One 
may become a club member of certain clubs, or 
organizations (there are over five hundred in 
Quebec Province,) at low expenditures, and 
there is no one stopping new parties from get- 
ting together and renting land, and forming 
their own clubs. Just to show you the lenien- 
cy of fishing privileges I shall mention the 
rentals demanded of certain clubs. Pontiac 
Club, in Pontiac County, Quebec, pays an 
annual rental to the Crown of one hundred 
and fifty-three dollars. The Pytonga Fish 
and Game Club with a preserve 64 miles 
square, forty miles from the railroad, pays for 
its fishing privileges the sum of $150. Ona 
smaller scale we have the Jovial Fish and 
Game Club, leasing eight square miles of 
territory—good fishing grounds—for the sum 

“of $80.00 per annum. The McFall Fish and 
Game Club have ten square miles of territory, 
rental $87.50 per annum. These are selected 
at random and just go to show that every- 
thing is worked on a moderate scale, evenly 
divided among members of the clubs. The 
advantages to club members are many. To 
the non-resident angler the license fee is ten 
dollars; if belonging to a club it is reduced to 
five dollars. Clubs have the control over 
their especial territory, and are not overrun 
by outsiders. The object of the clubs is to 
better protect the fish and game in the Prov- 
ince; the main condition in the granting of a 
lease is that the game be strictly protected 
and the law enforced. It has been figured 
that the province of Quebec would now have 
been barren of game, etc., had it not been for 
the entrance of the leasing system, which has 
meant universal protection for feather and fin. 
This protection of the game upon these pre- 
serves has meant, and will always mean an 
appreciable overflow into adjoining territory 
thus helping to keep everything at an appreci- 
able standard. I cannot really see anything 
wrong in this system. It does not shut out 
those who desire to enter; and the fact that it 
is actually beneficial to the perpetuation of the 
game makes it a proposition to be given every 
consideration. It must not be supposed that 
all the land in Quebec is open to lease. There 
is land that cannot be leased. This land will 
always be held open to outsiders to enter as 
they see fit; and the only charge that will be 
made on non-residents will be the fee, or 
license. This large territory is perfectly wild; 
the lakes are in abundance, and exceptionally 
good fishing may be had. I do not know 
whether this leasing system will ever be worked 
in Ontario. That is far beyond my knowledge 
though I doubt whether this will ever be the 
case. 

Ro Pale 

No. 58.—I am a great devotee of the bam- 
boo rod and the trout line, and am both a bait- 
fisherman and a fly-fisherman as the seasons 
for each swing around. I am not a crank. 
I am not prejudiced against the baited hook, 
believing it unsportsmanlike, which by the 
way is all bosh and foolishness. I like to get 
out with the early fisherman and try my luck. 
Some of my happiest recollections center 
around early season fishing, when all the world 
is turning to green again and the trout are 
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getting out of their winter’s dormant state. 
That there is somewhat of knack connected 
with even bait fishing all must admit. The 
trout are sly, and if one makes a noise around 
the stream they are liable to scoot for safety 
and not show themselves in the neighborhood 
again. Careandpatiencemustbetaken. In 
the spring the trout are lying in wait for the 
worms and such like, dead or alive, that are 
washed downstream, upon which they feed. 
Now is just the time to use the lively earth 
worm upon the hook. My system may be 
somewhat different from what others use, and 
I give it here, and suggest that you try it out. 

THE METHOD OF 
THREE HOOKS FOR 
USE WITH WORM 

IN TROUT BAIT 
FISHING, 

- Bree. 

You will note by the illustration of the worm 
upon the line that it is impaled with three 
hooks. These hooks are fastened to a light 
gut leader, the hooks being about an inch 
apart. The worm is then hooked on as shown 
in the picture, and when wiggling is instantly 
seized by the trout with successful results. 
The reason why many fisherman do not have 
success fishing with bait is that they let the © 
bait sink to the bottom of the stream. Now, — 
if the worm is wiggling well, if you let it sink to — 
the bottom the fish will take it, but otherwise 
it is left alone. Keep your bait moving in the 

A.— HOW TODO 
AWAY WITH THE LEADER 
LOOPS, BY TYING INTHE 
DROPPER SNELL. - 
A — SHOWS THE FISHER 
MENS KNOT WITH THE 
KNOTTED END OF THE 
DROPPER SNELL tN- ~ 
SERTED BETWEEN 

B 

SHOWS THE 
VARIOUS KNOTS 
DRAWN TIGHT AND 
THE ENDS CLIPPED. 
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water off of the bottom and your results will be 
far greater. I am also sending you an idea 
on how to tie in dropper snells to a leader 
which I have no doubt you will be interested 
in. I long ago discarded the looped leader, on 
which one might connect the ready snelled 
flies. It gives cumbersome work, and does 
not cast light, whereas, by tying in the dropper 
snell, eyed flies may be used with great suc- 
cess. As shown in the illustration, the end 
of the dropper snell has a knot to it; this is 
inserted when you are connecting the leader 
with the Single Fishermen’s Knot. Simply 
draw these knots tight, and clip off the sur- 
plus ends, and you will have work something 
like in Figure B. 

Could you give me any information as to 
how a line might be oil-proofed? 

Yours truly, 
- Harry M. Nye, Nova Scotia. 

Ans.—Y our letter is indeed a good one, and 
I am interested to see your way of hooking the 
worm on, when bait fishing. I must admit 
that I have never used this system, and you 
can well imagine that I am impatient to try it 
out, but must wait a trifle yet. Ordinarily I 
use one worm and I impale it in the middle, 
aliowing the two ends to squirm as they will. 
At other times I have hooked on as many as 
three worms, in the same manner, on a rather 
long shanked Carlisle hook with good resu:ts. 
I note you mention that the bait should not 
sink to the bottom. Of course where the bot- 
tom is muddy, or when the waters are roiled, 
as in the spring, it is best to keep the bait off 
the bottom, and in the water, moving, but 
where the water is clear, and the bottom is 
sandy, the rolling down process is as good as 
any. I like, in such a case as the latter, to 
hook on two wriggling worms, and it is sure to 
getthem. Of course great care must be taken 
where the water is clear; and one must not let 
his shadow be ahead of him, and he must not 
make any noise, especially in the water. 
Land noises do not seem to effect the trout, 
but a movement in the brush that fringes the 
stream is readily seen, for the trout are in- 
ordinately keen as a rule, especially along 
streams that have been long haunted by 
human beings, and where the trout are more 
or less civilized, if I am allowed to use that 
term. In bait fishing beetles, crickets, and 
crawlers of all sorts, and especially small 
crawfish are exceptionally good. As a rule 
I let them drift down over the bottom, 
occasionally of course drawing them up. 

Your method of tying in the dropper snell 
is a good one. I had intended using just this 
method in my article upon leader-tying but I 
deemed it unnecessary. However we are 
having our artist make a drawing of it, and we 
are using il herewith. As you say, with the 
loops upon the leader, using snells already 
whipped on flies, bungling work is had; 
whereas by tying in your own dropper snells 
this may be sidetracked. 

In regard to the oil-proofing of lines, I am 
not sure but I think I touched upon this once. 
However at the risk of repetition I am giving 
the method again. Heat three ounces linseed 
oil; stir in some melted camphor, a bit about 
as big as your thumbnail. Add to this a 
part of oil-copal varnish, in proportion to the 
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above. When this is thinned out well, soak 
the line init. Now take out the line and wipe 
it very dry, taking out all the mixture that is 
in it. The line is then dried in a room by 
stretching it out. About three days after this 
soak the line again in the warmed mixture. 
Again dry it; and after three days dip a cloth 
in the mixture and rub the line down with it, 
and then with a woollen rag wipe it dry. 
When the line is now dry, perfectly dry, rub it 
down with paraffine. Now in using the above 
be careful to have the line dry each time you 
repeat the process of soaking, as this is essen- 
tial, and also it must be absolutely dry when 
you finally rub on the paraffine. It will take 
about three weeks to properly oil-proof a line. 
Of course many of these lines can be fixed out 
at one time, and this is of course what a person 
should do, for then he will always have preser- 
ved lines on hand. 

If you merely wish to waterproof a line you 
can soak it in fish-oil for a day, let the mixture 
drain off during the night, then wipe it with a 
wollen rag. 

Bait casting lines can thus be treated, and 
Three in One oil is often good rubbed on in 
scant porlion with a rag. 

In dressing a trout line either for wet or dry 
fly fishing there are of course many systems, 
some efficient, others partially so. To obtain 
genuine perfection in this matter it must be 
remembered that time is required, and a great 
deal of patience; one writer holds that “‘it will 
be found a line cannot be turned out in less 
than a year’s time, or from the date of the 
first immersion in water-proofing fluid.” 
This may be a trifle too long, but it is well 
known that the longer you immerse, rub down 
and dry your line, the better it becomes. 
The best water-proofing oil is found to be the 
green linseed oil coming from the Baltics; havy- 
ing a number of points to its credit that the 
yellow oils from Calcutta do not possess. 
Lines may be stretched on racks or frames in 
drying; the point of contact of the line on the 
frame rods being shifted to a free space the 
next time you dry the line; thus all parts of the 
line will be attended to. It has been suggest- 
ed by the way that as soon as the outside of 
the line is dry it should be collected up in coils 
and hung up in a warm room to further dry. 
The frames are made so that too many places 
will not be offered for points of contact; and 
a lining of gauze where they do touch the frame 
keeps them directly from the wood and allows 
air to come upon even those parts. Double- 
boiled Baltic oil may be procured from Naylor 
Bros., Southal, England. This oil is abso- 
lutely pure, and is recommended. 

It is needless to mention the air-pump 
which is used for taking the extra air out of the 
lines when proofing them. These vacuum 
pumps, however, are’not to be obtained every- 
where; hence no mention need be given of 
that process here; the average process being 
taken into consideration. ‘The line, taken 
from the oil, is wiped, nol rubbed, until thor- 
oughly dry; the less oil in it the better. Ac- 
cording to this system it is allowed to dry for 
one month or two, when working the line, no 
oil can be forced through. If the line is stiff 
it is worked between the hands till soft. Af- 
ter the fourth coating of oil the line is ready to 
be rubbed down well, which is done with a 
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woolen cloth. If any rough spots show up, a 
fine piece of glass rightly employed will take 
this off, care of course being used not to go too 
deep. At about the ninth coat the line is 
rubbed down with pumice powder, thinned 
with water; when the line is perfectly round 
and free of any dents, this pumice may be 
washed off with water; and finally a dewlike 
portion of the oil on a rag may be rubbed over 
the line which brightens it up. The use of 
too much oil in this last rubbing may undo 
your work; and you will have to go over it 
again with the pumice. When the line is now 

finished, with no dents, or places left along the 

line by contact with the bars of the frame, it 

is hung up to dry, and the longer it dries, 

naturally the better for it. 
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It can be seen from the above that the water 
proofing of trout lines is no thing to be passed 
over easily. It is because of the great amount 
of work that is done to each line that you 
have to pay as high as five and six dollars for 
one; as for instance the famous, high class 
Hardy “‘Corona” lines, and in our own country 
the lines put out by Perry D. Frazer, of New 
York. These lines receive extremely good 
care in their making, and the use of the air 
pump, or vacuum, to take out all the air in the 
line before drying it constitutes the best of all 
processes. You can hardly expect to accom- 
plish this business in a short time. It is quite 
impossible to do so and expect to have work 
anywhere near that attained by the manufact- 
urers. 
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ANGLING NEWS AND VIEWS FROM 

A TORONTONIAN 

L. C. 

waters; he smelleth of the swamps but 
the truth is not in him, and this is a 

fishing article by a fisherman. 
Having at the beginning of the season 

sought in vain to get in touch with an Angling 
Club that made the waters in and around Tor- 
onto its fishing haunts, the writer determined 
to make a series of experimental trips for the 
purpose of gleaning as much information as 
possible. The result has proved exceedingly 
interesting, and I trust will prove useful to 
those Torontonians who, while they are keen 
anglers, are barred from taking long and ex- 
pensive trips in search of good sport. 

CENTRE ISLAND— 
Probably the best known and most fre- 

quented spot is Centre Island, but sport here 
proved exceedingly poor, and in the opinion of 
the writer, this is a good spot to keep away 
from, during the summer months at any rate. 

KEW BEACH— 
The cut leading from Ashbridge’s Bay to the 

Lake, at Kew Beach, is pretty well fished to 
death, yet, during the summer of 1915, it 
yielded some very good results, chiefly perch. 
The great drawback to this spot is that for 
good fishing it requires a perfectly calm day. 
If there is only a moderate wind blowing, fish- 
ing on the lake side is impossible, and after 
about a dozen trips, the writer has come to the 
conclusion that this in the only side that pro- 
vides any real sport. Given a fine day and 
clear water, good lake perch are often plenti- 
ful and now and again small bass put in an 

appearance. Sometimes large eels may cause 
trouble, especially if minnows are being used 
as bait. Live bait is undoubtedly the best 

bait to use at this spot. Early in the season 

OS fisherman abideth nigh unto deep 

Cain 

large numbers of carp could be seen swimming 
around the stones, but I never heard of any- 
one catching them. 

PORT CREDIT— 
The Credit River the past season was very 

poor, and although the writer heard of several 
good catches of perch, small fry, no great 
success attended his own efforts. 

HIGHLAND CREEK— 
This is a place that is supposed to be no 

good for fishing at all, but with the optimism 
of an angler I determined to find out for my- 
self. The result was very gratifying. To 
the man who is not particular about landing 
the big ’uns, I can confidently recommend a 
trip to Highland Creek. He may be lucky 
enough to get a small trout or two, and he 
certainly will get a good bag of Chubb—fair 
sized chubb at that—if he fishes correctly, 
and chooses the right spots. On the East 
side of the Kingston Road, and close to the 
Bridge is a fast running stretch, and this is 
undoubtedly the best place, although there 
are many other good spots for those who like 
to follow the stream. Between two of us we 
took some two hundred chubb in about six - 
hours, (within a quarter of a mile from the 
Kingston Road) as well as some small bass, 
and a couple of suckers. It is necessary to 
get permission from the farmer before using 
this place, but it is most readily given. (King- 
ston Road cars to Westhill.) 

ROUGE RIVER— 
The Rouge River was not’ over good 

last year. At the part nearest the Kingston 
Road pike were fairly plentiful and on one or 
two days—early in the season—good catches 
of bass were taken, but perch were for the 
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reason 

) you and Weep, every other motorist 
in the Domi- eee nion should not also 
enjoy th : security and economy of z s 

riding on DOMINION Tires. 

@ The best dealers in Auto Supplies throughout Canada 
recommend and sell DOMINION Tires, and behind these dealers is 
the network of Branches of the Dominion Rubber System—. ~ 

These Branches cover the ground so thoroughly that DOM- 

INION Tires can be procured within 24 hours in any railway 

town where they are not already in stock. 

So don’t let any dealer switch you to some other tire more profitable to 
him. “Say DOMINION — and stick to it”. And stick to the dealer 
who recommends DOMINION Tires. You can deperd on it he is 
honestly keeping his customers’ best interests in mind. If you haven't 
found a DOMINION dealer yet, write our nearest Branch or our 
Home Office and we will see that you are taken care of quickly 
and in good shape. 

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. Limited, Montreal 

28 BRANCHES IN CANADA 

Montreal, Quebec 

PLAIN TREAD 
The basis of all DOMINION NOBBY TREAD 

Tires —the masterpiece of tire- 

making skill. 

CHAIN TREAD 
An attractive, effective anti-skid 

Grips tire at a moderate price—the best Best for all-round service, all the time, everywhere. 
s— Saves 90% of punctures. for the money. the slipperiest pavement 
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most part conspicuous by their absence. Carp 
were caught on two occasions and catfish once. 
The pike were taken with minnows caught in 
Toronto,and chubb caught at Highland Creek. 
At the mouth of the River, sport was at times 
faster, and the perch plentiful, and in good 
condition. A good plan when the weather is 
warm is to wade out into the lake as far as 
possible (it is always difficult to get a boat) 
and fish in the lake, opposite the mouth of the 
River. Minnows were found to be the best 
bait here, and some very fine perch were taken 
on each occasion. (Kingston Road Cars or 
G.T.R. from Toronto to Rosebank Station 
7.15 a.m. and 1.50 p.m.) 

FRENCHMAN’S BAY— 
Frenchman’s Bay is too well known to need 

anything but a brief notice. The year’s 
results as far as the writer is concerned were 
not ideal. Catfish seemed always present, 
perch scarce and pike not much _ better. 
Several parties, however, spun some very tall 
yarns of the big bags taken. (G.T.R. from 
Toronto to Dunbarton, 7.15 a.m. and 1.50 p.m. 

PICKERING— 
Along the base line from Pickering Station 

which is about twenty-five miles from Toronto 
there are several creeks. Most of these will 
yield a plentiful supply of Catters in the deep 
places; but what is known as the arm of the 
Lake, and which is the first water along the 
road, should if conditions are good, yield some 
fairly good perch, bass and pike. (G.T.R. 
from Toronto to Pickering 7.15 a.m. and 1.50 
p.m.) 
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WHAT ABOUT A CLUB? 

By the way is it not time there was a good 
Angling Club for working men formed? Surely 
there are enough old country fishermen in 
Toronto who are familiar with the delightful 
rambles along the Thames Valley, that the 
London societies arrange, to be keen on form- 
ing a Toronto Society that would provide real 
good fishing trips and seek out the best places 
near home, and possibly preserve a private 
fishing ground for its members. 

In this connection, the writer called a meet- 
ing of a number of anglers, and the question 
was discussed, but the majority of those pres- 
ent were of the opinion that an Angling Club 
in Toronto would not be a success, because it 
was illegal to fish on Sunday and Sunday i is the 
only day that anglers who have business to 
attend to all the week, are free to “follow the 
stream.” The matter therefore, dropped. 

Since then, however, the writer has 
received the following letter, from A. 
Sheriff, Deputy Minister of Game and Fisher- 
ies, Toronto: 

“In reply to your letter of the 22nd, inst., 
I beg to say that the Dominion Government 
is the authority that has jurisdiction in the 
matter of prohibiting fishing on any day for 
days during the year. At the present time 
there is nothing in the Dominion Statutes 
aa angling on Sunday, unless it 
appens to be an angler’s ordinary avocation 

by means of which he obtains his livelihood, 
in which case it might bring him in conflict 
with the Lord’s Day Act.” 

The Lake Erie Fishermen’s association, at 
its concluding session on Feb. 11, passed re- 
solutions asking the government for a number 
of changes in the fishing laws and concessions 
to improve the conditions of the fishing 
industry. Among the changes asked being: 
Reduction from 3 to 2 7-8 inches in the size of 
the gill net mesh for the catching of herring; 
extension of the fishing season to enable 
fishers to take advantage of the full herring 
run and enjoy the same privileges as the fish- 
ermen on the south side of the lake; removal 
of the five-mile limit along the south side of 
long Point, but to leave the five-mile limit 
east of Port Stanley and the ten-mile limit 
west of Port Stanley. 

It is estimated that one person in 20 in the 
entire empire of Japan is more or less a fisher- 
man. A thousand species of fish have already 
been identified in Japanese waters and almost 
every one of them is edible. The prominence 
of fisheries is attributed to the encourage- 
ment of officials who have studied the fishing 
industries in the United States. 

Though fox ranches have for some time 
been a prominent industry in parts of Canada, 
yet hunters are securing them in the forests 
of Nova Scotia. A centenarian at Sheet 

_Harbor and an octogenarian at Gay’s River, 
it is said, lately trapped each of them a fine 
red fox. 

The crown Lands Department of Nova 
Scotia reports a total of approximately 13,000 
acres burned over by forest fires during 1915. 
On a considerable portion of this area,#no 
merchantable material was destroyed, so that 
the total estimate of damage from these fires 
is but $15,000. Nearly all of this damage was 
caused by a single fire, in the vicinity of the 
Intercolonial railway. 

The system of forest fire protection” in 
Nova Scotia is among the most effective in 
Canada. An important feature is the pro- 
vision that no person shall start a fire for the 
purpose of clearing land, or other like purposes 
nor operate a portable steam engine within 
990 feet of any woods, between the fifteenth 
day of April and the first of December, with- 
out first having obtained leave in writing from 
the chief ranger or sub-ranger. Such leave is 
granted only when, in the judgment of the 
ranger, the action may be taken safely. 

Similar provision for the regulation of the 

setting out of settlers’ fires exists in British | 

Columbia, on Dominion forest reserves in the 

west, in Quebec, and in a portion of New 

Brunswick. It does not exist in Ontario, nor 

on Crown lands or lands in private ownership 

outside of forest reserves in the Prairie 

Provinces.—C. L. 
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>end us your pictures like these, 

Fai Prize Fish 
1. 121b. Pickerel caught on “BRISTOL” Rod by F. B. King, Redfield. S.D. 

2. One day’s catch on No. ¥5 “BRISTOL”* Red at Lake Nayrubay, Wisc., by 

C. W. Palmer, Milwaukee. 

8 1b. Pike caught with “BRISTOL” Rod by A. C. Gillies, Ayr, Ont., Canada 

A morning’s catch by Wallace H. Fuich, Ossining, Nowe 

5. “Dolly Varden” Trout, largest 7 11-16 lbs.; smallest 13-4]bs. Caught by Geo. .B 
King, Flora, Ore. 

6. 181-2 lb. Salmon Trout caught in Doe Lake. Algonquin National Park, by Mrs 

Canuck. 

You wouldn’t try to knock an elephant down with a lead 

pencil nor would you go out after big fighting prize fish with 

inferior tackle. For years “BRISTOL” Steel Fishing Rods 

have been the greatest national prize winners in every-day 

fishing. In the National Field and Stream Fishing Contests, 

“BRISTOL” Rods have won more than twice as many 

prizes as any other make or kind of rod. 

TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF 

The Prize Winning Rods 

have the “life”, the agility, the snap to drive the hook into the 

quickest fish before he can spit out the lure. They have the 

durability, the tested reliability, the never-say-die ‘thang on” 

lasting strength to hold the fish until he is tired out and ready to 

net. They have the elegance of finish and mountings. They have 

the right balance and feeling in the hand for whipping, casting and 

trolling. They are made in the right lengths, sizes, weights, and 

trims. There are absolutely no other rods to compare in value 

with “BRISTOL” Rods. 19,000 dealers sell 38 different styles of 

“BRISTOLS” ranging from $3.50 to $25.09 each. Every rod 

guaranteed three years. If you wanta particular “BRIS POL” 

which your dealer does not have, he or you can order by mail from 

our,catalogue at no additional cost. 

CATALOGUE MAILED FREE 

THE HORTON MFG. CO., 
32 Horton St. Bristol, Conn. 

Pacific Coast Branch: Phil B. Bekeart Co., 717 Market St., 

San Francisco, Cal. 4 

We offer prizes for the best fishing pictures —Send us your fishing photos. 
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contributors. 

A FIVE AND ONE-HALF POUND DEER RIFLE, BUT . 

Wadia R : 13 
asc & Readers are invited to contribute to this “\= 

Sd departinent notes, comments and en- 
quiries <onceming firearms and ammun- 
ition. Communications must be brief 
and to the -poini and persoralities must 
not be inclulged in. The Editor will not 
be held responsible for opinions express- 
ed by cerrespondents. Address all 
communications to A. B. Geikie, c/o Rod 
and Gun, Woodstock, Ontario. 

The Publishers of Rod and Gun Magazine invite readers of the magazine to contri- 
bute articles and letters to Mr. Geikie’s department on matters pertaining to guns and 
ammunition, but do not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed therein by these 

STILL NOT LIGHT ENOUGH TO BE CHRISTEN- 

ED THE TRUE FEATHERWEIGHT 

By Ashley A. Haines 

n the December number of Rod and 
Gun I mentioned, among other matters, 
the fact that the real Featnerweight in 

rifles that would appeal to many of us for deer 
hunting was yet to appear; also that, while 
Mr. Woods had reduced the weight of a six- 
and-a-half-pound .30-30 Winchester carbine 
to five pounds and a half, this weight was still 
one-half pound in excess of what it should be 
to make tne advocates of the real Feather- 
weight deer rifle perfectly happy. Further- 
more, I also mentioned, [ think, that while 
this reduction in weight was very desirable 
it was also a fact that the real featherweight 
could never be produced by building on any 
existing foundation. Fact is, when the real 
featherweight appears, it will be a gun built 
on a foundation which has been laid for a rim- 
less cartridge, this type of cartridge being 
necessary in order that the receiver and com- 
ponent parts to be contained therein may be 
of the smallest, and therefore lightest weight, 
possible to nandle the cartridges with cer- 
tainty through the mechanism. And in order 
to produce a gun having all the desirable 
features desired, all material entering into its 
construction should be of tne very best pos- 
sible that money can buy. When such a gun, 
of proper design, is produced, we will have 
the real featherweight, but not before. Until 
such time arrives, however, those of us who 
fancy a nearer approach to the featherweight 
than can now be regularly had will have to 
take matters into our own hands and work 

over, as best we can, some of the existing © 
models living in hopes of the real featnerweight 
appearing at a later date; and such date, pro- © 
bably, can hardly be expected until well after 
the present war has ended when, naturally, — 
more attention may be expected to be given 
to the arm of the type desired than at present, 
due to the energies of arms manufacturers 
being so largely devoted to turning out arms — 
for military purposes that matters of minor 
importance are practically ignored. 

I believe that I realize about as well as any 
of the many readers of Rod and Gun the fact — 
that to advocate such a light weight rifle as — 
I have suggested will be almost certain to in- 
vite ridicule from those who only see their 
ideal in rifles of heavier weight. Let me em- 
phasize one fact at this point as clearly as 
possible, and that is this: 

find a single hunter to whom the heavier 
weight rifles appeal more strongly than they ~ 
do to the writer. Take the old sixteen pound 
Sharps “‘Buffalo Gun,” or the heaviest of the 
old ‘Rolling Block’? Remingtons, 
famous Ballard Pacific rifles of twelve pounds 
weight; or the “Old Centennial’? Winchesters, — 
either standard weight of just over ten pounds, — 
or with its extraheavy barrel which could be — 
had in the ’80’s bringing the weight upjto 
nearly that of the old single shot Buffalo Guns, 
and the writer will always be found among 
those who will handle them with almost rev- — 
erential touch. They were the best among 
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Among the many 
readers of this magazine it will be difficult to — 

or the — 
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The Fast Trap Load 
“Canuck” is the shot shell that makes high scores 
possible. It’s the fast load that hits hard and breaks 
the targets clean. A well balanced load with double 
chilled shot and there with the speed—that’s why 
Canucks are used by trap shooters who know. 

“Canuck’”’ 
shot shells are the kind that you will insist on having after 
the first test. Good dealers everywhere sell Canucks. They 
are the best that skill and workmanship can produce in a 
moderately priced shot shell. The “Big D” trade mark 
on the box is your guarantee of satisfaction. Send for free colored 
hanger, ‘‘A chip of the old block.” 

Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited, 
836 Transportation Bldg., Montreal. 

A Dominion 
Hand Trap 

enables you to enjoy the 
all- year-round sport of 
trap shooting. Don’t let 
your shot gun get rusty 
or your aim go bad be- 
tween seasons. Geta 
Dominion Hand Trap 
and keep your eye and 
trigger finger in form. 
Costs only $4.85, is light 
and convenient. Write us 
today for illustrated 
booklet. 
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the real hunting rifles; but their day was in the 
dim past—a day when game was far more 
plentiful than at present; and a hunter living 
under such conditions which, unfortunately, 
will never again be encountered in the Western 
Hemisphere, was not far off when choosing 
such arms for the game of that period. 

Cut A: Showing Mr. Wood’s plan of fastening ihe front sight. 

But the conditions that then prevailed are 
with us no more. The rifles then in vogue, 
however weli they met the conditions of their 
day, are too heavy for present day conditions. 
While it is true that much lighter rifles can 
now be had that no doubt suit the majority 
well enough for hunting purposes, still it is a 
fact, I believe, that there is a class of hunters 
who are living n hopes of still lighter weight 
rifles appearing that would be suitable for 
hunting deer and similar game in many sec- 
tions where such game is to be found. And 
the nearest approach to such an arm I have 
become acquainted with I shall now write 
about. 

I have seen it in print several times that the 
popularity of the .30-30 Winchester carbine 
was principally due to the fact that, being so 
light, a stream of bullets could be fired from it, 
or words to that effect. As I understand the 
writer of the statement, the impression that 
was intended to be created was, that due to 
the light weight, the carbine was selected by 
many due to the fact (as he would have it ap- 
pear) that it was possessed of superior ad- 
vantages from the speed-of-fire standpoint. 
If this interpretation is right, then I am in- 
clined to think that if it came down to split- 
ting hairs over the matter that the carbine 
would prove slightly slower in making close 
groups than the heavier rifle due to the slight- 
ly heavier recoil of the carbine making it 
slightly more difficult to keep under control 
than the heavier rifle. Whether my opinion 
as to the relative speed of fire of the two types 
is right or not, I am pretty thoroughly con- 
vinced that the .30-30 Winchester carbine 
does not owe its popularity entirely to its 
superior rapid fire propensities but rather to 
its convenient length, light weight, (though 

_not as light as it well might be) and thoroughly 
demonstrated reliability and effectiveness on 
most of the game to be found in the two 
Americas. 
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To head off possible criticism, let me sa 
right here that I do not fancy the 1894 action 
as well as the ’92 and ’86 actions made by the 
same firm. but as we cannot get what we 
have often asked for, rifles made by the Win-> 
chester Company patterned after either of 
the above mentioned models, but adapted to, 

and proportioned for, the 
cartridges used in the 
1894 model, those of us 
who nave found the 
30-30 well adapted for 
deer hunting under aver- 
age conditions can do 
nothing but adopt it. 

whittling process. 
after this it will not 
shoot any better, will not 
be any neater in appear- 
ance, and the magazine 
capacity will be reduc- 
ed one-half; but it will 

be one pound lighter, and this 1s the main 
thing to be desired by the crank casting wist- 
ful eyes featherweightwards. . But even after 
we have whittled it down at every point it will 
not be the real featherweight for the reasons — 
I have several times mentioned; but it will be 
as near that desirable point as we can get 
without a new foundation to build on. 

Cut B: Showing parts worked over by Mr. Woods. 

And if we want the light- 
est weight arm possible 
in this model for the — 
.00-30 cartridge we shall s 
have to tie to the car-— 
bine. To produce a still 
lighter arm said carbine ~ 
will have to undergo the 
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FIX THAT PUNCTURE 
IN ONE MINUTE 
That puncture can be in a rubber or leather 
boot or shoe, a canvas boat, an auto tire ora 

4 hot water bag—and in Jess than a minute you can have 
8 it fixed up snug and tight, absolutely water-proof with 

MARBLES kee Suss REPAIRERS 

Nocement used. Cannotcome off. Cannot nurt the 
foot. The two plates are concave. Lower plate hasa 
threaded pivot, which projects through a hole in 
upper plate andthe two are held tightly together 

® by aflushnut. A small metal key, furnished with 

MA each Repairer, is used to tighten up the 
4 plates. 3 sizes: %{ in. diameter, 10c; lin, 

5 15c; 1x1% in., 20c. By mail post- 
@ Paid if your dealer hasn’t them. 

Catalog of Marble's Specialties lor 
Sportsmen free upon request. 

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO. 
581 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich. 

“31v1d b3iNO 

INNER PLATE™ 
Fax! sialic aes 

Ease up that stiff gun of yours with3-in-One! 
Puts smooth-as-velvet action into hammer, 
trigger, break-joint, magazine. Prevents 
rust, leading, pitting. 

3-in-One Oil 
giveslonglifetoguns. Goodsportsmen 
useit. Youtryit! Allstoresin1Cc, 25c, 
50c bottles, and self-sealing Handy 
Oil Cans, 25c. Avoid substitutes. 

FREE-Sample and Use Dictionary. 

3-im-One Oil Co., 35 New St., N.Y 

Reason 3—Strong 

Stock Fastening 

{| Wood exposed to damp § 
weather will swell —this 5 
canoot be overcome. 
§/To prevent opening of 
joints and splitting Ithaca § 
guns have stocks inlet or g 
mortised into frame. 
4{The head of an Ithaca 
stuck is not cut away for § 

= hammers or lock plates. 4 
= In other words Ithaca 

stocks are strong where § 
=x strength is needed F 
== { Large catalogue FREE— ; 

double guns $17.75 up—sin- 
* gle trap guns $85 up. 

ITHACA GUN CO., Box 13, ITHACA, N. Y. 

| Th e Parker Double Gun Supre me_ 
Wins high amateur average in the 1915 Interstate Registered Tournaments Mr. Woolfolk H ; A 91 giste 3 i : enderson, 

winner, shot at 2800 targets and broke 2731,—average 97.53%. This is the PARKER double cunts sccand 
successive winning of the Interstate high average. Mr. Henderson having won in 1914 by shooting 96.63% for 

More PARKER Winnings! 
1915 Amateur Average at doubles in the Interstate Registered Tournaments: 1st, Guy V, Deering, 90%: 

the season. 

2d, S. A. Huntley, 86%: 3d, Woolfolk Henderson, 84%, 
Tournaments for 1915 won by L. S. German, 97.42%. 

_ Long Run for 1915, 372 straight,—Lester 
German, Atlantic City, N. J., in September. 

The PARKER double gun has won nine out 
of twenty-five G.A.H., and holds the only 100 
straight record ever made in that classic event. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 
N. Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. 

| G. W. du Bray, Resident Agent, P.O. Box 102, San Francisco, Cal. 

Second Professional Average in Interstate Registered 

Out of nine Interstate Cham- 
pionships of Americathathave 
been held, the PARKER gun 
has won seven. 

A'GUN WITH A 
— REPUTATION! 

In the shooting world the 
name PARKER stands for 
unvarying excellence. 
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Mr. Woods has insisted on tacking my name 
to this worked-over carbine, but this A. A. H. 
is not entitled to; the idea is almost wholly one 
belonging to him. I had thought when Mr. 
Woods first mentioned the matter to me, that 
by cutting to one-half magazine, thinning 
down flanged portions of the receiver at each 
end, narrowing butt 
plate proportionately 
and dressing stock and 
fore-arm downto fit prop- 
erly the reduced dimen- 
sions of the metal parts, 
the five-and-a-half pound 
mark could be reached. 
I am now convinced, 
however, that while such 
changes in the outside 
dimensions would have 
produced a somewhat 
neater appearing arm, 
the reduction in weight 
would not have been 
more than a half pound; 
and Mr. Woods’ method 
beats that twice over as 
he has reduced the 
weight exactly one pound 
and a quarter of an ounce. 

While I had calculated 
on retaining half of 
the steel magazine, Mr. Woods, from former 
experience in reducing the weight of .25-35 
carbines, knew that this could not be if the 
weight were to be lowered to the five-and-a- 
half pound mark. While several different 
kinds of material were considered for maga- 
zine tubes that would reduce the weight, the 
real thing was not found until a piece of light 
aluminum tubing was located which weighed, 
I think Mr. Woods said, exactly one ounce. 
The magazine plug was discarded and one 
of hickory substituted. To hold securely 
in place, a hole was drilled through fore end, 
of magazine, and magazine plug, and 
pinned firmly with suitable pin inserted. 

The butt stock was greatly reduced ‘in 
weight by hollowing out until quite thin up 
to the wrist of the stock at which place it is 
left solid. Discarding the steel butt plate and 
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substituting one of sole leather still further 
reduced the weight. 

The front sight base on these carbines, to 
me, always have seemed at least one-half inch 
too far from the muzzle to present the neatest 
appearance. Mr. Woods overcame this by 
making a light, neatly turned steel band which 

Cut C: Sling attached at both ends, also showing the .30-30 carbine full length. 

was driven on muzzle back against the sight 
base as shown in Fig. 2, Cut A. This covered 
the half-round screw hole in under side of the 
barrel for the front magazine screw and after 
the long-bladed front sight Mr. Woods made 
and fitted was added, the too-far-from-the- 
muzzle effect of the front sight disappeared. 
(See Fig. 1, Cut A.) This front sight is made 
of steel. As Mr. Woods had it, it came up 
to a perfectly sharp corner at the tip. To 
bring the light to the very tip of the sight, I 
rounded very slightly, which I consider at 
least a slight improvement as it can now be 
seen quite plainly in most lights. 

In Cut B the parts numbered 2 are the ones 
altered by Mr. Woods. In this cut parts 
numbered 1 are shown before alteration. 
Fig. 3 shows an experimental main spring 
which gave one hang-fire in 20 shots when 

Cut D: Showing method of rear attachment. Butt-plate as author has arranged it to hold matches, cleaner and oi] 

e's 
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When Our Land Is Filled 
With Game 

FEW years ago America was the greatest 
A game country in the world. Our woods, 

our fields, our water-ways, were teeming 
with game birds. Wild turkeys, quail, grouse, 
ducks, were familiar sights—to the sportsman; on 
the table; and in city markets. 

These conditions should again prevail. They 
may successfully be brought about through game 
farming. 

Game farming does not necessarily require a large 
amount of land and involves little expense in time 
and money. The work in itself is intensely interest- 
ing and affords both profit and pleasure to those who 
indulge in it. 

\ Re aS 

AX A RW 

Wild Turkeys 
Its restoration is im-'4 
portant because domes- 
tic turkeys are deci- ? S 
mated by adisease & 
from which the wild 
variety is free ne 

- & 

as Results from Game Farming 
In the first place game birds of many kinds com- 

mand high prices in city markets. ‘Their eggs are 
eagerly sought by breeders. Secondly, if you are 
fond of hunting, the birds you raise will provide ex- 
cellent sport and food. Or if you prefer, and if you 
own large acreage, you may lease the privilege of 
shooting over your land. This does not mean that 
the sport of hunting, so far as the general public is 
concerned, will be restricted. On the contrary it 
will be increased; for game raised for sporting pur- 
poses cannot be closely confined in any given area. 

If you are interested in game farming from any standpoint, 
you should write for a booklet which takes up the subject in 
a broad way and gives much interesting and valuable informa- 
tion regarding it. 

The book is called ‘‘Game Farming for Profit and Pleas- 
ure.’’ It is well worth reading. Write for a copy. Use 
the coupon below. 

Game Breeding Department, Room 281 

HERCULES POWDER CO, 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Manufacturers of Explosives; Infallible and ‘SE.C.”* 
Smokeless Shotgun Powders; L. & R. Orange Extra 

Black Sporting Powder; Dynamite for farming. 

onthe —————} N nT 
market —— AU Bill’: “A Game Breeding Department, Room 281 

Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington, Del. 

Gentlemen: —Please send me a copy of Game Farming for Profit and Pleasure. I am interested in game breeding from 

Op OGG) ee Fe ne eae 

Very truly yours, 

Name.__.--.---.-.-.-_-_-.____-_._..__-_-------------------- -- <= 22 2 ooo oo on ee -o oe eo -- == + - +--+ ---- 

Address ______-_______________ 1 ___ een en en enn nnn nnn nn en oo = = 2 = + oe eee 
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tested with regular firing pin. Mainspring 
No. 2 is the one now in the gun. This is 2-3 
as strong as the regular mainspring and is 
used with No. 2 firing pin, which has been 
reduced in weight, and with this lighter firing 
pin gives practically same primer compression 
as standard firing pin with standard main- 
spring. Hammer shown by Figs. 2 in Cut B 
is as altered by Mr. Woods. ‘The spur has 
been shortened, old checking removed, and 
rechecked. Since the little gun came into 
my possession I have slightly altered the shape 
of the hammer spur, worked off Mr. Woods’ 
checking which, due to the exceptionally -hard 
surface made uniform checking out of the 
question, and re-checked until it suits me 
rather better than as Mr. Woods had it; but 
neither of us have improved on the original 
hammer spur, in my opinion; at least in ap- 
pearance or shape; though the sharper check- 
ing is an advantage over the rather smoothly 
ehecked factory work. 

Fig. 1 in Cut B shows shape of factory ex- 
tractor. Fig 2 shows how extractor “bite” 
should be rounded to properly grasp cart- 
ridge rim. 

The spring cover (not shown) has a slight 
groove cut in it about 3-16 inch to rear of its 
forward end and running across its hollowed 
side, this serving as a very convenient stop to 
hold the head of the cartridge in loading suc- 
ceeding cartridges into the magazine. This 
groove needs to be very slight in depth, and is 
easily ground by a 14 inch rod of brass spin- 
ning in a lathe and fed with oil and emery 
flour while the spring cover is pressed lightly 
against it, and right here I want to emphasize 
one thing, and that is that this groove is an 
excellent feature. In loading, one will, at 
times, have a cartridge, partly inserted, forced 
out of the magazine while he is reaching for 
another. With this Wood’s arrangement, 
all one has to do is to shove a cartridge in to 
magazine until the rim of shell snaps into 
groove of spring cover where it will be se- 
curely held while the shooter is reaching for 
another cartridge. The last cartridge is 
forced clear in the magazine after which the 
spring cover springs out to its normal position 
as usual. 

Mr. Woods does not favor swivels, snap 
hooks, or buckles, in connection with a sling. 
To get around all this he devised the sling as Is 
shown in Cut C and Cut D of the gun as it 
appeared as it left his hands. Cut C shows 
the sling attached at both ends. As Mr. 
Woods had it, the magazine plug projected 
beyond the end of the fore arm as shown in 
photo. Front end of the sling was formed 
into a loop which was passed over muzzle and 
slid back over barrel and magazine. Cut D 
clearly shows method of rear attachment. 
When not needed sling may be carried in 
pocket. 

Mr. Woods reduced the trigger pull to a 
light, clean pull of about three pounds. This 
is exactly as it should be and should suit the 
most cranky shooter. 

Mr. Woods reduced the strength of the ex- 
tractor, the ejector spring and the spring 
cover in order to produce an easier working 
action and to facilitate loading. Personally 
I do not care-for the reduction of any of the 
springs having found springs to Winchesters 
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just as they leave the factory of about the 
right strength. It is true that occasionally 
I alter the tension of the mainsprings by ad- 
Justing strain screw to suit. 

The little gun was one of those that had 
undoubtedly been over many a rough trail as 
was plainly evident from its appearance. It 
worked, and still does, and I think will con- 
tinue to work, properly for years, but it is a 
gun in acondition that a real cran/: could never 
fall in love with. The barrel is in what I con- 
sider rather poor second hand condition, 
though it has made plenty of groups well 
worth showing. Also has accounted for three 
deer, one coyote, and, with the light loads, 
many ruffed and blue grouse have been taken 
in with it. The deer and coyote, so far as I 
could discover, were killed as readily with this 
514 pound .30-30 Winchester as if the gun had 
been a full grown one of the same caliber. It 
has been put to a practical test and has shown 
up so well that I am stronger than ever for a 
five-pound featherweight, but built on a 
featherweight foundation. 

Since the gun fell into my hands I have 
added a couple of swivels such as are made 
for the .38 Colt Military model automatic 
pistol and to these riveted a light sling which, 
of course, is a permanent feature. Many 
would object to this not being removable, or 
adjustable, but for my purpose it suits nicely, 
and I have used the little gun under a great 
many different conditions. 

The sole leather butt plate I have per- 
forated in three places, the upper being for a 
.45-70 shell filled with matches, which is 
tightly corked. The centre hole is for string 
cleaner. The bristle brush is inserted in an 
empty .30-40 shell. The slotted end of clean- 
er is shoved in hole in butt plate after wnich 
the shell containing the bristle part of the 
cleaner comes along and plugs everything 
snug and tight. The third perforation is for 
another .30-40 shell filled with oil and tightly 
corked. Not as elaborate an arrangement as 
some of the traps found on the expensive 
rifles that come from across the “briny deep” 
but in every way a practical rig. The shells 
fit just tightly enough to be secure against 
dropping out thougn not so closely fitted as 
to require more than the thumb and finger 
nails to remove when wanted. 

The stock has been refinished as well as the 
old rear sight slot in barrel ‘“‘blanked”’ and a 
new slot carefully dove-tailed farther forward 
and gun fitted with Winchester sporting rear 
sight which has been worked over to prevent 
glitter in bright lights. As neither Mr. Woods 
nor myself had any use for the sling-ring on 
the receiver, he had disposed of the unneces- 
sary ring by cutting off shank of screw that 
carried it leaving enough of the flanged por- 
tion in which a slot was cut like any ordinary 
screw head. This I have slightly altered and 
the ordinary observer would hardly know but 
what that screw was there for some purpose 
other than to fill an unnecessary hole. (Point- 
er: If ordering one of these carbines from 
factory stipulate that ring on frame be 
omitted). 

From results secured at the target at various 
ranges with the regular high-power .30-30 
cartridges, I am of the opinion that this 5% 
pound carbine would show as close grouping, 
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IVER JOHNSON 
TWO GREAT WEAPONS _ Send for this 
The Iver Johnson Safety Automatic Revolver is unquestion- fk R E; E; 

ably the most satisfactory small arm that is made. Steel of 
finer temper never went into a revolver. For accuracy, hard BOOK 
shooting, stopping power and absolute dependability, it has no Dun bies etpacemidk 
peer. And it is safe! The Iver Johnson can bewnredsonly = tells all about iver JOHN 

5 ‘ = J 

by a purposeful pull on the trigger. You can Hammer the son Revolvers, Shot Guns, 
Hammer.’”’ Costs from $6. to $8. Bicycles and Motorcycles. 

5 . It shows how to get your 

At the left, is our new double-barrel gun which we have money’s worth ie hee 
been working on and perfecting for four years. Just because and satisfaction, It’s free. 
it costs only $20., don’t compare it to ordinary $20. guns. 
We have equipped our plant to produce this gun in quantity, 
and by automatic machine processes. For these reasons we 
can offer you at $20. the equal of guns costing a lot more. 
Experts tell us this gun is z7gh¢ for the finest kind of shooting. 
Examine it at your dealer’s store carefully. “To do so will 
save you money. 

IVER JOHNSON’S ARMS & 

CYCLE WORKS 

157 River Street 

Fitchburg, Mass. 

99 Chambers Street, New York 

717 Market Street, San Francisco 

Regular Model with Large 
“Perfect” Grip— $7.00 ' 

Save your money 
Stop all laundry troubles. ‘‘Chal- 
lenge’’ Collars can be cleaned with 

R WATERPROOF arub from a wet cloth—smart and 
dressy always. The correct dull 
finish and texture of the best linen. 

If vour dealer hasn’t ‘‘Challenge’’ Brand 
write use nclosing money, 25c for collars 
50¢ per pair for cuffs “We will supply 
you. Send for new style book. 

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA 
Limited 

54-64 Fraser Ave., Toronto, Can. 

2142 

Made in Canada epeue’) ur opel 
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if the barrei were in new condition, as the 
regular weignt carbine for the same cartridge 
—and I nave several times made five-shot 
groups under five inches with these guns,from 
rest, at 200 yards, open sights. 

On small game I used several lignt loads 
with excellent results. Any of them gave 
better killing results than any of the .22 rim 
fire cartridges with solid ball. (Too bad, I 
often think, that the merits of the hollow 
point .22’s were not better known as sure 
killers of small game. Thos? who have never 
tried them, permit m2 to suggest trying some 
of the Lesmok, R.A.—U.M.C. hollow point 
22's): 

The lightest loads I tried in ‘the®little care 
bine were loaded with the insignificant charge 
of 1.1 grains Bull’s Eye powder and a buck- 
shot. (Mr. Woods uses 1 grain B.E. with 
buck shot and gets good results.) Same 
charge of powder and the Ideal bullet 308252 
also accounted for a good many grouse at dis- 
tances under 30 yards. These I christened 
the “‘whisper’ loads. Not much noise—a 
very desirable feature when hunting in deer 
districts. Not as accurate, of course, as the 
2-grains Bull’s Eye load and the Ideal 308252 
bullet which the Ideal people strongly ad- 
vocate for small game and target work at 
short range. Just before beginning this 
article, 30 shots were fired from the little 
carbine with this last load, from rest, open 
sights, at 50 feet. A dime will cover or ‘touch 

Author and last two victims of 5 1-2 lb. .30-30 Winchester carbine. 
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each of the groups, while I think if all the 30 
shots had been fired on the same target a dime 
would cover or touch all 30 shots but of this 
cannot be absolutely certain as targets are 
torn a trifle making it difficult to plat on one 
target to determine the point. Am certain, 
however, that there would be no more than 
one shot that would not touch a spot the size 
of a dime. And this, remember, with open ~ 
sights, a barrel in not better than average © 
second hand condition, and a brisk wind blow- — 
ing not to mention drifting snow to further 
make conditions worse. ; 

In closing permit me to again state that ~ 
this gun, nor any other that could be worked ~ 
down to its Avourdupois, is, or would be, the © 
gun that either Mr. Woods or myself would ~ 
consider the best possible to produce for the 
really satisfactory lightweight deer rifle. 
Permit me to emphasize one fact, however, 
and that is that the practical tests made with — 
it, incline us more than ever to the belief that © 
the five-pound featherweight is not an impos- ~ 
sibility, and should it ever appear it will not ~ 
necessarily carry the hollowed-out butt-stock, ~ 
the sole leather butt-plate, the aluminum ~ 
magazine tube and wooden magazine sve 
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in order to come within the specifications we 
have laid down for it. If built on the right 
foundation, the five-pound Featherweight ~ 
deer rifle is easily possible, is in every way © 
practicable, and for one I shall be ready to — 
welcome the day when it is placed within our _ 
reach. : 
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FE HUNTER ARMS CO.HFRS: Lap ae 

THE GUN WITH A CONSCIENCE 
Absolutely Never Shoots Loose 

Prices $25.00 to $1,000 Net 

ASK FOR OUR ART CATALOG 

The Hunter Arms Co., Inc. 29 Hubbard St., Fulton, N. Y. 

AT THE TOP \ I 
For Nearly a Century 

GREENER GUNS ) 
Have won the highest honors at 
International Exhibitions and 
Public Gun Trials and have made 
world’s records at live and clay bird 
traps. 

Four Sheoters Using One Greener Gun Win 
Seventeen Championships in Four Years: 

Commonwealth Sparrow Championship Twice 
Starling Three times 

«s Pigeon = Four times 
Victoria Sparrow Championship acer Four times 

PYLON ee Ee erty Twice 
Wimmera Sparrow ST ate. Wein: Once 
N.S. W. Pigeon he er ae te Once 

Get a Greener and 

WATCH YOUR SCORES CLIMB 
Catalogue Free 

W. W. GREENER "sist." 
101 WINDSOR ARCADE, 

478a St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q. 



THE 22 LONG RIFLE AS WOODCHUCK 
MEDICINE 

by fF. GOH. 

pearing in a back number of Rod and 
Gun on the subject of the .22 long rifle 

cartridge used for shooting w oodchucks. The 
writer of that article asked for the opinions 
and experiences of other readers along this 
line so I will say a few words on the subject. 

I have made careful tests in this connection 
and have finally arrived at the conclusion that 
no .22 rim fire cartridge is suitable as a re- 
gular woodchuck load. The percentage of 
animals that get away wounded will greatly 
exceed the number of ‘chucks actually secured 
and I am of the firm opinion that we ought not 
to use for hunting, rifles and ammunition that 
wound more times than they kill. The hol- 
low point bullets in the long rifle size gave 
slightly better results than the solid ball but 
on the whole the remarks above apply to all 
types of .22 rim fire ammunition. A .22 
Hi- Power Sav age is the only correct ‘medi- 
cine’ for woodchucks unless one _ selects 
another arm of the ultra-high velocity class. 
As pointed out by Mr. Newton through these 
columns, a low velocity black powder rifle is 
not asafe arm to use for woodchuck hunting in 
settled districts and it is a fact that these 
arms cannot be speeded up to the 2800 f.s. 
velocity mark by reason of their design and 
the very limitations of the rifles themselves 
in which the black powder cartridges are used. 
Short, blunt pointed bullets speeded up are 
usually wanting in accuracy, take for example 
the 200-grain jacketed bullet of the .44 H.V. 
Winchester, this is a useless rifle for target 
work as those who have tried it out well know. 

I WAS much interested in the article ap- A woodchuck struck with a 70-grain .22 
Hi-Power soft point bullet will be littered over 
the landscape. No crawling into holes 
fairly struck. is 1 i 
though Mr. King in his excellent article 
target rifles has commented on the me 
destroying propensities of the high velocity 
bullet, we are still firm in our belief that 2 
woodchuck can hardly be killed too dead. 
Note in Mr. Newton’s article where he gives 
some valuable facts re the comparati 
shocking powers of the slow velocity leac 
bullet, and that of the soft point, jacketed 
missile sent on at a high clip. Imagine - 
woodchuck making a get-away’ with a 
grain .45- Boe lead slug in its body wh 
a 70-grain .22-caliber soft point bullet at 28 
f.s. would have littered it for a fair. We be 
lieve in this same “‘littering” process in the 
woodchuck game as we believe in doing 
busiess with neatness and dispatch. W 
dislike leavi ing a trail of suffering after us. 

I use a .22 Hi-Power Savage fitted wit 
Lyman tang sight 103 used in connection y 
the V-M front sight. This is the combina 
for my purposes though I am willing to adn 
that a telescope would be an additional 
vantage. But for metallic sights the Lym 
and V-M will get my money. The rear sig 
regularly furnished on the arm has been re 
moved and the slot filled in with a piece @ 

hard-wood. The latter method of filling ii 

the unsightly slot leaves as good an appear 

ance as a steel slot as regularly used and save 

one ‘two bits.’ 

MR. A. L. KING’S 
FEBRUARY NUMBER 

By HG: 

HAVE never read an article in my life in 
| the columns of the gun departments of 

any of the current magazines with such 
gripping interest as the article on the single 
shot target rifles by Mr. A. L. King in the 
February number of this Guns & Ammunition 
department. His remarks re the single shot 
proposition are both sane and logical ‘and his 
opinions are such as will be shared by many. 
There is no comparison between the heavy 
barrelled, single shot target rifle and the light 
barrelled repeater handling the same cart- 
ridges. The single shot is the arm of the 
good rifle shot who, as Mr. King truly states 
has learned by aid of this excellent type of 
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arm, to hold long and steady and to ‘let hi 
off only w hen good and ready. 

His remarks re the Sharp’s and the Balla 
bring me back in memory to the days of t& 
°80’s when the newest thing in a : 
either a heavy Sharp’s “Old Reliable,” 
equally accuraté-shooting Ballard. A ; 
hardware stores from ‘Toronto to Vancouvt 
and from New York City to ’Frisco handle 
these fine guns. Shining in their blued st 
glory they lay in their racks serenely um 
scious of the short span of life open to- 
kind. I have seen and handled hundre 
these rifles I dare say, and I have yet 
their equal for all- around reliability and 
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SSSSSsSszissrs 
pase &. 

“This gun does what I have read that other guns would do but they all failed me in the 

test, until I bought this gun of yours. No more misses within shooting distance; no 

more long tramps after wounded animals. I can now go out with the satisfaction of 

knowing that if I hold the gun true I can kill any of our animals as far as I can see to 

hold a rifle. And I want to tell you another thing, you hold the gun better and shoot 

better when you have the confidence that the Ross inspires ” 

RALPH EDMUNDS, Lawyer. 

Idaho Falls, Idaho. 

The above extract indicates better than anything we can say the reason 

why the most experienced sportsmen use the Ross .280. Accuracy, low 

trajectory and tremendous power make it an essential factor towards 

a successful hunt. 

THE ROSS .303 SPORTING MODELS are fine all around weapons. 

Their accuracy and power ensure a bag at any reasonable range. A 

further great advantage is the ease with which their ammunition, the 

.303 British, may be procured. 

Young For target shooting, the Ross .22 Cadet Rifle is unexcelled. 

and old alike find the greatest pleasure in its use. It has been adopted 

by the Canadian Government for use by Cadet Corps. 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE ON REQUEST. 

Ross Rifle Co., Quebec 

OSS Mille. God: 
Crcbec Canada 
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ing power. They were absolutely the thing 
in guns in the eighties and no sportsman’s 
collection of shooting irons was complete 
without one or more Ballard or Sharp’s. They 
surpassed any rifle made abroad in their time. 

I remember with delight the first Sharp’s 
rifle which came into my possession. It wasa 
rifle after the model illustrated in Mr. King’s 
article—the hammerless “Old Reliable’— 
but of .45-70 caliber, shooting the United 
States Government cartridge with its 70- 
grains of black powder and 500-grain lead 
ball. This combination was a killer. No 
second shots were usually required to bring 
down a deer, and the recoil, due to the splen-, 
did proportions and excellent balance of the 
whole arm, was not nearly so great as that of 
rifles of to-day firing the same cartridge—the 
1886 Winchester “Extra Light Weight” model 
for example. This latter arm has a reputa- 
fon for ‘kicking like a steer’ and lives up to it 
ully. 
To return to my .45-70 Sharp’s I want to 

state that in the supposedly ‘improved’ form 
of Sharp’s now obtainable most of the so called 
‘improvements’ were in reality nothing but 
backward moves. No one can honestly claim 
that the single shot hammer Winchester is 
locked any stronger (if as strongly) than the 
old Sharp’s hammerless. Also who will claim 
that the appearance of the Winchester as it 
stands to-day is more pleasing than that of 
the hammerless arm of Christian Sharp? The 
old Sharp’s model is to-day perfectly worthy 
and capable of being made over to modern 
requirements, provided the old arm is in good 
enough shape to warrant such expenditure. A 
nickel steel barrel fitted to the frame, the 
firing pin worked over as also the breech- 
block—and there you are gentlemen. An old 
Sharp’s fitted with a 30-inch round nickel 
steel barrel chambered for say the .30-30 
cartridge makes a very desirable combination 
and in all respects equal to the .30 W. C. F. 
single shot gun made nowadays at the New 
Haven plant. 

Yes, I plead guilty to a fondness still for the 
“old-timers.”” They did their part well and 
faithfully and since, in the hands of a good 
gunsmith, they have proven themselves per- 
fectly capable of being worked over to meet 
modern shooting requirements I am just con- 

A STUDY IN PEPPER-BOXES 
By S.2k. 

NE of the earlier ancestors of the modern 
O revolver is the pepper box pistol, in use 

a century ago. Preceding the success- 
ful assimilation of the revolving chamber with 
a single barrel, the pepper box adopted the 
first principle and appropriated to itself a 
distinct barrel for every shot in the chamber. 
The illustration sets forth a family group of 
these chubby mouthed, multi-barreled all- 

’ revolving fellows. The central piece answers 
- to the little sobriquet of ““My Friend.’ It is 

a ferocious rascal, for not only has it seven 
shots to dipose of, but by grasping the cy- 

Old Reliable” Sharp’s are by no means bael 
numbers, even in these days of 1916. = 

a 

(We too, are interested in the old ‘peace 
makers’—the Sharp’s Henry, early m 
rim-fire Winchester of the vintage of *66, 
later model of ’76 put on the market by 
“Red W’ people and yclept ‘Centennial’, 
early model Remingtons, etc., etc. We b 
that these arms are entitled to a place 
archives of gun lore and with this end in 
have secured the promise of Mr. Ashley 
Haines to contribute a series of articles o1 
these old rifles—charcoal burners thoug 
they may be,—in the very near future. 
We believe that such a series will be of 

interest to the readers of this magazine, 
more so when we consider that we are s 
ing on the threshold of a new era so f 
advances in guns and ammunition are 
cerned. Newer types are constantly repla 
the old but as H. G. B. says, it is with as 
of respect none the less, that we look bac 
the staunch old favorites of another age 
realize that so far as their active manufactu 
is concerned their day is indeed ended. E 

It is true that the old Sharp’s can be‘m 
over to modern requirements but neve 
less does the old gun savor entirely of 
days when the buffalo were with us in num 
a transcontinental railroad a thing yet to 
and the Sioux Indian a factor with which t 
contend. Nothing can bring back to us th 
bands of wild life which roamed the plains a 
the time when the Sharp’s and the Spe 
first came on the scene any more than can 
type of men who handled those weapons | 
brought forth from their graves to look upon 
the desolation wrought on the old huntin 
grounds. a 

It is not necessary here to speak of th 
ability of Mr. Haines to conduct such a serie 
The opinions of this authority are listened t 
with respect wherever the word ‘fire-arn 
known and he has long made a study of 
old types of American ‘nation builders.’ 
it was indeed by the aid of the smoking 
that the west was conquered and the fro 
pushed off the map—Editor.) 

Doolittle 

ber. The large one in the photo is sin 
but goes one better, being .32 caliber. Jus 
below the central one and a little to the rng} 
is a three barreled pepper-box (one of th 
rarest of the pepper-box family) made by th 
Manhattan Mfg. Co., New York. It has t 
be turned by hand from one barrel to thi 
other, a spring stud stopping the barrels a’ 
the proper places. ; + 

Next above this is a four barrel piece em- 
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TRAPSHOOTING is the “‘short- 
cut’’ into the ‘‘geod-shot” class. By 
following the practical, systematic 
and effective methods described in 
“The Sport Alluring’? (for men) or 
“Diana of the Traps” (for women) 
new shooters soon acquire profi- 
ciency with the shot-gun. 

‘‘Trapshooting Club Handbook’’ 
gives helpful information about or- 
ganization, maintenance and opera- 
tion of the club,—a valuable book for 
club officials ocr those who wish to 
start a club. 

The ‘‘Hand Trap Booklet’ is an 
illustrated, instructive description 
of the DUPONT HAND TRAP,— 
an expert’s invention for target 
throwing. 

THESE BOOKS MAKE A VALUABLE 
AND INSTRUCTIVE ADDITION TO 
YOUR SPORTING LIBRARY. THEY 
ARE FREE, — WRITE TODAY FOR 
YOUR COPIES. 

ADDRESS DEPT. 59 

EJ.du Pont deNemours & Co. 
Wilmington, Del.. 
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bellished with brass frame and ivory stock 
grips. It has a folding trigger, the barrels 
being stamped ‘“‘Pecare & Smithy’s Patent, 
1849, New York.’ Over the end of each 
barrel is a small front sight, the hammer being 
sufficiently at one side to allow sighting past 
it; this is a rare one. 

Among the number is a very patrician chap 
a six-shooter made by Allan & Thurber of 
Worcester, Mass. and patented in 1837. It is 
in beautitul condition and boasts silver insets 
in the stock. A more freakish pair made by 
Bacon & Co., Norwich, Ct., have “‘under- 
hammers’; the act of cocking turns the 
barrels. A short barrel, five shot, and a long 
barrel, six shot (anonymous) have ring trig- 
gers which when pulled back turn the barrels 
and pull back the hammer which at the right 
point slips off and shoots the under barrel. 

Beautiful engraving and finely checkered 
grips are the glory of an English one which 
comes from ‘Smiths, London.” Another is 
similar but has no name. A very excellent 
specimen of the gunmaker’s art is a six shot 
made by ““W. Chance & Son, London.” It 
has German silver frame elaborately engraved 
and grips of the very finest checkering, being 
in very fine condition. A similar nameless 
one has English proof marks but is however 
so traitorous as to have its knob butt stock 
of German silver. 

A Study in Pepper-boxes: part of 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

the collection of Mr. S. L. Doolittle, St. Marys, Ont. 

It took me a long time to secure a hammer-_ 
less one, made by Robbins & Lawrence, 
Windsor, Vt. (Leonard’s Patent 1849) but I 
finally secured the fine specimen in the il-. 
lustration; it has five barrels about .32 caliber. 
An interesting little piece is the six shot 
(pinfire) forefinger just in front of the central 
pistol. It has folding triggers and is in good 
condition. The smaller one above is a five 
shot for caliber cartridges and has a de- 
vice for turning the barrels while the ring 
trigger is being pulled. This is a choice 
rarity; Remington’s (Eliott Patent) are re- 
sponsible for it. 

The pepper-boxes have served their day, 
rudely, crudely but faithfully at least. 
bulk rendered them difficult to carry but after 
all they would shoot (somewhere). It is 
remarkable with what artistic and clever 
workmanship many of them were placed upon 
the market, especially by the English makers. 
In my boyhood a long barreled pepper-box— 
six inches in fact—caused me considerable 
diversion, more or less harmless, at least to my 
target. The old pepper box has long since 

99 
aa 

been replaced as my target pistol, but as a- 
student of firearms I still find it most interest- 
ing as a picturesque relic of the past. 

In a later issue I will show some highly in- 
teresting pieces in early makes of rifles, guns 
and small-arms from my collection of some 
seven hundred pieces. 
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Eight Bears with Nine Shots 

.250-3000 SAVAGE 
66 have tested the .250-3000 Savage I got from 
I vou last spring on me head of bear without 

a miss, and only shot one of them the second 
time.’ In details and finish the .250-3000 Savage is fully 

That is the work the .250-3000 Savage did for equal to the expensive cee an rifles which it 
Mr. James R. Gill, an experienced Idaho hunter, totally outclasses in accuracy. convenience and 
and is the sort of work this remarkable gun has efficiency. It has the original Savage solid breech, 
been doing this year all over the country. hammerless six shot repeating action, the only 

It shows the .250-3000 Savage’s accuracy is American action strong enough and safe enough for 
worth while—every shot was a hit. the highest concentration. 

It shows that its flat trajectory is worth while Takedown pattern, 22-inch tapered round high- 
no over or under shooting, and Mr. Gill says the pressure steel barrel with integral front sight base 
ranges varied up to 400 yards. checked extra full pistol grip stock and forearm, 

It shows that its terrific killing power was worth checked trigger and corrugated steel butt-plate, 
while—only one bear out of eight needed a second weight 7 lbs.. price $30.00. Cartridges with soft nose 
shot. or full metal cased bullets, $4.20 per hundred. 

WRITE US FOR PARTICULARS. 

SAVAGE ARMS CO., - 544 Savage Avenue, Utica, N.Y. 
Manufacturers of High Power and Small Calibre Sporting Rifles; Automatic Pistols and Ammunition. 

CLARK’S 

CAMP SPECIALTIES 
Need No Eulogism — You Know Them 

Corned & Roast Beef Peanut Butter 

Cambridge Sausage Tomato Ketchup 

Lunch Ham Spaghetti with 

Lunch Tongue Tomato Sauce and 

Ox Tongues Cheese 

Jellied Hocks Fluid Beef Cordial 

CLARK’S CELEBRATED 
PORK and BEANS 

Your Camp Outfit is incomplete 

Without Them. 

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL 



AN IMPROVEMENT FOR THE MODEL 

1914 22 CALIBER SAVAGE 
7 HILE to many without a doubt, the 

WU stock model 1914 Savage tubular re- 
peater of .22-caliber as issued from the 

factory, is an arm capable of no further im- 
provement, still to at least one gun crank 
there has always been one feature of the arm 
which, to him, could be greatly benefitted by 
a slight overhauling. I refer to the pistol grip 
as supplied on this model. 

Short, full, sharply curved and square at 
the bottom, it left nothing to be desired as re- 
gards shape and general outline, it was in truth 
a miniature Wundhammer grip, put on the 
gun to steady the hand and to keep one’s 
ingers from slipping down the stock—but it 
was not protected, and a slight blow on this 
portion of the stock will often chip a neat sliver 
of the finest of pistol grips be the latter not 
covered by a horn, steel, or rubber cap. 
We took up the matter with the Savage 

Arms Co. of Utica, N. Y. and through the 
courtesy of Mr. De Angelis, a made-to-order 
.22-caliber tubular repeater was soon on its 
way ‘uswards’. When the arm arrived we 
found that it was fitted with a selected walnut 
stock of a beautiful dark curly grain, beautiful 
to behold, and the excellent Savage pistol 
grip was rubber capped. Yes sir, a neat cap of 
rubber was screwed to the bottom of the grip 
leaving an appearance most aesthetic and af- 
fording absolute protection to the projecting 
wood. 

The arm as it now stands is equipped wi'h 
Lyman tang 2A and V-M front sight—the 
latter being manufactured by the Marble 

Arms & Mfg. Co., of Gladstone, Mich. It 
may be of interest to the readers to know that 
this combination of front and rear sights is a 
most desirable one for an arm of the .22- 
caliber repeater type and with this particular 
arm, tests from muzzle rest showed surprising 
accuracy using Long Rifle “Lesmok’ ammuni- 
tion. 

As to whether the manufacturers will see 
their way clear in the near future to regularly 
supply their model 1914 repeaters with the 
rubber capped pistol grip, we are at present 
unable to state. Certain itis however that 
at present nothing of a special nature will be 
undertaken by the folks at Utica, buried as 
they are in war orders up to their ears. All 
of which bothers us not in the least, we have’ 
our rifle and moreover we intend to hold on to 
it as it looks to us as something really worthy 
of a rifle crank’s admiration. The long taper- 
ing fore-end, the neat unobstructive magazine 
which also is of decent length, the uncom- 
plicated shotgun safety, simple take-down 
feature, beautifully shaped stock of a grain 
rarely met with in these days of varnished 
basswood slabs turned out by the million, 
termed ‘walnut’ and fitted to tangs, and last 
but not least the short full rubber-capped 
pistol grip, all these features and others of an 
equally worthy nature go to make up what 
appears to us, to be a mighty desirable .22- 
caliber repeater. 

In a subsequent issue of this magazine will 
appear photos of this rifle showing the features 
touched upon above. 

THE FAVORITE HUNTING ARM OF 

THE NORTH 
By G. H. Burton 

HAVE been an interested reader of this 
magazine ever since the gun department 
came into being and I have followed 

with the greatest interest the various interest- 
ing discussions which have been held from time 
to time through these columns. 

Right here in the Peace River district the 
favorite arm of the hunter, trader, trapper and 
homesteader is without doubt the .30-30. 
Why it should be so I cannot definitely ex- 
plain unless this caliber has been so thorough- 
ly proven to have the ‘punch’ necessary to 
knock over coyotes, timber wolves and other 
game of these parts that the conservative 
hunters prefer to pin their faith to a proven 
ame-getter than trust their luck to newer 
ads in the rifle and ammunition line. 
That the .30-30 carbine in Winchester, 

Savage and Marlin makes meets with the 
most general favor is also unquestionable. 

The carbine has almost identically the same 
accuracy as the longer barreled rifle, it is most 
decidedly handier to carry and quicker un- 
linibered and gotten into action. A .30-30 
carbine will be found to have equal killing 
power at all game ranges with the rifle, this 
has been tested out repeatedly and any slight 
falling-off in theoretical feet lbs. energy of the 
carbine at the extreme ranges cuts practically | 
no ice so far as actual getting the bacon is 
concerned. 

The greatest reason for the popularity of 
the .30-30 ammunition itself is not necessarily 
because of any excess of power in this caliber. 
While the .30-30 is undoubtedly powerful 
enough for practically all large game found 
in these parts, there are however times when 
a slightly more powerful caliber is desirable. 
The reason for the popularity among northern 
hunters of the .30-30 lies principally in the 
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The Wagon Shop That Became the 
Largest Automobile Factory 

in the British Empire 
Back in 1903, the town of Walkerville, Ontario was 

possessed of a concern called the Walkerville Wagon 
Company. ; : 

If, on some day when business was not rushing, the 
general manager, Gordon M. McGregor, wished to 
take a little stroll, he could walk around his shop in 
about 2 minutes by the factory clock. 

Nobody would have believed at that time that this 
shop would, ina few years, develop into the largest plant 
of its kind in the Empire having a floor acreage of over 
435,000 square feet and making 3 times as many cars 
as any other automobile factory in the Birtish Empire. 
But so it has come to pass. 4 
Through the efforts of Mr. McGregor and his Cana- 

dian associates, this wagon shop has been turned into 
the great Ford plant at Ford City, Ont. 

The factory today is one of the industrial show places 
of Canada. ae, 

Here are the highest paid automobile mechanics in 
the Empire who put their best into the building of a 
car that has won its way into the confidence of the 
fanadian public. 

Here are hundreds of machines designed by Ford 
engineers, which are marvels of the industrial world. 
Many of them would do the work of an ordinary 

sized automobile company ina weekorso. But because 
of the demand for Ford cars they are kept busy the 
year round. 

Here a new Canadian Ford car is born every three 
and one-half minutes. 

‘Here workmen are busily engaged in making addi- 
tions so that the production of cars may keep pace with 
the demand. There never has been a time since war 
began when gangs of men where not at work expanding 
the plant, literally building for the future. 

Look in at the power plant and you will see two mon- 
ster 650 horse-power gas engines. What a contrast to 
the early days when the factory power was derived from 
the hind wheel of a Model “‘C”’ car! 

In the immense heat treatment plant, Vanadium 
steel, the most expensive and best of steels, is heat- 
treated the Ford way. Here each steel part is espe¢c- 
jally prepared for the stress and strain it will have to 
withstand in the completed car. 

The machine shop contains many wonderful sights 
for the visitor. There are long rows of very expensive 
gear cutting machines. And there is the great machine 
that mills 48-cylinders at one time! And another that 
drills 45 holes at once in a cylinder casting from sides, 
topand bottom. Marvelous speed and equally marvel- 
ous accuracy! 

Then there is the handsome office building in which 
close to 200 workers are employed. In all there are 
over 30,000 people dependent on the Canadian Ford 
Plant for their support. 

In this plant the Ford car is constructed practically 
in its entirety—even the steel, as mentioned above, is 
refined here. 

Furthermore, and here is a record rarely found in 
other large Canadian factories, all but $16.88 worth of 
material used in the making of the Canadian Ford is 
bought right here in Canada. Few products can lay 
claim to being so strictly ‘“Made in Canada” as the 
Ford car. 

Consider what this means to Canadian industry when 
it includes such immense purchases as 25,000 tons of 

steel, 1,500 tons of brass, etc., 120,000 wheels, 200,000 
lamps, and other materials in proportion. Practically 
the entire output of several large Canadian factories 
employing hundreds of workmen is taken by the Ford 
plant at Ford City, Ont. 

But great as this influence is for the increased pros- 
perity of the Empire, it does not stop there. All over 
the Empire are Ford Dealers who are important factors 
in increasing the wealth and prosperity of their com- 
munities. 

The spirit of faith in the future that has prompted 
the Ford Canadian Company to proceed with a policy 
of full-speed ahead in times that have seemed to many 
to require the use of extraordinary caution and con- 
servatism is a happy, progressive, enthusiastic spirit 
that is radiated in every city or town of any size in the 
whole Dominion and in the Empire over the seas through 
the Ford Dealer whom you will find there. 

Besides this there are the nine branches in Canada 
and one in Melbourne, Australia, four of which have 
been rebuilt since war began at a cost of over $1,000,- 
000, that are powerful supports to these dealers in being 
elements of first importance in adding to the wealth 
and progress of the nation. 

But, phenomenal as the development of the Ford 
Plant has been, its great success was not attained with- 
out its share of great difficulties. 

The first three years of its existence were somewhat 
precarious. The first car was not shipped from the 
factory, until six months after the company was 
organized. Nowadays, 20,000 cars would have been 
shipped in that time. 

The first main building was a two and a half story 
brick structure and the entire plant occupied about one 
acreof ground. The machinery consisted of one solitary 
drill press. 

But from 1910 on, the business increased so fast that 
it was difficult for the plant capacity to keep pace with 
the sales and additional buildings and equipment were 
constantly being constructed and installed. 

In 1911 the output was 2,400 cars, in 1912, 6,500 
cars were built, and so on up to this year’s estimated 
production of 40,000 cars. 

The executives of the Canadian Ford Company make 
no consideration of the war. They are so thoroughly 
Canadian in their ideals that they take the prosperity 
of Canada and the triumph of Britain and her allies as 
accomplished facts. 

No stops have been made in their plans for progress— 
not the slightest hesitation has been evidenced in 
developing this great Canadian Plant to its highest 
degree of efficiency on account of the war. 

As evidence of this $652,000 has been spent on new 
buildings at Ford City—a million dollars has been 
spent on new equipment—over a million dollars was 
expended on branches in four Canadian cities—and 
900 men have been added to the payroll—all this in a 
belligerent country during the progress of the greatest 
war the world has ever seen. 

In addition, the price of the Ford car has been 
reduced $120 since that memorable August 1, 1914. 

So then, this is the story of the wagon shop that 
became the great Canadian Ford Plant. An industry 
that is proud to say that it builds its product from 
Canadian material, with Canadian workmen and that 
backs its Canadian patriotism with its hard cash. 

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited 
Ford, Ontario 

Ford Runabout - - $480 
Ford Touring - - - 530 
Ford Coupelet - - 730 
Ford Sedan - - - - 890 
Ford Town Car - - 780 

f. o. b! Ford, Ontario 
THE. UNTVERSAL CAR 

All cars completely 

equipped, including electric 

headlights. Equipment 
does not include speedo- 
meter. 

m5 
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fact that not a store or trading post even in 
the remotest regions but carries this ammuni- 
tion, something not the case with such sizes 
as the .401 Selfloading Winchester, .30-40, 
.30-caliber 1906, and others. No Peace River 
trapper or hunter ever fears running out of 
.30-30 ammunition provided a trading post be 
near and the money or credit wherewith to lay 
in a fresh supply of shells at his command. 

Occasionally we run across hunters who use 
the 1873 Winchester of .44-40 caliber, but 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

these cases are far and tew between. This 
size is a hopeless back-number and is not 
suitable for the requirements of the northern 
big game hunter. The few trappers who 
cling to these ancient arms are usually ignor- 
ant half-breeds or stolid Indians whose 
familiarity with firearms is born chietly of 
experiences where shots at ‘yarded’ moose 
unable to get away, and at trapped game 
figured. Even these are learning the super- 
iority of the more powertul arm. 

QUERIES AND ANSWERS 

Some .250-3000 Savage Experiences. 
Editor, Guns and Ammunition: Yesterday 

I discovered the first copy of your magazine 
that has come to my attention, and was im- 
mediately much interested,—so much so that I 
would be glad to have you put me on your 
subscription list for the next year. 

I read with much interest T. R. G.’s article 
entitled ““The .250-3000 Savage not a Rabbit 
Rifle.” I had much the same experience with 
one of these powerful little guns, which I 
purchased in November. The first living 
thing I shot with it was a cottontail rabbit, 
which was moving rather slowly away from 
me a quartering to the left, at a distance of 
about forty feet. The bullet struck the rab- 
bit on the ham and the rabbit disappeared. 
I walked over to the spot where he had been 
and found his entrails festooned over the 
bushes for a space of ten feet square. Bits of 
fur and flesh lay all about. The skull had 
been broken to pieces and opened out flat, the 
scalp holding it together and the ears still 

That was all that was left. attached. The 

After the buck was cleaned and brought into camp: ‘‘Me”’ 

following morning we started out after veni- 
son. I left the camp about 6.30 and found 
nothing of interest until about 8.30, when I 
was walking along the edge of a precipitous 
bluff, which descended about 300 feet down, 
straight into the river. Before me and be- 
hind me about two hundred yards each way 
were hardwood ridges, the tops of which were 
slightly elevated above my position. The 
ground was covered with failen leaves, making 
walking, even with great care, a noisy busi- 
ness. As I moved slowly along, I heard 
behind me the leaves rustling, and turned 
quickly and dropped down behind a little 
cedar tree, throwing my rifle forward as I did 
so. Coming down the slope directly toward 
me was a very large whitetail buck, running 
rapidly, evidently having been alarmed by 
some of the other hunters in the party. Ata 
distance of about 150 yards, I centered the 
bead on his chest and fired. With the shot he 
fell end over end for a distance of about thirty 
feet, as I have seen shot rabbits do, but never 
before did I see a buck deer execute such a 

with satisfied smirk. 
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tremendous flip-flop. He landed with his 
forelegs doubled under him, but recovered 
himself and immediately plunged down the 
hillside. He made about two jumps and I 
put him down again to stay. The last shot 
fired struck him in the back of the head. 
When I opened him up I found that the first 
shot had hit him right in tne “‘sticking place’ 
in the chest. The heart and lungs were 
simply blown to bits, not a piece remaining 
of either larger than a finger, and the entrails 
were full of such pieces. The stomach nad 
been filled with acorns, and several of these 
were driven through the flesh between the 
ribs and up under the skin on each side. The 
body cavity was completely filled with blood, 
bleeding having been entirely internal. This 
buck weighed a trifle over 200 pounds dressed, 
and was in prime condition; just as fat as 
butter. He was what we call a “four point” 
buck; that is, four points to each antler. He 
had been shot at several times before, as I 
found BB shot under the skin on his legs and 
one in his ear; a buck shot in one leg just above 
the knee, and the scars on skin and in the ribs 
showed where he had been shot through from 
side to side a long time before with about a 
.32 caliber ball which did not spread or mush- 
room, as both scars were the same size, and 
where it passed through the rib bone it drilled 
a clean hole without splintering or breaking. 

I have killed several turkeys with this rifle, 
and i: each instance the turkey was extremely 
dead, a: (took body shots—for I can’t depend 
on hittin» a turkey’s head at any great dis- 
tance, ana would rather have a turkey torn 
up a little than no turkey at all. I shot 
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several squirrels with it, but as they were 
plentiful I did not shoot at any wnich I could 
not either “‘bark’’ or shoot in the head, so 
they were all right. This is the third Savage 
rifle I have used, the others being the .30-30 
and .303 Featherweight models, which I used 
in Panama in 1912 on deer, jaguar, peccary, 
ocelot, monkey, and other animals. The 
.250-3000 has a terribly explosive effect which 
neither of the other guns possessed, although 
they were killers. I have lost deer down there 
on account of the thickness of the bush which 
I believe the terrific “‘punch”’ of the .250-3000 
would have prevented from travelling so far. 

The only disadvantages I have found in 
this gun are, first, that it seems to be cham- 
bered so tightly that any variation in the size 
of the cartridge case makes trouble. I had 
one shell stick so hard that I could not close 
the breech, and lost a shot on account of it. 
Second, on account of the extremely sharp 
twist of the rifling, there is a little tendency to 
foul, especially with the copper jacketed 
bullets; however, Winchester Crystal Cleaner 
takes this out with almost no more trouble 
than is necessary to simply clean the gun, so — 
that doesn’t count for much. Its power, 
accuracy, thorough-bred lines, the rapidit 
with which its mechanism can be handled, 
all combine to make it an ideal weapon for 
use on all game up to and including elk, in my ~ 
estimation. 4 

I enclose a couple of not very good photos. — 

Yours truly, 

Carthage, Mo. 

Savage Guns much in evidence. 
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A Letter from Lieut. Townsend Whelen. 
Following is a paragraph from a letter re- 

ceived at this office from Lieut. Whelen, U.S. 
A. now stationed in the Canal Zone. We feel 
that the Lieutenant’s account of the hunting 
conditions down in Panama will be of great 
interest to the readers of the Guns and. Am- 
munition Department, so publish it for their 
benefit. 

Nov. 26, 1915. 
Editor, Guns and Ammunition: Iam hav- 

ing the time of my life down here. Last 
Sunday I had a regular battle all day long 
with the giant Iguana lizzards and crocodiles. 
I had two 6 foot Iguanas drop in my canoe, 
and at least 10 drop within five feet of it. 
When a 6 foot Iguana jumps trom the top ot a 
60 foot tree alongside your canoe there is 
something doing in the way of a splash, to say 
nothing of when he drops in the canoe itself. 
I shot these Iguanas with the Springfield 
loaded with the 150 grain service bullet and 
17 grains of Marksman powder, It is a dandy 
load for small game where you don’t want to 
tear things all to pieces, and moreover it will 
shoot accurately in a rifle which has fouling 
in it from a high power shell, which no lead 
alloy load will do. I saw one crocodile about 
16 teet long. He dived within 10 feet of my 
canoe. I shot another slightly smaller cro- 
codile with my Springfield loaded with the 
Newton, copper jacketed, protectea point, 170 
grain bullet backea with 47.5 grains of Du 
Pont No. 20 powder. That certainly is a 
killing load. A crocodile is a-very hard rep- 
tile to kill instantly. | You practically never 
get them when they are shot as they almost 
always manage to struggle into the water. 
This crocoaile was lying on a log in the water. 
I hit him in the side of the neck. The bullet 
turned him arouad so that he was balanced 
crosswise on the log, both head and tail in the 
water, but killed him so instantly that he was 
unable to struggle sufficiently to get off the 
log. Where the bullet came out of the side 
of his neck was a hole large enough to get my 
big fist into. The bullet did not cut the back 
bone. I notice that while there seems to be 
no difference between the suddeness with 
which this load and the .250-3000 Savage kill 
deer, yet with this 170 grain bullet the bullet 
seems to hold together and always goes clear 
through a deer, leaving a big hole on the op- 
posite side, while the .250 never goes clear 
through on a body shot.” 

Very sincerely, 

.(Signed) Townsend 

Camp Gaillard, Culebra, 
Canal Zone, Panama. 

Whelen. 

Removing J.ead from a Rifle Barrel and the 

.25-20 H. V. for Deer. 
Editor,Guns) and Ammunition: I have 

been a subscriber to this magazine for the last 
two years and have always taken a great in- 
terest in Queries & Answers and by so doing- 
have learned a lot about guns and ammuni- 

~ tion of which I was ignorant before. I want 
to take the liberty of asking you a question 
or two. How is the best way to get lead and 
rust out of a rifle barrel? Do you think a 
-25-20 Winchester model 1892 using U. M. C. 
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smokeless powder is strong enough for deer? 
I would be very pleased it you would answer 
these questions. ey 
Toronto, Ont. Het AgwsS 

(I have your favor of recent date and in | 
reply to your query as to the method of clean- 
ing out a leaded and rusted .22-caliber barrel _ 
would advise that a barrel in this condition _ 
can never be doped into satisfactory condi- 
tion again and a new barrel to be fitted to the 
gun is the only remedy if you wish to have 
an arm capable of anything like accuracy. 

‘Quicksilver is only halt-way efficient’ states — 
one of our authorities, and we agree with him. 
The quicksilver may indeed remove the lead ~ 
in a fashion but it cannot remove the rust set — 
up under the leading ana which will, in the © 
course of a few days, ruin the accuracy of the 
finest Pope or Schoyen barrel. 

Lieut. Whelen went pretty thoroughly into” 
the matter of the .25-20 model 1892 Win- 
chester using factory loaded high velocity 
ammunition and we hardly think it necessary 
to add much more to his statements. 
We will say however, that we consider an 

arm possessing much greater energy strongly 
indicated. We are firm in the belief that deer — 
shooting calls for an arm possessiag real 
shocking and lacerating power and _ these 
features are present on but a puny scale in- 
the case of the .25-20 H. V. We agree withs 
those hunters who believe that a rifle capable ~ 
of stopping the big buck with one shot is worth — 
a car load of those arms whose most obvious — 
capabilities seem to be limited to inflicting 
painful wounds and ultimately furnishing 
tree lunches for the wolves. No arm within 
reasonable limits possesses any surplus killing 
power. , 

A .30-30, .303 Savage, .35 Remington, .250-— 
3000 Savage, .33 Marlin or .303 Ross would 
be much more satisfactory arms in’ every re- 
spect and there are those amongst us to-day 
who are of the firm belief that rifles of the 
.30-30 class are insufficiently powerful for 
deer. We have had much matter on this 
interesting subject in the past and have much 
of a similar nature on hand for future publi- 
cation. We hope this will interest you. 
Editor.) 3 

The .401 Winchester Self-Loader not a Target 
Rifle. 

Editor, Guns and Ammunition I would 
be extremely obliged if you would help me in 
the following—I have a .401 Winch>?ster” 
automatic and am by no means an expert and 
the sight with which the arm is now equipped 
is the usual one they put on these rifles. 

I want you to recommend me a tip-top 
sight. Do you consider this rifle heavy enough 
in its striking power for Canadian big game? 

Also, I want to get a first class .22. Will you 
give me your advice in the matter? 
Kelowna East, B. C. FE: kee 

(I have your favor of recent date enclosing 
stamped addressed envelope for reply. & 

Right here at the start allow me to advise 
that the .401 Self-Loading Winchester is not, 
will never be and has never been a desirable 
target arm by merit, not only of itsmechanism, 
but also by reason of the nature of the am-— 
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munition to which it is adapted. For hunt- 
ing purposes at short range it is used by some 
hunters to good advantage but all things 
considered this arm is not what we could call 
an ideal hunting rifle. 
A set of target sights on a rifle of this model 

would in our opinion be very much out of 
place. However, taking it for granted that 
you are satisfied with the arm as it stands 
and taking it for a fact that the gun is at 
present fitted with the ordinary buck-horn 
rear and blade front sight, we would suggest 
as a beginning that you remove the regular 
rear sight from the barrel and insert a Lyman 
or Marble blank slot piece made for your arm. 
The next move which we would suggest would 
be to have the rifle fitted with a Lyman Re- 
ceiver sight No. 41. This is a very desirable 
rear sight for this arm and is, in fact the only 
‘special rear sight made for the gun. It is 
adjustable both for windage and elevation. 
For a front sight we would suggest either a 
gold, ivory, brass, steel, silver or other form 
of bead sight or the chances are that a V-M- 
front sight as made for this rifle might give 
good satisfaction. The latter sight is at 
present manufactured by the Marble Arms 
& Mfg.Co., Gladstone, Mich. 

The above description constitutes what, to 
our mind is a “tip top” front and rear sight. 
They are much in advance of the rifle to which 
we are considering having them fitted. If 
you wish to turn your attention to an arm 
capable of far greater accuracy we will be 
most happy to put you on the way to securing 
such a weapon. 
We are publishing much matter in this de- 

partment on the .22-caliber rifle topic and if 
you would read up these discussions carefully 
we believe that your query re the choice of a 
suitable .22 rifle will be answered. We would 
suggest that you refer to our reply-to “A. W. 
MacG.” in the February issue in Queries & 
Answers. This may go a long way towards 
helping you to a selection. In your letter 
you do not state for what purpose you desire 
the arm. Any of the standard makes are on 
a par so far as workmanship and material are 
concerned. 

If you would write me again advising fully 
as to what style of shooting you intend to in- 
dulge in with your .22 we will be pleased to 
give you all the hints which may possibly aid 
you. 
We would also like to help you out further 

in locating a decent hunting and target rifle 
as I believe in fact I am certain, that the .401 
Winchester is not the gun for your work. Fine 
Lyman target sights are as out of place on this 
rifle ‘as a peranrandt painted on a chicken 
coop’. The comparison in quotation marks 
is one of Mr. Crossman’s but we believe bears 
equally on this case. Editor.) 

.25-35 or .30 1906 Necked Down to .25-caliber 
Editor, Guns and Ammunition: Iread with 

interest the article ‘““Small Game Rifles” by 
Lieut. Whelen in the October and November 
numbers. In regard to the accuracy of this 
special rifle using the .25-35 W. C. F. cartridge 
and its being able to hit the head of a squirrel 
up to one hundred yards would say that I have 
at present a Springfield 1906 and wish to have 
Mr. A. O. Neidner of Malden, Mass. fit same 
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with one of his .25-caliber barrels, 28-inches 
in length using the Niedner chamber and the 
.30-cal. U. S. G. 1906 shell necked down to 
.25-caliber. Now what I want you to tell me 
is this—will this rifle using proper load give as 
good accuracy as the .25-35 single shot rifle 
described by Lieut. Whelen in the November 
and October issues? 

Enclosed please find stamped envelope for 
reply. 

Jamaica, N. Y. E. FG 

(I have your favor of the 27th of December 
enclosing stamped addressed envelope for my 
reply to some queries as to the relative merits 
of the .25-35 single shot rifle described by 
Lieut. Whelen in the October and November 
issues and the special arms turned out by Mr. 
Niedner using the 1906 U. S. Government 
shell necked down to .25-caliber handling the 
117-gr. jacketed bullet. 
We would advise that the .25-35 single shot 

Winchester even when re-chambered on Mr. 
Niedner’s excellent system does not develop 
sufficient energy to adapt the arm for other 
than small game among which may be men- 
tioned woodchucks, foxes, coyotes, etc., while 
on the other hand the necked-down .30-caliber 
1906 shell loaded with a suitable charge of 
powder and the 117-grain bullet develops a 
killing power which would almost lead one to 
believe the arm suitable for large game. 

As to accuracy would say that from all re- 
ports Mr. Niedner’s special .25-caliber rifles 
are in a class by themselves and we believe 
that you will find the necked-down .30-caliber 
1906 shell a more generally satisfactory pro- 
position inasmuch as you will be able to hand 
load this shell in such a manner so as to dupli- 
cate the performance of the regular .25-35 
load, but you cannot work up the .25-35 so as 
to produce the results of which Mr. Niedner’s 
1906 necked-down shell is capable. We have 
described the .25-35 as suitable only for small 
game notwithstanding the fact that many — 
a a use this caliber as their regular deer 
rifle. 
suitable rifle for such game though under 
favorable circumstances it has brought in the — 
venison. I trust that this will be the informa- — 
tion you desire and will be pleased to hear 
from you again on this interesting subject. 
Editor.) 

Supplementary Chambers. 

Editor, Guns and Ammunition: I may say 
that I take anespecially keen interest in the 
gun department and would be pleased if you 
would see your way clear in some tuture issue 
to give any information you can about the use ~ 
of supplementary chambers and revolver — 
cartridges used in high power rifles, say .30- 
caliber pump action Remington. 

Stratford, Ont. W. O. 

(We would advise that fairly good results 
can be obtained in your high power rifle by — 

means of auxiliary chamber and pistol cart-_ 
ridges. This method of indoor shooting 1s — 

used by many military organizations here and: — 

in the U. S. and some really good scores are — 
turned in under these conditions. Taking it — 
as a whole however, we generally prefer to work — 

Personally we do not consider it a — 
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up suitable short range charges in the regular 
shell and would suggest that you consult your 
Ideal Hand Book on this interesting subject. 
See page 32. Editor). 

Some Boquets, also some Suggestions. 
Editor, Guns and Ammunition: I esteem it 

an honor to have my recent offering accorded 
a place in your department, as to which I will 
go you one better, and say it is the best thing 
of the sort, bar none. Its one and only ob- 
ject seems to be helpful to its readers,—not to 
impress them with the infallible wisdom of its 
Editor and contributors, or the super-ex- 
cellence of any particular arm. The gun de- 
partment is the best part of Rod and Gun. 
By the time I get to the end of the story, I 
neither remember nor care whether that fish 
weighed 7 lbs. or 17, or whether it was in Lake 
Scugog or in Lake Nipissing the lucky guy 
caughtit. Buta practical pointer in the guns 
and ammunition line which I can make use of 
to my own advantage and satisfaction ;—that 
is worth remembering. 

Accounts in many local papers of rifle 
matches being held throughout the country 
seem to indicate a revival of interest in what 
may be called ‘“‘elementary marksmanship”’, 
in which low-priced .22-caliber rifles are used 
at point-blank ranges, free from problems of 
trajectory and wind influence. You have 
already given some excellent practical arti- 
cles on the use and care of the .22-caliber and 
the choice of ammunition. Summarize it 
and put it over again. It will be new to the 
1916 crop of marksmen. If the boys are 
using the .22-caliber guns in local contests, 
they will be interested in articles dealing with 
the subject. 

I have noted with pleasure your evident 
dislike at attempts to “put over’ on you ex- 
tracts from catalogues. Your point of view 
is very different from that of the catalogue 
writer and his plagiarists. Catalogue litera- 
ture is too much of the “‘special pleading” 
type. No one would ever learn from it that 
the .22 long rim fire is a punk cartridge, but 
would be led to believe that it has all the good 
qualities of the .22 short in an increased de- 
gree and some others as well. Such a small 
matter as serious loss of accuracy is altogether 
too trivial to be mentioned in an arms catalogue. 

Existing literature on the .22-caliber, (and 
some others), runs a little towards recording 
instances of its extreme possible efficiency 
under ideal and exceptional conditions. You 
might strike a new note, a practical and useful 
one, by treating the .22-caliber arm from the 
opposite view-point,—its limitations, what not 
to expect of it. You might discuss the various 
conditions which prevent any rifle from dis- 
playing its maxium efficiency, and the best 
remedy for each wrong condition. 

By way of friendly criticism I would remind 
you that through long experience with firearms 
you have absorbed a lot of knowledge which 
now seems to you to be obvious to everyone. 
You cannot recall when, where or how you 
learned some points. ‘You did not read them. 
The moral of this is:—don’t be afraid of mak- 
ing your department too elementary. Put 
over plenty of stuff for the advanced classes, 
but make things plain and easy for the be- 
ginners as well. You might often clear up 
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some point for an old-timer who did not want 
to display his ignorance by asking questions 
about firearms after having posed as the man 
who told the inventor how to make them. ; 

The owner of the .22-caliber rifle may easily 
determine for his own satisfaction the limit — 
of accurate flight of a .22-short bullet fired 
from it. A box of semi-smokeless or Lesmok — 
22-shorts; and a good steady rest, will put the 
problem up tothe rifle. If it is up to the 
average and in good order, he should be able 
to cut the standard bullseye at 25 yards with 
every shot of a string of 5 or 10. The sight- 
adjustment being O.K. at that range, he 
would best leave it alone and adopt the 
“croup” test at longer ranges. If he shoots — 
a string at a longer range there will be a group 
or cluster of hits below the center, and if the © 
rifle has been as well held as at 25 yards a 
bullseye of proportionate size should catch 
all of the shots if the bullets maintain their — 
accurate flight up-to that distance. Bullseyes 
may be cut from cardboard of appropriate 
size, the standard being a diameter of one inch 
at 25 yards. The best holding and pull-off 
cannot keep a string of 5 shots on the 2-inch 
bullseye at 50 yards. A good many .22-cali- 
bers will be found to be “‘all in” at 30 yards. 

You know that to get the best work out of 
your own rifle you must load your own cart- 
ridges with a certain sized grain of a particular 
brand of powder and probably weights of pow- 
der and lead varying from the factory stand- 
ard. Can you not run a series of talks on the 
general principles by which each of your 
readers may work out for himself the best 
combination for his own rifle? You have a clear 
field and no competition that I know of, and 
such information would prove both helpful 
and interesting to the younger set. If a boy — 
learns early that it is possible for him to load 
cartridges that will do better work than any 
he can buy, he may study out a likely com- 
bination and try it out. He is sure to try hard ~ 
to justify his judgment by making each hand- 
made bullet drive the tack. No matter what — 
the result is, he will be acquiring the habit of — 
careful aim and trigger-pull more quickly than 
he would if using only factory-made ammuni- — 
tion in which he has no personal interest. ; 
My experience at the “Scheutzen game” — 

has been more limited than I could wish, but I~ 
do not recall having met a single marksman 
who used powder of the size of grain recom- 
mended by the arms catalogues as best for 
his particular caliber, twist, shape and weight 
of bullet, ete. 

I trust that in his coming series, Mr. Haines 
will do full justice to the old reliable Sharp’s 
“Buffalo Rifle’ in vogue about 1880-1885. 
Loaded with four fingers of “Curtis & Harvey” 
and a big slug of lead, it far outclassed in ac- 
curacy, range and killing power the military” 
rifles of that time. The only complaint I ever 
heard about it was that it would kill a buffalo” 
or antelope at so great a distance that th 
meat would spoil before you could get to it. 
It certainly had the Martini-Henry and the 
U. S. Springfield out-classed by at least 50 per 
cent. i= 

If you care to use any of the foregoing in 
any way, do so and blame it on 

Yours truly, 
Chatham, Ont. ““Mossback.”’ - 
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The light that says — ‘There it is ie? 

EVEREADY will show you the safe way over any alone is worth its cost to you many times over. But 
trail that youcantravel. Ittakesthe inconvenience EVEREADY lightis ‘cheaper than matches” because 
and danger out of your steps in the dark—and that of its economical, long-lived TUNGSTEN Battery 

See the many styles at your nearest dealer’s, 75c. and up. Catalog free. 

| CANADIAN EVER READY WORKS 
Toronto of Canadian National Carbon Company, Limited Ontario 

: Gamy Fish 
AtPOINT au BARIL, CEORGIAN BAY, FRENCH and PICKEREL RIVERS 
Black bass, muskallonge, and other gamy fishin abundance. The waters of 

the 30,000 Islands of Georgian Bay are considered inexhaustable. Make 

| Point au Baril your Georgian Bay center. Good Hotels. French and Pickerel 

Rivers, only recently accessible, are each a veritable paradise for fishermen. 

GO THERE BY THE 

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY 
Write for “Resorts in Ontario” to A. O. Seymour, General Tourist 

Agent, Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal, Que. 
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THE CANADIAN ALPINE JOURNAL 
1914-1915 

HE devotion of our race to sport is a 
trait that astonishes other nations. 
Why seek pleasure in strenuous con- 

tests? Anyone interested in the ethics of 
sport would do well to read the Journal for 
1915 of our Canadian Alpine Club. This 
work is the official record of mountaineering 
in the Rockies for the year and is excellently 
illustrated. 

The Rocky Mountains are far away from 
the more populous parts of the Dominion and 
one of the objects of the Alpine Club is to 
make a visit to the mountains possible to the 
many by reducing costs to a minimum. 

What then is the attraction of mountain- 
eering? In reading the various accounts of 
ascents we are struck by the spaciousness of 
the outlook. From Mount Robson the high- 
est known peak in the Rockies “‘the vision, 
bounded only by the horizon, must have in- 
cluded eight or nine thousand square miles of 
Alpine territory.” 

It is the far horizon that draws the heart. 
The sea, the desert, the prairie—all stamp 
themselves on men in a way altogether 
different from the intimate home scenery of 
our daily life. Something of the feeling of the 
sailor for the sea, of the Arab for the desert— 
something of the very immensity of the defi- 
ance by Nature is part of the appeal of the 
mountains. 

To the tired brain worker mountaineering 
appeals most strongly. The small worries 
and anxieties of every day life drop away and 
are forgotten. New healthy life for the body 
and fresh vision for the mind take their place. 
No Club in the world has a higher intellectual 
membership than the English Alpine Club. 
It is from the class of brain workers that the 
Canadian Alpine Club should find recruits. 
The Journal is full of good things, but the 

main interest centres round Mount Robson 
the highest peak in the Rockies. 

The *first complete ascent was by Foster, 
MacCarthy and Conrad Kain, a_ notable 
achievement in Mountaineering. Subsequent 
attempts on that storm bound peak by Darl- 
ing and others were only foiled by impossible 
weather. We are told that the drift of the 
blizzard on the mountain was so dazing that 
the ice axe had to be kept tra‘ling to make 
sure which was the up-hill side on a sixty per 
cent. slope. 

But mountaineering is not usually such 
grim work—weather goes to extremes. Good 
weather on mountain tops has a supreme 
quality of its own, and is to be expected in the 
right months. The Journal seems to indicate 
that weather conditions are altogether better 
in the Southern Canadian Rockies than in the 
Northern. 

Several articles stand out as important from 
an exploratory point of view as well as that of 
mountaineering. The ascent of Mt. Natazhat 
in Alaska by H. F. J. Lambart is in some de- 
gree suggestive of arctic work. The Southern 
Selkirks, or more accurately, the Purcell 
Range, are gradually coming into their own. 
Two different articles by A. H. MacCarthy 
and E. H. Harnden deal with this most 
attractive but little known region. Messrs. 
Howard and Mumm give a most interesting 
account of their journeyings in the Athabaska 
and Whirlpool country; Dr. Stone relates an 
all night experience on Whitehorn and there 
are two accounts of Mt. Alexander Mackenzie 
in the little known district north of Robson. 

One scarcely expects to find a cabinet Min- 
ister among Alpine authors, thougn they also 
have climbing ambitions. Mr. W. R. Ross 
the Minister of Lands in B. C. has an interest- ~ 
ing article on National Parks as an Asset which 
will perhaps afford a new point of view to 
many readers. 

* Note—The ascent by-Kinney and Phillips is accepted but does not technically rank as a 
a complete ascent any more than the ascent of Mt. McKinley by Parker and Belmore Brown. 
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Exercise Produces Brain and Brawn 
Se EO RS RT ee 

WE MAKE 

Shoes For Every Sport 
Baseball, Golf, Hockey, Tennis, 

Running, and all Athletic Shoes. 

Hunting Boots unexcelled. Also Moccasins. 

= AS hor OR GATALOG. Ro&G..——— 

= Witchell-Sheill Co. Makers Detroit, Mich. 

High Class 

SPORTING OR TRENCH 
BOOTS 

They are being worn in the trenches 
now, giving complete satisfaction. 

Our 309 Special is MADE BY HAND, on 
a Boot-shaped Last, with patent stiffened 
heel. SOLID COMFORT AND DRY 
FEET INSURED. 

PRICE $12 PER PAIR NET 

Give following measurements:— 

1. Length of foot, or size of ordinary boot worn. 

2. Height required: 16 inch is regular height from sole of foot. 

3. Size of calf. 4. Size of ankle. 

MADE ONLY BY— 

BEAL BROS., Limited 
52 Wellington St. East, TORONTO, Ont. 

The Price of Gasoline 
does not trouble the owner of a Foreman 
Motor. Every motor is fitted with a special 
device that allows it being run on at least 
one third less gasoline than other makes. 

The design throughout is for the highest 
efficiency. Every outfit a complete unit 
power plant. They are the lowest in price 
considering the equipment given. 

Write for Catalog M for full information. 

6H.P. unit plant 

with reverse gear 

and rear starter. 

Steering wheels and 
other motor boat 
supplies. 

Foreman Motor & Machine Co., Ltd., Bay and Lake Sts., Toronto, Can, 
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Mr. James White of the Commission on 
Conservation has a long article of historical 
value on the origin of Place names in the 
neighbourhood of the Yellowhead Pass. The 
godfather of Mt. Robson is still unknown. 

Mountaineering however does not alone 

deal with the severity of serene summits. We 

read between the written lines of lower levels, 

opening out every variety of scree, Alpine 
meadows, fresh woods, new flowers and tumb- 
ling brooks on every side, colour shading over 
well known views creating new aspects and 
associations. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA — — a / 
| ae : 

Two things impress us in the Journal. The 
straight-forward, unsensational style of writ- — 
ing; and the personality of Conrad Kain, the 
guide. We expect, and find, in all these ~ 
Alpine guides skill, endurance and courage in 
high degree; but Conrad’s imagination is a 
gift of the gods. ; = 

The Journal ends, fitly, with a long list of — 
Club members at the front. We wish them 
God speed in their high adventure among the — 
stern rocks of duty and the white peaks of 
sacrifice. rf 
N.B.—The above review of the Journal was — 

kindly furnished us by Judge Galt of Winnipeg. — 

ALPINE CLUB NOTES a 
Captain E. O. Wheeler, who is now in 

Mesopotamia, has been presented with the 
Military Cross. 

In this country and im the United States 
the policy of National Parks is familiar. 
New Zealand, however, has elaborated the 
idea and there is a special Department of the 
Government, with its own Minister in the 
Cabinet, which controls Tourist and Health 
Resorts. Tickets are sold, hotels managed, 
guides paid, in fact the whole tourist system 
is administered from a Government office. 

This Department has been good enough to 
present a number of books to the Alpine Club 
library, a gift which will be increasingly 
appreciated as the members become acquaint- 
ed with it. 

First in importance is ““The Conquest of 
Mt. Cook” by Miss Freda Du Faur, one of the 
Canadian Club’s own members. Miss Du- 
Faur, an Australian by birth, has become an 
accomplished mountaineer under the training 
of the New Zealand Guides who found in her 
an apt and enthusiastic pupil. Her account 
of the first complete traverse of Mt. Cook, the 
best known mountain of the Southern Alps 
is fascinating and reveals her skill in every 
paragraph. A recent number of Rod and Gun 
contained a most interesting account of a 
climb on this mountain, known also more 
musically by its Maori name of Aorangi, the 
cloud piercer. 

There are stories of many climbs in this 
attractive book, but the enumeration would 
be of little interest; the book should be read. 

Miss Du Faur, after much experience is 
strongly in favour of women climbing— 
sensible women. 

Another book presented is ‘Picturesque 
New Zealand” by Paul Gooding. This may 
be described as New Zealand made easy for 
American citizens. It is finely illustrated 
from photographs and contains much infor- 
mation about the different parts of the country 
its government and its people. The national 
point of view is described as Democratic 
Imperialism. The much discussed labour 

3 a a 

arbitration enactments do not seem to be as — 
perfect as newspapers affirm, but have their 
uses. Unlike the United States the legal — 
mind does not seem to dominate politics. The — 
author declares that the evident prosperity — 
of the country is due to the large national debt, — 
a paradox which will bear thinking about. F 

The New Zealanders, like the people of 
Australia, are devoted to sport and appreciate 
the open air. 7 

It is amusing to find the familiar puttees — 
called leg cloths; the author sighs for pies of © 
the American style, and for pop-corn waggons _ 
in the streets. ; 

The book is well printed and has a useful 
map of New Zealand as end paper. 

Enclosed in the same parcel was the New 
Zealand Year Book, also several copies of the 
Government Guide Book for tourists and 
many folders and pamphlets giving detailed — 
information about different parts of the — 
country. 

Miss Finlayson has presented the library — 
with two parts of the exceedingly rare Palliser 
Reports of exploration between the Red River — 
and Rocky Mountains in the years 1859 and — 
1860. These pamphlets were blue books — 
presented to the British Government by 
Captain Palliser giving account of the surveys 
made under his direction by Dr., afterwards — 
Sir James Hector, and others. The parts — 
have been sumptuously bound together in — 
blue calf. They are invaluable and of the 
greatest interest to any interested in Canad-_ 
lan geography. The copies in Canada could — 
probably be numbered upon the fingers. 7 

The members of the Toronto Section of the 
Alpine Club had a successful evening lately 
when, after supper, Prof. A.P.Coleman gave an — 
illustrated lecture on ‘““The Wanders of La- 
brador,” descriptive of an 8,000 mile trip he 
made last year. The slides were from his 
own negatives and were not only strikingly — 
beautiful as to scenery but equally interesting © 
as revealing the life of the natives along the © 
coast. : - 
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& 
No more rent paying. You're the 
garage boss and put the rent back 
into your own pocket. 

make it easy to own a garage you'll be 
proud of for vears to come. Made of 
sheet metal and in sections, it is absolutely 
fireproof and easy to erect yourself ina 

few short hours. Artistic in design, they 
lend a note of distinction to the grounds of any 
home. Made in various styles and sizes to suit any 
car. Why not end the waste of garage rent today, 
by getting one of these practical and durable Pedlar 
Garages? Write now for the Perfect Garage 
Bookle R.G. 

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE LIMITED 
Established 1861 

Executive Office and Factories: Oshawa, Ont. 
Branches: Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, London, Winnipeg 

USEFUL 
IN 

CAMP 

WILL KILL 
THE 
STING have been on the market for over 
OF sixty years and are known from 

Atlantic to Pacific for their uniform 
INSECTS excellent quality. 

fn) If your grocer does not keep these 
in his stock, write us direct. 

NOTHING 

BETTER 
FOR F.W. Fearman Co. 

LIMITED 1 SSORS TO C.C.RICHARDS& 00 li 

2 ‘ARMOUTH. i) BRUISES Hamilton, Ontario 

Made Under Covernment Inspection. 
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Conducted by 

The Airedale Terrier. 
ONSIDERING the fact that this dog 

Cx was practically non-existent until about 
forty years ago, his progress in public 

favor has been marvellous. A great deal has 
been said on the matter of his origin, but no two 
authorities seem to agree exactly on the mat- 
ter; however, it matters little how he came 
he is here. As his name would denote, he 
originated in the district around the river 
Aire in Yorkshire, E ngland, where he was 
used as a destroyer of vermin, and more than 
likely, was occasionally matched to fight. 
Gamieness was the one desired quality in those 
days and like most game breeds the Airedale 
was then decidedly bad-tempered. The first 
Airedale to come to this continent was Bruce 
owned by Mr. C. H. Mason, the noted judge. 
This dog was finally disposed of at an auction 
sale, on ‘account of his abominable disposition, 
where he was sold for a trifle. The Airedale’s 
disposition of course, has been modified, until 
at the present day he is as good tempered a 
dog as lives. 

A farm-raised Airedale 6 months old, weight 39 Ibs. 
Walter M. Berwick. Shelburne, Ont. 
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No breed of-dog has been exploited to the 
extent that the Airedale has, several books 
on the breed have been written and many 
clubs formed in the interests of the breed, all 
of which tends to increase the demand. a 
breed is more prolific, than it is if we take into 
consideration all puppies living to maturity. 

The popularity of the breed .is however, 
likely to prove its own downfall, inasmuch as” 
so many persons have been attracted through | 
purely mercenary motives. They are out to 
make a dollar, caring not a rap for the interest 
of the breed. So long as they can sell“scrubs” 
they will not try to breed typical specimens. 
The root of the trouble is ‘that too man 
“scrub” bitches are sold, in many cases for 
five or ten dollars. Now few people buy a 
bitch unless they intend breeding from her, 
so that fully ninety per cent of these miser-_ 
able ‘‘skates’’ of bitches are bred, often to the 
cheapest stud dog that can be got. The re- 
sults need no pointing out to the densest 
individual. 

Probably the most noted dogs of this breed 

to come to this country, prior to 

the™arrival of ‘King Nobbler’s 
Double.” were the famous bra 
of Champions—**Master Roya 
and ‘‘Mistress Royal’? owned | 
the late Jos. Laurin. Wew 
remember seeing the former in 
England when at his best, and on 
seeing him some years ‘after at 
Toronto Exhibition could hardly 
recognize him, he appeared so 
shrunken. About the same time 
““Coluc Lucky Baldwin” was in 
the same kennels, a very good” 
terrier in his day. ‘‘Columbus” 
owned by Jas. W. Bangg 
Toronto ruled the roost around 
Toronto for some time but had 
to give way to youth. “Gia 
Birchcliffe Ovrang” (same owner) 
had a most successful career. 
“Tintern Tecumseh” owned by 
Jos. Perkins, Toronto made 
things very interesting until his 
sudden end on the bench at New 

Bred by 

we 
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Ch. Avondale Ascote : 

AVONDALE KENNELS 
311 Wilson St., Hamilton, Ontario, 

SCOTTISH TERRIERS 
I have usually for sale at reasonable 

prices, young stock for show, sport or 
companions. At Stud. the big winners:— 

CH. AVONDALE ASCOT (Imported) 
ALBOURSE RAVEN (Imported) 
AVONDALE AMBUSH (Canadian-bred) 

ARTHUR ELLISON, Proprietor. 

aS aS TON 

Note Variety of One 
Hour’s Catch 

by J K Rush (Patentee) at 
Pulaski, N Y Catch of three 
3 1b. smal] mouth bass, two 
41b Jarge mouth bass, two 
3 lb. northern pike, one 10 
in. perch and one 36 in. 
muskalonge. 

(Registered 

RUSH Tango MINNOW 
(PATENTED JUNE 23, 1914 AND DECEMBER 22, 1914) 

Ideal for trolling or casting; appeals 
to amateurs or professionals. Hooks 

being behind body of bait make it 

practically weedless. Floats when 
not in use—can't catch on bottom. 
By many record catches proven a 

Sensational killer for all kinds of 

game fish. 

Made of wood, enameled and finished in brilliant colors. Packed 
in neat, compact bex,in White. red head: White, yellow and 
green mottled back; Yellow, red head: Yellow, red and green mot- 
tled back. Our “Radiant’’ Bait glows at night. 

Write today 
fer details 

If your dealer car’t supply 1 you, se nd us his 
name and §1.00 for sample, or $4 for complete 

of $50.00 set of four assorted brilliant colors. 

Gold Prize Dealers this proposition is big. Write for 
Offer. special offer, giving your jobber’s name. 

U.S. Specialty Company, 944S.A.& K. Bldg., Syracuse, N-Y: 

Tents to ents to 
Rent 

Phone Park 73 

Chastises without leaving a scar or blemish. A new and 
humane invention that will appeal to every lover of dog 

and horse. Easy to carry—Lies flat in the pocket. 

The Toggles Spanker is made of choice leather, hand- 

somely embossed. Every owner of ahunting dog should 

carry one. For sale by leading Sporting Goods Houses. 

If your dealer cannot supply, mail 50 cents in stamps to 

Toggles Spanker Co. *iLong Acre Bide. 

W. E. PIKE, 1468 Queen St. W. 

TORONTO Phone Park 2358 

brings Illustrated Trappers’ 

A Dime Cinde: It tells how. oGivine 
the first time in print the treasured secrets of 
the wisest old trappers in this country, it’s 

worth dollars to you. 

TRAPPERS’ 

BOXC. - - - 

SUPPLY CO. 

OAK PARK, ILL. 
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York show 1913. Sid Perkins, famous as the 
breeder of “Champion Rockley Ovrang,” 
always has a few good ones in nis kennel, about 
the best at present being the bitch “Ch. 

A Guard for Poultry. ‘Every poultry breeder should own an Airedale. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Rockley Paragon.”’ E. W. Billenger of” 
Toronto has a very high-class dog in ““Morning 
Admiration”’ whilst in Mr. McKenzie’s ‘Ch. — 
KingNobbler’s Double” we have one of the bes’, 

THE AIREDALE TERRIER 
Wm. A. Goodwin 

men of Yorkshire, England, crossed the 
otter hound with the broken hound ter- 

rier in an endeavor to get an all round hunting 
dog, who would be a faithful pal and guard. 
That they succeeded is amply proven by the 
world wide popularity of this dog to-day. 
From the waterside terrier, as he was first 
called in Yorkshire, he has now become re- 
cognized by the Kennel Clubs as a distinct 
variety or breed, named the Airedale Terrier 
from the valley of the River Aire in Yorkshire 
where the breed originated. 

At the shows in England as ~well as in 
Canada and the United States the Airedale is 
one of the largest entries and sales for leading 
specimens often run up into three and four 
figures. 

The leading specimens are yet produced in 
England, where the breeding of pure stock is 
more thoroughly gone into, but Canada and 

N BOUT seventy years ago the working 

the United States are rapidly coming to the’ 
front. We might mention a Toronto- bred 
dog, ‘““Morning Admiration,’’ who has lately 
beaten many of the United States Airedales as 
well as recent importations from England. 
Next to the fox terrier and collie which have 
now become quite common, the Airedale is the 
most popular breed to-day. This is owing to 
his superior intelligence and adaptability to 
any use to which a dog can be put. A common 
saying about the Airedale is that “‘they can 
do anything any other dog can do and then 
beat the other dog.” Some breeds are used 
for some one particular quality, such as hounds 
for trailing, spaniels for birds and collies for 
cattle while other breeds are of no particular 
use but merely kept as pets. The Airedale 

_ however can be used for any one ot these pur- 
poses and at the same time he is a more faith- 
ful and reliable pal. 

The largest of the terriers (forty to fifty 
pounds), he has all the dash and fire of his 
smaller brothers and is just as quick after — 
rats while for larger vermin such as wood- 
chucks, coon or even bear the Airedales are, — 
owing to their scenting powers and greater 
strength, far superior. Tfappers and hunters — 
in the west have found them the best dog yet — 
for trailing and treeing coon, lynx, cougar and — 
bear. The courage and keen scenting powers 
of the otter hound, combined with the quick- — 
ness and grit of the terrier make the Airedale 
the ideal dog for such work. t 

However the Airedale is preeminently a — 
water dog inheriting this fondness for the — 
water and marsh from the otter hound. He is 
being used extensively as a duck retriever, in- 
which work he ranks similar to the celebrated — 
Cheseapeake Bay retriever, having the same — 
courage, strength and intensity of purpose — 
while his hard close, double coat combined 
with a hardy constitution enables him to with- 
stand any cold or exposure. It is in strength - 
and courage to withstand heavy and cold © 
weather and in keenness of pursuit that the — 
Irish water spaniel fails as a duck dog. 4 

Whether hunting birds or animals it must 
be remembered that the Airedale is endowed 
with keen scenting powers, this with his bright 
terrier intelligence making him quick at learn- 
ing, his courage and grit, makes -him the best 
all round hunting dog to-day. 

Here is an instance of his scenting powers. — 
During the war between Russia and Japan, — 
the Japanese imported from England a num- 
ber of Airedales for Red Cross work in finding ~ 
the wounded. They worked to the satisfac- — 
tion of the Japs except in one important parti- — 
cular, the Airedales being a white man’s dog 
invariably picked out the Russian wounded. 

For a number of years the Airedale has been 
used by British and continental armies for — 

aA 
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Why PayaBig Price For | ae) 

A Diamond ? N KF 
Instead, pick out one of the glorious radiant Gophir Gems. 
set in solid 14 kt. gold, and get it on a 5 days’ free trial. 
Wear it to the ball—to the opera—on the street—to work— 
everywhere for 5 full days—-then decide whether you wish 
to buy or not. If you are not fascinated by its radiance— 
if you consider its splendor one trifle less than that of a 
mined diamond—send it back at our expense. You don’t 
pay usa penny for the trial. If you decide to keep it, pay 
the rock-bottom price (1-30th as much as a diamond costs) :s you can afford. Terms as low as 314c 
a day ($1.00 a month), without interest. No red tape. “You: credit is good with the Gophir Diamond 
Co. Send coupon for new jewelry book. 

M llous New Discovery 
TheGophir DiamondCo. : A problem of the ages has been solved. Science has at last produced a gem of dazzling 

Of Canada : brilliance. They are called Gophir Gems, and resemble mined diamonds so closely 
? that many people of wealth are preferring them. Gophir Gems stand fire and acid tests 

Dept. U2, 140 Yonge Street, : and cut glass. Get one on trial to-day. Wear it before you decide to buy. 

Reronto. > SET IN SOLID 14-kt. GOLD Piz Gems are not 
Gentlemen,—Send me, ab- : These : : SAE 

: FE precious gems are the master products of science—the realization of the dreams 

ee ee ae prepaid, 7 of centuries. They are never set in anything but solid 14-kt. gold. Write for the new 
pp ny a rane catalog and see the exquisite new settings for yourself. 

trial, easy payment plan. SEND THE COUPON For New Jewelry Book 

NAME Put your name and address in the coupon or on a letter or a postcard and send to us 
Tee a in i a a : at once for the big new book of exquisite Gophir Gems. Read the fascinating story of 

— 

ADDRESS : how at last Science has conquered Nature and has produced a glorious, radiant gem, 
Setceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeneeeneee : whose dazzling brilliance is actually a marvel to behold. They cost but 1-30th as 

: much.as diamonds, but wear forever. Do not delay aninstant, Put your name and 
address in the coupon now—get the free book immediately while this greater offer lasts. 

will appreciate a 

supply of 

BORDEN’S 
Evaporated Milk 

(Unsweetened) 

“St. Charles’’,“‘Peerless’’or “Jersey” SnweROW AS PRIG AS “PRICES 
WILL BE HIGHER. 

Guns, Ammunition, Sporting Goods 

and Trapshooting Supplies. 

It serves all the purposes of milk 
fresh from the cow. It never 
curdles even in the hottest weather. 
Sold in convenient size packages. 
Send for our recipe book, ‘‘The EVERYTHING IN CANVAS 
Borden Way.” 

Borden Milk Co., Limited |} i DPIKE O. 
| MONTREAL 123 Kine Sr. E.., 

’ 
| TOROKTO. 

We also supply Military Camp Equipment. 
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scout and guard duty and to-day many of 
them are being used by the Allies as well as by 
the Germans. He is also used as an assistant 
to the civil police in England and the United 
States. 

For just a pal dog about town or around the 
house the Airedale, while a bit rough looking 
in coat yet has many points of merit which 
endear him to his owner. On the street he is 
noticeable among other dogs for his upstand- 
ing straight cut racy build. He is not running 
around looking for trouble but being very 
obedient stays close by his master. Should 
occasion require then he can more than hold 
his own with any dog oranimal. His jaw, of 
wonderful length and punishing power, soon 
does its work and he will die ere he turns tail. 

Stud Airedale, ‘‘JUST TEDDY”’ 
Sire, Rockly Dark Saint; Dam, Princess Sadie 

Owned by Geo. Goodwin, Lindsay, Ont. 

This young dog bred and until lately owned by Jos. 
Perkins, the well known Toronto fancier, is the ex- 
cellent result of a judicious crossing of one of the best 
United States strains with one of the best Canadian 
strains, height 24 in.; weight 50 pounds. 

At home he is docile in the extreme, fond of 
children, a good guardian, and obedient to a 
wonderful degree, which coupled with an in- 
telligence almost human, make him a most 
enjoyable companion. He has an unassuming 
reserved manner and is noted for his attach- 
ment to one person. 

Moving pictures are taken showing the 
Airedale as used by the military and civil 
authorities illustrating this dog’s superior 
intelligence. From time to time cases are 
cited in the press also of intelligent and 
courageous acts performed by this dog and 
more than one Airedale has received the Royal 
Humane Society’s medal for saving and 
protecting life. 

Altogether he is one of the most useful 
dogs living, of many sided character with a 
personality all his own, it is therefore no 
wonder that he becomes more popular the 
better he becomes known. 

Description— 
The Airedale has a hard, close coat; long, 

well shaped expressive head; strong muzzle; 
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neat V-shaped ears; bright dark eyes; well 
defined and strong neck; long sloping should- 
ers; chest deep and narrow; fore legs straight 
as gun barrels with plenty of bone and well 
padded cat foot; ribs well sprung; loins strong; 
hams and second thighs full, powerful and 
muscular with no droop and hocks well let 
down; tail docked and carried erect; back 
level; action free and showy as if always on 
the alert and never tired; Color black or dark 
badger, grizzled on back and neck; head, ears, 
chest, legs, thighs, a rich deep tan. Coat en 
quarters, body and neck may incline to eurl 
or wave but soft silky coats and curl on head 
are objectionable. One pecularity is the 
whisker which when brushed out gives the head 
asquare cul appearance. Size: 21 to 24 inches 
at shoulder, length the same or less. - 

Dog lovers throughout Ontario are of late 
years going in more for pure bred sporting and 
pet dogs, writes Mr. Goodwin. “This may 
be owing to the government tax and regula- 
tions, thus putting the unclaimed mark on the 
mongrel street dog and it may be owing to the 
breeders advertising their stock and booming 
dog shows and in other ways educating the 
paul on the advantages of owning pure bred 
ogs. 

The incorporation of the Canadian Kennel 
Club under the Department of Agriculture, 
Ottawa, thus necessitating the registration of 
all pure bred dogs in the National Live Stock 
Records and inposimg heavy fines for mis- 
representation, will be of great benefit to the 
fancy. Breeders of pure stock obtain a 
license through the Canadian Kennel Club 
and thus come under government regulations. 
One can now feel satisfied that when they 
purchase a pedigreed dog that it is as re- 
presented.” 

A community (or for that matter, a man) is 
known by the dog it keeps and there is no 
doubt that there is far more satisfaction to 
oneself as well as to the community, in owning 
a thorough bred animal.” 

We shall be very pleased to receive contri- 
butions to the Kennel department from any 
of our readers who have something of interest’ 
for readers of this department. 

Mr. Bawden of Ridgetown writes: 
“It may interest the readers of Rod and 

Gun to know that Caerphilly Marvel, the 
well known Airedale and sire of a great many 
good ones—went the way of all good dogs. 
and we put him away on Feb. 4th. 

“His successor Caerphilly Master Crack 
has just reached me from the Castle Kennels. 
Caerphilly, Wales, and will shortly be ad- 
vertised in your columns. This is a young 
dog, and has only been shown a few times, 
but with success. At Newport as a puppy, 
he was winner of 3 Ists, 1 2nd.” 

Everyone interested in the Airedale should 
have a copy of Mr. Palmer’s interesting book, 
‘All about Airedales’” which was reviewed 
in these columns a few months ago and which 
may be secured from Rod and Gun, the price 
being $1.00 in paper binding. 
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Crab Wigglers 
Biggest teasers ever 
tossed to a bass. 
Semi-weedless. 
Work at yo 
any 

LAN) 

} The first 
Casting 

} Imitation 
ofthe Natural Food 
of the Black Bass 

Aes 

rf / No.1809C 
XACTLY imitates live crab 
in color and motion. Floats ™~ 

while at rest, dives and zigzags 
when reeledin. Last season’s success proved this crab idea to be 
the sauciest lure and deadliest killer of all the Heddon inventions. 
The New ‘“‘Baby Crab.”’ 

easier to cast—the Heddon 

we eS .: a 

we ' < re 
= F Ai on me . . . 
‘ masterpieceinefiectiveness 

be y and all-round utility. 

“S=J Either style at 
= dealers or postpaid 85c 

If not made by Hed- 
ulate depth; Heddcn non-cracking 

don. its not porcelain enamel; patent hold-fast 
a Genuine hook ee pe 

exceptsmaller. New double in- 
stead of triple hooks. ‘Surerin 
hooking, more weedless and 

With variable line fastening to reg- 

Send for beautiful, free catalog of 
Heddon’s Genutne Dowagiac Rods 
and Minnows, containing splendid eee 
dish pictures and new fishing chart. = 

James Heddon’s Sons, Box 15 Dowagiac, Mich. 
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Same in style, principle and action,. 

CANAD IPSS 

FN Reliable 

GUIDE ToPRLACES 
Ln five Up Ti THEIR FROMUSES 

‘ 

DIAMOND 
$1, $2, $3, WEEKLY 

Save money on your Dia- 
monds by buying from us. We 
are Diamond Importers. Terms 
20% down, $1, $2 or $3 Week- 

s ly. We guarantee you every 
advantage in Price and Quality. 10% off for cash. 

Write to-day for Catalogue, it is free 

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for in- 
spection at our expense. Payments may be made 
weekly or monthly. 

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers 
15 Toronto Arcade Toronto, Canada 

DEPT. D. 

All About Airedales 
By R. M. Palmer 

A Book of General Information 

Valuable alike to dog lovers and owners, 
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from 
selected photographs of noted dogs and 
rare scenes. Interesting alike to the nov- 
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than 
the Airedale and of particular interest to 
the Airedale fancier. 

Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50 

a AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE 
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
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FISHERMEN, CANOEISTS, CAMPERS! 
Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario’s 

3,000,000-acre Forest and Game Preserve is a virgin 
Lakeland of 2,000 lakes and streams comparatively un- 
fished. Rare opportunities for Live Game Photography. 
2,000 feet elevation Immune from Hay Fever 

Highest and Coolest Resort in Ontario 

HOTEL ALGONQUIN 
at Joe Lake Station is the Starting Point of the direct 
canoe routes North and South through the Park. 

The hotel affords every requisite and comfort for ladies 
ee pontiemen, with fine Trout and Bass fishing close at 
and. 
Complete Outfitting and Provisioning Store, Canoe and 

Boat Livery. Guides procured. Six hours from Ottawa, 
eight from Toronto. Pullman service. 

Tourists entering Canada do not require passports. 

Information and booklet of 

L. E. MERRELI, Prest., Aigonquin Hotel and 
Outfitting Co., Ltd., Mowat P. O., Ontario 

FISHING AND HUNTING 
A Certainty at 

Lake of Many 
Islands Camps 

These Camps, surrounded 
by eight lakes, afford the 
angler and _ wvacationist 
glorious sport, glorious air 
and glorious appetites. 

Let us send you our booklet of accurate information 
with illustrations of small mouth black bass, lake 
trout, deer and bearcaught by our guests last season. 
Our Camps are new, clean and comfortably furnish- 
ed. Table is well supplied with fresh home cooked 
food from our farm and garden. Cold spring water 
supplied. Rates are most reasonable. Our policy is 
to please our guests. Meference cheerfully given. 
Please write address in full. 

FRED J. SCHMELER, Prop., 
Box 51, - Magnetawan, Ontario, Canada 
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Gun Club secretaries who would like to see the 
records of shoots which they hold from time to 
time in, Rod and Gun are invited to send these in 
as soon after the shoots take place as possible. 
If enclosed in an unsealed envelope addressed to 
the Trap Editor, Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont., 
and marked ‘‘Printer’s Copy,’’ written reports or 
newspaper clippings giving the scores of shoots 
held may be forwarded fcr one cent postage. 
Please be sure to mark on the copy the date when 
the shoot was held. 

Dominion Game Protective and Trap Shooting 
Association Tournament to be held at Cobourg. 

Officers of the Cobourg Gun Club are determined to 
make the coming shoot of the Dominion Game Pro- 
tective and Trap Shooting Association, which is to be 
held at Cobourg on June 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th one of the 
most successful shoots ever held in Canada. 

The officers of the Cobourg Gun Club have the 
arrangements for the tournament in their hands and in- 
tend sparing no trouble to make it a success. Follow- 
ing are those in charge of the arrangements: Pres., 
Geo. Armour; Sec’y., C. McCallum; Executive: J.D. 
Hayden, E. W. Hargraft, Thos. Green, W. H. A. Sem- 
ple, O. F. Allison, W. J. Maher, F. M. Field, J. B. Mc- 
Coll, J. K. Fraser, Geo. Bonce. In charge of the ad- 
vertising and program are C. McCallum, T. S. Chatter- 
ton and A. J. Gould; on the reception committee are 
J. G. Jackson, S. S. Purser and E. Vivian: in charge of 
the prizes are W. L. Allen, H. McCullough and H. 
Field; while G. Armour, T. J. Yorke and G. Crowther 
are to look after the grounds. 

June 5th is practice day. $1200 cash in prizes is to 
be offered during the progress of the shoot. Further 
details will follow when the arrangements have been got 
under way. 

Tournament Dates. 
April 21, 1916—Galt Gun Club Registered Shoot, 

J. E. Fulton, Sec’y., Galt, Ont. 
April 21st—Ruthven Gun Club Registered Shoot, 

Ruthven, Qnt. 
April 24—St. Hubert Gun Club Patriotic 

Tournament, at Ottawa, Secretary, O. T. Ring, Ottawa, 
Ontario. 

June 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th—Dominion Game Pro- 
tective and Trap Shooting Association Tournament 
at Cobourg, Ont. Secretary of Cobourg Gun Club 
(which has charge of the Tournament) C. McCallum, 
Cobourg, Ont. 

Some Reminiscences of a Toronto Shooter who 
Entered the Trap Shooting Game in 1871. 

The following reminiscences of an old and prominent 
Toronto shooter, “Johnny”? Townson, furnished at the 
request of Rod and Gun, should prove of interest to 
trap-shooters throughout Canada. 

“It is a long way back to 1871 when the writer first 
remembers shooting at wild pigeons from a trap with a 
muzzle-loading shot-gun. There have been a great 
many changes, not only in guns and ammunition, but 
in trap-shooting rules, since those days. The old 
Toronto Gun Club was incorporated in 1871, although 
it had been in existence a few years previously, but after 
incorporation they had a set of rules printed which 
were generally used at that time. The distance of the 
trap from the foot-mark was 21 yards and the stock of 
the gun was held below the elbow until the bird was on 
the wing. The referee was very strict about enforcing 
this rule and many a shooter lost a well killed bird for 
holding his gun too high. 

“After 1875 breech-loading choke-bored shot-guns 
came into general use and the rise was increased from 
21 to 26 yards, which with the rise of one barrel only 

“and the gun held below the elbow made scores of 80 
per cent. very creditable indeed. About that time 
tournaments were given all over Western Ontario at 
Windsor, London, Woodstock, Hamilton, Brantford 
and Guelph and with the good strong winter birds pro- 
vided, the sport was of a high order and under the hard 
conditions mentioned above straight scores were not 
very numerous. 

“At a tournament given at Woodstock by that good 
sportsman, the late John Forbes, five gold medals were 
competed for by teams from the above towns, as well as 

Hi 

teams from Buffalo and Detroit. Each man shot at 
10 birds, 50 per team, and the Toronto Gun Club team 
killed 45 out of 50. We needed them all, as the Wood- 
stock team, consisting of Forbes, Pascoe, Harwood and 
two others were right behind us with 43. 

““A great many of the pigeon-shooters of those days 
have joined the silent majority, but as I started at the 
game very young I would like to, and may, I hope, be 
able to complete my half century of trap- shooting. 
I am still an active member of the Stanley Gun Clu 
and shoot a few targets on Saturday afternoons durin, 
the winter. It is a fine sport and surely beneficia 
because it takes you out of doors at a time when other 
sports are at a standstill. 4 

Trapshooting Idioms. ; 
John Philip Sousa, in a recent article on trapshooting, 

entitled “‘Ready! Pull! Dead!’ says, that, “as a game 
grows in popularity there is created a jargon, a cant and 
a slang peculiarly its own”, and “trapshooting has 
risen to the dignity of a language of its own.” 

This is indeed true, as the attached vernacular of 
trapshooting will indicate, writes E. R. Galvin of Wil- 
mington, Del. 

Expressions used to designate the clay targets are-— 
Bird, Blue Rock, Clay Bird, Clay Pigeon, White Flyer, 
Saucers, Flying Saucers, Mud Pies, Dickey Birds, 
Black Birds, Tarhawks, Dirtbirds. 

Expressions used to designate dusted targets:-— 
Drilled it, Dusted it, Couldn’t break it with an axe, 
Made a sieve of it, Shot the fuss off it, Scared it, 
Tickled it. 

Expressions used for targets hit by shooter:—A puff 
of smoke, Busted, Centered, Blotted it out, Clouted it, 
Cracked it, Dead, Dead baby, Dead rabbit, Extinguish- 
ed, Got him, Got aleg, Got an ear, Got a wing, Knocked 
the tar out of it, Hit, Killed, No live ones, Powdered, 
Plugged ’em, Puffed ’em, Puff balls, Pulverized, Put a 
crimp in them, Smashed, Smoked ’em, Smothered ’em, 
Splintered it, Split, Stingy break, Touched, Winged it, 
Right on the nose. 

Expressions used for shotguns:—Blunderbuss, Can~ 
non, Corn Sheller, Double Gun, Gas Pipe, Huller, Pea 

& whe ue f yesuits 

Shooter, Pump, Shooting Iron, Scatter Gun, Stick. mn 
Expressions used to designate shotgun shells:—Crab, 

shells, Bullets, Hulls, Roman Candles, 
Shooter. 

Expressions for hard, fast, or difficult targets: 
Away down in Dixie Land, Breeders,Corkers,Die- 
dippers, Double-jointed targets, Duckers, Erratic tar- 
gets, Flipper, Grass-cutters, Grounders, Humdingers, 
Iron targets, Iron men, Jumpers, Low Boys, Nancy 
Hanks, Jack rabbits, Jack snipes, Screamers, Side- — 
wheelers, Skimmers, Sheet steel, Them birds are mighty — 

Slugs, Pea — 

a ore Se, 

tough, Them saucers are mighty. tough this evening, — 
Twisters, Wabblers, Whipsaws, Wolf targets, Wooden 
targets. _ oe : 

Expressions for missing or ‘“‘dropping”’ targets:— 
Blew up, Couldn’t see ’em, Dropped, Fell down, Shot — 
into space on several, Muffed them, Never touched a 
hair, ee one, Slipped one, Several goose-eggs in 
that bunc 

Expressions used for flinching or balking:—B 
Straining the gun, Flinching, 
(German for flinching), Fell out of the s 

Expressions for “‘going straight” or breakiu 
gets in one event:—A. John Davis, All busted, All dead, 
All smoke, Annihilated ’em, Blew ’em all out, Blotted 
*em all out, Broke °em all, Broke the whole smear, — 
Broke the whole cheese, Brought ’ em all in that time, — 
Busted them all, Broke ’em clean, Cleaned ’em up, — 
Cracked ’em all, Did it that time, Going straight, Got 
*em all, Got their number, Hit *em all in the middle — 
that time, Jumped on that bunen, Killed the whole 
business, Killed the string, Knocked ’em all down, — 
Knocked the tar out of every one, Made a puff of smoke” 
out of that bunch, Made dust out of them, Madea clean 
score, No pick-up, None down in that event, Not a skip, 
Now, ask how many I broke?, Put ’em all in the 
sack, Puffed ’em out, Smashed ’em all, Smoke 
bunch, Smothered the whole smear, Smotnered the 
whole cheese, Straight, Walked the buck. w 

Some expressions and their meanings:— | 
Century-breaking—One hundred targets straight. 
Cripple—Target wuich leaves the trap broken. $ 

Fudging, 
font. Stuttering. — 
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for me, The breeder got away, Went to the | 
bad, Went to sleep on them, They went the wrong vay 7 
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“[vhe SUMMERS from 

A Land of May to October in 

. Eastern Canada are 
Re-Crediw ea probably as enjoyable 

as those in the most 

© favoured part of the 

world that may be 

= |e hosen for compar4rison: 

SEA-SHORE, FOREST AND STREAM 
Sunny skies, delightful temperature, 

invigorating air, combined with an 

endless variety of picturesque beauty, 

the Maritime Provinces are becoming 

more and more what nature evidently 

intended they should be--a land of 

Re-Creation. © 
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A flock of ’em—Target which leaves the trap broken. 
Donaters—Losers at tournaments. 
Pot Greasers—Losers at tournaments. 
Dutch Doubles—Missing both double targets. 
Dub Targets—Targets being thrown easy. 
Down the Line—Shooting one event after another, over 

* several traps. 
Four-eyed Shooter—One who wears glasses. 
Gun Runner and Shel! Peddler—Professional shooters. 
Gun Pointer—Very slow shooter. ; 
Handicap—The penalty one pays for being a good shot. 
Riding Them Out—Shooting slow. 
Snaps ’em—Shoots fast. 
Leading them—Shooting ahead of the target. 
Left quarter—Target thrown at left angles to trap. 
Right quarter—Target thrown at right angles to trap. 
Straightaway—Target thrown straight away from 

center of trap. : 
Move—To change from one position to another. 
Change—To change from one position at traps to 

another. 
Where a shooter stands at the traps—Peg, Post, Posi- 

tions, Score stand. y 
Sky-scraper—Target thrown straight up by a freak of 

the trap. 

A Postponed Shoot. 
The Second Annual Elgin County Championship 

Shoot that was to be pulled off at Port Stanley on Mar. 
6, at 100 targets, for a handsome silver cup, which was 
donated by the Club was postponed on account of bad 
weather, and will take place some time next June, the 
date to be decided on later. The shooter has only to 
win once to become the owner of the cup. The County 
Shooters propose pulting up a cup each year. The 
first annual event was held last year at West Lorne 
when Arthur Glover of Port Stanley was the winner. 

Port Stanley Gun Club. 
The Port Stanley Gun Club walked off with the cut- 

glass trophies at the shoot held there on Friday, Mar. 3, 
winning over all by 14 birds, when five teams, consisting 
of five men each, visited that town to compete. Arthur 
Glover, of Port Stanley; did some excellent shooting, 
breaking 71 without missing a single one. Thos. Tay- 
lor, of Tillsonburg, won the high individual prize. The 
teams,competing were twec trom Tillsonburg, one from 
St. Thomas, one from Port Stanley, and one mixed 
team, consisting of one member from each club. 

The teams and scores were as follows: 
St. Thomas— 

1 Qa) re 
Geom NMiGGalle es et 132 403%) 4D A -aht=—G2 
GRAxtordearee eee... cee 10 10 15 9 11—55 
Wisp Hlollinvshgdiew =... fee 13° F1S3 as) 13) 2 59— 6 
WirMiicGance et... to. s, eA OS tb) Aa 265 
Geon Danke wean. va. 12) 10) 14 a—58 

MMO al eee at cok oe laees ty cx ecw eh Oe eT 301 
Mixed team— 

1 ox 3} 
WER OMZOADE. Hes ot. S the ee ek = IO S57 
Wires Ole games ete tee eke ate tea ananls 7 621 bs 
Curioushe.... Wh ok wa 
euVinG@anslaniae 4.2 23 21 20—64 
Ni oc RSSLICE 0 ICO es, oP ae ee Rae eS 20 17 13—50 

UNC Bete ser tees 5 cE ha. eg atot acces staat Secirasataee LAO) 
Tillsonburg, No. 2— 

1 2 3 4 5 
GVA GGm eee nen UA 24> 14 Sb ts 70 
W. eR nk Lo ele 12 Dl 66 
(Coch Kea eyo 2 ee ee Site 10 9 9—48 
R. Day 13 13 14 #14 10—64 
Pienaar mu sch, Wo LA 2S) ot Dae 

TG) Ia te oe ee See a ee hobs 298 
Tillsonburg, No. 1— 

1 PA 3} 4 
DO WRU ee eee Ss aloe Sos 
Jin Bhp OR 1S. ll) ieee 562 
AGU SON eis 6-8 a. 9 14 11 10 10—54 
Thos. Taylor Pa 1h. 4s ly ib 72 

UN ca iether cot oe obo echi asses Sa cues cece Soccedan et 309 
Port Stanley— 

1 2 3 4 5 
PNPM CTS ntsc ra cdascscekesss sane 3) 4215 15) 15—72 
Im EVIO OLE Mer tey tsske 122 tAS 13.5 14-65 
Miuundley..3.. 050... 9) 13 12-14 12—60 
1D (CEG eee Is) 13 14 14 13—67 
TP ECOL: Re a en 10 13483 13. 10—59 

OUNELSELL  chieathestocc loose Re CHB oe 323 

Burlington Beach Gun Club. 
The reopening shoot of the Burlington Beach Gun 

_ club was held on Saturday afternoon, Feb. 12, at De- 
pew’s hotel grounds at 2.30. Much interest was taken 
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by the members, as they were anxious to get bac 
their old form, and _ quite a few visitors were p 
from other clubs. Geo. Dunk, of Toronto, was on har 
and gave very able assistance to the officers o1 the clul 
and also gave a good exhibition ot work at the tr 

aece et a northeast gale, but some good shooting 
sulted. 

The score follows: 

J. Lews 

Go Hoyard) ee 

Mr. Murray.. 
SHbrayeewes 
H. Dynes.... 
W. Hazell... 
PB gharnis.: 

Jordan Gun Club. : 
_The Jordan Gun Club held the third shoot of thei 

winter series on Saturday, Feb. 12th, and the he 
snow storm along with the high wind made the sh 
most difficult. The attendance of shooters was not 
to the usual average, but those present seemed to enj 
the sport. The competition in the 25 bird handi 
spoon event was keen and some good scores were maé 
The winnners in the spoon event were, +1z.—H. 
Hunsberry, A. K. Wismer, J. Troup and P. Wismer. 

Those shooting and their scores were as follows: _ 
Shon at. Broke Names 

P. Wismet..... 37 
W. Nicholson... ees Ree Bol! 
FE. Ghurch:... 2: 220 eee 33 
BD. Pric€:. 4.0.5. a ee ee 30 
PD. Trout.8 os ee ee 30 
D. Konklesic. cence 28 
HW: Stansberry.:..2...0-- eee 25 
Jie DROUPR i a2ccaieecces a eee 25 

The fifth shoot of the winter series of the Jordan Gui 
Club was held on Saturday, Feb. 26th. The incleme 
weather which prevailed caused the flight of the birds 
be very erratic, making the scores rather below 
average. In the 25 bird handicap event the s 
were won by W. Boulton, A. Wismer, M. Honsbe 
and P. Wismer. ; 

In the live pigeon event the straight scores were F 
W. Hunsberry, W. Moyer and H. Boulton. Fe 

‘Those shooting and their scores were as follows: _ 
Shot at. Brok 

D. Konkle 43, 
P. Wismer 
M. Honsberger 40 
H. W. Hunsberry 40 
1D Piroupe ec cee 40 
F. Church 40 
W. Moyer 4O 
J PROUD. eas 30 
A. Wismer In 
Fe dirowp 30 
H. Boulton 25 

Geo. L. Vivian, Champion Pigeon Shot, Toror 

At a pigeon shoot held at the Toronto Rod and 
Club on Feb. 10 for the championship of Toronto, 
title was won by Geo. L. Vivian with the score o 
out of 50, the prize being a silver cup. Crew al 
Vanvlach tied for second place. 4 

Creekside Gun Club. 
The following scores were made at the Creek 

Gun Club on Friday, Feb. 19th.: . 

F. Curzon 

He Covey 
IeTEOtt eee ee 
Ned Elliott... 
F. Edwards... 
Ted Brown..... 
Re Gbristhes iicciisisesesse. cncreeeeeeeneeeeeeees 
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eal Bargains for the Sportsman 
Motor Boats, Canoes, Motor Accessories, 

Rods, Reels, Fish-Hooks, etc. 
Row Boat—16 ft. x 3 ft., 8 in. beam, depth amidships 
15in. Keel, stem, stern, and ribs of best white oak, ribs 

placed on 4 in. centres, planking oi best white cedar 
fastened with tinned clout nails, four seats, complete 
an seat rests, rudder and two pair oars for 

Can also furnish boats for outboard motors. 

Canoe—16 ft., 30 in., beam, 12 in. depth, metallic 
joint, basswood half round ribs 1% in. apart copper 
fastened, varnished inside and out with best spar 
varnish. Price $42.00. 

MOTOR ACCESSORIES 
Hercules Electric Co.—Make and Break type Mag- 

netos. A.C. type $13.00. A. type $11.00. 

Franco American Auto Co.—C. A. V. Electric 
lamps, 2 side and tail brass, $20.00. C. A 
Headlights, nickle, $35.00. 2 cylinder coil spark, 
$15.00. C. A.V. Magneto, 2 2 ‘cylinder, high tension, 
direct spark,$35.00. 

Brown Co.—No. 1 oil cans, $1.00. Combination oil 
grease guns, $3.00. 

New London Motor Co. Bilge pump $19.00. 

C. F. Splitdorf—4 cylinder dash coils $40.00. 2 
cylinder dash coils $28.00. 

Miller and Starr—Grease guns $1.75. 

C. P. Lee Noxon—Single cylinder dash coil $7.00. 

Crofton Storage Gattery Co.—Storage battery for 
sparking, 6 volts, 70 ampere, weight 24 lbs. $22.00. 

Detroit Engine Works—Cartridge coil $2.50. stor- 
age battery No. 2 double, 6 volts, 60 ampere $11.00. 

Apple Electric Co.—storage ignition Battery, 6 volts, 
40 ampere $12.00. 

FISHING RODS AND TACKLE 
10 ft. fly rod, ash butt, hickory centre, greenbart top, 

single bronzed snake rings and reel fittings. Post 
Paid $5.25 each. 

11 ft. fly rod as above. Post Paid $5.35. 
2% in. reels, rotary check, aluminum side plates 

bronzed, fitted with pillar backs. Post Paid $2.75. 
234 in., similar, at same price 
Landing Nets. Price $1.80. 
Foldin= landing Nets. Pr.ce $2.75. 
Minnow pails. Price $2.00. 
Freeport tfooks— 
Minnow bai: for Lass, pike and musk. Each Post 

Paid 75c. 
Frog bait ‘or bass, pike and imusk. Each Post Paid 
¢ fas 

Cards of assorted hooks (3 on _ card) Post paid $2.00 
Finger Clips. Post paid 35c each. 

Sullivan Hook and Reel Guards—A small device 
made of brass and highly nickle plated which springs 
on rod either above or below reel and holds same 
from falling off as well as carries your hook or heeks 
and is ot special advantage when in bushes. 

The Best Device For Fishermen Ever Made. Get 
One And See—Postpaid 35c each. 

Line Drying Reeis—It is very important to dry you 
lines properly and the only way for this is with our 
line drying reels. They are the best on the market. 
Postpaid $1.80. 

Collar Rubber Grips—A comfort and necessity for 
fishing. Postpaid each 40 cents. 

CAMERAS 
Gundlach, Manhattan Cameras—3l4 x 414 for either 

plates or film packs, mahogany witli Fanhed finish, 
metal work nickle plated, seal grain cover, spring 
actuated focusing screen, reversible finder, rapi 
rectilinear lens.—T.I.B. shutter F-.8. Regular 
Canadian Price $12.00. 

We will include 1 dozen Wellington and Ward extra 
speedy or extra screen plates 55c. 

Photographic Hand Book $1.00. 

Develop Plates 25c. and print 1 doz. 48c. 

and tone same the required colour 24c. 

A total of $14.52 all for $11.00. 

If you want this bargain order at once before they 
go. 

Handy Tent Cots $11.00. 

Sportsmen’s Hatchets—On every camping trip you 

need a serviceable hatchet and as these are made by 

Walters of Hull you can be assured of their quality. 

Complete with sole leather case and hickory handles 

Postpaid: 

No. Wet. Price 

40 34 |b. $ .97 

41 1 lb. 1.05 

A2 14% lbs. Pais 

43 1% lbs. 1.20 

44 134 lbs. 1.35 

45 2 lbs. 1.45 

46 214 lbs. $1.55 

Do not write asking for Sporting Goods Catalogue as we have no catalogues at present 

excepting Photographic Catalogue on Plates and Films. 

ROBT. HODGSO "ta Raglan, Ont. 
SAME ADDRESS SINCE 1904. 

MOTOR BOATS, ENGINES, ACCESSORIES, FISHING TACKLE, GUNS, AMMUNITION 
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Following are the scores made at the Creekside Gun 
Club on March 4th.: : : 

i 

Fe 
Fae 4 
H. Peterman 45 27 
E 35 20 
WwW 56 42 
W. 80 62 
J.M. 65 47 
D. A. Haig 46 36 
J. Pike 4] 30 
E 72 54 
El 52 38 
Ned Elliott De 38 
Martin 45 28 
White 35 24 
Ji 25 18 
F. 50 28 
McHenry............. 50 23 

Baimy Beach Gun Club. 
The regular weekly shoot ot the above club was held 

as usual on Saturday, Feb. 12th, at their grounas, and 
a good turn out of members were present. Good scores 
were made considering the weather. C.N. Candee was 
high man, winning spoon. Score: 

Broke. 
P Je Boothe... Be ARETE are tort 3 47 
CTA fete ee ine, ees he Doce Oe: Rates A7 
she EIOd BSOl ei eee 32 
Candee. ee ees ates asa st ; 78 
TEATS Bs eset ce te ee ee 40 
McGaw nee ee eee 62 
OTD AEG sees eee ec: eee Meee eee ee! 65 
BUETOWS eo eee 22 
W. F. Hodgson............. 30 
DAN IS eee oe rae, 5 eee ae EN 70 
Cutler SO cin SOE Ce Ce 50 
TE 2a GS es Oi ee eek icicle & eee ns 53 
Rothwell= ses. RLRN Es Siig nea Eo 2 49 
WAS Ch ia: Ree ees ee ee 40 
[BUCY Seapine eo ees | em eee a ee eR 30 
W.E. Boothe.....- 28 
Nicholls. ee: 30 
Riga Cin) & belts Ges hen Re ane ie Ce RN A 10 
PACE ROLLE re eee... eee ae 45 
Tl GO OCs ae ae sx ee eas 35 
Leer te Sak an oy i 23 

F. Hooey was high in the spoon shoot, with 23 out of 
25 on Feb. 19th. Following are the scores: 

Shot at. eS 
a 5 hp se ELOU SSOM ster. ecto ceccas, me eaceeseeaent 3 

Lansing........ 80 60 
Candee 65 51 
McGaw.......... 80 68 
We, TRE TE 1G 6 (AST Paes aera 35 29 

= -Joseling 85 76 
‘Tomlin 60 56 
Bex 120 ie 
Burrows 3 2B} 
Shaw.. 110 85 
Hirons 50 30 
Davis 60 55 
Cutler 70 60 
Crai 70 57 
Smit 20 18 
Carter 20 18 
Bond. 5 38 

mers aniks,.....:. 85 68 
W. Boothe 35 22 
Hooevy........ 60 53 
Nicholl 75 55 
[BLLACUS aoa ee 35 25 

At the regular weekly shoot on Saturday, Feb. 26th, 
of members and friends some good scores were made. 
G. oe es was high gun in the spoon event, with 24 
outo : 

|. J. Trimble.... ao 
Le; ri) eee ee Se 

eee Bere ES OOUNO oon oi ses. 2nri ce csendsacesasced-eccsceores 
> — j 
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There was a good turn-out of members and 
good shooting took place on March 4._ It was the 
aturday on the Goldstein shield, which was wo: 

C.N. Candee. In the spoon shoot W. Booth was hi 
with 24 out of 25. . 

Bernard... 
(eansing: 3 oases 
ie grog gsolee oe ee 
Bankr .ss.c 0 etica fee go eee 
Davis d 

Jiegkds binomiblee es 
Craig ae 

‘The regular weekly shoot ot tne Balmy Beach 
was held on Mar. 11, a good turn-out of members 
friends being on hand, and some good scores were ma 
W. Booth was high in the spoon shoot with 25 out of 3 
The scores: 

McGawsh. 620 attest se eee 
TANS Gn oy ee eee 
Bernard: 3.08 a ieee eee 
Gandeet= Ses eee 
Nicholls eee 

Gale. 2c eee 
T. Hodgson 
Davis... = 
Cutler se 
W. Hodgson... 
HOOEYz 28s. 
Harris 
ila Wee ee 
Burrous 
Punks sae ee ee 
TreutiG:  Gotton==. = eee 
A.V. Tremble 70 

eee ce eres 70 
80 
60 

Pa eres see e- 35 
oh Sn 45 

aon ae 55 
Sie ey ak 35 

ae ee 50 
ee aoe rane) 45 

35 

National Gun Club. = 
The regular weekly shoot was held on Saturday, 

12th, on the club grounds, Queen’s Wharf. _ 
were a good number or shooters on hand an 
remarkable scores were made, considering the wind 
snow. J. Summerhayes, a member, broke 100 str 
targets. G. Cashmore of the Remington 4 
Company gave a good account of himself, breaki 
out of 75 targets. The prize-winners were Sun 
hayes, Coath and Turner, sr. 

Shot at. B 
J. Summerhayes 100 
Gea Viwianss 50 
Cashmore......... 75 
F. Anderson........... 2 Ou 
AY Tomlin. 2 eee 40 
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tose’ KANT KRACK oy. cn 
absolute TRADE MARK REGISTEREO 

guarantee COATED LINEN Beek ef 
of the 

: 

makers.” 

COLLARS 
Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The 

slit over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allows 

freedom in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by 

sportsmen, automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact, by every- 

body. Sold by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by 

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. - - - - HAMILTON, CANADA 
: ? . 

Gem Line Guide || 2 on t Wear a Truss 
the modern, scientific 

invention, the wonderiul 
new discovery that cures 

-\ rupture will be sent on 
%2/trial No obnoxious 

springs or pads. Has 
automatic Air Cushions. 
Binds and draws the 
broken parts together as 
you would a broken limb. 
No salves. No lies. Dura- 
ble, cheap. Sent on trial 
to prove it. Protected by 
U.S. Patents. Catalogand 
measure blanks mailed 

No Snarls--- 
No Backlashes 

Guides your line on 
Reel to avoid trouble 

in casting. 

free. Send name and ad- 
REMEMBER ! dress today. 

You do not have to buy : | _G. E. BROOKS, 1639 State Street, Marshall, Mich. 
New Reel. 

You simply attach Guide 
to any ordinary multiply- 
ing Reel, by drilling two 
holes in Reel plate, to cor- 
respond with the two round- 
head screws on top piece of 
Guide. 

izpah | 
J Oc KK No. 44 

Gives you a feeling of real comfor> 
and the assurance of perfect protection 
while exercising. 

Opening beneath Patent flap 

Small amount of material between thighs 

Perfect pouch 

Welt-bound webbing 

Sent by mail on receipt of 

PRAT DEL 26-05 F 
Can be cleaned by boiling without injury to rub-\ 

price. 

$1.50 
ber. Fits perfectly Can’t rub or chafe. Finest\ 

-H.H. KIFFE CO., N.Y. Agents | | | seis sare ven’eian SEGSOER 80540 AY 
send us 75c in stamps and waist measurement and 

525 Broadway - = NEW YORK we will send by mail. : 

THE WALTER F. WARE CO., Lept. C.. PHILA. 

Mason’s Perfect Decoys 
Guaranteed to give any sportsman a real THRILL. At 
even a short distance they looklike REAL BIRDS. Weare 
the largest manufacturers in the world of Duck, Snipe, 
Geese, Swan and Crow Decoys. You can rely on them. 
— ASK YOUR DEALER—WRITE DIRECT FOR CATALOG — 

MASON’S DECOY FACTORY, 462 Brooklyn Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
es 

“PREMIER” MALLARD Reg- U.S. Patent Office 

NEWTON HIGH-POWER RIFLES vsrsracrony amsusition 
New American made bolt action rifle ready for delivery this winter. Uses Newton high power cartridges in 
.22 caliber, .256 caliber, 30 caliber and .35 caliber; also .30 caliber Springfield. .25 Newton, 123 grain bullet, 
velocity 3100 f. s., .30 Newton 170 grain bullet, velocity 3000 f. s. 

PRICE $40.00. Send stamp for descriptive circular. Newton straight line, hand reloading tools cost no more 
than the others. Sporting stocks and .256 barrels tor Springfield rifles now ready, $12.50 each. 

NEWTON ARMS CoO., 506 Mutual Life Bldg , BUFFALO, N. Y. 
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BSB CARGO Rene Se se eee Fe aseeee Whoa oae staan 50 38 
Ja hurder.|r-. , 65 53 
PieUisnerse ce 20 07) 
J. Monkman.-. 55 39 
J Wawsont... 55 45 
Ji; Durner: Sr.<....2 9 45 31 
ACSA CATES Oe ers cters ; 35 25 
F. Peacock... A5 30 
Br Coachinn eet oo ec 20 19 
W. McKeand 20 ili 

The regular weekly shoot was held on Saturday 
afternoon, Feb. 19, Mr. A. Campbell winning first prize. 
The other prize winners were J. Stauffer, F. Anderson 
and J. Turner, jr. 

ee CAnGC 2.8 Be Paes Reena aattoneentts 
HiUsher. 22-e- 40 28 
J. Summerhays 80 58 
GIS Car Cpe ae OS RRA) Pecttotewe cosecsseseeses 20 3 
We StaUiers:20-5c-5. 40 33 
A. Campbell ; : 90 37 
UT SAR ENEL kere foresee ere 70 54 
Ee RTS eee eee ey eee Fee 30 15 
rsa VW OOGDU Ee ioe e nes cos see ete a AO 34 
Ss WSOM i= tow er.tretess-2 eee tees ates em 36 
SUMS HOU or SY nec eetoecccccce eerene eee oocercoaese ce smedas 30 12 
ES ATG CGS O Mh earnest aces reteset cae nance 80 43 
SJRBING ralcrny eh = see ser-c ore cts. nc onsceaes Sa 40 28 
WTEC EC GANA toe. 5. face funda nereceusese see 22 14 

At tae regular weekly shoot on Feb. 26th, tre wind 
made the targets very tricky. J. Lawson, J. Stauffer, 
F. Anderson and J. Turner jr., were the prize winners. 
Scores: 

Shot at. Broke 
1 Be] Bal OAC ce et mere Smee Se eR Re Or era ee 30 19 
F121 DSTA eT ape see oe el ee IR CBN nen teen eae 20 18 
Wes nmmerbaySs.<....5.--2.. 70 53 
Mr. Dunbat........... 20 11 
Mayor Curran... 40 28 
1 SSL NLOXG Veo L011 Ree es oa nen 55 30 
J. Monkman 50 28 
A. Campbell... 70 39 
BE eIVIGNEIS OTe se oee2eo-sy se oe ares 50 28 
aie Tne jhe cee Pi eee ee 50 30 
WAT INS ET OTE 5 ooo coos ashes erento ee sees 20 10 
PRG ES ea ns eo, ee eae cee emer 20 15 
BPPR SN EAI hen tes Sccres se ssstisen-eaca cco ccnmeae etek ee 40 2 
EY TivieG CVS SE sew ete eas co Reva sae soe 30 16 

The regular weekly shoot of the National Gun Club 
was held on Saturday, March 11th. Messrs. Usher, 
Stauffer, Anderson and Turner, sr., won the prizes. 
The scores: 

F. Fowlev............ 
FI. C. Morrison. 
A. Campbell......... 
ey eburners jp. 

Sener. (Si. 
J. Stauffer 

BR eeanree:.::.. 

Stanley Gun Club. 
The Mimico Gun Club were the guests of the Stan- 

leys in a iriendly match at 50 targets per man on Satur- 
day aiternoon, Feb. 12th. Mimico was represented 
by the following members: Dods, Germain, Harrison, 
Draw, Sears. Doughty, Lowes, Burnett, Bowman and 
Band. The Stanleys were represented by eight shoot- 
ers, who pitted their scores against the eight best of the 
visiting team. The Stanleys were the victors, with a 
score of 317 against 292. 

A new feature has been added to the red. white and 
blue innovation shoot. A yellow target will be thrown. 
and the shooter breaking this target gets one box of 
shells and his targets free. 

Mr. Sears got this bird on Saturday, but unfortunate- 
ly lost it. 

at. Broke 
ee aot dais caus anacenescessese cess 65 114 

: 160 =-106 
150 93 
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Salisbury 2.25). 22 ee eee 110 73 
Wowshit yess. eee eee es YY, 57 
Bedwell....... ee ets ee nee Ansan S 90 79 
Weise.... 80 50. 
Draw _80 42 
Buck... 80 54 
Lowes....... 80 48 
Bowman ee 85 1 
PLarrisOD: 2. h.c.cn ee ee 75 0 
BNO Si econ ee 75 42 

| 01s beeen eterna es 65 54 
Burnett... ckncsn eee 65 54 

A very pleasant match was held at Mimico Gun 
Club Saturday afternoon, February 26th, between the 
Mimico and Stanley Gun Clubs. The match was for 
fifty birds per man, the ten best scores of each team 
counting. 

The Stanleys, who were represented by Messrs. 
Vivian, Jennings, Sockett, Joslin, Salisbury, McMartin, — 
Winter, Bedwell, Skey and Hogarth were tne victors 
with a score of 388, against 338 of the Mimico Gun Club ~ 
the shocters being Messrs. Jermyn, Dodds, Serson, 
Doughty, Raymond, Devins, Leedham, Hutchison. 

Quite a few members and friends were present at the 
Stanley Gun Club’s shoot on Saturday afternoon, 
Mar. 11th, and some good scores were made. In the 
prize shoot Messrs. Tomlin, Hughes, Rolf, Stevens and 
Hogarth were tie, but in the shoot off the winners were 
as follows:—1, Tomlin; 2, Hogarth; 3, Stevens; 4, Rolf. 
The follow'ng were the scores in the requis events :— 

Shot at. ee 
Bedsvell.. oon ee ee Ai5 i eee 2 gels 
Hughes = a 
Salsbury 

St. Hubert Gun Club. 
St. Hubert’s Gun Club held its pte shoot Satur- 

day, Feb. 12th, under rather severe weather conditions, 
the thermometer registering 10 degrees above zero with 
a raw northeast wind. In spite of this handicap ex- 
ceptionally good scores were made, the general average 
being 71 per cent. F 

Mr. Wm. Slaney, who secured the weekly spoon is one 
of the veteran shots of the club, and his win was a most 
popular one, each member joining in enthusiastic 
cheering when the announcement was made. 

Mr. Joseph Barnaby made his initial bow and broke 
into the game with a score of 17. 

The outstanding features: 
Wm. Slaney wins spoon. F 
Easdale and Rogers, top-notchers first day in the 

Geo. White spoon event. f 
. Easdale, Rogers and Corby were high guns for the 
ay. 
The scores: ; 

Two Events at 25 Birds. 
George Easdale...c.c coi ne costtnceesn eee 22 21—43 
Vi..V. Rogers:::5).. 2 eee 19 24—43 
Wi Je GOrD ysis eceeistereseese eee eee 21 22—43 
As W. Throop?.... ieee 23 19—42 
¥W.... SLANE Yi.. evasevcccccocceus he seen se see cee eee eee 20 20—40 
QO. T Ring. ae ee 17 22—39 
J.B; Bunti..at ees 18 20—38 
Geo. White: 2.3. 22S Se ee eee 20 16—36 
C: J: Booth:..2:-5. 5.2633 See eee 17 19—36 
A. Latimer.. . 18 16—34 
W. Fairchild.. 13. 20—33 
INS Grantor 15 15—30 
JA SEL SViassern eee . 10 13—23 
Jos. (Barnaby 2i03.5 ee 5 12—I17 

*Handicap 4 birds. *y 
Extras at 25 birds; Geo. Easdale, 23; J. B. Bunn, 21; 

V. V. Rogers, 19; A. Latimer, 18; A. H. Visser, 18; C. 
J. Booth, 14; H. Graham 19 out of 30. : 
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The Very Latest—JAMISON’S HUMDINGER 
THE STRUGGLING BAIT 

The only bait ever made that really struggles. This wonderful 
bait has three different motions at the same time. The forward 
motion, a fast wiggling motion from side to side, and an extremely rapid 
up and down motion of the rear end of the bait, giving it the most lifelike 

imitation of a wounded minnow struggling to reach cover ever 
produced. Noother bait can even approach it. It is the limit. 
It can be used as a deep diving wiggler, a near-surface wiggler, 
or a surface splatter bait, at will. The bait protects the hooks 
to such an extent that it goes through weeds in a surprising 
manner. Make no mistake. This bait is a real fish getter. 
Celluloid enamel does not come off, nickel fittings, and hooks 
that are detachable and do notinterlock. Send for catalog of 
Tackle, Reels, Baits, Flies, Spoons, Fly Dressing Materials, etc. 

Dept. R., 736 S. California Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. 

Postage 3c 

Red Head with White Body, all White, all Yellow, all Red. 

THE W. J. JAMISON COMPANY, 

FISHING TACKLE THAT STANDS THE TEST 
ORVIS RODS 

REELS, FLIES, MINNOW TRAPS 
Special Four Ounce Fly Rod Now Ready 

For Delivery. 

Not the Cheapest but the Best Is Our Motte. 

CHARLES F. ORVIS CO., MANCHESTER, VT. 
tL JCatalogue on Request. 

= G. M. SKINNER’S 
FAMOUS FLUTED SPOON BAITS 

100 Varieties and Sizes 

Send for Catalog No. 47 
describing New Baits. 

Mention Rod and Gun. 

Made in 3 shapes, 11 sizes and 6 
finishes. Reversible blades, inter- 
changeable flies, providing outfits 
for any kind of game fishing 
Send for Tackle Catalogue 

with color sheet, Logansport, Ind. 

CLAYTON, N.Y. 

PERFECTION 
At LAST 
And it is all yours for the 

Back-Lash Reel 
—that enables the amateur to 
cast successfully, on his very 
first trip—that enables the vet- 
eran Angler to do better work, 
hour after hour, on any trip. 

The South Bend Anti-Back- 

nominal sum of 

50c 

Lash Reel is a two-in-one prop- 
osition—that’s why it pleases the beginner and the 
seasoned Angler alike. It’s the greatest reel value 
ever put in a tackle-box. 

If you haven’t tried the South Bend Anti-Back-Lash 
Reel get one at your dealer’s or send for literature; 
but do not go through this season without knowing 
all about this great reel. 

Fully guaranteed without any time limit. Money 
back if not entirely satisfied. 

New Ideas 
In Baits and Lures—FREE 
We have just received from our printer some in- 
teresting literature on new, very effective, light 
Buck-Tail lures and some new baits that we 
have recently perfected. You should learn 

about these new things 
—you can—simply 
send a card to 

South Bend Bait Co. 
8260 W. Colfax Ave. 
South Bend, Indiana 

Every fisherman buys it on 

first sight 

The very last word on tops for fishing 
rod tips—tops which never cut, loop, 
snarl, or chew up your cherished enam- 
eled line; never crack, break, bend, or 
cause trouble at the critical time when 
a single hitch means the loss of that 
biggest of all big ones. Tops which are 
file-proof, fool-proof, indestructible, 

light in weight and smooth as satin in 
aetion, exquisite in finish and an orna- 
ment to any rod. Endorsed by both 
anglers and the trade as the most 
valuable offering made to the guild in 

years. 

Every PERFECTION top sold under 
unqualified guarantee. Your money re- 
funded if they do not give full satis- 

faction. 

Descriptive booklet and _ testimonials 
free on request; send for one—a postal 

ecard will bring it promptly. 

THE PERFECTION TIP CO. 
613 Seventeenth Street, Denver, Colo. 
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Six 2-man teams took part in the primary shoot for 
the two dessert spoons donated by Mr. Geo. White— 
two highest scores out of three regular Saturday shoots 
to count. A , 

Messrs. Easdale and Rogers, the latter with a minus 
handicap of one bird, were high with 85 out of 100. 
Corby and Ring were a close second with 83. The 
team standing is as follows, club handicaps included: 
VEE Tara Er) Peal oy eS re ee eee Oy ae ee renee 43 
[Rafe e) coped ie eesen al tol ee eee tee Bei ene See EES 42 

85 
(COT Se sree eek ere epee eer ce aa Pe te er ecb ecco ee ecco ans Pos / 43. 
Last AMM estas btery ny a Most ns) Eom Aen Geereerener oscar ne 40 

83 
SN N70) pe eR nRE nos ee PRM Cr So EAT 42 
Bruns Bea See Pa 38 

ky) 
atimer (handicap..6:Dirds):d.sc...0e: se eens SVG 
Booths (tandicapsaAeoinGs) yi eae seater: aS 

78 
Wihite (handicap s4ubinds) tn .sscsngenien eee eee 40 
Piair2hild (handicap s2ebirds) sen 5  f2 1) 

; 75 
Slaney handicaps DInd 8) ii .ce. srceteges. voccs tess nshcove sts . 44 
Misser, (handicap. 0 DIEds)*.c50 ee eee 229 

73 
Although the weather conditions were decidely un- 

favorable, temperature about zero, with a blustery west 
wind, a quorum of shooters faced the St. Hubert traps 
Saturday, Feb. 19th. V. V. Rogers tacked on a score 
of 45 out of 50, a remarkable performance under suéh 
adverse conditions. 
Geo. Easdale, with 44, tied with V. V. Rogers in the 
club spoon handicap competition, the latter wiih a 
minu- of one bird having already won aspoon. In the 
shoot off, Easdale nosed out by one bird, 19 against 18. 
Following is a ;ecapitulation of the scores: 
Two events at 25 targets:— 

Wits WSR KOSEL Sct te ce ete ae a ee ee 22 23—45 
Geo. tasdale... 22 22—44 
J2be Bonn 18 22—40 
H. W. Fairchild... 19 20—39 
A. W. Throop........ 20 17—37 
OMAR inge eet core 13 18—31 
dP) ISTE 11a) a ean oe em pe oe 12 15—27 
Geo Whiten ese a once he Se 
Ay al=s VISSER seceecnee re: 3 11 8 19 
Extras, at 25 birds: Geo. Easdale, 19: N. Grant, 

ee V. V. Rogers, 18: H. W. Fairchild, 18: A. H. Visser, 

The semi-final for G. R. White spoons, ; 
Easdale led with 88. Zt Senay” 
_Notwithstanding the somewhat unfavorable con- 

ditions, on Saturday, Feb. 26th, a dozen members faced 
the traps and the scores, although much below Lhe aver- 
age, were very good considering. Geo. Easdale was 
high gun with 40 out of 50. 

H. W. Fairchild captured the club spoon shooting in 
class ““B” with a handicap of two birds added to 38, 
which made him the winner over Geo. Easdale, who has 
a minus of one bird, having already won a spoon. 

V. V. Rogers and Geo. Easdale were the winning team 
for the dessert spoons donated by Mr. Geo. White, 
having the very creditable score of 175 out of 200. 
The two highest scores of three club shoots were taken 
as :— 
DUA Ep EOD DS foe ets foase8 v2. cs AAs estcnecic™ 400 AD 88 
EOQe er aAStAle eo eer hes 13. 44—87 

LEE ater ised og) eae a 175 
CLUB SPOON SHOOT— 

Two Events at 25 Clay Birds. 
tzeo. Easdale . 22 18—40 

17—38 
20—37 

sees 16—36 
eee 16—32 

16—31 
aoe 17—31 

13—30 
“eepeess 1529 

13. 22 
1J—17 

24 
22. 
19 
18 
16 
15 
11 
10 
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-in the next G. A. H. i 

A large number of shooters, taking advantag 
fine afternoon on March 4th, fa: ed the St. Hube: 
and took part in the splendid program. The 
of the afternoon was the handicap competition 
club spoon in which four members tied forthe p: 
Geo. Easdale and V. V. Rogers were high guns with 
out of 50 each. H. W. Fairchild with 39 plus one bi 
and N. Brownlee with 36 plus four birds tied 
Easdale and Rogers, the latter two each with 
of one bird, having already won aspoon. Asth 
noen was well advanced there was not time o 
enough light to shoot off the tie and it was 
that a special event of 25 birds would be held 
lowing Saturday, to decide the winner. 
CLUB SPOON SHOOT.—_. = ; 

Two events at 25 clay pigeons. 
Geo. Easdale.......,...ic5-226s--e- : 
Vie Vi Rosers* ee eee 21 
H. W. Fairchild 19 
B. Beattie 19 
A.W. Throop.. 21 
O. T. Ring 16 
C. J. Booth 14 
N. Brownlee 17 
E.. O'Connor... vy 
NE 14 
Dr. Mohr 14 
Wm. Forbes 10 
N. : eet : 
A. He Visser)....:.2:253 eee 11 : 

Extras at 25 birds: V. V. Rogers, 21, 22—43; 
Easdale, 19, 23—42; J. B. Bunn, 19; E. O’Connor, 
C. J. Booth, 18; O. T. Ring, 18; N. Grant, 14; A. 
Visser, 11: Wm. Forbes, 10. tf 4 ‘ 

Six two man teams took pzrt in the contest for 1 
dessert spoons donated by Mr. Cecil Bethune. 
scores of the clab spoon soot were taken and Nh 
Easdale and Rogers led with 80x100. _ Beat‘ie an 
were a close second with 77. _ Following is the st 
of the teams showing handicaps added or tak 
as the case may be: 
t asdale 40, Rogers 40.... 
Beattie 39, Ring 38......... 
Brownlee 40, O’ Connor 35... 
Fairchild 41, Mohr 28........... 
Throop'37, Bunn 29)... ::3-2...22-<-5 
Grant 30, Visser 26.......:.....2c-s. fccscesstes a sone F 

The fine weather brought out the season’s 
crowd of shooters and spectators to St. Hubert’s 
Saturday, Mar. 11th. Jos. Dionne carried off the s) 
with 46 birds out of 50. Geo. Easdale had the 
score but has a minus of one bird having already won 
spoon. 
CLUB SPOON .— 

[wo events at 25 targets. 
Jos. Dionne::.,...082 ieee ee Z 
Geo. Easdale... 
V. V. Rogers....... 
H. W. Fairchild. 

4. W. Throop.... 

A. H. Visser. 
Of ae Ringt ers 
J: Gollinss= 

H. Sibbald... a 
EX. Da open: tenes ane eG 

Messrs. Rogers, Fairchild and Brownlee are still 
for the spoon offered for comptition on Sat 
March 4. i 

Specials at 25 birds. _ 
Easdale, 21; Rogers, 22, 20—42; Fairchild, 20. 

20—58: Cameron, 19+Grant. 19; Ring, 16, 15, 19 
Visser, 17, 16, 15—48; Geo. White, 29x40. . 

Seven two man teams took part in the competil 
for the dessert spoons donated by Mr. Cecil Bethu 
The scores for the semi-final shoot follow: q 
Easdale-Rogers:s..-5 22 ee 5 
Dionne-Smith............ 46 
Fairchild-~-Mohr 
Bunn-Throop............ 
Grant-Visser......... 
Beattie-Ring............. 
Cameron=Gollins:....5..tccnccee ee : 

Competing with more than 20 men experts with 
gun, Mrs. R. R. Barber, of Minneapolis, in a rece! 
shoot of the Twin Cities Gun Club in Minneapoli 
pulverized 196 of the 200 targets thrown, the high 
score of the shoot and the best she has ever mad 
There are several women shots who will bear watchin 
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TAHE Geographic Board have conferred the name of Mount Cavell 
on the mountain in Jasper Park which was climbed last summer by 

5 Professor Holway and Dr. Gilmour. This mountain which is 
11,020 feet high and has two fine glaciers is located within easy access 
of the Canadian Northern lines through the Rocky Mountains. A trail 
has been cut through to the main glacier from the Canadian Northern 
line, but the peak is visible for twelve miles from the observation cars 
on the line. The new name will commemorate the noble English 
nurse who came to such an untimely end at the hands of the 
Germans in Belgium. . .. 
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TALES OF THE *TRAPPERS AND 

HUNTERS OF 1914-1915 

Bonnycastle Dale 

i OW who do you think chop- 
ped that wood?” asked Fritz as 
he pointed to an armful the boy 

carried. The visitor to the camp 
looked thoughtful, guessed the young 
Jad did it and was mightily surprised 
when Fritz said: 

*“Those poplars were cut down and 
then chewed into short lengths. by 
beaver. We hope sometime to tame 
some, Sir, and then the hard work of 
wood-cutting will be over for me. 
One healthy beaver to a family ought 
to supply enough wood for the win- 

i . 
Really I had to interfere as just 

before this I heard the lad solemnly 
inform our visitor that he intended 
to make an aeroplane “‘so that he 
could salt the tails of whole flocks of 
duck and thus get his season’s limit 
easily.” 

The early freezing over of the lakes 
and marshes of the Kawartha chain 
on November 18th, 1914, upset all 
the hunters’ and trappers’ plans—and 
if we take the hints the animals them- 
selves give us we would be as far 
astray. This year I found a fully 
built muskrat house on the Ist of 
September, as well as unfinished ones 
of the lst of November. Even the 
beaver here are using bank dwellings 
far below the high water line of the 
spring freshets. |The common rat, 
dwelling in these marshes, has de- 
veloped into a large, fierce, fighting 
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vermin. They infest the drowned: 
lands. In fact they are a pest to 
campers on some of the low-lying 
islands. We have heard for many 
nights regular pitched battles under: 
the tent floor, until, in common self: 
defence, we were obliged to trap the 
noisy beasts. Then the pitiful squeal- 
ing of the captured animal made us 
hasten out, armed with electric torch 
and fish-killing-stick, and despatch 
the poor thing. The rats are of large 
size. Note the two Fritz is showing 
to the decoy ducks. All the winged 
things took flight in early December, 
all save the regular winter boarders, 
and the trails of the lesser animals 
crisscross the snow. The voles and 
moles and mice carry on a_ regular 
hunt during the dark hours of the cold 
nights, even chasing their prey far 
out onto the icy surface of the lakes. 
Soon, when the snow is too deep for 
this work, the under-snow galleries 
will be formed. If you want to see a 
wonderful, natural catacomb dig up 
a few feet of the smooth surface of the 
snow; dig right down to the ground 
and study the wonders of this dark, 
subterannean battlefield, for there 
are hundreds of animals to the acre 
that must have nightly food all 
during the winter months. Do not be 
astonished if you flare a grouse, for 
they often seek temporary cover un- 
der the branches of the ground hem- 
lock and the spruce.. Rabbits and 
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hares bound along these runways 
with the green lamped terror, the 
mink or the weasel, loping behind. 
Then there are chambers that have 
water openings. The mink’s always 
ends where the water begins. ~ 

One day we followed the track of a 
red fox across a lonely lake. His track 
ran in curves and winding ways, so 
that he covered a goodly portion of 
the white smooth surface. In one 
place he had come across the frozen- 
in body of a big American Merganser. 
Poor bird it had no doubt been wound- 
ed and could not fly away with the 
big noisy band. The melting of the 
various snowfalls had buried it so 
deep that not even the sharp claws 
and teeth of the fox could uncover it, 
so along he ran until he came to the 
marsh. Straight for the first muskrat 
house he sped and instantly set to 
work and tore off the south side of the 
dry cover. Then he struck the wet 
frozen weeds of the house and his 
progress was delayed. Finally he 
made an entrance. Long before this 
the big, brown-eyed muskrats had 
taken a plunge through the open 
water hole below and swam to safety 
along the many channels they had cut 
open in the roots of the marsh plants 

| 

These sticks of firewood were cut to this usable 

size by beaver on Rice Lake, Ont. 
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during the early fall. Once they came 
to a hollow root with an air chamber 
above water they snuggled there in 
safety. Mr. Fox inserted his black 
nose and part of his head in the hole 
he had made, one could tell this by the 
melted snow beneath where his body 
had lain and there he lay in wait, and 
long might he wait, clever though he 
is, before he could fool his sensitive, 
keen nosed prey. It was odd to note 
how his nervous tail had slowly 
flapped from side to side, and then 
becoming disgusted how he had run 
off along an old marsh trail in search 
of the ever vanishing dinner. 

Rarely indeed do we come across 
the track of a mink in this part of 
Ontario. Skunks are plentiful—long 
may they reign undisturbed by us. 
Weasel are fairly common, and musk- 
rats very plentiful, as last spring’s 
low water left great numbers_ un- 
molested by the trappers, and a large 
percentage that had got caught in the 
traps escaped on account of the low 
water. Many of this spring’s catch 
will have but three legs. The price, 
lowered by the war, made it in 1914 
hardly worth while to take them. 
Two seasons handrunning, 1913 and 
1914, the early freezing of the 
marshes rendered fall trapping im- 
possible, and 1915 gave only about 
three days, after December 1st, to the 
trappers before the whole marsh and 
creeks and nearly all the river froze 
over. Some of the men caught a fair 
number in that short time, but the 
saddles were very black with the 
visible hair bulbs and the price cor- 
respondingly low. It would be better 
for all if no muskrats were trapped 
before March, 

The first open water in Rice Lake 
was seen on March 22, 1915 at the 
mouth of the Otonabee. Again the 
water in the marshes was very low, so 
that it would be impossible to drown 
the muskrats, therefore it was of no use 
to set the traps far back from the 
river and deeper pondholes. This 
crowded the trappers in a thousand 
acre marsh into about a tenth of that 
space, and the marsh was fairly 
paved with steel traps, about one 
thousand in a mile square. Fritz led 
the minority with about forty traps, 
while the majority leader had fully 
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three hundred. Out of this limited 
space about one thousand muskrats 
were taken, and hundreds of legs of 
the ones who escaped. A great num- 
ber of the captured ones had from one 
to three legs missing. 

It seems foolish for me to déscribe 
the way these men set their traps, it 
was so simple, no bait, no lures, no 
animal scent. The muskrats are run- 
ning about so wildly in this, the 
breeding season, pursuing the elusive 
female and fighting desperate battles 
with the other myriad lovers, that 
any trap, set along the runways, and 
covered fairly with water, in an axe cut 
niche in a log, or set in a built up pile 
of weeds, with deep enough water 
alongside to drown the catch, will 
suffice. One man from the Indian 
Village, one of the best hunters and 
trappers on the lake, covered a line of 
traps fourteen miles long. He was 
met at various landing places by his 
eldest boy with a horse and light 
wagon, and the heavy muskrats were 
thrown out of the canoe, thus enab- 
ling this big husky chap to drag that 
craft over miles of dry marshes, pad- 
dle in up the numerous creeks, port- 
age it over the banks and take out in 
this one season six or seven hundred 
muskrats,—and well he deserved them 
after his strenuous work. 

Just a word about the selling of the 
fur. It will be to the great advantage 
of the buyers to promise only that 
which they can fulfil. I have before 
me numerous United States and 
Canadian fur buyers’ circulars. Now 
both the fur buyers and the trappers 
agree that the furs of this latitude are 
first class both in pelage and hide, 
therefore, if anywhere on this con- 
tinent, we should have many No. 1 
extras, but not a single one can I find 
in the returns of the various pur- 
chases of muskrats by first class 
houses. It would be better, surely, 
not to offer this top price for a top 
class, if such class is not to be found 
by the fur sorters. Excepting a few 
cases of actual dishonesty the vast 
majority of the pelts were bought by 
the good houses at a fair market price, 
but over and above this price was 
that printed offer of an unattainable 
quality that leaves all the trappers 
dissatisfied. Offer just the full mar- 
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ket value and pay it, is my humble 
advice. 

There will be a great increase in the 
number of the furbearers uncaught 
each year while the war lasts, for so 
many of the trappers, men who see 
that if they do not go and fight for 
their country there will be no country 
left for them to trap in, have gone to 
the front. All honor to them for this. 
No man of military age, health and 
strength should waste his time trap- 
ping while the enemy are daily forcing 
us nearer to conscription. For this 

1, Fritz skinning the muskrats. 

2. Fritz captures two of the muskrats, large, 

fierce, fighting vermin. 
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reason the furbearers will enormously 

increase, and the game birds de- 

crease. I saw, in one bend of the 

Otonabee, where Fritz and I were 

duckshooting this fall, twenty-four 
muskrat houses in an hundred yard 
strip of marsh and rice. The tracks 

of the furbearers dot the marshes, 

many have actually been killed with 

sticks since the ice took this fall, Dec- 

ember 4th to 6th. The home village, 

near where I write this has been deplet- 

ed of its young men,eleven having gone 
out to the war from a little cluster of 

1. Bending the red willow stretcher for the pile 

of muskrat pelts. 

2. A good night and morning’s catch of fur, 

16 from 40 traps. 
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homes in the valley containing about 
seventy-five souls. The lad Fritz, 
whose picture you have so often seen, 
is away to fight for you and me. 

This enormous increase of the fur- 
bearers leads to indiscriminate fight- 
ing. I pictured two of the pelts Fritz 
took last spring. They were literally 
torn to pieces on the living rat. It had 
been caught in one of the traps and, 
unable to put up as stiff a fight as 
usual, had literally been stripped of 
its hide, great numbers were thrown 
away for this reason. 
Now as to Sunday trapping. I have 

yet to meet the trapper who would 
not rather rest on that day and clean 
up camp and himself, but he should 
be allowed to paddle around his traps 
and kill every suffering animal caught 
in their cruel jaws. It is no doubt 
from kindness of heart that these 
Sunday reformers insist we should not 
do anything they do not want to do 
themselves, but once they step into 
the Natural History field they need to 
study deeply cause and effect, before 
they leave thousands of animals to 
suffer, while they in comfort attend ~ 
comfortable places of worship. Per- 
sonally I love the reformer and the 
good citizen, but he must self-sacri- 
fice something before he can insist on 
new and little understood laws. 

The food for the furbearers is, as 
usual, prolific, moles and mice and 
‘shrews and rabbits for the fox; the 
mink, the weasel, the marten, as well 
as lots of small fish in the creeks for 
such as can catch them, millions of 
tons of flat roots, wapatoes (the musk- 
rat apple) wild onions and all the weed 
seeds that all animals greedily nibble. 

Like the foolish virgins in the 
parable were the marshdwellers this 
fall, all unready; they made a great 
fuss about building their houses in 
late September and early October, 
but the freeze-up in November caught 
them still unfinished. Day after day 
just as the first faint gleam of light 
marked the eastern horizon Fritz and 
I paddled out into the marshes. It 
was a very common sight to see one 
of these shy animals beside the canee. 
We proved their eyesight to be very 

_ poor, approaching them within pad- 
dle stroke time after time.. Then 
with a great “tump” that reminded 

Gilles ac ARS AEN > peesepicks a9 Deel Dt 
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me of the seal’s great tail splash as it 
sounds, down went the web-footed. 
Time after time, when our canoes were 
in the frozen-in “‘hides”’ in the ice, we 
would hear the musk gnawing an 
icehole, or feel them bump along the 
bottom of the canoe as they swam 
beneath on their way to and from 
their frozen in houses. If you will. 
squat quietly near one of these big 
snow-covered homes for an hour you 
will learn much of the home life of 
these clean marshdwellers. 

The Ojibways have many legends 
of the Muskrat such as that of THE 
MUSKRAT AND THE FI.OOD. 
(quoting from notes taken by Speck). . 
“That is going to flood the world and 
be the end,” said Nenebuc, the child 
of the Sun, so he cut trees and made a 
raft. Water covered everything. 
He saw all kinds of animals swimming 
towards his raft. ‘“‘Come on! Come 
on!” he called “‘And stay here’’. The 
animals stayed on the raft. He made 
a rope of roots and tied it to the 
beaver’s tail, telling him to dive and 
reach the land beneath. The beaver 
couldn’t reach the land. Seven days 
after he allowed the muskrat to dive. 

They waited a long time but he did 
not come up. This muskrat doubled 
up and put his nose into the hair of 
his breast, to breathe by the bubbles 
clinging there. At last he used up all 
the air, and could only grab a little 
piece of mud. Then he started to the 
surface but drowned before he reached 
the raft. Nenebuc pulled the musk- 
rat in and he was still holding the 
mud. Nenebuc said: “I am going to 
dry this, as-soon as it is dry you can 
go around the world again.” He 
dried it, but not entirely, so some 
parts of the world are swampy and 
wet and others dry. Thus the ani- 
mals had the earth again and the 
world was made.” 

I have quoted this just to show that 
the muskrat is “‘some pumpkins’’ ac- 
cording to our Red Brother, but alas 

I have heard nearly all the miracles 
of the Good Book repeated by the 
tribes in halting folk-lore wherever 
those inimitable missionaries, the 
Jesuits have wandered and suffered, 
so I think we had better put the 
muskrat into his latest rightful place, 
“Near Otter’, on my lady’s coat. 

ONE EYE BUNNY AND THE TENDER- 
POOT: THE. TALE OF A TRAIL 

Frank 

HIS is the. tale of a trail in 
Canada’s mountain wonderland. 
The personnel possessed five 

eyes, ten legs, and a wide variety of 
characteristics. 

One Eye and Bunny were my bron- 
chos; the one lifted me in, the other 
carried me out, and to each I here 
pay my grateful respects for doing 
their turn well and safely. 

I have already forgiven One Eye’s 
playful tricks of negotiating a log 
across the trail by making as though 
he were about to step slowly over it 
and then suddenly lifting his passen- 
ger in the air as he jumped the ob- 
struction. Nor do I intend holding 
it against Bunny that he started an 
equestrian circus turn on the narrow- 
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est bit of trail and at its highest point. 
I'd perform too if stung into action 
by the sting of a bull-dog or hornet. 
“What will I do with him?’’, was the 
wild cry of the tenderfoot to his guide. 
“Give ’im the reins,’ came the re- 
sponse. This I was perfectly willing 
to do, indeed to let him have anything 
he wanted if he would only keep on 
an even keel. But this is anticipat- 
ing the sequence of events. 

The transition was soon made from 
the train to the trail; from -the finger- 
bowl dining car meal to the camp 
tinnery and cutlery; from the comfort 
of artificial civilization to the back- 
to-nature life. When Robson station 
is reached on the Grand Trunk Pa- 
cific Railway, away north in British 
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Columbia, there is a bit of a building, 

erected on the only foothold of earth 

thereabouts. A flag station it is, and 

therefore agentless and phoneless, and 

yet it has human occupation and 

cheery human occupation at that, for 

the section man inhabits it, and his 

sirlish wife gave us unofficial greeting. 

Broken was her English, but sweet of 

tone and very human in its kindliness. 

Thank you, little lady from far-away 

Europe. Your smiling “sure” to our 

every question, and request, the plac- 

directed weapon and suffered, the 
innocent for the guilty, by losing his 
left eye. 
Now we're off on the first turn of 

the trail. Dunnage bags have been 
securely diamond-hitched on the pack 
ponies who are started down the grade 
well knowing the road and their duty. 
Far below, the greenish-white waters 
of the Fraser River, stirred into a 
milky passion, rushed along the can- 
yon track, on their long tortuous six- 
hundred mile journey to the ocean. 

Little pack ponies of the Mt. Robson region having their pictures taken 

ing of the attic at our disposal for 
excess baggage, and the interest you 
took in the wayfarers at the edge of 
the trail is placed in the index of 
memory. 

Curly Phillips,—packer, trapper, 
guide, mountaineer, trail maker and 
trail traveller,—was ready for us with ~ 
a string of ponies and a bunch of good 
chaps to help us hit the trail aright. 
The sturdy little steeds were bunched 
together, waiting to fulfil their part 
of the contract. Brownie made his 
bell jangle out a strident note as the 
invaders of the solitude were allocated 
each to his beast. One-Eye was mine, 
wearing a soiled white coat, a languid 
air, and a drooping head and tail. 
Turning his one good eye to his rider, 
he fixed me with a penetrating gaze, 
and seemed to size me up in the single 
glance of his single optic. Talk 
about cruelty to animals! His former 
owner, angered at the cussedness of a 
beastie, hurled a pointed stick at him, 
but poor Whitey received the badly 

The Phillips cabin successfully met 
our inner cravings at the universal 
eating hour of noon, cooking an ex- 
tensive menu on a very small stove 
propped up on the verandah. With 
the draining of the fourth cup of nerve- 
bracing tea from the spacious kettle, 
and the eating of the final bannock, 
the procession made its real start for 
Mount Robson, seventeen miles away. 

And right here I wish to doff my 
sombrero to the trail-blazer. Like 
the railway builder, he has the passion 
for overcoming obstacles and forcing 
his way into nature’s most inviolate 
depths. One admires his audacity, 
his skill, his resourcefulness. 

The unwinding way was marked by 
an infinite variety of scene and of 
grade. Every curve— and curves 
were as plentiful as berries along the 
way—brought a new world into view. 
At one moment the path followed the 
right hand bank of the Grand Forks 
River, a beautiful stream, whipped 
into foam in its galloping descent, 
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singing a song of life and movement as 
it flowed oceanward. And when a 
detour left the cooling waters behind, 
their distant music was toned down 
to a penetrating and soothing mur- 
mur. 

»A bit of scrub was followed by a 
- sudden plunge into forest depths 
sheltered from the sun by towering 
cedars and firs reaching to a height of 
two hundred feet. The shoots of 
light filtering through the roof of 
branches lit up the narrow way witha 
strangely stereoscopic effect. Straight 
of trunk the superb trees rose toward 
the sky, their bases hidden in a wild 
tangle of undergrowth. The luxur- 
iance of nature was everywhere reveal- 
ed; from the giant devil’s club, meas- 
uring up to the saddle, to a stem of 
fireweed struggling for a place in the 
sun in which to exhibit its highly 
colored flower. 

Like unto the trail of life, this trail 
was characterized by its ups and 
downs. Not always gentle inclines 
were the ups. The line of march soon 
became as erratic as it was uneven, a 
fact which discovered every piece of 
anatomy a human is supposed to 
have. And the painful revelation is 
hastened by the differing gaits of one’s 
beats. Perhaps he cannot help it; 
perhaps it is one of his humorous 
turns, but One-Eye had a greater 
variety of steps than ever marked a 
tango dancer. Jerks, wrenches, side 
steps, wriggles, mincing steps, strides, 
marked the old rascal’s_ progress. 
Of course there were fallen logs across 
the path. For the first few miles 
these he passed by, gently stepping 
over them as if to say to his city-bred 
rider: “‘Now, ride easy, Mr Novice, 
I know your muscles, knee caps and 
ankle joints must be shaken and 
twisted; Ill take this with a step to 
slow music.’ but then it was that he 
played me false. With startling sud- 
denness he took the big obstruction 
with a high jump that sent his rider 
bounding as high as the stirrups per- 
mitted, with its accompanying re- 
bound that jarred the last quiescent 
nerve into action. I didn’t blame 
the wretched little cayuse for violent- 
ly struggling when a bit of soft bank, 
on a nasty curve, gave way under his 
hind feet, nor for the broncho dance 

that threatened a realization on my 
accident policies, but the injustice of 
the jump over the log rankled, and so 
I told him in stern tones and strong 
words. 

There are no more _ interesting 
denizens of the mountains than the 
ponies. A book might be written 
recording their characteristics, and 
these would include a few faults. 
They are exceeding clever and up to 

Negotiating the “Flying Trestle’ on the Mt. 

Robson Trail 

all sorts of tricks. Especially do they 
treat the tenderfoot with high disdain, 
and if he ventures on telling his 
mount where to go or how to handle 
a bad bit of trail, he will soon be put 
in his place, sometimes literally. I 
have had the most insulting looks 
thrown at me by my mount as he 
twisted his neck around so as to look 
me straight in the face. All over its 
countenance was written the sign, 
“mind your own business.”’ 

One is interested, too, in the curious 
and sometimes illuminating names 
given to the western cayuses. So 
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you have Diana and Bunny, Buck and 
Ginger, Steamboat and Whirlwind, 
Slim and Jumble, Pocahontus and The 
Kid. One might expect disaster from 
riding either Coffin Lid or Calamity. 
Silver Tail and Silver Heeis both lived 
up to their poetic names. Darky and 
Topsy should go together. Then 
there are Peanuts and Popcorn, Mous- 
ey and Ginger, Diana and Speck, Pin- 
to and Highpocket, and finally Ne- 
buchadnezzar, who is called Neb. for 
short. 
When our caravan struck the flat 

trail across a level stretch of an old 
lake bed, a trio of pack ponies formed 
a conspiracy to create a diversion. 
Why keep to a trail when there is a 
spreading bit of earth to wander over? 
But Shorty and Jim were promptly 
on their track, so was the little lady 
cook who rode her mount like the 
most expert of cowboys, and e’er long 
the wandering cayuses were whip- 
lashed back into line. 

Speaking of Shorty and Jim, Jim 
played a low down trick on Shorty 
that night. Shorty was one of our 
pack train boys. Shorty wanted and 
needed a shampoo, an _ operation 
which he personally performed. Call- 
ing to Jim for some rinsing water, the 
cook, after an ominous wink at me, 
poured a cup of hot water on the nape 
of Shorty’s neck. Will the printer 
kindly insert four lines of dashes at 
this point to represent Shorty’s re- 
marks as, with tighly closed eyes, 
covered with soap, he clutched wildly 
at his tormentor. This was not all. 
Jim apologized profusely, said it was a 
mistake, and thereupon took a dipper- 
ful of ice cold glacial water and re- 
pod the same trick in lieu of the 
ot. 
That was all. Shorty had some- 

thing additional to say, which had 
heat enough in it to set fire to the 
shack, but he and Jim were good 
friends at heart and murder did not 
result. 

Just as the wood trail threatened to 
become monotonous a wild glacial 
torrent was encountered, the wash of 
the current filling one’s boots. De- 
scending to the level of Lake Kinney, 
alluring glimpses of which had been 
caught from the heights, the trail 
maker utilized the beds of radiating 
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streams born high up in Robson’s ice 
boxes. A boulder-strewn nature.path 
of this character does not make the 
easiest going for either a four or two- 
legged creature, but must be used 
when seeking a way through a country 
that is inclined to say ‘no admittance’. 
Sometimes the wayward streamlets 
deliberately forsake their channels for 
the trail declivity, resulting in a black, 
mushy, mucky muskeg from which 
the horses’ hoofs can be pulled only 
by great effort. 

The Robson trail has moreover its 
own revelatory way with the mount- 
ains. It plays a hide-and-go-seek 
game with them. Mount Robson, 
for example, disappeared from the 
earth more than once when the trail 
became absorbed in overcoming the 
obstacles of the Grand Forks River. 
The eye was centred in the white- 
crested stream hundreds of feet below 
rather than on the upper reaches 
where hills grow, but that was only fora 
passing moment. 

Such a mighty magnet as Robson 
soon re-asserts its attractive power. 
What puny mortals we were; what 
infinitesimal specks when working our 
way northward under the lee of its 
mile-high ramparts. 

And now for the Valley of the 
Thousand Falls, succeeding the green 
Forks Valley. No, Mr. Literalist, 
there are not ten hundred cascades, 
but there are enough to warrant the 
poetic title. -A mighty canyon it is, * 
a giant cleft in the everlasting hills, 
with a leaping Niagara doing its part 
in feeding the greater river on the lower 
level, with a Matterhorn peak closing 
the valley on the north, with giiiter- 
ing snow masses poised thousands of, 
feet above our heads, with rivulets 
issuing forth from glacial rivers and 
even emerging from underground 
channels in the Moraine gravel. 

Silvery cascades, trickling down 
the mountain sides—a thousand feet 
high, like those of Lauterbrunnen in 
the Bernese Oberland, and leaping in 
all their unleashed strength from fear- 
some heights to water-carved rocky 
depths. Even the mental effort to 
reduce their potencyto men’s measure- 
ments of horse power seemed sacri- 
legious, and even to harness them an 
affront to nature. 
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Across the valley arose the cliff 
walls. High up, a streak athwart 
their face indicated a trail. ‘‘Gee,”’ 
remarked the New York doctor. 
(His “‘gee’’ was as eloquent as Shorty's 
oath.) Is that where we are head- 
ing for?” It was, and by a way 
exceedingly steep and twisty and 
high. Here the trail maker had done 
his cleverest work. There were more 
corkscrews than ever decorated a 
Kentuckian ouifit, and where the 
earth and rock ascent did not meet 
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the crest of the Emperor Falls. We 
knew Robson was scaling the heavens 
right over our heads, but his guardian 
clouds were in attendance. Yonder 
gleamed the greenish-blue Berg Lake, 
with the Tumbling Glacier—surely 
the steepest mass of ice that ever 
hung to a mountain side—feeding it 
with broken ice masses. 

Picking our way over a bad bit of 
trail along the lake shore, a glance 
backward and upward brought a cry 
of wonder and delighi, for Robson 

Fording a mountain stream 

the conditions, a corduroy staircase, 
rising at an angle of sixty degrees, 
bridged a chasm one hundred and 
ninety feet deep, and incidentally 
lifted us further up toward camp and 
supper and rest. 

At this stage of the trail journey we 
were invited to walk. One Eye tried 
his best to step on me on the plea 
that I was slower on the up-turn than 
even a_ half-sighted cayuse. The 
trouble was in my wind-supply run- 
ning out before his, and when the top- 
most level of all was at last 
altained, a trifle of twenty-five hun- 
dred feet from the valley, the joy of 
being carried out-measured the pain 
of over-stretched limbs and _ sore 
muscles. 

The last three-mile leg of the 
journey will ever remain in the mem- 
ory. The ponies struck a wading 
proposition for a mile or so, some- 
times through deep waters racing to 

stood forth in all his dominating mass 
while the clouds lifted and parted. 
Sowe thought. Butwhen camp was 
struck, just before dark, and when the 
lady cook’s appetizing meal (hustled 
on in a snatch of time) and when to 
the hills we lifted the eye, then came 
the Great Revelation. Canada’s 
greatest mountain stood forth in all 
his majesty and purity. Every veil of 
mist had withdrawn to the cloud- 
world, the serrated summit edge 
gleamed against the sky a thousand 
feet higher then we had mistakenly 
thought, “kingly spirit throned among 
the hills.’ A mile and a quarter 
above us rose the ice and snow- 
sheathed monster of. the northern 
wilds, receiving the homage of the 
environing peaks. 

So ended the trail. “Is it worth 
the price?’ queried the doctor: “‘Who 
wants to borrow twenty-five,’ offered 
the financier; ““Are you:sorry you are 
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here?’ demanded the professor; ““The 
half wasn’t told me,” declared the 

tenderfoot. 
So to bed; balsam sprigs on mother - 

earth; Hudson’s Bay blankets, over- 

coat.and boots for a pillow (a poor fit 
when a toe of a boot locates itself in 

an ear), but sleep, blessed sleep, mixed 

with some dreams of riding a strange 

beast over a mountain top like a 

Mother Goose on a broomstick, a bit 

of night-mare when you fell down a 

ten million foot cliff; a wet drowning 

in a deep river, but a glorious waken- 

ing on a glory-suffused world. 
Just a word more: Of course we 

hit the trail back again. It was like 

another trail and another world, 

simply because we faced the other 
way. Mountains, glaciers, rivers, 

lakes, falls, valleys looked different. 

‘Now it was down hill; that is always 

easier. We are within a mile or two 
of the starting cabin. Packers, guides 
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ponies, alpinists, all are eager to reach 
the friendly cabin and the smoking 
bacon and the Sandow tea. Bunny, 
with the bell, Pack Leader, is easily 
urged into a trot. Soon the whole 
cavalcade is on the gallop, with 
Shorty, arms lifted high akimbo, 
shouting ‘“‘Hurrah,”’ as a hurry-up cry 
to the single file of ponies. 

It was a fitting finale to the trail 
trip. Even the Tenderfoot bumped 
in his saddle like an old timer, taking 
sharp curves and negotiating mud 
holes and tree root entanglements 
without having his precious neck 
broken even once. A band of per- 
ipatetic Indians hearing the onrush 
through the trees, scampered out of 
our way, and thus we rounded up at 
the home base of a shack in grand 
style, just in time for cook Jim’s hot 
biscuits and all-day boiled beans. 

fits here ends this simple tale of a 
trail. 
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» Photos by Gordon Milroy, River Camp, Bull River, B.C. 
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servant of the ““Evil One’ some 
A one has called him, but as he sat 

there in the grey light of the 
morning his neck stretched outward 
and jerking his body with every call— 
if you were at all interested in birds 
and their doings, you would certainly 
have taken notice. 

Black his intentions might be. 
If they were as black as his coat of 
glossy black feathers, he sure must 
have been some pirate. Nineteen 
inches he boasted in length, but there 
was a gloss to his coat and a_ bright- 
ness to his eye that showed him up 
at once for the imp of blackness that 
he was. 

From away down the beach came 
an answering cry, “Caw-caw!” Very 
faint and far away it seemed with the 
fog hanging low over the water, for 
in the stillness of the morning with no 
breeze to speak of sound travels a 
long way. Rising heavily into the air 
the black pirate swung in a slow circle 
out over the broad expanse of gray 
green rocks that until a few hours ago 
had been covered by the tide. 

Alighting upon a piece of rock con- 
siderably higher than the surrounding 
ledge he tipped his rascally black head 

F. V. Williams 

to one side and looked down into a 
shallow pool from which the tide had 
receded scarcely five minutes before. 
A shallow rivulet still flowing from 
the pool bid fair to drain it to the 
bottom. \ 

The sun showed an orange red rim 
above the tree-tops across the bay, 
touching the shore line and chasing 
away the ghostly mist wreaths that 
still clung along the edge of the timber 
fringing the shore. The “Evil One” 
his beady eye still fixed on the pool, 
suddenly began to show traces of 
great excitement. He was an old 
crow, this fellow, old and wise in 
crow tricks and devilment, but here 
was something new. The pool he 
was watching became shallower from 
the drainage of the small outlet—it 
was scarce two feet deep and now 
there was a something over on the 
far side, down near the bottom that 
moved. He knew this pool, knew 
every.crevice in the bottom of it. Had 
he not explored every crack and 
crevice in this small basin at low- 
tide? Once he had found, when the 
run*was on, two delicious fat ‘‘Ooli- 
cans’ stranded in here; another time 
it had been a crab, but the ‘‘Oolicans” 
were small,so was the crab—and this 
was big. It was as much as thirty 
inches long; it had fins that waved 
fanlike in the rapidly shoaling water, 
but up till now there. had been no 
struggle. Now of a sudden this prize 
as the “‘Evil One” thought began to 
have misgivings as to the safety of 
his retreat, and “It”? came slowly out 
into the lighter part of the pool, a 
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one rock-cod, or black-cod of the 
British Columbia coast. He nosed 
around and finally found the outlet 
through which his retreat was fast 
disappearing, Rushing into this he 
found to his consternation that he had 
run himself out onto the rocks. His 
big, black, mottled, back fin came out 
and with a furious struggle he tried to 
force himself through only to become 
stranded worse than ever, for here the 
outlet widened over a smoother part 
of the lodge and became less than two 
inches in depth. A furious flopping 
and splashing with his powerful tail 
and fins served but to exhaust him 
and with gasping breath his great gill 
covers rose and fell, telling the 
black one above that his prey was 
there for the taking, or very nearly so. 
Just then his keen eyes discovered 
something. From the corner of the 
big cod’s jaw protruded a piece of 
heavy trolling line which had trailed 
away behind him for three or four 
feet and now lay exposed on the dry- 
ing rocks. Had the crow known it, 
the evening before an old Indian 
paddling home alone, trailing a much 
worn line with trolling spoon attached, 
had had the pleasure of feeling the 
big cod strike. MHastily jerking the 
slip-knot loose from the paddle handle 
he had laid the paddle in the canoe 
and started very deliberately te pull 
in his prize hand over hand. It was 
not a question of sport but of business 
with this old child of nature, the busi- 
ness of keeping the larder full—not 
a very strenuous one in this land of 
plenty to be sure, as there was always 
fish of some sort or other outside the 
big salmon runs, and there were al- 
ways clams to be had for the digging 
and wildfowl in abundance, and deer 
on many of the islands and mainland. 
Perhaps that’s why this old fellow 
thought his line “good enough”’ line, 
but he had made a mistake this time 
as the line had parted about twelve 
feet in front of the trolling spoon and 
the big cod with the hooks caught far 
back near his gulls had got clear 
away. As the Indian with a disgust- 
ed grunt had picked up his paddle and 
passed on his way, the fish had made 
for the rocky bottom to try to dis- 
lodge the clinging torment in his jaws, 
or rub it out amongst the smaller 
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boulders. At this he had worked 
until exhausted and had lain in the 
pool until the ebbing tide had left 
him in the predicament where our 
friend the Black one discovered him. 

A swish of wings overhead and 
Blackie glanced up to see a smaller 
edition of himself scale over on set 
wings and alight at a discreet distance 
farther down the ledge. Away to the 
right sat another newcomer who had 
evidently seen the prize as he would 
take a few steps occasionally in that 
direction. 

A leader in the wild, and of the 
wild, be he feathered or furred must 
always be ready to assert his leader- 
ship, and right here it might be well 
to explain a few of the whys and 
eine of the Black One’s leader- 
ship. 

First, he had proven this to his clan 
in many a tough scrimmage by his 
fighting ability and his more subtle 
cunning, and last but not least his 
keen sense of defining the danger line 
between his tribe of evil doers and 
man, his most dangerous enemy, for 
although the British Columbia law 
for the protection of useful bird life 
made it punishable by the payment 
of five good Canadian dollars for 
every crow killed (at least that is 
what Siwash Charlie told us) the 
reason advanced was that the crows 
were good scavengers and kept the 
beaches clean of dead fish, ete. 

Be that as it may Blackie had 
reasons to know that men with their 
sticks that shot fire had done to death 
on different occasions and in different 
places odd numbers of both his near 
and distant relatives. 

Once while a very young bird he 
had alighted by a wounded Golden 
Eye that had crawled out on the shore 
intent on a feast, when with a flash 
and roar one of these man creatures - 
had pointed one of those sticks at 
him over arock. On this occasion a 
numbing sensation in one of his legs 
was such an urgent warning that he 
had nearly turned a double somer- 
sault in his endeavor to reach the 
shelter of some scrub fir trees, which 
he did much to the confusion of the 
gunner, who had expected to get in 
another shot at the slow flying crow. 
For a long time that leg had troubled 
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him and when it finally healed there 
was a hard lump always there for a 
reminder ‘to the black one that the 
ways of men were evil, at least as far 
as his people were concerned. Since 
then he had watched from the top of a 
tall spruce the dealings of men with 
their fire sticks on the wildfowl as the 
fowl in their flight on stormy days 
hurtled throught the sloughs on swift 
wings to the fields and marshes above 
the mouth of the Fraser. 

On a number of days when the 
hunters had departed and he was 
positive they had betaken themselves 
away for good, he had flapped slowly 
across the fields and found sometimes 
a dead duck that the hunter had over- 
looked or at other times oneso badly 
wounded that his spike-like beak, 
wielded like a black pick axe, soon 
put an end to their little remaining 
strength and by the time the others 
of his crew had discovered him he had 
generally eaten enough to satisfy his 
appetite, upon which after regarding 
the newcomers with a sharp eye for a 
few seconds and exchanging the regu- 
lation crow talk, he would gracefully 
withdraw and let the others pick the 
bones. And now it was time to act! 
Dropping down within a couple of 
feet of his victim he approached with- 
in a foot of his head and regarded him 
silently, noting the quivering of every 
muscle and the trembling of the weak- 
ening fins. The fish’s eyes turned 
ever so little in their sockets, Blackie 
took a step nearer and to the back of 
the fish. Drawing back his head 
he drove his beak into the head, back 
of the eyes, just where the backbone 
and skull connect. The fish gave a 
spasmodic flop but before he could 
move again the crow struck twice, 
and thrice, in the same spot and the 
big cod lay still. With the exception 
of the flicking of a fin he was dead and 
the crow at once proceeded to the 
feast, selecting the eyes as his titbits. 
His two visitors approached carefully, 
very carefully. ‘They wished a part 
of the feast but they did not wish to 
offend their leader, and Blackie gener- 
ously kept busy about the head of the 
kill allowing the others a chance at the 
body. It should never be a leader’s 
choice to gorge himself and Blackie 
was such a leader, as his lean trim 
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looking black feather uniform told the 
observer ata glance. He even looked 
thin, compared to one of the new- 
comers, but if he was thin, it was an 
athletic thinness, and not the result 
of an unsatisfied appetite. 

The little breakfast party had been 
in existence perhaps five minutes 
when what subtle sense was it that 
warned them? The three crows left 
their feast as if blown from it by a 
high explosive and rose each in a 
different direction into the air. They 
were only just in time, for a big eagle 
swooped down toward them, like a 
thunderbolt. The frightened crows 
scattered in different directions to 
come together again, fifty yards away, 
on an old stub of a big dead spruce. 

The “Evil One’’, away at the top 
looked down toward their late break- 
fast, excitement in every line of his 
tense black figure, and as his neck 
stretched forward he fairly outdid 
himself. Caw! caw! Caw! caw! What 
was the different note sounded this 
time? From below him the others 
set up a vociferous Caw! caw! Caw! 
caw! Caw! caw! And away up the 
beach came the answer, Caw! caw! 
caw! From away back in the dense 
timber came another, and from down 
the shore still another Caw! caw! caw! 
The world seemed full of crows. It 
seemed as if the leader had summoned 
the whole clan to make war on this 
big freebooter. 

Where they came from and what 
there was in that particular call to 
arouse such enthusiasm it was not for 
any ordinary mortal to tell, but come 
they did and in five minutes’ time the 
beach was swarming with the Black 
Clan. <As_ their numbers increased 
so did their boldness. From _ short 
rushes out toward the big eagle they 
now began to circle excitedly about 
him cawing at the top of their crow 
voices and making a din and racket 
that awoke the echoes. 

The eagle was hungry, good and 

hungry. EIe had had bad luck in his 

morning’s hunt and had not the 
slightest intention of giving up his 
breakfast. He took a firmer grip on 
the dead fish and tore off two or three 
goodly sized strips. bolting them 
whole. Holding the fish in one talon 
and reaching down with his beak he 
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tugged away at a particularly juicy 
portion. In front of him circled six 
or eight noisy flopping crows, any one 
of which he could have knocked 
galley-west with one blow of his 
powerful beak. He glanced scorn- 
fully at them out of the tail of his eye, 
and kept on eating. Above circled 
two or three others. The big fellow 
was having music with his meals this 

- time and no mistake, although he did 
ignore the noisy crows’ presence. 
Bam!—a black form shot down 

from above and struck him squarely 
in the neck. It was a vicious rap, 
The ‘Evil One” had got home and a 
white feather floated away on the 
light breeze. The eagle, dumfounded 
at the suddenness of the attack, grasp- 
ed the fish and with a mighty rush 
launched into the air. The crows 
scattered as if by magic, but only to 
ciose in again as the eagle turned 
toward the wood. Now that he was 
off the ground, led by their ferocious 
leader they drove at him from above 
and from either side, and he, hamper- 
ed by his prize began to get, big and 
powerful though he was, very much 
the worst of it. Now he was over the 
woods and it seemed as though the 
crows, now grown to double their 
number, had no fear of him. Not 
once, but a half dozen times had the 
“Evil One’ smote him on the back 
and head and there was blood show- 
ing on his snowy crown, when sudden- 
ly he decided he had had enough of it, 
and letting go his fish, he darted 
among his tormentors, who straight- 
way scattered to the protecting tree 
tops, while the eagle in long spirals 
ascended into the bright clear sky to 
find something easier than battling 
against this black army. Some of the 
crows, including the two visitors to 
the morning feast, marked the place 
where the fish fell among the under- 
brush and after due deliberation 
descended and began to finish the re- 
mains. Notso the big crow, however. 
Away back in his rascally brain he had 
had a scheme all morning and now he 
decided to put it in effect. 

Dropping low behind the trees he 
sped away along the shore, rounding 
a point some half a mile distant—his 
noisy tribesmen meanwhile being left 
far to the rear intent on the morning’s 
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catch. Ascending now until he hada 
better view of the landscape below 
him, he flew more slowly for another 
ten minutes or so and presently a 
short distance back from the shore 
line a small white washed cottage 
came into view. Down at the shore 
a Fraser river fishing skiff, a dory, and 
two dug-out canoes were hauled up, 
sure evidence that Siwash Charlie was 
at home ,and on advancing a bit 
farther this man creature was obsery- 
ed to be mending nets, assisted by one 
of his Indian relatives. 

Back inland from the house was 
the garden and potato patch. Here 
was freshly planted potato “‘seed’’, 
but the big Black One was chagrined 
to see two of his kind busily digging 
the side out of one of the newly plant- 
ed hills, while a third sat on a fence 
stake some feet above them on the 
lookout. 
toward his mates—a fraction of a 
second more and he would have been 
out of sight of the cottage,—he had 
caught a glimpse of a man sneaking 
along the outside of the fence just 
back of the cottage. The crow swift- 
ly flew upward and back over the way 
he had come for perhaps one hundred 
yards, when he settled in the top of a 
tall fir to await developements. 

Presently the man stepped boldly 
out into the garden and walked 
deliberately toward the two thieves 
at work. The sentinel on the post 
saw him plainly but that man was at 
least one hundred and eighty yards 
away and farther back he observed 
two other men who sat down on an 
old stump evidently to watch the 
third. Now this sentinel knew men, 
and he knew guns. He knew that at 
seventy-five yards he was practically 
safe from any shotgun as he had had 
experience with both. One seventy, 
one sixty-five, one fifty. The man 
came steadily on and the two black 
ones in the side of the potato hill dug 
vigorously with beak and claw to 
unearth a couple more of those de- 
licious ‘‘seeds’”’ before they should have 
to leave. They knew this sentinel. 
He was a tried veteran or he never 
would have been accorded the honor 
on the stake—so they would improve 
their opportunity. 
to jump when they got the signal. 
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One forty-five, one forty—the dis- 
tance diminished until about one 
hundred yards remained. The watch- 
er raised himself very erect, the two 
at the digging stopped work, and the 
man—he had stopped also—deliber- 
ately sat down, and rested his elbow 
on his knee. 

Crack! the sharp explosion of the 
smokeless powder was followed by the 
shapeless mass of black feathers that 
fell from the fence stake, and as the 
others jumped to fly one of them fell 
with the tip of his wing twisted for- 
ward in an awkward position and 
flopping wildly every which way as 
the wounded bird tried to fly. The 
second shot had stopped him, and two 
exultant half breed boys yelled with 
ecstasy as they raced along the pole 
fence and succeeded in catching: the 
cripple before he could get through to 
the brush beyond. The sentinel had 
made the mistake of judging all guns 
by what he had seen them perform in 
the past, and as fortune would have it, 
he had made the acquaintance of his 
first rifleman that morning and paid 
for it with his life. 

The watcher in the fir top made no 
sound, as he had seen enough, and 
more thanenough. Silently he drop- 
ped from his perch and winding away 
among the tree tops flew along the 
shore toward False creek, crossed 
that body of water and made straight 
for the woods at Stanley Park. Here 
he secluded himself in a thicket for 
some time until the memory of the 
morning’s tragedy had effaced itself 
somewhat. Then in the afternoon 
he took himself in hand and explored 
the shore line part way round the 
Park, picking up a few small shell fish 
and apn over ripe smelt that had 
drifted ashore. 

Night found him away round by 
Siwash Rock, and flying over the 
thick timber he went to rest in the 
trees opposite the Rock. 

At daylight next morning he was 
about very early and following the 
shoreline to the north, he eventually 
came in. Turning in an easterly 
direction through the Narrows and up 
on the Inlet side of the Park, he dis- 
covered a number of herring gulls 
down at the low water mark, some 
of them wading round, others dipping 
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their snowy heads and poking round 
in the mud evidently looking for 
clams. Sure enough, just as he settl- 
ed beside one of his kind who was 
walking nervously back and forth 
along the beach a little to one side of 
the gulls, one of the big white birds 
lazily mounted into the air and hover- 
ing for a second over a large boulder, 
dropped the clam with a dull “smack” 
on top of the boulder. Alighting 
himself the gull quickly gobbled the 
contents of the clam shell and went 
back to the water’s edge to hunt for 
another. 
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The “fellow out of work,” out for a 
hike around the Park in the early 
morning saw the combination of 
black and white birds at the edge of 
the water and sitting down in a bunch 
of low trees not far back from the 
beach stopped awhile to watch and 
learn, and he had not long to wait. 
The “Evil One”’ hopped over toward 
the boulder and with a wise expression 
on his black face watched the ap- 
proach of the herring gull with a 
second clam—a fine large fat clam. 
Blackie’s eyes snapped fire. One 
grand swing around the gull made, to 
poise with the more certainty over 
the flat top of the boulder, and let go 
of the clam. With an awkward 
running hop the.crow drove forward, 
sped between the gull and the rock, 
seized the clam and was away like a 
black streak toward the wood. The 
gull followed him for a short distance 
but being well aware that it would be 
easier to dig another, he soon gave up 
and returned to his work, while he of 
the sable coat back down the beach a 
few hundred yards repeated the trick 
he had seen the gull perform of drop- 
ping the shell-fish on a rockand started 
his day with a clam breakfast. The 
‘fellow out-of-work” that had watch- 
ed all this, got to his feet and grinned 
to himself as he thought. “Well 
there’s more than one way to make a 
living at that—hey?” 

Thee trvil One?’’...Ohl “He vias 
decided to remain indefinitely in 
Stanley Park as he has discovered 
that there is abundance of food there 
and many other things much to his 
liking. 



CAMPING ON SHUSWAP LAKE 

Edmund H. Fletcher 

decided to have a fishing holiday on the 
lake. As we all belonged to Salmon 

Arm we loaded up our boat and set out. The 
time was the latter end of August, and the heat 
grilling, the Shuswap lay like a burnished 
mirror under the hot sun. Hampered as we 
were by our tent and supplies, to say nothing 
of four men in a twelve foot row-boat, progress 
was slow. After five miles of it, we found our- 
selves under the mighty St. Bastion’s Rock, a 
huge rocky mountain, which rises 1000 ft. al- 
most sheer out of the water. Here we decided 
to camp for the night as the fishing is generally 
good, at this point, if not quite so good as at 
the Narrows, near Sicamous. 
We struck a perfect spot right away, and 

landed on a sandy beach, with deep water 
right to shore. Ten yards of fine white sand, 
and then a nice shady semi-circle of bush wall- 
ed in by low cliffs. We hid the tent in this 
clump and built a stone fireplace. anyone pass- 
ing up or down the lake would never have 
known there was a camp there. So we felt 
safe when away for a day, that our belongings 
were not a temptation to any prowling Indian. 
After the camp was in order and the spruce 
bed made, we got a fire going and “slung our 
billy,” then enjoyed a swim in the lake before 
supper. 

Next morning we were up before sunrise, (at 
least two of us were) and out for a try at the 
trout. We were gone about an hour when we 
came back and awoke the sleepers, leaving 
two nice Rainbows to be cooked for breakfast. 
By the time that meal was announced, which 
was done by sounding the alarm with a stone 
on the frying pan, we had.several more silver 
and speckled trout in line for dinner. The 
best time for fishing is at sunrise and sunset, 
we rarely got anything during the day of 
much consequence, though in some ponds 
which were the source of Canoe Creek. a little 
river emptying in on the opposite shore, we 
got several good bags of trout on the fly 
chiefly ““Montreal’’ and “Silver Doctor’ or 
the natural grasshopper. These ponds are 
quite small, none of them cover more than 
half an acre, though they are crater-like in 
formation the sides shelve down towards the 
centre which is of great depth. The sides are 
lined with a dense growth of rushes and lily 
pads, which help in providing the numerous 
large trout with insect food. 

There are several log rafts on these ponds 
and from these we fished, mooring them by 
means of a long rope to a stone on the bank or 
letting them drift if there was no breeze. 
These ponds were full of surprises for after 
catching nothing but fingerlings for a time, 
there would suddenly be a splash and a boil, 
and with a whir-r-r the reel would come into 
play, and after an exciting five minutes up 
would come a pounder within reach of the net. 

Canoe Creek is only about six feet in width, 
_ and between the natural pools is quite shallow, 
almost too shallow for a pounder to swim up. 

A FTER a hard summer’s work four of us It is strange why large fish ascend such tiny 
creeks, running the gauntlet to numerous 
enemies on a four mile course between the 
lake and the ponds. Bear, mink, and otter 
must take a heavy toll, to say nothing of the 
settlers who catch them in dozens, with a 
forked stick, and smoke them for winter use. 

The Shuswap is rich in bird life. Two 
Golden Eagles had their eyrie amongst the 
crags of St. Bastionsrock. We saw them daily 
soaring round in circles over the highest peak. 
The Osprey is common on the lake, there 
were fully a dozen pairs in our neighbour- 
hood. On the wing they are not unlike the 
black-backed gull. -Tneir nests are usually 
placed on top of a tall dead tree about sixty 
feet fromm the ground, composed of a huge mass 
of sticks, enough to fill a wagon. I climbed 
up to one, but when underneath it, it ran out 
above me like a roof so as to make it impossib- 
le to get a hand in. I tried to get a hand 
through the pile, but the branches were so 
thick and strong, I gave up the attempt. 
The osprey or fish hawk as it is often called, 

is a prototype of the kingfisher, though the 
latter is not a favourite amongst fishermen, 
having a taste for trout and Salmon fry. The 
fish hawk on the other hand is a preserver of 
these fish, and consequently is in the good 
graces of the Department of Fisheries, and all 
true lovers of sport, owing to its living almost 
entirely on squaw fish and suckers, both 
enemies of the former by devouring spawn 
and young. 

There was a fine waterfall a couple of miles 
from our camp, called the Renniker Falls. 
started out alone one day to find it, a simple 
matter enough as it is merely a question of 
finding the outlet into the lake and following 
it up. However having walked about a mile, 
I could hear the roar of the water and decided 
to strike into the bush as a near cut. At first 
the going was good, but gradually the under- 
ground got denser, until it became almost 
hopeless to push my way through. At times 
I ascended steep hillsides, descending again 
into valleys so dark and gloomy, that the 
sun seemed never to penetrate the depths. 
One is inclined to ‘see things” in these soli- 
tudes, imagining timber wolves or grizzly 
bears, or to sum up how long one would lie if a 
slip on a mossy log resulted in a broken leg. 
However no adventures with wild creatures 
were on the boards. Death instead of life 
seemed the predominant spirit, as even the 
friendly squirrel or lonely wood-pecker were 
absent, and the falls were as far off as ever, their 
roar like a steamer’s siren in a fog, could be 
distinctly heard, but the sense of direction 
was lacking. However continuing to advance 
I at last found myself between two steep an 
rocky banks, and was amply repaid by the 
srandeur of the scene. 

The fall came down in a series of jumps from 
a considerable height, and though not very 
great in volume, it was the centre-plece of a 
lovely picture of pure natural beauty. On 
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CAMPING ON SHUSWAP LAKE 

every side were lying irregular masses of rocks 
and torn up trees, as Longfellow has it, 
“bearded with moss.”” The Ravine was nar- 
row and deep, and the glacier water of crystal. 
clearness, showing the prismatic colouring 
where the sun shone on the spray. 

Great trees on top, though still growing were 
tilted at various angles and ready to fall. Al- 
together the scene was one to enchant the eye 
of a nature lover. 

The Shuswap is a very large lake, shaped 
something like an octopus. The main lake is 
opposite Notch Hill, while three huge arms 
(or tentacles) wind in and out in different 
directions through the mountains. They are 
the Anstey Arm, the Seymore Arm and the 
Salmon Arm. There is direct steamboat 
connection between the various settlements, 
down as far as Kamloops. As far as natural 
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beauty is concerned the Shuswap is unrivalled. 
It is the first large sheet of water met after 
passing through the Rockies, and this fact 
alone augurs well for its future popularity as a 
stopping off place for tourists. 

Trout are in abundance and run to a good 
size. The largest we got was a Rainbow of 
3% lbs, though fish of twice that weight are 
common. The salmon run up the Salmon 
River annually, (with an increased run every 
fourth year.) after a five hundred mile 
swim, up the Fraser and Thompson rivers. 

Ducks, loons, grebes, killdeer plover, and 
sandpipers breed around the lake, while 
thousands of migrating geese, and ducks rest 
here during the fall, on their way South, mak- 
ing a real paradise for the sportsman or the 
fisherman. 

TWO COYOTE EXPERIENCES 
qi. 

once read an account of a coyote round- 
I up wherein the writer described how 

hundreds of riders came from all sides and 
gradually converged to one central point. In 
this way practically all the animals in the 
whole area of land covered by them were in- 
cluded in the collection. When all the riders 
had assembled and had come together in the 
form of a circle around the entrapped animals 
they began to shoot into the struggling mass 
and this shooting went on until all movement 
had ceased. This in brief is the story of'a 
coyote round-up in which many animals, both 
coyotes and foxes, were slain. The writer 
expatiated on the excitement of this kind of 
hunting and the impression which the spect- 
acle made upon him. 

Personally, I do not think this sort of hunt- 
ing would appeal to the majority of sports- 
men and it certainly does not appeal to me. 
I like to see any animal, whether furred or 
feathered, have a fighting chance for its life. 
I like a hunt where the animal hunted has just 
as good, if not a better chance, than the man, 
for, after all, these animals afford us sport and 
for this reason, if for no other, we should not 
go out and slaughter them in large quantities. 
The same principle applies equally well, it 
seems to me, to fishing. I like to see a fish 
captured, but I also like to see it have achance, 
If a man fishes wiih tackle that is not too 
heavy he gets a great deal more sport out of 
his capture. Of course there is the other ex- 
treme and if a man fishes with tackle that is 
too light the fish is likely to break away with 
the hook in its mouth and perhaps die a 
miserable death. 

To return to our muttons. I have had ex- 
perience with coyotes which furnished me 
with a great deal more sport than any round- 
up ever could. Two experiences in particular 
linger in my memory and these date back to 
the time when I was but a young fellow and 
hunted gophers with a trusty .22. 

Laxton 

During the winter on mild days my friend 
and I, both ardent gopher hunters, used to 
make short excursions into the country for the 
purpose of obtaining a little practice in marks- 
manship. It was on one of these excursions 
that we met with the first experience, which I 
shall narrate. 
We had tramped for some distance through 

soft and deep snow when we saw what we 
thought was a dog. Calls, however, failed to 
make any impression on the animal so we at- 
tempted to get closer, on which it began to 
move away. We then noticed that the animal 
did not walk like a dog exactly. It appeared to 
sag down at the hind-quarters and its head 
did not look just like a dog’s. My friend, who 
had been in favor of shooting at first sight, 
notwithstanding that he believed it to be a 
dog, now took a flying shot and the coyote, 
for that was what it was, started along a trail 
which sloped slightly downwards from us and 
in the direction of the animal’s flight. 

As soon as the crack from the revolver came 
the coyote started at a speed greater than I 
had ever witnessed in an animat before. I had 
my rifle, a Stevens Model 70, working like a 
machine gun. My friend had only a small .22 
revolver which he could not use with any 
degree of accuracy at the distance which the 
coyote had managed to put between himself 
and us, so he merely stood and watched me. 
I fired as rapidly as I could work the rifle and 
every shot flew over the coyote as it went 
down the trail at its amazing gait. Before I 
was aware of it I had emptied the magazine 
and in my excitement and anxiety to fire again 
I pumped the last empty shell in and out twice 
before I realized that it was exploded. _ 

I always blamed the slope of that trail for 
the misses but from whatever cause, every shot 
had gone ahead of the animal although he was 
well over a hundred yards away when I fired 
the last shot. We attempted to follow the 
animal but found it to be a hopeless task so 
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gave it up and returned. This experience, 
while it did not raise me in my own estimation, 
is always remembered because it was my first 
encounter with a coyote. 

On another occasion the same friend ‘was 
with me. This time he was armed with a 
single shot .22 while I again had my Stevens 
Repeater. We were just starting for home 
when a coyote came out from a clump of 
bushes close by. As soon as it saw us it turn- 
ed and went at a slow lope along the border 
of the bushes. 

We stood still watching it and soon it came 
to a stand at a little over fifty yards distance. 
It was standing on a slight rise and in half 
turning to look back it presented its side to us, 
making a beautiful target. My friend’s rifle 
was unloaded and fearing that while he was 
loading the coyote might start off again I took 
a shot. The bullet must have hit him in the 
side for the animal started a series of gyrations 
that closely resembled those of a cat with a 
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piece of paper stuck on its tail. It kept this 
up for a second or two and we started toward 
it but when it saw us coming it gave up the 
revolutions and started off for the open prairie. 
Madly we rushed after it hoping that it might 
be severely wounded and that its progress 
might therefore be slow enough to allow us to 
catch it, but such was not the case for its old 
speed came back to it and gradually it drew 
away from us and slowly faded into the night. 

Thus ended my second unsatisfactory ex- 

perience with a coyote. I always felt a sort of 

joy at having at least hit this animal but 
mingled with this was the regret that is un- 
separable from the thought of having wounded 
an animal and being the cause of its dying a 
lingering death. It is not a pleasant thing to 
feel that an animal may be going about with a 
bullet wound in it that you have inflicted, 
or dying in agony in some secluded part of the 
woods or prairies. 

OLD JIM’S TROUT POOL | 
Dr. F.-G. Brethour 

are all kinds of trout streams; nearly 
every farmer has one of his own, and it’s 

the only place I know where they go fishing 
with an orchestra, for ye ken, they are nearly 
all Scotch and from the biggest to the littlest 
of them, they play either the bagpipes, the 
violin or something else, so when you get 
a little fishing party together, they tote along 
a half a dozen of these instruments, and have 
a braw time. 
Two years ago, three or tour of us went up 

trom Toronto, to our old friend Jack’s for our 
usual week’s trout fishing. We fished all 
over Jack’s stream which is the Saugeen, but 
didn’t have much luck. There are too many 
chub, and perch in it now, and we got very 
few trout; so that on the third day Jack pro- 
posed that we go down the river for three or 
four miles to old Jim Brown’s place and see if 
Jim would give us an hour’s fishing in his deep 
pool which is a famous spot. When we got 
there Jack left us at the road to try it at the 
bridge and he said he would slide up to Jim’s 
to see what kind of twist old Jim was in. Soon 
he came back and said it was all right and 
that Jim was not feeling very well, so he 
thought he would come down and have an 
hour’s fishing himself. We cut across the 
fields, and after a minute or two we-saw our 
friend, the farmer coming out to meet us. He 
was about six feet two or three and as thick 
through as a butter-bean. His outfit consist- 
ed of an ordinary bamboo-rod fully 20 ft. 
long and about thirty feet of thick white cord, 
the kind you use for a hand-line trolling for 
lunge, and this line was passed through the 
eye of a small black hook and tied in a knot. 

He said he didn’t mind us fishing on his 
place, as long as we didn’t clean the durn pool 
out. “About two years ago a couple of men 
drove up late one afternoon and asked if they 
could have a couple of hours fly-fishing. 1 
saw there was a big thunder-storm coming up, 

Ll: there in Grey County, Ontario, there 

- don’t you ketch one? 

and I didn’t think they would ketch anything 
with them fly things anyway. I went down 
after the storm to see how they were getting 
along, and I’ll be jiggered if they didn’t have 
twenty-three of the nicest trout I ever see; 
laid out on the bank, and I didn’t ketch 
another fish the whole durn summer.” 
By this time we arrived at the pool, and old 

Jim seated himself on a log, looked around and 
picked up a chub that some small boy had 
left, bit off its head, and then bit off about an 
inch of its body. He ran his finger nail 
through the skin, and peeled it off, and then 
had a piece of nice white meat which he put 
on the hook. He brought his bamboo back 
and forward a few times to straighten out the 
line and with a big swipe he landed his bait 
away out in the middle of the pond. We 
jointed our split-bamboos, and our green- 
hearts, and running our lines from our silver 
mounted reels through the guides, and some 
using one bait, some another, we cast our bait 
out as far as we could. Nothing doing for a 
long while. Then I saw old Jim straighten up, 
crane out his long thin neck, and give his pole 
a little jiggle. I asked him if he had a bite, 
and he said, “‘I didn’t know it was any use fish- 
ing in a thunder storm,’’—when all at once he 
jerked back that rod with such force, that he 
fell off the log on his back, and floundering in 
the water, was a big spotted trout with its 
golden belly flashing in the sun. I rushed for 
the landing net, and tossed it out on the bank. 
Jim jumped on it like a cat on a mouse, and 
broke its neck in a jiffy. Then pulling him- 
self up his full height and with a jeering tone, 
‘““Now you city fellers with yer fine rods, why 

I’ll take this up to the 
house and get the old woman to fry it for my 
dinner, and after I have a nap, I’ll come down 
and ketch another for my supper. ”’And old 
Jim stalked up with his three pound trout. 
We stayed there three hours and never got a 
strike. 
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THE DIRECTOR’S ADDRESS ON THE 

10th ANNIVERSARY OF THE CLUB 

The following is the Annual Address given by 
Mr. Wheeler on the occasion of the 10th 
Anniversary of the Alpine Club of Canada: 

To the Members of the Alpine Club of Canada: 
It is sad that the occasion of our tenth 

anniversary should be marred by the throes 
of a death struggle in which many ot our best 
known and well loved members are in immin- 
ent peril of their lives. For the second time 
we have gathered to celebrate this annual 
occasion while the sound of great guns is in 
our ears and the clash of armed hosts fills us 
with dread. 

It is difficult, in view of the mighty happen- 
ings that are taking place, happenings that 
affect us all vitally in one way or another, to 
give our interest and attention to such minor 
details of existence as our Alpine Club affairs; 
and yet the Club has been the means of creat- 
ing close friendships and ties closer than 
triendship; and many of our friends and dear 
ones are now in the midst of the dangers and 
hardships ot the greatest war the world has 
ever known. Even so, word comes to us in 
cheery fashion from the forefront of the great 
western battle line, that our comrades there 
have us well in mind and are looking forward 
with keen anticipation to the day when we 
shall again forgather around the camp fire and 
see the sparks fly upward towards the 
watching stars, while all around the ghostly, 
silent giants hold eternal vigil. 

To us, at home, it should be a sacred trust 
to keep our Alpine circle well preserved and 
ready to supply the desire so keenly expressed 
by those who are risking their lives for all we 
hold dear. It was with this object in view 
that we endeavoured, last year, to carry on as 
usual in spite of a majority opinion of the Club, 

The Club has gone on its way during the 
past year. As you know a camp—the war 
camp—was held and the Club House was kept 
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open. You have seen by the Honorary 
Treasurer’s report that, in spite of trials and 
difficulties created by the present world war, 
we have been able to close the year with all 
debts paid and a balance on the right side of 
the ledger. Whether we shall be able to do so 
again this year it is difficult to say. Hard 
times and war demands have done much to 
reduce our normal revenue. A very appre- 
ciable number of members have resigned; 
many are in arrear-beyond the limit allowed 
by our Constitution. On the recommendation 
of our Hon. Treasurer, we have, with a view to 
relieving the situation, accepted notes from 
all who so desired for arrear of dues, payable 
at the end of the year. This is equivalent to 
carrying them for another year. Quite a 
number have availed themselves of the 
opportunity. What will happen when the 
notes fall due remains to be seen. Naturally, 
the Club cannot expect to carry on its usual 
activities in the face of a greatly reduced 
revenue. If we can keep alive and remain 
solvent, it is perhaps all we should expect. 

At the beginning of the year there was much 
doubt as to whether we should do the proper 
thing by holding a camp. The objections 
raised were partly sentimental, partly practi- 
cal, and wholly pessimistic. It may interest 
you to know that we had letters from members 
at the front, and all such agreed that we did 
well to hold a camp and keep the Alpine 
banner flying over the Canadian Rockies. 
We decided to take a ballot. The result gave 
a majority against, and we promptly made 
arrangements to hold one. Why?........ Well, 
for one thing, it seemed that there was 
something we stood for that we ought to 
sustain, and that our boys at the front would 
expect it of us. 

There was also another view and it was the 
one that cast the deciding vote, viz:—Work 
has to go on, war or no war, and those who 
work must have a little play. It would have 
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been a source of great disappointment to 
many who had planned to come for part of 
their holiday had no camp been held. 

It was, of necessity, a much smaller one 
than usual, for many of our most enthusiastic 
members were fighting for their country; but, 
while often it is a case of “‘the more the 
merrier” it is also frequently found that the 
“fewer the better cheer.” 

During the first days, we had the vilest 
(there is no other word for it) weather our 
camps have ever experienced. Still, the Club 
stuff is good stuff and all declared, with true 
Spartan spirit, that they were having a lovely 
time. However, everything comes to the man 
or woman who waits, and the latter half of the 
camp was most delightful. The fresh snow of 
the first week rendered the more dangerous 
peaks unclimbable, but much good work was 
done and at least two excellent ascents made— 
the traverse of Pika Peak and the ascent of the 
Black Douglas. 

The camp proved a great success. Alto- 
gether 103 were under canvas. The gather- 
ing was a merry one. The camp fire circles 
were most interesting; and on the occasion of 
“Patriotic Night’ the addresses, songs and 
general discussion upon war subjects were 
amongst the very best it has ever been my 
good fortune to listen to. Most delightful 
of all was the fact that, in spirit, we were able 
for the time being to withdraw our absent 
members from the smoke and din of bloody 
war and see them as we knew them best with 
ice-axe and rope answering to the roll call 
of an early morning climb or returning at eve. 
flushed with the joy of victory. 
_ One and all declared that the outlying camp 
in the Red Deer Valley—six miles from main 
camp—was the most beautiful they had known 
and for the last week more people were at this 
one than at the main camp. 

The head cook, Jim Mee, (and much de- 
pends on the cook) who the year before had 
officiated at the Yoho Glacier outlying 
camp, and his staff gave universal satisfaction 
and all declared the grub was the “‘best ever.” 
I knew, to my bewilderment, that it vanished 
as never betore, and the supply had to be 
renewed again and again. 

The deficit on camp account was $86.59; 
less than had been expected. It was made 
good from the general revenue. The whole 
cost was $1724. 

Apart from the camp much good work was 
done during the summer. Mr. and Mrs. 
MacCarthy, Dr. and Mrs. Stone, Miss B. 
Schultz, and H. O. Frind, under the guidance 
of Conrad Kain, did some excellent climbing 
in the Purcell range at the head of Horse 
Thief Creek, making a number of first ascents. 
Miss Jobe, accompanied by Miss C. B. Hin- 
man and Messrs. Tyler, under the guidance 
of Donald Phillips made a second expedition 
to Mt. Alexander MacKenzie, some hundred 
miles north of Mt. Robson, and though again 
unsuccessful in reaching the summit made a 
gallant attempt and secured additional inter- 
esting knowledge of the region. This fine 
peak is still open to all comers. 

Prof. Holway and Dr. Gilmour did some 
good work west of Mt. Robson, making a very 
nearly successful attempt on Mt. Longstaff 
and exploring quite a new district. Sub- 
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sequently, they made the first ascent of that 
fine peak of more than 11,000 feet altitude on 
the west side of the Athabaska Valley, 
directly south of Jasper. 
has been incorrectly called Mt. Geikie by the 
residents of Jasper. It will, however, no long- 
er be confused with the real Mt. Geikie for, 
at my suggestion, it has been named Mt. 
Cavell to commemorate for all time the devot- 
ed sacrifice of that martyred lady. 
Two parties, one composed of Messrs. Sis- 

sons, Wallace and Bennett, and the other of 
Dr. Hickson of Montreal with the guidance 
of Ernest Feuz, went up the North Fork of the 
Illecillewaet River and attacked the impreg- 
aable fortresses of Mt.Moloch without success. 
It is a most interesting and as yet little 
known section of the Selkirks. Several 
climbs were made of the northwest arete of 
Mt. Sir Donald, and Dr. Hickson made a very 
difficult and trying traverse of the south pea 
of Mt. Goodsir, necessitating his spending 
a night on the mountain. 

Personally with my survey party I had some 
thrilling experiences on Gould’s Dome in the 
High Rock Range, when, on one ascent, the 
mountain ran wild owing to a cloud-burst, and - 
on a second we were at the summit during a 
fierce electric storm, wheo several thunder- 
bolts struck all around, electrifying the whole 
top of the mountain. 

One notable effect of the work of the Club 
is that it is now very often difficult to procure 
the services of the C. P. R. Swiss guides; not 
so very long ago they were largely idlers, 
much to their own disgust. This question of 
professional guides is becoming a vital one and 
it would help a lot if there were some available 
who were independent of the railway company. 
It is a question I have taken up with the 
Commissioner of Dominion Parks and one 
with which he is in sympathy. When the 
time is propitious I think it likely that some 
action will be taken in this direction. 

The Club House at Banff was well attended 
asa whole. We have had more guests in other 
seasons, but last summer people made longer 
stays. There is much good work in the way 
of exploration and climbs that can be dore 
around Banff from the Club House and our 
members are beginning to find this out. For 
instance, one peak, Mt. Louis, provides a 
dificult and spectacular climb and is still 
unclimbed. It les directly north ot Mt. Edith. 

A splendid expedition also can be made to 
the Massive Range lying due west of Banff 
in full view from the village. Here, Mts. 
Bourgeau, and Brett and Pilot Mt. offer 
climbs that are well worth while. The outfit 
for a party could readily be taken on a pony, 
or even carried as small back packs for a two 
or three days’ outing. There is enough work 
close around Banff to keep a_ professional 
guide steadily employed during the summer. 

I am able to inform you that the motor 
ambulance towards which so many contri- 
buted in the winter of 1914 has been on duty. 
It is attached to the King’s Canadian Red 
Cross Convalescent Hospital at Upper Lodge, 
Bushey Park, in England, where it forms one 
of a small convoy for the special use of this 
newly equipped hospital. The inscription on 
the ambulance reads: ‘‘Presented by the 
Alpine Club of Canada.” 

This great monolith — 
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ALPINE CLUB NOTES 

You will naturally desire to know what 
activities it is proposed to carry on for the com- 
ing season. ‘The Club House will open on the 
1st June and keep open as usual. It is our 
outward and visible sign and we propose to 
keep it going as long as possible. It has not 
yet, since its initial opeaing in 1909, paid ex- 
penses, but its receipts have been steadily 
increasing and last year it came nearer doing 
so than in any previous year. The deficit was 
$200, which was made up from general revenue. 
It might be mentioned, however, that insur- 
ance, which amounts to $180.00. is charged to 
operating expenses. 

In connection with the Club House I should 
like to call attention to the rule that members 
are allowed to introduce friends to stay here. 
The privilege was much appreciated last 
summer. We shall gladly receive any patron- 
age in this direction. Mr. Mitchell, our very 
popular secretary, will, as usual, make all 
comers welcome. and the domestic arrange- 
ments will be again in charge of Miss E. 
Savatard, who has been with us for the past 
four years. It is needless to say that in her 
competent hands the inner man and woman 
will be well looked after. 

I am now trying to negotiate acamp. If I 
am successful you will receive the usual 
circular notice; if not you will be notified 
accordingly. T am free to confess doubt as to 
the advisability of holding one, owing to the 
reduction in our revenue. If it becomes an 
accomplished fact, it will be in the interests of 
the future and of the desire ot those of our 
members on military service whose thoughts 
so frequently turn to our camp fires in the 
Rockies with a great longing. Members would 
do well to consider this when the time comes 
to make a decision, if such a time does come. 
We now have in hand the material for a 

good issue of the-Canadian Alpine Journal, 
which will be brought out as usual. For this 
the funds have already been provided. Nine 
volumes of the Journal have been published. 
It is recognized as a work of value and of a 
high literary standard. It is subscribed for 
annually by many libraries in Canada, the 
United States and England. The issues have 
been small and some will be exhausted before 
long. When this happens it will become much 
more valuable and I should advise those who 
have been receiving it to complete their sets 
and have them bound. The Stovel Company 
of Winnipeg will bind them in limp, grained 
russet leather, with gold stamping of title and 
name of owner, at rather less than $2.00 per 
volume. I have recently had a set done and 
consider the work most satisfactory. Be sure 
and have the number of the volume put on the 
back between the covers. To give you some 
idea of the value of the early issues, I may 
say, that the first two numbers, which sold the 
years of sre issue for 75c and $1.00 now sell 
for $2.50 each 

This is the tenth anniversary of the organ- 
ization of the Alpine Club of Canada. ‘For 
ten years we have foregathered around the 
camp fire, where cares and trouble depart and 
joy and laughter reign supreme, where the 
great fire logs crackle and glow and the 
aromatic smoke caresses all alike; where the 
sparks go up to join the twinkling stars and the 
mighty hills lift hoary heads into a vast 
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silence, broken only by the thunder of the 
avalanche, the crash of falling rocks or the 
shrill whistle of the marmot. 

Eleven camps have been held, each in a 
separate spot of beauty suitable for alpine 
activity. Under normal conditions, we should 
be well established, but now, war clouds dim 
the bright blue skies, the world is red with the 
blood of nations, and who can say what the 
morrow holds for us. Our members, near and 
dear, whom we picture in our minds’ eye as 
associated with the great exploits and the 
little incidents of our ‘past camps are moving 
to the march of armed thousands who shake 
the earth with their tread; shot and shell are 
all around them: their lives are momentarily 
in danger. And still, it could not be otherwise. 
What is right must be maintained, and what 
is right must prevail. We can only pray that 
the end will soon be and that our dearly loved 
comrades will be able once more to gather 
with us amidst the grand mountains we love 
so well. 

Even now, I am planning a great reunion 
beneath the everlasting snows of Mt. Assini- 
boine. When that time comes, and God 
grant it may come soon, I feel sure that it will 
be the greatest occasion of our existence. 

Eighty-four of our members are on military 
duty. Of these twenty-one that we know of 
have acquired honour in the service of their 
country, either by wounds, as prisoners of war, 
by honourable mention, or by decorations and 
orders. Their names are as follows, the rank 
indicating promotion: 
L. S. Amery—Captain on General Staff. 
W. A. Alldritt—Prisoner at Gutersloh. 
C. G. Arthur—D. S. O. 
F. C. Bell—Major, wounded, 

despatches twice. 
R. J. Casement—Corp. D.C. M. 
J. A. Clark—Lt. Col. 
R. P. Clark—Military Cross. 
W. W. Foster—Capt. Divisional Grenade 

Instructor. 
C. W. Gray—Wounded. 
Dr. J. A. Gunn—Lt. Col. 
J. A. Hesketh—Major, D. S. O. 

mentioned in 

S. L. Jones—Capt. Wounded twice. 
F. V. Longstaff—Major. 
C. H. Mitchell—Lieut. Col. mentioned in 

despatches. Cross of the Legion of Honour. 
W. F. M. Pearce—Wounded. 
E. F. Pilkington—Major. 
F. A. Robertson—Ma)jor. 
T. Trant—Wounded. 
A. F. Wedgwood—W ounded. 
FE. O. Wheeler—Captain, Military Cross, 

Cross Legion of Honour, Mentioned three 
times in Despatches. 
I would ask you to rise and drink to the 

health of these brave men, and to all of our 
members and their comrades who are filling so 
nobly the best traditions of our country as 
“Soldiers of the King.” 

Among those volunteering for-Active service 
the secretary writes that Rev. G. D. Whitaker 
is now a ch: aplain at the front, F. C. Brown a 
Lieutenant in the 158th, Duke of Connaught’s 
Own, Overseas Battalion and Harold Bennett 
has a commission though in what regiment we 
are unable to say. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY: ITS RELATION TO 

THE SPORTSMAN 

Gordon Dana 

HOTOGRAPHY is an art and also a 
Pp pastime. If it were not for photo- 

graphy many of our most eventful 
hunting trips would be forgotten and many of 
our “‘fish-stories” disbelieved. 

A camera is an essential part of the sports- 
man’s equipment, the hunter and angler 
should always carry one with him on his 
excursions. 

It is a far better reminder of the past to gaze 
at some photographs than to read a dozen 
diaries. 

There is such a thing as packing a camera 
about with you all day, and forgetting to use 
it. Many people seem to think that a camera 
is useful only when game is plentiful, and little 
think that a picture of the camp, or different 
views of the party such as Bill cleaning fish, 
or Jim making coffee, would afterwards fur- 
nish much amusement when the same group 
of men are gathered together to talk over the 
outing. 

While going through an old album some 
time ago, I was astonished to see so many 
different subjects represented. 

There were pictures taken during fishing 
trips, duck and partridge shooting outings, 
quiet camping and canoeing trips, and even 
long walks, and as I turned over page after 
page of photographs many pleasant and 
sometimes humorous reminiscences flooded 
my mind. 

The writer has not arrived at the stage 
where he would be willing to entirely put aside 
the gun for the camera but he considers the 
camera almost as important as the gun. 
Much pleasure can be derived during closed 

seasons with a camera. If you are fortunate 

enough to possess one that could be used to 
photograph birds on the wing, you can enjoy 
yourself immensely by visiting the breeding 
grounds of shore-birds and ducks. 

Even a picture of our friend the Red Squir- 
rel chattering trom a branch of a tree is a great 
addition to the album. 

I have found that the vest pocket kodak is 
ideal when you wish to go ‘“‘light’* as on ac-' 
count of its small size and its small bulk it is 
readily slipped into a pocket and forgotten 
until needed. 

Once when paddling up a swampy creek 
in a canoe, I came suddenly upon a great blue 
Hero» standing in the middle of the stream 
not over twenty feet away. Whai a beautiful 
picture it would have made that great blue 
grey bird standing there doubtless half asleep. 
Of course, as luck would have it, my camera 
was at the other end of the canoe, and it 
would be useless to attempt to reach it without 
disturbing the heron. However I had a try 
and as a result the magnificent bird rose and 
majestically winged his way across the marsh. 

Not long ago while on a tramp through the 
bush I heard a sound of rushing water. Upon 
investigation it proved to be a piece of “‘white 
water,’ a part of some river, of which I have 
forgotten the name, so swift that a canoe 
could not run its rapids. It was but the work 
of a moment, but I returned home with a 
pietate of those rapids that was really beauti- 
ul. 

So hereafter, on our hunting trips, let us 
be prepared and pring home not only game, 
but a collection ot pictures which we can enjoy 
for years afterwards. 

“THE LUNACY OF CANOE TRitSs 

Under the caption ““The Lunacy of Canoe 
Trips’ the editor of the Toronto Daily Star 
recently wrote the following facetious editorial, 
based on a recent account in Rod and Gun-of a 
canoe trip in Algonquin Park. We hope to 
receive an account from him, written in a similar 
siule, of his next outing in Algonquin Park, 
having private information that he has “done 
the Park by canoe” and hones to do it again. 

Norman Lett of Ottawa gives a description 
in Rod and Gun for March of a three-weeks’ 
canoe trip with a companion through Algon- 
quin Park last summer. The two men left the 
railway July 31, and, after making a long loop 
by canoe, took train for home on August 21. 
The writer gives his account of the trip in 

diary form, and it appears that the two men 

got up most mornings at 5, had breakfast, and 
set off at 7 a.m., paddled and portaged until 
noon, stopped for lunch, paddled and portaged 
until evening, camped, had supper, turned in, 
and next morning were “up at 5 and off at 7.” 
Why do men do these things? We are glad 

Mr. Lett has published this article in winter, 
- because at this season of the year it ought to 
be possible to find canoeists sane enough to be 
reasoned with as to the things they do in the 
dog days. ; 

From Mr. Lett’s diary we gather that in 
their first week it started to rain on Tuesday 
afternoon and kept it up almost continuously 
until Saturday night. It nearly always rains 
like that when fellows are on a canoe trip— 
but they forget it and go again the next year. 
Not only did these two paddlers have a solid 
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week of rain, but after that they were fre- 
quently caught in downpours and had to make 
shore and seek shelter under their over-turned 
canoe. It is always asserted by canoeists 
that an over-turned canoe makes a fine shelter 
in arain storm. Of course, really it doesn’t. 

If a man on a canoe trip were to keep an 
honest diary it would read something like this: 

Monday, Aug. 10. 
“Up at 5, and off at 7 after a breakfast of 

burnt bacon and bread. John thinks he can 
cook, and I encourage him so that he will do it. 
But if I can send him out of camp I'll cook me 
some real food. Daren’t let him taste real 
cooking by me, or I’d have it all to do. Pad- 
dled nineteen hours, crossed three portages— 
me carrying heavy stuff as usual—before John 
suggested lunch. Bound I wouldn’t give in 
first. Raw bacon and bread, and four rasp- 
berries off a bush. Prefer bacon burnt rather 
than raw. I suppose we paddled over a million 
fish during the forenoon, but couldn’t pause 
to catch one tor food. Must make camp at 
Pine Tree Point to-night to keep schedule. 
Sudden downpour rain. Hid under canoe. 
John hogged dry end; me soaked. About 
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enough of this business, getting short end of 
the stick all the time. We find that we left 
camera and a spoon at last portage. Belong 
to John. He had the nerve to want me to go 
back for them. Both go. Hate a man that 
sulks. Camped for the night where the spoon 
was. Camera had been in dunnage bag all the 
time. Raining. 

Tuesday, Aug. 11. 
“Raining. Had an orange, a can of sardines, 

and a hot argument for breakfast. If I ever get 
home from this canoe trip ‘i 

It may be that fellows do keep frank diaries 
of canoe trips, but they do not get published. 
There is a conspiracy to keep up the fiction 
that it is great sport to tear like mad, by canoe, 
over lake and hill for three weeks on end, and 
crawl, starved, dirty, and played out, into a 
railway train at last—the welcomest rail- 
way train that ever ran on rails. 
Why do canoeists do it?) Why do they not 

go somewhere instead of keeping on the go? 
Why do they leave a railway track and paddle 
furiously a hundred miles in a loop to get to 
it again? 

ON THE DIVIDE 

W. McCardell 

equivalent of the fabled place where the 
eagles go to renew their youth. I have 

been to the land of big forests and giant 
mountains. This is on the summit between 
British Columbia and Alberta. 

You look up from the bottom of the valley 
and the mountains frown down upon you. 
You see their giant peaks half-smothered in 
rolling battalions of clouds that pour out 
through some narrow cleft like the smoke of a 
thousand canons. The slopes are covered 
with dry dead timber and so far as you can see 
this dead forest clothes the mountain slopes 
ending at last against a dark patch of green 
timber which you judge must be a small 
vanguard left of some ravenous forest fire 
that roared through the valley. 

~ You commence the long climb up this slope 
and as you wander through this dry forest you 
hear the weird creaks of the trees as they rock 
to the driving wind. It seems like a weary 
plaint as to the futility of life. ‘They are like 
old crones muttering; and sometimes it seems 
like a wild music, harsh and full of discords 
yet strangely affecting. 

For nearly a mile you climb through the 
graveyard of these standing old giants. 
Suddenly you come into the sombre gloom of 
the thick spruce forests that clothe the summit 
Here the silence lies like a dream. Down 
through the forest there are alternate patches 
of gloom and sunshine. 

The ground-floor of this woodland palace is 
as clean as an exotic garden and it is covered 
with deep mossy carpets that deaden one’s 

I HAVE been to the twentieth century footfall until it seems that we are wandering 
through some extravagant dream vale. 

Here is silence that is brooding; here is 
silence that is weird; here is silence that is 
reverent; here is silence that is as potent as a 
drug; here is silence deep as sleep. All day 
long the drowsy winds come sighing down 
from the tree-tops trying to speak through the 
silence and there are dim mystic chantings 
that remind one of the places where the Druids 
held their twilight worship- 

Those dead trees that below clothe the slope 
of the mountain seem to serve as a sort of 
guard for the entrance to the woodland 
palace. These dead trees can take a ravening, 
noisy wind whistling from out the gaunt pass, 
breathing menace in its shriek, and transform 
it into a quiet murmur until it has reached the 
palace of dreams where it becomes beautiful 
and reverant. They stand as vanguards to 
the palace of silence and challenge every harsh 
wind that comes whistling out of space. The 
noisy wind finally strays breathlessly and 
dreamily into the deep forest and subsides into 
a thousand small voiced sighs. I wonder how 
many vagrant winds have stranded in that 
forest, from the perfumed summer wind to the 
rampant mountain breezes that swoop down 
from the wind-swept peaks. 

The moment you enter the place you can 
hear the musically voiced admonition, almost 

drowsy in its tones, “‘Hush’’, and unconscious- 
ly you tread lighter and lower your voice to a 
whisper. A noisy squirrel terrified at your 

approach, with a series of frightened scoldings 
scampers to the protection of a friendly tree 
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very much concerned over the commotion he 
has caused as the echoes go richoting away 
into silence. } 
On the green carpet running through the 

forest one sees luscious bunches of wild, red 
berries that smile where the sunshine has 
fallen on the deep forest lawns where never 
leaves drift or harsh wind comes straying In. 
In this forest there are only two seasons, the 
‘season of the green silence’, and the “‘season 
of the white silence’ when the relentless 
drifting of the snow crowns the woodland 
kings in befitting ermine. The silence is 
merely more emphasized, and it is the quality 
of silence that denotes the seasons. In the 
“White Silence’ it is a quiet that frightens. 
The snap of a twig leaps through the forest 
like a gun-shot and the winter chorus of the 
coyotes as they howl their ancient rune to the 
ghostly moon down in the valley comes up like 
the cry of a child and seems far away. Butin 
the green season it is beautiful, it is an elo- 
quent poem on silence, it is like an organ 
symphony. 

I suppose all along the Rocky Mountains 
down to the Andes these surprising forests he 
on the roof of the world. 

We had been lured to this forest by the 
promise of a beautiful little lake lying right on 
the summit known as Twin Lake. For 
nearly an hour we walked through the forest 
and at last round a bend of the trail we saw 
a patch of sky. 

Then suddenly we came upon the little 
lake we were seeking. 

It was emerald set in emerald. Around it 
was the dark ring of spruce trees, and dipping 
into it was the long, blue tongue of a glacier 
that had crawled down from a snow covered 
peak where it lay sprawled in the sunshine. 
Part of the peak was hidden in clouds and some 
of the drifting tendrils like smoke over a 
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battle-field, seemed almost to touch the lake. 
We could see way down over the other side 

into a dark and heavily wooded valley and 
my companion said to me, “‘we’re standin 
right on the boundary line where Alberta an 
British Columbia meet and clasp hands in the 
dream forests that clothe the ridges of the 
Rockies.” 

I looked out across the valley and recognized 
one of the mountains I had seen from the 
valley floor. It had looked high then and the 
white patches of snow that clung to its grey 
cliffs seemed small. Now one of the peaks 
and the scarred shoulder of the mountain were 
lying flush with the forest covered plateau on 
which we were standing. The rays of the sun 
fell over the ravines and fell on the tops of the 
mountains in long level rays. The land below 
seemed to be a great cauldron filled with a 
purple haze and over the wide smiling mead- 
ows that looked dim there floated great shad- 
ows of drifting clouds like silent veering hawks. 
It seemed as 1f we were gods gazing down lan- 
guidly at some paradise from the heights, tak- 
ing a sort of mild interest in things that were 
transpiring in the lowlands. 

Soon we commenced the descent and were 
not long in getting to the level land again. 
After thinking the matter over I am con- 
vinced that we were in the fairy palace of 
silence where the princess lay under the spell 
of silence for one hundred years, only in this 
palace the silence lies forever. Of course it 
sometimes happens that a twentieth century 
prince wandering through the woods, in the 
person of a camper breaks the spell of eternal 
silence in these deep forests by becoming care- 
less with a match and starting a forest fire. 
A good many of our fine forests have been 
freed from the enchantment of silence by this 
very means. 

THE RUFFED GROUSE 
Sel J. Wigley 

ENERALLY known throughout the 
& West as the partridge, this fine game- 

bird makes its presence known by its 
“drumming.” Sitting on a log or old stump 

it beats its 
} wings rapidly 
against its 
sides, produc- 
ing the well- 
known roll 
call. 
There is an- 

other 
found in Brit- 
ish Columbia, 
also a drum- 
mer but which 
produces the 
sound when 
ime of Mis tit: 
From their 

; = simple trust- 
ing nature both these birds have been- 
called “‘fool-hens.””. They feed both late at 

_ night and early in the morning. If disturbed 

grouse, - 

by a dog they fly to a low branch and calmly 
watch the intruder. If flushed in the open 
their flight is swift and it takes a good shot to 
stop them. 

_ This habit of sitting in trees often results in 
the destruction of the whole family when a 
pot-hunter is around. Yet the ruffed grouse 
is holding its own in the Parkland Districts of 
Alberta and its dainty white flesh is highly 
prized by sportsmen. It is a non-migratory 
bird and can be readily tamed. It fights 
bravely to defend its nest and eggs and when 
sitting will suffer itself to be handled and 
photographed rather than desert its charge. 
Crows destroy many nests for the partridge is 
not skilful in hiding its eggs. It makes a 
plaintive mewing to attract attention from 
its young and its warning “kluck’’ is often 
heard before the bird is seen. Benny W. 
Henshaw, the Chief of the United States 
Biological Survey, complains of the decrease 
of this bird in the States and amongst other 
causes blames the “high market price placed 
on its flesh.” It is a wise law that prohibits 
the sale of game birds. 
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THE ANNUAL DEER HUNT OF THE 

STAR HUNTING CLUB 

W. Hickson 

OW about a deer hunt this fall? was the 
H interrogation that greeted the writer on 

a fine October morning, when he was. 
busily engaged preparing for a trout fish on the 
Cavandish lakes, and although he was “‘on 
pleasure bent,” this query sounded good, and 
soon visions of the fleet-footed deer and 
venison stew and venison haunch, began to 
prey on his memory. Shortly the “fever” 
set in with a vengeance, and although other 
seductive voices were calling from the old 
haunts of the ducks and ruffed grouse, yet the 
call of the deer hunt prevailed, and on the 
first of November, he found himself located at 
the south end of Bass Lake, in the Township of 
Harvey, in Mr. James Bardo’s comfortable 
and commodious hunting camp. 

All told, thirteen nimrods formed this party, 
whose names will appear, as our story pro- 
gresses, according to the part they played in 
the hunt. It was arranged that the writer 
should drive from Bobcaygeon on Monday, 
the first, and arrive at the ‘““Cedar Tree Watch” 
at 7 a.m. to kill the first deer that came there, 
and this feat was accomplished on schedule 
time; for after two hour’s “roading” in the 
keen morning air, we had our horse tied and 
blanketed in a comfortable place, and were 
hastening to the “Cedar Tree’ at the appoint- 
ed time, when Harry the boy driver, jerked 
me by the arm and whispered: “‘Listen! 
look! there’s a deer!’ And true enough there 
was the first deer of the season cantering past 
at about twenty yards, making straight for 
this noted “Cedar Tree Watch.” Uncon- 
sciously the rifle came to my shoulder and five 
sharp reports rang out on the calm morning 
air, and the deer lay on its right side with its 
neck broken. To bleed it and then get to the 
“Cedar Tree’ only took a few moments. 
This. large ‘““Cedar Tree’ used to stand on the 
east bank of Nogie’s Creek, but some ruthless 
lumberman cut it down several years ago, and 
now the broad stump forms a splendid seat 
for a couple of persons; here we perched our- 
selves, keeping watch up and down the Creek 
for several hundred yards. Shortly after 8 
a.m. the writer noticed a nice buck about 300 
yards below the “Watch” swimming across 
quite leisurely—again the rifle spoke sharply 
five times, and the buck was floundering in the 
water with a leg broken and 2 soft nosed 
bullet right through his lungs. He was soon 
secured and bled and two of our party who 
heard the shooting paddled down to see what 
was ‘‘doing.” 

The two deer were put in one of the canoes, 
and the writer paddled it a distance of three 
miles tocamp. ‘The rest of the party were in 
preparing dinner and after the usual salutation 
there came a chorus of ‘‘What luck this morn- 
ing?”’ and my reply was ‘““T'wo!””, Some smiled 
a smile of increduility, while others said, “You 
are fooling,”’ but I said, “‘both deer are in the 

canoe below the tumbling dam.” Then all 
shouted “Hurrah!” and we sat down to a good 
dinner, after which the deer were hung up. 
The dogs, “Sport, Dowdy, Fleet and Spot,” 

were impatient after the one run, which had 
only whetted their appetites for more, for they 
tugged and pulled on their chains and gave 
tongue incessantly, but before the week had 
elapsed, the fine edge was run off, and when 
they got a chance, they rested quietly in their 
comfortable quarters. 

Every morning during the hunt, we were 
out before the morning light began to brighten 
the eastern horizon; on Tuesday Joe Walton 
shot a nice buck near Forest’s Mountain; on 
Wednesday A. E. Bottum killed another 
buck at Miller’s Bay, and by Saturday night 
we had five deer hung up. 

The writer’s luck came all in a “chunk” the 
first morning, for during the remaining eleven 
days at camp, he did not get another shot; but 
withal he spent several pleasant days watch- 
ing at the “Narrows,” with Mr. John Regan, 
of Toronto, who was one of the Read party, 
and who is the soul of good cheer. 

On Thursday the writer left John and went 
east to a runway south of Forest’s Mountain, 
and this was the day of a stirring episode in Mr. 
Regan’s life. 

He sat hour after hour under a nice grove 
of cedars, musing on how he would roll over a 
deer, if one should attempt to cross the 
Narrows. 

His musings were suddenly interrupted by 
the tread of heavy feet and the cracking of 
boughs! He peered and peered into the dense 
cedar swamp behind him, but could discern 
nothing. However, the sounds had aroused his 
vigilance and he scanned the lake, the 
Narrows, the swamp and the shores, till all at 
once his eagle eye caught sight of a large dark 
animal that was swimming steadily across the 
upper part of the Narrows. 

“What is it? Is it the big dog? . No!’ he 
soliloquized till his keen eye caught sight of 
the two triangular ears, then he muttered 
“it’s a bear!’ and his automatic came to his 
shoulder and the water splashed all round the 
bear five times and then the weapon clicked to 
tell him it was empty—this only infuriated the 
savage animal which made straight for John— 
did he climb a tree? No! He picked up his 
hatchet, jumped into his canoe and paddled 
straight for the maddened beast, and not many 
minutes elapsed till there was a head-on- 

collision between John and his now doubly 
infuriated black antagonist. 

A fierce combat, not of growls, or words, but 

ot blows, now ensued between John and his 

sturdy opponent, and for a while it seemed as 

if it would be a drawn battle, but finally one 

good left hook from Mr. -Bruin sent John 

sprawling into the water and overturned the 

canoe. At this juncture the two fierce com- 
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batants separated mysteriously, John striking 

out for the east shore and Mr. Bruin for the 

west shore, and neither looked back till each 
had reached his respective shore. John 
declares the last glimpse he got ot his bearship 
was as he stood with his two forepaws on a 
large pine log, to allow the water to drip from 

his shaggy coat—this done he cast one long, 
lingering look back at John and then disappear- 
ed among the jack pines, and at the same time 
John wended his way to camp where he was 
dried and nourished, having emerged from 
this heroic encounter unscathed. Two things 
in this daring hand to hand combat, must 
always remain a mystery. The first is, how 
John and the bear became separated, and the 
second is, which of the two received the 
greatest injury. I think we may sately state 
that Mr. Bruin did not come out of the con- 
test safer than John, and it is possible and 
indeed it is probable that he may have telt 
the weight of John’s hatchet, before their 
mutual separation in midstream. Mr. Reg- 
an’s many, many friends in Toronto and else- 
where will be glad to learn of his successful and 
heroic escape from this daring adventure. 
Monday the 8th, was a red letter day in 

camp as Joe killed a large buck and a large doe 
before 8 a.m. and Wilfred killed a nice buck 
too. That night Mr. Erie Boyd of Bob- 
caygeon arrived at camp to try his first hunt. 
We sent him to the ‘Cedar Tree Watch” and 
on Wednesday he killed his first buck with one 
shot. He was justly proud of this as his buck 
was a good one. We initiated him thoroughly 
in the camp life procedure which he enjoyed 
much and is looking forward to the day when 

_location of these hunting grounds. 
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November the Ist will come round next year. 
Three fourths of our party were good cooks 

and could prepare a toothsome meal, but 
Karl excelled at making the pancakes and the 
biscuits, while Eric had us all beaten to a 
‘frazzle’’ at making vension stew. Joe sup- 
plied us in the evenings with excellent music 
on his mandolin and on special occasions 
“Jimmy” and A. E. B. would give us an 
exhibition of one of their old time step dances, 
and truly they were no novices at these per- 
formances. Some of the younger members of 
the party tried to imitate these light fantastic 
steps, but soon found they were outstepped 
and outclassed in these evening performances. 

There were some peculiarities about the 
As they 

were only twelve miles from Bobcaygeon, 
they were easily reached. At the “Cedar 
Tree Watch’? where we killed five of our deer, 
you can see autos pass regularly; hear the 
roosters crowing; hear the cow bells and hear 
the children of the settler’s call to one another, 
so we were right on the edge of civilization 
and yet the deer were quite plentiful. 

On Saturday the 13th, twelve out of the 
thirteen in the party had had shooting and we 
had killed twelve deer, eight bucks and four 
does, so that we had averaged one deer a day, 
and we had not let any wounded deer away to 
die in the woods. . 
We all agreed we had killed deer enough so 

we packed up and arrived in Bobcaygeon on 
the evening of the thirteenth. We had ideal 
weather, with good games, good sport and a 
perfect outing. 

HE WHO HUNTS IS MERCIFUL 
The above caption was the subject of a paper 

read by Dr. H. E. Douglass of Hutchinson, 
Minnesota, a subscriber to Rod and Gun and a 
Canadian, a native of Napanee, Ont., before the 
Gopher Campfire Club of Hutchinson at their 
last annual banquet and is published in Rod and 
Gun at the request of a friend of the doctor’s who 
believes it contains matter of interest to the read- 
ers of this magazine. 

and for them I will say, it is a person, a 
male asa rule but sometimes a female, 

equipped with an inclination to kill or take 
whatever form of life in the animal kingdom 
that comes within their range, or one who 
allows the primitive man to assert itself and 
lead him or her to an unwarranted destruction 
of the lives of our birds, animals or fish. 

There are very few present upon whom the 
bristles at some time have not been quite 
prominent, but few if any would willingly be 
classed as game hogs. Association or better 
the environments of the Gopher Campfire 
Club, have brought about a change of heart. 

Every man or woman who takes a gun and 
goes afield will in the course of time be called 
a game hog or game murderer, but I defy any- 
one to contradict me when I say he or she is a 

a ee uninitiated ask,““What is a game hog?” 

sportsman and in shooting the wild life in a 
sense does a humane act. 

How the Hunter is Merciful. 
It is only in the case of domestic pets that 

either animal or bird ever lives to die an old 
age, of disease, or other than a violent death. 
It is an open question whether these natural 
farms of an end to existence are more desirable 
than that which shortens pain and does away 
with prolonged suffering from _ accidents, 
disease, starvation or old age. That all wild 
animals or birds come to a violent death is a 
well known fact, as there are ever present 
enemies of the animal kingdom. 

Scientists tell us that it is very rare indeed 
to find a skull of the primitive Indian that 
gives indication that its former possessor sur- 
vived the innumerable dangers of a savage 
existence beyond the prime of life. If he lived 
through childhood and reached the status of a 
warrior he kept his scalp by his ability against 
ever present foes and being constantly on the 
alert. The moment his powers began to fail, 
his hearing to dull, his eyesight to dim, some 
younger enemy was sure to reach him with 
tomahawk, spear or arrow—a survival not of 
the fittest, but of the more alert. This con- 
dition was so well known among many tribes _ 
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that when the elder members began to show 
signs of waning vigor they deliberately put 
them to death rather than have them tortured 
at the hands of foes. Exactly the same con- 
dition exists, only to a greater extent among 
animals and birds in the wild state. If they 
escape the dangers of early life it is only to 
attain a prime wherein life is maintained, sole- 
ly by the constant alertness of eye, ear, limb 
or wing. The moment that alertness fails 
these birds or animals form the food of some 
other creature. 

Bullet Spares Death Agony. 
We repeatedly read of the hunt of the wolf 

pack. They run their victim to exhaustion 
and while yet alive tear him limb from limb. 
In our desire to preserve the game we limit our 
season to such time as will leave no helpless 
young to suffer from the lack of parental care. 
The trapper then takes a hand and reduces the 
ranks of the worst of the game hogs by catch- 
ing the mink, weasel, fox and wolf and various 
other enemies of wild life. The favorite prey 
of the animal game hog is the young of either 
bird or beast; the new born fawn is more 
eagerly sought than the mature doe or buck. 

In our sympathy for our pets when helpless 
or ailing from old age or disease, we relieve 
them of their suffering by chloroform or by a 
merciful bullet. On the other hand, forbid 
man to hunt the wild beasts or birds and we 
doom them to ultimate death by slow star- 
vation or far more surely to the awful fate of 
serving while yet alive as the food of some oth- 
er creature. 

Within a few days I have heard the impu- 
tation that some of our members who have 
returned from the northern woods were butch- 
ers because they had shot adeer that it is as 
easy to kill a deer as it is a farmer’s cow in his 
barnyard. I would like to place that person 
on a runway in a forest six or seven miles from 
camp, up to his knees in snow, with the mer- 
cury at zero, tell him to stand as motionless as 
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a statue for hours at a time in the faint hope 
of a glimpse of a distant deer; then tell him, 
when the fleeting glimpse comes, to shoot 
instantly and accurately, despite the cold and 
his excitement, at a vanishing object two hun- 
dred yards away, going like lightning and each 
fraction of a second growing smaller. When 
this person returns home the name game hog 
and game butcher will never be heard again, 
nor will he ever make the remark as regards 
shooting a cow in a barn yard. 

The Remedy. 
I believe the best way to handle the game 

hog, now that the sale of game is prohibited, is 
by moral suasion. Elevate and show him the 
error of his ways. If this does not do, give 
him the limit in a fine, confiscate gun, boat, 
dogs, etc. 

The study of birds and animals begun in 
early life and continued until the boy or girl 
leaves the school will I believe, do more to 
eliminate the game hog than any other system 
we have before us, and I sincerely hope our 
legislative committee will bring enough force 
to bear at the next legislature, that the birds, 
fish and wild animals of our state will receive 
adequate attention in a course of study in all 
our public schools. 

To those who cling secretly to game me 3 
tendencies, I say quit or shake off your selfis 
habits. Don’t live wholly and solely for your- 
selves. Remember that generations yet un- 
born will enjoy a taste of the wild duck, as well- 
as you and I would enjoy eating a piece of the 
now nearly extinct buffalo. To those of you 
who secretly or openly leave the ranks of the 
game hog and join those of the sportsman, I 
will use the words of Si. Mann, the poet trapper 
of James Bay, above whose cabin door are 
inscribed these words: 
“May those without walk in 
And share my simple store. 
The fates that filled my flour bin 
Wrote “WELCOME” on my door.” 

THE HABITS. OF THE SEAGULL 
Edmund H. Fletcher 

WAHE name Gull is a misnomer for no 
bird is less gullible, and{few combine 
such interest, grace and sagacity. Gulls 

ossess marvelous powers of flight and are 
indeed the living model of the modern mono- 

plane. 
The German aviators call their machines 

taube, (meaning pigeon) but it is not the pig- 

eon but the gull they are imitating. The 
relative size of wing and body, the gliding 
motion, is exclusively that of the gull. 

Scientists can only partly explain their 
flight where in the strongest gale, they glide 
against the wind with never a_ perceptible 
movement of their outstretched wings. As 
the kite is kept up by wind pressure, so it 
must be with the gull, a slight upward move- 
ment of the wings causes it to rise. This is 
followed by a long gradual slant downwards, in 
which it gathers momentum for soaring hea- 

venward again. Many species are represent- 
ed under this general term, varying much in 
color, size, and habits. One species, the Skua, 
in habits partakes more of the nature of the 
hawks, he is a genuine plunderer, a pirate in 
fact, living solely on the hard gotten gains of 
others. All the Skuas, of which there are 
several varieties, are dark brown in color. 

Their methods consist of watching their white 

cousins closely, possessing greater powers of 

flight, they pursue any gull or tern which they 

have noticed catching a fish, dash down upon 

it like a thunderbolt and start a stern chase. 
The intended victim naturally resents this 

robbery, and makes off at top speed, and 

many wild gyrations and evolutions are tried 

to get away from its pursuer. When the 

victim is unable to escape, (and it very rarely 
is) it considers discretion the better part of 

valour and drops the fish. This is what the 
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Skua wants, for though it is a tyrant, it is not 
a butcher, and with a sudden downward dash, 
seizes the tempting morsel ere it strikes the 
water, swallows it, and scours the sea afresh 
for further victims. 

The Skuas are exclusively sea birds, never 
leaving the ocean as other gulls do in search of 
food. Another sort rarely found far inland 
is the Great Black-backed Gull, the chief 
scavenger of the gull family. They are un- 
popular amongst sportsmen and others, hav- 
ing a decided taste for delicacies, such as 
young ducklings, wild or tame, and nestlings 
of all kinds in season. Apart from this how- 
ever it is useful in demolishing carrion washed 
up on the coast. Nothing comes amiss to the 
Black-backs and having a voracious appetite 
soon make their presence felt in this direction. 
They are, as their name suggests, jet black on 
the back and upper sides of the wings, the 
remaining parts being snow white. The eontrast 
gives them a very striking appearance. The 
young are grey for three years, not getting 
the plumage of the adult until the fourth year. 

They are large, powerful birds, heavy of 
body, and with wings outstretched measure 
six feet from tip to tip. I remember once 
capturing one which had been wounded and 
was unable to fly, which gave a demonstration 
of its powers of digestion. 

Having cornered it between two rocks, I 
took off my coat, to throw over it in order to 
avoid an encounter with its knife-like beak. 
The gull in preparing itself for the encounter 
disgorged a full grown rat, which it had recent- 
ly swallowed whole. The Black-back is a 
sky bird, and is not easily approached within 
gunshot. 

On another occasion, I witnessed the rapa- 
cious habits of these birds in attacking a 
wounded wild duck. While out shooting, I 
wounded a Mallard which dropped into the 
water several hundred yards away. A Black- 
backed gull alarmed by the shot had taken 
wing, but on seeing the duck drop in below, 
wheeled in its flight and swooped down upon 
it, and then continued on its way, doubtless 
intending to return anon to have a feast. On 
picking up the duck I found the head almost 
severed from the body. 

All the gulls (the Skuas excepted) are gre- 
garious, feeding and resting in company, and 
even in the breeding season, those which are 
cliff breeders nest in company, together with 
other species of sea-fowl on the same rocks, 
though each variety forms a colony which has 
well defined limits. Gulls’ nests are merely a 
bowl-like depression in the earth of the cliff 
ledges, lined with dry grass, though the kitty- 
wake usually chooses a bare ledge, and builds 
its nest of seaweed and grass. From two to 
four eggs are laid. The Common gulls breed 
inland on low islands of lakes and rivers, the 
latter may be seen in the Great Lakes, the 
Thousand Islands, as well as numerous small- 
er lakes throughout Canada and America. 
Their food is very varied consisting of all kinds 
of scraps thrown overboard from ships, in and 
out of harbour, they scour the docks, ship- 
yards, etc., for anything eatable. They also 
follow vessels far out to sea living on scraps 
thrown overboard, and incidently small fish 
thrown to the surface by the wash of the pro- 
pellors. Twenty-five knots an hour is child’s 
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play to a gull, they can make circles round the 
fastest boat afloat. Watch them dive down 
astern of a liner at sea to eat some choice tit- 
bit. When they rise again they are but specks 
in the distance, yet in a few seconds they are 
close astern again, or on ahead. To us who 
like warmth and shelter, it is unaccountable 
how birds can exist in winter out in mid-oeean, 
with the waves running mountains high, 
spindrift and hailstorms drenching the surface 
of the limitless expanse of tumbling broken 
water, where rest upon the surface would be 
utterly impossible, battling day and night 
against a wind of hurricane force, and biting 
cold,—And every day the monotonous same- 
ness of sea and sky, a thousand miles from 
land, the thought makes one shiver. 

These birds become fearless of man when 
not molested. In London, the largest eity in 
the world, the gull is quite at home. At any 
of the bridges over the Thames or in the parks 
near the river a flock of gulls can be collected 
in a few minutes by throwing bread into the 
water. At London bridge one of the busiest 
thoroughfares, the gulls delight many a crowd, 
and bring a touch of brightness into lives, 
lived amidst the murk and gloom of winter 
fogs. Poised on the wing about the parapet, 
they are adepts at catching the food thrown 
them, while some of the tamer ones will snatch 
a morsel from the hand. 

Gulls can now be traced in their wanderings 
by means of rings put on the legs of nestlings, 
giving the date and breeding place, in this 
way many interesting features of their pere- 
grinations have been brought to light. 

A Black-headed gull hatched in Perthshire, 
Scotland, in May, 1912, was captured on the 
coast of Portugal in the following July, having 
travelled more than a thousand miles before 
it was three months old. Another from the 
same colony was taken in Norway about the 
same time. 

Some have probably a more roving dis- 
position than others, 
instances of them remaining in certain local- 
ities all the year, except during the breeding 
season. While living on the North coast of 
Ireland, I used to sometimes teed the gulls on 
table scraps. At first they were very sus- 
picious of this fare, but by degrees they over- 
came their fears, and would come close up to 
the windows. One in particular, a biack- 
headed gull with only one leg, was always 
amongst the first to arrive. This gull dis= 
appeared for a couple of months in spring, but 
returned again, and was a daily visitor during 
the rest of the year. 
~When sea food is plentiful gulls prefer it te 

any other. After a southern gale, great quanti- 
ties of seaweed and shell-fish used to ne thrown 
up on the beach, especially a large bivalve of 
the Saprino family, as big as a man’s fist and 
as hard as a cocoanut. The gulls are very 
fond of the contents of these shells, and they 
are experts at opening them, though they can- 
not do so with their beaks. Getting the 
shell between their feet they fly up in the air 
for thirty or forty yards, and drop it on the 
sand, if the shell happens to lie amongst rocks, 
they only fly t 
knowing it will be more easily broken. This 
is an excellent example of their reasoning 
powers. A curious sight often seen on the 
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coast is that of a flock of snow white gulls, 
hovering low over the water, and dashing in 
and out, keeping within a space of a dozen 
square yards to the accompaniment of much 
shrieking and quarreling, if at a distance, a 
glass will reveal not only gulls, but gannets, 
cormorants, terns, puffins, guillermots, and all 
the commoner sea birds crowded together in a 
compact mass. This indicates a shoal of fry, 
which are being hunted from below by large 
fish which are feeding on them, and drive 
them to such extremes that they come to the 
surface and often jump out of the water in 
their terror, only to be pounced upon by legions 
of hungry sea-fowl. 

Another clever ruse of the crafty gull is its 
method of catching the silver sand eel. These 
little eels have perhaps more enemies than any 
other creature living, everything that swims 
or flies in or over the sea eats them, so they 
must be constantly on the watch. Their sole 
means of defease, lies in their ability to bury 
themselves in the sand at a moment’s notice, 
and there remain until the threatened danger 
is past. They are even considered a delicacy 
as human food, and are dug out of the sand 
at low water for that purpose. The gulls 
cannot dig, yet they get their share just the 
same. By marking time with their feet likea 
soldier on parade, where the sand is just awash 
by the little wavelets this gradually forms a 
depression, which ever deepening, soon brings 
them down five or six inches to where the eel 
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lies buried. Not wishing to be trampled upon 
the eel makes a dash for liberty and is prompt- 
ly seized by the gull. 

In the British Islands the gull is a useful 
bird to the farmer as much of its food during 
the winter, is got by following the plow. They 
eat an incalculable number of grubs and worms. 
As there is very little frost or snow, plowing 
operations are continued throughout that 
season. 

The winter of 1893-4 showed how dependent 
the gulls are for their supply of food from the 
land. As the British had an experience that 
winter of what our American winters are like, 
driven to such extremes of hunger, they came 
into the streets of large cities, where their. 
plight was the object of much curiosity and 
compassion amongst city dwellers. Many fed 
them liberally, more perhaps from the stand- 
point of novelty, than from philanthropic 
purposes. 

Thousands of birds died from cold and 
starvation, especially waders, and soft-billed 
land birds. The coasts swarmed with both 
land and seabirds, as the only place where 
Mother earth lay bare, was amongst the rocks 
at low tide. Here all kinds congregated to 
eke out an existance on a diet of seaweed. The 
gulls died everywhere. In the hollows of the 
sand dunes, were dozen of dead and dying, in 
company with other species, which having 
got into the basin-like hollows, had not the 
strength to extricate themselves. 

MEN OF THE TRAPPING FRATERNITY 
J. D. A. Evans 

ET us visit the cosy looking shanty 
L amidst the trees on yonder lake shore. 

The smoke from its chimney slowly 
ascends skywards for the atmosphere is far 
below zero. Around the stove are sitting a 
couple of trappers spinning wonderful yarns 
of trap lore. These men are of the Northland 
and belong to the trapping fraternity. ““Many 
men, many minds,” so it is with this brother- 
hood; one characterizes his methods as the 
last survival of the fittest, another speaks 
exultingly of his own propaganda. Yet, 
disagree as they may regarding plan and for- 
mula, the fur seekers are brethern, united in 
one single purpose, namely to secure the great- 
est number of pelts they can. For decades 
the trapping fraternity have tenanted the ° 
timbered reaches of our Canadian hinterland. 
Now in many a place the twentieth century 
witnesses the smoke of factory chimneys 
where once the trapper was free to roam and 
the fur seeker must now perforce trek farther 
north. 

Months of seclusion away from the haunts 
of men have been the portion of those who fol- 
low the trap line. Perchance a trapper from 
the opposite shore of the lake might occasion- 
ally visit the shanty, bringing belated in- 
telligence of the outer world received perhaps 
from some passing caller, a member also of the 
illustrious Order of Pelts. Quite possibly as 

the visitor is relating his stories the footsteps 
of an Indian are heard crunching the snow on 
the doorstep. The trappers glance up at the 
newcomer and as the last rays of daylight are 
twinkling through the windows the Neche is 
harking back to the long, long ago when with 
a party of Crees he stalked the buffalo over 
Great Bear Hills, or set snares for the silver 
foxes on the shores of Moose Lake. To 
the uninitiated the life of the trapper 
appeals as a life of extreme loneliness. And 
indeed to those accustomed to the whirl of 
social or city business life the trapper’s exist- 
ence is indeed a lonely and secluded one, but 
the brotherhood of trap and pelt having once 
inhaled the ozone of the northland eagerly 
anticipate the time when they can resume 
their avocation. Crowded thoroughfares and 
city streets are unknown to the habitues of the 
trap line. Instead these sons of nature prefer 
the music of the tree choristers and a view of 
creation untrammelled by the progress of the 
world of men. The trapper’s vocation re- 
presents freedom from and absence of care. 
While his fellow mortals are struggling madly 
for a bare existence the trapper remains con- 
tent in his outpost. ‘The fact that a thousand 
applicants are clamoring for work in city or 
town does not affect him at all, for he does not 
even know that such is the case. The vicissi- 
tudes of the outside world are unknown to him. 



A SYMPOSIUM ON. MATTERS 

REGARDING CONSERVATION 

WHY SHOULD GAME BE PROTECTED? 
E. R. Kerr 

HY should game be protected? Of 
W what use is it except to furnish pleasure 

to afew cranks? It is bound to go any- 
how, so why delay the process? Why not per- 
mit the sportsman to compete with the ele- 
ments? 

The mental processes of the man who asks 
these questions are generally expressed in 
terms of dollars only. Accordingly, they had 
best be answered in the same coin. 

Of what use is Game? Ten million dollars 
a year to the Province of Ontario. This is a 
conservative estimate of what the game 
animals, birds and fish of this Province ought 
to bring in when properly handled. Every 
state in the Union to the South which has 
awakened to the value of these resources is 
already realizing more than this, and one of 
them, Maine, is hardly larger than two or 
three southwestern counties. 

Everybody knows that the game resources 
are at present too much depleted to figure as a 
Province-wide economic asset. How can 
they be increased so as to bring in ten million 
dollars a year and afford sport and recreation 
for the citizens:of Ontario? The answer to 
this question is not based upon theory, but 
on facts. It has been done, and the methods 
used in the States that have done it, are clear 
and plain. Briefly, these methods consist of 
good laws well enforced, of public education, 
of judicious artificial propagation, especially 
of fish, and in setting aside as game refuges all 
waste lands not otherwise used or needed, and 
stocking these refuges with valuable species 
which will multiply and overflow into adjoin- 
ing territory or regions. This plan is known 
in the United States as the “HORNADAY 
PLAN.’ 

It is up to the sportsmen of Ontario to 
assist in the formation of one hundred Game 
Protective Associations throughout the Pro- 
vince, first,—to assist the government in the 
enforcement of the law; second,—to also 
assist the government in selecting areas suit- 
able as game sanctuaries, and third,—to assist 
the government in the extermination of the 
predatory animal menace and the protection 
of the game in the sanctuaries from the “‘pot- 
hunter’ and “poacher.” 

Come on over into Macedonia at once and 
help us. 

Game Reproduction: 
State of Pennsylvania vs. Province of Ontario. 

In our campaign for one hundred Game 
Protective Associations and a number of 
sanctuaries let us not fail to remember the 

State of Pennsylvania and compare our 
opportunitites with those States to the South 
of us who are making rapid progress in the re- 
production of species. 

Pennsylvania has made, during the past ten 
vears or less, fifteen game sanctuaries,—each 
one situated in the heart of a tract of about 
5,000 acres. of forest land that had been 
purchased in each case as a “‘state”’ forest. 

The state is showing a tremendous amount 
of energy and enterprise in buying deer, elk 
and wild turkeys with which to stock these 
sanctuaries. Throughout the entire state the 
feeling in regard to these sanctuaries is one of 
profound enthusiasm, such as we must have 
in Ontario, and every country wants one. 
lind you, all these forest lands in Pennsyl- 

vania are being bought and paid for: which 
we, in Ontario, will not have to do. 

The method of Pennsylvania, for the pro- 
tection of the area from intruders, is to run one 
wire breast-high around each area that is to be 
regarded as a game sanctuary, and side that 
wire posts and signs are provided informing 
the public that no hunting is permitted within 
the wire. Outside of this hunting is permit- 
ted; and already the deer planted several years 
ago have increased to such an extent that 
successful game hunting is now going on. 
Last year Pennsylvania, purchased (im round 
numbers) 1000 deer and placed them in these 
sanctuaries. Can any argument be stronger 
than that for Ontario? If the sportsmen of 
this Province are wise, they will organize 
themselves at once, and preserve both their 
large and small game shooting, and conserve 
permanently a good stock of game birds and 
animals through the sanctuary plan. 

What do you think of this, Mr. Pratt? 
Let us have your ideas on this subject. 
every sportsman in’ Ontario express himself 
now as we must make progress rapidly if we 
would conserve the miserable remnant. 

PROTECTION OF WILD LIFE. 
Some Measures Essential to the Conservation 

Of Canada’s Wild Birds and Animals. 
lf the wild life of Canada is to receive proper 

protection, it is essential that several impor- 
tant steps be taken with the least possible de- 
lay. The following measures are not mention- 
ed in the order of their relative importance, 
for each of them is essential to a complete 
system of protection and merits the whole- 
hearted advocacy of every public-spirited 
citizen. 
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(1). Careful revision of the provincial acts 
governing the protection of insectivorous 
birds, to ensure that no valuable species are 
included on the “black list.” 

(2). Negotiation of a migratory bird 
treaty between Canada and the United States. 

(3). The selection of suitable areas through- 
out Canada, and their erection into bird 
sanctuaries. 

(4). Adequate protection for the sea birds 
of the Atlantic coast. 

(5). Close restriction and, where feasible, 
total prohibition of the sale of game. 

(6). Thorough revision of the Northwest 
Game Act and provision for its strict enforce- 
ment. 

(7). Organization of strong, independent 

societies to create a public opinion of sufficient 

strength to obtain and enforce proper pro- 

tective laws. 

MY ANNUAL REPORT 
Jack Miner 

HE other day when I was in town I 
dropped into the tailor’s and tried’ to 
stand him off for a suit of clothes, but 

before I had succeeded in came Orley Smith 
and two or three others, and as the tailor 
“Joe” is some big game hunter (yes, I believe 
he has fished a little, too), I will leave the 
readers to judge the type of fellows who drop 
in to fill their pipes. Orley Smith is our bear 
hunter. He is the only one from Kingsville 
to land two big ones in a single seasoa and if 
his body was built in proportion to his heart 
he wouldn’t be able to crawl into a box car. 
Every party he has hunted with are unamin- 
ous on this point. 

The first thing to be thrashed out was 
“Rod and Gun” and the rifle question, One 
allowed that some of those writers had never 
seen a wild deer. Joe pushed the needle into 

Orley Smith with his two bears. 

the cloth in earnest and said that a man that 
wanted a better rifle than his .32 Special 
didn’t know what a rifle was. Then I butted 
in with the story of how I was hunting part- 
ridges and dropped a big buck right in his 
tracks with a .22 short. 

Orley believed that one shot well directed 
was better than shooting twenty holes in the 
air, and that it stood to reason that a cannon 
ball would have more effect on a deer than a 

small rifle. However, we all agreed that the 
great secret was in the “‘pintin” and as the 
tobacco smoke was getting no better I had to 
give my seat up to the other fellow. 

Now, dear reader, I believe the burning 
question is how to have more game to shoot. 
Personally, I would rather hunt with a bow 
and arrow where there is plenty of game than 
to have a machine gun in the barren wilderness. 

Let me describe a duck hunt my two boys 
and I had last fall. We hitched our self start- 
er into the democrat and after we had decoys, 
oats and hay all in the box I lay on top and the 
two boys sat on the seat and regulated the 
speed. 

Daylight found us out in the marsh and as 
it was the first morning’s shooting, being 
September 15th, the place sounded full of 
guns. I refused to have anything to do with 
the shooting, but volunteered to supply the 
necessary propelling power. Ducks? The 
air was full of them and the boys, Manley 
(eighteen) and Teddy (fifteen) just made the 
gun barrels warm. Presently three coots 
swam into the decoys and just then down 
dropped six mallards. I whispered: 

“Give it to ’em!”’ and they did sure enough 
for when we pushed out we found they had 
killed a mud-hen. I told the boys to lead 
‘em. Well, I honestly believe they did (at 
the wrong end). 

Our score eventually was one duck, about 
the size of your fist, and one mud-hen and a 
plover a little larger than a humming bird. 

We started toward home about noon with 
an empty grub- basket and a satisfied mind. 

On the way home I did the driving and the 
boys stole peaches. When we came to a nice 
tempting orchard they would pile out and 
after they got to the nicest tree back from the 
road I would yell, “‘he’s coming,” and drive 
up as fast as possible and to see those fellows 
coming over the barb wire fence was real fun. 
I think they got about nine peaches and 
twenty-two barbs. 

When we got home all agreed to quit for the 
day. Iam now quite an old boy but I cannot 
recall a better outing, so it isn’t the big 
amount of game we get, -but the fun we have 
getting these little bits. 

I have just read Edward Kerr’s article in the 
February number. He scores more bulls’ 
eyes than I ever saw in that amount of space. 
I refer to the article on pages 960 and 962, 
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Ten bucks heading for Kingsville, which have often been killed since in the tailor shop. The tailor in the rear- 

Now, Mr. Editor, let me ask you a favor. 
Will you try and describe to the readers of 
Rod and Gun just what Mr. Kerr means when 
he says “‘too beautiful to shoot.” Will you 
ublish a “‘wood-drake”’ in colors, about one- 
alf actual size. I am well aware this means 

extra expense to you, but I am sure it would 
be throwing seed on fertile soil. My chief 
reason for asking this is because of the fact 
that seventy-five per cent. of the people that 
come here and see the wood-ducks in my park 
ask what place these ducks are native to and 
very often they will say with baited breath: 
“How can a man shoot that bird?” 

Well, my annual report is that I have 
secured no government support yet and I am 
still looked upon by a certain class as being 
strong in the back and weak in the mind. 
Only atew weeks ago aretired failure said to me: 

“Jack, I heard you got a letter from down 
south telling you to fatten the ducks and geese 
up good and when they come down here we 
will shoot them for you.” 

Another educated heavy weight got me in 
the presence of three or four gentlemen and 
right in cold blood he pushed his nose right up 
into my face and said: 

“Jack you are just like old Adam R. Wigle 
was. When he used to dance he wanted 
everybody to dance, and when he got religion 
he wanted every one to pray.” 
The above is what one gets at times but 

though I know I am in the right let me tell you 
the silver tips ot my red hair fairly sparkled. 

It is to be hoped the reader will forgive my 
mentioning these degrading facts. This is 
the dark side of my success. and my relief is 
‘woe be unto him of whom all men speak well’ 
Now let me give you positive proof of what 

Uncle Sam is doing. In 1911 I labelled four 
mallards and they migrated on December 3rd. 
Three out of four were killed and the labels 
returned to me in less than three months and 
in 1912 I labelled four more hand raised mal- 

lards. One was shot in Canada and one at 
Paris, Kentucky but the other two have spent 
three winters away from home and one is away 
for the fourth and one is staying home this 
winter. In 1914 I labelled twelve mallards. 
One was shot at Gueydan, Louisiana and one 
at Cookesville, Tennessee, and on the 18th of 
March, 1915, six of the remaining ten were 
standing on the brick work in the park with 
their bright aluminum labels on their legs. 
Last fall, 1915, I labelled fifty-three mallards. 
The last of them disappeared on December 
23rd and only two of them have been reported 
up to date—February 17th. 

I tell you, brother sportsmen, when I see 
them return and see the bright aluminum 
bands glittering on their legs as they drop their 
feet into the water it makes me feel like throw- 
ing up my old hat and giving three cheers for 
Uncle Sam. 

Last Spring we caught and labelled six 
Canada geese, weighing eleven pounds each. 
One was shot, shortly after they left, on East 
Main river, James Bay. The Indian who shot 
it brought the label to Moose Factory and 
Mr. Camsell of the Hudson Bay Company 
kindly returned the band to me. Last week 
I received another letter from Mr. L. L. 
Lewark of Naghead, North Carolina, stating 
that he had shot a wild Canada goose with a 
label on its leg marked “‘Box 48, Kingsville, 
Ont.’ This makes two out of the six reported. 
This gentleman states that he shot the goose 
about nine miles south of the Virgir — line 
near Currituck Sound. 

I hope that these facts concerning the 
migration of our birds and the good work 
which Uncle Sam is doing, will be appreciated 
by the readers of Rod and Gun. I will ring 
off for this time and if this escapes the waste 
paper basket in the near future I will attempt 
to write a good serious article on sportsman- 
sp and what the word sportsman means as 

see it. 
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A SUBSCRIBER IN CAIRO, EGYPT, WRITES OF HIS 

INTEREST IN THE CONSERVATION OF 

ONTARIO’S DUCKS 

Editor, ROD AND GUN: 
I have been an interested reader of your 

magazine for some time but have never at- 
tempted any thing of this sort before. But 
having read the account upon the scarcity of 
ducks sent in from Essex county and published 
in the January number, I felt that I should 
send you a short note to mention that ducks 
are also becoming very scarce in the county of 
Frontenac. Although not an old sportsman 
yet I have carried a gun since my eleventh 
year and have noted with a good deal of regret 
that the flocks of pond ducks and the rafts of 
river ducks which usually spend from one to 
two months upon our lakes are becoming small- 
er and scarcer with each passing year. 

I think this decrease is due chiefly to the 
market hunters and to those sportsmen who 
are not satisfied with a week or so, but prefer 
to spend the entire hunting season or there- 
abouts camped upon the best duck grounds. 
These men are generally market hunters as 
well as pleasure seekers, so if the sale of ducks 
was prohibited no doubt they would be quite 
satisfied with a more moderate stay upon the 
feeding grounds and resting places of. the 
migratory birds. I think my brother sports- 
men of Essex county are on the right track 
when they favor the extension of the close 
season until the first of October and also the 
elimination of two days’ shooting per 
week, besides Sunday. ‘These suggestions 
with the prohibiting of selling and the reduc- 
tion of the daily bag if enforced would give the 
ducks achance. No doubt there are some who 
consider themselves sportsmen that would 
strongly object to such a state of affairs but as 
it is becoming quite evident that our ducks are 
not able to hold their own against modern 
firearms and ammunition, I hope that at 
least the majority of duck hunters will take a 
sane view of the fact and loyally endeavor to 
get the ducks back to ornament our lakes in 
autumn. 

iat 
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Although engaged in helping play the 
greatest of games yet in my idle moments 
I often think of the lakes and woods of Ont- 
ario, and at such times I can assure you that 
the “Rod and Gun” gives me a great deal of 
pleasure for in its stories I re-live some of my 
own past experiences and again look forward 
to the future hoping that e’er long I may 
be able to take down my gun, turn out the 
dogs and spend a happy vacation with Dame 
Nature and her children. 

I remain an advocate for the protection of 
our game birds, which standing every true 
sportsman should take. 

Sincerely yours, 
N. V. Freeman. 

Cairo, Egypt. 

The Chatham branch of the Ontario Fish 
and Game Association have gone on record as 
opposed to any change in the opening day for 
duck shooting each fall. The members 
supporting the resolution argue that as the 
district is very favorably situated for earlier 
duck shooting and the sport a very popular 
one and enjoyed by a large number of their 
citizens the proposed extension of the close 
season to October 15th would prevent the 
majority of duck shooters in that district from 
enjoying the sport during the most favorable 
part of the season and would stop the shooting 
at a time when most people find it convenient 
to indulge in it, namely at Thanksgiving time; 
and they further object because of the fact 
that many of the ducks native to the marshes 
in that district have by the 15th migrated to 
the south, the blue wing teal and many of the 
native marsh ducks going south earler than 
the 15th of October. The Association how- 
ever placed itself on record as approving of any 
legislation that might be framed for the pur- 
pose of prohibiting the sale of wild ducks and 
limiting the bag. 

Ll 
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THE LURE OF THE DRY ee 
Robert Page Lincoln 

yor the least important feature of the 
N dry fly man’s outfit is the reel; and in 

telling about reels only about five 
million words have been exhausted. Yet for 
all that I will lay a wager that comparatively 
few of the population are at all familiar as to 
what constitutes a good fly casting reel and 
what does not. Perhaps many people do not 
read and remember advice as well as they 
should, nevertheless the fact remains that the 
various makes of reels, especially for fly fishing 
are not understood, nor is every angler familiar 
with them. Considerately speaking the aver- 
age trout fisherman (and the average trout 
fisherman is a wet-fly or worm-fisher) is a man 
of moderate means—even as you and I. This 
man has not an overplus of money to lay out 
for reels and whatnots; so he purchases what 
he can lay his hands on; in other words he 
gets the cheapest reel he can find for the 
money. Now, strangely, while the fly-casting 
reel is of more use than just to hold the line 
still it is as unlike. the purpose of the bait 
casting reel as night is from day. The fly 
casting reel has been said to fulfill its true pur- 
pose in merely holding the line; hence. no 
great revolving capacity being needed the reel 
does not need to be costly to the degree 
that the bait casting reel is costly. For a 
small expenditure you are able to get a winch 
for fly casting that is very good indeed. | 
have reference here in particular to a_ set of 
reels (fly casting reels) put out by the Meissel- 
bach company in New Jersey. This produc- 
tion is known as the Featherlight reels. These 
reels are really the most simple on the market; 
simple in material, and simple in construction. 
and simple in the scarcity of parts. As the 
name implies they are_ very light, certainly 
Featherlight. Thus a forty yard reel weighs 
two and one eighth ounces, and the one hun- 
dred yard reel five ounces. The only thing 

about these reels that does not strike the fancy 
is that they are too light; that the rod to which 
they are connected must be also very light to 
receive them, to get the exact right balance. 
Thus in proportion it must be said that to 
perfectly match this reel to a correct rod, so 
as to get an even balance the rod should be 
nine feet long and can weigh not over four 
ounces. Outfitted thus with a Featherlight 
of 100 yards capacity you will have a fairly 
well balanced tool. You will displace this 
balance by admitting a five ounce reel to a six 
and a half or a seven ounce rod. This same 
company puts out another variety of reel 
known as the Expert which is far better than 
the Featherlight in my estimatiom. The 
Expert reel in the one hundred yard class 
weighs six and one half ounces. It might be 
matched to a rod weighing five or six ounces 
with a length of nine and one half feet. These 
reels cost from one dollar to one and a half. 
It is by far one of the cheapest, and at the 
same time serviceable reels on the market. 

One angling writer advocates a reel holding 
fifty yards of line when using same for fly fish- 
ing. But it seems to me that only in remote 
instances does one need such a great deal of 
line; and in our consideration of a dry fiy reel 
it should be remembered that great lengths of 
line need not be cast. The average angler 
uses nol over twenty-five yards at the utmost, 
and that occurs only at intervals, the stream 
fished of course being taken into consideration. 
A reel with a short barrel and high plates at 
first glance will be condemned in that the line 
is always away down in the “innards” of the 
reel and is out-of-place. This is remedied by 
first winding on silk or linen line to form a core 
which thrusts the real enameled line high up; 
the spool will thus be large enough to take on 
a goodly portion of line to each revolution. 
Personally I have great preference to the 100- 
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yard reel. It has capacity; it will receive at 
least thirty yards of real line and this is good 
enough. 

Yet it is not in how cheap a reel you can buy 
as in how long that reel will last you and how 
it will improve your outfit both practically— 
and spiritually—if I am allowed the use of 
that term. A good reel, that costs something 
is decidedly an acquisition which you will take 
special pride in. In England good reels are 
always used; in this country the same are 
becoming more and more noticeable. Reels 
coming in all German Silver, or German Silver 
in conjunction with hard rubber are always 
lasting and serviceable. They look well but, 
best of all, they are supremely durable, 
staunch to the core. They are also light, 
and while they cost a little more than the very 
light reel they are better to match to the trout 
rod. Personally I have not much time for the 
nickled reels. Nickled brass is nothing but 
poor material at best. When the plating 
wears off of the brass it presages decay and age. 
Nor are the aluminum reels much to be 
recommended, speaking genefally. The light- 
er the reel the lighter the rod; and a sufficient- 
ly heavy rod must be had in dry fly work to 
fling the fly a good way. No wand of bamboo 
will do this. Strictly, for dry fly work it is 
harder to fit a reel to such a rod than to fit a 
reel to a wet fly appliance. 

Some of the best reels, of the single-action 
sort come from English makers. These reels 
have always held really the foremost place in 
the eye of the not easily suited angler. Such 
reels as the Hardy Brothers put out are appli- 
ances that can be used from ten years to a 
lifetime with the very best results and satis- 
faction.. At the same time these reels are 
more than mere things to hold line; they are - 
active affairs, supplied with features that 
have been embodied in’ them through 
skillful inventiveness. In the case of the Har- 
dy Perfect reel we note the most improved 
form of a winch that has ever been put out. 
As has been said: the original reel from which 
this was made was produced by the Hardy’s 
in 1885; from that time to this it has been 
altered and considerably improved until we 
find the present day production awaiting our 
attention. This reel by the way has a great 
line carrying capacity; it has a superior 
regulating check and runs on ball bearings. 
It is practically frictionless. The good thing 
about the regulating check is that all the 
striking is done directly from the reel; the 
tension can be increased or decreased by the 
angler as he chooses. At first glimpse this 
would not seem a very great invention but you 
will soon find that its value is of just worth; a 
breakage, due to hard striking, is made quite 
an impossibility. The Perfect reel at the same 
time is easy to take apart; it combines the 
advantages of being taken apart easily, the 
only tool required being a coin. 

In the Hardy Brothers’ Special Perfect reel 
is found a reel that is comparatively light, 
though somewhat over six and one half ounces. 
This reel carries something like thirty-five 
yards of line (that is trout line), yet it can also 
receive sixty yards of silk line for backing—or 
line such as I have before mentioned to build 
up a core. In all, one might say it holds 
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ninety-five yards of line. Lighter yet, and 
weighing from four to six ounces is the Hardy 
Bougle reel; a reel meant, by the way, for light 
rods. But the Hardy reel that is most suitable 
for dry fly work is the Halford improved 
pattern of the St. George. This, by the way, 
is one of the finest reels that I know of. It 
has a large drum and one can thus quickly 
recover the line. A feature on this reel is the 
agate line guide that is set between the two 
plates. Through this guide the line passes. 
This saves the line from wear and tear and 
anyone who has had lines eaten up by rough, 
common, unpretected guides knows the value 
of having one of these attached to the reel. 
Of course such a guide as this applies only to 
reels in a contracted form such as these are. 

Among the reels that are open to purchase 
by the fly caster is the automatic reel. This 
reel, while it has not had any too great a boom- 
ing in the annals of outing literature neverthe- 
less is an appliance that is greatly in use, in all 
forms of angling where fly casting and the fly 
rod come in for mention. That the automatic 
can be used well enough in dry fly work goes 
without saying. The one virtue about this 
rod, is that rapid recovery of line is always 
possible. You never have any of that bother- 
some slack when you use the automatic reel. 
But then, too, it should be noted that the 
automatic is heavy, and if put on a very light 
rod the balance is injured and to say that one 
gets tired operating the ill-balanced rod is a 
mild description of the discomfort entailed. 

Ordinarily the regulation single action 
click reel therefore s the reel for dry fly work, 
and such a reel is used everywhere; both in a 
moderate priced form and in the costlier form. 
Getting the right weight of reel to balance the 
rod well is something that all should look out 
for. Anyone who has done any persistent 
casting with improperly balanced rods and 
reels knows the general dissatisfaction that 
becomes the rule. As one writer has said: 

“Of late years there has been-a growing 
tendency to use lighter rods than those former- 

*ly in vogue and on this account reels have 
been selected that were altogether too light 
in weight to make a proper balance. For 
some reason or other the feeling seems to have 
taken hold of anglers that a light rod necessar- 
ily should have a very light reel and while a 
light rod should have a lighter reel than a 
heavy rod the idea has been carried too far, 
with a result most disappointing in many 
cases. ‘The angler who is persistent and who 
likes to fish for many hours a day must soon 
learn the combination rod and reel that will 
give him the desired balance to prevent fatigue 
in his wrist, if he is to get all the possible 
pleasure out of fly fishing. Having talked 
with many experienced and successful anglers 
as to the balance of rod and reel, and finding 
their views are quite in accord with my own, I 
suggest to the beginner, and others, that they 
first start with the idea that the reel without 
the line, should weigh at least one and one half 
times more than the rod-and let the basis be a 
7% ounce reel for a 5-ounce rod. As the 
weight of rod decreases or increases some de- 
viation must be allowed to meet the change in 
weight and the individual requirements of the 
angler.” 
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Aside from the above (which I do not thor- 
oughly agree with), I will deal further with 
this matter in the next dry fly article. 

The line for dry fly work is unquestionably 
the tapered line. When using the wet fly, 
either the level calibered or the tapered lines 
may be used, but in the former the tapered line 
is a necessity. Tapered lines ensure a possi- 
bility of longer casts and that true casting of a 
fly has a great deal to do with success in dry 
fly work none can well deny. In explanation 
it can be said that a tapered line is one that 
“for a distance of fifteen to twenty feet at one 
or both ends grows smaller as the end of the 
line is approached.”’ If a line is single tapered 
it has only one end so prepared; the double 
tapered line draws to fineness at both ends. 
One writer speaks of the efficiency of the taper- 
ed line, in making longer casts, as_ being this: 
“The middle of the line being heavier gives 
the necessary weight to carry the line out and 
the tapered end drops lightly to the water.” 
And further: 

“Herein is the advantage of the tapered 
line: it is in the combination of terminal fine- 
ness, together with the necessary casting 
weight which is supplied by the swell of the - 
line. This combination of fineness with 
weight is of great advantage for lake-fly fish- 
ing, for fishing large, quiet pools in streams, 
and wide stretches of still waters. In such 
places great delicacy and considerable distance 
are very requisite and the taper line makes this 
delicacy and distance possible; with it, far and 
fine casts are in the power of the expert caster. 
In effect you cast a G line to the distance ordi- 
narily only attained by a fine of size E. For 
instance, take a tapered line size E tapered to 
Size G. That part of the line which is 
approximately size G supplies lightness and 
delicacy at the end of the cast. Obviously 
the taper line has its advantages.” 

The waterproof, enameled line is by far the 
best line for use either in wet fly, or dry fly 
fishing; and those lines that are dressed by the 
vacuum system (all the air taken out of them 
by an air pump) are perhaps the best lines 
that are procurable. 
far; they last the longest, giving the best 
service all the time, combining all points 
demanded in exceptional line production. 
The well-known English dry fly lines, pro- 
curable through the Hardy Brothers possess 
great merit; and those produced im this 
country, especially those by Perry D. Frazer 
are merited examples of what a good line 
should be. These lines, dressed in vacuum, 
mean months of patient work, a system of oil- 
ing which is most unique. One thinks that 
five dollars for a double-tapered vacuum 
dressed line is a great deal to pay out but con- 
sider the labor that is gone through and the 
price looks like five cents and no mistake. 
Now if there is one subject that only one angler 
in a hundred knows anything about it is about 
how lines of this sort are proofed by the air 
pump system. At the very outset let me 
explain that you cannot properly treat a line 
in this manner outside of six months, diligent 
work. As has been said “‘the longer the time 
given to each successive dressing the more 
durable and lasting will be the resulting 
article, and in practice it will be found that a 
line cannot be turned out in much less than a 
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year’s time trom the date when the first 
immersion in waterproofing fluid was made.” 

There are special oils for use; the ordinary 
srade of linseed oil, while used is not of the 
best quality. Poor oils should not be used. 
It has been suggested that the green linseed 
oil from the Baltic is better than the yellow 
or brown oils from Calcutta. If double-boiled 
Baltic oil is procurable it is by far the best. 
There is little or no doubt but that Hardy | 
Brothers of Alnwick can procure this oil, or 
supply it to you if you desire to oil proof your 
own lines, which I caution you against unless 
you have the determination and the stickto- ~ 
itiveness. It is a long, tedious, careful exact- 

-ing job and mark this: it is not done to save 
money. If you were paid for the time you 
expended in putting out stuff of this sort, for 
your own use, your line would be worth up- 
wards of $100. 

In preparing this line so that it can be dried 
well between coats one needs a wooden frame 
work between which he can stretch the line. 
To protect the line from dust while it is drying 
a sort of a drape, or curtain is made to com- 
pletely cover it, which is yet not so tight that 
it will keep the air out, but is so tight that it 
will keep out the dust particles from settling 
on the line during its drying. One author: 
itative writer speaks as follows about this 
process ot fixing lines, and I insert this heré so 
as to give you an ides ot what work there is on 
it, more than that I am coaching you on howto 
make your own lines. Also so little is known 
about it that it should really come into the 
limelight. 

Since these vacuum lines are the best it is 
good to know why they are best. Says this 
writer: 

“The opinion is still held by some that the 
use of the air pump is unnecessary in line 
dressing. I can only say that the quantity 
of air that excapes from the silk when the 
pump is working is amazing, and that even 
from a powerful double-barrelled pump I have 
found it quite impossible to remove all the air, 
though the lines have been kept in a partial 
vacuum for a space of nearly a fortnight. If 
such a pump will not completely extract the 
air one would hardly expect to be more 
successful with the alternative method, 
namely, that of placing the line in a jar of oil, 
which is set on a stove and allowed to simmer 
very gently for several days, great care be- 
ing taken the while lest the oil should become 
too hot. The line should be coiled in a loose 
hank and placed in the oil in a convenient 
receptacle under the receiver of the air pump, 
supposing that this method is adopted. Care 
must be taken to raise the vessel containing 
the oil slightly above the outlet for the air in 
the footplate, otherwise,if the pump is a power- 
ful one and the oil has been placed in a glass 
dish it is by no means unlikely that a piece of 
the bottom of the vessel will be pumped out 
with dire consequences. Pumping should 
continue until the bubbles of air cease to rise 
out of the line in any appreciable quantity. 
The line is then taken from under the receiver 
removed from the oil, squeezed through the 
fingers and subsequently through a piece of 
linen, in order to remove as much of the sur- 
plus oil as possible, for the less oil there is left 
in the line the more chance is there of the 



drying process becoming thoroughly effected. 

“Next it should be wound on the frame 

with the end looped round the first hook, 

When the surface is no longer wet take the 

line off the frame and make it up into a large 
loose hank and hang it up in a warm place to 
get thoroughly dry. This may take any time 
up to two months but after the second coat, as 
the inside of the line becomes filled up with 
oil the process of drying becomes much more 
rapid. When the line is thoroughly dry, so 
dry that when stretched between the hands no 
little beads of oil force their way out, the 
second coat may be applied and the line treat- 
ed in the same way as before and wound on 
the frame, beginning at the second hook. If 
the line appears to be at all stiff it should be 
coiled up into a small coil with a diameter of, . 
say, four inches and worked about in the hands 
till soft. A varnished line will not stand this 
treatment but when pure oil is used, the 
dressing is so pliant that any amount of such 
rough usage will be successfully withstood. 
The working also facilitates the extraction of 
air under the pump, and will frequently betray 
the presence of a small quantity of wet oil, 
which, when a line has not been thoroughly 
dried, works its way to the surface and gives 
timely notice that the line must be hung up 
again before the next coat is applied. After 
the fourth or fifth coat the process of rubbing 
down may be begun, and until quite the 
later stages are reached a piece of loofah is as 
good a material to use as one would desire. In 
rubbing down a line, should it not be possible 
to stretch it at full length, place it on an ordin- 
ary collapsible line dryer, taking a turn of the 
line round the handle of the winder to keep it 
taut, then hold the line between the thumb 
and forefinger of the left hand, giving it a 
twisting motion backwards and forwards, and 
at the same time rub it up and down briskly 
with the loofah, held in the right hand. If 
there be any very rough places which will 
not yield to this treatment a piece of the very 
finest glass paper may be used; but this is 
heroic treatment and the utmost care must 
be taken not to rub too long or too roughly 
lest the fabric of the line be frayed. After the 
eighth or ninth coat has been applied some- 
thing finer must be used for rubbing down, 
and in order to get a really good surface to the 
line pumice powder should be mixed into a 
paste with water and rubbed on with a piece 
of flannel, the pumice being well washed out 
of the line afterwards. When all the inter- 
stices of the silk have been filled up with the 
hardened oil and the surface is quite round 
and smooth, the dull appearance left by the 
pumice powder can be got rid of and the line 
polished by rubbing it with the thumb and the 
forefinger just smeared in oil. This will dry 
very quickly and a final coat applied in the 
same way will cover over all marks left on the 
previous coat by the bars of the frame. Care 
must be taken that only the very smallest 
quantity possible of oil is applied in these 
last two coats, as if too much is applied the 
surface will be spoilt and the line will require 
to be rubbed down again with pumice. If all 
goes well the line should be put away in a 
warm place, hanging in a loose hank, and not 
used for at least a twelve-month.” 
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Tapered lines are furnished in three styles, 
or degrees of thickness. Size D, or Number 
2, is the largest; Size E, or Number 3, or 
Medium; Size F, or Number 4, the smallest. 
For a slightly heavy rod use Size E. Fora 
lighter rod use Size F. The correct selection 
of the line should be gauged by the weight of 
the rod, which has not a little to do with the 
right placing of the fly. 

The leader used in dry fly fishing is some- 
what identified from the wet-fly leader. It 
may be a great deal finer than the leader used 
in the former practice; and the use of the 
tapered leader is more and more coming into 
prominence. Extreme skill, caution and de- 
liberation are needed often in the getting 
around of an old trout and that a fine leader 
is more or less of a necessity there is little 
doubt. In this country we use the drawn gut 
leaders but casually, if at all. Drawn gut is 
the finest that can be purchased and is drawn, 
as the term goes, between steel or sapphire 
plates, a process which produces the finest of 
gut by removing all inequalities the undrawn 
gut may contain. These leaders are used on 
calm streams alone, or where the trout are 
comparatively small and very alert. These 
leaders are called superfine. It would hardly 
do to use these on our broiling streams. For 
fine work on our more likely waters I would 
not go finer than the Fina or Refina, if that, 
which are made of the undrawn gut. These 
leaders should have a testing capacity, by the 
way, of at least two pounds. 

In dry fly fishing but one fly is used, and 
eyed flies are the rule. The snell witnessed 
on the wet fly is absent. 

Tapered leaders may be had or you can 
readily enough tie your own, first having pur- 
chased a hank of gut, and having learned how 
to tie leaders in the first place. Three thick- 
nesses of gut are used, the finest section of the 
gut coming first; the medium thickness next; 
and the heaviest portion last. Some most 
appreciable leaders, tied like this, can be made 
and they very well fulfill their part. 

The length of the leader for dry fly work is 
another consideration. The average writer 
holds that a nine foot length should be used; 
but to be really candid this length is not a 
necessity. I judge a six foot length to be 
equally as correct, if the angler uses ordinary 
caution, and is skillful in placing the fly with- 
out a bungling blunder. 

Coloration in the leader is another con- 
sideration that should have attention. The 
so-called and tabulated mist-hued leader is the 
thing. No more need be said on that point. 

Beware of poor material. A high grade of 
silkworm gut costs not under thirty cents per 
leader. This material is rounded and hard 
and resists the nip of the teeth in experimenta- 
tion. Poor gut will invariably allow of the 

teeth sinking at least partially in. Poor leader 

will also fray and strip if twisted around 
between the fingers. 

A leader box with moist flannel-pads is a 

necessity and between it you should have a 

number of leaders when going even on a short 

trip. These leaders should be carefully tested 

before they are admitted to the box as final 

and reliable,—especially if you have tied them 

yourself. 



SPRING AND EARLY SUMMER 

ANGLING FOR TROUT 

Robert Page Lincoln 

F all times in the year fancied by anglers 
for trout fishing the spring season, or the 
early summer, when the world is awaken- 

ing, the streams are flowing once more and 
when the returned birds are making life doubly 
worth living are the seasons par excellence. 
It is this time of universal rejuvenation that 
calls one irresistibly to the quiet brink of 
his favorite trout stream, to hook again that 
most poetic of fishes—the brook trout— 
salvelinus fontinalis. Canadian anglers and 
those along the Wisconsin and Michigan 
streams find sport and a great deal of it cap- 
turing the rainbow trout at this season, 
and any one who has tried it at this time of the 
year knows how well Salmo irideus applies 
himself to the task of taking your offered bait. 
For it is principally a matter of bait-fishing at 
this time of the year, the artificial fly being 
quietly reserved for use later on in the season 
when the trout are rising to the brim for the 
ovipositing insects, that, by the thousands, dip 
to the surface and are caught in the watery 
folds, to become the food of these handsome 
fish, that have been exploited from the times 
of Walton, Cotton and Juliana Berners up- 
ward. The out and out, dyed-in-the-wool 
angler scoffs at using live bait, averring that it 
is unsportsmanlike. But this is entirely a 
matter of the mind; and it is hard to keep the 
long winter pent fisherman from trying his 
luck now when the streams are again running 
wide. Some of our best fishermen, on the 
other hand, count bait-fishing as on a level 
with the use of the fly. 

Trout are stuggish in the spring. They are 
just beginning to rise out of their winter 
quarters in the mud and from among the de- 
bris, or the rocks, and they have comparative- 
ly little of the brilliant coloration that they 
assume after they begin to feed well, and the 
rare pigment colors are brought out. But, 
nevertheless ,they are active and alert, and ever 
on the watch for food such as drifts down to 
them in the form of worms, crabs, helgramite, 
leeches and any form of specimens of 
crustacean life that is their especial food. The 
angler must use caution the same now as later 
on, for any commotion in the water, or among 
the bushes, is liable to frighten the fish. 

I will dispose ot the matter of the angler’s 
tackle in asmall paragraph. If you have only 
one rod, high-priced or low-priced, matters 
not, use that rod. Preferably it should be 
of at least six ounces weight. The material 
may be wood, bamboo, or steel. The line 
should be an enamelled one of course, either 
level-calibered or tapered. The leader should 
be Medium Trout, and need not be over four 
feet in length. Some desire fairly large hooks 
such as No. 2 for bait fishing, others prefer 
such as Numbers 6 and 8. | use the latter 
named size hooks a great deal and they are as 
good as any, though more ease at setting the 

hook is assured with the larger hook. Any 
reel of single-action, holding a fairly good 
quantity of line is desirable, and the automatic 
reel is by no means to be discredited. The 
reason you should have a reel holding a good 
capacity of line is that often you let this out 
a good deal, fishing both near and far away. 

Angleworms, are, of course, especially good 
for bait fishing and if these are procurable, so 
much the better. One of the best methods I 
know of for use in worming for trout, is to 
attach a Number 8 hook to the end of the 
leader; an inch or so back from this, directly 
on the leader is attached another hook. The 
worm is hooked back of the head, and once, 
with the back hook in the center of its body. 
Thus there is a natural squirm to him when in 
the water and it never fails to catch the trout 
when he takes it. In actual fishing approach 
the stream with caution, making as little noise 
as possible. Start your bait at the head of the 
pool and let it out. The idea generally is to 
keep the bait from the bottom of the stream, 
up well in the water. This can be done by 
keeping the line moving back and forth, never 
quite allowing it to sink. A trout, seeing this 
worm in the water, takes it instantly; if on 
the bottom he may hesitate about taking it. 
After you have taken a trout, with your knife 
cut off one of the belly fins of the fish and 
attach this to the hook. This has, in cases, 
proven to be just as killing a bait as can be 
found anywhere. Of course worms, if they 
can be had at this time of the year by digging 
in or under manure piles for them, are very 
desirable, at the same time they are not 
always procurable. An excellent bait in place 
of this is a fine glittering strip cut from the 
belly of a chub or a shiner minnow, and this, 
like the worm, is attached to both the fore- 
hook and the. back hook on the leader. A 
trout seeing this, rarely, if ever, conditions per- 
mitting, passes it by without testing its edible 
virtues. 

If the current in the stream is fairly strong, 
and you cannot get your bait down deep 
euough, by ordinary means, attach one, two 
or three split-shot to the leader which should 
sink it deep enough. Remember that the 
biggest trout are lying deep down in the pools; 
the little trout are early beginning to work out 
into the riffles or the low, curly water. There- 
fore to get the big trout you must properly 
sink your line and bait. It pays as you will 
see. Here is a line of wisdom from my note- 
book: Cut open the first few trout you ac- 
quire, analyze their contents, (what they have 
eaten), and bait your hook with such like lures 
as found in their stomachs. This is a peculiar- 
ly successful method that should never be 
passed by. 

It is queer that so little attention has been 
directed towward the use of spinners in trout 
fishing; especially in trout fishing in the late 
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spring and early summer months. Surely 
they are to be highly recommended; and in 
cases they have proven so deadly that I have 
decided never to leave them out o1 my canvas 
hiker-angler bag. Spinner fishing is so little 
heard of that a few lines upon the subject may 
not be amiss. 

The attractiveness of the spinners is what 
makes them notable, for often, in roily water, 
a bait may not be seen. Here a small, whirl- 
ing spinner ahead of the hook catches their 
eyes instantly, and from the spinner they are, 
in natural sequence attracted to the bait. 
The result is a capture where otherwise the 
lure might pass notice. The Hildebrandt 
spinners I use almost exclusively for this pur- 
pose, and I vastly prefer their sizes 1 and 2, 
gold plated, though they may be had also in 
silver, nickle, bronze, copper and aluminum. 

For bait-fishing use the interchangable 
spinner, which is so made that you can remove 
one hook or fly-hook and replace it with anoth- 
er. The unchangeable spinners have a hook 
on and it cannot be removed. Attach to 
your number 1 or 2 spinner the bare hook, and 
it may be a fairly long shanked one at that. 
Put thereon your worm, or trout fin, or shiner 
strip, start this affair in the strong water and 
keep it whirling. The split-shot should pro- 
perly sink it to reach the depths. It is a 
deadly method indeed and to pass it by is 
alloying a most likely opportunity to go un- 
tried. 

In conclusion: Be sure and fish the streams 
in the spring. The sensation is a lordly one, 
and a successful one if fishing, as you should in 
the morning and late afternoon. 

ENO W HiGit fF SPEAK OF OVER- 

HAULING RODS 

Robert Page Lincoln 

as a fly-rod that is in the pink of con- 
dition, and has a healthy appearance, 

brightness and that luster and action for 
which it is rightly famous. Undoubtedly 
half the delights of this sort of fishing lie 
in having an outfit to angle with that is up to 
standard and just right. Such an outfit 
always leaves in its wake satisfaction and a 
memory that is not fraught with remem- 
brances of an appliance that strove its best to 
waylay your every desire for pleasure. To be 
outfitted right gives one a certain sense of 
satisfaction even though many fish be not 
secured. And believing as many do ‘‘that it 
is not all of fishing to fish’’, one is the gainer 
just to be out where the streams flow along 
happily and where the birds make happy the 
days of late spring and early summer. The 
right rod, therefore, of the right balance, 
having resiliency and pliancy, and that un- 
mistakable “‘feel’’ of the proper rod is very 
conducive to a satisfactory frame of mind. 
But rods like anything else will not last for- 
ever and sooner or later your pet appliance is 
going to appear old and rather frayed. The 
windings, while they may not break and un- 
ravel, nevertheless have lost their rare tints 
and you feel that a little refurbishing will not 
do any harm; therefore you set about to 
rewind your rod with new and firmer threads. 
Also, the varnishing has become lacking in 
texture, and seems, to be panning out. 
Therefore a general overhauling of the rod, if 
correctly and adequately pursued, should 
leave you arod that will look as though it were 
just taken out of the show-case. It is now in 
the springtime, when the sun is getting hot 
in the heavens again, and the ice is rotting 
under the genial, penetrating rays, that the 
rods are gotten out for a looking over. You 

Visa is nothing in this world: as neat may have done this in the days of winter, 
when you may have already re-finished your 
appliances, but if you have not then be sure 
and do it now, just before the streams open 
up and the trout are bestirring themselves 
out of their winter quarters. Now it is a fact 
that some rather scabby looking rods can be 
made to look just as good as new after a 
general going-over. An enjoyable periorm- 
ance is to select a good machine-made’ bam- 
boo rod and refinish and rewind it. I can 
take such a rod, refinish it and place a ten 
dollar hand made rod_ beside it; you may 
pick up the two of them and I am almost sure 
that you will vote the machine-made rod also 
a handmade appliance. But I mean of course 
a machine made rod such as would come 
trom the house ot a reputable maker, with a 
standard recommendation attached to tneir 
output. Not every cheap wand that you see 
standing around in five and ten cent stores 
will do this. A correspondent some time ago 
wrote me that he had a rod that had acquired 
a bend, or set, in the tip. He claims tor the 
rod that it is a good one and was wondering 
whether there was any way of fixing this rod 
so that it would straighten out again. Of 
course for the solid wood rods that acquire a 
set there is no hope, in my opinion, but the 
same cannot be said of the split-bamboo rods 
for they can be remedied, unless the case is a 
bad one, and the rod is very cheap all around. 
To take the bend out at the top, tie a cord to 
the tip, hang it in the ceiling of your shop and 
to the handgrasp affix a-.suitable weight. 
This, left so for a time, should take out the 
undesirable bend. I would especially suggest 
in a case of this sort that you first remove the 
old windings and rub off all the varnish. This 
gives the rod more of a chance to recuperate, 
and after you have properly re-varnished and 
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re-threaded it the old faults will, I think, 

be found to have fled. Now _ the 

first move when beginning to re-fix a rod is to 

scrape off the old varnish. The rod is taken 

apart and each section is gone over carefully; 

the preferable instrursent for doing this is 

some hali-blunt instrument that will not shave 

too deeply. Some use very fine sandpaper for 

this performance and this is not a bad idea at 

all, the only thing being that extreme care 

should be used not to rub too long nor too 

deeply for the outer fiber of the bamboo is the 

principal feature of its wonderful, staying 

activity, which, in the good rod, is always 

maintained. Therefore scrape carefully, al- 

lowing no deep diggings into the fiber; use 

care also where the windings have been not to 
injure the rod. After the rod has been gone 
over in this manner it is rubbed down with 

powdered rotten-stone or pumice and water, 
with a woollen rag. After this performance 
the rod should be thoroughly dried to remove 
all particles of the wash from it. You are now 
ready for the windings. It should be remem- 
bered that the winding silk used on rods is of a 
special make, just for this work; it is not the 
common silk that you buy for embroidery 
work. This can be procured from any well- 
supplied angler’s establishment at a price of 
about fifteen cents the spool. This silk is of 
an exceptionally durable grade, and while very 
thin, is about the best on the market, and 
especially suitable for this purpose. This is 
of course the thread that you should if possible 
procure; and it is the only thread that will do 
for the purpose. Some anglers, with a taste 
for tints and brightness use three or four 
colors of windings evenly arrayed here and 
there along the rod; something very beautiful 
indeed is thus obtained. As a rule, however, 
three colors are used and some use only two 
colors, as for instance green and black. One 
can of course suit his own taste in this matter. 
Green and crimson against the bright bamboo 
makes a very catchy display; black and orange 
is also in use a good deal. Selections can be 
made from these to suit your fancy; and when 
you follow the system I will outline these 
colors should stand out perfectly clear. Some 
have complained that when the varnishing is 
completed the highly colored threads present a 
very subdued coloration, where they should 
be as bright as before the varnish was applied. 
I shall later in this article show how this can be 
easily remedied. Presuming now that your 
rod is ready for the windings, the next step is 
to decide how many of these windings you are 
to bave—if you are going to increase the num- 
ber of them or leave the same number as upon 
the rod in its original state. Of course wind- 
ings should not be too wide nor should they be 
too scant. If you follow the usual number 
identified with rods this should be uniformly 
correct. An increase of windings may and 
may not be desirable. That numerous wind- 
ings have a tendency to stiffen the rod one 
finds out often to his sorrow when the work is 
done. Some care therefore is necessary, and 
some experimenting is not out-of-place. If 
you re-wind the rod as it formerly was then of 
course there is not much labor about it. The 
main thing of course is to get them correctly 
arrayed along the rod length, and for this work 
each section of the rod is marked off for the 
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windings, getting them right as to width and — 
distance apart. Having decided upon this 
then you are ready for the initial try-out. In 
the first place I would suggest that you 
experiment on some wood, a pencilforinstance _ 
or on the rod itself, to make yourself pro- 
ficient in whipping the thread. a 

Figv 
There is not really anything difficult in this 

after you get a good working knowledge of the 
ways and means of it. Windings are made — 
with what is known as the “invisible ending.” 
That is to say; when the final winding is made, 
the thread end is drawn under the main wind- 
ings, by one method or another. In the five 
illustrations that I submit with this art 
you can readily find out the manner in whi 
this is best done. ‘You first begin your w) 
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ing as in Fig. 1, drawing the thread tight over 
the end which should be under the first silk windings. Keep on winding until you reach the stage where you wish to bring the end un- der to make it invisible. Fig. 11 shows Mr. 
Holden’s method which is of course not new. This I consider a very good method of winding 
and if it is done properly then it should be as good a method as any; but amateurs are liable to have quite a time getting things to lie put, firm and unbunchy. I could not understand Holden’s description, and I see no reason why the winding should not have been started as in Fig. 1. You will note that he has the beginning 
end, D, sticking out. This will have to be clipped, and it seems to me this will create a flaw. Why not tuck it under as in Fig. 1? Then continue the winding till you come to the place where you wish to lay on your thread that shall finally be drawn under as B, in the last of his illustrations. As has been said when you have as many windings on as you deem fit, cast a big loop, as in his G, for instance, and work in five or six loops inside this big loop around the rod. The line end B is laid on the wood and as the rod is rotated the line G is laid down as previously. As you thus rotate the rod the loops unwind and are added to the main windings. When all is compact and tight the end B, if necessary should be more tightened, and clipped down close, and the windings smoothed over it. This may sound difficult but it is not. A more simple method is shown in Fig. III. You start as usual as in Fig. I, wind as far as you think right before you wish to work in the end; then you lay ona loop of thread as shown. The windings are continued over this and finally the end of the winding silk is passed through this loop. This loop is then drawn under a part of the main windings, and clipped down close to the surface, as in the other method. In Fig. IV we have another method that does away with the use of the loop. When you have wound on enough of the thread, lay a small needle on the wood, wind over it, and finally pass the end of the thread through the eye-hole and pull it through. This method I believe is the one most commonly in use and I have found it by far the most simple though of course the thread loop is just as good. In Fig. V we have another form but | do not exactly approve of it. This suggests pulling the loop under all of the windings whereas the other methods are such that the end is pulled under only a few of the windings. 
When the end has finally been pulled under, and clipped, press down the silk solidly and well, and turn it in the hand to get everythin firm. This is of course essential to goo workmanship. Immediately after you have finished the windings apply to them, each in turn, some thinned-out white shellac of a good grade. Without letting it have much time to dry wipe this off, and press the windings down with thumb and forefinger, as you de- liberately rotate the rod. The rod will now be ready to receive its coating of shellac. This shellac, by heating it to make it thin should be applied to the rod with a smooth-haired, thin brush, preferably made of camel’s hair. It should be covered well but not too heavily. The rod is put away for a space of two days, when it should be perfectly dry and ready for 
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the initial coating of spar varnish. tThe application of the varnish is not a hard thing, the main idea being to get the right sort of a varnish. For, like anything else, there is varnish, and varnish; many poor varnishes are to be procured. The best varnish for re- finishing rods that I know of is the so-called Valspar, or spar varnish, manufactured by Valentine and Co., in Chicago. This varnish will not turn white; it will not chip, crack or check over the basic coating of shellac. It is a very durable and substantial material. and is noted for its great elasticity, which is pre- served at all times under the whipping actions of the bamboo. If a varnish such as this is used there is no reason why there should not be successful results. The reason why so many anglers have poor success with this work is that they use poor varnish. Good varnish of one sort is comparatively slow in drying out; but that, by the way is not a failing, some hold, though it often takes a week for it to become thoroughly seasonable. The Valspar varnish will, however, dry faster and yet retain its wonderful elasticity. In applying the varnish see to it that it is thinned out, by heating it a little. It is a good idea to go over the rod, (which has its shellac coat), with a woollen cloth with some oil on it to clean and dry it. now, dipping the brush lightly in the varnish, begin with the rod tip and brush deliberately downward, being sure to cover every spot on it. See that your varnish covers well, but not too thickly. Erase all bubbles that arise; and see that you have smooth work. When your rod is done, put it away to dry out; and only when it is thoroughly dry should you go after the second coat. Three days should see your rod ready for this second coat. 
Before applying the second coat go over the rod with powdered pumice and water, and lightly rub it down—not too hard—for then you may wear through the varnish and this should not, and must not occur. When you_have lightly done this, wash off in cold, clear water and dry thoroughly with a woollen cloth. You are now ready to brush on the second coat of the varnish. Do this work well and you should have a rod that will buck any stream, and leap into action with a vim; and there will be no faulty checking or peeling of the varnish. The windings of the rod should stand out fresh and clean and new. Some believe in adding a third coat of the varnish but if the work is done well, two coats will 

suffice. 
There are a few other things that I might 

mention here as not being out-of-place. It is 
always good to have, beside the tip with the rod, an extra tip; and this should be attended 
to the same as the other. There is a little 
more work to it but you will find that it always 
pays to be prepared. Then too there is that 
timely little matter I wish to speak about here, 
unsafe the substitution of agate guides for 
metal ones, especially the guide nearest the 
butt, and the off-set tip guide. These should 
be in agate, or imitation agate, and in the 
process of re-fixing the rod these can readily be 
iserted, or attached, being of course wound 
right with the silk thread. The value in 
having the reel guide and the lip guide agate- 
lined presents itself the same with the fly-rod 
as with the bait rod. These two guides stand 
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the most wear and tear. It lends itself to a 
better extending of the line, and in playing the 
fish the value of them is shown. By all means 
substitute these guides and you will do some- 
thing that is not at all amiss. 

In the Angling Queries and Answers for this 
month there will be found especial mention 
directed to the wonderful efficiency of the 
Heddon split-bamboo rods for bait-casting. 
And quite regardless of price the smaller rods, 
coming low in price are nevertheless excellent 
appliances. For purposes of reconstruction 
there are the one dollar and a half rod_ of the 
Heddon make, excellent to make over. The 
one dollar rods have a wooden butt. The 
other one has all bamboo to its credit, and ina 
number of ways this rod can be fixed over to 
make an appliance equally as good as a higher 
priced rod. There appeared some time ago 
in Field and Stream, by one Sandford Puryi- 
ance, a skit on how he did over a rod of this 
sort, and because it is so odd and interesting 
I am adding it herewith. 

“To begin with I started with the handle. 
This I rasped with a file and wound with a 
piece of ordinary braided fishing line which 
was saturated with glue to insure adhesion 
to the rod. This, when dried, was given two 
coats of waterproof paint and allowed to dry. 
I then stripped the rod of all wrappings 
(windings,) scraped the varnish off and then 
dissolved the finer particles from the flbres 
with a little denatured alcohol. After the rod 
had stood a while it was given a coat of linseed 
oil which stayed on an hour. It was rubbed 
off well with a muslin rag and was then ready 
for the wrapping. Then I took a good grade 
of the heaviest white thread to be had and 
wrapped the rod from the reel seat check to 
the tip. After completing the under-wrapping 
I took a rag saturated with a light spar var- 
nish and rubbed the rod from end to end and 
allowed it to dry for two or three hours. 
Then_came the color wrappings, from the reel 
seat check to the ferrule. I placed wrappings 
at each original place and between each ori- 
ginal, by measurements. These wrappings 
were about a quarter of an inch wide and 
gradually reduced. The wrappings were 
given a coat of white shellac which was almost 
immediatley wiped off. The white shellac 
soaks into the silk and dries, allowing the 
wrapping to retain its brilliant shade. The 
guides come next. In replacing the guides I 
put in two extras, one just below the ferrule 
on the butt piece and the other on the top. 
The top guide on the tip was placed about 
four to six inches below the casting tip-top 
and the other two were placed according to 
an even distribution of the strain. The off- 
set casting top and the first guide (or the reel 
guide) are of agate, the others of German 
Silver. To finish off the rod I took a fine 
camel’s hair brush and Dowagiac rod varnish 
and put on a very thin coat. This was 
allowed to dry all day. This coat was follow- 
ed by two others, each being allowed to dry 
all day and then the job was done.” 

The above method is unique to say the 
least It has the stamp of originality upon it. 
The only thing I wondered at was the all- 
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thread windings from reel-seat to tip. Just 
how would this improve the rod? Surely it 
would stiffen it and make it stronger, but 
would it not also take the action from it, and 
just how will the rod look when finished? I 
cannot reconcile myself to the belief that this 
is an eflicient method, but since I have not 
tried it I will not venture an opinion as to its 
worth or its unworthiness. I have used the 
one dollar and a half Heddon rod, as it is 
a great deal and I know it has action, and is 
to a certain extent as good as their ten dollar 
appliance, though of course it has not the 
balance and the feel of their higher grade rods. 
These are the acme of fine workmanship. In 
the case of the above reconstructed rod, I 
should think it would be good for trolling for 
muscallonge, but I doubt its casting virtues. 
The adding of windings alone, between the 
original ones adds to the stiffness of the rod to 
a notable degree. I have noted many 
written methods of reconstructing Heddon 
rods, one in question submitting that the whole 
handle be taken off, substituting a newer cork 
one with a wooden center piece through which 
holes are bored to correspond with like holes 
bored in the reel seat, or reel shoulders. 
Screws are run up through these holes and a 
pair of nuts are threaded on, and screwed 
down tight. The purpose of this is to keep 
the reel absolutely firm and unshaking upon 
the seat. Undoubtedly he succeeds in his 
purpose (it is the first time I have ever heard 
this mentioned)—but one figures: is it 
worth while to go to all this trouble? This 
writer claims it is for he made over a one 
dollar and a half Heddon rod for the small 
sum of two dollars and a half, and he claims 
for it that it is as good as a fifteen dollar 
appliance. Personally I have reconstructed 
few rods after this system; but I have shorten- 
ed a bamboo rod, to make it useful as a pike 
and musky rod. To do this, remove the 
ferrules, male and female by heating them 
lightly. When this is done shorten your rod 
sections as much as you think necessary. To 
do this shave them to fit, in fapering form. 
Use a good grade of ferrule cement for the re- 
fitting process. I would strongly suggest 
that agate guides, and an agate tip guide, be 
used in preference to the metal ones. Metal 
guides kill your lines in no time. Also agate, 
or imitation agate guides make better ‘casting 
a possibility. This shortened rod is wound 
between the original windings to give it more 
uniform all-around strength, and since strength 
is afactor in fishing for heavy fish, this is not 
at all amiss. 

In closing this article I wish to say that care 
and consideration should always be given 
your rods. You cannot expect them to last 
all the time, being, at the same time, in per- 
fect ship-shape condition. Go over your rods 
now and then, and apply a coat of varnish as 
you think it is needed. 
apply one or two thin coats, and see to it that 
the windings are right. In later articles much 
more information will be supplied you on how 
to make rods, both bait and fly casting rods— 
some of you no doubt being anxious to follow 
up processes of the sort. 

= ha 

In the winter-time — 
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Robert Page Lincoln 

No. 59.—Can you suggest a place in Canada, 
in Ontario for instance where my wife and I 
can obtain a good outing, with good fishing 
of course. How about the Lake of Bays 
region. We would desire of course to stay at 
an hotel, or camp that has conveniences. Our 
trip would be a matter of two or three weeks. 
Being somewhat undecided, with 4 trip to 
British Columbia at the same time in view, 
could you tell me what sort of a fly casting out- 
fit 1 would use for salmon? Would a steel rod 
be good, of the Bristol sort for instance; or a 
solid wood rod; or a bamboo. Also: is the 
Grayling of the Western country the same as 
the old time Grayling of Michigan, which I 
understand no longer exists. Thanking you 
for any information that you may give me on 
these subjects, I beg to remain, 

A Brother Outer, 
I. M. Gettys, U. National Bank, 

Louisville, Ky., U.S. A. 

Ans.—In answer to your query I wish to 
say that there are so many places in Canada 
where one might spend such an outing as you 
have outlined that it is hard to know where to 
begin. I will choose therefore, the possibil- 
ities to be had in the Lake of Bays region of 
Ontario. This is in the Highlands of Ontario, 
at an altitude of one thousand feet above the 
sea level; a summer climate that can hardly 
be excelled; the air wonderfully pure and in- 
vigorating, making an outing here most 
pleasureable indeed, at not such a high rate of 
expenditure—for, as you say, you would 
like to stop at a resort. Lake of Bays 
is not the only body of water here. 
There are many lakes all around, in 
and out, streams and rivers galore, and the 
fishing is of course, as ever, up to the high 
standard mark. The fact that over seventy- 
five thousand people are yearly going into the 
Hlighlands of Ontario region speaks for its 
prominence as an outing spot. Fishing is 
furnished in abundance, the principal fish be- 
ing speckled-brook trout, salmon trout and 
black bass; also whitefish. Practically all the 
bays, and rivers have good fishing in them. 
Cottages may be rented at many of these 
resorts on Pls of Bays, at a reasonable sum. 
However I would suggest that you move from 
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one place to another, thus seeing a good part 
of this region and obt aining a close knowledge of all its many fascinations. There is the Huntsville District, with lake, forest and stream to its credit in all its primeval grandeur. There is Lake Vernon and Mary Lake at the head of the north branch of the Muskoka River. There is beautiful Fairy Lake, off of Huntsville; further on is Peninsula Lake; then southward to North Bay. At a southeastern point one desiring something different can stage it between Trading Lake, four miles. to 
Hollow Lake, which is located in the hills some thing like two hundred feet above Lake of Bays. Trout fishing alone obtains in these waters, though this is one of the best that the north country has to offer. The grey, or lake trout go all the way in weight from five to thirty-five pounds; the salmon trout go from 
one to five pounds weight; and the square- tailed brook trout reach a weight of five pounds, many of which are met with in fishing here. The following suggestions in regard to the fishing here may not be amiss: 

General Remarks.—Light casting outfils 
good only in May. 
rubber boots ar 
and September, 

In May and early June, 
e€ convenient. July, August 
‘anvas rubber-soled shoes are 

best. 

_ Seasons.—May, Early June.—Brook trout 
in Streams; flies and minnows best bait. Sal- 
mon trout in lakes; minnows used exclusively. 
Casting in the streams and toward shores of 
lakes is adapted to this month. Trolling with 
light sinkers in shallow water, however, gives 
best results. Use plain gimp hooks with No. 
3 or 4 silk lines. No flies or mosquitoes. 

Late June.—Fly fishing in rapid running 
rivers, fair. Creeks and streams are not good: 
water too warm and all species have sought the 
cold, deep water of the lakes. For this month 
use trolling outfits only, viz.; medium-sized 
Archer spinner with minnows, heavy sinkers 
and No. 2 or 3 National silk lines 200 feet 
long; same length Cultyhunk lines may be 
used also. Strong tip Bristol steel ‘rods 
preferred. Head nets and fly oil essential this 
month for crossing trails. 
July.—Same as for late June, except there 

are no flies or mosquitoes. 
1 



August.—Same as July. During this month, 

fly casting may be indulged in for trout in the 

lakes. Silver doctor or gray hackle are good. 

September.—Same as August, but trout rise 
freely to the fly in lakes and streams. 

There is good fishing in almost any one of 

the thousand lakes in the northern wilds. 

There seems to be no end of the supply, for 
when one pool is exhausted of its speckled 
beauties, it only needs a change of position to 

another spot, and up they rise with their 
painted sides glistening in the sunlight. On 
the lower lakes, such as the Lake of Bays itself, 

passengers on the steamers can see the trout 

jumping in all directions,and a morning’s fish- 
ing at any point on this lake will warm the 
heart of the most ardent follower of Izaak 
Walton. Salmon trout in season are most 
successfully caught with the troll in the deep 
waters of these granite basins. 

The rates at the hotels are all the way from 
six to fifteen dollars a week; in some of the 
more exclusive places, like the Wawa the rates 
are as high as fifteen to thirty dollars the week. 
Bayville resorts on the South Branch of the 
Muskoka River, and at the southern extrem- 
ity of the Lake of Bays charge six to ten dollars 
a week for board and other accommodation; 
at Birkendale, seven to twelve; Brown’s Brae, 
eight to ten; Dorset, ten to twelve; Dwight, 
about seven to ten; Fox Point, six to twelve a 
week; Huntsville, six to ten; Port Sydney, six to 
eight dollars a week. In some of these 
places, of course, the price is greater, but it is 
sufficient to say that good accommodation 
should Fe obtained at from six to eight dollars 
a week. 

Of course Lake of Bays region is only one 
of the many that are to be found in this por- 
tion of the world. There are for instance the 
Muskoka Lakes, so famous that anything I 
would say about them would just seem re- 
petition of what is already common knowledge. 
Accommodations ¢an be had at the resorts 
all the way from one and one and a half to 
two dollars a day. There are also resorts on 
the Muskoka River; big Lake Joseph; also on 
the vast and varied Lake Rosseau; the Indian 
River, which is between Lakes Muskoka and 
Rosseau; also on the _Magnetawan River not 
to mention the enormous Georgian Bay Dis- 
trict. For special information would recom- 
mend your writing the General Advertis- 
ing Agent, the Grand Trunk R. R., Montreal. 
The famous, and peerless Timagami region 
is also to be recommended. Anyone who has 
caught Timagami fish knows that this is real 
sport. The matchless grandeur of some of 
the nooks in the Timagami country touch the 
right spot in’one’s heart and the memory of 
it is never erased. 

I shall, some time later, have more to say 
about some of these places, but any of the 
railroad companies that tap Ontario, the 
Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific, with 
offices at Montreal, and the C. N. R. with 
head offices at Toronto, should be able to give 
you the information that you desire. 

~ Now in regard to the fly casting outfit for 
the salmon, you will find in my article upon 
the Atlantic salmon descriptions of an outfit 
that will also do for western salmon fly fishing. 
The Bristol rod should do very well as a sal- 
mon rod and where the salmon are in the 
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grilse stage, the steel rod will come in very 
nicely and at the same time be a general all- 
round trout rod for mountain fishing. One 
sees the steel fly casting rod very much in use 
in the western country. Perhaps there is no 
rod that has so many recommendations as the 
steel rod in these sections. On rough rivers 
such a rod has innumerable virtues in its train, 
and the fact that it is less liable to breakage 
under strain and tension, places it high indeed 
above inferior rods, too many of which are in 
use. 

Be sure to have good lines, also staunch 
leaders ot gut, for there is always a liability of — 
snagging a good sized finny one, and a light 
leader will not control his gyrating curves. 
The medium sized salmon flies are uniformly 
the best, and those in bright and gaudy colors 
(some silver bodied) are very tempting to the 
salmon. A selection made from the flies I 
named in my article on the Atlantic salmon 
should work out well with the western salmon. 

The Arctic Grayling (Thymallus signifer) 
found by the Captain John Franklin expedi- 
tion in 1819, through British Columbia and 
the north, having the immense dorsal fin is not 
the same grayling as the oldtime Michigan 
grayling which is said to have been “‘crowded 
out” by the brook trout, though if my opinion 
is to be taken for anything I would say that no 
brook trout ever crowded out, or killed out 
any grayling. It was the exacting fishing, on 
the part of fishermen that did away with the 
grayling. There were grayling clubs, and 
grayling associations; and grayling whatnots, 
till grayling went the way of the passenger 
pigeon—and nothing crowded out the pass- 
enger pigeon but the overwhelming slaughter 
by man, armed with all sorts of weapons from 
the small scatter-gun cannons to the rifle. 
There were spasmodic attempts to bring the 
grayling back to life, notably the attempts of . 
Fred Mather; but even this famous fish cul- 
turist failed to succeed in his purpose. The 
Michigan Grayling (Thymallus tricolor) was 
said to have been a very beautiful fish. 
Mather said of it: 

“There is no species sought for by anglers 
that surpasses the grayling in beauty. They 
are more elegantly formed and more graceful 
than the trout, and their great dorsal fin is 
of unsurpassed loveliness. When the well- 
lids, i. e., of the grayling ponds,—were lifted 
and the sun’s rays admitted, lighting up the 
delicate olive-brown tints of the back and 
sides, the bluish-white of the abdomen, and 
the mingled tints of rose, pale-blue and 
purplish-pink on the fins they displayed a 
combination of colors equalled by no fish out- 
side of the tropics.” 

Trusting this will be of use to you, 
BR:Pag 

No. 60.—Some time ago a certain doctor, 
H. R. Gaylord, of Buffalo, New York, the 
director of the New York State Institute for 
the Study of Malignant Diseases commented 
upon the possibility of human beings deriy- 
ing certain ailments through drinking water 
taken from streams at the head of which are 
trout and other fish hatcheries; his positive 
belief being that this water, infected by the 

- fish, causes the transmission of such diseases 
as goitre, and others not yet decided upon. a 
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The doctor holds that his convictions are arrived at after six years of study of the problem, and that these fish being so affected with disease taken from various waters are in part the basis of his suspicions; and de- 
clares that such diseases “occur in ponds and troughs, of whatever construction, in which fish are reared and fed the ordinary foods of - fish culture like raw liver and other meats.”’ The doctor issued the startling announce- ment that there would have to be an aband- onment of artificial propagation of trout it it were definitely found to be true thatdiseases are so committed to susceptible human beings. Naturally, as you may know, this caused a great furore among angling enthusiasts and fish culturists, for the doctor seems to have leaped far ahead of the mark, and nothing was proven, except that it was intimated that three fish had been found in which goitre had been discovered—this after six years of drastic investigation. The doctor was sup- plied, by the way, with a number of specimens of adult brook trout to further continue his investigations—the plan undoubtedly being to infect the trout with goitre after which a possible cure for the ailment in the trout should be followed by Mr. Gaylord, his find- ings to be given to the Conservation Com- mission of New York. But the doctor, as far as I have learned has failed to do this, and the matter has been allowed to practically die a lonesome death, with little or nothing new being discovered. Tarleton H. Bean, the State Fish Culturist of New York State has admitted that while there are odd cases of goitre discovered among the trout occasion- ally, in only two of the hatcheries is this found; in the other six all hints of any such disease have been wiped out. Mr. Bean holds that this disease comes from water pollution, and not through the liver and slaughter-house scraps that are fed the fish. 
Whether or no there is any truth in the statements made by the doctor, of diseases, such as the goitre, being transmitted to human beings I do not know—though it is within range of possibility that such is the case? If such were the case, the germ must be of the most virulent sort, and must be taken into the system as a parasite; this doctor’s belief then being that goitre and other such diseases are 

caused by parasites appearing, as he here holds, through the drinking water; and that parasites are the foundation of such malignant diseases. As a matter-of-fact, scientists do not in the least agree upon this important point. Germs, or bacteria, are not the found- ation of such diseases. Such growths are in- dependent of, and without co-operation: of 
parasitical life; they are the results of inheri- 
tance in my belief. Cancerous sores, goitre, etc., have been carefully studied under mi. 
croscope and while apparent organisms have been revealed in life, it has been found that they are not the malignant agents that are the 
foundations of such growths. Hence it would prove false the suspicion that trout in these hatcheries cause the mentioned diseases. | have been singularly interested in this prob- 
lem. For myself, I'am a trout culturist, and am inordinately interested in things of this sort. I submit this, not as solving the ques- 
tion, but merely to show that it is not within 
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the range of conjecture that body cells can thus be smitten down by living organisms, or 
parasites, as this doctor holds. [| should like to ask your opinion, and that of others who 
know more about it than I do. 

Richard Hovey, 

New York State. 

Editor's Comment:—Dr. Gaylord certainly 
caused people to sit up and take notice at least, though like all other semi-fanatical extremists he sprang something beyond his own belief and could not re-assemble his toppled house of cards. I read quite a bit about this case of Gaylord’s against the hatcheries; my files show a number of clippings. Personally I am not well enough up in bacter- lology, etc., to offer any opinion whatever, but 
I can offer the opinion of Peter Flint, who wrote in Forest and Stream on just this same question you have brought up along practi- cally the same lines of thought. Mr. Flint 

' Says: 
“In the first place we must emphatically 

deny that goitre of any kind observed in any fish or animal tissue, even the most virulent 
examples, is induced or perpetuated by pro- 
cesses analogous with those involved ‘in in- fection, but do hold that the excitants to these formations are to be sought in the inherited 
and inherént potencies of the body cells them- selves, set free from their normal physiological 
restraints, under a variety of external con- 
ditions. This is termed the theory of the biological origin of tumors, or the theory of 
their intrinsic excitants. It is not at all sur- prising that micro-organisms should have 
been thought of as possibly direct excitants of goitre in fishes, especially in view of a cer- 
tain rather crude analogy between some forms 
of infection with metastasis. Now, bacteria of many kinds have, in fact, been trequently 
found in tumors of many sorts; but there is no 
conclusive reason at hand for the belief that 
they are ever of any significance, save as 
chance contaminations of vulnerable tissues, or 
as excitants of secondary and complicated 
lesions. That being the case, why could not 
the adult brook trout, reared artifically in 
ponds and fed upon beef liver or other 
slaughter-house products, and thus deprived 
of the splendid and varied living prey captur- 
ed in its cool mountain haunts, such as larvae 
bugs, worms, flies and craw-fish, and all taken 
after the most active exertions, actually bring 
upon himself formations caused by these so- 
called inherited and inherent potencies” of its 
own body cells, set free from normal restraints 
by reason of the strange and probably un- 
healthful external conditions surrounding it 
during such confinement and unusual feeding. 
A great deal has been written lately about cer- 
tain structures which are fre¢ uently found in 
and around the goitre cells, which have 
hastily been assumed to be parasites and 
supposed to be protozoa. These cell inclus- 
ions are mostly shown by the microscope to be 
larger or smaller rounded bodies, with or with- 
out nuclei; sometimes with double contours. 
They are usually sharply outlined against the 
cell protoplasm in which they lie; often crowd- 
ing the nucleous to one side: often situated 
within the nucleous or apparently replacing it. 
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To pursue these intensely important disclos- 
ures in the realm of science a little further we 
find that these structures are cell secretion or 
degeneration products. Some are even in- 
vaginated epithelial or other cells, or cell 
nuclei which have undergone various de- 
generative metamorphosis, fragmentation, etc. 
Some of these structures appear to be the 
metamorphosed nuclei of the tumor cells 
themselves. They may be single or they may 
be several in a cell. Similiar objects are to be 
found in other than goitre tissues. They are 
not present in some forms of carcinoma. They 
are readily stained with varying degrees of 
intensity by the usual testing colors. From 
all microscopical work I have never found the 
slightest evidence either that these are living 
organisms or that they have anything whatever 
to do with the origin of goitre. While coccidia, 
or allied organisms, with which these bodies 
have been compared, are capable of inciting 
the growth of a small amount of new collective 
tissue and sometimes lead to byperplasia of 
epithelium, such growths are apparently 
inflammatory in character, as are those other 
tissue formations incited by tubercle bacillus, 
etc., which have sometimes been improperly 
classed with tumors and called infectious 
granulomata.” 

The heavy task is over. If you understand 
the above all well and good. It may be de- 
duced from occasional hints that Mr. Gaylord 
is remarkably in the wrong. I feel sorry to 
think of Gaylord using such words as these as 
dumb-bells before the Honorable Commission. 

The above may have left you feeling sad and 
lonesome. Let me relieve your mind with a 
properly inserted, diseased trout story. It 
follows: 

A well known angler sent a bacteriological 
friend a nice, well rounded five pound German 
Brown Trout. Greatly delighted, the B. F. 
baked the trout and consumed it with vast 
joy, as becoming an epicure. We presume he 
had just finished stacking the odd remnants of 
his feast, and smacking his lips when a belated 
letter arrived. Opening it the B. F. read with 
increasing concern: 

“T am sending you to-day by post a trout. 
Will you kindly make investigations and tell 
me what it died from?” 

’ Your friend 
Re Pal: 

No. 61.—I am greatly interested in reading 
Rod and Gun Magazine, which I have sub- 
seribed for and purchased by the single copies 
for a long time. The new departure of an 
angling department is a good idea, and I only 
hope that it will be continued, that we, who 
are so interested in things piscatorial, may 
read with profit and pleasure the good things 
that come out in its pages. There is one 
subject in which I am greatly at variance with 
you—that is about bait-casting rods and the 
proper materials that go into a good rod of 
this sort. I note that you have especially 
favored the steel rod; there has been no men- 
tion of the unquestionable merits of the split- 

~ bamboo and the solid-wood rods, which make, 
in my opinion, and in that of any number of 
other anglers, fine appliances for the sport in 

To my way of thinking these are 
am the ideal bait-casting rods. I use the Heddon 
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rods almost entirely and I doubt very much 
whether I want to make any changes. Their 
two-piece constructed rod is my ideal; five 
and one half feet in length. It has a thirty- 
five inch tip joint, a short butt joint. The 
ferrule is near the butt of the rod and no mat- 
ter how the rod is used, it seems the liability 
of breaking it is scant indeed. I find this two- 
piece rod is as good as the one piece bamboo 
bait rod which I have also used; it has the 
same admirable action carries the bait well 
and far and is all that one could ask for. 
Unlike the one piece rod, however, it is easier 
carried; and retains at the same time all the 
valuable points of the one piece rod. The 
Heddon rods by the way are made of well 
seasoned bamboo, and nothing but the best 
goes into them. One very beautiful rod I 
have, of their make I paid fifteen dollars for. 
Another dandy one cost me ten dollars, and I 
will say, after long trials, their efficiency is un- 
impaired. A point with rods of this sort is 
that they may yearly be overhauled, if so de- 
sired. They may be rewound with silk, and 
recoated with the elastic waterproofing var- 
nish. Originally the rod has four coats of 
varnish. 

The virtues of the bamboo rods are many. 
I will admit that they are no: as much in use 
as the steel rods, but this may be because of 
the fact that people are somewhat prejudiced 
against them, believing that they have not the 
strength and durability of the steel rod. Now 
there are steel rods and steel rods. Thus the 
Bristol people put out a superior grade of rods 
to many others I could name; but the average 
fisherman is liable to use a very poor, stiff, 
grade of steel rod and these are useless in my 
estimation. For ten dollars a Heddon rod 
can be purchased that in my opinion is pre- 
ferable to steel rods of the same price. I 
purchased a Bristol rod, Number 33, eleven 
dollars, on your recommendation (I note you 
have recommended this in almost all the 
sporting magazines), and I have found it good, 
it has good action, and I fina that I can utilize 
it both for bass fishing and heavier fishing 
which is of course a considerable advantage. 
But for out and out bass fishing I like the bam- 
boo rod. There is however in bamboo, a séeel, 
give,or action, that the steel rod does not contain. 
As for a stiff steel rod—it is an abomination 
and should not be allowed to be on sale. 

I intend this coming season to purchase 
solid wood rods—one at least, for I have 
heard that they are excellent, and some class 
them above the bamboo. _ If this is so they 
have to be more than excellent in my opinion. 
But, at any cost, I want good rods for that is 
half of the pleasures of the sport. You sim- 
ply cannot play a fish right without a good rod. 

To date I have used quadruple multiplying 
‘ reels without freespool attachments, but lately 
I have had a desire to change. I have looked 
over your various articles, which I have on 
file and find that you have given your recom- 
mendation in many instances to the Takapart, 
Meisselbach reels. 
freespool reel as a good purchase? 

Trusting you may care to answer the above 
I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 

Fred B. Lynch, King St., West, Toronto, Ont. 

Would you suggest their 

s 
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Ans.—Coincident with your letter I had _ been looking over and forming my notes for 
an_ article on solid-wood and split-bamboo rods, and therefore your letter is most timely 
indeed, and we are, with your permission, us- ing this in our fishing department. While I may have been partial to the steel rod, and especially the Bristol, this does not mean that I am not also a devotee of other forms of rods. I have recommended the Bristol a great deal but have written a great deal also concerning other rods. The Bristol rod of course is widely used and by many anglers considered a model of efficiency. Your views regarding the split bamboo rods are much the same as mine. The split bamboo has 4 singular degree of action to its credit, and, needless to relate, the Heddon rods are all you can ask for and more. I started in with their little five foot, one dollar and a half rod, with the maple handle and found that even that appliance had unmistakable virtues to its CAREC ATES IT later over-hauled this rod, re-varnished and re-wound its tip and it is still doing duty, as good as ever. I have not used their fifteen dollar rod, but it must be a fine one indeed. I have used their ten dollar rod and know, as you have found out, its good uses, especially its carrying ability and the excellent action it carries along its lively length. There is no doubt but that the angler will have a good deal of sport in casting with a rod of the Heddon make. These people, through all the years since they began to manufacture their split- bamboo rods have kept to their high standard. 
Solid-wood rods, on the other hand, are also excellent and while ‘not overmuch in use (because of the fact that some are prejudiced against them and their high price), are never- the-less used exclusively by some anglers who have been bait-casters all their lives. Of course not every solid wood has the same standard of virtue in its make up. Without the ee doubt the bethabara, straight- grained, even tapered rod beats them all, this after long use of the various sorts from lance- wood upward. If a person can obtain a Straight-grained piece of bethabara he should be able under directions, to construct a rod that will beat any on the market. The word 

of experience is pinned to this. But betha- bara of the right sort is hard to obtain—that is the stumbling block. Speaking of action and casting ability it is hard to beat betha- bara. Wonderful distances can be made with 
it and under strain it bears up very well, following up with give and take. A census 
of opinions I have taken among anglers seems 
to bear out the above using the bethabara 
they have all been warm in their words 01 
approval oi this wood, naming it as the leader. 
There are those who have averred that noib- 
wood leads as solid-wood material for a bait 
rod. Ia my opinion this is not true. For 
heavy sea fishing rods noibwood may be the 
best but not in a bait rod that demands a 
preferable lightness, and a correct balance. 
Also English greenheart, although good does 
not compare with the bethabara. Lance- 
wood has a tendency, after a certain. amount 
of usage, and especially under heavy strain 
to acquire an undesirable set, and that is 
practically the end o1 that rod. It has not 
the iron duranility and strength of the 
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bethabara. Cheaper rods are made of dag- 
ama wood, but of course this also belongs in the lancewood class, with the liability how- 
ever of being straighter-grained; it has lightness and elasticity, and is good to turn 
and work into shape when doing up your rod. It finishes off well, with a remarkably smooth 
surface. Some consider dagama as_ being 
equal to greenheart. If you wish to make any experiments berore you tackle a good rod, get 
a piece of dagama, enough fer three rods and 
start in. 
But above all the woods, remember, the 

bethabara is the best, if you desire a solid 
wood rod. There is hardly a point which you can 
name that the bethabara does not live up to. 

I note you are thinking of investing in a freespool reel. The freespool reel was ushered 
into my presence on a certain day when Luck 
laid a banana peel in my tracks and I slipped— 
all I got out ot one beautiful day’s fishing was 
backlashes galore. Were an ordinary reel, 
unfreespooled, the handle would revolve so 
fast you couldn’t see it, increasing the chances 
for a backlash (or an over-running of the line) 
tenfold. When this reel was going well by 
the way my whole rod would buzz and vi- 
brate, and I was so much occupied in follow- 
ing its crazy gyrations that I would two 
times out of three forget about the descending 
bait, and a backlash would be the direct re. 
sult. So one day I invested in a Takapart 
freespool, the first freespoo] I ever used, 
though since then I have used other models, 
the Redifor with its centrifugal speed gover- 
nors (an excellent reel); also the Thumezy 
reel (which I used much last summer): also 
the South Bend Anti-backlash which I use 
exclusively in night fishing. The South Bend 
however is not a freespool reel, having a bale 
wire on one of the front pillars to keep the line 
from over-running, which it correctly does. 

The Takapart reels, with or without the 
freespool attachment are fine; and the free- 
spool reel especially is all that one can ask. It is 
simple in construction. If you communicate 
with the company (their advertisement should 
be in this magazine), you will learn all the 
particulars concerning it. ane ee 

2 

The New Perfection Tips. 
With the coming of a new fishing season, 

appliances for the angler and general piscator- 
ialist are beginning to arrive. Some of them 
are very good; others not so good. One in- 
vention that is specially worthy of exami- 
nation is the new Perfection Tip or tips, for the 
company that puts them out makes them in 
various sizes and shapes. Take this Sup? 
from an angler who wishes to see you well 
prepared when you go out along the stream. 
for only when you are well prepared are you 
really getting the most out of your chosen 
pastime. The Perfection tips’ in various 
sizes should be taken along. It is hard to find 
an angler who does not at some time or 
another tip-foul his line or who does not some 
time crack an agate lining, bend, break or 
otherwise deform his tip tops when a-stream 
and who never has any rod or line trouble or 
any unfortunate hitches just at the critical 
time when a snarl or loop of the line about a 
badly bent or worn tip top means disaster, one 
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who never gets his pet enamelled taper line 
chewed up by defective tops. To the one who 
experiences any of these difficulties the Per- 
fection tip should prove a great help and it is 
what I have long been looking for. ‘These tips 
may be easily inserted on any fly rod. They 
have just the right drop to them to make 
casting through them or shooting the line, as 
we say in angling parlance, possible. They 
are made of highly polished, indestructible, 
file proof material that will outlast one’s rod. 
The smoothness within them preserves the 
line and any one using a high priced line cer- 
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tainly wants that line to last as long as 
possible. There are no rough edges to work 
the enamel off and its use means that you will 
not only save your line but in addition you 
will avoid the exasperation that is inseparable 
from getting snarled at the crucial moment. 
You simply cannot get distance in casting 
without the right sort of a tip guide. The 
address of the manufacturers will be found in 
their advertisement which appears in this 
issue. The tips are made in all sizes as to 
ferrule and ring and you can make your select- 
ions therefrom. R.P.L. 

TECHNICAL TRAINING FOR 

FISHERMEN 

Rev. Abbe D. F. Leger 

EV. Abbe D. F. Leger, of St. Paul, N. 
B., writes as follows, re the advantages 
of training of fishermen and _ proper 

packing and shipping of fish: ‘‘I have been 
much interested in an article which appeared 
in the December issue of Conservation, en- 
titled “Development of Canadian Fisheries.’ 
It was a short resume of addresses by Mr. 
D. J. Bryne, president of the Canadian Fish- 
eries Association, and Dr. Jas. W. Robertson. 
‘Mr. Bryne endeavoured chiefly to show that 
every Canadian family should make frequent 
use as food of the different species of fish 
which abound on the coasts of our Maritime 
Provinces, while Dr. Robertson urged the 
establishment of schools in the eastern pro- 
vinces, to prepare young men for the fishing 
industry, as is already done in England, 
Scotland and France, where the best methods 
of salting and preparing fish for the market 
are taught. These are practical ideas and 
should find an echo among the fishing com- 
munities of the Maritime Provinces. 

“We see with extreme pleasure and great 
hope for the future of our country, the rapid 
and methodical advancement which our Cana- 
dian farmers have made, above all in recent 
years. It goes without saying that our fish- 
eries, well understood, ought to be and are, 
in fact, supplementary to agriculture, since 
they aid powerfully in the feeding of our 
people. 

“The Federal Government has already ac- 
complished much by the fish-culture  es- 
tablishments along our coasts. Undoubtedly 
this is a step in advance that we much ap- 
preciate. Let us ask it now to educate us, not 
only as to the mode of catching large quanti- 
ties of fish, but as to the best means of pre- 
serving the catch. For, what is the use of 
catching a great quantity and then losing a 
great part of it before putting it into the 
barrel? 

“The great fault, as far as I have been able 
to find in studying the matter is that of keeping 
on fishing and fishing, making quantity instead 

of quality the principal end. This, I believe, 
is the great mistake to correct. We know that 
fish exposed to the sun or even simply to the 
air, decays more quickly than meat; a few 
hours are sufficient to render it unfit for food. 
“My experience is that, during the twenty- 

six years that I have been buying fish, perhaps 
only once in a hundred times have I been able 
to find well preserved fish on our local mar- 
kets. 

“To what causes can we attribute this bad 
quality of the fish on our markets? (1) Too 
long a time elapses before putting it in the 
barrel; (2) barrels are used which do. not 
properly retain the pickle; (3) vessels are used 
which have already been in service, they could 
be used again with necessary precautions, but 
are filled with the old salt and pickle from the 
previous season—often, in certain localities, 
no scruple is made of using these same barrels 
without first well cleaning them; (4) the 
fish thus preserved is placed in storehouses, 
with all sorts of other commodities, where 
there may be exhalations of foetid greases; 
(5) sometimes the salted fish is left for several 
days on the wharves, railway stations or 
other public places, exposed to all weathers, 
before its final sale. 

‘‘All these glaring deficiencies are due to the 
fact that the fishermen are anxious. before all 
else, to obtain great catches, and the dealers, 
the maximum of money with the minimum of 
work and expense. 

““However, it 1s evident that the numerous 
class who like fish do not wish to buy it in bad 
condition, etc. Naturally, they will pay a good 
price for a good article, as the following, from 
January Conservation, amply proves:— 

“To dispose of 600 barrels of cured herring 
at $11 per barrel, f.o.b. Nova Scotia, while his 
neighbors were getting only from $4 to $4.50_ 
per barrel, was, last summer, the fortunate 
experience of a fish packer at Goldboro, Guys- 
borough county, N This highly satis- 
factory result was secured by discarding the 
old-fashioned Nova Scotian style of packing in 
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favour of the modern Scotch method of care- 
fully packing the fish in tight, well-made 
barrels that will retain the pickle and preserve 
the flavour. This was done in consequence-of 
the representations of Mr. J. J. Cowie, in- 
spector of pickled fish for the Fisheries Branch, 
who, at the request of the Goldboro firm, 
secured an expert from Scotland to take charge 
of the work. As a result of this valuable op- 
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ject lesson, Mr. S. Y. Wilson, a large dealer of 
Halifax, has determined to put up some 2,000 barrels next summer in the Scotch way. 
“Who is going to teach us this good method 

in New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island? 
Wil! men be found as courageous and with as 
much initiative as those in Nova Scotia? We 
hope so, especially with the active encourage- 
ment which we expect from our governments.”’ 

THE SOCKEYE SALMON 

Sockeye is most valuable. Consequent- 
ly, American canners are eager to pack 

him up and market him. 
But this Sockeye salmon is a loyal subject 

of King George of England (long may he live!) 
and a native of Canada. In the matter of his 
preference for Canada, the Sockeye has a 
stubborness that is truly British. Nothing 
save death will prevent the Sockeye salmon, 
when they are ready to spawn, from bringing 
up their children under the protection of the 
British flag. The Fraser River, on the Pacific 
Coast of Canada, has been, as long -as there 
were Sockeye salmon in the world, the spawn- 
ing-place of this fish. 
From this prejudice on the part of the 

Sockeye, a situation which promised disaster 
has arisen, and would have brought ruin to 
many men, but for one thing. Just south of 
Canada, on the Pacific Coast is the State of 
Washington, up in the north-west corner of 
the United States, and in this State is an en- 
terprising Yankee fish commissioner with an 
audacious and hitherto undreamed-of Yankee 
notion.’ L.H. Darwin, the officer in question, 
has boldly kidnapped thousands of British 
salmon and is in a fair way to success in making 
loyal American fish of their young. 

His method consists in merely using in- 
telligently his knowledge of salmon Ways and 
customs. ‘The salmon is one of the unsolved 
sea riddles. Scientists know that it lays its 
eggs in a fresh-water stream and that the fry 
live in fresh water for a few months. Then 
they swim back to the sea and disappear. 
Where they go no man can truly say. They 
may swim to the equator, or perhaps far into 
Bering Sea. 

But wherever it is when their spawning 
time has come—a period which arrives from 
two and one-half to four years later according 
to the species—back come these fish to the 
place of their birth, drifting home in a vast 
silver army to fight all manner of obstacles 
before they reach the ancient: laying-grounds. 
There the females lay their eggs and die, 

The Sockeye salmon, most prized of all by 
the fish canners because of its firm, rich, rea 
meat, spawns at four years of age. The 
Fraser River, in the Province of British 
Columbia, Canada, is the objective point of 
every Sockeye on the Pacific Coast. 

O* the various salmon put up in tins, the The path of the Sockeye after it enters the Straits of Juan de Fuca leading to Puget Sound and the Inside Passage, is well mapped. From the ocean the shining army makes straight for the tip end of Vancouver Island near Victoria, B. C. Just touching Canada 
at this point, the column makes for Rosario Strait, the lane between the San Juan Islands 
and the Washington mainland. A small col- 
umn takes Strait Haro, the western passage between the San Juan group and Vancouver Island, but the two columns always join again in the Gulf of Georgia and swim on, always against the tides, touching Point Roberts, the north-west tip of the United States and pass- 
ing just around the corner into the Fraser 
River. 
The men who make their fortunes trapping 

salnron know these things well. Every pay- 
ing fish trap which handles Sockeye salmon is 
located along this line of march. 
Now all this has been fine for American 

fishers, because by millions the homeward 
bound Sockeye have walked into the American 
nets. But the rub has come because the sup- 
ply is falling off, and Canada’s interest in 
replenishing the stock of Sockeye is but half- 
hearted. The American trap owner skims 
the cream from the fish run before it gets to the 
Fraser River, and the people of the Dominion 
cannot see much sense in hatching fish to feed 
American traps. If they want more Sockeyes, 
they must hatch them: but how hatch them 
when they refuse to lay eggs in American 
waters? 

That is where Commissioner Darwin’s idea 
comes in. This state of affairs worried the in- 
genious fish commissioner. 

Investigators have learned that the fish 
deposits its eggs only in a stream which has its 
source in a fresh-water lake. “If the salmon 
only knew it,’ reasoned Commissioner Dar- 
win, “there is a fresh water stream having its 
source in a fresh-water lake, right here in the 
State of Washington. I could save them a long 
swim if I could get them to emigrate to the 
United States.”’ 

Having no way to advertise the resources 
of his State to the salmon, the fish commis- 
sioner decided to kidnap them. He authori- 
zed the traps along the San Juan Islands to 
keep open during the thirty-six-hour period 
and took their catches for spawning. 
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Fish authorities said the salmon could not 
stand being herded into crates and towed. 
The commissioner proved that so far as the 
hardy Sockeyes were concerned, this notion 
was erroneous. 

Taking advantage of the Sockeyes’ instinct 
to swim only against the current, Mr. Dar- 
win waited until the tide flowed out of his 
crates, then opened the gate, and let the fish in. 
Although all other species of salmon died, the 
Sockeyes were towed, in deep crates, pro- 
tected from excessive current by a heavy log 
boom, across American waters to Samish Bay. 

At the mouth of Samish River the fish were 
released. Nets were placed across the mouth 
of the river to keep the kidnapped salmon 
prisoners, but none of them showed a desire 
to return to the land of their birth. All swam 
gladly up the stream to a state hatchery on 
Friday Creek, a tributary of the Samish. 
When they have laid their eggs, the female 

Sockeyes die. Consequently, the efficient 
authorities feel no desire to conserve their 
lives, so at the hatchery they are killed and 
the eggs shaken from them. The male fish are 
kept alive in properly prepared places, in 
order that they may fertilize the eggs. 

In the wooden troughs at this hatchery, in 
the Fall of 1915, were more than a million 
American-born Sockeye salmon, a_ total 
greater than the total catch of Sockeye on 
Puget Sound that Summer. 

A few miles from the hatchery is a small, 
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fresh-water lake. All other fish in this lake 
weré killed and there, as they reached a pro- 
per age, the young sockeyes were released. 

In the Spring of 1916, answering their 
primal instinct, it is expected that these first 
American-born Sockeyes will swim back to 
Mother Ocean. 

But four years later, Fish Commissioner 
Darwin expects to sit out on the west coast 
of the San Jaun Islands and welcome his 
young charges home again to American soil. 
He reasons that the Sockeyes will return to 
the place of their birth to lay their eggs. 
Now this is a very pretty little problem in 

heredity. The kidnapped British salmon may 
wag their fins in derision and follow the crowd 
back to the land of King George. Again, they 
may organize their own crowd and seek the 
protection of the Stars and Stripes and the 
Monroe Doctrine. Nobody can prophesy 
truly. 

Fish Commissioner Darwin says he doesn’t 
care whether his hyphenated American fish 
are loyal or not because every year he is going 
to keep on rearing American Sockeye salmon 
to replenish the fish run now sadly diminished 
by the activities of the salmon canners. 

If he succeeds, he will have pioneered in a 
business which is not only novel but extra- 
ordinarily profitable to the State he serves 
concludes the writer of the above article in the 
Illustrated World. 

DISCARDED FISH 
ROBABLY not many people would care 

P to experiment personally to test the 
edipility of douhttul food products, yet 

this is just what the staff of the biological 
station at St. Andrews, N. B., have been do- 
ing. For the past two or three seasons they 
have been trying on their mess tables, various 
kinds of fish ‘that ordinarily are thrown away, 
and in several cases have found them delicious. 

For instance, there is a peculiar greenish eel- 
like creature which, because it brings forth its 
young alive, has received the name, ‘“‘mother- 
of-eels.”” A large specimen may weigh a 
couple of pounds. The biological staff found 
that it was white-fleshed and of splendid 
flavour and declared it to be one of the best 
fish they had had on the table. There are 
great quantities of mother-of-eels along the 
Atlantic coast, yet it is a fish the food value 
of which has not been realized at all. 

Fish Waste Can Be Made into Glue 
Some attempt has been made in Canada to 

produce glue from fish waste, but hitherto it 
has usually been found that production in- 
volves too much technical knowledge and too 
many highly paid officers. That. fish glue, 
however, can be manufactured in Canada at 
a profit is clear from the success of the Russia 
glue works at Gloucester. These glue works 
were started by two men, very humble men, 
some years ago; they bought fish skins and 
fish heads and have manufactured glue and 
fertilizer and such a success has their venture 
been that the company which they organized, 

PROVED EDIBLE 
Another fish, which is not being utilized in 

Canada, though, minus the head it has found 
its way into the fastidious British market, is 
the wolf-fish or sea-cat. Probably its ugliness 
prejudices people against it. Yet those who 
have eaten it say that it has a very superior 
flavour, having perfectly white flesh, whiter 
than halibut, flaky and delicious. Wolf-fish 
vary from 15 to 20 pounds in weight. Great 
quantities of them are caught in the Maritime 
provinces and simply thrown away, being 
considered as absolutely of no value. 

“he angler or goose- -fish, another very ugly 
fish, which sometimes at ains four or five feet 
in length, is in the same category. The tail 
portion, which is solid flesh, is very good. 
Minus the head, it also has been placed in 
recent years on the London market. It brings 
2 good price and is regarded as an “excellent 
ish. 

has become very prosperous. The works are 
now about ten times the extent they were a 
few years ago and they cannot adequately 
supply the demand for their product—a de- 
mand created by the excellence of the glue. 
There is quite an opening in regard to fish “glue 
products. Canadian fishermen waste an 
enormous amount of material, which would 
produce fish glue, on the banks and in the 
Gulf or St. Lawrence fisheries, and the amount 
per annum would startle anybody. The fish 
waste 18 now simply dumped into the sea.— 
Dr: He Paserinces snes ‘Canada’s s Unutilized 
Fisheries Resources.” 
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Don’t be misled into the false Dominion 
economy of buying cheap tires. Nobby Tread 
You wouldn’t buy a tire that you 
knew would only runa mile, even hangs like a 

leech to the slip- meteonly costa-dollar. “Phe same’ ~ pace 5 ape. | ae 
5 - : : d gives =e principle holds true when the dif- a en 

ference between two tires in first tures than do ordinary tires. 

cost and mileage secured are not 
so distinct. Divide the cost of the Domin; 

2 C ominion 
tire by the miles secured, and you 
will find DOMINION tires arethe Chain_Tread 

Dominion Tires 

cheapest in the long run. Altractive and 
effective, the best 
non-skid tread SS ee 
thal can be sec- ("igi 

: ine ins ured at a mod- “™ 
goes with every DOMINION tire, per- erate price. 
fect workmanship and perfect material, 
and all adjustments are made on the basis 
of mileage, 5000 for NOBBY, and 3500 Dominion 

for CHAIN and PLAIN Treads. Plain Tread 
| 

Was . Stendard tires 
If you have the least difficulty in get- thal represent 

Remember — our regular guarantee 

ting your wants satisfied, write to our ue Ber Ome nny 
ae > : excellence 2 

nearest branch or our home office in manufacture. 
Montreal, and we will make the matter Best of material. best of work- 

manship, best of service. 
one of ‘“‘first attention.” 

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited 
Montreal, P.Q. 

—— 28 BRANCHES THROUGHOUT CANADA —— 
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A Hunter’s Cabin near Loring, Ont. 

A FINE TOURIST SECTION 
“We have one of the best tourist sections in 

Canada here,” writes Capt. E. H. Kelcy, a 
merchant at Loring, Ont., and a subscriber to 
Rod and Gun. We have a large number of 
tourists each summer but will have more when 
our beautiful district is better known. We 
have a stretch of water thirty-five miles in 
length, with an average depth of eight feet of 
water. Asteam boat and a number ot launch- 

es are operated on this sheet of water during 
the season. There are pickerel, pike, three 
kinds of bass, maskinonge, channel cat, mud- 
pouts, perch whitefish and many others to be 
found in this section. If I am successful in 
disposing of my store I intend to go overseas 
with my Company. Until then however I 
shall be pleased to furnish any information 
about this section which your readers may 
desire.” 

This ’Lunge weighed 1314 Ibs. CG aught at Duck Lake, near Loring, Ont. 
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Prize-Winning Scales to any one who purchases Re 
any “BRISTOL” Rod between now and Septem- phe 

ber 1, 1916. The dealer does not give you the scales. ae 

lf _ To get them FREE, have your dealet, of whom you buy Ee 

fe Fy your “BRISTOL” Rod, write your aame and address ; if 
Lh eater, 

Br See a ag. plainly on his sales slip or billhead, and sign it, stating 
the catalogue number of the rod, the price and date of | fin 

sale. Mail the slip to Horton Manufecturing Company, 
Bristol, Conn. We will ship the scales direct to you te 
FREE, postage paid. 

These scales are sent free only with reds which have the 
trademark word “BRISTOL” stamped on the handle. oi 
They are not given with the Rainbow, Luckie or other a 
Horton-made rods. 

If your dealer doesn’t have the particular “BRISTOL” 
Rod you want, he can order it for you or you can send 
your order and money direct to us, and we will include 
the scales FREE when we ship your rod. 

We recommend that you select one of the ten “BRISTOL” 
Rods. shown on the next three pages. They are the 
must popular aiid the finest vaiue iods in the worid. 

Every one is guaranteed for three years. 

Vey a= Thirty other styles of rods, and Special Trims are shown 
in the “Bristol” Complete Catalogue, mailed free on request. 

THE HORTON MANUFACTURING CO. 
6 HORTON STREET, BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT | 

PHIL. B. BEKEART CO., Pacific Coast Agents 

717 Market Street - - San Fraricisco, Cal. 
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No. 38. “B ISTOL”’ NEW ADJUSTABLE TELESCOPIC FLY ROD 

This is the ney type Telescopic Rod which (next to Old Reliable No. 11) is the most — 
popular rod that we oe ever manufactured. It can be extended to 9 feet or telescoped to 
33 inches. The joints lock absolutely at any length by an ingenious arrangement of the 
NS which are detachable and interchangeable. Trimmed w vith two- -ring German Silver 
ie guides and Ger i Silver] one-ring fly tip. Polished maple reversible handle, nickel mounted, $4.50. Celluloid 
reversible handle, n i imted, $3.00. Cork reversible handle, nickel mounted, $5.30. 5 

FREE al pair of “BRISTOL” Prize-Winning Scales. (See front page.) 

os en BRISTOL, *”” THE ORIGINAL TELESCOPIC FLY ROD 

This is the ‘ ‘RRISTOL" which originated the Steel Fishing Rod business. From it, as a 
beginning, were developed alf the other thirty-seven styles of “BRISTOL” Rods. This rod 
is 914 feet long when extended, but telescopes down to 32 inches, all enclosed in the butt 
length. The line runs through the center of the rod. The reel seat is below the hand. This 
Rod has long been famotis in Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast Fishing and wherever the 
going is rough, rocky er under overhanging brush. It possesses unusual strength and back- 
hone and, yet. is remarkably flexible and resilient. Weight 1134 ozs. Polished maple handle, 
nickel mounted, $4.00. = 

FREE—a pair of “BRISTOL” Prize-Winning Scales. (See front page.) - 

= 

No. 8 ‘BRISTOL’? JOINTED FLY ROD FOR TROUT 

This is an accurate, long-distance Fly Casting Rod. Very responsible and trustworthy. In 
great demand in all Trout fishing countries. 10 feet long. Joints 38 inches long. Weight — 
9%4 ounces. Handle mountings, nickel with reel seat below the hand. Two- ae German 
Sify er tie gtides and German Silyer one-ring fly tip. Polished mapie handle, $4.50. Cellu- 
loid Wound handle, $5.00. Cork grip handiec, $5.50. Celluloid Wound reversible handle, 
$5.75. Cork grip reversible handle, $6.25. 

FREE—a pairof “BRISTOL” Prize-Winning Scales. (See front page.) 

No. 29. LIGHTWEIGHT JOINTED FLY ROD 

This is an elegant rod fof experienced anglers who know how to take care of fine tackle. The 
usual three-year “BRISTOL” guarantee does not cover No. 29 for trolling or heavy work. It 
will, however, stand far mére work than the light bamboos, but cannot equal No. 8 “BRISTOL” 
for hard usage. A very desirable light, classy rod. Weight, about 514 ozs. Length, about 8% 
feet. Snake guides, one-ring AS Cork handle with locking reel band. Price, $6.50. 

FREE—a pairof “BRISTOL” Prize-Winning Scales. (See front page.) 
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No. 25. ‘‘BRISTOL,’’ THE ORIGINAL BAIT CASTING ROD 

This was the first Steel Bait Casting Rod ever produced. It is the “daddy” of all the 
“BRISTOL” Bait Casting Rods which have since become world-famous. It has a short, 
close-grip cork handle with patent detachable finger-hook. These two features enable the 
fisherman to “thumb” the reel without tiring his hand. The large, polished German Silver 
improved casting guides and solid agate tip with extra large apening allow the line to 
run so freely that a novice can cast from 75 to 100 feet after a few trials. Six lengths: 
4, 414, 5, 514, 6 and 6% feet. Weight, 8 to 8!4 ounces. Price, $7.90. 

FREE—a pair of “BRISTOL” Prize-Winning Scales. (See front page.) 

No. 33. ‘‘BRISTOL’? FULL-JEWELED BAIT CASTING ROD 

This is the classiest, most exquisite Light Bait Casting Rod ever produced (except the 
“BRISTOL” De Luxe. See last page). It has beattiful agate mountings throughout. 
The handle trimmings are finished in a new electroplate more durable than bright nickel 
and much richer in appearance. It has three new-style narrow jagate casting guides and a 
special design agate offset tip. Double-grip Cork handle, 12% inches long, with detachable 
finger-hook. Weight about 8 ounces. Six lengths: 4, 414, 5, 514, 6 and 6% feet. Price, $12.00. 

FREE—a pair of “BRISTOL” Prize-Winning Scales. (See front page.) 

. No. 35. ‘“‘BRISTOL’’ NEW ADJUSTABLE TELESCOPIC BAIT ROD 

The great popularity of this rod is duc to its wonderful durability and serviceability and 
to its perfect “hang.” It is adjustable to any length up to 8'% feet and down to 31% inches. 
Weight, 914 ounces. The joints lock in place by an ingenious arrangement of the guides 

- and the rod may be readily taken apart. The handle oc are nickel. The rod is 
trimmed with two-ring German Silver tie guides and a German Silver three-ring tip. 
Polished Maple reversible handle, $4.50. Celluloid Wound Reversible handle, $5.00. Cork 

(Zee front page.) 
/% 



No. ll. “BRISTOL” HENSHALL ALL-SERVICE BAIT ROD 

This is the most popular and best-selling Fishing Rod in the world. Whether you have two rods or fifty, jon suet: is not 
camplete without No. 11. It is the “Old Standby ’’—the one fishing rod ro everywhere for various kinds of fishing with rod 
and reel, though designed prima for Bass and unusually effective for that purpose. Almost every kind of fish has been * 
caught on No. |}, from Perch to Muscallonge, and although not designed for Tarpon fishing, nevertheless in the hands of 
skillful fshecmen many we Tarpon have been caughton it. Thousands of these rods have been in use for over twenty years 
and have proved beyond doubt the most satisfactory 4/lService rods ever made. Handle mountings nickel trimmed with two- 
ring German Silver tie guides and.three-ring tip. Length, 8 feet. Joints, 32 inches. Weight, 10 ounces. With polished 
Maple handle, $4.50. With Celluloid Wound handle, $5.00. With Cork-Grip handle. $5. 50. With Celluloid Wound 
ae -gdip or long- grip handle, $),75. With Celluloid Wound reversible handle, $3.75. With Cork reversible handle, $6.25 

EE—a pair of “BRISTOL” Pr} ze- Winning Scales. (See front page.) 

“BRISTOL” DE LUXE SILK-WOUND STEEL RODS 

These two models—Trout Fly and Bait Casting—met with instant sieesre when Aree introduced last season. We sold more 
than double the number which we hiad counted on. They are pee gell y unbreakabl €; cannot warp; cannot lose their “hang”’; 

| have many times the strength of bamboo or wood, and yet, in all essentials of “‘feel,”’ Balancesaction and resiliency are identica 
with the finest bamboo. 

These new “‘ BRISTOL” De Luxe Rods have silk windings covering the entire length of steel. The joints are reinforced with 
other silk windings. The guides are also wound on with silk, over this is a water-proof finish. On top of the water-proof finish 
isthe very best fnish similar to that used on the highest grade split bamboo reds. These silk windings and reinforcements 
double the strength of the powerful steel rod and, in addition. in the Fly Rod, they take away the extreme flexibility of the steel, 
slowing down the steel action so that it duplicates that of the most expensive Bamboo Rod 

These De Luxe Silk-Wound Steel ‘BRISTOLS” are designed for the exceptional fisher man—the expert —the man who takes 
pride in the elegance of his equipment —who is far beyond the mere point of “getting the fish.”” They are for the angler whe: 
for example, would take the keenest delight in landing his quota with one fly and a barbless hook. 

Both Rods are put up in a washable, glove-leather, silk-lined case as soft as a fine cape glove. It can be washed with soap and - 
water and is not injured by rain. canoe-upset, wading or being left out. It is the finest and most elegant-looking outht 
on the market to-day. 

THE TROUT FLY. DE LUXE (above) is the finest example of expert rod making. Exquisitely finished in nickel. First 
pace and tip finished with finest azate. Intermediate guides snake as shown in illustration. The handleis cork with patented 

cking reel band. There are two agate tip joints (one extra). The rod comes in the beautiful leather case described above. 
Length, 8'% feet. Joints, 33 inches. Price, complete, $25,00. 

THE BAIT:CASTING DE LUXE (below) is a worthy brother of the De Luxe Fly Rod. Two lengths —5 and 5'3 feces 
_Joints, 18 inches and 20 inches respectively. The Nickel mountings are perfectly exquisite. Short Cork. handle with 
patented locking reel band. “BFISTOL” Improved Casting Guides of agate full-jeweled. The Agate Jewels of both De 
Luxe reds are carefully seleeted end matched, like pearls in a necklace, and are of the rarest and most exquisite colorings. 
One extra tip joint with agate. InDe Luxe glove-leather, silk-lined case as above described, price, complete, $25.00. 

See front page of this advertisement for full particulars about the FREE “Bristol” Prize Winning Scales. 
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communications to A. B. Geikie, c/o Rod 
and Cun, Woodstock, Ontario. 

The Publishers of Rod and Gun Magazine invite readers of the magazine to contri- | 
bute articles and letters to Mr. Geikie’s department on matters pertaining to guns and 
ammunition, but do not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed therein by these 

- contributors. 

ARMS USED IN THE MEXICAN 

REVOLUTION 

By Dr. I. J. Bush, M.D., Chief Surgeon of Madero’s Revolutionary Army 

HERE has been continual warfare in 
Mexico for over five vears but the 
Mexican Revolution proper began No- 

vember 20th, 1910 and ended in May, 1911, 
when Porfirio Diaz left Mexico and Francisco 
Madero became provisional president. It is 
with the Madero regime that I had- official 
connection. I was commissioned Lieuterant- 
Colonel in January, 1911 and in May of the 
same year was appointed Colonel and Chief 
Medical Officer of the revolutionary forces 
operating against the Diaz government. I 
resigned when Senor Madero was elected 
President, not wishing an army position in 
time of peace. Little did I then dream of the 
deluge of blood and destruction that was yet 
to come to Mexico. 

At the beginning of the revolution Diaz 
had eighty thousand soldiers—on paper. As 
a matter of fact he could muster but a scant 
thirty thousand. The other was graft. This 
is only one illustration of the rottenness of his 
overnment. At the beginning of the revo- 
ution Gustavo Madero (a brother of the 
President) went to New York and purchased 
from Francis Bannerman, two thousand 
Mauser rifles and a couple of antiquated Gat- 
‘lin guns. The rifles were a lot that had been 
captured from the Spaniards in Cuba and sold 
to Bannerman by the United States Govern- 
ment. They had been stored for several 
oe on Long Island and the salt water air 
ad wrought havoc with them. They were 

shipped to El Paso, Texas, in small lots and 

all of them had to be cleaned before they could 
be used. Fortunately the barrels had been 
well oiled aid they were in good condition 
inside. The cartridges were twenty per cent. 

‘defective. The Gatlins were never moved 
from-New York and I presume are there 
vet. All of these two thousand rifles found 
their way across the border into Mexico during 
the revolution despite the watchfulness of the 
secret service department and the U. S. Army 
border patrol.. But this supply of rifles was 
not nearly sufficieat to fill the demand. 

The Madero revolution was mostly fought 
out and won by people of the northern states 
of Mexico, the soldiers were mostly ranchmen 
—good riders and equally good _ shots as 
Mexicans go—and these favored the sporting 
rifle rather than the military arm. Large 
numbers furnished their own weapons and 
hence in their purchases each nian followed 
his preference as regards style and caliber. 
Xesult, every kind of arm and variation of 

caliber that the local market furnished. 

In February, 1911, I went into Mexico and 
was attached to a regiment of cavalry com- 
manded by Gen. Pascual Orozco who was 
pushing north in an effort to capture the bor- 
der town of Cindad, Juarez. He carried no 
artillery, no machine guns and had no medical 
organization. His commissary such as it was, 
was carried on pack mules. Each man carried 
his bedding (a blanket) tied behind the 
saddle. There was not a single tent in the 
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army; Mexican soldiers travel very light the 
climate being conducive to out-door living. 

I found that of all arms the .30-30 Winches- 
ter predominated. They also had a few 
Mausers, captured from Federal soldiers in 
former fights. Next in frequency came the 
.30-40 Winchester. Some had the old .44-40 
model 1873 Winchester effective at not over 
two hundred yards. There was a sprinkling 
of Savage and Marlins and then a mixture of 
various rifles ranging from the tiny Lee 
Straight Pull 6 m/m up to the old .50-70 
Remington single shot. The latter made 
much noise and kicked like a mule while the 
former would drill a hole through the lungs 
and not stop the owner of said lungs from 
smoking cigarettes—something they all did 
even during the heat of battle. Only a few 
carried revolvers and they too wereas diversi- 
fied in make and caliber as the rifles. Imagine 
the difficulties of supplying an army with 
ammunition when at least fifteen differefit 
calibers were in regular use by the soldiers! 

The Mexicans are expert in the use of hand 
grenades and always had a supply on hand for 
use in house-to-house fighting when they were 
attacking towns. They were made by insert- 
ing two or three sticks of dynamite into a 
short length of pipe or into an old tin can and 
attaching a short fuse. The latter was touch- 
ed to the ever-present cigarette and the whole 
“grenade” hurled into a house through a door 
or window. It made a very wicked and 
effective weapon, one of these engines of 
destruction generally being sufficient to cause 
the surrender of the enemy when pitched into 
ahouse. Sometimes they attached a string to 
these hand-made grenades in order to throw 
them further. On one occasion an attacking 
party who were in a house at the time attempt- 
ed to throw a grenade out of the door across 
the street but the string broke and the grenade 
fell on the floor. That necessitated a quick 
exit into the street where they were compelled 
to remain until the explosion occurred. In 
the meantime they were exposed to a rattling 
fire from the enemy and two of the unfortunate 
grenade-throwers were wounded before they 
could return to cover. I notice from reports 
of the European war that the belligerents are 
also using a hand grenade. They are ‘‘bad 
medicine” at close range. 

A few years before the Spanish-American 
war the United States Government changed 
its small arm for the army from the old single- 
shot black powder .45-70 Springfield rifle to 
the .30-40 smokeless powder Krag-Jorgenson. 
About the same time Mexico changed from the 
.50-65 single-shot Remington to the 7 m/m 
Mauser. Being a gun crank I wondered what 
the result of this change would be. The 
western plainsmen favored big calibers and 
the Indians were driven from the plains by 
means of diminutive cannon. Anything 
smaller than .45 caliber was regarded as a gun 
fitted only for ‘‘tenderfeet.”” ‘The high power, 
small-caliber gun had a lot of prejudice to meet 
and overcome. The Winchester people immedi- 
iately put out a rifle to take the new .30-40 
Governmentcartridge. It was tried and with the 
soft-point bullet proved a success as a game- 
etter. But until the Madero revolution I 
ad not had an opportunity to observe the 

effect of this caliber on Man—the easiest killed 
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of all animals. Usually an army surgeon 
treats wounds. made by rifles of a uniform 
caliber and using full metal jacketed bullets. 
I was now fortunate in being in a position 
where I could see wounds made by many 
calibers and by full jacketed, and soft point 
as well as by lead bullets. It was an oppor- 
tunity I would not have missed for anything. 

I did not join the field forces of Madero in 
Northern Mexico until February Ist, 1911. 
Several skirmishes had already taken place 
between Orozco’s mountaineers and Mexican 
regulars. My first wounded were all of the 
revolutionary army and of course their 
wounds were made by the Mauser full jacket- 
ed bullet. Their wounds were already a week 
old when I first saw them and had never had 
even a first aid dressing. All were infected 
but strange to say all the patients recovered, 
not a single fatality. Soon I began to get the 
captured wounded of the enemy and then had 
the opportunity of seeing the work of the 
great diversity of bullets. 

Finally on the eighth day of May, Madero 
threw his forces against Juarez the border 
town opposite El Paso, Texas. The fighting 
began at noon and by midnight his forces had 
gained a foothold in the adobe houses of the 
city. It was close range fighting, across the 
street and from house to house. For three 
days the fight lasted and then the gray heired 
old general, Navarro, was driven into the 
barracks and finally surrended. Some of the 
wounded had made their way to the Rio 
Grande and crossed over into Texas while the 
fighting was going on. The majority crawled 
to nearby houses and were doing the best they 
could without food or medical attention. 
The Federals had suffered most in wounded 
and killed. The work of the soft point bullet 
was now seen. The .30-40 soft point did the 
most wicked. work of all. I remember one 
poor fellow who had his hand cut off as though 
struck by a shell, another had a great part of his 
face torn away; a wound in the arm or leg with 
that bullet meant an amputation if the bone 
were struck. 

Twenty years ago the .30-40 was considered 
the acme of high power rifles in the United 
States. To-day, when the sporting world e 
gone daft over high velocity guns this old a 
has dropped back to second place. The gun 
makers of to-day are sacrificing everything 
else to obtain velocity. The limit has been 
reached in this respect and the time will soon 
come when the pendulum will swing back to 
normal. Then the .30-40 will come into its 
own. Personally I do not like the rifle hand- 
ling this cartridge, because of its ungainly box 
magazine but as a game getter (either two or 
four-legged) it is some gun. 

It became a saying in the Madero revolution 
that a metal jacketed bullet (full patched) 
would not stop a Mexican from smoking 
cigarettes. It is true; I have seen them lie on 
their cots and smoke when they were spitting 
blood from a 7 m/m Mauser full jacketed bull- 
et through the lung. An American named 
Tracy Richardson who was operating a 
machine gun for Orozco was shot through one 
lung and never went to the hospital. He has 
since served in the English army and received | 
more wounds. 
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No Matter What 

You Want to Shoot 
Dominion Ammunition meets every 
requirement of the sportsman. It has 

speed, accuracy and reliability, the three fac- 
tors necessary to perfect ammunition. 

Dominion Ammunition 
for small game or big, for target shooting or at the 
traps answers the ammunition question completely. 
Whether it’s the powerful 303, a 22, one of the fast 
Shot Shells, or the other popular sizes, insist on the 
box with the big ‘“‘D’’. It’s the trade mark of Made-in- 
Canada ammunition that gives perfect shooting results. 

Send for free colored hanger 
““A Chip of the Old Block.” 

Dominion Cartridge Company, Limited 
836 Transportation Building, Montreal. 

Dominion Hand Trap 
Nomatter where you are or what the 
weather is there is always a day’s 
sport waiting for you with your 
Dominion Hand Trap. A boy can 
operate it, yet it does the work of a 
fixed trap. Costs only $4.85. Send 
for illustrated booklet. 
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I did not get an opportunity to see the effect 
of the spitzer bullet. So far as I know there 
was only one rifle in the Madero army using 
that kind of a bullet. It belonged to an 
American named Forbes and was a 7 m/m 
Mauser. He used this rifle in the fight at 
Juarez and killed an artillery captain as he was 
serving his gun. In this case the bullet made 
a clean hole through the head. The distance 
was about one hundred yards. 

The damage done by a metal jacketed 
bullet depends a lot on the distance the target 
is from the rifle. Up to one hundred yards the 
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_effeet is much more severe. This is especially 
true if the bullet passes through the head, 
chest, or bowels. There is the same neat 
little hole drilled through the body but the 
tissue adjacent to the track of the bullet 
receives far more injury. The reason for this 
seems to lie in the fact that the bullet, due to 
its great velocity, produces somewhat of an 
explosive effect. If you wish to see this 
illustrated fill a five-gallon tin can full of 
water, step off one or two rods and fire a 
Mauser or Lee full jacketed bullet through the 
can. The result will be astonishing. 

GAME SHOOTING WITH THE .30 
GOVE -SPITZER a 

By W. R. Jackson 

ELIEVING that an account of my 
B experiences using the various .30 Spring- 

field Spitzer bullets on game, would be 
of interest to the readers of Rod and Gun I 
give the results obtained by my friends and 
myself on over forty head of game. 

Using the metal jacket service spitzer on 
deer we found a most peculiar thing in the 
fact that almost invartably. these bullets gave 
no bloody trail to track a deer by in case he 
was not killed instantly. Sometimes we found 
a little blood where he fell if knocked down, 
but none along the path of his flight, but upon 
cutting the deer open we found the heart and 
lungs badly congested as if the blood had been 
forced into the flesh by an internal explosion. 

Shots that hit shoulder, head or heart 
usually brought them down but in one instance 
a buck ran 150 yards down hill and crashed 
into a tree after being shot through the heart. 

Paunch shots, however, usually resulted in 
a lost deer unless one was able to get in a 
second and better placed shot. Neck shots 
were usually effective. 
We find, however, that the 165 and 172 

grain Spitzers seem to give better results than 
the regular 150 gram Government load. 
Personally, aside from its higher velocity and 
flatness of flight I don’t consider the Spring- 
field with service cartridge equal to the .30-30 
or .303 Savage using soft point ammunition, 
as a game killer up to say 200 yards, although 
it is much more accurate and of course one 
must hit an animal to kill it. 

Speaking of its accuracy, I once killed seven 
gray squirrels in eight shots with Lyman rear 
and service front sight and using regular ser- 
vice 150-grain ammunition, and only one was 
hit below the shoulder. He was in the top of 
a dead pine and always managed to keep the 
tree between me and him. Finally he got 
where I could see his paws on each side of a 
small limb but not his body. I held on the 
middle of the limb and fired, knocking the 
squirre! fully 20 feet in the air before he started 
to fall. Shooting the large and tough Catal- 
ina Island wild goats with the service load we 
had the following results: : 

One goat was shot from above at a distance 
of about 250 yards, he was lying asleep on a 
large rock. The shot struck just below the 
spine and the goat did not move, but by the 
time we had worked our way down to where it 
had been the goat had disappeared. Know- 
ing the tendency of a wounded animal to run 
down hill we kept down the canyon and finally 
jumped the goat on his feet and going strong. 
The animal ran at least 25 yards after the 
second shot and was still kickmg when we 
reached it. Both bullets made clean holes clear 
through and showed no tendency to ‘‘mush- 
room” or “‘tumble.’’ A deer shot in the same 
place as the first shot, as near as I could tell, 
with the .303 Savage fell instantly and stayed 
down, but you can hardly judge one shot with 
another as conditions always vary. We then 
by hard riding got a chance at five billies 
running across our front at a distance of about 
100 yards. They were just passing over a 
ridge and we both shot as rapidly as we could 
get our aim, but not a goat fell as they passed 
out of sight. We looked at each other in dis- 
gust (Smith is one of the best shots on moving 
game I have ever seen and I am a fair shot) 
then we followed on foot as fast as we could. 

As we reached the top we saw one goat lying 
about 50 yards down the slope and another 
just entering the brush. I took a snap shot 
at him and saw him go off with a broken 
shoulder. Then we found another buck with 
his hindquarters paralyzed and Smith put him 
out of his misery. Another buck was foolish 
enough to come out and eye us from behind a 
bush and was caught from the front, the bullet 
ranging through the heart and clear the full 
length of the body. He was simply knocked 
endoverend. Wesaw the fifth goat crippled 
but he got into thick brush and we could not 
find him. 

We now returned to our first goat and found 
two holes in him. One bullet had entered the 
rump and gone clear through the body coming 
out near the shoulder and tearing a hole big 
enough to put three fingers in, the other had 
gone through back of the shoulders and mak- 
ing the same kind of an opening upon coming 
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Going hunting? Take Qs D 
alonga Handy Oil Can of 3 NS 
in-One. 3-in-One Oilis gun 
health. Knocksstiffness out of 
break-joint; ends hard trigger- 
pull; prevents jamming, sticking, 
rusting. Doesn’t gum, dry out or 
gather dirt. 7 

3-in-One 
makes a gun shoot uniformly well because 
it prevents leading and pitting. All stores; 
10c, 25c, 50c bottles and 25c Handy Oil Cans. 
Avoid substitutes. 

FREE—Sample and Dictionary of uses. 
Three-in-One Oil Co., 55 New St., N.Y. 
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Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted 
Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service. 
European Plan. American Plan. 

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor 
ITHACA GUN CO., - BOX13 - ITHACA, N.Y 

| We Make to Order Guns | 
Ranging in Price from $41.50 to $450 

No specifications in the gun line are too of experience in making guns for the fore- 

exacting for our consideration. We invite most trap and game shots of the United 

correspondence relative to special guns for States enables us to si atisfy the most exact- 

discriminating sportsmen. Our fifty years ing gun user. 

Write for free booklet 
on 20 bore guns, of 
which PARKER 
ER OS... -are’ the 
ploneer makers tn 
America. 

Caialogue will be 
sent on request. 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 
N. Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St., New York City 

| A. W. du Bray, Resident Agent, P.O. Box 102, San Francisco, Cal. 
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out, but the strangest part of all is the fact 
that neither shot had put him down and he was 
able to run about 75 yards after he was hit. 
This animal left a bloody trail one could have 
followed but is the only animal shot with the 
service bullet that I have seen do so. 

Scouting around I jumped the buck with the 
broken shoulder, but he started down hill so I 
shot him again. He ran 25 yards and fell 
kicking until Joe cut his throat. My first shot 
had carried the goat’s kidneys clear through 
the body and broken his shoulder, but he had 
not fallen and was able to run like a streak 
when I fired the second time. Thus we had 
killed four out of five bucks and touched the 
fifth, but except in the case of the one shot 
through the heart we had not knocked an 
animal off its feet with one shot, and they all 
had run at least twenty-five yards upon re- 
ceiving the second shot. 
We had not made a poor shot on any of them 

and would have felt sure of downing them at 
the first crack with a rifle of the .30-30 or 
.303-class. 

Later a goat was shot at a distance of about 
800 yards falling into a canyon where we 
gould got recover it. This of course was a 
chance shot as we would not have fired at all 
at that range except to test our knowledge of 
distance and the carrying power of our rifles, 

A kid was shot in the head at 150 yards 
across a canyon dropping instantly. Another 
was shot twice and was alive with two big 
wounds in him when he was reached. 

A nannie shot at a distance of 200 yards 
from the rear was disembowled but did not 
fall until shot through the head by a second 
shot. We all told shot many more goats and 
summed up our results this way: 

The 150 grain spitzer service bullet lacks 
shocking power and while it seems to tear 
awful wounds it does not seem to have the 
punch of the .303 Savage, and unless one gets 
a heart, shoulder or head shot is not depend- 
able. It is very erratic, sometimes tearmg a 
large hole and at others going straight through. 
If one could always hit where he wished it 
would be a different matter, but I at least am 
usually glad to connect almost anywhere on 
running game and want a bullet with knock 
down qualities. 

I also made a complete test of the various 
soft point spitzers and found them as good as 
the service is bad. This does not apply to the 
190-grain round-nosed soft point which gives 
about as much effect upon shooting an animal 
through the body as shooting in cheese. 

Using 150-grain Peter’s Spitzer Soft Point 
I shot at a herd of five at about 200 yards, 
Missing on my first shot, then I got three 
straight kills dropping them in their tracks 
and crippling the other two which I soon got. 
I always use every effort to get a wounded 
animal as I hate to have one get away to 
suffer. This was indeed quite a contrast to 
the results I had gotten with the service 
bullet. I also tried the U.M.C. Umbrella 
point and got very good results, but not so 
good as with the Peter’s. Both are very 
accurate. I got a 5 shot group of 4 inches at 
200 yards with the Peter’s, and both shoot 
with same elevation as the service. Try and 
match this with your .30-30 or .303. with 

‘ 
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hunting sights. I found the Peter’s mush- 
roomed better on goats than the U.M.C. but 
both were very good on deer. I also tried 
some hand loaded 170-grain Newton-Reed 
bullets and they seemed to fairly blast the 
animals off their feet. These bullets had the 
most square bases of any I had ever used and 
were very accurate. Of course with any 
bullet it is the location of the hit that counts. 
You can’t do as I saw a man do, hit an animal 
through the nose, one ear and crease the neck 
and get it. The shot that brought it down hit 
the shoulder turning it over a complete flo 
down a hill. : 

These soft noses gave very good results on 
any kind of a body shot and never did an 
animal fairly hit get away from us, more than 
we could say for our service bullets. 

I have a photo of a deer shot with the 150 
grain Umbrella Point and this picture shows 
what a hole it made upon coming out. This 
was a paunch shot too, but the deer stayed 
where he was hit. 

A black bear weighing about 350 pounds 
was shot at a distance of about 200 yards. He 
was coming along a game trail and had to cross 
a little clearing. The bullet, a Peter’s 150- 
grain soft point, caught him back of the left 
leg. He fell as if hit with a club and bounced 
up and fell off the trail, hit a rock about 25 
yards down, seemed to bounce over this and 
disappeared from view in the brush of the 
canyon. Upon being hit he gave a ‘“‘Waugh’”’ 
or grunt plainly heard the 200 yards as if the 
wind had been knocked out of him. 

Upon crossing the canyon it was found that 
the bear had recovered his feet and gone over 
a hundred yards and then fallen again, and he 
was dead when reached. The bullet had 
caught him as he_ put his left leg forward, 
smashed several ribs, penetrated the heart, 
passed out of the body and was found just 
under the skin on the far side of his right leg. 

This is the only Springfield bullet fired at 
game I have ever seen recovered. They 
usually pass clear through and keep on going. 
It made a clear hole where it went in but what 
it did to the ribs and heart of that bear was a 
caution. It looked as if there had been an 
explosion inside of the heart cavity. The 
whole inside was a mass of bloody pulp. 

The bullet made a perfect mushroom and 
still retained the case spreading backwards 
until it is now about % by % inches in diamet- 
er. So you see even a heart shot will not 
always stop an animal in its tracks but a 
brain or spine shot will usually (from my own 
experience). I would not use anything else 
than a Springfield now that I have found the 
ideal cartridge for it on account of its accuracy, 
ease of reloading and the ease with which one 
can buy ammunition for it. I also like to use 
the same kind of rifle for hunting that I use 
for target work, but that does not mean there 
are not many other very good rifles on the 
market, but merely that it is my personal 
choice. 

This is my experience, yours may be differ- 
ent, but it is the result of many experiences, 
not merely one or two hits, and as such should 
ive one a very fair idea of what to expect 
rom these cartridges under average condition. 
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VERY sportsman should have a copy 
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of Game Farming for Profit and 
Pleasure.” If you are a lover of the 

woods and fields and the wild game that 
inhabits them you will find this book of in- 
tense interest and undoubted value. It is 
sent free to those who write for it. 

““Game Farming for Profit and Pleasure’’ is a 
carefully edited and profusely Illustrated manval on 
the breeding of game birds. It describes in detail 
the habits, foods and enemies of wild turkeys, pheas- 
ants, grouse, quail, wild ducks, and related species. 
It tells of the best methods for rearing. It discusses 
the questions of marketing and hunting. 

The breeding of game birds is profitable and 

Game Breeding Department, Room ~3~ 
Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington, Delaware 

Gentlemen: —Please send me a copy of Game Farming for Profit and 
Pleasure. I am interested in game breeding from the standpoint of 

Very truly yours, 
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Manufacturers of Explosives; Infallible and ““E. C.”’ Smokeless Shotgun Powders; L. 
Dynamite tor Farming. 

Write for a Copy 
of This Book 
pleasant for many reasons. The demand for birds, 
both from city markets and from those who wish to 
raise game, is much greater than the supply. There 
is also a continuous call for eggs by breeders. 

Furthermore the birds you raise will afford you 
good sport in hunting, aud also food for your table. 
If you own large acreage, you may lease the privi- 
lege of shooting over your land to those who will 
gladly pay for it. 

If you cannot raise game yourself we will try to 
put you in touch with those who will raise it for 
you to shoot. The more game raised, the more 
good hunting there will be for you and the more 
often you will enjoy game on your table. 

But the book tells the whole story. You will 
find it most interesting reading. Write for your 
copy today. Use the coupon below. 

Game Breeding Department, Room 282 

HERCULES POWDER CO. 
Wilmington, Delaware 
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A NEW NEIDNER PISTOL 

By H. H. Bennett 

LMOST any one who loves to shoot also 
likes to look at any thing original or 
beautiful in firearms, but when beauty 

and originality are combined with utility, 
the pleasure is proportionately increased. 

One o: the cutest little guns ever made is the 
one illustrated herewith, from the bench of the 
versatile A. O. Niedner, of Malden, Mass. 
One of his friends, who spends lots of time 
afield and in the woods, wanted an accurate 
pistol, but at the same time wished to have it 
made as light as possible Accordingly, 
Niedner got out his hack-saw and sledge 
hammer and went to work. The result is a 
perfect little weapon with eight inch barrel, 
and weighing only eleven ounces. The lock 
is of an original design with a rebounding 
hammer, which is extremely light and of short 
throw, so as to make a quick get-away for the 
bullet after the trigger is pulled. The locking 
device is striking in its simplicity, being locat- 

ed so that the gun can be opened by .the 
thumb, using only one hand. All wear is taken 
up by the locking bolt and it can never shoot 
loose. The ejector is a modification of the 
Smith and Wesson, is positive and automatic, 
ejecting the shell (which is .22 short) clear of 
the chamber. The trigger pull is one-half 
pound and the target illustrated, made at 
fifty feet, shows that it is accurate. It has 
the well known Niedner chamber which, 
while it adds materially to the accuracy, also 
increases the velocity and penetration by 
assuring a tight fitting bullet and preventing 
the escape of gases—an important item in so 
small a cartridge. 

Niender has two more of these in process of 

construction,: one of which is for a Western 

sportsman. ‘The other is for the writer, who 
hopes to take it with him into the Saskatche- 
wan region during the coming Fall. 

ae QUERIES AND ANSWERS 

THE .22 HI-POWER SAVAGE 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: Will you 

kindly let me have some information on the 
.22 Hi-Power Savage? I purchased one 
about a week ago and some of my friends said 
it was kind of small. Could you tell me if it 
is powerful enough for bear and deer and what 
kind of a cleaning rod would you advise me to 
use if the rifle is cleaned from the breech? 
Montreal, P.O. C.N. 

(We have published considerable matter 
with reference to the .22 H. P. Savage but as 
you seem in doubt in this instance we would 
advise that the energy figures as well as-the 
other ballistics of the rifle are as described 
below. The figures are taken from the table 
worked out by Mr. Chas. Newton and for the 
benefit of comparison we are also publishing » 
the ballistic performance of some other well 
known calibers. 
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THE GUN WITH A CONSCIENCE 
Absolutely Never Shoots Loose 

Prices $25.00 to $1,000 Net 

ASK FOR OUR ART CATALOG 

| The Hunter Arms Co., Inc. 29 Hubbard St., Fulton, N. Y. 

EIGHT oF'ivery TEN Ae 
Pellets in the charge ‘“‘“Get Home”’ in the 

‘Killing Circle’’ every time you fire 

A GREENER GUN 
This means a bigger bag of ‘Clean 
Kills’ and guarantees complete satis- 
faction. 

The ‘Empire’ Gun is an ‘All British 
Made’ Hammerless gun, bored upon 
the Greener Choke system which has 

been imitated since 1870 but never equalled for 
hard hitting, far shooting and lasting wear. 

JUST THE GUN FOR THE DUCKS, Price $65 

%, LE 

Ask for Catalogue R.G.I. and Booklet. Free. 

= \ W.W. Greener, 101 Windsor Arcade 
————<—=— a 478A St. Catherine St., W., MONTREAL, P.Q. 
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Read Lieutenant Whelen’s remarks in the — bone and flesh as did this little wonder. As to 
April issue with reference to the uselessness of 
always taking mere theoretical energy figures 
as representing the rifle’s actual killing power 
on game. His statements are worthy of more 
than passing notice and I feel as though I 
need hardly say more on the subject except to 
say that the success of the .22 Hi-Power 
Savage does not lie in an excess of its energy in 
ft. lbs. on paper. It has so thoroughly made 
good on deer simply because it hurls a light, 
sharp-pointed, soft nosed bullet at an extreme- 
ly high velocity. No. .30-30 ever shattered 

NO .30-30 NEED APPLY 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: As I am a 

reader of your very valuable magazine and 
have had some experience with the various 
makes and calibers of rifles, I am taking the 
liberty of dropping you a few lines on the 
subject. If my letter is not worth publishing 
why simply drop it in the waste-basket. 

What takes my attention is the .30-30 men. 
I have shot both deer and moose with the .30- 
30 and have wounded and lost them with 
arms of this caliber. I will shortly explain 
my reasons for not using the .30-30. 

First, it has not power enough for moose as a 
rule. I find when the bullet comes in contact 
with the skin of an animal it flattens perfectly 
flat on the point and if it happens to hit the 
neck of a large animal the muscle holds it up 
to such an extent that when it reaches the 
bone the bullet has not enough remaining 
energy to do its work whereas, if it hits close 
to the head or in the shoulder where it can 
come in contact with the bone without having 
to penetrate much muscle, it is all right. A 
recent writer in these columns said that deer 
were easily killed. I don’t agree with him 

_ there as it has always been my experience that 
deer are hard to kill. 
My idea of the proper deer load is a big 

bullet such as the old .38-55 and for a moose 

the choice of your cleaning rod we would 
select one of polished spring steel of the Marble 
type. You will find that a brass rod will be a 
very messy looking object after a while if you 
use the ammonia cleaning agent for your .22 
Hi-Power Savage and we strongly advise you 
to do so. A steel rod does not appreciably 
wear the bore of a rifle unless used ,very care- 
lessly indeed. In the case of rim fire rifles in 
the cleaning of which the ammonia dope has 
not to be used we generally prefer a brass rod 
of the Marble jointed rod pattern. Editor.) 

at close range I would not ask for anything 
better. I used one for four years and liked 
it well. I have used a .32 Special for three 
years and think it all right when it connects in 
the right spot just like the .30-30 but E can’t 
come to consider either the .30-30 or the .32 
Special as the goods for moose. I am en- 
closing, for the editor’s attention, a photo ~ 
of a moose shot with the .32 Special last Sept- 
tember. He was killed at very close range 
and took three well aimed bullets to finish him. 
Of course any one of these shots would have 
killed him but he was coming my way and I 
did not take chances. He is called the biggest 
moose ever seen in this part of the country. 
When the head is mounted I will send you a 
better photo. 

Hoping that I have not intruded on your 
valuable space, I am, 
Campbellton, N. B. a 

ANENT THE .280 ROSS 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: Permit me 

a few lines of your valuable space to set back 
on the narrow path of ballistic knowledge, the 
wobbling tootsies of the gentleman writin 
under the name of G. W. C. in your Mare 
issue. 
We regret that he cannot agree with us in all 

the things we say but inasmuch as he appears 

A Woodsman. 
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“I could not have got him 

if [did not have aRoss.280” 

This is what Mr. F. F. Hammond of 3 Miles 
Plains, N.S., says in a letter telling how he obtain- 
ed the fine head shown in the above photo; he 
also adds : 

The guide told me it was 1000 yards, 
but it was only 400. He said I could not 

have done better shooting if I had held the 

rifle right up against the moose.” 

The Ross .303 Sporting Models, while not 
quite as powerful as the .280, are best suited for 
the man who is looking for a reliable and accurate 
weapon, comparatively inexpensive, $25.00 and 
up, whose ammunition is very easily obtainable. 

For target shooting no small rifle excels the 
Ross .22 Cadet. It is strongly and carefully built 
and possesses surprising accuracy and_ power. 
$12.00 at all the best dealers. 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON REQUEST. 
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uniformly wrong in the points of- disagree- 
ment, we cannot feel cast down over the fact. 

For his benefit, covering point one, why the 
Ross .280 shell was made so large at the head, 
we have only the personal statement of Sir 
Charles Ross in regard thereto, this being that 
it would make if more difficult for other 
makers to adopt their German Mausers to the 
case. 

Because of the greater backthrust of the 
larger case area at the rear end, the work 
thrown on the bolt is greatly increased and 
Ross evidently believed that it would prove 
too much, keeping always a reaonable amouat 
of margin between strain of bolt, and actual 
thrust of the big case. Also the case was then 
too large for the Mauser head and Ross 
apparently did not figure that the makers 
would proceed to grind away their Mauser 
bolt head to fit it. 

This reasonable amount of margin does not 
appear to exist. and most of the Mausers sold 
for the .280 are used with British-made Cor- 
dite loaded cartridges developing great erosion 
but low chamber pressure like every other 
sort of nitroglycerine powder. 

I fear that Mr. Chas. Thorne did not play 
a very important part in the evolution of the 
Ross cartridge, if we count out the work of 
Ross and Mr. F. W. Jones, the powder expert, 
who worked it with Ross. 

Point two, blowing up the Mauser. 
We can only refer the gentleman to the 

report of Mr. Charles Newton, with photo- 
graphs of the Mauser before and after and the 
details faithfully set forth, this printed in 
Outer’s Book of Chicago, Ill., several years ago. 
If the gentleman will write the Outer’s Book 
people he will doubtless be able to secure the 
copy in question. The Mauser did not blow 
up the barrel, it blew off the receiver ring, 
freeing the bolt, which then blew out of the 
rifle, just as several Springfield rifles of my 
personal experience blew up under overloads. 

Just what the gentleman knows of the press- 
ure of the load is not stated, he is evidently 
rather ignorant of the properties of the various 
cuts of powders, but we can assure him that 
the Mauser had good license to blow up and 
that only a form of-bolthead such as the Ross, 
which Mr. Newton has adopted for the rifle 
he hopes some time to have built, will stand 
such a strain. 

I regret to say that as an “expert” I know 
that the gentleman’s air space theory as to the 
design of cartridge is unfortunately the theory 
of two decades ago. when nitroglycerine 
smokeless powder was in vogue and smokeless 
was not understood. 

_ Possibly I shall lose my “‘expert’”’ qualifica- 
tion by refusing to “know” this thing which 
any “expert” should know, but unfortunately 
I happen to be aware that this is not true. 

_ Air space in cartridges is not at all necessary. 
The Ross .280 cartridge has none, the .250- 
3000 Savage practically none, the Springfield 
180 gr. match practically none. What there 
is in modern cartridges is not the result of 
design, but of accident, a trifle more space 
than highest allowable powder charge will 

permit. The later progressive burning Du 
____ Pont powders allow no air space in the Spring- 
_ field case when loaded to full allowable press- 
_ ure limit and to Du Pont prescription. Mr. 
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G. W. C. might dissect some of his Mark VI 
and Mark VII Government cartridges and see 
how much air space he finds. 

Re his Lancaster rifle, it would be interest- 
ing to hear of his comments on the accuracy 
of this rifle, say at 500 yards. My informants 
state that the accuracy is lacking, otherwise 
it should make a splendid arm. 

He is entirely correct as to the greater in- 
genuity and progressiveness shown by the ~ 
British factories compared with our own 
“‘srindem-out” machine factories turning out 
indifferent guns but very desirable dividends. 
Ae this we can except only the Savage Arms 

oO. 
For ourself we can plead that in personal 

experience and in other ways, we are probably 
quite familiar with the productions of the 
British and other makers, and the gun cabinet 
shows a Greener 20 bore, a B. S. A. Martini 
.22 Hi-Power, a Webley & Scott pistol, a 
British air rifle, and various German guns, 
while we have tried out many of the powerful 
British rifles. 
Los Angeles, Cal. Edward C. Crossman. 

STRANGE PRANKS OF THE .30-30 
WINCHESTER CARBINE 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: I have been 
a subscriber to Rod and Gun for some months 
and am now writing to you for some advice. 

I have a .30-30 Winchester carbine which I 
got last fall. A party with whom I was 
speaking claims that after shooting about 500 
rounds of shells, the barrel expands so much 
that the shell that covers. the bullet will ship 
in the end of the barrel to the neck of the shell. ; 

I would like to know if anyone else has had . 
that experience with this gun. — 
Mossleigh, Alta. ; E-G2G: | 

(Ye Gods and little fishes! What a com- 
plication of diseases for the sawed-off little 
.30-30 to contract. We too would greatly like : 
to hear from any of our readers who have been 
present when one of these arms went on the 
rampage as described by our enquirer’s_ 
“‘adviser’’? 
We personally are of the opinion that this 

is a case where the time-worn adage to the 
effect that “a little knowledge is a dangerous 
thing’ is fully justified. What E. G. C.’s 
friend has in mind we cannot imagine, we are 
certain however that if a rifle of our own dey-—— 
veloped a malady such as is described above : 
we would be sorely tempted to gently wind 
the weapon lovingly around the nearest tree 
and then deposit the outfit on the junk heap. 
We would like to hear from our correspon- 

dent’s “party” as he surely cannot have been J 
quoted correctly in this instance. Editor.) 

THE TWENTY-GAUGE AS A BRUSH GUN 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: I have been ’ 

a reader of this magazine for several years, 
purchasing it from the newsdealer here and 
find it very interesting. As I see but little 
regarding the twenty-gauge think it would be 
of interest to the readers if I gave my exper- 
ience with this size. ‘ 

Farming is my occupation and I do con- — 
siderable hunting during the fall and winter 
months, training rabbit hounds and hunting 
rabbits, partridge, woodcock and squirrel in 
season. 

| 
, 
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Eight Bears with Nine Shots 

.250-3000 SAVAGE 
‘6c have tested the .250-3000 Savage I got from 

you last spring on eight head of bear without 
a miss, and only shot one of them the second 

time.” In details and finish the .250-3000 Savage is fully 
That is the work the .250-3000 Savage did for equal to the expensive European rifles which it 

Mr. James R. Gill, an experienced Idaho hunter, totally outclasses in accuracy. convenience and 
and is the sort of work this remarkable gun has efficiency. It has the original Savage solid breech, 
been doing this year all over the country. hammerless six shot repeating action, the only 

It shows the .250-3000 Savage’s accuracy is American action strong enough and safe enough for 
worth while—every shot was a hit. the highest concentration. 

It shows that its flat trajectory is worth while— Takedown pattern, 22-inch tapered round high- 
no over or under shooting, and Mr. Gill says the pressure steel barrel with integral front sight base, 
ranges varied up to 400 yards. checked extra full pistol grip stock and forearm, 

It shows that its terrific killing power was worth checked trigger and corrugated steel butt-plate, 
while—only one bear out of eight needed a second weight 7 lbs., price $30.00. Cartridges with soft nose 
shot. or full metal cased bullets, $4.20 per hundred. 

WRITE US FOR PARTICULARS. 

SAVAGE ARMS CO., - 545 Savage Avenue, Utica, N.Y. 
Manufacturers of High Power and Small Calibre Sporting Rifles; Automatic Pistols and Ammunition. 
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CLARK’S p 

CAMP SPECIALTIES 
Need No Eulogism — You Know Them 

Corned & Roast Beef Peanut Butter 

Cambridge Sausage Tomato Ketchup 

Lunch Ham Spaghetti with 

Lunch Tongue Tomato Sauce and 

Ox Tongues Cheese 

Jellied Hocks Fluid Beef Cordial 

CLARK’S CELEBRATED 
PORK and BEANS 

Your Camp Outfit is incomplete 

Without Them. 

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL 
7g 
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My hunting is principally in the brush. I 

have given the twenty-gauge a thorough try- 

out on the game mentioned and find it per- 

fectly satisfactory, in fact have convinced my- 

self at least that it is “plenty gun” for all 

upland shooting. Previously I had been a 

user of the twelve. I have tested the two 

gauges and have found the twenty to give the 

most penetration with No. 7 and 3 shot 

penetrating seven-eighth inch of pine at forty 

yards. 
This gun is an improved model 50 Union 

repeater with twenty-five inch modified choke 

Krupp barrels with rib. The stock is thir- 

teen inches in length with half pistol grip 

checked. Weight of the gun is about seven 

pounds and I think it an ideal brush gun. I 

have also had good success with this gun 
shooting crows and woodchucks. 

I reload my own shells using 214 drams of 

Du Pont powder and No. 7 shot for most of my 

shooting. The pattern with this gun 1s very 

- even. I have found the full choke pattern too 

patchy. : 
If this is published will come again and tell 

some of my experiences with various guns. 
Simcoe, Ont. WMilbs Ss 

WILL READERS WHO HAVE USED THE 
MAXIM SILENCER ON HUNTING RIFLES 

PLEASE ANSWER? 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: As I have 

not seen anything in this department on the 
Maxim Silencer for hunting rifles I would very 
much like to hear from readers who have used 
the Silencer. Is it satisfactory on big game 
rifles? ; 

(We are publishing your letter in the hopes 
that those of the readers who have used the 
Maxim Silencer on their hunting rifles will 
send in their experiences with this device. 
Editor.) 

THE .35 WINCHESTER AUTOMATIC 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: I am an 

interested reader of the gun department and 
have noted with great interest the articles 
appearing each month. I notice considerable 
on the different big game rifles of nearly all 
makes and calibers but do not remember 
reading anything about the .35 Winchester 
automatic. 

I used one of these handy little rifles last 
fall in the Parry Sound district after deer and 
while I had excellent sport and good luck with 
the gun it can hardly be said that I gave ita 
fair trial. 

I had the good fortune to shoot three good- 
sized deer but they were all shot at close 
range, the farthest away being not more than 
fifty yards from the writer. The second doe, 
a “huge one”’ was hit just in front of the right 
shoulder; the bullet passing through all her 
vital machinery, came out on the left side 
below the ribs. She dropped dead with the 
one shot at fifty yards. 
My third, a large buck weighing about 250 

pounds I hit three times, once low in the 
stomach and a second time in the right 
shoulder which knocked him down but he was 
able to get up again and being somiewhat be- 
wildered as well as badly hurt he turned 
around and stood facing in the opposite 
direction. I then gave him another pill in the 

opposite shoulder which put him down for 
keeps. 

These shots all satisfied me that the rifle was 
a nice little “bush gun’ but where I lost faith 
in it was while shooting at a doe crossing the 
end of a lake about four hundred yards dis- 
tant. My partner was shooting a_ .303 
Savage and without raising his sights was putt- 
ing all of his shots dangerously near that doe’s 
head, while my bullets fell short even with my 
rear sight elevated two notches which con- 
vinced me that the ball of the .35 Automatic 
is too heavy for the powder charge for shoot- 
ing at fairly long range. 

I would like to hear from some of my broth- 
er sportsmen re their experiences with the 
.oo Winchester automatic. 

D. M. W. Woodstock, Ont. 

SOME FIREARM EXPERIENCES 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: Being in- 

terested in the discussions taking place from 
time to time in these columns I thought that 
perhaps the readers would like to hear my 
experiences with some different makes of sport- 
ing rifles. 

I have used the .303 British and Savage, 
.30-30 Winchester, .32 Special and .22 Hi- 
Power Savage. These guns have all been 
used on big game. ‘The principal game found 
here is moose and elk. 
My experience has always been that it is 

not so much the caliber of the rifle one uses as 
the place where the bullet connects on the 
game. I have killed moose stone dead with 
one shot from any one of the above calibers 
and I have seen others go for a couple of 
miles with two or three bullets in them. Any 
of the modern rifles will stop an elk or a moose 
if hit through or just behind the shoulders with- 
in a range of say 200 yards. If shot through 
the body they will go for miles before you can 
get them, I do not care what rifle you use. 

The country in which I hunt is very scrubby 
with a lot of heavy timber and I have had 
good satisfaction with the .303 British. I use 
the full jacketed and soft nose ammunition 
mixed, as the scrub will not turn the former 
type of bullet. The soft nose bullet is likely 
to stop a deer quicker if you can get an open 
shot but is more likely to be deflected by the 
scrub so by having your rifle loaded with the 
two types of cartridges you get two chances. 

A gun that I like very much is the .32 
Special Winchester. This gun is a harder 
hitting hunting arm than the .30-30 and is a 
good rifle to have with you on a hunting trip. 
I know the one I have has done good work for 
me and I would advise anyone who likes the 
Winchester to buy one. 
My favorite however, is the .303 Savage. 

It is a lot lighter to carry than the Winchester 
and is a hard hitter. I saw a moose that had 
been killed with one of these rifles. The 
animal was struck in the haunch and the bullet 
had travelled down along the_ribs, smashed 
the shoulders and stuck in the hide on the 
outside. This was a running shot at two 
hundred yards. As to the .22 H. P. I like the 
gun for open shooting but it is not satisfactory ~ 
in the brush as it carries too light a bullet and 
has too high a velocity to go through branches, 
for if the bullet strikes any obstruction before 
it connects with your game it will often ex- 
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$1,724,000 for New Buildings 

in Canada Since War Began 

WHY? 
Some time before the outbreak of war the 

Tord Canadian Company decided on an 
extremely broad policy of expansion. 

If the demand for Ford cars should 
increase in the way that it had every indi- 
cation of doing, then new buildings would 
have to be started at once to enable the 
company to meet this demand. 

When war came the Ford Canadian execu- 
tives saw no reason to change their plans— 
their confidence in Canada’s prosperity 
never wavered. 

So work was begun on a new building at 
Ford City costing $452,000. This is used 
as an addition to the office building and to 
the main factory building. It adds 130,000 
square feet of floor space to the Ford Plant, 
bringing the total up to more than 9 acres. 

Then followed a new machine shop cost- 
ing $90,000. 

The power plant was also enlarged at a 
cost of $110,000. 

In four leading Canadian cities, hand- 
some new buildings were erected as branch 
assembly plants, sales and service stations. 
Each one is as large as many automobile 
factories. All are of similar construction, 
being modern fire-proof buildings of brick 
and reinforced concrete trimmed with mat 
glazed terra cotta. The bases are of gran- 
ite. The interiors are finished and fitted in 
accordance with the very best modern prac- 
tice. 

One of the branch buildings is located at 
Montreal, 119-139 Laurier Ave., East. It 
is a four story building containing 124,000 
square feet of floor space and costing $333,- 
000. Over 100 people are employed here. 

The Ford Branch at Toronto, 672-682 
Dupont St., is a five-story building contain- 
ing 132,000 square feet of floor space. The 
number of employees is about 150. 

The third new branch building is at Lon- 
don, Ontario at 680-690 Waterloo Street. 
It is a three story structure having 49,872 

square feet of floor space and was erected at 
a cost of $161,000. 

The immensely increasing demand for 
Ford cars in Western Canada made it neces- 
sary to build a fourth new branch at Winni- 
peg. This is 2, handsome five story build- 
ing located at the corner of Portage Avenue 
and Wall:Street. A quarter of a million 
dollars was put into its construction. 

Tne total cost of these new buildings 
erected by the Ford Canadian Company 
since war began is $1,724,000. Additional 
to this are thousands of dollars spent to 
equip these buildings. 
Why has this been done? 
First, to provide Ford owners with greater 

service facilities. Each of these branches is 
so completely equipped with parts and 
machinery as to be able to build a Ford car 
complete. Also they act as a base for the 
hundreds of Ford dealers in their part of the 
country, each of whose place of business is a 
well equipped Ford service station, in giving 
more rapid and more efficient service to 
Ford owners. 

The second reason for this great amount of 
development work is to be found in the atti- 
tude of the Ford Canadian executives. If 
these men had followed the policy of many 
Canadian manufacturers they, with seem- 
ing good judgment, might have held up 
these plans for such enormously expensive 
construction work. 

But such was not their attitude. They 
were convinced that progress and prosperity 
were assured in Canada. 

This decision was of vast benefit to Canad- 
ian industries, Canadian merchants and 
Canadian workmen in such a critical time 
as this. Practically all the material for 
these buildings was purchased in Canada. 
Canadian workmen were employed in their 
construction. And after the construction 
work was over, the whole community bene- 
fited from the enthusiastic,successful, wealth 
producing and distributing activities of 
these big establishments, 

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited, 
Ford, Ontario 

Ford Runabout - - $480 
Ford Touring - - - 530 
Ford Coupelet - - - 730 
Ford Sedan - - - - 890 
Ford Town Car - - 780 

f. o. b. Ford, Ontario 
THE UNIVERSAL CAR 

Al! cars completely 
equipped, including electric 
headlights. Equipment 

does not include speedo« 
meter. 
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pand. I would not advise this rifle for those 
who intend to hunt in the brush but for clear 

shooting in the open the .22 Hi-Power Savage 
is as nice a gun as any one could want. 
Gilbert Plains, Man. Bush Hunter. 

CONCERNING THE PRACTICE OF USING 
SHELLS OF DIFFERENT LENGTH IN 

THE SHOTGUN 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: _ I have been 

a regular newstand subscriber of this magazine 
for some time and would now like to ask for 
some information concerning shotgun shells. 
I have noticed that some of the different makes 
of shells I buy are of different lengths. For 
instance the Eley and Winchester Repeater 
shells are shorter than the Sovereign, Nitro 
Club, Arrow, etc. What will be the result of 
firing the different lengths in my 12-gauge 
gun? I have noticed that B. B. caps and .22 
short bullets lead the chamber of a rifle made 
to shoot the .22 long but I do not know if the 
same is true of a shotgun. 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. HaGike 

(As your query deals with a subject upon 
which opinion is divided we thought we could 
do no better than to refer your question to the 
foremost American shotgun authority, Mr. 
Chas. Askins and quote his reply herewith. 

“T am strictly of the opinion that no shell 
should be placed in a shotgun, or rifle either, 
except the one for which the gun is chambered. 
This does not agree with the contention of gun 
builders, but I prefer my own conclusions. 
To be sure a gun chambered for a 234 inch shell 
will work very well, and shoot very well with 
one of 25¢ inch, but make the difference 
greater, shoot the 25¢ inch ina gun chambered 
for a three inch, and carefully note the results. 
The lesson will be lasting. The Stevens 
people thought they had made a ten strike in 
chambering their twenty-bore for a three inch 
shell and advising that any length could be 
used at will. The result was that this gun, 
otherwise a good one, has proven a complete 
failure. A full choked gun, using the standard 
2 ¥% inch shell, was liable to throw a cylinder 
pattern, if not all the time, quite often enough 
to make the gun unreliable. They sent me 
two of these guns when they were first brought 
out, and I advised them then that they were 
making a mistake. I have a powerful sixteen 
gauge which exemplifies the same principle. 
It is chambered for a three inch shell and in- 
tended for three drams of powder—used with 
the standard shell, the gun says “put” and is 
perfectly worthless. With its proper car- 
tridge and load the gun is a powerful affair. 

It is just as bad to use a longer shell than 
that for which the gun is chambered. I have 
tried that too, and the pattern falls off badly.” 

(Signed)........Chas. Askins. 

AMMUNITION FOR THE .32-40 BALLARD 

Editor Guns and Ammunition: While read- 
ing an article in the January issue of this 
magazine by A. L. King about single shot 
rifles I noticed he mentions a Ballard it being 
the third from the top in the illustration. I 
own one of these rifles but have been unable to 
obtain shells to fit it. 

I would be very much obliged if you would 
forward this communication to Mr. King 
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requesting him to inform me where I can get 
the proper shells to fit this gun. The rifle is 
.32-40 caliber. 
New York City. a Bee) Ine) Be 

(I have your letter of the 10th and am great- 
ly surprised to learn that you have encounter- 
ed difficulty in obtaining .32-40 cartridges for 
your Ballard. Shells for your rifle are manu- 
factured by all the standard ammunition 
companies. 

I am enclosing Mr. King’s address and am 
sure that he will be pleased to communicate 
with you. 

I would like to hear from you again if you 
are still unsuccessful in obtaining ammunition 
for your old Ballard as I am sure that the 
regular .32-40 cartridge adapted to Winchest- 
er, Marlin and Savage rifles will work perfectly 
in this Ballard. In fact this cartridge was 
first used in the latter weapon in the late seven- 
ties. Editor.) 

SPEEDING UP THE BIG BORES 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: This maga- 

zine is to be congratulated upon having con- 
tributors possessed of such a goodly amount of 
gun sense as for example the writer of the 
article on page 712—716 in the December 
issue. If the gentleman in question does not 
object why it will afford me great pleasure to 
annex him to my list of correspondents. I al- 
so have some hope that the pleasure would be 
mutual as I can put him “‘next”’ to some loads 
that I have devised for the Winchester model 
1886 .45-90 repeating rifle in which I use a 
425-grain soft alloy grooved bullet which has a 
sawed-off “‘business end”’ .32-inch across and 
notwithstanding the size of the flat nose if 
produces forty (40) per cent. greater penetration 
in dry white pine than the .405 Winchester with 
soft nose bullet. Furthermore on account of 
the greater weight of my bullet and the con- 
sequently better maintained speed at the 
longer ranges I believe with my loading (and 
I deem it a mild estimate) that at 300 yards 
it is twice as paralyzing as the .405. No person 
who has used the two models will dispute the 
assertion that the 1886 model is a much easier 
arm to carry than the 1895. With my-loading 
on account of the heavier bullet my .45-90 
will group a dozen shots in a smaller area than 
the .405, and the recoil is considerably less 
than that of the latter arm. 
My powder charge or rather charges of 

powder are 7 grains of coarse-grain high grade 
black powder in the bottom of the shell and 
46 grains W. A. smokeless on top and wadded 
with a close-fitting wad .06-inch thick which 
is seated with the help of a loading funnel and 
close-fitting rammer to insure the wad being 
seated fairly and squarely on the powder. 
There is an air-space between wad and bullet 
of one-tenth of an inch. The size of the bullet 
is maintained for one-tenth of an inch in front 
of the shell (there being three-eights of an 
inch of the bullet projecting and the shell is 
crimped into the front groove of the bullet 
thus preventing it being forced down on to the 
powder and wad. 

This compound powder charge possesses so 
many advantages that it is difficult to think 
of all of them at one sitting. Firstly however, 
a common black powder primer is used. Next 
greater initial velocity is produced and with 
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For All Outing Purposes 
For comfort and ease of movement Jaeger Pure Wool wear is 
specially suitable for outdoor sports. 

It offers perfect protection from sudden changes in temperature and can be had 
in all weights to suit all seasons. 

Be sure and equip yourself with Jaeger Wear for your next 
outing to ensure health and comfort. 

Underwear in all weights. Sweaters, Cardigans, Jerseys, Blankets, 
Rugs, Waistcoats, Hosiery, Golf Stockings, Caps, Mufflers, 
Gloves, etc. 

a 
2 A fully illustrated catalogue and Dr. Jaeger’s 

Health Culture will be sent free on application to 

esse EGE Re Coe nes 
TORONTO - MONTREAL - WINNIPEG 

Incorporated in 1883 with British Capital forthe British Empire 

USEFUL 
IN - 

CAMP 

WILL KILL | 
THE 
STING | have been on the market for over 
OF sixty years and are known from 

Atlantic to Pacific for their uniform 
INSECTS excellent quality. 

¥28 If your grocer does not keep these 
in his stock, write us direct. 

NOTHING 
BETTER 
FOR F.W. Fearman Co. 

LIMITED 

BRUISES | Hamilton, Ontario 

ERS ECE ST 

Made Under Covernment Inspection. 
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less recoil than can be obtained with any other 
kind of powder. Thirdly, that cantankerous 
rifle-destroying residue which is left if a full 
charge of certain brands of high pressure 
smokeless powder is used is here conspicious 
by its absence and that diabolical acid from 
the powder is either burned up or neutralized. 
Also there is no metal fouling from using a 
jacketed miss-fit unlubricated bullet. (By 
lubricating the metal jacketed bullets with 
suitable lubricant it can no longer be denied 
that the metal-fouling nuisance has been re- 
duced to the minimum and the wear on the 
barrel appreciably reduced. ‘There is no 
reason why a jacketed bullet cannot be obtain- 
ed that will exactly meet the requirements of 
the shooter’s individual barrel so personally 
we are by no means ready to acknowledge 
that these bullets need be of the ‘“‘miss-fit”’ 
type.—Editor). My bullet has a cross-section 
of .46-inch while the groove diameter of the 
bore is .458 inch. The shells loaded with a .46- 
inch bullet just fit the chamber so there is at 
no time any gas escaping past the bullet to 
erode and destroy the lands like it would if I 
used a bullet .456-inch such as the makers of 
the arm call the exact size. But calling a 
dog’s tail a leg fails to make a leg of it. 

The full-sized portion of the bullet in front 
of ‘the shell has an offset of .Ol-inch with a 
square shoulder which shoves the fouling 
(which is lett by the black powder) in front of the 
bullet so that each bullet as it is fired from the 
rifle has a cleaned bore in which to travel. 
The lubricant is one part of Japan wax and 
paraffine wax each, to two parts Acheson 
graphite. Of course the wax is burned to soot 
but the graphite remains on all portions of the 
bore, not only in the face of the lands but on 
their sides and in the corners of the grooves. 
This lubricant is so deposited in the bore that 
at each shot the bullet has a _ thoroughly 
lubricated track to travel in, thus preventing 
leading. 

For twelve years I lived in the State of 
Washington where there is an 8-foot tide and 
all the care my guns received (four rifles and a 
revolver) after being used was a swab (which 
was moistened with nothing but water) the 
gun was then dried carefully, treated to a coat 
of gun grease and hung up on the wall. There 
the arm would remain until again used which 
some times would ‘not be for 
months and none of my guns showed a par- 
ticle of rust while the guns of other people in 
three or four years were rusted so they were 
only fit for the scrap-pile. None of my arms 
have showed either pitting or erosion. And 
my highest speed gun which is a .40-90 single 
shot Winchester was fired over two thousand 
times, yet its bore was in finer condition after 
this shooting than when new for the reason 
that the graphite is so ground into the pores 
of the steel that the bore outshines melted 
silver whereas if I had been using a metal- 
jacketed bullet the barrel would have been 
shot to a frazzle before one thousand rounds 
for this barrel is of the common soft steel type 
designed for black powder. We are indust- 
riously commanded by the manufacturers not 
to use high power loading in these barrels for 
the reason that the makers wish us to pay them 
$10.00 extra for a nickel steel barrel which 
would have a groove diameter several thous- 
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several . 

ands of aninch toolarge forthe bullet with 
which they load the cartridge and a chamber 
correspondingly too large for the cartridge. 
All of which trouble I side-step by using a 
special bullet of my own make. My bullet for 
the .40-90 Single Shot shell is .408-inch 
while the Winchester bullet is .403-inch and 
.408 is much too small for some of their .40- 
calibre rifles for they pay no attention to 
making their bullets so they conform to their 
theoretical finished bore, but anything around 
there they call ‘‘all right’’ whereas it is “all 
wrong.” 

If any person thinks he can get any of our 
arms manufacturers to make a rifle to con- 
form to special specifications as to its finished 
bore and chamber, they have another guess 
coming. But I ask no favor of any of them 
neither do I pay any attention to their 
idiotic dogmas about the using of high-power 
loading in their soft black powder steel barrels. 
My loading in the .45-90 shell which I use in 
the model 1886 Winchester, beats their .405, 
forty per cent. in penetration in dry whitepine. 
The rifle is mounted with their common soft- 
steel barrel such as they use with black powder 
and they have the “‘gall” to tell us that we 
musn’t presume, nor dare to use high power 
loading in such barrels. Bah! 

Barrels unworthy of mention, 
And chuckful of ingrowing gall; 

Having no conscience for guidance, 
The devil sure holds them in thrall. 

Benzonia, Mich. W. A. Linkletter. 

.25 NIEDNER OR .32-40 HUDSON? 
Editor Guns and Ammunition: Would you 

kindly advise me as to what would be the best 
target rifle for one hundred to two hundred 
yards range, the muzzle loaders or breech 
loaders tapered for the Hudson .32-40 bullet 
or a Winchester or Stevens high power action 
fitted with a .25-caliber Niedner special 
barrel. Which would give the most accurate 
results at above ranges in all kinds of weather? 

Also please advise me what is the meaning 
of Winchester Winder musket? ‘This is often 
mentioned in Rod and Gun and elsewhere and 
while I am well acquainted with the .22 
Winchester musket, the “Winder” part of it 
has me beat. Ido not see “Winder” mention- 
ed in Winchester catalog. Kindly drop me a 
line at once and advise me as to these matters 
to the best of your ability. 
Collingwood, Ont. W., G..B: 

(We would advise that our experience leads 
us to believe that as far as hair-splitting 
accuracy is concerned the .25-caliber Stevens | 
of Winchester-Niedner rifles adapted to the 
Niedner ammunition are in a class by them- 
selves and are the acme of perfection as a 
target arm. 
We would prefer one of these arms person- 

ally to a rifle adapted to the .32-40 bullet 
known as the ““Hudson”’ and which is deserib- 
ed in the Ideal Hand Book under the headin 
of bullet No. 319273. This bullet you wil 
note requires to be seated in the barrel ahead 
of the shell and the barrel must be reamed out 
to take this special bullet. 

As to which would give the most accurate 
results at 100 and 200 yards would say that 
the Hudson load is seen to its best advantage 
at these ranges while the Stevens and Win- 
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lalotell Griswold 
PostaL HorEL CoMPpANY - PROPRIETORS 

The Most modern and home like 
hostelry in Detroit. 

Located in the centre of the shop- 
ping district and within short walk- 
ing distance of all the theatres. 
Come where YOU will be properly 
taken care of at 

REASONABLE RATES— 
$1.50 and up, European. 

Finest musical program in the city: dancing every 
evening. YOU will have MY personal attention. 

GRISWOLD ST. and GRAND RIVER AVE. 
DETKOTT,: MICH. 

Fred Postal, Pres. - Chas. L. Postal, Sec’y. 

Seoteteby 
EA 

BOSTON 
Commonwealth Ave. 

100 yards from Massachusetts Ave. car lines. 

The Distinctive Boston Bouse 
A public house for those who demand the best 

and prefer a homelike atmosphere. 

Single rooms from $2. Combined sitting 
room, bedroom and bathroom from $4. 
Self contained suites. In summer dinner 
at a fixed price isserved in the roof garden. 

Some globe trotters have been good enough to say 
that the Puritan is{one of the most attractive and 
comfortable hotels in the world. 

Our booklet with guide to Boston on receipt 
of your card. R. G. COSTELLO, MANAGER 

HOTEL LENOX 
North St., at Delaware Ave. 

BUFFALO, N. Y. 

“BUFFALO’S LEADING TOURIST HOTEL 

Hotel Lenox is modern, fireproof and beautifully locat- 
ed. It is popular with tourists because of its fair rates, 
courteous treatment and complete equipment. The 
cuisine and service are the best obtainable. 

EUROPEAN PLAN 

$1.50 per day and up. 

SPECIAL WEEKLY AND MONTHLY RATES 
Write for complimentary ‘“‘Guide of Buffalo and Niag- 
ara Falls.” Also Special Taxicab Arrangement. 

C. A. MINER, Manager. 

— | — 
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Meet me at the TULLER—For Value, Service, Home Comforte 

New HOTEL TULLER 
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take 
Woodward car, get off at Adams Avenue 

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF 
200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double 
200) SF oe x 2.009 * S00)". .ie2 
100 “ “ 4 2.50 <“ £00) Shae 
100: “G; es **3.00 to 5.00°* AGOy ves 

Tolal 600 Outside Rooms 
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET 

New Unique Cafes Two Floors—A¢gents’ 
and Cabaret Excel'ente Sample Rooms 
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chester-Niedner .25 calibre rifles such as des- 
cribed by Mr. Roberts in a back number of 
this magazine are accurate up to at least 800 
or 1000 yards, which places the latter rifles 
almost in the military class so far as long 
range accuracy is concerned. All things con- 
sidered you can do no better than to give 
both the .32-40 Hudson loads as well as the 
Niedner system rifles a complete try-out and 
come to your own decision as to the desirabil- 
ity of the arms for the work you have in mind. 
The Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven, Conn., 
do the work of reaming out .32-40 barrels to 
take the Hudson bullet in an extremely 
satisfactory manner and we can recommend 

them without hesitation for such work. 
As regards the muzzle-loading outfits for 

target work would advise that to our way-of 
thinking these are so unbearably slow that 
they are every year falling more and more into 
disuse though they are capable of great 
accuracy. 

The Winchester single shot Musket is 
styled ‘“‘Winder’’ for the reason, we believe, 
that many of the ideas of Lieut.-Col. C. B. 
Winder of the Ohio National Guard were in- 
corporated in the arm’s manufacture, that is 
the musket as it stands to-day embodies many 
of the features suggested by Lieut-Col. 
Winder. Editor.) 

CANADA THE 1916 PLAYGROUND 

AMERICAN TOURISTS 

The editor of the Toronto Star has de- 
cided that the present is no time to reason 
with canoeists, but on the contrary it is the 
worst possible time, for already they are 
planning their trips, hefting their paddles, 
looking over their tackle, making marks on 
the map, etc. Indeed, he goes on to say, in a 
recent article, it is at this time of the year that 
the canoeist is at his savagest, a conclusion 
that would appear to be confirmed by the 
number of letters of enquiry Rod and Gun is 
receiving from American sportsmen and 
tourists who are already planning their sum- 
mer outings. One from Cincinnati just re- 
ceived speaks enthusiastically of an outing in 
lemagami last year with guides recommended 
by Rod and Gun, and asks if we can put him 
in touch with other guides, both last. year’s 
men having enlisted for overseas service. 
Others write for information concerning con- 
ditions in Algonquin Park, or for particulars 
and descriptive literature concerning the 
Muskoka Lakes region and the Highlands of 
Ontario, etc., etc. One correspondent asks 
if there will be any difficulty in American 
tourists entering Canada this summer through 
conditions brought about by the war. 

On the contrary, from information which 
we liave received, Rod and Gun expects this 
to be a bumper year for American tourists. 
With the Panama Exhibition a thing of the 
past and Europe closed, except to those 

sportsmen who carry with them army service 
rifles, Canada should receive a greater pro- 
portion than ever of tne American tourist 
traffic. One steamship transportation com- 
pany alone had up till April 1st booked a most 
satisfactory amount of business for the coming 
summer, including the following reservations: 
National Educational Association Party; 
numbering 100, Toronto to Montreal; Phila- 
delphia & Reading Personally Conducted 
Party, numbering 
Thousand Islands and return; Gregory’s 
Tours Party from St. Louis numbering, 50, 
Toronto to Montreal; Bowmar’s Personally 
Conducted Tour from Kentucky, numbering 
50, Kingston to Montreal; McFarland Tourist 
Agency from Atlanta Ga., numbering 100, 
Kingston to Montreal, Star of Bethlehem 
Council, Knights of Columbus, numbering 
125, Alexandria Bay to Montreal. This 
doesn’t look as though Americans generally 
anticipated difficulty in getting passports 
into Canada, and we can assure our corres- 
pondent, as well as any others who may con- 
template a trip to Canada this year, that they 
will be made very welcome when they come. 
Any of the transportation companies, (rail- 
way or steamship) advertising in this magazine 
will be pleased to furnish information in re- 
gard to summer outings in any of the Canadian 
Provinces, and to forward illustrated literature 
descriptive of the territory served by them. 

120, Toronto to the 
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(EDWIN DIXON > EDWIN DIXON 
TAXIDERMIST 
“Dixon Quality” mounting is a guarantee 
of the highest grade of work at a reason- 
able price. 

Send your trophies to me and be assured of a mount- 
ing properly done. If you have been used to a half- 
done job—let me show you my way. 

Every game head I mount is individually modelled 
true to its original size and appearance, by the best 
lasting, moth-proof methods. No papier mache, 
plaster of paris, potters clay or casts used by me. 

HEADS FOR 

SALE 

Mounted, large 
moose, elk, cari- 
bou, mountain 
sheep, goat, ante- 
lope and deer 
heads. Write for 
measurements and 
prices, f.o.b. your 
home, on approval. 

Come and See 

My Collection 

and Methods. 

My large show and 
work rooms (cov- 
ering 2,800 square 
feet) are near 
Toronto, on the 
Midland Railway, 
and are the largest 
and best equipped 
for this business in 
Canada. 

References 

My customers everywhere in Canada and the 
United States. 

My “Sportsman’s Guide” is Free. It con- 
tains instructions for saving your specimens for 
mounting. Shipping tags, etc., on request. 

EDWIN DIXON, 
Canada’s Leading Taxidermist, 

MAIN STREET, - - UNIONVILLE, ONTARIO. 

—_———— 

Prized equally in 

hospital and home, 

because no other 

Coffee is at once 

so rich, so strong, 

so delicate, and so 

unfailingly good. 

In %, 1 and 2 pound cans 

Whole — ground — pulverized — 

also Fine Ground for Percolatozs. 

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL. 
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Airedale Terrier Club 
At the annual meeting of the Airedale 

Terrier Club of Canada, held in the Carls- 
Rite Hotel, Mar. 16th, congratulations were 
extended to E. W. Ballinger, of Toronto, win- 
ner of the special cup for Airedale terriers at 
the New Westminster Kennel Club show in 
New York the week before. Various matters 
of interest to Airedale fanciers were discussed, 
and a programme outlined for the coming 
year, which promises to be a very interesting 
one from the point of view of all interested 
in terriers. Officers were elected as follows :— 
Hon. President, James W. Bain, K.C., Tor- 
onto; President, Joseph Perkins, Toronto; 
Vice-Presidents, Lieut.-Col. Reginald Pellatt 
and Joseph Russell, M.P.P., Toronto; N. 

Committee—Henry 
Crayton and S. Perkins, Toronto; S. Bamford, 
Lambton Mills; Philip Bauden, Ridgetown; 
E. J. Bingham, Orangeville; E. Murby, 
Toronto, and B. Swan, Humber Bay. 

“The only true and thorough-straight way 
to know the dog is to own one, “says Richard 
Burton in Our Dumb Animals. “A common 
residence under the same roof-tree, be it 
animals or humans, is the sure test of per- 
sonality. To own the dog is to comprehend 
him in his faults and virtues, to protect his 
weaknesses, be anxious at his vagrancies, to 
catch the contagion of his love, and to agonize 
if it so be that he die.”’ 

SIR REYNARD TRAPPED 
W. A. Goodwin 

HE account in your March issue of the 
i very successful fox hunting experiences 

of Mr. McKinnon reminds me of my 
first fox hunt and how I got my fox. Having 
received a contract to decorate the interior 
of a substantial farm house in the township of 
Smith near the south shore of Chemong Lake, 
I took along my gun and a couple of traps in 
case anything in the game line should turn up 
when I went out for my usual morning walk, 
which habit, by the way, I have found to 
prove an excellent morning appetizer for 
breakfast and a “‘bracer” for a day’s work 
indoors. 

One fine October morning when the early 
frast had whitened the old rail fence around 
the farm so that it sparkled in the sun, I de- 
termined to cross lots to the road leading to 
the swamp considering this a likely place for 
partridge at that season of the year. After 
getting over the fence, much to our mutual 
surprise I met Sir Reynard coming up the hill 
right in the middle of the road. Without 
stopping to say good morning he turned tail, 
running down hill at a 2.40 clip to the swamp 
and beyond to his sand hill residence. Follow- 
ing his tracks to a fallen tree where he had 
crossed the creek the tell-tale frost clearly 

a 

discolored the crossing place, via the natural 
bridge, to his park burrow. Putting two and 
two together the inference was that he might 
try it again when going to the nearby farm- 
yards for chicken supplies. After looking over 
the situation I concluded I would set a mink 
trap on the aforesaid bridge that was now 
almost level with the rising water in the creek. 
Cutting a good sliding pole the trap was set in 
a convenient notch on the down side of the 
log. To make the chances still more in favor 
of the amateur trapper a bait in the shape of 
an unruffled partridge was perched on a limb 
a few feet above the trap. As I had only one 
day more to stay in this locality preparations 
were made for an early start next morning. 
Hastening down to the swamp I spied the 
partridge bait intact though the trap was out 
of sight—gone to the bottom of the creek with 
Sir Reynard securely attached. Hastening 
to a roadside smithy a fine red fox was dressed 
for the path to Omemee, some twelve or 
fourteen miles westward, where I caught the 
G. T. R. train, arriving home in good time. 
The pelt was exchanged for $3.00 which was 
its valuation and your scribe -felt very 
much pleased with the result of his trip to 
Smithtown. 
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On every out-of-doors day— 

KODAK 

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED 

Catalog ree ae your dealer's TORO NTO 
or by mail. 
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LPP a ee Gale 

John A. McKinnon 

N writing this story of Little Gip I am 
paving a tribute to the memory of as 
good a hound as ever trailed a fox. Gip 

was one in a litter of seven fine healthy pups, 
but unlike her brothers and sisters, Nature had 
destined her to be small, and because no one 
else wanted her and partly also because I had 
a tender feeling for the delicate looking little 
hound, I kept her myself. She never grew 
big although she developed into a well propor- 
tioned hound for her size. Her weight in good 
running condition was about thirty-five 
pounds, but what she lacked in weight she 
made up in grit and sand. 

I first took Gip out when she was about six 
months old and unlike most pups of that age 
she would not follow me but persisted in try- 
ing to follow the old dogs. She even swam a 
small river in ice cold water in order to keep 
up to the trained hounds and wound up the 
day by getting lost. She had a shrill, piercing 
voice that could be heard a long distance. It 
did not take me long to locate her, but when 
I did she soon left me again and I had to go 
for her a second time. This time I put a 
strap on her neck and carried her part of the 
wavy home, and I decided that she should stay 
there until she was old enough to make her 
way home alone in case I lost track of her. 
I did not take her out again that fall as a 
young dog will very often cause a hunter to 
lose a good chance for a shot when sometimes 
that particular shot might be the only shot 
or the best chance for a shot that day. 

One day in January a friend of mine called 
at the shop to tell me that two of my hounds, 
White Carlo and one of the pups, were running 
a fox back of the village. It was about 1 p.m. 
I got my snowshoes and gun and in about 
half an hour was in touch with the sounds. 
That was the first time I had a chance to see 
Gip work. She seemed to work as well as an 
old trained dog. At a loss she would circle 
ahead and very often get the trail ahead of 
Carlo. I was lucky enough to get a shot at 
the fox and he was mine. That was Gip’s 
first fox and I let her muss it to her heart’s 
content. The next fox Gip got she started 
by herself. I was standing behind a pine 
stump on the top of a gully. Gip had made 
a large circle in the fields with the fox and I 
felt pretty sure that on his next round the fox 
would head down the gully where I would have 
an ideal place for a shot. About three-quar- 
ters of a mile west of where I was stationed 
there is a small woods of thick second growth 
evergreens. In this woods old Reynard de- 
cided to have a little fun with the hound. For 
nearly an hour he led Gip a merry round of 
circles. I was also at the end of my patience 
and had almost decided to move up that way 
when I heard Gip’s high soprano coming my 
way. She was rolling her voice out as if her 
life depended on it. I knew that old redskin 
wasn't far behind the noise, because Gip was 
telling me as plainly as a hound could that she 
could see him three hundred yards ahead of 

me. The gully took a turn where another 
small creek led into it. Would he cross this 
creek and come to me or go up the other fork? 
I wasn’t kept long in doubt. Gjip and the fox 
came around the bend almost together. Gip 
as a matter of fact wasn’t twenty feet behind 
the fox and they were making as straight for 
me as if I had been a magnet and the fox a 
piece of steel. The gully sloped away in a 
long slope and up this they came. The hound 
was right in line with the fox and if I shot, 
some of the charge was as liable to kill the dog 
as it was to kill the fox. Reynard passed the 
stump within ten feet of me and as he did I 
took a lightning shot at his head. He started 
down the embankment pawing the air with 
his front feet with Gip close at his heels. She 
overtook and killed him just as he was topping 
the ridge. I had shot the lower jaw clean off 
and it was a good experience for Gip as it 
made him nicer to handle. It was a lesson 
she never forgot. I believe she must have 
thought she had done the killing herself for 
after this she would not hesitate a second to 
take hold of a full grown fox at sight anywhere, 
and many a fox I have seen her pull out of 
holes where they had taken refuge. If Gip 
could once dig past the frost and get to where 
she could use her feet in loose sand it was only 
a matter of fifteen or twenty minutes when 
she would have him out where we could see his 
color. The following incident will illustrate 
the remarkable fighting qualities of this little 
hound. One of my old hunting friends, 
Baptiste Seguin, and I were out hunting foxes 
one day in March. We had taken Gip and a 
half-sister of hers that I called Tan. Both 
were good scouts and when together they 
would very rarely come back to me once they 
got to the woods. If they could not get a 
fresh track in the first woods they would very 
often cross an opening and go into the next 
or scout around until they got one started. 
We found signs where two foxes had been 

travelling some time during the night and 
going a little further to investigate I saw where 
both dogs had taken up the trail which led 
them in-a westerly direction. The woods 
we were hunting in was about two miles long 
and a, mile and a half wide at its widest place. 
After talking the matter over with my old 
friend we decided to stay where we were for 
the time being as we knew the hounds would 
start the foxes if they were in the woods and 
we were then at a good fox runway. It was 
then 10 a.m. Two hours passed and still there 
was no sound from the hounds so we decided 
to take up their trail and see if we could not 
locate them. We had gone about a half a mile 
when we met Tan coming towards us on her 
back track. There was no sign of Gip, how- 
ever, and I then knew that the foxes had 
denned up for the day, as Tan was a splendid 
stayer and would not drop out of the chase 
that early in the day. As soon as Tan was 
satisfied that we were following the trail she 
took the lead and was soon out of sight. Ten 
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cAchievement 
It is a significant fact that more 

than 98% of all Marathon Tires 
go to replace other tires on cars 

in service, or on new cars at the specifica- 
tion of individual buyers, showing that 

motorists of experience discriminate in 

tires, just as in, motor cars. 

Although Marathons command a better 

price than most other tires, practically 

any maker of good cars will furnish 

| them on your new car, if you 

Specify Marathon Tires. 

"Made in all types and sizes, in either the 
Regular Fabric Body or the Elastic Whip-Cord. 
Both styles are definitely guaranteed 5,000 
miles. 
The Regular Fabrictire is equipped with a Snow- 
White Tread, and the Elastic Whip-Cord with 
the aristocratic Black Tread. 
Marathon Extra-Heavy Red Tubes and Ac- 
cessories are carried by all Marathon Dealers. 

The Marathon Tire&RubberCo 
Limited 

Factory and General Offices: St. Catharines, Ont. 
Toronto Sales Office: 608 Yonge St. 

@30% 

American Plant: 

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
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minutes later I heard Gip give a few welcome 
howls directly ahead on a hemlock ridge. We 
soon found her. She was digging at the mouth 
of a den that went under and between the 
roots of alarge pine stub. I then made a circle 
ahead to see if one or both foxes were in. 
There were no fox tracks leading out from 
there and as both fox tracks stopped there we 
were certain they were at home. I went to the 
nearest farm house for an axe and shovel and 
we soon had the roots cut away and the mouth 
of the den large enough to let Gip in. It was 
useless for us to try to dig more as the ground 
was frozen to a depth of a foot or more. How- 
ever as Gip was past the frost we could help 
her for the time being by taking the sand 
away from the mouth of the den as she 
scratched it out to us. She was soon out of 
sight and we waited. In about twenty 
minutes a couple of howls from Gip that could 
just be faintly heard from the bowels of the 
earth told us that she had got within speaking 
distance of the foxes. A few more howls; then 
all was quiet. 

Several minutes later Gip hauled one out to 
view and with my help soon made a decent 
fox of him. Gip was baaly chewed up about 
the nose which was covered with blood and 
sand. It was beginning to swell badly and 
made her look more like a bul! dog than a fox 
hound. Having hung the fox up in a tree out 
of reach of the hounds I decided to put Tan 
in to see what she would do with the other. 
I had no sooner !et Tan in than Gip made a 
dive and caught hold of Tan and both hounds 
started to fight at the mouth of the den. 
Before I could get them separated Gip slipped 
past and was out of sight in the den. It was 
useless to let Tan follow her as she would be 
more of a hindrance than a help and besides 
they would be very apt to tear tne skin to 
ribbons as neither dog would let go once they 
got a hold. We tied Tan up. Gip was soon 
in touch with the second one who proved to 
b> a tough customer and he was evidently 
ging to sell his life as dearly as possible. The 
dog dragged the fox to the mouth of the bur- 
row twice but each time the fox managed to 
break her hold and scramble back into the 
den. ‘The third time the fox caugnt Gip by 
the upper lip, making a tear an inch deep. 
She could not make him release his hold. 
Twisting arouna she caught the fox across 
the nose below the eyes and dragged him out. 
This time it was impossible for him to get 
away as the two animals were caught in a 
deadlock. One of the fox’s long teeth pro- 
jected through the hound’s upper lip and in 
order to get a counter hold she had to stretch 
her lip to its utmost capacity. She was game 
and accepted this punishment without a 
whimper. We scon killed this fellow which 
proved to be a male of unusual size. Very 
few hounds would have taken these foxes out 
under the same conditions. 

I could write pages about the remarkable 
hunting and staying qualities of this little 

hound. Instead I will conclude this article 
by telling Rod and Gun readers of the last 
hunt I had with little Gip which took place 
the following February. After having had an 
early dinrer I took Gip and Wolf and started 
for a good fox woods known locally as ‘‘the - 
park.” The hounds were ahead of me work- 
ing the aifferent covers on their way east. 
Arriving at “‘the park’? I found a fresh fox 
track travelling in an easterly direction. The 
dogs struck it further in the woods and it took 
them some time to make the rounds as Reynard 
had evidently been on a hunting expedition. 
I waited developments and in a little while I 
saw both dogs coming on the track. One half 
mile further east they jumped him. Instead 
of circling back he took a straignt course 
across the open fields for Point Fortune Bay. 
I waited about thirty minutes and as there 
was no sound of returning hounds and the 
walking was good I decided to follow, which 
I did for twelve miles almost in a straight line. 
I never once heard the hounds nor did I cross _. 
a circle. I was beginning to get tired and 
somewhat hungry. The sun had gone down 
and the fall moon came up, making it an ideal 
night. It was very frosty and calm and I 
reasoned that if the dogs were running the fox 
within two or three miles of me I could have 
heard them. I decided to start for home. I 
knew that the dogs would strike my track 
and get home some time before morning. I 
took a shorter route home and in doing so I 
crossed the C. P. R. track about two miles 
east of my home. I went to bed that night 
with uneasy forebodings for after contem- 
plating the situation I was afraid that there 
might be a chance of the tired dogs following 
the railway from where I had crossed it and 
that possibly the through train going west at 
midnight might happen along in time to catch 
one or both. I should have gone back to meet 
them where I had crossed the track as I had 
sufficient time, having reached home at 
10.30 p.m. but I was dead tired and decided 
to take a chance and trust to luck. Imagine 
my disappointment next morning at finding 
only Wolf home and no sign of Gip. I knew 
then what had happened and sorrowfully I 
followed along the railway which passed 
directly back of our house, to where the fast 
going train had overtaken my faithful little 
hound, Gip. Three minutes later and she 
would have been opposite our place and,her — 
home. It was a hard lesson for me but one I 
have never forgotten and since ‘then I have 
never followed the railroad track in going or 
coming from a hunt, nor would I hunt with a 
partner who did. Many a time have I stayed 
in the woods long after dark or walkea a few 
extra miles in order to catch or call the dogs 
so as to take no chances; and I have felt well 
repaid for my trouble as since then, and dur- 
ing a period of some four years, I have not 
had a hound killed by trains. Gip was the 
eighth I had lost in that way, but so far there 
has not. been a ninth. 
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Bovril develops big 
reserves of strength 

TEMES!) BE SOV RIL 
Of all Stores, etc., 1-0z, 25c,; 2-0z. 40c.; 4-0z. 70c.; 8-0z. $1.30;. 16-0z. $2.25. 
Bovril Cordial, large, $1.25; 5-oz. 40c.; 16-0z. Johnston s Fluid Beef (Vimbos), $1.20. 

S.H.B. 

NEWFOUNDLAND 
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler Ideal Canoe Trip 

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish 
and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing 
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other 
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound- 
land. Information together with Illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to 

J.W.N. JOHNSTONE, General Passenger Agent, Reid Newfoundland Company, ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND 

NEWTON HIGH-POWER RIFLES osc‘ractory ammunition 
New American made bolt action rifle ready for delivery this winter. Uses Newton high power cartridges in 
-22 caliber, .256 caliber, 30 caliber and .35 caliber; also .30 caliber Springfield. .25 Newton, 123 grain bullet, 
velocity 3100 f. s., .30 Newton 170 grain bullet, velocity 3000 f. s. 

PRICE $40.00. Send stamp for descriptive circular. Newton straight line, hand reloading tools cost no more 
than the others. Sporting stocks and .256 barrels tor Springfield rifles now ready, $12.50 each. 

NEWTON ARMS CO., 506 Mutual Life Bldg , BUFFALO, N. Y. 
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Gamy Fish 
At POINT au BARIL, GEORGIAN BAY, FRENCH and PICKEREL RIVERS 
Black bass, muskallonge, and other gamy fishin abundance. The waters of 

the 30,000 Islands of Georgian Bay offer unrivalled opportunities. Make 

Point au Baril your Georgian Bay center. Good Hotels. French and Pickerel 

Rivers, readily accessible, are favorite angling spots. 

GO THERE BY THE 

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY 
Write to nearest Canadian Pacific Agent for ‘“‘Resorts in Ontario” 

A. O. Seymour, General Tourist Agent, Canadian Pacific Railway, 

Montreal, Que. 



am glad to see the interest which has 
I been taken by the trappers in writing up 

> their experiences. As one stated in his 
letter, Canada is the greatest fur producing 
region in the world and therefore out of pride 
the pelt hunters should boost this publication 
in this department especially, until we have 
the most interesting and instructive magazine 
in America. And best of all, I believe we are 
going to make Rod and Gun so good that no 
lover of the outdoors can afford to be without 
it. 

Hunters and trappers “hate to write.” 
Pen and paper to them possess more terrors 
than a brush with a bear. They imagine that 
because their work does not show the style of a 
finished author, it cannot prove of interest to 
any reader. But this is not true; the editor 
does not care for fine rhetoric and can forgive 
faulty construction, mispelled words, ete. In 
fact—and I guess this is true more or less of all 
those who “push pens’’—most of us fall down 
on spelling quite frequently. Don’t, there- 
fore, think that YOU cannot send in an inter- 
esting story. Sit right down and tell us, just 
the same as if you were talking to some com- 
panion around a camp-fire or in a hunting 
lodge, of your experiences. Employ pen, 
pencil or anything else to write with. Of 
course it is better to use only one side of the 
paper, this makes matters easier for the 
compositor. However one of the best stories 
I ever received came from a Canadian pelt 
hunter who wrote on a piece of wrapping 
paper about a yard square. 

There is romance in the great North woods. 
If the tales could be had from the trappers and 
hunters who have blazed the trail for civil- 
ization; if the tragedies of forest, stream and 
field could be written with the charm and 
melody of reality, what a wonderful piece of 
literature we should have! Let us hear from 
all of you—and especially the older ones of the 
fraternity. The editor has read thousands of 
letters from hunters and trap ers, so he can 
be depended upon to straighten out the worst 
written missive that comes to his desk. 
Remember this when you feel that you cannot 
write well enough! } 

SPRINGY FURS 

ARCH is the season of the year when 
furs commence to get “springy.” Cana- 
dian pelts do not show this condition so 

badly at this time, but in the States it is 
different. The other day I visited a large fur 

_ house and saw them take up a number of ship- 
ments, actually, most of the skunk—and they 
came from asfar north as Wisconsin—had deter- 

— 
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iorated so rapidly that they were worth but a 
little more than half of what they would have 
brought had they been caught a month 
previous. And in the South—with the 
exception of muskrats, practically speaking, 
the skins are not worth taking. But still the 
animals are caught. At this season, after a 
long, cold winter, the fur bearers.are hungry; 
also the mating season is near at hand. This 
means that they run freely and are easily 
taken.- Trappers will leave out their sets, it 
seems to me, as long as they can sella pelt for 
a dime, never thinking that if the animals 
were left to breed they would multiply much 
more rapidly than now. And in a way you 
cannot blame a man. He figures that if he 
does not trap them some one else will. This 
attitude is taken by most of the pelt hunters 
in the fall also—and the result must be nearly 
a million dollars loss. 

Sometimes I sympathize with an honest 
fur firm. Trappers do not seem to recognize 
the fact that most pelts taken in the spring 
are not worth as much as those taken earlier. 
Actually I have heard some complaints from 
fur shippers who really were not justified in 
registering a “kick” at all. For instance, I 
happened to drop into the sorting room of a 
large fur firm the other day and saw a com- 
plaint on a Red Fox. The sorter had valued 
the skin at a dollar, but this firm holds most 
of the “‘rubbed”’ pelts of this kind and returns 
them at their own expense in case the valu- 
ation is not satisfactory. In my opinion, the 
hide was worth about fifty cents, the fur being 
practically gone. The shipper wrote back 
and called the company thieves and robbers. 
The fur was promptly returned and after the 
owner had tried two or three other markets, 
came back with an apology and wanted: to sell 
the fox for the original bid. 

On the other hand, some fur buyers actually 
wait the coming of spring so they can buy the 
goods at about half what they are worth. 
Probably some of you have had the experience 
of shipping rats and had most of them graded 
as winter and fall, while other furs taken even 
earlier were marked “springy.” Some day I 
may use a little space to tell of the various 
‘tricks’ in the fur business—both shippers and 
dealers. I might even gosofaras to mention 
names. The editor is a firm friend of the hon- 
est trapper and honest dealer, but will fight 
the dishonest ones with all his might. 

Traps and Bait 
Editor, ‘‘Along the Trap Line” :— 

Could you kindly tell me through your 
page in Rod and Gun where I can get a 
book that will tell me what kind of traps to 
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Exercise Produces Brain and Brawn 
ES ES ee 

WE MAKE 

Shoes For Every Sport 
Baseball, Golf, Hockey, Tennis, 

Running, and all Athletic Shoes. 

Hunting Boots unexcelled. Also Moccasins. 
Ack POR CATALOG Ro& G. —— 

Witchell-Sheill Co. Makes Detroit, Mich. 

‘Try one ANT RAC 

patie 
‘We stand 

absolute TRADE MARK REETEEEn 

guarantee COATED LINEN bans a 
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Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The 
slit over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and’ allows 
freedom in adjusting tic. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by 
sportsmen, automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact, by every- 
body. Sold by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, Oy 

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. HAMILTON, CANADA 

CANN Think About It! 

Make Your Plans Early 

For Your Spring Fishing Trip the Grand Trunk Railway 
System reaches all the resorts in the Highlands of Ontario 
where big catches of game fish are secured. 

The Kind You Catch and Where Thay are Caught OPEN SEASONS 

Muskoka Lakes—Blacki Bass, Pickerel, Salmon Trout. Black Basso n= =) ee une Gtitommeesaist 

Eee Trout, Black Bass and Speckled Trout = s/s May Ist to Sept. 14th 

Lake of Bays—Speckled Trout, Salmon Trout, and Salmon Trout and Lake Trout 
Black Bass. - - - - - - Nov. 6th to Oct. 4th, following year 

Algonquin Park—Speckled Trout, Black Bass and Maskinonge =.= = sua" ="= June 16th to Dec. 31st 
Salmon Trout, 

Timagami—Black Bass, Lake Trout, Speckled Trout Pickerel - May 16th to April 14th the following year 

Lake Nipissing—Black Bass, Maskinonge, Pickerel, 
ike. : 

AS eA Bay—Black Bass, Salmon Trout, Lake Trout, Write to the following Agents for full parliculars—How to 

Pickerel, Trout. | get there, maps, rates, etc. 3 

Cc. E. HORNING, Union Station, Toronto, Ont. J. QUINLAN, Bonaventure Station, Montreal, Que. 

G. T. BELL, Passenger Traffic Manager, W.S. COOKSON, General Passenger Agent, 
| Montreal, Quebec. Montreal, Quebec. ] 
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use to trap Skunk, Coon, Muskrat and Bear, 
and also to tell me what kinds of bait to use to 
trap these animals. 

Thanking you in advance, 
Iremain, Yours truly, 

Montreal, P.Q. ‘Prospective Trapper.” 

(Any trap catalogue will give you the desir- 
ed information. I almost hestitate to rec- 
ommend any particular size, for even  pro- 
fessionals disagree upon this. For instance, 
I prefer the No. O Jump for Muskrats; some 
use No. 144. In general I will say: 
Sk:'nk— 
Newhouse, No. 1, No. 81, No. 91. 

Victor, Star, Hawley & Norton, No. 1 and 
No. 1%. 

Oneida Jump, Leap, Kangaroo, No. 1 and 
No. 1%. 

Alligator No. 2. 
Stop Thief No. 3 and No.3 4%. 

Coon— 
Newhouse, No. 14%, No. 814%, No. 91%. 
Victor or Hawley and Norton, No. 1%. 
Oneida Jump, Leap and Kangaroo, No. 1%, 

No. 914%, No. 2, No. 12. 
Stop Thief, No. 3, No. 3%. 

Muskrat— 
Newhouse, Victor, Hawley & Norton, 

Jump, etc., No. 0, No. 1. 
Bear (depending on species )— 
Newhouse No. 5, No. 6, No. 15, No. 50, 

No. 150. 
For all the animals except the Muskrat I 

prefer Animal Attractor; for Muskrat, Musk- 
rat Attractor. These can be purchased from 
the Animal Attractor Co., of Stanwood, 
Iowa. These lines cost 65c, postpaid and 
the money returned if not satisfactory. 

Good Luck Fox Hunting 
Editor, ““Along the Trap Line” :— 

I am sure there are hunters and trappers 
enough in this fine country of ours (Canada) 
to make “Along the Trap Line” very inter- 
esting. Fall in line brother trappers and 
send your little bit every month to the good 
old Rod and Gun. Don’t say you can’t 
write, for that is a very poor excuse. If you 
can’t write, tell your little story to some one 
who can, and ask them to write it down for 
you. Then send it in. We all like to know 
what our brother trappers are doing and what 
they have done on the trap line; how you caught 
that sly old fox, the wary mink or that fine 
olter that sprung his trap so often before you 
“nabbed” him. 

I will tell about the very good luck I have 
had catching fox. When you want to get a 
fox procure some good strong line and cut it 
into pieces three feet long for snares. Use a 
piece of meat—something that smells loud is 
good! Bloody bait will do, or make a good 
scent by putting some fish in a bottle in the 
sun. Then when trapping time comes take 
your piece of meat, put it in a bag or tie a cord 
to it, and when you get to the place you in- 
tend to set your snares, drag the meat behind 
you. Inrabbitruns are good places, if you 
have the scent. Then just sprinkle some of it 
in the trail. Also put some of it on the soles 
of your boots. Now cut a small alder, birch 
or willow and lay across the run or trail where 

- you intend setting your snare. Take your 
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snare and pass it around a tree and draw it 
back and forth till it gets well coated and 
smells strong of the gum. That makes it 
smell natural and keeps it from curling up 
in wet weather. Construct your loop and tie to 
a tree laid across the trail. When set the 
snare should be six inches from the ground so 
tnat the fox will get caught when passing 
through. Don’t go too close when looking 
at it—just close enough to seeif any are 
caught. You could employ a hundred snares 
that would not ccst as much as one fox trap. 
Nothing for Jonny Sneak ’em to steal and a 
good catcher when set right. 

I see in March Rod and Gun where Mr. 
Fred C. Ralph wants some of the trappers to 
give their ideas of raw fur quotations. Well 
my idea of some of the price lists is that they 
remind me of a lottery or a chinese laundry 
ticket. My tip to every trapper is if they can, 
do as I do—go right in to town yourself and 
sell your furs, you will get more. With my 
very best wishes to Rod and Gun Ill come toa 
conclusion for this time. E ; 
Montreal. W. W. Wheeler. 

This is the spirit the editor likes. If you all 
boost as Mr. Wheeler suggests, it will be a 
good thing not only for the trappers and hunt- 
ers but other readers as well. Canada has 
the best trapping grounds in the world, and 
what romances—what tragedies—are locked 
in the breasts of those pioneers who literally 
blazed the trails of civilization. ~ 
We don’t care if you can’t write like a college 

professor nor spell like a *“‘shark”’ at a spelling 
bee. All we care for are your ideas. We'll 
put them in shape. 
We hope that the bait we are sending Mr. 

Mibeelet will prove of value to him on the trap 
ine. 

A First Capture. 
Editor, ‘Along the Trap Line” :— 

Well, Oh yes! very well do I remember my 
first skunk! Fresh from the city, with my 
head cram full, of the contents of “The Young 
Fur-Traders’” and many other equally fine, 
boyish books, and the settled conviction that 
my special calling was closely associated with 
steel traps, dead-falls and snares, I joyfully 
enlisted as a pupil with the most famous 
trapper, ““Old Canuck’’, in the vicinity of our 
new home. 

Half a dozen “‘Victor’’ traps, a small hatchet 
.22 rifle, game bag and a couple of miles of 
trout stream, with the adjacent hills and 
swamps thrown in, made up my outfit. 

Four of the said traps, (No. 1 they were) 
were placed upon the trout creek, set and 
baited in the most approved “trappers’ 
guide fashion,’ while the remaining two were 
staked at the entrance of as many promising 
looking skunk holes. 

Several unsuccessful “rounds” of my long 
(2) lie, through deep snow, (for, unlike most 
amateurs I did not start in September or 
there abouts) made me wonder where all the 
game had disappeared to. The weather was 
pretty cold, however, for skunk (December, it 
was) and I hardly expected a mink right 
away. 

The morning of my fifth *round was very 
cold, and a forty mile wind was trying to 

a all as 
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Hildebrandt Baits Hook @ Land’ 
we 

aS ~ The object of a fishing trip is AiR SFINNERS OW 7p Send for * 

tea ust tave the signekind of FREE 1916 TACKLE ‘Vf 
CATALOGUE bait. HILDEBRANDT BAITS are the 

right kind. Made in 3 shapes, 11 shows our entire ‘302 sizes and 
sizes and 6 finishes. Reversible kinds” for all kinds of fishing, in 
‘Spin so Easy’? blades, inter- s actual sizes, with colorsheet oy 

changeable flies, makes possible “2 of spinners and flies. A 2¢ / 4p 
“és any combination of colors for stamp brings it. aes 

>) any locality or any kind of game THE JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CO. 
fishing. © 1135 High St. Logansport. Ind. 

STANDARD 

| 

SLM ELI © 
GB Gea ie Soe = SEEDS S 

THE STRUGGLING BAIT 
The only bait ever made that really struggles. This wonderful 
bait has three different motions at the same time. The forward 

* motion, a fast wiggling motion from side to side, and an extremely rapid 
up and down motion of the rear end of the bait, giving it the most lifelike 

imitation of a wounded minnow struggling to reach cover ever 
produced. Noother bait can even approach it. It is the limit. 
It can be used as a deep diving wiggler, a near-surface wiggler, 
or a surface splatter bait, at will. The bait protects the hooks 
to such an extent that it goes through weeds in a surprising 
manner. Make no mistake. This bait is a real fish getter. 
Celluloid enamel does not come off, nickel fittings, and hooks —— y 

— that are detachable and do notinterlock. Send for catalog of 
Red Head with White Body, all White, all Yellow, all Red. Tackle, Reels, Baits, Flies, Spoons, Fly Dressing Materials, etc. 
THE W. J. JAMISON COMPANY, Dept. R., 736 S. Galifornia Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. 

co 

N IT there is a story, illustrated by a famous cartoonist; a story 
that will carry you back to the time when you veally lived—back to the 

days we all love to recollect and act over in the mind’s eye. It also contains 
many practical talks and hints on the greatest of all sports—the ‘‘reel’’ 
sport of Angling. Profusely illustrated with views and drawings which will 
make any well-regulated heart thump harder—even make a most benevolent 
individual envious in the extreme. Get your copy— 

Free Upon Request 
Incidentally you’ll be able to learn about the South 
Bend Anti-Back-Lash Reel—the reel that makes 
Angling easy for the beginner and easzer for the 
Veteran Angler. You will also learn about the Tackle 
that has been making fish rise, jump and hit, harder, 
oftener and with more vim, not only in Indiana, but 
in California, Florida, Texas, Canada— everywhere. 

This great book, ‘‘The Daysof Sees 6 oe oe oe |) 
Real Sport,’’ will be off the 
press about May Ist, but send eres k se Sait 

for your copy today; then it won’t be forgotten. % Bed ledae 

Use the coupon—NOW. Please send me a copy 

South Bend Bait Company ‘'* Dea OT en et ae 
8262 Colfax Avenue a 

South Bend, Indiana 
= Name : ae 

(Use the Margin for Address) 
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make a blizzard out of the six inches or so of 
loose snow that had fallen on the crust. 

I struck out bravely, my old snow shoes 
carrying me up well on the crust and over the 
fluffy drifts. Down I went through the thick 
cedar swamp where not a breath of wind 
moved the lower branches, though over head the 
tree-tops, swayed, twisted and lashed, and the 
snow drove by in great white clouds, hiding 
the very sky, but making it seem snug, 
undeed, down in the shelter of the cedars. 

The mink traps yielded nothing, and had 
to be reset. This done, I struck on through 
the swamp, turned along the foot of the hills, 
whose tops were hidden in a swirl of white: 
recrossed the swamp at a narrow point, endur- 
ed the buffeting, driving wind across an open 
space, and entered the hardwood woods where 
my “line” of two skunk traps awaited me. 

The first was empty. The  untracked 
snow piled soft and deep over all: a_ slight 
impression showing where the hole was, 
while the stake, to which I knew the trap was 
tastened, wore a saucy, high cap of purest 
white. 

“Well there is only one more,” I solilo- 
quized ‘“‘and I suppose it will—.’” What was 
that? There was the hole, open and free of 
snow. I started to run. Yes there must be 
something, surely, or why would the snow 
be scratched away and the leaves dug up all 
around the set? ; 

Cautiously—most cautiously—I approach- 
ed the den. Yes, there was the chain leading 
down into it. A little closer, and a bushy 
black and white tail came into view. I cocked 
my little Hamilton, but let it down again and 
crept around more directly in front. Two 
broad, white stripes on a back ground of 
black. Click! I cocked the little gun, sight- 
ed straight between the stripes—(remember 
I was but fourteen and it was my first) and 
pulled. I think I jumped just a little bit 
before I pulled, for, after skinning him I dis- 
covered I had not touched him at all. Back 
I stole to the scene of the crime. No, he was 
not dead; on the contrary, ,.ery much alive. 
Well, he would have to come out of that, and 
be dispatched afterward. 

Cutting a long green pole about an inch and 
a half in diameter I set to work. The stake 
the trap was fastened to, evidently was not 
very sound, as it was broken off about an inch 
above the ground, and the ring was simply 
lving over this. Also the stake had been 
driven much too near the hole, allowing the 
skunk to get too far down. 

Gently I slipped the ring off the stake and 
onto the pole. Then, sliding the pole along 
until the chain was tight, I began to-pry, us- 
ing the pole as a lever. 

Oh! how he could hang on! I applied a 
steady ‘pressure, however, and he had to 
come a little. I tried to shift the’ pole to ob- 
tain a longer hold, when—slip—rattle! rattle! 
and the skunk was going down trap and all. 
Dropping on my face I caught the chaia just 
before it passed out of sight, and hauled back 
on it. Evidently he wasn’t expecting this, 
for he came remarkable easy for a foot or so, 
them became immovable again. 

Getting the chain back on the pole, I began 
to work him out gently as before, when the 
same accident happened again. This time 

I was too late to catch the chain and he got 
away. I almost cried, boys, when the full 
realization of this dawned on me. I stamped 
around, and exhausted my full supply of boy-. 
ish, harmless profanity. 

“Well, he wont live long with that bullet 
through him,” I thought, (I fully believed I 
had ‘‘drilled’? him, you see) and started home 
to get help to dig him out. 

Getting a chap to help me, as the ground 
was frozea hard, I began to feel as if I might 
“land” him eventually. We dug all afternoon 
however, with no success and gave it up at 
dark. 

“Tl get Canuck,” I said to my companion, 
“He will know just where to dig for him.” 

I told Canuck that night, making a special 
trip to do so. He promised to come, and re- 
marked, that, as I had shot it, there was no 
hurry, as it was probably dead already. 

Three weeks elapsed before Canuck came 
with gun, spade and knives to finish the job 
and skin the fur bearer on the spot. Canuck 
looked over the ground and began to dig 
between our first and second holes. He was 
there all right, and—alive. It was then, 
after killmg and skinning him that I discover- 
ed I had not hit him at all. 

Just to think of it! Three weeks in the 
ground with a trap on its leg, high up at that. 
It almost sickened me of trapping. I never 
have had the like happen since, however, and 
it taught me to use more care and “turn the 
trick” more humanely. It is my opinion that 
boys, (that is very young boys) have no 
business setting traps, unless they have had a 
proper training in the art. There is nothing 
I enjoy more myself. 
Toronto, Ontario. P. W. Parkinson. 

Editor’s Note: I heartily agree with you. 
Frequently in my travels I have seen civets— 
they are worse than skunks to handle—left to 
die by boy trappers because they could not 
get them out of their sets. Think of it! 
Weeks elapse before the fur bearers die from 
lack of water and food. Their leg—the one 
caught —often rots off. Be humane, boys. 
Cause no needless suffering. G.J.T. 

The One We Didn’t Get. 
Editor, ‘“‘Along the Trap Line” :— 

It was in the late fall of the year, after the 
marshes were frozen over, while I was out 
looking at my muskrat traps, that I ran across 
the largest mink track I had ever seen. There 
had just fallen the night before enough snow 
to make tracking possible and so you can bet 
I started on that mink track like a wild 
Indian, and after that pesky mink had taken 
me through every dirty hole that it was 
possible for him to find, I finally landed him 
in an old ground-hog hole on a side hill in the 
edge of the hard woods. 

Well, I thought, here is a good place to try 
smoking him out, and so I made for home to 
get the necessary articles . I got a lot of rags 
and corn-husks, some powdered charcoal as 
well as a quantity of sulphur to make a good 
stifling smoke, also an old bicycle pump of the 
large size, which I thought would perhaps 
help force the smoke into the burrow. 

Well I got my trap set in one hole, and got 
the fire going in the other and in spite of all 
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my efforts of pumping and blowing that mink - 
wouldn’t budge. 

What will I do next I wondered? Then I 
happened to remember a friend of mine who 
had a fox terrier that was guaranteed to go 
into any wood-chuck hole, so I plugged up the 
mink hole so there would be no danger of him 
getting out while I was away and then I went 
after my friend Jack and his terrier. 

I got Jack and his dog and another neigh- 
bor boy who was at Jack’s place. The latter 
brought his gun along to shoot the mink, he 
said. We got back to the mink den after 
awhile and after much persuading finally got 
the dog to go in the hole. 

Jack said, “I'll grab the mink when he comes 
out,” and he proceeded to get into position. 
“No,” George replied, “Ill shoot him,”’ and 
he also got in position. Presently there was a 
commotion down in the hole. I was sure 
Jack would be shot in the fracas. So just as 
I saw the dog backing out of the hole with the 
mink in his teeth I caught Jack by the collar 
and jerked him backwards. He had been 
down on his knees and when I jerked him back 
so that George wouldn’t shoot him, he went 
end over end clean down the hill and just as 
the dog got outside he opened his mouth for 
a better hold and away went the mink. George 
was watching Jack roll down the hill and so 
didn’t shoot. s 

Well you never saw three madder fellows 
in your life. Jack jumped up and down and 
growled! ‘‘What did you jerk me like that 
for? If you had let me alone I would have | 
had him.” But there were no fatal accidents 
anyway, and that is what I was most con- 
cerned about. 

I have tried to catch mink by staking off a 
creek, but I never found it very satisfactory. 
It is all right for muskrats as they usually keep 
to the water in their travels up and down a 
creek, but mink, I find as a rule, keep on the 
land when they are travelling, especially 
when the creeks are open and that is the only 
time you could stake it. They keep along the 
shore looking for frogs and mice and they will 
go out around any obstruction you might put 
up. 

Of course they will take the water, too. 
For mstance suppose a mink wants to get a 
nice fat muskrat, he will go up the creek to the 
last open hole and then go in and proceed 
along under the ice till he comes to the lake 
or pond and so to the rat houses where it is 
quite easy, for him to catch a rat and he may 
never go in or. out at the same hole twice, as 
the holes keep freezing up in the cold weather, 
and so I find about the best plan is to track 
them to theirden. Don’t try to smoke or dog 
them out but get a couple of traps well cleaned 
in weak lye or lime water and without making 
any unnecessary disturbance around proceed 
to set your traps and of course if you have any 
good attractor to use so much the better. 

Yours truly, 

Hastings, Ont. Vet Bee) op 

Editor's Note: We are glad you are in- 
_ terested in Rod and Gun. Not only my de- 
partment but all others should be of value to 
those interested in the great outdoors. G.J.T. 
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Another First Experience. 
Editor, ‘‘Along the Trap Line” :— 

As I am a constant reader of the Rod and 
Gun I am writing you ashort letter telling 
of my first skunk. There were three of us, and 
of course the dog. I'll never forget it. 

The day we chose was after a light snow in 
February and it was fine for tracking, so we 
started for the woods. We went for about a 
mile until we could see plainer. Suddenly the 
dog barked and we went to see what was the 
matter with him. We found a hole, so my 
brother said there must be 4 rabbit in there! 
“What do you say if we set a trap?” Of 
course the rest of us_ said sure. So we set it 
and went on hoping there would be something 
in it when we came back. 

Well we travelled still further in the woods, 
hunting rabbits until it commenced to get 
quite dark, so started back home. We got 
to where we set the trap and as there was 
nothing in it, we went home and of course we 
told the folks about it and they “‘kidded” us 
about it and said we couldn’t catch anything. 
But we replied that we would keep it up until 
we did. Well, the next morning we were up 
bright and early and started out to see how 
many rabbits we had caught. (I forgot to say 
that the day before we set six traps in all.) 
We got to the first trap and when within 

about 25 yards, we could smeil skunk, so we 
ran as fast as we could towards it. When we 
got there the dog was having a great time 
barking. He wouldn’t go any nearer than 
two or three feet to the skunk and my brother 
who was a little older than I was and had more 
spunk said, “Get me aclub.” Of course I got 
one. He then said, ‘‘I’ll kill it,’ and started 
towards him but I kind of kept in the rear for 
fear that I might get scented. ““Come here 
and take hold of the chain while I rap him on 
the head,”’ he yelled. When he said that I 
went and of all the pulling and whacking that 
poor skunk got it was a wonder there was any- 
thing left of it. But that wasn’t the worst 
part of it. That came when we arrived home. 
Well you can just bet there was something 
doing when we got in the house and commenc- 
ed to tell the history of our game. 

We no more than appeared than my 
mother said, “For heaven’s sake where have 
you boys been?” Then we told her about the 
big skunk we had killed and had fairly well got 
started when my sister came down from up- 
stairs and put her hand to her nose and told us 
to get right out of doors quick and air ourselves 
as that wasn’t the kind of perfume she was 
used to. So we hied ourselves outside and 
climbed the old cherry tree in the back yard, 
and all the laughing you ever heard couldn't 
surpass that of those two women. When | 
think of it now I can see it was amusing. We 
stayed up the tree until 8.30 when mother 
came out and said, ‘“‘Are you boys going to 
school to-day,’ and of course we said “‘Yes.” 
We started without giving another thought 
as to whether we smelt right or not, but we 
knew soon after we got into the school yard. 
All the “‘kids’”” commenced to say, ““Gee, what 
a smell,’ and we were blushing to beat the 
band but at the same time we were having as 
much fun out of it as they were. We chased 
them all over the play ground saying, ““Want 

ee 
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to smell something nice,’ until the bell rang 
and we went in. That is where our troubles 
commenced. 
We hung up our hats and overcoats and 

went in to sit down at our desks when the 
teacher said, ‘““There is an awful smell in here, 
children, what is it?’ All the pupils com- 
menced laughing, so the teacher said, “Open 
the window in the rear, Frank, and let out 
that awful odor.” I did, but as it was cold 
I had to put it down again in a few minutes 
and then the smell was worse than ever. She 
said finally, ““Come here,’ and I came to 
where she was and she scolded: ““Now you 
go home and change your clothes and don’t 
come back until you smell different.” 

I replied, ““Yes ma’am.”’ 
When I got out I met my brother standing 

in the door way and he commenced to tell me 
what his teacher had said and we laughed to 
think we were going to have the rest of the 
day to ourselves. 
We never went home but started for the 

woods and when we got over there we went to 
our other traps and found we had caught two 
rabbits, so we went home then and told 
mother all about it and changed our clothes 
and buried them in the back yard. In the 
afternoon we went back to school and every 
thing was all right after that. 

But I can never forget that first skunk I ever 
caught. In regards to the skunk some of the 
older boys took it and wrapped it up in paper 
and brought it to the Chinese laundry, but 
that is another story. The clothes are in the 
back-yard yet. 
57 Thatcher St., 

Hyde Park, Mass. 
Francis O. Miller. 

Editor’s Note: Come again! I am sure 
our many readers will enjoy thjs story. G.J.T. 

An Attempt At Securing Muskrat Stock. 
Editor, “‘Along the Trap Line’’:— 

Your invitation has prompted me to give 
you my experience in taking muskrats alive 
for a fur farming venture. 

It came about in this way! A friend of 
mine had a contract to supply the required 
number of live muskrats to give this farm a 
start in the business and requested me to help 
him out by picking up a couple hunarea of the 
little fellows which I readily agreed to do as 
the price was to be much greater than even 
the top notch quotations of the worst fur 
companies. 

The idea was explained to me of winding 
the jaws of traps with tape so as not to inter- 
fere with their working parts and yet to pro- 
tect them so well that no broken legs would 
result. To all this I listened appreciatively 
but said nothing as I had a scheme that would 
skin that a mile. 

Accordingly, as soon as matters had. been 
fixed with “the powers that be” to allow me 
to trap during the closed season I enlisted the 
assistance of a good man and went to work. 
Equipped with hip boots and a large and 
varied assortment of picks, shovels and such 
tools, also a roll of wire chicken netting and a 
screen covered cage to hold the rats we re- 

_ paired to the river bank. My idea was to peg 
one edge of the netting to the bed of the river 
a short distance around the holes from a cen 
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and with the top extending above the water. 
Then dig downto the den in the bank and drive 
them out into the enclosure and simply gather 
them in. ; 

The season was late October, the swimming 
hole was deserted and the river had a cold and 
cheerless aspect from the start, but that had 
nothing to do with my business so I waded 
boldly in to about three feet of water and 
immediately discovered a series of leaks in my 
boots and at the same time that the frigid 
appearance of the river was a stern reality. 

However, the netting was finally satis- 
factorily secured and my man commenced 
digging up on the bank while I waited inside 
the enclosure with a bag net ready to scoop 
up the game. 

Very soon I became aware that something 
was going on in the roily water around my 
feet, but I could not yet discern the cause of 
all the commotion. Repeated vibrations of 
the netting convinced me that my enclosure 
was nearly filled with rats—underwater—and 
it seemed strange indeed that after awhile none 
of them found it necessary to come to the 
surface for breath. However all things have 
an end and patience brought its reward. 
The water was clearing and I would soon reap 
my harvest. 

Again the netting was seized by one of those 
vibration spasms and I saw indistinctly the 
form of a rat wriggle its way through the mesh 
of my fence and swim swiftly away under 
water to some place beyond the reach of bag, 
nets and screen cages as it was now evident all 
the others had done. 

Was I beaten or discouraged? Not yet. 
We would have dinner and try again. This 
time I was as sure of success as before. I 
doubled the netting so that it would “‘break 
joints’ and produced a fence that would hold 
anything from muskrats to mice and started 
in again in a new locality. My boots leaked 
as badly as in the morning and I could not 
see that the water had warmed up very much 
but the enclosure was once more completed 
and the performance of driving them out 
again repeated. As before several of them 
escaped somehow until in desperation I 
discarded my carefully constructed net and 
with a sack for protection I lunged for one of a 
pair that were at that moment engaged in 
negotiating for a right of way through my 
double jointed fence. Immersion to my neck 
was of small consequence as I emerged 
victorious, and a big nice muskrat was soon 
glowering at us from his new home in the cage 
where he energetically repelled all friendly 
advances by attacking with tooth and nail 
anything and everything that came to his 
attention. By this time, the vision of a small 
fortune quickly acquired had vanished and I 
gave up the quest returning home, wet, cold 
and triumphant with my single captive. 

For some time the problem of the proper 
disposition to make of him was chief among 
my troubles, as he seemed to be determined 
to accept no favors from his many admirers 
and persistently refused to partake of apples 
or any other food that would have pleased 
the palate of any self respecting muskrat. 
Eventually I concluded to return him to his . 

_ wild free life and as dusk settled down he 
swam without even a regretful look behind, 
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down a little brook that led to his home and 
haunts of the night before. 

In conclusion I might mention that as this 
was my first so it was my last attempt to 
assist in stocking a fur farm and what they 
have since done without my assistance I do 
not even know. 

Yours truly, 
Glen Sutton.P.Q. E. E. Eastman. 

Editor’s Note: We like such letters as 
these. May vou enjoy your subscription to 
Rod and Gun as much as all of us will this! 

Nie <5 a 

Thirty-five Years A Trapper. 
Editor, “‘Along the Trap Line” :— 

I see in Rod and Gun that they want letters 
from trappers and as I always like to help a 
good thing along and have had the experiences 
of thirty-five vears on the trap line, I will try 
and write a short letter. I love the rod and 
also the gun but I like the traps best. Now 
the trapper as in other callings, to make a 
success of it, must have it bornin him ana it will 
show up in the boy while quite young. Now 
boys to make a good trapper and get the good 
out of it, you must be honest; do not steal 
traps or fur out of traps, and don’t get angry 
when you see some one on what you call your 
trapping ground. But remember he wants 
to trap too and that the furs are as much his 
as they are yours. Shake hands with him and 
ask him what luck he is having how he finds 
the fur, and have a friendly chat, and you will 
have gained a friend. One needs friends.on 
the trap line as well as any place. The trap- 
per should be a good walker, one who is fond 
of long ramblimg walks in the woods and 
country. He must learn the habits of animals 
he wishes to trap. What food they like best 
and must find out the places they frequent 
most. He must learn why they go there. 
This can only be done by the closest studying 
of the animals you wish to take, of whicn (nere 
are a great many, and all or nearly all have 
differents habits and of course need different 
sets. 

Now, as I have said, we have a great many 
kinds of fur bearing animals and I have trapp- 
ed them all or nearly all that we have here in 
Ontario. But I am more acquainted with 

“An Ontario Trapper’s’’ Catch 
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some of them than I am with others, and it is 
of my experiences with those that I shall 
speak, my secrets for taking the same. Mink 
I think is found all over North America and 
I caught a mink for my first catch. I have 
taken great pleasure in trapping him ever since 
and very profitable for me has this sort of 
trapping been. 

The mink has a very acute sense of smell 
and is very cunning; therefore it requires 
much care and ingenuity to trap the mink. 
The habits of the male and female are quite 
different. The male will travel four or five 
miles up and down stream from his home and 
be gone a week on one of these trips, while the 
female confines herself to a given locality of 
about one mile from her den. The males 
stop at all female dens going up or down 
stream. Mink are found along rivers, creeks, 
swales and swamps. Where you find the 
muskrat you will find the mink. 

Dens of mink are found under bridges, under 
trees and stumps that overhang the stream, 
and in stone piles, lumber piles, and log heaps 
along the shore. For food, the mink uses 
fish, birds, muskrat and mice. Mink are 
great mousers and I think that mice are their 
main food, where they can find them. 

Some trappers say mink are afraid of human 
scent and the signs we make in setting traps. 
Sometimes they are and sometimes they are 
not. If you go to the creek and find a place 
you want to set a trap, you pull up all the 
sticks there are in sight and dig up the dirt 
with your hands and tramp around all you can. 
Mink are afraid of the scent and signs here. 
now go to the swamp; take a hoe with you; 
find a good place to set a trap. Take the hoe, 
dig up a place two feet square. Set your trap 
in the centre and drop a little skunk scent 
around and a few feathers if you have them 
and the mink is not afraid of signs or scent 
here. He thinks the skunk has been here and 
killed something and he will dig the place over 
to find something the skunk has left and he 
will get caught. I have sat and watched them 
for a hour at a time and have had them come 
within a few feet of me three or four times in 
fifteen minutes, and I have had them at times 
get out of sight like lightning when I was 
quite a way from them. I think this proves 
that sometimes they are shy and sometimes 

they are not. 
Now for traps I think the No. 

144 are best. For me I prefer 
the Jump trap. Mink are very 
strong for their size and very 
quick and you get a higher and 
better hold with the larger trap. 

The next thing you want isa 
pair of rubber boots. The hip- 
boots are best but the knee boot 
will do in some places. You must 
have them if you want to get 
the mink, and you want a good 
knife and a small hatchet and 
to have it sharp. With this 
equipment we are ready for trap- 
ping. The first thing is to be 
sure that the fur is prime. A 
great many start too early. One 
prime skin is worth four or five 
angele anes So it is up to you 
to be careful. Mink become prime 
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about the first of December and should not be 
caught later than the first of March, as their 
running or mating season begins the latter 
part of February. 

Just a few words about scent and bait. I 
do not believe in mixing a lot of stuff to- 
gether and calling it scent as some do. It is 
no good. I do not mean that mink cannot be 
caught with scent although I do not use much 
scent myself. I think sometimes the matrix 
of the female is the best decoy I have ever 
used, but it is hard to get. The mink scent 
itself is next best and fish oil is good sometimes. 
For bait I never use a big piece of meat as I 
see some do. I have seen a muskrat hung up 
for bait and pushed in a hole or hollow log 
with two or three traps set in front of it. Some 
may catch mink that way but I cannot. 
When I use bait I tear or cut it up in small 
pieces the size of a bean and put five or six of 
these pieces back or above my trap. The 
smell is all you want. The mink will look up 
every piece and dig around for more and if 
he does not get caught he will go away from 
the place he found it and then go back to see 
if he has missed any and you will be sure to get 
him, if you have your traps set right, and he 
will not be shy of little pieces as he will of the 
big ones. He is not used to seeing muskrat 
ee up or chicken in some hole along the 
bank. 

Small streams make better trapping grounds 
than the big ones. Small creeks and ditches 
and spring streams, though only a foot or two 
wide, that empty into larger ones make good 
places to set traps for mink. 

f you wish to make a success of trapping, 
you must look up your trapping grounds 
early in the fall and have them ready when the 
season comes. I have always had some trouble 
to find good places to set traps after I had 
chosen the streams where I was going to trap. 
But I find I avoid some of this by going to 
streams early with a two or three inch auger 
and spade. The auger must have a four foot 
shank. I pick out a place where the bank 
hangs over the water and is two or three feet 
higher than the water. Now step in the 
water and bore a hole five or six inches above 
the water and let your auger run up so when 
you have gone as deep as you can it will be 
about two feet from the top of the bank. 
Mark the place where you think the end of the 
auger is. Then step out, take a spade and 
dig a hole one foot wide by two feet long and 
eight inches deep. Now dig the hole one foot 
square till you come to the auger hole. Now 
drive two flat stakes one each side of the auger 
hole and a stake for your trap. Put some fine 
grass in the bottom and a little bait if you like. 
Then cut a board or some good bark two feet 
longorso. It willfitthelonghole. Lay it in; 
put a few leaves or grass over the bark. Now 
put the sods back in their place and leave it for 
two weeks. At the end of this time go over 
them and see how many have been used and 
you can put in some fresh bait. They will 
then be ready when the season comes. Take 
up the sods and boards make a place just in 
side for your trap. Whenset cover it so it will 
be just as before and all look alike and you 
will be sure of your mink and others will not 
find your traps or fur. I make these about 
one mile apart. 

In the swales you will find places where the 
grass or rushes grow very high. Go to these 
with about twenty stakes, thirty inches long, 
and stick them in the ground four or fiveinches 
letting the tops come together. Leave two 
openings one on each side. Now draw the 
grass up around your stakes and tie it there 
with some good cord. If it is done right you 
should have a little wigwam two feet across 
and about two feet high. Put a little. bait 
inside and leave it till you are ready to start 
trapping. I build two or three of these in 
each swale. Of course in large swales you can 
build more. Willows grow in plenty around 
such places as a rule, and I go to these places 
and break out the dead canes for stakes. 
You must look for tile that empty into the 
streams and swamps and see that they are 
ready for your traps, for the mink know them 
all and will go to them every time he comes 
that way. Look under the trees and stumps 
that overhang the streams and you will find 
good places to set traps. A man can walk 
_ten or twelve miles a day and build and dig 
about fifteen of these places to set traps in and 
by putting in three or four days of your spare 
time you will have some good lines ready. 
Get your traps set in a very short time after 
the season opens and the animals will get 
accustomed to going in or through them by 
the time you want to use them. In setting 
traps dig out a hole the size of your trap and 
just deep enough so when the trap is covered 
it will be level with the ground around it; 
and see that your trap is level, so the jaws will 
not tilt if stepped on. Now see that the pan is 
set just right. Put a little cotton batten or 
rabbit fur under the pan so it will be sure to 
go. When covered throw what dirt is left in 
the water or take it away with you. Never 
disturb the surroundings more than is abso- 
lutely necessary and nevei spit near your 
traps, or take a dog with you on the trap line 
as mink can scent a dog for days. Oil your 
traps with lard or coon oil and test them before 
setting. This is only a little of what I could 
tell you if I had the space but I have taken up 
too much room now. 
With the information I have given the 

amateur or young trapper should be able to 
get started right and that is all that is needed, 
for.a great deal can only be learned by ex- 
perience. It will be a great help to the be- 
ginner if he can go with some good trapper for 
a day or two. But do not get discouraged if 
you only get a very few mink the first season. 
Remember the professional very often only 
gets a few mink in a season, so keep on trying 
and success will be yours. Well boys if you 
ever see this in print I will come again. 

An Ontario Trapper. 

A First Experience 
Editor, *‘Along the Trap Line”: 

I am reading “Along the Trap Line,” and 
came to where the Editor asked how many of 
us remembered our first skunk? 

I sure remember mine. 
My father bought me 12 Newhouse traps 

and went to show me the trick of setting them. 
He then quit and I went next morning alone. 
I had never seen a skunk and knew nothing 
about them and when I asked, was told not 
to go too close or they would bite. 
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Crab WigSiers 
Biggest teasers ever 
tossed to a bass. 
Semi-weedless. 
Work at Z 
any 
depth. 

: The first 
Casting j 
Imitation = 
otthe Natural Food 
of the Black Bass 

FY No.1809C 
XACTLY imitates live crab 
in color and motion. Floats 

while at rest, dives and zigzags 
when reeledin. Last season’s success proved this crab idea to be 
the sauciest lure and deadliest killer of all the Heddon inventions. 
The New ‘‘Baby Crab.’’ Same in style, principle and action, 

except smaller. ew double in- 
stead of triple hooks. Surerin 
hooking, more weedless and 

easier to cast—the Heddon 
masterpieceineffectiveness 
and all-round utility. 

Either style at 
= dealers or postpaid 85c 

If not made by Hed- With variable line fastening to reg- 
“4° ulate depth; Heddon non-cracking 

don. its not orcelain enamel; patent hold-fast 
a Genuine fe a 

W <a 
Send for beautiful, free catalog of 

Heddon’s Genuine Dowagiac Rods 
and Minnzows, containing splendid ©EBS 

= 

No 1909C 

fish pictures and new fishing chart. P< ne 

James Heddon’s Sons, Box 15 Dowagiac, Mich. 

w One FISHERMEN! ANew 
SF er 1916 

,  WILSON’S 

; WOBBLER 

Based on the original Wilson Fluted Wobbler, the 
largest selling and most successful bait ever pro- 
duced. Hasanadjustable diving guide—gives six different 
depths, each with a different wobbling movement. Can 
change diving depth as easily as closing a knife blade. Other 
styles: Winged Wobbler, deep water; Cupped Wobbler, sur- 
face; Night Wobbler; Small Fluted Wobbler, 75 cents each. 
Weedless Wobbler, $1.00. 
Use HASTINGS Getsem Tackle. Special-Value Reel, Senter- 

srade Silk Casting Lines. Sold by dealers. FREE, Bait 
Casting Booklet and Tackle Folder. Address Dept.H. 

HASTINGS SPORTING GOODS WORKS, Hastings, Mich. 

Z’ Fish Bite 
like hungry wolves, in fresh or salt-waters, 
any anda weather, if you go after them with 

MAGIC-FISH-LURE. ; 
Best bait-ever invented for attracting allkinds 
of fish. Keeps you busy pulling ’em out. Price 
25 cts. a box. Satisfaction or money refun- 
ded. Write for interesting booklet ana price 
list of fishermen’s specialties. They are free. 

J. F. GREGORY, Dept E, St.Louis, Mo 

G. M. SKINNER’S 
FAMOUS FLUTED SPOON BAITS 

100 Varieties and Sizes 
Send for Catalog No. 47 CLAYTON, N.Y. 
describing New Baits. 

Manufacturers to 

HIS MAJESTY 

KING CEORCE V. 
— 

been awarded. 
weight 6 ozs. 
Rod, with one top only, $18.37; 
case to carry THE WHOLE ROD, $2.44 extra. 

¥ DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford, 
: Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc., 60 cents per doz. 

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color 
No. 1 medium, No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford. 

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine, Ditto to 
medium, Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6ft. 
&/6d. per doz. or $2.08, 9-ft. 11/- per doz. or $2.69. 

S., Manufactory A Inwick, England 

THE GREAT 
ENGLISH FIELD 
says “We must 
never forget that it 
is to ARDY 
Bros.of Alnwick we 
owe the supremacy 
we have achieved as 
Rod makers. Hardy Bro 

Hardy’s The Great British Specialists 
In ‘Palakona’”’ Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 

| | | THE “DE LUXE” ROD, made of Steel-hard ““PALAKONA” is Hardy’s latest 
| design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing. 

T is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the 
| I champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, ‘“‘Hardy’s’’. Don’t 

forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% lessthan in America we can 
give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by experts 
whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS have 

Length 9-ft., weight 514 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 534 ozs.; 10-ft., 
All fitted with Hardy’s patent screw grip reel fittings. PRICE 

If in Bamboo protector with two tops, $22.04. 



My first trap had a large black animal in it. 
I walked up to him, and shot him in the head 
but did not wait for him to die. Oh, the result! 
By the time he was dead and skinned, I was 
anything but a pleasant person to have around. 

The above incident as a trapper took place 
in McCook.County, S. Dakota, U.S.A., 17 
years ago. Yours truly . 
Toronto, Ont. Jesse G. Stauffer. 

Muskrat Trapping. 
Editor, ‘“Along the Trap Line” :— 

In the February issue of Rod and Gun I 
believe you asked for some of the trappers to 
tell of their experience with the first skunk 
they ever captured but as I have never 
caught one I cannot tell that, but will try and 
tell you some of my first experiences along the 
trap line. 
When about ten years old, and hearing the 

larger boys tell of the great fun they had — 
catching mink, muskrat and weasel, I decided 
it was high time to get into action and be able 
to tell stories of the animals I had captured; 
and incidentally earn a few dollars for pocket 
money. So I hunted up Dad’s traps and 
found two old ones—a number one and a 
number four. The smaller one I set for 
muskrats. It was in the spring and how 
carefully I set that trap and how closely I 
watched it. But the floods came on and when 
I could get to my trap two weeks later, there 
was a large muskrat floating on the water and 
fast in the trap. He was spoiled so I brought 
the trap home and the next fall I started in 
trapping muskrat with two traps. I captured 
two nice ones and then lost both traps by 
a light fingered fellow taking them without 
leaving his address. 

One I later recovered and _ purchasing 
another I set them for mink. One I set with 
a spring pole and while putting the finishing 
touches around that trap the pole flew up and 
struck me a stinging blow on the nose. I 
sat down rather quickly right in the edge of 
the water, but I didn’t remain&here long. I 
carried a swelled nose for two weeks but I 
captured two minks. One was a small female 
which was later classed by a raw fur company 
as a brown weasel and [| got five cents for it. 
The other, a fine large male, was graded as’a 
second rate hide by the same company and I 
got one dollar for it. I wrote that company 
a good sharp letter and they wrote me back 
about the same kind of one but neither did 
any good. 

Next I decided I would try for a fox, back 
in the pasture lot. Accordingly I secured an 
extra fox trap and set them in water and 
baited them well. Christmas day I went to 
look at them, thinking perhaps I would have 
a nice large red fox for a Christmas present 
but when I arrived at the place both traps 
were gone. Afterwards a_ small neighbor 
boy asked me if I had any traps set for fox 
back in the pasture lot and I told him ‘‘No.” 
“Well,” he exclaimed, “whose traps were 
those I found out there then.” I told him 
just who they belonged to and [I also told him 
some other things. The result was he return- 
ed the traps to their rightful owner, which 
was myself. : 

I haven’t trapped since, for I decided right 
then that there was more loss than gain in 

~~ 
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trapping 6n a small scale in this thickly settled - 
country place. 

- Yours truly, 
Upper Keswick, N. B. $. R. Esteye 

Come again. Next time perhaps you will 
win a prize. In fact, the stories were so 
interesting that it was hard to decide which 
were the best this month. G.J.T. 

An Alberta Trapper. 
Editor, ‘Along the Trap Line” :— 

I wonder if I am the only one on the north 
side of the North Saskatchewan river as I 
have been reading your magazine for some 
time but don’t read of anybody writing from 
my part of the country. Evidently it is up to 
me to tell something of my trapping and hunt- 
ing experiences. I surely agree with F. C. 
Ralph writing in a previous issue, for I would 
surely much rather face a bear than take a pen 
in hand to write for publication. When -I 
first examined my dad’s traps I made up my 
mind there was nothing like trapping, but when 
I was able to afford a rifle I decided trapping 
was slow work. I set my traps, however, to 
see what I can catch through the night but the 
real sport is when I go out looking for game 
and meet with success in shooting it, or even 
when I only try to shoot it and don’t succeed. 

The first time I went out to trap for coyote 
I set a couple of traps and the next time I 
came over there were three of them at my 
traps and I found that the smallest one of 
them was fast and the others had come to see 
what would happen. When I got there with 
my single shot-gun, it being all I had in those 
days, it wasn’t long before there was only one 
to see what would happen and I think he 
knows what would happen if I had the rifle I 
own now, a .303 British, the Ross rifle. I 
thought I had done pretty well for the first 
time and got a snapshot taken of the two hidés 
but no one will catch me going on a coyote 
hunt with a single bore shot-gun. ° 

When a fellow first comes to sell or trade 
furs he surely does experience something about 
grades and qualities of furs. A while back I 
shipped a little bunch of furs to a firm in the 
east and I happened to have three hides 
almost alike and killed at the same time. 
When they were graded however there was 
one No. 1 X large and the others were a lot 
smaller. I don’t believe in so many different 
grades. It’s more or less an excuse. _ 
Mewassin, Alta. E. F. Pitzler. 

You are right. We should get more letters 
and stories from your section. Probably your 
interesting communication will awaken some 
of the hunters and trappers in your part of the 
Province. Doubtless it is hard for many of 
you to write but forget about spelling and 
grammar, those of you who hestitate on this 
account, and sit down and write your, ex- 

periences, telling them to us as you wou 

to a trapper friend whohappened to call on you. 

Smoking Them Out 
Editor, ‘‘Along the Trap Line” :— 

In reply to Mr. Eldon Enkenman’s letter 
in the March issue he wishes someone to give 
their experiences with Shaw’s Pneumati 
Smoker. : 
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NE of our fellows 
() swore off swearing 

at New Year’s. He 
puts five cents in the 
baby’s bank every time 
he forgets himself. It 
cost him half a_ dollar 
to get dressed every 
morning when he wore 
a ten button Union Suit. 
Now he wears the Hatch 
One -Button Union and 
gets out with a nickle. 
It’s tough onthe baby 
though! 

He says if the;jbuttons 
were not so conveniently 
placed in front it would 
cost more. 

Hatch One-Button 
Union Suits are made 
in Zimmerknit quality. 
That makes a pretty 
good combination 

At camp you like to 
dress in a hurry. The 
One-Button Hatch may 
mean an extra fish. 

Z\MMERKNIT 
ZIMMERMAN MANUFACTURING CO., Limited 
HAMILTON - CANADA 
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I will try as best I can to give him my ex- 
periences with this smoker, when in com- 
pany with two of my chums on a rabbit hunt 
on the outskirts of the city, Saturday after- 
noon, that being the only time we ever get 
out shooting. We enjoy it however, much 
more than if we were out hunting every day. 

Not meeting any luck at scaring up any 
rabbits or the hounds running any we came 
over the top of a small hill and at the bottom 
was a “night before’ skunk track so we 
decided that we should follow it. We tracked 
it around the field once and it crossed over 
the outward track about forty yards from 
where we came down the hill, going into the 
same den he came out of, it being, I supposed, 
an old ““ground-hog’s”’ hole with two entrances. 
We were in luck. We got some dry cedar 
bark and a few old rags which we always 
carried when we took along the smoker, also 
some sulphur powder. We lit the smoker had 
it going good and started the dirty work by 
forcing the smoke down Mr. Skunk’s com- 
fortable den. (This I know they are as I 
have dug a few out). 

One of my chums held the two hounds as 
we did not want to go into the city streets 
with two well perfumed hounds at our heels, 
likewise neither did we, or in all probability 
we would not have been accompanied by the 
fairer sex to the theatre that Saturday even- 
ing. 

I stood about twenty yards away with my 
gun loaded waiting for “His Majesty” to 
appear which was not long as the smoke soon 
began coming out the second hole and we 
soon heard some sniffing and out came the 
skunk half smothered and started straight 
away from his hole when suddenly two shots 
rang out and result: One dead short-stripe 
skunk. 

This proved that the smoker will smoke out 
skunks with a double entrance but on a single 
entrance I don’t know how it would work. 
Not having used Shaw’s Pneumatic Smoker I 
cannot speak authoritatively but I have tried 
out Funsten’s Improved Smokers and find 
them O. K. They have a long nozzle and 
the bellows which is a great improvement over 
the pump action smoker and they will smoke 
out a skunk im a very few minutes. Another 
feature of this smoker is the big fire box they 
have as it holds a goodly quantity of fuel and 
you never have to light it a second time to 
smoke anything out of its den. 

Hoping that this letter will be of interest to 
Mr. Enkenman also some other brother trap- 
pers and hoping to see some one else’s exper- 
lences with a smoker. 
Woodbine Ave., Yours truly, 

Toronto, Ont. C. I. Askin. 

No smoker will force gas against a dead air 
space, generally speaking, and if it would the 
editor doubts if the animal would face the 
fumes and come out. G.J.T. 

My First Skunk. 
Editor, “‘Along the Trap Line” :— 

It was November and my six traps had been 
set for a week. There had been no results 
until one stormy morning following a mild 
night. When I cautiously looked in to the 
Jast hole, a big white tail and a powerful odor 
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greeted me. I rather hastily backed out of 
range, stood behind a tree, scratched my head, 
and carefully thought over the situation. 

Sad to relate, it was Sunday; also the skunk 
was hidden inside the hole, which unfortunate- 
ly was on the side of a small cliff. With the 
inspiring danger of a bath in the creek, I 
would have to perch myself within five feet of 
the skunk. If he came out of the hole and if 
I retreated too swiftly,—well, the water would 
be cold at this time of year. However I made 
off towards the farmhouse. 

In the shop I “took down” my .25-.20, con- 
cealed the two sections under my coat, 
watched my chance and sneaked out behind 
the barn, then followed a ridge’down to the 
creek. As I drew near the scene, going up 
wind I was almost convinced that the 
relatives and friends of Mr. Skunk had joined 
him in spoiling the celebrated fresh air of the 
Nottawasaga Bay. Butno! It was only one 
ambitious skunk. / 

I had been very quiet. It did not see me. 
With feet braced for a ‘Safety First’’ jump, 
the white bead centered on the black neck, I 
pressed the trigger and jumped. Mr. Skunk 
came out of his hole and regarded me with an 
expression of surprise. Again and again the 
performance was repeated. Empty shells 
littered the snow, but for the gale the farmers 
might have thought the Kaiser had arrived. 
At last the skunk retired into his den apparent- 
ly having grown tired of the racket. 

After dinner I returned with a fresh supply 
of ammunition. Mr. Skunk came out and 
fired a charge of yellow fluid, the substance of 
which luckily missed me, though the smell 
did not. The skunk was unloaded so this 
time I did not brace my feet or jump and he 
collapsed with the first shot. I hung him ina 
tree, hid the rifle under a bunch of Juniper and 
went back to the house, as the “‘boss’” wanted 
me to go for a walk with him. 

Monday morning I brought the frozen 
skunk to the barn, and showed it to the “‘boss”’ 
pointing out the neat bullet hole between the 
eyes, (I did not tell him the details) so he 
admired my good shooting. Later in the day 
I greased my hands and skinned the fur bearer 
then washed off the grease removing all smell. 
Toronto, Ont. C. V. Johnstone. 

I guess we have all been there and can 
sympathize with the one who traps his first 
skunks =Ge: 

Those To Whom Prizes Have Been Sent 
Mr. Eldon Ankenman, of Gowanstown, Ont 

who contributed to the March issue received 
a bottle of bait in return for his contribution. 

Mr. P. W. Parkinson, Toronto, receives a 
year’s subscription to Rod and Gun for his 
contribution in this issue, (April); A. L. F. 
Hastings, Ont., receives a six months’ sub- 
scription; and Francis O. Miller, Hyde Park, 
Mass., E. E. Eastman, Glen Sutton, P.Q. and 
C. V. Johnstone, Toronto, three months 
subscriptions each. E. F. Pitzler, Mewasin,, 
Alta., is being sent a bottle of bait and the 
other contributors to our April issue are 
thanked for their contributions. It was 
difficult this month to decide to whom the 
prizes should be awarded. 
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Otterville Manufacturingj Co., Ltd. 
Otterville - Ontario 

Comfort in the Camp 

is insured by the Furniture you 

have with you. 

We are the Oldest Firm in Canada 

making Camp Furniture, and from 

our large variety can suit any 

requirements. 

If interested write for Circular and 

Prices. 



_ divided high guns, 7 
. Championship ; 100 targets a-solid gold medal to 

TOURNAMENT DATES. 
April 21, 1916—Galt Gun Club Registered Shoot, 

J. E. Fulton, Sec’y., Galt, Ont. : 
April 2ist—Ruthven Gun Club Registered Shoot, 

Ruthven, Ont. : ; 
April 24—St. Hubert Gun Club Patriotic 

Tournament, at Ottawa, Secretary, O. T. Ring, Otta- 
wa, Ontario. ; 5 
May 24th—Lou Youngblood Registered Memorial 

Shoot, Sandwich, Ont., J. Pentland, 122 Sandwich 
St. West, Windsor, Ont. 
May 24th, 1916—Tillsonburg Gun Club, Registered 

Tournoment, S. G. Vance, Tillsonburg, Secretary. 
May 24th, 1916—Stanley Gun Club Registered Shoot, 

Stanley Gun Club, Toronto, Ont. c 
June 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th—Dominion Game Pro- 

tective and Trap Shooting Association Tournament 
at Cobourg, Ont. Secretary of Cobourg Gun Club, 
(which has charge of the Tournament) C. McCallum, 
Cobourg, Ont. 

June 29th, 30th and July 1ist—Canadian Indians 
Annual Trap-shooting Tournament and Pow-Wow at 
Burlington Beach, Ont. High Scribe, W. T. Ely, 
Imperial Bank Building, King and Sherbourne, Streets, 
Toronto. 4 : 
Gun Club secretaries who would like to see the rec- 

ords of shoots which they hold from time to time in 
Rod and Gun are invited to send these in. as soon 
after the shoots take place as possible. 

Dominion Game Protective and Trap Shooting 
Tournament, Cobourg, Ont., June 

5th, 6th, 7th, 8th 
The Dominion Tournament is open to Canadian 

shooters only. Those wishing to compete must send 
in their individual affiliation membership fee of $1.00 
to the secretary, Mr. Chas. McCallum, of Cobourg, 
as soon as possible or hand in their fee to one of the 
friends of the association who are authorized to col- 
lect. If this is not done before the 15th of May it 
will be necessary to make a post entry of $2.00 on 
the ground at the Tournament or otherwise after 
this date. Write to the secretary for programs and 
particulars. 

At this Tournament there will be distributed $1,000 
in cash and $500 in prizes. 

$500.00 in cash goes into high averages for the two 
days’ regular events. divided among the higa guns - 
10 twenty-fives ; 10 fifteens ; and 10 tens. All shoot- 
ers entering and shooting for targets only are eligible 
to win high average monies or cut glass trophies : 

$200.00 to Grand Canadian Handicap Event, 
$150.00 cash in Consolation Handicap, $100.00 in 
the daily events, $50.00 each day ; 

Merchandise Event running through the three 
days’ events, divided daily less cost of targets and 
trapping, 40, 30, 20, 10 per cent. 

June 5th, Practice Day. 5 twenty target events. 
June 6th, Ist day, 10 fifteen target events: 10 

_ beautiful cut glass-bowls, presented by iriends of the 
Cobourg Gun Club and Association, one for high 
gun in each event : $50.00 high average for the day 

monies : Canadian Amateur 

the winner to commemorate the event, presented by 
Mr. R. Sibbett, president of the association ; a pair 
of field glasses for the runner up, presented by Dr. 
Sid Conover of Flint, Michigan. 

June 7th, second day, 10 fifteen target events : 
10 beautiful cut glass bowls, presented by friends of 
the Cobourg Gun Club and Association ; one for 
high gun in each event $50.00 high average for the 
day divided high guns 7 monies. 
N.B.—No shooter will be allowed to win more 

than one of these valuable prizes during the two 
days’ regular events. 
Commencement of the Grand Canadian Handicap 

$200.00 added money $100.00 to high gun balance 
goes into purse. | x 

50 targets of this event shot on this day. 
June 8th, third day, balance of the Grana Canadian 

Handicap, 50 targets: Five, eight and two-man 
team championship ; 

#22 
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Grand Consolation Handicap Event open to those 
who having shot through the two days’ regular events 
have not won one of the cut glass howls or won one 
of the high average prizes. Grand Canadian Handi- 
cap or Amateur Championship ; 

First prize, a angle barrel Ithaca trap gun value 
$100.00 and $150. cash, divided among the next 
17 high guns. 
Any ot our American triends who would like to be 

with us and shoot through the regular events are 
welcome to do so, and a very handsome prize will be 
anes to the high amateur shooter to commemorate 
the event. 

PRESENT DAY VS, OLD TIME SHOOTERS, 

John Townson 

While acting as referee at a live-bird shoot between 
teams of the Toronto Rod & Gun Club and the Ham- 
ilton Gun Club recently the question was brought 
up as to the ability of the present day followers of live- 
bird shooting as compared with those of 25 or 30 years 
ago. I stated at the time that after giving the mat- 
ter some consideration I might have something to say 
about it in Rod & Gun, not with the idea of starting 
any controversy, about the matter, but because I 
consider that is the best medium in which to air our 
views about frap-shooting affairs. 

Unless competitions of any kind are carried out 
under the same conditions comparisons are of: no 
value. In trap-shooting the rules have been changed, 
guns are not the same gauge as used in the old days, 
the powder and the primers in the shells are supposed 
to be superior, while the chilled shot that is in use 
now is about the only thing in connection with the 
sport that has not been altered. I have heard some 
shooters say that the 10-gauge at 26 yards rise, use _ 
of one barrel, gun below the elbow, was just as effec- 
tive as the 12-bore at 30 yards with the use of both 
barrels. As a matter of fact, I don’t think the big 
gun has any advantage when it is confined to the 
en quantity of shot (mamely 1% ozs.) as the 12- 
ore. 
I am just going to quote one authority to show that 

there is a difference of from 20 to 12 per cent. in favor 
of the present rules over the old ones. In 1893 I was at 
the World’s Fair shoot in Chicago and had a very 
interesting chat with the old-time champion shot 
Capt. Bogardus. He had been in England a few years 
before when the new Hurlingham rules came into 
force allowing the use of bath barrels, and it was his 
opinion that while under the old rules 80 per cent 
was good shooting, it was possible to make 90 per 
cent. or better on the same class of birds under the 
new rules. Bogardus also told me that the idea of 
using the second barrel to kill the bird on the ground 
was a concession made to the wishes of the Humane 
Society, which at that time was trying to have pig- 
eon-shooting abolished in England. 

Well Known Gun Expert Making Trip Through 
Eastern Canada 

A man descended from two generations of gun- 
smiths ought to know something about guns and 
ammunition. Mr. George H. Cashmore possesses 
such a wide knowledge in this line’that The Reming- 
ton Arms Union Metallic Cartridge Company, Wind- 
sor and New York, recently took Mr. Cashmore from 
an arms business in which he was a partner and placed 
him in charge ot their Ontario and Quebec sales terri- 
tory. over woich he is now making his initial trip. . 
While Mr. Cashmore is a comparatively young man, 
he brings to his new association a profound knowledge 
of his trade—at which he has actually worked—that 
will be invaluable to the many who will seek nis aa- 
vice. He is undoubtedly one of the most practice] 
gun men and ammunition experts in Canada. 

summary of Mr. Cashmore’s experience ana 
antecedents may be of more than casual interest to 
sportsmen. 

Mr. Cashmore’s grandfather was the inventor of 
the double-action or self-cocking revelver for which 
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Tots Of je 
Work around your car as 
much as you have to, 
rainy days ornot. There's 
plenty of elbow-room, as 
well as light and air in 
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Neat and compact, yet spacious 
enough to give room around any 
car. Beautify your home grounds. 
Made of sheet metal and steel frame— 
nothing to burn or decay. Comes in 
sections complete with all hardware. 
Portable and easily erected. A garage 
of real convenience and lasting beauty. As 
low in price as a good garage can be made. 

Write now for the Perfect Garage Booklet *R.G.’ 

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE, LIMITED 
(Established 1861) 

Executive Office and Factories: Oshawa, Ont. 
Branches - 

Montreal - Ottawa - Toronto - London - Winnipeg 

CANADIL-SI 

GUIDE ToPRLACES 
LInor live UR To THEIR PROMISES 

FISHERMEN, CANOEISTS, CAMPERS! 
Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario’s 

3,000,000-acre Forest and Game Preserve is a virgin 
Lakeland of 2,000 lakes and streams comparatively un- 
fished. Rare opportunities for Live Game Photography. 
2,000 feet elevation Immune from Hay Fever 

Highest and Coolest Resort in Ontario 

HOTEL ALGONQUIN 

FISHING AND HUNTING 
A Certainty at poe a one’ 

Lake of Many angler ms i f yaceinnte 
Islands Camps glorious sport, glorious air 

and glorious appetites. 
: . . : . Let us send you our booklet of accurate information > 7 . at Joe Lake Station is the Staring, Point of the direct | I) vith tifestrations of small mouth black base, Take 

The hotel affords every requisite and comfort for ladies cee ane pro AN cel erortahle taeda ; r ; ; tees Spar tr Our Camps are new, clean and comfortably furnish- 
ae eee with fine Trout and Bass fishing close at ed. ‘able is well supplied with fresh home cooked 
anc. food from our farm and garden. Cold spring water 
Complete Outfitting and Provisioning Store, Canoe and 

Boat Livery. Guides procured. Six hours from Ottawa, 
eight from Toronto. Pullman service. 
Tourists entering Canada do not require passports. 

Information and booklet of 

L. E. MERRELIL, Prest., Algonquin Hotel and 
Outfitting Co., Ltd., Mowat P. O., Ontario 

supplied. Rates are most reasonable. Our policy is 
to please our guests. Reference cheerfully given. 
Please write address in full. 

FRED J. SCHMELER, Prop., 
Box 51, - Magnetawan, Ontario, Canada 
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the grandson still has the patent papers. The elder 
Cashmore’s factory was in West Bromwich, Eng- 
land, where he made revolvers and rifles for P. Web- 
ley and several other British makers as well as for 
the British Army. ‘The son of the eldest Mr. Cash- 
more (and the father of the young man in question) 
started to work in the West Bromwich factory ac 
tne age of twenty wnere he learned his trade. He 
came to Canada in about 1885. 

For two years the second Mr. Cashmore worked 
for W. Cooper in Toronto, but in about 1887, he 
entered business for himself as gunsmith and gun 
dealer and was very successful in this enterprise. 
He remained in Toronto until about 1904 when he 
left to establish a gunsmith business in Vancouver. 
This last venture has exceeded all. expectations. _ 

Mr. George H. Cashmore started to work for his 
father in Toronto in 1897 where he learned his trade 
and a few years later took charge of the store. In 
1901 Mr. Cashmore made -his first gun, and it was 
such a good weapon that nis father shoots it to-day. 
Mr. Cashmore sent to England for a pair of rough 
barrels and a machined body, and in nis spare time 
at nights, he built his gun. The first year he used 
it, Mr. Cashmore won the championship of the To- 
ronto Rod and Gun Club at blue rocks. The shoot 
extended over eleven weeks with a run of twenty 
birds each week. : 

At the’time that Mr. Cashmore, senior, left for 
the Coast in 1904, he sold out to the Warren Sport- 
ing Goods Company, of Toronto. Young Cashmore 
worked at the bench there for two years. He went 
from the Warren Company to work for Alexander 
Johnston, a gunsmith at Toronto. In 1910 he was 
taken inte partnership by Mr. Johnston where ne re- 
mained un.vl going with Remington UMC. 

Mr. Cashmore’s activities in the Sporting worla 
will also be of interest both to sportsmen and to the 
trade. He assisted in managing the first Dominion 
tournament held in Toronto, the first tournament 
held by the Canadian Indians, and his tournament 
experience includes the handling of important shoots 
at Toronto, Hamilton, Brantford, Montreal, Mont- 
morency, Quebec and Niagara-on-the-Lake. 

Galt Gun Club, Galt. 
On March 25th sixteen members had a good prac- 

tice for the tournament to be held Good Friday and 
some good shooting was done. N. Long, Hamilton, 
W. Burke and J. Gingrich, Preston, were Galt visitors 
on that day. N. Long, E. Clark, A. Wilson and W. 
Pickering made 25 straight. The weather was ideal 
for shooting. 

The scores: 
Shot at. Broke. 

Ni. Eong ~_..... iWenss Hanes eeeaGe ie 95 90 
Weeliarsirall. 3 2-31 oS eee ee 95 84 
Ei Pe Shen wOO \=-...o.<. cc cnns-ocdeint a] Saat eee 85 
A.B. Smith .... ee eee 75 70 
PeeGlasks.: ee SY 66 
J-Glark = 30 23 
W. Burke... te. en) 54 
J. Gingrich i : ’ ; - = 50 36 
Pie eeat. = ae: Same ck yes 23 
ints NUTLSTUT eee ee ean ge ; 75 69 
R. Oliver.... LA oes eee Rt eee Se OU 54 
Jf Tee (oN Gin 06 Kaa : 28S vas Sop 49 
Vi 2) Og Seas 45 -40 
G. de 1 Oe eee 5 Meee 25 20 
Vics OL ERS let a eS ee a 30 2 

Jordan Gun Club. 
The third shoot for the Stevens trophy of the Jor- 

‘dan Gun Club was held on Saturday, March 11th, 
and as the weather was fine there was a Iorge attend- 
ance of shooters. 

The scores made were extra good and several o. cne 
boys were all in a bunch for the trophy. In the spoon 
handicap event of 25 birds the winners were M. Hons- 
berger, D. Price, A. Wismer, P. Wismer. 

Those shooting and their scores were as follows: 
Shot at. Broke. 

70 60 H. W. Hunsberry 
M. Honsberger ........ 50 45 
AsaWaismer 2..2)2.:...:- yO 44 
VE CS re Sea) 42 
RENCE: 215.2555 na2c. 25 40 
PEPWVESHICD .; <5. ssedc0 40 36 
RG RETC Hes. «.. <.<2dsd-00- 40 34 
FGulp......: 40 33 
L0G) Te 35 30 
W. Nickalson 35 25 
H. Boulton 30 26 

aie Pree. >... 30 25 
| EWES Dic = ie A 15 8 
P. Hagerman..........:. 10 7 
BR ee 10 6 
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The club held the final shoot of the winter series 
Snes also for the Stevenstrophy on Saturday, March 
25th. 

Ideal weather conditions prevailed and consequent- 
ly the scores were higher than usual. 

The finish of the Stevens trophy ended in a tie 
between H. Boulton and P. Wismer and in an exciting 
fifteen-bird shoot-off Boulton one by one bird. 

Spoon winners in class A. were H. Moyer. H. W 
Hunsberry, P. Price, M. Honsberger and D. Konkle, 
ong in class B: F. Chuich, N. Culp, P. Johns and E. 

ulp. 
At the conclusion of the shoot a surprise was sprung 

on H. W. Hunsberry when A. H. Heckadon, president 
of the gun club, presented him on behalf of the elub 
members, with a handsome club bag as an appreciation 
of his long and efficient services as secretary of- the 
Gun Club. . 

Those shooting and their sccres were as follows: 
Shot at. Broke 

H. W. Hunsberry 80 72 
Mi: HHonsberger ....2.4....te 65 60 
PS WISI GI eee es 55 48 
Wi IMioy er cin: 8.0 Reka yee eee Bye 8) 49 
1. “Prices. 22-35. 29 + eee 7 etO 46 
HS Boulton]. See 50 45 
ACS WISIMED os. cc... ee eee 50 Aq 
Re. CRUTCnS go 2a sa RO Al 
W 2 Gale ft: ee 50 40 
Je SDENGEs cee. os 40 34 
W. Nicholson 40 30 
Bo Crip see 40 SP4 
Pe ORNS Soe eee AO 32 
D.. Konkle:s 23.3 = 35 5 tae 
ES Pretz- 2) .c.2 ein oon ee eee 15 7 

Stanley Gun Club. 
The Stanley Gun Club were the victors in a_50- 

bird per man match with the Balmy Beach Gun Club 
on Saturday afternoon, March 25th, with a score of 
434 against 406 of the visiting team, the trophy be- 
ing a solid silver cup. Fifty-six shooters took part 
in this match. The ten best scores of each team 
counted. Some of the shooters tried the doubles 
and lower trap with good results. Mr. George Cash- 
more broke 93 out of 100. After the shooting light 
refreshments were served and a very enjoyable time 
was spent by all. Following are the scores in the 
match out of 50 birds: 

—Balmy Beach— 

St@Vens rsd aes oie nee oct on aes pene eee 
Salisbury........ 
Viviane, 

In the regular_events the scores were: B 
Shot at. Broke. 

Weansing)..-- 2 an a ee ee 70 50 
Marshes ens eed 60 
McGaw. 28s 52560 53 
Burress 60 36 
Candee 70 51 
Hooey 60 46 
Salisbury: 2... eee eee 85 64 

teVENS......0.ig5, ks ee ee 110 94 
Hodgson. 60 21 
Cutler 50 38 
Bly. s= eee eee 60 50 
iP. J. Boothin ae 70 56 

O]f .....ccocs ete ee Ee 60 43 
Nicholls... 4. Se eee 10> 56 
A> Tremble sone 60 45 
Graig 06 eee Bee es 60 51 
Wakefield's: 0-2 8) eine See eee 60 53 
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LANNEL 

SHIRTS 
are most essen- 

tial for the out- 

door life. Dea- 

con Shirts are 

made of the best 

quality—in plain 

greys-—blues — 

khaki or fancy 

Scotch flannels 
—coat style or closed body—high mili- 

tary collars attached or separate, or 
with reversible collar. 

With one or two pockets, made -in 

regular or over size—Fit and workman- 

ship guaranteed. ° 

Ask your dealer to show you ‘‘The Deacon.”’ 

DEACON SHIRT COMPANY 
BELLEVILLE - CANADA 4 

HAS ALLTHE WABBLE DIP AND DIVE 

$50 GOLD PRIZE 
CONTEST BAIT $1 | A MINNOW IN ACTION 

Note Variety of One 
Hour’s Catch 

by J. K. Rush (Patentee) at 
Pulaski, N.Y Catch of three 
8% 1b. small mouth bass, two 
4 1b. large mouth bass, two 
% lb. northern pike, one 10 

Ideal for trolling or casting; appeals 
to amateurs or professionals. Hooks 

being behind body of bait make it 

practically weedless. Floats when 
not in use—can’t catch on bottom 

By many record catches proven a 

sensational killer for all kinds of 
: in. perch and one 36 in. 

game fish. muskalonge 
(Registered 

R U S H I oH re M | N N OW 

(PATENTED JUNE 28, 1914 AND DECEMBER 22,1914) 

Madeof wood, enameled and finished in brilliant colors. Packed 
in neat, compact box,in White, red head; White, yellow and 
green mottled back; Yellow, red head; Yellow, red and green mot- 
tled back. Our ‘‘Radiant’'’ Bait glows at night 

Write today Jf your dealer can’t supply you, send us his 
for details name and $1.00 for sample, or $4 for complete 
of $50.00 set of four assorted brilliant colors. 

Gold Prize = Dealers this proposition is big. Write for 
Offer. special offer, giving your jobber’s name. 

U.S. Specialty Company, 9448 A.& K. Bidg., Syracuse, N-Y- 

11100810 AC Ra TI, 
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An Angry 

Bull Moose 
Ferociously Charged 

Theodore Roosevelt 
near Quebec,last hunting season. 

How the Colonel killed the 
Bull in self defence, after having 
previously obtained his legal 
limit of Moose, is told by him in 
the February 1916 ‘‘Scribner’’, 
and by sworn affidavit atiQuebec. 

Caribou and Deer 
are abundant in parts of Quebec 
Province, as well as moose and 
bear. 

THE BEST TROUT FISHING 
in the world is in the Province of Que- 
bec, and so are the best Guides both for 
fishing and hunting. Read Henry van 
Dyke’s description of some of them in 
“Little Rivers.” 

Would you like to own 

A Summer Camp 
for your family, by a forest-clad stream 
or mountain-surrounded lake? 

You can build one of your own, by leas- 
ing a fishing and hunting territory from 
the Government of the Province, 
whether a resident of it or not, or by 
joining one of the many fish and game 
clubs. 

Write for an illustrated booklet on 
“The Fish and Game Clubs of Quebec,”’ 
which tells you all about them, and ad- 
dress all enquiries concerning fishing 
and hunting rights, fish and game laws, 
guides, etc., to 

ee ee el ep Ss oe MeL ae Se Ge ess ce CLs MS Os MU eS ee Se ee MM TST 

Hon. Honore Mercier, 
Minister of Colonization, 

Mines and Fisheries. 

Quebec, Que. 
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Bernard occrtu nce 70 a0 
Hulme ee ee ; 60 50 
WidSets serene . 60 32 
Wianiten cee ees cee ee 60 o4 
Viviane) 2 Fee ae pees eee nee 60 52 
Fen toniy ics. Vie eee ees re eats 60 45 
Douglas: cnc rn eer eee Oe ees 60 36 
Vian Ce... Bares See he ee eI 35 33 
T. Hodgson... 60 34 
JOS yr he iat oes nee Stee eee 60 43 
Bedweller ee eet ee 85 68 
Hughes. ...... 75 56 
\iifel Lerner ee Baar ae eee SP Rae 50 29 
Port 2 cn 50 38 
J. H. Tremble 60 36 
| BPE ot cy Re te en ole a ee rh OR 50 30 
Widmeyer 50 39 
FLORA LU penere ear tee Scena ned ieemeae 75 60 
Norman 50 43 
NVC BOOED. Noite! cack tek lee eokayieeen 50 34 
Shaw.... fe a MEN ee a a ae BR Peart 9 0 43 
Lewis........ ee ee eee OU 24 
Cameron... ns tl Mel Re cee ae 100 55 
Osler 258 AD ES PENSE beet Ce) 32 
SAW EDEN Cece te ee, ee eee 39 
Ingham...... ne ee teen den re aes eure dat a Nel 5\ 35 
Hobbsains.... ih esr tc Steen SO ee 50 42 
Sockett. 025 Be 8 8 Oe Eater ree wie) 66 
Bearsallgaie.< = oe Cees Sita ee so eee OU 35 
INT OKCN ZC sin crors ts tmenhe ee sianee rae oe 61 
LENIN GS eek eee crake ee eee emcees . 100 93 
RVG en eisss ac 2 a Sie Bene RRR ree aah) A 43 
Schetbe:. 2). 4.::.. Le Ae OU 37 
ROR EN coo stevonkene bed ok fe i 5S oe ; 125 86 
| DG Rd (Ch ae pee es ear re 50 30 
Ten Eyck.. 50 13, 
Cowthers. 75 45 
Cashmore... 100 93 
Gooch¥e-- 428 100 64 
INU Osea cesta see cen dons fa ceacs 50 36 
Buck Fie Se EET E 50 32 
LD XTi epee ete ee oop a Sea een eee : 100 79 
Skey.... Se tL Sk eyes Rea RE RY Bs 50 37 
IVT ON ReaxrGlceninec arctan i dts 25 Pall 

The Stanley Gun Club held their usual weekly shoot 
on Saturday afternoon, April 8th. 

In the monthly handicap shoot, 25 targets, each 
Saturday during April, H. Winter was high, with 
48 out of 50, and W. R Skey, W. Hughes, E. F. W. 
Salisbury and W. Bedwell were tie, with 48. 

J. Jennings was high man for the day, with a score 
of 91 out of 100, including a straight of 25 birds. The 
following are the scores in the regular events: 

ene at. Broke 
PM GheS = ote eet need fot sae he (ail) 116 
Salisbunye ee ; a E 140 117 
INA a be sare eeteeerend oe : : ee 125 99 

AAV ALiT 1S ce a ot mer Ba 125 96 
Rolie. toh pe Oe iter Seo) a ew 125 88 
JENNINGS, ....25..4..06 ; 100 91 
Bedwell eon 233: TES a Ree aalOO 82 
LAT OOHIS), tn Asso, oe ee ea LOO 74 
iar eee pees Sx teste 100 66 
EA GRATE Me eeecte ete. «6s ccussceus 90 74 
N Vcc fe So SCD OOS S-C EEC ERED 75 66 

Tomlin... 75 59 
WANE SLB 7A ID oe Sen a 75 58 
SURCS Pin gdber cond ce eneor REE EE eee eee 60 46 
! DIG FY, SiGe soe ca a 50 38 

National Gun Club. 
The regular weekly shoot was held on Saturday, 

March 25th. The wind made the targets very tricky. 
The prize winners were J. Monkman, B. J. Pearce 
F. Cockbourn and J. Turner, sr. 

Shot at. Broke 
50 28 OREN Mek occ te cook < cobaveactn, 

ea wson........ 50 37-8 
A. Campbell....... 65 51 
eeitiener,, jr .-:.. 60 42 
J. Summerhays . TO 61 
BiesWisher..-:....... Sera) 25 
J. Monkman $2640 33 
Jaounbar........ 50 21 
des turner, sr:.. 30 19 
Col. Curran....... eee GU 18 
F. Cockbourn . Ay AO ih 
Mr. Bennett....... 20 10 
C. Jennings ... a 16 
E. Coath.......... oO, 24 
J. Stauffer......: 20" 17 
B. J. Pearce....... 30 21 
Mr. Harrison... 30 21 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

The regular weekly shoot was held on Saturday, 
April 1st. The targets were most difficult to get, 
owing to the west gale that blew across the lake. 
The President vs. Vice-President shoot was won by 
the President’s side by eight targets. The prizes were 
won by the following: E. Coath, J. Summerhayes, 
F. Cockbourn and W. Erwood. 

Shot at. Broke. 
oe 25 Ge 'GClarie eee 5 

Bea Noblew een eo 2 Tieton See 65 44 
E:.. Ushers eee eee 80 62 
Ji larnisOne cress sci ee ee ae 19 
JieSumimerhayes 2 pa ee eee 22 100 87 
Jy... Witon kamiains;. oes) eae eee eee es) 34 
A? Campbellt.. 32. ne oc 80 47 
WoErwood See ase ee eee 40 22 
G@: Jennings. 2223-5 ee eee 75 41 
Js Lawson. eee REA eee Ee 70 
FE. Morrisons. aco eee eee Til 
Pte. Turner .... cose. vais OE 8 
FP. Anderson. 3.03 2 ue, Se aD 32 
Fr Peacocke is "3.3.08 ee 45 24 
Bi Goatheess 45 40 
G. Wallace SoG Noe Pane ee ee 20 14 
J. Turner, sr. nee ae eee 17 
E> Cockbournte.. 22 eee ee 45 30 
J. Turner, jr 75 41 
J. Dunbar... 40 9 
Ba Reante 220..:...0:c0c ee eee 25 16 

The regular weekly shoot was held on Saturday, 
April 8th, when some very good scores were made in 
the annual shield trophy event. B. J. Pearce won 
with the good score of 47%50. The high average prize 
for the series of ten just completed Saturday was won 
by J. Summerhays and J. Turner, jr. The prize 
winners of the day were F. Springer, J. Summerhays 
R. Noble and J. Dunbar. 

Jes SSprin Shier. ohh osc oo eee 00 
Jo Suminierhaiys:wecinn eee 100 96 
Ee Ushten ae iri Oe eh a 80 65 
Dh EV aT TISOME ES scscrseees hee eee ee 55 
B. Js Pearce 2 2203 ke ee 73 
HY: cA nd ersom A So erect scece Oe ee 20 
Be *IMIOrrisony eect ioc cocci epee 67 
Jz Wawson. ie eet er TAL 50 
Je ADM OGATSES teeta ee eae 12 
Ay GCampbellicc een) noo es eee eee EL 23 
J: ‘Diumnbarwey oe eee 31 
I) Ur mens res eee, ee eee ee 20 
BRS ANODIGAS, 2 soe amecit oat ccas a see 25 
J. Monkman.. ET ee or aad, 58 
BY Powlerscene oe oe eee 70 57 
Pte. (Gr Gummer 2 ss Bae ee 30 
Mir: Mitnister cr ede eee. a vl (8) 7 

Balmy Beach Gun Club. : i 
The regular weekly shoot was held on April Ist. 

Taking into consideration the dull day some very good 
scores were made. G. Burrows was high in the spoon 
shoot with 23 out of 25, and A. E. Craig, the special, 
on the yard system. 

DSI ING CG ai 2c ce oa ee ese 
WoalWansing aie 65 51 
G&YSrD anism: en ee 65 57 
T. F. Hodgson 65 52 
C. N. Candee 95 82 
P. J. Boothe 45 39 
Wie Gartlerctact en eee ne 55 44 
Wood gsonie. 2 2. eee 65 50 
G. Burrows ........ 65 50 
FE Ho0ey: t22 3 ee ee ee eee 90 72 
Ge Spencer ieee eee eee 40 32 
FEES Arimib ler career coer ee 45 38 
A. Grape oe ee re ee oe 55 PAD 
Hi Vanderburgs wee 50 38 
Gos Harrisons tee eee 75 61 
Fl. NWaS OG 2ic8e ok eos access 55 41 
RSE blarrisyes eee ee 65 39 
TGS aW en tere ee ee 45 34 
FE. Postericiia abate 2 Oe ee 25 18 

G. Burrows, who won the spoon, is a boy of 14 
years, and will give a good account of himself next 
season. 

The regular weekly shoot of the Balmy Beach Gun 
Club was held on April 8th. A good turnout of mem- 
bers and friends were on-hand, and good scores were 
made in the spoon shoot. Messrs. Hodgson, Cutler 
and Cameron were tie with 25 each in the shoot off. 
D. A. Cameron won out with 24. W. H. Joselin 
was high man of the day with 77 out of 80. 
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WY 8 
THE FISH THAT at 

GET AWAY 
that big one—landed him this 
time—thanks to this handy gaff. 
Spreads 73 inches—length is ins 
Holds fish from $ to 2) pounds. 

MARBLES MARK 

CLINCHER GAFF 
is controlled by one hand: closes 
in a wink—hangs on like a bull 
terrier—can t mangle fishor pinch 
hands. Can be locked with points 
together, Far better than a 
landing net. Dealers or post- 
paid direct, $1.00. Catalog of 
60 specialties for outers and 

\ sportsmen free. / 

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co. [¥ 
581 Delta Ave ki 

Gladstone, - - Mich. @ 
(ete ne ee ee 

DIAMONDS 
, $2, $3, WEEKLY 
st money on your Dia- 
monds by buying from us. We 
are Diamond Importers. Terms 
20% down, $1, $2 or $3 Week- 
ly. We guarantee you every 

advantage in 'lPrice™ ‘and Quality. 10% off for cash. 

Write to-day for Catalogue, it is free 

We send Diamonds fo any part of Canada for in- 
spection at our expense. Payments may be made 
weekly or monthly. 

‘ JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers 
\ 15 Toronto Arcade Toronto, Canada 

DEPT. D. 

No Wires. No Light can 

be turned 
on and off. 

Phosphorous 

You can paddle in any old canoe, but to paddle in For Day and 
Night Gets the comfort and safety and style you must have a 
Fishing big ones ‘‘Brown’’. Jt has all the romance of the Indian 

birch bark with greater reliability and strength. ) 
Send for catalogue. - - ‘‘BROWN BOAT” 

Dr. Wasw eyler’s Electric Glow Casting Bait, $1 complete FACTORY, Lakefield, Ont. 
Dr. C. S. Wasweyler. 434 Mitchell Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS 
Light, easy to hande, no leaks orrepairs: check as baggage, carry by hand; 
safe for family; allsizes; non-sinkable; stronger than wood; used by U. S. 
and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at Chicago and St. Louis 
World’s Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard Motors. Catalogue. 

“ KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO. 465 Harrison St., Ka‘amazoo, Mich. 

b = OD <> SD) ED |) (1 () (0 e( remem of 

Canadian Canoe Co, Lid: 
Peterboro, 
Ontario 

Canvas Cover- 
ed Canoesa 
specialty with 
us. 

OUR LINE 
is recognized 
throughout 
Canada as the 
best at any 
price. Ask the 
man who owns 
one. 

WRITE FOR 
CATALOG ‘‘B’ 

a  ) ( )  ()  ( )  ( 

‘‘Hallam’s Trappers Cuide”’ 
English or French, 96 pages, 
tells how and where to trap 
and other valuable informa- 
tion for,the trapper “‘Raw Fur 
Price List’ ‘‘Fur Style Book” 
ofjbeautiful fur sets and gar- 
ments, also “Trappers and 

Sportmen’s Suppiy Cataleg’’. Guns, Traps, Ani- 
mal Bait, Fish Nets, etc., at lowest prices, all 
illustrated. Sent FREE. Address 

\ JOHN HALLAM ¥2.282 Hallam Building 
LIMITED, TORONTO 

fe ee ee ee > > ED 0 aD () aE ( 
fee) ee ee (1) 0 ee () 0 ee) ee) ee |) 

+ a ee ED Oe i — << <P D> a ee ee ae — 

ANADA’S leading sportsman’s magazine, “Rob AND 
Th C It ure of Black Gun” is being besieged by requests for information, the 

e u result of the interest created by the splendid articles 
that have appeared in recent issues. 

and Silver Foxes To meet this demand, the eh a are issuing the articles 
in book form, in which enthusiasts are given valuable and 

By R.B.and L. V. hitherto unknown information about foxes, under the fol- 
Croft, B.A., M.D. lowing heads; Introduction, Heredity, Origin, Breed- 

ing, Mating and Gestation, Pens and Dens, Food and 
Feeding, Food and Care, Value. 

a ne |< Ds aly | 
+ The volume is hi doled Heer heat with — taken 

: from life, and will doubtless be eagerly received by everyone 
W. Ji Taylor Ltd., Publishers interested in the prcf*able raising of this valuable animal. 

WOODSTOCK - ONTARIO Mailed to any address upon receipt of price—60c postpaid. 

EO A A + > ST ee a om oe 



Shot at. Broke. 
ee TIO el Fe F. Hooey ... 6 

We. Dosekints soos eevee wee eens 80 77 

W. Moore=... 220 eee 30 21 

T. Hodgson 45 39 

Te, ACG cee are eee 55 50 

TW Bea ans ge ws ee os een ee 65 49 

CGC (Candles ae co eceae 75 68 

W. Hodgson 80 4 

G. Burrows 35 29 

G. Hunter.. 55 38 

G. Cotton.. 65 51 

1, SOT Saas AR ee gee eee ner A ete PES 55 49 

J. Trimble.... 45 38 

ye SHON. = 39 31 

GC. Davis... 55 48 

W. Cutler.. 70 64 

W. Booth : tas 4 45 34 

D. Cameron ae eZ a2 37 eee OO 58 

Wey Oster 0 wenn Scenes ee 31 

SO a a1 1 711 EP ae ae ed ae rt Ae a ET) 36 

C. Nicholls > eee eee ; OG PAS 38 

AS Pierce! .:: : Me ee ete so. peeieety a = 

F. Fostecr......... ——  * 32 
NS Ne Gl ttnns oe oe eas eee cn scatter toe : =t_ 50 36 

The regular weekly shoot o: the Balmy Beach Gun 
Club was held on April 15th. It was a fine day for 
the class of sport and a large number of members 
were on hand. In the spoon shoot Messrs. Shaw, 
Nicholls and W. F. Hodgson tied with 24 each. In 
the shoot-off J. G. Shaw won. Scores:— 

Shot at. Broke. 
aN: (GaniGee terete ons eees eee eeOe 106 
GU niter. nee een 94 
Rep IODC Yeo coer eee petri ea tn eh 78 
GOSS Nicholls: Shh se en ae een 81 
CS ieansmpen..<. tee 186 66 
HoAWase= 38. — ene me eA: 64 
Wi OO SSO ei 2 a -e ee ; 70 63 
Wks Shaweee 2 eco e ce ees 60 56 
J. F. Hodgson...... : Pe 5: 48 
W Banks<—<4 ss ae : 60 54 
CS) Davis = : : 45 41 
BR. Gilarris* ie as SOD 42 
A}WesTrinmble:—.. ”: ty . 3d 29 
S. S. Cameron... : ee ee a9 
jz Edgareesese.- ee: Behe. 21 21 
J. E. Murphy .... 2 tae 35 32 
CG inetts os... :: begets 66 
J. G-Hoy ‘ 30 24 
D. A. Cameron... ae : Fy 45 32 
WW: Booth=....;..<.- 35 29 
BU Bosterm .oe.--.:: 50 » 44 

Mimico Beach Gun Club. 
The Mimico Beach Gun Club held its regular shoot 

at their grounds Saturday, March 25th. A. Tomlin, 
I. N. Devins and J. Needham, jr., being the prize 
winners. 

Shot at. Broke 
BS Rn a yy eee coca ate ante iectecsnarntcen eee 75 50 
Weving= + Sees ke. 75 52 
emilin - 352 504::.- 75 66 
Needham, jr.-........... : 50 35 
EVATTISON o-oo hoeee.2...0: cE 55 
LETTS a), Oona ee eee eee Ae 75 58 
SORT 2.4 ob eee ee eeeccaee ne ws 59 
Rt? 2 75 50 
Gilverson : 75 54 
SPST. Se a a ee eg eS OE | 50 37 
CLIT LELEIT A 5 A oo ee ee a 50 34 
Bice emrere ire Se oe eee 50 39 

Following are the scores at the weekly shoot of the 
Mimico Gun Club on Saturday, April 8th:—Serson, 
35, 23: Harrison, 60, 51; Hutchinson, 35, 13: Jermyn, 
85, 68: W. Kay, 25, 15; Doughty, 35, 23; Burnett, 
25, Needham, Sr., 50, 20; Needham Jr., 25, 17; G.N. 
Dunk, 85, 73: H. Dunk, 35, 18: Rennie, 25, 15; J. 
Kay, 25, 15; Pickering, 50, 35;Davis, 30, 14. 

At the weekly shoot of the Mimico Gun Club on 
April 15th, Charles Harrison won the special prize, 
while Leedham, jr., got second prize and Tom Lowes 
third prize. The scores :— 

Shot at. Broke. 
ts A ia 67 

50 42 
50 30 
25 18 
25 2H? 

See i 14 
Hutchinson........ = 25 14 
Can arrisen -.;...; war 24 
Lowes. 4) 
J. Harriso 25 11 
Leedham, jr. ....... 25 19 

ROD ANYDVD GUIN aah UAIN AIDA 

St. Hubert Gun Club. 
In the club spoon competition at St. Hubert’s traps 

Saturday, March 18th, V. V. Rogers was high gun, 
carrying off the honors for the day with a score of 
45 out of 50. The shooting throughout was very 
good, the general average being 77 per cent. In a 
special event Dr. Mohr and H. W. Fairchild each 
turned in a score of 23 x 25, the latter thereby win- 
ning the spoon, for which four shooters tied on March 
4. Following is a record in detail:— 

Club Spoon. 
Two Events at 25 Targets. 

V. Vi Rogets......2.. 2222 See 24—45 
Geo> Easdale’..... 3. = ee 21 
A. W. Throop 22 21—43 
Jos. (Diome <2 eee ae 23 19—42 
J: BS Bunn 74.2223. : 20 22—42 
W: Ja Xcorby A 19 22-41 
Dr: (Santhes a eee 18 22—40 
N. Brownlee _... .. 18 20—38 
H. W. Fairchild 20 18—38 
0. fv Ring... 2 eee 20 15—35 
Ne Grant. 2 ise eee 20 14—34 
Dr: Mohr... 3. 2) 2 eee eee 14 18—32 
Ac HH? Visser. panes eee ee ee eS 13. 14—27 

25 Birds, Special Event. 
Dr. Mohr, 23; H. W. Fairchild, 23; W. J. Corby, 

22: V. V. Rogers, 22: Geo. Easdale, 20; Jos. Dionne, 
20; J. B. Bunn, 19; A. W. Throop, 18; O. T. Ring, 
18: N. Brownlee, 14; A. H. Visser, 11. 

The feature of the afternoon was the final shoot for 
the “Bethune” dessert spoons. Rogers and Easdale 
were the successful team and their score of 180 x 200 
is very good shooting, considering the weather, which 
was decidedly wintry. The two highest scores of 
three club shcots were taken as follows:— 
Rogers). ee Sate wee gt oc bone ee Se 45 45—90 
EBasdale ....500 ee ce eee 

Topah 3! corsa eaiea eee ar 180 otal 
The St. Hubert club had a splendid turnout Sat-~ 

urday, March 25th. The fine weather and the spe- 
cial program provided, turned the affair into a reg- 
ular tournament, twenty-six shooters taking part. 

J. J. Heney, Jr., was high gun in the club-spoon 
events, taking the prize with an excellent score of 
48 out of 50, breaking his last 35 straight. The shoot- 
ing throughout averaged 77 per cent. 

Club Spoon. 
Two Evenis at 25 Elusive Clay 

Pigeons. 
J: 32 Henney; 32-22 SS «shut eee 23 25—48 
Geo. Easdale 2.252. ee on re 
Ted White (pro.).... Sinks, ise Seana 22 2446. 
Dr Smith es So eee eee 21 24—45 
B> Beattie. 2.0. 3... i eae eee 23 x22—-45 
W.. E> Ganterone.... 3). 2 eee eee 23 21—44~ 
A> W: Thretp.33. 3 eS eee 24 20—44 
W:. J.'Corby 3... ESS _ 23 20—43 
Jos. Dionne.......... Pee mere ase SR AT 20 23—43 
F. A. Heney....... » asd sispie ces coepe nine aoe tera 22 20—42 
Vi Vi Rogers... ee 24 x18—42 
J. B. Bunn Dec eS 22 19—41 
Geo. ‘GO: Connor... ee 22 19—41 
G. B. Greene..... 17 x22—39 
H. W. Fairchild 21 18—39 
A. Sheppard] )..<..4-7.--crre ee 17 21—38 
Geo. White..... 2). 18 19—37 
EO GoanGros2.2 2 eee 17 18—35 
N. Brownlee... 16 18—34 
Dr: Mohr. 17 14—31 
Gs3s- Boone 15 14—29 
O. T. Poorshot 15 12—27 

16—24 A. H, Visser...) eee 8 

Extras at 25 birds—Easdale, 22; Rogers, 22; Gra- 
ham, 19: Wm. Tell, 14: Dunn, 2. 

The McCallum Trophy changed hands, Messrs. 
Greene and Beattie taking the cup by a score of 90 
to 81. The losers immediately entered a challenge 

Following is a detail of the scores: 
GYGONE..... 0.00: Gon ee 22 

Total 0... ee ee 81 
Majority, 9 birds. 

Two-man team matches have taken the members 
by storm, the shooters by this means gaining in con- 
fidence and ability, incidentally proving excellent 
practice in preparation for the Easter Patriotic shoot. 
Nine teams took part for the dessert spoons donated 
by Geo. Easdale. J. J. Heney and Jos. Dionne are 
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Established 1853. Present Manu- 
facturers 49 Years’ Experience. 

The Original 
Penetangs 

Are made only by the Gendron Pene- 
tang Shoepack Mfg. Co., inventors of 
drawstring ‘shoepacks. We are re- 
ceiving daily orders from ‘‘The 

=s % Shy eee << 

; ES yj : p Wo 

ic 
haat lions 

~-. tn 3 
F Boys atthe Front’. $10.00 is our 
: ‘ pres for knee length, hand welted, 
‘A and sewn, trench pack, sporting, A 
i prospector’s or surveyor’s boots. g 

% Catalogue with MeasureFormon request | 

GENDRON PENETANG 

SHOEPACK MFG. CO. § Guns, Ammunition, Sporting Goods 
PENETANC, ONT., CANADA ; 

and Trapshooting Supplies. 

| BUY NOW AS PRICES All aueey Riredales WILL BE HIGHER 

Spunk af gencbal information We also supply Military Camp Equipment. 
Valuable alike to dog lovers and owners, 
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from 
selected photographs of noted dogs and | EVERYTILILING IN CANVAS 
rare scenes. Interesting alike lo the nov- 
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than 
the Airedale and of particular interest to 
the Airedale fancier. THE o 

Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINES 123 MING ononTe. 
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT.§ | 

FISHING TACKLE THAT STANDS. THE TEST 
ORVIS RODS 

REELS, FLIES, MINNOW TRAPS 
Special Four Ounce Fly Rod Now Ready 

For Delivery. 

Not the Cheapest but the Best Is Our JMotto. 

CHARLES F. ORVIS CO., MANCHESTER, VT. 
Catalogue on Request. Mention Rod and Gun. 

Perfect for hunting and target work. 
Sh ow up clear and distinct in darkest 
timber and same color on different col- 
ored objects. Guaranteed not to ‘blur’. 

.. é Light focussed directly on center of 
BA TACOMA. WASH. sane ee quick, ai rjdee sighting 

= absolutely sure. For all sporting anc 
New Springfield military rifles, revolvers, etc. Direct 

from us, if your dealer won't supply. 
Every sight guaranteed satisfactory 

or money refunded. 

ASK YOUR DEALER for Sheard Sichtsand all 

+ 

other Marble Specialties for Sportsmen. l'ree 
> ites sample Nitro Solvent Oil for your deale: 

. . name 

S. & W. Front View Rifle | MARBLE ARMS & MFC. COMPANY 
Revolvers PRICE $1.50 Sight 

MASON’S DECOYS--A Sure Lure 

5815S Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich. 

Amazingly lifelike they attract ducks infallibly. Certain 

under all conditions. Ask your DEALER and sportsmen 

friends about them! Catalog and Price List free on request. 

MASON’ $s DECOY FACTORY, 462 Brooklyn Ave., Detroit, Mich. “PREMIER"' MALLARD Reg- U.S. Patent Office 
ee ee eee 
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leading with 91 out of 100. (Two highest of 3 shoots 
to count). 

Heney, 48; Dionne, 43—91; Cameron, 44; Corby, 
43—87: Smith, 45; Fairchild, 41—86; Easdale, 44; 
Rogers, 40—84; Beattie, 45; Greene, 39—84; Throop, 
43; Bunn, 40—83; Heney, F. A., 44; Brownlee, 38— 
82: O'Connor, Geo., 41 O’Connor, E., 35—76; White, 
41, Ring, 29—70. 

The St Hubert Gun Club held its weekly tourney 
on April 1st despite the unfavorable conditions. The 
wind was not particular where it came from, making 
the targets jump and take zig-zag courses, which 
with the rain, proved quite a hanaicap, keeping the 
scores much below the average. However, 26 shoot- 
ers faced the traps, G. B. Greene leading the list with 
a fine score of 45 out of 50, thereby winning the club 
spoon. Following is a recapitulation of the scores: 

Club Spoon. 
Two Events at 25 Targets. 

G. B. Greene........ Peo RA oer rene eee best . 22 x23—45 
ea rrene ys sri cee eee es Pee 7) pee abt 
PG WV HICe (DIO) noon co cccetetee ee 22 21---44 
WernVic, ROSErS.2-5. 2b .emer as : 23 x20—43 
LR Ses ASS val erecta ine alan eae 20 21—41 
iGeGaobasdale rds ne ee . _ 2a 
BS (Beatties 50-8 ot ee ee . 21 x18—39 
Jos. Dionne ...... SAY eee | er Ee . 19 18—37 
EL a IEC © nna a a . 20 16—36 
Wish. “GOEDY.-2.: ESA EES ee ee iG 
ACN rE nTOOP 0. once Poet at oe ee 17 19—36 
Geo. O’Connor.............. Aelavt ct ee oe ae —— 
Ory Mohr = <..2.cces Seen asd coe a ae ee 18 14—32 
IVY el Cam Cron LU ess ce. roe ee oe 
a 1 3 F001 SUT epee een aU es .. 17 14 31 
Gere Bryson), Jit eee 16 24—30 
Ni Brownle® 3328... eee ee a — 25 
Wie Wi amns:. eee Sa See et Seo eens meee 16 13—29 
Geom White ccs Es ae coe Teas 16 9—25 
ORAS Ring ee eee Ee 12 12—24 
DY: SKeeINON ame Fr oo. cde eee ee 5—23 
G. Morrissette pon ak 9—13 
eB ann ab yacne ete ne eee, Senne oon 5 7—12 

x First 25 birds of McCallum shoot allowed. 
Extras at 25 Birds—Ted White, 22; Geo. Easdale 

22; H. W. Fairchild, 21; V. V. Rogers, 20; W. J. John- 
stone, 18; Jos. Dionne, 16, 20—36; H. Graham, 17; 
Geo. O’Connor, 12, 22—34; W. J. Corby, 16, 17—33; 
Black, 15; 15; O. ‘T. Ring, 12. , 

In the McCallum Trophy race, Greene and Beattie 
again won over Easdale and Rogers by a majority of 
7 birds, the final being 82 to 75. This cup match is 
one of the hardest in the game each of the four shoot- 
ers being put to the acid test. Following is a detail 
of Saturday’s match:— 
RESO Se ES chs ee rh. en ee 23 22—45 
ESGRUIIC hese s. Bae Ee eS . 18 19—37 

ARTIC La Ss oe ers 82 
IRE RG EIS Lis spay >? Serre Seed oe 19 20—39 
[ALTO ie a Ce eee eee ere eee: 20 16—36 

UNDE Re cetresc tt ee en ane ere Soin eters Ae US. 
Seven teams took part in the semi-final for the 

with 172. 

Thirty-one shooters turned out at the gun club 
Saturday, April 8th, in search of the festive clay pig- 
ions. A tricky light, owing to the sun’s glare off 
the snow, kept the scores down to a general average 
of 71 percent. J.J. Heney, jr., had a big day, bagging 
the dickey birds to the extent of 91 x 100, winning 
two silver spoons into the bargain. An ever-increas- 
ing attendance of shooters turning out to practice 
for the Easter patriotic shoot turned the usual 
weekly shoot into a regular tournament. Following 
is a detailed list:— 

Club Spoon. 
Two Events at 25 White Flyers. 

PUA CHOY GES c2cse-Vivcccn-s0s-.... Sen aie 23 22—45 
Ee EPS (a) 23 22—45 
2s ET 22 21--43 
oo LEVERS SR a 19 23—42 
“Sn. SVE DV 20 22—42 
G. B. Green 21 20—41 
Dr. Smith.... 18 23—41 
Gec. O’Connor = 2 -20—41 
Cc. J. Booth .. 19 21—40 
Geo. Easdale 19 20—39 
Ve US OS 22 17—39 
BUN EROIBOMES. 5 3c02.sc.cc.0.2...-00c25.008 .. 18 20-38 
oo 8G. ee .. 16 21—37 
ENEMIES on oa oo Fics .36-ubs .ozeepereoleceests 16 21—37 

Heo Web airchild 22; 22 eee 16 20—36 
Win) Borbes$2..4,. sen eee 18 17—35 
Wi. Gabattless i. noe ee eee 18 16—34 
Te SMGHT EN cence eocceneras tan ee er 18 16—34 
OFT Ring2.bS5..C Ss te oe eee 14 20—34 
Geo. White 2.5022. 2.2 taic tne 13. 21—34 
Joss: DiGnn ee sx 253.5 5c at ee 15 18—33 
Vix Ve Rogersi- => £..e Hicks ee eee 17 16—33 
IN. ‘Browinlees << --7ci:, - pe a eee 15 16—31 
Wel (Gameronn i) ee eee . 15 16—31 
AoE. Visser kee eee 16 12—28 
WW: “Willtams.42. 2". eee 15 9—24 
Geo. Morrisette............ ROS th eA 4 Alone 5 14—19 

. Ge Hamilton. 2. eee 7 8&—15 
JOS: Spullabyaes 2 eee ee Sh See 411-15 
W. 3: Johnetone: = we wee ~=20-—-20 
Ei AGrahame sss oo. oe ee ee 15 ...—15 

Messrs. Blyth Beattie and G. B. Greene again 
proved the winning team in the McCallum cup match. 
this time against J. J. Heney, jr., and Geo. Easdale. 
Beattie was in grand form, turning a score of 48. Fol- 
lowing is a detail: 

Beatties ee eee ee 24 24—48 
Gréehe223.42 5; sacadas Savcc Rae RUC 20 20—40 

88 
Tene vee ee eee te a. 24 22—46 
Hasdaleycaacecrne SNR PS ee 18 21—39 

85 
t Majority, 3 birds. 

Eight two-man teams took part in the final shoot 
for the dessert spoons donated by Geo. Easdale (twe 
highest scores out of three to count). J. J. Heney 
and Joe Dionne carried off the prizes with a fine score 
of 172 x 200, winning out by a narrow margin one 
over the other teams. 

Trapshooting Hints 
C.I.Gilman in the Minneapolis News gives the foliow- 

ing hints to trapshooters. 
One of the essentials to be taken into consideration by 

anyone who would become a good trapshooter is the 
selection of the right gun—one that fits the shooter and 
has the proper weight, drop, thickness and length of 
sock, trigger pull, etc. ; 
An expert might do excellently with a gun unsuited 

to him because his knowledge of how to shoot would 
compensate to a certain extent the ill fit of the gun. A 
beginner, on the other hand, would be hopelessly handi- 
capped under the same conditions. aa 

Generally speaking, a 12 gauge gun weighing some- 
where between 714 to 734 Ibs., is just about right for 
crapshooting. Experience has shown that pens of 
lighter weight are apt to give too heavy a recoil. 

The drop, thickness and length of the stock are 
features that from a personal standpoint demand serious 
consideration. In trapshooting experience has shown 
that the straight stock—one that has very little drop— 
is to be preferred. As to the matter of thickness, the 
main idea is to choose a stock that permits the shooter 
(when he puts the gun to his shoulder) to look comfort- 
ably and straight down the rib to the sight. If he 
cannot do this the eon does not fit him properly and a 
tendency to cross-shoot is very likely. 

The length of the stock from the trigger to the centre 
of the butt depends upon the length of the shooter's 
arm; obviously a long armed man must have a longer 
stock than the man with a short arm. _ 

Perhaps the simplest way to ascertain whether the 
gun is of proper length is to put the gun to your shoulder 
with your finger on the trigger as if about to shoot. 
Then with your finger still on the trigger remove the 
gun from your shoulder and let the butt lie in the hollow 
of yourarm. If no change in the position of the trigger 
finger or the grip hand is required, it is safe to assume 
that the stock fits your arm, in so far as the detail of 
length is concerned. : : 
Now to come to the trigger pull. This term applies 

to the amount of weight in pounds avoirdupois which is 
necessary to pull the trigger when the gun is cocked 
and held in a perpendicular position. Due to the 
element of individuality that enters here, there can be 
no hard and fast rule regarding the proper amount of 
pull. This feature is governed by the shooter's own 
requirements. On the whole, however, a trigger pull 
of from 4 to 41% lbs. may be taken as about right for the 
average shooter. - 

If one is thinking seriously of purchasing a gun for 
trapshooting purposes, perhaps one of the best methods 
to adopt would be to try any gun that one’s trapshoot- 
ing friends might care to lend for a temporary trial. In 
this way one is almost sure to find some particular gun 
with which he can do better work than with others, and 
thus he will naturally arrive at a definite basis from ; 
which to make a final selection. 

x. .) >= 
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= Camp Furniture = 
Overhaul your SUMMER and CAMP FURNITURE 
and let us quote you upon your needs. 

Our line consists of Camp Stools and Cots, Lawn Swings, Lawn 
and Verandah Chairs, Garden Seats, Folding Chairs and Tables. 

THE STRATFORD MEG. CO. Limited, STRATFORD, Ontario 

If interested write for our Catalog B. 

aS sey, 

The New “PETERBOROUGH” Outboard Motor Boat 
——— 16 ft. x 46 inches, 

and 
17 ft. x 48 inches. 

Stocked in two grades 

The whole arrangement and construction of this new boat will please you. The price is low. 
Send for particulars, also catalogue of canoes and other boats. 

290 Water St., —— 
The PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO’Y, Ltd. perersoroucn’ Can. 

If you are in doubt as Songs of Forest 
to what to get for 
the Coming Season 

Or have your plans made and 
want advice as to the most suit- 
able craft for your requirements 

write to,the Lakefield Canoe Com- 
pany, Limited. 

Their Experience is 

at your service. 

THE LAKEFIELD CANOE COMPANY 
L'MITED 

LAKEFIELD, ONTARIO, CANADA 

| CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION | 

and Stream 
—By C. T. EASTON 

A Fine Little Cellection of Poems 

for the Nature Lover and Sports- 

man, Including the Following: 

The Trout Stream; Lines on a Mayflow- 
er; The Fisherman’s Dream; A Morning’s 
Walk; Winter; The Sanctuary: The Last 
of the Buffaloes; A Nimrod; Hunting 
the Moose; A Summer Morning; In Ar- 
cady; Wanderlust; The Fullness of Joy: 
Halcyon Days; Plovers; The Death of 
Summer; A Flower of the Wild; Pontiac’s 
Speech. 

Neatly bound and moderately priced at 
15c a copy. Orders received and given 
prompt attention by the publishers. 

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED 

Woodstock, Ont. 
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Rabbit Fun With A 12-Gauge. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 

’ Being a reader of the Rod and Gun for this 
last two years I thought I would write my 
experiences with my first 12 gauge shotgun. 

How well do I remember when my uncle 
lent me his old ‘faithful’ a breech-loading 
hammer shotgun which had almost seen its 
best days but nevertheless many a good day’s 
sport I had with the same old gun. 

As rabbits were very plentiful my cousin 
and I, (he owned a single barrel Steven’s 12 
gauge,) went hunting every day, some days 
having luck and some days none. 

If you are fortunate enough to own a few 
good hounds and a ferret and get into a good 
located rabbit country you can have a good 
day’s sport; and when “‘brer rabbit”’ is on the 
dead jump with three dogs after him it takes 
some good shooting to stop his speedy flight. 

When out shooting one day with nothing 
but No. 7 chilled shot the three dogs started 
a rabbit coming sideways for me. He crossed 
under a fence and I let him have one barrel 
but still he kept up his pace. I followed him 
about 50 yards when I found the dogs mauling 
Mr. Bunny. When I had measured the dis- 
tance from where I stood it proved to be 50 
yards which I thought a good kill for No. 7 
shot. 

For shells I used the empty Rem. Nitro 
Club primed with their famous No. 33 
primer which I loaded with a 75 cent grade of 
smokeless powder with two cards and two 
felt wads over the powder and one over the 
shot and I have never known a shell to fail me 
if care is taken in loading. 7 

Won't some brother sportsman let us have 
his experiences with this well known gun? 

Yours truly, 
Toronto, Ont. C. T. Askin. 

A Would-be Squirrel Farmer. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
_Have you any book or paper that would 

give me some information as to the mating or 
breeding ef grey squirrels. I have three, two 
bucks and one doe. At present they are very 
wild and I would like to tame them. Have 
any readers of Rod and Gun experimented 
with squirrels? 

Yours truly, 
Clinton, Ont. A. Hooper. 

A Sportsman in the Making 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
My son, Bert Kribs, has informed me 

that his subscription to Rod and Gun has 
not been paid, and that he does not want 
to miss any of the numbers. Bert takes 

. Hespeler, Ont. 

I I} Z 

Me [baat ese Se tel 

a great interest in Rod and Gun. He shoots 
a 25-20 Marlin and a Winchester Pump 
Gun and now wants a .280 Ross. We have 
nothing larger than a coon in this section, 
but he is talking of a trip through the Rocky 
Mountains. How is that for a boy of four- 
teen years.” 

Enclosed find express order for $1.50. 
Wm. A. Kribs. 

A Reply to Mr. Kerr 
Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 

Having seen an article in Rod and Gun, 
from the pen of Mr. Kerr, of Walkerville, re- 
questing all good sportsmen to appeal to the 
Government to have the open season for ducks 
and shore birds put back from September to 
October, I feel sure that he had not thought 
at the time he wrote that article, that by hay- 
ing the season put back he might be depriving 
good sportsmen from enjoying a day’s outing 
with the ducks and shore birds, for there are 
lots of good sports in the North, East and 
West of our Province, who are just as anxious 
to have the game birds protecied as are the 
shooters of Essex County, but who are not as 
favourably situated climatically for late fall 
shooting as are the shooters in-his part of the 
country. Why can’t he have the Essex Game 
Protective Association join forces with other 
good sports to have the Government make the 
open season the same for the whole of the 
Province, viz., lst September, which date 
would enable the duck shooters in the North, 
West and East to get a few ducks and also 
some shore birds which at the present time 
are protected here for our neighbors across the 
line, and also urge on the Government the 
advisability of prohibiting the sale of ducks, 
which I am pleased to see Mr. Kerr advocates 
in his article, hoping he will see that by having 
the season put back he might be doing an 
injustice to good sportsmen who are not as 
favourably situated as are the shooters in 
Essex. I remain, 

Yours truly, 
Toronto, Ontario. Wm. Carrell. 

Partridge and Quail Wanted 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 

I am considering raising some partridge and 
quail, or rather trying to do so, in a large bush 
on a country place of my fathers. Being a 
novice at this end of the game, I would like 
some information on the subject, particularly 
a list of names of people from whom I could 
get some stock. Will you or some of your 
readers kindly advise me. 

Yours truly, 
Toronto, Ontario. J: Paes 

1316 
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|. Mizpah | 
eJ OC Kno. 44 

Gives you a feeling of real comforc 
« and the assurance of perfect protection 

while exercising. 

Opening beneath Patent flap 

a 2 = 

BY APPOINTMENT TO 
HM: KING GEORGE V. 

“No Recoil’ 
You'll like this fine old 

Whisky for its smooth 

sa 
Smallamount of material between thighs 

Perfect pouch 

Ful DEC26-05 Welt-bound webbing 

Can be cleaned by boiling without injury to rub- 
ber. Fits perfectly Can’t rub or chafe. Finest 
quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer, and if N 
he will not supply you with MIZPAH JOCK NO. 44, \ 
send us 75c instamps and waist measurement and 
we will send by mail. 

THE WALTER F. WARE CO.. Dept. C., PHILA 

Don’t W T 
eae ROOKS’ APPLIANCE, 

ae ie eS the modern, scientific 
‘ invention, the wonderiul 

. new discovery that cures 

rupture will be sent on 
trial. No obnoxious 
springs or pads. Has 
automatic Air Cushions. 
Binds and draws the 
broken parts together as 
you would a broken limb. 
No salves. No lies. Dura- 
ble, cheap. Sent on trial 
to prove ?#. Protected by 
U.S. Patents. Catalogand au 
measure blanks mailed } fe es COT I 
free. Send name and ad- 
dress today. 

Cc. E. BROOKS, 1639 State Street, Marshall, Mich. 

body and exquisite flavor. 

White Horse 

Scotch 
MACKIE & CO., Distillers, 

Ltd. 

™ ane = court Aten Beni cau auoante (61 EE, 
FOU Nesey coset OC? See 

r S46 dare vets casest © John E. Turton, Can. Rep. 
MONTREAL 

aT 8 Mea, tS Seanecro Bt PY oy 
vs Stet Deses ere cael © 

Wag 2 88O comes oe cot 8M Fg te c 
Bg mt weris ex or 5Oee . op 2 Yew ' 

: 

“Estab - 1742 

| WATERPROOF 5 

Save your money 
Stop all laundry troubles. ‘“‘Chal- 
lenge’’ Collars can be cleaned with 
arub from a wet cloth—smart and 
dressy always. The correct dull 
finish and texture of the best linen. 
If vour dealer hasn’t *‘Challenge’’ Brand 
write us enclosing money, 25c for collars. 
50c per pair for cuffs We will supply 
you. Send for new style book. 

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA 
Limited 

54-64 Fraser Ave., Toronto, Can. 

epeue’) ur opel | 

Send for 

Catalog. 

W.E. PIKE, 1468 Queen St. W. 
Phone Park 73 TORONTO Phone Park 2358 
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Two Rods. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 

If this rhyme has no claim to a small corner 
in your interesting magazine kindly put it in 
the enclosed coffin and return to me to be in- ©° 
terred in my own consecrated ground—The 
Waste Paper Basket. 

I love to revert to the days that were rosy 
When a barefooted lad I’d wander from 
school 

With a cold disregard for everything prosy 
I'd weave a long fish line from Mother’s 
black spool. 

With a tinful of bait I’d dug in the garden 
And hooks that I bent from sister’s hat pins 

Though raining or shining, I'd not give a 
farthen’ 
But hie to the spring brook to pull in the fins. 

The rod and the basket I'd fling far behind me 
With great expectations and nothing to fear. 

And Dave my companion would always re- 
mind me 
A mess I must take to my fond mother dear. 

A fire in thé shade built by Ambrose our young 
cook, 
Who brought us wild apples, and drinks 
from the spring, 

Cooked nicely the fishes we caught in the 
spring brook— 
Meay feasts we enjoyed that were fit for a 
cing. 

But to our great sorrow our schoolmaster 
Percy 
Who found our seats vacant became very 
sore 

The rod he applied to us without any mercy 
Till we all cried ““Enough’’ and promised 
“No more.” 

Yonkers, N. Y 
Yours truly, 

C. M. Breslin. 

N.B.—While as a rule we don’t welcome 
poetry with open arms we hadn’t the heart to 
inter this bit of verse, which is accordingly 
reproduced herewith. 

Are Outboard Motors a Success Asks a 
Subscriber From Saskatchewan. 

Editor, ROD AND GUN :— 
I would be glad if some of your readers could 

give me any information re outboard motors 
for boats. 

I have a home-made flat-bottomed boat 14 
feet by 36 inches beam, depth 16 inches at 
stern and 12 inches at bow. 

The river here (South Saskatchewan) is very 
swift so that it is very hard work going up 
stream and in some places where there are 
eddies it is impossible to propel the boat with 
oars though I have done it with a sail in a big 
upstream wind. 

I should like to know from some one who 
has had practical experience whether these 
little outboard motors are a success, or wheth- 
er an inboard motor could be installed in a 
flat-bottomed boat with more success. Will 
they use coal-oil as well as gasoline? 

Yours, faithfully 
Riverfront, Sask. : J. W. Jackson. 

Meeting a Buffalo 
Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 

Recently, having business in Livingstone, 
Montana, that required my immediate 
attention and being distant from that place 
one hundred and ten miles as the crow flies, I 
started out to keep my appointment by stage, 
that being the only method of transportation 
for a distance of fifty-five miles. The trip 
took me through the north east corner of 
the Yellowstone National Park to Gardiner, 
Montana. For about twenty miles we pro- 
ceeded at a leisurely pace. After havin 
covered about that distance on making a ben 
in the road we observed an old buffalo bull, 
a patriarch of the herd who had been driven 
out of the tame bunch of buffaloes, numbering 
over 200 that are cared for by Government 
employees on Rose Creek. This same old 
patriarch, having been defeated by some of the 
junior members of the buffalo family had 
doubtless decided that the safest way out of 
his dilemma would be to move to new quarters 
as we discovered by his ungentlemanly de- 
meanor of keeping to the middle of the road. 
Not wishing to be arbitrary at all we drove 
around rather than be the cause of making 
any trouble in Uncle Sam’s big pleasure 
grounds. The buffalo demonstrated to our 
entire satisfaction what he could do if he 
would, by hooking the ground and grunting 
like a pig. Later we learned from soldiers at 
Soda Butte that this old gentleman had killed 
two pigs for them a few days before our visit. 
On reaching a safe distance I took a photo- 
graph of his majesty for future reference. The 
soldiers have nick-named him “‘Jack Johnson.” 
As for myself I called him names I wouldn’t 
like to see in print. I haven’t any desire to 
meet a buffalo again, they are an unmannerly, 
ill-tempered bunch, both cows and bulls. 

Yours respectfully, 

Cooke, Montana. Jas. H. Stinson. 

A Morning with the Partridge. 
Editor, ROD AND GUN:— 

On the last Friday in October 1915, 
my youngest brother planned with me a part- 
ridge hunt the next day being Saturday, and 
a holiday for me. We set the alarm for six 
o’clock in the morning, and it was no time till 
we were up and had breakfast. We started 
off through the fields with our guns over our 
shoulders, our little partridge dog following 
us, and as the sun was coming up red and there 
was no breeze it made us feel like hunting. 
In about half an hour we reached the bush, 
and were going through very, carefully and 
expecting any minute to raise a partridge, 
when our little dog which is a dandy raised 
one far ahead. It was so wild however it 
would not tree and was too far away for a 
wing shot. The little dog looked discouraged 
as we did not shoot, he evidently expecting 
to see every one fall. We soon reached an old 
road which ran up to the lake and this we © 
followed, but as there was very little bush 
and the partridge were so wild we didn’t get 
a shot. Soon we crossed a field to a nice 
swamp near the lake where there were some 
partridge which were wild but at last the dog 
raised one very close, and when it was going 
over the tree-tops I caught it with the first 
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“No man 
~r- ig a born 
woodsman or 
trapper... 
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There is always something 
more to learn.” 

“Those who seek to be trappers today must in a measure, at least, 
emulate the old-timers’ ways, and, profiting by the experience of others, 
learn even to avoid their failures, yet achieve their successes. Life 
is too short for universal personal experiment; the successful man 
of today is the one who profits by the experience of others—reaps 
a harvest or reward.” 

The above is an extract In this book, Buzzacott 

from Buzzacott’s second ? shows you how to avoid 

volume, and all who Buzzacott S others’ failures, and 

have read his ‘Sports- achieve success where 

man’s Guide”’ know that e failure would be certain 

Buzzacott is the premier Masterpiece had you not this master- 

writer of the great out- sportsman’s experience 

doors. within your reach. 

SPECIAL OFFERS — GET THIS BOOK FREE 
By a special arrangement with the publishers of this great book we are en- 

abled to make the following exceptional offers. These offers are made for a limit- 
ed time and we advise everyone who wishes the boo\ to take advantage of them 
at once. 

OFFER A 
BUZZACOTT’S MASTERPIECE, Full Gilt Library Edition, 

sent to any address in Canada, the United States or Great Britain, 
Postpaid, for $1.75. 

OFFER B 
BUZZACOTT’S MASTERPIECE, together with an annual 

subscription to Rod and Gun, either new or renewal, postpaid, 
$3.00. 

OFFER C 
BUZZACOTT’S MASTERPIECE, will be sent free to any- 

one sending two new annual subscriptions to Rod and Gun, at 
the regular subscription price, $1.50 per annum. Your own 
subscription and that of one of your fnends will be accepted. 

ADDRESS 
W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. 
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shot of my repeater and he came down like a 
lunch of rags, as the gun is a close shooter. 
This was my first shot of the morning and my 
brother dfdn’t get a chance at any, as he said 
they flew too fast for him to get a sight on 
them. We crossed an opening and when 
coming to an old log fence surrounded with 
cedars the dog raised one but it would not 
(ree and it was too thick to get a wing shot. 
Now as we reached the lake we expected to 

see some ducks fly up out of the rice but in- 
stead of ducks, up jumped a woodcock, and 
as I fired at it quickly I made a clean miss. 
Soon I saw the young lad pulling up his gun, 
and he fired and shot a nice woodcock. We 
didn’t go twenty yards further before up 
jumped another and I took my time and 
caught him on the wing, making two wood- 
cock and one partridge for us. This being 
a pretty poor bag—it was about ten o’clock— 
we thought we would try a new bush and 
follow the lake home, instead of taking the 
road home. As we were about two miles 
from home, and it was getting late I thought 
it time to gel busy and do some shooting. We 
soon came to a fine bush and had hardly 
entered it when we heard the dog bark and 
we knew what was up. We went straight in 
with guns in readiness and very quietly, not 
making a sound. When we saw the dog 
looking up in the trees we knew it was close 
around a~d taking it easy I saw the partridge 
sitting up in a cedar. As I was very close, 
too close to shoot at its body, I pulled on its 
head and blew it clean off; this is the way I 
like to get them when they’re for the pot. 
We went further into the bush and the dog 
put another one into a tree, and as I happened 
to see it this time treeing I tried to point it 
out to the young lad but he couldn’t see it. 
Not wishing to go any closer as it was looking 
straight at me, and afraid of its flying away, 
I took it from where it was at about fifty 
vards with number six shot. We went 

TRADE 

Hilderbrandt Company Rounds-out its Line 

of Spinners. 

In addition to their regular Hilderbrandt 
spinners, the John J. Hilderbrandt Co., 
Logansport, Ind., is now producing the smaller 
sizes of its Slim Eli, Standard and Idaho 
shapes in both aluminum and black finish. 

The aluminum baits are very light and the 
blades being made of aluminum, a much 
larger bait than heretofore can be used on a 
fly rod. They are said to be particularly good 
for moonlight, dawn and dusk fishing, as well 
as on dark days and in muddy water. 

The black spinners are designed to meet the 
demand for a spinner for very bright days or 
clear water. Incidentally, the Hilderbrandt 
Company is now making three hundred and 
two sizes and kinds of spinning baits for all 
kinds of game fish. The new spinners embody 
the interchangeable fly feature, the reversible 
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through this bush to an opening, and as we 
were waiting on the dog the young lad spied 
something in under a cedar tree which looked 
to me like arusty tinean. He said he thought 
it looked like the breast of a partridge, and so 
I told him to run no chances, accordingly he 
fired and sure enough it was a partridge, as 
big a one as I have ever seen. This one was 
sitting up on a little hill in under a tree, sun- 
ning itself as the sun was shining strong, and 
this is the way you often get them. 

It was coming near eleven o’clock so we 
planned to take a short cut home, and as we 
were close to a road we made for it. We 
reached it, and followed it but a short distance 
when my brother remarked that as it was so 
sunny and there were many nice cedar clumps 
on each side of the little road that there ought 
to be lots of partridge there. He no sooner 
had said this than I thought I saw a partridge, 
though it looked a lot like a stump to me. 
I took a chance however, and fired and to my 
surprise as aresult a partridge was soon flutter- 
ing on the ground, and no sooner was it shot 
than the dog ran past on another one’s track 
and up jumped two and treed. We approach- 
ed these both ready for a shot, and I spied one 
sitting up in the tree where I expected to see 
‘him. I pointed it out to my brother but he 
could not see it and not being able to find the 
other I fired and knocked him, and repeated 
as quick as I could but the other one got away 
too far in the bush to get a shot at it. We 
soon got out of this nice bush, and as we heard 
the twelve o'clock bell we made for home with 
six partridges and two woodcock, which I 
considered a good bag for a morning’s shoot, 
so close toa town. We reached home very tired 
and surprised them with our bag of game and 
as there was a hot meal waiting for us we were 
well able to handle it. 

Yours truly, 
SVBRAS: 

NOTES 

hinge lug and all the other spinning qualities 
of Hilderbrandt Spinners. 

In order to restock that part of the country 
with quail, hunters having killed nearly all of 
the native birds, a recent importation of some 
ten thousand “‘Bob Whites” was made from 
Mexico to Kansas City, consigned to Horne’s 
Zoological Arena Co. These birds were 
caught by Mexican natives in traps and nets 
in the mountains of Mexico where they are 
still found in vast numbers. Several thousand 
partridges were also imported. The quail have 
been distributed to the various States in the 
Union and should prove a great benefit agri- 
culturally and from the hunter’s standpoint, 
as well. This firm have distributed, all told, 
during the last few years nearly a hundred 
thousand birds including the Gambel’s, Blue, 
Bob White, California Mountain and Valley 

irds. 
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FOR:-THE CAMP OR COTTAGE 
there is no method of cooking quite so clean, convenient and economical as 
that provided by the NEW PERFECTION OIL COOKSTOVE. — Your 
kitchen keeps cool—the NEW PERFECTION gives lots of heat, but it is 
all concentrated on the cooking. No wood to split. No coal to carry. No 
fires to kindle. In 1, 2, 3, and 4-burner sizes at hardware, furniture and 
department stores everywhere. Royalite Oil gives best results. 

THE IMPERIAL OIL COMPANY, Limited 
BRANCHES IN ALL CITIES. | 
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BILL TO AMEND. THE ONTARIO GAME AGE 

RECEIVES ITS FIRST READING APRIL 10th 
S we go to press a copy of the Bill to 

= amend the Ontario Game. Laws, pre- 
sented at the present session of the 

Ontario Legislature and so far given its first 
reading only, is to hand with a varied list of 
proposed changes in the present regulations. 
Among the list the most notable, and the 

one that would be welcomed perhaps most 
heartily by those sportsmen who have the 
best interest of our wild game at heart, is 
the amendment to prohibit the sale or 
purchase of wild ducks, wild geese or other 
water fowl, thus bringing Ontario more in 
line with those American States which pro- 
hibit the sale of all or certain kinds of game. 
This will be considered by all game con- 
servationists a step in the right direction. 

Other proposed changes dealing with 
the shooting of wild ducks provide that no 
person shall put to flight or kill wild ducks 
or other water fowl that are more than 200 
yards from the shore or a natural rush bed 
that is thick enough to conceal a boat or 
from a water line bounding private property. 
No person, it is required, shall set out more 
than one flock of decoys and no flock of 
decoys shall consist of more than 50 and no 

two flocks shall be placed nearer each other 
than 100 yards. 

This Bill provides that no non-resident shall 
carry a gun for the purpose of destroying 
any animal or bird except under authority of 
a license. 

It suggests a close season on grouse, 
pane fowl and partridge until October 15, 
1918. 

The open season for big game in that part 
of Ontario lying north of the main line of 
the C.P.R. from Mattawa to the Manitoba 
boundary and that part of Ontario lying 
south of the C.P.R. from the City of Port 
Arthur to the Manitoba boundary, the Bill 
proposes, shall be from the first day of No- 
-vember till the 30th of November, the open 
season now being October, 16th to Novem- 
ber 15th. ; 

There is also a proposed change in the date 
of the open season for woodcock from 
October 1st to November 15th, to an open 
season from October 15th to November 15th. 

The Bill proposes to extend the date for 
the shooting of ducks to December 31st, with 
the opening day September Ist. 

Algonquin Park distriet, the ‘‘Highway to 
Health and Happiness,” is attracting more 
and more attention every year from the ever- 
increasing army of tourists that are looking 
for new fields to explore, new scenes to enjoy 
and a place where vacation days may be spent 
with profit. 2000 feet above the sea level 
with an area of 2,500,000 acres of forest lands 
and rivers, it offers unlimited opportunities 
for the canoeist, the angler and those who love 
out-of-door life. The fishing is good and the 
forests abound in game, which of course can 
only be shot with the camera, as hunting in 
the Park is prohibited. The Grand Trunk 
have erected comfortable hotels and log cabin 
camps in different parts of the Park, which 
offer first class accommodation for those who 
do not desire to rough it. A new publication 

entitled “Algonquin Provincial Park’’ telling 
about it, has just been issued. It is hand- 
somely illustrated, and can be secured free 
from any Grand Trunk Agent, or on applica- 
tion to H. R. Charlton, General Advertising 
Agent, Grand Trunk System, Montreal, 
Canada. 

' According to press reports, Sweden proposes 
to cut off the export of chemical pulp to 
Great Britain. Naturally all eyes are im- 
mediately turned to Canada to supply the 
threatened deficiency. 
_ The Commission of Conservation has just 
issued a report on “Forest Protection in 
Canada, 1913 1914,” which is of particular 
interest in this connection. It contains much 
information respecting the work of the pro- 
vineial forest services and of the federal de- 
partments intrusted with the care of our forests. 

Forest fire protection is assuming a large 
place in public attention. It is obvious that, 
if Canada is to continue as a wood producing 
country, she must conserve her resources of 
this natural product. The report treats ex- 
haustively of the fire protection of forest lands 
along railway rights-of-way. | Through co- 
operative action, great headway has been made 
in securing the reduction of forest losses 
through fires traceable to railway causes. 

The forests of British Columbia. aod on 
Dominion lards in the West have been dealt 
with in reports containing the results of 
special studies conducted by Dr. C. D. Howe 
and Mr. J. H. White. The Trenton water- 
shed in Ontario, has also received especial 
attentjon, in a report of an investigation by 
Dr. C. D. Howe ia the townships of Burleigh 
and Methuen. This district is important h: 
that, while of very little value as an agri- 
cultural area, it is being repeatedly overrun 
by forest fires and the little remaining mer- 
chantable timber destroyed. It is suggested 
that the area be placed under the control of 
the Dominion Forestry Branch for protection 
from fires and reforestation. ; 

“T enjoy reading the Rod and Gun very 
much,” writes Mr. Saunders of Bridgewater, 
N. S., in renewing his subscription to our 
magazine. “I think if some of the so called 
sportsmen who are not on your list would 
read it more than they do they certainly 
would not brag so much about bagging so 
many trout and partridge in a season. We 
should co-operate in preserving our game 
which I am afraid is decreasing rather than 
increasing.” 
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